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Notices to Correspondents.

EDITOKIAL SUGGESTION.

At the outset of a new series the Editor thinks

it pardonable to speak a few words upon the one

difficulty which attends the discharge of duties he

ventures to think honourable as well as agreeable.
No regulation is more fully understood among con-

tributors than that which excludes from ' N. & Q.'
all matter tending to political or theological con-

troversy. Yet the moment a subject points in

this direction contributors rush in with an appetite
for the fray recalling that of Homeric heroes.

Amplification takes the place of compression, and
the exercise of editorial supervision becomes a

matter of annoyance and complaint. Such super-

vision, however, is indispensable, if for no other

reason than because the insertion of all that is sent

would be practically to confine 'N. & Q.' to the

matter in dispute. On the subject of Mr. Cal-

deron's 'St. Elizabeth' the Editor is deluged
with correspondence, a large quantity of which is

polemical. The subject of
'

Socialism and Libraries'

is one that can scarcely be discussed with the

serenity that is necessary if
' N. & Q.' is to dis-

charge its useful and unostentatious mission. One
or two other subjects scarcely less provocative of

strong feeling may easily be mentioned. In coming
to the determination to arrest these matters the

Editor counts on the support and approval of

those contributors whose loyal and priceless service

makes 'N. & Q.' what it is. He promises', more-

over, to use his best effort to prevent the intrusion

into literary opinions of any form of acerbity.
One more suggestion he couples with his best

wishes for the New Year to his contributors. Ques-
tions which are fully answered in a book so acces-

sible as Bartlett's
' Familiar Quotations' come with

irritating persistency. The question as to the origin
of the phrase

" Pour oil on troubled waters
"
pre-

sents itself every other week. With every wish
to aid all who consult its pages, the Editor holds
that it cannot be necessary to occupy space with

questions that can be answered from the most
obvious sources of reference. This counsel is not,
of course, needed by those who are the chief sup-

port of
' N. & Q.' The previous counsel, however,

concerns some of these most of all. EDITOR.

A TEMPTING INVITATION.
' N. & Q.' in its long career has contained many

original letters of great interest, but few, I venture
to think, of greater interest than the subjoined
invitation to Garrick to visit Ireland. Admirers
of Garrick, of Johnson, and of Swift, students of

the social history of the last century, lovers of

anecdote, all may find in it something to enter-

tain them. Sir James Caldwell had previously
asked Garrick to pay a visit to Castle Caldwell.
Garrick's reply, promising to do so when free

from the responsibility of managing Drury Lane,
where he was giving his final performances, drew
forth the following warm-hearted letter, which is

copied from vol. ii. of the Forster MSS. at South

Kensington, the peculiarities of spelling in the

original being retained :

Castle Caldwell, the 3d of June, 1776.
DEAR SIR, I take the first opportunity of returning

you my sincere thanks for your most obliging and polite
letter. I know no one from whom such an attention
would give me a higher gratification, and what adds
much to it is the pleasing hopes of receiving you and Mrs.
Garrick at this place in the best manner in our power.

If you come by the way of Scotland it is probable you
will make Berwick, Edinburgh, Glascow, and Ayr your
road, and take that opportunity of paying a visit to the
literati of those towns. You will find (as I have been

lately informed by a Scotch officer) the roads, accomida-
tion, and post horses very good the whole way to Port-

patrick, where the packet boats, lately established, are

very well appointed ; and I shall be rejoyced to bear
Mrs. Garrick admit that her passage from thence to

Donaghadee was but like a summer's pleasuring on the

Thames, the difference only known by the impending
Scotch and Irish mountains. From Donaghadee you
pass by Newtown Ards, distant from thence seven miles.
Mr. and Mrs. Stewart, who by the changes and chances
of this world are worth 14,0001. a year, live in this town ;

their house is an excellent plan for an inn. Their son,
who was first married to Lord Hertford's daughter, and
lately to Lord Camden's, is a polite, sensible young man.
I could wish that you and Mrs. Garrick would avail

yourselves of the attention I am sure he will shew you
the moment he hears of your arrival in town, as it will
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introduce you to the father and mother, who are such

originals as I have never seen either in print or manu-

script.

From Newtown Ards 8 miles to Belfast, the third

town for trade in this kingdom. It all belongs to Lord

Dunigal, who has built a very eligant Assembly Boom
there, which is said to have cost seven thousend pounds.
Near this town is the ruins of a castle in which three

daughters of the 3d Earl of Dunigal were burnt young
ladies of great beauty and much beloved. They were
Been for a considerable time before the roof fell in,

walking on the battlements, uttering most dreadful!

shrieks of horror and despair, which were receved by
thousands of people below, who could give no assistance,

and expressed as great agonies as the young ladies them
selves ;

it is indeed imposible to conceeve a more tragick
scene.

From Belfast to Helsborough, 12 miles by the way of

Lisburn remarkable fine road, and the most popolous,
rich, and best cultivated part of this kingdom. The

church, steeple, ring of bells, organ, and choir at Hells-

borough would be very magnificent for the cathedral of

a metropolis. We have nothing like it any where in

this kingdom ; indeed, our country churches in general
are but poor hovels. A gentleman asked his Irish

servant at the great cathedral at Antwerp how he liked

the church and the service. The servant replied that

he never saw God Almighty served like a gentleman
before. This church at Hellsborough with its appur-
tinances is said to have cost my lord at least 16 thousend

pounds. He goes to prayers every morning and twice

of a Sunday, and one Sunday a short time ago left Arch-

bishop Cradock* at the bottle and sliped to church

Of outward form elaborate, of inward less exact.

From Hillsborough to Mount Alto, 8 miles. You will

be highly pleased with Lady Moira ; my lord is sensible

and well informed. It is probable you may be already

acquainted with them, as they both have much sought
the acquaintence of persons of abilities. From thence

by Dromore to Qelford, 7 miles, the seate of Sir Richard

Johnston, who was made a baronet and got a pension of

400 a year for opposing the Hearts of Steel ;
he was,

however, obliged to leap out of a window and swim over

a river, both of which are shewen as curiosities. From
Guilford to Tanderagee, 2 miles. Doctor Leslie lives

there, a very sensible clergimau and a great traviler.

He will certainly goe with you to pay a visit to his

brother-in-law, Mr. Bromlow, with whose conversation

and teast in musick you will be much pleased as well as

with his beautifull seat on the banks of Logh Neagh.
It was there Kaiu O'Harra wrote his '

Midas,' which
was played for the first time by the ladies and gentlemen
of the family.f From Tanderagee, 7 miles to Armagh.
You pass by Market Hill, the seat of Sir Archibald

Atchenson, whose patent of a peerage is in the office. J
It was at Market Hill, as you know, that Dean Swift

wrote many of his poems in particular,
'
Hamilton's

Bawn,' which according to my lady's wish still keeps its

ground as a barrick. You will pass by it in your way to

* Of Dublin.

f Genest (x. 462) says O'Hara's ' Midas ' was played
at Capel Street Theatre, Dublin, in the season 1761-2 ;

and (v. 56) at Covent Garden, Feb. 22, 1764.

J Burke,
'

Peerage,' sajs Sir Archibald Acheson was
created Baron Gosford, of Market Hill, in the peerage
of Ireland, July 20, 1776.

This poem bears the fuller title
' The Grand Ques-

tion Debated : whether Hamilton's Bavyu should be

turned into a Barrack or Malt-house,' in the Aldine

edition of Swift.

Armagh. Doctor Johnson, who wished to insert in his
'

Dictionary
'

every word authorised by Swift, asked
me what a lawn meant. I told him, and yet he has
neglected to insert it. Lady Atchenson was much
offended at this poem ;

it is a pity the Dean has so often
sacrificed his friends to his wit, trespassing against the
rules of intimacy and hospitality.
Armagh is three miles from Market Hill. You will

be pleased with the Primate's house ;* it is a very eligant
modern building. Alas ! it is but half furnished, for no
woman is ever suffered even within the vestibule. As
to my own opinion, it is not furnished at all.

From Armagh to Glass lough, 8 miles, the seat of Mr.
Leslie, a sprightly, agreeable young man, married to an
amiable, sensible woman, daughter to the late Lord
Dunganon. He inherited his estate from his uncle
Doctor Leslie, who had lived much in Spain. On his
return he was always one of the party with Dean Swift
and Sir Arthur Atchenson. The Dean redicules their
taciturnity in a little poem which I do not recolect to-

see in his works :

Sir Arthur thinks much, but says little;
The Spaniard 's the same to a tittle ;

They never are hoarse
With too much discourse,

Or talk, till they spend all their spittle.f

From Glass lough to Clogher, 12 miles. The Bishop
was Master of Clare Hall, Cambridge, entertained the
Duke of Newcastle when he was elected Chancellor
wrote a paraphrase on the patience of Jobe, and became
a bishop with 5,000 a year.J A few months before his

preferment I found his book (where it ought to be) in
the Duke of Newcastle's anty chamber. In reading it

theory and practice go togather.
The Dean of Clogher lives but a mile from the town.

He is a lively, pleasent little man, an excellent preacher,
and the Tucker of this country.
From Clogher a very romantick good road to Innis-

killen, 18 miles distant. About half way Sir Arthur
Brooke and Doctor Law live near each other, both of
them hospitable and polite, the latter very learned.

Enniskillen was famous for its military spirit in the
last civil wars of this kingdom. It is an island, 15 miles
from hence, a very pleasent passage on the lake. 1 wilt
with great pleasure meet you and Mrs. Garrick there
and shew you the way to this place, either by land or
water, which ever is most agreeable. Perhaps, tho' Mrs.
Garrick dose not like the sea, she might have no objec-

* The archbishop was Dr. Richard Robinson, created
in 1777 Baron Rokeby. Cotton (' Fasti,' iii. 27) says he
built the Palace of Armagh.

f These lines do not seem to be printed among the" Poems composed at Market - Hill
"

in the Aldine
'Swift.'

J The Bishop of Clogher in 1776 was John Garaett
translated from Ferns in 1758. His dissertation on Jot>
was published in 1749. Dr. Garnett does not mention
in his article in the '

Dictionary of National Biography
'

that his namesake was ever Master of Clare Hall; while
Le Neve ('Fasti,' iii, 672) says that Dr. JohnVilcox
was Master of Clare Hall from 1736 to 1762, so that Sir
James Caldwell appears to have made a mistake on this-

point. The Duke of Newcastle was elected Chancellor
of Cambridge in 1748.

Dr. Richard Woodward, the Dean of Clogher
became afterwards Bishop of Cloyne. Cotton (iii 89)
says he was first educated by Josiah Tucker, Dean of
Gloucester. The latter roused much opposition by his
advocacy, during the American war, of the separation of
the colonies from the mother country.
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tion to a party of pleasure on the lake. If so, we shall

find on a beautifull island half way the ladies, a cold

dinner, and the band. I thick you will say that this

lake in some particulars excells those you have seen in

Italy.
We expect the Bishop and the Dean of Derry* here

ibis summer
;
I hope they will not come until we have

the happiness of having you and Mrs. Garrick with us.

The Bishop is a Hervey in the most agreeable sense of
that appellation; nothing of the new-created third

gender nothing of the epicen about him.
I can tell you some youthfull exploits of the Dean's

that will make you laugh. I knew him at Hanover
" when he was a crack not thus high

" " and now hath
tie lands and beeves."

I hope, dear sir, you will excuse the length of this

epistle. I could not refrain from marking out to you the
Tout which I so earnestly wish you and Mrs. Garrick to

take, and I have wrote to you without ceremony. When
I have the pleasure of seeing you here you will find that
that word is blotted out of all our dictionaries.

I make free with you as with an old acquaintance
whom I have seen with infinite pleasure in a vast variety
of situations, always superlatively great. I have been
more intrested in your humours, in your pashions, and
in your distresses than in those of any other person.
Can it therefore be said th-.it, tho' you do not know me,
that ['c] I am not acquainted with youl That the
former may not long be the case is my earnest request.

Tho' I have not heard from our most worthy friend
.Mr. Wallis yet, I have wrote to him this post to acquaint
him with the hopes you are pleased to give us. I am
fully persuaded that such a strong temptation as yours
and Mrs. Garrick's company will smooth all difficulties

and make him set too immediately to lacker his boots.
In the second letter I troubled you with I wrote fully on
that subject. Indeed, sir, I have not words to express
how much this family have felt, and continue to feel, for
that worthy man's loss.f

My wife and daughters present their best compliu to

you and Mrs. Garrick, and hopes the weather will be
fine and the claronets in good tune the day we are all to
dine togather on the beautifull island that I have men-
tioned. I am with very great respect,

Dear Sir,
Your much obliged

and most obedient humble servant,
JA. CALDWKLL.

It is sad to be obliged to add that Garrick died
two years and a half later, leaving the visit still

unpaid. JOHN RANDALL.

WAS GEORGE CRUIKSHANK EVER IN PARIS ]

In 1820 and 1822 there appeared two extremely
original books, that owed their popularity to the

graphic art displayed upon them, an art very
slightly exaggerated, depicting pretty truly phases
of society now much modified, if not passed away.

*
Bishop Frederick Augustus Hervey was afterwards

the fourth Earl of Bristol. The dean was Dr. Thomas
Barnard, a friend of Johnson, and at a later date Bishop
of Killaloe (Cotton, iii. 334).

t The allusion is to the death of Albany Charles
Wallis, a Westminster scholar, drowned in the Thames
in the preceding March. He was an only son ; his
monument was erected by Garrick. The father in his
turn erected the monument to Garrick (Chester,'
-Register* of St. Peter, Westminster ').

Of the two works the first was called
'
Life in

London,' by Pierce Egan, and the second 'Life

in Paris,' by David Carey, both illustrated by
George Crnikshank. In the first the hand of

George is paramount, and in the second super-
lative. Both books are rare, and if found in fine

condition and uncut, with the covers, would fetch

about forty pounds, an imperfect copy of the 'Paris'

having been sold lately at Sotheby's for thirteen

guineas. I possess both volumes, though not ' The

Finish,' or sequel to the 'London.' The 'Life in

Paris '
is true to the place and the people, which

is very remarkable, particularly as I believe that

George Cruiksbank had never been abroad.

Indeed, I think that I more than once asked him
the question, both times getting a negative

answer, and I now greatly regret that I did not

push the subject of the
'

Paris
'

plates more ; for

how he got the details I cannot divine, unless it

were from personal observation, the anachronisms

being so few.

Paris just after the Battle of Waterloo having
been well pictured and drawn upon by divers artists

made it easy to depict ; but for all that there must
have been some prompter, as I know that my old

friend had but a limited knowledge of the language
of the Latin race, a misfortune that be shared with
Thomas Hood, who punned upon it, as for instance

when he wrote :

Never go to France unless you know the lingo,
For iffyou do, like me you will suffer, by Jingo.

David Carey must have been an adept in French

manners, and must have jockeyed George consider-

ably over this book, as the result shows. Hogarth
we know was once in Calais, where he got into

trouble for sketching the gate, a porte that dis-

appeared some few years ago when the place
became dedassl as a fortified enceinte.

Alas, poor Calais, so dear to English story !

That place has lost all its character since St. Pierre

has swallowed it up, the very name itself having
been in jeopardy the name that was said to have
been engraved on our Mary's heart ; the Calais of

Laurence Sterne and Tessin's Hotel, now no more.
In 1887 all the gates had gone save one, and

that served as an office ; but unfortunately it was
not Hogarth's, which formerly stood in front of a
British beershop, once in a back street, but now
on the quay; and I remember (seeing that the

Union Jack floated from the first floor) trying to

induce the landlord to keep old memories by
calling his taverne " The Gate of Calais," and dis-

playing behind his bar an engraving of the same

by the great William, a thing he seemed disinclined

to do. I remember also hunting all over Calais

and St. Pierre for a photograph of this gate, but
without avail, not one existing in either place.

Hogarth went to Calais to confirm his prejudices,
and to produce a picture very much de cdte.

George, I presume, never went to France at all,
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and produced a good-natured panorama of th

people, quite as true as Hogarth's twisted an

prejudiced limning.
I have not consulted Blanchard Jerrold's

' Lif

of George Cruikshank,' for there I find severa

illustrations that are not George's at all, henc
feel it is no authority.

I should like before the scene closes upon man]
who may have known Sherwood & Jones of Pater
noster Row, John Fairhurn of the Broadway, Lud
gate Hill, Marchant, the printer, of Ingram Court
or David Carey, to ask if there be evidence oi

George Cruikshank having been in the Paris he has

depicted BO well. I am old enough to have remem-
bered many of the old Parisian haunts, and thus
can bear testimony to their truthfulness.

LUKE LIMNER, F.S.A.
Burlington House.

DANTEIANA.
The lack of some such heading in 'N. & Q.,

under which students of Dante could group their

notes and wage a useful discussion, just as our

Shakespearian contributors enter the lists profit-

ably under '

Shakspeariana,' has always appeared
to me a lacuna, and if I may do so without appearing
nnduly presumptuous, I should like to take the

initiative by a communication under the sub-head-

ing
*

Inferno,' canto iv. 34-36, with a promise of

further notes as my reading advances.
The passage upon which I invite discussion runs

thus in my edition of ' La Divina Commedia '

(that
of P. B. Lombard i, Edieione terza, Romana, 1820,
with additional notes by other commentators):

E s'egli hanno mercedi,
Non basta, perch' e non ebber battesmo,
Ch' e parle della fede che tu credi.

The italicized word is the bone over which there is

so much contention. Lombardi's note is such an
able defence ofparte and rejection of porta (adopted
by many) that it is worth transcribing in its en-

tirety :

"
Ch' e parte, lezione ammessa dalla comune de' test!

manoscritti e etarnpati avanti la correzione degli
Accademici della Crusca, e la sola che non incontra
veruna difficolta.* II Cod. Caet. il Vaticano e 1'Angelico
leggono equalmente, N.E. [i. e., the Nuovo Editore, who
edits my copy of Lombardi's edition]. Basta awertire
di non prendere il che per il quale, relativo alia sola voce

tatteiimo, ma per lo che, relativo a tutta la sentenza; cioe
ebe non bastano per salvarsi le buone opere senza il bat-

tesimo
;
e la e questa veramente una parle sia un arti-

colo della fede che noi crediamo. Per mancanza di

questo intendimento cV sembrata agli Accademici pro-
fati gran sorte di avere tra li novanta e piu testi, che
per la correzione del presente poema consultarono,
trovati due, ne' quali era scritto porta in vece di parte ;
e cacciandone questa lezione e quella inserendovi,
scrissero in margine : 'Sappiendosi quanto il Poeta
fosse scienziato in divinita, e da' maestri d'essa chiam-
andoei il battesimo Janna Sacramentorum, abbiamo con
1'autorit;:. quantunque di pochi testi, rimesso porta nel

nostro testo, tenendo per fermo, tal luogo esaere state

guasto dalla ignoranza de' copiatori. Oltre all' essere

indivisibile la ragion formale della fede, non pare cbe
possa dim aver parti.' Egli e pero ben diverge appellare
il batteeimo porla de' sacramenti, ed appellarlo porta
delta fede : imperoche apre bensi il battesimo la via a
ricevere gli altri sacramenti, ma non gia a ricevere la

fede, anzi (tutto il contrario) la fede diepone a ricevere
il battesimo :

' credo filium Dei esse Jeeum Christum '

dovette protestare 1'Eunuco al panto diacano Filippo
prima di esserne battezato (Act VIII. 37) : e istessamente,
cosi santa chiesa ordinando, professor debbono tutti quelli
che al mcdesimo salutare lavacro aspirano. II perche
non il battesimo porta della fede appellare si dee, ma
piuttosto la fede porta del battesimo. E tale, per dir

vero, se non 1 ha Dante espreseamente pronunciata, 1'ha

pero evidentemente accennata, nel secondo della presente
cantica, dicendo essere la fede prindpio alia via di
salvazione. (Vers. 30.)

" Che poi la ragion formale della fede, cioe 1'autorita

di Dio revelante, sia una, e indivisibile, ci6 e verissimo :

ma egli e pero ugualmente vero, cha ha fede distinti

articoli ; e che per la ragione medesima che ariicoli si

appellano, possono anche appellarsi parti. (' Ut corporis
membra articolis distinguuntur ; ita etiam in fidei con-
fessione quidquid distincte, et separatim ab alio nobis
credendum eat, recte et apposite articulum dicimus.'
' Catech. Rom.,' cap. i.

" Per un altro motive vorrebbe che si leggesse porta
e non parte il Sig. B. Perazzini (' Correct, in Pant.

Com.,' Veronae, 1773), per corrispondenza cioe a quel
altro passo del Farad., Canto xxv. v. 8 e segg.

in sul fonte

Del mio battesmo prendero '1 cappello
Perocche nella fede, che fa conte
L'anime a Dio, quiv' entra' io, &c.

Unendo noi pero questo a quell' altro gia referito

parlar di Dante che la fede e prindpio alia via di
salvazione, ed alia stessa verita del fatto della precedenza
della fede al battesimo, tosto ci avvediamo, che altro qul
non accenna il Poeta se non appunto 1'anzidetto

universale rito di professare i battezzandi, nel luogo
medesimo dove devono battezzarsi, la fede al prete
>rirna di riceverne il Sacramento: e non gia che pel
lattesimo entrasse egli nella fede, come intende il Sig.
1'erazzini.* Con tuttocio il ch. Biagioli tiene la lezione
della Crusca. N.E."

I am at a loss at which to wonder most, the
boldness of the Accademici in rejecting the
"novanta e piu testi" and accepting, in the face

of such overwhelming evidence, the two opposite

variants, or their crass ignorance of Roman
heology. Had they been better sciensiati in

divinita, or had counted Lombardi as one of

heir members, they had never substituted porla,
or parte.

L'esprit de mouton (I use the borrowed ex-

iression reverently) has infected later commenta-
ors and translators to an alarming degree. I give
few specimens. Cary translates the passage

bus :

If aught they merited,
It profits not, since baptism was not theirs,
The portal to thy faith.

nd adds in a note :

" Porta della fede. This was an alteration made in

tie text by the Accademici della Crusca, on the autho-
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rity, as it would appear, of only two MSS. The other

reading is
'

parte della fede,' part of the faith."

Gary's literary fidelity and theology ought to have
saved him from slavishly following the Accademici.

Longfellow strides after Gary admiringly, or vice

versa, which is it ?

If they merit had,
'Tis not enough, because they had not baptism,
Which is the portal of the Faith them boldest.

Boyd (ed. 1785) wisely (?) leaves the moot line

untranslated, and in his wake Rivarol (' L'Enfer,'

1869) cautiously steps. Ford (ed. 1870) walks

humbly after the Accademici and Englishes the

line so :

And yet no meritorious deed
Avails them

; for they lack'd Baptismal grace,
The door of faith, according to thy Creed.

Lord Vernon, in his magnificent Italian edition (a

copy of which was presented by his son a few

years back to our Free Reference Library) of 1858,

gives porta in the text, and says in his prose (and
very useful)

'

Espozione ':

"Si perdettero perche eglino non ebbero battesimo,
eke e la porta principale delta fede religione cristiana
che la quale tu credi tu professi."

Whether the qualifying adjective principale was
inserted expressly as such I cannot say, though it

would suggest the hypothesis. But how the word

porta found its way into his text is what I cannot
understand in the light of these words excerpted
from the preface :

"
II testo da me adottato e quello dell' Edizione

Padovana (Lombardi'g, 1822), non perche possadirsi per-
fetto, ma percb<\ nella mancanza dell' autografo, passa
per migliore."

I have not seen the Paduan edition of Lom-
bard!, but it is passing strange that the third

Roman edition (1820) has parte, while in that of

1822 at Padua porta is found. Lombard! must
either have communicated his change of opinion
at some stance to his Paduan editor, or an un-
warrantable liberty had been taken with the text.

Wright (1859) shows his courage in deviating
from the beaten track, together with his orthodox

theology and respect for authority by his render-

ing :

They sinned not ; but the good they may have wrought,
For want of baptism is of no avail ;

A doctrine of the faith thou hast been taught.

I have not seen Dean Plumptre's translation,
and cannot, therefore, add his version to the above.

J. B. S.

Manchester.

[Dayman, 1865, has porta in the Italian text, and
translates it portal. Cayley, 1851, renders it portal. In
the edition of Francesco Samovino, 1578, it is parte.]

SAXON, ATTEMPT AT MEANING OF THE NAME.
The name Saxon was unknown to Tacitus,

these folk appearing later on in the district which
he assigns to the Chauci, Cherusci, Catti, &c. Pliny's

description of the Chauci, &c., is that of a race of

pile-dwellers, as are, in fact, still the modern Dutch.

The title Saxon, as I understand it, is exactly

equivalent to such, and would be a fitting

appellation to all marsh-dwellers. There is a much
overlooked Teutonic word, syJce or tike, meaning
marsh (Dan. syg). In an auctioneer's catalogue on

the north-east coast I lately noticed, "all that black

syke lying in a ring fence." The well-known

surname, Sykes, also comes from this word. I

submit this gives the meaning of the first syllable
of Saxon. The second syllable on or one is a

shortened shape of woner= dweller ; the whole

word meaning marsh-dweller. For one= dweller, cf.

Ingsevones, ^Estivones, Yangiones, &c.

F. T. NORRIS.

Finsbury Park.

SIR JOHN HAWKINS, OR HAWKTNS (1532-

1595), NAVAL COMMANDER. In the account of

this renowned seaman appearing in 'Diet. Nal.

Biog.,' vol. xxv. p. 219, it is said that he
" married secondly Margaret, daughter of Charles

Vaughan of Hergest Court in Herefordshire, but had

by her no issue. She died in 1619."

It may be of interest in this connexion to note

that an abstract of the will of Dame Margaret
Hawkins, widow, dated April 23, 1619, and

enrolled, Roll 298 (5), the Monday next after the

Feast of SS. Tibnrcius and Valerian (April 14),

19 James I. (1621), appears in Dr. Reginald B.

Sharpe's
' Calendar of Wills Proved and Enrolled

in the Court of Busting,' London, 1890, part ii.

p. 745. DANIEL HIPWELL.

17, Hilldrop Crescent, Camden Road, N.

'ADESTE FIDELES.' In the Fifthand Sixth Series

there was an extended correspondence regarding
this tune; but nothing certain seems to have been

elicited. If the question may be reopened, I

should like to draw attention to a statement which

many compilers of tune-books in the United

States seem to regard as conclusive. According
to Puffield's

'

English Hymns
'

(third edition, New
York, 1888), there is a statement in the ninth

edition of Fletcher's 'Brazil and the Brazilians'

that the tune was composed by Marcas Portugal,
and that this Marcas Portugal died at Rio Janeiro,

in 1834. I need hardly say that the person in-

tended is Marc Antoine Simao, who when he

went from Portugal to Italy was nicknamed by
the Italians "II Portogallo," and the nickname

appears to have almost universally taken the place
of his real name. Musical authorities agree that

he returned from Brazil, and brought out some

operas in Italy, and returned to Lisbon, where he

died ;
at least, so say Fe"tis, Grove's

'

Dictionary of

Music,' and Macfarren's ' Musical History.' Fetis

says he composed a large quantity of church

music, and also says that he had a brother who

composed for the church. It has been asserted
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that the tune was performed at the Antient Con-

certs in 1785. If this was so, and the rule govern-

ing those concerts, that all music performed must

be over twenty years old, was adhered to, his

claim must go by the board, as he was born in

1763. The Rev. Henry Parr, in his Church of

England Psalmody,' quotes a letter from Dr.

Gauntlett giving the date of the tune as 1770,

which would also shut out Simao. I do not find

that Simao was ever in England (although some of

his operas were performed there), but I somewhere

saw it stated that his brother was. It would

seem to me that if the tune was composed by one

of these brothers the lesser known one is the more

likely. Can any one throw light on the sub-

ject ? JAMES WARRINGTON.
Moorestown, N. J., U.S.

INITIAL EPITAPHS. Two instances of these

from Scotland may be worth recording. 1. In

Dunningstone Church, in the apse is a tablet of

the date of 1603, with the inscription,
" Dies

mortis seternae vitse natalis est fidelibus," and over

it a coat of arms surrounded by the following

letters, large but roughly cut, M. A. M. T. P.

2. In the old burying ground called the Howff, at

Dundee, is a remarkable one to a quondam hang-
man ;

the original date is of the early part of this

century, but having been lately restored by a

granddaughter settled in Boston, it is very legible.

The headstone is chiefly decorated by two shields,

on one of which for bearings are three gagged

heads, and on the other three constructions sym-

bolizing gaols ; under them is the Gaelic memento

mori often met with elsewhere, "Cuimhnich am
bas." Above runs the following inscription, en-

tirely represented by initials. I may not have

copied it quite exactly, as it was nearly dark when
I visited it, but it is sufficiently correct to serve as

an example of my meaning :

"IW(illiani) C(lark) d(escribed) o(n) t(he) o(ther)

s(ide) c(ame) t(o) D(undee) i(n) O(ctober) 1793. T(hen)

i(n) h(is) M(ajesty'8) s(ervice). A n(ative) o(f) I(nver-

ness). A l(over) o(f) a(ll) g(ood) p(eople) a(nd) a

h(ater) a(nd) h(ated) o(f) r(ogues)."
E. H. BUSK.

CARLYLE AT HADDINGTOK. In an appendix
to her ' Life of Jane Welsh Carlyle,' Mrs. Alex-

ander Ireland gives Mr. John Swinton's account

of an interview with the sexton of Haddington

regarding a visit of Carlyle to his wife's grave.

The graphic and affecting report of what the at-

tendant functionary saw on the occasion is a

powerful testimony not only to Carlyle's deep

sorrow, but to the gift of sympathetic and pic-

turesque delineation possessed by the narrator

himself. As I once interviewed probably the

same official, the result of my inquiries may here

be set down as complementary to the episode

given by Mrs. Ireland. After showing a reason-

able amount of interest in the tombs of John

Brown, the Biblical commentator, and other local

celebrities, I introduced the subject of Mrs.

Carlyle's burial-place, and was conducted to-

wards the enclosure. "Carlyle," I said, as we
slowly advanced,

"
would, of course, come in his

latter years to visit his wife's grave?" "Oh,
yes !" was the laconic reply.

" And you would
have some talk with him, no doubt, as he passed
to and fro?" "

Ay," quoth the observant guide,
with grave significance of tone ;

"
an' a gey soor

tyke he was !
" This was at once so concise and

exhaustive that there was no need to press for

particulars, and I passed within the consecrated

precincts, feeling less reverential, I am afraid, than
was exactly becoming. THOMAS BAYNE.
Helensburgh, N.B.

WALES : NIGHT COURTSHIP. Welsh anthro-

pologists will find in the last Journal of the

Anthropological Institute (vol. xxi. No. 2, p. 129),
an interesting account of the night courtship of

the young women of the Dyaks in Borneo. They
may be able to compare this account with Welsh
records. It begins (p. 129) :

"The young women receive their male visitors at

night ; they sleep apart from their parents, sometimes
in the same room, but more often in the loft. The
young men are not invited to sleep with them, unless

they are old friends, but they may sit with them and

chat," &c.

HTDB CLARKE.

ORIGINAL DRAWINGS OF CATHEDRALS. I

quote the following passage from Horace Marryat's
' Year in Sweden,' vol. i. p. 264 :

"
It was the custom in early times to submit to the

Pope plans and drawings of the cathedrals previous to

their foundation. A very large collection of these

drawings is still preserved in the library of the Vatican.

During the revolution of 1848 and 1849, a Swedish

artist, resident in Home, gained access to the archives,
and found the originals of Skara, Upsala, Tronyem, and
other great northern churches, together with those of

the most celebrated ecclesiastical buildings in Europe."
Vol. i. p. 264.

Is it possible that Mr. Marryat can have been

rightly informed ? If so, no time should be lost in

making application to the proper quarter for per-
mission to copy these drawings. ASTAUTK.

JUBILEE. When reading, a few days ago, aT_

old magazine, I came accross the following : In

1733, when Christian IV., King of Denmark, and
his wife, Sophia Magadalena, visited their Nor-

wegian dominion, they resided with Lieut-Col.

Colbiornson, in Frederickshald, who, with a view

to entertain his royal visitors, got up
" what they

call a jubilee wedding." Now this jubilee

wedding was the marriage of four couples, none

of them being under a hundred years of age.

Among the Hebrews every fiftieth year was called

the year of jubilee, for it was then bondmen of

their own country were made free. It was Boni-
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faca VIII., in 1300, who ordained that every
hundredth year should be observed as a jubilee
one. Clement VI. changed the jubilee to the
fiftieth. Urban IV. reduced it to thirty, Sixtus

IV. still further reduced it to the twenty-fifth.
In 1617 the Protestant jubilee was celebrated a

hundred years after the Reformation. Now it

seems clear that a jubilee year observed by Chris-

tians may be any year, almost, one likes to fix

upon. The significance of the word being so

altered from its known origin, I venture to think
that it would be much more sensible and English-
like if the fiftieth anniversary of Her Majesty's
reign had been so called, than by the very am-

biguous term jubilee year, which cannot correctly
have any exact meaning without the addition of

the period. ALFRED CHARLES JONAS.
Swansea.

We must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct.

PORTRAIT OF HENRY, DUKE OF GLOUCESTER.
I shall be glad to get information as to the artist

and the probable date of a life-size three-quarters
portrait of Henry, Duke of Gloucester (1639-60),
and his tutor, Mr. Lovell, the latter a seated

figure, with flaxen hair and "Vandyke hand,"
dressed in cassock and skull-cap ; the prince, a boy
seemingly of ten, standing with a scroll in his

hand inscribed "
Reliquiae Carolina;." My father,

the late Archdeacon Groome, bought it some forty

years ago out of a cottage in his parish of Monk
Soham, in Suffolk, from a woman who had got it

from her former mistress (I think an old Norfolk

lady). My father, I believe, discovered that there
is a sketch or a reduced copy of the picture in the

Bodleian, where also he learned the name of the

ecclesiastic, Lovell. He was a Scotchman, I think.
Is there anywhere an account of him?

FRANCIS HINDES GROOME.

HOUBRAKEN PRINTS. I should be glad if some
one would tell me what are the different states of

these prints, and whether the one usually termed
"
proof before letters

"
is the first state (i.e., with

Houbraken's name, but without inscription). Also
whether this proof state ever appeared in book
form, as the ordinary prints did; and whether the

difficulty of procuring them is due to a very limited
number having been struck off. Evy.

CARRIAGE OF MARSHAL SOTTLT. After one
of the battles in the Pyrenees, in the course of
the Peninsular War, Marshal Soult's carriage was
captured and looted. I shall be greatly obliged
for exact information as to when this happened.

F. C. D. W.

SUSSEX SONGS. Is there an edition of Mr.
Sawyer's Sussex songs with music ! If so, please
give publisher's name and full particulars.

W. 0. H. B.^

BIOGRAPHIES OF MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT.
Does there exist any compilation of short biogra-
phies of the members of the Parliaments elected in

1818, 1820, and 1826, of the same kind as Joshua
Wilson's '

Biographical Index to the present House
of Parliament,' published in 1806, or the ' Dod '

and 'Debrett '
of to-day ? POLITICIAN.

MAPS OF HUNDRED DIVISIONS. Can any of

your readers inform me whether there is procurable
an atlas containing the counties of Wales showing
the divisions into hundreds ? Valuable maps are

sometimes contained in Parliamentary Blue-books
and returns, and if there have been issued such as

I am inquiring about I should be glad of the

reference. E. OWEN.

THE SACRED PLANT OF THE DRUIDS. I

observe that one of the members of the Edinburgh
Naturalists' Society is endeavouring to prove that

the beefsteak fungus, Fittulina hepatica, and not
the mistletoe, Viscum album, si.-, is commonly
believed, was the sacred plant of the Druids. His

premises are that the fungus grows on the oak,
while the mistletoe does not, and that when sacri-

fices were abolished at their ceremonials the
Druids shed the red juice of the fungus in lieu of

the human blood which could not be obtained.
Can any of your readers throw any light on this

interesting subject ? G. W.

BOWTER BOOK-PLATE. Can any reader identify
for me the " William Bowyer of Denham in

County of Buck, Esq
r
,'' who made use of a book-

plate bearing the following arms 1 Dexter, Quar-
terly 1 and 4, Argent, a bend vuir6e sanguine and
or

;
2 and 3, Argent, three spades sable ; sinister,

Or, fretty argent, a fess of the field. F. D.

GENEALOGICAL. I have traced the pedigree of

a certain family up to about 1720 by means of the

parish register of a small village iu the East Riding
of Yorkshire. This register only extends back as

far as 1713, so that source of information is cut off,

leaving the family still in the same village. Can
any readers of 'N. & Q.' kindly tell me what
would be the easiest and cheapest way of making
further investigations into the family ? M.

CHARLES I. Would some correspondent have
the kindness to tell me in what work I can find a
detailed account of King Charles's progress to

Scotland in 1633 for the purpose of being crowned
.n Edinburgh? I want to know the exact road

;aken, and all the houses in which the king was
entertained during his journey. I am also anxious
;o know what English noblemen accompanied the
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king. Isaac D'Israeli in his
' Commentaries '

states

that the Mercure Franpois has recorded their

names. Is this list accessible 1 JUNO.

BARON BUNSEN. What was the occasion on
which Bunsen "dared one evening to contradict

a crown prince to his face, and fairly conquer him
in argument, and thereby bind the truly royal
heart to him for ever "

(Kingsley,
' Alton Locke,'

chap, xxvi.)? Kingsley speaks of him as " the

ambassador," as Bunsen. was living at the time
when Kingsley wrote, but it is obviously Bunsen
who is meant. Further on it is stated that Bnnsen

"young student" when the foregoing
incident occurred. JONATHAN BOUCHIEK.

COWDBN FAMILY. I wish to inquire con-

cerning the ancient Cewden family in England
and Scotland. What are the present locations of

descendants ? When, and after whom, were the

Oowdenknowes and Oowden Peel, near Abbotsford,
named 1 Does the stone Clack na Couddin, at

Inverness, refer to the same name 1 Where was
the ancient location of the Cowden family in

England ? A part of the family records have been

lost, and I am seeking to restore them so far as

possible, and to add such information as may be

interesting in a family register.
ADA L. HOWARD.

POLISHING SIDES OF BOOKS. Can any of your
readers give me a recipe for polishing the marbled-

paper sides of half-bound books ? FRAM.

PARISH CLERKS. Mr. Thiselton Dyer's chapter
on these once most important officials in hit
' Church-lore Gleanings

'

suggests the question,
Does any reader of ' N. & Q.' know of any church
where the parish clerk may still be heard and seen

taking his ancient part in the service ?

J. P. H.
Bolton-le-Sandg.

BEFORE. Will some kind student of mediaeval
literature inform me how early in time the word
" before = in presence of," as now spelt, can be
traced ? In what form did the word appear in

early chronicles ? U. 0. N., F.S.A,

[Dr. Murray gives an instance in 1611.]

THOMAS CHOLMLET, M.P. for Carlisle in 1645-
1648. I shall be extremely obliged to any one
who can supply me with some particulars of this

M. P. All that I have ascertained respecting him
is that he was a justice of the peace for Carlisle,
and died about the year 1654, or soon afterwards.

He does not appear to have been related, as might
have been supposed, to the Yorkshire house of

Cholmley of Whitby and Roxby.
W. D. PINK.

ARMOBIAL. Was the crest of De Guise, viz.,

a swan collared and chained or, and that of De

Bohun, also Carey, of Careysville (Ireland), origin-

ally derived from De Mortain? The town of

Boulogne was associated with the honour of De
Mortain. The crest of the former is a swan.

Was the De Joinville family identical with

that of De Boleyn ? Eustace, Count of Bologne

(Bouliane), created his son William Seigneur de

Joinville, in Champagne. Was the crest of the

De Boleyns a swan ? The arms were A chev.

entre three bulls' heads couped, in allusion to the

name. T. W. CARET.

WHEAT THROWN AT WEDDINGS. In Bewick's

time wheat seems to have been thrown :

Glide by the banks of Virgins then, and passe
The Shewera of Roses, lucky four-leav'd grasse :

The while the cloud of youngling's sing,

And drown yee with a flowrie spring.
While some repeat'

Your praise, and bless you, sprinkling you with Wheat.

Hespericles,
' A Nuptiall Song, or Epithalamie, on

Sir Clipseby Crew and his Lady,' st. v.

Is it known when rice took the place of wheat ?

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

ALLUSION IN JEFFREY. In Cockburn's
'
Life

of Jeffrey
'
is a letter from the latter to Cockburn,

of Feb. 24, 1833, a propos of the writer's having

just returned from a levie at St. James's ; and

the following passage occurs in it: "But the

star of all stars, in my eyes, is ,
who wants

nothing but wings and immortality to be an

angel." Is it known to what particular star

Jeffrey here alludes ? THOMAS J. EWING.

Leamington.

CHILD'S BOOK. In 1876 1 met with a duodecimo

volume containing in simple words four stories

from the Greek mythology. One of them, I recollect,

was that of
' Jason and the Golden Fleece.' A

coloured illustration accompanied each story, one

of which represented a little boy afloat in a tub at

sea. It was printed in large type, well spaced out,

and was evidently intended as a book for children.

Can any of your readers give me the clue I desire for

identification of the work ? M. W. BEAZBLEY.

ARMS OF MALTA. Looking over the portfolio

of a friend who engraves notes, coupons, and

stamps for nearly all the world except England, I

was startled to find that the arms of Malta are the

same as those of the Isle of Man, viz., three legs,

though with the slight difference of having a face

at the centre, or point of junction. Can any of

your readers give me an explanation of this remark-

able coincidence ? The Manx say that it indicates

their independence of the three kingdoms of Eng-

land, Scotland, and Ireland. Has it a like signifi-

cation in the case of the Maltese ; and, if so, which

are the three powers whom they defy ?

EDWARD F. WILLOUGHBY.
Green Lanes, N.
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MINIATURE OF CAPT. MATTHEW BOLES. Can

any reader of
' N. & Q.' give the address of a

family that has in its possession a small oval ivory
miniature (set in a very narrow gold rim, with

places for two portraits, back to back) of a Capt,
Matthew Boles, of Portsmouth, England, who was

drowned, with his wife and two children, off the

coast of India, May 10, 1820 ? The miniature was

given before leaving England to his sister-in-

law, Miss Anne Kirby, who on the death (1824) of

her mother, Mrs. Isabella Kirby, of Portsmouth,
went to live with friends, bat the name is unknown
of either place or people. Miss Kirby died between
1832 and 1840. Capt. Boles's eldest daughter is

still living, and her daughter again hopes
' N. & Q.'

may afford an opportunity of tracing the pic-
ture. Also, can any one give the name of either

French or English newspaper containing the

notice of the death of Ann Robinson (born 1796)
or her sister Dorinda, or Grace Eobinson, date

unknown ? CANADIENNE.
Toronto.

HALLOWE'EN. The query regarding feasten

cakes (7
th S. xii. 388) makes me ask if Hallowe'en

is still much observed, or if it is observed at all

nowadays. In the Borders I only know of one

locality a sequestered glen in the Cheviots
where the festival is observed. W. E. W.

CCELTJM : CffiLESTis. It is always understood
that in a Latin word derived from the Greek, os

represents the Greek ai, and ce the Greek 01. But
an exception seems often to be made in the case

of the word ccelum (heaven) and its derivative

coehslis, which are frequently spelt, at any rate in

printed books, ccelum and ccelestis. Indeed, some
Latin dictionaries arrange the words under Ca
and others under Co. Ccelum is undoubtedly
derived from KoiAos, hollow, as the first part of

coenobite comes from KOIVOS, common. Why, then,
should it or ccelestis ever be spelt otherwise than
as at the top of this query ? W. T. LYNN.

Blackheath.

BAYONET. The bayonet is commonly said to

have come into use in the latter years of the seven-
teenth century. Yet Lingard, in his

'

History of

England,' under the year 1453, speaking of the

siege of Chatillon, says,
" The English commander

was slain, as he lay on the field, with a

bayonet." What kind of weapon is here meant 1

Certainly it is not the one we understand by that

term. ANON.

PANCRAS LANE. In 'London Past and Pre-

sent,' edited by Mr. Henry B. Wheatley, I read :

" The portion [had been called] Pencritch [Pancras]
Street, Stow, p. 98." On turning to the authority

quoted, I read :
"
Called in recordes Peneritch

Streete margin, Penerich"; this is from the
first edition, 1598. The third edition, 1633, has,

"Called in Eecords Peneritch Street margin,
Peneritch.

" What is the authority for this mis-

quotation ? A. HALL.
13, Paternoster Bow, E.G.

"NosE OUT OF JOINT." What is the earliest

occurrence of this phrase ? It is in Ray, 1670, as

also in Hazlitt. But earlier than this Pepys has,
in the year 1663,

" My lady Castlemain e's nose

will be put out of joint
"

(vol. ii. p. 196, 1848).
ED. MARSHALL.

THE WILL OP MARGARET, COUNTESS OP
RICHMOND.

(7
tt S. xii. 441.)

Many of the extracts from the codicil to the

will of this lady are of much interest to those

who have at all studied the beautiful handi-

work of medieval gold and silver smiths. The

descriptions of the ornaments by which to dis-

tinguish one set of chalices and patens from
another are particularly so; and in reading them
I feel inclined, like a child greedy for cake at

a school feast, to cry "More, please, teacher!''

Will HERMENTKUDE kindly say whether among
"
the gifts to monasteries

" occur legacies of plate;
and if so, of -what sort, and to what monasteries

the pieces were left ? The only known English
mediaeval gold chalice that has escaped the hands
of the spoiler is the magnificent one given to

Corpus Christi College, Oxford., by the founder,
Richard Foxe, Bishop of Winchester (1501-1528).

Margaret of Richmond evidently knew he would

appreciate the artistic beauty of "a standing cup
of gold, with a cover chased upright, &c." The
so-called

" foundress cup
" which she left, with

other treasures, to Christ's College, Cambridge, is

famous. There is an engraving of it in '

College
and Corporation Plate,' by W. J. Cripps, and in

other works.

With regard to who is "my Lady Jane," I

would suggest that Lady Holt, second daughter
of Edmond Beaufort, Duke of Somerset, was

possibly intended. She married first Lord Holt

of Ireland, and secondly Sir Richard Fry, Knight.

Margaret of Richmond and Lady Holt were

cousins.

The question who was " the queen
" on Feb. 15,

1509, is a difficult one. It appears to me that

the only person to whom the title could have been

applied was the king's wife by contract, namely,

Margaret, Duchess Dowager of Savoy, daughter of

the Emperor and sister to the King of Castile. A
match was concluded with her by Henry VII. in

the eighteenth year of his reign, "after he had
declined the young Queen of Naples, because she

was not rich enough." Margaret of Savoy cer-

tainly wad alive at the time the codicil was made,
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because Henry VIII. early in his reign assisted

her she was then Governess of Flanders, &c.,
for Charles, the young Prince of Castile" with

1,500 archers, who having done her very eminent
service returned nobly rewarded." I can find no

cancelling of the marriage contract, except by the
death of the avaricious king, and conclude that
his mother considered him as good as married to

the widow of Savoy. And this surmise is in a

way supported by the complimentary nature of

the legacy very different from the twenty pounds
in money to "my Lady Jane." One word more.
Who was " Master Marney

"
? I hazard the guess

he was Henry Marney, "Councellor to Henry
VQ. and VIII.," created (14 Henry VIII.) Lord

Marney, of Layer Marney, Essex, a E.G., &c.,
ob. 1523. H. G. GRIFFINHOOFE.

34, St. Petersburg Place, W.

Sir John St. John, the Chamberlain of Mar-
garet, Countess of Richmond, who was also one
of her three executors, was son of her half brother
Oliver St. John, of Lidiard Tregoze. Sir John
married Jane, daughter and heir of Sir John
Iwardby, of Parley, Berks. Is it not likely that
she is the "Lady Jane" to whom the Countess

Margaret left twenty pounds. "Dame Elenor

Vernay
"

was, of course, the sister of Sir John
Verney ; she married Sir Edward Greville.

CONSTANCE RUSSELL.
Swallowfield Park, Reading.

Who was "the queen" on Feb. 15, 1509? I
think there can be no doubt that " the queen" is

Margaret Tudor, the Queen of Scotland. After
the bequests to the colleges and monasteries follow

bequests first of all to her son, Henry VII.; then
to her godchild, his eldest daughter Margaret,
and having identified her as Queen of Scotland,
she calls her simply the queen in her second

bequest, and the immediate following of her sister

Mary's name makes it to me certain that the two

previous bequests are made to the same person ;

for who could in nearness of blood come between
the two sisters ? Who "

my Lady Jane
"

is I

cannot pretend to say.
CHARLOTTE G. BOQER.

I notice in the above some conjectures as to the

personality of a "Lady Jane" and "the queen"
in a will dated 1509. There is a Dame Jane
Guildford mentioned in Miss Strickland's '

Queens
of England,' who was governess to the children of

Henry VII. May not "
lady

" have been applied
to her by an old pupil ? The queen was then in

doubt, as Henry VII. wanted to marry Joanna,
Queen of Castile, sister of Katherine of Aragon ;

Katherine had been betrothed some time before
to Prince Henry, afterwards Henry VIII. Some
may have thought that equivalent to a marriage ;

and if the king wished to set it aside, as he did, it

is possible a legacy meant for her as Queen Kathe-

rine was thus indicated. Henry VII. died in

April, 1509. Even if the date of will be correct,

it may not have been executed till later.

A. E. L.

If the most interesting document headed

"Thees ben the legacies of us, Margaret," &c.,

has not been printed, should it nob be given
somewhere verbatim, literatim, et in extenso ?

J. T. F.

Bishop Hatfield's Hall, Durham.

ST. PARNELL (7
th S. xii. 467). I thought every

one knew that Pernel was a mediaeval saint. My
note to 'Piers Plowman,' C. v. Ill (B. iv. 116) is

clear enough :

"
Purnele, or Peronelle, from Petronilla, was a pro-

verbial name for a gaily dressed bold-faced woman
May 31 was dedicated to S. Petronilla the virgin. She
was supposed to be able to cure the quartan ague;
Chambers, 'Book of Days,' ii. 389. The name, once

common, now scarcely survives except as a surname, in

the form Parnell
; see Bardsley's

'

Eng. Surnames,'

Any book of saints' lives will explain the matter,
under the date May 31. That the same person is

called Petronilla in Latin, and Peronelle, Pernell,

or Purnel in English, is obvious from a comparison
of the various accounts. Cf. Brand's 'Popular

Antiquities,' ed. Ellis, pp. 359, 363.

The inquiry
"
by what stages Petronilla became

Parnell
"

is one that fills me with delight. For

if once scientific explanation comes to be de-

manded, the day of the etymological guessmongers
will be gone for ever.

The answer is, By regular and recognized

phonetic changes, which have been all duly
tabulated by scientific workers. Petronilla be-

came Parnell for the simple reason that it could

not, under the circumstances, become anything
else. Cf. F. pere from patrem, F. errer from LaL
iterare, folk-Latin eterare or etrare. Also F. fermer
from Lat. firmare, illustrating the change from

i to e. The Anglo-French form was properly

Pernel, which is the usual form in Middle English ;

and this became Parnell just as persone became

parson, viz., by the usual change of er to ar in

modern English. WALTER W. SKEAT.

An account of this name is given by Mr.

Bardsley ('English Surnames,' second edition,

p. 66). It is a contraction from Petronilla, the

feminine diminutive of Peter, and was once popular
in its contracted form among the poorer classes ;

but it fell into disrepute, and became " a canfc

term for women of a certain character." St. Petro-

nilla was held in honour as a guardian against
fever and ague. HERBERT MAXWELL.

CALDERON'S ST. ELIZABETH '

(7
th S. xi. 465 ;

xii. 12, 89, 190, 235, 329, 473). May I, who
am now an old contributor to the columns of
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* N. & Q.,' express a hope that this subject is to

be discussed no longer 1 And may I also express,
in all solemn seriousness, my regret at the tone

in which it has been treated by some correspond-
ents 1 I will not give my own opinion, but will

content myself with quoting the words of one

whom no contributor to
4 N. & Q.,' I feel sure,

will be offended at seeing called a greater and
wiser man than himself. The words of F. D.
Maurice are :

" A person who had not an enthusiastic admiration
for the character of Elizabeth would not be worthy to

speak of her
;

it seems to me, that he would be still less

worthy, if he did not admire far more fervently that
ideal of the female character which Qod has established,
and not man which she imperfectly realized which
often exhibited itself in her in spite of her own more

confused, though apparently more lofty, ideal ; which
may be manifested more simply, and therefore more
perfectly, in the England of the nineteenth century than
in the Germany of the thirteenth. To enter into the

meaning of self-sacrifice, to sympathize with any one
who aims at it, not to be misled by counterfeits of it,

not to be unjust to the truth which may be mixed with
those counterfeits, is a difficult task, but a necessary
one, for any one whr> takes this work in hand." Pre-
face to

' The Saint's Tragedy.'

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

fNothing more on this subject will appear.]

SOBIESKI (7
th S. xii. 448, 493). I would suggest

that your correspondent should write to Count
S. K. Kossakowski, Pisalem, Warsaw, Russian

Poland, for information as to descendants of the

Sobieski family. Count Kossakowski is the recog-
nized authority on all matters of Polish genealogy
and heraldry. He is the author of '

Monografie
Historyczno-Genealogiczne niektorych rodzin Pols-

kich,' and other works. King John Sobieski's

three sons died without male issue.

ARTHUR VICARS.

ANNE D'AUTRICHE (7
th S. xii. 447). F. H.

may well ask why the King of Spain's daughter is

always styled Anne of Austria, for a more absurd
shred of pedantry was never known. The Arch-
duke Philip of Austria married Juana, daughter
and heiress of Ferdinand and Isabel, and their

posterity ruled over Spain in the descendants of

their eldest son, Charles V., and over Germany
in those of their second son, Ferdinand I. To
speak of the House of Austria in Spain, as we
speak of the House of Brunswick in England, is

all very well
;

but we do not speak of our

sovereign's daughters as the Princess So-and-so
of Brunswick, but of England. It is quite time
that Anne of Austria should follow the same rule.

HERMENTRUDE.
The designation Anne of Austria belongs more

properly to the fourth wife of Philip II. of Spain,
the mother of Philip III. The latter monarch
married Margaret of Austria, and their daughter

Anne, who became the wife of Louis1 XIII. of

France and the mother of Louis XIV., is com-

monly called in French history Anne d'Autriche,

being connected in so many ways with the house

of Austria.

I have found no fewer than three dictionaries

which speak of her as being the daughter of

Philip II. instead of Philip III., the
'

Biographic

Universelle,' the 'Penny Cyclopaedia,' and the
' Globe Encyclopaedia.' W. T. LYNN.
B'ackheath.

As elder daughter of Philip III. of Spain by his

wife Margaret of Austria, and as granddaughter
of Anne, daughter of the Emperor Maximilian II.

and fourth wife of Philip II., the reason for styl-

ing the wife of Louis XIII. " d'Autriche
" seems

apparent. ALBERT HARTSUORNE.

The wife of Louis XIII. of France belonged to

the Austrian family then reigning in Spiin. Her

great-great-grandfather, Philip the Handsome,
Archduke of Austria, and the father of Charles V.,

had ascended the Spanish throne in 1504. Her
own mother was Margaret of Austria.

DNARGEL.

SIGNATURES OF TOWN CLERKS, CLERKS OP

THE PEACE, &c. (7
th S. xii. 469, 491). This sub-

ject has been repeatedly discussed in the columns

of
' N. & Q.' (see 3rd S. vii. 136, 191 ; viii. 118 ;

4th S. xi. 17, 160 ; 7tt S. vii. 45 ; ix. 249, 357),

and clearly showed that the origin of the custom

cannot be discovered.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Eoad.

"SHiJ IS ALONE THE ARABIAN BIRD" (7
th S.

xii. 500). If R. A. G. takes an interest in the

phoenix, he may like to look at articles on ' The

last Believer in the Phtenix 'in ' N. & Q.,' 7tb S.

vi. 480 ; vii. 170. ED. MARSHALL.

She is alone the Arabian bird.
'

Cymbeline,' I. vi. 17.

HOLCOMBK INGLEBT.

MOORE'S DEVONSHIRE '

(7
th S. xii. 249, 28^

413, 495). I have two copies of this work, one in

quarto, the other in octavo. The letterpress in the

quarto occupies in the first volume four hundred

pages, and in the second volume six hundred and

thirty pages and an index of two pages. There

are forty-eight plates on india paper. The first

volume of the octavo edition contains five hundred

and seventy-four pages, thirty-three plates, an

engraved title-page (London, published by Robert

Jennings, September 1, 1829), and a plate of Exeter

(published by R. Colliver, Holloway Street, Exeter,

1835). The second volume contains nine hundred

and eight pages, with index and imprint four pages,

fifty-nine plates (one a duplicate), with a map of

Devonshire (published by R. Colliver, 1836). The
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first volume, of both sizes, was printed by Kichard

Taylor, Eed Lion Court, Fleet Street, London, the
second by W. 0. Featherstone, Exeter.
In the British Museum copy of this work is

inserted a letter, received in reply to an inquiry
as to the completion of the work, from Richard

Gulliver, dated Exeter, July 18, 1836. He says
that the '

History
' had not been completed, that

it was his intention to have finished the
" Bio-

graphy
'
as speedily as possible after he had to do

with it,
" but on discovering that the author was likely to con-
troul me when he thought he had me at his command,
and carry the work to what extent he pleased, I stopt
it."

He then goes on to say that he proposed to be in

London shortly,
"
after which no time will be lost

in getting it completed, either as Mr. Moore has
wrote it, or abridged." It would seem, therefore,
that Mr. Moore had completed his work (although
it is not quite clear whether the biography alone
is intended), and that the expense of the printing
had frightened those who had undertaken its

publication. I am quoting myself (vide Trans-
actions of Devonshire Association, vol. xiv. p. 54).
The quarto was published in parts at 2s., and the
octavo size was probably issued in the same way.

J. B. K.

THRONGED (7
tt S. xii. 105, 378, 456). In the

Scottish provinces "throng," in the form

"thrang," is quite common in the sense of

"extremely busy." The tailor is so "thrang" at

the beginning of a season that his customers have

simply to wait his time for the supply of their

needs. Scott, of course, employs the word appro-
priately in this sense

; probably he puts it into

the mouth of that sagacious and cracky Scotsman
Bailie Nicol Jarvie, but at the moment I cannot

give an exact reference. "Thrang" likewise

signifies intimate or familiar. Two young people,
e. g., are

"
thrang

" when their courtship is an
undoubted fact, and " ower thrang" is indicative

of a relationship heartily condemned by honest

country folk. For a modern instance of
"
thronged,"

in the sense of crowded, see Arnold's ' To a Gipsy
Child/ st. 15 :

And though thou glean, what strenuous gleaners may,
In the thronged fields where winning comes by strife.

THOMAS BAYNE.
Helensburgh, N.B.

I have heard the saying "I'm as throng as

Throp's wife "
in Yorkshire, and only a few days

ago. Will some one kindly inform us of the

origin of that saying ? I am well acquainted with
the use of " throng" = busy, as also with "

sway."
Is the name Throp a variant of Thorpe 7 People
call Gawthorpe (Ossett) Gawthrop, but Alver-

thorpe (Wakefield) they call Ollerthorpe.
HERBERT HARDY.

THE NILE (7
th S. xii. 448). Abai is the name

2[iven to the Blue Nile in the Abyssinian plateau.
The name is mentioned, s. v.

"
Nile," in Ohambers's

'Encyclopaedia,' new edition, vol. vii., but no

explanation of it is offered. DNAHGEL.

Calmet, in his dictionary, says
" The Abissins

call the Nile Abay, or the father of rivers."

CONSTANCE KUSSELL.
Swallowfield, Reading.

SURVIVORS OF THE UNREFORMED HOUSE OF
COMMONS (7

th S. xii. 161, 353). In order to

make the list complete, I should add to those

members of the unreformed House of Commons
who have died within the past seven years the

first Viscount Halifax, who, as Charles Wood, sat

for Great Grimsby from 1826 to 1831, and for

Wareham in the Parliament of the latter year.
ALFRED F. BOBBINS.

BEAUTIES OF CATALOGUING (7
th S. xii. 485).

It may interest MR. MARSHALL to know that
1 Mill on the Floss ' was never perpetrated in a

French biographical dictionary under the heading
"
Mill." It was a little joke upon the slips that

occurred in these compilations made some thirty

years ago by URBAN.

ASSASSINATION OF THE DUKE OF BUCKING-
HAM (7

th S. xii. 327, 472). One of Houbraken's
" Heads" represents the Duke of Buckingham, from
a picture by C. Johnson at Somerset House. At
the bottom is a small view of the assassination, in

which the dagger is pretty clearly seen a pointed

dagger, with little or no guard, and short. The
article

" Felton " in
'
Diet. Nat. Biog.' should be

referred to. "A double-bladed knife at Newn-
ham Padox, Warwickshire, the seat of the Earl of

Denbigh, is stated to be the weapon used by
Felton "

(see xviii. 307-8). W. C. B.

If MR. MASON will look at the Gent. Mag. for

August, 1845, he will find a lengthy account of

the assassination of the Duke of Buckingham, and
an engraving of the knife, "which is still preserved
at Newnham Padox, in Warwickshire, the seat of

the Earls of Denbigh, having been traditionally

handed down as the instrument of the duke's

assassination, preserved by his sister, the first

Countess of Denbigh "(p. 141). G. F. K. B.

POEMS CONCERNING THE CAT (7
th S. xii. 148,

249, 453). Shakspere has a large number of

references to the cat. Ayscough's
' Index '

(8vo.

1790) gives twenty-one, exclusive of two to cod-

a-mountain. Some of these may be noticed as

deserving a place in cat poetry. Our great dra-

matist takes advantage of the well-known proverb

(found in Heywood's 'Collection,' 1566), "The
cat would eat fish, but would not wet her feet."

It is thus alluded to in 'Macbeth,' I. vii., "Like
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the poor cat i' the adage." In another case the ver

familiar proverb, still in use,
" When the cat's awa

the mice will play," is taken advantage of
'

Henry V.,' I. ii. While the king is making wa
in France he must provide against the inroads
the Scotch, who will be "

playing the mouse
the absence of the cat"; whereupon the Duke o
Exeter remarks, "It follows, then, that the ca

must stay at home." Nor is the well-known anti

pathy to a cat on the part of some temperament
forgotten. Thus the Jew in the 'Merchant o

Venice,' IV. i., remarks, "Some are mad
they behold a cat." And in ' All 's Well,' IV
iii., Count Bertram says, "I could endure any
thing before but a cat ; but now he 's a cat to me,
that is on hearing the verses of Parolles.

Familiar names of cats, now obsolete, as well at

some old customs, may be traced in such a remark
as that of Falstaff in '

1 Henry IV.' I. ii., "I am as

melancholy as a Gib cat." Gib and Tib were ol(

English names for a male cat. In 'Borneo am
Juliet '

Tybalt is called "Prince of cats," probably
with reference to Tybert, the name of the cat in
'

Reynard the Fox.' Chaucer translates Thibert,
Gibbe. Hotspur, in '

1 Henry IV.,' III. i., speaks
of "a ramping cat," that is, romping or wanton.
With reference to old customs, in ' Much Ado

about Nothing,' I. i., Benedict says, "Hang me
in a bottle like a cat." A cat was formerly hung
in a bottle to be shot at. In the same play, V. i.,

we have the expression which is still popular,
"Care killed a cat."

The vigilance of the cat "the cat-like watch"
is referred to in ' As you Like It,' IV. L; and Fal-
etaff says in

'
1 Henry IV.,' IV. ii,

" I am as

vigilant as a cat to steal cream."

Lastly, I shall be glad to have some information
as to the precise meaning of " Fortune's Cat." In
*
All's Well,' V. ii., the old Lord Lafeu says :" Here is a purr of Fortune's, sir, or of Fortune's

Oat (but not a musk cat) that has fallen into the
unclean fish-pond of her displeasure."

Also as to the meaning of "Cat o' the moun-
tain," in

' The Tempest,' IV. i., and
" Your cat a

mountain looks " in the '

Merry Wives,' II. ii.

C. TOMLINSON.
Higbgate, N.

'THE WONDERS OF THE WORLD' (7
th S. xii. 267

337, 438). K. P. D. E. asks what has become of
Miss Linwood's works. He will find an inter-

esting account of Miss Linwood and her collection
of needleworks, and what became of them, in
Chambers's * Book of Days,' under date March 9,
with an engraving of the large room or gallery in
Savile House, Leicester Square, in which they
were exhibited. The collection ultimately con-
sisted of sixty-four pictures, most of them of

large or gallery size. The gem of the gallery,'
Salvator Mundi,' after Carlo Dolci, for which

3,000 guineas had been refused, was bequeathed

by Miss Linwood to Her Majesty, Queen Victoria.

Miss Linwood died, at the age of ninety, in 1845,
and in the year after her productions were sold at

Christie & Manson's, when they realized what may
be called ridiculously low prices considering kow

highly they bad been prized.
The vicissitudes of Savile House were remark-

able. Frederick, Prince of Wales, the father of

George III., had it for a time for his children. It

was attacked by storm and given up to pillage

during the Gordon Riots. After Miss Linwood's

time it became a refuge for panoramas and poses

plastiques ; afterwards for billiards and cheap
dinners ; and on its site now stands the Empire
Theatre. H. MURRAY.

85, Gracechurch Street.

'The Wonders of the World,' the book which
influenced Darwin's boyhood, must have been a

very popular book in its day. My copy is dated

1829, and is of the nineteenth edition.

0. E. S.

SPANISH VERSION OF THE NEW TESTAMENT

(7
to S. xii. 408). The edition in question was

printed in London, and Lowndes, s. v.
"
Testa-

ment ; Spanish," gives the following description
of it :

' El Testamento nuevo de nuestro Seiior Jesu Christo.

En Casa de Ricardo del Campo (Field), 1596, 12mo.
742 pages, besides the prefaces. Parallel places in the

margin."

I have before me as I write a work printed by
Richard Field in 1597, and it has the anchor with

laurel leaves enclosed in a kind of shield, which
also holds the motto " Anchora Spei

"
on the title-

page. J. F. MANSERGH.
Liverpool.

Ricardo del Campo seems to have been the

regular printer of Protestant books for Spain in

Queen Elizabeth's time. I have
Institution

|
De la Religion Christiana, &c. For Juan

Jalvino
|
traduzida en Romance

|
Castellano por Cyp-

riano
|
De Vallera. [The same printer's device as on

lie Testament.] En cata de Ricardo del Campo [
1597.

It is a small folio, very well printed, with orna-

mental headings and capital letters. It has always
>een a puzzle to me how such expensive books of

^rotestant literature could have found purchasers
n Spain at the end of the sixteenth century. Who
aid for their publication ? J. C. J.

The New Testament in question is one of the

are copies of Ciprian de Valera's proscribed and

nppressed version, printed under his superintend-
nce in London, by Richard Field, whose name is

carcely veiled under its Spanish disguise, R. del

3ampo. No example occurs in the Caxton Exhi-
ition Catalogue. It was almost exterminated by
le Holy Inquisition. My own well-preserved
ellum-bonnd copy belonged to " R. Surteee,"and
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contains his library label (" Mainsforth Library ")
and autograph. 0. K.

Torquay.

BARBER'S SIGN (7
th S. xii.408). In the 'History

of Signboards,' by John Camden Hotten, 1866, a

somewhat different version is given of this sign.
He says :

" David's unfortunate son, Absalom, was a peruke-
maker's very expressive emblem, both in France and in

England, to show the utility of wigs. Thus a barber at

a town in Northampton used this inscription :
'

Absalom,
hadst thou worn a perriwig, thou hadst not been

hanged.' Which a brother peruke-maker versified under
a sign representing the death of Absalom, with David

weeping. He wrote up thus :

Oh Absalom ! Oh Absalom !

Oh Absalom ! my son,
If thou hadst worn a perriwig,
Thou hadst not been undone."

No mention is made of the sign at Lewes.
EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

71, Brecknock Road.

As an old inhabitant of Lewes, I beg to inform

you that the sign alluded to appeared on a shop
at the corner of School Hill, Lewes, opposite the
" Crown Hotel." It must have been fifty years ago
that I saw it. The barber's name was Inkpen, and
the letters of his name over the shop window were
made up of a combination of combs, scissors, and
razors.

After the death of Inkpen it was kept by a

man named John Brown, who was, I believe, a

nephew of his. J. F. B.

The following is another version of the lines

quoted by MR. HOOFER ;
but I cannot fix the

locality of the barber's shop :

Absalom, unhappy prig,
If thou hadst worn a periwig,
Perchance thou hadst not died.

CELER ET AUDAX.

ST. CHRISTOPHER : HOB-NOB (7
th S. xii. 368).

The late F. W. Fairholt, an accomplished artist

and antiquary, read a paper before a meeting of

the members of the London and Middlesex Archaeo-

logical Society, held in the Council Chamber at

Guildhall on June 14, 1859,
' On the History of

the Giants in Guildhall.' This paper was after-

wards enlarged by its author, and published under
the title of " Gog and Magog, the Giants in Guild-

hall ; their real and legendary history. With an

account of other Civic Giants, at home and abroad.

1859." When Mr. Fairholt visited Salisbury in

1844 the figure called St. Christopher was in the

hall of the Tailors' Company, where it was

mouldering to decay. The frontispiece to his

volume is from a sketch of the "
Tailor's Giant,"

drawn by the author, who states it was the last of

the old perambulating English giants, and the

only one whose figure has been delineated. Mr.

Fairholt furnishes the nnmes of twenty-one places,
at home and abroad, where giants took their part
in the midsummer pageants. No mention is made
of Hob-Nob, who probably was an addition when
"St. Christopher" was removed to the local

museum. EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

The following, upon the subject of patrons of

churches, from MS. Cotton, Claud. A. II. maj
interest J. D. S., and perhaps suggest an answer
to his query. It is part of the sermon for St.

Alkemund's Day, and I take it from Horstmann's
'

Altenglische Legenden,' cxxiv., where the whole
sermon is given. It is in the Shropshire dialect :

" Than schul ye know that a patron in englya is a
defendur. Wherefore ye schul vnderstande that iche
chirch hath too patronus : one in heven, anothyr in

e i

1 the : on to defende hur from gostely enmyes, and
another to defende hur from bodyly enmyes. He that
is patron in erth, he is haldon to defende hys chyrch
from alle here enmyes, nyght and day, so that thei that
done dew seruys ther-ine beth not dysturbut no lettyd
be no wyse. From the begynnynge of holy chyrch whan
sum were cristen and sum were paynemys, the payemya
baddyn suche envye to holy crysten men, that whan men
weron at the plowgh and at here other labores, theis

payemys comyn to hem and dyden hem grete dyspyte and
desese, so that thei durste not gone to here labores for

hem
; and also thei yodon in-to here chyrches and dia-

poyled the prestos, as thei weron at hure messe, and
casten down the chalys with goddys blode and tokyn
goddys body and trade it vndur here fete

;
and if the

cristenmen weron byggar than thei, than thei scha-

langed the prestes and s.tydon that the gospel was falce

and of no fayth. And thus dudon grete disese and
grete disturbans in holy chyrch. Than lordys and

grete gentellys for grete luf that thei hadde to god, the
tokon sum of hem to hon chyrch and some to anothyr
to ben patronus to defende vche man hys chyrch, and so

with strong hand kepton the parischon that thei yodon
in pes to here labores and kepton so here chyrches in

goddys seruise. So it was done withowte disturbans of

any paynim. Wherefore yitte in the londe of Surre it is

an usage that, whan the gospel schal ben redde, anocle

[anon] iche knythe that is in the chyrch drawyth his

swerde and so haldyth it stylle nakyd in hys hand, til it

be done, in schewing that he is redy to fython with any
man that wol comyn and chalangen any-thing that is

redde in this gospel ; for that londe is faste be the

payemys. Thus patronus in holy cbyrch begonnon
furste in hurthe. Holy Ghyrch hath also a patron in

heven, that is the seynte in worchep of the wyche the

chyrche is makod and halowod. This patron keputh hys
parich, preying for hem bysyly to god nygh an day ; for

be hur mayn swyngholy chyrch isholdyn vp and goddys
seruise therine maynteind. He also takyth alle the

preyeres of goddus servandus that ben done in hys
scbyrcb, and offereth hem vp beforen the hegh maieste
of god ; and rythe os temporal lorde helputh and
sokuruth hys tenauntes rytke so the seynt that is of a
chirch helputh and defenduth all that ben parychenus
to hym and doth hym worschep, balowyng hys day,
offering to hym."

It is hoped that the interest attaching to this

extract will excuse its length and whatever there

may be in it that is not quite relevant. I have

throughout written th, y, &c., in place of the

obsolete characters. C. C. B.
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BYRON VOLUME (7
th S. xii. 347, 389). Unfor-

tunately I have not the Indexes to
' N. & Q

with me, but am sure if MR. CCTHBERT WELCH
and MR. BERTRAM DOBELL would consult tha

portion of '

Byronic Literature
' which has already

appeared, they will find the said Byron volunu

relegated to its proper place under that section

which deals wtih ' Fiction relating to Byron.' I

have waited, before making any reply to this query
to see whether Mr. H. S. Schultess Young, who is

responsible for the book, would offer an explana
tion as to the sources whence these purely

imaginative letters were obtained. But as the

matter is before the public, and because 'N. & Q.~
has opened its columns to this question, I wil

endeavour to supply an answer. In the first place,

the volume in question was never published. In
the second, the letters are not genuine. Mr,

Young seems to have stumbled across some of the

many well-known forgeries of Byron, and without
sufficient inquiry strung these letters into a

volume. The book was shown to me some years

ago, and I recollect at once writing to Mr. George
Bentley a letter on the subject, which that gentle-
man was pleased to say should be kept for future

reference in case the subject should come to be
discussed. I cannot pretend, at this distance ol

time and place, to recapitulate my humble judg-
ment ; but I have no doubt that Mr. George
Bentley would be willing to give

' N. & Q.
'

the

opportunity of judging whether I was justified in

proclaiming the entire collection as pure and
unadulterated fiction. I remember also that Mr.
H. 8. Schultess Young met my challenge at the
time by stating that when he edited those letters

he was a very young man. I took that state-

ment to mean that he was both older and wiser
at the time of his rejoinder.

RICHARD EDGCUMBE.
Hotel National, Montreux.

PLANETOID (7
tt S. xii. 448). Perhaps I may

be allowed to quote from my own little book,
'
Celestial Motions,' seventh edition, p. 125 :

"Early in the present century four new planets were
discovered, revolving between the orbits of Mars and
Jupiter, which are so much smaller than all the others,
that distinct terms planetoids or asteroids were sug-
gested for them. But as they differ from the others only
in respect of their comparatively minute size, it is now
more usual to call them small or minor planets."

The fact is this designation may be described,
according to a phrase which has become common,
as the survival of the fittest. It was Sir William
Herschel who, shortly after the discovery of the
first four, suggested the name asteroids, which
seems to exclude their planetary nature. Nor is

the term "
planetoid

" much more appropriate,
since it signifies having the form of, or a resem-
blance to, planets; whereas these bodies are

planets in every sense of the word, and primary

planets as revolving directly round the sun. The
younger Herschel often called them that is, the
earlier known ones ultra-zodiacal planets, but
they are not all ultra- zodiacal, and the eccen-
tricities and inclinations of the orbits of many of
them do not exceed those of some of the large
planets. And even in size the demarcation,
although sufficient to separate them from the
latter and justify us in giving them the dis-

tinctive adjective
"
small," is not enough to deprive

them of their rank as planets. Jupiter would
contain our earth as many times as Mercury
would one of the largest and earliest discovered
of the small planets.

" Viewed exactly," says MR.
HALL,

" a comet is as much a planet as Jupiter."
I presume he means by this that both not only
move (for that, the etymological sense of planet,
probably every body in the universe does), but
move or revolve round the sun. Of course, as any
science advances its terminology becomes more
difficult to preserve as its classified subjects runs
more and more into one another. Still, there is

reason to think that comets are bodies of a nature
different from that of the planets, and therefore
it is well to keep them in a distinct class, although
the forms of the orbits of a few do not differ

greatly from those of some of the planets, and the

etymological meaning of the word by no means
belongs to all. But in all these things we must do
the best we can. Meteoric streams, like comets,
revolve in orbits directly roundjthe sun some not

only in similar, indeed, but almost identical orbits

yet it is surely desirable to keep the designations
distinct. W. T. LYNN.

Blackheath.

This is a term that has been used for the
' minor planets," formerly usually called "aste-

roids," which revolve round the sun in the space
Between Mars and Jupiter, where a "major
jlnnet" might have been expected to exist. It

was at one time thought that these comparatively
small objects formed fragments of a large planet
which had by some catastrophe been broken to

>ieces. They were therefore called
"

asteroids
"

= star-like, or "
planetoids

" = planet like, but
'

the investigations of the motions of the

numerous minor planets discovered in later years
lo not tend to confirm

''

this theory (See Dunkin's

Midnight Sky,' 1891, p. 257). Comets are

wanderers which it would certainly be a mistake

o confound with planets. J. F. MANSERGH.
Liverpool.

NAKED (7
th S. xii, 365, 436). Having already,

n Blackwood's Magazine for June, expressed an

pinion on the merits of Mr. Calderon's remark-

ble picture, I will not venture into the fray of

ispute about the meaning of a good, plain Latin

rord, and its equally good and plain English

quivalent ;
but I may be permitted to call
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attention to one point which seems to have escaped
notice, namely, that to strip oneself naked seems
to have been a recognized proceeding in moments
of extreme spiritual exaltation. When Saul went
to Naioth in Karnah, we read that the Spirit of

God came upon him, and
" he stripped off his clothes [se nudavif], and prophesied
before .Samuel in like manner, and lay down naked all

that day and all that night. Wherefore they say, Is

Saul also among the prophets?
"

1 Sam. xix. 23, 24.

HERBERT MAXWELL.

DR. NICHOLSON may possibly care to have his

attention directed to the following passage with
reference to '

Othello,' IV. i. 3, alluded to by him
(ante, p. 365) :

I '11 send me fellows of a handful high
Into the cloisters, where the nuns frequent,
Shall make them skip like does about the dale :

And make the lady prioress of the house
To play at leap-frog naked in her smock.

' The Merry Devil of Edmonton,' 1608, Hazlitt's

O.E. Plays, vol. x. p. 231.

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

ECCLESIASTICAL FUNCTIONS OF MEDIEVAL EM-
PERORS (7

th S. xii. 369). It may have been cus-

tomary for the emperor to read the Gospel at his

coronation, but no mention is made of it in the
' Ordo Romanus ad Benedicendum Imperatorem

'

(Muratori, torn. i. p. 103). At this part of the

service the rubric directs as follows :

" Hac laude
finita legitur Epistola et cantatur Graduale &
Allelina Post qme Imperator & Imperatrix de-

ponunt Coronas Tune legitur Evangelium." The
dalmatic was originally proper to the deacons of

Borne, conceded gradually to abbots and bishops,
and later to kings and emperors. It was used at

the coronations of kings of England at least as

early as Richard I., and still continues to be one
of the coronation vestments of English sovereigns.
Of itself, without Order, it would give no eccle-

siastical status ; but it appears from the Ordo
above quoted that it was customary for the Pope
to confer the tonsure on the emperor elect. At
the vesting ceremony the rubric runs :

"Finita oratione vadit Electuo ad Chorum Sanoti

Gregorii. Et inducunt eum Amictu et alba & Gingula.
Et sic deducunt eum ad Dominum Papam in Secretorium

Ibique facial eum clericum. Et concedit ei Tunicam et

Dalmaticam et Pluvialem etMithram Caligas et Sandalia

quibus utatur in Coronatione sua."

I may add that Mr. Bryce, in his
'

Holy Roman
Empire,' states that the subdiaconate was con-

ferred, and gives as references the 'Liber Cere-
tnonialis Romanns '

and '

Coronatio Romana
Henry VII.,' Pertz.

Since writing the above I have come across a
note in Mr. Maskell's ' Monumenta Ritnalia,'
vol. ii. p. 17 :

" It was an ancient custom, now omitted in the Roman
Pontifical, that the Emperor after his consecration
should attend upon the Pontiff as subdeacon, during the

celebration of the Maes. Thus the old 'Liber Sacrarum
Ceremoniarum

'

directs, after the coronation is over, and
the offertory concluded,

'
Imperator pontificem ad altare

descendentem sequitur, et illi in locum subdiaconi cali-

cem et patenam cum hostiis offert, deinde aquam infun-
dendam in vino Lib. L, p. 25, edit. Bom., 1560.' It

appears certain that the Emperor offered to the
Pope the paten and chalice. There is reason to

suppose also that the Gospel was read by the Emperor
if he pleased on Christmas eve; or if he was present
when the Pope pontificated. See Ducange, verb

' Evan-
gelium.'

"

Mr. Maskell also refers to the custom of

admitting the newly consecrated prince a canon
of some cathedral church (v. Ducange

" Canonici

Honararii"), and states that a stall in the
Cathedral of St. David's is attached to the English
Crown. NATHANIEL HONE.

The fact that the imperial dalmatic is preserved
in the treasury of St. Peter's does not imply that
the mediaeval Roman emperor was a deacon, as

according to Webster's '

Dictionary
'
the dalmatic

was " worn by kings in the middle ages on solemn
occasions." Moreri's 'Diet.' (1694), however,
states that after the emperor was elected at Aix-la-

Chapelle he " was made a Canon of the Collegiate
Church

"
of that city. J. F. MANSERGH.

Liverpool.

PONTEFBACT CASTLE (7
th S. xii. 188). I MlUSt

apologize to ASTARTE for so long delaying a reply
to her inquiry ; but I have mislaid my references

and extracts. I may, however, say, in the absence
of fuller particulars, that the quotation is at least

inaccurate. This may be seen by reference to the

original, which is the fiftieth letter to Stella under
date July 17, 1712 :

" You hear Secretary St. John is made Viscount

Bolingbroke. I could hardly persuade him to take that

title, because the eldest branch of his family had it as
an earldom and it was last year extinct. If he did not
take it, I advised him to be Lord Pomfret, which I think
is a noble title. You hear of it often in the Chronicles,
Pomfret Castle ; but we believed it was among the titles

of some other lord."

The passage appears on the title-page of Booth-

royd's
'

History of Pontefract '
in this form :

I love Pomfret : why ? 'Tis in all our histories,

They are full of Pomfret Castle. Swift.

I have seen it elsewhere somewhat after this

fashion :

Its name 's in all the histories :

Our histories are full of Pomfret Castle.

This latter passage still, however, a paraphrase
is certainly more rhythmical than that of Booth-

royd, and it is evidently that which ASTARTE had
in mind. I therefore exceedingly regret that I

cannot point to its locality; but I think it may be

relied on that the original of both is that which I

have quoted, and to which I have given the exact

reference. Its appearance in Boothroyd as blank

verse, however rugged, has, I have no doubt,
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materially helped to baffle inquiry as to its

source. It is by no means the first time thai

such an inquiry has been made, and made
unsuccessfully. There is a somewhat amusing
account in Add. MSS. (Hunter's, about 24,470) oi

a visit that the late Joseph Hunter, when staying
at Fryston, above half a century ago, made to

Pontefract. While there he called upon George
Fox, and the assertion having been made that John
Fox, his father, had more than an equal share in

the compilation of the history that goes by the
name of Boothroyd, Mr. Hunter put to him the

inquiry now made by ASTAETE
; but he could

obtain no satisfactory reply. Mr. Fox evidently
did not know.

All this is duly entered on Mr. Hunter's notes,
and appears in the MS. at the reference I have

approximately given ; and some time afterwards
he added in a different ink, and with a different

pen, as a postscriptum, the reference which I have

given.
These MSS. have been in the Museum and

open to the literary world above a quarter of a

century I myself saw them in the autumns of
1880 and 1881, when I noted this among their
contents but no one else seems to have observed
it before or since, or surely ASTARTE'S inquiry
would have received some reply, and not have
remained unanswered for three months.

I crave leave to add a few words. The Dean
evidently meant that he liked the name of Pom-
fret as ASTARTE has it

; for there was no pretence
that he was familiar with the place, as Boothroyd's
quotation implies. But perhaps the partiality
expressed by Swift led to its adoption by Lord
Lempster, who became Earl of Pomfret in 1721.
It is not a little remarkable that each of the titles
of this earl should thus be of a corrupted form.

Lempster is barbarian for Leominster, with an
intruding p. Pomfret is ditto for Pontefract, with
an intruding m. R. H. H.

Pontefract.

MAT DEW FOLK-LORE (7
th S. xii. 447). Pepys

records in his '

Diary
'
for May 28, 1667 :

" My wife away down with Jane and W. Hewer to
Woolwich, in order to a little ayre and to lie there to-
night, and so to gather May-dew to-morrow morning
which Mrs. Turner hath taught her is the only thing in
the world to wash her face with : and I am contented
with it."

And again, on May 10, 1669 :

" Troubled about three in the morning with my wife's
calling her maid up and rising hergelf to go with her
coach abroad to gather May-dew, which she did, and I
troubled for it, for fear of any hurt, going abroad so
betimes, happening to her; but I to sleep again, and she
come home about six."

In the Morning Post for May 2, 1791, it is said
that on the previous day,

"
being the first of May,

according to annual and superstitious custom, a

number of persons went into the fields and bathed
their faces with the dew on the grass, under the
idea that it would render them beautiful."

G.F.E.B.

Aubrey in his
'
Miscellanies

'

says :

" William Backhouse had an ugly scab that grew on
the middle of his forehead, which had been there for

years, and he could not be cured ; it became so nauseous
that he would see none but his intimate friends. In a

journey having come to Peterboro', he dreamt there
that he was in a church and saw a hearse, and that one
did bid him wet his scab with the drop of the marble.
The next day he went to morning service, and after-

wards going about the church, he eaw the very hearse

(which was of black say) for Queen Katharine, wife of

Henry VIII., and the marble stone by. He found drops
on the marble, and there were some cavities, wherein he

dipt his finger and wetted the scab : in seven days it

was perfectly cured. This accurate and certain in-

formation I had from my worthy friend Elias Ashmole,
Esq., who called Mr. Bnckhouse father, and had this

account from his own mouth. May Dew is a great die-

solvent."

CONSTANCE RUSSELL.
Swallowfield, Beading.

In Hone's 'Everyday Book,' ii. 609-612 will be
found two articles on '

Gathering of May Dew,'
the one describing the custom as it existed in

Edinburgh in 1826 (accompanied by an illustra-

tion by George Cruikshank), the other an extract

from Pepys's
'

Diary,' stating that his wife was

"away to gather May-dew to-morrow morning,
which Mrs. Turner hath taught her is the only

thing in the world to wash her face with."

ELLCEE NONAGENARITTS.
Craven.

BARREL-ORGANS AND ORGAN-GRINDERS (7
th S.

xii. 387). The only reference I can trace in
' N. & Q.' to this subject will be found in

5tb S. iii. 180, 200, where the Editor informs a

correspondent that Edwin Waugh's
' Tufts of

Heather from the Northern Moors '

contains an

amusing account of a barrel-organ on its first intro-

duction in a village church. Charles Knight, in

bis
'

London,' i. 143, says
"
Dayes, who published

a collection of street views about 1789, has given
us the group which concludes our paper. Here
we have the organ, the triangle, the tambourine,
and hurdy-gurdy, each striving which should be
oudest." This, I think, must have been an early
nstance of its appearance in the streets, for
"
Aleph

"
(William Harvey), in a chapter devoted

;o
"
Street Music Fifty Years Since " in * London

Scenes and London People,' published in 1843,

says,
" There were no German bands in those days,

and the organs were 'few and far between.' They
lardly dared to try Mr. Bull's patience then ; if

hey had, it would have been at the risk of stoning,
or something worse." Hone, in his

' Table Book,'
t03, gives the ' Lines to a Barrel Organ.' All the

Year Hound, First Series, vi. 180, refers to the

Organ Nuisance,' and in xi., for June 11, 1864,
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there is a paper entitled
' Battle of the Barrels,'

while Chambers's Journal, 1843, First Series, xii.

90, comments on ' The Music of the Streets of

London/ in which the barrel-organ is not forgotten.
EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

71, Brecknock Road.

DR. SAMUEL TURNER (7
th S. xii. 429, 495). He

was grandson of William Turner, Dean of Wells,
and son of Peter Turner, M.D., by Pascha, sister

of Henry Parry, Bishop of Worcester. He was of

O.C.O., Oxon, and afterwards of St. Alban's Hall,
M. A. July 8, 1605. " In the Parliament of 1625
he showed himself of a bold spirit and able elocu-

tion in assaulting the King's minion, the Duke of

Buckingham," buton his re-election for Shaftesbury
in 1640, "being fully persuaded what the desperate
courses then taken would lead to, joined the king
at Oxford, and in 1643 sat in his Parliament there"

fL'Estrange's
'
Hist, of Reign of Charles I.'). He

died in 1647, and his character is said to have been
none of the purest. In 1643 he published

' A
True Relation of a Late Skirmish at Henley-on-
Thames, wherein the Reading Cavaliers were
Defeated.' J. H. PARRY.

ALLEGED EARLY CIRCUMNAVIGATION OF
AFRICA (7

th S. xii. 406, 477). While I agree with
Sir E. H. Bunbury in thinking that on the whole
the preponderance of argument is against accepting
as historical the alleged circumnavigation of

Africa by the Phoenicians employed by Necho, I
did not mean to imply that I thought

" the story
of Herodotus incredible." There seems to be great
force in the remark that if it had been a fact, some
details of the voyage would have been preserved,
just as in the case of Hanno's voyage on the west
coast of Africa sufficient indications are given to

enable us to identify with great probability the

places which he passed. Moreover, had the voyage
really been accomplished, other navigators would

probably have repeated what was thus proved to be

practicable.
MR. MOORE does not agree with my suggestion

that something is wanting in the passage in Hero-
dotus referring to this

; but he completes that his-

torian's sentence in a way that makes his meaning
the very reverse of that which Prof. Rawlinson
takes it, who translates " Next to these Phoenicians
the Carthaginians, according to their own accounts,
anade the voyage." Sir E. H. Bunbnry thinks
that the original (which I gave in my last commu-
nication) does not mean this, but only that the

Carthaginians asserted that such a voyage was

possible, without stating whether such belief was
founded on any discoveries of their own. It was
noticing these different views that led me to

throw out my suggestion that something was

wanting in the original, which, as it stands, will

scarcely bear the meaning attributed to it, and
leaves the sense obscure.

Imayadd thatmy attention was redirected recently
io this subject by reading Dr. F. Delitzsch's

Commentary on Isaiah,' in which he asserts,
on surely very insufficient evidence, that Jewish
ships (this in the reign of Uzziah, before the time
of Necho), following in the wake of the Pho3nicians,
sailed from Elath, on the Red Sea, and circum-

navigated Africa, returning through the Straits of
Gibraltar or Pillars of Hercules.

W. T. LYNIT.
Blackheath.

The statement that the Phoenicians, sailing
round Africa, had the sun on their right hand, has

always seemed to me a proof of the extreme accu-

racy of Herodotus as a narrator.

E. WALFORD, M.A.
Ventnor, Isle of Wight.

FOLK-LORE (7
th S. xii. 468). I would suggest

that W. G. should refer to
' N. & Q.,' 2nd S. x. 19;

3rd S. iii. 362, 439 ; iv. 402
;
the Western Anti-

quary, v. 69
; Scottish Antiquary, iv. 188, v. 46;

and All the Tear Bound, First Series, ii. 25;
Second Series, xxix. 369, xxxiii. 81, for the infor-

mation he requires.
EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

71, Brecknock Road.

MR. GOMME'S suggestion would seem to imply
ignorance of a locus classicus upon the subject.
See ' On some Traditions Relating to the Submer-
sion of Ancient Cities,' reprinted in '

Essays, &c.,
of Bishop Thirlwall,' 1880.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.

COMPARATIVE VALUE OF OLD COINS (7
th S.

xii. 447). Though I am sorry that I cannot give
MR. CHARLES the exact information he seeks,

yet I have a few notes relating to the subject which

may be of some use to him or others of your
correspondents.

1286.
"

11Z. 15*. lid. Paris' valet in sterlingia
67*. 5d. ; 27Z. 10*. 8d. Paris' valet in sterlingis

71. 17s. 4d.
; 10*. Gd. Paris' valet in sterlingis 3s."

Wardrobe Account, 3/22, 14-15 Edw. I., Q.R.
1291-2. " For xiij" and xij florins to gild the

Queen's image [apparently on her tomb], 50 marks
and 13s For 204 florins more, 25Z. 10s."

Wardrobe Account, 6/3, 20 Edw. I., Q.R.
Feb. 7, 1326. The king's oblation to the image

of St. Mary, Walsingham,
"

viij florenor' auri ai

agnum," at 4s. 2d. each, 33s. 4d. Wardrobe

Account, 25/1, 19 Edw. II., Q.R.
Dec. 15, 1331. To the king, for gaming, 28 florins

of Florence, 41. 6s. 4d. Wardrobe Account, 60/3,
5 Edw. III., Q.R.

Dec. 20, 1331. The king sends to Canterbury
his oblation to St. Thomas, "ex antiquo con-

suetudine," three florins of Florence, 9s. Ibid.

Oct. 10,1342. "10 par* sokkes de beure"

(beaver), bought at Bruges at 12d. per pair in
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Flanders money, and 8d. English. Four beaver

hats, each 2*. in Flanders money, 16d. English.

Wardrobe Account, 37/1, 16 Edw. III., Q.R.
1343. Order for new coinage. "Six souldz

desterling," weighing four "peccor' floryns de

Florence, de bon poia," 50 of these going to one

"livre de la Tour." Close Koll, 17 Edw. III.,

Part II., dorso.

1344. The six "soldz" piece to be called a

gold noble, value 6s. 8<i. Close Roll, 18 Edw. III.,

Part II., dorso.

1515. " Crowns of the sonne at 4s. 2d. the crown,
now having course in France." Close Roll,

7 Hen. VIII. HERMENTRUDE.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &o.

Gossip in a Library. By Edmund Gosse. (Heinemann.)

MB. GOSSE'S new volume belongs to a class of which the

genuine book-lover has always shown himself specially

fond. In France, wherein the book is the object of a

more idolatrous cult than in England, some works of this

class notably the '

Melanges Tires d'une Petite Biblio-

theque
'

of Charles Nodier, issued by Crapelet stand in

highest estimation. In England the past is falling into

disrepute and the modern only interests us. Busy in

the search after Cruikshanks, Dickenses, Thackerays, and
Mr. Langs, the book-lover allows the Retrospective Reviews

and the like to sink into neglect until there is a chance
that works once a special grace of the book-lover's shelves

degenerate into the lumber of the stalls. Mr. Gosse's

work consists of a series of accounts of books in his own
library reprinted from, various periodicals. These go
back no further than the ' Mirror for Magistrates,' of

the origin and development of which a good account is

given. A volume of old plays deals with what is known
to be a special strength, or weakness, of the writer the

rough, ill-printed dramas of the late seventeenth cen-

tury, the first editions, in fact, of Restoration dramatists.

To Lady Winchilsea'a ' Poems '

Mr. Gosse was one ol

the first to call attention, and his paper upon this subject
has special interest. Camden's ' Britannia

'

and Gerard's
' Herbal

'

are among the subjects of the earlier papers,
' lonica

' and the '

Shaving of Shagpat
'

among the
later. Mr. Gosse writes sympathetically and pleasantly,
his estimates will generally be accepted, and the task

of reading his volume is one of the pleasantest conceiv-

able.

Siberia and the Exile System. By George Kennan
2 vols. (Oagood, Mcllvaine & Co.)

READERS of the Century Magazine will recall the descrip
tions of Mr. Kennan of Siberian travel and of ccmvic

life, which constituted during many months one of the
most interesting features of the magazine. We oursclve
drew frequent attention to these remarkable and often

heart-rending pictures. They have now been republished
with all the original illustrations, in two volumes, whicl
will be read with unfailing interest. Mr. Kennan'
journey was undertaken at the direction and under the

charge of the proprietors. Facilities not always grantee
to travellers were conceded the American traveller am
his companion, and his opportunities of studying som<
of the saddest phases of human existence were all tha
could be desired. In book form the work impresses u
more than it did in detached chapters. As a mere recor
of travel and observation it is stimulating enough, an

ie account of Siberia it supplies will be startling tu

hose who look upon the country as bound in perpetual
rost and forget that it is practically all but a continent.

)n the fact that they were at one stage in their journey
uffering from heat and luxuriating among tropical pro-
nets the writer often comments. " Stern and wild n

nough the country subsequently became, and there is

more than enough of arctic severity. All is equally well

escribed. The account of the state of the prisons, the

tapes, and the convict stations generally, and of the

onvicts, the political prisoners especially, is remarkably
mpressive. Starting with the conviction that Russian
olitical exiles were enemies of the human race, Mr.
Cennan saw reason to modify greatly his opinions. His
dctures of the sufferers whom he met seem as truthful*

s they are touching, and his entire book thrills with

actuality as with interest. Some of Mr. Kennan's state-

ments have been contradicted. We can claim no such

pecial knowledge as justifies us in forming a decision.

.11 his appendix, however, he offers what appears to he

ample curroboration of most that he has put forward.
ji a journey of such a length, through a strange country
and among those who, for varied reasons, would seek to

confuse or misinform him, it is difficult to suppose that
mistakes have not been made. Of the capacity of the
)ook or of its bona fides no reasonable being will doubt.
To the mere reader for amusement it will not be un-
welcome. Its value extends further, however; and
:here are few students of humanity that will not be
thankful for its spirited sketches and stirring details.

Trawls in the Mogul Empire, A.D. 1656-1668, by Franqois
Bernier. By Archibald Constable, F.S.A.Scot. (Con-
stable & Co.)

WITH a revised and improved edition of Bernier'a
Travels in the Mogul Empire,' based upon the transla-

tion of Irving Brock, Messrs. Constable & Co. begin a
series of publications of extreme interest to Englishmen,
to be entitled

" Constable's Oriental Miscellany." Con-
scious of the importance of a series such as this to the
holders of India, Her Majesty has been pleased to accept
the dedication. A somewhat ambitious scheme has been,

formulated, and will commend itself to a very large cUss
of students and readers. Abetter start could scarcely have
been made. Though forgotten as a philosopher, to which
title he put in serious claims, at one time conceded him
Saint-Evremond calls him "

le joli philosoplie
"

Bernier has still a reputation as a traveller. A doctor
of medicine of Montpellier, he devoted himself from an

early age to Eastern travel, explored Syria and Egypt,
and was in India for twelve years, eight of them being
passed as physician to Aurengzebe. At the time of hia

visit many of these countries were practically unexplored
by Europeans. A man of great courage and intelligence,
and an acute observer, he wrote a series of works which
gained him the title of the Mogul. As descriptions, and
to a great extent as history, these volumes have never
been surpassed, and the work now reprinted is one of

the most valuable to which those interested in Indiua
affairs can turn. A translation of hia '

History of the
late Revolution of the Empire of the Great Mogul

'

was"

issued, in four volumes, so early as 1671-2. Two trans-

lations of the ' Travels
' were published in 1826, one in

Calcutta, unnoticed by Lowndes, the second that of Irving
Brock, on which this reprint is based. Both in England
and in France the value of Bender's works is recognized.
In France they won him the regard of the most dis-

tinguished men of his period. La Fontaine and Chappelle
were his friends, as were most of the statesmen and
financiers of his epoch, and Boileau mentions him. His
works are still in request. Well may they be 'so.

Besides supplying the most trustworthy 'information wo
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possess, they are stimulating enough to hare been written

by Defoe. In England they have been much praised,
and some of them are included in Pinkerton's collection.

The ' Travels
'

are now reproduced with the old illus-

trations and maps, an excellent introduction and notes,
and in a shape at once handsome and convenient. A
aeries that begins with a work of this character has the

strongest claims on popularity.

The Oxford Shakespeare. Edited, with a Glossary, by
W. J. Craig, M.A. (Oxford, Clarendon Press.)

TEE Globe Shakespeare has enjoyed hitherto among
single-volume editions of Shakspeare a well-earned mono-

poly. We have now from the Clarendon Press, and
under the care of Mr. Craig, a serious attempt to dispute
its supremacy. Mr. Craig is a known and an admirably
competent scholar. He has given us an acceptable and
authoritative text, derived wholly from the seventeen

early quartos and the first folio, with no alteration

except when the carelessness of copyist or printer has

deprived a sentence wholly of meaning. He baa added,

moreover, a glossary, the extent and value of which

assign the volume individual, and it may be said unique,
value. The volume comprising the sonnets and poems
extends to close upon thirteen hundred pages, the type
ia distinct and admirably legible, and the shape of the

volume handy and convenient in all respects. One
edition of the work is printed entirely upon India paper.
In this beautiful shape it occupies less space than an

average volume of a three-volume novel. On this paper
its handsome text is seen to great advantage, and with
its beautiful cover and the gilt edges upon red it is a

model of cheapness and beauty. As a gift-book it is

not easily surpassed.

The Works of Heine. Translated by Charles Godfrey
Leland. Yols. II. and III. (Heinemann.)

THE second and third volume of Hans Breitmann's

translations of Heine consist of the '

Reisebilder,' per-

haps the best and most characteristic of Heine's works.

Nowhere else do we see to equal advantage the mocking,
bitter, Mephistophelian spirit, the aggressive vanity, the

flashing wit, and the fine perception of this wonderful

spirit. Nowhere else, moreover, does he flash upon us

more unexpectedly the countenance of tears. A better

translation of the verse is scarcely to be hoped, and the

prose is delightful reading. More care is now taken in

the revision than in the first volume. There is room,
however, for further improvement.

A moment white, then lost for ever

ia a misquotation. He uses more than once so wholly
unpardonable a locution as " Between you and I, reader."

Would he say between iee, which should be said if the
former is justifiable ? How can he talk of " the Strada
Nuova and Balbi." Similar slips are not infrequent. We
are, however, too glad to see the translation to be

captious.

The Poetical Works of Alexander Pope. A New Edi-

tion in 3 vols. Revised by G. 11. Dennis, B.A., with
a Memoir by John Dennis. (Bell & Sons.)

ONE by one the Aldine poets are being re-edited and

published in handsome, convenient, and trustworthy
editions by Messrs. Bell & Son?. The reprints are

specially welcome. No edition better or more prized
than the Aldine has seen the light, and it is a boon to

the new generation to have it in this form. New
particulars for the biography have been found in the

recently published life by Mr. Courthope, and new
matter of critical import has also been brought within
reach. The new edition is exceedingly timely in appear-
ance and satisfactory in all respects.

Stories from the Arabian Nights. By Stanley Lane-
Poole. 3 vols. (Putnam's Sons.)

IN the delightful little "Knickerbocker" series, con-

stituting one of the prettiest and most diminutive col-
lections of books, has appeared a selection from the
' Arabian Nights,' issued under the care of Mr. Stanley
Lane - Poole. Here are all the favourite stories of the
' Arabian Nights,' from the ' Porter of Bagdad

'
to

( Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves.' Some new trans-

lations from the Arabic by Mr. Stanley Lane-Poole are

added, with a short glossary of Arabic terms. The book
is scholarly as well as beautiful, and in its case consti-

tutes an almost ideal present for the season.

Hints from Horace, The Curse of Minerva, The
Waltz, Hebrew Melodies, Domestic Pieces, and Miscel'
laneous Poems, &c., are included in the third number of
the "Bijou" Byron of Messrs. Griffith, Farran & Co.,
and the Vision of Judgment and Occasional Pieces in
the fourth.

MESSES. SWAN SONNKNSOHEIN & Co. will shortly pub-
lish a new edition of '

Chesterfield's Letters,' with some
of his Miscellaneous Writings, reprinted from Lord
Mahon's standard edition in four volumes (1845), edited

by Dr. Bradshaw. Besides a new introduction and
additional notes, it will contain three letters by Chester-
field never before published.

WE learn with much regret of the death of the Rev.
Alfred Harrison, a former contributor to

' N. & Q.' Mr.
Harrison, who was much honoured and respected, had
long been an invalid. He ia buried in Beckenham Church-

yard by the side of his parents.

THE REV. W. C. BOULTER writes :

" Mr. William Ber-
nard McCabe, who died in December, aged ninety, at

Donnybrook, near Dublin, was one of the oldest journal-
ists in the kingdom. He wrote for the Irish press so far

back as the year 1824, and was probably the last sur-

vivor of those who had a hand in reporting the early
speeches of Daniel O'Connell. He was the author of
an historical novel,

'

Bertha, a Romance of the Dark
Ages,' and also of ' The Catholic History of England,'
which he carried down to the end of the Anglo-Saxon
period, and published in several large volumes between
1848 and 1854. He was a well-known and considerable
contributor to

' N. & Q.' in the past."

to
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Notices to Correspondents.

ALICE DE CHAMBRIER.
I learn on high Swiss authority that nothing has

been written in English about Mile, de Chani-
hrier except an article headed * Two Swiss Poets,'
which appeared in the Saturday Review of the

23rd of October, 1886. That article is a very
short one, barely one column in length ; and it

deals not only with Mile, de Chambrier, but also

with another Swiss poet (M. Ernest Bussy), who,
like her, had died quite recently and quite young.
The writer of the article, moreover, quotes only
one couplet from Mile, de Chambrier's verse

;

he gives no particulars as to her parentage or

career ; and the information which he does give
is evidently derived only from the study and an
admirable study it is of her life and character

prefixed to her poems by their editor, M. Philippe
Godet. Political spite runs high in Switzerland,
as it does elsewhere

;
and extends, as it does else-

where, into literature and religion. M. Godet,
therefore, has not got his deserts ; for, as one of

my Swiss friends says, "Les radicaux, dont il est

ennemi, 1'ont en horreur
;
et ils n'ont jamais voulu

lui donner la chaire de litte"rature, Emigre" ses

hautes capacites." He, however, not only is the
son of a distinguished father, but is himself the

author, amongst other works, of 'L'Histoire
Littoraire de la Suisse Bomande,' the most elaborate

and important book on that subject which has yet
appeared. He was Mile, de Chambrier's chosen
friend and critic. To him she submitted her

poems, and by his judgment as to their form and
finish she seems to have abided. And that he was
a wise critic and a just one is made manifest by
the etude to which I have referred. I am well
content to draw from so apt a source the brief
account I have to give of her

; but it happens also
that she herself and her family have been per-
sonally known to friends of mine in Switzerland,
from whom I have heard of her bright nature and
her engaging presence ; and this it is, as well as

my own admiration for her verse, that leads me to

speak of her at all. She is gone, at the age of

twenty-one ; and has left behind her in print only
one book, and that a book not likely to be ever
much known to English readers. Baison de plus
for saying somewhat about it and her.

Alice de Chambrier was born at Neucbatel on
the 28th of September, 1861. She was the

daughter of M. Alfred de Chambrier and of his

wife, nie Sophie de Sandol-Roy. It will thus be
seen that she was of noble* descent on both sides ;

and her father's family already were of distinction
in public affairs and in letters. M. Fre'de'ric de
Chambrier, for instance, a notable homme d'etat,
and author of 'L'Histoire de Neucbatel et Valan-

gin,' was a member of it. Mile, de Chambrier
spent the whole of her short life at Neuchatel and
at her father's country house of Bevaix, except
occasional visits, and except that when she was
fifteen she went for a year and a half to Darm-
stadt to learn German ; and she learnt it with sin-

gular ease and rapidity, and even wrote verses
in German during her stay at Darmstadt. Her
own language, however, sufficed her; and at

seventeen, while she was still a pupil at the Ecole

Superieure at Neucbate], a poem of hers on the lost

Atlantis obtained so much eclat that it was pub-
licly recited by Madame Ernst. From this time
till 1882, that is to say during the last five years
of her life, she produced, besides her poems now
published (and they are only a small and choice

selection), a very large body of literary work,
some of the best of which is extracted and com-
mented upon by M. Godet. She wrote three

completed tragedies in verse (' La Fille de JephteY
'

Sophonisbe,' and ' Les Chretiens ') and an un-
finished one, 'Le Serment d'Isolde'; a drama in

* Some ten years ago a question was asked in
'N. & Q.' as to whether nobility still exists in Switzer-
land ; and no one was able to answer it. Nobility of (I

believe) Burgundian origin exists in French Switzerland,
and nobility of Austrian origin in German Switzerland.
The Von Erlachs, for instance (or d'Erlacbs, aa they
now calL themselves), descendants of that Rudolph von
Erlach whose equestrian statue is on the Munster-
Platz at Bern, exist in three branches : Von Erlach of
Erlach, Von Erlach of Spiez, and a third, whose terri-

torial name I forget.
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one act, in verse, called
' Lore Nicol '; a saynete

in verse, called 'La Bohe"mienne '; and three

comedies in verse 'Service d'Amie,' 'Une

Poignde de Mouches,' and
' Le Flatteur.' In prose

she completed during the same five years four

novels and three legends or romances, the last of

which, an historical romance dealing with the

Abbey of Bevaiz, was finished only just before her

death. Such rapid and various production might
seem to suggest unwholesome effort or mere

vanity of authorship ;
but there was nothing of

either in Alice de Chambrier. She wrote largely,

and chiefly in verse, because she could not help it;

but all that she wrote was well and calmly con-

sidered ; and she was so severe a critic of her own
work that she resolved to publish no book until

she was thirty years old. Nothing of hers, I

understand, was made publicly known during
her lifetime, save contributions to journals, and

poems
" crowned

"
by different concours in French-

speaking Switzerland and in Southern France. Of
these the most important was her graceful ballade

of 'La Belle au Boiadormant,' which obtained the

primevere d'argent from the Academy of the

Floral Games, at Toulouse, in 1882, the year in

which she died.

What I have said will show how wide was the

range of her fancy. But she was above all things
a poet.

" Tout en elle etait poesie," says
M. Godet ;

"
et tout, dans la vie et dans le monde

exteiieur, se transformait pour elle en pcesie.

. . . C'e'tait chez elle un jeu nature), une fonction,
la vie me'me." And one would have thought that

her poetry, like her character, would have been

gay as well as charming ;
for hers was a happy and

a busy life. She was the fond daughter of an

affectionate father, and had brothers whom she

loved. She had no great sorrow that I know of for

she was too young to have felt the early death of her

mother. She bad a pleasant home, a social position
of the best, and she enjoyed both with the inno-

cent abandon of a refined and artless girl. Nor
was she ever touched with the passionate sadness

of love ;
at any rate there is no trace of this in her

published verse. She was given to good works,
too. Her charities, and her unostentatious visits

among the poor were only known in full after her

death. And she was sincerely and quietly reli-

gions. Being a Neucbateloise, her religion was,
of course, of the Protestant sort

;
but it was large

and candid, and bad none of the bitter and petty
hatreds of Calvinism. Her soul was intent on one

thing only : the problem of Death and the Infinite.

All her poetry is affected with a deep sense of the

sad and even grotesque relations between this

mighty problem and the affairs even the simplest
and meanest affairs of human life. She reminds

one of that fine utterance of the great English

Oardinal, who found in this Cosmos only "two

luminously self-evident beings myself and my

Creator." Like Wordsworth, she was "haunted
for ever by the Eternal Mind," and there are

passages of hers that recall the Ode ; as when she

says of mankind that they are

verms de si liaut faire un pelerinage,
Tout enirres encor de eouvenirs plus doux.

Like Coleridge, she "
hungered for eternity "; and

M. Godet, who, perhaps, never heard that phrase.,
has recalled it to us by speaking of "

cette inex-

tingnible soif d'infini
" which burned within her.

But she was always sane and sober ; never rapt into
a futile heaven away from human interests.

" Let
us now solve the great enigma !

"
said Shelley to

Jane Williams as he rocked the boat.
" Not till

my children have had their dinner !
"
cried Jane,

with a mother's readiness and a woman's common
sense. Alice de Chambrier had the deep yearnings
of Shelley, but she had Jane's quiet good sense to
boot. Her soif d'infini, though ever present and

unquenchable, is expressed with a light, pathetic
touch, a grave and self- controlled propriety, that

has all the beauty of apt reticence the reticence

of one who has learnt how to wait and how to

hope. She looks with a half smile at the mourn-
ful problem ; she points a finger, and you see it all.

Within the narrow limits of 'N. & Q.' and

perhaps I have already exceeded these it is not

easy to go into detail, or to justify opinion by quo-
tations from Mile, de Chambrier's posthumous-
volume.* Yet I will venture to quote one poem
entire, simply because it is the shortest in the
book ;

and to refer to another, which has won

high praise from French critics and from M. Godet
for its simplicity and directness of method and its-

clearness of thought.
This latter,

' La Pendule Arrete"e,' begins with
a simple and vivid description of an old chamber
deserted years ago, but still containing its antique-

furniture, and amongst the rest

Une pendule tres ornee

Qui depuis longtemps ne va plus.

"Les ans," says the poet, after describing this

forlorn and amber-perfumed solitude

Les ans, dans leur marche severe,
Ont fui, par lea joura emportes,
Mais la pendule solitaire

Ne lea a meme comptea.

II ivest plus qu'une heure pour elle,

Heure egale a 1'eternite,
Et cette heure unique c'eat cello

Ou son battant fut arre~te."

And thus it is, she goes on, with "Des coeurs

vivant anx jours passes."

Qu'importe si lea jours e'amassent,

Qu'il eoit le matin ou le aoir,

* "Au Dela: Poeaiea de Alice de Chambrier : avec une
lettre de Sully Prudhoname. un portrait d'Alice de
Chambrier grave par Aobert Girardet, et une notice bio-

graphique et litteraire par Philippe Qodet. Lau-
aanne : Arthur Imer, 6diteur, 1884."
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Que les ana a'arretent ou pasaent,
Ila ne veulent pas le savoir.

Desormaia lour etre demeure
Sur le merne point arrte;
Us ne connaissent plua qu'une heure,
Et c'est pour euz 1'eternite.

The other piece, called
'

ConGance,' is as follows :

Si tu sens vaciller ta foi

Devant la tempete hagarde,
Calme-toi,
Dieu te garde.

Si, d'aprea la commune loi,

Pans le neant tonibe chaque heure,

Calme-toi,
Dieu demeure.

Si ton coeur eat rempli d'oiuoi,
Si 10 de-tespoir t'enrironne,

Calme-toi,
Dieu pardonne.

Si la mort te comble d'effroi,

Si tu craina 1'ombre ou 1'on sommeille,
Calme-toi,
Dieu reveille.

Both these poems were written when Alice de
<3hambrier was in her twentieth year just ten

years ago.
There are two other girls of oar centary, the one

an English lady, the other a high-caste Hindoo,
who resemble this Swiss maiden in their early

deaths, and in the precocious bloom and fertility
of their youthful talent. The first is Emily Shore,
whose very remarkable '

Diary* has only appeared
in 1891, though she died more than fifty years
since

;
the second is that most wonderful of Indian

womankind, Toru Dutt, whose merits as an English
poet and as a French novelist hare not yet been

duly acknowledged.
One word more. The beautiful portrait of

Mile, de Chambrier prefixed to her volume does

great credit, as the book itself does, to the press of

Lausanne. And it fully justifies M. Godet, who,
after avouching its faithfulness, says that "1'ex-

pression de la bouche, d'une candeur presque
anfantine, contrastait avec la profondeur cher-

oheuse du regard." A. J. M.

WINDEBANK NOTES.
The very meagre account of the family and

descendants of Mr. Secretary Windebank to be
found in the pages of Burke, Courthope, &c.,

aadly requires amplifying. The following notes

may possibly be of some service in eliciting further

information upon this subject in the pages of
' N. & Q.'

Sir Richard Windebank received knighthood
from Henry VIII. in 1544. He bore arms,"
Vert, on a chevron between three falcons volant

or, as many trefoils slipped sable."

Thomas Windebank, "son of Sir Richard,"
married Frances, daughter of Sir Edward Dymoke,
of Scrivelsby, knight banneret in 1562 (Visitation

of Lincolnshire, 1592). He received knighthood
from James I. at Whitehall, July 23, 1603, and
held the office of Clerk of the Signet. According
to Lysons he was seated at Haines Hill, in the

parish of Hurst, co. Berks, where his son, the

future Secretary of State, was born.

Sir Francis Windebank, the well-known

Secretary of State to Charles I., is said to have
been twenty-four years old in 1607. He was
educated at St. John's Oollege, Oxford ; knighted
at Greenwich, June 10, 1632

; sworn Secretary of

State, June 15, 1632; M.P. for Oxford Univer-

sity in the Short Parliament of 1640 ; and was
elected for Corfe Castle in November, 1640.

Charged with corruptly favouring the Romanists,
he escaped to France in December, 1640, in order

to avoid impeachment, and is said to have died

shortly afterwards. But the State Papers show
that he was living in Paris as late as 1645. A
Sir Thomas Windebank is said (Wood's

'
Fasti ')

to have died in Paris in 1646. This probably
refers to the death of the ex-Secretary.

Sir Francis Windebank had at least two sons,
of whom,

Sir Thomas Windebank, eldest son, was Gentle-

man of the Privy Chamber to Charles I.; M.P.
for Wotton Basset in the Short Parliament of

1640 ; created a baronet at Oxford, November 25,

1645, as " Thomas Windebank, of Haynes Hill,
co. Wilts, eaq." The date of his death is not

known, but he compounded under the Oxford

article?, August 27, 1646, was fined 8102. on

April 1, 1647, which sum he paid in July, 1648.

It is thus clear that he was not, as sometimes

thought, the Sir Thomas Windebink who died in

Paris in 1646.

Besides his eldest son, Mr. Secretary Winde-
bank has a second son, Francis, colonel in the

service of Charles I., who died in 1645, and was
buried in St. Mary's Church, Oxford.

Edith, daughter of Sir Francis Windebank,
knight, was married, December 1, 1638, at St.

Giles-in-the-Fields, Middlesex, to Toby Tirrell,

Esq., afterwards the third baronet, of Thornton,
Bucks.
The after history of the baronetcy is very

obscure. There would seem to have been at least

two holders of the dignity after Sir Thomas, both

of whom were probably named Francis.

On July 12, 1669, a licence was issued from

-he Vicar-General's office of Canterbury for the

marriage of "Edward Hales of Panlers Ferry,

Northampton, Esq , bacheler, about twenty-four,
and Frances Windebanck, of St. Paul's, Covent

Garden, spinster, about twenty-three, her parents

dead, at St. Martin's or St. Paul's, Covent Garden,
co. Middlesex, or St. Dunstan's-in-the-West, or

St. Andrew's, Holborn, London." Edward Hales,

named in this licence, was afterwards the well-

known Sir Edward Hales, of Tunstall, created
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by James II., after his abdication, Earl of Tenter-

den. In all pedigrees of Hales the wife of Sir

Edward is described as "Frances, daughter of

Sir Francis Windebank, of Oxford." The father

of Lady Elizabeth Hales was probably the second

person who held the Windebank baronetcy, and a

son of Sir Thomas. It is evident that he was
dead before 1669.

The following licence (Faculty Office) refers

apparently to the last holder of the dignity.

"April 28, 1686, Sir Francis Windebank, Bart.,

of the Tower of London, bachelor, thirty, and
Elizabeth Parkhurst, of St. Martin's-in-the-Fields,

Middlesex, spinster, about twenty, daughter of

Frances Parkhurst, widow, who consents, alleged

by Henry Parkhurst, of St. Martin's-in-the-

Fields aforesaid, clerk at St. Martin's aforesaid."

This marriage took place on May 4, 1686. This

Sir Francis Windebank was doubtless the baronet

who, according to Burke, died in 1719, leaving
his property to his widow Elizabeth.

One other Windebank licence from the Vicar-

General's office I am unable to locate :
"
1666,

Nov. 24, Matthew Loveday, of Oxford, gent.,

bachelor, about twenty-one, and Mrs. Frances

Wyndebanke, of same, about seventeen, consent

of her parents, at St. Bartholomew, near Oxon,
or Beckonsfield, Bucks." This looks suspiciously
like the bride of Edward Hales in 1669 ;

if so, of

course this marriage could not have come off.

Is the name of Mr. Secretary Windebank's wife

known? W. D. PINK.

A TUDOR REMINISCENCE IN SURREY.

Surrey has a pleasant sound to the ear. The
name has a soft, restful tone, like the character of

its scenery. Gently undulating hills, rising occa-

sionally into picturesque abruptness, stretches of

green meadow and corn fields, bounded by belts

of trees, fertilizing streams, and leafy lanes ah !

what pleasant memories are stirred by a picture of
" a Surrey lane

"
these are the features that the

name of Surrey recalls. True, Surrey includes a

large tract covered with grimy streets, where
flowers sicken and die, and such trees as are left

grow pale and old before their time, and populous

neighbourhoods, over which Conventionality reigns
as queen, while Nature is a humble and oppressed

subject. Still there is a Surrey as yet unspoilt, a

peaceful pasture land, with fruitful fields, a land in

which to rise and labour with the sun, and to

lie down at night in the hushed darkness which

begets soft sleep. This is the Surrey which the

Tudors knew, which Queen Elizabeth loved, and
where she found a retreat from the cares of state

and the pomp of palaces.
In the hundred of Woking, six miles from

Guildford, is the little parish of Pyrford, lying
almost under the shadow of the once famous

Newark Abbey, redolent of memories of Stephen

Langton. Pyrford Manor has undergone many
vicissitudes since Earl Harold received it from

King Edward. Now it was held by the Church
and now by the Crown, until the reign of Eliza-

beth, when it finally passed into secular hands,
the monastery having already been dissolved by
Henry VIII. No doubt it was a coveted bit, very
fair to look upon, with its magnificent elms and
stretches of meadow land watered by the Wey.
Elizabeth granted the manor to her Latin secretary
and member of her Privy Council, John Wolley,
who became knight of the shire for the county of

Surrey. Wolley, it is said, built himself a house

by the side of the Wey canal ; that building baa

long since been transmogrified, but the ground,
now covered by crisp lawns and gay flower-beds,
is netted underneath with brickwork. Yet,
although the original Pyrford House has so

changed its character, one interesting feature

remains intact. This is the building called the
"
Queen's Summer House," standing on the bank

of the canal, and commanding a full view of the

ruins of Newark Abbey. It is a curious structure,
most solidly built, and evidently at considerable

expense. Seen across the meadows from the high
road, it looks like an appendage to some modern

estate; but a closer inspection reveals its antiquity.
There are no chimneys, for it is only a summer-

house, but one designed to stand the wear and
tear of weather, and keep out rain and mud. The

building consists of two rooms, one above the

other. The under room is low and dark, and what
it was intended for is uncertain. In later years it

seems to have been used as a stable and a mush-
room bed. The stout oak rafters bear witness to

the excellence of both work and material, and

point to a period when durability was the first re-

quisite in building. The upper room is compara-
tively lofty, and must have been profusely decorated.

The ceiling was evidently covered with paintings,
and defaced cherabs and angels still look down upon
the visitor. The walls were panelled ia white and

gold, with designs painted on them, and the

windows are of a very fair size.

Here, doubtless, Elizabeth sat when she visited

Wolley in the summer months, and listened while

he read to her the 'Annals' of Tacitus, orthe great
Greek epic, or others of her favourite classics, for

Wolley was a scholarly man, and chosen by his

queen as her reader. Here queen and subject
could study undisturbed. Below them flowed the

silent stream, fringed by its green banks
; across

the meadows stood the grey piles of Newark

Abbey ; stately elms and silvery beeches rustled

in the breeze. Deep in the heart of the country

lay Pyrford Manor, buried in stillness almost as

profound as that of the many nameless dead who
now lie in the little churchyard, with only the soft,

heaped-up earth, thickly grown over with grass, to

mark their resting-place. Still the Wey runs on,
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and the stately elms wave their branches, and the

shattered walls of Newark Abbey stand out in the

green landscape appealingly, bidding us remember
the centuries of love aad hate, peace and oppres-
sion they have seen. A fair and peaceful spot

still, for the roar of the rail reaches not hither, and
the queen and Wolley might even now read undis-

tracted by the world without.

Around the park good roads are now cut, where
once there were miry ways, and the narrow lanes

are broader and lighter. A scattered population
and some modern dwellings remind us of our

every-day existence, but the houses keep a respect-
ful distance apart, and do not peer into each

other's windows. The only approach to the

"Summer House" now is though the old arched

gateway leading into the gardens. This gateway
must have been the original entrance to Pyrford
House; but on the farther side of the estate a

turning off the main road leads down an avenue
of magnificent trees, whose topmost branches cross

and interlace, and it is probable that this was for-

merly a way to the " Summer House." No one
seems to have thought it worth while to preserve
the interior ; the delicately painted room where
the queen sat is disfigured by dirt and decay, and
has been used as a hayloft, or for some such pur-
pose. Local tradition connects the building with

Queen Mary's name, and she may have visited

Pyrford when she granted the manor to the

monastery of Shene, near Richmond. That religious

house, however, enjoyed their wealth but a brief

period, for with Elizabeth's accession the manor
passed again to the Crown. It was granted to the
Earl of Lincoln, Lord High Admiral, by Elizabeth,
and after his death to John Wolley, who held his
first court there in 1591. In the reign of

Charles II. Pyrford Park was held by Sir
Eobert Parkhurst, and subsequently by Mr.
Denzil Onslow, whose descendants are now large
landowners in that district.

This part of Surrey teems with Tudor reminis-
cences. The lovely old manor house of Send, care-

fully preserved by its present owner, could tell

stories of Henry VII., and Byfleet and other

neighbouring parishes are rich in memories of the
same period. But since then the county, so far as
this side of it is concerned, has almost ceased to
have anynotable public history,and has lived within
itself, a quiet rural district, rich in corn and clover,
fertile and fruitful, yielding, season by season, its

increase for our mighty Babylon, whose ceaseless
roar cannot penetrate to those pleasant pastures.
It is a place for contentment and repose, where
the cravings of greed may be lulled, and it is

possible to enter into the philosophic spirit of the
unknown stranger who, on the ivy-grown porch of a
wayside cottage, has inscribed the following words :

Ilia tellus placet in qua res parva me beatum facit.

GEORGIANA HILL,

PENAL TENURES. Under the term "Penal
Tenures

"
may be classed (1) the ' Wroth Silver

'

(7
th S. xii. 442) and (2) the

'
Relic of Feudalism'

(7
th S. xii. 445). No. 1, concerning Knightlow

Cross, has been discussed so early as !' S. ix. 44$,
and is variously explained. The locality is very

important topographically, for it approaches the

junction of Watling Street with the Foss-way, and

although knight and low are Saxon words, the

hundred has a tradition of some Roman eques, or

centurion, who was barbarously murdered. If he

were a Christian the tradition would survive.

No. 2, at Dalton-in-Furness, singularly, also

involves the title of Bnccleuch. It relates to the

customs of a local fair, held by feudal tenure. But

the most outre of these tenures or customs is the

Lincolnshire Caistor-gad, a manorial service, now
disused. It was the custom on Palm Sunday to

carry a whip from Broughton Manor to Caistor

parish church, and crack it loudly three times

during the reading of the first lesson ; the bearer,

at the time for the second lesson, knelt before the

officiating clergyman, with a purse tied to the

thong of his whip, which was waved about, and

held elevated during the reading thereof. As no

document or charter now exists to enforce this

custom, it has been disused. There are various

theories to explain its origin ; but considering that

Caistor was called Thong Ceaster, taken in con-

nexion with a gad, or whip, the element of

antiquity must be conceded. Caistor, of course,

was a Roman site. A. HALL.
13, Paternoster Row, B.C.

JOHN MILLS, COMEDIAN. His death and

burial are thus recorded in the London Evening
Post, December 16-18 and 18-21, 1736 :

"
Yesterday about Six in the Morning died Mr. John

Mills, a celebrated Comedian, after an Illness of twelve

Days. His Last appearance on the Stage was on Satur-

day se'nnight, in the Character of the sick King in the

Second Part of Henry IV."
" Last Night the Corpse of Mr. Mills was carried from

his late Dwelling-house in Martlet's-Court, Bow-street,

and interr'd in the Parish Church of St. Martin's in

the Fields. His Pall was supported by Charles Flete-

wood, Esq.; Colley Gibber, Esq.; Mr. Johnson, Mr.

Quin, Mr. Griffin, and Mr. Theo. Cibber."

DANIEL HIPWELL.

LEMONS AT FUNERALS. In 1878 I was called

upon to officiate (for a neighbour) at a funeral in a

Lancashire town. The relatives, working people,
but not poor, desired me to attend at the house

before the procession left it. I found the company
drinking lemon-juice, mixed with warm water,

sweetened and spiced. The vessel was a large

two-handled pot mug, and the rind of the lemon

was wreathed from handle to handle. I found it

would have been a great offence to refuse to drink

of it. A similar custom in Yorkshire is noticed ic

Gent. Mag., 1798, quoted in Brand, ed. Bohn,
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ii. 243. The Countess de Genlis, describing a

funeral at Altona in 1795, says :

" The marriec

people [men] bad a lemon in tbeir hand, and the

boys a bunch of rosemary." 'Memoirs,' 1825

ir. 261. W. C. B.

POPE'S 'ESSAY ON MAN.' I have never seen

the fact noted that in the first edition of this poem
or what I take to be such, folio, no date, the first

line runs

Awake my Laelius, leave all meaner things.

In which edition was "St. John"substituted for

"Lselius"? URBAN.

SACHEVERELL AS A BAPTISMAL NAME. After

his famous trial before the Lords in 1710, Dr.

Sacheverell was, for a brief while, the most popular
man in England, especially with the ladies ol

England. They flocked to the churches where,

though he was inhibited from preaching, he could
still officiate ; they had their children christened

by him, and called them by his name. A note-

worthy instance of the survival of this as a bap-
tismal name has just occurred. On December 8,

1891, there died at Morley, Derbyshire, Robert
Sacheverell Sitwell. He had attained so ripe an

age that he was probably baptized in 1798, when
Dr. Sacheverell had been a dead man out of mind
for more than seventy years. It seems reasonable,

then, to conclude that the late Mr. Sitwell bore

the baptismal name of Sacheverell because his

father had done so before him, which father would
have derived it from his own progenitor, who
might have been baptized by the Doctor himself.

W. F. WALLER.

BETWEEN TIMES.

Within tbe antechamber of the King
Wait throngs expectant ;

for the Old Year dies.

A requiem peal moans through the midnight skies,
Till the ead clock, herald of Time on wing,
Reiteiates " Dead 1 Dead !

" and glad bell* ring
Greeting the New Year with fit harmonies.
Then wonder all, some smiling, more with sighs,

What the fresh rule to them and theirs will bring.
Ah ! who can tell? If the veiled form said aught,

Would it speak peace, proclaim in accents kind
Promise of joy, freedom from Fortune's foins 1

Or cry, like him whom long-tried Israel sought,
" You scorpions for whips shall have, and find

My finger thicker than my fathers loins !

"
?

ST. SWITHIN.

MR. BUSKIN'S TITLES :
' PB^TERITA.' That

Mr. Ruskin, whose titles are so unlike those of

any one else, could have been anticipated is what
we could hardly have expected. The following is

from Miss Millard's December catalogue of second-

hand books : "467 Praeterita, by William Lan-
caster ; crown 8vo. cloth, 1863." R. HUDSON.

Lapworth.

SHEND. The recently published 'Life of St.

Cuthbert in English Verse' (vol. Ixxxvii. of the

Surtees Society's publications) contains within

thirteen lines the verb shend in contrary senses.

Line 5973 reads :

For pair gilt men walde )>aim shende,

the word being glossed slay ; while lines 5984-5
read :

To tonnes ['at to his kirke pertenyd
he |?aim sent fra harme to shend,

with the gloss defend. Among others who bava
used the word in this latter sense I may mention
William Browne, who, in his 'Britannia's Pastorals'

(ii. 4), sings :

This must I succour, this must I defend,
And from the wild boare's rooting ever shend.

The same poet gives us another example in his
'

Shepheard's Pipe,' 1. 85. It is also in Palsgrave,
and two examples are found in the

'

Troy Book,'
written about 1400, the editors of which say
that it is

" a form of Send," and define "Send"
thus :

"
to send, to keep, to defend." (Keep, in

this definition, has the sense which it bears in the

phrase,
"
Keep me from harm.") Such a develop-

ment of meaning seems probable, for to send any-
body from a peril is the same as to send the peril
from him. A man in danger from a tiger is

equally protected whether he is removed from the

tiger or the tiger driven from him.
The alleged connexion of this word with send

seems to me to be supported by the following
verses from MS. Egerton 613 (see

' Old English
Miscellany,' E.E.T.S., p. 196) :

Iblessed beo ]>u, lauedi so feir and so hende,
!'u praie iheeu crist pi sone j)at he me i-eende,
whare a londe alswo ich beo, er ich bonne weude,
(jat ich mote in paraia wonien wi-j>uten ende.

The gloss in the
'

Miscellany
' which is occa-

sionally wild in its guesses (cf. egleche, glossed

"everyone, each") is "send," but the context

prompts "defend, guard, protect." "Send," used
thus absolutely, is meaningless to me, except in

the sense indicated.

The '

Century Dictionary
'

gives no separate ety-

mology to shend= defend, but treats it as identical

with shend =
disgrace, ruin, destroy. We shall

have to wait a long time for the settlement of the

etymology in the columns of the
' N. E. !>.,' but

meanwhile we may hope to see the question dealt

with in
' N. & Q.' F. ADAMS.

105, Albany Road, Camberwell.

GERTRUDE. A totally wrong explanation of

;he origin of the proper name Gertrude, as if its

meaning were "all true," having recently appeared
n a leading London monthly magazine, it may
not be out of place to point out its true and
undoubted derivation. Like the German cognate
'

Gertrude," it is originally a compound of Old-

STorse geirr, a spear, and Thr&dhr, the name of a

;oddess, or virgin, who presides over battle, hence

spear-goddess, or Yalkyria (vide Yigfuason's
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'

Icelandic -
English Dictionary,' Grimm's and

Weigand's
'
Worterbiicher '). Z.

We must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest to affix their

names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct.

CORDUROY. I shall be thankful for informa-
tion as to the history of this word, and for any
data as to its origin and introduction (no guesses,

pray, Mr. Editor
!).

The earliest quotation I know
of at present is that given by Mr. Beck in the
'

Draper's Dictionary,' from the Anti-Jacobin,
' The Weary Knife-grinder

'
:

His galligaskins were of corduroy,
And garters he had none.

In this and all the early quotations I have the

material is mentioned as the dress of labourers or

people engaged for the nonce in strenuous exercise,
as huntsmen. But I find it stated in recent (irre-

sponsible) writers that it was once worn by kings
and great folk, and was therefore called corde dw

roy, the king's cord. I fear this may be merely his-

tory on an etymological basis, which differs from

etymology on an historical basis, as a cart before a

horse does from a horse before a cart, though,
indeed, some people scorn the difference. We all

know that little boys and ladies have been attired

.in "a dainty silken fabric" of this sort since

about 1884, when the Standard announced it as

"the coming material"; but what I should like to

see is some reference to this royal, noble, or gentle

corduroy in earlier times. I remember " woollen
cord "

trousers about 1850. Were they imitated
from corduroys, or their gentle predecessors ?

J. A. H. MURRAY.
Oxford.

THE ASSASSINATION PLOT AGAINST WILLIAM
III., 1696). Macaulay says that the spot fixed

by Charnock and others for the murder was in a
narrow and winding lane leading from the landing-
place on the north of the river to Turnbam
Green, and that the spot may still be easily found.
Blackmore says that it was the lane between
Turnham Green and Brentford, and that the par-
ticular part of that lane agreed upon was the end
next to Turnham Green, but gives no more ex-

plicit information. I shall be much obliged to

any of your readers who can help me to ascertain
at what point of the river the ferry was at that

date, and what part of what lane was selected

by the conspirators. J. ELIOT HOEGKIN.
Richmond, Surrey.

BRERETON : EUSSELL. I shall be much
obliged if you or any of your readers can give me
any information relative to the following : 1.

George Brereton, described as of Kilmartin,

Queen's County, Ireland, living about 1650, and
who had a daughter Eleanor. 2. William Russell,
of Ballydavid, co. Tipperary, Ireland, living about

thirty years later, and who had a daughter
Isabella. F. JAMES.

'!N THE GARDEKS AT SWAINSTON,' by Lord

Tennyson. Where is Swainston? In what cir-

cumstances was this poem written 1 Who are his

three friends, to whom the poet refers ? K.

A JAX. What is the origin of the story of Ajax
defying the lightning ? His famous prayer for

light in the '
Iliad

' can hardly have given rise to

it-,
unless by a strange misunderstanding of the

words 'Ev 8e </>cm KOI oAeo-o-ov (Horn.,
'

II.,'

xvii. 647). K. BRUCE BOSWELL.
Chingford.

JOSEPH DE GRANDEAU. Advice requested as to

the best means of verifying the following. Joseph
de Grandeau, born circa 1760, died in Edinburgh
about 1830 (buried in Old Calton Cemetery). He
married Pierrette du Carre (after Revolution
written Ducarre), daughter of a Lyons silk-spinner.
This family is said to be of old Swiss extraction.

Joseph de Grandeau quarrelled with, and was dis-

inherited (on account of this marriage) by, his

father, who is understood to have been the Cheva-
lier de Grandeau, and to have been descended
from the Montmorencies. The second son succeeded

in lieu of his brother. The said Joseph was

obliged to escape from Lyons during the Revolu-

tion, when he fled to Italy, and was followed by
his wife, his father-in-law remaining in hiding.
I have impressions of two seals belonging to him,
and almost similar (the shields are oval) : Azure, a

sword, point downwards, surrounded by eleven

stars (mullets or etoiles 1 defaced). Above the

shield a helmet on one seal three-quarter face,

showing five bars, on the other profile, with four

bare bearing as crest a single star (or mallet).
No motto. Mantle on one sea), a festooned wreath
on the other, very florid. MRS. BALFOUR.

INSCRIPTION ON PICTURE. Some years since

there appeared a picture in the Royal Academy,
the inscription being,

" To a fool and his folly
there is no end." Can any readers of *N. & Q.'

supply the source of this proverb ? F.

"SLABS OF BLUE SLEEP." Whence comes the

allusion or quotation used by C. Kingsley to
" Slabs

of blue sleep," which certain beings had power to

grant to the weary ? Lorjis ROBINSON, M.D.
162, High Street, Lewisham.

MELESINA SCHULENBERG,DUCHESSOF MUNSTER.
Where can I obtain accurate biographical infor-

mation respecting this person ? She was a great
favourite of George I., who is said to have created
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her Duchess of Munster in 1716. Is this a fact ?

According to tradition she lived at Munster House,
Fulham Road. Can any reader say if there is any
evidence in support of the tradition 1 Any infor-

mation sent to me direct will be greatly valued.

CHAS. JAS. FERET.
49, Edith Road, West Kensington, W.

IJ5/ THE DEIL AT BEITH.' I shall be glad if some
reader of ' N. & Q.' can furnish me with the words
of a Scots aong called, I think,

' The Deil at Beith,'
in which the scolding wives are represented as

carried off under his oxters and in his mouth.
R. BRUCE BOSWELL.

23, Buxton Road, Cbingford, Essex.

BODKIN. In a new Russian version of ' Hamlet '

(the play is now on the stage here at St. Peters-

burg), the word bodkin has been rendered by a

Russian word signifying shoemaker's awl. This

rendering (evidently incorrect) has given rise to

a lively controversy in the St. Petersburg Novoe

Vremya. I should like to ask for a reply to the

following question.
In Dr. Spiers's

' Dictionnaire Universel Anglais-

FranQais
'

(one of the best of dictionaries) the word
bodkin is said to have formerly borne the significa-
tion of poignard. What ancient authority or

authorities can be brought forward which should
suffice to authorize this statement ?

I may add that I myself hold that Shakespere
used the word bodkin in its ordinary modern

acceptation (in that of packing needle), with a

mental comparison with a short dagger (dirk), such
as the dagger still worn by naval officers.

A TEACHER OF ENGLISH.
St. Petersburg.

SCOTTISH MEDAL. Can any of your readers

give me information about a small Scottish medal
which I have lately met with 1 It is silver, oval,

forty-seven fiftieths of an inch by forty- fiftieths

of an inch, with loop for suspension. The obverse

bears a half-length figure of St. Andrew on his

cross, nimbed, and carrying a palm branch (?) and

book, with the legend s . ANDREAS. APOS . ET.
PATR . SCOT. The reverse has St. Margaret, half-

length, radiated, with the royal crown of Scotland
on a table. The legend is s . MARGARITA . R . ET .

p . SCOT. The workmanship is very good.
R. W. COCHRAN-PATRICK.

SIR JOHN CAPONS. In Caxton's first edition

of the ' Golden Legend,' fol. 170 recto, occurs the

following story :

" For as I ones was by yonde the see rydyng in the

companye of a noble knyght named Syr Johan Capons,
and was also doctour in bothe lawes, and was born in

malyorke, and had ben viceroye and gouernour of Aragon
and Catt-lone, and that tyme Counceyllour vnto the due
of bourgonye, Charleys, it happend we comened of the

hystorye of Dauid, and this paid noble man told me that
he had redde that dauid dyde this penaunce folowyng

'or thyse said synnes. That he dalf hym in the ground

standyng nakyd vnto the heed so lonce that the wormes

>egan to crepe in his flesshe, and made a versa of this

jsalme Miserere, and thenne cam out, and whan he was
lole therof he wente in agayn and stode so agayn as

onge as afore is said, and made the second verse, & so

as many tymes he was doluen in the erth as ben verse

in the said psalme of Miserere mei deus, and euery tyme
was abydyng therin tyl he felte the wormes crepe in his

lesshe. This was a grete penaunce and a token of

repentaunce, for ther ben in the psalme xx verses, & xx

tymes he was doluen. Thus thys noble man told me,

rydyng bytwene the toun of Gaunt in Plaundres and the

;oun of Bruxellis in Braband."

Was this Sir John Capons an Englishman, as

liis name would lead one to suppose; and where is

any account or other mention of him to be found 1

F. S. ELLIS.

Chelston, Torquay.

PIGOTT. In John Camden Hotten's
'

Catalogue
of Irish Topographical History,' 1862, the following

item appears :

1 The Memorials to the House of Peers of the Earl of

Cavan and Robert Pigott concerning the lands of Kill-

cromin in Queen's County, supposed to have been pur-
chased by John Pigott, who had a large estate in

Antigua, West Indies, folio, official copies. Privately

printed, 1724."

Can any readers of ' N. & Q.' give me particulars
of this memorial, or as to who were the descendants

of this John Pigott, or tell me if there are any
records in the island of Antigua which would give

the required information ? W. J.

POETICAL RECREATIONS OF JOHN BRIGHT. I

see a reference to Mr. John Bright in
' N. & Q.,'

7th S. vii. 327. The Inverness Advertiser of about

1856 gives the subjoined extract from the visiting

book of the inn at Drumnadrochtt as
" the verit-

able production of no less exalted and demure a

personage than Mr. John Bright, M.P." :

In Highland glens 'tis far too oft observed
That man is chased away and game preserved.
Glen Urquhart is to me a lovelier glen;
Here deer and grosse have not supplanted men.

Perhaps some of your readers can tell the name of

this country hostelry.
FREDERICK LAWRENCE TAVAB&

30, Rusholme Grove, Manchester.

ST. LUKE'S DAY. Monsieur D'Olive.in George

Chapman's play of that name, speaking of his

ever-to-be-remembered ambassage, says (IV. i.) :

" Farmers shall count their Leases from this day,
Gentlemen their Morgages from this day: Saint Dennis
shall be rac't out of the Kallender, and the day of our

Enstalmeut enterd in redd letters : And as St. Valen-

tines day is fortunate to choose Louers, St. Lukes to

choose Husbandes; So shall this day be to the choosing
of Lordes."

St. Denis is the patron of France and St. Valen-

tine of lovers; but what has St. Luke to do with

husbands ? Can any one explain the allusion 1

C. C. B.
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R. T. BROWN. A very learned man, the Rev.
R. T. Brown, appears to have published a work on
the nomenclature of the Hebrews, but I do not
see it in Allibone or Watt. He was of South-
wick Vicarage, near Oundle. How is it he is so

little known ? 0. A. WARD.
WalthamBtow.

"ADMINISTRATIVE REFORM." In the intro-

duction to the repnblished volume of Punch for

Jan. -June, 1855 (issued, I think, in 1862), it is

observed of "
Administrative Reform," always

associated with the memory of Dickens, that it was
"a phrase first used by Mr. Disraeli." Under
what circumstances and at what date was it so

employed ? POLITICIAN.

"LAZE IT." Does the word "laze" or the

phrase "laze it" occur anywhere in English
literature? Cotgrave seems to give it as an

equivalent of s'endormir. J. S.

[Annandale gives quotations from South and Whately.]

CHARTREUSE. Can any one give me the origin
of Chartreuse 1 I mean of the name of the

original monastery (now the Grande Chartreuse)
near Grenoble, established by St. Bruno in 1084,
from which all its dependencies took theirs,
whether Chartreuse, Charterhouse, Certosa, Car-

tuja, Carthause, or what not. Was it the original
name of the site ? If so, why ? Possibly Mont-
alembert tells, but I have not got him within
reach. B. W. S.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.
There 'e a voice on every wave,
A sound on every sea,

The watchword of the brave,
The anthem of the free.

Where'er the wind is rushing,
Where'er the stream is gushing,

The swelling sounds are heard
Of man to Freedom calling.

W. H. PEERS.

Nobilitas animi sola est atque unica virtus.

ANON.

Commodore Rogers was brave man exceedingly
brave particular.

He climbed up very high rocks exceedingly high
perpendicular;

And what made this the more inexpressible,
These same rocks were quite inaccessible.

Dr. John Brown quotes these lines in ' The Enterkin,'
and says that we all know Commodore Rogers's merits.
I do not, but I wish to know them. R. OWEN.
Who is the "

quidam ex antiquis
"

to whom the saying
about medical men and their doings is ascribed in the
following sentence 1

"
Quidam etiam ex antiquis de Medicis dicebat : Sol

eorum successus intuetur, errores autem tellus operit."
JOHNSON BAILT.

"
Marry not an old crony or a fool for money," quoted

by Worcester and Webster from Burton, presumably the
'

Anatomy of Melancholy.' C. B. MOUNT.

PROPOSED SOCIETY OP ARMIGERS.

(7
th S. xii. 425.)

It seems to me that the proposed Society
of Armigers will much resemble that society de-

scribed in Pickwick, where "
gentlemen out of

livery are not much wanted." It will also, and
to its own advantage, resemble another society, of

higher repute and longer standing than that

of the Bath footmen ; for the Fellows of the

Society of Armigers will, of course, be entitled to

write themselves F.S.A., and thus they will all

appear to be antiquaries as well as armigers.
On the other hand, the older F.S.A.s, if there
are any of them so unfortunate as not to be

armigers, will seem to have obtained that dis-

tinction as well as their own
; and this pleasing

thought may, perhaps, reconcile us to the new-
comers. But what advantage does the incipient

society mean to confer on its members or on
the world? None, except an outward and
visible sign that they have proved their title to

coat armour in the Heralds' College, and are,

therefore, enabled to look down with increased

contempt on those who have not done this. There
are many armigers, however, and I am one of

them, who do not know whether their arms are
on record at that college or not, and who do not
intend to pay, as some cousins of mine once paid,
a sum of seventy odd pounds to that college for

the pleasure of discovering that their arms are so
recorded. It is true that the officers of the college

(being themselves, I infer, all armigers) are to make
this inquiry for nothing for the new F.S. A.S ; and
it would certainly be a blessing to get for " about
five guineas

" that assurance which might other-

wise cost you seventy odd pounds. Yet the brutally
indifferent armiger who, like myself, believes in

the Heralds' College about as much as he believes

in the published peerages, would probably think
that the proposed game of beggar my neighbour
is hardly worth even this small candle. The
dozen white louses do become an old coat well ;

so doth the
"

or, fretty azure
" which has come

down to one of your correspondents from afore-

time. Nor would he give it up, even though all

the three Kings at Arms, sitting in a row in

Queen Victoria Street, should tell him that they
had never heard of it. The proposer of this new
society says that

" once an armiger always an

armiger." Is there not such a thing, then, as

defacement of arms, even of arms rightfully borne?
And have not the Kings at Arms sometimes de-

faced a coat of arms out of mere spite against its

owner ]

The Earl Marshal and his officers are a part of
the mediaeval history of England ; and no one
who has any historic sympathy, or any national
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pride in the Edwardian glory of England, would
willingly withhold from him and them the respect
due to an ancient and very interesting survival.
But that very respect, I conceive together with
father motives not so respectful may prevent us
from wishing that the College of Arms should

delegate any part of its power or prestige to a

private and newly-formed society. A. J. M.

The qualification proposed for members of a
. Society of Armigers will keep out many gentle-
men now bearing arms, and considering themselves
and their families entitled to the distinction from

hereditary usage. In forming a society every
gentleman willing to join should be taken as a

member, if he and his father have borne the same
arms, without requiring proof that they are regis-
tered at the College of Heralds. The officers of
the college should be honorary members, without
payment of a fee for first admission or future sub-

scription.
An early duty of the society should be to pre-

pare a list of all armorial bearings recognized by
the Earl Marshal, with the name and other desig-
nation of the person, noble or gentle, to whom the
first grant was made, or who was first recognized
as bearing the coat. The list might be prepared
with the help of the college. The officers would
not, I dare say, be strict in exacting the fees for
the necessary searches. The expense of printing
might be defrayed with the help of a good list of

subscribers.

Members of the society and others would soon
show a wish for their arms to appear in such a

book, and to be properly registered, and the

society would increase in numbers. The annual
subscription should not be more than a guinea.

D. K.

MEMUCAN'S idea of a Society of Armigers is not
a bad one. Armigers as a class are badly treated.
Their rights are invaded by usurpers, who dare not
annex in like manner the degrees of universities
or the titles of professions. A doctor, a parson,
or an army officer is secure in his title of "

doctor,"
"reverend," or "colonel." It is only the armiger
whose rights the law fails to protect. Again, if a
man shows his coat of arms, or mentions his

family, he ia straightway voted a snob. But he
can talk army shop or university slang till he is

black in the face without incurring such an epithet.
But where is the difference? Surely it is time
that armigers combined for their own protection,
and to expose fraudulent usurpation of their

rights ! ELIOT STEBLE.

GKIPPE : GRIP : GRIPPAL (7
th S. xii. 465). If

DR. CHANCE had read my paper on ' The Patho-
logy of Influenza '

in the Lancet for November 14
and 21, or my book on the same subject (just
published by Longmans & Co.) he would know my

reasons for employing the term grip instead of

influenza. These are, briefly, that the term

influenza is long, and not very happily chosen,
while the word grip, by which the disease is

known in Germany and France, but spelt as an

English word, is short, and graphically denotes the

suddenness with which the complaint attacks the

patient ; and that it is really impossible to speak
of the "

influence of influenza," as one often feels

tempted to do when talking or writing about it,

while the "
influence of grip

"
may pass muster

anywhere.

My proposal to use the term grip appears to be
in a fair way of being accepted by the profession,,
as shown in contributions which have since

appeared in the medical journals, and in which the
terms grip and grippo-toxine, introduced by me,
are currently used. There is a precedent for

grippo-toxine which I confess to having coined

in the word pneumo-toxine, and other similar ex-

pressions.

DR. CHANCE also finds fault with me for using
the adjective grippal, which he qualifies as

"
hor-

rible," and which he thinks I can only have used
because I am a German. He further states that

ie has not yet seen this horrible word in French,,

ibough some adjective really seems to be needed.

If DR. CHANCE had read any French works OD

grip he would have frequently met with the-
'

horrible word "
grippal. Let me refer him to

Villard's
'

Legons Cliniques sur la Grippe
'

(Paris,

1890), in which this word is constantly used. Vil-

ard speaks of "L'affection grippale," p, 63, 1. 13
rom top; "Les grandes epidemics grippales," p. 89,.

. 13 from top;
"
L'atteinte grippale," p. 157,1. 14

rom top. Maillard, in his
' Etude Clinique de la

Grippe Pand^mique,' Geneve, 1891, speaks of
1

Broncho-pneumonie grippale
"

(p. 45, 1. 10 from

>ottom), "un rash grippal" (p. 92, 1. 2 from

jottom), and also uses the plural, "Les rash grip-
mix" (p. 92, 1. 11 from top). In the same way,,

jeledy, in his
" La Grippe et 1'Alienation Men-

ale,' Paris, 1891, speaks of "psychoses post-

grippales
"

(p. 60, 1. 2 from top) ;
while an earlier

writer, Brochin, in his article on "Grippe" in

)e"chambre's '
Dictionnaire Encyclope"dique des

Sciences Me'dicales,' Paris, 1884, vol. x. p. 719>,

. 12, and in many other places, speaks of "pneu- ,

monie grippale
" and "

hypere'mie grippale." As
he "

horrible word "
grippal is, therefore,

horoughly acclimatized in France, it is difficult

o see why, as DR. CHANCE says,
" some adjective

eally seems to be needed."

JULIUS ALTHAUS, M.D.
48, Harley Street.

LA PERTE DU KHONB (7
th S. xii. 425). It is

ubmitted that the province of a dictionary differs

rom that of an encyclopaedia. Littre (publishing
n 1873) desired, as a lexicographer, to illustrate
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the use of perte in relation to the disappearance
of a stream where it has made its way through
subjacent strata, and he quotes for that purpose
De Saussure's description of the "perte du
Rhone." This would seem to be a sufficient dis-

charge of a lexicographer's duty. It seems, more-

over, incorrect to say that ' N. & Q.' will have
been the first to record the true "fact in England."
The facts are referred to in, e. g., the '

Encyclo-
paedia Britannica/vol. xx. (1886), s. v. "Rhone,"
where the "partially subterranean passage" is

stated to have been " now modified by blasting,"
and Reclus is cited.

Walhend.
R. R. DEES.

styled in your columns the
" Princess Ludwig of

Bavaria "
1 HERMENTRUDE.

LOST REGISTER BOOKS (7
th S. xii. 381, 436).

The following paragraph, which will be found at

p. 203 of vol. v. of the North Riding Record
Society's Publications, shows how during the
Protectorate "abuses" crept in, the effect of
which the genealogist can imagine :

" At the Quarter Sessions held at Kirbymooreide
Jan. 17, 1655/i. Trespasses acknowledged : Rob. Henley
of Sinnington, Parish Register, for betraying his trust,
and abusing the register books committed unto him,
and deceiving the people (submitted, &c., and to loose
his place)."

There is an entry in the Sinnington registers,
dated Nov. 29, 1653, recording the appointment
of Robert Hendley as register chosen by the in-

habitants, and a long list of their name?.
W. F. MARSH JACKSON.

THE LEGITIMIST JACOBITE LEAGUE (7
th S. xii.

406, 489). The following cutting is from the

Stamford Mercury of December 4, 1891 :

" A Jacobite Candidate for North Hunts. A private
meeting was held at St. Ives on Tuesday night to
choose a '

Jacobite, Independent, and Revisionist
'

candidate for the Ramsey division of Hunts. The
chair was taken by the Rev. R, C. Pillingham, Vicar of
Hexton, chairman of the London Executive Committee
of the Legitimist (Jacobite) League, who introduced
Mr. W. C. Mellor, of Hyde Park Place, to the meeting.The Marquis de Ruvigny was also present. Mr. Mellor
addressed the

meeting, and having put before it his
views, was unanimously adopted as candidate for the
division. The candidate has since issued hi? addrese,
in which he solicits the suffrages of the electors as a
'

Jacobite, Radical, and Independent.' He is in favour
of Home Rule for Ireland and Scotland, of the prin-
ciple of one man one vote, of a graduated income tax,
of a system of state pensions for the aged, and of the
establishment of parish councils."

CELER ET AUDAX.
I do not know whether "the queen over the

water" owes to your correspondents or to your
printers the thrice-repeated title of

"
the Princess

Louise of Bavaria." Suffer me to say that it is a
misnomer. The lady's name is Maria Teresa, and
oVlA in f U .If. _i Tl_* T *she is the wife of Prince Louis or, more correctly,
Ludwig

pf
Bavaria. As neither he, she, nor

' N. & Q.' is of French extraction, would it not .

be better and less likely to mislead if she were Guide,' and sent me some posthumous pieces in

PLAGUE (7
th S. xii. 464). In 1563 a dreadful

plague broke out in London, and the Lord Mayor
issued an order forbidding persons in infected

houses coming to church for the space of one

month, and directing that a blue cross should be-

fixed on the door of every such house, with a

writing underneath, by way of warning, stating

that the pest was there (Thornton's
'

History of

London
').

The churchwardens' accounts of the

parish of St. Margaret, Westminster, at the same

period contain an entry of a payment
"
for paynt-

inge of certain blewe croises to be fyxed upon
sondrie houses infected." WM. UNDERBILL.

57, Hollydale Road, S.E.

DAME ANNE D'ESFINAY (7
a S. xii. 448). Anne

de Rohan d'Espinay, wife of Francois de la

Queulle, and mother-in-law of John Stuart of

Aubigne, was daughter of Henri de Rohan, Seig-
neur d'Espinay, who died 1521, by Catherine

d'Estouteville. For particulars as to her parentage
and descent see Lady Elizabeth Gust's excellent
' Stuarts of Aubigny,' lately printed at the Chis-

wick Press. Particulars will be found on pp. 87
and 88, and there is a pedigree facing p. 84.

G. MlLNER-GlBSON-CuLLUM.
Hardwick House, Bury St. Edmunds.

EMILE SODVESTRE (7* S. xii. 487). 'Ua
Philosophe sous les Toits,' by Etnile Souvestre,.

was " crowned "
by the French Academy. The

expression is a figurative one, meaning that the

author of the work received one of the several

prizes awarded every year by the Academy, con-

sisting in a certain sum of money, and the honour

of having his work thus prominently pointed out

to the public. DNARGBL.

REV. RICHARD FRIZELLB : THE ' ATTORNIE'S.

GUIDE' (7
th S. xii. 389). MR. D. J. O'DONOGHUE

does not give the page of my
'

Lady Morgan,' in

which he aays I attribute the authorship of the
' Attornie's Guide '

to the Rev. R. Fraser-Frizelle,

and desires to know my authority for that state-

ment. I respond the more readily because Halkett

and Laing, in their
'

Dictionary of Anonymous
Literature,' are silent as regards the above well-

known local satire. It obtains a niche in the British

Museum Catalogue, but no information as regards-

the authorship is volunteered. I have no doubt

whatever that the ' Attornie's Guide ' was written,

by the late Rev. R. Fraser-Frizelle, for some time

rector of Ilfracombe, Devon. His first cousin,

who in 1852 became nearly connected with

my family, often spoke of him as the writer.

Frizelle's son, the late Capt. Frizelle, Barrack-

Master of Portobello Barracks, Dublin, constantly
referred to his father as author of the

' Attornie'*
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MS. from the parental pen. Some years ago I was
glad to be able to supply a copy of the ' Attornie's

Guide '
to the late Rev. R. Fraser-Frizelle's grand-

son, now a clergyman in the diocese of Truro, and I

would recommend MR. O'DoNOOHUB to communi-
cate with him now. In 1858 a daughter of the

reverend author of the 'Attornie's Guide' was

residing at the Close, Salisbury, as I find by an old

letter from Sir William Fraser, Bart. I hope your
correspondent will be able to find the date of the

article in the Dublin University Magazine which
he says attributes the authorship to Councillor
William Norcott. The full title of Frizelle's satire

is the ' Law Scrutiny ; or, Attornie's Guide.'
Your correspondent MR. O'DONOGHUE con-

tributed to the Evening Telegraph during the

present year successive sketches of
'
Irish Humour-

ists.' I did not see them regularly, but one on
Lever specially attracted me, and in it he said

that Mr. FitzPatrick erred in pronouncing as

Lever's the following verse in Lover's well-known

ballad,
'

Bryan O'Lynn
'

:

Bryan O'Lynn had no watch to put on,
He scooped out a turnip to make him a one,
He put a brown cricket just under the skin,"
They '11 think it's a-ticking," says Bryan O'Lynn.

MK. O'DONOGHUE fails to give the page on
which I make tbe above citation. The reference

is vol. ii. p. 241,
'
Life of Lever

'

(Chapman & Hall,

1879). There it will be seen that the manufacture
of the above verse by Lever is vouched for by
Harry Innes, his near relative and early associate.

I quote the letter of Innes in which he makes the

statement, and express no opinion myself; but I

may now say that more than one ballad had its

birth at the Burschenschaft Club, and in many
instances these lyrics were joint-stock affairs.

As MR. O'DONOGHUE seems commendably
anxious to be most accurate in his statements, I

am sure he will not take it amiss if I venture to

mention an emendation or two which struck me
as desirable in the few instalments of his

'

Irish

Humourists '

that I chanced to see. These interest-

ing papers are likely to be reprinted from the

newspaper, and even while I write may be in the

hands of some compositor. John Fisher Murray,
who wrote ' The Viceroy,' was not the same man
as my late friend P. J. Murray, editor of the Irish

Quarterly Review, as erroneously stated by MR.
O'DONOGHUE in the Evening Telegraph of Aug. 29,

1891, nor in any way related to the said P. J.

Murray. With the families of both men I was

intimately acquainted. It was not Earl Mulgrave
who knighted the father of John Fisher Murray,
but a previous viceroy, the Marquis of Anglesey,
as a MS. in the autograph of Sir James Murray,
placed in my hands by himself, clearly shows. In

the same issue of the newspaper describing John
Fisher Murray reference is made to

" O'Connell's

description of Sir Robert Peel's smile as like a

silver plate on a coffin-lid." If O'Connell said this

it was a plagiarism, for John Wilson Croker, in his

'Familiar Epistles' (Dublin, 1802), compares Miss
Walstein's smile to plating on a coffin.

W. J. FITZPATRICK, F.S.A.
Dublin.

COOPER (7
th S. xii. 387, 435, 451, 496). I am

now able to answer my own query as to the

coopers mentioned among the plunderers on the

river by Marryat in 'Poor Jack.' The whole

passage in Marryat is, I find, derived immediately
from Colquhoun's

' Commerce and Police of the

Thames,' published in 1800, a work of which the

first half is occupied by a minute account of the

atrocious and now almost incredible depredations
to which East and West India ships' cargoes were

exposed on the Thames, before the establishment

of docks and of the river police. At p. 65 we
learn that :

" No inconsiderable portion of the pillage fell to the
share of journeymen coopers [admitted on board aa]

necessary to repair casks and packages, which have
suffered injury in the stowage. They have even been
known to break hogsheads wilfully to obtain plunder."

At p. 64 we are told that amid the general
demoralization which the river produced upon
everybody that frequented it

"
Coopers, Revenue

Officers, and the Ship's Crew all participated in

the spoil." Much follows upon the way in which

coopers accompanied tbe gangs of robbers who
attacked the ships by night, not in order to repair

casks, but to take out their heads, so as to render

their contents accessible, and in other ways
made themselves a terrcr to the skipper. Thus
the visionary connexion ingeniously conjectured by
some of my easy-chair correspondents between
these coopers, who turned their useful craft to

nefarious purposes, and the copers or grog-ships
of the deep-sea fisheries, or the horse-copers,
vanishes before the touch of fact.

I still want quotations for the copers or coopers
of the North Sea before 1881, the year in which

public attention was first called to their demoral-

izing traffic. There is, I believe, little doubt that

the word is here simply and directly the Low Ger-

man Jcoper or Dutch kooper= trader, dealer ; these

vessels hailing mostly from Dutch and North
German ports, and pursuing at first a comparatively
innocent trade, which greed of gain and the

temptations of smuggling gradually converted into

the infamous traffic to which public attention was
called in 1881. But I should like some direct

historical confirmation of this view, and some
record of the coper before that year. Persons who
know old deep-sea fishermen, in the Lincolnshire

or Norfolk seaports, might help me by questioning
them about their memory of the word, noting also

their pronunciation. The Mission to Deep Sea

Fisheries, which has done such splendid work among
these men, spells the word coper, and I am told
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the fishermen so pronounce it, bat in nearly a
the newspapers in 1882-4 it regularly figured a

cooper. J. A. H. MURRAY.
Oxford.

STYED= ADVANCED (7
th S. xii. 106, 231).

Although late, allow me to make a few remarks on
PROF. SKEAT'S note on '

Styed= Advanced '

a

the latter reference. PROF. SKEAT devotes a con
siderable deal of learning to demolish what I neve
set up. I merely claimed for ttyed (or stigan) anc

strike that there had been " confusion " of these

words
; which is a thing quite apart from the change

governed by the laws of vowel and consonant per
mutation. The " confusion "

I allude to is just such
as is illustrated by the two verbs do and dow (dor
and dugan) now confounded under one spelling
PROF. SKEAT says he wants examples of stigan
advanced. Surely the absence of examples does
not always lead his way? Suppose there hac
been no written survivals of the separate existence!

of the two verbs do and dow, would the Professo
be prepared to discard the probabilities of specula
tion in their cases? Though I have no actua

example of "
stigan= advanced "

to produce, ]

have a good parallel one, showing the same idea
of "

advancing in years," in Ascham's " Wei stept
into years" ('Epist.'). As to ttyed meaning only
to "

climb," surely PROF. SKEAT has forgotten his
own root-forms, where it is given the additional

meaning of stride; and if stride, it is only a

question of degree to advance. Anent strike, ]

may add the Icelandic to PROF. SKEAT'S quoted
O.H.G. analogy. The primary meaning of

"
strike

suggests activity, which is rightly betokened in
such secondary forms as "struck with palsy,'
"strike into a forest," &c.; but in phrases like"
stricken in years," the meaning of which implies

a gradual change, or "the stream etriketh still,"
where "wanders" or "meanders" is required, it

is obvious the verb is "confused" with some
other similar one in the case of the former I sug-
gested with stigan, in that of the latter I suggest
with streogan. The preterite of the last-named
form is missing. May we suppose that it was
early confounded with strike and absorbed the
fate that has befallen so many other forms of
words now extinct. F. T. NORRIS.

Finsbury Park.

THE ODES OF HORACE (7
th S. xii. 407).

Lowndes has, s.v. "Horatius," the "Odes of

Horace, translated into English Verse, by Gray.
Oxford, 1824, crown 8vo." J. F. MANSBRGH.

Liverpool.

J'
FIRST CATCH YOUR HARE" (7

th S. xii. 404,
453). The other day I saw a remarkable variant
of this sage and time-honoured piece of advice in
a bookseller's catalogue, upon which it was noted
that it was customary in olden days to cover a

hare in roasting with brown paper, and to baste

him with gravy before serving up, and this was

called "casing."
The interpretation seems, however, to me to be

very simple, and to mean no more than skinning
the hare, often done with rooks and moorhens
and called

"
casing," a word of frequent use in this

sense in old writers, and one which I have heard

many years ago. In this lonely country place we
call shooting hares and rabbits "catching" them,

Allibone, in his 'Dictionary,' does not seem
to make mention of Mrs. Glasse or her book,
unless it is meant by the following :

"
Glass, H.,

Servant's Directory, Lon., 1760, 8vo.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

The saying "First catch your hare" is often

attributed to Mrs. Rundle instead of Mrs. Glasse.

Not having Mrs. Rundle's cookery book at hand
I cannot verify it ;

but your correspondent MR.
DIXON may think it worth while. The saying has

lately acquired fresh interest from its adaptation

by Father Ignatius, who, on being consulted by
some clergy of the Church of England as to the

best rule of monastic life, replied, "First catch

your monk," in allusion to his own difficulty in

finding a sufficient supply of a satisfactory nature.

F. M. A. C.

"Quis SEPARABIT" (7
th S. xii. 369, 457).

Perhaps the following extract from 'Historic

Devices, Badges, and War Cries,' by Mrs. Bury
Palliser, 1870 (p. 221), will be of use :

'Boniface IX., Pietro Tomacella (Naples), 1389. A
serpent in a fire looking up to a star. Quis separabit t

Who shall separate them?
' "

Boniface IX. "was of a Noble Family of Naples,
but reduced to Misery," see

' The Great Historical,

&c., Dictionary,' of Jer. Collier, second edition,

1701, vol. i.
"
Quis separabit ?

"
is the motto of the

4th (Royal Irish) Dragoon Guards, the 5th (or

Royal Irish) Lancers, the 86th (Royal County
Down), and the 88th (Connaught Rangers). As

regards the infantry regiments I give the old

numbers. "Quis separabit?" is the motto of the

Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Co.

ROBERT PIERPOINT.
St. Austin's, Warrington.

When I went from Southampton to Alexandria
on board the P. and 0. steamship Pera,in February,

1868, I felt it was rather an aggravation of my
misery to find this motto inscribed on the

'

necessary basins." ST. SWITHIK.

This is the motto of the Royal Irish Rifles and
ther Irish regiments. J. P. McCLELAND.

DR. WORDSWORTH : PROPORTION (7
th S. xii.

64). I cannot think with MR. TROLLOPE that

rhat Dr. Wordsworth said has nothing to do with

roportion. Had he said
"

true proportion," I
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think he would have satisfied the ear, and been
invulnerable. Symmetry is true proportion. But
is it not probable that the bishop would have
replied thus ?

"
Proportion that is not true is not

proportion ; it is tautological and superfluous to
add true." If you stand too much on mere preci-
sion of language this is unanswerable

; but if you
study what the most accomplished stylist would
select it is no answer. I think it defensible, but
not choice. C. A. WARD.
Walthamstow.

MR. T. A. TROLLOPB seems to me to be hyper-
critical in saying that Bishop Wordsworth ought
to have written "symmetry" for "proportion."
At all events in Scapula's 'Lexicon' the word
o-v/^uerpos is Englished

"
justse et quadratse

magnitudinis," which in one word is "well-

proportioned." E. WALFORD, M.A.
Ventnor, Isle of Wight.

Nailing bad shillings to a counter is one thing,
splitting straws is another. MR. TROLLOPE
appears to confuse the two. If the extent of fire-

place on one side of the central beam was dispro-
portionate to that on the other the effect would, of

course, be unsymmetrical ; but how are we to dis-

tinguish between a sense of symmetry and a sense
of proportion ? What is symmetry but due pro-
portion ? C. C. B.

If "proportion" may signify the due adjust-
ment of parts, the harmonious arrangement of

details, as it surely does, then one's sense of pro-
portion may fairly be shocked by daring inequal-
ities and offensive discords. It is with this mean-
ing that the word is used in the opening soliloquy
of EichardlL, V. v.:

Muaic do I bear ?

Ha, ha ! keep time : how sour sweet music is

When time is broke, and no proportion kept !

Burke, in part iii. of the ' Sublime and Beau-
tiful,

1

sect. 2, defines proportion as
"
the measure

of relative quantity "; and in keeping with this

idea of relationship, Scott describes the Lady
Rowena as "formed in the best proportions of her
sex." The '

Encyclopaedic Dictionary
'

gives as

one of five definitions of the word, "symmetrical
arrangement, symmetry," with the illustrative

quotation from ' Vncertaine Auctors '

:

Her armes long in iust proporcion cast.

THOMAS BAYNE.
Helensburgb, N.B.

" MAKE THE LETTUCE LIKE THE LIPS "
(7

th S.

xii. 348). This proverbial expression is not
uncommon. Dr. Thomas Campion uses it in his
' Observations in the Art of English Poetry,'

1602, pp. 234-5, A. H. Bullen's edition of Cam-
pion's works, 1889 :

" For the establishing of this argument what better
confirmation can be had than that of Sir Thomas More

in his book of Epigrams, where he makes two sundry
Epitaphs upon the death of a singing-man at Westmin-
ster, the one in learned numbers and disliked, the other
in rude rime and highly extolled : so that he concludes.
tales lactucas talia laira petunt, like lips, like lettuce.

"

The 'Adagia' of Erasmus has "similes habent
labra lactncas." The expression is found in ' New
Custom,' 1573. Hazlitt's

' 0. E. Plays,' iii. p. 23 r

Like lettuce, like lips; a scabb'd horse for a scald squire.

So also in 'Like Will to Like,' 1568, ibid. p. 330 :

By the faith of my body, such carpenter, such chips,
And as the wise man said, stick lettuce, such lips.

And in
' The Proverbs of John Heywood,' 1546,

p. 137, reprint 1874 :

Such carpenters, such chips (quoth she), folke tell,

Siich lips, suck lettice, such welcome, such farewell.

F. C. BIBKBECK TERRT.
Palgrave, Diss.

" And the worsse the man, the greater his authoritie

among them, which was good inough for BO wicked a
matter taken in hand, according as the common adage
is : Dignum patella operculum, Like lips like lettice."
" The Description of the Citie of Excester : by G.
Vowell, alias Hooker "

(Holinehed,
'

Chronicles,' vol. iii.

p. 1020, second edit., Lond
, 1587).

C. SATLE.

'THE HERALD' (7
to S. xii. 125, 195, 237,336).

If H. W. will turn to the first reference he will

find that I state that the lines appear in Black-

wood's Magazine, vol. iii. p. 211, and, I may add,
for the year 1818, though the volume commences
with April and ends in September. And, as

exactitude seems to be necessarily imperative in

exemplary
' N. & Q.,' to complete my quotation

of
' The Herald '

I should add the following foot-

note, which I omitted, referring to the line,

He takes in lieu of gold* the vellum roll.

Not much exactitude here does the writer

(Surtees ?) seem to have observed, nor does he
seem to have wanted to verify (perhaps he adapted)
his quotation from the immortal bard. See
' Winter's Tale,' III. iii., towards the concluding

passages between the Shepherd and the Clown.
N. E. R.

West Herrington.

DATE OF MOTTO (7
th S. xii. 388, 453). My

query was precisely in connexion with the use of

the words on the " Cavers Banner " exhibited at

the Edinburgh Heraldic Exhibition. In the Exhi-

bition Catalogue we are told, after a description of

the banner on the same lines as those of MR. BAL-
FOUR PAUL at the second reference, that

"
this

was the banner of James, second Earl of Douglas
and Mar, and was carried by his son, Archibald

Douglas of Cavers, at the battle of Otterburn,

* See if the bear be gone from the gentleman, and
how much of him he hath eaten they are never curst

but when they are hungry this is fairy gold, boy.
' Winter Night's Tale.'
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1388." It would have been better had the com-

pilers of the Catalogue used the words "
is said to

have been the banner," &c., as MR. BALFOUR
PAUL does in his note, for a good few details must
be proved before the statement can be made

positive. Will the Lyon King, or some other

correspondents, give me some information on the

following points I 1. Is it likely that the sal tire

on the banner stood for the national St. Andrew's
Gross ; and if not, how is its presence explained ?

2. Why does the lion passant figure so promi-
nently on this banner ? 3. Can the appearance of

the tau cross be explained 'I 4. What about the

motto, and who used the words " Jamais areyre
"

as a motto prior to 1388 ? If we can get an
answer to this last query we may be able to have
some idea of the origin of the banner ; as it is, its

heterogeneous collection of adornments is puzzling.
W. E. W.

OLD LONDOK BRIDGE (7
th S. xii. 467). The

houses on old London Bridge were divided between
two parishes. Those situated to the north of the

drawbridge belonged to the parish of St. Magnus,
and those to the south were in the parish of St.

Olave, Southwark. The drawbridge was placed
near to the middle of London Bridge, but some-
what nearer to the south end than to the north.

(See
' A New View of London,' 1708, pp. 323,

452, 790.) Stow, in his 'Survey,' aays, regarding
the chapel :

"
Ring John gave certain void places in London to

build upon, the profits thereof to remain towards the

charges of building and repairing the aame bridge ; a
mason being master workman of the bridge, builded
from the foundation the large chapel on that bridge of
his own charges, which chapel was then endowed for two
priests, four clerks, &c., besides chantries since founded
for John Hatfield and other." Ed. 1842, p. 10.

J. F. MANSERGII.
Liverpool.

NIGHT-WALKER (7
th S. xii. 187, 314, 357).

The following quotation may perhaps convince MR.
DIXON that the hyena is really meant :

Only the fierce hyaena stalks

Throughout the city's desolate walks
At midnight, and his carnage plies.

Th. Moore,
'
Paradise and the Peri.

K. TEN BRUGGENCATE.
Leeuwarden, Holland.

the practical part of navigation
"

(see the '

British

Plutarch,' 1762, vol. ii. p. 58). By patent,
March 5, 1496, Sebastian, with hia father and two

brothers, were authorized to occupy, possess, &o>,

lands, in the name of the king, &e., and in May,
1497, the expedition sailed from Bristol, but
whether or not the father and two brothers went
is doubtful. The expedition was under the com-
mand of Sebastian. The discovery of America,
attributed to Columbus, must be incorrect, because
Sebastian reached the continental land of the

western world about a year before him. Much too

little credit is given Sebastian for the great dis-

coveries due to him. He it was who first gave any
great attention to the variation of the compass,
and to him is due, I believe, the introduction into

this country of sheathing vessels to protect their

hulls. ALFRED CIIAS. JONAS.
Swansea.

THE DEVIL (7
th S. xii. 447). MR. BOSWELL

probably knows what has been written on this

subject, and seeks only unpublished local tradi-

tions. He may, however, be glad of references to

books as well. Two that may be recommended
from among modern works are Mr. Cousins's
'

Demonology and Devil Lore '

(Chatto & Wiudus)
and Mr. Hall's '

Pedigree of tbe Devil '

(Triibner).
I need hardly add that much information not to

be met with elsewhere is scattered up and down
the various volumes of 'N. & Q.' under different

headings. C. C. B.

EOT SWALLOWING MARBLES (7
th S. xii. 466).

Many of Dickens's stories referred to events
much spoken of at the time. The story of the
marbles was doubtless founded on a tale then

current, and the tragedy of the man who killed

himself after eating muffins was an elaboration of

the account of the suicide of the Hon. Mr. Darner,
who destroyed himself after a surfeit of crumpets.

SEBASTIAN.

SEBASTIAN CABOT (7
th S. xii. 448). There

appears to be a little ambiguity about this ques-
tion. Sebastian Cabot was born in Bristol, about
the year 1477. His father, John Cabot, it is said,
returned to Venice, taking with him Sebastian,
who was then about four years of age, but could
not have remained there long, because Sebastian
was educated in Bristol, and at the age of seven-
teen " had made several trips to sea in order to
add to his theoretical notions a competent skill in

THOMAS MANNERS SUTTON, FIRST BARON
MANNERS, 1756-1842 (7"

1 S. xii. 388, 455).
There seem to be two private Acts relating to this

subject, one (3 George I., cap. 6) relating to the

marriage settlement of the Marquis of Granby,
afterwards third Duke of Rutland, and another

(8 George II., cap. 2), entitled ''an Act for enabling
the two younger sons of John, Duke of Rutland,
by Bridget, late Dutchess of Rutland, and their

respective children to take and use the surname
of Sutton pursuant to the will of Lord Lexington
deceased, and in such manner as is therein

mentioned." I have not been able to see either

of these two Act?, but, with all due deference

to POUR T PARVENIR, it seems quite clear that both
Lord Robert (who died, as I have since ascer-

tained, not, as Burke says, in 1772, but on Novem-
ber 20, 1762), and Lord George assumed the name
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of Sutton in lieu of, and not in addition to, the

name of Manners. The first Baron Manners is

described in the Mathematical Tripos list for 1777
as Thomas Sutton, and he is so described in the

entries of his admission and call at Lincoln's Inn,
where his father is described as Lord George
Sutton. His name, however, is subsequently given
in the 'Law Lists' and 'Royal Kalendars' as

Manners Sutton, and what I wish to ascertain

is when he assumed the joint name, which he

appears to have retained for the rest of his life.

G. F. R. B.

DR. WATSON (7
th S. xii. 307, 398). The story of

young Watson is minutely narrated by Mr. Henry
Holl, author and actor, in the Shilling Magazine,
edited by Douglas Jerrold, vol. vi, 1847. It was
Mr. Holl, the engraver, father of Mr. Henry
HolJ, who sheltered young Watson. J. W.

In Dr. R. R,. Madden's recently published
' Memoirs ' he describes (p. 89) his meeting at

New York with Dr. Watson, who was implicated
in the Thistlewood conspiracy of 1817.

W. J. F.
Dublin.

IDIOSYNCRASY (7
th S. xii. 448). I have in my pos-

session an old dictionary by John Kersey, printed
in London, 1708, by J. Phillips, at the "

King's
Arms," in St. Paul's Churchyard. Its only value

lies in the fact that it gives the meaning of words
as they were understood at the time it was com-

piled. The meaning attached to the above word

by MR. TROLLOPS seems just to stop short of the

real meaning as given in this dictionary, which is

this "A proper and peculiar constitution of a
man's body, a peculiar aversion against or inclina-

tion for some particular things." Doubtless body
is meant to include mind, and things to include

persons. If this meaning be the correct one, then

Bonamy Price used the word correctly. Idiopathy
might have served his purpose better, but sym-
pathy would have implied something else.

FRANK PENNY, LL.M.

Webster, in his
'

Dictionary,' gives the following
definition of the word :

" A peculiarity of con-

stitution and susceptibility ; characteristic belong-
ing to and distinguishing an individual." As a

medical term it means the disposition of any in-

dividual to feel in his own peculiar way the agency
of whatever can influence the human frame,
think the correct meaning of the quotation from

Bonamy Price is that Arnold had a peculiarity
of constitution, amounting to a kind of instinct,
which pointed out to him the proper man to

be chosen as his assistant. DNARGEL.

DAME REBECCA BERRY (7
th S. x. 289, 451 ; xi

21, 189, 252, 298, 434
; xii. 34, 250, 293, 371).

Regarding the "fish and ring" mystery, I beg
to send you the following note. In connexion

with a paper published in the Reliquary for July,

L883, on
'

Finger Rings,' by Mr. J. Lewis Andre",
Mr. Llewellynn Jewitt, F.S.A., the editor, wrote :

" It would be useful to add a brief allusion to the ring

egend of the city of Glasgow a paper upon the seals of
;lwt city, embodying that legend, being prepared for a
"uture number. It will be seen that on each of the two
geala selected to accompany this note is represented a
salmon bearing a ring, and the same device, as a matter
of course, remains as a charge in the city arms, whose

supporters are also two salmon, each with a ring in its

mouth. The salmon with the ring, writes Mr. Mac-

Seorge, refers to the story of the recovery by St.

Kentigern of the lost ring of the Queen of Cadzow. The
story is thus given in the office for the saint's day in the

Brievary of Aberdeen. It happened that the Queen of

Cadzow had laid herself open to a
suspicion

of an

intrigue with a certain knight whom the king bad taken
with him in hunting. And the knight being asleep, the

king abstracted from his scrip a ring which the queen
had given him, and flung it into the river called Clyde.

Returning home, he demanded the ring ot the queen,
threatening her with death if she did not produce it.

She, having sent her maid to the knight and not receiving
the ring, despatched a messenger to St. Kentigern, tel-

ling him everything, and promising the most condign
penance. St. Kentigern took compassion on her, and
sent one of his people to the river, directing him to

bring alive one of the first fish he might take. This being
done the saint took from its mouth the ring, and sent it to

the queen, who restored it to the king, and so saved her
life. The first of the seals here engraved bears the
mitred head of St. Kentigern, on whose sinister side is

the salmon holding the ring. On the same side is the
bell of St. Kentigern, while on the dexter is the frozen

branch of the .tree from which that saint produced
miraculous fire, and perched upon the branch is the
favourite robin of St. Serf which Kentigern equally

miraculously restored to life. The next seal is a later

one, on which the fish with the ring, the bell, the robin,
and the branch (in. this instance expanded into an entire

tree) appear."

The salmon on the first-mentioned seal is de-

picted in a vertical position ;
on the other it is

horizontal, and placed beneath the tree. The

legends on the seals are respectively "Sigillvm
Comvne de Glagv

" and "
Sigillvm Comvne Civi-

tatis Glasgvse." The ring in each case bears a

small cross-bar exterior to the ring itself, and is

more especially noticeable on the latter sea], where
it appears also in the centre of the marginal

legend just quoted,
In the Reliquary for April, 1879, is a paper by

Mr. Jewitt on ' The Mermaid and the Symbolism
of the Fish in Art, Literature, and Legendary
Lore,' from which I cannot gather any special sug-

gestion germane to the matter in hand : save that

I suspect the peculiar form of the ring on the

Glasgow seal may indicate rather a hook than a

ring to be in the mouth of the fish, and, if so, the

symbol may be considered identical with that in

use among the early Christians, and still to be seen

in the catacombs of Rome, in which the fish caught

by a hook represents (as in a cipher suited to the

necessities of those early days) a Christian caught

by the "fishers of men." BETA.
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FIRST SCOTCH NEWSPAPER (7
th S. xii. 426).

I do not think that the Mercurius Caledonius

was the first Scotch newspaper. Newspapers
were in existence in Edinburgh about the middle

of the seventeenth century ;
of this I imagine

there cannot be any doubt. In the '

History of

Edinburgh,' by Anderson, published 1856, p. 112,

it is stated
"
that in 1650 gazettes or newspapers

were prohibited from being published in Scotland,
until they were revised by the Bishop of Edin-

burgh." The first newspaper of which we have

record was titled Mercurius Scoticus (so it is said

in 'The Traditions of Edinburgh,' Edin., 1848).

and consisted of 8 pp., small quarto. It was a

weekly one. The first issue was dated August 5,

1651. Its death took place in November, 1652.

It was followed by one printed in London, and re-

printed in Leith. The latter did not live one year,

and was succeeded by the Mercurius Politicus,

produced in London, reprinted in Leith, and,
it is asserted, printed in Edinburgh in 1655,

being the first known newspaper to be printed
there. ALFRED CHAS. JONAS.
Swansea.

SHAKSPEARE'S DESCENDANTS (7
th S. xii. 469).

This subject of Shakespeare's descendants is one
of much interest, considering the many claims

preferred for such honour. A lady, the acquaint-
ance of a friend of mine, makes such a claim, and
I believe possesses what is considered good evi-

dence of such connexion.

Joseph Hunter, in his
' New Illustrations of the

Life, Studies, and Writings of Shakespeare,' 1845,
vol. i., makes the following statements respecting
the three children of Shakespeare :

"
Hamnet, or Hamlet, the poet's only son, died at the

age of eleven years." P. 52.
" Judith, the younger of the two daughters, married

[Thomas Quiney] February 10, 1615-6." P. 86.
" The issue was three eons only : (1) Shakespeare

Quiney, baptized at Stratford November 3, 1616, and
buried there May 8, 1617; (2) Richard, baptized
February 9, 1617-8 ;

and (3) Thomas, baptized January
23, 1619-20. These two grandsons of Shakespeare just
reached man's estate. They were carried off in the
beginning of the year 1639." P. 92.
" He [Dr. John Hall] married Susanna Shakespeare on

June 5, 1607." P. 94.
" Dr. John Hall had one only child, a daughter named

Elizabeth, baptized at Stratford, February 21, 1607-8.
On April 22, 1626. she became the wife of Thomas

Nash." P. 100.
" Thomas [Nash], baptized June 20, 1593 In 1626

he married Elizabeth Hall, Shakespeare's granddaughter.
He had no children." P. 101.

More recent investigation has not, I believe,

disproved these statements. If BO, where is the

connecting link between Shakespeare's children
and the present claimants? Is it possible they
mean descendants of some member of the family
of which William Shakespeare was the brightest
star ? There is, I imagine, a possibility of this,

since one at least of the seven brothers and sisters

of William (viz., Joan II.) married and had issue.

It is to be hoped any authoritative decision on
this subject that may now appear in these pages
may go far towards establishing or repudiating
these claims. J. COTHBERT WELCH, F.C.S.
The Brewery, Beading.

I suppose believers in these descendants will

never cease ; but the last descendant died in 1669.
Those who are called or call themselves so are very
commonly descendants of the poet's sister, Mrs.
Hart. The death of a William Hammond, who
made such a boast, doubtless a son of Mr. Bird's

Mrs. Hammond, was announced in the Morning
Herald in June, 1857. (See French's 'Shak-

speareana Genealogies,' p. 396.)
C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.

Longford, Coventry.

THE STMPLEGADES (7
th S. xii. 467). Lem-

priere states that the modern name of the Cyaneae,
also called Symplegades and Planetae, is Pavorane.

Sandys, in his
'

Travels,' begun in 1610, gives a
view of ' ' the Rock supposed one of the Sym-
plegades." Ic is simply a large bare rock, with
a pillar on its summit. He says that where the
Euxine

"rusheth into the Bosphorus, there are two Bocks,
that formerly bare the names of Cyaneae and Symple-
gades : which for that so near, as many times appearing
but as one, they were fuined by the Poets unstable, and
at sundry times to justle each other. Here, upon the

top of a Bock environed with the Sea, supposed by some
to be one of these, if not too far removed from a fellow
to be so, stands a pillar of white marble, called vulgarly
the pillar of Pompey." Ed. 1670, p. 31.

According to the Italian traveller Gamelli-

Carreri in 1694, only the pedestal of Pompey's
pillar remained in situ. This pedestal was originally
an altar, as explained by Dr. Clarke in his

'

Travels
'

(1811). In reference to the Cyanean Isles, the

last-named writer remarks :

" The more antient accounts, representing them as

sometimes separated, and at other times joined together,
were satisfactorily explained by Tournefort ; who
observed, that each of them consists of one craggy
island ; but that, when the sea is disturbed, the water
covers the lower parts, so as to make the different

points of either resemble insular rocks." Vol. i. pp.
674-5.

Dr. Clarke also mentions that Strabo correctly
describes them as

" two little isles, one upon the

European, and the other upon the Asiatic side of

the Strait"; and adds that nowadays in calm
weather each of the islands is joined to the main-
land by a kind of isthmus. J. F. MANSERGH.

LiverpooL

The name is lexical, but we must look for it at

"Cyanese Insulse," another name of the Symple-
gades :

"
Cyanese Insulse (Kvavtai vJjcrotorTrerpai.Urek-Jaki),

two small rocky islands at the entrance of the Thracian
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Bosphorus into the Euxine, the Planctce (FlAayierai)
and Symplegades (2i;/*7r\jydfoc)." Smith's Smaller
'
Classical Dictionary,' 1869.

ED. MARSHALL.

MORGAK (7
th S. xii. 449). Is not the Anthemis

cotula mentioned here the same as the A. arvensis
which grows usually in the fields of corn, and
blows in the month of May ? If so, I think the
word morgan applied to this plant comes from
the German morgen, morning, as the plant appears
in the very morning of the year. DNARGEL.

THE FATE OF Louis XVII. (7
th S. xii. 305,

370, 461). Two recent books on this subject,
which I have seen, are not mentioned at any of

the places referred to above. The one is the life

of a gentleman calling himself Augustus de Bour-

bon, who professes to be (if I recollect aright) a

grandson of Louis XVII. His alleged descent
from that prince is traced, and incidentally, of

course, some account is given of a supposed escape
and marriage of the Dauphin. A photographic
portrait of M. de Bourbon forms the frontispiece
of the book. The other volume is the life of a
Rev. Eleazar Williams, a Protestant missionary of
some sort among the Red Indians. This divine is

said to have been Louis XVII. himself, and
reasons for the statement are given. A portrait
of him appears in the book, and from it we learn
that he was a severe-looking person in white tie

and bands and Geneva gown. It is so delightfully

improbable that the worthy American Calvinist

preacher should have been a son of Marie An-
toinette, a grandson of Maria Therese, and a great
grandson of Louis Quinze, that I think one ought
to try to believe the story. Credo quia impossi-
ble. A. J. M.

DRAKE FAMILY (7
th S. xii. 449). More than

one baronetcy has existed among the Drakes : see,

therefore, Sir B. Burke's *

Baronetages,' both ex-
tant and extinct. Of these last pedigrees, one
was corrected in

' N. & Q.,' 5th S. xi. 227, 310.

See, also, the various editions of the 'Landed
Gentry.' C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.

Longford, Coventry.

J. S. will find a pedigree of the Drakes of
Amersham in Lipscomb's 'Hist, of Bucks.'

(1847) vol. iii. pp. 154-5. This pedigree com-
mences with John Drake, of Ashe, Devonshire,
and includes Humphrey Drake, Rector of Amera-
ham. Would J. S. kindly give the reference to

the volume of the Gentleman's Magazine where
the pedigree to which he refers is to be found ?

G. F. R. B.

J. S. will find in Marshall's 'Genealogist's
Guide '

an index to all the printed pedigrees. The
Drakes, of Halifax, were a wide-spreading family
in that parish from early times, and appear to

have had no connexion with the Devonshire

>ranch. In endeavouring to carry on the pedigree
of "Drake of Ripon" in Dugdale's 'Visitation

of Yorkshire,' I have got hundreds of entries

'rom the Halifax registers and many copies of

wills from York, so I have been enabled to im-

)rove it very much. Before, however, printing
he pedigree (which I hope to do some day), I

hould be glad of further information about this

very clerical family in later times, when it had

departed from Halifax. There is a good deal

about Nathan Drake, of Godley, diarist of the

siege of Pontefract, and great - grandfather of

Francis Drake, author of
' Eboracum '

in Holmes's

Sieges of Pontefract Castle,' 1887, which has

come out since the '

Genealogist's Guide ' was

printed. J. W. CLAY.
Ras trick House, near Brighouse.

In each of the ten yearly volumes of the

Western Antiquary much interesting information

will be found respecting this family, which may
be of service to your correspondent.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

BATTLE OF TRAFALGAR (7
th S. xii. 487). The

use of sprit-topsails seems to have been discon-

tinued before the days of Nelson. The

ships which are portrayed in the engravings
of naval engagements after about 1780 are

almost all destitute of a sprit-topsail yard.

According to the "
portrait

"
of the Victory which

is given in a vignette at the beginning of the

second volume of Clarke and McArthnr's '

Life of

Lord Nelson '

(1809), this famous vessel formed no

exception to the rule, and had only a long sprit-

sail yard. J. F. MANSERGH.
Liverpool.

A naval officer informs me that spritsails (he

has never heard of sprit-topsails) were in use in

1805, and used to be set under the spritsail gaff.

CELER ET AUDAX.

I think your correspondent will find that sprit-

topsails became obsolete long before 1805, and that

the Victory was not equipped with one at the

battle of Trafalgar. PATRICK MAXWELL.
4, Pulteney Road, Bath.

AGER OF BROSELEY, SHROPSHIRE (7
th S. xi.

428). I find that Symon or Simon Ager made his

will July 21, 1674, and that at the date of the

probate (P.O.C., Bunce, 121) by his widow, Anne

Ager, on November 19, 1674, he was described as

of Warfield, co. Berks. He names in his will his

daughters Sarah, Dorcas, Elizabeth, Rebecca, and

Mary, his brother Hamlit Ager, and a "John

Ager, the sonne of Simon Ager"; but it does not

appear who this Simon Ager was. Is anything
further known of any of those above mentioned ?

REGINALD STEWART BODDINGTON.

15, Markham Square, Chelsea.
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NOTES ON BOOKS, &o.

The Book of Chinese Poetry. Metrically translated by
Clement Francis Romilly Allen. (Kegan Paul & Co.)

ONE more English translation of the ' Shih Cliing, or
the Classic of Poetry

'
is now given to the world, the

translator being Her Majesty's Consul at Chefoo. To
the average reader the name Shih Ching conveys little.

It is that, however, of a work of some importance,
which one Englishman at least included in that list of
the one hundred best books which a number of dis-

tinguished men published, with the apparent purpose of

telling the world what they do not read. It is one of
the "

five classics
" of China, which consist of ' The

Book of Changes,'
' The Book of History,'

' The Canon
of Rites,'

' The Spring and Autumn Annals,' and the

present book, 'The Classic of Poetry.' Neither 'The
Divine Comedy

'

nor ' The Ring and the Book ' has
been so beset with commentators as the '

Classic of

Poetry.' For these, however, Mr. Allen has little re-

gard. He supplies the simplest and least ambiguous
meaning, and will not concern himself with the far-

fetched interpretations and remote allusions thrust

upon every poem. Mr. Allen's versions are fluent.

Having no claim to be Sinologues, as to the accuracy
of the rendering we will not attempt to speak. Many
of the poems are very striking. Especially so is 'The
Drought in the Time of King Hsiian,' the date of which
is about 821 B.C. (Mr. Allen, it must be said, is a

sceptic as to the extreme antiquity of the Chinese.) It
is the wail of an officer about the Court who sees the
evil wrought which he is powerless to remedy, and is

certainly very human and touching. Mr. Allen de-
scribes his translation as free, but he hopes not in-

accurate. Some of the poems in
' The White Colt

'

are

pretty love-songs, which the commentators insist, how-
ever, in charging with mystical meanings. It is very
curious to find a Chinese poem beginning,

" Watchman,
what of the night ?

" The titles often are those of
familiar English poems. Whatever may be said of the
manner in which these poems are treated, Mr. Allen is

at least entitled to the credit of having written a very
interesting and suggestive book, which will do some-
thing to popularize the study of Chinese literature.

Name* and their Meanings. A Book for the Curious.

By Leopold Wagner. (Fisher Unwin.)
MB. WAGNER supplies a popular and very readable
account of the origin and significance of a large number
of names. His first chapter deals with the world, and
carries back information as far as it can easily be carried.

Greedy people might ask for more. Jutland, for in-

stance, means the land of the Jutes, a family of the Goths
who settled in this portion of Denmark, and Switzer-
land is an Anglicized form of the native Schwertz, the
name of the three forest cantons whose people asserted
their independence of Austria. Here the author leaves
ms. Why the Jutes were so named is to be conjectured,
and why the cantons in question were called Schwertz
there are some might ask. London Mr. Wagner derives
from Llvn-dun. and the same derivation is assigned to
Lincoln. The Isle of Dogs is a corruption of the Isle of
Ducks. Royal surnames, pseudonyms, national nick-
names, flowers, birds, and scores of other things are
explained. The explanations are always popular. How
far they will satisfy philologists we dare not attempt to
say. Is foxglove really a corruption of "

folk's glove
"

?

Jasmin is nearly identical with the Persian name for the
same flower, "jasaman"; but what is that? Does
lavender come from lavere, to wash ? Is the derivation

of speedwell quite satisfactory ? A most romantic story
is told as to the origin of forget-me-not. Laburnum is
not explained, nor is anything said as to such countrynames as ragged-robin. A mass of information, much
of it curious and some of it useful, is collected, and the
book is amusing to dip into, and trustworthy in the
majority of cases.

The Library of Trinity College, Cambridge. By Robert
Sinker, D.D. (Cambridge, Deighton, Bell & Co.)

DR. SINKER'S admirably lucid and interesting descrip-
tion of the great library of which he has charge needs
no recommendation to our readers. The substance of
his pages appeared in ' N. & Q.,' where it attracted much,
attention. (See 6th

S. iv., v., vi., and vii.) He has now,
with the addition of details as to the buildings of the
earlier libraries of the college, as well as of the present
library, which the publication of the '

Architectural
History of the University of Cambridge

'

of the late
Prof. Willis and Mr. J. W. Clark has brought within,
his reach, with the correction of a few unimportant
errors, and the advantage of a few spirited illustrations,,
issued the whole in the shape of a handsome quarto
volume which all collectors will prize. We, at least,
accord it the heartiest of welcomes.

Early Scotiith Poetry. Edited by George Eyre-Todd
(Glasgow, Hodge & Co.)

To the " Abbotaford Series of the Scotch Poets
" has

been added a series of long and representative extract*
from Thomas the Rhymer, John Barbour, Androw of
Wyntoun, and Henry the Minstrel, connected by nar-
rative passages, so as to furnish a full idea of the long
poems from which they are taken. In rendering access-
ible in a scholarly text these writings a service is con-
ferred on literature. An introductory essay on "

Early
Scottish Poetry," and preliminary essays on the various
poets, add greatly to the value of a useful and scholarly
book.

A Primer on Browning. By F. Mary Wilson. (Mac-
millan & Co.)

THIS volume will doubtless serve to facilitate the study
of Browning. What amount of illumination it will
afford depends to some extent upon the receptivity of
the reader. The conquest of all the difficulties of
Browning must always remain an arduous task.

Sir Walter Ralegh : a Biography. By William Stebbing,
M.A. (Oxford, Clarendon Press.)

SIR WALTER RALEGH has always been a fascinating sub-
ject for the book-maker. Since the publication of
William Winstanley's account in 1660 more than a
dozen biographies of Sir Walter Raleigh have been
written. Mrs. Creighton produced one in 1877, Mr. Gosse
in 1886, and now Mr. Stebbing's turn has arrived. In
these days, when all our pet legends about our favourite
heroes are ruthlessly brushed away, it is pleasing to find
Mr. Stebbing clinging fondly to Fuller's well-worn
anecdote of Ralegh's cloak. The book is excellently
printed and nicely got up, and a charming reproduction
of the Duke of Rutland's miniature of Ralegh, painted
in 1618, forms the frontispiece to the volume. It is a
pity that Mr. Stebbing does not condescend to give us
his authorities, but he has given us an index, and for that
we are duly grateful.

Bishop Wilberforce. By G. W. Daniell. (Methuen &
Co.)

AMONG Messrs. Methuen's "English Leaders of Religion"
so representative a Churchman and so typical a bishop as
Samuel Wilberforce holds of right a predominant position
Mr. Daniell sketches his life and character for us with a
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light band and perfect candour. He brings oat well tb

many-sidedness of bis sympathetic nature, which laic

him open to the charge of insincerity with the thought
less, his great social qualities, bis adroitness in managing
men, and the statesmanship with which he steered th<

Anglican Church through troubled times. The bishop
was essentially a man of action, and his unceasing

activity in his episcopal office left him little time foi

literary work. It is as an organizer and reformer that

his name will go down to posterity.

Memory : its Logical Relations and Cultivation. By
F. W. Edridge-Green, M.D. (Bailliere, Tindal & Co.)

DK. EDRIDGE-GREEN'S book on memory attracted at its

first appearance much observation and favourable com-
ment. Its merits have carried it to a second edition.

A SCHOLARLY edition of the Declamations ofMelancthon,
edited by Karl Hartfelder, has been added to the
" Lateinische Litteraturdenkmaler des XV. und XVI.
Jahrhunderts

"
of Von Speyer & Peters.

THE Ex-Libris Society's Journal maintains its value

and position. Mr. Gladstone's book-plate constitutes the

opening design. Mr. Robert Day sends a good essay on
'

Book-plates engraved by Cork Artists
'

; Mr. Walter
Hamilton's interesting list of modern dated book-plates
ia continued.

The British Bookmaker gives further designs of binding,
old and new, including a fine North German cover in

silver repousse work.

THE Fortnightly contains a fair proportion of literary

articles, the most important being the essay, unwontedly
short, of Mr. Swinburne, entitled

' Victor Hugo :

" Dieu."
'

That this is a rhapsody needs not be said. It is, how-

ever, so savagely ironical that one has to read more than

once to be sure that what is said concerning the genius
of a poet is not serious.

'

Philip Bourke Marston,' a

constant subject of magazine homage, is treated with

much consideration by Mr. Coulson Kernaban. Mr.
H. D. Traill supplies a dialogue in the shade, the subject
of which is, however, political. Ouida inveighs earnestly

against the barbarous proceedings taking place in Flo-

rence and Home, and Sir Robert Ball writes on ' The
New Astronomy.' Under the title of ' Our Minor Poets '

Mr. Traill shows, in the Nineteenth Century, no fewer

than sixty-five poets, or poetlings,
"
all well defined and

separate
"
bards. The notion is rather creepy.

'

Hyp-
notism and Humbug

'

explains itself. Very few of the

contents of this review are, in the present instance, of a

kind with which we can deal. An enlarged number of

the Ntw Review has an original contribution, by M. Paul

Bourget, on 'The Dangers of the Analytic Spirit in

Fiction.' Mr. Augustin Birrell, on
' Authors and Critics,'

consoles the former hypersensitive race; Mr. Henry
Arthur Jones answers the strictures of Mr. Traill upon
' The Literary Drama ';

and Mr. Saintsbury and Mr.

Walkley, in a joint communication concerning
' Litera-

ture and the Drama,' treat the former with much more

respect than the latter. In the very varied contents of

the Century we notice a brilliant description of ' The

Alligator Hunters of Louisiana,' and a second, and very
vivid picture of warfare in

' Ouster's Last Battle,' by one

of his troop commanders. ' Gounod in France and Italy
'

is an autobiographical revelation by the great master, of

whom a portrait is given. Mr. Stillman writes on
' Andrea del Sarto, and there is a valuable paper on
'
Witchcraft,' belief in which is said in the United

Kingdom still to linger.
' Andrew Marvell '

is the sub-

;ect of an excellent paper in Macmillan's, and'Mira-
beau

' and ' Charles James Napier
'

are discussed in

Temple Bar. The last poems of Philip Bourke Marston
are dealt with in the Gentleman's, to which Mr. Percy

Fitzgerald contributes '

Pages from a Diary.'
' A Chap-

ter in the History of Oracles
'
also appears.

'

Sophia
Dorothea of Zell,' in Belgravia, is dealt with in an
article of interest. Messrs. Lowe and Archer supply, in

Longman's,
' The Stage History of "King Henry VIII.,"

'

and Mr. F. W. Hawkins does the same for the Englith
Illustrated. In a capital number,

' An Old Fife Burgh
Town ' and '

Village Life in the Olden Time '

appeal
directly to our readers. In the Comhill are ' A Defence
of Old Age,' by an Old Man, and ' A Railway Journey
in Russia.'

MESSRS. CASSELL'S reprint of Thornbury's andWalford's
Old and New London, Part LIL, opens in Regent's
Park, and presents views of the Zoological Gardens in
1840 very unlike anything now to be seen. Old Chalk
Farm in 1730, Primrose Hill, and Steele's house, Haver-
stock Hill, make one sigh over changes, while Kentish
Town is shown as a rural village. The penultimate part
of Picturesque Australasia.has some stirring pictures of

fighting against the Maoris.
' Education in Australia

'

is the subject of a special chapter. The Holy Land and
the Bible of Dr. Geikie, Part XXVIII., has excellent

pictures of Baalbec and of Damascus. The Life and
Times of Queen Victoria completes the first volume. It
is occupied with the marriage of the Princess Royal, of
which a spirited plate is given. CasselVs Storehouse of
Information finishes a second volume, "Beast"
"
Castro," and is very full of varied and useful informa-

tion.

WE hear with extreme regret of the death of Mr. F. H.
Rule, one of our oldest and most obliging contributors.
He was unequalled in supplying the sources of quotations,
and must, we should fancy, have left collections of great
value towards a complete dictionary of quotations. He
had been ill for some months, and died on Christmas
Day, within a fortnight of completing his seventy-ninth
year. His interest in'JS". &Q.'was maintained to the
ast.

WE learn from X. BEKE that the Barbados Legislature
las voted a sum of 5001. towards copying dilapidated
wills and other legal documents in the Colonial Secre-

tary's office. It appears that the minutes of the Council
during the period of the Commonwealth have been care-

ully obliterated.

We must call special attention to the following notices :

ON all communications must be written the name and
tddress of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.

To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
>r reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the

lignature of the writer and such address as he wishes to

vppear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
o head the second communication "

Duplicate."

Onus, Ghazipur, India ("Knights of St. John of Jeru-
alem "). See 7 L S. ix. 468 ; x. 74, 156, 272.

NOTICE.
Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The

Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Advertisements and
Business Letters to " The Publisher

"
at the Office, 22,

L'ook's Court, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, E.C.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return com-

munications which, for any reason, we do not print; and
o this rule we can make no exception.
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Notices to Correspondents.

JOHN ISMAY, THE MISER.

There have been several collections of
" Memoirs

of Celebrated Misers," bat in none of these nor

in any biographical dictionary have I found a

notice of a very eccentric personage called John

Ismay. The following particulars are from in-

formation supplied by the Rev. Edward Henry
Fitch, Vicar of Burgh-by-San da, Cumberland, as

well as from an article in the Town and Country
Magazine (1837), i. 291, and from other sources.

John Ismay was born at Burgh-by-Sands, on
March 1, 1747. His father, the Rev. Thomas

Ismay, was Vicar of Burgh-by-Sands from 1739
to his death on May 20, 1786, when he was in bis

seventy-seventh year. John came to London with

only five pounds in his pocket, and for some time
acted as a clerk to his only brother, a hop mer-
chant in Southwark. He then went to Vauxhall
as a cow-keeper, commencing with one cow. By
great pereeverence and penurious habits he in time
increased his stock to two hundred cows. He
employed Scottish and Welsh servants, feeding
them on black bread and gruel, holding the

opinion that one shilling a day was quite enough
for any one to live well on. After some years he
removed to Redman's Row, Mile End, where he
was the first to use distillers' wash for feeding
cows, a by-product which previously had been

thrown away as useless. He now also became a

grazier and cattle dealer, attending markets and

fairs, where he was a large purchaser. In busi-

ness transactions he always paid ready money, and

by way of inducing people to take his price would

say, "Ready money, my little man, ready money."
Hence he obtained the name of

"
Ready-Money

Jack." His property consisted of upwards of

two hundred acres of land in Essex and Middle-

sex, besides bank and other shares, yet he was

always complaining of his poverty and want of

means. He kept the best wine?, to treat his

customers, butchers and other persons, in order

that when not quite sober they might bid him
more than the real value of his cattle.

He had two daughters, one married to Mr.

French, of Clock House, Little Burstead, Bille-

ricay, Essex, the other, being forbidden by her

father to marry a young man to whom she was

engaged, drowned herself in the Regent's Canal.

In 1825 Ismay became partly blind from cataract,

and, notwithstanding his wealth, was one of the

most unhappy of men. He lived in the meanest

manner, seldom afforded a fire, and went to bed to

save the use of a candle. On October 31, 1837,
while driving himself in his chaise (for although
almost blind he would cot afford a driver) to call

on a person who owed him a sovereign, he met
with an accident, from the effects of which he
died at his residence, Coborn Road, on November

10, 1837, and was buried at Loughton, Essex, on
November 19. He is said to have left 400,000^.,
the whole of which went to his daughter, Mrs.
French. GEORGE C. BOASE.

36, James Street, Buckingham Gate, S.W.

THEODORE, KING OP CORSICA.

The annexed copy of the Act of Renunciation of

the kingdom of Corsica by Theodore I. in behalf

of his creditors appears eminently worthy of a

place in the pages of ' N. & Q.' The document
runs :

"
Surry to wit. A Schedule or Inventory, containing

a full and true account of all debts, effects, and estates,
both real and personal, (of what kind or nature soever)
of Theodore Stephen de Newhoff, a German from West-

phalia, and late of Mount Street, Grosvenor Square, now
a prisoner in the King's Bench Prison, and a list of the
names of all and every person and persons that are any
wise (and how much) indebted unto him the said Theo-
dore Stephen, Baron de Newhoff, and the witnesses that
can prove the same, pursuant to an Act of Parliament,
made in the twenty-eighth year of the reign of hit pre-
sent Majesty, King George the Second, entitled An Act
for the relief of insolvent debtors.

" That he is entitled to the Kingdom of Corsica, and
hath no other estate or effects but in right of that

kingdom.
" The above written is a full and true schedule, as

aforesaid, of all my estates and effects whatsoever, except
wearing apparel, bedding for myself and family, working
tools, and necessary implements for my occupation and
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calling, and those, in the whole, not exceeding the value

of ten pound?.
" Witness my hand this twenty-fourth day of June,

1755. THEODORE, Baron de Newhoff.
" Examined with the original in the Custody of .1 ohn

Lawson, Esq., Clerk of the Peace for the County of

Surry, this second day of September. 1757, by me" HERMEN VERELET."

It appears from the following curious original

document, formerly belonging to Theodore's grand-

daughter, Mrs. Clarke, that three gentlemen
attended his funeral, which, if not grand, was at

least respectable, and that coronets (most probably
from the difficulty of obtaining regal crowns) were

not omitted in the furniture of the coffin. It

would seem, however, that out of a charge of

101. 11s. 2d. 81. 8s. were only paid; this either

arose from the scantiness of the fund assigned for

liquidating the expenses of his Majesty's funeral,
or a returning sense of prudence in Mr. Wright,
the munificent oilman of Compton Street, Soho,
who might have considered the surplus as an over-

charge, and refused payment accordingly.
The items are thus set out :

"
Joseph Hubbard, Coffin-maker. Undertaker, and

Sworn Appraiser, at the Pour Coffins and Crown in

New Street, near Broad Street, Carnaby Market, St.

James's, Westminster, performs funerals, both public
and private, at reasonable rates, .and, as cheap as any
where in London.
"N.B. Buys and sells all manner of household

furniture.
" For the Funeral of Baron Newhoff, King of Cor-

sica, interred in St. Ann's Ground, December 15, 1756 :

s. d.

To a large elm coffin, covered with superfine
black cloth, finished with double rows of
brass nails, a large plate of inscription, two
cup coronets, gilt, four pair of Chinese con-
trast bandies, gilt, with coronets over ditto,
the inside lined and ruffled with fine crape,
and inseared ...66

A fine double shroud, pillow, and mitts 16
Four men in black to move the body down 4
Paid the parish dues of St. Ann's ... 1 2
Paid the grave digger's fee 1
Best velvet pall 010
Use of three gentlemen's cloaks and crapes 4
A coach and hearse with pairs 16

Clonks, hat bands, and gloves for the coachmen 7
Beer for the men ... 1

Attendance at the funeral 2

10 11
Received in part

Balance due ... 2 3 2

DANIEL HIPWELL.
17, Hilldrop Crescent, N.

PRINCESS (AFTERWARDS QUEEN) ANNE.
In a leading article appearing in the Daily

Telegraph of Saturday, November 28, 1891, I

find this (to me) startling piece of historical infor-

mation :

"When the Princess Anne, spouse of Prince George
of Denmark, arrived at the conclusion that it was expe-
dient to desert her royal father in his dire distress, it

was Bishop Compton who assisted her to escape at dead
of night from Whitehall. The excellent prelate brought
his own coach to the back door of the palace, and,
according to tradition, being somewhat mistt ustful of hi*

coachman's fidelity, he himself mounted the box, and
drove the episcopal team in right gallant style through
the ill-paved streets of London until the open country
was reached."

(I am responsible for the italics in the above

quotation.)
The writer vouches "

tradition
"
as his authority

for the above-cited (to most historical students I
venture to assume) new version of a well-known
dramatic episode in our political and social

annals. The contemporary authority most

frequently consulted contemporary with the

event chronicled Bishop Burnet, does not

support the legend. The contemporaries of

many of us now living', e. g., Miss Strickland

(most minutely narrating the princess's escape),
and Lord Macaulay, agreeing with the lady

biographer, give a totally different account. From
these authorities we have learnt that the flight
from the foot of the private staircase in the park
on a rainy November night was effected in at

hackney coach, brought by the Bishop and Lord

Dorset, and Miss Strickland tells us explicitly that
Anne and Lady Fitzharding found his lordship
awaiting them in" the vehicle as, indeed, assuming
it to have been a carriage plying for public hire>
what reason could the prelate have for mounting
the box and taking the reins ? Bishop Compton,
was at that time in hiding for fear of arrest for

complicity in the Prince of Orange's designs at all

events, be was not "in residence" so that it is to
the last degree improbable that his lordship's car-

riage and the "
episcopal team

"
would have been

employed in the adventure, nor is it probable that

the bishop's coachman would be present.

Again, I ask on what traditional authority is

the statement founded that the vehicle, whatever
it might have been, was driven from the back
entrance of The Cockpit at Whitehall "

in right

gallant style," or any style, indeed,
"
through the

ill-paved streets of London until the open country
was reached "

? I have always been taught that
the conveyance, whatever it was, carrying the
ladies was driven to the bishop's London house,
near St. Paul's, and that there the princess and
her fair attendant alighted and partook of

refreshment, and after the brief halt necessary for

that purpose were carried by the same vehicle in

which they had arrived, or by another carriage
this detail is very unimportant to Copt Hall,
near Waltham, on the borders of Epping Forest,

proceeding north on the next day. The journey
from St. Martin's-le-Grand into Essex might have
been performed in the bishop's carriage nay, his

lordship may have condescended to drive his
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"episcopal team," bat I think both positions

eminently unlikely. Let us have the source o

the Daily Telegraph scribe's traditions, so as to

be enabled to test the alleged truth of this his

historical record.

Weakness to be wroth with weakness !

and it may be urged that the principle tie minimi's

non curat applies to the examination of newspaper
historical accuracy.

Satire or sense, alas ! can Sporus feel,
Who breaks a butterfly upon the wheel I

But we may carry this disdainful toleration too far.

As I have on a former occasion maintained, it is

one of the moat useful functions of
' N. & Q.' to

nail spurious literary coin to the counter and the

presumption is that the extract I have printed is

counterfeit historical currency. Of course that

presumption is open to rebuttal, and therefore I

challenge the leader writer (and if I am not at

fault in my conjecture
"

I think we do know the
sweet Roman hand "

he is a " constant reader of
' N. & Q.' ") to give the source apart from a

vague reference to
"

tradition
" whence he

derived his rendering of the incident. Failing

satisfactory information from the journalist him-

self, I appeal to any reader of ' N. & Q.
1 who may

have beard or read the version, and may be able
to assist me in tracing its origin.

Bear in mind this is not a question that may be
answered by another, an oft-quoted, lyrical inquiry

Adzookg ! must one swear to the truth of a song ?

The article is dealing with dry historical fact,

and, trivial as the point may seem, it appears to me
to illustrate the errors that creep in through the
"white heat" at which the daily pabulum of

newspaper-imparted knowledge is bound to be

provided. The journal from which I have made
the extract I have examined is conspicuous for the

slipshod character of the statements in its editorial

comments
; mistakes in history, topography, and

quotations abound. As to quotations, the late Dr.
Bouth's valuable admonition is habitually ignored.
Now assuming that Bishop Burnett, Lord Mac-
aulay, and Miss Strickland are right, the story as

told in the leader is wrong. Mind, I do not assert

inaccuracy, I simply seek for information; but,
error being conceded, whence did the misstatement
arise ? Is it a mere attempt at literary tinsel

embellishment, designed to give point and piquancy
to the composition ; or is it the effect of some
hazy confusion in the author's mind of the bishop
resuming his long-discarded uniform of the Life

Guards, in which he had served as a captain in

early life before he entered the Church, and riding,
fully equipped, with horse pistols in their holsters,
broadsword on his thigb, and jack boots on his

legs, mounted on a spirited charger, in command
of the improvised escort of country gentlemen
who surrounded the princess's carriage on her

entrance into Nottingham. Is it a reminiscence

(derived from the writer's very extensive reading)
of this cavalcade as narrated by the contemporary
Burnet, Luttrell, Reresby, and Clarendon, accounts

adopted by Macaulay and Miss Strickland, trans-

figured into a sketch of the Whig prelate sitting"
triumphant o'er the flying wheel"* in the un

clerical character of Jehu I NEMO.
Temple.

THE GENDERS OF ENGLISH SUBSTANTIVES.
Modern English gender is mainly logical,

depending upon the thing signified. But Old

English gender was purely grammatical, depending,
in a great measure, upon the form of the word.
One of the greatest gains of modern English is

the abandonment of grammatical gender, so that

we no longer have to burden our memories with
the differences of usage due to this source. Gram-
matical gender has thus become a mere matter of

history, and is now only a curiosity. I think

many of your readers may be pleased to learn from
how much they have thus been delivered. To this

end I here give a brief list, by way of specimen, of

a few of our principal substantives, with their

original genders. I purposely avoid the mention of

things having life. With respect to these, it may
suffice to notice that a bear, a fish, a ghost, a hound,
and a wolf were all masculine ;

a crow and a fly
were feminine

;
and a child, a maiden, and wife

(being things, apparently, of small significance)
were all neuter.

The following nouns in Anglo-Saxon were all

masculine :

Ache, acre, apple, arm, ash ; beam, broom
;

cove (i.e., creek) ; day, deal, death, dew, dint,

doom, dough, drop.
Ebb (of the tide), end ; field, finger, flight,

9ood, foot, furze ; gall, gleam, gloom ; hate, helm

i.e., helmet), hip, holm, horn, hunger, loaf.

Meat, moon, mouth
; neck ; oath ; path ; rain,

ridge, ring.

Shank, shield, shoe, sleep, smoke, snow, spark,

staff, stake, stone, storm, stream, summer
; tear

'from the eye), thirst, thorn, thunder, tooth ; way,
wedge, well, will.

The following nouns were all feminine :

Ashes (of wood), ax ; bench, bliss, book, borough.

>ridge ; cap, care, chin, chine (i. e., fissure, ravine),

claw, crib (for cattle) ; deed.

Earth, edge ; feather, furrow ; glove ; half,

lall, hand, heart, heat, hell, hide, hose ; liver, lore.

Mead or meadow, might ; need, needle, night ;

oak
; rung (of a ladder).

Sheath, sedge, shell, sill (of a door), sin, sinew,

ipade, speed, sun ; thought, throat, tongue, toe,
urf ; week, weird (fate), womb, wort.

The following nouns were all neuter :

* Dr. Young ( uthor of Night Thoughts ').
'

Satires,
1

Love of Fame/ satire the fifth,
" Jo. Women."
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Bale (evil), bath, bed, blood, bone, brim;: cliff,

coal, cad
; dole, deer.

Ear, errand, *je fee, fire, flesh, foam, glee,

gold, grass ; head, hilt, holt, iron ; kin ; lair, land,

leather, lid, light.
Main (i. e., force), meal (of corn), mood ; net

;

seed, ship, shroud, sore; thigh, token, tree; water,

web, wed (pledge), wonder, work
; year, yoke.

Almost the only discoverable principle is that

substantives denoting abstract qualities have a

tendency to be feminine. Examples are : His?,

care, heat, might, speed, thought, in the above list.

Deed and lore are the same, as denoting doing and

teaching. And we may add to this list an enor-

mous number of substantives now ending in -ing
and -ness.

It is very striking to observe with what impar-
tiality the parts of the body are distributed. Thus
arm, finger, foot, gall, hip, mouth, neck, shank,
tooth are masculine

; chin, claw, hand, heart, hide,

liver, tinew, throat, tongue, womb (belly) are

feminine
; whilst blood, bone, ear, eye, flesh, head,

lid, thigh are neuter. WALTER W. SKEAT.

HOW HISTORY IS MADE.
The ways of making history are truly legion,

and are as marvellous as they are numerous. One
stumbles across them constantly, and familiarity
breeds the proverbial contempt. Three or four

flagrant instances have come under my notice

recently which deserve a niche in the literary temple
of ' N. & Q.' as a lasting warning to all whom they
may concern.

By an odd literary coincidence I was busy
thumbing the pages of Webb's '

Compendium of
Irish Biography

' when MB. PICKFORD'S interest-

ing article on ' The Boleyn Family
'

appeared in
' N. & Q.' (7

th S. xii. 444), and I was instantly

angered (as any student of history would be) by
the following glaring discrepancy between the two
writers. MR. PICKFORD confidently informs us
that Sir Thomas Boleyn married Elizabeth, daughter
of Thomas Howard, Duke of Norfolk, that he died
in 1539, and was the father of Queen Anne Boleyn,
whereas Mr. Webb (sub voce "Ormond") asserts

with equal assurance that Margaret, daughter of

Thomas Butler, seventh Earl of Ormond (who died
in London in 1515), married Sir William Boleyn,
and " was mother of Anne Boleyn." A difference

with a vengeance, justifying the question, Which
is right ?

Webb's linea is undoubtedly erroneous, and was

possibly a lapsus calami by which " mother " was
substituted for grandmother, the precise relation-

ship in which the Lady Margaret stood to Anne
Boleyn. The presumable date of this latter's birth

(circa 1501) supplies no solution of the contention,

as, adopting it as a test, that ill-fated queen might
be the daughter of either Sir William or Sir Thomas

Boleyn; but the date of Sir William's death (1505)
carries it out of the region of doubt that not he,
but Sir Thomas, his second son and the husband
of the Lady Elizabeth, was Anne's father, who was
living at her death and survived her by many years.

Miss Strickland (' Lives of Queens of England,'
vol. ii. p. 564), after the manner of all careful

historians, gives the correct genealogy, but, like

careless historical scribblers, furnishes an addi-
tional instance of how history is made by calling
Thomas Butler " the last Earl

"
of Ormond. The

last earl was James, twelfth earl, who was created

an English duke in 1683, was surnamed the
" Great Duke," and died in 1688.

As a further sample of manufactured history I

may adduce a misleading variant of a legend con-
nected with another great Irish family the

Desmonds and Lough Gur. Murray (' Hand-
book for Ireland ') alludes to the legend thus :

"
Lough Gur, a pretty lake, where, according to Irish

belief, the last of the Desmonds is doomed to hold his

court under its waters, from which he emerges at day-
break on the morning of every seventh year fully armed.
This has to he repeated until the silver shoes of his
steed are worn out."

Now it so happens the legend concerns not the

last, but the fourth earl,
" Gerald the Poet," as he

was styled, who disappeared mysteriously in 1398,
and was said ever afterwards to pay a septennial
visit to the banks of the lake beneath which he is

fabled to reside in princely splendour. Of. Webb,
O'Donovan, &c. The last of the Desmonds (whom
the legend concerns not at all) who bore the title

was James, sixteenth earl, who died in 1601
; the

"
last of the line

"
to borrow Webb's expression

was John, brother of the "
Sugan," or "Straw,"

ear], who went to Spain in 1603, where he was
known as the Conde de Desmond, and who sub-

sequently died at Barcelona. Mr. Lecky, I

believe, perpetuates this inaccurate version of the

pretty legend in his chapters on the Tudors in

Ireland. I saw the soft impeachment in some

magazine article some time since ; but as I have
not Mr. Lecky's

'

History
'

by me I cannot lay my
finger on the passage. J. B. S.

Manchester.

FRITH. (See 7th S. xii. 382.) In Mr. HUCKS
GIBBS'S list of field names, this not uncommon
word appears twice. I hope Dr. Murray will

decide on its Celtic origin (from Ffrydd) and give
"a clearing in woodland for pasture or cultiva-

tion
"
as its primary meaning ; the common Eliza-

bethan appropriation of the word to the wood
itself being of comparatively late date.

My house stands on a frith (or frythe, as docu-

mentary evidence shows that it has been designated
for 350 years at least), and the recent unearthing
of some Roman-British burial urns, together with

a glass lachrymatory and some fragments of un-

doubted Roman bronze, only about twenty inches
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under some pasture land a bow-shot off, show
that the land was bffrydd in Roman times; for ha
it been woodland then or since, the urns (whic
still held their burnt bones) would have been
reduced to fragments and scattered by the actioi

of the roots. As the land occupies the site of th

ancient manor house, it may be presumed, in con

formity with Mr. Seebohm's contention of th
Roman origin of manors, that it is the successo
of the abode of the Roman colonus, whos
slaves were buried near it; the great man himsel
and his family were doubtless interred in th

cemetery lately discovered near the parish church
(which was probably the successor of the Roman
temple) about a mile distant, in which cemeter;
important remains were found.

Frith is hereabouts often pronounced thrift, an<
that form of frith often occurs as a place or fiele

name. What is its relation to the German trift

or, rather, what is the origin of the German word
with the cognate signification of "pasturage o:

common "
? C. W. W.

CICERO'S GHOST AND MARK ANTONY. In a
well-written article in the Weekly Register of
December 5, 1891, occurs the following passage :

" The Chinese is superstitious, though perhaps not so
much more superstitious than the English peasant, il

one considers rightly. He believes in spirits ; so does
his Western brother, with a difference. He believes
that a house facing a particular way brings evil spirits
and disease ; his Western brother has peculiar views
about the position of forks and salt-spoons. He com-
mits suicide in his neighbour's well or from his neigh-
bour's roof-beam, that his spirit may haunt that hated
individual

;
and it is historical that Cicero meditated

killing himself on Mark Antony's hearth -
stone, with

precisely the same object."

I do not remember to have met with this last
and remarkable statement before (no doubt I

ought to have), and I should feel much obliged by
a copy of the tezt or texts on which it is founded.

JOHN W. BONE. F.S.A.

PEWTER PLATE. A meeting of the London
and Middlesex Archaeological Society was held at
the Skinners' Hall on Dec. 8, 1891, when the
attention of the members and their friends was
directed to the history of the Pewterers' Com-
pany and the study of pewter, both ancient and
modern. Pewter plates, the marks thereon, and
their manufacture have so often been referred to in
the columns of ' N. & Q.' that I may be excused
for informing the readers thereof that the proceed-
ings of the meeting were fully reported in the
City Press of Dec. 9, 1891, from which much
valuable information may be gleaned. That the
subject is interesting to the readers of ' N. & Q.'
may be inferred from the following references
thereto which have from time to time appeared in
its columns : 2 a S. vii. 265

; 3rd S. vii. 155 ;

ix. 323
; 4 S. iv. 363, 521

; 6"> S. xi. 269 ; 7th S.

ii. 368 ; v. 329, 457 ; vi. 78 ; vii. 248 ; x. 449,
498 ; xi. 96, 196.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAH.
71, Brecknock Road.

AN INTERESTING DISCOVERT. The enclosed

cutting is from the Stamford Mercury of Nov. 13,
1891 :

" While removing fragments of stonework from the
tower of old St. Martin's Church, Lincoln, an incised

monumental slab has been found, having a marginal in-

scription as follows, but somewhat mutilated :
" Hie

jacet Walterus de Kelby civis Lincoln qui obiit xx
anno dni MCCC non ppe deus Amen." The inscrip-
tion terminates witli a floriated cross. In the centre of
the slab was outlined a shaft with traces of a wide-

spreading base ; surmounting the shaft was a moulded
capital, springing from which was a curved octagon
placed diagonally and cusped inside, having within it an

effigy of the deceased
;
the cardinal points of the octagon

being terminated by boldly-designed fleurs-de-lys, and
the subordinate points by small trefoils. This slab was
thus used during the fourteenth century, and, singular
to remark, it was subsequently moulded and utilized as

part of the later monument erected probably during the
sixteenth century."

CELER ET AUDAX.

YELLOW AS MOURNING. Historians tell us that

on the death of Queen Katherine of Aragon
Anne Boleyn dressed herself in yellow, as a sign
of joy that her rival had departed. Is it not pos-
sible that a mistake may have been made in this

case ? Unless it be impossible to think otherwise,
one would not like to attribute such unfeeling
onduct to any one. Mr. Horace Marryat, in his

' One Year in Sweden,' i. 361, informs his readers

;hat yellow is
"

still used in Dalarne as mourning
)y the peasants." It has occurred to me that

there may have been a similar practice in this

country in days gone by. It is a subject worthy
of investigation. Con. EBOR.

THE LAST WATERLOO SURVIVOR. The papers
are stating pretty generally that Samuel Gibson,
who died on Dec. 15, 1891, at Caterham Asylum,
iged 101, is the last of the Waterloo veterans. A
riend of mine informs me there is still another,

viz., Lieut. Maurice Shea. He was not an officer

luring the battle, but he won his commission by
he bravery he then displayed. Lieut. Shea has

ong been a resident of Lower Canada, and although
n his ninety-sixth year he was strong enough on
~une 20 last to attend the military celebration of

he Waterloo anniversary in the drill-hall at Sher-

rooke, the capital of the eastern township of

Quebec. E. J. TATLER, F.S.A.
New Shildon.

UNGRAMMATICAL ENGLISH. The contributors

o 'N. & Q.' are acute critics of the writers of

modern English, and deserve our gratitude in this

espect. Should they not themselves be careful to

e accurate; and, if so, what can, be said in defence
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of the following sentence from 7th S. xii. 502 ? -

"
Wishing, however, to get as accurate a description

as possible, the rector, in answer to my letter, haf

courteously supplied the following information.
'

The writer means by this not that
" the rector

"

wished to get the accurate description in question
but that he himself wrote to ask him for it. Why
does he not say this? By no possibility, as it

stands, can the word "
wishing

" be made to agree
with any other substantive than "rector"

;
and

this ia certainly not what the writer intends.

A TEACHER OF ENGLISH.

GUARANTEE. I hope Dr. Murray will not,

when he comes to the letter
"
G," admit

"guarantee
"
in any other sense than "

the person
who receives a guaranty." One does not talk of

lesseeing, or giving lessee of a house, nor of war-

ranteeing a horse or giving a warrantee of if.

c. w. w.

FOLK-LORE : KISSING AN Ass TO CORE
TOOTH-ACHE. Folk-lorists will find much to

interest them in the lore of the Irish peasantry in

the Rev. Caesar Otway's charming books of travel ;

especially his
' Sketches in Erris and Tyrawley,'

Dublin, 1845. One of the most curious of the

many strange instances of superstition recorded

occurs on pp. 39, et seq., which are devoted to the

account of the very remarkable trial of an old

woman, Biddy Lavelle, for having taken away by

night an ass in order to cure herself of a severe

toothache, which she did in the following manner,
as she explained to the court :

"
Why, plase yer honour, when there [home] I held

him by the halter just over the sil of my door, his head
straight above the lucky horse-shoe nailed at the left

side as you come ia, and then I lifted up hia upper lip,

yer honour, and I gave him three kisses on his teeth,
and I said the three words the fairy man taught me, and
then as by jomethry, the pain left me, and then I lets go
the ass, thinking as how he knew the way, he would
have trotted back to hia own home, and nobody be a
bit the wiser."

ARCHER MARTIN.
Winnipeg.

CASH= FUND (sense 1 b.
( N. E. D.'). Here is

an example of this use of the word twenty years
earlier than that given by the'N. E. D.' "An
Ordinance for the Excise," printed in 'A Perfect

Account,' No. 174, p. 1388, May 3-10, 1652,
speaks of the measures to be taken "

to the end
the whole receipts of the Excise may be the better
reduced into one Cash," provides that they shall

be "reduced to one general Cash and Publique
Bevenue," and provides certain payments to be
made out "of the general Cask and Revenue of

the Excise." H. H. S.

AWFUL : AWFULLY. We are but too familiar
with the silly way in which these words, for some
years past, have intruded themselves into our daily

To a great extent they still maintain
their ground, especially amoag young people, who
are awfully glad, or awfully sorry, awfully jolly,
or awfully bored, accordingly as they meet with
awful swells or awful snobs. I was surprised to

find that an absurd misappropriation of awful,

although not to the same extreme, had been noticed
as common in some parts of the United States by
a traveller who visited them eighty years ago.

" I found in several instances that the country people
of Vermont, and other New England States, make use
of many curious phrases and quaint expressions in their

conversation. Everything that creates surprise is awful
with them. What an awful road ! awful bole ! awful
mouth ! awful nose 1 &c." ' Travels through Canada
and the United States of North America, in the Years

1806, 7, and 8,' by John Lambert, second edition, 1814,
vol. ii. p. 505.

J. DlXON.

A BLUNDERING TRANSLATION. Some years ago
I sent a paper to Les Mondes, at the request of the

editor, the Abbe Moigno. I had to describe an

experiment made with a rat's-tail file, that is, a
file in the form of an elongated cone, like a rat's

tail. The translator put the following,
" Avec le

soil de la queue d'nn rat"; and so it was pub-
lished. C. TOMLINSON.

"AN HISTORICAL," A DISCLAIMER. As
several correspondents have written to me asking if

I really wrote the words " an historical," as printed
in my query on '

Corduroy
'

last week, I hope
that I shall be allowed to say that I did not. I

wrote, as I always do, "a historical," which I
consider to be better modern English, though
many scholars prefer to retain the archaic "an
historical," just as some preachers retain the obso-

lete
" an holy

" and " an house," which they find

in the Bible of 1611. J. A. H. MURRAY.

We must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest to affix their

names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct.

BARTOLOZZI. In the Print Room of the British

Museum are two states of a line engraving by
Bartolozzi, representing on the right a male saint

bearded and in Franciscan habit, with his arm
crossed upon his breast, kneeling at the foot of the

Virgin, who, above on the left, holds the child

Jesus upon her lap ;
around are cloudsand cherubs.

The first of these states is a proof before letters ;

the second is inscribed
" Sanctus Cajetanus," and

has the engraver's signature, "F. B. f.," in the

left-hand corner ;
but there are evident traces of

an earlier inscription having been upon the plate.
The Albertina Museum at Vienna has three states

of this engraving, of which two are analogous to
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those at the British Museum, though differing in

the detail that one of the cherubs holds a crown

and the monogram of the Virgin ;
but the third

state gives the inscription, which was erased before

the "Sanctns Cwjetanus
"

state. It reads thus:

"Sanctus Calasanctius, Schol: Piar: Fund."

Unfortunately, the print of this state at Vienna has

been cutoff at the bottom, so that the name of the

painter of the original picture which doubtless

was upon it, though it has been erased from the

other states has been lost. It is this name that

I am wishful to ascertain, and shall be obliged if

any reader of ' N. & Q.' can giro the information,
or refer me to states of this rare print. No light

can be thrown upon the matter at the Louvre, or

the Cabinet d'Estampes of the Bibliotbeque
Nationale Paris

;
nor does the engraving seem to

be referred to in Mr. Tuer's book on Bartolozzi, or

in the French one on the subject, nor to have been
exhibited at the Bartolozzi Exhibition, though of the

last circumstance I am not quite certain. It may
occur under other designations than those given,
and if any one should be in doubt as to the

identification of it, I can furnish a rough sketch.

JOHN LEYLAND.
Elm Lea, Forest Hill, S.E.

LTON v. HOME AND WILKINSON. Will some

correspondent of
' N. & Q.' kindly inform me what

was the result of the trial Jane Lyon v. D. D.
Home and W. M. Wilkinson, affidavit made June

27, 1867? Mr. Home refers to it in 'Incidents

of my Life, Second Series,' 1872, and promises the

conclusion in a third volume, which has, however,
I believe, not been published.

J. CUTHBBRT WELCH, F.C.S.

BISHOP LIOHTFOOT. This lately deceased and
erudite Churchman laid down a method "

for deter-

mining which of two writings is the earlier."

Where is this plan elucidated ? I should like to

test its value. A. H.

HERALDS EXTRAORDINARY. I shall feel grate-
ful if any of vour readers can give me information

upon the following points. What is the " law and

practice" regarding the appointment of the "Heralds

Extraordinary
"
of the College of Arms ] Are they

appointed directly by the Earl Marshal ? Can only
a fixed number and if so, how many be Heralds

Extraordinary at one time ? Are there any
specified duties ? Is there any remuneration,
direct or indirect ? What are the privileges of

the office ? Does such an office exist, or is it

known ever to have existed, in connexion with the

Lyon Office or the Ulster College of Arms ?

LEO ARGENTUS.
" EMBORDURED "

IN HERALDRY. This is a

term recognized by Gerard Leigh and the older

heralds, and signifies that the bordnre of a shield

is of the same tincture as the field and only dis-

tinguished from it by the line or shadow. This,
of course, is in direct contradiction to the ordinary
rule of heraldry which prohibits colour being put
on colour, and it does not come under the class of

what Menestrier calls
" Armes pour enquerir."

The only instance I know of occurs in the coat of

Scrymgeour of Kiikton, which is blazoned in the

Lyon Register, Gules embordured, a lion rampant
or, &c. The term is of very rare occurrence, and
I shall be glad if any reader of ' N. & Q.' can

point out another instance of its use.

J. BALFOTJR PATJL.

32, Great King Street, Edinburgh.

A NAMELESS GRAVESTONE. On a tiny slab of

black marble, lying prone a few yards south of

Wanstead Church, Essex, the following inscription

may still be seen :

Here
lieth y

e
body of the son

of Sr Robert Brooke & Dame
Ann Margret his wife bee
died the l'i lh & was bvried

the 17th of Avgvst
1662

I am particularly interested in this inscription
because it contains neither the name nor the age
of the person it commemorates. I shall be glad to

know if in this respect it is unique.
The manor of Wanstead was bought by Sir

Robert Brooke from James, Duke of York, in 1662.

He held it until 1667, when it passed into the

hands of Sir Josiah Child. Sir Robert Brooke is

several times alluded to by Pepys in his
'

Diary
'

and a note there states that he eventually retired

to France, where he met his death by drowning in

the river at Lyons.
I cannot find that any members of the Brooke

family were buried at Wanstead except the name-
less son I have mentioned. JOHN T. PAGE.
Holmby House, Forest Gate.

LATIN EXPRESSION IN A MS. Tn a note to an
old illuminated pedigree of circa 1600 I lately
came across the following expression, which I sub-

join in the hope that it may be elucidated. The
note refers to the foundation of a monastery in

1112 by one Paganus :

" Nam liber Barnewellensis ait eum postquam Canoni-
corum prioratum adeo deeolatum ingeiniscens conspexis-
get in haec verba prorupiese Triginta Anorum fui Bap*
tisemo regenerates : Triginta Anorum ero in novisaimo
die resuscitandus [sic] : Triginta hie constituent

Canonicos."

It seems to be some allusion to the thirty years
of onr Lord's age. Does any one remember to

have met the same expression before ?

ARTHUR VICARS.

"ADAM'S ALE." I find the following reference

to "Adam's ale" in Capt. Thomas Ashe's ' Cir-

cumstantial Journal of the Siege of Londonderry':
"The officers aforesaid are to have candles,
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tobacco, pipes, and Adam's ale every night to

accommodate themselves with." It is customary
in the north of Ireland to refer, in a jocular way,
to water as Adam's ale. It does not appear to

mean water in the above quotation. If not, per-

haps some of your readers can inform me as to the

origin of the term. It. LINK.

Christchurch, New Zealand.

["Adam's ale" IB, we fancy, familiar throughout
England.]

FAR. According to Spiers this is an obsolete

verb, signifying to excite, to provoke. Can any
of your readers name an author who makes use of

this word ? B. D. MOSELEY.
Burslem.

JUDGE NICHOLLS. (See 7th S. xii. 348.) I

have had no answer to my query about Judge
Nicholls, October 31, 1891. Can any one tell me
how to find out whether he held office in Bar-

bad oes ? T. MAYO.
Bromley, Bridgnorth.

TILLAM'S ' SEVENTH DAY SABBATH.' I found
on a bookstall the other day a copy of a very rare

little book," The Seventh Day Sabbath sought out

and celebrated. By Tho. Tillatn, Minister of the

Gospel" (1657). Unfortunately it is imperfect at

the end, one leaf apparently being gone. There is

no copy in the British Museum, and I have searched
in vain the catalogues of the Bodleian, Sion College,
Dr. Williams'a, and Trinity College (Dublin)
Libraries. There was a copy, I understand, in the

late Mr. W. H. Black's library, but I do not know
who purchased it. If any reader of

' N. & Q.' can
tell me where I can get a transcript of the last leaf,

to make my volume complete, I should take it as a
favour. So far as paging and signatures go, the

book, like many printed in the seventeenth cen-

tury, is curiously made up ; but my copy ends at

page 176, and I think it should end at 178.

JOHN T. YOUNG.
27, Frampton Park Road, Hackney, N.E.

EACINB AND BOILEAU. The great friendship
of Eacine and Boileau is well known, but I should
like to know whether, among last words of great
men, those attributed to Racine in the following

passage can be authenticated :

"
Racine, a son dernier soupir, lui [i. e., to Boileau] dise

ces memorables paroles qui louent egalement lea deux
amis :

' Je regarde comme un bonheur de mourir avant
vous.'

" ' (Euvres de Boileau,' Hachette, 1863,
" Notice

Bur Boileau," xxxvi.

Many last words which have had long currency
are now considered apocryphal ; but one is loth to

lose any which enshrine noble and unselfish senti-

ments. JAMES HOOPER.
Norwich.

CREST CIRCLED WITH A GARTER. For many
years past members of my family have borne their

crest, an estoile wavy of six points or, encircled by
a garter on which is charged the motto. I would
ask your heraldic readers whether it is considered

better, according to the practice of the best modern

heralds, to bear the crest so encircled, or whether
it should in preference be borne with the motto

immediately below it. I have very few books on

heraldry, but in Bout ell's
'

Manual/ 1863, at page
207, 1 find the following :

" The motto may be charged upon a garter, and this

may be made to encircle a shield of arms or a crest or

badge, should either of those cognizances be blazoned
alone."

ARCHER MARTIN.
Winnipeg, Canada.

STATUTES OR STATUTE FAIRS for the hiring of

servants exist in Yorkshire and the eastern

counties. What is their origin; and why are they
called statutes, or more commonly statsisis ?

There is nothing about them that I can find in the

statutes at large, in which I have fruitlessly
hunted for no inconsiderable time. Ealph
Thoresby, the Leeds antiquary, in 1694, went
" with Mr. Ibbetson to see the statutes, now for

the first time kept at Leeds, wherein servants

stand to be hired in the open market-place in

great numbers of both sexes."
'

Diary,' edited by
Eev. Joseph Hunter, vol. i. p. 284. ANON.

TSee 4> S. viii. ; 5th S. x., xi.]

THE STEPNEY FEAST.
" On Tuesday the Stepney Feast was held ut the usual

place. There was a handsome appearance of the

nobility, &c. The sermon was preached by the Rev. Mr.

Rawlins, Chaplain to the HOD. Society of Lincoln's Inn.

The collection after dinner amounted to 129J. 7*. 6rf."

London Post, April 19, 1736.

What was the origin of this feast ; and where
was the usual place in which it was held ?

C. A. WHITE.
Preston on the Wild Moors, Salop.

VEN. WILLIAM CARTER, who was hanged at

Tyburn, January 11, 1583/4, for printing a treatise

of schism against Catholics going to Protestant

churches. What particulars are known of his execu-

tion ; i.e., did he make a speech, &c. ? Is the

treatise of schism to be found in the Library of the

British Museum ? J. F. C.

COSMOPOLITISM In the
' Uncollected Writings

of De Quincey,' vol. ii. p. 55, an essay on ' How
to Write English,' opens thus :

"
Among world-wide objects of speculation, objects

rising to the dignity of a mundane or cosmopolitish value,
which challenge at this time more than ever a growing
intellectual interest, is the English language."

Cosmopolitish is not a dictionary word
; unless,

indeed, it has reached that distinction through the

comprehensive method of Dr. Murray a possibility
which I cannot at the moment determine and it

would be interesting to know whether it was used
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before De Quincey, and whether it has progressed
in favour in the half century that has elapsed since

he contributed this particular article to Hogg's
'Instructor.' THOMAS BAYNE.
Helenaburgh, N.B.

MARRIAGES OF PRISONERS. In J. S. Burn's
'

History of Parish Begiaters in England
'

(second

edition, pp. 149-50) are given three instances oi

marriages in Newgate, and (p. 161) another from

the Register of St. Mary-le-Bow, Durham, as

follows :

"Thomas Cook, a prisoner, and Frances Westman,
mar. 5 July, 1720. N.B. In the Jail married."

Were weddings between prisoners common ? for

I find in the earliest parish register of St. Mary
Magdalene, Launceston, the following similar

entry :

"
[1655]. The 28th of Septemb. were marryed John

Parker & Anne Olubb, both Prisoners."

The Times of July 13, 1837, contains, by the

way, a curious account of a marriage which had

just taken place between two prisoners confined in

the Conciergerie, Paris. DUNHEVBD.

"EVERYBODY WHO is ANYBODY." When did

this phrase first come into vogue ? I can trace it

QO earlier than 1859, when the Illustrated London
News of January 1 observes that "

Everybody,
who is anybody, goes to Brighton."

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

FARR, OF GREAT BURSTED, ESSEX. Walter
Farr purchased the manor of West House, Great

Bursted, in 1540. I shall be glad to know why
Morant (' History of Essex ') speaks of him as

"Walter Farr alias Gillingham."
FRANK PENNY, LL.M.

FUCHSIA. We are told in dictionaries that this

is the name of a well-known beautiful flowering

shrub, BO called in honour of Fnchs, a German
botanist. But the way the name of the flower is

pronounced in England makes me doubt whether
his own mother would recognize in it the uame of

her son. What objection is there to the correct

pronunciation, i.e.,
" fooxia "; and why do English

people mispronounce it
"
fewshia," and lexicogra-

phers countenance the error ? L. L. E.

PRETENCE. "The Creed that glorious pre-
tence of the Church." Where is this quotation ?

I am told it is in Hooker, but cannot hit upon it.

C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.
Longford, Coventry.

JACQUES CASANOVA : ONYX CAMEO. In the
* M6moires de Jacques Casanova/ Bruxelles, 1871,
vol. v. chap. i. p. 27, is the following passage :

" Moo frere Jean me fit present d'un onyx d'une

grande beaute*. C'etait un camee representant une

Venus au bain, veritable antique, car avec une loupe
bien convexe on y lisait le nom du sculpteur Sostrate,

qui vivait il y a vingt trois siecles. Deux ans apre;, je
la vendis a Londres au docteur Masti pour trois cents

livres sterling : elle est peut-etre encore au Muaee
britannique."

The date of the sale would be 1763, or there-

abouts (see chap. iv. p. 100). Is anything known
of this cameo ? Who was Dr. Masti ?

ROBERT PIBRPOINT.
St. Austin's, Warrington.

'THE NEW ENGLISH DICTIONARY.'

(7
th S. xii. 361.)

That the protest which I made against the

admission to the pages of the
' N. E. D.' of words

of all sorts and conditions was not wholly fanciful

or frivolous, I propose to show further by appending
a list of freshly-coined additions to the language,
which in the course of five weeks I have dotted

down from a perusal often cursory and careless

of a single daily paper, four or five weekly papers,
and one monthly magazine. That they are abso-

lutely new I am not in 'a position to affirm, but

they do not appear in the 1888 edition of Webster's
'

Dictionary.'
Nouns : Officiant (officiating minister), preacher-

dom, semiocracy (? simiocracy), fruevanner, exci-

dence (as opposed to incidence), polychurchism,

concettist, paddle-bat (a good batsman on a wet

wicket), afterword, majorness and greaterness

(suggestions from 'N. & Q.'), promisemonger,

Redds, alevinage, transfrontier, railroadiana, de-

jecta, maternities (lying-in hospitals), doctrinair-

ism, perfectibilist, theatrophone and audiphone
(? microphone), eyedelight, barrelage (amount of

barrels used), jennysquaw (je ne sais quoi), fore-

gleams, foreposts (i. e., outposts), humanology, and
disestablisher (one who favours disestablishment).
Verbs : Dispense from, municipalize, juxtapose,

sailorize, subvention, state-subvention, miscom-

mand, up (e. g.,
" then ups me Mr. So-and-so ").

Adjectives : Unafraid, wined (one who is

"wined" = one who has well drunk), tonal

(? tonic.il), antirabic, outputted, better - tasted

(applied to persons by a "bad-tasted" writer),
un wield able, stornello-like, overlined, inter-city,

and morne.
Adverbs : Prejudicedly, vindicatorily, and

musicianly.

Here, then, we have some fifty newly coined

words, gleaned by a single individual in a short

space of time from a cursory reading of portions
of less (probably) than a thousandth part of

contemporary publications. If this statement

je correct, it would appear that the annual coin-

ge should roughly be something like the fbl-

owirg: 50 X 10 X 1,000 = 500,000! Allow
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that to be a grossly exaggerated overstatement

(and I suppose it is chiefly incorrect, because a

nnmber of the above words are only recent and

not actually brand-new additions to our lan-

guage), yet, after making every conceivable deduc-

tion, there is still a pretty price to pay for the

cravings after originality and smartness which

beset a large number of our modern writers. On
the other hand, I have omitted all strictly scientific

words, which appear to be coined by the thousand,
some words naturally compounded, e. g., rehypo-

thecation, nnconstitutionalist, undenomination-

alist, and the like; and some words which can

hardly be classed as new, though not appearing in

the dictionary named, e.g., pornographist, abece-

darianisms, &c. I have also excluded words

wrongly used, e.g., when Sir Edward Eeed speaks
of persons

"
militarily mad," which, if words have

a definite meaning, is equivalent to saying that

they are mad in a soldierlike fashion ! Of course

he means something else. That some of the

above words are not actually necessary, naturally
formed and generally excellent, I do not allege ;

but I do think it incumbent on Dr. Murray and
his coadjutor to use their great power and know-

ledge to perfect and improve our language, and to

prevent its being flooded by the amount of trash

that they are now positively helping to impose
upon it. And if they went a step further, and

excluded, or relegated to the list of bogus words
at the end of the 'Dictionary,' such wretched speci-
mens of seventeenth century coinage as (for

instance) the verb "
condunghill

"
(I wonder the

perpetrator did not write "
cowdunghill

" while he

was about it), I am sure there would be a con-

census of opinion that the '

Dictionary
'
as well as

the language would be the better for it.

HOLCOMBE INOLBBT.

It is to be feared that Dr. Murray is hardly a
free agent in the matter, for he has inherited

the incubus, like many proprietors of encumbered
estates. Some three or four hundred readers and

sub-editors, with more zeal than discretion, have

poured in grist to his mill, and the elimination ol

the grain from all this chaff would amount to a

reconstruction of the entire work. LTSAKT.

Dr. Murray and his staff can well take care ol

themselves; but let me, as one of the humblest ol

readers for the
'

Dictionary,' say how the subjecl

appears to me. Recent correspondents o:

' N. & Q.' seem to have forgotten that the English

language is a living language, and therefore a

dictionary of it cannot be compiled from the

limited nnmber of books which are reckoned as

standard literature. Like the race who use it,

the language is vigorous and spreading, and some
of the most useful and fruitful growtbs are often

as in a tree, on the outmost boughs, and often oi

an apparently abnormal character. The compiler

f a dictionary "on historical principles' is as

he compiler of a "
naturalist's calendar "; he has

nothing whatever to do with grafting and pruning.
The people do that unconsciously. Who is to

decide what measure of acceptance shall determine
he adoption of a new coinage ? Think of the

listory of 'but, telegram, rail, wire, and many
others. Who shall say, now, whether (. gr.) epis-

wpization may not prove a useful word hereafter ?

And because the
'

Dictionary's' only quotation for a

word may be drawn from an anonymous reviewer,
who knows that it is the only one in existence ?

Possibly if critics were to read more for the

N. E. D.' they would criticize less.

No living language one might say no lan-

guage forms its derivatives on uniformly con-
sistent principles. If none but first forms are to be

ilowed, then a list of the primitive sounds or the

>are letters of the alphabet would be sufficient.

One of the many great benefits which the

N. E. D.' is bestowing is the inclusion and

explanation of rare and obsolete words found in

our older writers. A reader to whom the passage

might be of great importance would be grateful
indeed to have eruscation cleared up for him, but
I do not see how its place in the

'

Dictionary
'

per-

petuates its use. W. C. B.

I do not think that MR. TNOLKDT takes the

correct view of the 'N. E. D.' It is valued by
many persons, and I am one of the number, for

the very reason for which others censure it, viz.,

that newspapers and other authorities not of a

high order are quoted therein. What students

require is a dictionary which shall give all oar

words, good and bad, and, as far as is possible, the

earliest authorities for every one of them. Those

who -know how our tongue has grown, and the

many sources from which its words have been

taken, are aware that there are a multitude of

forms now regarded as standard English which
bad what some would call a low origin, having, as

far as is at present known, made their first appear-
ance in literature of a kind which at the time of

their birth some purists would have rejected.
When ' Pickwick ' was coming out in monthly

parts, there were people who looked upon it as a

vulgar production. There is not now, I imagine,

any one who would think quotations from Dickens

misplaced in a dictionary. EDWARD PEACOCK.

May,, I be permitted to remind Dr. Murray's
critics that the scope and objects of the 'N. E. D.'

are altogether different from those of a little duo-

decimo which some people keep on their writing-
tables to tell them what words to use, and how to

spell them. J. T. F.

Biihop Hatfield's Hall, Durham.

EDITORIAL SUGGESTIOK (8* S. i. 1). Allow me
to say how likely your communication is to give
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satisfaction to contributors. The length of some

of the articles, without a countervailing import-
ance in their contents, has been a subject of

remark where nothing but a friendly feeling to
' N. & Q.' has existed. I can remember a similar

announcement in which certain books were men-

tioned, the information in which was alleged to

be presupposed. An attention to this would shut

out such communications as the etymologies of

place-names, originating from attention to modern

spelling rather than the form in Anglo-Saxon
charters. May I also suggest that medical notes

should be tabooed ? for some have crept in, I

thick, of which the transmitter can scarcely be

thought to know the meaning.
I also beg to ask that Bartlett's 'Quotations'

may not be taken as an ultimate authority. One
instance will show what I mean. " To make a

virtue of necessite
" has no other than that of

Chaucer's authority. But this is not so. I can

illustrate my statement from other similar in-

stances. The book is good so far as it goes, but it

is not a conclusive authority. ED. MARSHALL.
Sandford St. Martin.

As one of the oldest contributors to 'N. & Q.'

my connexion with which periodical has now
extended over thirty years I ask leave to offer

most cordial thanks to our Editor for his sensible

and much needed words. Had he not been

among the most patient and forbearing of men he
would have spoken thus though probably with

more severity long ago. I feel sure that the

great majority of my fellow-contributors will

heartily agree with me in assuring our Editor that

we will use our best endeavours in future to

lighten his labcurs, and to make ' N. & Q.' what
it was established to be, not a battle-field nor a

debating society, but a medium whereby useful

information may be courteously exchanged in few
words. HERMKNTRUDK.

As one who has been a frequent contributor of

both "
Queries

" and "
Replies

"
to N. & Q.,'and

who has never exceeded ten or twelve lines in his

communications, I venture to thank the Editor
for his well-timed hints to contributors in general.
But I would ask to be allowed to remark that it

is not only in matters of "
political or theological

controversy" that
"
amplification takes the place

of compression
"

; and that there are some half

dozen of your most frequent contributors whose
communications would be all the more valuable,
and (as I think) the more valued by readers in

general if they would take to heart the counsel of

Horace,
" Est brevitate opus." I am sure that

readers of ' N. & Q.' in general would be pleased
if the Editor would exercise a little more fre-

quently his privilege of drawing his pen through
remarks which are

"
nihil ad rem."

MTJS IN RTTRE.

SAXON (8
th S. i. 5). Whatever be the etymo-

logy of this word, it cannot be derived from sikt.

There is nothing in common but the letter
,
so

that Saxon is quite as nearly allied to sag, or tack.,

or sick, or sock, or suck, or half a score words more.
Neither is sikc an " overlooked word "; it is

familiar in the north. Any northerner will tell

yon that it is far removed from the sense of
" marsh "

; it means " a channel " or
" water-

course," being the Icel. sik, a ditch. There is a
fine specimen between Caldron Snout and High
Cup Nick. It is certainly the origin of the name
Sykes ;

but Sykes is not remarkably like Saxon.
The usual old guess that connects Saxon with seax,
a knife, short sword, is far more plausible, for it is

possible ; see Sahso in Schade. It is more sensible

to wear a short sword than to squat in a water-

course. WALTER W. SKEAT.

PSALM LXVIII. 4 (7
th S. xii. 207, 332, 418, 477).

With MR, BOOKLET "
I am only anxious for

correctness," and if my expression be considered

liable to be misunderstood, am glad to have all

ambiguity removed. But we are so accustomed
in these days to consider the Psalter a part of the

Prayer Book that I scarcely think it could mislead >

What I meant, of course, was that the version of

the Pealms used in public worship contained the

extraordinary error in Ps. Ixviii. 4 to which
reference has been made, until it was silently

corrected in the reign of Queen Anne.
W. T. LYNN*

Blackheath.

BYRON'S TOWN HOUSE (7
th S. xii. 28, 116,

391). MR. THOMAS JEAKES asks whether there

be any foundation in fact for the rumour that the

house at the foot of New Burlington Street, facing

Regent Street, once known as Byron House, has

any association with the author of
'

Childe Harold/
Mus IN URBB, quoting from ' Old and New
London,' speaks of a tradition that the poet lived

in that house about the time of his marriage with

Miss Milbanke. I may safely say that there is no
foundation whatever for this statement. At the

time of the poet's marriage that is to say, after

his marriage, and at the time of his daughter's
birth Byron lived in Piccadilly, in the house now

occupied by Sir Algernon Borth wick. The house

has been much altered during the past three years,
and I invite the curious in such matters to refer to

the communication wherein, under the heading
'

Byron's Town House,' I drewattention to the work
of transformation then proceeding. Bat as questions

may be best answered by direct statements of fact,

I venture to give the precise location of Lord Byron
in England from the date of his birth until

April 25, 1816, when he quitted our shores for

ever. George Gordon, Lord Byron, was born on

January 22, 1788, at 16, Holies Street, Cavendish

Square. This house was demolished a few years
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ago. In 1790 the poet and Ms mother left London
for Aberdeen. During the summer of 1796, after

an attack of scarlet fever, he was removed into the

Highlands of Scotland, and resided for some time
at Ballater. In 1798 Byron and his mother
removed to Newstead Abbey, Nottinghamshire.
In 1799 they removed to London, when the young
poet was placed under the care of Dr. Matthew
Baillie, brother of the poetess Joanna Baillie.

They resided in Sloane Terrace. In 1801 Byron
went to Harrow School. During the autumn of

1802 Byron passed a short time at Bath, proceed-

ing thence with his mother to lodgings at Notting-
ham, Newstead Abbey being at that time let to

Lord Grey de Euthen. Byron spent the vacation
of 1804 at Southwell, Nottinghamshire, in a house
known as Burgage Manor. In October, 1805, the

poet quitted Harrow, and entered Trinity College,

Cambridge. During the summer of 1805 he

joined his mother at Southwell, whence, after a
violent quarrel, he proceeded, in August, 1806,
alone to No. 16, Piccadilly, close to Piccadilly
Circus. On August 25, 1806, he removed to

Littlehampton, in Sussex. Thence he returned
for a short time to Southwell, and after a week
or two went with his friend Pigott to Harrogate.
January and February, 1807, were spent at South-
well. In June, 1807, he went to Cambridge. On
July 13, 1807, Byron wrote from Gordon's Hotel,
London

; October, 1807, Trinity College, Cam-
bridge; January 20, 1808, Dorant's Hotel, Albe-
marle Street ; April, 1808, lodgings in Brompton,
and a trip to Brighton ; September, 1808, New-
stead Abbey, where he remained until March,
1809, on which day he removed to 8, St. James's
Street. After a brief stay at Newstead he returned
once again to 8, St. James's Street. On June 11,
1809, he left London for Newstead ; and on July 2,

1809, Byron sailed for Lisbon. Two years later,

namely, on July 17, 1811, Byron arrived at Ushant,
and shortly afterwards took up his quarters at
Reddish's Hotel, St. James's Street At the end of

July, 1811, he was summoned to Newstead, owing
to the dangerous illness of his mother. He
arrived at Newport Pagnell August 2, 1811, and
reached Newstead Abbey August 7, 1811. On
October 27, 1811, the poet visited Cambridge,
where he remained two days. October 29,
1811, he took up bis residence at 8, St James's

Street, where he remained until his departure for

Cheltenham, September 10, 1812. In May, 1813,
Byron returned to town and took up his residence
at No. 4, Bennett Street, St. James's. On
August 31, 1813, he went into rooms at the

Albany. In January, 1814, he proceeded to New-
stead, returning to No. 4, Bennett Street February
18, 1814. On April 9, 1814, he occupied the

apartments of Viscount Althorp at No. 2, The
Albany, July 9, 1814, he went for a month to

Hastings, and returned to the Albany August 12,

1814. September 2, 1814, Byron was at New-
stead, where he spent exactly one month. In
October (5th) he was at 2, The Albany, whence ha

proceeded for a short time to Cambridge. On
December 5th, 1814, he was again at the Albany,
whence he proceeded, on December 29, 1814,
to Seaham, Stockton-on-Tees, in the county of

Durham. Byron was married January 2, 1815, at

the residence of Sir Ralph Milbanke, at Seaham.
The newly married pair thence went to Holnaby
House, near Darlington, and subsequently to

Kirkby Mallory. On February 1, 1815, they were
at Seaham, which place they quitted March 9,

1815, for Col. Leigh's house near Newmarket,
en route for London. March 18, 1815, they went
to Devonshire House, Piccadilly, which had been
lent to them by the Duke of Devonshire.
Thence they proceeded, on June 12, 1815, to

No. 13, Piccadilly Terrace (the house at present

occupied by Sir Algernon Borthwick), Byron's
last residence in London. On April 25, 1816,

Byron shook the soil of his native land from his

shoes, and resumed that pilgrimage which has

added so much lustre to his poetic fame. With
the exception of his residences in Albania and in

Greece I have visited every spot associated with
his immortal name, and in one or two instances

notably at Bologna and at Albaro, near Genoa
I have taken steps toensurean eternal remembrance
of the houses in which he resided. At Pisa I was

chagrined to find the Palazzo Lanfranchi trans-

formed into the Palazzo Toscanelli. At Albaro
I found the Casa Saluzzo had been renamed the

Palazzo Cambiaso; at San Terenzio the famous
Villa Magni has been renamed Villa Maccarani;
and at Ravenna the Palazzo Guiccioli is now
known as the Palazzo Ghika. There are many
things to be said on this subject, but I think I have
fulfilled my duty by dispelling the myth relating
to No. 24, New Burlington Street, and with that,

for the present, I rest content.

RICHARD EDGCUMBE.
Hotel National, Montreux, Suiase.

ARTHURIAN LITERATURE (7
th S. xii. 448).

MR. JARRATT should not omit in his studies on
Arthurian literature to consult Mr. Skene's '

Celtic

Scotland' and ' Four Ancient Books of Wales.'

HERBERT MAXWELL.
^

ABIGAIL, LADY MASHAM (7
th S. xii. 387).

Allow me to refer G. F. R. B. to two articles

by me on this lady and her family, which appeared
in 'N. & Q.' (6

th S. vi. 137; x. 263), containing
information on the subjects, though perhaps he

has already noted them. I should say that further

information might be easily obtained from the

registers at High Laver, near Chipping Ongar,

Essex, in which churchyard many of the Maaham
family are buried in plain earth graves, on which

are stone slabs raised on brickwork. Once, when
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on a visit to the churchyard, where also John
Locke is buried, like Old Mortality I cleared out

the moss and lichen on the tomb covering the

remains of Abigail Hill, Lady Masham, the

favourite of Queen Anne, and easily read the

inscription. Many years ago the name Abigail
was one commonly applied to chambermaids at

inns or ladies' maids, and perhaps became
fashionable from having been borne by Lady
Masham. The name is but rarely used at the

present time. JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

DANISH BUTTER (7
th S. xii. 468). I advise

0. W. to apply to the editor of the Field (Breams
Buildings, E.G.), who will very likely be able to

answer the query. Or possibly Mr. Hudson, of

Ludgate Hill, might do so. There is a note at

page 923 of the last volume of the Field on '

Dairy
Associations in Denmark,' which may put C. W.
on the way to gain the information he seeks.

EDWARD V. WOLFERSTAN.
ArtaJClub, Hanover Square.

PLURAL OF TABLESPOONFTJL (7
th S. xii. 260,

309, 393, 472). My sympathies are altogether
with the plural tablespoonfuls. I should opine
that nobody has ever yet made the plural of

handful, handsful; and if so, why should table-

spoonful follow a different rule? Handfuls is

found five times in the A.V., as e.g. in Gen. xli. 47.

In the case of armtful instead of armfuls, am-

biguity might even arise, for tivo armtful might
well be understood to mean as much as a person's
two arms could hold, which would be the same as

one armful, if this were understood, as it commonly
is, to mean what can be held in a person's two
arms. The only plural given to armful in the
' N. E. >.' is armfuls, and one of the two examples
quoted is as old as 1579. The difficulty has

arisen, I presume, from the fact that the ful= full

in these words is commonly regarded as an

adjective, and that adjectives do not take a plural.
But an adjective when added to a substantive
to form a compound word ceases to be an adjec-
tive and the whole compound word becomes a sub-

stantive, and, as such, has the right to take the plural
affix at the end of it, and not in the middle. Com p.

meadow-tweet, in which sweet, originally an adjec-

tive, has become part of a substantive, and so one

ays meadow-tweets, and not meadows sweet, which
would mean something quite different.

The French are better off, inasmuch as they
express the ful by the fern, termination ec, so that

there is no compound word. Thus cuiller, four-
chette, maison, make cuilleree, fourchet(f)ee, mai-
tonnee. But this arrangement, by its very con-

venience,lands the French sometimes in difficulties.

Thus cuiller caf6= teaspoon, because coffee is the
French national beverage and tea isours. Teaspoon-
ful ought, therefore, logically to be (cuiller a cafe)

-\-ee; but as this little algebraically expressed addi-

tion sum cannot be carried out, they are obliged to

content themselves with the awkward and illogical,

but understandable, expression cuilleree a cafb
The question put forward by W. C. J. as to the

plural of prie-dieu and other French compound
words I should prefer to treat in a separate note, if

I may be allowed to do so. F. CHANCE.
Sydenham Hill .

Like W. C. B., I did much dispensing in the

days of my youth, and I used to correct the printed
labels from spoonsful to spoonfuls, for I thought it

rather hard on the patients to direct them to

swallow the spoons. But I was myself
" corrected"

for changing an "
elegant

" word into a "
vulgar

"

one. J. T. F.

Bishop Hatfield'a Hall, Durham.

The discussion of this question in ' N. & Q.' is

a small mercy for which I am grateful, as I have
never been quite sure what is the correct plural
of a much simpler compound word, viz.,

" Lord

Mayor." E. WALFORD, M.A.
Ventnor, Isle of Wight.

BURNS'S PORTRAITS (7
th S. xii. 280, 373, 437).

Another portrait of Burns, which I thought
the notes referred to in my last would have

brought to light, is the '
Cottar's Saturday Night,'

by David Allan, in which the poet is represented
as seated on the left of the "saint, the father,

and the husband." Burns, in his letter thanking
Mr. Thomson for the gift of the picture, states

that some of his friends think the likeness superior
to Nasmyth's. As the very joiner's apprentice
who opened the box containing the picture knew
his

"
phiz

"
at once, we may rest assured that the

portrait has its value and is worth the trouble of

inquiring after.

It hung in the poet's parlour beside the Rae-

bnrn portrait, also said to be the best presentment
of Scotia's bard, which I think very probable,
as Sir Henry was the best portrait painter of his

time. Allan's picture was exhibited in the

Crystal Palace at the centenary celebrations in

1859. Since then I have lost trace of it. During
the publication of my portrait articles I received

a letter from a gentleman in Ayrshire, who thought
that a picture recently acquired by him was the

"David Allan" in question. He very kindly
offered to have the picture sent for my inspection.
I have now examined this picture carefully, but to

me it is most unlike Allan's style of painting.

However, it answers in every detail to the descrip-

tion of the '
Cottar's Saturday Night

'
as given in

the Thomson - Burns correspondence. Perhaps
some reader of ' N. & Q.' has information on the

subject.
With regard to Reid, I may state that he painted

landscapes as well as portraits. I have seen it

stated that some of his pictures are in Edinburgh.
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Perhaps your courteous correspondent Mr. Gray,
of the Scottish National Portrait Gallery, is as

veil informed on this subject as on so many others

connected with art. Reid (Alexander Read ?)

exhibited a head of Mr. Ouchterlony in London
about 1770.

Since writing the foregoing I have had a letter

from Mrs. Hutchinson, the daughter of Col.

James Glencairn Burns, who states that Allan's

'Cottar's Saturday Night' is in her possession.
If one could be so fortunate as to discover the locale

of Reid's miniature, this would complete the list

of Burns portraiture. By the way, there used

to be a portrait of Burns hanging in Dunlop
House, the residence of the poet's friend Mrs.

Dunlop. It might be worth inquiring after.

Perhaps Mr. Nash, whose efforts hitherto have

proved so successful, will investigate the matter.

I do not know if Mr. Nash is aware that a por-
trait of Burns by Raeburn recently turned up in

Canada, and is now valued at several thousand

pounds. It is said that Raeburn did paint
a portrait of Burns. There is extant a letter of

Sir Henry's to this effect
;
and I have a book before

me in which it is stated by a gentleman recording
a visit he paid Mrs. Burns, the poet's widow, that

in the parlour hangs Allan's picture, and " the

original and best portrait of Burns by Raeburn."

This portrait, of course, is also, like Reid's,
"wanted." JOHN Mum.

48, Abboteford Place, Glaegow.

The long-lost miniature portrait of Robert
Burns by Alexander Reid, which I inquired for

at the first reference, has now been traced to

H udders-field, and the present possessor, who has

owned it for over thirty years, has forwarded it to

London for my inspection. Though inquired for

by several of the poet's biographers, it has never

been heard of since it was painted at Dumfries,
in 1795. E. BABRINGTON NASH.

THOMAS MOORE (7
tb S. xi. 177, 461 ; xii. 141,

292). The allegations in the note at the last refer-

ence amount to this : That if it is a misfortune not

to appreciate Wordsworth, it is equally a mis-

fortune not to appreciate Moore, which, of course,

means that Wordsworth and Moore are on about

the same poetic level. That Moore himself care-

fully treasured up all praises, even the most ex-

aggerated and fantastic, of his productions, we
know. But that he was not wholly unaware of his

real status as a poet more than one entry in his

diary suggests, e.g., his remark to Mr. Murray
(a propos of his possible share in editing Byron's

poetical works) that "the task would be a very

responsible one, particularly if it was a rhymer
like me who undertook to criticize such a poet"
(October 14, 1831). That Ireland's only poet is

her "
greatest lyrist

"
is, I suppose, indisputable.

But it is as indisputable that between the grave

and lofty muse of Wordsworth and the "
spangled

dancing-girl
" that served Moore for a muse no

comparison is possible.
The estimate current in Moore's day of his

poetic status belongs now to archaeology. That
estimate was not a result of

"
cerebration," even of

the unconscious kind. Its basis was not thought,

properly so called, at all, but merely a song-writing,

song-singing, and paequinading repute won in

those London drawing-rooms which were for Moore
the world, and whose applause was his breath of

life. His poetry in the main was what Gil Bias
called his empty bottle a body without a soul ;

a bo<Jy, too, laboriously pieced together from all

ends of the world of reading, mostly in the fantastic

and Eastern-allegory line ; that is to say, its

main feature is exactly that which genuine poetry,

by its very nature, excludes.

As regards my remark that Macaulay had been

kindly silent on certain weak points in Moore's
'Life of Byron,' I cannot see that it is to be

interpreted as imputing
"
dishonesty" on the part

of the reviewer. At least, if things of this sort

are to be labelled as dishonesty,
" who shall 'scape

whipping?" If J. B. S. must "record his repu-
diation "ofmy innocent suggestion,what does he say
to the exulting exclamation in which the same re-

viewer preluded to his essay on Croker's edition of

Boswell :
" See whether I don't dust that varlet's

jacket for him in the next number of the Blue and
Yellow. I detest him more than cold boiled

veal "
? Some of us, indeed, may dream of a colour-

less impartiality attainable in a man's expression
of his opinion on the attitude or the conclusions

of other men. But it will, I suspect, generally be
found that in actual life the result, on the whole,
is not untruly reflected in a passage in one of

Byron's letters : "I only know that I wrote it

with the fullest intention to be '

faithful and true
'

in my narrative, but not impartial No, by the

Lord ! I can't pretend to be that while I feel
"

(Letter to Moore, July 13, 1820).
THOMAS J. EWING.

Leamington,

HAT-PEGS IN CHURCHES (7
th S. xii. 349, 412,

497). In Thornton Church, near Horncastle, are

hat-pegs of wrought iron of good workmanship,
apparently about 1750.

ALBERT HARTSHORNE.

If I recollect rightly a hat-peg is still te be seen

in the pulpit of the old parish church of Craill,
in Fife. As a boy I remember often seeing Pres-

byterian ministers wearing gloves during divine

service. I have been told that the late Bishop
Forbes, of Brechin, used to wear lavender kid

gloves when officiating. The use of gloves is, no

doubt, a Catholic survival, for according to the

Roman rite bishops wear red (Roman purple)

gloves at solemn functions. GEORGE ANGUS.
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WHITSUNDAY (7
th S. xi. 506 ;

xii. 508, 233

277, 374, 449). PROF. SKKAT wants me to "for

once accept this, and thank" him. What am
I to thank him for ? He said (at xii. 277) of the

word Whitsul and Whitsulday,
" I believe both

forma to be wholly unauthorized
" that is to say

the Professor had forgotten bodily that there was

such a word as Whitsul in existence, or erer hac

been. He now, however, admits both its existence

and its etymology as I gave it. He ought, there

fore, to thank me for helping him to recover this

lapse of his memory. But I cannot see I have to

thank him so far. In my first communication (xii

233) I said, "So it is really Whitsulday, tide

week ; and Whitsuntide is as true of the whole

week as Sunday." This sentence might mislead a

reader who was careless into the supposition that

Whitsulday was as much established as the form
of Whitsunday. I did not mean that. My inten-

tion was to show that Whit&ulday and Whit-

sunday were expressions no more correct than is

Whitsun week; that it was simple nonsense to

draw all these distinctions, let all who will say

nay. This is now entirely admitted by the

Professor, and I should not have written about
it at all but that EUCLID said that PROF. SKEAT
insisted on the point

" with even unusual emphasis.'
If he never did so, so much the worse for EUCLID'S

wrong citation of his authority.
But the Professor repeats that Whitsulday

has nothing whatever to do with Whitsunday.
Further, he does not confess he was wrong about
Whitsul when he said it was "unauthorized,"
whilst now he says he accepts it, even etymology
and all. Whitsulday and Whitsunday are, how-

ever, connected, and very closely. Whitsul is

white food, and Whitsun is white sun. The white
food was distributed on the white day, and I

believe it was called Whitesun, because of the

distribution of white meat, and not at all because of

white dresses. This is not provable, neither is deri-

vation from the white garments provable, and mine
is the better reason, proof being absent. Another
point springs up. Sulgwyn is not Whitsuntide in

Welsh, as PROF. SKKAT says it is. Y Sulgwyn is

Whit Sunday. Whitsun week or Whitsuntide is

Wythnos y Sulgwyn (see G. D. Hughes's
'

English-
Welsh Diet.'). The Armoric form is Sul, the
Celtic is sul, syl, sil, and the Latin is Sol for sun.
Hence Whitsun, sul, syl, sil

t
sol are all variants of

that syllable which is being canvassed now. I
dare say that PROF. SKEAT, as an historical ety-
mologist, will demand reference'. I laugh at them.
References for the genesis of a word are as
useless as anatomy is in investigating the principle
of life. You can only employ it on a corpse. An
epitaph gives the day of birth, and next the day
of a man's death. Once a word is fixed in the

body of type the next thing to be announced is the

death, which in dictionary lingo is obsolete, set

against it. I have no objection to the dead his-

torical process, any more than I have to the
"

bills

of mortality "; but do not let us mistake them
for a record of life or for Boyle's 'Court Guide',
to living London, that is all. A word may be
written a thousand years before it gets into

type. It may also be uttered by the lips a
thousand years before it gets to be written. What
can you know, from type, of a word that has
existed two thousand years before type was heard
of ? So this word, which is older than the forests

of Britain that were waving when Caesar landed,
so far as the syllable sul or sol is concerned, might
have met the Roman legions, as Haul explains s

for the aspirate Saul, as a dialetical form of their

own Sol, solis. I care not whether it was or was
not

; but Whitsultide might very easily, even before

William the Conqueror, have been a variant of

Whitsuntide, and certainly, looked at this way,
has a very intimate connexion with it, regard it

in what light otherwise you choose. Let us admit
historic etymology to be good so far as it goes,
and so far as it in fact reaches, but it must lie

always outside of the true genesis of every word
that is at all vital. The more vital the word the

more useless is the historical type reference.

C. A. WARD.
Walthamstow.

IKNIELD AND RYCKNIKLD STREETS (7
th S. xii.

446). Dr. Guest writes :

"The name of the highway is written in our

Anglo-Saxon charters, Icenhilde weg, or Icenilde

Weg; but the latter mode of spelling the word is found

only in late or ill-written charters. The meaning of
Icenhilde weg is tolerably obvious. Ildd, war, battle,
forms in its genitive case /tilde, and this genitive case

enters freely into composition ;
thus rinc is a man, hilde-

rinc, a warrior; leoth, a song, hilde-leoth, a war song;
lil, a bill, hilde-iitt, a battle-axe, &c. According to the

analogy of these compounds we obtain from toeg, a way,
hUde-wey, a way fitted for military expedition, a high-

way, and Icen hilde-weg would be the Highway of the

[cen, or Iceni, the people into whose country this

trackway directly leads."
' The Four Bomn Roads,'

3. 12. extracted from Arch. Journal, No. 54, vol. xiv.

p. 109.

Rycknield is not so easily settled. Mr. Thorpe
akes it, in

' The Ancient Laws and Institutes of

England." as a clerical error for Hikenilde Street ;

>ut Dr. Guest considers that it does not rest only

upon the integrity of Higden's text, but has inde-

>endent grounds ;
and he suggests in a note that

here may possibly be a connexion between
Wraken and Ricknield in their etymology (ibid.

i. 7, note 8). Anyhow, the ridge or backbone has

no notice. Any one ought to think in reference

o the spelling outside an A.-S. charter,
" Freaum

labet in cornu," in any case. ED. MARSHALL.

SIR THOMAS CHAMBBRLAYNE, CREATED A
BARONET FEB. 4, 1642 (7

th S. xi. 367). Heylin,

Catalogue of Baronets' (1674), givesFeb. 4, 1642/3,
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as the date when Thomas Chamberlain, of Wick-

ham, Oxon., Esq., was created 424th baronet. In
Edw. Chamberlayne's

'

Angliie Notitia
'

(fifteenth
ed. 1684), p. 328, in the

"
List of Baronets of

England now Living, according to their Seniority,"
is a Sir Thomas Chamberlayne. In the

'

Encyclo-

paedia of Heraldry ; or, General Armory,' &c., by
John and John Bernard Burke, third ed. 1844,
is the following :

"
Chamberlayne (Presbury, co. Gloucester, Wickham,

co. Oxford, and Thoroldby, co. York ; originally sprung
from the Gpunta of Tankerville, and founded by Richard,
Chamberlain to King Stephen, who from his office

assumed his surname). Gu., an inescutcbeon ar., within
an orle of mullets or. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or,
an ass's head ar."

See also Gough's
' Camden's Britannia,' 1789,

vol. i. :

"
Shirburne, formerly a small castle of the Quatre-

mains, now the residence of the Chamberlans of the

family of the earls of Tankerville, who having been
antiently Chamberlains of Normandy, their posterity
laid aside the antient name of Tankerville, and assumed
that of Chamberlain from the office held by their
ancestors." P. 292.
"
Shirburne, within a mile of Wathelington church,

'where is a strong pile or castelet, longid to Quatre-
mains, since to Fowler, and by exchange now to Chaum-
brelein of Oxfordshire '

(Lei. ii. 10). It is now the seat
of the earl of Macclesfield." P. 309.

Gough's reference for the last sentence is Bishop
Gibson. EGBERT PIERPOINT.

St. Austin's, Warrington.

VELVET AS MALE ATTIRE IN ENGLAND (7
th S.

xii. 462). Your esteemed contributor on this sub-

ject remarks that "it would be interesting to
know when velvet was first introduced into

England, and its cheaper substitutes, velveteen
and fustian" He may, perhaps, be pleased to
hear that there is a useful and inexpensive
book of antiquarian reference on these and cog-
nate subjects, called "The Draper's Dictionary,
a Manual of Textile Fabrics, their History
and Applications ; by S. William Beck," a work
which Mr. George Augustus Sala spoke of in

the Sunday Times of June 28, 1891, as "that
most useful work, the '

Draper's Dictionary,' no

library of reference is complete without it." It

has, however, one all but disreputable, and at any
rate discreditable, feature, in the circumstance
that neither on the title-page nor elsewhere is there

any statement of the date of its publication. But
in the article on "Byssus" mention is made of
the Exhibition of 1878. I avail myself of the
work to furnish some little information on the

points referred to by MR. PICKFORD.
1. Velvet. Referring to Planches assertion, in

his
'

History of British Costume,' that under the
Latin name of villosa or the French villuse, velvet
is mentioned during the thirteenth century, the
author remarks that no authorities are given for

this statement ; and then quotes the following

passage from Planches later and more elaborate

work, the '

Cyclopaedia of Costume '
:

"
Notwithstanding the estimation in which this old

manufacture must have been held in the fourteenth

century, we hear little of it, either in prose or poetry,
during the reigns of the first three Edwards [1272-
1377] ; silk, satin, damask, cloth of gold, every rich stuff

being alluded to save velvet. It is not mentioned in the

sumptuary laws of Edward III., and appears for the
first time in an Act of the fourth of Henry IV., A.D.

1403, in which it is ordered that
' no man, not being a

banneret or person of higher estate, shall wear any cloth
of gold, of crimson of velvet, or motley velvet.' After
that period the mention of velvet is of frequent occur-

rence."

The Dictionary goes on to state :

" It is conjectured that the manufacture was first

brought from China; but for this, again, there is no
proof; and it is far more feasible [probable?] that the

making of fustian first suggested the way of weaving
silk in the same manner, when velvet would, of course,
result."

So, likewise, in the article on "
Fustian," it is

stated that :

" Fustian is woven in the same manner as velvet, even
to the shearing of its surface ; and Dr. Bock thinks
that this manufacture may have hinted to the Italians

the way of weaving silk in the same manner, and so of

producing velvet."

2. Fustian. It would appear from the above

passages that fustian is a material of earlier inven-

tion than velvet. Mr. Beck further states (p. 138),

that,
" From the tenth century until the expulsion of the

Moors, Spain was noted for its cotton fabrics, and prin-

cipally for the production of fustain."

He adds that Dr. Eock (in his 'Textile

Fabrics '),

"
gives the earliest date of its use in this country ;

'
for our countryman, St. Stephen Harding, when a

Cistercian Abbot and an old man, about the year 1114,
forbade chasubles in his church to be made of anything
but [either] fustain or fine linen.' It was common in

church robes during the Norman period, and was also

worn by the people ; being then esteemed not of such
low degree as at present, but rather as a seemly than a

costly material. In 1300 St. Paul's Cathedral possessed
a cope of fustian ; and in an English sermon preached
at the beginning of the thirteenth century, great blame
is found with the priest who had his chasuble made of

middling fustain. Subsequently fustain, perhaps of a
finer quality, became more fashionable. Chaucer clothes

a knight in it :

'Of Fustian he wered a gipon
All besmotred with his habergion.

'

'

Prologue to Canterbury Tales."
' '

3. As to Velveteen, I only find (p. 142) that,
" Velveteen andvelveret are commonly included among

fustians, as their manner of manufacture justifies."

JOHN W. BONE, F.S.A.

BRAVO : INCOGNITO (7
th S. xii. 184, 312, 377,

432). I am much disposed to think that MR.
WALFORD'S criticism, comparing incognito with

bravo, is misapplied, and that the former is, after
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all, a Latin adverb. It figures as an adjective in

Italian dictionaries, but so it does in French and

English dictionaries ; and I fancy that it is equally
a foreign word to all three, at least as much a

foreign word to modern Italian as uncuS is to

modern English. It is not true, in point of fact,

that a queen travels incognita; she is perfectly
well known throughout her way ;

bat she travels

in the state of affecting to be unknown, which I

take to be the thing implied by the quasi-adverbial

incognito, C. B. MOUNT.

If, as I believe is the case, bravo ! has become
as universally recognized an English interjection
as hurrah I not many readers of ' N. & Q.' will

object to the cheer quoted from the Birmingham
Daily Pott,

"
Bravo, little lady !

" The word has
the same form and sense in French. Littr6 says :

" En fran gals, on dit bravo pour toute personne
et toute chose, soit au singulier soit au pluriel,
soit au mascnlin, soit au fe"minin. Brava, bravi,

brave, sont italiens, non francise"?, et employe's
avec prevention par les dilettantes." Nor will the

condemnation of "the queen...has been travelling
incognito

"
as the outcome of modern ignorance,

be eupported by those who accept the canon that
the use of the majority of educated English people
determines what is English. Incognito is properly
treated as an adverb, and therefore as invariable.

HENRY ATTWELL.
Barnes.

I am under the impression that many people
not regardless of grammar uae the word incognito

adverbially, and thus consider it as applicable to a

queen upon her travels as to Haroun Alraschid

slumming in Baghdad.
Here is a funny example, from the pen of a

society journalist, Thursday, December 10, 1891 :

" What the princess likes most of all is to get
entirely away from the Court for a short time and
live incognito As the princess was staying at
the Tower strictly incognita." I am not at all

anxious to use either word ; but if I wished to
use not only one of them, but both, I should have
been inclined in this instance to transpose them.
What did the journalist mean 1 Perhaps he had
been reading

' N. & Q.,' and after writing incog-
nito recollected the objection, and wished to show
that he could be equal to the occasion. But for

my part I must confess that seeing one word in

Italian, I should have liked to see the remainder
of the sentence in the same language, for incog-
nita is not one of the words or phrases, such as

andante, or allegro, or dolce far niente, that we
have thought convenient to annex.

KILLIGREW.

May I ask MR. WALFORD his authority for

applying the very strong terms "modern ignor-
ance "

to those who "
degrade

" the word incognito
into an adverb 1 I have always been under the

impression that it is the right use of the word.

At any rate, those who use it have good authority

according to Latham's '

Dictionary,' &c. And I

certainly fail to find equal authority or, indeed,

any authority at all foe the modern use of the

word, such as, for instance,
" Her Majesty travelled

incognita as
" C. E. T.

Union Club.

The discussion raised on this word by L. L. K.
is very amusing. Every educated person is aware
that brava is the feminine form of bravo, as an

Italian adjective ; but bravo, I take it, is now as

much an English word as opera, we have adopted
both words. We speak of Spanish dons and
German fraus ; we call Livorno, Leghorn, and we
do not call Antwerp, Antverpen, Anvers, or

Amberes. L. L. K. wants a quotation for bravo

applied to a woman. He shall have one. In that

charming work 'Kealmab,' early in chap, xiii.,

Mrs. Milverton wishes that all mankind should

see the beauty of what Goethe calls renunciation.

Her husband replies, "Bravo, my dear!" The
author of '

Realmah,' a man of culture and of

many languages, is a good witness. May an

Englishman say that every day old fiascos are ex-

ploded ; or, the bona-robas of to-day hold a very
different place from the Hetairce. of old Greece 1

JAMES HOOFER.
Norwich.

ITALIAN AND FRENCH POETS (7
th S. xii. 507).

MR. BOUCHIER asks who is the greatest of

living French poets. If I may speak from some

personal observations, and if by the greatest is

signified the most popular, I should answer, Fran-

cois Coppe'e.

Perhaps the following anecdote may help to

elucidate the point. A few years ago I was living
in a Swiss pension where Coppe'e was a favourite

author with Monsieur and Madame. Among the

domestics was a young man of about nineteen,
whose duty it was to hew wood and draw water

for the establishment. One day on returning to

my room I found my Coppe'e gone. The garpon,

however, soon made his appearance, and with a

thousand humble apologies confessed that he had
taken it, thinking I was out. He furthermore

begged me to lend it him, that he might transcribe

some of the poems. I did not learn which of

them it was that had fascinated him so, but the

volume was the one that contains the much-to-be-

admired 'IntimiteV
I do not know if this proves the greatness of

Coppee. But I think it tends to show what a

superficial comparison will suggest, namely, that

the masses among the French-speaking people,

and, indeed, in other continental nations, are

much more susceptible to artistic and literary

influences than the lower orders in England. It

would be interesting to hear if any of the con-
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tributors to
' N. & Q.' has ever met with a

Betsy Jane who concealed a Tennyson in her

trunk, or a Sam Weller who read Rossetti on the

aly. T. P. ARMSTRONG.

The "
third Pleiad of poets still living," men-

tioned in the notice of Dr. Brewer's
'

Historic

Note-Book,' may refer to the poetical school

which was known of late under the name of
" Les

Parnassieus." Many of the members are still

living. Citulle MendH, who started the Eevue

Fantaisiste, Paris, 1860, was one of them. (See
Catulle Meudes's ' La Le'gende du Parnasse Con-

teniporain,' Bruxelles, August Ebrancart, 1884.)
*' Whom do the French consider their greatest

living poet ?
"

If the question had been put
before the death of Victor Hugo it would have

met with a very easy answer nay, perhaps it

had not been put at all. As the case stands now,
the answer is not likely to be so unanimous.
There are several poetical schools and branch

schools flourishing in France nowadays, and each

has its "great man" or "great men," who might
not be termed so by the others. Nevertheless,

among the living French poets there are two
names which seem to stand quite prominent
those of Leconte de Lisle, the author of 'Poemes

Antiques,' 1853, and 'Poemes et Poenes,' 1855,
and of Francis Edward Joachim Coppe"e, the

author of
' Le Reliquaire,' 1866, and '

Intimite's,'

1868, to which I shall venture to add, in the

second or third place, the name of Sully-Prud-
homme. DNARGKL.

MR. GLADSTONE ON SCOTT AND JEFFERSON
DAVIS (7

tb S. xii. 508). The Chester Courant for

Feb. 3, 1868, published an address by Mr. Glad-
stone at Hawarden "

to a local audience of neigh-
bours and friends" on the genius of Scott, in

which the following remarks occur, bearing on the

query :

"There are two great immortal names that are
Allowed to stand at the head of human kind one ia

Homer, who lived probably three thousand years ago;
the other is Shakeapere, whom we are proud to call our
own. I believe the literary world ia nearly unanimous
that those two are by far the greatest paintera of human
character that have ever lived. But 1 am not sure we
should be too audacious if we claimed for Scott the
third place among all the poets, all the writers, of all

the nations of the world. I should be very presumptuous
if I were to presume to give any judgment, but so far as

my knowledge goes, I would not hesitate to say that in

breadth and depth of knowledge of human nature, there
is no name that can bear successful comparison with
Sir Walter Scott Yet such is the skill of the artist,

although he has thus done what hardly anybody has
ever ventured to do, namely, placed broad humour side

by side with intense darkness and calamity, yet the

harmony of the work is not in the slightest degree dis-

turbed. I may remind you in the case of Shakespere,
broad humour is to be found chiefly in historical com-

positions, hardly to be found in his most remarkable
and deepest tragedies; yet this has been done in the
' Bride of Lammermoor.' ' Kenilworth

'

is distinguished,

on the other hand, by characters that one may call

august. That also is a deeply tragic work, such as

Shakespere might have exceeded, but such as no other

person ever born within these islands could have

equalled."
A copy of the address will also be found at the

end of the third volume (of eight novels) of the
"
Waverley Novels," ed. large 8vo., published by

A. & 0. Black in 1868. N. E. R.
Herrington.

Mr. Gladstone's reference to Jefferson Davis
and the Confederate States was made in a speech
he delivered in the Town Hall, Newcastle, on

Oct. 7, 1862. The only verbatim report of the

speech that was published at the time appeared in

the Newcastle Daily Chronicle. A reprint of it

was given in the Newcastle Weekly Chronicle of

December 12th last. The following is the passage
to which ANON, refers :

" Jefferson Davis and the other leaders of the South
have made an army ; they are making, it appears, a

navy ;
and they have made, gentlemen, what ia more

important than either, they have made a nation."

W. E. ADAMS.
Newcaatle-on-Tyne.

MELLISH (7
th S. xii. 507). Mellish's transla-

tion of
' Hermann und Dorothea ' was never pub-

lished, I believe, though Schiller in a letter to

Nohden, dated August 24, 1799, says it was offered

to Bell. I have in my possession a copy of

'Hermann und Dorothea,' with an autograph
dedication by Goethe to his godson, young Mellish,
"
dem," he says,

" der Vater der beste Dolmetsch
des gedichtes seyn kann," words which clearly
refer to the father as translator of the poem.

KTJNO METER.

QUEENBOROUGH (7
th S. xii. 467). The jest of

official persons being engaged in thatching is not

confined to Queenborough. I remember being told,

upwards of forty years ago, that when a certain

Rutlandshire landowner was waited upon by an

official person, whose duty it was to inform him
that he had been pricked for high sheriff^ he was

found thatching a stack. There is also, I think,
but of this am not quite certain, a similar story

relating to a Mayor of Griinsby. COM. LING.

Veni Brackley, ubi natm
Stirpe vili Magistratua,

Quern conspexi residentem,
Stramine tectum contegentem.

From thence to Brackley, as did beseem one,
The Mayor I saw, a wondrous mean one,

Sitting, thatching, and bestowing
On a wind-blown house a strawing,

' Baruabae Itinerarium,' third edit., 1723.

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

AFTER-GAME AT IRISH (7
tb S. xii. 149, 235,

332, 412). Halliwell has "
Aftircaste, a throw at

Dice after the game is ended
; anything done

too late." The term "aftergame" occurs in a
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remarkably Shakspearian passage in Bacon's

'Advancement of Learning' (p. 262, "Chandos

Classics
"
edition) :

" In third place I fet down reputation, because of the

peremptory tides and currents it bath, which, if they be

not taken in their due time, are seldom recovered, it

being extreme hard to play an after-game of reputation."

E. S. A.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &0.

Robert HerricJc: The Hetperides and Nolle Numbers.

Edited by Alfred Bollard. With a Preface by A. C.

Swinburne. 2 vols. (Lawrence & Bullen.)

WITH a lovely reprint of Herrick's '

Hesperides and

Noble Numbers ' Messrs. Lawrence & Bullen lead off a

new and very attractive series, to be called " The Muses'

Library." Never before has Herrick been presented in

so alluring a guise. Special value ia, of course, derived

from the preface of Mr. Swinburne, which is a model of

inspired criticism and eulogy. Unhesitatingly Mr. Swin-

burne puts Herrick as "first in rank and station of

English song-writers." Once more he declares Herrick

"the greatest eong-writer as surely as Shakespeare is

the greatest dramatist ever born of English race."

From this opinion few will dissent. To readers of
' N. & Q.'

Herrick appeals before all other poets as the man who
has enshrined and crystallized most of the quaint cus-

toms and faiths it is the special task of 'N. & Q.' to

collect. Never, surely, was there any
"
argument

"
lovelier

than that of his book, which, familiar as it is wherever

poetry is read, we must quote :

I sing of brooks, of blossoms, birds and bowers,
Of April, May, of June and July flowers,
I sing of May-poles, hack-carts, wassails, wakes,
Of bridegrooms, bi ides, and of their bridal cakes.

I sing of times trans-shifting, and I write

How roses first came red and lilies white ;

I write of groves, of twilight, and 1 sing
The Court of Mab and of the fairy king;
I write of hell

;
I sing (and ever shall)

Of heaven, and hope to have it after all.

In a daintier shape this inspired poet is not accessible.

The original titles are given in facsimile, and the mar-
vellous allegorical frontispiece, with Herrick looking "an
ancient Roman," and not at all an Englishman, is repro-
duced. Far more elegant than any type in use at the

time (1648), including even the best Elzevir type, is that

now furnished, and the two volumes are simply a delight
to sight and to touch. Mr. Pollard's editorial functions

are well discharged, and his notes and prefatory matter
are excellent. Herrick's muse is saucy at times, but
never unclean. In his epigrams, after the fashion of his

day, he is occasionally nasty, and he is generally coarse.

These are separately published. We sincerely advise all

purchasers to neglect these. A little wantonness in the
work of a poet may to some minds be a stimulus.

Mere physical nastiness, from which Rabelais might
shrink, is not very seductive, however, and one marvels
bow a man such as Herrick could bear to occupy his

mind with the scatological details be occasionally em-

ploys.

Dictionary of National Biography. Edited by Sidney
Lee. Vol. XXIX. (Smith, Elder & Co.)

So many sovereigns hight James or John come under
consideration in this latest volume of the '

Dictionary of

National Biography
'

that the historians may be said to
preside over its destinies. The Scottish Jameses are all
in change of Dr. JEneas Mackay. Their singularly
picturesque adventures are narrated with commendable
conciseness and spirit. Dr. Mackay holds that during
his long imprisonment in England James I. was safer
than among his turbulent noblemen. Concerning
James III. and his two successors much information,
only rendered accessible of late, is dispensed. Mr.
Samuel Kawson Gardiner naturally deals with James I.
of England, and epitomizes admirably the informa-
tion of which he is practically the sole possessor. His
biography is worthy of the highest praise. Prof. Ward
deals with James II. of England, and holds the scales-
with justice. It is said that James had in his youth the
worst possible education, and was through most of hi
life

" the slave of the immorality then universal in hi
rank, in which be contrived to caricature the excesses of
his brother." A comprehensive and instructive life of
King John is sent by the Rev. W. Hunt, who is also
responsible for many biographies of high antiquarian
interest. The share of the editor is not heavy, the
three principal biographies he sends being those o
Wm. Jerdan, the editor of the Literary Gazette; Jan
Seymour ;

and the Irelands of the Shakespearian for-

geries. Of the last-named a strikingly interesting ac-
count is written. The solitary contribution of import-
ance of Mr. Leslie Stephen is the life of Francis, Lord
Jeffrey. Mr. C. H. Firth supplies very valuable con-
tributions on Ingoldsby, I reton, and Jermyn. Judge
Jeffreys is one of several important and judicious bio-

graphies by Mr. G. F. Russell Barker, whose scholarly
research is inexhaustible. Other biographies of equal
merit are of Eyles Irwin, the Oriental traveller, and
Sir Robert Inglis. The conscientious research of Mise
Kate Norgate is exhibited under the head of Isabella,
the daughter of King John and wife of the Emperor
Frederick II., and under Joan, Queen of Scotland. Mr.
Bullen's contributions include Giles Jacob, Hildebrand
Jacob, and Soame Jenyns. Mr. Rigg writes on Sir
George Jesse!!, Sir Leoline Jenkins, and Sir Joseph
Jekyll. Joseph Jekyll, the wit, is one of many very
meritorious lives by Mr. Courtney. Among others Dr.
Garnett deals with Mrs. Jameson and with the Rev.
Edward Irving, a difficult subject. Precentor Variables'
has a short life of Thomas Jane, Bishop of Norwich,
and one of Dr. Jeremie, the late Dean of Lincoln. Mr.
Thomas Bayne supplies interesting records concerning
Scottish poets. Prof. Laughton's lives of sailors con-
stitute a known and valuable feature in successive
volumes. Dr. Norman Moore, Mr. Boase, Dr. Greenhill,
Mr. Lionel Cust, Mr. Tedder, and Mr. Charles Welch
are also seen to advantage.

The Works of William Shakespeare. Edited by William,
Aldis Wright. Vol. V. (Macmillan & Co.)

THE new volume of this model edition of Shakspeare is
out in time for the student of the great revival at the
Lyceum to be able to follow it by the aid of the best of
existing texts. Very steady progress is made with the
republication, the present volume concluding the whole
of the historical plays. In itself it is the least interest-
ing volume of the series, since out of the five plays which
it contains one only is of undisputed authorship. Modern
criticism has deprived Shakspeare of all practical claim
whatever to the three parts of '

King Henry VI ' and
to '

King Henry Vlll.,' so that '

King Richard III.' is
all the Shakspeare the volume contains. These things
do not in any fashion lighten the burden of the editor
since the same exquisite minuteness of detail has to be
observed in dealing with the text, and the false ore
is as curiously analyzed as the genuine. It is not
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likely that an edition of Shakspeare from which these

plays disappear will be given to the world, though
nothing is more probable than that some eminently con-

scientious editor may some day relegate them into an

appendix. Mean time the readings and conjectures are

not lees numerous here than in other plays, and the

suggested emendations are given in the foot-notes with

unswerving conscientiousness.

Kolokotrones, the Klepht and the Warrior, &c. Trans-

lated from the Greek, with Introduction and Notes, by
Mrs. Edmonds. (Fisher Unwin.)

THIS book forms the tenth volume of the " Adventure
Series." It contains a preface by M. Gennadius, the

Greek minister in this country, who expresses his

opinion that the Greek text of the autobiography, of

which Mrs. Edmonds has here given an abridged English
version, ia

" one of the most noteworthy contributions

to modern Greek literature." It appears that this

autobiography was written under the dictation of Kolo-
kotrones by George Tertzetis, the librarian of the Greek

Parliament, by whom it was published in 1852. In its

English drees we are afraid that it will not be found to

be very lively reading, though it throws an interesting

light upon the history of the Greek War of Indepen-
dence.

The Life of St. Cuthbert. (Surtees Society.)

THIS metrical life of St. Cuthbert has been edited by
the Rev. J. T. Fowler from a unique MS. in the posses-
sion of the Earl of Carlisle. It is written in Northern

English of the middle of the fifteenth century, and is

based for the most part on Latin lives already edited,

especially those composed by Bede. Mr. Fowler has done
his part very thoroughly in appending judicious notes to

the text and an admirable glossary. Although he

modestly deprecates criticism, on the ground that this

is his first experience in the way of editing a text, we
can, without flattery, congratulate him on having
achieved an excellent and conscientious piece of work,
of which he has no cause to be ashamed. The
only slip of any importance which we have noticed
is in his note on " the monthe of luyde

"
in the early

version of circ. 1290, i. ., the month of March when
St. Cuthbert died. This he connects with O.E. Mud,
loud, tumultuous, with reference to the March winds,
p. [8]. Luyde is, of course, A.-S. liSa, i.e.,

" the mild
month," as compared with the winter months, from
lifte. mild, and is so explained by Bede himself (see

Hampson,
' Medii M\\ Kalendarium,' ii. 244, 249). The

Cornish folk still have lide in common use for March
(Folk-lore Journal, 1886, iv. 221). An interesting word
preserved by Kennett as thurs-house (giant's house), with
the meaning of an inhabited cave, here receives a wel-
come illustration. Cuthbert's oratory at Lindisfarne is
" now calde be thru* house as men tell

"
(1. 2180).

Again,
"
skyre thursday

"
(1. 2277), occurring as a name

of Maundy Thursday, affords a connecting link between
the more usual English form " Shere Thursday," and
the Icelandic skiri-\>6rsdagr, i. e., cleansing or washing
Thursday, with allusion to the foot-washing then ob-
served.

Calendar of State Papers and Manuscripts relating to

English Affairs existing in the Collections at Venice,
1558-1580. By the late Rawdon Brown and Eight
Hon. G. Cavendish Bentinck. Vol. VIL (Eyre &
Spottiswoode.)

WE fear the Calendars of Venetian State Papers are
not receiving adequate attention. They are, of course,
not intended for popular reading, but we are not
sure that the students of our own history give them

*he attention they deserve. Venice was one of the eyes
of the South. Her agents not only looked after the

affairs of the Bride of the Adriatic with a thoughtful
care such as few modern officials imitate, but they had
a wide interest in what was going on in the states to

which they were acredited. In the volume before us wa
gain many valuable side-lights as to the final establish-

ment of Protestantism under Elizabeth.

Mr. Rawdon Brown discovered at Mantua a series of

letters written by some unknown hand the author

signs himself "
II Schifanoya," that is, a lazy fellow

which throw great light on the evolution of events in

that troubled time. We wish that some of the lazy
fellows who leave our shores for sunnier climes would

compile, for the instruction of those who come after us,
documents of the same character.

Nothing seems to have been too trivial for the notice

of these Italian agents. At one time we have an account
of a certain gentleman called Scotto, who was so deft at

playing tricks with cards that he could wile his way to

familiarity with kings and all kind of great personages;
at another we learn that the festival of England's patron
Saint George was at the first observed with the old

splendour. There seems to have been good reason for the

Government of the new queen restricting stage plays.
Within a year after Mary's death we hear that in the
London public-houses the late queen and Cardinal Pole

were brought upon the stage for the purpose of bringing
their memories into contempt.
We do not think that the volume before us contains

any new facts of importance regarding Mary, Queen of

Scots, but there are many entries concerning her which
will help the future historian to add life and colour to

his picture.

English Wayfaring Life in the Middle Ages. By J. J.

Jusserand. Translated by Lucy Toulmin-Smith.

(Fisher Unwin.)
WK spoke with high praise of Dr. Jusserand's brilliant

and useful volume upon its first appearance. Its re-

cognition has been proportionate to its merits, and it has
now reached a fourth edition. The illustrations, which
added greatly to the value of an erudite and fascinating

work, are preserved, and the owner of this new and

cheaper edition is in general respects as well off as the

purchaser of the first issue.

We must call special attention to the following notices :

ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.

To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the

signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to

appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication "

Duplicate."

R. B. B. ('Euphranon'). The late E. Fitzgerald.

NOT1GS.
Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The

Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Advertisements and
Business Letters to " The Publisher "at the Office, 22,
look's Court, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, E.C.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return com -

munications which, for any reason, we do not print; and
to this rule we can make no exception.
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PARAGON.
(See 7* S. xii. 228, 317, 412.)

The origin of this word' has been sought in

Greek, Latin, and Spanish. The earliest etymon
suggested appears to be that by Nicot, better

known as the introducer of tobacco from Spain
into France than by his dictionary of the language
of the latter country, published in 1573. Menage,
in his

'

Etymological Dictionary,' 2 vols. folio, Paris,

1750, quotes Nicot's derivation of paragon, from
which one may extract this much,

"
C'est une

chose excellemment parfaite," to which others of

the same kind may be compared, "pour ec,avoir a

quel degre de perfection elles atteignent. EC en
ce qui le voudroit extraire de irapdyetv des Grecs,
ce ne seroit pas hors de propos. Ancuns inter-

pretent ce mot ab effectu ; disans que paragon est

res qu(K aliis composita ac collata, illas delet sua
excellentia ; et le tirent du dit irapa.ye.iv, selon ce

qu'il signifie aussi prasterire ; duquel le participe
est Tropaywv." The word being also written

parangon, some derive it from "
TrapayKowfo/icu,

qui signifie obvios et admotos cubito amolior [I
elbow others out of my way], mais c'est le repatrier
trop loing." Menage remarks, "Nicot n'a pas
bleu rencontre" en cette e"tymologie." Henry Ste-

phens, Itowever, agrees with Nicot,
" Mot ancien,

que nous avou Dris des Grecs"; and Menage says,

" Je ne sais point qui est 1'original des deux ;

Nicot et Henri Etienne ayant ecrit en rnGoie

terns." This was about the middle of the sixteenth

century. This etymology was adopted by the
authors of the ' Vocabolario della Crusca,' Firenze,
1733; by Richardson, 1836; Todd, in his edition
of Johnson, 1827; and Thomson, 'Etymons of

English Words,' 1826. Skinner,
'

Etymologicon/
1671, says,

"
Paragon, eximium exemplar sou Idea,

a Lat. Par, vel Parare, pro comparare, et Gr.

dywi' Certamen ; vel, ut ab una lingua originem
petam, quod semper ab etymologo conandum est,
a Gr. Ilapa juxta, et 'Aywv, q. d. quod juxta
positum de palma certat." It may be with refer-

ence to this that Littre remark?, under
"
Parangon,"" On ne peut songer au grec Trapo, et dywv, lutte,

rivalite, puisque Trapaywv n'existe pas en grec, et

que les langues romanes n'avaient aucun moyen
(le mot est ancien dans 1'espagnol et 1'italien) de
combiner deux Elements grecs."

Secondly, Menage himself derives it from
Latin :

" Le Francois paragon, ou parangon,
comme PItalien paragone, on parancone, a 6te fait

de par paris. Par paris, paricns, parico, pariconis,

paricone, paracone, Paragon, &c. Ou bien ; par,

paris, paratium (d'ou parage) paraticam, para-

tico, paraticone, Paragon." Most of these forms
are evidently imagined for the occasion. In
mediaeval Latin, the lexicon of Papias (who lived

about 1050) has the word paragonitoit ; bat

this, as is manifest from the meaning attached to

it,
"
mitigat, oblectat, temperat," is a mistake for

paregorizat, as was poihted out by Ducange under
"
Paregorizare,"

"
Perperam Paragonizat praeferunt

Oodd. MSS. et editi." Ducange, however, has

paragonicus, quoting from Joannes Hocsemius

[who was born in 1273 and died in 1348), "in
concha paragonica constantini," said to be equiva-
lent in meaning to porphyretica, "nisi ita legi
debeat apud Hocsemium, vel Pentagonica." He
also has "

Paragonisare, comparare, conferre, a
veteri Gallico Paragonner, vel Parangonner, nuno

omparer dicimns."
" Me mnltis dicebam optimum

iabere byzantium, diligenter illud revolvens et

3aragonisans reperi fore aereum."
' Acta S. Ray-

lerii,' to. iii., Junii, p. 443. The date is not given,
jut would be either in the thirteenth, or more

jrobably in the fourteenth, century, as Rainier de
Pise died, "en odeur de saintete' 1'an 1351," and
no such remark is vouchsafed to Eainier de Lom-
)ardie or Rainier de Plaisance, both of the thir-

eenth century, by the Peres Richard et Giraud,
n their

'

Bibliotheque Sacree.' Surius does not

mention S. Raynerins, and I have not the Bol-

andists to consult. From the above passage it

ippears that paragonisans means applying the

;ouchstone to the "numnius Bjzantius," and that

t is from the Italian paragone, one meaning of

which is
"

index, lapis Lydius : xpvo-iris, @<i<ra-

vos : Pietra sulla quale fregando 1' oro, e 1* ariento,
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si fa pruova della loro qualita," rather than from

the old French, as Ducange states. The derivation

proposed by Menage incurs the censure passed by
himself on Nicot.

Thirdly, in his
'

Etymological Dictionary of the

Eomance Languages,' Diez propounds an etymo-

logy which derives the word from the Spanish.

The second edition of bis work, published at Bonn

in 1861, was the basis of Donkin's in 1864, who

gives it thus :

"
Paragone, It. Sp. paragon, paran-

gon, O.Fr. parangon, E. paragon; prop. = com-

parison. It is from the Span, para con; e.g. la

criatura para con el criador, not from the Greek."

Diez himself, in his fifth edition, Bonn, 1887, 8vo.,

repeats this: "Paragone, it. sp. paragon, parangon,

fr. veil, parangon vergleichung. Das wort ist von

Spanien ausgegangen, und dankt seinen ursprung
den substantivisch angewandten prapositionen

PARA CON, z. b. la criatura para con el criador, das

gescbbpf in vergleich mit dem Scbbpfer, c zwischen

vocalen musate zu g herabsteigen. Es ist also

verlorene miihe es im griechischen aufzusuchen."

Wedgwood, 1862, adopts thif, calling "para con a

compound preposition, and adding two examples,

Para con migo, in comparison with me ; para con

el, according to him." Palmer,
' Folk Etymology,'

1882,
"
Paragon, so spelt from a false analogy to

words like pentagon, heptagon, &c., is a word made

up of the two Spanish prepositions para con."

He overlooks the rule laid down by Diez that c

between two vowels must become g. The ordi-

nary dictionaries, Ogilvie, Webster, Worcester,

repeat this derivation.

Finally, our chief authority on these matters,

Prof. Skeat, inserts this etymology in his
' Dic-

tionary': "Paragon, a model of excellence (F.

Span. L.)." This, according to the explanation
of the symbol , implies that the word was intro-

duced into English from the French, that the

French word was derived from the Spanish, and,

further, that the Spanish was derived from the

Latin.
"

/3. A singular word, owing its origin to

two prepositions united in a phrase Span, para
eon, in comparison with ;

in such phrases as para
con migo, in comparison with me ; para con el, in

comparison with him. Span, para, for, to, towards,

which is itself a compound prep, answering to

O.Span. pora from Lat. pro ad (see Diez); and

con, with, from Lat. cum, with. Thus it is really

equivalent to the three Latin prepositions pro, ad,

and cum."

Littre", under "Parangon," says, "Etym. Esp.

paragon ; Ital. paragone. Diez le tire de 1'espagnol

para con, double preposition qui signifie en com-

parison de ;
la criatum, &c. On a dit el para con,

comme nous disons le pourquoi; puis para con

s'est alt^re* en paragon." Brachet has "
Parangon,

a comparison ; fr. Sp. paragon ( 26)," at which

reference, p. xxxiii, Clarendon Press ed., 1878, we
find :

" The wars of the League and the long occu-

pation of French soil by Spanish armies towards
the end of the sixteenth century spread wide

among the French nation the knowledge of the

Castilian speech. This invasion, which lastad

from the time of Henry IV. to the death of Louis

XIII., left very distinct marks on the French

language." This would be from 1590 to 1643.

Among the words introduced is paragon ; and he

continues,
" most of these importations are later

than the time of Charles IX." (1560-74).
W. E. BOOKLET.

(.To le continued,)

ENGLISH QUEENS OF ENGLAND.

Of these, since the Conquest, there have been-

twelve, or, if we count the Empress Maud (or
Matilda) and Lady Jane Grey, fourteen.

It has always been a disputed point as to

whether the Empress Maud (daughter and heir of

Henry I.) should be reckoned among the Queens
of England. She called herself Lady (Domina)
of the English. She certainly was never crowned,
although she had possession for a time of the

crown itself. She was proclaimed queen at Win-

chester, after taking Stephen prisoner, 11401,
but was obliged later on to fly from London and
its justly incensed citizens, and eventually aban-
doned her claims in favour of her son Henry. On
her great seal is inscribed " Mathildis Dei Gratia

Romanorum Regina "; and in her grant of the

earldom of Hereford to Milo Fitzwalter she used
the title of "Matilda Imperatrix Henrici Regis-
filia et Anglorum Domina."

Lady Jane Dudley (better known by her maiden
name of Jane Grey), the nine-days' queen of

hapless memory, was proclaimed queen in London

July 10, 1553, and in a State Paper, dated 15th

of that month, she is described as being
"
in real

and actual possession of the crown."
Of the right of the sister queens, Mary I. and

Elizabeth, of Mary IF. and Anne, and of Her
Most Gracious Majesty Queen Victoria to the

title of Englishwomen there can be no question.
The queens consort of England, commencing

with Matilda of Flanders, wife of William the

Conqueror, and ending with Adelaide of Saxe

Meiningen, wife of William IV., number thirty-
five in all.

Of these seven only were English born.

1. The first English Queen of England (unless-

we reckon the Empress Maud as such) since the

Conquest was Elizabeth, Lady Ferrers of Groby,.

daughter of Richard Woodville, Lord (afterwards
Earl of) Rivers, K.G., and widow of Sir John

Grey, eldest son of Edward, Lord Ferrers of

Groby, whom he succeeded in 1457, although he-

was never summoned to Parliament. She was

married to King Edward IV. May 1, 1404, and
crowned at Westminster May 2fi, 1465. Sh&
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died at Bermondsey Abbey June 7, 1492, and
was buried in St. George's Chapel, Windsor.

2. The gentle Anne Nevill, second and youngest
daughter and coheir of the "last of the barons,"
the famous king-maker, Richard, Earl of Warwick,
was the next Englishwoman by birth who wore
the crown matrimonial of England. She, like

her predecessor, was twice married. Her first

husband was the young and gallant Edward

Plantagenet, Prince of Wales, only son of King
Henry VI. She married, secondly, her cousin

Richard, Duke of Gloucester, who became king
in 1483. She was crowned with him at. West-
minster July 6, and again at York on Septem-
ber 8 of that year. She died at Westminster
Palace March 16, 1484/5, and was buried in the

abbey there, near the high altar.

3. Elizabeth Plantagenet, eldest daughter of

King Edward IV., and sister and heir to the

"princes in the Tower," became upon their death

<)ueen of England de jure. She was crowned at

Westminster November 25, 1487, but only as

queen consort to Henry Tudor, her uncle
Richard's successor on the throne. Henry was
descended from the bastard house of Beaufort

through his mother (who survived him), but that

descent gave him no claim to the throne. The
right of Henry VIII., his son, was incontestable,
as he through his mother was the undoubted heir

and representative of King Edward III., and as

such of William the Conqueror. Queen Eliza-

beth of York died in the palace of the Tower

February 11, 1502/3, the day on which she com-

pleted her thirty-eighth year. She was buried
near her husband in the magnificent chapel built

by him at Westminster.
4. Anne Boleyn, Marchioness of Pembroke,

eldest daughter of Thomas, Earl of Wiltshire and

Ormond, K.G., was the first of the four English-
born queens who shared the throne of Henry
VIII. She was privately married January 25,
1533, and crowned at Westminster June 1, 1534.
After her execution on Tower Green, May 19,

1536, her body was interred in St. Peter's Chapel.
Whether it was or was not afterwards removed and

conveyed to Salle, in Norfolk, is a doubtful point.
41A plain black marble slab," says Miss Strick-

land,
" without any inscription, is still shown in

Salle Church as a monumental memorial of this

queen, and is generally supposed by all classes
of persons in that neighbourhood to cover her
remains."

5. Jane, eldest daughter of Sir John Seymour,
of Wolf Hall, co. Wilts, and Margaret, daughter
of Sir Henry Wentworth, of Nettlestead, co.

Suffolk, the third wife of King Henry VIII., was
married to the Royal Bluebeard on May 20, 1536.
Her predecessor had expired on Tower Green the

day before. Preparations were made for her

coronation, but it never took place, as she died at

Hampton Court Palace October 24-5, 1537, a
few days after the birth of her only child, after-

wards King Edward VI. She was buried in St.

George's Chapel, Windsor.
6. Catherine, second daughter of Lord Edmund

Howard, by Joyce, Lady Leigh, daughter and co-

heir of Sir Richard Culpeper, of Hollingbourne,
co. Kent, and widow of Sir John Leigh, Knight,
was introduced by Henry' VIII. to his Court as

queen May 8, 1540. Her reign was shorter even
than that of her cousin and predecessor Q'leen
Anne Boleyn. On February 13, 1541/2 she waa
beheaded on Tower Green, and Henry was free to

marry again. Her remains were interred in St.

Peter's Chapel, on the green.
7. Catherine, Lady Latimer, daughter of Sir

Thomas Parr, of Kendal, co. Westmoreland, and

widow, first, of Edward Lord Borough, who died

1528/9, and, secondly, of John Lord Latimer, who
died 1542/3, was married to King Henry VIII.
as his sixth wife, July 12, 1543. This queen
narrowly escaped the fate of two of her unfortu-

nate predecessors. The warrant for her arrest had
been issued, and might have been speedily followed

by her execution, had she not, by her ready wit
and the skilful exercise of her influence over the

king, succeeded in averting his wrath. After his

death she was married to her fourth husband,
Thomas Seymour, Lord Seymour, of Sudley, a

younger brother of the Protector Somerset, and
of Queen Jane, Henry's third wife. She died

September 5, 1548, leaving one child, a daughter,

by her last marriage.

Nearly 350 years have elapsed since a queen
consort of English birth has shared the throne of

these realms. C. H.

SHAM BOOK -TITLES.

Hood's famous jokes, composed in the thirties,

at the instance of the then Duke of Devonshire, for

a door in the library at Chatswortb, and still to be
aeen there, are in many instances unintelligible to

the present generation, because they contain allu-

sions which, though in Hood's time familiar to

everybody, are not so now. It is a pity that so

much excellent fun should be lost. I therefore

append a list, extracted from ' Memorials of

Thomas Hood,' by Mrs. Broderip and Thomas

Hood, jun. In some instances, such as "John-
son's Contradictionary," no explanation is ever

likely to be wanted; in others, where it is neces-

sary, I have given it where I could. Perhaps
some other correspondent will supply my
omissions :

On the Lung Arno in Consumption. By D. Cline.
Dante's Inferno; or, Description of Van Demon's Land.
The Racing Calendar, with the Eclipses for 1831.

Eclipse waa a famous racehorse.
Ye Devill on Two Styx (Black Letter). 2 vols.

On Cutting off Heirs with a Shilling. By Barber Beau-
mont. Who waa Barber Beaumont?
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Percy Vere. In 40 volumes.

Oalerie des Grands Tableaux, par les Petits Maitres.

On the Affinity of the Death Watch and Sheep Tick.

Lamb's Recollections of Suett. Dicky Suett was a

famous comedian.
Lamb on the Death of Wolfe.

The Hoptician, by Lord Farnham. The country
about Farnham is famous for hops, but manifestly there

is more in the joke than that.

Tadpoles ; or, Tales out of my own Head.

On the connexion between the River Oder and the

River Wezel.

Malthus's Attack of Infantry. Malthus was a writer

on political economy, whose teaching was popularly

supposed to inculcate restriction of the birth of children.

McAdam's Views in Rhodes. McAdam was the

engineer who taught how coach roads should be made.

Spenser, with Chaucer's Tales. A spenser was a short

overcoat.

Autographia ; or, Man's Nature known by his Sig-

nature.

Manfred!, translated by Defoe.

Earl Grey on Early Rising. Earl Grey rose, while

still young high, in political life.

Plurality of Living, with Regard to the Common Cat.

The Life of Zimmermann. By Himself. Zimmer-
mann was the author of a book on Solitude.

On the Quadrature of the Circle and Squaring in the

Ring, by J. Mendoza. Mendoza was a champion
pugilist.

Gall's Sculler's Fares. Gall and Spurzheim invented,

practically, phrenology.
Bish's Retreat of the Ten Thousand.
Dibdin's Cream of Tar.
Cornaro on Longevity and the Construction of 74s.

Pompeii ; or. Memoirs of a Black Footman. By Sir W.
Gell. The allusion is to Sir W. Gell's book on Pompeii,
and to Pompey, the name which all black footmen
went by.

Pygmalion. By Lord Bacon.

Macintosh, Maccullpch, and Macaulay on Almacks.
Almaeks was a fashionable club which gave balls at
Willis's Rooms.
On Trial by Jury, with remarkable Packing Cases.
On the Distinction between Lawgivers and Law-

sellers. By Lord Brougham.
Memoirs of Mrs. Mountain. By Ben Lomond. Who

was Mrs. Mountain] [A vocalist, died 1841, aged
seventy.]
Feu mon pere feu ma mere. Par Swing. In the

thirties the agricultural labourers fired hayricks and
rioted all over England. Their leader's pseudonym was
Swing.

Boyle on Steam.
Rules for Punctuation. By a thoroughbred Pointer.
Blaine on Equestrian Burglary ;

or the Brtaking-in of
Horses. Who was Blaine '! [Author of '

Encyclopaedia
of Rural Sports

'

and works on veterinary subjects.]
Chronological Account of the Date Tree.
Hughes Ball on Duelling. Who was Hughes Ball ?

Book-keeping. By Single Entry.
John Knox on Death's Door.

Designs for Friezes. By Capt. Parry. Capt. Parry,
R.N., was a famous Arctic region explorer.
Remarks on the Terra Gotta or Mud Cottages of

Ireland.

Considerations sur le Vrai Guy, et le Faux.
Kosciusco on the right of the Poles to stick up for

themselves. Kosciusco was a Polish patriot
Prize Poems, in Blank Verse.
On the Site of Tully's Offices. Cicero de Officiis is

alluded to.

The Rape of the Lock, with Bramah's Notes.

Erainah "as a celebrated locksmith.

Haughty-cultural Remarks on London Pride.

London Pride is a garden flower.

Annual Parliaments ;
a Plea for Short Commons.

Michau on Ball Practice. Madame Michau was a

well-known dancing mistress.

On Sore Throats and the Migration of the Swallow.

By T. Abernethy. Abernethy was a physician.

Scott and Lot. By the Author of 'Waverley.' In pro-

Reform days men voted by "scot and lot," a franchise

now abolished.

Debrett on Chain Piers.

Voltaire, Volnay, Volta. 3 vols.

Peel, on Bell's System. What was Bell's System.
Grose's Slang Dictionary; or, Vocabulary of Grose

Language.
Freeling on Enclosing Waste Lands. Who was Free-

ling ?
" Free Ling

"
is only part of the joke seemingly.

[Qy. see
" Francis Freeling

"
in

'

Diet. Nat. Biog.']

Elegy on a Black-Cock shot amongst the Moors. By W.
Wilberforce, Wilberforce, the champion of negro

emancipation is meant.
Johnson's Contradictionary.
Sir T. Lawrence on the Complexion of Fairies and

Brownies.
Life of Jack Ketch, with Cuts of his own Execution.

Jack Ketch used to be a name for hangmen. It seems
to be falling into disuse.

Barrow on the Common Weal.

Hoyle's Quadrupedia ; or, Rules of All-Fours. Hoyle
was a writer on games of cards, of which all-fours was
one.

Campaigns of the British Arm. By one of the German
Leg. The German Legion in Peninsular War times

formed part of the British Army.
Cursory Remarks on Swearing.
On the Collar of the Garter. By Miss Baily of Hali-

fax. The allusion is to George Coleman's popular song
about Miss Baily of Halifax, who hanged herself in her

garters.

Shelley's Conchologist.
Recollections of Bannister. By Lord Stair. Jack

Bannister was a celebrated comic actor.
The Hole Duty of Man. By J. P. Brunei. Brunei

and his Thames Tunnel are alluded to, but the initials of
his Christian names were I. K.

Ude's Tables of Interest. Ude was a famous French
cook in the royal household, and author of a cookery
book.

Chantrey on the Sculpture of the Chipaway Indians.
The Scottish Boccaccio. By D. Cameron.
Cook's Specimens of the Sandwich Tongue.
In-i-en on Secret Entrances. Inigo Jones, archi

tect of Whitehall in James I.'s time is referred to.

Hoyle on the Game Lawa.
Memoires de La-porte.

THORNFIELD.

A MAN IN A WHALE'S STOMACH. The
following account of a most extraordinary
occurrence is taken from the Great Yarmouth
Mercury of October last. It is so wonderful that
I have ventured to ask the Editor of

' N. & Q.
'

to

insert it, hoping to receive some corroboration
from its readers or particulars of any similar

instances such as are mentioned at its conclusion.
I had always understood that a whale's throat was
far too small to admit anything so bulky as a

body, and that Jonah's whale was either n ante-
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diluvian animal, or one specially created for the

purpose :

" Last February the whaling ship Star of the East

was in the vicinity of the Falkland Islands searching for

whales, which were very scarce. One morning the look

out sighted a whale about three miles away on the star-

board quarter. Two boats were manned. In a short

time one of the boats was near enough to enable the

harpooner to send a spear into the whale, which proved
to be an exceedingly large one. With the shaft in its

side the animal sounded and then sped away, dragging
the boat after him with terrible speed. He swam straight

away about five miles, when he turned and came back,
almost directly toward the spot where he had been har-

pooned. The second boat waited for him, and when but
a short distance away from it, he rose to the surface. As
soon aa his back showed above the surface of the water,
the harpooner in the second boat drove another spear
into him. The pain apparently crazed the whale, for it

threshed about fearfully, and it was feared that the boats
would be swamped and the crews drowned. Finally, the
whale swam away, dragging the two boats after him. He
went about three miles and sounded or sank, and his
whereabouts could not be exactly told. The lines attached
to the harpoons were slack, and the harpooners began
slowly to drag them in and coil them in the tubs. As
soon as they were tautened the whale arose to the sur-
face and beat about with its tail in the maddest fashion.
The boats attempted to get beyond the reach of the
animal, which was apparently in its death agonies, and
one of them succeeded, but the other was less fortunate.
The whale struck it with his nose and upset it. The
men were thrown into the water, and before the crew of
the other boat could pick them up one man was drowned
and James Hartley had disappeared. When the whale
became quiet from exhaustion the waters were searched
for Bartley, but he could not be found, and, under the
impression that he had been struck by the whale's tail
and sunk to the bottom, the survivors rowed back to the
ship. The whale was dead, and in a few hours the great
body was lying by the ship's side, and the men were busywith axes and spades cutting through the flesh to secure
the fat. They worked all day and a part of the night.
They resumed operations the next forenoon, and were
soon down to the stomach, which was to be hoisted to
the deck. The woAmen were startled while labouring
to clear it, and to fasten the chain about it to discover
something doubled up in it that gave spasmodic signs of
life. The vast pouch was hoisted to the deck and cut
open, and inside was found the missing sailor doubled upand unconscious. He was laid out on the deck and
treated to a bath of sea water, which soon revived him,but his mind was not clear, and he was placed in the
captain's quarters, where he remained two weeks, a
raving lunatic. He was carefully treated by the captainand officers of the ship, and he finally began to get
possession of his senses. At the end of the third week
he had entirely recovered from the shock and resumed
his duties. During the brief sojourn in the whale's belly,
Hartley's skin, where it was exposed to the action of the
astric juices, underwent a striking change. His face

and hands were bleached to a deathly whiteness, and the
skin was wrinkled, giving the man the appearance of
having been parboiled. Bartley affirms that he would
probably have lived inside his house of flesh until he
starved, for he lost his senses through fright, and not
through lack of air. He says that he remembers the
sensation of being lifted into the air by the nose of the
tle and of falling into the water ; then there was a

tearful rushing sound, which he believed to be the beat-
ing 01 the water by the whale's tail ; then he was encom-

passed by a fearful darkness, and he felt himself slipping
along a smooth passage of some sort that seemed to move
and carry him forward. This sensation lasted but an
instant, then be felt that he had more room. He felt

about him, and his hands came in contact with a yield-
ing, slimy substance that seemed to shrink from his
touch. It finally dawned upon him that he had been
swallowed by the whale, and he was overcome with
horror at the situation. He could breathe easily, but the
heat was terrible. It was not of a scorching, stifling

nature, but it seemed to open the pores of his skin, and
to draw out his vitality. He became very weak, and
urew sick at the stomach. He knew that there was no
hope of escape from his strange prison. Death stared
him in the face, and he tried to look at it bravely, but
the awful quiet, the fearful darkness, the horrible know-
ledge of his environments, and the terrible heat finally
overcame him, and he must have fainted, for the next
he remembered being in the captain's cabin. Bartley
ia not a man of a timid nature, but he says that it was
many weeks before he could pass a night without having
his sleep disturbed with harrowing dreams of angry
whales, and the horrors of his fearful prison. The skin
on the face and hands of Bartley has never recovered
its natural appearance. It is yellow and wrinkled, and
looks like old parchment. The health of the man does
not seem to have been affected by his terrible experience;
he is in splendid spirits, and apparently fully enjoys all

the blessings of life that come in his way. The whaling
captains say that they never knew a parallel case to this

before. They say that it frequently occurs that men are
swallowed by whales who become infuriated by the pain
at the harpoon and attack the boats, but they have
never known a man to go through the ordeal that Bartley
did and come out alive."

W. B. GEEISH.
Blythburgh House, Great Yarmouth.

ETYMOLOGY OF ARROWROOT, According to

the
' N. E. I).' the name of this plant is derived

" from the use made of the fleshy tubers to absorb

poison from wounds, especially those of poisoned
arrows." Although the editor, in support of this

etymology, gives several quotations from Sir Hans
Sloane (1696) in English, French, Spanish, and

Latin, the evidence, I think, is weak. One misses

the independent testimony of travellers that the

Indians did use the tubers for such purpose, and
is inclined to think, with the writer of

the article in Chambers's '

Encyclopaedia
'

bhat "it is not improbable that the name
is really another form of Ara, the Indian

name," and has nothing whatever to do with

arrow." If this could be proved, the name
should be written "

ara-root." I see in a Brazilian

paper (the Jornal de Povo, published at Taubate,
N"ov. 1, 1891) some "

negociantes
"

of Rio de
Janeiro advertise for sale "sagu, araruta,

;apioca," &c. It is less unlikely that the Brazi-

ians have adopted the Indian name of the plant
;han that they have borrowed from the English
and corrupted it. More evidence, however, is

clearly required to settle the point. L. L. K.

STRANGE ANIMALS : GIRAFFE. The following
extract will prove of interest to those of your
readers, at least, who were concerned with the
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replies (7
th S. x. 36, 232 ;

xi. 15
;

xii. 153) as to

the earliest English exhibitions of the drome-

dary :

" THB GIRAFFE. This wonderful creature was seen

for the first time in Liverpool on Thursday [Oct. 13],

and was visited by a large assemblage of persons, the

room having been crowded the whole day. The animal

will no doubt be highly attractive to the lovers of

Nature's works. Its existence was once regarded as

equally fabulous with that of the Unicorn and Sphinx, as

for three centuries and a half no specimen of it was seen

in Europe. The animal now exhibiting is one of three

brought to England last July by Mr. Warwick, who
visited Upper Egypt for the purpose of procuring them

for the Surrey Zoological Gardens, and which were

visited by Her Majesty, and excited the highest

curiosity and interest." Liverpool Chronicle, October

15, 1836.
A. F. R.

THE PLURAL OF TAILOK'S GOOSE. (See 7th S.

xii. 260, 309, 393.) The story is that a man was

discovered by his friend writing for a couple of

these articles. First he wrote, "Send me two

tailor's geese." That did not look right, so he tore

up the paper and took another sheet.
" Send me

two tailor's gooses." That would not do either, and

the floor was soon strewn with his failures. Finally,
in despair, he took a sheet, and wrote,

" Send me
a tailor's goose, and, it, send me another." So
after all he only got as far as the dual of tailor's

goose, and not to the plural. G.

&c.t ET OETERA. The following advertisement

appears in the Athenceum, November 28, 1891 :

" Brilliant Lecturer and Author delivers entertaining
Lectures on Historical, Literary, Theological, &c., sub-

jects. Sermons, Lectures, written to order. M. A., 81,

Cambridge -road, Hammersmith, W."

It has been often in my mind to protest against
the slovenly way in which "

&c." is used in the

press; and now that a "
brilliant author "

uses it

thus adjectively "I can no more." Nothing is

more common than to see in a report of a public

meeting that there were on the platform dukes,
lords, members of Parliament (whose names are

given), &c. (
= and other things). By way of em-

phasis it is sometimes doubled or trebled,
"

&c.,

etc., &c." It is not respectful ; applied to ladies

I should almost think it might be actionable.

However convenient it may be to use it in these

days of haste, let us use it properly that is, of

things only, never of persons or places ; taking
time at the end of our list of guests or speakers
to write " and others." R. HUDSON.

Lapworth.

** NEWSPAPER ENGLISH. Suffer me to record my
protest in ' N. & Q.' against two horribly slipshod
expressions which I see perpetually in books and
newspapers. The first appears to be due originally
to the blunder of some compositor ; the second, I

fear, is the fault of the "penny-a-liner."
" Mr.

Jones took Mrs. Smith into dinner." The dinner,

I can only suppose, was a cannibal feast. To take

a lady in to dinner is to lead her into the dining-

room that she may eat; but to take her into

dinner, if the phrase have any meaning, must

mean to lay her on the table that she may be

eaten.

My second instance is a fault of construction.
" Her Majesty will, we learn from the London

correspondent of the Darkshire Chronicle, visit

the Continent this spring."
" Mr. Balfour intends,

we hear on excellent authority, to address his con-

stituents next week." Can any combination of

words be more clumsily ungraceful ? Sometimes

the interpolation actually cuts off the verb from its

auxiliary, e. g.,
" The Premier .will, there is reason

to believe, be present," &c. I can only think of

one division worse, namely, between the article

and the noun. Cannot we mend our ways by
either beginning

" There is reason to believe," or

if "the Premier" must come first, to catch the

reader's eye, relegate that awkward will to the

latter part of the sentence and restore it to the

company of its desolate be 1 HERMENTRUDE.

SIR EDWARD CLIVE (1704-1771), JUDGE.

The annexed extract, relating to his first marriage,
will serve as an interesting addition to the account

of him appearing in ' Diet. Nat. Biog.,' vol. xi.

p. 107 :

"1745, Deer. 6. The Honourable Edward Olive, Esqr.,

one of the Barons of His Majesty's Exchequer Batchelor

and Elizabeth Symons Spinster, Married by Licence bjr

the Reverend Doctor James King, December 6th, 1745."

Par. Reg., St. Christopher-le-Stocks, London.

DANIEL HIPWELL.
17, Hilldrop Crescent, Camden Road, N.W.

We must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest to affix their

names and addresses to their queries, in order that the

answers may be addressed to them direct.

SIR NATHANIEL KICH : COL. NATHANIEL
RICH. With the permission of the Editor, I should

like to revert to a query that more than once has

been asked in the pages of
' N. & Q.' What was

the precise relationship between these two
worthies ? Sir Nathaniel Rich was a well-known
character in his day. He was knighted at Hatton

House, Nov. 8, 1617, and sat as M.P. for Totnes,

1614, East Retford 1621-2, Harwich 1624-5,

Newport 1625, Harwich 1626 and 1628-9 ; dying
in 1636. His mother was a daughter of John

Machell, Alderman and Sheriff of London in 1555

(' Visitation of Essex,' Harl. Soc., vol. i. p. 441). He
was possibly the

" Nathaniel Rich of Ash, Essex,"
admitted to Gray's Inn Feb. 2, 1609/10. He
was a considerable adventurer in the Virginia

Company, a member of the King's Council for that
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colony, sat on the Virginia Commission of July 16,

1624, and afterwards aided in fitting out a voyage
for the discovery of the Bahamas, a member of the

Bahamas company in 1630, and deputy-governor
of that Company in 1635 (Alex. Brown's ' Genesis

of the United States ').
That so prominent a man

should not be fonnd in the Rich pedigrees is a

little singular ; but the omission may possibly be

accounted for by the fact that his descent was
marked by the bend sinister. A correspondent of
' N. & Q.' (5

th S. ix. 335) is of opinion that he was
an illegitimate son of Robert, first Earl of War-

wick, while another correspondent (5
th S. x. 31

believes him to have been a son of Richard,
"
base

son
"

of the first Lord Rich. From his will we
learn that he became by purchase lord of the

manor of Stondon in Essex, which manor he be-

queathed to his nephew, Nathaniel Rich,
" when

of age."
Now the will of this nephew or, at all events,

of a Nathaniel Rich of Stondon, who would seem
to be such was made October 21, 1700, and

proved March 3, 1702 ('N. & Q.' at last reference).
His identity is fairly well established by the allu-

sion in the will to his
"
grandson Nathaniel, son of

my son, Sir Robert." This last was Sir Robert

Rich, of Rosehill, Suffolk, Bart.
,
who inherited

that baronetcy by special remainder in 1677 upon
the decease of his father-in-law, Sir Charles Rich

(of a different branch of the family). According
to Morant (' History of Essex ')

this line of the

Rich family derived from a grand-uncle of Lord
Chancellor Rich ; so that, if the foregoing view of

the parentage of Sir Nathaniel is correct, it is

difficult to understand where the
"
nephew-ship

"

comes in. Nathaniel, the nephew, was no doubt
the " Nathan. Rich, son and heir of Robert Rich,
late of Felstead, Essex, esq., deceased," who was
admitted to Gray's Inn, Aug. 13, 1639 (Foster's
4

Register ').
Was this

"
nephew

"
the famous

Col. Nathaniel Rich, who was so active in

civil war annals ? I must own to some scepticism
on the point. We have seen that the nephew of

the knight was under age in 1638, was admitted to

Gray's Inn in 1639, and survived until 1702, this

last date being quite consistent with the two others.

On the other hand, the colonel was elected M.P. for

Cirencester in 1646, was colonel of horse in the

Parliamentary army at least as early as 1644, and

may have been the "
Lieut. -Colonel Rich "

in the

king's army in 1642 (Peacock's 'Army Lists,' p. 10).
If identical with Nathaniel Rich of Stondon, the
colonel must thus have attained to high military
command at an unusually early age. As M.P. he
was a staunch Rnmper to the last, returning with
the "Rump" in 1659, and continuing until the

Restoration, after which event he disappears alto-

gether from the political stage. I shall be greatly
obliged for any further light upon this subject.

W. D. PINK.

THE GREY FRIABS' PRIORY, BEDFORD. About
the only substantial remains of antiquity which
this town can boast of are those of the above-
mentioned priory, said by Leland to have been
founded about the year 1310 by Mabilla de Pates-

hul, wife of Sir John de Pateshul, lord of Bletsoe

(' Itinerary,' vol. v. p. 103). In Buck's '

Views/
1730, is a plate showing what remained at that

date, only the descriptive letterpress is utterly

wrong, as it refers to an entirely different founda-

tion. My object in writing this is to say that these

remains are now threatened with demolition by
the omnivorous builder, and to ask if there is any
society whose aid could be invoked to stay such
an act of vandalism. Onr local Archaeological

Society, this being a small county, is, I fear,

hardly powerful enough to take the matter in

hand. F. A. BLAYDES.
Bedford.

THE ROMAN CORN TRADE. Was any book or

pamphlet published in London about the year
1843 on the subject of the Roman corn trade and
its effect upon recruiting for the Roman armies?
Or has any magazine article appeared more recently
in which the same question was touched upon ?

T. E. K.

DORSETSHIRE MSB. Can any one interested

in Dorsetshire tell me where the manuscripts col-

lected by George Roberts for his history of Lyme
Regis (1834) are now to be found ? They were
seen by Hepworth Dixon when writing his life of

Blake (1852). I should be exceedingly grateful
for any information about these manuscripts, or

any, other sources of information concerning the

events of tbe great Civil War in Dorsetshire.

D. TOWNSHBND.

RICKETTS FAMILY. Can any of your readers

give me information respecting the family of Robert
Ricketts (or Rickets), whose infant son Robert, by
Sarah his wife, was buried at Basingstoke in

January, 1697? The father was buried there in

June, 1737. Another son, also called Robert, was

mayor of that town in 1753-4 and in 1762-3,

dying in 1763. PUZZLED.

PARKS OF BALLYBEOLEY. Can any of your
readers give me definite information as to what

part of Scotland the Park family, formerly of

Ballybegley, co. Donegal, Ireland, came from ?

There is a tradition, which lacks confirmation, that

they came to Ireland from Aberdeensbire, and
that one of their immediate descendants (after-

wards known as " Old William Park ") was a child

at the time of the siege of Derry, and narrowly

escaped being slain by the sword of a French
officer in the besieging army. Another descendant,
Arthur Park, emigrated in 1724 to Pennsylvania,
and was the ancestor of a numerous posterity, one
of whom is General John G. Parke, late Super-
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intendent of West Point Military Academy. Old

William Park had a son John, whose son William

married Jane, daughter of John Hood, the mathe-

matician, of Moyle, and by her had four sons and

several daughters. Two of the sons, Samuel and

John, died in Ireland without issue; the other

two, William and Eobert, the last of
'

the male

line in Ireland, emigrated with their families to

Hamilton, Canada, where most of their descendants

still reside. Only the descendants of the female

line remain in Ireland. Any particulars regarding

any of the branches will be gratefully received by
J. J. ELDER.

1, Board of Trade, Indianapolis.

OFFICERS OF STATE IN SCOTLAND. George
Crawfurd, in the preface to the first, and only

published, volume of the ' Lives of the Officers of

State in Scotland,' says that the remainder of the

work was all ready for the press, and waited only
on the encouragement of the public. Is this un-

published part still in existence
; and, if so,

where? R. W. COCHRAN-PATRICK.

SMOUCH. What is the origin of this word a

vulgar name for a Jew ? Sir Walter Scott writes,
in his 'Journal,' in 1826, "A little Jew animal-

cule, a smouch called Burrell." The Germans use
a somewhat similar "spottname," mauschel. Do
both come from the same root ? JAYDEE.

COL. ARTHUR GOODWYN, M.P. Can any of

your readers give me information of Col. Arthur
Goodwyn or his descendants ? He was M.P. for

Bucks, and generally known as the friend and
colleague of John Hampden. He raised and com-
manded a regiment of horse for the Parliament,
and took part in many important military opera-
iions - MAJOR.

_ST.
MARY ATTE HTJLLE. An abstract of the

will of Thomas Rycher, chaplain, London, 1360, is

given in the Public Record Office
'

Catalogue of
Ancient Deeds' (vol. i., 1890). The testator

bequeathed to the Prior of Holy Trinity, London,"
the tenement with quay and vacant ground in

the parish of St. Mary atte Hulle," &c. (A. 1604,
p. 185). Where is, or was, this parish ?

R. C.
[la St. Mary at Hill, London, E.C., intended?]

MOHAMMED'S COFFIN. What is the earliest
mention made of Mohammed's coffin suspended
midway between heaven and earth ? K. B. B.

'DOUGLAS JERROLD'S MAGAZINE.' How many
volumes were published? When, and why did
the magazine come to an end ? Q. V.

CLERGYMEN PREACHING IN GLOVES. In an
nteresting communication (under 'Hat-pegs in
Churches,' 7tt S. xii. 497) my friend, MR. J.

BALFOUR PAUL, Lord Lyon King of Arms (query,
at arms), refers to a custom (circa 1780-1800) in

St. Cuthbert's, Edinburgh (of which church his

father and grandfather were successively ministers),
of clergymen preaching in gloves, the top of the

thumb and first two fingers being cut off, pre-

sumably for facility in turning over the leaves of

the Bible and sermon (query, Was reading a sermon
allowed in Presbyterian churches at that time ?).

I think I can recollect seeing clergymen preaching
in gloves, and my idea is that it was only on what
is called in Scotland " sacramental occasions,"
that is, when the sacrament of the Lord's Supper
is dispensed, which is usually half-yearly. I am
sure I have seen the custom discussed somewhere ;

but the only references I can find to it in ' N. & Q.'
are 2nd S. v. 190, 266, at the latter of which
the REV. MACKENZIE WALCOTT says :

"
Any such

practice as your correspondent insinuates exists,
of a clergyman wearing gloves in administering the

Holy Communion, is one which would expose him
to censure by his Bishop"; and then he gives

chapter and verse for his opinion one of his quo-
tations, however, being against his opinion, so far,
at any rate, as laymen are concerned. Can any of

your readers give further information, particularly
as to the custom in Scotland

,
and whether when

preaching only or on " sacramental occasions" ?

J. B. FLEMING.
Beaconsfield, Glasgow.

THE ENGLISH LIFEBOAT SERVICE. To what
does Pierre Loti allude in the following passage?
It seems a strange charge to bring against the gallant
crews of English lifeboats, who, I should have

thought, had as little of the "
pirate

" about them
as the Algerian porters whom Tartarin mistook for

corsairs :

" Tout pres d'eux, dans une eclaircie, se dessina un
cap qu'ils ne reconnaissaient pas bien. II s'embruma
presque auseit6t; on ne le distingua plus."

D'ailleurs, aucune voile en vue, aucune fumee. Et
pour le moment ils aimaient presque mieux cela: ils

ayaient grande crainte de ces sauveteurs anglais qui
viennent de force vous tirer de peine a leur maniere, et
dontilfaut se defendre comme de pirates."

' Pecheur
d'Islande,' Deuxieme Partie, chap. xii.

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

AMERICJE' FRANKFORTI, 1634.
There is an engraving in the above-named work
of a group of Indians gold-washing in a pool by the

Appalachian Mountains, by De Bry. The painting
from which it is taken is extant. Who painted it?

GEORGE ELLIS.
St. John's Wood.

SIR CARR SCROOPE. Can any of your readers
inform me where I can find some of the love-songs
and lampoons said to be written by Sir Carr

Scroope, one of the gallants of the Court of
Charles II. ? Also, who was the Mistress Phrazer
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(Fraser) whose extravagance in 1676 frigbtenec
Sir Carr from marrying her, as mentioned in the

second volume of the 'Calendar of the Belvoir

Castle MSS.'? A. TEMPEST.
Coleby, Lincoln.

YORK AND LANCASTER ROSES. Can any o

your readers inform me whether there is any, anc

what, difference in the drawing of the York and

Lancaster and Tudor roses 1 W. JACKSON.

" MARKET-MERRY." In the report of an
accident case before some of our Shropshire
magistrates, a witness was asked if the farmer who
was driving was drunk. "

Oh, no," was the

reply,
" he was only

'

market-merry.'
" The phrase

has a very expressive sound. Is it one in ordinary
use, or merely a local one ? C. A. WHITE.

Preston on the Wild Moors.

"To TAKE THE CAKE." This expression has

recently come into very general use in newspapers,
especially in descriptions of football matches. In
the ' New English Dictionary

'

the only example
given is from the Pall Mall Gazette, Sept. 2,

1886, p. 5, col. 1 :

" As a purveyor of light litera-

ture Mr. Norris 'takes the cake.'" Whence
comes the expression? In Mr. S. 0. Addy's
'Supplement to the Sheffield Glossary,' E.D.S.,
1891, it is stated : "The phrase 'take the cake,'
or '

get the cake,' is often used in North Derby-
shire. When a man has told a good story, another
will say,

' That taks t' cake.' It appears to be an
old proverb." Can any of your correspondents
show that the saying is old ?

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.
"
ONE," ITS PRONUNCIATION. la the ancient

pronunciation of this word identical with that of
own (oan), as attested by only, alone, and atone
still preserved in any part of England? A. S. P.

JUBILEE. In Leviticus xxv. 10, et seq., the
revisers write jubile, instead of jubihe, as in
A. V. What warrant is there for this divergence
from the usual spelling of the word ? Perhaps
Mr. Washington Moon has already directed atten-
tion to this matter, but his books are not at hand.

THOMAS BAYNE.
Helensburgb, N.B.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.
Oh, Love was never yet without
The pang, the agony, the doubt.

MAC ROBERT.

They utter but a thought,
And it becomes a proverb for the state ;

They write a sentence in a studious mood.
It is a saying for a hemisphere. G. W. E.

The night has a thousand eyes,
The day but one

;

Yet the light of the whole world dies
With the light of the setting sun.

STARLIGHT.

PEACOCKS' EGGS.

(7
th S. xii. 227, 292, 417.)

It is a rash assertion that
"
peacock is the popular

name of the species, as are goose and duck, with-

out distinction of sex." I think it is not correct

in fact, and certainly the statement is etymologic-

ally incorrect. Historically the bird became known
to English writers by a name which was its Latin
name modified, t. e., pawa, pawe, pa, po, and this

name lasted long. It is found as late as the

Wicliffite Bible, for in 2 Chron. ix. 21 pavones is

Englished in the earlier version poos, and in the

later version pokokis, the archaism being mended.
The need of a distinction of sex produced com-

pound and hybrid forms, pokok and pohenne, as in

'Piers the Plowman,' B. xii. 241, and pekokkeand
pehenne in the '

Promptorium Parv.,' representing

pavo and pavona. I doubt if it is worth while to

talk of
"
carping criticism

" when a peculiar use
of a word is noted, and to write of "

peacocks'

eggs
"

is new and peculiar, if it may not be called
" a slip

"
or incorrect

The modes of using bird-names is an interesting

subject, and it is curious how little the sex of

birds affects our use of bird-names. It is also

curious that often the word which is commonly
supposed to mark sex does not do so, if attention

is paid to etymology. In one instance, and, I

think, one only, naturalists and sportsmen regu-

larly use a bird-name with a distinct masculine
suffix for both sexes that is woodcock ; and to

this there is no exception, as "woodhen" is

unknown. Woodcocks' eggs are in all collections ;

and in Stevenson's 'Birds of Norfolk' I find
" woodcocks' eggs," and

" the sexes of woodcocks,"
and " twelve female woodcocks."

Conversely we use moorhen or waterhen (Galli-
nula chloropus) for both sexes, though here,

possibly, "hen" is a survival of an old stem
and an old usage combining both sexes, as in

the 'A.-S. Chronicle,' 1131,
" tha henne fugeles,"

"the domestic-fowl birds." The watercock of

naturalists is the Eastern or Indian Gallicrex

cinereus of both sexes, and not the male of the

water hen. Some care is used in speaking of black-

cock and greyhen, but the collections have "
black-

grouse eggs"; and Mr. H. Seebohm, in his
'

British

Birds,' "by a slip" wrote : "Eggs of the black-

cock are rarely found before the beginning of

May." Montagu and Stevenson were particular to

write of
"
reeves' eggs," keeping what seems to

3e, and may be, an old modified feminine (though
[ do not know an old instance of it), but dealers

satalogue
"

ruffs' eggs." It should be remembered
hat duck is not a true feminine of drake, nor is

oose a true feminine of gander. The word has

no mark of gender or sex, and a duck is pimply a
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bird that ducks or dives; drake, which has no

etymological connexion with duck, is a masculine

derivative of an old word, ened, a duck, ened-raca,

endrake, a male duck. Goose also is etymologi-

cally of no gender or sex, as in ordinary use, and as

in gos-hawk, while gander (ganra) is a masculine

derivative from the same root. The advantage of

having a distinct word for the male of tame birds,

or of birds plainly distinguished by sex-plumage,

has not put an end to the common use of duck

and goose for both sexes. The older naturalists

wrote shieldrake for both sexes, now sheld-duck is

the fashion for both ; but Hewitson, ii. 397,
"
by a

slip," wrote " the shieldrake deposits its eggs in

holes underground." The older books wrote wild

duck for Anas boscas, while the modern replace

the vague trivial name wild duck by mallard,

which cannot be good for both sexes, and involves

male mallard or drake mallard. We do not hear

of gander applied to wild species, as bean gander,
but I suppose burrow duck and burgander for the

same bird (the sheld-duck) may be quoted as an

inconsistency. If we get to nicknames, in jack-

daw, robin, willock, guillemot, the masculine

allows of no feminine, and the converse holds good
of magpie, though in these days of change I

believe we are to write daw and pie and red-

breast as improvements. Possibly this last is to

teach the country folk that jenny-wren is not the

feminine or the mate of cock robin.

0. W. TANCOCK.
Little Waltham/

It is pleasant to find that G. J. has taken in

good part the comments made upon his original

query. The supposition which he offers in explana-
tion of the use of peacock in lieu of peahen are

ingenious, but to my dull mind they are not satis-

factory. We might as well argue that by
bestowing the name of her mate upon a certain

bird of historic fame additional splendour would
be conferred upon her were she but called the
"
gander with the golden egg."
W. B. S. asks,

" Do your correspondents never

speak of
' a flock of geese,' though a good number

of them may be ganders ?
"

I do. I would not

wrong any gander by thinking he could be so

ungallant as not to "join the ladies." His pre-
sence among them is taken for granted, exactly in

the same way as is the curate's when mention is

made of a mothers' meeting. It would be a

positive injustice to suppose that these males
were not associated with or not hovering aboul
the females who have wings, or who cackle with-
out possessing those anterior limbs. With regarc
to the protest against laughing at a thing because
it was written by Browning, it appears to me to
be about as reasonable as to insist on every one

enjoying the east wind. Not to note the absur<
when a writer is unintentionally comic is, pre

uming the reader has any sense of the humorous,

as difficult as not to hear the prompter at amateur

beatricals. H. G. GRIFFINHOOFE.

34, St. Petersburg Place, W.

WILLIAM AND THOMAS BLANCHAKD (7
th S. xii.

484). Permit me to supplement MB. WYLIE'S-

>roofs of the identity of Thomas Blanchard with the

>ortrait purporting to be that of William Blanchard

n the 'Life and Reminiscences of E. L. Blanchard.'

There are two portraits in the Garrick Club by De
Wilde of Thomas Blanchard in the same cha-

racter (Ralph in
' The Maid of the Mill'), No. 211

water colour) and No. 374 (oil) in the old
' Cata-

ogue Raisonnee,' which was hastily prepared for

exhibition purposes by Charles Mathews the

younger. This portrait was engraved for Bell's

'British Theatre' by Thornwaite. Thomas

Blanchard has bad scant justice done to him by
lis few biographers. A memoir of him in the

Monthly Mirror, January, 1798, speaks of him as

'an excellent comedian, who died almost unnoticed,

jxcept by the gibe of severe reflection upon his

intemperance." The European Magazine for the

same month simply recites the stubborn fact of

"his death in Dublin, December 30, 1797, a

victim to intemperance, on account of which h&

had been dismissed from his situation on the

London stage." The theatre was Tom Blanchard'fr

cradle, and his parents members of itinerant

companies. After many years skirring th&

country, he came from Bath to Covent Garden-

Theatre, where he became a favourite in low

comedy and rustics. He was a capital catch and

glee singer, and a good hornpipe dancer. Frede-

rick Reynolds, the dramatist, a pretty good judge,

speaks of " that natural and delightful comedian

Tom Blanchard," and tells a good story of the

actor, being cast for a Mohammedan high priest in

Reynolds's opera 'The Crusade' (on finding his

song ineffective), substituting a ditty from some

foreign source, with allusions to the sale of hearfc-

cakes and peppermint drops and a reference to-

the Bank of England, an interpolation hardly ia

consonance with the period (1098) and the
"
Holy

War," the subject of the piece. Thomas Blanchard

married a Miss Wright, of Drury Lane Theatre, of

some reputation as a singer. The well-known

pantaloon, who died in 1859, at the age of seventy-

two, was his son.

William Blanchard, no connexion with the-

above, still lives in the recollection of very old*

playgoers, and his merits have been duly
chronicled. The late Mr. Charles Mathews told

me,
"
Billy Blanchard was very useful, but stereo-

typed." ROBERT WALTERS.
Garrick Club.

THE WIFE OF COL. THE HON. JAMES MONT-
GOMERIS OF COILSFIELD (7

th S. x. 86, 452). The
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Sir William Stewart about whom SIGMA desires

information was designated
" Constable of Dum-

barton Castle
" in an Inquisition held at Hadding-

ton on October 22, 1666, and the service that fol-

lowed thereon. The officer in command when the

castle was occupied by the Covenanting party on
the last Sunday in March, 1639, bore the same

name, and was no doubt the same person. Baillie,

in describing that affair, says :

"
Captain Stewart was come from Court to receive the

Ca=tle of Dumbartane when the king's shippes were

expected what stratagem to use we knew not, the

Captain being so vigilant a gentleman, and having pro-
vided it BO well with men, munition, and victualls."
'

Letters and Journals,' vol. i. pp. 194-5.

The annalists and memoir-writers of the period

give very different accounts of the circumstances,
but it seems probable that the constable was free

from blame. On October 15, 1639,
"
Sir William Stewart compeirand personallie in pre-

sence of the Commissioner's Grace and Lords of Articles

desyred that His Grace and Estatis wald tak into their

consideratioune the constant tennor of his unspotted
reputatioune quhilk is now most unjustlie tashed by
some untrew aspersiounes anent the lait taking of the
Castle of Dumbartane from the quhilk his honnor
aught to be vindicate ";

and he "offered himselfe to ane legall tryall," and
asked for exoneration. (Minutes done in the

Articles, 'ActaParl. Sc.,'v. 612s.) He had already,
it would seem, been condemned unheard, as he
had on October 3 preferred a petition craving the
restitution of his goods.
Can any of your correspondents say to what

family this Constable of Dumbarton Castle

belonged 1 His appointment is not to be found
in the Register of the Privy Seal. The received

genealogies of the Traquhair family do not show
his name among the relatives of his namesake,
variously styled

4
'of Schellingleyes

" and "of
Caberston," and surnamed "The Maiden," who
was superseded as Constable of Dumbarton Castle

by Lord Hamilton on December 23, 1585. ('Reg.
Sec. Sig.,' lib. 53, 74, and lib. 54, 102.) This
Sir William Stewart was sentenced, with his kin-

dred, to forfeiture for high treason in 1592, and
the posterity of all the guilty disinherited. ('Acta
Parl. So.,' iii. 528A, &c.)

Sir William Stewart the younger died in June,
1658 (Inquisition). He had had a son, who mar-
ried Jean Tailziefeir, and who seems to have died

v-p., leaving a son James, retoured heir to his

grandfather
" in diversis acris et tenementis, &c.

t

infra territorium de Dunbar" October 22, 1666.

('Retours,' vol. i., Haddington, No. 284.) This
James is styled "of Craveing" by Newbyth
('Decisions,' quoted by Morison, loc. infra cit.),
but the place-name would seem to be corrupt. Sir
William left a widow, Dame Elizabeth Hamilton,
who died in 1659. Her will was confirmed on

May 28 in that year. The sole legatee is described

as
"
Margaret Macdonald, dochter lawfnll to the

deceist John Macdonald in Kintyre, procreat
betwixt him and the deceist Elizabeth Stewart his

spous, my dochter" ('Edinburgh Com. Reg.').

Margaret Macdonald married Col. the Hon. James

Montgomerie of Coilsfield ;
their contract bore

date June 1 and 6, 1659 ('Memorials of the

Montgomeries,' i. 142-3). A litigation ensued
between him, as representing his wife, and her

first cousin, James Stewart, regarding some of the

property left by their grandmother, but the pro-

ceedings give no clue by which either Sir William
or Dame Margaret can be further identified.

(Morison's
'

Dictionary of Decisions,' vol. xiii. pp.

5396, 5584 ; MS. '

Register of Decreets,' in the

Register Office, Edinburgh, vol. xiv., Durie, 1666).
R. E. B.

MAPS OF HUNDRED DIVISIONS (8
th S. i. 7).

Your correspondent MR. OWEN asks :

" Can any
of your readers inform me whether there is pro-
curable an atlas containing the counties of Wales

showing the divisions into hundreds?" Is not

your correspondent under a mistake in supposing
that the counties of Wales are, or ever were,
divided into hundreds? The hundred is an
institution of ancient Germanic origin, and was
one of the results in this country of the Saxon
invasion and conquest. The Saxons in course of

time divided England into districts called hun-

dreds, wapentake?, and wards ;
the hundreds pro-

bably being so called because they each contained

one hundred warriors. There are at the present
time about 729 of these hundreds, wapentakes,
and wards in England proper. In Flintshire, a

Welsh county, there are two hundreds. In Mon-

mouthshire, Northumberland, Durham, West-

moreland, and Cumberland there appear to be

no hundreds, and, with the exception of Flint-

shire, none in Wales. (See Stubbs's
' Constitu-

tional History of England.') C. W. CABS.

ST. MAGNUS'S CHURCH, NEAR LONDON
BRIDGE (7

th S. xii. 488). The earliest mention of

the church of St. Magnus is said by Pennant to-

be in 1433, though Stowe speaks of several monu-
ments considerably older. Bloome and Newconrt

give but few particulars, but there is a description
of the new church of St. Magnus in the

' Memoirs
of the Life and Works of Sir Christopher Wren/
by James Elmes, London, 1823. Abo references

will be found in Arnold's '

Chronicles,' in Stowe's
'

Surrey,' in Maitland's '
Hist, of London,' and,

notably, in Malcolm's 'Londinum Redivivum,'
vol. iv. pp. 30, 35. CONSTANCE RUSSELL.

Swallowfield, Heading.

ARMS OR DEVICE ON BOOK-COVER (7
th S. xii.

487). The device referred to by MR. GERISH is,

apparently, that of the University of Glasgow.
Your correspondent mentions certain of the
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emblems displayed within the oval. He makes no
mention among them of a bird. I think, however,
that a bird is, or ought to be, found among these

emblems ; and, in reference to the tree, the fish, the

bird, and the bell, there used to be an old doggrel

saying to the following effect :

The tree that never grew,
The fish that never swam,

The bird that never flew,
And the bell that never rang.

Whether these lines had any sanction and signi-

ficance, or were merely a students' joke, I know
not. PATRICK MAXWELL.

4, Pulteney Bead, Bath.

'HlSTOIRE DBS DlABLES MoDERNES '

(7
th S.

xii. 488). Watt, in his 'Bibliotheca Britannica,'
gives John Adolphus, Esq., F.S.A., barrister-at-

law, as the author of 'Histoire des Diables

Modernes,' 1773, 8vo., along with several other
works. There must, however, be some mistake

here, as, according to the
'

Imperial Dictionary of

Universal Biography,' John Adolphus, the author
of the other works mentioned by Watt as being
his, was not born until 1770. J. F. MANSERGH.

Liverpool.

GEORGE ELIOT (7
th S. xii. 508). I think I

remember that the translation of Strauss's
'
Life

of Jesus,' published by J. Chapman in 1846,
bore on the title-page as translator the name
"M. Evans" or "Marianne Evans." I find in
the 'English Catalogue of Books,' 1863-1872, the

following title, "Strauss (D. F.), 'Life of Jesus,'
critically examined by M. Evans, 2 vols. post 8vo.
24s. New York, 1864." WM. H. PEET.

I have a note to the effect that George Eliot's
maiden name appears on the title-page of an
earlier translation from the German by her.
"The Life of Jesus,' critically examined, 1846,
8vo. 3 vols. cloth. London." The '

Essence of

Christianity
'
did not appear until 1854.

J. CUTHBERT WELCH, F.C.S.

The last edition of Allibone gives the transla-
tion of Feuerbach as the only book bearing the
maiden name of George Eliot on the title-page.
By the way, there is an error in this useful work!
_
Brother Jacob '

appeared not in Slackwood, but
in the Gornhill, and I think a year or two later
than 1860. EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A

Hastings.

MURRAT (7
th S. xii. 508).-Probably one of the

Atholl clan. In 1668 the Isle of Man belonged
to Charles, eighth Earl of Derby, whose ancestors
had held it for many centuries. His sister, LadyAmelia Stanley, had married, about eight years
previously, John Murray, Marquis of Atholl, and
on the death of James, tenth Earl of Derby, in
1736, the island devolved on James Murray,

second Duke of Atholl, as next heir general of

James, seventh Earl of Derby.
CONSTANCE RUSSELL.

Swallow field, Beading.

ST. JOHN THE EVANGELIST, WESTMINSTER

(7
th S. xii. 467). In the absence of a more direct

reference, it may be noted that sundry
" Accounts

of the Treasurers of the Fund for building fifty

New Churches in London and Westminster 1712-

1741 " are found in the Public Record Office

(Audit Office, "Declared Accounts," Bundles 437-

439). As bearing upon the subject, it may not be

improper to add that "Suggestions for the building
of Queen Anne's fifty New Churches in London,
and for the establishing cemeteries in the out-

skirts of the city," forms the title of Rawlinson
MS. B. 376, fol. 351 (Bodleian Lib.). The text

of the warrant constituting the commission for

building fifty new churches, Sept., 1711, is fur-

nished in Rawl. MS. C. 393, fol. 32% in the same

repository. DANIEL HIPWELL.
17, Hilldrop Crescent, Camden Road, N.

INDEX TO IRISH WILLS (7
th S. xii. 249). The

' Index to the Prerogative Wills in Ireland '
is

still in progress, but has not, I understand, reached
the printer yet. Mr. Yicars intends that it shall

be given to the public with the least delay con-

sistent with efforts at completeness. I believe a

few more subscribers might hasten on the work.

OBSERVER.

PARAPHRASE OF POEM WANTED (7
th S. xii.

69, 135, 234, 337, 371, 433). MR. EWING having
courteously expressed his willingness to allow me
to have my own opinion as to what is a " water-

shoot," I will yield as much to him
;
so if he pre-

fers to think that birds do build in
" watered

shoots "and rejoice therefore, and that the lines

of Miss Rossetti are altogether sane and beautiful,
I will not contradict him. The subject is not
worth more discussion. R. R.

Boston, Lincolnshire.

MRS. COGHLAN (7
tb S. xii. 446). An account

of Capt. Coghlan will be found in the 'Annual
Register,' xlix. 562. He was the son of a wealthy
London merchant, and served as a midshipman
under Capt. Cook, the circumnavigator. He
afterwards entered the army. Some years ago
the following query, written by an eminent Scotch

antiquary, was sent to me, and I was able to

reply that the Patrick Heron he inquired about

(grandfather of Mrs. Coghlan) was the youngest
son (by Mary Grahame, his first wife) of Andrew
Heron, of Bargaly, co. Kirkcudbright, who was a

younger son (by Jean Dunbar, his wife) of Andrew
Heron, of Kirrouchtree, in the same county, who
died 1696, aged seventy-three :

" Who was Patrick Heron, who, when a captain in

[Lord Mark Kerr's] regiment quartered at Portsmouth,
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eloped with the daughter of Mr. John Vining, Mayor o

Portsmouth ] Where was he born 1 Where did h
die 1 &c.

" Mr. Vining pardoned his daughter, and gave them 9

house called Vicar's Hill, near Ljmington, with mean
of support, where they lived happily; but Capt. Heron
having foolishly given shelter to a smuggler nainec

Boyes. was exchecquered and fined in a heavy sum
This obliged him to fly to America, where he again
joined the army, as captain of the 40th Foot, at Annapolis
His wife soon after died, leaving several children

; one
married Admiral Robinson, and another, Capt. Miller
of the Marines.
"
Capt. Heron married secondly Margaret, daughter

of Capt. Jephson, of the 40th Regiment. He was
appointed Governor of Annapolis, and died there.

"His widow went to Halifax, where her daughter
(then only fourteen) married Capt. (Major) Moncrieff
A.D.C. to General Monkton. Shortly after Mrs. Heron
embarked with the rest of her family for Ireland or

England, but the ship foundered when close to Cork,
and all perished.
"Mrs. Moncrieff died at the early age of twenty,

leaving two children, Edward Cornwallis Moncrieff,
afterwards in the 60th Regiment, and a daughter ,

who was compelled, in February, 1777, by her father, to

marry an officer in the British army, Mr. John Coghlan,
whom she hated and, though only fourteen, had formed
an attachment to an officer in the American army. The
marriage proved eminently unhappy. She left her
husband in England when only seventeen, and led an
irregular life in London and Paris. She wrote her
memoirs, published in 2 vols. in 1793-4, from which
these particlars have been gleaned."

Capt. Coghlan, after serving in the 83th Regiment,
entered the Russian service and died miserably in
St. Bartholomew's Hospital in 1807."

It appears from a MS. history of the family
of Heron, of which I have a copy, that Capt.
Patrick Heron had by Miss Vining, his first wife,
five sons and four daughters. His eldest daughter,
Jean Heron, married her cousin, Reid, whose
mother was the second of Mayor Vining's two
daughters and coheiresses. The sons were named
John, Andrew, Patrick, Charles, and Benjamin,
and the younger daughters were Betty, Anne,
and Mary, "all hopeful children." I shall be
very glad of any information as to their further

history. SIGMA.

There is a long notice of John Coghlan, and of
his wife, Miss Moncrieff, in the 'Annual Register

'

for 1807, p. 562.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

QUEEN KATHERINE OF ARAGON (7
th S. xii.

488). Chapuis, writing to the emperor an account
of the queen's death (London, January 21, 1536),
says :

" My man returned only three days ago, and informed
me that for two days after I left, the Queen appeared
better, and even on the day of King's (Twelfth day)
on the evening of which she without help combed and
tied her hair and dressed her head. Next day about
an hour after midnight she began to ask what o'clock
it was, if it was near day, and this she enquired several
time?, for no other object she at length declared than

to be able to hear Mass and receive the Sacrament.
And although the Bishop of Llandaff her confessor

offered to say Mass before four o'clock she would not
allow him, giving several reasons and authorities in

Latin why it should not be done. When day broke
she heard Mass and received the Sacrament with the

utmost fervour Afterwards she received extreme

unction, applying herself to the whole office very
devoutly."

She subsequently dictated her will, and died

about one hour after mid-day. The 'Spanish
Chronicle of Henry VIII.,' written by a contem-

porary* in London, who appears to have obtained

his information as to Katherine's last hours from
Dr. de la S;i, her physician, or from Francisco

Felipe, her steward, says the queen asked De
la Sa: "Licentiate, what do you think; am
I very bad?" to which he answered, "Madame,
you must die."

"
I know it," said the good lady,

and she then confessed and took the Holy Sacra-

ment.

"She said a prayer to her servants that would
have broken any heart, and when her hour c une she
raised her bands to heaven and said :

' In manus tuas

Domine commendo spiritum meum,' and gave up her
soul to God."

It is in the highest degree improbable that any
incumbent of Kimbolton was present at the Queen's
death, and the sacrament and last rites were cer-

tainly administered by her countryman Jorge
de Ateca, Bishop of Llandaff. The queen was

virtually a prisoner, and it was with great difficulty
that even Chapuis obtained his last interview with
her a day or two before her death. Her two

English chaplains, Abel and Barker, had been

removed some time before, and the Bishop of

Llandaff was only allowed to remain in consequence
of his weak, timid, and harmless character. That
ae was present is absolutely certain, and the queen
would not have allowed any other priest to ad-

minister the last sacrament to her
; indeed, Chapuis

as good as says that he did so.

MARTIN A. S. HUME, Major.

The State Papers give many letters to and from
ivimbolton at this time, and the name of the

.ncumbent is mentioned, so far as I recollect.

As papers written at the very moment of the

queen's short illness and death, these are the most

ikely to give the correct version.

B. FLORENCE SCARLETT.

FANNY MURRAY (7
th S. xii. 307, 470). She was

one of Rigby's selection of
"
Beauties," which he

ffirmedwerehandsomer thanWai pole's. Forher sake

tValpole's description of Miss Flora Macartney was
o be "

left doubtful by the letters F. M. in the

margin." This was in 1746, just after "Jack" Spen-
ser, the man who belonged to Miss Fanny, had died

if
"

small-beer, tobacco, and brandy." She then,

ccording to Cunningham, transferred her incon-

* Bell & Sons, London, 1889 and 1891.
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stancy to Nash, King of Bath. In 1748, the

year of contraband marriages, there was talk of

her marriage, but Walpole was not certain of the

fact. She was involved in the
'

Essay on Woman,
the opening line of which began :

" Awake my
Fanny !

"
See, further,

' N. & Q.,' July, 1857.

W. F. WALLER.

BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES (7
th S. xii. 486).

I think C. C. B. is too sweeping in his condemna-

tion of the booksellers who include new copies of

books at cheapened prices. The books which

booksellers so include are new copies (more often

than new books) of books which have got into the

remainder market that is the publishers have

sold off their remaining stock at a great reduc-

tion. It may be true that a great majority of

remainder books are worthless, but it very fre-

quently happens that really good books which to

the publisher have been a frost, because they were

"caviare to the general,' are sold at a great

reduction (the simultaneous appearance of a book

in several booksellers' catalogues is always a sign

of a remainder). I have purchased many good
books as remainders, and probably the experience
of most book-buyers is the same. Indeed, it

almost goes without saying that the readers of
* N. & Q.' are, one and all, experts in book-buying,
and will trust their own judgment in these matters.

But it must be conceded that the catalogues of the

bookseller condemned by C. C. B. will never cause

one to linger over them, as do those of the few

clever tradesmen whose lists are full of surprises,

and so they will suffer accordingly.
A. L. HUMPHREYS.

187, Piccadilly, W
I am very pleased to see that C. C. B. has taken

up cudgels against this practice of introducing new
books and new editions into the catalogues of

second-hand booksellers at any rate in the manner
most usually adopted. The dates will often

inform the book-hunter of the state of affairs
;
but

still he is liable to be misled. I frequently find

this malpractice performed,and am stronglyopposed
to it. If the bookseller wishes to announce new

works, or remainders, the better way would be to

devote a page or so to this object, specifying the

fact. This method is adopted by some, and is, I

think, open to no objection on the part of the

book-buyer, at least.

J. CUTHBKRT WELCH, F.O.S.
The Brewery, Reading.

THE USE OF "ALIAS" (7
th S. xii. 401, 450).

There are yet other reasons for the use of alias

not mentioned by your correspondents. When a
widow remarried she was sometimes described in

official documents under the names of both her
husbands. Thomas Penny, of Bridgewater (one
of the Yeovil family), who died in 1730, married
as his second wife, Mistress Elizabeth Lockett, a

widow. When she died intestate, in 1731, she

was described twice in the commission granted to

ler next-of-kin as Elizabeth Penny alias Lockett

P.C.O. 1731-2 Admons.). I have also come across

other similar uses of the word both in wills and

dministration s. Another use of the word seems to

lave been due to an uncertainty in the spelling

and pronunciation of the testator's name ; and sa

,he attorney or scribe who drew the will put in

ilternative spellings with an alias between.

FRANK PENNY, LL.M.

How would HERMENTRUDE, or MR. LEADATJ,
or any other learned reader of

' N. & Q.' explain
an instance such as that given by NOMAD (7

th S.

xii. 14), "Ambrose alias Fazakeley, Ellen, of

Sutton
"

? F. D.

PROVERBIAL PHRASES IN BEAUMONT ANI>

FLETCHER (7
th S. x. 361, 431 ; xi. 53, 274 ; xii.

14, 317). The correction made at the last refer-

nce should be Catullus Ixix. or Ixx. 4. In the

)atullus of Joannes Antonius Vulpius (Patavii,

1737), the carmen, containing
" In vento et rapida

scribere oportet aqua," is numbered 69, those

which are usually numbered 59, 60 being in-

cluded under 59. ROBERT PIERPOINT.
St. Austin's, Warrington.

CCELUM : COSLESTIS (8
th S. i. 9). These

are now well known to all scholars to be

mediaeval scribal corruptions of the Latin words

caelum, caelestis, the real Latin forms used by the

classical authors. If not originated, they were cer-

tainly fostered by the fond fancy that caelum (a

native Latin word) was " derived "
(whatever that

might mean) from Greek KoiAov, and in their

turn they have served to hand this delusion down
almost to the present time. The genuine Latin

words cena and caenum used to be similarly

metamorphosed before modern scholarship estab-

lished their true character into ccena, ccenum, and

similarly provided with bogus Greek " deriva-

tions
"

! M.

The correct spellings are ccelum, ccelestis (with

ae). See Lewis and Short's
' Latin Dictionary.'

No authority now admits the derivation of these

words from Greek. See Vanicek's ' Griechisch-

Lateinisches Etymologisches Worterbuch,' and
Bre'al's

'
Dictionnaire Etymologique Latin.' Ccelum

(with oe) is a mere dream of meddling editors; all

MSS. spell it either caelum or eelum. The word

is, of course, very common even in English MSS. ;

it occurs in the Lindisfarne MS. as caelum f

Matt. v. 18; and as celis (abl. pi.) in 'P. Plow-

man,' B. vii. 175. WALTER W. SKEAT.

AN IRISH SUPERSTITION (7
th S. xii. 85, 213, 245,

362, 455). MR.E. YARDLEY mentions the instance

of Aristeas, from Pliny. The passage is in
' N. H.,'

vii. 51-2 :
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"Aristeas Proconnesius, Castrobii filius, inultotie

defunctus revixit, qui etiam animam quoties volui

resumere potuit, ita ut assistentes animam c orvi effigie

ex ore evolantem viderint."
" Aristeae certe animam corri effigie e corpore egres

8am narrant. Quam nacti occasionem inimici, Can-

tharidae dicti, corpus ita affectum flammis concremarant

estque menti peregre redeunti velut vagina gladio

adeinpta."

The disappearance of his body from the tomb is

mentioned by Herodotus, lib. iv. 13-15, Plutarch,
* Vita Romuli.' See Godwin's ' Lives of the

Necromancers,' p. 60, 1876. ED. MARSHALL.

LONG INCUMBENCIES (7
th S. xii. 505). The

case quoted by the RKV. W. R. TATS has recently
been considerably exceeded in this county (Nor-
folk). The Rev. Bartholomew Edwards, who was
rector of Ashill for nearly seventy-six years, was
instituted to the living in June, 1813, and died in

February, 1889. His immediate predecessor was
the Rev. John Stanhawe Watts, who was insti-

tuted to the living in April, 1772. These two

incumbencies, therefore, covered a period of all

but 117 years. I believe I am correct in stating
that at the time of his death Mr. Edwards was the
oldest beneficed clergyman in England, being only
ten days short of 100 years. It would be inter-

esting to know if an incumbency of seventy-six

years has ever been exceeded. J. B. T. HALES.
Cathedral Close, Norwich.

'

PITT,' BY LORD ROSEBERT (7
lh S. xii. 484).

Two of Scott's finest ballads' Glenfinlas
'

and
*Cadyow Castle* were published in 1799 and
1803 respectively.

' The Lay of the Last Min-
strel' was published in January, 1805. Pitt
died the following January. Whether Pitt had
read the above-mentioned ballads I do not know,
but he appears to have been well acquainted with
the 'Lay.' In his Introduction to the 'Lay,'
written in 1830, Scott says,

"
Among those who

smiled on the adventurous minstrel were numbered
the great names of William Pitt and Charles Fox.

Lockhart, in his 'Life of Scott,' ed. 1869, vol. ii.

pp. 225-6, says :

"
Through what channel, or in what terms, Fox made

known his opinion of the '

Lay
'

I have failed to ascer-
tain. Pitt's praise, as expressed to his niece, Lady Hester
Stanhope, within a few weeks after the poem appeared,
was repeated by her to Mr. William Stewart Rose, who,
of course, communicated it forthwith to the author

; and
not long after, the minister, in conversation with Scott's

early friend, the Right Hon. William Dundas, signified
that it would give him pleasure to find some opportunity
of advancing the fortunes of such a writer.

' I remem-
ber,' writes this gentleman,

'
at Mr. Pitt's table in 1805

the Chancellor asked me about you and your then situa-
tion, and after 1 had answered him Mr. Pitt observed,* He can't remain as he is,' and desired me to

' look to
He then repeated some lines from the '

Lay,' de-it.

scribing the old harper's embarrassment when asked to
play, and said,

' This is a sort of thing which I might
have expected in painting, but could never have fancied
capable of being given in poetry.' It is agreeable to

know that this great statesman and accomplished
scholar awoke at least once from his supposed apathy
as to the elegant literature of his own time."

I think I have seen it pointed out I do not re-

member where that Pitt's criticism on Scott's

description of the minstrel's diffidence, however

kindly meant, is unsound. Pitt appears to rank
the painter's arb above the poet's, whereas the

world has ever justly regarded the poet's art as

above all others. Possibly Pitt's remarks have not

been quite correctly reported. However this may
be, it shows, at all events, that Pitt was well

acquainted with the poem.
May I take this opportunity of protesting, in all

courtesy, against the strictures of one of your cor-

respondents who, not very long ago, described the
'

Lay of the Last Minstrel
'

as
"

bellicose dog-

gerel
"

? This to a lover of Scott is like a cold

douche, or a taloche. JONATHAN BOUCHIKR.
Ropley, Alresford.

Lord Rosebery has only amplified Lord Stan-

hope, see vol. iv. p. 409, whose authority appears
to have been Mr. William Dundas, quoted in

Lockhart's '

Life,' vol. ii. p. 225.

GEORGE T. KENTON.

VERSION OF 'THE HOUSE THAT JACK BUILT'

(7
tb S. xii. 508). The lines quoted, and clearly

referring to Westminster Hall, are new to me ;

but there was a version of the same nursery story
in the newspapers when the Houses of Parliament
were burned down in 1834 by the over-heating of

-he stoves in which the obsolete "Exchequer
tallies" were burned. I quote from memory,
and perhaps with some few literal errors, and of

course begin with the end (to save space), and not
with the first :

The House that Josh Burned.
This is Mr. Cooper of Drury Lane, who went down to

Dudley and back again, arid that very same day beard a

bagman fay that the House was a-blazing, a thing more
amazing than that of John Snell, who found out by the
smell and the smoke and the heat that came through to

his feet, as he sat himself down in the Black Rod's seat,
that Dick Reynolds was right, when he said that night,
that the fire in the stoves was a great deal too bright,
stuffed up with sticks to three-fourths of their height,
though cautioned by Weobley, who heard but feebly the
words of Phipps, when he suffered the chips to be burned
in the flues, without sending the news to poor Mr.

Milne, who said that a kiln was the place for the chips,
and when poor Mr. Wriuht went, all in a fright, to tell

Josh Cross, so full of his sauce, who had made up the
sticks which heated the bricks, and set fire to the
House that Josh burned."

EsTE.

NAKED (7
th S. xii. 365, 436 ; 8th S. i. 15). Is

not SIR HERBERT MAXWELL begging the whole

question if he assumes that such passages as that

about Saul lying down
" naked "

(1 Sam. xix. 23),

stripping the "naked" of their clothing (Job
xxii. 6), and St. Peter casting himself

" naked
"

into the sea (St. John xxi. 7) necessarily imply
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anything more than a partial unclothing, as in the

caae of our word "
stripped," to which, indeed,

" naked "
exactly corresponds ? The verb nake, to

strip, occurs in Chaucer (see Skeat). J. T. F.

Wintertoii, Doncaster.

" ADMIRAL CHRIST
" EPITAPH (7

th S. xi. 500;

xii. 43, 78, 510). The following variant of this

epitaph is printed in Feltham's
' Tour Through

the Island of Mann' (1798) as occurring on a

stone to the memory of
"
Captain Wm. Harriman,

buried Feb. 19, 1760, aged 32," in the church-

yard of Kirk Oacan :

The boisterous blasts on Neptune's waves

Have tost me to and fro ;

In spite of both, by God's decrees

I harbour here below ;

Although I here at anchor lie,

With many of our fleet ,

I must one day set sail again,
Our Saviour Christ to meet. P. 238.

Hatton, in his
' New View,' 1708, gives

the epitaph in St. Dunstan's, Stepney, mentioned

by Miss BUSK. J. F. MANSERGH.
Liverpool.

Amongst various interesting tombstones in

Prestonpans churchyard there is a flat stone

bearing the following inscription :

In memory of Captn. James Adam
formerly of London but had late

retired to this place who after

a lingering fit of sickness departed
this life 13 Apirle 1775 Aged 59 Years

Tho Boreas' blasts and Neptune's waves
Has tost me to and fro

Yet by the order of God's decree
I harbour here below

Where now I lye at anchor sure
With many of our fleet

Expecting one day to set sail

My Admiral Christ to meet.

Also his Spouse Marion Mackenzie
who died 12 Sept in the year 1789

aged 70 years.

The captain seems to have belonged to the
south ; probably the lines have their origin there
also. J. F. HISLOP.

Araolla (the name would seem to come from
the Spanish Basques), the first poet in the Sar
dinian language whose works were printed (sei
'

Bibliografia Espanola de Cerdena,' por D. Eduard<
Toda y Giiell, Madrid, 1890), calls God "High
Admiral "

altu Admiragliu. PALAMEDES.
Paris.

COPLEY FAMILY (7
th S. xii. 467). There is n<

book containing a full or satisfactory account o
the family of Copley, of Gatton and Southwark
co. Surrey, and Roughey, co. Sussex, bub fa
accounts of several members of the family will b
found in an interesting series of articles contri
buted by Mrs. Katherine C. Dorsey to th

Woodstock Letters,' 1885 (Baltimore, U.S.A.),

ntitled
'
Life of Father Thomas Copley, a

Bounder of Maryland.' (A few copies were struck

ff separately, one of which Mrs. Dorsey was

.ind enough to send to me.) Articles on Sir

'homas Copley and his two sons, Anthony and

"ohn, are contained in the
'

Dictionary of National

Jiography.'
1 take this opportunity of correcting three

rrors in the article on Sir Thomas Copley. The

ate of his birth is stated as 1514, instead of

534, and of his election as M.P. for. Gatton as

533, instead of 1553. The carelessness of the

writer of the article is alone responsible for these

wo mistakes. The other error is the statement,

n the authority of Camden, that Sir Thomas

Copley was created Baron of Gatton by the King
if Spain. A letter of Copley's among the

Jottonian MSS. Brit. Mus., however, shows that

ie received his title of baron from the King of

Trance.

Transcripts of the correspondence of Sir

Thomas Copley with Queen Elizabeth and her

ministers are now in my possession, a few copies of

which will, I hope, shortly be printed. I propose
;o prefix an account of the descendants of Sir

Roger Copley, citizen and mercer, who married a

daughter of Lord Hoo and Hastings (killed at St.

Albans in 1455), coming down to the early part
of the eighteenth century.

RICHARD C. CHRISTIE.

JOHN JACKSON, E.A. (7
th S. xii. 463). My

attention has just been called to a note by MR.
DANIEL HIPWELL concerning my late father, John

Jackson, R.A. I scarcely grasp the exact purport
of that note, but as my father's sole surviving
child I can assure you that all the published
accounts of my father's life are more or less

erroneous. The most authentic details of that

life are to be found in a letter I sent to the

Leeds Mercury, which appeared in that journal
on November 4, 1882. I was induced to furnish

those particulars from having observed somewhere
in print that my father's portrait was painted by

'

Sir Godfrey Kneller, which, as Kneller died over

fifty years before my father was born, is, to say the

least of it, singular. M. PHIPPS JACKSON.

HOUBRAKEN'S PRINTS (8
th S. i. 7). EVY may

be interested to know that the original engraved

copper-plates, numbering 108 in all, of these

portraits are in my possession. I purchased the

set (which I have no intention of republishing)
with a view to framing some of the coppers side by
side with the prints that is, a copper-plate and
the print therefrom facing each other in one

frame, the brilliant surface of the plate being
protected from oxidizing by a coat of hard varnish.

It may be remembered that a year or two ago I

described in the Times the method of preparing
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and framing engraved copper-plates for decorative

purposes. I am sending half a dozen or so of the
Houbraken portraits of naval commanders, framed
in the manner indicated, to the Liverpool Naval
Exhibition. ANDREW W. TUEK.
The Leadenhall Press, E.G.

WAS GEORGE CRUIKSHANK EVER IN PARIS ?

(8\S. i 3). I think this can be answered in a
decided negative, which is a remarkable fact, con-

sidering how perfectly he has depicted the French-
man of the old school, when the Gaulois was all

grimace a grimace that has now nearly all gone,
the Parisian being tnrned into a poseur. My
friend, dear old George, had a deal to do with
'Bony' and the 'Little Corsican'in caricature,
which is not character

; but when he came to that
in his maturer years he realized it perfectly.

London in George's early days was full of
French refugees, a race most admirably depicted
in 'Monsieur Tonson,' that was illustrated by
George's elder brother, Robert, but so superior in
its

spiritualise
as to indicate a soupfon of George's

touch. In his early days George helped Robert,
whilst in the latter Robert helped George as a
minor.
As one knowing old Paris perfectly, I can

recall various vestiges of character, depicted with
marvellous truth, in the 'Life in Paris.' The
Galerie of the Palais Royal is perfect, but the
fagade of the Tuilleries is wanting in detail, as
also the roof of the Grande Galerie of the Louvre,
that, I presume, was lighted from the roof then as
now. The streets sans trottoir, when we had the
thing without the name, and they the name
without the thing, is most true.

George early knew Dover, and has depicted the
raw or rather recently arrived Frenchman
there. Douglas Jerrold says that George Cruik-
shank once had a day at Boulogne ; but if so it
must have been late in life, and perhaps not at
all, for Blanchard Jerrold's '

Life
'

is not to be
trusted, there being inserted therein cuts, after
one T. H. Jones, an inferior artist, of works quite
unworthy of the graphic touch of George Cruik-
shank.

f

DRAKE FAMILY (7
th S. xii. 449 ; 8th S. i. 38).

The reference to the Gentleman's Magazine which
G. F. R. B. asks me to give is 1797, part ii. p. 573.
The pedigree is reprinted in the volume of 'Eng-
lish Topography' in the "

Gentleman's Magazine
Library." jf

*n
LD *NSCR7PTI<>* ON A QfJAICH (7

th S. xii.

fil'-r:^
me tioram is Gaelic, and means literallyDrink me dry," i.e., "Drink me out." The

quaich has probably gone round in the banquet-
ting hall of some Highland chieftain. It should
>e worth describing (with an engraving) in some
antiquarian magazine of Edinburgh or London I

do not know such English word as "
quaich," and

I suppose it to be nothing else but an Englished
form of the Gaelic cuach, a drinking cup.

H. GAIDOZ.
22, Rue Servandoni, Paris.

01 me tioram, inscribed on this cup, means in
Gaelic ' ' Drink me dry." PALAMEDES.

THE FLYING PIEMAN (7
th S. xii. 508). During

the early part of the present century Peter

Stokes, the Flying Pieman of Holborn Hil), vended
his pies or pudding between Fetter Lane, Thavies

Inn, and the Fleet Market. He always wore a
black dress suit, knee breeches, black silk

stocking?, and shoes with steel buckles. Stokes
was by profession a portrait painter, but poverty
compelled him to adopt another calling to support
his wife and large family. His new trade proved
a succesp, and he ultimately resumed his palette
and brush at his lodgings in Rathbone Place.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

COLLEGB OF ARMS LIBRARY AND MANU-
SCRIPTS (7

tb S. xii. 508). I believe the answer to
both these questions to be in the negative. The
salaries paid to the under officers are small, and
for addition to these they chiefly depend upon the
fees paid by the public for such information as they
have it in their power to give. B. F. S.

THE SEALS OF BURNS (7
th S. xii. 427, 515).

I have to thank Messrs. POTTER and JONAS for
their kind courtesy in replying to my query. I
have seen the second seal in many editions of
Burns's works. I have also collected all the
variations I could find. But what I especially
wanted to learn was the locale of the second seal,
and references to books containing an imprint of
the first seal. Since communicating my query, I
have been in correspondence with Mrs. M. Burns
Thomas, who states that the seal is in her posses-
sion. She very kindly forwarded me an impress
on wax of the seal, which will be found on the

title-page of the Burns Chronicle. I should say
that the facsimile in Dr. Carrie's 1800 edition
is the most correct reproduction of the second
seal I have ever seen. JOHN MUIR.

I have an old pendant seal, upon which is

engraved the poet's crest, viz., a woodlark

perching on a sprig of bay tree, over which is the
motto "

Fidelle," and by the spelling of which it

should be easily recognized if ever used by Burns
for sealing his correspondence. The pebble is of
oval form, translucent, and of celadon hue, the

greatest diameter being one inch.

E. BARRINGTON NASH.
4, Glebe Studios, Chelsea.

FOLK-LORE : TRIPLE BREAKAGES (7
th S. xii.

489). The idea that when one thing is broken
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two more breakages will follow used certainly to

be a prevalent opinion. Nowadays, when servants

do not pay for their breakages, this fear comes less

to the fore, as they are more reckless of conse-

quences. But the ingenious expedient of C. E.'s

servant for defeating the ill luck is new to me.

have similarly heard the apprehension expressed

when there has been a death in a family that two

more such would follow. In Rome it is a fixed

maxim with the people as soon as one cardinal

dies that two more will surely follow him
speedily ;

this, however, is a superstition that is likely in

many cases to work its own accomplishment ;
all

members of the Sacred College are men of consider-

able age, and any who may be in feeble health are

likely to be badly influenced by their knowledge
of the prediction. B. H. BOSK.

16, Montagu Street, Portman Square.

I believe that the piece of folk-lore alluded to

by your correspondent is not confined to any par-

ticular part of England. Not long ago one of our

servants here in Suffolk broke a lamp -glass, at

which she expressed her sorrow, with the remark

that two more breakages might be expected. If

they occurred, I was nob informed of them.

F. G. BIRKBECK TERRY.

THE CITIZEN LORD M. (7
th S. xii. 507). Lord

Maitland, who in 1789 succeeded his father as

Earl of Lauderdale, is the person meant. In the

French Revolution he was an ardent supporter of

the Jacobins, and, adopting their style, called him-
self

"
Citizen Maitland." G. F. S. E.

MARKS ON BLANKETS (7
th S. xii. 487). At the

time your correspondent VIATOR refers to, and
ven before then, I very well knew a person who
manufactured blankets in a large way. I would
often try to get into one of the warehouses where
the finished goods were. There a number of

young women were busy in working these stars,
which are accurately described by your corre-

spondent. They were not trade marks, but I

remember it was said they sold better when so

ornamented, especially for the foreign market.
These stars are now a thing of the pist all

labour, especially what is done by hand, is now
saved when possible. I believe one of these
curiosities is in my possession a relic of my
young days. H. E. WILKINSON.
Anerley, S.E.

JOHN MILLS, COMEDIAN (8
th S. i. 25). His

character is thus drawn in the London Evening
Post, December 18, 1736 :

" He wag for several Years a principal Actor and
deservedly acquir'd a very great Reputation, not only for
his Capacity, but also for bis Application and Diligence
in his Profession, to which his Conduct, both in publickand private Life, gave an Honour and Reputation : He
liv'd so generally and deservedly belov'd that his Loss
is not only a great Misfortune to the Stage and his

Brethren there, but to the Publick in general, he being
n all Respects a very worthy and good Man."

DANIEL HIPWELL.

' IN THE GARDENS AT SWAINSTON '

(8
th S. i. 27).

The garden adjoins the house of my friend, Sir

Harrington Simeon, and is about four miles from

Newport, Isle of Wight. The late Sir John Simeon,

was one of Lord Tennyson's most intimate friends
;

and much of ' Maud ' was written under the

Beautiful old cedars which still flourish there. The
jlace was originally a hunting-box of the bishops
>f Winchester. ST. CLAIR BADDELEY.

Swainston is the name of the seat of the Simeon

'amily, near Ryde, in the Isle of Wight ;
and one

of Lord Tennyson's
" three friends

" was probably
the late Sir John Simeon.

E. WALFORD, M.A.
Ventnor, Isle of Wight.

THUNDERSTORM IN WINTER (7
th S, xii. 87, 110

157, 352). As an actual example is definite and
inal evidence, I quote the following from the

Glasgow Evening Citizen of Saturday, Jan. 9 :

" A thunderstorm, accompanied by a heavy fall of hail,
broke overWest Hartlepool shortly after four o'clock this

morning. The storm was renewed at nine o'clock, and
flashes of lightning on both occasions were very vivid.

There are about six inches of snow on the ground at

Hartlepool."

This fully meets the main point in the original

query, which was whether Sir Walter Scott was
accurate in speaking of the occurrence of a thunder-
storm while snow was on the ground. On such a
matter Scott will hardly err.

THOMAS BAYNB.
Helensburgh, N.B.

" SLABS OF BLUE SLEEP "
(8

th S. i. 27). It is a

pity DR. ROBINSON does not give the reference to
"
the allusion or quotation used by C. Kingeley."

As for the slabs of sleep, let me quote :

" In Menantra these sleep-shops were kept by men of
much ability, who depended upon the Government, and
took certain oatha to administer sleep righteously" Cranmer. What was the sleep-medicine like ?

"Sir Arthur. I object entirely to the word 'medi-
cine.' It was not an opiate ; it was concentrated sleep.

Well, what it looked like, or rather, what it was, was a
soft semi-elastic, pulpy substance, of the most beautiful
blue colour; and the value and intensity of it was
exactly measured by the intensity of the blueness. To
the touch it was more like a sea-anemone than any other

thing or creature I ever touched. There were various
kinds of this sleep substance. The lowest could only
produce a troubled, dreamful sleep ; and, from this

degree, it went up to that choice cerulean blue which
produced the most profound and absolute repose."

This passage, which I have somewhat condensed,
is from chapter ii. of '

Realmah,' as I think one
of the most suggestive and interesting books of

this bookish century. If this note brings some
readers to a much neglected work I shall indeed
be glad. JAMES HOOPER.
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THE WILL OF MARGARET, COUNTESS OF RICH-

MOND (7
th S. xii. 441 ;

8"1 S. i. 9). I would

gladly give MR. GRIFFINHOOFE
"
more," but the

funds in the bank are exhausted. There are many

legacies of plate to other monasteries I took no

list of names but on glancing down the roll

they seemed so full of repetition and ringing

changes on a few patterns with minute differences

that I thought them not worth copying for my own

use. There may, of course, be here and there an

exception to this rule. Any one who wishes to

consult this codicil will have no difficulty in doing

BO, as he has only to write a ticket in the Public

Record Office for Close Roll 4 Henry VIII., and

the will with its codicil may be readily found,

since it occupies the entire middle of the roll.

Was there any actual contract of marriage

between Henry VII. and Marguerite of Austria 1

I am tolerably well acquainted with the life and

correspondence of this princess, but I have never

met with evidence of anything further than

negotiations, which Henry pushed forward with

some pertinacity, and to which Marguerite was

very unwilling to consent. They styled each other
" cousin

" on all occasions, and Marguerite never

assumed, nor was given, the title of Queen of

England facts which make it difficult to believe

that she could be meant by
" the Queen." Nor

can I think the Queen of Scots intended, since

then, according to all custom and analogy of the

time, the bequest would have run " to the said

Queen." The date of probate can scarcely affect

the question. The date of the codicil is certain,

since it has been verified for me by another person.
HERMENTRDDE.

May I point out that the whole of the interest-

ing document quoted by HERMUNTRUDK is printed
as my friend J. T. F. would like to see it, ver-

batim, literatim, et in extenso, in C. H. Cooper's
' Memoir of Margaret, Countess of Richmond and

Derby
'

(Cambridge, Deighton, Bell & Co., 1874)?
W. H. ST. JOHN HOPE.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

A Hitiory of Epidemics in Britain from A.B. 664 to the

Extinction of the Plague. By Charles Creighton,
M.A., M.D. (Cambridge, University Press.)

PERSONS who study the functions of the brain and the

workings of the human mind have told us that the

faculty for the observation and classifying of physical

phenomena and that for realizing the past events in the

history of mankind are widely different functions; so

far apart, indeed, that what we loosely call the scientific

instinct can very rarely be combined with the historical.

How this may be we know not. Our knowledge does
not at present extend far enough for anything approach-
ing to a judicial decision to be safely ventured upon.
This, however, we do know, to our sorrow : historians

and antiquaries have ever and anon launched moat un-

seemly sneers at the men of science, and of late days

the latter have paid back the offence with compound
interest.

Dr. Creighton is, however, a proof that the two lines
of thought may go on simultaneously in the same mind,
without the one in any way impeding the other. The
historical part of the volume before us might have been

produced by one whose reading was confined to chro-

nicles, manor court rolls, and the reports of mediaeval

travellers; the medical portion by one whose thoughts
bad never wandered beyond the somewhat narrow limits
of bis profession. It if, apart fiom its own intrinsic

merits, a favourable sign of the times. We feel in read-

ing it that the old and degrading narrowness of the

specialists is passing away, and that our men of thought
are again becoming free, as they were in the days of
Bacon and Sir Thomas Browne.

Dr. Creighton's volume must be the outcome of years
of study. Becker's well-known volume on the '

Epi-
demics of the Middle Ages,' an English version of which
was published by the Sydenham Society in 1844, has
hitherto been the only book of authority which we had
on the subject. It is imperfect in many respects. When
he wrote the documentary evidence as to the Black
Death in this country had not been sifted. Now, thanks-
to the labours of Mr. Seebohm, Dr. Jessopp, and others,
very much is known as to that terrible scourge. Dr.

Creighton's treatise includes all the epidemics which are
known to have afflicted this country during the period
to which he has limited himself, and the notices of

leprosy, the sweating sickness, and the influenza are of
value ; but the terrible Black Death stands out among
all the others in gigantic proportion?. We have its

course traced out from the Wall of China, across Tar-

tary to the Crimea, thence to Genoa, from which it

spread all over Europe. The author has limited himself
to Britain only. We trust some future writer, stimulated

by his example, may trace its terrible course through
Italy, France, and Germany. We are not ignorant of
the great plague at Athens or the terrible pestilence
which is connected with the name of Justinian

; but both
these and all other such visitations pale before the
terrible scourge of the Black Death. We are well under
the mark when we say that there is contemporary evi-
dence that at least one-third of the inhabitants of Europe
were carried off by that terrible calamity. Climate and
soil, which usually limit the range of zymotic diseases,
were powerless here. It raged as fiercely in the frozen
North as in the valleys of Italy or the sunny slopes of
Dalmatia. We read of one little town in Istria of three
thousand inhabitants of whom but three hundred sur-

vived, and similar facts are recorded wherever we turn.
Dr. Creighton's volume seems to contain all that is at

present known on the subject. We trust it may stimulate
future inquirers to investigate the records of those parts
of England where the path of the scourge has not as yet
been traced. The book has a good index. This is an-

important matter in a volume dealing from first to last

with minute facts.

A Hittory of the French Revolution. By H. Morse
Stephen?. Vol.11. (Longmans & Co )

THE French Revolution is a subject of never-ending
interest to all those who take a scientific view of history.
Even to that inferior class to whom the annals of our
race is but a series of pictures stained with blood, Mr.
Stephens's book must be attractive ; but it is not for
such he writes. For them the novel is as good as a.

chronicle of real events. The ' Mort d'Arthur '

stands
with such folk on a level with Froiseart or the ' Geeta
Dei per Francos.' Mr. Stephens writes in a popular
style ; but from first to last it is evident that what lit

says is meant for the ears of those who desire to know
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the truth, not for the class who merely desire to have

their dull imaginations stimulated.

We can imagine that there are two classes which will

find fault with Mr. Stephens's book those who look on

that terrible storm as an unmixed evil, and those other

fanatics who love liberty so well that the!y are inclined

to forgive every crime perpetrated in her name. lue

ereat mass of thinking people do not belong to either ot

theee extreme sections. Those who study history with

the intention of being made wiser and better thereby

know that we have gained immeasurably by that fierce

conflict between the old and the new. They also realize

that the gain has been achieved at an immense loss

a loss which can never be repaired.

The great Revolution, which desolated Europe from

Cadiz to Lubec, from Amsterdam to Palermo, and the

throbs of which were felt throughout the globe, cannot

be compared to any event in previous history. It has

been the fashion to see a parallel between it and the

struggles of the Reformation. The analogy is on the

surface only. The Revolution was a new thing. In its

good and its evil it had no forerunners, except in the

sense that we are all influenced by the character of our

ancestors.

In some respects the present volume is an improve-

ment on that which went before. The style is better;

perhaps, too, the subjects treated of are of more thrilling

interest. As Mr. Stephens does not write as a partisan,

we find in his pages some information which has hitherto

been denied to us. The chapter on " The Qirondin

Ministry
"

is especially worthy of notice. It is, so far as

we know, the best account hitherto given of that body
of honest incapables. The account given of the Sep-

tember massacres is very touching, and also accurate.

We doubt, however, whether the ban inflicted on the

guilty is sufficiently impressive. The perpetrators of

these deeds of blood knew, as well as any of our readers,

the full guilt of their atrocities. The terror in the pro-

vinces is well worked out
;
but much yet remains to be

told before Englishmen realize the full horror of that

terrible time.

A History of Bridgwater. By Sydney Gardner Jarman.

(Stock.)

MR. JARMAN'S book ought to run into more than its

present second edition, were it only to spread the facl

that the borough of Bridgwater is possessed of a " mosl

valuable and jealously guarded collection of documents,'"

forming the archives of the borough, contained in " aboui

a dozen boxes, in which ancient charters, granted anc

signed by kings, jostle humble leases and indentures

and long monkish Latin documents mix with the crude

English and prim scholarly calligraphy of the last tw<

centuries." When this description is analyzed by th

reader, it will be found to result in a delicate statemen
that the Bridgwater archives are in a state little remove*
from chaos. Mr. Jarman tells us that " some years sine

the late Mr. Henry Thomas Riley, a well-known anti

quarian expert, was engaged to overhaul and classify th

documents"; but from the ''confusion" which existe

among them when the author of the volume before u
was preparing his '

History,' it is to be feared that Mr
Riley's work was, as our author puts it,

" not lasting.
We are glad that Mr. Jarman has devoted a chapter t

the muniments of the borough, though we could hav
wished that he had given us the original of the Lati

documents cited, both here and elsewhere in his book
Charters of John and Henry III. deserve verbatim repro
duction, particularly in a book giving a history of th
town to which they were granted. If the Latin

thought too learned for a "
popular

"
history, let it a

least be given in an appendix. Indeed, the whole serie

f Bridgwater charters, which seems to be remarkably

all, embracing no fewer than twelve grants or confirma-

ons between 1200 and 1684, ought to have a special

ortion to itself in any full scheme of a 'History of

ridgwater.' We should be glad to bear that the borough
as woke up to some sense of the value of its muniments
nee the publication of Mr. Jarman's useful volume ;

nd, if so, then no small portion of the credit should be

iven to Mr. Jarman.

i History of Kidderminster. With Short Accounts of

some Neighbouring Parishes. By Rev. John Richard

Burton. (Stock)
MR. BURTON is not an antiquary. He does not, it is clear,

ve in the past times of which he treats, as some other

ocal historians have done. We have examined his volume

arefully, and have found no errors, but, on the other

and, much that is instructive. The chapter relating to

ie borough, its rights and government, will well repay
ierusal. The biographical notices of Kidderminster
rorthies is most useful. Kidderminster has been con-

ected with not a few noteworthy people, some of whom
ave not as yet found their way into the ordinary bio-

raphical dictionaries. Not to mention Richard Baxter,
rho was for some fourteen years the minister of the

arish, we have Richard Kidderminster, a Benedictine

nonk of the reign of Henry VIII., who wrote a treatise

Contra Doctrinam Lutheri,' and Sir Ralph Clare, the Roy-
list commander in the reign of Charles I. At one time
Sdmund Waller, the poet, lived here, as also did JobOrton,
he well-known Nonconformist divine. The most widely
mown of Kidderminster worthies is Sir Rowland Hill,

whom we owe the inestimable benefits of the penny
)ost. He was born here in 1795. It would seem that

lie family bad been resident here for many generations.
"n the reign of Edward I. there was at Kidderminster
1 John Hill (de Monte). It is not certain, but it is by no
means improbable, that this person was the great postal
reformer's ancestor. Will not some local antiquary
work out Sir Rowland's lineage for us ? It would be of

at least as much interest as that of any of the feudal

jaronage.
The volume contains some extracts from the parish

register. In 1573 we find the burial of " God's creature
the sonne of John and Jane Glazzard." Mr. Burton

suggests that this was a child who had been baptized by
a lay person.

We must call special attention to the following notices :

ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications correspondents

must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the

signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to

appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication "

Duplicate."
W. F. WALLER ("Coffee Biggin "). This has been

fully discussed. See ' N. & Q.,' 7'
h S. i. 407, 475 : ii. 36,

153,278,453; iii.30, 213.

NOTIGS.
Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The

Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Advertisements and
Business Letters to " The Publisher"at the Office, 22,
Took's Court. Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return com-

munipations which, for any reason, we do not print ; and
to this rule we can make no exception.
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FUNERAL KITES.

At this time of national mourning and wide-

spread private bereavement there is a melancholy
interest in reviewing the various customs and rites

which nations, civilized and uncivilized, have
observed in the disposal of their dead. Whether
we look back to the earliest ages of which we
have records, to primitive man in the zenith of his

superstitions, whether we betake ourselves to the

histories of the sombre and learned Egyptians, or

the cultured society of Greece and Rome in the

days of their prosperity, or later still to the ages
of Christian faith, we find one emotion predomi-
nating reverence for the dead, not unmixed with
fear. It matters not what is the religion held by
the living they may or may not believe in im-

mortality, in a future state of bliss and woe, in
the resurrection of the body the dead must be
attended with due ceremony, lest harm come to
the minority left on earth.

It is, of course, essentially a Christian idea that
has made of death the beginning of life. To most
barbarous nations there was always the peril

attaching of a long and weary journey before the
rehabilitated soul could reach the great company
gone before, and enjoy endless feastings and
triumphs. To the Greeks, with their love of light
and life, death was the terrible doom of losing the

sight of the sun, and dwelling in the gloom of a
world too low for the heavens to shine upon. For
the Egyptians there was, assuredly, no resurrec-

tion of the body, since they abstracted the vital

parts in the process of embalming. Nearly all

heathen and non-Ohristian nations believed that

the spirits of the dead would return to trouble the

earth unless certain ceremonies were performed,
and that the peace of the departed rested greatly
with the living. Many regarded the dead with
fear and awe, as being possessed of gruesome
powers, and none ever seems to have deemed it

possible that ghosts or returned spirits could have
other than inimical aims.

There are four known methods of disposing of

the dead, viz.
, exposure, burning, embalming,and

burial. The first prevailed in the earliest ages,

and was carried out in various ways. Some savage
tribes left their dead where they fell, others car-

ried them into forests to be devoured of wild

beasts. The terrible
" Towers of Silence

" in the

districts inhabited by the Parsees of India testify
to the long continuance, in a less repulsive form,
of this method of dealing with dead bodies. In

parts of Guinea a corpse was thrown into the sea,

with the idea of getting quit at the same time of

the spirit of the dead man. A distinction was

frequently made between those who died natural

and those who died violent deaths, as among the

Latookas of Zanzibar, who buried the former, but

left those killed in battle to the fangs of beasts of

prey ;
while at Dahomey death by lightning sub-

jected the corpse to be hewn in pieces and eaten

by the priests. The unspeakably horrible custom
of eating dead persons was known among a tribe

of ancient Scythians, and others kept dogs to per-

form this task. In all these practices we trace

fear of the dead. As man's savage instincts were

modified, precautions were taken to protect the

bodies. If they were exposed, stones and prickly
shrubs were piled over them to keep off wild

beasts. Burial was known in very early times ;

even rude coffins were in use in days when they
had to be made from the hollowed-out trunk of a

tree. But the beginning of burial was to cast the

body into a cave or hole where it could not be

seen. Even now the Mohammedans do not use

coffins. The buryicg-place was not always a fixed

abode, and its movability is not a sign of a low

state of civilization. There was a pretty custom,

testifying to the innocence and purity of child-

hood, in vogue once among some wild American

tribes, of burying children by the roadside, in

order that their souls might enter into those of

passers-by. Women were always buried by the

ancient Colchians, and by the Gonds and Bhils of

India, although the Hindu practice of burning pre-
vailed in India, and among the Colchians the

corpses of men were hung upon trees. The recum-

bent position in burial, which is the only one now
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known, was among certain peoples exchanged

oometimes for the sitting posture, and the head

was variously placed north, south, east, and west.

We are accustomed to associate cremation with

the Roman?, but it was not until the period of the

Republic that burning became general. Before

then burial was customary, and was performed at

night,though after a time only the poor, who could

not afford a display, chose the dark hours. The

Greeks followed both practices. In the case of

burial the body was anointed, decked with

flowers, and on the third day after death carried

in a coffin to the burying-place before sunrise,

friends always doing the heavy work now under-

taken by hired men. A sort of defilement attached

to persons who had taken part in a funeral, as

among the Jew?, and they were required to purify

themselves before entering a temple again.

Whether this was enforced partially for sanitary

reasons is not quite clear. The Roman customs

were very similar to those of the Greeks. Among
the Egyptians, if the dead person were accused of

any crime or wrong-doing, burial was suspended
for a term, varying in accordance with the degree
of iniquity. Both Greeks and Egyptians fur-

nished their dead with money ; the one to pay
Charon's toll, the other as a certificate of character.

The Greeks placed the coin in the hand, the

Egyptians in the mouth. The Russians provided
a paper passport, to be shown at the gate of

heaven.

Primitive man was not satisfied with simply

burying his dead ; he buried with it a number of

things which had been used during life, and were
valued by the deceased man, so strong was the

pagan belief in the resurrection of the body. The
Norse warriors, and the chiefs of the Red Indian

tribes were always laid to rest accompanied by
their favourite horse and armour, that they might
make a fitting entrance into Valhalla and the

happy hunting grounds. The North American
Indians added food and a pair of moccasins for

the journey which it was supposed the dead man
would have to undertake, and even thoughtfully
provided a piece of deerskin and sewing materials,
lest the moccasins should wear out before the goal
was reached. The Gonds, of whom mention has
been made above, were so particular that they did

not forget the toothpick. Provision for the dead
varied with climate ; the Aztecs, for instance,

putting a water-bottle with the corpse, the Lap-
landers a flint, steel, and tinder for light on the
dark road, while the Chippewas took upon them-
selves the business of lighting the dead man to
his last home, and kept fires burning for four

days upon the grave. The Greenlander?, with a
firm belief in the sagacity of the canine specie?,
buried a dog with every child, that the little on<

might be guided safely on its road. Not only wai

provision made in kind, but in money also, and in

Madagascar as much7as 11,000 dollars would be

ilaced in the tomb of a prince. Some races in

Asia, Africa, and America buried with a man his

wife, slaves, and horse?, so the Hindu custom of

nttee has a parallel among other nations.

Extraordinary means were resorted to in order

o prevent the spirit of the dead person returning
o its former habitation. Not only was this common

among savage races, but among civilized peoples-
ike the Egyptians, who turned the corpse round
and round, that the dead might not know in what
lirection he was being carried. The Greeulanders

bought to circumvent the movements of a ghost

>y carrying the body out of window instead of

out at the door, the Siamese by making a hole in

he wail for its exit, and further flung red hot

tones after it, while the Brandenburgers heaved
)ails of water after the coffin. The natives of

Dahomey, with more friendly [feeling towards

their dead relations, amiably sacrificed a slave

very now and then to convey news of what was

joing on in the world, and the negroes of Guinea-

would keep the remains of their relatives in chests.

and talk to them from time to time.

Mourning feasts, called in the north of England
arvals or arvils, are of very ancient origin, and
were in early times for the delectation of the dead,
rather than the living. It was thought that the

dead man, if not properly honoured, would wreak

vengeance on the survivors. The time of mourning
among the Romans was nine days, the feast being
beld on the ninth day, together with certain
" funeral games." The Greeks offered sacrifice*

on the third, ninth, and thirtieth days after the

death; the thirtieth ending the mourning period.
and the relatives then reappearing in public.
A very curious custom existed among the

Badages of the Nilgherry Hills, which exemplifies
the world-wide idea of vicarious suffering. This-

was the letting loose of a scape-calf to bear the

sins of the dead. In our own country a similar

practice once prevailed, certain persons called

"sin eaters" being employed among the Welsh.
There were two ways of performing the function,,
one being to receive a loaf, and eat it over the

corpse, the other to sit outside the house, eat a
crust of bread, drink a draught of ale, pocket a

coin (all being supplied by the relatives of the

dead), and then pronounce full absolution. The-

Protestant creed would not, of course, permit a
continuance of such a practice.
We may congratulate ourselves that we are not-

compelled, like the Russians, to turn and follow

every funeral we meet, or in these sad days busi-

ness would soon come to an end. Following a

corpse used to be thought to imply a recognition
of the power of death, and the fact that the living
would soon be as the dead. The common courtesy
of removing the hat when a funeral passed was
attributed by tradition not to respect for the*
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character of the dead or the feelings of the

friends, but as an act of conciliation towards the

wicked spirits who were supposed to surround a

dead body. Torches were carried to denote that

the departed souls were walking in light ; a candle

was placed near the body as an emblem of life,

and salt sometimes put in a plate to signify

eternity. The ancient Christians carried sprigs of

evergreen at funerals as symbols of everlasting

life. Flowers were from time immemorial scat-

tered in and upon graves. In Glamorganshire

only sweet-scented flowers could be used for the

graves of young unmarried persons, the path

along which the procession would pass being
strewn with aromatic blossoms by youths and

maidens, all dressed in their best clothes. The bay
and the yew found favour in churchyards in other

parts of the Principality. So late as the eighteenth

century the custom prevailed in the Peak district

of hanging garlands of white paper roses over the

graves of virgins, accompanied, for some unex-

plained reason, by a pair of white gloves. Widows
who had not been married to more than one hus-

band were included in these burial honours. But
it is related that in some parts of Wales the

ieeling against old maids and old bachelors was so

strong that thistles, nettles, and noxious weeds
would be planted on their graves. In olden times

burial grounds were made outside town walls, and

were regarded with superstitious fears, which the

.urban churchyards have not removed. The north

side of the churchyard used to be reserved for the

nnbaptized, suicides, excommunicated, and for

persons executed.

With regard to mourning, we have no record of

it among the Saxons, or, indeed, in any European
country up to the twelfth century, when black

was worn in Spain. Some two hundred years
after it was adopted in England, and at the close

of the fifteenth century it became necessary to

pass laws restricting the quantity of stuff used for

mourning robes, so extravagant had people grown
in the display of their grief. The Countess of

Richmond, mother of Henry VII., issued an ordi-

nance limiting great ladies in their mourning
apparel. White has commonly been used as

mourning, and white stockings were worn for that

purpose up to 1778, while Henry VIII. wore white
as mourning for Anne Boleyn ; a more appropriate
colour, as an old chronicler observed, would have
been scarlet. Anne herself put on yellow when
Catherine of Aragon died.

Mourning has altered much within the memory
of this generation. It is worn for a shorter period,
and crape is not so abundant. On the other

hand, complimentary mourning is more common
than ever. But it is not by trappings of woe
that sympathy is best expressed, though sorrow
is alleviated by expression, as Shakspeare tells

as,

The grief that does not speak,
Whispers the o'erfraught heart and bids it break.

Let the show of mourning be moderate, that the
world may say with truth,

A due sincerity governed his deeds.

GEORGIANA HILL.

PLACE-NAMES.
(See 7th S. xii. 382.)

ADDENDA AND CORRIGENDA.

Aldenham, co. Herts.

Brooklandg Kendalls
Beachfield Little Kendalls

Bellymore Langett
Lower Barnfield Longfield

Bingham'a Spring Longshot Field
Blackbird Hill Magpie Hill

Great Boyden'a Hill Malt Lane
Little Boyden's Hill Lower Millfield

Bull Field Upper Millfield

Carter's Ait New Zealand Field
<'l i ilk hi 11 dewberries

Clay Lane Nine Ends
Cresaalls Nine Ends Spring
Oreat Common Field Okeridge Lane
Little Common Field Little Organ Hall

Crosapath Field First Field of Parkers
Crowchfield Place Farm
Middle Cow Ley Pintail

Dagger Farm (now called Bacsters

Queensberry Lodire) Beddings
Darnells, Darnhills, or Reservoir Field

Dernewells Ru.-hey Piece
Ea*t Indies Field Sandy Lane
Footpath Field Scotch Corner
Four Want (=Went) Ways Lower Scotch Corner
Furze Field Settle Spring
Gill's Hill Shepherd's Mead
Gill's Hill Lane Slys Castle, now called

Gory Field Hillfield

Grove Place Slys Hill

The Grove Stockfield

Handpost Meadow and Summerhouse Lane
Field Tomkins

Hartspring Vicarage Mead
Hartepring Lane Weare's Pond*
High Cross Upper Wild, or Weild
Holly Bush Field Windmill Lane
Hedge Grove, now called Wood Field

Edge Grove Wood Hall
Hutcliersons (Hutchin- Wood Hall Lane
sons ? J

CORRIGENDA. P. 382, col. 3, dele
" Doles "; for " Mill-

field
"
read Millfield lying in Doles ; col. 4, for " Otter's

Pool
"

read Great Ottertpool, Little Otterspool ; p. 383,
col. 2, for " Crabtree Field "

read Great Crablree, Little

Crdbtree; for
"
Chesterfield

" read Chester's Field.

Elstree.

Barham or Boreham Wood Woodcock Hill
Deacon's Hill Furze Hill

The Marians Schopwick House

Edgtaare.

Cowslip Pond Field King's Field

Edgwarebury

* So called since 1823, from the murder of William
Weare by Thurtell, Hunt, and Probert.
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CORRIGENDA. P. 383, cols. 1 and 2, dele
" and in Little

Meare" read Further and Hither Meares.

Little Stanmore or Whilchurch.

Further Broad Field Great Warrens

Hither Broad Field Little Warrens

Brockley Hill Lower Warrens
The Ley King Field

Potter's Mead Further New Field

Further Shepherd's Field Hither New Field

Hither Shepherd's Field

Si. Stephens.
Almond Field Hanging Field

Black Green Wood Hogg Grove
Borrowson's Field Lilley's Spring
Birch Wood Hunting Wood
Burrow's Field The Hurst
Burston Broom How Field Wood
Carters Long's Field

Cowley's Wood King's Mead
Cross Field Great How Field

Bellmorea Little How Field
Broad Field Hoppet
Broad Meadow Marks Pightle
Bone Mead Longlands
Briery Wood Kound Wood
Brogdells Pease Croft
Cole's Field Redman's Field

Great Balams Loner Rock Field
Little Balams Bush Mead
Beechtree Field Horsepond Field
Further Coxes Lower Rough Field
Nearer Coxes Middle Rough Field
Dell Mead Further Rough Field
Flex Mead Slowman's Field
Free Field Hither Smugs
Footpath Fore Field Further Smugs
Great Furze Field Street Field
Little Furze Field Well Spring
Golden Croft

CORRIGENDUM. P. 383, col. 4, 1. 11, for "Upper
Shrawleys

"
read Further, Hither, and Middle Spraw-

uskey.

Hercules Lane
Hercules Ground
Tyler's Farm
Water Lane
Scott's Wood

Watford.

Upper Well Field
Lower Well Field
Hare Field
Rush Croft

Long Spring
Leggatts

HENRY H. GIBBS.

Bacchus Field
Bucks Meadow
Burnt Farm
Cold Harbour Farm
Cold Harbour Lane

Ashen Spring
Beech Field

Berry Bushes
Upper Brangley Field
Lower Brangley Field
Gullet Pightle
Gullet Wood

Aldenham House.

As supplementary to other lists recorded in
' N. & Q.' I offer the following names culled from
documents relating to Loughton, co. Essex, in the

hope that some of the more obscure ones may
attract the eye of an expert. The group marked
A. is taken from a series of thirteenth century
charters ; that marked B. from a couple of stray

Court Kolls of the manor, dated A.D. 1404. The

names marked with a dagger may have extant

representatives in the Hookey Down, Fishmongers
or Fishtails, Perry Field, Plum Tree Mead, and

Debden of the Tithe-map :

A.

Cintenelonde Leuedaihide

j-Doune, La Loshull

Dunnyngeswich Luketunestanefeld

Edemade Lushull

Eemade Little Holesdon

Efelde Mucheleholedon

Eldefelde fPiryfeld

(Fishacres fPluntreucrofte
Haluehide Pluntrewenefeld

Holeden, The Redone, La
Hommannelonde Ryuer Tayle
Homstratfeld Slapam
Honelde Smithfeld

Hyle, The (a brook) Suvenacres

Hynekesford Bridge Tenacres

Knyghteslande Thorncroft

Kyntesfelde Warefeld

Kynttenelonde Whitcroft

Landmas Wolueslane
Letesdone

B.

Comuneslane Purcascroft

Coupers Pygges
fDepdenefeld tPy rifeld alias Wilmotfeld

Durnayllesgate Ree Lane Ende
Lerielokeslane Sparwes
Moland (one acre of) Wilmotfeld
Pirleswente

As many again, with but few duplicates, are

found in a series of later documents ranging over

a period of a century and a half. Among them

may be noted :

Dogoodstanes Lady Mead
Famylera Polefield

Flexeland in Stuckes Spital Mead
Gelycroft Swanneehope
Hither Riding Whitehills

In MR. H. H. GIBBS'S interesting list of place-
names I note one or two which have, or had,
their duplicates in our own parish ;

to wit, Brook-

field, Gold ings (of a house and of a hill), Haydons,
Shoulder of Mutton Piece (in the uncleared forest),

Hide Field, Holland (seven acres of), Chapel
Field, Bramble Hall, Grove Field, Hookey Dowc,
Horse Leaze (cp. Horse Leach), Babbs and Babs

Field, Tippendene (cp. Tippendells), Great and
Little Hungerdowns, with a few others.

w. c. w.
The following names occur in an estate map,

by Jared Hill, surveyor, Canterbury, 1713, of the

manor of Bishop's Enbroke in the parish of Cheri-

ton, Kent, the property of Jordan Sandys, Esq. :

Little Eastbinn Great Boy Hill
Great Eastbinn Landway Daniel's Church
Ashen Field Stelling
Postal Field Bonyers
Sheat Hill Biggen's Wood
Little Boy Hill Castle Hole

There are other fields with ordinary names, such
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as Fox's Barrow, Cow Let ze, Calves' Pasture, &c
I would remark as to Daniel's Church, it is over
mile from any church, and apparently is a field o
under three acres. Stelling is now part of Shorn
cliffe Camp ground ; there is a parish of the same
name several miles away. There is a Biggin'
Street at Dover. E. J. FTNMORE.
Sandgate.

DENMAX. In Foss's 'Judges' it is stated tha
the family from which Lord Denman, Chie
Justice of England, sprang was originally sett lee

in Nottinghamshire, sometime at East Retford
afterwards at Bevercotes. Col. Chester, in tin

'Westminster Abbey Registers,' states that Sir
Thomas Aylesbury, created a baronet in 1627,
married Anne Denman, the daughter of Francis
Denman, rector of West Ketford, 1557-1595, by
Anne Blount, of Eckington, Derby. This Francis
Denman was son of Nicholas Denman, of Weal
Retford, by a daughter, Ann, of Humphrey
Hercy, of the Grove, Notts. The following will,
which is to be found in vol. xxxiv. p. 120, of the
wills at York, may interest any readers ol
' N. & Q.' whose attention has been called to the
Denman pedigree :

" In the name of God, Amen, April the twenty-sixth
616.

_
I Ann Kendall widow of the pariah of East Bet-

ford sick in body but of good and perfect memorie
praise be to God, do ordaine and make this my last
will and testament in manner and form following :

First my soul I bequeath into the hands of Jesug Christ
my only Savioure and Redeemer. My goods to the world
to be disposed in manner following. I give unto my son
John Kendall tenn pounds of the thirtie pounds due
unto me the said Anne by the last will and testament of
William Denman my brother late of London deceased
and I give him no more of that thirtie pounds because
that my said son hath a cottage at Collingham left him
by his father deceased. I give unto my daughter Hanna
Kendall 20 remainder of that 30 named before. The
rest of my goodes I bequeath unto my said children John
and Hanna to be equally divided betwixt them. My
funeral and other debts are charged. And I ordain and
make my father James Denman sole executor."

The will of William Denman, late of London,
deceased before 1616, should add a little informa-
tion to the above. WM. CLEMENT KENDALL.

Colne, Lancashire.

HCMBOG. In Webster's '

Dictionary,' 1883, we
have the word "Humbug, n. (probably from
hum, to impose on, deceive, and '

bug
'

a
frightful object, bugbear), colloq." My old friend
idward Nathaniel Lewer, who was all his life
connected with the London Stock Exchange, and
died on May 7, 1876, aged eighty, told me, in all

seriousness, that during the Napoleonic wars so
much false news of politics and army movements
came through Hamburg, that anything that
smacked of the incredible was received with the
derisive phrase, "That's Hamburg," whence is
derived by corruption the word "humbug" If

the word does not date back beyond the period
be referred to, it seems a more reasonable deriva-

tion than the very laboured one we get in

Webster's '

Dictionary.' PETER COOPKK.

BELL CUSTOM. Among the interesting objects
shown at the Ecclesiastical Art Exhibition held in

connexion with the Church Congress at Rhyl in

October last, there was a bell, dated 1723,

belonging to the church of Llanfair -
Djtfrin-

Clwyd, Ruthin, of which the catalogue gives the

following account :

' There is a tradition that up to the beginning of the

present century this bell was removed from the parish
chest, placed on the altar step by the churchwardens,
and taken back after the service. It was not rung, but
the custom was a quaint survival of pro-Reformation
times."

May I ask if any other instances of such a custom
are known ? R. B. P.

WILLIAM BURKITT (1650-1703), DIVINE AND
COMMENTATOR. The annexed entry is found in

the parish register of Hitchin, co. Suffolk :

"
William, son of Miles and Rebecca Burkitt, born the

20th of July, baptized the 31st of August, 1650.
"

This note will serve to correct the date of Burkitt's

birth appearing in 'Diet. Nat. Biog.,' vol. vii.

p. 371. His second wife, a daughter of Dr.

James Hyde, Principal of Magdalen Hall, Oxford,
died Oct. 1, 1698, and was buried at Dedham, co.

Essex. Burkitt's third wife, Mary, eldest daughter
of Samuel Cox, of Ealing, co. Middlesex,

" Minister
of the Word of God," survived him, and raised a
mural monument to his memory on the south

side of the chancel of Dedham Church.
DANIEL HIPWELL.

17, Hildrop Crescent, Camden Road.

CLOTHING PRICES IN 1707.
"
Drugget, Stuff, and Camlet Suits of Cloatha, lin'd

with Shelloon, for 31. IQs.; with Silk Shagreen or Sat-
tinet for 51. 10*. Likewise fine Spanish or Silk Drugget
Suits, lin'd with Shalloon or Durance, for 4J. lOa. : or
with Silk Shagreen or Sattinet for 61. 10;., are still con-
:inued to be well and fashionably made up by Alex.

barter, over against the Bell in Blackmoor Street, near
Dlare Market, where are all sizes of Calico Gowns readj
made up to be sold, the smallest size at 21 . 6d., middle
size at 22. Qd., and the largest size at 23s. 6d. Likewise
Stuff Damask Gown, small size at 20s. a piece, large size,
21*. 6d. N.B. His Druggets are better than those that
are commonly used." Poit Man, No. 1720, January 4-7,
706/7.
"This is to inform all Gentlemen that they may see

very good choice of Cloath, and have them fashionably
nade up, lin'd with Shalloon for 41. 10s., and superfine
Oloath for 51. 10*. a Suit ; as also Double-breasted Cata
or 21. 10s. or 31. Also Drugget Suits, lin'd with Slial-

oon, for 31. 10s.; or with Silk Shagreen or Sattinet for

>l. 10*. By James Harrison, Taylor, on Puddle Dock
lill, the corner of Great Carter Lane, Black Fryars, who
ias had the approbation of many Gentlemen for Cutting
well, and making good work." Post Boy, No. 1838,

"ebruary 22-25, 1706/7.

H. H. S.
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"LEAPS AND BOUNDS." Some time ago the

origin of this phrase was asked for in 'N. & Q.,'

but to the best of my recollection no answer was

given. The following passage from 'Paradise

Lost' may prove illustrative, in which Milton

aeems guilty of what rarely occurs in his writings
a play upon words :

and, in contempt,
At one alight bound, high overleap'd all bound
Of hill or highest wall, and sheer within

Lights on his feet. Book iv. 11. 180-3.

Satan, called in the context the "arch-felon,"
"
sat like a cormorant " on the tree of life. I used

to think this a metaphorical expression, doubting
whether a web-footed bird like the cormorant

(Phalocrocorax) could really perch upon a tree.

In the "Argument" prefixed to the book it is

said :

"
Sits in the shape of a cormorant on the

tree of life, as highest in the garden, to look about

him," and I can remember one being shot which
had perched on a lofty tree in an inland county,
near a large lake. JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

WHITLEATHER, This word, spelt whittlether,
is given in Halliwell-Phillipps's

'

Dictionary,' and

explained as "a kind of coarse cloth." The

following lines are cited for its use :

Thy gerdill, made of th,e whiltlether whange,
Which thow has wore God knaves how longe,
Is turned nowe to velvet imbrethered strange
With gould and pearle amange.

MS. Lansd., 241.

This is a curious mistake. Whitleather is the
skin of a horse, cured and whitened, and used
for the thongs of whips, hedging gloves, &e. "As
tough as whitleather

"
is a common Northern ex-

pression. F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

_
THE VICTORY. In the account of the reproduc-

tion of Nelson's Victory at the Naval Exhibition
by Capt. Orde Browne, R.A.,and Mr. H. J. Webb
(Office of the Engineer), it is stated that the model
of the Victory now in the Eoyal Naval College,
Greenwich, represents the ship as first launched
in 1765. Nelson's Victory, we are told, was the
second ship of that name, the first having been
lost, with all hands, in 1744, when carrying
Admiral Balchen home after successfully relieving
Sir Charles Hardy, who had been blockaded in
Lisbon. I have paid very little attention to this

subject, so that I do not wish to speak positively ;

but is there not room for a suggestion that there
was a Victory intermediate between the two ships
above mentioned ? In the official minute-books of
the Board of Admiralty, preserved in the Public
Record Office, I find the following :

"Monday, January 1, 1749-50. Resolved that the
Wavy Board be directed to cause the Taffarel and Quarter
Pieces of the Model of the Victory at the Royal Academya' Portsmouth to be carred agreeably to the ornaments
of that Ship."

If the model now at Greenwich can be identi-

fied with the model formerly at Portsmouth it

would seem to be conclusively proved that there

was a third Victory, of which no record has been

preserved. One can hardly imagine that a model
would be completed five years after the original

had been destroyed, so that the model referred to

in the above minute could not represent Admiral
Balchen's ship. R. B. P.

CHRISM. Some doubt is expressed in part v.

of the
' New English Dictionary,' p. 388, as to the

meaning of this word when applied to children in

post-Reformation times. I think the following
extracts prove that it was used to describe still-

born children. On p. 163 of Thoresby's
' Ducatus

'

are extracts from Adel Registers, and on March 15,

1691/2, there is an entry of a burial of a still-

born infant of Joseph and Mary Wilson, of Ecup ;

and on May 5, 1692, there is another entry of a
"

still born "
of John and Grace Risforth, of Cook-

ridge. Each of these children is described as a

chrysom in a column headed "
diseases." It may

be of interest to note that in the same register
Elizabeth and Jane, children of Richard and
Katherine Bawdison, were baptized and buried on
the same day, March 7, 1691/2, and there is no
reference to chrysom.
The following extract is from the baptisms in

the Leeds Pariah Church Registers, which are in

course of publication by the Thoresby Society,
Leeds :

"1696-7, February 24. Ann Hainsley, of Kirkg* had
2 base begotten children borne y

e 29 of January, y" one
a cry: y

e other named Ann."

The burials for these months contain no reference

to either of the children. G. D. LUMB.
Leeds.

DR. PANGLOSS. It may be worth noticing (per-

haps has been noticed before) that " A double S "

has really been appended to a learned man's name.
The 'Annual Register,' 1792, p. 432, prints a letter

from "George Chalmers, Esq., F.R. and A.SS."

Evidently a sense of the double entendre is not
absent. EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.

RUFDS AND THE CHARCOAL BURNER. Super-
stitions die hard. I had thought Mr. Freeman
quite disposed of the old story about the body of

William II. being conveyed to Winchester by a

charcoal-burner named Purkis, whose descendants
are still living in the New Forest. But the fable
is cropping up again. I have just read in the

Salisbury Journal a letter from "
Something of an

Antiquarian," in which it is stated, on the autho-

rity of a member of the Purkis family, now living
at Minstead, near the scene of the king's death,
that he had

"frequently heard his father relate how his grandfather
scolded his grandmother for burning the wheels of the
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cart that bore the body of King Rufus to Winchester
;

she had burnt them in his absence on the plea of scarcity
of fuel."

The destruction of the cart-wheels is new to me,
and you may perhaps like to record it. I am
afraid the

' '

Reign of William Rufus
"

is still

unknown in Hampshire. J. A. J. HOUSDEN.
Canonbury, N.

We must request correspondents desiring information

on family matters of only private interest to affix their

names and addresses to their queries, in order that the

answers may be addressed to them direct.

MARINO'S SONNET ON THE SONNET. Can any
of your readers tell be where to find this sonnet,
mentioned by Mr. Samuel Waddington in a note

to his 'Sonnets of Europe'? The only Italian

sonnets on this theme that I can find are Car-

ducci's. I have collected very nearly a hundred
from all quarters, out of which a little book will

probably be made. If any should kindly wish to

increase my store by original or selected sonnets

on the sonnet, it might save trouble if such con-

tributions were sent to me direct.

MATTHEW RUSSBLL.
55, Upper Gardiner Street, Dublin.

SHIPWRECKS. Can any of your readers tell me
where an account can be obtained of the loss of

the "
Transport No. 44, Robert and William," by

shipwreck in November, 1795 ? She was one of a

large fleet of men-of-war and transports, under
General Sir Ralph Abercrombie and Admiral Sir

Hugh Christian, destined for an expedition against
the French West Indian Islands. Many of the

vessels were lost, some of them on Portland Beach,
Dorset. D. D. CHADWICK.

St. Helier's, Jersey.

AUREGIA AND XENiA. The following words
occur in an old deed relating to property in North
Wales: "And all that other yearly custom called

auregia, otherwise a present, happening, coming,
and growing in Maynan aforesaid, extending to

the clear yearly value of 3.?. 4<2." Can any one say
what the custom was ? In the same deed "

xenia,"
another custom, is mentioned. This, I suppose,
was the custom of giving aid to needy strangers ;

but the use of the word seems curious. E. W.
' CHILDE HAROLD': IANTHE. Has Byron, in

the beautiful stanzas prefixed to
' Cbilde Harold's

Pilgrimage,' made a slip with regard to the mean-

ing of the name lanthe 1 He says, or appears to

say, that it means a lily :

" One matchless lily,"" Such is thy name." A note in Messrs. Chambera's
on the whole very well annotated edition of the

poem, 1883, says, "lanthe, from Gr. Ion, a lily,"

thereby confirming Byron's definition. "lov, accord-

ing to Liddell and Scott, means a violet, iov

OV, (probably) a snowflake or snowdrop. A
lily in Greek is Xeiptov, identical with the Latin

lilium. See Liddell and Scott, s.v. See also-

Crusius's
' Homeric Lexicon.'

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

KILMALLOCK CASTLE. Can any Irish reader of
' N. & Q.

'

tell me if any ruins exist of a castle at

Kilmallock ? There are two ten miles from that

town, near Lough Gur
;
but I want to be certain

whether any are to be found in or near Kilmallock

itself; and, if so, where could I find a description
of them ? There must have been a castle there at

some period or other, for it was in the very heart

of the great Desmond Palatinate, which was studded
with strongholds. J. B. S.

Manchester.

"PUDINGIS OP JOCK AND JAMB." Dunbar men-
tions these in his poem 'To the Merchantis of

Edinburgh.' What were they ? Was "Jock and
Jame "

the ancient equivalent of "
Tom, Dick, and

Harry," and the phrase intended to represent the

food of the common people as opposed to the

delicacies of the nobles ? W. E. WILSON.

BARNEWELL: ROPER: CURZON. Can any reader

of
' N. & Q.' say what was the connexion between

the following parties ? John Barnewell, ol>. 1787,
son of Thomas Barnewell and Francis Brinkhnrst,
took the name of Curzon, and left his property to

Henry Roper, on condition that he took the name
of Curzon, which he did by royal licence Feb-

ruary 2, 1788. JAPHET.

THOMAS VICARY. Can any of your readers give
me some information about this person, who was,
I believe, a surgeon temp. Henry VIII. ? F. J.

"DEATH BY THE WAXEN CLOTH." What is the

meaning of the term " death by the waxen cloth,"
an Egyptian form of capital punishment ?

CELER ET AUDAX.

LONE. Can any one tell me the force and

meaning of the word "lone" in the first line of

the last stanza in Alfred Austin's masterly poem
on the death of the Duke of Clarence that appeared
in the Times? ALFRED GATTY, D.D.

WHO is
" PRINCE MEMNON'S SISTER " IN

MILTON ? Milton in his
'
II Penseroso

'

speaks of

melancholy as

Oerlaid with black, staid Wisdom's hue;
Black, but such as in esteem
Prince Memnon's sister might beseem.

(16-18.)

It is asked who "Prince Memnon's sister" was;
and as the next line introduces Cassiope, a real

personage in mythology, it is presumed that there

must be some correspondingly real personage here

described as Memnon's sister. The commentators

give no help. Dr. Hawkins quotes from Peck a
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brief note that
" Memnon was an Ethiopian prince,

who came to help Priam at Troy and was slain by
Achilles." Bat this is not to the point. Is
" Memnon's sister

"
anything more than a creation

of the poet's own imagination ? He had described

melancholy in
' L'Allegro

' with divers epithets
to indicate darkness.

" Of blackest midnight
born " " In Stygian cave

"
dwelling in " brood-

ing darkness
" " with the night raven " " under

ebon shades
" "

in dark Cimmerian desert." And
without changing her colour he now has to clothe

her with dignity
" in robe of darkest grain

" " and
sable stole," and therefore would needs represent
her as being herself dark of hue.

" The starr'd

Etbiop queen" Cassiope was, of course, dark; and,
as Ovid indicates that Memnon was dark, he must
have had, or ought to have had, a sister of like

complexion. In his
' Amores ' Ovid writes :

Nigri non ilia parentem
Meraiionis in roseis sobria vidit equis.

(i. 8, 4.)
And in the '

Epistolse ex Ponto,'
Si dubitem quin his faveas o Maxime, dictis,
Memnonio cygnos esse colore putem.

(iii. 3, 95, 6.)

Milton was a great reader of Ovid, and seems
to have developed out of his own consciousness,
to suit his requirement, the dark-hued sister of the

"nic;er Memnon," the son of Tithonus and Aurora
or Eos. W. E. BUCKLEY.

POMPEIAN SENTINEL. Did the myth of the

Pompeian sentinel arise from the discovery of a
supposed sentry-box (Dyer's 'Pompeii,' ch. xi.," Tombs "), or from some imaginary picture of pen
or pencil? E. B. B.

ORTHODOXY SUNDAY. Canon Moyes, in the
Tablet of Aug. 8, 1891, speaks of the Greek
Church being in the habit of denouncing certain
heresies on "

Orthodoxy Sunday." Can any of
the readers learned in the ritual of the Eastern
Church tell us when this festival occurs ?

ANON.

BIGGLESWADE. Can any one among your
readers tell me what is the derivation of Biggies-
wade, a market town in Bedfordshire ?

CORNXJB.

SAINT MONDAY. When was this term first

Applied to the idle workman's weekly holiday ?

,, a custom
More honour'd in the breach than the observance.

James Lackington, the bookseller, in his 'Me-
moirs (ed. 1792), states that for several yearshe assisted his father, who was a shoemaker, in his
trade, and while he was keeping Saint Monday,1 was with boys of my own age fighting, cudgel-
playing, wrestling," &c. (Letter III. p. 67).

J. F. MANSERGH.
Liverpool

UNBUKIED AMBASSADOR FROM SPAIN (1691).
In the '

Antiquities of St. Peter ; or, the Abbey
Church of Westminster,' published in 1722, it is

stated that " on Feretons in the Duke af Rich-
mond's chapel, and near his tomb, is a coffin covered
with Bed Leather and unburied, which contains

the corps of Don Pedro de Ronquillo, Conde de

Granado, &c., Ambassador Extraordinary from
the King of Spain to King James II. and King
William III. and Qaeen Mary, who dying in the

year 1691, his corps was deposited here." Could

any of your learned readers say whether this coffin

has been interred, and where ? W. LOVELL.
Temple Avenue, B.C.

ST. BERNARD'S SOUP. Will any reader of
' N. & Q.' kindly give me information with respect
to the legend of St. Bernard's soup? The frugal
saint was supposed to make his soup with a pebble,
adding, of course, various other ingredients. What
is the origin of the legend, and where is it to be
found? There is a story by A. Karr,

' La Soupe
au Caillou,' but I do not think that he makes any
mention, of St. Bernard. K. W. H.

SIR CAPEL LUCKYN, second Baronet, ancestor
of the Earl of Verulam. When did he inherit the

baronetcy ? When did he die ? He was born in

1621, and apparently was alive in 1679. His wife

Mary, sister of Sir Harbottle Grimston, M.P., died
on the 18th of March, 1718, aged eighty-six.

W. D. PINK.

PAGANISM IN BRITTANY. In Mr. Thomas
Adolphus Trollope's

'A Summer in Brittany
' the

reader is told
"
that within a hundred years there

were within the Isle of Ouessant persons still pro-
fessing paganism" (vol. i. p. 367). Can any of

your readers tell me what form this paganism
took, and where a record of it is to be found ?

ANON.

SKEM: SKEMMY. These words, with plurals
skems, skemmies, are used in North-East England
to designate a common variety of pigeon, bearing
a resemblance to the rock-dove, from which some
bold that the domestic pigeon is derived. I do
not know whether the word is in general use

amongst pigeon fanciers. Perhaps some of your
correspondents can say how far its use extends,
and whether it is connected with the generic name
for pigeon in any language of Northern Europe.
The origin of the word may be interesting on its

own account ; but it is chiefly because there is a
slight chance that "

young scamels from the rock,"
in ' The Tempest,' may mean "

young rock-doves
"

that I would like to have some account of it.

G. J.
"
ECCLESIA PLEBANIA." A document of the

reign of Henry VIII. asserts a distinction between
a collegiate church and an "ecclesia compor-
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tionata sive plebania." Can any one give me
another instance of the use of this term, or explain
the difference insisted upon ? E. OWEN.

HIGHLAND POETRY. Where can I see an Eng-
lish translation of Alexander Macdonald's poem
on the voyage of the Birlin of Clan-Ranald from

Uist to Carrickfergus ? It would appear (Oban
Times, Oct. 21, 1882) that a Mr. Pattison had

translated it. W. H. PATTERSON.
Belfast

" EMEN HETAN." These words are supposed to

be used by witches (vide Ainsworth,
' Lancashire

Witches,' and elsewhere), and seem to be used as

meaning
" Here and there

" a kind of spell-word

(of. Mephistopheles, in '

Faust,'
"
Seyd hier und

dort "). Now,
" emen eta an " does mean " here

and there
"
in one language Basque. Was there

any belief in the Middle Ages that Basque was
the language of demons? although the Basques
have, I believe, a saying that the devil stayed

among them eight years and failed to master their

language. In the 'Faust' of Berlioz there is a

chorus in "
diabolical language," and the gibberish

sung looks like an imitation of Basque. The
isolated character of the tongue, and the awful

appearance of some of its inflexions e.g.,
" Nit-

zaizkioketean "
might account for such an idea.

Can any student of oddities throw light upon this ?

EZTAKIT.

OROMASDES AND ARIMANES. In an essay on
'

Macaulay's Place in English Literature,' by the

late Mr. H. Lancaster, I find the following sen-

tence : "In the political strifes subsequent to

1688 principles less important have been involved :

Oromasdes and Arimanes have hardly entered the

lists." What is the allusion ? Mus KUSTICTTS.

HERALDIC. The blazon placed on property

belonging to th Bridge House Estate may be
described as an annulet ensigned with a cross

pattee, interlaced with a saltire conjoined in base.

It is sometimes called the Southwark arms, but

erroneously, for arms cannot, in truth, be borne

by any public body which has not received a charter

of incorporation, with a right to use a common
seal ; and Southwark was never more than a ward
of the City. It resembles a merchant's mark, and

probably owes its origin to a somewhat similar

mark, namely, a cross charged with a small saltire,

which, with the date 1509, was found on a stone

now in the Guildhall Museum, when part of old

London Bridge was pulled down in 1758. When
was the modern mark of the Bridge House Estate
first used and described as the Southwark arms ?

I cannot find any allusion to it under this title

before the early part of the eighteenth century. I

am aware that the arms of the Priory of St. Mary
Orery have also been called the Southwark arms.

PHILIP NORMAN.

"AN HISTORICAL."

(8
th S. i. 46.)

Will DR.MURRAYadd to his other favours a little

farther information? When at school, fifty or. more

years ago, the grammar given me Linley's, I think

contained a note that in the case of adjectives of

four syllables beginning in h, with the accent on
the antepenultimate, the h was always silent as

"an heroical action," "an historical account."

Was such a rule ever in existence ; and, if so, when
and by whom was it overridden 1 With all possible

respect for authority, I own to finding "a historical

account
"
cacophonous. URBAN.

Those who go in for
" a historical

''
are doubtless

addicted to writing and pronouncing "an use,"
" an one," &c. The h is to them a consonant, and

?<, o, and e are vowels, absolutely and without

qualification ;
and because an goes before some

words beginning with these last letters, it must go
before all. I shall have more to say about this

presently. Let me tell DR. MURRAY that "an

holy" and " an house" are not fair parallels with
" an historical." There is nothing but a fancy for

archaism to allege for "an holy," "an house,"
"an humble," &c., though "an house" is not

more objectionable than "an hour," against
which no one grumbles ; for in those vocables the

^-syllable is accented is strong enough, that is,

to bear the aspirate. We say
" an historical

" not

from any such affectation of the antique, but in

order to obviate an orthoepic difficulty.

Do those who write
"
a historical

" consider that

h should be sounded in every word to which it is

prefixed? No; or they would write "a hour,"
" a heir." The smothering of h on these strongly
accented monosyllables is a mere whim ; but it is

different with respect to the monosyllabic particles

he, his, has, &c. These ordinarily occur in positions
where they bear no accent, e.g.,

" If he has said' it,

he will lose' his credit." Any one who utters the

foregoing phrase in the usual way, as indicated by
the accents, will be conscious that these unaccented

particles are sounded, as they must be, without

aspiration that is, with h silent. It is silent in

"historical" for the 'same reason the syllable it

heads is unaccented. To my ear
" a historical

"

and " a heroic
"
are as cacophonous as

"
a inten-

tional" and "a erosion" or "aerdtic." The in-

convenience of "a historical" is exemplified by
the fact that the vulgar drop the first syllable, say-

ing "a storical"; and we should not forget how
the original historia has become "st6ry," while its

doublet "
history

" has been kept alive by shifting

back the accent. DR. MURRAY considers "a
historical" to be "better modern English." Let

him show, then, that since the days of his name-
sake christened Lindley (who tells us that an is
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to be used before h-words accented on the seconc

syllable) nature has so modified our vocal appara-
tus as to make it easier in 1892 than it was a

hundred years earlier to aspirate an unaccented

syllable.

As to
" an use,"

" an one,"
" an ewe," the u oi

" use
"

is precisely the same sound as the com-
bination you in "

youth," the o of " one "
(often

written " won "
in mediaeval manuscripts) is the

same sound as wo in wonder, and ewe is the same
sound as yew. Two sounds identically the same
must not be treated as vocal in one case and con-
sonant in the other. Yet this is done by the
mechanical people who judge by the mere "letter."
U begins "urn," "umpire," &c., and u begins
"use"; because we say "an urn" we must say" an use." They are satisfied with the shape of

the letter ; the sound counts for nothing. Inquiry
and thought on such points is too tiresome or too
mean a labour for a host of writers, who manifest
habitual heedlessness, too, in the construction of
their sentences. With admirable inconsistency,
therefore, they write, side by side, "an use" and
"a youth," "an one" and "

a wonder," "an ewe"
and "a yew." p. ADAMS.

105, Albany Road, Camberwell.

I have hitherto been under the impression that
the laws of euphony absolutely governed the use
of an, and that, while it is correct to say "a
history," because the A is fully aspirated, it is equally
correct to say "an historical," because the h is not
fully aspirated, and because an is here more
euphonious than a. Let any one pronounce the
words both ways, giving a its proper colloquial
expression, *. e., er, and he will discover that DR
MURRAY s phrasing is the more difficult of the
two. This coincides with the rule which I was
taught in childhood, that an should be used before
a word commencing with h when the accent is on
the second syllable.

I hope, at any rate, that, for the sake of euphonyDR. MURRAY'S note may help to lead writers to
drop the n where it is not required. I constantlv
see 'an union," an use," &c., than which
nothing can be more uneuphonious. We might
]ust as well say "an yew tree," "an yacht," &c
while to insert it before the aspirated h, when the
word is accentuated on the first syllable, is to court
the very evil it is wished to avoid.

HOLCOMBB INGLEBT.
DR. MURRAY'S disclaimer is disconcerting.

Many will wish that he could spare the time to
enter into the question more thoroughly There
are those who care more for the logical perhapsI may say phonological than for the historical
question at issue. Some teachers hold that an
should be used only to avoid hiatus. They tell us
that hiatus occurs where a word (beginning withan aspirate) has Us accent thrown forward beyond

the first syllable, and is preceded by the so-called

indefinite article. Therefore, they argue, we should

say "an historical," "an harmonium,
1 ' and so on.

In the Girls' Own Paper for January 23, p. 271,
I note this answer to a correspondent:

" 'An har-
monium '

is the proper way to speak of it." The
same section of may I say phonologists ? main-
tain that, upon somewhat similar ground, it is

right to say
" a union," &c. If

" an union " and
"an nsefnl," why not "an yew tree" and "an
youthful "? they ask, scornfully. In stating these
views (which may turn out to be very unsound) I
trust that I have not put my head into the pillory*
I write as an anxious inquirer, and not aa a con-
troversialist. J. F. McRAE,

45, Brookbank Road, Lewisham, S.E.

May I suggest that " an historical
"

is not on all*

fours with " an holy
" or

" an house," as the accent
is on the second syllable of "

historical "? I have
always understood that " a history

"
is right, but

"an historian." "A historian" does not seem
euphonious to my ear ; nor, on the other hand,,
does " an university." The Americans, I believe,
say

" a historian
" and " an European."

CLERICUS.

THOR, NORWICH JEWS' HOUSE (7
th S. xiL

508). For a long time past I have been

endeavouring to find out the meaning of thia

curious word, which represents the name of the
earliest Jewish synagogue in Norwich, and only
lately I consulted a famous scholar, an adept in

Saxon-English, but met, unfortunately, with but
partial success. I cannot do better than transcribe

my notes, written some three years ago, but never

printed.
Close to the famous Norwich market, and

within view of the Church of St. John'?, Madder-
market, the new Hebrew residents, French in

origin, erected a handsome structure, which goes
by the name of Holthor in the local records. The
position of the synagogue is well known ; whence,,
however, it acquired its curious denomination is still

a matter of dispute. Some antiquaries, regarding it

is ancient English, derive the term from Hoi, i. e. t

bollow, and Thor, a tower, stating that a large
hollow tower occupied the space at the corner of
Dove Lane, now Dove Street, at the edge of the
market. Others, again, cognizant of the fact that
the Jew gloried in the possession of balls (they
had several in Oxford), aver that the term Holthor
or Holdthor signifies the hall with a tower
attached.

It did not occur to any inquirer to consult the
Hebrew tongue for a solution of the difficulty, and
pet it is here, and here solely, that we must look
'or aid. It is perfectly well known in the Jewish
community that every synagogue possesses its

special Hebrew designation. At the present day
Mie United Synagogue in the metropolis, with its
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numerous branches, is known by the name of th

"Assembly of Israel" in Hebrew, while th

leading place of worship of the Sephardic Jews i

London is called the " Gate of Heaven.
"

The Jews of Norwich evidently adopted th

ancient usage, and gave their synagogue

Hebrew designation, viz., mi 71 ?i"lX, Hoel-Thora
the "Tabernacle of the Law," which found it

way into the archives as Hol-Thor, a name inex

plicable to Gentile?. History is silent as to th

exact period of its erection, which must have been
soon after the Norman Conquest. Nothing i

known of its size or dimensions, nothing of it

organization, of its office-bearers, &c. All that i

clear is that it stood at the corner of Dove Lam
up to 1240, that it was frequently attacked by th<

mob during its existence, and that it finally sue
cumbed to violence and rapine at the date just
mentioned. A new synagogue was then erectec

in the market-place at the back of the
' '

Star

Inn," and much more is known of this structure.
Residents of Norwich frequently pass by the

extensive emporium of Messrs. Chamberlain &
Sons, opposite the Guildhall. Their premises now
occupy the site of the Holthor, and if a tower
ever existed its position is defined by the name o:

the firm, which stands forth prominently aloft as a

sky-sign in immense metal letter?.

The synagogue is never mentioned in connexion
with individuals', except in a single instance (Close
Boll, 25 Henry III.), where we read of a house
which belonged to Benedict of the Thor, a Jew oi

Norwich, who was hanged for (alleged) circumci-
sion of a Christian boy. M. D. DAVIS.

ABSALOM'S DEATH (7
th S. xii. 466). Is it cer-

tain that it is an error to believe that Absalom's
hair was caught by the branch of a tree 1 If not,
may we not continue in the same faith as Josephus,
and the author of the article on ' Absalom '

in Dr.
W. Smith's 'Concise Dictionary of the Bible'?
The former say?, in the voice of L'Estrange
(book vii. c. 9) :

" For Fear of being taken alive, he ran away upon the
fleetest Mule he could lay Hands of, as fast as her Heels
could carry him. But in her Course, upon the whifling
of the Air a snagged Bough of a Tree took hold of his
Hair

; and the Mule running forward from under him
left him dangling in the Air."

The latter writes :

" Absalom's forces were totally defeated, and as he
himself was escaping his long hair was entangled in the
branches of a terebinth, where he was left hanging."

Dr. Christopher Wordsworth was of opinion
that this view of the case was probably correct (see
his

'

Commentary
' on 2 Sam. xviii. 9).

ST. SWITHIN.

THE BED MOUSE (7
th S. xii. 465). I give a few

instances of the human soul, or vital spirit, having
the form of an animal or being in an animal. In

Rogers's
'

Table-Talk '

the story of Lord Howth's
rat is told. A rat was the inseparable companion
of Lord Howth. The rat was killed, and Lord
Howth immediately died. This story seems to be
like that of the red mouse, though it is not exactly
the same. The story of the soul of Aristeas ?

which issued forth in the shape of a raven, corre-

sponds with that of the red mouse. You published
recently my note concerning Aristeap, and I may
add that the stoty of him is, as I supposed, in

Pliny's 'Natural History
'

(book vii. chap. liii.).

One of the most general folk-tales is that about a

soul in the form of an animal. In a North-German

story a wizard keeps a girl by force as his wife. He
betrays the secret that his soul is in a bird which
is locked up in a church in a desert place, and that

until the bird is killed he cannot die. The bird

is killed by the girl's lover, and the wizard dies.

In the ' Arabian Nights
'
there is a like story. In

the Hungarian story of
'

Pengo,' told by Count

Mailatb, the soul is in a beetle, and the beetle

inside a stag. E. YARDLEY.

The following passage from the
'

Polycronicon
'

supports COL. PRIDEATJX'S assertion that the mouse-

represents the spirit :

" Guntranus kynge of Fraunce went a huntynge in to

a wode / and his men were dyspercyled hyther and
thydder on euery syde. And the kyng waxed wonderly
slepy / and layed hymselfe too slepe / and slept in ones

lappe that was moost preuy w* hym. Thenne crept out
of y

e
kynges mouthe a lytel beest / and wolde haue passed

a lytell lake that there was fast by. The secretary in

whoos lappe y
e
kynge slepte sawe that drewe out his

sworde / and layed it ouer the lake. And that lytell
beeet passed ther vpon in to that othersyde / and went
into a caue of an hyll and abode there awhyle / & came
agayne the same waye vpon the sworde in to y

e kyngea
mouthe. After awyle y

e kynge awoke / and tolde hie

secretary y
l he had niette a wonder sweuen / and tolde

.hat he mette that he passed an yren brydge / and fou'de

;rete tresoure in an hylic. Thenne his secretary tolde

iym what he had seen and done. Thenne they went

ogyder / and dygged there greate tresoure in that caue
if that bylle."

'

Polycronicon,' P. de Treveris, 1527,
'. 193.

E. K.

In Germany all the mice quit a house when the

amily living in it is threatened with extinction ;

>ut whether the deserters are the souls of its for-

mer inhabitants, or merely ordinary house-sprites,
eems doubtful. With regard to this question, and
)ther mouse-lore, see E. L. Rochholz, 'Drei Gau-

ottinnen, Walburg, Verena, und Gertrud, ala

eutsche Kirchenheilige/ p. 177.

M. G. W. P.

COL. PRIDEAUX will find avast store of curious in-

ormation on the subject of his note in Mr. Frazer's

Golden Bough,' in the chapter dealing with the

Dangers of the Soul." The idea that the soul

may assume an external form whether animal or

tber is very widespread, and underlies many
rimitive custom?. 0. 0. B.
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EMBORDURED (8
th S. i. 47). I do not remember

having met with any other instance of the use of

this term in English armory as applied to a coat

having a bordure of the tincture of the field, and

I do not think one exists. There has always been

a suspicion in my mind that the coat of Scrim-

geour of Kirkton is solely due to an official

blunder. There are, however, a sufficient number

of instances of the bearing in Spanish armory, and

I have given two examples (the coats of Canizares

and Escorna) in the recently published
' Treatise

on Heraldry, British and Foreign,' vol. i. p. 174.

A coat of Diaz is Gules, a saltire couped or,

within a bordure of the first, charged with eight

aspas (saltires couped) of the second. The Anda-

lusian Toreros bear Argent, two wolves passant

in pale sable, within a bordure of the first thereon

eight aspas gules. A little search among my
notes would doubtless produce many other

instances. It may not be inappropriate if I

quote another somewhat similar coat, that of

Juara, Per fess azure and gules, the whole within

a bordure of the last, thereon eight aspas or. This

would be considered an instance of "les armes

fausses
"

; perhaps some would put it among the
" armes pour enque'rir

"
about which so much non-

sense has been from time to time written.

JOHN WOODWARD.

TARLETON'S GREEN HORSE (7
th S. xii. 487).

The celebrated picture of Col. Banaster Tarleton,
whole length, in a Hussa* dress, by Sir Joshua

Eeynolds, was painted for his mother, but in 1865
was in the possession of Wynn Ellis, Esq. It was

painted in 1782, and engraved by Smith the same

year. It is thus described in the 'Life of Sir

Joshua/ by Leslie :

"The whole length of Col. Tarleton is among the

painter's happiest conceptions. A more unbecoming
dress than that of the colonel's for a soldier (and it is a
bold assertion) has never been devised, not even in

England, and in no picture has Reynolds ever triumphed
more completely over materials that would have proved
unmanageable in any other hands. He could not make
the colonel stand upright or sit on his horse without

looking supremely ridiculous; and he has therefore chosen
for him a half-stooping attitude, in which he appears to
be adjusting his sword. By the aid of flags, cannon, the
heads of horses, hints at other figures, and smoke, he
has not only compensated as well as could be done for
the scanty, postboy-like dress of the gallant officer, but
he has placed him in the heat of action, which his
animated expression would be sufficient to tell us, did
not the start of a horse, behind him, make us hear the
roar of artillery."

Gainsborough painted a full-length of Col.

Tarleton with a horse, and Cosway also painted
him, the latter work being engraved by Townley.

CONSTANCE RUSSELL.
Swallowfield, Reading.

Col. Tarleton wrote ' Commentaries on the Cam-
paign in Carolinas,' and in January, 1782, sat to

Sir Joshua Eeynolds for a portrait, which " Peter

Pindar "
ludicrously described as that of

Tarleton pulling on his boot so tight,

and which is now in the National Gallery. He is

in the uniform of his famous regiment. Gains-

borough painted him at the same time, and both

the pictures were at the Academy in the year in

question. F. G. S.

Banaster Tarleton went to America as cornet of

dragoons, and raised a cavalry force there composed
mostly of Loyalists or

"
Tories." Of this force,

ailed the British Legion, he was made com-

mander, with the rank of lieutenant-colonel. Tarle-

ton was brave, active, but ruthless. His Legion was

very effective on the royal side, but was included

in Cornwallis's surrender at Yorktown, Va. He
is described as

" below middle size, stout, strong,
and heavily built." On his return to England he

was made colonel, and in 1817 major-general ;

also baronet in 1818, and K.C.B. He was elected

free of expense M.P. for Liverpool, 1790 ;
served

in three Parliaments, acting with the Liberal and
Reform party. Died January, 1833. In 1798
he married a natural daughter of the Duke of

Ancaster. Published a '

History of the Campaigns
of 1780 and 1781 in the Southern Provinces of

North America,' 4to., London, 1787. Probably
the Legion was uniformed in green. F. J. P.

ADMINISTRATIVE REFORM (8"
1 S. i. 29). This

was the title of an Association, formerly, I think,
in Liverpool, which held a great central meeting
in Drury Lane Theatre on June 13, 1855. A
debate in the House of Commons on the 15th and

16th, on the motion of Mr. Layard, in favour of a

thorough reform of various departments of State,
was negatived by 359 to 46 votes. Charles Dickens
took an earnest and active part in the Association,
and I think he made at least one public speech
at one of the early meetings. A quotation from

Shakespeare ('Merchant of Venice,' II. is.) was very
popular as a motto :

O, that estates, degrees, and offices

Were not derived corruptly ! and that clear honour
Were purchased by the merit of the wearer, &c.

ESTE.

The phrase was used by Mr. Disraeli in the

speech defending his budget of 1852 (December
16):-
" Talk of Administrative Reform ! Why, if I were, by

intense labour, to bring forward a scheme which might
save a million to this country, administrative reform
would be a party question to-morrow."

W. BENHAM.

"FOR HE'S A JOLLY GOOD FELLOW "
(7

th S.

xii. 489). The tune to which this song is sung is
'

Marlbrouck,' which was once a national air in

France. In ' Marlbrouck '
the death and burial

of Queen Anne's great captain are burlesqued, and
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in what some French critics have considered its

scathing satire the disasters of Blenheim and
Ramillies are believed to have been avenged. Bat
the fact is really the reverse

;
for if read appreci-

atively
' Marlbrouck

'

expresses the wide-spread
terror occasioned by the mere name of Blen-
heim's hero, and] the exultation of the French
when they heard of his death. The "

complainte
is supposed to have come from the Walloon

country, and it was unknown in the French

capital until fifty years after Marlborough's death,
when a Picardy peasant woman, coming up to

Versailles to nurse the baby Dauphin, brought it

with her, and sang her little baby charge to sleep
with the old jingling rhyme. From this

' Marl-
brouck ' became popular in Paris, and ultimately
it reached these shores. The tune being a catchy
one, we discarded the French words, and wedded
it once and for all to our Bacchanalian chant of

"For he's a jolly good fellow"; and so a song
written in savage ridicule of England and one of

her greatest generals became one of the most

popular airs to which the latter's countrymen
pledge jovial cups. T. W. TEMPANY.
Richmond, Surrey.

I do not know ef any certified song or chorus
with this title. I have heard for chorus :

It 'a a way we have in the Army,
It 'a a way we have in the Navy,
It 'a a way we have in the 'Varsity (University),

To drive dull care away,
With a hip hip hurray (ad lib.).

W. G. F. P.

[Also for line 4 is substituted " To toast a jolly good
fellow."]

' ROBINSON CRUSOE '

(7
th S. xii. 488). Campe

neither wrote nor translated 'Robinson Crusoe,'
but he did write an independent work, entitled
'Robinson der Jungere,' in which a lad is cast

upon a desert island, and saves nothing from the
wreck. He has to procure food, fire, and clothing
from such sources as the island furnishes. It is a

pretty story, in very easy German. When I was
learning the language I translated it, and offered
it to J. W. Parker, the publisher. He immediately
went to his bookshelves, and took down an
American translation, which he intended to pub-
lish in the "

Collections in Popular Literature,"
which I edited. Campe was a bookseller in Ham-
burg, and wrote a number of books for young
people, most of which I have seen.

C. TOMLINSON.
Highgate, N.

Your correspondent's German friends may be
well excused for knowing so little about Daniel
Defoe; but they evidently cannot know much more
about one of the most celebrated works of their
own countryman, Johann Heinrich Campe.
Defoe died in 1731 ; 'Robinson Crusoe' was first

published in 1719, just twenty-seven years before

Campe was born. The title of Campe's work is
' Robinson der Jungere,' and it is a totally different

work from ' Robinson Crusoe.' FR. NORGATK.

I have a copy of ' Robinson Crusoe,' published
by J. & J. Candee, London, but it has not any
date. I should be glad if some correspondent
will furnish the date. Each illustration is signed"

J. & J. Cundee, London." W. G. F. P.

Joachim Heinrich Campe, a German educa-

tionalist, who died in 1818, has written many
books for the young. One of the most popular of

his works is
' Robinson der Jungeie,' which was

translated into English in 1855. It is merely
Defoe's

' Robinson Crusoe
'

put into dialogues.
DNARGEL.

JUBILEE, 1751 (7*
h S. xii. 468)." A Jubilee,"

says the Roman Catholic private prayer-book,
called

' The Garden of the Soul '

(Burns & Gates,

6A),-
"

is a Plenary Indulgence occasionally granted by the

Pope to the whole Church in the most ample manner
and with the greatest solemnity ";

and in the same book, under the heading
'
In-

dulgences,' X. H. will find the prayer about which
he inquires. His quotation, however, is only one

paragraph of a long prayer of ten paragraphs,
covering three pages, and called

" A Prayer for the
whole state of Christ's Church upon earth," accom-

panied with the remark, in a foot-note, that "it may
be said either at the time of the Jubilee or [on]
any other occasion."

That very informing work ' A Catholic Diction-

ary,' by William E. Addis and Thomas Arnold,
M.A. (Kegan Paul & Co., 1884), states that

"an ordinary Jubilee occurs at Home every twenty-fifth
year; lasts from Christmas to Christmas; and is extended,
in the following year, to the rest of the Church."

Consequently the jubilee of 1751 in England
appears to be the local application of the jubilee

proclaimed at Rome in 1750.

JOHN W. BONE, F.S.A.

'GRAND MAGAZINE OF MAGAZINES' (7
th S.

xii. 227, 316, 456). As there are a few mis-

takes, or rather misprints and omissions, in MR.
BUTTON'S note, I write to correct them. The
inference from the note is that the copy of this

interesting journal was found in a country town
in England, when really it was discovered in a
room in a cottage, almost full of old newspapers,
at Richmond, a country town in the colony of New
South Wales. The signature to the paragraph
should also not have been "Sutton," as it was
written by the Hon. W. H. Suttor, Member of

the Legislative Council, and Vice-President of
;he Executive Council of New South Wales. I

may add that I have carefully read the number
asked about, and find that this really antique
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publication is framed exactly on the lines of the

modern Review of Reviews. JNO. W. CREED.

Sydney, N.S.W.

LOST REGISTER BOOKS (7
th S. xii. 381, 436 ;

8ta S. i. 31). Having occasion to refer to the

account of the parish of Croston, in Lancashire, in

Barnes's
'

History of Lan cashire '

(Harland's edition ,

vol. ii. p. 116) I was struck by the following para-

graph :

" The present registers of this parish commence
March 25, 1728, and are all that can now be consulted

for legal or statistical purposes, Mr. William Henry
Baldwin, churchwarden in 1827-28, having removed the

preceding registers from their legitimate repository."

Have these registers ever been replaced ; or are

they still missing ? J. P- E.

" To MAKEN VIRTUE OF NECESS1TE "
(7

th S. Xli.

463). This proverb is found in Latin centuries

before the time of John of Salisbury, being used

by St. Jerome on at least two occasions :

"
Arripe, quaeso, occasionem, et fac de necessitate

virtutem." 'Epist.,' 54, 6 (Migne, torn. xxii. col. 552).
"
Quin potius habeo gratiam, quod facis de necessitate

virtutem."
'

Apologia adversus Libros Kufini,' iii. 2

(Migne, torn, xxiii. col. 458).

Quintilian's
" laudem virtutis necessitati damus"

is perhaps the nearest classical approach to it, and

may have originated the more pithy form.

The proverb passed early into French and
Italian. Thus we find it in the ' Roman de la

Rose' (1. 14958 sqq., ed. Michel):
Lore est-il mors et mal-baillis

Quant frans estas li est failli?,

S'il ne fait de necessity

Vertu, par grant humilite" ;

and in Boccaccio's 'Decamerone' (Tenth Day,
nov. viii.) :

" La quale, si come savia fatta della necessita virtu,

1'amore, il quale aveva a Gisippo, prestamente rivolse a
Tito."

F. ADAMS.
105, Albany Road, Camberwell.

POLISHING SIDES OF BOOKS (8
th S. i. 8). 1.

White of epg, well whipped, and then left till

every particle of froth has subsided. 2. A very
thin solution of glue. Either of these, applied with
a soft camel's-hair flat brush (the first cold, the
second warm, nearly hot) are admirable revivers
for the skins used for books, etui?, hand-bags,
chairs, &c., but great delicacy is required in the

application to avoid every smallest bubble of froth,
and it is also essential to allow a considerable
time to elapse (especially in damp weather) before
even touching "to see if dry." The same process,
in an intensified degree in all respects, may be

applied to the marbled paper. In this case the
white of egg may be " lowered " with advantage
with a little lukewarm water, and great care must
be taken to apply as small a quantity as possible

and rapidly, so as not to blister the paper. A dry

day, without actual sunshine or artificial heat, is

best. But why not replace the worn paper with

new, or, better, with cloth ? R. H. BUSK.

FRAM asks for a recipe (I suppose he means

method) for polishing the marbled-paper sides of

half-bound books. Marbled paper owes its polish

to friction applied during the process of manufac-

ture. I never heard of its being polished after

binding. Some people amongst them myself
much prefer a dull to a polished suface.

ANDREW W. TUER.
The Leadenhall Press, B.C.

DATE OF MOTTO (7
th S. xii. 388, 453 ;

8th S. u
34). If W. E. W. will be good enough to com-

municate with me personally, I shall be glad to

put at his disposal all the information which has

at present been got together regarding the Cavers

banner. J. BALFOUR PAUL.

Lyon Office, Edinburgh.

1 THE DEIL AT BEITH' (8
th

S. i. 28). I do not

know of any Scotch song bearing this title ;
but in

the song or poem entitled
'

Im-hm,' by James
Nicholson (author, inter alia, of

' Oor Wee Kate '),

is the following verse, which I think is what MR.
BOSWELL probably alludes to :

Ye 've heard hoo the de'il, as he wauchel'd through Beitb

Wi' a wife in ilk oxter, an' ane in his teeth,
When some ane cried oot,

'' Will you tak' mine the
morn?"

He wagged his auld tail while he cockit his horn,
But only said " Im-hm,"
That usefu' word " Im-hm "

Wi' sic a big mouthfu' he couldna say A-y-e !

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

PROPOSED SOCIETY OF ARMIGERS (7
th S. xii.

425 ; 8
th S. i. 29). I am much obliged to A. J. M.,

to D. R., and to MR. STEELE for their replies.

With MR. STEELE I am in thorough accord.

D. R.'s objection is the crux of the whole matter.

I grant that there are many people of undeniably

good family who either cannot afford or obsti-

nately refuse to have their pedigrees recorded in

the College ; and the question i?, What are yov to

do with them 1 You cannot place them on the

same level with those whose pedigrees have passed
the ordeal of the Heralds' College. It would not

be fair to the latter. If the Heralds' College does

not recognize you as an armiger, you are not an

armiger, and all the grandfather's seals in the

world cannot make you one. I do not see any-

thing unfair in this, since every other title and

dignity is given under similar conditions. All the

strength and bravery in the world will not make
me a captain or a colonel unless Her Majesty's
commission is given me. So with a university

degree. I may speak twenty languages and be

able to square the circle, but that does not make
me a B.A. or a B.D. So, passing your pedigree
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through the Heralds' College is the same thing, in

its way, as taking an Oxford degree or passing

through Sandhurst to a commission. The very
raison d'etre of the proposed society is to weed out

all unproved coats, to separate the tares from the

wheat, and to encourage the proper registration of

arms and pedigrees. Failing this, the distinction

of belonging to the Society of Armigers will indeed

be small. MEMUCAN.

Is A. J. M. certain that his cousins paid seventy
odd pounds merely for discovering that their arms
were recorded in the Heralds' College ? The fee

for a grant of arms may be, perhaps, more than
this sum

;
but surely not for a simple search as to

whether arms are recorded or not.

I recollect one case of a Yorkshire gentleman
who wrote to ask if his arms were on record. The
answer was, "Yes; in time of Charles II., with
one quartering." The fee for this was but a few

shillings. My friend then linked himself on to

his ancestor in time of Charles II., and the College
allowed him six or seven quartering?. The fee

for all this was thirty pounds.
Another case I know of one who desired to

learn his quarterings and to have a sketch of the
same. The sketch, with key, giving the name of
each quarter, was sent. The fee for this was
fifteen pounds. The quarterings number a hundred
and thirty.

I myself have always experienced the utmost

courtesy from the heralds of arms, and have re-

ceived replies to many questions concerning arms,
registered or not registered, without paying anj
fee at all. GEORGE ANGUS.

St. Andrews, N.B.

As on a former occasion, I beg permission to

suggest the advisability of making direct applica-
tion to the Heralds' College on all questions relative
to the records of that office. One of your corre-

spondents, while discussing the proposed society
above mentioned, leads the readers of ' N. & Q.'
to infer that an inquiry to ascertain if certain arms
were recorded in the College books had cost

seventy odd pounds. Surely your correspondent
must allude to the fees attending a grant of arms,
and not a mere inquiry. The fee for a general
search is two guineas. T. F. F.

BAYONET (8
th

S. i. 9). Why not look up
bayonet in the Oxford *

Dictionary
'

? The word is

there; and it is rather hard to ignore a book
which, -with all its faults, is by far the best dic-

tionary we possess. I do not agree with the attacks
that are made upon it.

The word meant "a dagger" long before it
meant a bayonet. Even the Supplement to my
own '

Etymological Dictionary
'

gives the usual
quotation from Cotgrave (1611), and refers us to a
publication named 'N. & Q.' (3

rd S. xii. 287).

The O.F. baion is said by Roquefort to have meant
an arrow or bolt of a crossbow. The earliest trace
of this that I can find is in Godefroy, who says," Les arquebusiers sont appeles bayonniers dans la

vielle
'

Chronique de France,' ch. xiv. citee par
Delauriere." We are in great want, not of talk,
but of early quotations. WALTER W. SKEAT.

According to Voltaire ('Siecle de Louis XIV.,'
chap, xxix.), the first French regiment which had
bayonets, and was drilled to fight with them, was
the Regiment des Fusiliers, created in 1671.
Before the reign of Louis XIV. the use of that

weapon was not totally unknown in the French

army, but it was used seldom, and only by a few

companies. The invention of the bayonet (circa

1650) is generally ascribed to one Puseygur, a
native of Bayonne, a town iu the South of France.
Some will have it that the bayonet is just the

Malay crease, introduced by Dutch soldiers from
the East Indies. Lingard may have spoken of a

bayonet under the year 1453 from analogy, mean-

ing some kind of pike, or some other sharp weapon,
tied to the end of a stick. DNARGEL.

MARIVAUX (7
th S. xii. 484). MR. BURNIE

points out that marivaudage bears about as much
relation to the word euphuism as boycotting does.

He might Lave added as
'

Gloriana '
does to

( Le
Jeu de 1*Amour et du Hasard,' as any one would
know who has seen the first and read the second.

As to the real meaning of the word marivaudage,
I quote M. Louis Moland's introduction to the
'
Theiitre Choisi de Marivaux,' published by MM.

Gamier Freres :

" Pour exprimer des conceptions d'un ordre particulier,
Marivaux emploie un style particulier qu'on a beaucoup
critique, et de eon temps, et apres lui. Les Aristarques
forgerent, pour exprimer sa maniere, un mot qui eat

reste dans la langue : Marivaudage. On a pris long-

temps ce mot-Id en mauvaise part, dit M. J. Janin. On
disait de tous lea gens qui ccrivaient avec plus de grace

que de force, plus de finesse que de fermete : G'est du
marivaudage. Mais enfin on s'est aperc,u que ce style
etait bien difficile a imiter

; que Marivaux etait, a tout

prendre, un ecrivain qui avait une physionomie bien

arretee, quoique tree mobile ; que, pour e*crire coraine

lui, il fallait avoir bien de 1'esprit, bien de 1'imagination,
bien de la grace. On a done rehabilite ce mot-Id, : le

marivaudage ; et je ne pense pas qu'il y ait aujourd'hui
beaucoup de gens d'esprit assez malavise"a pour s'en

facher."

Sainte-Beuve, in his
' Causeries du Lundi,' has

two charming essays on Marivaux and marivaudage
'edition de Gamier, ix. pp. 342-80) to the same
effect as the above criticism by Jules Janin.

G. MlLNER-GlBSON-CULLUM.

Perhaps it may be useful to some readers of
' N. & Q.' to state what the French understand

by this word. Marivaux lived 1688-1763, and
was the author of several comedies and novels

noted for their metaphysique alambique (far-fetched
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and over-strained subtlety). Bouillet, in his
' Uni-

versal Dictionary of Science and Art,' says :

" Ce qui constitue le marivaudage, c'est une recherche

affected dans le style, une grande aubtilite
dans^les

senti-

ments, et une grande complication d'intrigues."

John Lyly lived 1553-1601, or thereabouts;

say a hundred and fifty years before P. Cailet de

Chamblain de Marivaux.
E. COBHAM BREWER.

STATUTES OR STATUTE FAIRS (8
th S. i. 48).

Consult 'A Garland for the Year,' by John Timbs ;

Brand's
'

Popular Antiquities '; Chambers's
' Book

of Days '; and { N. & Q.,' 1 st S. iii. 328, 396 ; iv.

42, 190 ; 4tt S. viii. 473 ;
5th S. x. 448 ;

xi. 18,

235. EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

71, Brecknock Road.

FUCHSIA (8
th S. i. 49). There is no likelihood

of an attempt (which would certainly prove futile)

to hark back to the origin of common words de-

rived from proper names in order to correct their

pronunciation. Would your correspondent wish

the pronunciation of dahlia to be modified out of

respect for the distinguished Swedish botanist who

gave his name to the flower ? When the fuchsia

was introducad into this country few people knew
German. They saw the word in print and gave to

the letter u the sound it has retained, and which,
I think, it would be pedantic for any one to alter

now that it has long become universally accepted.
HENRY ATTWELL.

Barnes.

The popular pronunciation of this name can

hardly be accepted as evidence against its German

origin. The average Englishman shares Mark
Twain's opinion that foreigners spell better than

they pronounce, and is not careful to retain the

native pronunciation of the foreign words he

adopts. Compare dahlia, from Dahl.

C. C. B.

WELLESLET AND WESLEY (7
th S. xii. 388

494). The passages in
' N. & Q.

'

relating to th<

Wellesley and Wesley ancestry have brought to

my mind that my copy of Walker's '

Sufferings o

the Clergy' (1714) -contains the following
memorandum :

" The gift of the Revd Mr Tho

Westley to Wm
Marchant, Aprill, 1724." Below

this is written : "The Gift of Mr Marchant t<

John Coles." It would be interesting to know
what the relationship was between this Thoma
Westley, the founder of Methodism, and th

victor at Waterloo. EDWARD PEACOCK.

It may interest MR. HALLAM to learn that
have in my library a quarto volume of poem
entitled '

Senilia,' published in London in 1742
and bearing on its title-page the autographs o
Garret and Richard Wesley (sic), the father ant
the grandfather of the great Duke of Wellington
The book itself is a collection of Latin and Gree"

oems, mostly on sacred subjects, edited by M.

Mattaire, and dedicated to his old schoolfellow at

Westminster, Lord Carteret.

E. WALFORD, M.A.
Ventnor, Isle of Wight.

TIPPEDENE (7
th S. xii. 488). There is a place

n Roxburghshire called Timpendean. The word

as a remarkable similarity to the above, and may,
erhaps, have the same derivation.

W. E. W.

WALES : NIGHT COURTSHIP (8
th S. i. 6). A

urious little quarto volume on this subject was

jublished about thirty years ago a thin volume,

bout five inches square entitled
'

Bundling.' I

lad the only copy I ever saw, and I lent and lost it.

ESTE.

COOT (7
th S. xii. 427). Real bald-headed coot

are among the wildfowl which visit the lake at

inepp Castle, Sussex. R. H. BUSK.

THE AUTHORSHIP OF 'LINES TO A SKELETON*

V
to S. xii. 481). More than fifty years ago I

copied the lines referred to from a provincial news-

japer. They were there called
* Lines found in a

Dase containing a Human Skeleton.' No author's

name was given. The question was asked by me
in

' N. & Q.,' but I cannot give the date. The

reply was "by Mrs. Niven," but any information

about her I could never gain.

The lines are so beautiful, it is very strange the

real author should not have claimed them at first.

" Gathered together
"

is an expression that might

suggest all the poems were not the writing of

Wrightson. H. E. WILKINSON.

Anerley, S.E.

HUGH MILLER (7
th S. xii. 508). His visit to

Durham and his crude remarks upon various

matters are recorded in the
' First Impressions of

England.' EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

MEANING OF QUOTATION WANTED (7
th S. xii.

428, 494). I am much obliged to LADY RUSSELL
for her information, but it does not touch the

point on which I am in difficulty. I cannot

understand why Horace Walpole, writing about

the Shirleys, should say
" the Washingtons were a

very frantic race." Even if it could be shown
that Lady Ferrars was insane, it would not prove
that the insanity was in the Washington family.

She was daughter and heir of Laurence Washing-

ton, of Garsden, who was only surviving son of Sir

Laurence, also of Garsden, who was eldest son of

Laurence Washington, of Maidstone, who was

second son of Laurence Washington, the grantee
of Sulgrave. I have the wills of these four

Laurences, and they seem rational enough. I

think there is no doubt the Washingtons were

eccentric, and Sir Laurence especially seems to
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have been a most restless person, with a craze for

buying lands in various counties and quickly
selling them again ; but surely Horace Walpole
must have had something more than eccentricity
in his mind when, in writing of one family, he
made so sweeping an assertion about another.

VBRNON.

YELLOW AS MOURNING (8
th S. i. 45). Dr.

J. H. Blunt states, in his '

History of the Reforma-
tion/ i. 195, that yellow was the colour of court

mourning in France, and that it must be remem-
bered Anne Boleyn would have worn it at the
death of Louis XII., when in his queen's service
as maid of honour. This does not seem much of
an apology or explanation, and doubtless the fact
is that Anne did not wish to put on mourning for

poor Katherine, wished at the same time to have
some answer for any one who might notice her

dress, and adopted French mourning as providing
such an answer. But there is no sort of need to

say it was a sign of joy. This, as COM. EBOB. says,
would have been most unfeeling conduct. As a
High Churchman, I am no friend of Anne Boleyn's,
and, to say the truth, I fear she had not much feel-

ing ; but we must not insult her gratuitously.
C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.

Longford, Coventry.

It is stated in a foot-note in Planches '
British

Costume' (1849) that "throughout the MSS. of the
fifteenth century mourners are represented closely
enveloped in long black cloaks and cowls" (p. 231).No mention is made of any other colour having
been used for mourning in the early part of the
sixteenth century, and that black was so used in

Shakespeare's day is well known :

'Tig not alone my inky cloak, good mother,Nor customary suits of solemn black,

That can denote me truly....'.
These but the trappings and the suits of woe.

'

Hamlet,' I. ii.

J. F. MANSERQH.
Liverpool.

POPE'S ESSAY ON MAN '

(8
th S. i. 26). It is

stated by William Eoscoe, in his 'Life of Pope
'

(1824, vol. i. p. 386), that the first edition of the
'Essay on Man addressed to a Friend,' Part I.,

London, printed for J. Welford at the Three
Flower-de-Luces, behind the Chapter House
St. Paul's (1732), fol., began with the line :

Awake my Laelius, leave all meaner things.

G. F. R. B.

R. T. BROWN (8
th S. i. 29). The reason this

very learned man "
is so little known is partly

due to the very limited editions of his three works,
viz., three copies of one, nine of another, and
twenty-two of the third, all printed by himself.
He is one of the very few who have issued unwritten

books, i.e., who have printed their works with
their own hands while composing mentally. His
works are, therefore, rare literary curiosities. He
himself was, I am afraid, a fou litterairc. His
initials should be transposed.

NE QUID NIMIS.
East Hyde.

" KEY " AND " LOCK "
(7

th S. xii. 508). The use

of " to key
"
in the sense of

"
to lock

"
is not con-

fined to Shetland. Quite recently a Norfolk

woman, on being asked if she had fastened the

kitchen door, replied that she had "keyed" it

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

Webster says in his 'Dictionary': "To key,
v. t, to fasten or secure firmly ; to fasten with

keys or wedge-shaped pieces of wood or iron.

(Francis)." Prof. Spiers says in his 'English-
French Dictionary': "Key, v. act., 1. bander (une

arche); 2. claveter." Clawter means to put a

linch-pin to. DNARGEL.

SACHEVERELL AS A BAPTISMAL NAME (8"
1 S.

i. 26). Sacheverell Green is the name of a boy
near here. I do not know whether it is a family
name or not. C. C. B.

In the early part of the last century an attorney
at Hedon, in Holderness, I believe one of the

Waterland family, used as his office seal, wherewith
he sealed the deeds which he prepared, the head
of Dr. Sacheverell, with his name and degree cir-

cumscribed. W. C. B.

BEAUTIES OP CATALOGUING (7
th S. xii. 485 ;

8th S. i. 12). My wife says that when living at

Vienna in 1861-2-3, &c., with her family, they
obtained English books from a circulating library,
in the catalogue of which appeared :

Mill on Logic,
Do. on the Floss.

And it was a favourite joke to show this entry to

their friends. H. A. ST. J. M.

In the catalogue of a public library in a town
not one hundred miles from "sweet Teviot's silver

tide
" Chambers's well-known book ' The Domestic

Annals of Scotland' appears as 'The Domestic
Animals of Scotland '! It is not, however, classed

under natural history. W. E. W.

ARC-EN-TERRE (7
th S. xii. 508). I can find no

English equivalent for the French expression. But

why not say from analogy a dewbow ? If the word
does not exist in English it must be coined, of

course, and dewbow seems to me a good honest

English word, as full of meaning as any other.

DNARGEL.

CHILD'S BOOK (8
th S. i. 8). Kingsley's

'

Heroes,' almost the most delightful child's book
n the language, answers pretty nearly the de-

scription of the book inquired for. I do not
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remember "the boy on the tub," but the

'Golden Fleece 'was a prominent item. I have

delighted numerous young relatives with copies

of it. R- H. BPSK.

Is the following the book which MR. BEAZELEY
means ?

' The Heroes ; or, Greek Fairy Tales for

my Children,' by Charles Kingsley, second edi-

tion, 1859. It contains eight illustrations (not

coloured), one of which represents Danae, with her

baby Perseus afloat at sea, not exactly in a

"tub," nor yet in a boat, but in an open vessel,

which Kingsley calls a "great chest." The book

-contains three stories, namely,
'

Perseus,'
' The

Argonauts," and ' Theseus.'

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

OFF (7
th S. xii. 429, 517). To be badly off

must not be interpreted in accordance with

DNARGEL'S subtle analysis. It does not mean to

be badly away from, i. e., near to trouble. It

means that a man is badly remote from means
that would aii'jrd him succour

;
not that he is

near trouble, but that he is far away from help.

'Off represents distance from. " How far off is

York ?
" What is the distance from this to

York? "To be well off" is to be far from evil.

"To be badly off" is to be far from having
adequate means of good. C. A. WARD.

Walthamstow.

We have in German students' slang an exact

quivalent to the English phrase
"
well off," as

explained in Richardson's '

Dictionary, viz., fein
heraus sein, lit.

"
to be well out of it."

KUNO METER.

THE MAYPOLE (7
th S. xii. 489).

" The tall young oak is cut down for a Maypole, and
the frolic fry of the town prevent the rising sun

; and
with joy in their faces, and boughs in their hands, they
march before it to the place of erection." ' The Twelve
Moneths,' by M. Stevenson, 1651,

"
May," p. 22.

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

It is very unlikely, for several reasons, that may-
poles would be made of oak. Fir poles would be
much more suitable, and were, in fact, frequently
used. It was customary to paint them in stripes
ef various colours. C. C. B.

THE PROBABILITY OF DESCENDANTS OF
KNOX (4" S. ii. 277, 542

; iii. 445
; 7th S. xii

121, 252, 373, 476). I have waited to answer
MR. BAIN in the hope of being able to give him
the address of the family of the Mr. James
Welsh I referred to

; but as yet my attempts to

get it have proved unsuccessful. I am sorry that
I know nothing more about Walter Welsh of

Loquhariet (so spelt in a deed I have) than that
the witnesses of the baptism of his son Walter
in 1718 were John Carlyle, jun., of Lyme Kilns,
and James Naesmith, of Eirlshaugh. These were

both connexions on the Anderson side, and the

names are, therefore, valueless as clues to Welsh.
Whether the names of the witnesses of the bap-
tism of John Carlyle's son Adam, also in 1718,
are equally valueless I do not know. In this

uncertainty I may perhaps be allowed to give
them. John Carlyle married Isabel Welsh's
sister Christian, another daughter of Michael

Anderson, of Tushielaw, and Margaret Naesmith.
These witnesses were Mr. Alexander Ferguson,
of Isle, advocate, who married, I think, a daughter
of Sir John Dalzell, of Glenae ; Mr. James Bos-

well, of Auchinleck, advocate, who married Lady
Elizibeth Bruce, daughter of the Earl of Kincar-
dine

;
Mr. George Livingstone, under clerk of

session ; James Naesmith, of Earlshaugh ;
and

Thomas Boswell, writer. VERNON.

BARREL-ORGANS AND ORGAN-GRINDERS (7
th

S. xii. 387 ;
8th S. i. 17). Mr. Charles J. Yellow-

plush, in his authentic
'

Memoirs,' informs us that

when he was on his way to "
Foring Parts," in

1818, among the passengers to Dover by the

"Reglator Coach" was "an Italyin, with his

music-box and munky." Ed. 1856, p. 47.

J. F. MANSERGH.
Liverpool.

MELESINA SCHULENBERG (8
th S. i. 27). Is she

not better known as Duchess of Kendal ? See
Lord Stanhope's

'

History
' and Lady Louisa

Stuart's "Introductory Anecdotes" to Lady M.
Wortley Montagu's

'
Letters.'

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.

This title was given to Hermengarde, sister of

General Count Schulemberg, the gallant defender
of Corfu, and mistress of George I.

ST. CLAIR BADDELEY.
' HISTOIRE DBS DUBLES MODERNES' (7

th S.

xii. 488 ;
8 tfl S. i. 72). Watt is in error in attri-

buting this book to John Adolphus the barrister.

It was written by his grandfather, who was
domestic physician to Frederick the Great.

EDWARD M. BORRAJO.
The Library, Guildhall, E.G. _,

"CHALKING UP 'No POPERY'" (7
th S. xii.

301). A. curious instance of the permanence of

this phrase is furnished in Mr. W. S. Gilbert's

libretto of 'The Mountebanks,' produced in

London on January 4 of the present year,

Risotto, one of the male characters, singing
My bride could write (so gouty she)" No Popery ! No Popery !

"

On all the walls with all her knuckles.

ALFRED F. ROBBINS.

FAR (8
th S. i. 48). This word is obviously a

blunder for tar, familiar to all of us in Shakespeare's
tarre. "The nation holds it no sin to tarre them
to controversy

"
(' Hamlet,' II. ii.). In '

King
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John,' IV. i., a 'man compelling his dog to fight is

Baid to
" tarre him on," and Halliwell tells us that

this very expression is still current in Cheshire.

The word is far older than Shakespeare's time. In

the Wycliffite version of Psalm xciv., verse 9

begins, "As in the terryng to wraththe "
(Vul-

gate,
" Sicut in irritatione "; A.V. xcv. 8, "As in

the provocation "). For the etymology see Skeat's

'Dictionary.' F. ADAMS.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED (7
th S. xii.

469).
While patiently waiting for the authorship of the

lines :

On s'eveille, on se leve, on g'habille et Ton sort ;

On rentre, on dine, on soupe, on se couche et Ton dort !

we may note their resemblance to some lines of Martial

in which he describes bow he passes the day in the

country, vid. Epigramm., lib. iv. 90 :

Luce Deos oro, famulos, post arva revise,

Inde lego, Pboebumque cio, Musamque lacesso.

Hinc oleo corpueque frico, mollique palaestra

Stringo libens, ammo gaudeng, ac fcenore liber.

Prandeo, poto, cano, ludo, lavo, coeno, quiesco.

While the Latin lines are more terse and expressive,

they indicate a much more cheerful disposition on the

part of the writer than the French. Is the same senti-

ment anywhere expressed in English or in any other

language? ATJSTIN-GOURLAY.

(7
th S. xii. 489).

for a booke and a shadie nooke, &c.

These lines were inquired after in ' N. & Q.,' 8rd S. iv

288. The query appears to have elicited no reply. Mr
Alexander Ireland, in his 'Enchiridion,' ed. 1883, p. 35,

quotes them ui.der the title of ' Old English Song,' with

four lines in addition to those given by P. J. A. at the

first reference. Is it certain that the lines are ancient
"

May they not possibly be a modern antique 1 Where ar

they first met with ? JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

The lines quoted by G. W. R. occur in Sir Edwin
Arnold's ' Light of Asia,' near the end of the third book

H. P. M.

Bacon says a pleasing figure is a perpetual letter

(Bacon's
' Ornamenta Bationalia ; or, Elegant Sen

tences ').
" Formosa facies muta commendatio est i

beautiful face is a silent commendation "
(' Chando

Classics,"
' The Essays of Bacon, with his Moral an

Historal Works,' p. 110). ED. MARSHALL.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &0.

L'Art et I'Idee.

THE second transformation of Le Livre has been accom

plished, and Le Lime Moderne is now, according to pro
mise, merged in L'Art et I'Idee. From the outset th

plan excogitated by M. Octave Uzanne bas commende
itself to us. Man has been described by one who knew
liis theme as

One foot in sea and one on shore,
To one thing constant never.

False to bis faiths, his hopes, his loves, he cannot b
true even to his intellectual recreations, and a "mania
such as would once have occupied and hallowed a life

time is discarded before it bas grown viable. M. Uzanne
notion, in his successive and enchanting periodicals,

o keep up to date, and, if possible, in front of it ; to

resent to the age its own physiognomy, and gratify the

ast whim and fantasy of the lover of the beautiful.

Modern literary dilettantism, the research in all things
f literature and art of the exquisite, the curious, the
iew guch is the programme of the book of which the
,rst number now appears. This opening number over-

Lows with illustrations, and shows how wide is the range
f subjects with which the work is concerned. After a

parkling introductory address, written in M. Uzanne's

most attractive style, comes an allegorical etching of

L Art et 1'Idee,' by M. Paul Avril, after " une orchi-

lienne invention en vitrail
"
of Carloz Schwabe. What

s the explanation of these strange mystical Byzantine
igures we dare not undertake to conjecture. Cold,
mssionless, ineffable, immortal, the figures stand, lend-

ng themselves to all manner of dream-like suggestion*
S
T
ot much less reticent than ourselves is M. Uzanne in

dealing with this engraving, which, however, prcve
low much enlarged is the field of illustration now that

.t is no longer confined to the printed book. The poet
Maurice Boucbor and the Petit Theatre des Marionettes,
to which he bas contributed some dramas, or mysteries,
of much originality and power, which will shortly see

the light, is the subject of a paper by M. Amedee Pigeon.
' Les MagHzins Illm-trcs d'Europe et d'Amerique

'

repro-
duces in miniature the title-pages of English and Ame-
rican magazines, as the Century, Harper's Monthly, and
the English Illustrated, to which a high and well-

deserved character is given.

M. Bernard H. Gaueseron, who remains, as in the

previous publication, the right-hand man of M. Uzanne,
writes eruditely on ' La Bibliographic a Trois Degres r

la Critique, la Mention, le Signalement,' and shows the
extent to which the analysis and revelation of new
works of imagination will enter into the scheme of the

undertaking. Under ' Les Idees du Jour et les Echos
d'Art

' we find a worthy and honouring protest against
the pestilential and shameful details which have been

dragged to light concerning the intellectual eclipse of

Guy de Maupassant. How true of London, as of Paris,
are these words :

" Malheur a qui n'a pas su cacher sa

vie. Le journalieme d' information est impitoyable pour
les gens envue; il peuetre avec des brutalites cruellea

hi ou la porte vient de s'entrouver au malheur ou a la

fatalit^ sous une forme ou sous une autre." So say we
all. Yet so base, vulgar, curious in affairs which concern
us not are we, so anxious to debase to our own level what-
ever is better, purer, higher, worthier than we, that if

that "
journalisme d'information

" were dead and cast

out into the wilderness of obscurity and horror we
should be unhappy, it seems, until we had bribed some

hungry scribe to supply us afresh with the customary
mess of garbage.

This fit of indignation over, we return to the new
magazine, which we proclaim the brightest and most
effervescent work in its class yet given to the world.

Dogma and the Church of England. By A. I. Fitzroy,

(Blackwood & Sons.)

WHEN we find an author dedicating a book on the
Church of England to ex-Professor Momerie as its best

representative teacher, and putting forward Bishop
Colenso as one of the bravest of its prophets, with

Sidney Smith as the first of its nineteenth century
martyrs, we know pretty well what bis standpoint is. It

is not with dogmatism that Mr. Fitzroy has his contro-

versy, but with dogma pure and simple. He has no

objection to any man holding any belief, or disbelief, he

pleases, if he will only abstain from formulating it for

the benefit of his fellow men. Having shaken himself
free from most of the old-fashioned orthodoxies of
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these doctrinal encumbrances.

,

own account,-" There is a wide-spread impression that

the British Army cannot dispense altogether with dis-

ciDline" and "Most vertebrates find a backbone

essential to their comfort." What Mr. Fitzroy really

wants to do is to champion the thesis, "Salvation by

conduct versus salvation by creed," and to enter his pro-

test against moral conduct and religious practice being

held subordinate to dogmatic or speculative belief.

Righteousness, rather than doctrine, he contends is the

essence of Christianity; sin, not error, its natural foe

As a sketch of the Broad Church movement in the

Church of England the book has decided merits, and the

copious catena of citations is most interesting. But

many of the divines whom he cites as typically Broad

in repudiating dogma-notably Hampden, Whately,

Maurice, and Kingeley would have stoutly refused to

pull an oar with him dans celte galere. Altogether, it is

a book to be kept away from Archdeacon Denison.

Behar Proverbs. By John Christian. (Kegan Paul &

THE study of proverbs will always have an interest for

students ofhuman nature, as affording an unimpeachable

index to the ethical standard of the people who have

coined them. To the growing literature of this fascinating

subject Mr. Christian has made an addition of some im-

portance in "Trubner's Oriental Series"; though

whether he has adopted the best mode of presentation

we greatly doubt. The proverbs of the Bihari rustic

have to do chiefly with matters of a rural and agricul-

tural nature, and are often allusive and recondite in a

way to puzzle strangers.
" An odour of homely village

life," as Mr. Christian observes, pervades almost all of

them ;
and it is just this odour that here too frequently

evaporates in the process of translation. Mr. Christian

makes no attempt to give his renderings that pithy con-

ciseness which is distinctive of the proverb. On the con-

trary, he dilutes them down into the baldest newspaper

English, e. g.,
"

I have grown old in the habit of feasting

on infants ; yet people have the impertinence to say I

am only a novice in the practice." Surely this is an

unnecessary hammering out of the original,
" Grown old

upon babies, yet only half a witch, quotha !

"
Many

of the proverbs betray a shrewd sense of humour ; such

as "A frog with a cold" (i.e., likely indeed 1), which is

better than our " toad with side-pockets ";
" What

Moses writes, God can read," said of very bad writing
"

Believe, it 's a god, don't, it 's a stone
"
(whatever i

not of faith is sin) ;

' Neither father nor grandfather,
but then he has money." Mr. Christian gives an

elaborate classification of the proverbs according to thei

subject-matter, printing them in the native character a

well as in a transliterated form.

Letters from a Country House. By Thomas Anderton

(Simpkin, Marshall & Co.)
THESE letters were originally printed in the Midlan
Counties Herald. They have now been reissued in

book form with, as we imagine, certain additions an
curtailments. They do not contain much that is new
but they are bright and pleasant reading. We feel sur

that many persons will be glad to have them in a co!

lected form. As was to be anticipated, the severa

papers are of unequal value. 'Country Churchyards
My Bird Friends,' and ' The Time of Harvest '

ar

much better than some of the others, a few of whic

em to have been written when the author was being
ressed for copy. Here and there we come upon a

ood anecdote, which will not easily pass from the

emory. For example, a gardener, who seems to have

een in many respects an interesting character, was
rdered on one occasion to set up some sticks for the

urpose of hindering people from making a pathway
ver the turf of a lawn. He did as he was bidden, and

rranged the sticks in a fanciful pattern, saying that

e had done so that his work might look " more
othic." Did he know the meaning of the word he

sed? We wonder what the great Theodoric would
ave said could he have heard him.

Mr. Anderton seems to look forward to a time when
e use of the scythe will be as much forgotten as that

F the flail now is. We do not think he need have any
ear. Steep hillsides and rocky ground cannot be mown
y any kind of reaper, and at present the scythe is

equired to cut a pathway for the reaper ere it can

egin its work. The reflections which Mr. Anderton
makes on the habit of grumbling which is attributed to

armers should be pondered over. " I cannot help

eeling," he says,
" a twinge of pity for those whose

ving largely depends upon the favourable nature of

le seasons. A farmer may do just everything he can
o deserve success. He may see his crops grow luxuri-

ntly, and ripen all ready for the harvest, and just when
e is ready to put his sickle to the corn it often happens
bat we are visited with heavy storms that beat down
lie crops, and in an hour or two turn promised
lenty into disastrous failure." The above words are

trikingly true, as every one must know who lives in

he country; but the town-dweller cannot be expected to

ealize such things.

A SERIES of essays and sketches, by Mr. W. A. Clous-

on, is in the press, and will be published, in two volumes,

>y Messrs. Morison Brothers, of Glasgow, uniform with
Mr. Nicholas Dickson's popular little books,

' The Elder

at the Plate
' and ' The Kirk Beadle,' lately produced by

he same firm. The first volume which will be issued

hortly is to comprise papers on '
Literary Coincidences

md Imitations,'
' A Bookstall Bargain,'

' Ancient Riddles,'

and '

St. Valentine's Day in the Olden Time.'

We must call special attention to the following notices :

ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but

as a guarantee pf good faith.

WE cannot tmdertake to answer queries privately.

To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the

signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to

appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication "

Duplicate."

SIGMA (" Sir Coutts Trotter "). Why not address one
of the grandsons, who could readily furnish the informa-
tion sought 1

CORRIGENDUM. P. 35, col. 2, 1. 25, for " Cousins's
"

read Conway's.
NOTICE.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The
Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Advertisements and
Business Letters to " The Publisher "at the Office, 22,
Took's Court, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, E.C.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return com-

munications which, for any reason, we do not print ;
and

to this rule we can make no exception.
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PAEAGON.
(Concluded from p. 62.)

This is all I can ascertain as to the derivation

from the Spanish, which seems to be a mere con-

jecture of Diez, and to be wholly unsupported by
evidence. First, Is it correct as a principle philo-

logically to derive a noun from two prepositions,

or, as Wedgwood phrases it, from a compound
preposition 1 In Greek "the union of two or

more formal words takes place, as ujre/c, iraptK,

Siajrpo, StdirpoOi
"
(Kuhner,

'

Grammar,' 336) ;

also in Latin, as desuper, insuper, and in English
in-to. But these compounds remain prepositions
as before, and require the addition of an essential

word, verb, substantive, adjective, to convey a

meaning, as vireif>svyeivt VTreava8vva.i, avri-

7rapa0eo-is, comparison, contrast. Could we say
that avrl irapa. meant comparison? How, then,
can we allege that para con have that force ?

Secondly, there is no historical evidence to prove
the conjecture. The instances quoted are simply
grammatical illustrations of a phrase, and prove
that it is correct Spanish to use these two prepo-
sitions when comparing'two things together,

"
la

criatura para con el criador"; but they do not

prove that the English, French, Italian, and
Spanish noun paragon owes its existence to the
combination of these two particles. We have

evidence that paragon was a favourite word in

English in the time of Queen Elizabeth, for Shak-

speare, Sidney, Spenser use it
;
and Richardson

quotes a still earlier instance from Hall's ' Chro-

nicle,
'

c. 1550. Prof. Skeat is probably right in

stating that we adopted the word from the French.

And Littre shows that it was used by Montaigne
and others in the sixteenth century, the earliest

being Rabelais, c. 1530-40. How is this recon-

cilable with Bracket's assertion that the word
came from Spain half a century later ? But we
find that Henry Stephens spoke of the word as a
" mot ancien

"
in his day ;

and Ducange tells us

that paragonisare, which may date from the thir-

teenth or fourteenth century, is derived "
veteri

Gallico parangonner." Granting it to be true that

the French borrowed the word from the Spanish,

examples of its occurrence in Spanish before 1500,
to speak within bounds, should be adduced. But
what are we to think when we come to the Italian ?

The '

Vocabolario della Crusca
'

quotes from Boc-
caccio (who died in 1375), "Adunque come il

paragone 1' oro, cosi 1' avversita dimostra chi e

amico "
(' Lettere a Pino de' Rossi,' 275). Some

examples in Spanish before 1350, or perhaps

earlier, should be cited, and some proof that

Italian was subject to Spanish influence at that

period. Till such evidence is brought forward the

derivation of paragon from para con must be held,
at least,

" non proven "; though if I were on the

jury I should be inclined to pass a severer judg-

ment, and to pronounce it altogether false. Having
formed this opinion independently and upon such

considerations as have been here adduced, it was
with no small satisfaction that I came across the fol-

lowing sledge-hammer sentence in the fifth edition

of Diez's own work, the insertion of which gives rise

to a suspicion that Diez himself is not very con-

fident about his own conjecture. In the Anhang i.

in vol. ii. of his
'

Dictionary,' he adds,
"
Paragone.

Kommt nicht von den Spanien para con, sondern

heisst eigentlich
'

probierstein
' oder probe, und ist

gr. irapaKovr), probierstein, TrapaKovaw,
' an etwas

wetzen, streichen.' Tobler 'Zcschr.' iv. 574." This

brings us back to Greek for the origin of the word,

although I do not acquiesce in irapaKovrj, which
word is not found in Liddell and Scott, seventh

ed., but is recorded in Stephens's
'

Thesaurus,' by
Yalpy, on the authority of

" Montfaucon Palaeogr.
6. Kail. MSS." See '

Thesaur.,' vol. ii. col. 1717.

My own view is that paragon is a veritable

Greek word. In their seventh edition Liddell

and Scott insert,
"
IlapaywvurKo?, o (ytovta) in

LXX. (Alex.) prob. a carpenter's square, or rule

For making angles." This may have been adopted
from Schleusner's

' Lexicon Yet. Testament!':

Trapayowovcos, angulus ;
vel norma, regula.

Jes. xliv. 13, tv 7rapaye0vio"KOis." Under irepi-

ywvtov he attributes this reading to Aqnila, stating
;hat the Hebrew word means norma, and is so
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pd because a right angle is the "norma et men- The passage in Isaiah in which the word Trapct-

rnra" ofTanfile ? and that it is used in the plural
Ua,viVKO occurs is in hw description of the

1&3SKS* duobuslateribU s, q
P
uibus making of W"<^^ *"*^

rSS-fa.. .!,, TPdnH." The Fame will be out his rule' &c.
(xhy.

13). _ ^Ib IJ JO i u*7j ww y< ^.ffjw

As yet I have not met with any passage to-

indicate when the word passed from Greek to

Latin, and thence into the several Romance Ian-

stem

capital of the world during the Empire, is enough
1

"
i/tttQOTlCWfiS luruicu. wivi* oum**. w^/ -- i ***f *

^
- <

i diaflon, Gr. 8 ayd5v-ios." Then Theophrastus, to account for the importation of terms of art;

s 'Soria Plantarum,' i. 16, speaking of the and Horace has left us the remark, with regard to

. -* _!-_*.' , ~A S* (AS,\ \ rA the introduction of new words :

^*.r- of the leaves of plant?, says,
" ra Se (<vAAa)

is ov TTpoiyKovTo, KOI Trapaytovifovra,
aha in

longum producta, et in angulum depressa." Thus,
'

But the

the introduction of new
Et nova fictaque nuper habebunt verba fidem, ei

Greece fonte cadant parce detorta.

by Inference, we arrive at 7rapayu>v. But t&e I This was written before I saw the notice by

word itself exists, for Marcianus of Heraclea, m PROF. SKEAT in 'N. & Q ,' 7'" S. xu. 412, m
his

'
Periplns Maris Exteri,' 28, writes, eKOfvtrat which he says that, despite the great authority

TOI'VW nera rvv axpav rr,v KapTrcAAav, ulvr- of Diez, the derivation from three prepositions

TOS KoATros o KaAov/uvos Hapaycov, SIMKWV presents much difficulty." W. E. BUCKLEY.

pcXP 1 T0^ o.Kp(j)rrjpiov
rov KaAov/xevov 'AAo/i-

tfarttp. The same is also mentioned by Ptolemy,

in his
'

Geographia,' vi. 8, 7, e'v TW Trapayovn
NAME OB SURNAME 1

KoATT^). Now, just as the Greeks named the Every student of family history is aware that

harbour of Messina yKArj, from its resemblance amongst our ancestors of only a few generations

to a sickle, I imagine that this gulf was called back a single name in addition to his inherited sur-

Trapaywv from its resemblance to a carpenter's name was almost always considered sufficient to

square, one side of it being a projecting headland, distinguish an individual from the rest of mankind ;

In the same way I find the harbour of Oatend and we are all familiar with the fact that, for some

illustrated by Thomas, Earl of Ailesbury, in his time after the fashion of giving two names instead
'
Memoirs,' written two hundred years ago, by two Of one came in, it was by far the more usual prac-

lines meeting at a right angle. tice to select two purely personal names. Within
Now for the various meanings of paragon. The I the memory of the present generation a fresh

right angle being the standard by which all angles I development has taken place, the second name
are measured, the Tropaywv is a standard, or I

being, amongst the middle classes and in the caee

model, and this is its first meaning. Things are O f males, very frequently really a family name
tested by comparison with a standard, real or Instead of a merely personal one. It would be

ideal, whence comparison is the second meaning, interesting to inquire how, when, and why such

As the standard is the test, the word paragone names as Howard, Sidney, Hamilton, Norman, and
was used in Italian for the touchstone, the test of others, now more or less common as personal names,

gold and silver
;
and as this is of a dark colour it I were originally adopted for the purpose ;

but at

was applied also to marmi nert, a meaning which
present I wish to refer to another point in con-

Littrc gives also to the French word. Nares, in nexion with the subject, and to offer some remarks
his

'

Glossary,' quotes a line from Chapman, which may appear less trivial in the future when
Hymn in Oynth.'

Gardens and groves exempt from paragons

which he explains as
" A curious pattern in a

garden ;
still retained as applied to buildings."

This might well be a carpenter's square, which is

an instrument consisting of two branches, so as

some further development in nomenclature h..s

taken place than they do at present.
In the Pall Mall Gazette of December 31 last I

read a whole column devoted to extracts from an
article in the Contemporary Review, in which, after

the first mention of the author of the article as

to contain a right angle. Its metaphorical appli-
"
Sir C. Gavan Duffy," he is persistently referred

cation to the perfection of character is exemplified to as
"
Sir Gavan Daffy." The Pall Mall writers

by the o-vfi'yicu of Pythagoras, in which one pair seem to possess a peculiar fondness for emphasizing
is rerpaycovov

-
cTpo/*?}Kes, whence Aristotle, the more striking features of any name that

k AT >; in '- " * - - -

'Eth. N.,' i. 10, 11, describes the ideally perfect

man, 6 o-rrovSaios, as rcrpaycovos avev \f/6yov,
and in his

'

Rhetoric,' iii. ii. 2, rov ayaOov avSpa
</>avcu rerpaytovov, as Simonides had done pre-

viously,
'

Apud Plat. Protagoram,' 344 A, x*/00"'

T Kal TTOOH KOI vo<p TtTpaywvos Tcrvyfievos.

happens to be before the public for the time. Thus
we find

" Sir Everett Millais" rather than Sir John
Millais, and " Mr. Justice Henn Collins" rather

than Mr. Justice Collins. u
Sir Somers Vine "

seems to be generally recognized as correct ; and it

may be that Alderman Ellis has no objection to
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being styled
"

Sir Whitaker" (his usual signature
being "J. Whitaker Ellis"), but I think Mr.
Justice Collins would expect himself to be
addressed as "

Sir Richard," rather than as
"Sir Henn," though he was certainly well
-known as

" Mr. Henn Collins, Q.C.," when at the
bar.

What is the rule (if any) in speaking of a knight
or baronet who has more than one personal name ?

I suppose there is no doubt that, in the case of a
double family name, it would be as incorrect to

omit the personal name, and say, for instance, "Sir

Hicks-Beach," as it would be to talk of '
Sir Ear-

<sourt
"
or "

Sir Jones "
in the manner reputed to

be common on the Continent. But when there
are two personal names, is there a rule that the
first must be used to follow the handle ; or may
another be so used and the first omitted ?

A man is often called by his relations and inti-

mate friends by his second name instead of his

first, in order to distinguish him from his father or
aome near relative (probably the very person after

whom he is named), and consequently he signs his

first name with an initial and the second in full.

In such a case it seems to some extent reasonable
and convenient that when he acquires a knight-
hood or baronetcy the second name should still be
treated as the first

; and on this principle I presume
Sir Beaumont Dixie is so styled, his full names
being Alexander Beaumont Churchill Dixie. This
custom has something awkward about it

; but the

really difficult case arises from a practice which is

of rapid modern growth, viz., the practice of giving
special prominence to one's last personal name
and using it jointly with the family name, as if the
two together, though not joined by a hyphen,
formed a double family name. In signatures or

addresses, where the surname alone would be

informal, we find the personal names (except the

last) represented persistently by initials, so that
where form requires only a surname they disappear
altogether, leaving the last, however, with the

family name in prominent relief. Hence, when
this prominent personal name is really a family
name adopted for the purpose, an ambiguity must
arise, unless the presence or absence of a hyphen
can be relied on to decide the question ; and when
" Mr. "

becomes ' '
Sir

" we are in a dilemma. There
seemed to be nothing wrong with " Mr. Grant Duff,"
but "

Sir Grant Duff" was doubtful, and if
"

Sir
Mountstuart Duff " would be correct, one cannot
but legret there should be any pretext for such an
awkward locution as "

Sir Mountstuart E. Grant
Duff."

_

I cannot help thinking that a cnatom which
gives rise to so much ambiguity is in need of
reform. No doubt there are excellent latter-day
reasons (which the genealogical readers of 'N. & Q.'
will readily appreciate) for any plan which would
distinguish from each other the numerous branches

(and if possible also the individual members) of

such extensive families as the Jonese?, Campbells,
Eussells, &c. Even for everyday purposes it would
be far easier to deal with the Smiths if grouped
into Plantagenet-Smiths, Stuart-Smiths, Hyde-
Parker - Smiths, Portland -Place -Smiths, Black-

Smiths, White-Smiths, and so on ad infinitum,
instead of the confusing categories of William

Smiths, John Smiths, William John Smith?, &c.
But the principle should be carried out in a direct

and unmistakable way. An additional name
should be duly adopted as a family name, so as to

be inherited with the original surname. If a man
considers one of the names with which his parents

thought proper to distinguish him in infancy as

specially suitable to distinguish him, so to speak,
as a new ancestral stock, there is no objection to

his duplicating it in his own person. It would
then descend as a genuine double-barrelled sur-

name upon his posterity. Again, if a parent thinks

it important to distinguish each of his children

from all the rest of their relations or their species

by a peculiarly original personal name, and at

the same time to name them after their godfathers,
William or Henry, or what not, by way of compli-

ment, the straightforward plan is the reverse of

that which is now fashionable with us. He should

put the eccentric name first, and let the rest, which
are intended to subside into initials, take a back
seat. This seems to be the general principle in

American nomenclature. Hence, for instance,
Hannibal J. Snooks or Phineas T. Barnum. A
third part of the great showman's name was
obscured from the public mind, but notwithstand-

ing this no difficulty would have arisen had he

received the honour of a baronetage. We should

have called him "
Sir Phineas" with an easy con-

science, and as Sir Phineas (with or without the

Barnum) he would have been known as long as his

fame endured amongst posterity.
CHA.S. FREDC. HARDY.

SHAKSPEARIANA.

'CORIOLA.NTJS,' I. ix. 41-6 (7* S. xii. 423). It is

a bold thing to say, but in my opinion not a word

of this passage requires alteration, either for the

metre or the sense. I arrange and point it thus:

May these same instruments, which you profane,
Never sound more ! When drums and trumpets shall

I' th' field prove flatt'rers, let courts and cities be
Made all of falae-fac'd soothing 1 When steel grows
Soft as the parasite's silk, let him be made
An overture for the wars ! No more, I say !

First, I would note that this arrangement,

naturally continued, gets rid of two short lines

(11. 44 and 50), and the metre falls quietly into

its place. Secondly, it practically follows the

pointing of the Folio, notes of exclamation, by
more modern usage, being substituted for colons.

I would paraphrase thus :
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" Away with these instruments, which you pro-

fane ! When warlike instruments prove flatterers,

then shall our courts and cities be all composed of

flatterers too ! and when our steel becomes as soft

as the flatterer's silk, then send him (the flatterer)

to deliver our messages of war ! Let us have no

more of these instruments (which are unsuitable

tons)!"
In sober prose we should have expected "When

our drums prove flatterers, then will our courts,"

&c. But in declamatory verse, expressive of

indignation, the imperative is much more effective,

though less grammatically accurate.

It has generally been objected that a soldier

would always describe courts and cities as
" made

of false-fac'd soothing." But surely not a citizen

of Rome !

" Him "
is usually changed to

"
them,"

as if the speaker would wish the very things he is

rejecting to be again used ! Or else it is changed
to

"
it," which is not much better.

HOLCOMBE INGLEBY.

With no change save in the punctuation, and
the substitution of

" them "
(referring to

"
instru-

ments") for "him" in ]. 46, 1 retain the reading
in the Folio, presenting it thus :

May these same instruments, which you profane,
Never sound more, when drums and trumpets shall

I' the field prove flatterers. Let courts and cities be
Made all of false-fac'd soothing,
When steel grows soft as the parasite's silk.

Let them be made an overture for the wars.
No more, I say !

"May I never more hear trumpet or drum if

yon are to profane them thus. Flattery may well
dominate courts and cities when steel-clad warriors
thus act like silken parasites. Keep those instru-
ments for their proper use, to sound the battle-

charge. No more of this fulsome adulation !

"

V. i. 67-69. Plutarch tells us that, in answer
to a former embassage, Coriolanus had prescribed
certain hard terms, giving the Romans thirty days
for decision. At the termination of this period a
second embassage was sent, asking lighter terms,
which Coriolanns, adhering to the first, refused.
This explains both the " would " and the " would
not," which, according to Shakspeare, the writing
sent after Cominius contained. Coriolanus adhered
to his own terms

; bound by his oath to the
Volscians that he should make them "

yield to his

conditions," he would not listen to theirs.

V. i. 70-73 :

So that all hope is vain^
Unless his noble mother and his wife (prevail) ;

Who, as I hear, mean to solicit him
For mercy to his country.

MR. JOICET proposes to read :

Unless his noble mother and his wife
Who, as I hear, mean to solicit him.

Can MR. JOICET seriously think that this
abominable Yankeeism, "mean to," new to this

country even in our day, had already crossed the

Atlantic in Sbakspeare's time 1 Better suppose

any ellipsis than accept this.

K. M. SPENCE, M.A.

' HAMLET '

(7
th S. xii. 423). I submit thafc

"Cain" cannot be admitted in the passage cited

from ' Hamlet.' The 4to. of 1603 reads :

Then venome to thy venome, die damn'd villaine.

That of 1604 has:

Heare thou incestious damned Dane.

And the Folio varies to

Heere thou incestuous murdrous, damned Dane.

The alliteration seems to be intentional, and the

play was not written for Denmark, so the appella-
tion " Dane" would be distinctive to an English
audience. A. HALL.

13, Paternoster Row, E.C.

'MEASURE FOR MBA SURF,' II. i. 39 (7
th S. xi.

81, 182, 463
;

xii. 3, 163). DR. NICHOLSON musfc

have made a slight slip in copying out the reference

to a note on prenziet
for that in 4th S. iv. 94 only

conjectures that the word is connected with our

English prim. The objections to prenzie are thafc

there is no other instance of its use as an English
word

; that it is very unlikely Shakespeare would
coin a word which would be unintelligible to

many of the audience, and which was to be used
in the most important scene of the play, when he
had the English word princely, with the same
accent and meaning, ready to his hand ; and thafc

either "prenzie" or "princely" is a very weak
antithesis to "

livery of hell
"
for Isabella, speaking

under strong emotion, to use. Of course, if the

word be used in any other English 'author, it is

right to retain it here, though even then some may
think that either priestly or saintly would give a
better sense. Take the antithesis in each of the

following passages,
' Richard III. ,' I. Hi. 338, and

'

Othello,' II. iii. 358 :

And seem a saint when most I play the devil.

When devils will the blackest sins put on
They do suggest at first with heavenly shows.

If "prince "be put for saint, and "
princely

"

for heavenly, it will make evident bow weak tb3
antithesis is between "

princely
" and "

livery of

hell
"
in the passage under discussion.

II. i. 39. However this line be interpreted, it

still remains a clumsy and obscure passage. It
would have been clear enough, with good anti-

thesis, if it had read,
Some range in brakes of vice, and answer none.

This would suit MR. INGLEBY'S paraphrase,
"Some wallow," &c., better than "run from"
does. Schmidt gives range = to roam, to rove at

large. In what sense is brakes used in Lyly's
'Euphues and his England

'

(Arber ed. p. 271)?
" Theseus had no neede of Ariadne's threed to find

the way into the Laborinth, but to come out, nor those
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of any help how to fall into these bracks [brakes], but
to fall from them "'

(qu. entanglements).

IV. iii. 93. In the passage that MR. SPENCE

quotes from 'Lear,' "under globe" implies the

existence of an " over globe, the sun," and the

passage in
' The Tempest,'

Destiny that hath to instrument this lower world, and
what is in't,

implies, I suppose, the existence of the upper
world, heaven. Similarly, "under generation"
should imply an " over generation," but I do not

know that the word generation was ever used in

reference to the higher spiritual beings. This

objection sounds rather hypercritical, so I dare

say the phrase can carry the meaning of the

generation under the sun, though the emendation
I proposed follows the ran of the letters as closely
as either

" under" or "
yonder generation

"
does,

and I believe it would be a gain, dramatically, to

give the words a particular application to Barnar-
dine rather than a general one to the human race,
or half of it. G. JOICET.

' LOVE'S LABOUR'S LOST,' V, i. 86. The men"
tion of the church-house in a notice of 'The
History and Topography of the Parish of Hendoo,
Middlesex '

(7
tt S. xii. 39), reminds me of a sus-

picion I have for some time entertained that for
" Do you not educate youth at the charge-home ?

"

church-house should be understood. There are
those in the present day who, like Armado, do not

nicely discriminate in the pronunciation of the

words, and it is not at all necessary to suppose
that we have to deal with a misprint.

ST. SWITHIN.

' THE TAMING OF THE SHREW '
: INDUCTION

(7
tt S. x. 483 ; xi. 83). It does not detract from

the ingenious and true reasoning of MR. C. M.
PHILLIPS that the emendation greete had already
been suggested by Halliwell. In the 'Cambridge
Shakespeare,' vol. iii. p. 11, ed. 1863, "of Greys
or of Qrcete

"
have "

Halliwell conj." after them.
BR. NICHOLSON.

MARCH THE "Lom>" MONTH. In the very
kind notice of 'The Life of St. Cuthbert,' in
' N. & Q.,' 8th S. i. 60, the reviewer points out
what he considers to be a "

slip
"
of mine in con-

necting Luyde, March, with the A.-S. Mud, loud
or boisterous, and says,

"
Luyde if, of course,

A.-S. liZa, i.e., the mild month," and
"
so explained

by Bede himself" (referred to in Hampson,
'

Medii
JEvi Kalendarium,' ii. 244, 249). But Bede is

speaking of June and July, not of March, and his
word is Lida, Lia, or Litha, not Luyde. That
Luyde or Lude, in the short Life of St. Cuthberr,
means March, there can be no doubt, and some-
times it seems to have taken the form of Lide, in
the same sense. See Minshsei Emend., 1627, where

it is explained as "March," and a proverb is

quoted by way of illustration,
" Lide pilles the

Cowes hide." Hampson, p. 198, gives
"
Hlyd-

monat, March, the month of storms, Verstegan,"
but I cannot verify the reference to Verstegan, who

gives
" Lenct monat

"
as the A.-S. name for March.

It has been shown in Archceologia, xliv. 217,
that March was sometimes called Hlydmonath,
or stormy - month ; represented as blowing a

trumpet (ib., 151); "blowing two horn?, hia hair

streaming behind him" (154); with "hair floating
in the wind "

(162);
"
blowing a horn "

(171). It

would seem that while June and July were called

lide or lithe, gentle, mild (cf. our adj. Lithe, pliant,
and Lithe, to thicken hot milk with flour, Peacock's

'Glossary'), March was sometimes called Htyd,
Luyde, Lude, or Lide, loud or boisterous. And in

Stratmann- Bradley, p. 406, we have "Aliide, sb.,

O.E. hlyda; March, lude Rob. (of Gloucester), 571;
as wederis don in lide P(oem c. 1320) 35." The
initial h belongs to hlud, loud, but not to lifc, soft.

For the O.E. hlyda, March, there are abundant
references in Bosworth-Toller. Ly$a, the "mild "

month (or months) is a totally different word.

J. T. FOWLER.

In your kindly notice of the
'
Life of St. Cuth-

bert' you have evidently confused two distinct

O.E. words hlyda (noise-maker) and Z/fca (mild)
in their application to month-names. From the

verb hiy dan, to make a noise (whose cognation
with hhi'l, loud, and hl$d, noise, is beyond ques-

tion), would come hi/)da, noise-maker, just as

atman, to come, gives cuma, comer, the -a being
an agential suffix. Now March, as we are told

by JSlfric (' Homilies,' i 100), was called hlfda.

Two other months were named lisa, the asrra or

earlier, and the ceftera or later. Thus we are told

in the prose life of St. Margaret, composed about

1200A.D., that she died "i>e moneS f> on tire

ledene is aid englisch efterliS inempnet, inlins

olatin, O\>Q twentufce dei"(see 'Seinte Marherete,'

p. 23, E.E.T.S.). The arra li%a was June.

Bede ('De temporum ratione,' cap. xiii., Opera,
torn. ii. p. 68, Cologne, 1612) does indeed explain

Lida, but not, as you imply, in relation to March.

First, he gives us a list of English equivalents for

the Roman names of the months in regular order.

We come to "Innius, Lida; lulius similiter

Lida." Then he explains the names, and we read :

"Lida dicitur blandns sine nanigabilis, quod in

vtroque mense et blanda sit serenitas aurarura,
& nauigari soleant sequora." After this it is

perhaps idle to remark that it is not in thfs

climate that
" blanda serenitas aurarum " can ever

be predicated of the weather in Tennyson's
"
roar-

ing moon." Bede's lida is the same as the ItfSa of

the menologies, and the d is the regular Latin

representative of the medial O.E. ft between two

vowels.
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That lide is still in common use for March

among the Cornubians is not strange ;
for we find

the same spelling in M.E. Thus, in a poem on

the deposition of Edward II., of date circa 1320

(Percy Society, vol. xxviii. stanza 35), we are told

in relation to the domineering and dissolute habits

of the Knights Hospitalers :

Forsothe catel cometh and goth
Aa wederia don in lyde.

That is, property comes and goes as storms do in

March. F- ADAMS.

105, Albany Road, Camberwell.

THACKBRAYANA. The years pass rapidly, and

it is not too soon to garner all authentic hints of

the sources and local associations of Thackeray.
I have received this from a cousin in the country :

" Do you ever read novela
1

? I expect not; but if you
have time, read an old one,

'

Vanity Fair.' In it is a

description of a achool a ladies' school the very same
to which my aunt R. took her niece S. How do I

know? This way. My mother took one of J. R.'s

daughters there. The namea were Pincott and Hobbe.

I went on the occasion, and well remember the great

gates, the stiff old Miss [an error, Mrs.'} Pincott, the

sacred subject bit of needlework, duly veiled from common
eyes, in the long, narrow drawing-room, and the thank-

fulness in my small mind that I had not to go there.

They lived at Isleworth. While on the subject, I may
tell you that we knew several of the boys so cruelly
treated in the Yorkshire school shown up by Charles

Dickens."

W. W. LL.

SIR ARTHUR INGRAM : HENRY JERMYN. In
the article upon Sir Arthur Ingram, of Temple
Newsatu, in the last volume of the 'Diet. Nat.

Biog.,' the writer, after correctly recording the

knight's earlier Parliamentary honours, adds,
" In

1640 a Sir Arthur Ingram (possibly Ingram's
eldest son, who had been knighted on the 16 July,

1621) was returned for New Windsor and Calling-

ton, in Cornwall." The Sir Arthur Ingram who
was elected for Windsor to the Short Parliament
of April-May, 1640, and for Callington to the

Long Parliament of November, 1640, till his

decease was clearly the father. When the Par-

liamentary vacancies caused by death and disable-

ment were filled up in 1646, one of the writs

ordered for Callington is expressly stated to have
been "

in the place of Sir Arthur Ingram deceased."
The junior knight survived until 1655. He never
held a seat in Parliament.

Henry Jermyn, afterwards Earl of St. Albans,
is, by the same authority (quoting Doyle's

'
Official

Baronage'), stated to have represented St. Ed-

mondsbury in the Long Parliament. I can find

no trace of this. Henry Jermyn's Parliamentary
honours were as follows. M.P. for Bodmin in

1625 and 1626 ; Liverpool, 1628-29 ; and Corfe

Castle, April-May, 1640. He does not seem to
have been a member of the Long Parliament, and
never at any time sat for St. Edmondsbury. His

father and brother represented the last-named

borough from 1640 until disabled in 1644.

W. D. PINK.

INFLUENZA FOLK-LORE. All my family being

laid up with the influenza, our help, a girl born in

the neighbourhood, proposed the following cure to

my wife : to cut off some hair from the hollow of

the neck, put it in milk, and give it to an animal

to drink. The disease would then be transferred

to the animal, and the patient would recover, while

the animal would die. She had been for several

days trying to entice a neighbour's dog, as she

would not barm our own family pets. This cure

requires strict secrecy on the part of the person
who makes the offering. KOBT. R. STEELE.

Bedford Modern School.

CARDINAL MANNING AND THE AUTHOR OF THE
HYMN "ABIDE WITH ME." Most readers of

*N. & Q.' know, I suppose, the beautiful hymn
"Abide with me, fast falls the eventide." The

day after Cardinal Manning died I happened
to glance through a book about the Riviera, and

there found it stated that the writer of this hymn,
Mr. Lyte, died and is buried at Nice. When in

his last illness there was no English chaplain or

clergyman to minister to Mr. Lyte ; but Cardinal

Manning, then Archdeacon of Chichester, hap-

pened to come to Nice just in time to administer

the last consolations of religion to the dying man.

This was in 1847. GEORGE ANGUS.
St. Andrews, N.B.

SNEEZING. At the Asylum for Fatherless Chil-

dren at Reedham, a custom prevails amongst the

girls of solemnly rising and saying,
" God bless you,

miss!" whenever a mistress sneezes in their pre-
sence. S. ILLINGWORTH BUTLER.

[The practice of saying
" God bless you !

"
to a person

who sneezes is very common in Italy and other coun-

tries.]

REBUS. I think that this term, apart from the

several instances of it, has not come in for notice

in
' N. & Q.' I have just seen a notice in the

work of Em. Alvarez, 'De Syllabarum quan-

titate, Ars Metrica, Lusus Poetici/ by L. Vaslet,

Lon., 1730, p. 116:
" Rebus. Ex Picardia, Galilee proviucia, in Angliam

transierunt ludicra quaedam senigmata, dicta 'Rebus,'
ex libellis qui Hilariorum tempore edebantur, et inscribe-

bantur,
' De Rebus qua; geruntur.'

"

There follows a notice of such enigmas, with

examples. This is more precise as to time or

origin than the notice in Johnson or those who
follow him. ED. MARSHALL.

LADY HARRIET ACLAND. Some years ago I

possessed a large mezzotint engraving the fate of

which was being pasted on the wall of a room

representing this lady, accompanied by her maid, a
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manservant, and Mr. BrudenelJ, a chaplain to

the British forces, bearing a flag of trace, in an

open boat on tbe Hudson. There was a long mar-

ginal inscription underneath, mentioning the

heroic conduct of Lady Harriet Acland, who had

gone in this manner to attend on her husband,

Major Acland, then wounded and a prisoner in

tbe American camp, October 7, 1776. After dark

the boat reached the American outposts, when the

sentinel threatened to fire upon them if they
moved. In tbe morning Lady Harriet was con-

ducted to General Gates, who treated her kindly,
and sent her to her husband. The story is well

known, and is often cited in illustration of female

heroism and conjugal affection. The engraving is

presumably from a picture. Who was the artist ;

and in whose collection is it at present 1

On a reference to Burke's '

Peerage and

Baronetage,' 1879, under "Acland," it is said of

Major Acland that he was the eldest son of Sir

Thomas Acland :

" John Dyke Acland of Pixton, Major 20th Regiment
of Foot and Col. 1st Battalion Devon Militia. Col.

Acland d. 1778, leaving by his wife, Lady Christian

Harriet Caroline Fox, dau. of Stephen, 1st Earl of

Ilcheater, John and Elizabeth Kitty."

The same authority, under "
Ilchester," gives the

name of his wife as
'' Christian Henrietta [a mis-

print for Harriet] Caroline, m. 1770 to Colonel

Acland, and d. 1815." Though not mentioned

by Burke, I think I have read somewhere that

Lady Harriet Acland, after her husband's decease,
married Mr. Brudenell, the chaplain who had
escorted her to the American outposts.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Kectory, Woodbridge.

We mast request correspondents desiring information

on family matters of only private interest to affix their

names and addresses to their queries, in order that the

answers may be addressed to them direct.

THE PBNDRELL BROTHERS. I shall be glad of

information concerning an engraving, 10i in. by

9^ in., which, in the centre of a tree labelled "The

Royall Oake," contains a medallion of " William

Pendrill, of Boscobell, in the County of Salop,
JEtatis Suas 84*," suspended by a love-knot from
the upper edge of the picture. Below the picture,
but forming part of the same plate, are tbe follow-

ing lines, which render any further description of

the engraving needless:

His Face you see. Now briefly heare the Rest ;

How well he served his Prince in flight dietrest.

Twas He whose little Household did Combine
In Pious Care to save : the Royall Line.
An Oake was thought most safe : for what could prove
More Luckie then the sacred tree to love.
See where the Hen-roost Ladder stands

; by that,
The Mighty Monarch climb'd the Boughs of State,

Where Noble Carlo's lent his Manlike Knee,
Tbe last support of Fainting Majestic,
And Natures Tapistrie was tbe onely shroud
To shelter that Great Prince with Rage pursu'd.
The Nutthook reaching up his Homely fare

Supply 'd the want of Waiters standing Bare ;

While busie Wife and Children gather wood
To dress the Sheep prepar'd for Better food.

Thus, many Oakes defend the Brit ish Maine
Bat one preferr'd the Brittish Soveraigne.

Pendrill thy name will shine in History

Brighter than their's, whose Hospittallity

Disguised Deitys hath entertayn'd
For tliine was reall t' other Poets faynd.

This Embleme Represents Onely the particular Loyall
actings of the sayd |

Pendrill and his littil Family, as

Instrumental! in the Deliverance of his
|
Sacred Ma**

Charls. 2d 1657.

When was this engraving published ;
and by

whom ? Is it contemporary with the death of

William Pendrill ?

After Charles II. left Boscobel he was accom-

panied in his wanderings by a body-guard which
consisted of the five brothers, William, John,

Richard, Humphrey, and George Pendrill, and
their brother-in-law, Francis Yates. I wish to

find out where the gentlemen who formed this

remarkable body-guard were buried. At present
I am only familiar with the grave of Richard Pen-

drell (or Pendrill ?).
"
Trusty Dick "

lies buried

in the churchyard or, as it should now, I pre-

sume, be styled, the recreation ground of St.

Giles's in the Fields. His grave is about six paces
from the south-east corner of the chancel wall, and
is marked by an altar tomb. The sides of the

tomb are all inscribed ; but the massive upper
slab is quite bare. I give the different inscrip-

tions as follows:

[West end.]
Here lies

Richard Pendrell

preserver and conductor
to his sacred Majesty

King Charles the Second
of Great Britain

after his escape from
Worcester fight 1651.

Who died July 8 1971.

[North side.]

The tomb of

Richard Pendrell
the preserver of the life of

King Charles the Second.

[South side.]
Hold passenger heres shrowded in this hearse

Unparalleled Pendrell thro' the universe

Like when the Eastern star from Heav'n gave light
To three lost kings so he in such dark night
To Britains monarch lost by adverse war
On earth appear'd a second Eastern star

A pole a stem in her rebellious main
A pilot to her royal sovereign came
Now to triumph in Heaven's eternal sphere
He is advanc'd for his just steerage here
Whilst Albion's chronicles with matchless fame
Embalm the story of great Pendrells name.
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[East end.]
This tomb and

inscription thereon
were restored

November 1827.

,). E. Tyler, D.D. Rector

W, Parker Church
C. L. Birch Wardens.

This tomb, it will be remembered, has lately

been restored by the Society for the Protection of

Memorials of the Dead, and all the inscriptions

appear to hare been recut except the one at the

east end, which was probably thought to be oat of

place, and therefore not worth preserving. I hope

that, notwithstanding this, I hare copied it cor-

rectly. Although this tomb is now in very good
condition, I am afraid it will not long remain so if

the children are allowed freely to climb over it, as

I found to be the case on the occasion of my visit.

I think that both this and the Chapman memorial
hard by should be protected by a cage of some
kind if the affectionate care which has been
bestowed upon their restoration is not to be

-thrown away. JOHN T. PAGE.

Holmby House, Forest Qate.

ENGLISH GOVERNOKS OF NEW JEKSET. I have
been requested by a gentleman who is bringing
out a new edition of Smith's

'

History of New
Jersey

'

to obtain for him the portraits of as many
as possible of the colonial governors of New Jersey.
I find the task by no means an easy one, and
should be greatly obliged if any reader of ' N. & Q.'
ean afford me any assistance in the search.

Among the persons whose portraits are required
are the following :

Col. Sir Richard Nicolls, of Ampthill, who
was killed in a sea-fight with the Dutch, 1672,
and is buried in the chancel of Ampthill Church,
with a rather remarkable monument, in which the
'ball that killed him is preserved. He was sent by
^the Duke of York to reduce New Amsterdam,
which he did in 1684.

Philip Carteret, son of the first proprietor of

New Jersey, Sir George Carteret, from whose dis-

tinguished connexion with the island of Jersey
the colony received its name.

Robert Barclay, the famcus Quaker, author of

'Barclay's Apology.'
Lord Neil Campbell, second son of the eighth

Earl and first Marquis of Argyll.
John, fourth Lord Lovelace, who died shortly

after reaching the colony, 1709.
Jonathan Belcher. I find from Bromley's

' Cata-

logue of Engraved Portraits' that a portrait of this

governor was engraved by Faber (drawn by R.
Phillips) in 1734. Can any one say where this

engraving may be found ?

These are the most celebrated governors of New
Jersey whose portraits are still wanted. I shall
be greatly obliged if any one able to help will

communicate with me privately, and I will send

him a complete list of the governors, specifying
those whose portraits are still wanted.

JOHN B. SHIPLET.

50, Caatlebar Road, Baling, W.

EPITOME OF THE PSALTER. At the end of an

English MS. Psalter there is an epitome of the

Psalms. The first Psalm stands thus :

" Beatus vir.

Psalmus Esdre Prophetse qui Psalterium et biblio-

tecam a Babiloniis combustam instinctu Spiritus
Sancti reformavit eodemque spiritu revelante

psalmos disposuit materia hujusPsalmiest Totus
Christus caput et membra," and so on, with all the

Psalms and Canticles. Is it known who was the

author? J. C. J.

DUNN, OB ODUNN, was dispatched from Ver-
sailles to traverse Lord Tyrawley's negotiations at

Lisbon in 1762. He appears to have been an

Irishman, and to have married a daughter of

Humphrey Parsons, Lord Mayor of London (Wai-
pole's

f Memoirs of the Reign of George III.,' 1845,
vol. i. p. 137). I should be glad to learn further

particulars of this Dunn, or Odunn.
G. F. R. B.

ROTAL PRECEDENCE. The House of Lords, in

the last session, following what they held to be a

binding precedent in 1760, gave precedence to the
Duke of Edinburgh and the Duke of Connaught
over the Duke of Clarence. Can any of your more
learned correspondents explain on what ground
the House of Lords had proceeded in 1760, when
they gave precedence to the younger sons of

George II. over their nephew, the Duke of York,
second son of the then deceased Prince of Wales ?

The then Prince of Wales had precedence, of

course, and his uncles were thus strangely inter-

posed between him and his brother. Dodd takes
no notice of the decision of the House of Lords as
to the Duke of Clarence, and states that the eldest

son of the Prince of Wales has precedence, He,
however, refers to the decision of 1760, giving as a
reason for that decision that the Duke of York
was a younger son, for which distinction there
seems to be no foundation. Burke and Lodge
both quietly put the grandsons of the Prince of

Wales before their uncles. That rule seems to

have been adopted in the late funeral procession,

extending even to the Duke of Fife, who seemed
to be in his proper place, in spite of the rule that
a wife confers no rank on her husband. But my
question is why the House of Lords in 1760 did
that which seems wrong and against principle.

PUZZLED.
' ATHELWOLD." Who is the author of the

"modern tragedy" called
' Athelwold,' quoted in

Sir A. Helps's essay on "
Life not so Miserable

after all" (' Friends in Council,' second series) ?

G. W. R.
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'A COMPARISON BETWEEN THE Two STAGES/
1702. Who was the author of this amusing work,
which, besides its value as an authority on dramatic

matters, throws many a useful side-light on the

social customs of the days when good Queen Anne
was very much alive ? W. F. PRIDEAUX.
Kashmir Residency.

[It is assigned to Charles Qildon.]

BLACK HAIR.

"It was aeked of one called protege/ wherfore it was
that one of his neyghbours made dye his here in blak/ he
ansuerd by cause noo man shulde ake to lerne sapience
of him." Caxton's 'Dictes and Sayings of the Philo-

sophers,' p. 126.

I shall be glad if some reader of 'N. & Q.' will

offer an explanation of this passage.
S. ILLINGWORTH BUTLER.

KILLIGREW. I believe that a memoir of this

family is to be found in the Journal of the Royal
Institution of Cornwall, written in 1737-8 by Mr.
Martin Killigrew ; but, being unable to see this,
can any of the readers of ' N. & Q.' help me to

disentangle a few points in the pedigree of the

family ? The '
Visitation of Cornwall, 1620,' gives

only a few matches and no continued line, and the

points I wish to clear are these :

1. What relation to John Killigrew, Captain of

Pendennis Castle 1571, of Arwenack, and husband
to Elizabeth Trewinnard, were Sir William and
Sir Robert Killigrew (son of Sir William), of Lon-
don and Hanwortb, Grooms of the Chamber to

Queen Elizabeth ?

2. Was not Sir Robert of Hanworth the ancestor
of Sir William, Sir Henry, and another later Sir

Henry Killigrew ?

3. In some places I have read that Tom Killi-

grew (Charles II. 's "jester") was grandson of
Dame (Jane) Killigrew, the lady pirate. Is this

not an error; and. was he not descended from Sir
Robert of the younger branch 1

4. Who was the father of Sir Henry Killigrew,
ambassador, who married a daughter of Sir Anthony
CJooke, of Gidea, one of the famous learned ladies
of her age, and so became brother-in-law to Sir
Nicholas Bacon (much against the latter's will), to
Lord Burleigh, and others ; and did he only leave

daughters? In 1664 a pension is given to two
daughters of Sir Henry Killigrew. Is this the
same knight ? B. FLORENCE SCARLETT.

[Our correspondent is, we suppose, familiar with what
appears in the ' Bibliotheca Cornubiensis

'

arid the ' Col-
lectanea Cornubieneia

'

of Messrs. Boase and Courtney.]

MURIEL: MERIEL. I am aware that this head-

ing has already appeared ;
but since I possess only

recent volumes of ' N. & Q.,' and must go a long
way to consult the indexes, I may be excused for
not giving the reference. I know the substance of
the former communications, and wish for further
information. There were then mentioned two

other variants of this name Maryell and Meryell;
and I think, but am not certain, that the earliest

record of the name given was about 1500. Mr.
Walter Besant, in

'

London, Saxon and Norman '

(Harper's Magazine, July, 1891), speaks of a

Muriel Briset, who, with her husband, founded
the Priory of St. John of Jerusalem in the year
1100 in London. I wish to know (1) whether any
one has found the name in any form at an earlier

date than this; (2) whether the earliest known
form is Muriel or Meriel ; and (3) whether any other

variants of the name have been noted. Perhaps
HERMENTRUDE, or some one who reads old records

with observation of names, may be able to tell me.

Furthermore, I shall be glad to have other sugges-
tions about the origin of the name. Is the state-

ment that Muriel is the name of the angel presiding
over the sign Cancer, and therefore is given to those

born under that sign, correct and conclusive ; or is

it visionary as well as mystical ? M. C. L.

New York City.

" CANARY BIRD," AN OPPROBRIOUS TERM. The
Irish House of Lords voted, December 18, 1713,
that Richard Nuttall, attorney, had used false,

scandalous, and malicious words in the previous

August, when he said of the Lord High Chan-
cellor of Ireland, Sir Constantine Phipps, then one

of the Lords Justices of that kingdom, that he was

"a Canary Bird and a Villain." What did
"
canary bird " mean in this connexion ;

and

why? H. H. S.

[See the 'New English Dictionary.']

"LA TINTELORB." What is the meaning of
" La tintelore

" in the following lines, said to have

been sung by the defeated Swiss after the battle

of Marignan ?

Tout est verlore,
La tintelore,
Tout est verlore.

Bei Gott.

T. P. ARMSTRONG.

SAMUEL THORNTON, M.P. Can any one give
the date of his death ? He last sat in Parliament

in 1818. Also, the date of C. Turner's engraving
of his portrait, painted by Thomas Phillips, R.A.

H.

TATLOK BROWN. I shall be glad of information

relating to Taylor Brown, ofCorbridge, North-

umberland, whose only child Mary (according to

Burke's 'Landed Gentry'), married, in 1774,
Thomas Ridley, Esq., of Parkend. I am anxious

to discover the date of his death, and the names
of his brothers and sisters (if any).

DENARIUS.

DRAYTON'S HOUSE IN FLEET STREET. The
Builder of September 12, 1891, from which a pas-

sage is quoted in 7th S. xii. 404, says that "Aubrey
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tells us that Drayton lived at the bouse next

the east end of St. Dunstan's Church, that is, we

gather, at No. 185." I should be obliged if any

correspondent of
' N. & Q.

'

could furnish me with

a reference in Aubrey's works for this statement.

W. F. PRIDEAUX.
Kashmir Residency.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.
Friends praise the new.
The old is fled.

Vivat, Frou-frou,

Queen Anne is dead.

MART H. CDRRAN.

"Ancient, dandified men, those crippled invalides

from the .campaign of vanity, where the only powder
was hair-powder, and the only bullets fancy balls."

Dickens ;
but exact reference desired.

G. L. APPERSOK.

Land of the harp, whose sobbing music wakes
The souls of sleeping heroes from their rest.

J. S. A.

AJAX.

(8
th S. i. 27.)

The Ajax referred to is the so-called
"

lesser

Aj AX," the son of Oileus, not the gigantic son of Tela-

mon. There are two somewhat diverse traditions of

his death, but both are based on a haughty defiance

of the power of the gods, who thus avenged their

insulted majesty. The earlier tradition is given
by Homer in his

'

Odyssey
'

(book iv. L 499). It

is to the effect that on his return from Troy his

ship was driven on the "Gyrse" or "Whirling
Bocks ''

(Pupou irerpai), but Ajax himself escaped
drowning through the help of Neptune,

" hated
as he was by Pallas," and would have saved his life,

but for his own impious boast
Tn frenzy uttered that he would escape
The billows, even in the gods' despight.

Cowper's translation.

Hereupon Neptune,
"
that speech vainglorious

hearing," split the rock in two with his trident,
and "

the brainsick boaster
"
was engulphed in the

billows.

The later form of the tradition appears in Virgil
(' ^Eneid,' i. 40 sq ). The death of Ajax is here
attributed to Minerva, indignant with him for

having dragged a suppliant from her temple. When
on his homeward voyage he had reached the

Capharean rocka on the coast of Buboes, his ship
was wrecked, and Ajax himself was struck by
lightning hurled by the goddess, and his body
dashed upon the reef, which was thenceforward
called by his name.

The lines are familiar to all classical scholars, in
which Juno indignantly contrasts her own power
lessness to overwhelm the hated ./Eneas and hi
followers with the destruction of Ajax by Minerva

Pallaene exurere classem

Argivum, atque ipsos potuit eubmergere ponto,

Unius ob noxam et furias Ajacis O'ilei ?

Jpsa, Jovis rapidum jaculata e nubibus ignem,

Disjecitque rates, evertitque quora ventis :

Ilium, expirantem transfixo pectore flammas,
Turbine corripuit, scopuloque infixit acuto.

There is a reference to the same story in a later

book of the ' JEneid ':

pcit triste Minervae

Sidus, et Euboicse cautes, ultorque Caphareus.

There is a mention of Jupiter's promise to-

entrust his thunderbolts to Minerva to overwhelm

;he Grecian fleet in the 'Treacles' of Euripides,

v. 80, but without any special reference to Ajax.
EDMUND VENABLES.

For the story of Ajax, son of Oileus, see any
work on classical biography, or Verg.,

'

^En.,'

i. 43 sqq. The accounts vary. In 'Odyss.,' iv.

502 sqq., there is mention of the vircptfriaXov eVos;,

bis boast in which

for which Neptune struck the rock on which he
was with his trident. Seneca, in '

Agam.,' 528 sqq.,.

aas a full account of the lightning, with its ell'ect

on Ajax, a part of which is :

[Ajax] furibundum intonat,

Superasse nunc se pelagus, atque ignes, juvat
Vicisse caslum. Palladem, fulmen, mare.

ED. MARSHALL.

[Numerous correspondents are tlianked for repfles.].

CHARLES I. (8
tb S. i. 7). Some particulars as

to the king's journey to Scotland in 1633 are

given in Echard's 'History of England,' 1718,
vol. ii. p. 103. Early in May he published two

proclamations concerning the ordering of his

journey:
" His guests and stays upon the road being fix'd as to

time and place, on May the thirteenth his Majesty set out
from London, with a glorious retinue of the Earls of

Northumberland, Arundel, Pembroke, Southampton,
and Holland, the Marquess of Hamilton, the Bishop o5

London, and many other persons of quality, who were
all to go at their own expences. The whole progress
was performed with the most imaginable grandeur anil

magnificence; all persons of quality and condition
whose seats border'd upon the Northern Road, received
the nobility and attendance of the court with a suitable

hospitality. The King accepted of many noble entertain-

ments by the way, as at Welbeck from the Earl of New-
castle, at Raby Castle from Sir Henry Vane, at Durham
several days from Biahop Morton, and at York and New-
castle from the magistrates of those places The great
offices and places in the court were pretty equally
divided between the English and the Scots ; the Mar-
quess of Hamilton, and the Earl of Carlisle, with almost
all the second rank of attendants about his Majesty's
person being of that kingdom On the twelfth day of
June the King enter'd his native country, Scotland,
when immediately all his English Officers and servants

yielded up their attendance to those of that nation ;
a?l

the tables of the House were laid down by them, and
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taken up again by the Scots, who kept them with the

same order and splendor, and treated the .English with

all imaginable freedom and courtesy."

Echard farther (p. 104) relates that the king

offended the Earl of Rothes, hereditary sheriff,

by not visiting him when he went into the

county of Fife, after great preparation had been

made for his reception.
In 'Acta Regia,' London, 1732, most of the

above is recorded ;
also (pp. 771-2)

" He stepp'd a little out of his way to view what was
called a Protestant Nunnery at Gidding-Parva, near

Stilton, in Huntingdonshire, instituted and appointed

by Mrs. Farrar, a widow of eighty years of age.
'

At Berwick he was harangued on Jane 2 by
their Recorder, Mr. Widdrington, of Gray's Inn.

The harangue is given.
" The king entered Scotland on the 12th of June

That day bis Majesty was nobly entertained at Seaton

by the Earl of Winton. as he was the next day at Dal-

keith by the Earl of Moreton, Lord High-Treasurer of

Scotland ; and on the 15th with great state and magni-
ficence he entered Edinburgh, being preceded to bis

palace of Holyrood House by the whole Scots nobility,
who rode down the streets according to their degrees in

order of Parliament."

ROBERT PIERPOINT.
St. Austin's, Warrington.

In reply to JUNO, he may get some particulars
of the route taken by Charles I. on going north-

wards in 1633 from Rushworth's '

Historical Col-

lections' (London, 1682), vol. ii., quoted by
Carlyle, 'Cromwell's Letters and Speeches,' 1845,
vol. i. p. 107, and doubtless may be aided by
some of the books reviewed by Carlyle (Introduc-

tion) relating to Cromwell. H. I). C.-S.

The second volume of the ' Coke Correspon-
dence,' now in the possession of Earl Cowper, and

published by the Historical MS3. Commission in

the Appendix to their
' Twelfth Report,' contains

on p. 8 a memorandum of the " Gists of His

Majesty's Progress to Scotland." Particulars of

the road taken and the length of stay in each

place will be found there. Sir John Coke
attended the King as Secretary of State, and
much information relative to the journey is given
in pp. 9-22. H. W. REYNOLDS.

Christ Church, Bolton.

THE ROYAL ARMS (7
th S. xii. 449, 516). The

supporters of the royal arms in the reign of

Henry VII. were a dragon gu. and a greyhound
arg., or two greyhounds arg., or a lion or and a

dragon arg.
A good example of the first of these may yet be

seen over the fine gateway of the manor house at

East Barsham, in Norfolk, once the seat of the

Fermors, now dilapidated. The arms are France
and England quarterly, as borne by Henry VII.,
surmounted by the royal crown. In the corners is

the portcullis, the badge of the Houses of Beau-

fort and Tudor. There is an excellent engraving
of this gateway in the ' Mansions of England in

the Olden Time,' by Joseph Nash (1839). Here

Henry VIII. came in 1511 on his way as a pil-

grim to the shrine of our Lady at Walsingham,
and walked barefooted some five or six miles. A
child, an infant prince, had just been born to himr

and he came to implore the powerful patronage o

the Virgin Mother on his behalf.

In the reign of Henry VIII. the royal supporters
were a lion or and a dragon gu., and either a bull,

a greyhound, or a cock arg. An example of the

first of these may be seen over the gateway of the

fine old mansion of Compton Winyates, in War-

wickshire, the ancient seat of the Comptons, sup-

porting the arms of England surmounted by a royal

crown. This was built by Sir William Compton
in the reign of Henry VIII. On one side is the

portcullis, and on the other a castle, indicating the

alliance of Henry VIII. with Catherine of Aragon,
and thus fixing the date of the building as in the

early part of the sixteenth century.
The supporters of the royal arms in the reigns

of Mary and Elizabeth were a lion or and a grey-

hound arg., or a dragon gu.

Macaulay, in his noble poem the 'Armada/
has given a good and accurate illustration of this,

showing that the arms of France were in the first

quarter of the royal shield as well in the fourth,

and not in the second and third quarter :

Look how the lion of the sea lifts up his ancient crown,

And underneath his deadly paw treads the gay lilies

down.
JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.

Newbonrne Rectory, Woodbridge.

The unicorn came into the royal arms with

James I. It belongs to the royal arms of Scotland.

The signet ring of Mary, mother to James, is in

existence, having a unicorn on it. In the royal

arms, therefore, one supporter represents England,
the other Scotland (Williment,

'

Regal Heraldry').

Bishop Burnet preached a famous sermon at the

Rolls Chapel from Psalm xxii. 21. The Court

said he alluded to the royal arms ;
he denied it,

but was removed from his post of chaplain. The

lion and unicorn occur also in ancient Buddhist

sculptures, placed together as supporters (Moore,
'

Saxons, East and West ').
Both these animals

also are seen playing draughts together in the well-

known Egyptian painting. But the oldest con-

nexion of the two is in the blessings of Jacob

(Genesis xlix.)and of Moses(Deuteronomy xxxiii.).

HINTS TO FARMERS (7
th S. xii. 126, 232, 350,

429, 511). Is there any doubt as to the meaning
of the terms " lord of the manor,"

"
yeoman," and

" farmer "
? Surely the former was, and still is, a

landholder in fee, in tail, or for life, who, pre-

viously to the Statute of Quia Emptores, 13 Ed. I.,
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c. 1, bad two or more free tenants holding under

him by military service. Manorial rights varied,

but whoever succeeded in establishing them suc-

ceeded in intercepting the fees, which otherwise

would have gone to his own overlord. It is hardly
correct to say that the manor was never so small

that it could not be split up into smaller holdings.

Many manors are very small now, and no doubt

many small ones have been lost to memory on
account of their insignificance. What stopped the

splitting up was the statute above mentioned,
which avoided any subsequent grant oil. a freehold

tenure.

A yeoman was, and still is, a free tenant, hold-

ing less than a knight's fee, and distinguished by
the nature of his tenure from the villein or cus-

tomary tenant, who held merely at the lord's will

originally. The yeoman is much what he used to

be, owning and tilling his own freehold. But now-

adays he may safely hold land to any extent with-
out being called upon to submit to the burdens of

knighthood.
A farmer of land is a more modern institution.

His tenure is not freehold. Indeed, frequently
he is not a tenant of the lord at all, but rents

his land from a freeholder of the manor. The term
1 ' farm "

has not, of course, any reference to the

fixity of his tenure, but to the fixity of bis payment
in respect of the holding, as contrasted with the
accidental nature of the aids, reliefs, and other
burdens of freehold tenure.

It is true that we have unfortunately got into a
way of using

"
to farm "

in the sense of to occupy
land. But apart from that modern degradation,
my experience is that "lord" (in the form of

landlord), "yeoman," and "farmer" still retain
their true signification, at any rate in the north of

England. W. D. GAINSFORD.

MR. 0. W. TANCOCK is right more right than
courteous

;
for when you say that a man's advice"

may be very valuable," you mean that you do
not think much of it. However, I gave no advice,
except by implication. I have all William Barnes's

poems, and have read them all, so the correction
should not have been needed. But I have so often
heard 'The Farmer's Woldest Darter' quoted by
Devonshire people as a Devonshire song, that for
the moment I forget its authorship. A. J. M.

Is not A. J. M. right after all ? Ante-Christian
aristocracy condemned handiwork as ignoble. Our
Lord, St. Paul, and the early Church consistently
taught the opposite, and without doubt this is the
noblest teaching. Now we seem to be drifting
back into heathenism once more, and manual
labour, praiseworthy among the lower classes, is

regarded as a thing to be ashamed of among those
who have become the higher ones. When men
have a false shame about that by which they gain
their living, it is an element of great weakness in

a nation. When they do their work and do their

alms by deputy it is a sign of national decadence.

Side by side with this contempt of manual labour

there exists a misleading distinction based upon
quantity. He who sells treacle by the ton is

counted a better man than the retailer of a pound.
It is a subject which affects many others besides

farmers. W. C. B.

ST. VALENTINE'S DAT (7
ch S. xii. 487). Poems

and songs appropriate to February 14 may be
found in the works of Chaucer, John Lydgate,
Wharton, Drayton, Donne, Herrick, Gay, Sir

Henry Wotton, Eliza Cook, Hood (both serious

and comic poems), James Howe, Praed, Mont-

gomery, and a copy of a MS. poem given in the
'

Dictionary of Quotations,' by Henry G. Bobn, as

also in the Laurel, published by Lacey, St. Paul's

Churchyard, about sixty years ago. The curious

customs observed on the day and references to the

works of our old authors may be found in Brand's
'

Popular Antiquities,'
'

Pepys's Diary,' Hone's
'

Year-Book,' and vol. i. of the '

Every-Day Book.'
' A Visit to a Valentine Manufactory

'

is described
in All the Year Bound, Second Series, xi. 488.

Should MR. BLISS experience any difficulty in

finding the poems referred to, I will supply him
with copies on his communicating with me.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

" THE PRESENT COMPANY ALWAYS EXCEPTED "

(7
th S. xii. 228). Since I wrote my query I have

met with an earlier instance of the use of this

expression :

" Tom Pranks. Landlord, who were those ladies I
met just now at the door, one was the finest woman my
ejes ever beheld ]

" Mrs. Anyman. You should always except the pre-
sent company." Tom P. Madam, I ask pardon and the other the
most ordinary woman I ever saw (lows), the present com,'

pony excepted."
' The London Hermit,' performed in

1793, Act I. sc. ii.; O'Keeffe's Dramatic Works,' vol. iii.

pp. 229-30, 1798.

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.
Palgrave, Dies.

PARISH CLERKS (8
th S. L 8). The parish

clerk who took his part in the service at the
church of St. Peter-le-Poor, Broad Street, E.G.,
died at the commencement of the past year, but
whether a successor has been appointed I know
not. EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

71, Brecknock Road.

At Whitby parish church this functionary
retains something like his pristine distinction ;

the pulpit is still a "
three-decker."

R. H. BUSK.

GRIME'S DYKE, OR GRIME'S DYKE (7
th S. xii.

508). Is not this dyke the same as tfaat which
is mentioned by Sir Walter Scott (' Tales of a
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Grandfather,' chap, i.) under the name of
" Gra

name's Dike "? DNARGJSL.

Bur AND BKN (7
th S. viii. 425, 515

; ix. 57

95, 155, 198 ; xl 57, 178, 336 ; xii. 334, 412).

The story told at the last reference ia given a

length in
' The Scotch Haggis

'

(Edinburgh, D
Webster & Son, 1822), pp. 17, 18 :

" A country woman, who was very anxious to hear a

son of one of her neighbours preach (who had been

lately licensed), went to a parish six or seven miles die

tance where he was to officiate that day. The text wa
In my Father

1

* house are many mansions, which he

repeated so often in the course of the sermon that the

old woman was quite disgusted. She at last started up
and clapping her hands, exclaimed: 'My troth, lad

ye 're no very blate to come here an' tell the like o' that
d' ye think I dinna ken the Brae-head House, a but an* a

ben, a story an' a haf heigh, wi' a garret aboon ; that 'a

mouy mansions for ye, I think ye've a gude stock o

impudence !

' "

ROBERT PIERPOINT.
St. Austin's, Warrington.

STUTTERERS AND THE SOUTH WIND (7
th S.

xii. 489). Under this heading it may be not
amiss to quote the ideas of Bacon's time upon the

subject of stammering :

"
Divers, we see, doe Stut. The Cause may bee (in

most) the Refrigeration of the Tongue ; Whereby it is

lease apt to move. And therefore we see that Naturalls
doe generally Stut : And we see that in those that Stut,
if they drinke Wine moderately, they Stut lease, because
it heateth : And so we see, that they that Stut, doe Stut
more in the first offer to speake, than in Continuance;
Because the Tongue is, by Motion, somewhat heated. In
some also, it may be (though rarely), the Drinesse of the

Tongue; which likewise maketh it lesse apt to more, as
well as Cold ; for it is an Affect that it cometh to some
Wise and Great Men; As it did unto Moses, who was
Linguae Prsepeditae ;

and many Stutters (wee finde) are
very Cholericke Men ; Choler Enducing a Drinesse in
the Tongue." 'Sytva Sylvarum,' Century IV., 386,
p. 85, ed. 1639.

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

ANCIENT ARMOUR TERMS (7
th S. xii. 468).

HalliwelFs 'Dictionary' has "
Charnell=the crest

of a helmet"; and Planch6 (1849) informs us that
in the reign of Henry VI. "casquetels or steel

caps
"
were introduced, which sometimes had " a

spike at the top called a crenel (? curnall) or char-
nel

"
(p. 195). Halli well, s.v. sight, gives as one

meaning of the term,
"
the perforation in a helmet

through which the wearer looked," and states that
"toil (toyle) = the piece of armour which was
buckled to the tasset, and hung over the cuishes."
These toils appear to be the same as tuiles which
are mentioned by Planche". J. F. MANSERGH.

Liverpool.

I am inclined to think the terms quoted by
J. B. S. are obscured by the orthography. Curnall
is no doubt the coronell or Cornell, a tilting-lance
used to unhorse without wounding an opponent.
Planchd says it probably received its name from

the circumstance that the iron bead in many
examples resem hies a coronet. Toyle may be meant
for tapul. Hall, describing a tournament of the

period of Henry IV., but which really describes

the armour of his own time (Henry VIII.), says :

" One company had the plackard, the rest, the port,
the burley, the tasses, the lamboys, the backpece, the

topull, and the border of the curace all gylte."

Meyrick, in a foot-note, vol. ii. p. 214, says :

"
Perhaps the projecting edges perpendicularly along

the cuirass, from French taper,
'

to strike,' for it was the
custom to gild that to correspond with the border of the
cuirass."

The other terms are too obscure for explanation.
B. H. L.

Toyle, which is the same as toil, was the piece
of armour buckled to the tasset, and hanging over

the cuishes. See Wright's
' Provincial Diet.'

Charnell was the crest of a helmet. Curnall or

cornall was a metal face-guard. Sight was an

aperture in the helmet for the eyes.
F. 0. BIHKBECK TERRY.

ARMS OF MALTA (8
a S. i. 8). I can quite

understand MR. WILLOUGHBY being ''startled."

As a matter of fact the arms of Malta are Per

pale, argent and gules, to which during the time
of the Grand Masters was frequently added a cross

of St. John (pat4e or eight pointed) counterchanged.
I give this on a very high authority, to which
source my acknowledgments are frequently due.

The arms described by MR. WILLOUGHBY are

similar to those of Sicily as represented on the

coins of that country.
With regard to the origin of the Isle of Man

bearing, Planche* says it has yet to be discovered;
but he gives the opinion that this triple-moun-
tained island might have awakened in its Norman
sovereigns some recollections of their Mediteranean

conquests.
I would just add that the Sicilian device is

"ormed of naked legs, while that of Man represents
;he limbs in armour, the earliest appearance being in

banded mail of the thirteenth century, according
:o an engraving in

' The Pursuivant of Arms '
or

Heraldry Founded upon Facts.'

J. BAGNALL.
Water Orton.

The arms of Sicily are three legs with a face at

he point ef junction. K. H. BUSK.

Does not MR. WILLOUGHBY refer to the king-
lorn of the Two Sicilies ? The arms shown on
he Naples stamps are three nude legs with a face

in the junction point. Q. V.

DANTEIANA (8
th S. i. 4). I have two editions

if Lombardi's ' Divina Commedia,' one 4to. in
: vols., published at Rome 1791,

"
presso Antonio

"ulgoni,"and one 8vo. edition in 5 vols., published
t Florence in 1830 ; both have parte, and a one-
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volume 12mo. "Aldo" edition of the 'Inferno,'

published in 1515, also has parte, but the three-

volume edition of 1795, published at the Royal

Palace at Parma,
" co Tipi Bodoniani," has porta,

and the passage begins
" E s'egli ebber mercedi."

CONSTANCE RUSSELL.

Swallowfield, Beading.

Dr. Barlow ('Contributions,' &c., 1 864) examined

138 codici without finding a single example ofporta,

and he remarks that there could not be a more

decided case made out against the Academy and

the four Florentine editors in the composition of

their text than the fact affords. Scartazzini, in

his edition of the 'Inferno,' 1871, follows Barlow.

C. TOMLINSON.

Higbgate, N.

ST. LUKE'S DAY (8
th S. i. 28). St. Luke is

usually represented with a bull, or ox, as his em-

blem. Formerly St. Luke was the patron of the

physicians in France, having been a physician
himself before being converted by St. Paul.

DNARGEL.

An extract illustrative rather than explanatory
of this superstition is given in Brand's '

Popular

Antiquities,' t. v.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.

Maidens were supposed on this night to see

whilst asleep their future husbands if they carried

out certain instructions, and repeated the following
words thrice ;

St. Luke, St. Luke be kind to me ;

In dreams let me my true love see.

See Brand's '

Popular Antiquities.'
CONSTANCE RUSSELL.

Swallowfield, Reading.

THE CITIZEN LORD M. (7
th S. xii. 507; 8th S.

i. 78). I may point out to G. F. S. E. that the

Lord Maitland " who in 1789 succeeded his father

as Earl of Lauderdale " would not be referred to

as Lord M. in 1803, and that, being born in 1759,
he could not have been a schoolfellow of Elijah
Barwell Impey, who was born in 1780. From a

previous passage in the 'Life' (p. 388), which I had
overlooked when I asked the question, it seems

tolerably certain that the Lord Maitland who was
born in 1784, and subsequently succeeded as the
ninth Earl of Lauderdale, was the schoolfellow
alluded to, and that the school was not West-
minster, but a "

pension," where E. B. Impey had

stayed in 1801 for the purpose of improving his

French pronunciation. G. F. R. B.

MAPS OF HUNDRED DIVISIONS (8
th S. i. 7, 71).

MR. OWEN will find that a second-hand book-
seller of the name of Gunn, in Bedford Street,

Strand, has a number of engraved maps of the

year 1610, and seems to have a specialty in old

maps. They were "performed by John Speed."

He will find that many of the Welsh counties

have the hundreds indicated. Cantref is the

Welsh word for hundred, or hundred is the English

for cantref ; it depends which was oldest. When
the boundaries of the hundreds in England are not

conterminous with the boundaries of a group of

parishes I should like to know how they are pre-
served. They appear in the Ordnance Survey prior
to 1870, but not afterwards. R. B. S.

Cruchley's 'Reduced Ordnance Maps of England
and Wales

'

(scale two miles to one inch) give the

names and boundaries of the hundreds in Wales.

Each hundred, however, is not coloured, so that it

is somewhat difficult to follow the boundaries.

Why not pay a visit to Stanford, or any map-
dealer, and inspect their stocks. E. A. FRY.
Birmingham.

THE SACRED PLANT OF THE DRUIDS (8
th S. L

7). The Druids held many plants sacred, as, for

instance, vervain, selago, mistletoe, and, amongst
trees, the oak and the rowan. There is, I think,
no serious doubt as to the identity of any of these

except the second (selago), which is generally

thought to be the club moss. The claim of the

mistletoe is indisputable, and G. W. is wrong
when he says this parasite does not grow upon the

oak. Oak mistletoe is certainly rare, and that

may have been the reason why it had an especi-

ally sacred character ; but it does exist. For
information on this and kindred subjects see Mr
W. W. Reade's 'Veil of Isis,' Mr. Frazer's
' Golden Bough

'

(how could any fungus have

grown a bough ?), Folkard's ' Plant Lore,' &c. IB
none of the works I have mentioned is there,
unless my memory is at fault, any mention of Fis-

tulina hepatica as a Druidic plant. Certainly
there is no question of the claim of the mistletoe

to that honour. C. C. B.

MEDICAL SIGNS EMPLOYED IN PRESCRIPTIONS

(7
to S. xii. 428, 498). Many of the chemical

signs are derived from the alchemists, and are also

to be found in works on magic. Some of them
are very ancient, and may be traced to Roman
stenography, and to more ancient sources. Th*
Comte de Gobineau has something on the history
of the magic alphabets, still used by Orientals, in

his
'

Ecriture Cuneiforme.' There is a large stock
of material for the inquirer. HYDE CLAKKE.

GENEALOGICAL (8
th S. i. 7). M. speaks of a

small village. It is very probable that this was

part of a larger parish, and that the
" mother

church "
will have registers that will show what is

wanted. These chapelry entries are sometimes
entered up in the register in annual batches, and
sometimes in smaller driblets. Failing this, the

diocesan registry should be visited, and the bishop's

transcripts consulted. Then the wills at York
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should be referred to. The Yorkshire Recor

Society's Index to these wills may yield valuabl

information. Q. V.

COOT (7
th S. xiL 427 ; 8tt S. i. 96). There i

an annual party for shooting bald-headed coot a

Frenshatn Great Pond, near Farnham, or was ti!

lately. D.

FUCHSIA (8
th S. L 49, 96). Yonr correspondent

assume that this word and dahlia are mispro
nounced. But every one I know rightly pronounce
Dahl-ia, and I, for one, rightly pronounce Fuchs-ia

and find others who do not think this
"
pedantic.

F. Y. C.

TARLETON'S GREEN HOBSB (7"
1 S. xii. 487

&* S. i. 92). The picture mentioned by F. G. S
is not in the National Gallery, but in nr

possession ;
and if GUALTERULUS wishes for further

information I think I could supply him with it.

ALFRED H. TARLETON.
Breakspears, Uxbridge.

THE STEPNEY FEAST (8
th S. L 48). This is

evidently the same as the Cockney's Feast men-
tioned by Lysons in his account of the parish o

Stepney :

" There was formerly a yearly meeting of natives ol

Stepney, called the Cockney's Feast, at which collections
were made for the purpose of apprenticing poor children
to the sea service. This institution was patronized by
several distinguished characters. The Duke of Montagu
and Sir Charles Wager were patrons and stewards in
1734. It was discontinued a few years ago [this waa
written in 1795 ], having been in a great measure super-
seded by a more general institution, the Marine Society."

Vol. iii. p. 488.

H. G. GRIFFINHOOFE.
3f, St. Petersburg Place, W.

CLERGYMEN PREACHING IN GLOVES (8
th S. i.

68). I distinctly remember that a clergyman
who frequently officiated at Christ Church,
Worthing, some twelve years ago, used invariably
to wear black kid gloves during the service. I

may remark that the Vicar of Christ Church at
the date was one of the Evangelical party.

KENNETH ROMANES.

Sixty years ago this was a usual practice. Black
gloves, or lavender sewed with black in the case
of young clergymen, I distinctly remember at our
church, St. Thomas, Exeter. This was in the pulpit.

W. E. BUCKLEY.

When I was a schoolboy, 1860-3, we had to
attend the services in York Minster. Assize

Sunday was always an extra red day in our
calendar, first on account of its antique pomp, and
also because a stranger the high sheriff's chaplain

preached. One such preacher kept us waiting
and standing while he slowly and carefully
removed his pale lavender kid gloves, smoothed
them out, and laid them reverently on the pulpit

cushion. At Durham, about 1874, one of the

residentiary canons always wore black kid gloves

(very much too large) all through morning prayer.
W. C. B.

My earliest recollections of church-going are

connected with an incumbent and curate, the first

of whom always read prayers in gloves, and the
second never did so. I cannot distinctly remember
whether the gloves were retained for the sermon.

HKRMKNTRUDK.

BRAVO : INCOGNITO (7
th S. xii. 184, 312, 377,

432 ; 8th S. i. 56). The ounce of fact supplied by
PROF. SKEAT from the 'Yellowplush Diary' is

surely worth more than tons of theories, founded,

probably, upon blunders committed by
" men of

culture and many languages." When Jeames
wrote his diary, bravo was still considered an adjec-
tive in England.
With regard to incognito it is difficult to see

why anybody should feel disposed to think that it

is a Latin adverb, considering that the adverbial

form of incognitus could only be incognite. The
Italian adverb is incognitamente. L. L. K.

ST. MARY ATTE HULLE (8
th S. i. 68). This is

the present parish of St. Mary at Hull, of course.

For further particulars cf.
' Notices relative to the

Early History of the Town and Port of Hull,' by
Charles Frost, F.S.A. (London, 1827), pp. 83, 84,
note. L. L. K.

The original patronymic of the Shropshire Hills

was De la Hulle, so that the Editor's query is pro-

jably on the right track. H. J. II. -B.

ARMADO (7
th S. xii. 346). May I be allowed to

jive an earlier instance of the use of this word
referred to by H. H. S. than the one supplied by
him? John Taylor has a tract entitled 'An
Armado, or Nauye of 103 Ships and other Vessels ;

who have the Art to Sayle by Land, as well as by
Sea,' 1627. In the dedicatory epistle he says :

" But when you shall please to favour me so much as
o peruse and survey my strange Fleet or Armada, you
will then perceive that yourself hath sailed in (or at the

east) boarded most of my ships of note."

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

CHURCHYARD INSCRIPTION (7
th S. xii. 446, 517).

The four lines beginning "Beneath our feet"

orm the first verse of Heber's 'Hymn at a
uneral." The hymn has seven verses, and will

e found at p. 124 of Heber's ' Poetical Works,'
841. It is said to have been composed in 1827.
n Bishop Gilbert's episcopate this hymn was

ppointed to be sung at the office of consecration
f burial grounds in this diocese. It sounds the

eepest note in the diapason of sacred song. Why
iis perfect expression of solemnity and awe is

ot included in the most popular modern hymn
ook is a mystery. It is included in the collec-
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tion known as Snepp's 'Songs of Grace and

Glory
T. B. WILMSHUBST.

Chicheater.

THE LAST WATERLOO SURVIVOR (8
th S. i. 45).

MR. TAYLOR may be interested to hear that on

February 12, 1890, 1 had a long conversation with

James Davey, or Dovey, a Waterloo veteran,

he is still alive, and when I talked with him he was

hale and hearty, there are still at least two British

survivors of the great battle. Davey informed me

that he had completed his ninety-fifth year in

September, 1889. MACKENZIE BELL.

CREST CHARGED WITH A GARTER (8
th S. i/48).

I happened not long ago to write to one of the

officers of arms in London on club paper, the

badge of the club being stamped thereon, encircled

by a garter. My friend, in his reply, said :
" Are

the members of Club all Knights of the

Garter, as you put a garter on your note-paper ?
"

GEOBGE ANGUS.
St. Andrews, N.B.

BIBLIOGRAPHY OP SCHOOL AND COLLEGE
MAGAZINES (7'" S. iv. 5, 110 ; v. 476 ; vL 93,

214; xii. 75). A new departure is worth notice:

" Journal Francais a 1'usage de la Jeunesse Anglaise,

paraissant toua les quinze jours excepte pendant lea

racances. Redacteurs, J. Duhamel, B. Minssen. Assis-

tant Masters at Harrow School. Printed at Eu, Seine

InKrieure; published by Percival & Co., 34, King-st.
Covent Garden, W.C. Folio, 2 leaves. No. 1, 24 Sept.,
1891."

Three numbers have appeared. Bigaud's House
at Westminster School brought out last summer
The Rigaudite, June, 1891, but I have not seen a

copy.

'

W. C. B.

HALIDOM (7
th S. xii. 508). According to the

Harrow School song beginning
"
Queen Elizabeth

sat one day," Her Majesty thus expressed her

sentiments to John Lyon :

" Bad little boys," says she,
" at school

Want a teacher to rede and rule;
Train a dunce, and you find a fool

Cattle must have a drover :

By my halidome, I propose
You be teacher of verse and prose
(What 's a halidome no one knows,
Even the bold sea rover !)

"

But if Prof. Earle be right, the dom or dome in

this word is cognate with the German thum or

twn, and "
originally meant distinction, dignity,

grandeur, and so came to express the great whole
of anything

"
(' Philology of the English Tongue,

p. 316). That being the case,
" so God help me

and halidom
"

(' Piers the Plowman,' P. v. 376)
would imply "God and all the Saints help me.'
Halliwell glosses halidom "

holiness, sanctity, the

sanctuary, a sacrament "
;
and Hensleigh Wedg-

wood (' Dictionary of English Etymology ') makes
mention of

"
O.-N. heilagrddmr, things of especia

holiness, the relics of the saints on which oaths

were formerly taken.'* Prof. Skeat tells us that
4 the primary meaning of d6mr is doom "

(Glos-

sarial Index to
' Piers the Plowman ').

Schmidt
'

Shakespeare Lexicon ') renders halidom or hali-

dame, sanctity or salvation, and refers to the sng-

jestion that it is a corruption of holy dame ; but I

;annot help thinking that the spelling which gives

countenance to that theory was the result of

volksetymologie ; for it is observable that Shak-

speare's characters always say
"
By my halidom,"

whereas the more intelligible oath is always
"
By

Our Lady." ST. SWITHIN.

The A.-S. halig-dom is often used with the

meaning holy things, relics, &c. .

" On Sam halig-

dome swerian" = to swear on the relics (c/.

Toller's 'Anglo-Saxon Dictionary'). In 'Piers

the Plowman,' Passus v. 1. 376, we have

And so god me help and halidom.

[n the Elizabethan writers we find "By my
balidom," &c., in which expression the word is

equivalent to faith or religion.
F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

THE LEGITIMIST JACOBITE LEAGUE (7
th S. xii.

406, 489 ;
8th S. i. 31). The Rev. R. C. Filling-

ham, Chairman of the Central Executive Com-
mittee of the Legitimist Jacobite League, has

issued an appeal to the masses, not the classes, in

the columns of the Weekly Times and Echo of

January 16. He supports the claim of the Lady
Mary of Modena, wife of Prince Louis of Bavaria,

direct descendant of Charles I., to be the rightful

Queen of England, and her son, Prince Eobert,
heir to the British throne.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

THOMAS CHOLMLEY, M.P. (8
th S. i. 8). Some

years ago I collected much information about the

Cholmleys of Whitby, and in the 1620 Visitation

of Devonshire (Harl. Soc., vi. 57) met with Hum-

phrey Chomondelly (descended from the Cholmleys
of Yorkshire), who had four sons, of whom the

second and fourth were named Thomas. This

may perhaps afford some clue to MR. PINK. The

only other Thomas Cholmley I met with had a

licence in 1567 to marry Dorothy Bedle of

Uxbridge (Harl. Soc. xxv. 35).

Humphrey Chomondelly's eldest son John
was of Ashby-de-la-Zouche, and had four sons, of

whom the eldest was rector of Tiverton (thus

bringing his descent into the Devonshire Visita-

tion), and had a son aged ten in 1620 ;
while the

youngest, Nathaniel, was a "
prentice in London,"

and from the London Visitation of 1633-4 (Harl.

Soc., xv. 160-1) we learn that he married

Margery, daughter of Maunsell, of Hilton,
co. Derby, and had a daughter and three sons,

Samuel, George, and John. I suspect that a
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grandson of this Nathaniel was the " Nathaniel

Cholmley of London" who on October 16, 1683,

married/ as first husband, Mary Cholmley, the

heiress of Whitby Abbey, only child (by Lady
Anne Compton) of Sir Hugh Cholmley, the fourth

and last baronet of that family. Sir Hugh, in his

diary, calls him "my cosin, Nat. Cholmley," but

beyond this nothing is known of his origin or

descent, and if my surmise be correct, the cousin-

ship would be quite traceable, though remote.

Through the marriage (1778) of Nat. Cholmley's

great-grand-daughter, Henrietta Cholmley, to Sir

William Strickland, of Boynton, Whitby Abbey
became part of the possessions of the Strickland

family on the death in 1864 of Robert Grimes, or

Cholmley, a son of Henrietta's half-sister.

SIGMA.

BEFORE (8
th S. i. 8). The Editor has already

referred to the Oxford '

Dictionary
'

for an instance

in 1611 (Bible, John zii. 37). But the same dic-

tionary further gives an earlier instance of before,
with the sense of ''in presence of," in 1601, with
further instances with different spellings. Thus it

was befoir in Henryson, 1450 ; bifor in 1300, in

the 'Cursor Mundi'; biforen in the Lambeth
Homilies, in 1175 ; biforan in ^Elfric, about 1000.
Thus JElfric has "biforan Faraone," in the presence
of Pharaoh, Exodus zi. 20.

I do not understand the point of this question
at all. Any dictionary would surely give biforan
as the A. -S. spelling. WALTER W. SKEAT.

The word occurs in this form in Capgrave's
'Chronicle' (written about 1460), p. 275, Rolls
Series: "And there, before the qwenes house-

hold, he blessed him this Erl of Kent." Lydgate,
in his 'London Lyckpenny,' has, "Before the
clarkes of the Channcexye." The '

Catholicon

Anglicum,' 1483, has, "Before; Ante signat
locum. Antea Signat tempus, pre coram palam."

E. S. A.

A minute's search would show that before as

meaning coram is a good bit older than 1611.
Thus Wycliffe translates St. Luke xx. 26, "And
thei myghten not reprene his word bifor the

people." But the spelling is a little different.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

" MAGNUS PATER "
(7

to S. xii. 488). Fr.

Petrarch, who has,
" D. Magno naufragio vexatns

sum. R Didicisti Deum orare
"
(" Dial.," lib. ii.

54,
'

Opp.,' Basil., 1581). This is referred to by
Aloysins Novarinus in his '

Adagia,' where it
if>,

(torn. ii. p. 305, Veron., 1651),
" ' Orare qui nescit

in mari se committat.' Fr. Petrarch." It is here
called a "proverb": scil, "'Qui nescit orare,
snbeat mare.' Italice ita efferri solet, 'chi non sa

orare, vadi in mare a navigate.'
"

Cf. "Chi non
sa orare, vada in mare a navigare

"
(p. 171, "Mes-

tieri Profession! Diverse," in Giusti's collection,
by Capponi,

' Raccolta de Proverbi Toscani,'
Firenze, 1871).
The whole sentence in Petrarch IP,

"
Didicisti

Deum orare, votaque facere et pacisci multa,
quorum essi metus causa fuit, tamen agnoscit fidem
terrse redditus." I have not Novarinus for refer-

ence, so take for this note the entry in my note-
book. The extract from Petrarch is in the '

Poly-
anthea

'

of Langius. ED. MARSHALL.

AWFUL : AWFULLY (8
th S. i. 46). In Mrs.

Oliphant's 'Life of Principal Tallocb,' of St.

Andrews, at p. 237, we find Dr. Talloch speaking
of some one as

" an awful Tory." Mrs. Oliphant
says in a foot-note :

' Lest the Principal should be accused of slarfg, I may
say that the adjective is strictly Scotch, and had been

employed for generations by a people fond of strong
speaking, before it crossed the Border, and gave to the

youth of England a freshly energetic if inelegant word."

GEORGE ANGUS.
St. Andrew?, N.6.

I think we have some reason to congratulate
ourselves on the introduction of the prevailing use
of this word, for it has taken the place of a very
much more objectionable one. Before awful came
into use the ordinary word was d d. Fifty or

sixty years ago it was used exactly where awful
is now, merely as expressing a superlative sense,
without any bad meaning attached to it. A man
might be " d d lucky

"
as well as unlucky ; and

however foolish the present use is, it is a very
great improvement on its predecessor. I believe

the use came partly from Sir Walter Scott's novels.

"Awfu"' is a common expression in Scotland,
and was so long before its adoption into Eng-
lish, though not, I think, ever used to express

anything pleasant. E. LEATON-BLENKINSOPP.

One is accustomed to complaints about the use

of intensive adjectives and adverbs of this kind.

Perhaps, as MR. DIXON thinks, they deserve the

epithet
"

silly." At all events, they have been a

spontaneous expedient in all ages. Swift, writing
to Stella, thinks it fitting to describe the weather
as "

bloody hot." In Lowland Scots the words
odious and horrid are still used in the same way.
"How is your mother to-day?" "Ob, she's

odious weel, thank you"; or, as I have often

heard,
" She 's just odious, thank ye," meaning she

is in excellent health. "That's horrid weel

done
"
may be understood as high encomium.

HERBERT MAXWELL.

Awful and awfully, or their equivalents, used
in the sense of "

very,"
"
exceedingly," are more

than two centuries old at least. In Moliere's

'Les Pre"cieuses Ridicules, 1659, Madelon says,
" furieusement bien,"

" terriblement bon," "une
de"licatesse furieuse," and Cathos say?, "effroyable-
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ment belles" ; upon which M. Gasc, in his edition

of the play, 1882, has the following severe note-

too severe, perhaps, for what is, after all, a harm-

less, albeit silly, affectation :

" The word '
awfully

'
is used, in the present day, as

ridiculously, by a certain class of half-educated and

half-witted people, as effroyablement, in our text, by
Moliere's precieuses. Some exception ought to be taken,

as it would seem, to the theory of the perfectibility of

{he human species."

In ' Evelina
'

(which is not at hand), 1778, I

think Miss Larolles says that she has"amon-
etrous great favour" to ask of Evelina. This is

much the same turn of speech as awfully. The

affectations of Don Armado and Sir Piercie

Shafton are not exactly of the same order as

furious, awful, and monstrous.

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

HUNTING THE WREN (6
th S. ix. 506 ;

x. 58).

By the following paragraph, which appeared in

the Isle of Man Times of January 2, it appears
that the custom is still continued in that island:

" The '
hunting of the wren ' was solemnized on

Saturday (St. Stephen's Day) to a large extent.

Numerous ' bushes ' were borne about by groups of lads,

chanting the monotonous ditty proper to the occasion.

Some of the bushes really displayed a great amount of

taste in their adornment. We were glad, however, to

see that a great number were minus the wren itself."

EVERARD HOME CoLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Koad.

THE USE OF " ALIAS" (7
th S. xii. 401, 450;

8th S. i. 74). Your correspondent F. D. asks how
I understand such a double surname as

" Ambrose
alias Fazakeley, Ellen." There may be
solutions than one

;
but what strikes me as very

likely is that a woman named Ellen married first

Mr. Ambrose, and secondly Mr. Fazakeley, and

wa?, perhaps, when thus mentioned, the widow ol

both. A parallel case may be found in the ' Gun-

powder Plot Book,' where the deponent of art.

was Ellen, sister of Hugh Udall, then widow ol

Skinner, and wife of Andrew Bright. Some
of the other deponents speak of her as Mrs.
Skinner and others as Mrs. Bright. Would ii

not have been likely that she should be describee
in a legal document as ''Ellen Skinner, alia

Bright
"

1 HERMENTRUDE.
The following instance affords a good illustra

tion of the genesis of surnames :

" Ricardus White Plommer alias dictus Ricardu
Plommer alias dictus Ricardus Chapman alias dictu
Ricardus White Chapman." Pardon Roll. 13 H. 4, No
666, m. 4.

w. c. w.
BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES (7

th S. xii. 486 ; 8tb

S. i. 74). MR. A. L. HUMPHREYS mistakes me. It
was not the inclusion of remainders in catalogues
that I referred to. If remainders are offered as
remainders in any catalogue nobody need corn-

Iain. What I object to may be made clear by
n instance or two. Here, then, is an item from

list headed " Rare and Curious Books," which

las just come to hand :

" Allen's (Grant)
'

Palling in Love, with other Essays

in more Exact Branches of Science,' 12mo., 1891,

jloth, 25. 6d."

furious this work may be, but it can hardly be

rare. It is offered at the published price, and yet

'. know perfectly well that if I went to the shop
rom which the catalogue comes I could buy it for

Is. lid. There are several other books in the

same catalogue to which these strictures equally

apply. But the worst trick of all is when cheap
new editions or reprints of books are offered in

;his way. It is not very long since I saw
'

Wycherley's Plays' offered in an ostensibly

second-hand catalogue for 2s. 6d. When bought

[not by me !) this volume proved to be one of the
" Mermaid "

series. Of course the date was given

(it usually is) but though appearances are thus

saved, one cannot but think the intention dis-

honest, and, however that may be, it is certain

that these practices are likely to mislead the inex-

perienced and unwary. C. C. B.

'DOUGLAS JERROLD'S MAGAZINE' (8
th S. i. 68).

I have or have had seven volumes of this

magazine, running from January, 1845, to June,
1848. I do not know whether any more appeared.
There was no announcement at the end of vol. vii.

of anything to follow. C. C. B.

SHAKSPEARE'S DESCENDANTS (7
tb S. xii. 469 ;

8th S. i. 37). The widow of Thomas Nash (nie

Hall) married, June 5, 1649, John Barnard, of

Abingdon, who was knighted by Charles II.

Lady Barnard died in 1669
;
she was the grand-

daughter and last lineal descendant of the poet.

T. F. F.

LYON v. HOME AND WILKINSON (8
th S. i. 47).

Vice-Chancellor Giffard held that the relation

proved to have existed between Mrs. Lyon and

Home implied the exercise of dominion and
influence by Home over Mrs. Lyon's mind, and,

consequently, as Home had failed to prove that

the gift of the 60,OOOZ. was a purely voluntary act

of her mind, it must be set aside. See ' Law
Reports, Equity Cases,' vol. vi. 655-682, and

Irving's 'Annals of our Time,' 1837-1868, pp.
681-2. G. F. R. B.

The trial took place between April 21 and

May 1, 1868, and the verdict was given for the

plaintiff by Sir G. M. Giffard, the Vice-Chancellor,
on May 22. See Haydn's

'

Dictionary of Dates,'

which records the judge's opinion on spiritualism.
ST. SWITHIN.

DORSETSHIRE MSS. (8
th S. i. 67). MR. TOWNS-

HEND should consult Whiteway's MS. '

Journal,'
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which is in the British Museum. In Hutcbins's

'History of Dorset' it is wrongly fcffirnoed to be

in the library of St. John's College, without speci-

fying at which University. I have inquired at

St. John's, Cambridge, and St. John's, Oxford, in

vain. H. J. MOULB.
Dorchester.

ADAM'S ALK (8
th S. i. 47). The late PROF.

AUGUSTUS DK MORGAN contributed an article to

' N. & Q.' (3
rd S. vi. 46) in which he referred to

this non-intoxicating beverage, but which, unfor-

tunately, was only indexed under the title of

'Unexpectedness of Phrase.' Prior, in the
'

Wandering Pilgrim,' says :

A Bechabite poor Will must live,

And drink of Adam's ale.

The Scotch speak of " Adam's wine," and Peter

Pindar of " Old Adam's beverage."
EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

71, Brecknock Bead.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED (7
lh S. xii.

389).

What we love perfectly, for its own sake

We love, and not onr own, being ready thus,
Whate'er self-sacrifice is ask'd, to make ;

That which is best for it is best for us.

Southey,
' On a Picture by J. M. Wright,' at. 18.

V. S. LEAN.

(8> S. i. 29.)

I was very much pleased to see the query as to the

authorship of the verses beginning
" There 'B a voice on

every wave," as I have been for a long time trying to

find out who wrote them, but have not yet succeeded in

doing so. They were recited many years ago by the

late George Thompson in a speech at one of the anti-

slavery meetings, but since then I have neither beard

them nor seen them in print, and I should be extremely

glad to know where they are to be found. A third verse

not mentioned by MR. W. H. PEERS is something lib

the following :

Of broker fetters falling,
Of man to Freedom calling,

And like the carol of a cageless bird,
The bursting shout of Freedom's rallying word.

I am hoping that before very long I may have th

pleasure of seeing MR. W. H. PEERS'S query tatisfactoril

answered. E. T. M.

Nobilitas sola est atque unica virtus.

Juvenal, viii. 20.

ED. MARSHALL.

Nobilitas sola est atque unica virtus.

Juvenal, viii. 20.

Animi following nolilitat, as in the query, is an inter

polation as regards the text of Juvenal, ttnd spoils th

sense of the saying that " Virtue is the sole and singl

nobility." BOBERT PIERPOINT.

The version of the exploits of Commodore Bogers, a

known in my family, is as follows :

Commodore Rogers was a very brave man a very brav
man particular.

He climb'd up a rock a very high rock perpendicula

F. C. BIRKBHCK TERRY.

8' S. i. 69.

The night has a thousand eye?,
And the day but one ;

Yet the light of the bright world dies

With the dying sun.

From a potm entitled
'

Light/ by Francis W. Bour-
illon. J. F. AlASt-ERGH.

Oh, Love was never yet without
The pang, the agony, the doubt.

This is attributed by MR. FBEDK. BULB (6
th S. viii. 179)

o '

Byron,
' Translation of a Romaic Love Song.' See

Occasional Notes.'
"

(Vide 6> 8. vii. 488 ; viii. 179),

Ah ! Love is never yet without, &c.

CELER ET AUDAX.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &o.

Hittory of the Carry Family of Castle Coole. By the
Earl of Belmore, G.C.M.G. (Longmans & Co.

THIS book gives more than its title promises, since it

contains accounts of the various related families of
Drawford and Johnston of co. Fermanagh, Anketill of co.

Monaghan, Mervyn of Trillick, Lords Castlehaven in the

peerage of Ireland, Leslie of Prospect, co. Antrim, and
Armar of co. Antrim, and others, as well as of Lord
Belmore's own paternal stock, the Lowry family of

Ahenis, and of Ballimagorry, co. Tyrone. In the course
of his narrative Lord Belmore gives us a pleasing pic-
ture of country life in Ireland during the eighteenth
century, when simplicity of manners, united to an easy
hopitality, devoid of any of the pretentiousness that
often mars modern country life, enabled people of good
family but moderate means to live in the exercise of
constant friendly intercourse with neighbours and rela-

tions. Nowadays such a picture would be difficult to

draw on either side of the Irish Channel, and what is

called hospitality has too often the aspect of be n^ only
intended to serve some political end, or to obtain the
credit of entertaining what are vulgarly known as "big-
wigs." We are able to testify, however, from our own
recollection, that we have seen something of the kind of
life depicted by Lord Belmore in the neighbourhood in

which his forefathers lived, and in some parts of Scot-
land where bis earlier forefathers probably lived.

The Corry family, like that of Lowry, was undoubtedly
of Scottish descent, the form Currie predominating in

Scotland, just as with the Lowry family the form Laurie
became predominant in Scotland, so that one may fay that
there exist Irish spellings of both these Scottish names.
The place from which the name of Curry, or Corry, is

derived Lord Belmore seems to take, with Johnstone's
'

Historical Families of Dumfriesshire,' to be the barony
of Corrie, which the author whom he quotes says com-

prised the modern parishes of Button and Corrie, in
Dumfriesshire. It should be remembered, however, that
there is a parish of Currie in Midlothian, which might
also have given rise to the name, and possibly independ-
ently. With regard to his Lowry ancestry, Lord Bel-
more is very moderate in his claims; even more so, we
think, than the known facts require. He is very likely

right in saying that the settlement of James Lowry in

Ireland was probably anterior (though only a little, we
should think) to the Laurie purchase of Maxwelton.
It so happens that we have a personal recollection of the

hospitalities of Maxwelton before the present line suc-

ceeded. We therefore feel an additional interest in

suggesting to Lord Belmore that there is evidence of the

very spelling which has become crystallized in Ireland,
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and of the same Christian name as that of his first Irish

ancestor, in the 'Exchequer Rolls, Scotland 1502-7,

where " Jacobus Lowry
"

is recorded as tenant of JNethir-

tone and of Holehous, in the lordship of Kilmarnock, in

the King's Rentals, at the assedation of 1502. And it so

happens that a James and John Curre, who may possibly

have been Curries or Corrys, were tenants of Graigdun-

cane, in the same lordship, at the same time. There was

also a Hector Lowre in the king's stable in 1503. The

name of Corry, or Korre, is traceable in the lixch.

Rolls, Scot.,' 1455-60, in the stewartry of Kirkcudbright

as well as in Dumfriesshire, George Corry being recorded

as said to be the superior lord of the lands of Corsdikis, in

the compotus of John Maxwell, steward of Annandale,

1458. It is evident that there is more to be worked out

of the early history both of Lowry and Corry.

Quentin Durward is the latest of Messrs. Black's cheap

edition of Scott's novels.

LORD TENNYSON'S ode on ' The Death of the Duke of

Clarence and Avondale,' which appears in the Nineteenth

Century, eclipses in interest the remaining contributions

of the month. From the other odes to which the

calamity has given birth it differs as gold differs from

lacker. Writing on ' Cross-Examination,' Lord Bram-

well defends the practice of counsel in a manner that

convinces one at least of his own earnestness. Akin in

subject is
' The Accused as a Witness,' by Mr. Frederick

Mead. Dealing with ' The Traffic in Sermons,' the Rev.

B. G. Johns begins with a story concerning Coleridge

that occurs with irritating frequency. What follows

is worth reading. Rather a bold paper for a woman is

that by
" Violet Fane

" on ' Two Moods of a Man.' Sir

John Lubbock on ' The London Water Supply,' and Mr.

J. Churton Collins on ' The " Ideal
"

University,' repay

perusal. A pleasantly antiquarian flavour attaches

itself to Dr. Jessopp'a 'Castle Acre.' Mr. Dicey, C.B.,

gives his ' Recollections of Tewfik Pasha,' and the Right
Hon. John Morley supplies

' A New Calendar of Great

Men.' It deals ably with some Positivist hero-worship.
In the Fortnightly Mr. Wm. Archer, writing on ' The

Stage and Literature,' answers Mr. Train's recent para-
dox on ' Literature and the Drama.' Mr. Archer writes

lucidly and ably. The one thing that impresses a reader of

average intelligence is that the higher criticism exercises

little influence. From the days of Aristotle to those of Mr.
H. A. Jones experts have been telling us about matters

and men so subtle or so accomplished as Sidney, Dryden,

Leasing. Diderot, Goethe, and expounding dramatic

theories almost as much at length as commentators and

apparently to as little purpose, for "nobody seems one

penny the
"
better. Prof. Crookes, in ' Some Possibilities

of Electricity,' opens out bright visions. Mr. Edward
Delille has a facile paper on ' Pierre Loti.' Mr. Francis

Adams deals with ' Australian Men of Mark,' and Mies
Betham-Edwards, writing of ' Madame Bodichon,' gives
a peep within that fantastic and artificial interior in

which, in her late years, George Eliot elected to work.
Still dealing principally with American subjects, the

Century overflows with interest. 'The New National

Guard/
' The Jews in New York '

(II.), Pioneer Days
in San Francisco,' and '

Original Portraits of Washing-
ton' are all models in their way. Letterpress and
illustrations are equally excellent. Scribner's opens with
'Station Life in Australia,' an animated picture of

existence, with some very vigorous and effective illus-

trations.
' A Model Working-Girls' Club '

describes the
London Girls' Polytechnic, an institution concerning
which we fancy few Englishmen know much. 'Ame-
rican Illustrations of To-day

'

is excellent. In the

Bngiith Illustrated is an admirable account of ' The
London and North-Western Locomotive Works at Crewe.

Julia Marchioness of Tweeddale and Lady Jeune supply
a striking description of Braham Castle. '

Literature
and the Drama' is the favourite subject of the modern
critic, and Messrs. Andrew Lang and L. F. 'Austin write

upon it in the New Review. The title is, however, a
little misleading, since the former gentleman writes on
literature and the latter on the drama. Mrs. Lynn
Linton has one of her sparkling essays on ' The Marriage
Tie.' Mr. Walter Besant writes very sensibly on

'

Literary
Collaboration,' and Prof. Garner gives an interesting
disquisition on ' The Simian Tongue.' Mr. George L.

Apperson supplies to the Gentleman's some excellent
'

Etymological Diversions.' Mr. G. Radford writes on
1

Early Guilds,' Mr. Charles McRae on '

Servetus,' and
Dr. Yorke Davis on ' The Proper Diet for Cold Weather.'

Alacmil tan's supplies a rather alarming article on
'Our Military Unreadiness.' 'The Beautiful and the
True '

may be read with pleasure. Temple Bar has the
first part of '

Benjamin Robert Haydon,' full of pleasant
and readable gossip.

' An Aide-de-Camp of Massena '

deals with Sainte-Croix. It is somewhat surprising to
find in Longman's a contribution consisting wholly of
Shakspeariana. Such, however, is the ' "

Runawayes
eyes

" '

of Prof. J. W. Hales. ' Irish Colloquial Wit and
Humour,' in Belgravia, is amusing.
CASSELL'S Picturesque Australasia concludes with

Part XL. The present number supplies the title-page
&c., of the fourth volume and the general index. Dr.
Geikie's The Holy Land and the Bible trembles on the
verge of completion, one more part being apparently all
that is requisite. Old and New London, by Walter
Thornbury and E. Walford, gives, with Part LI II., an
extra sheet. This is the best of Messrs. Cassell's illus-

trated works. The present instalment deals with St.

Pancras, Somers Town, the district northward from
King's Cross to Holloway. A picture of the Polygon in
Somers Town is given. Surely the fact that the edifice
is destroyed should find some sort of chronicle. To speak
of it as still existing is misleading. Part XIII. of Lift
and Times ofQueen Victoria covers 1858-60, and includes
the Italian revolution, the cession of Nice and Savoy, and
other matters of European policy. Part XIII. of the
Storehouse of General Information extends from C to
Charleston.

Is addition to the customary specimens of bookbind-
ing, the British Bookmaker supplies an account of the
interesting Grolier Club of New York.

to
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COURONNE OR LAUREATED.
The ancient Romans held the opinion that the

bay tree (Laurus nobilit) was capable of resisting
the stroke of lightning, and hence a crown of bay
leaves and berries was worn by emperors, great

warriors, and poets.
" The laurel, meed of mighty

conquerors and poets." Sir Thomas Browne inserts

this notion in his long list of
"
Vulgar Errors." He

says :

" That bays will protect from the mischief of light-

ning and thunder, is a quality ascribed thereto, common
with the fig tree, eagle, and skin of a seal. Against so
famous a quality,Vicomercatus produceth experiment ol

a bay tree blasted in Italy. And therefore although
Tiberius with this intent did wear a laurel upon his

temples, yet did Augustus take a more probable course
who fled under arches and hollow vaults for protection.'

The same writer, in his
' Urn Burial,' relates

that bay leaves were found green in the tomb ol

St. Humbert after 150 years ; but he does not
state whether the fact was due to the virtues 01

the plant or to those of the holy relic.

Much confusion has arisen from confounding
the common laurel (Laurus cerasus or laure

cherry) with the famous laurel of the ancients

(L. nobilis). The former was not introduced into

Europe until 1576. Its leaves contain the potent
poison prussic acid, whereas the leaves of L. nobilit

contain a fragrant aromatic oil used in confection

ery. It is to this, the true laurel, that we apply
the term bay, and we use it as a poetical term for

an honorary crown or garland bestowed as a prize
'or any kind of victory or excellence :

Beneath his reign shall Eusden wear the bays.

We apparently get the word lay through the

Latin bacca, a berry, from the French baye, or, as

Holland's (
Plinie

'

has it,
" The Baies or berries

(Baccce) that it (the Roiall Laurell) beareth."*

Hence also the term " bachelor "
is supposed by

some to be derived from the ancient practice of

crowning candidates for honours with bay leaves

and berries, whence the term baccalaureus and
laureate. Those who were found worthy of the

honour obtained the laurel of bachelor or the

laurel of doctor (Laurea baccalaureatus, Laurea

doctoratus). In the Scotch universities the act of

conferring degrees is, or was, styled
"
laureatiou,"

and a chaplet was used in some of them. In the

ages of chivalry the bas chevaliers, or men below
the degree of knight, were admitted to serve by
being crowned with a chaplet of laurel berries, and
were hence called baccalaurei.

The custom of crowning poets was continued so

late as the reign of Theodosius, when it was
abolished as a remnant of paganism. It was, how-

ever, revived at the dawn of the Renaissance in

Italy, and Petrarch was the first modern laureate.

Among the many theories as to the identity
of Laura, it was supposed by Boccaccio and
others that the lady was an ideal creation, or

that the poet personified the laurel crown that he
coveted. Thus, in a letter written to the poet in

1335 by his intimate friend the Bishop of Lombes,
Laura is described as a creature of the imagination,

or,
"

if your verses contain anything real, it is your passion
not for Laura, who exists only in your imagination, but
for the laurel with which poets are crowned. This is the

object of your ambition, as all your works prove."

In my book on the Sonnet (1874), from which
the above extract is taken, it is further remarked
that
"

it would be too much to expect that the lady's name
of Laura should not tempt the poet to play upon the

word, and ring changes with it, and with Laura ' the

laurel,' and I'aura ' the gentle gale,' as when ' 1'aura

move il verde lauro '; and curiously enough, in the early

printed copies (the first is dated 1472) mistakes arose

between Laura, the lady's name, and I'aura, the gale,
from the circumstance that the early printers had not

yet invented the apostrophe, so that if a compositor
omitted a space between the article and the noun, L'aura
would read Laura."

The bishop's charge was so far justified by the

event, since Petrarch, at the instance of that

* Sir T. Browne anticipated the Biblical revisers in the

passage
"

I have seen the wicked in great power, and
spreading himself like a green bay tree

"
(Psalm xxxvii.

35). After giving various renderings, including the

laurel, he apparently prefers
"
any large tree in a pros*

pering and natural soil."
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enlightened sovereign Robert of Naples, was

invested with the laurel crown at Rome in 1341.

In a memoir of the French Academy by the Abbe

Kesnel (quoted by D'Israeli,
'
Curiosities of Litera-

ture ') the formula used on the occasion is given,

as spoken by the Count d'Anguillara, who bestowed

the laurel on Petrarch :

"
We, count and senator, for us and pur College, declare

Francis Petrarch great poet and historian, and for a

special mark of his quality of poet, we have placed with

our hands on his head a crown of laurel, granting to

him, by the tenor of these presents, and by the authority

of King Robert, of the senate and the people of Rome,
in the poetic, as well as in the historic art, and generally

in whatever relates to the said arts, as well in this holy

city as elsewhere, the free and entire power of reading,

disputing, and interpreting all ancient books, to make

new ones, and compose poems, which, God assisting, shall

endure from age to age."

The laureate crown woven for the head of the

melodious Tasso in 1594 was sent by Pope
Clement VIII. only in time to be placed upon the

coffin of the unhappy bard.

In England, according to Warton, the office of

Versificator Regis preceded that of the Laureate,

and under Henry III. the term Laureate was

adopted, and the holder of the office was paid 100

shillings annually. In Edward IV.'s reign John

Eay was appointed Laureate, and the office became
attached to the Lord Chamberlain's department
of the royal household. The office soon made an

impression on our language, and it became usual

to speak of "laurelled bards." Dryden refers to
"
laurelled letters from the camp," and Milton to

" the laureate herse where Lycid lies."

In England the laureate crown is represented

by a handsome pension to the poet who is supposed
to wear it, but in France and Belgium the work is

couronnc, and the author often rewarded. The

Royal Academy of Belgium, for example, issues

annually a certain number of questions in science,

literature, and history, or in the fine arts, to each of

which is attached a prize of from 400 fr. to 600 fr.

and upwards. Should a Memoire give a satisfac-

tory reply to the question proposed, the Academy
allots the prize, and the memoir is said to be
crowned. The result is proclaimed at the public
seance of the competing class. There are three

classes, namely, that of science, that of letters,
and that of the fine arts. The crowned memoir is

then printed in the special edition of ' Memoires
Couronnees,' In the same collection are also printed
the memoirs of foreign members of the Academy
similarly approved of, and also those of natives who
have not yet become members of the Academy.
In the French Academy, as in that of Belgium, a

public siance is held, in which the laureates receive
their prizes. In some cases a member who has

published a meritorious work independently of the
official programme may be so fortunate as to have
that work couronne by the Academy.

We have no such institution in England. The

Royal Society never commits itself to a judgment
in its corporate capacity, but if it judges at all it

is by a committee specially appointed and irre-

sponsible.
There is also another point on which we differ.

When a fellow of the Royal Society dies a bald

biographical sketch of him may or may not appear
in the Proceedings. When a member of the French

Academy dies an eloge is pronounced on him. The

collections of eloges, especially those by such men
as Condorcet, Cuvier, &c., form an enticing branch

of literature unknown in England.
C. TOMLINSON, F.R.S.

INQUISITIONS RELATING TO YORKSHIRE.

The Council of the Yorkshire Archaeological

Association have now in the press for their Record

Series a volume of early inquisitions relating to

Yorkshire which will, I think, prove interesting

to the students of the early history of that county.
In preparing the glossary for the volume I have

met with a few words for the probable meanings of

which I have been hitherto unable to find anyautho-
rities. I therefore venture to send queries thereon,,

with extracts from the inquisitions containing the

words, in the hope that some of the readers of
' N. & Q.' will be able to help me to the mean-

ings of the words, and to give me some autho-

rities for, or examples of, their use. The extract*

and queries are as follow :

Inquisition ad quod damnum, &c., concerning
lands alleged to have been sold byOsbertde Bolle-

bec (40 Hen. III., No. 30}. It is found, infer afo',

that Osbert de Bollebec held of the king in chief

fourteen bovates of land, &c., by the service of

18s. 8d. yearly, and "per operacionem unius per-
ticate hiritini at Pikeringe Castle." What is

hiritini ? Has it any connexion with ploughing

(cf. A.-S. erian, Early English eryen, to plough),
or harrowing (cf. hyritius, a hedgehog), or a forti-

fication (cf. eritius, a kind of fortification, Holy-
oke's

'

Dictionary,' also hyritius, as above) ?

Inquisition post mortem, Eadmund de Lacy
(42 Hen. III., No. 27). At Rothwell the wife of

Walter de Holton has " one bovate and bulehll
"

at a rent of 7s. 7d. Is bulehil the same as bolehill,

a provincial term for the heap of refuse at the

mouth of a pit, now commonly called a "pit-hill"?

In the same inquisition mention is made of a

certain custom at Pontefract called Ferthepenye.
Is this the same as Frithpenny, a payment to the

lord at the view of Frankpledge ;
or as Firdioite, a

payment in lieu of military service
;
or is it con-

nected with Frithfields or Ferthefields (i. e. y
the

common fields of a manor) 1

Extent of lands of Peter of Savoy (10 Edward I.,

No. 28). In Catterick fifty-six acres called Plus-

weynlondes (at 16d.) are worth 74s. 8d. What are

Plutweynlondes ?
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Inquisition ou a dispute between Edmond, Earl

of Cornwall, and Isabella, Countess of Albemarle,

respecting the countess's wood of Swindon, claimed

by the earl to be within the forest of Knares-

borough (8 Edward I., No. 82). The earl claimed

that his foresters ought to have puture, bone-

penny, and corn in autumn from the tenants

of the countess. Is bonepenny a payment in lieu

of boonworks within the forest ; or what other

meaning has it ? See '

Domesday of St. Paul's
'

(Camden Society), cvii-cix, and the various pay-
ments mentioned in the chapter on "Forest

Courts " in Cokb'a fourth '
Inst.'

Extent of Manors of Baldwin Wake (10 Ed-
ward I., No. 26). Certain cottars and bondmen
render yearly of custom called

"
Turfpeny and

<jrrundpeni,'' 48s. lOd. The men of Skipwythe
for Grundpeny of twelve acres of meadow in Ille-

mere, 4s. at mowing time. Turfpeny appears to be
a payment for the liberty of cutting turf; but what
is grundpeny ? A certain bondman, who holds two

bovates, among other payments in money and kind,

pays 12d. at Christmas, called tolstock. Was this

a payment for the privilege of collecting dry wood ?

<See Blount's 'Law Diet.,' s.v.,
"
Stoc " and

Inquisition post mortem of John de Britany,
Earl of Richmond (13 Edward I., No. 23). From
a custom called kingelde in Bowes and Bolldron is

derived the sum of 6s. O^d. Ducange says kingelde
was a kind of tribute which might be paid to a

king. I shall be glad to have a more definite

meaning.
In another inquisition, as to customs in the

woods of Pickering Forest in the time of King
John (35 Hen. III., No. 58), it was found that the
men of the king's demesne had, inter alia, hay-
bote and walling for their houses, and harz for

their ploughs, and enclosure for the hedges round
their field by view, and livery of the foresters.

What is hare f Can it be intended for the plural
of hart, a handle ? (See Halliwell's 'Dictionary.')
As the volume is now in the press, and time is

short, it will probably be better for replies to be
sent to me direct. S. J. CHADWICK, F.S.A.

Church Street, Dewsbury.

OLD ENGLISH CUTLERY.

Whilst recently looking over some half-forgotten

treasures, I came across, and subsequently ex-

amined carefully, an agate-handled knife and fork,

which, judging from the design of the latter and
its having three prongs, are probably of the time
of George II., though possibly they may be as old
as the reign of Queen Anne. The knife measures
six and a quarter inches, the fork is a trifle less in

length. They are not supposed to be the rem-
nants of a set of twelve or more, but to have had

originally a spoon belonging to them, and been a

christening present.
The fork and its stem is of silver (no mark)

joined to an iron shank which passes through the
hollowed agate, and is finished off at the end of

the handle with a small silver disc. The steel

blade of the knife is perceptibly welded to an iron

shoulder, and has a shank treated in a similar

fashion to that of the fork. On the blade are two

impressed marks : one a clearly defined dagger
placed parallel with the back of the knife, the

other, which is not so plain, resembles swords or

sceptres crossed.

In the South Kensington Museum the dagger
mark is to be seen on six of the set of fourteen

knives, with handles of ivory carved with portrait

figures representing English sovereign?, and, ex-

cept the one of Edward V., they have jewelled
crowns. All the figures have the feet towards
the blade. All are mantled except Elizabeth,
who has a veil instead. Nine have a sword, four

have the sceptre in the right hand. All have the
orb in the left hand except Edward V., who has
neither sword, sceptre, nor orb. The SS collar,
which is very delicately reproduced, is worn by
Edwards V. and VI., Richard III., Henrys VII.
and VIII. and James I. On thirteen of these

knives there is another stamped mark. It may
be described as a diamond joined at one point to

a trident or a half circle with a central perpen-
dicular line. It certainly is not &jieur de Us rest-

ing on the point of the diamond. The knives are
"
English, dated 1607."
What most interested a well-known cutler, when

I showed him my knife, was to find the shoulder
damascened with silver. This he assured me was
most unusual. The South Kensington knives are

damascened on the neck with gold, and fine work
it is too, quite different from and infinitely

superior to the chiselled work with gilt over of

either French or Italian make. I know of many
foreign eighteenth century knives and forks, with
handles of exquisite workmanship in transparent
amber, tortoiseshell, enamel, porcelain, &c., but
what I want to learn is whether, either by the
marks or the damascening of the above-mentioned

specimens, there is any way of ascertaining where
these English knives were made. The clerk to the
Cutlers' Company kindly writes to me,

" There is

no history of the Cutlers' Company which will

give you the information you require
"

;
and thus

far (I make the statement on good authority) no
work similar to those we have on silver and china
has been published that treats of the marks on

cutlery. I hope that some of the readers of
' N. & Q.' who have damascened knives made for

table use may be able and willing to say where
the articles were manufactured in the good old

days. One thing is certain : these English orna-

mented knives and forks, with their elaborately
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worked handles, never could have been commo

they were too costly and dainty.
H. G. GRIFFINHOOFE.

34, St. Petersburg Place, W.

KNIGHTHOOD. The eques, the miles, and the

chevalier have had historians. The history of

the bas-chevalier is a work not yet written.

Among the Rolls of Parliament there is, if I
mistake not, in Norman French, a statute or

declaration by the king that the milites were for

service to the king in the wars, and to the realm
in course of justice. There were Serjeants (ser-

vientes) under arms, and knights in arms. There
were Serjeants at law: it followed that there
should be knights in rank before them. There
was reason in George IV. requiring that the

attorney-general and the solicitor-general should
be knighted, as well as the judges in the courts of

justice. There is not any instance of the sovereign
making a clergyman in holy orders a knight, but

George IV., Prince Regent, attending as sponsor
at the christening of the eldest son of a certain

baronet, created the young child a knight. The
knight,when grown to manhood, entered holy orders
before he succeeded to his father's title as baronet.
A man must be an esquire to be made a knight ;
but the king can make a man an esquire, and then
create him knight. In the medical profession two
Serjeants are known the Serjeant

-
surgeons in

personal attendance on the sovereign in battle.

They have often been advanced as knights.
In conversation among lawyers and persons

well read in English history I have heard it
stated that a peer of the realm can create knights.
There are instances of it, and of bishops and
mitred abbots doing the same. It is said that
Queen Elizabeth the fountain of all honour in
her dominions required that the peers should
give up their pretension to the power. The queenwould confer the honour, upon the petition of the
peer.

Milites were numerous. Coroners for the
counties were taken from them, or became milites
as officers of the Crown. In some trials at law it
was required that a certain number of the jurorsshould be summoned from among the knights. In
our time, before the law was altered, it became a

Su ?
to find the numb<* to complete the panelIhe Miks gladio cinctus, elected by the free-

holders, and invested by the sheriff, was known at
a later date, though, like the coroners, without the
pre-nomen of the bas-chevalier. D. R.

Tow PoETS-' In or about the year
1875 Mr. Edmund Clarence Stedman, of New
lork, the well-known American poet and critic
published a certain book in the United States.'
The book was entitled

'
Victorian Poets,' and it

consisted of a series of elaborate criticisms upon

the verse of English poets whose works had
appeared during the present reign. By the year
1879 Mr. Stedman's book had reached its fourth
thousand in the States, and it soon acquired the

position of a standard authority on the subjects
with which it deals. In 1888 a revised and
enlarged edition appeared, brought down to the
date of the Queen's jubilee year, 1887, and the
nineteenth edition of the work, as thus altered,
was published in 1891. Two editions, also, had
meanwhile been issued in England. Nevertheless,
and notwithstanding these facts, a Miss Amy
Sharp, who may be presumed to be an English-
woman, since she seems to hold an educational office
in England, published in 1891 a book on the same
subjects as Mr. Stedman's, and called it by the
same title, 'Victorian Poets.' I have not read
her book, but I have looked through it, and I did
not observe that Miss Sharp makes any allusion
to Mr. Stedman's book, or offers any reason or
excuse for adopting his title. I believe, too, and
am not surprised to learn, that those English
journals which have noticed Miss Sharp's volume
have not said anything about the identity of its
title and Mr. Stedman's title.

Now it is well known that not only dramatists,
but authors of all kinds, are jealous as to the
titles of their works, and have, or may have, legal
rights therein. Within my own recent experience
two English authors, both of them my very good
friends, had a serious

"
difficulty," because of the

fact that one of them had, without knowing it,
advertised his new book under a title similar to
(but not identical with) the title of a work already
published by the other. The peccant party
explained and apologized, and changed the name
of his book. I have not heard that Miss Amy
Sharp has done any of these things ; her
position, in fact, is this : either she knew of the
existence and popularity of Mr. Stedman's ' Vic-
torian Poets,' or she did not. If she did not, then
she writes on a certain subject without knowing
one of the chief standard authorities on that sub-
ject ; if she did, she has given to her volume a
title already appropriated, to her knowledge, by
somebody else. It is true that the precise title of
Ben Jonson's charming series of poems has lately
been appropriated by an English writer of verse ;
but Ben Jonson died (if I remember rightly) in
1637, so at this distance of time his claim to
it may safely be ignored. Mr. Stedman, one is

glad to know, is still alive ; but then he is not an
Englishman. A. J. M.

IMAGINARY WILL. The following may perhaps
be thought suitable for a place in

' N. & Q.' :

" Nous empruntons & la Revue Retrospective le testa-
ment suivant d'un capucin, crit a la fin du xviii' siecle :

Je laisse ma tonsure au Roi, pour lui servir de couronne;Mon manteau a M. d'Orleans, pour se cacher ;Mon cordon au c6te Gauche, pour se pendre ;
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MOD breviaire a M. 1'eveque d'Autun pour 1'appendre ;

Mes sermons a M. 1'abbe Gregoire, pour lea debiter ;

Ma barbe a M. Camus, qui a voulu nous raser
j

Mes sandales a la noblesse, puisqu'elle ira a nudspieds;
Mon baton au clerge, pour aller demander 1'aumone,
Et ma besace a la nation, qui n'en peut plus.

"Ce testament ee trouve dans les manuscrits de la

Bibliotheque nationale de Naples." La Curiosite Uni-

verselle, Nov. 9, 1891, pp. 5, 6.

ED. MARSHALL.

CARDINALS DYING IK TRIPLETS. In the

interim between the writing and printing of my
allusion to the Roman superstition on this point

(ante, p. 78, under heading
'

Triple Breakages '),

it coincidentally received an illustration in the

deaths of Cardinals Agostini, Simeoni, and

Manning. R. H. BUSK.

MAID AND THE MAGPIE. The story of 'La
Gazza Ladra '

is probably a very old one. A cor-

respondent in 1 st 8. xi. 243 records an instance,

of which Paris was the scene. A cure of that

city is said to have endeavoured unsuccessfully to

suppress a certain regular mass that was originally
instituted for the repose of the soul of a servant

girl who had been hanged for various acts of theft,

found subsequently to have been committed by a

magpie. The curd examined the records of the

church without finding any clue to the story. To
this the correspondent subjoined the query,
" When was the story of the '

Thieving Magpie
'

first put into circulation ?
" This does not appear

to have met with a response, either in that or in

any subsequent issue. Very recently I have found
the following variant, transcribed from the pages
of the Universal Museum of May, 1764 :

"
Friday, 18 [April ?]. A tablespoon and a small

one were missing from a public house at Limehouse, and
a servant girl was taken into custody on suspicion of

stealing the same ; but the third day a raven was seen
to carry a teaspoon to the bottom of the ground, and
bury it in a laystall, where, upon digging, they found all

three, with some shillings and halfpence, on which the

girl was discharged."

As an early version of the story this is of interest.

Possibly an earlier one may have been discovered

by some of your readers.

T. N. BRUSHFIELD, M.D.
Salterton, Devon.

GAVELKIND. Those who take interest in

ancient tenures may like to know that in Warend,
Sweden, the women "

enjoy a right, like those of

Kent, a sort of gavelkind, inheriting equal por-
tions with their brothers" (Horace Marryat,
' Year in Sweden,' ii. 386). A. 0. V. P.

SIR BENJAMIN CALDWXXL (1737-1820),
ADMIRAL. It may be noted that he died in Nov.,
1820, at the house, near Basingstoke, co. Hants, of

his only son, Charles Andrew Caldwell, and was
interred with hia wife Charlotte (died Sept. 22,

1819, cet. seventy-two), the daughter of Admiral
Wm. Osborn, in St. George's Burial-ground, Bays-
water Road, London. See further 'Diet. Nat.

Biog.,' vol. viii. p. 248. DANIEL HIPWELL.

SAMUEL ROGERS. In the
' Table-Talk of Samuel

Rogers
'
is the following passage :

"
Again in the '

Elegy to the Memory of an Unfortu-

nate Lady,'

A heap of dust alone remains of thee ;

'Tis all thou art and all the proud shall be,

the former line is touching, the latter bad."

I would remark upon this, in the first place, that

the condemned line is not bad ; in the second place,
that neither Rogers nor the author of the book
seems to knew that Pope's couplet is from

Horace :

Nos, ubi decidimua,

Quo plus JEneas, quo dives Tullus et Ancus,
Pulvis et umbra sumus.

I do not see this resemblance observed in the notes

to Pope. E. YARDLET.

, POL, AND PEN." The old distich

By their Tre, Pol, and Pen,
Thus shall ye know the Cornishmen,

is curiously borne out by a paragraph in the issue

of the Launceston Weekly News for December 19,

1891. This describes the funeral of a gentleman

living at Trehummer House, Tresmere, and among
those present were residents at the following farms

or villages, Trevell, Tresmarrow, Tregeare, Tres-

mere, Tremaine, Treburtle, Treglith, Trebarrow,

Treludick, and Penrose ;
while two gentlemen

named Treleaven (one of them Mayor of Laun-

ceston) also attended. It will be observed that

there was only one Pen- and no Pol- in the list ;

but this was in the extreme east of Cornwall, and
I believe Pol- characterizes the extreme west,

while Pen- is more familiar in the centre.

DUNHEVED.

CLIENTESS. This unusual word is given in the

'New English Dictionary/ with the remark,
" '

Encycl. Diet.' cites Middleton." The reference

is to
' The Blacke Booke,' 1604 :

" Possible too to have a lawyer bribeless and without

fee. if his clientess, or female client, please his eye well."

The Works of Middleton,' ed. A. H. Bullen, 1886,

vol. viii. p. 19.

No quotation is given for the use of the word.

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

THE LYING IN STATE OF CARDINAL MANNING.
In describing this some papers made a curious

mistake. They said that the deceased cardinal

wore, over the purple chasuble,, a white stole

marked with crosses. Now the stole is worn under,

never over the chasuble. What was taken for a

stole was, in fact, the pallium, which is the peculiar
outward emblem of archiepiscopal or patriarchal

jurisdiction conferred by the Pope. No Western
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archbishop can exercise his functions without the

pallium, and before the Reformation all the

English archbishops, from Augustine to Pole,

received it. In the Church of England there is

an heraldic survival of the pall in the arms of the

see of Canterbury, Azure, an episcopal staff sur-

mounted of a pale, with which Archbishop Ben-

son impales his family coat, Argent, between two

bendlets gules, three trefoils, slipped, sable.

GEORGE ANGUS.

St. Andrews, N.B.

MEETING OF CARDAN AND DR. DEE. In a

copy of the Aldine '
Jamblichus,' &c., 1516, which

belonged to the famous Dr. Dee, and which con-

tains his signature and copious notes, I find the

following note :

" J. D. Similem ego lapidem vidi de ejusdem qualitatis :

anno 1552 vel 1553. A d'tra H. Cardanus Mediolanen-

sis, Jo'ea Fransciscus et Monsier Brandaulphus Legatus

Regis Gallic! in aedibus Legati in Sowthwerk."

This note is on the following passage in Ficinus'

commentary on Plotinus :

" Vidi equidem lapillum Florentiam advectum ex

India qui aceto perfusus movebatur parumper in rec-

tum, immo obliquum. mox ferebatur in gyrum, donee

exhalaret vapor aceti."

What happened to him in 1567 to make him
mark that date opposite a passage in Paellas

showing that demons when they promise riches

are unable to keep their promises ?

ROBERT R. STEELE.
Bedford Modern School.

" TBMPORA MUTANTUR." I recently read a ser-

mon on the Queen of Sheba, who was made a peg
on which to hang a discourse on the love of wis-

dom in women. After speaking of spiritual wis-

dom, the writer says :

" And now we come to another consideration ; it may
be asked, Can a woman give herself up to the studies
of knowledge ? Is it becoming and suitable to her
character 1 And, indeed, it may be questionable whether
a woman is right in the ardent pursuit of human
knowledge ;

'

knowledge is power,' and a sense of power
begets pride ; whereas meekness is the brightest orna-
ment of the female character ; and it must surely be a

warning to us that the desire of knowledge was so

blended with the temptation of Eve. But this danger
and warning can only apply to human science and its

pursuits, not to divine."

This was not, as might be supposed, the utterance
of some mediaeval preacher, it was that of the
Rev. Isaac Williams, B.D., whose sermons on
' Female Characters of Holy Scripture

' were pub-
lished by Rivingtons no longer since than 1859.

ST. SWITHIN.

"THE PREVAILING EPIDEMIC." ' N. & Q.' IS SO

often appealed to in the interest of the purity and

proper use of our language, that I venture to draw
attention to the frequent occurrence of the above

tautological expression in the public prints and

in conversation. One might correctly speak of

the "prevailing sickness" or the "present epi-

demic," but the combination now in vogue is a

phrase either of superfluity, or one that does not

recognize the meaning of epidemic. A. W. B.

ENVELOPES. These are supposed to be quite

modern, but in the Birch MSS. in the British

Museum, No. 4433/105, there is a letter from

Martin Triewald to Sir Hans Sloane, dated Stock-

holm, April 24, 1755, enclosed in an ordinary

envelope, which is opened out and mounted at the

end of the letter. R. B. P.

RICHARD BANISTER, OCULIST. It may be noted,

as an addition to the account of him appearing in

'Diet. Nat. Biog.,' vol. iii. p. 120, that the register

of St. Mary's, Stamford, co. Lincoln, records the

burials of Richard Banister, gent., on April 7,

1626, and Anne, his wife, on April 16, 1624.

DANIEL HIPWELL.

We must request correspondents desiring information

on family matters of only private interest to affix their

names and addresses to their queries, in order that the

answers may be addressed to them direct.

ROYAL BOOK-PLATES. 1. The arms, supporters,

coronet, and crest of a royal duke, temp. George

III., with a label of three points, the two outer of

which are charged with a cross and the inner with

two hearts. The arms are surrounded with the

motto and collar of the Garter, and rest on a

bracket, with a blank for the press-mark, and
with the motto "Si Deus pro nobis quis contra

DOS." There is a representation of this plate on

the cover of the Journal of the Ex-Libris Society,

and it is there assigned to the Prince Regent; but

according to Kearsley's
'

Peerage,' 1804, the label

is that of the Duke of Sussex, and I believe the

book-plate is his.

2. Crest as before, surrounded by the collar of

the Garter, surmounted by the coronet of a royal
duke beneath a helmet and an owl, with a space
for the press-mark. This I believe is also a plate
of the Duke of Sussex, on the ground that the

press-mark on my copies of the two plates appears
to be written by the same hand.

3. Two circles side by side on an ermine-lined

mantle, with flags, &c., at sides ;
on the dexter

circle the horse of Hanover, on the sinister an

eagle ; above is an electoral crown, and beneath

a plumed helmet, and on a ribbon FRIEDR AUGUST
H. = B.O. I am unable to identify this third plate ;

and should be glad of information bearing on any
of the three. HORACE W. MONCKTON.

3, Pump Court, Temple, B.C.

BRIDGES'S ' NORTHAMPTONSHIRE.' Can any of

your readers tell me in whose possession the copy
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of Bridges's
'

Northamptonshire
' now is whic

was enlarged by John Sinico, the bookseller o

Air Street, Piccadilly, and disposed of at his sal

by Messrs. Sotheby & Co. in 1824 for the sum o

851. The following is the description in the sal

catalogue :

"
Bridges' History of Northamptonshire, illustrate

with a great number of prints, among which are severa
scarce portraits, particularly of the Bishops of Peter

borough, &c. ;
the rare print of Ecton Church, with th

medallion of Mr. John Palmer, by Hogarth; monu
mental drawings; armorial bearings, &c. The whol
bound in 4 vols., uncut, and interleaved, russia backs ant

corners; together with several additional loose Drawing
of Monuments, Tombstones, Brasses, MS. Inscriptions
&c."

JOHN TATLOB.
Northampton.

" YOUNG ENGLAND" PARTY. When was the

term "
Young England," as applied to a party, o

which the leading members are commonly given as

Disraeli, Lord John Manners, and George Smythe
first used ? It seems to be thought by Lore
Beaconsh'eld's biographers (cf. T. P. O'Connor,
p. 214, and F. Hitchman, p. 126) that it was
after the general election of 1841 ; but the follow-

ing is from a letter of Monckton Milnes (who was

certainly a sympathiser with the party) to C. J.

MacCarthy, dated March 13, 1838 :

" I go on with small '

Young Englands
' on Sunday

evenings, which unfortunately excludes the more severe
members Acland, Gladstone, &c." T. Wemyes Reid's

'Houghton,' vol. i. p. 218.

This would seem to indicate that
"
Young Eng-

land "
dates at least from the earliest days of the

Parliament of 1837. POLITICIAN.

COPELAND FAMILY. Information bearing on
the history of the old Border family of Copeland,
once seated at Copeland, near Boutle, in Cumber-
land, would be very acceptable. JOHN INGLIS.

12, Glen Street, Edinburgh.

VIELLK. In the charming little chapter of the
'Sentimental Journey' entitled "The Grace"
Sterne says,

" The old man had some fifty years
ago been no mean performer upon the melle."
What instrument is meant by this? All my
French dictionaries define vielle as "hurdy-gurdy";
but as anybody who can turn a handle can "

per-
form "

upon a hurdy-gurdy, it is clearly not this

that Sterne means. JONATHAN BODCHIEE.

[" Vielle. Au moyen age, instrument semblable au
violon, qui se jouait avec un archet

"
(Littre).]

WESTMINSTER. On p. 20 of 'Westminster
Abbey,' by W. J. Loftie, there is this statement :" For a short time it was a cathedral, and West-
minster was made a city, though it never had a

municipality." Assuming that the writer does
not dispute that Westminster remains to this day
a city, I ask whether it has not a municipality.

It has a mayor and court of burgesses ; it has also a

sheriff, bailiff, town clerk, and other persons hold-

ing office. J. J. F.

CARDINAL WOLSEY. Can you or any of your
readers give me the reference to a letter written by
Cardinal Wolsey either on the last day of the year
1499 or the first day of the year 1500, and dated
from Bradgate, then Broadgates, the country seat

near Leicester of the Marquees of Dorset? The
letter was quoted in a Times critique, I believe,

during the last year. CHARLES J. BILLSON.
Clarendon Park Road, Leicester.

MACKINTOSHES. When did mackintoshes begin
to be generally used ? Are any instances recorded

of their use in the days of Mr. Pickwick 1 They
must have been made at that time. In ' The
Abbot's Oak : a Legend of Money-Hutch Lane/
by Dalton, published in Bentley's Miscellany

(1839), appears :

Meanwhile the rain was beginning to soak

Through a very bad shift for a Macintosh cloak,
Which a regular do
When only half new,

Ralph had bought some time back from a parrot-nosed-
Jew,

Trusting his word, with no further thought or proof,
For its being a patent-wove, London-made waterproof.

Vol. vi. p. 513.

See also 7 th S. iii. 227. J. F. MANSERGH.
Liverpool.

SIR THOMAS LEGH. Can any reader who haa-

made researches in Lancashire and Cheshire genea-

logy throw any light upon the parentage of Sir

Thomas Legh, the visitor of the monasteries, and
for some time master of Sherburn Hospital, Dur-
ham? N. Q. P.

NAMES OF AUTHORS WANTED. Can any reader

tell me the names of the authors of the following

anonymous books ?

A Holiday in Scandinavia. Glasgow, 1871. Svo.

Translations from the Norse. By a B. B. S. Glou-

cester, [18]. Svo.

My Norske Note-book ; or, a Month in Norway. By
a Lady. 1860. Svo.

Gamle Norge (Old Norway) ; or, Our Holiday in Scan-
dinavia. London, 1862. Svo.

Chasing the Sun; or, Rambles in Norway. London.
1871. Svo.

Children in Norway ; or, Holiday on the Ekeberg. A
Book for Boys and Girls. By Pater, F. G.S. London,
884.

Syo.A Jubilee Jaunt to Norway. By Three Girls. London,
888. Svo.
A Winter Journey from Gloucester to Norway. GIou-

ester, 1867. Svo.

HJALMAR PETTERSEN, Assist. Librarian.

University Library, Christiania, Norway.

THE MONUMENTAL BRASSES OF SUFFOLK. I

m endeavouring to collect details of all these

memorials of a bygone age that are known to exist

r have existed in Suffolk, for a paper that I am
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preparing on the subject. Any particulars of

these, or references to works containing the same,
will greatly oblige. W. B. GERISH.

Blythburgh House, South Town, Great Yarmouth.

GARNETT : HAWTRET. John Garnett, Vicar of

Preston Candover, Hants, 1800 ; Rector of Cliddes-

den and Farleigh Wallop, 1803
;
Canon of Exeter,

1810
;
Dean of Exeter, 1810 (' Liber Ecclesiasticus,'

by Foster). Do the last two entries refer to the

same person as the first two 1 Particulars desired

of the above John Garnett. Also of John Hawtrey
(who succeeded him as Vicar of Preston Candover),

Prebendary of Winchester, and Vicar of Ringwood
with Harbridge, Hants. Are there any engraved

portraits of the above two Preston Candover
incumbents ? VICAR.

Miss KELTY. Can any of your readers give me
information respecting Mary Anne Kelty, a novelist

and devotional writer ? Her first novel,
' The

Favourite of Nature,' appeared in 1821, and the

last of her published works, 'The Solace of a

Solitaire,' in 1869. She is believed to have lived

at that time in Hanover Street, Peckham, but I

am unable to find the date of her death. I should

be much obliged if correspondents would com-
municate direct. T. SECCOMBE.

163, Holland Road, Kensington, W.

GLOVES CLAIMED FOR A Kiss : DRAW-GLOVES.
What was the origin of claiming a pair of gloves

for a kiss stolen while asleep? That rollicking

parson poet Herrick, in his 'Pleasant Grove of

JNew Fancies,' says :

At Draw-Gloves we '11 play,
And preethee let 's lay
A wager, and let it be this ;

Who first to the summe
Of twenty doth come,

Shall have for his winning a kiss.

Was this the origin? What was the game of

draw-gloves 1 Herrick (1591-1674) mentions it on
several occasions. Halliwell, in his

'

Dictionary,'
calls it talking with the fingers, but it is scarcely
that. EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

71, Brecknock Road.

MR. GEORGE R. SIMS AND BALZAC. I see it fre-

quently stated in booksellers' catalogues that Mr.
George R. Sims translated the edition of Balzac's

'Droll Stories' published by J. C. Hotten, and
now suppressed. Is this statement authentic ?

W. ROBERTS.
63, Chancery Lane.

A THIMBLE TO BALE OUT THE ATLANTIC. In
a sensible and well-written letter to an evening
newspaper I find the following illustration relative

to some salvage appliances :

"
They were about as

much use as the proverbial old lady's thimble with
which she started to bale out the Atlantic." Is

such a thimble proverbial ? Mrs. Partington am

ler broom are familiar. Is this a case of confusing
one story with another ; and does it reveal a fresh

source of danger to our language from the habit of

rapid writing? I see not seldom a well-known

story told in half a dozen periodicals of as many
different men. 'N. & Q.' will have in time to

devote a column to deciding which is the correct

brm of the most current anecdotes. URBAN.

GIOVANBATTISTA BoERio. In the
" Vita della

Beata Caterina Adorni di Geneva, in Venetia,

MDCI.," one reads that this saint, whose last malady
seems to have been of a very abnormal character,

shortly before her death, on Sept. 14, 1510, received

a visit from Giovanbattista Boerio, the Genoese

physician of King Henry VII. of England. What
a known of his life and of the occasion of his

presence in Italy in 1510 ? Did he lose his appoint-
ment at the English Court on the accession of

Henry VIII. ? PALAMEDES.
Paris.

AUTHORS or QUOTATIONS WANTED.
"
I make haste to laugh for fear [or that] I may not be

obliged to weep.
" H. T.

VELVET AS MALE ATTIRE IN ENGLAND.

(7
th S. xii. 462 ; 8* S. i. 56.)

The following list will show the earliest dates at

which I have found notices of different textures in

the Public Records. As, however, I have not

yet read many Wardrobe Accounts later than

1350, my list is necessarily of less worth after that

date than before it :

Baldekyn or baudekin, 1243. (Close Roll,

27 Hen. III., part i.) This was gold baldekyn.
Blanket. Balankett', 1349 (Wardrobe Account,

23 Edw. III., 94/15, Q.R.) ;
blankett (76. 9-11

Ric. II., 43/14, Q.R.); plonket of worsted (Will
of Maud, Countess of Salisbury, 1424 ;

_
Reg.

Courtenay, fol. 238, a). Stockings were anciently
made of blanket.

Bokasyn, 1386. (Wardr. Acct., 9-11 Ric. II.,

43/12, Q.R.)
Bokeram, 1326. (!&., 20 Edw. II., 26/10, Q.R.)

Bultel, 1393. (16., 16-18 Ric. II., 44/4, Q.R.)

Burnet, 1232. (Close Roll, 16 Hen. III.)

Cameline, spelt also camelot, and probably the

original of camlet, unless camelot and cameline

can be shown to have been different materials,

1252. (Close Roll, 28 Hen. III.)

Camlet (chamlett), 1511. (Wardr. Acct., 2-3

Hen. VIII., 52/2, A., Q.R.)
Camoca, This is a very familiar word to the

readers of mediaeval lore. It occurs as camokatz in

1313 (Wardr. Acct., 7 Edw. II. 20/13, Q.R.),

camoca, 1324 (16., 18 Edw. II., 24/17, Q.R.),
and Kamok, in the Household Roll of Queen
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Philippa, 1332 (Cott. MS. Galba, E. iii., miscalen-

dared as an account of Queen Eleanor of Castile).

Canvas (kaneuacio), 1257. (Close Roll, 41

Hen. III.)
Garde or cardo, 1252. (Liberate Boll, 36

Hen. III.)

Cendal or sendal, 1312. (Close Roll, 6 Edw. II.)

Cloth. This was originally a word covering ail

varieties of material, and there is constant mention

not only of woollen cloth, but of cloth of silk,

cloth of velvet, &c. Under this head must be

placed several words, such as cloth of Arayne,
1337 (Wardr. Acct., 10-12 Edw. III., 94/1,

Q.R.) ; cloth of Bruskyn, 1350 (16., 24-5 Edw.

III., 38/4, Q.R.) ; campedine cloth, 1378(16., 1-3

Ric. II., 43/2, Q.R.); cloth of Erreum, 1334 (16.,

7-8 Edw. III., 35/25, Q.R.) ; and Imperial cloth

(Close Roll, 38 Hen. III., and Wardr. Acct. 9-10

Hen. IV,, 45/1 2, Q.R.). We read also of cloth

deriving its name from many places cloth of

Aylesham, Brussels, Candlewick Street, Louvain,

Malines, Sempringham, Winchester, &c. Cloth

of Tars or Tarsus, 1305 (Wardr. Acct., 33 Edw. I.,

14/30 Q.R.). A few ancient colour-names are

worth adding : appelblom cloth, 1329(16., 3 Edw.

III., 34/3, Q.R.) ; bean-flower, marble-colour (16. J;

medley, motley, or mixed cloth, 1326 (16., 20 Edw.

II., 31/18, Q.R.); peach-flower (Cott. MS. Galba,
E. iii.) ; murrey or mulberry-colour, 1329 (Wardr.

Acct., 3 Edw. III. 34/3, Q.R.); soupenvyn or

sop-in-wine, 1342 (76., 16 Edw. III., 37/1, Q.R.)." Pann' grisei qui vocat' Wadmel," 1326 (16., 20
Edw. II., 26/3, Q.R.).
A separate paragraph may be given to

Cloth of gold. This was originally a material

with varieties
;
we read of silk cloth of gold,

canvas cloth of gold, cloth of gold tissue, &c.; also

of cloth of gold cigaston, diapered, of Aresta, of

Nakes, of Turkey, and of Cyprus. The first men-
tion I find is in 1244 (Close Roll, 28 Hen. III.).

Cotton, 1348 (Wardr. Acct., 21-23 Edw. III.,

38/2, Q.R.).
Damask, 1444 (Wardr. Acct., 22-23 Hen. VI.,

48/18, Q.R.).

.FVanneZ(flannole), 1481 (Close Roll, 21 Edw. IV.).
Frieze (frys), 1342 (Wardr. Acct., 16 Edw. III.,

37/2, Q.R.); frys russet, 1444 (16., 22-23 Hen.VI.,
48/18, Q.R.).

Fustian (fusteyn), 1287 (Wardr. Acct., 15-19
Edw. I., 4/4, Q.R.).

Kaynet, 1319 (Wardr. Acct, 13 Edw. II., 22/14,

Q.R.).

Kersey, 1408 (Close Roll, 9 Hen. IV.).

Lawn, 1454 (Wardr. Acct., 32-3 Hen. VI.,
50/1, Q.R.).

Linsey (lindesye) 1254 (Close Roll, Gascony,
37-39 Hen. III.).

Mustredevilers, 1427 (Close Roll, 6 Hen. VI.).

Bay (striped cloth), 1254 (Close Roll, Gascony,
37-39 Hen. III.).

Eibbon (ruban), 1328 (Wardr. Acct., 2 Edw.
III., 33/6, Q.R.).

Eusset, 1200 (Liberate Roll, 2 Job.) ; Irish

russet, 1387 (Wardr. Acct., 9-11 Ric. II., 43/14,

Q.R.).

Samite, 1240 (Close Roll, 24 Hen. III,). Some
antiquaries have supposed samite to be an ancient

name for satin. On the Wardrobe Account for

44 Edw. III.,
" 10 pec' 5| uln' satyn ; 3 pec' 7|

uln' samyt," occur together in a manner which
indicates that they could scarcely be two names
for the same material.

Samitelle, 1327 (Wardr. Acct., 1 Edw. III.,

33/5, Q.R.).
Sarcenet (sarzinetf), 1373 (Wardr. Acct., 47-48

Edw. III. 41/7, Q.R.).
Satin (zatayn), 1348 (Wardr. Acct. 22 Edw.

III., 38/1, Q.R.). Tylsent saten (16., 2-3, Hen.

VIII., 52/2 A., Q.R.).

Say (originally pannum de Essaye), 1286

(Wardr. Acct., 14-15 Edw. I., 3/29, Q.R.).
Scarlet, the name of a material long before it

denoted a colour; we read of sanguine scarlet,

brown scarlet, red scarlet, white scarlet, and
scarlet coloris de marble ; 1230 (Liberate Roll, 14
Hen. III.).

Serge (sarga), 1287 (Wardr. Acct. 14-15 Edw. I.,

3/29, Q. R. ). Worsted serge, 1329 (16., 3-4 Edw.

III., 34/9, Q.R.).

Silk, diapered, 1260 (Close Roll, 44 Hen. III.,

part ii.) ; tissue, 1327 (16., 1 Edw. III., 33/5,

Q.R.). We read of silk of Attany, Moresk,
Nakes, Toulouse, and Turkey.

Sindon, 1287 (Wardr. Acct., 14-15 Edw. I.,

3/29, Q.R.).

Taffata, 1324 (Wardr. Acct., 18 Edw. II.,

24/17, Q.R.).

Tartaryn (which seems to have been akin to the

satin Turk of a generation since), 1327 (Wardr.
Acct., 1 Edw. III., 33/5, Q.R.).

Tyreteyne (linsey-woolsey), 1287 (Wardr. Acct.,
14-15 Edw. I., 3/29, Q.R. ).

Velvet, 1319 (Wardr. Acct., 13 Edward II.,

22/14 ; velvet on satin, 1407 (16., 8-9 Hen. IV.,

46/14, Q.R.) ;
velvet on velvet, 1444 (16., 22-3

Hen. VI., 48/18, Q.R.); velvet plunket, 1337 (16.,

10-12 Edw. III., 94/1, Q.R.) ; velvet bastard,
1420 (16., 8-9 Hen. V., 46/14, Q.R.); velvet

figure, 1465 (Close Roll, 5 Edw. IV.).

Worsted, 1287 (Wardr. Acct., 14-15 Edw. I.,

3/29, Q.R.).
On the Patent Roll for 7 Hen. VII. is a peti-

tion presented to Richard III. in Parliament,

January 23, 1484, requesting that no dyer may
thenceforward be permitted to dye or sell woollen

cloth
" with orchell or corke called jarecorke," on

penalty of forfeiting 40s. for each piece, excepting
cloth made of

" woll woded, so that the same woll

or cloth be perfitely boyled and madred." All

cloth or list is to be dyed of one colour,
" without
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festyng or sewyng of any bulle Risshes or like

thing on the lists," under a similar penalty. The

Act, however, is not to be prejudicial to ray, to

cloth made in Winchester or Salisbury
" used to

be set and joyned with ray," and commonly sold at

40*., to "vervise, plounkett, Turkyns, Celes-

trynes, pakkyng whites, vessees, cogware or wor-

steds, florences with cruyll listes, sailingware,

bastardes, Kendales, nor friseware."

The ancient spelling given here and there in

parentheses is that of the earliest mention.

HBRMENTRUDE.

MR. PICKFORD inquires when velvet was first

used as male attire in England. Perhaps the

following, from Planche", may interest him :

"
Velvet, Vellet (villme, velours, French ; villota,

Latin). Velvet, under one or other of the foregoing

names, is mentioned by writers of the early portion of

the thirteenth century.
' Quemdam pannum villosum

qui Gallis villuse dicitur' (Matt. Paris, in 'Vita

Abbatum '). M. Quicherat informs us that the word, in

its different forms of velluse, velloux, voluet, originally

signified a material of which napkins, and occasionally
other garments were made ; amongst others the mantles

of the Knights-Templars Notwithstanding the esti-

mation in which this new manufacture must have been
held in the fourteenth century, we hear little of it

either in prose or poetry during the reigns of the first

three Edwards
; silk, satin, damask, cloth of gold, every

rich stuff being alluded to save velvet. It is not men-
tioned in the sumptuary laws of Edward III., and

appears for the first time in an Act of the fourth of

Henry IV., A.D. 1403, in which it is ordered that, 'No
man not being a baunaret or person of high estate shall

wear any cloth of gold, of crimson, of velvet or motley
velvet,' excepting only

'

gens d'armes quant ils seunt

armez,' who were permitted to dress according to their

pleasure. After this period the mention of velvet is of

frequent occurrence."

Fustian is described by Planche as,
"A species of cotton cloth much used by the Nor-

mans, particularly by the clergy, and appropriated to
some orders for their chasubles. The Cistercians were
forbidden to wear them made of any material but linen
or fustian. A stronger description was first manufactured
in England, at Norwich, temp. Edward VI. It was
much used for doublets and jackets in the fifteenth cen-

tury, at which time it appears to have been imported
from Italy.

' Fustians of Naples
'

are named in a peti-
tion to Parliament from the manufacturers of Norwich,
1 Philip and Mary, 1554. The name was corrupted in

England into '

fustianapes
' and ' fustian and apes,' i.e.,

'
fustian a Naples.'

"

Chaucer tells us, in the Prologue to his
' Can-

terbury Tales,' of his Knight, that

Of fustyan he wered a gepoun
Al besmoterud with his habergeoun.

B. H. L.

As a modern specimen of velvet with a history
to it MR. PICKFORD may like to have his atten-
tion directed to Case 0. in the Western Gallery of
the Victorian Exhibition, now open in Regent
Street. No. 534 is

" Velvet waistcoat, decorated
with ears of corn, &c., made at the time of the

repeal of the corn lawe." In the uncertain light

of a wet December afternoon the ground of the

waistcoat appeared yellow, perhaps dead gold, and

the pattern printed in dark blue or black.

H. G. GRIFFINHOOFE.

34, St. Petersburg Place, W.

It is worth while recording, as an illustration of

this subject, an anecdote, which perhaps some of

your readers may remember, in connexion with

the Anti-Corn Law contest, about the year 1843,
when party spirit ran very high in England.
Some calico printers in Manchester, supporters of

the League, invented a beautiful material or fabric

of velveteen, or cotton velvet, closely covered with

a small design of ears of corn. A large piece of

this was presented to Sir Robert Peel, at that time

Premier, and a determined opponent of Free

Trade measures. He graciously accepted the gift,

mentioning that he intended to have part of ife

made up for a shooting-coat for himself, and part
of it for a dress for Lady Peel. But on a closer

inspection of the gift the significant word
" Free >r

was seen to be figured on every blade of the corn..

The present was at once returned, and there was

a caricature drawn, representing Lady Peel in

tears over the beautiful velveteen dresa her

husband had forbidden her to wear.

The popularity and sale of this fabric, both in

velvet and velveteen of various colours, amongst
Free Traders, their wives and families, was

astonishing. Men of all classes wore coats,,

waistcoats, and jackets made of it, and women
wore dresses and petticoats of the textile industry,

until, some four years afterwards, repeal of^the
corn laws came, and then it went out of fashion,,

and became forgotten. JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

BODKIN (8
th S. i. 28). Nares and Prof. Skeat

agree in stating that this word in old times

signified
" a small dagger." Halliwell has :

" Bodkin. A dagger ( A.-S. ). See Chaucer,
' Cant. T.

r

3958; Wright's 'Anec. Lit.,' p. 24; Dodsley, ix. 16T ;

'Two AngrieWomen of Abington,' p. 80; Malone's Shake-

speare, vii. 326; Lilly's 'Sapho and Phao.'"

Chaucer says,
" With bodkins was Caesar Julius murder'd at Rome."'

Apropos of this quotation, I may mention that

Lord Lytton, in ' The Last Days of Pompeii,' tells-

us that in carrying with them their tablets and the

stilus,

"under the appearance of a literary instrument, the-

Romans carried about in that same stilus a very
sharp and formidable weapon. It was with this stilus*

that Cassius stabbed Caesar in the senate-housed
Book iv. chap. vi.

I think there can be little doubt that when

Shakespeare used the word bodkin in the passage
in

'

Hamlet,' he used it in the sense in which it is

given in Rider's 'Dictionary,' of contemporary
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date, viz.,
" A bodkin, or big needle to curie, o

crest the haire withall." J. F. MANSERGH.
Liverpool.

The inquirer writing from St. Petersburg may
not have access to Clark and Wright's

'
Hamlet,

notes, p. 173, Ox., 1887, BO I may cite Chaucer
'

Canterbury Tales,' 3958 :

Or with knyf or boydekyn ;

so also, 16193, of Caesar's murder,
And stiked him with boydekyns anoon ;

with Lyly,
'

Euphues,' p. 117, Arber,
Asiarchus forsaking companye, spoyled himself with hi

owne bodkin
;

which are the authorities in proof of the explana
tion that

" bodkin is an old word for dagger," in

the notes. It is clear from them that this is so.

ED. MARSHALL.

There is plenty of authority for the ancient use
of bodkin in the sense of dagger.

" I doc defie thee, in a mortall affray from the bodkin
to the pike upward." Sidney,

'
Arcadia,' 276.

When he himself might bis quietus make
With a bare bodkin.

Shakspeare,
'

Hamlet,' III. i. 76.
"
They provoked themselves with knyvesand bodkins."

Coverdale's Bible, 1535, 1 Kings xviii. 28.

Other examples might be given from Chaucer
and other early writers ; but perhaps the above wil!

suffice. OSWALD, O.S.B.
Fort Augustus, N.B.

[Numerous replies to the same effect are acknow-
ledged.]

CHARTREUSE (8
th S. i. 29). The etymology of

the word is the Latin Cartusiensis, from Cartu-
siani monies, the name of the mountains, or

Catorissium, Caturissium, now Chatrousse, the
name of the village in the Dauphine where the
first hermitages of the kind were built by St.
Bruno and his six companions in 1086 (not 1084,
See Chambers's 'Encyclopaedia, vol. ii., s. v.

"Carthusians"). The origin of such establishments
is to be found in the laures, or ancient villages of
Eastern anchorite?. DNARGEL.

M. Pascal, in his account of ' Le De'sert de la

Grande Chartreuse,' published at Grenoble, says
(p. 34) that the region was called Carthnsia long
before the arrival of St. Bruno, but the origin of
the name is unknown. B. E.

There is no doubt that as the Cluniacs derived
their title from Clugny, the Cistercians from
Citeaux, the Premonstratensians from Pre"

montre", so the Carthusians derived theirs from
the birthplace of their order. Chartreuse. In the
tract ' De Origine Carthusianorum,' printed in

Dugdale, vi. iv, we read that Bruno, the founder of
the order : "Eremi deserta quaeritans pervenit in
dicecesim Gratianopolitanam (Grenoble) ibique

locum optavit cui hodie Cartusia nomen eat
"

; and

again in the metrical account which follows (p. v) :

Abit in montem cui adhuc Carthusia nomen.

EDMUND VENABLES.

LOVELL FAMILY (7
th S. ix. 49, 132, 434 ; xii.

172). It may not be improper to add an extract

from Browne Willis's
'

History of Buckingham/
1755, p. 213 :

"
Lekhampsted. Burials. 1658. Sept. 1.

"Mrs. Lovel, Wife of Mr. [Benjamin] Level [intruded],
Rector."

To which is appended this note,
"N.B. She was Mother to Sir Salathiel Lovel, a

Judge, who was Clerk to an Attorney at Buckingham."

It is further mentioned (p. 211) that Sir Salathiel

received "
part of his education at Buckingham

Free School." His sister Mary was married at

Leckhampstead on April 10, 1659, to John Hooker,
clerk, instituted to the rectory of Leckhampstead,
July 15, 16G9 (ibid.). DANIEL HIPWELL.

17, Hilldrop Crescent, N.

ABIGAIL (7
th S. xii. 387; 8tt S. i. 52). My

own experience of modern novels and of modern
talk leads me to think that Abigail is quite a

living word as a name for a lady's lady. But

may a mere laicus suggest to a learned dericus

that the Abigail of 1 Samuel xxv. 25 may have

given her name to the class of people who now are

called by it 1 EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hasting?.

THE ASSASSINATION PLOT AGAINST WILLIAM

III., 1696 (8
tb S. i. 27). A particular account of

the place chosen by the conspirators as being suit-

able for their purpose of assassinating the king is

given in the
'

Life of William III.,' 1703 :

'

They fixed upon a place between Brentford and
Turnbam Green, in a Bottom where the Ground is

moorish, where there is a Bridge at which divers Roads
meet and cross cne another ; on the North side there is

a Road that goes round Brentford, and on the South a
Lane that leads to the River, so that you may come
ihere by four several ways. After you have passed the

Bridge the Road grows narrow, having on the one side

a Foot-path, and on the other a tall thick Hedge;
and this was tbe Place pitched upon for the execution
of their Barbarous Villany; and, indeed, one more
ikely to do tl eir Business could not well have been
bund out, for his Majesty, very often returning late

rom Hunting, usually crossed the Water at Queen's-

"erry without coming out of his Coach ; and as be landed
on this side the Water, the Coach drove on "

(without
waiting until tbe rest of the Guards had crossed the

Thames). P. 451.

The ferry is marked in Norden's '

Map of Mid-

llesex,' published in Camden's 'Britannia '(1695),
nd was situated up the river from Brentford, the

istance, however, being slight :

" One of the Conspirators was ordered to wait at

^ueen's-ferry till the King's Guards appeared in sight,
n the Surrey side of the Water, and then to give

peedy notice to the rest They were divided into
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three Parties, who were to make their Approaches by
three several ways; one of them was to come from

Turnham Green, another from the Lane that leads to

the Thames, and a third from a Road that goes round

Brentford; one of these Parties was to Attack his

Majesty's Guards in Front, and another in the Rear,

whilst ten or twelve men were to assassinate his

Majesty." Ibid., pp. 451-2.

J. F. MANSERGH.

Macaulay was very particular in describing

localities. The following extract from 'The

Memoirs of Thomas, Earl of Ailesbury,' recently

printed for the Roxburghe Club, may help to

settle the question :

" The conspirators at last agreed on the place where

they would attack King William. He used to go on the

Saturdays to hunt near Richmond, and dined at a house

that then belonged to one Mr. Latten. To return to

London he ferried over against Brentford, and between
the ferry and the coming into the road to London there

was a narrow way between hedges, and the king seldom

stayed until the guards were ferried over, and he went
on his way until they overtook him on the gallop. One

Saturday, and the day they expected, he did not go to

Richmond as usual, and it was known after that the

king had warning given him, and by one Captain Larue
a Frenchman, and an old officer of Tangier formerly,
whom I had served in King Charles' time." P. 367.

Burnet says
" The design was laid to strike the blow on the 15th

of February in a lane that turns down from Turnham
Green to Brentford; and the conspirators were to be
scattered about the Green, in taverns and alehouses,
and to be brought together upon a signal given."
1 Memoirs of his own Time,' iv. 301, ed. Oxon., 1833

; ii.

167, ed. folio.

W. E. BUCKLEY.

In the trials of the conspirators it is proven that

William was to be waited for upon Turnham
Green, at the end of the lane coming from Brent-

ford; "the lane," says the Attorney-General,"
lying between Brentford and Turnham Green,

at the end next Tarnham Green." The lane

always, so there was most likely only one that
could be so described. Comparison of a contem-

porary map with a current one will identify the
lane with the street or road which now runs over

it, if that be what is desired by the querist. A
sentinel was to have been posted at Kew Ferry,
where the king should cross, to give notice of his

coming. H. H. S.

INSCRIPTION ON PICTURE (8
th S. i. 27). The

source of the proverb quoted is no doubt the
verse of the wise man (Ecclesiast. i. 15) :

" Stul-
torum infinitus est numerus,"

" The number of
fools is infinite" (Douay version). The A.V.
(following the Hebrew and LXX.) has "That
which is wanting cannot be numbered." The
ancient commentators translate the Hebrew word
by

"
egestas mentis," a "

lack of intellect," which
is more intelligible than the A.V.

OSWALD, O.S.B.
Fort Augustus, N.B.

SACHEVERELL AS A BAPTISMAL NAME (8
th S.

i. 26, 97). MR. WALLER has strangely miscon-

ceived the origin of this baptismal name, which in

the case referred to by him had no connexion with

Dr. Sacheverell. The name is not uncommon in

Derbyshire families which descend from the now
extinct Sacheverells, such as the Poles, Gisbornes,
and Sitwells. The late Mr. Eobert Sacheverell

Sitwell, who died in December last, was the son

of Edward Sacheverell Wilmot, whose grandfather,
Eobert Wilmot of Chaddesden, married Joice,

daughter and coheir of William Sacheverell of

Morley. RICHARD C. CHRISTIE.

Both the Christian as well as the surname of

this celebrity, who died in 1724, was borne by my
old tutor at Queen's College, Oxford, the Rev.

George Henry Sacheverell Johnson, M.A., after-

wards Dean of Wells, who died in 1881. He was
in his day one of the most distinguished men in

the university, both as a scholar and mathe-

matician, and was said to be collaterally descended
from Dr. Sacheverell, though by no means proud of

it, as his opinions, politically and ecclesiastically,
were quite different. The dean, though born at

Keswick, belonged to a Shropshire family. At
one time in his life Dr. Sacheverell is known to

have held the living of Selattyn, near Oswestry, in

Shropshire, to which place he once returned in the

height of his popularity, escorted with a kind of

ovation or triumph. JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

WELBT FAMILY, OF LINCOLNSHIRE (7
th S. xii.

507). The following extract may be of some ser-

vice to A. G. :

" Indenture of Bargain and Sale and of Covenants
26 Sep. 6 Jac. [I.] whereby Sr William Welby of Gedney
in the parts of Holland and countie of Lincoln K* doth

grant and convey to Mathewe Pierson & Katherine his

wiffe his Capitall Messuage with his pasture grounds
vnder the same scyhuat in Sutton S 4 James called the

Longe field & the 18 acres. To hould to them the said

Mathewe & Katherine and their heirs in conson. 5502."

St. Albans.
W. M. MYDDELTON.

GRIPPE : GRIP : GRIPPAL (7
th S. xii. 465 ;

8th

S. i. 30). My object in writingmy note was simply
to bring the words grip and gripped, which were
new to me, under the notice of one of the editors or

sub-editors of the * N. E. D.,' and so give them
the choice of introducing the words into their work
or not. I was bound to state, therefore, where I

had found the words, and who, so far as I knew,
had first made use of them ; and if I mentioned
that DR. ALTHAUS, who might, I thought, have
been the introducer (and it turns out that my sur-

mise was correct), was a German, it was certainly
not because I held a German to be incapable of

producing a well-sounding word, as DR. ALTHAUS
seems to imagine, but simply because in all coun-
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tries a word introduced by a foreigner, of what-

ever nationality, is naturally looked upon with

more suspicion than if a native were its godfather.
I am glad to hear that grippal is in use in French,

because, as I said before, an adjective is really

needed, and I do not know that any better

could be made. Still, I cannot say that this fact

makes the sound in English any the more agree-
able to my ears. In French, as both syllables
are pronounced with equal distinctness, and the

first with a softer sound, the effect is less dis-

agreeable. But for the form grip, though it no
doubt expresses, in an English shape, the same
idea of a sudden, violent, and tenacious grasp that

the French grippe does, I really see no imperious
necessity. We have already a large number of

French words in English written as in French, and

pronounced more or less in the same way, and

grippe having for some time taken its place amongst
them, why should we throw it overboard 1 One of

DR. ALTHAUS'S chief contentions is
"
that it is

really impossible to speak of the * influence of

influenza' while the 'influence of grip' may
pass muster anywhere." But, in the first place," the influence of grippe

"
would, to my mind, pass

muster much better; and in the second, by a

singular coincidence, on the very day (Jan. 9) that

these words of DR. ALTHAUS appeared in
' N. & Q.,'

an article headed 'The Influence of Influenza
on the Death-rate of 1890' appeared in the

British Medical Journal (p. 84).
It may, however, be some consolation to DR.

ALTHAUS to learn that grip has already crept into

domestic use in the United States and in Canada
;

for, curiously enough, almost immediately after

writing my last note, and before DR. ALTHAUS'S
answer appeared, I was accidentally shown two
letters written to a relative of mine, the one by an
American lady, the other by a cousin ofmy own long
resident in Canada, and in both " the grip

"
(sic)

is spoken of as having made its reappearance.
In conclusion, I beg to assure DR. AT.THAUS

that I had not the remotest intention of offending
him. I have had the pleasure of his acquaintance,
and no one knows better than myself how perfectly
he both speaks and writes English.

F. CHANCE.
Sydenbam Hill.

The reasons given by DR. ALTHAUS why the
word grip should be used instead of influenza do
not appear to me to be quite satisfactory. He
sums them up as follows.

The term influenza is long. This, considering
the great number of clumsy and much longer
names applied to diseases, appears somewhat like

straining at (or out) a gnat and swallowing a camel.
It is not happily chosen. It is, at any rate, so

far happily chosen that if adopted by us it would
have only one meaning, which is a great merit in
a word

; whereas grip we already have, and it is

undesirable to give a second meaning to a word
different from every point of view except, perhaps,
that of the punster.
The word grip graphically denotes the sudden-

ness with which the complaint attacks the patient.

Unfortunately, we already have to gripe and

gripes, which also most graphically denote the

suddenness, &c. Grip is, in fact, forestalled.

Lastly, it is really impossible to speak of the
"
influence of influenza," while the " influence of

grip" may pass muster anywhere. This is true

enough, but it cuts both ways ; for now we may
speak of the "

grip of influenza," but it would be

impossible to say the "
grip of grip."

R. W. HARE, M.B.
Ringstead, King's Lynn.

The following is an extract from the French

paper L'Illustration of Jan. 10 :

" II parait quo c'est le roi Louis XV. qui aurait le

premier baptise du nom de grippe la maladie qui nous
visite en ce moment avec insistance, et qui eat connue

depuis tres longtemps sous le nom d'influenza. Dans un

journal me'te'orologique tenu a Versailles au dix-huitieme

siecle un savant archeologique, M. Vacquer, a en effet

releve le passage suivant. qui se rapporte au premier
trimestre de 1'annee 1743 :

' Pendant les mois de ferrier

et mars, il y eut beaucoup de rhumea et de fluxions de

poitrine a Versailles et a Paris. Le roi nomma cette

maladie la grippe."

ENGLISH QUEENS OF ENGLAND (8
th S. i. 62).

I feel sure that C. H. (under whose initials I am
pretty certain that I recognize a friend) will allow

me to take exception to two items of his article

on this subject, where he has followed the popular
but erroneous version of history.

1. Henry VII.'s descent from the house of

Beaufort "
gave him no claim to the throne." The

Beauforts were legitimated
"
for all purposes," to

which a later hand has added "
except the royal

dignity"; but this exception was not in the original

patent. Henry IV. is popularly credited with it ;

why I cannot imagine, for he had nothing to fear

from the Beanforts. Henry VI. treated Henry
Tudor as his heir presumptive, which tends to

show that the interpolation did not exist in his

day ; and Edward IV., with his brother Richard,

exhibited so much jealousy of Henry that they
whose claim did conflict with his are much the

most likely persons to have been the authors of

the interpolation. Henry VII. himself showed
in all words and actions that he considered the

true title to the crown his own, not that of his

wife.

2. Jane Seymour was married "on May 20,

1536." Thisdate must be amistake,for Henry VIII.,
writing to the King of France on the 25th of that

month, told him that he was not then married

(Froude's 'Divorce of Catherine of Aragon,' p. 445).

The marriage had taken place before June 2,

for Sir John Russell, writing on the 3rd, says.
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"As upon Friday last [the 2nd] the Queen sat

abroad as queen, and was served with her own

servants, and they were sworn that same day

(< Lisle Papers/ vii. 28). Mr. Froude says that the

king and Jane were betrothed on May 20, and

that the marriage followed "a few days later.

"On the 29th or 30th Jane was formally intro-

duced as queen."
HERMENTRUDE.

Why does 0. H. say Edward IV. married Eliza-

beth, Lady Ferrers? Surely she was widow of

Sir John Grey, who never succeeded to the barony

of Ferrers at all not because he was not sum-

moned, but because he was killed at the battle of

St. Albans in 1454, and his father did not die

until Dec. 18, 1458. Why is Anne Boleyn called

eldest daughter of Earl Thomas? Surely Mary

Boleyn was older. THOMAS WILLIAMS.

LATIN EXPRESSION IN A MS. (8
th S. i. 47).

Cp. Sir Thomas Browne,
'

Religio Medici,' part i.

sec. 42. The notion is discussed by St. Augustine,
c De Civitate Dei,' lib. xxii. c.

15.^
The text

Eph. iv. 13 (Mex/01 KaTai/T^o-tu/iev 01
TravTCS.....^

eis avSpa. xeAeiov, cis pirpov ^Ai/aas TOU

TrAttpwuaTos jov XpicrroO), was quoted in support

of it. C. C. J. W.

ALLEGED EARLT CIRCUMNAVIGATION OF

AFRICA (7
th S. xii. 406, 477 ; 8th S. i. 18). This

is a very interesting question, an excursion into

which is always agreeable, and therefore it does

not matter whether it be useful or not. I cannot

see what accuracy in Herodotus can be established

by his announcement that the Phrenicians' voyage

appears to him incredible, because they affirmed

that on the other side of Libya they had the sun

on their right. Larcher takes it as showing their

truthfulness in boldly recording what they thought
would not be believed ;

but he regards it as

proving Herodotus to be remarkably ignorant of

astronomy, in common with the rest of mankind
at that period. That Herodotus was ignorant I

think very likely ;
that the Egyptians were I do

not for a moment believe. Any vessel, sailing
even down the Red Sea would on the return

voyage, when coming north, have the sun on the

right, so that if the Egyptians feigned this voyage
of Necho's, and wished to pretend Africa to be a

peninsula, they would have every reason to invent
a sun on the right hand. After a ship had passed
Gibraltar, southward bound, she must have the

sun on her left. The contrary of that they must
assume whenever they supposed the ship's prow
to move northward again, whichever side of Africa
she might be on. Almost all who have written
about this Larcher, Gosselin, Bourgainville
Eennell have bothered themselves and the ques
tion with the equator and the ecliptic. Thes

things have nothing to do with it. If we accept
the voyage as a fact we at once perceive that the

Phoenician mariners, if they wanted to prove

having doubled the Cape, must state that they

found the sun on their right twice on their right,

really, once when they were sailing up the east

side of Africa, and again when sailing up the west

side, homeward bound. There was no candour

concerned in it. 0. A. WARD.
Walthamstow.

On second thoughts I adopt MR. LYNN'S sug-

gestion that there is some omission in the passage

in Herodotus. After the words " there are who

say," the transition to Ivm Sarao-TTTjs ye is too

abrupt, and not in the usual copious style of the

writer I have not Rawlinson's translation at

hand, 'but I find in Schweighauser's
' Herodotus

that he had come to the same conclusion, for in his

translation he adds in a parenthesis
"

scilicet com-

pertum sibi esse circumnavigari posse Libyam.
J. CARRICK MOORB.

" LAZE IT" (8
th S. i. 29). This is an old verb.

In Samuel Kowlands's 'Martin Markall, 1610,

p. 17 (Hunterian Club's reprint), we are told that

"Loyterers laze in the streete, lurke in Ale-

houses, and range in the high-waies." The word

occurs, I believe, in some of Mortimer Collins s

lyr iC8 .
G. L. APPERSON.

Wimbledon.

This word occurs several times in the novels of

he late Mortimer Collins. As I have none of

these entertaining volumes at hand, I cannot give

quotations or references. I think I have sent one

or more examples of to laae from that source to

the proper quarter for use in Dr. Murray's great

Dictionary.' EDWARD PEACOCK.

But Cupid laztlh 'mongst the faiery lasses,

Whose clere complexion he oft uweareth passes.
' The New Metamorphosis,' 1600, MS.

Pur on the glasse, and on hearb pillowes la**-

Whiting's
' Albino and Bellama,' 1638.

Quoted from Nares's
'

Glossary.'
A COLLINGWOOD LEE.

Waltham Abbey.

BLUNDERING TRANSLATIONS (8
th S.

(

i. 46)--~

Allow me to add to your correspondent's note the

following curious mistranslations, both from works

which deserved better treatment. The first is

from 'Martin Chuzzlewit' (Paris, Hachette),

where Mr. Pecksniff and his son, watching the

sale of certain eligible investments," are made to

have been watching la vente de certains droits elec-

toraux ! The other is from Victor Hugo's
' Les

Miserables.' Jean Valjean was about to give his

host the slip from a window in the small hours or

the morning, and the author mentions particularly

that opposite that window there stood a mur
blanc (a dead wall in idiomatic English, and liter-

ally a blank, not a white, wall). The translator,

not thinking of the double meaning of the French
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word blanc, and forgetting besides the bearing o

that word on his subject, rendered mur blanc bj" whitewashed wall." The author meant, by men
turning the dead wall, that Jean Valjean was saf

from being overlooked in his flight ; it woul
have been irrelevant and even silly to tell hi

readers that the wall was whitewashed. More
over, in this case, the French, instead of blanc

would have been blanchi (blanchi a la colle, white
washed

;
blanchi a la chaux, limewashed).

F. E. A. GABC.

A NAMELESS GRAVE (8
th S. L 47). There are

instances in many churchyards of memorials t<

children whose age and name is not mentioned
A curious instance occurs in Kirby Churchyard
near Lowestoft, of which I enclose a copy :

This stone is erected by
Richard Edwards
To the Memory of
Hie dear son who was

drowned in attempting to escape
ashore, on the back of his Father.

I saw the wave begin to break
In ruin o'er my slender deck,
I said " My boy we must not part,"
I snatch'd him to my throbbing heart,
I lept into the swelling wave,
As though it had the power to save.

My darling from my breast it tore,
It whelm'd my boy to rise no more,
Yet weep not reader, for the day
Which took my dear, dear child away,
It shed on a soul of thickest night,A Beam of Holy Heavenly light,
I woke and saw myself undone
Lifted to Mercy's sacred throne,
Cast at my Saviour's feet in prayer,
I sought for peace and found it there.
Shall I not kiss the cleansing rod
Who lost my child to find me God ?

Hemsworth.
J. HARVEY BLOOM, M.A.

GEORGE ELIOT (7
th S. xii. 508 ; 8lb S. i. 72).

The title-page of Chapman Brothers' edition of
Strauss's '

Life of Jesus
' had no name of the

translator. The title-page is :

" The
|
Life of Jesus, | critically examined | by |

Dr.
David Friedrich Strauss.

|
Translated from the Fourth

German Edition.
|
In three volumes.

| London :
| Chap-man Brothers, 121, Newgate Street.

|
MDCCCXLVI."

There is no translator's preface, and no hint of
who the translator might be. There is a Latin
address by Strauss dated " Med : mens : April, a.

1846," with a reference to Hennell "
qui si suum

Hennellium non audiverunt."

0. W. TANCOCK.
Little Waltham.

GERTRUDE (8
th S. i. 26). Miss Yonge, in her

'History of Christian Names,' says (ed. 1863,
vol. iL pp. 323-4) :

" The chief favourite among these ipear titles seems
to have been once a Valkyr named GSrdrud, or Geir-

thrud, the spear maid
;
for alas ! the pretty interpreta-

tion that has caused so many damsels of late to bear it,

as all truth, is utterly untenable, unless they will regard
themselves as allegorically constant battle-maids, armed
with the spear of Ithuriel."

This passage corroborates the remarks of your
correspondent. Dr. Charnock, however, in his
' Prsenomina '

ventures on a different derivation,
G. ger-draut = very faithful, or very dear or

beloved. F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

MR. GLADSTONE ON SCOTT AND JEFFERSON

DAVis(7
Ul S. xii. 508 ; 8

th S. i. 58). Those who are

interested in the Jefferson Davis part of this ques-
tion can refer to Mr. Barnett Smith's 'Life of

Gladstone.' EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

PONTEFRACT CASTLE (7
th S. Xii. 188

} 8th S. L

17). The reference required by ASTARTE is

Swift's 'Journal to Stella,' letter xlix. (imme-
diately preceding that quoted by R. H. H.) dated

July 1, 1712:
"
I have advised him [St. John] to be called Lord

Pomfret; but he thinks that title is already in some
other family; and, besides, he objects that it is in York-

shire, where he has no estate ; but there is nothing in

that, and I love Pomfret. Don't you love Pomfret?

Why 1 'Tis in all our histories ; they are full of Pomfret
Castle."

St. John was quite right in thinking that the

title of Pontefract was f already in some other

family." George Fitzroy, natural son of Charles

IL, Duke of Northumberland, was likewise Vis-

count Falmouth and Baron of Pontefract. He
died in 1716. 0. E. D.

"A. D., LONDON "
(7

lh S. x. 309, 396). Some
:ime ago a query was asked on behalf of the

Mount Vernon Ladies' Association, as to the

dentity of "A. D., London," who had become
possessed of some volumes " intended for General

Washington by the Marquis Bochambeaux."
The most likely persons would appear to be
Alexander Davison, the friend of Nelson, and on
one occasion at least the agent for the disposal of

his prizes, and Alexander Dalrymple,Hydrographer
o the Admiralty. This is, unfortunately, mere

;ness-work ;
but as the Association is most anxious

o trace the history of these volumes, it may be
worth while to inquire whether any direct de-

cendants of the above are now living, to whom
pplication for information might be made as to

whether the libraries of the above were at any
ime disposed of. I believe every endeavour has

>een made to trace the volumes backwards, but
without success. A direct reply will be welcomed,
o as to save time. I have undertaken to make
nquiries. HOLCOMBE INQLEBY.
Gwernaffel, Eastbourne.

MARINO'S SONNET ON THE SONNET (8
lh S. i. 87).

The French poet Sainte-Beuve has written a
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sonnet in honour of the sonnet, and if MR.

MATTHEW RUSSELL has not it in his collection, 1 am

glad to supply the same to him. It may be of

some use for his purpose, though it cannot be

pointed out as a very good piece of poetry. Samte-

Beuve (1804-1869), who is best known as a

literary critic, was in his youth a poet of the

romantic school.

Ne ris point du sonnet, 6 critique moqueur,
Par amour autrefois en fit le grand Shakespeare ;

C'est sur ce luth heureux quo Petrarque eoupire,

Et que Le Tasse aux fers soulage un peu son cceur.

Camoens de son exil abrege la longueur ;

Car il chante en sonnets 1'amour et son empire.
Dante aime cette fleur de myrte et la respire,

Et la mele au cypres qui ceint son front vainqueur.

Spenser, s'en revenant de 1'ile des feeries,

Exhale en longs sonnets ses tristesses cheries ;

Milton, chantant lea siens, ranimait son regard.

Moi je veux rajeunir le doux sonnet en France.

Du Bellay le premier 1'apporta de Florence,

Et Ton en sait plus d'un de notre vieux Ronsard.

DNARGEL.

[The sonnet of Sainte-Beuve is obviously inspired by
a well-known sonnet of Wordsworth, unless Wordsworth
is himself the imitator :

Scorn not the Sonnet ; Critic, you have frowned,
Mindless of its just honours ; with this key
Shakspeare unlocked his heart ;

the melody
Of this small lute gave ease to Petrarch's wound ;

A thousand times this pipe did Taeso sound ;

With it Camoens soothed an exile's grief;
The sonnet glittered a gay myrtle leaf

Amid the cypress with which Dante crowned
His visionary brow ;

a glow-worm lamp,
It cheered mild Spenser, called from Faery-land
To struggle through dark ways ; and, when a damp
Fell round the path of Milton, in his hand
The thing became a trumpet ; whence he blew

Soul-animating strains alas, too few 1

The resemblance is far too strong to be due to mere
coincidence.]

^

HERALDS EXTRAORDINARY (8
th S. i. 47). Par-

ticulars concerning Heralds Extraordinary will be
found in Edmondson's '

Heraldry,
5

1780, p. 130,
and Noble's 'History of the College of Arms,'
1804. Heralds Extraordinary are, I believe,

appointed by the Earl Marshal under royal
warrant. Their number is not limited. There is

no emolument attached now to the office, nor, I

fancy, does it carry with it any privileges, such as
chambers in the College, or access to the official

records, MSS., or library; in fact, it is merely an
honorary post, conveying title and tabard. I think
I am correct in stating that there have been no
Heralds Extraordinary appointed in connexion
with Ulster's and the Lyon Office for many years.

Concerning Irish Heralds consult also the ' Liber
Munerum Publicorum Hibernise,' 2vols. fol., 1828.

According to Noble, there were Dublin, Athlone,
and Kildare Pursuivants Extraordinary appointee
in the reign of Henry VII.

; but I question hi,

accuracy, for Edmondson (who was himself Mow

>ray Extraordinary) devotes a chapter to these

offices, and states that the first mention of Heralds

Sxtraordinary was in 1528. Reference to the

official records would doubtless decide the ques-
ion. In the earlier years of their existence they
would appear to have been a kind of Junior Pur-

suivants, who became afterwards Pursuivants in

Drdinary. Can any one say what social precedence
if any) a Herald enjoys over and above that of

Esquire ? A.

THE FLYING PIEMAN (7
th S. xii. 508 ; 8th S. i.

77). MR. E. H. COLEMAN'S description of Peter

Stokes, portrait painter, who was compelled by
poverty to become a pieman in order to support
bis wife and family, but afterwards resumed his

palette and brush, may fairly be compared with

Sterne's touching account of " Le Patissier," with

bis basket of pates and his croix de Saint-Louis,
in the 'Sentimental Journey.' It is satisfactory

to know that this chevalier-pdtissier was, like

Peter Stokes, afterwards enabled to dispense with

bis basket and apron. Is Sterne's sketch fact, or

founded on fact ; or is it wholly ideal ?

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

AMYMANDER : GERRYMANDER (6
th S. xi. 246 ;

378 ; 7th S. xi. 308
;

xii. 34, 131). In the cha-

racter of "some other AMERICUS," I take upon

myself a reply to KILLIGREW concerning the word

gerrymander. It would be hypercritical to suggest
"a slight feeling of annoyance" because KILLI-

GREW, before writing his note, did not consult

Webster's and the Century dictionaries, works of

reference as readily procurable in England, one

may suppose, as are the General Indexes of
' N. & Q.' in the United States. These authorities

were probably not at hand, and KILLIGREW chose

easier means of information.

It is unquestionable that Governor Gerry not

only spelt his name with the r doubled, but pro-
nounced it with g hard ; no one ever disputes that

fact. And it is equally unquestionable that gerry-

mander, whose genesis MR. EMERY has given cor-

rectly, is properly spelt, and pronounced in tb

same way. Nevertheless, so comparatively few

syllables beginning with ge take the hard sound in

English that a mistake is easy where the word is

learned from print. I was once taken to task by
a Canadian lady because I (correctly) pronounced
the name of a town near New York as Bergen
Point (with g hard).

" G is always soft before e" she

said. I silenced her with gear, Gehenna, gewgaw,

geyser, &c., and suggested that usage, and not

analogy, decides pronunciation. Again, it is so

very long since 1812, as time whirls nowadays,
and to so many people Governor Gerry's name is

not even a memory or a tradition, that it is not

wonderful if a wrong pronunciation, and conse-

quent wrong spelling of gerrymander should make

headway, especially at the West, among a new
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generation, whose fathers, even,
" knew nol

Joseph," and whose first knowledge of the word
was gained from print, or from speakers who them-
selves so learned it

; bat such usage does nol

establish an authority. As an illustration of the

customary correct employment and spelling of this

word there may be taken a sentence from the

last message of President Harrison, printed in the

New York Tribune, both the President and the

Tribune being not mean literary exemplars. The
inverted commas at the first use and their omission

afterwards, are suggestive as to the standing of the

word one that has passed the borderland between

political slang and legitimate language, but is yet
near it. Because the gerrymander, as an evil

needing the attention of Congress, is one topic of

the message, the word appears many times, both
with and without the quotation marks. Of recent

legislation in Michigan the President says :

" The two statutes bring the electoral vote of the
State under the influence of the 'gerrymander.' These
gerrymanders for Congressional purposes are in most
cases buttressed by a gerrymander of the legislative
districts, thus making it impossible for a majority of the
legal voters of the State to correct the apportionment
and equalize the Congressional districts."

M. C. L.
New York City.

' ATHELWOLD '

(8
th S. i. 108). This tragedy was

written by William Smith. A list of this writer's
works is given in Allibone'a '

Dictionary of English
Literature.' EDWARD M. BORRAJO.
The Library, Guildhall, B.C.

BOWYER OF LEIGHTHORNE BARONETCY (7
th S.

xii. 422). Sir James Bowyer, third baronet, was
certainly a scholar of Winchester College. His
age at the time of his election in 1656 between
July 7 and Oct. 1 was eleven, and his place of
birth ia recorded as North Mundham. The entry
in the college register, as given in Mr. T. F.

Kirby's edition of the 'Register of Winchester
Scholars,' 1888, p. 189, under the year 1656, is

"Bowyer, James (11), North Mundham, Sch.
N.C. Fell. 1663-5." Scholars of New College,
other than those who were of founder's kin, had,
under the original statutes, to undergo two years'
probation before they were admitted full fellows
of the college. C. W. HOLGATE.

BEAUTIES OF CATALOGUING (7
th S. xii. 485;

8th S. i. 12, 97). There are several circulating
libraries in this coaly district, and the catalogue of
one of these is an exceedingly humorous compila-
tion. Among the numerous mistakes in author-
shipwhich include 'John Holdsworth, Chief
Mate,' being ascribed to Dickens, and 'Under
Northern Skies' to Mrs. Henry Wood there is
one of a most diverting character, viz., "Dr. Jeykell
and Mrs. Hyde," by Prof. Huxley. The classi-
fication is equally amusing, and is far from being

complimentary to the various authors ; Mr. Arnold's
' Summer Holiday in Scandinavia,' for instance,

being placed under fiction. Had the compiler
credited Albert Smith with 'The Wealth of

Nations,' and classed Verne's '

Journey into the

Interior of the Earth ' under travels, the catalogue
would probably have been unique.

JOSEPH H. ELGIE.

28, Scarbro Street, West Hartlepool.

HUMBUG (8
th S. i. 85). MR. COOPER'S deriva-

tion of this word in connexion with the Napoleonic
wars is obviously incorrect. Halliwell's

'

Diction-

ary
'

quotes from Dean Milks'3 MS. "
a humbug, a

false alarm, a bugbear." According to Gorton's

'Biographical Dictionary' Milles died in 1784,
when Napoleon, born in 1769, would be fifteen

years of age only. It seems a pity that
' N. & Q.'

should be troubled with queries which can be
answered by ordinary works of reference.

A. COLLINGWOOD LEE.
Waltham Abbey.

P.S. I since see the '

Encyclopaedic Dictionary'
states the earliest use of the word to be in

1735-60.

Unfortunately for the derivation suggested at

the above reference, the word does date back

beyond the Napoleonic wars. It occurs in Smol-
lett's

'

Peregrine Pickle,' chap. Ixxxv., which con-

tains an account of a practical joke of Pickle's ;

and the two victims, we are told,
" sneaked off

without further communication ; he who seemed
to be the most afflicted of the two, taking his

departure with an exclamation of
'

Humbugged,
egad !

' " GEO. L. APPERSON.
Wimbledon.

In an editorial note, 4th S. x. 331, humbug is

stated to be " one of the many new-coined words
of the middle of the last century. In ' The Con-
noisseur' [qy. date ?] it ia called

'
the last new-coined

expression.'
" At p. 509 of the same volume

H. B. C. asks,
" Has it got into use among good

writers ?
" In Sir Walter Scott's

' Doom of Devor-

goil,' III. ii., Owlspiegle and Cockledemoy sing
the following refrain several times :

For all of the humbug, the bite, and the buz
Of the make-believe world becomes forfeit to us.

Richardson, s.v.
" Hum, Humbug," &c., quotes

two passages from Brookes, 'Epilogue on Hum-
bugging.' What is the date of this work 1

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

CORDUROY (8
tt S. i. 27). This word looks like

French, but is not, and its appearance has led

guessing etymologists to invent stories to explain
ts origin. French dictionary makers treat it as

English, and give as its equivalent "velours a
cotes." DR. MURRAY begs that no guesses may
>e sent in reply to his query ;

but I can hardly
avoid venturing on one. Corduroy is mentioned
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in Rees's 'Cyclopaedia,' under the article "Fustian,"

along with velverett, velveteen, and thickset. The

'Cyclopaedia
' was begun in 1802, and "

fustian,"

probably, was reached about 1810. In Kelly's
* Post Office London Directory

'

for 1887 1 find five

persons named Corderoy, a name easily varied into

Corduroy, and I shall be glad to find out whether

a person of that name invented the fabric we are

familiar with. Perhaps some of our manufacturing
friends in Yorkshire or Lancashire could throw

light on this question.
A familiar instance of the way in which an

inventor's name may be transferred to the thing

invented occurs in Macintosh, now a household

word. J. DIXON.

ALLUSIONS IN SCOTT'S
' ANTIQUARY '

(7
th S.

xii. 487). The vignette at the end of the intro-

duction to Bewick's '

Birds,' vol. i. first edition,

1797, p. xxvi, represents a blind man led by a boy
near a stream with stepping-stones, above which,
on the face of a rock, are the words "

Keep on

this side." A dog is crossing according to the

direction, and looking towards them to make them
come the right way, while the boy, without shoes

and stockings, to intimate his ignorance, seems to

be leading the man wrong, into the water. Whether
Bewick originated this, or drew it as an illustra-

tion of an old story, I cannot say, but I find the

story in an old scrap-book, copied by my father

about 1830, but without a reference to the source
from which he took it. It is as follows :

The Antiquary : an Old Story in a New Shape.
An antiquary went to pry
For burrows, mounds, and tumuli,
And by a dike erect alone,
To his delight he found a stone,
With characters most rude inscribed.
Yet legible,

KEE
PONT
HISS
IDE

The letters and the stone were Eoman,
The origin was known to no man,
Or so he mused; a bumpkin rude,
Most rudely gaping, by him stood,
And seemed determined that the stone
Should not be viewed by him alone.
Our man of "

vertu," quite intent
On learning what the motto meant,
And thinking

" Clod "
impertinent.

Ask'd him, in spleen, if he could tell

Its meaning ;

"
Aye, I can, right well,"

Quoth Clod, and grinned with stupid pride,"
Why, can't you read] '

Keep on this side.'
"

The story no doubt is old, and has done duty
under divers variations, as in

"
Bill Stumps, his

mark." W. E. BUCKLEY.

POMPEIAN SENTINEL (8
th S. i. 88). Lord

Lytton tells us in ' The Last Days of Pompeii
'

(book v. chap, vi.) that "
the skeletons of more

than one sentry were found at their posts
"
(foot-

note).
" Erect and motionless at his post

"
the

Roman sentry had remained,
"
faithful unto death."

J. F. MANSERGH.
Liverpool.

Why is this characterized as a "
myth

"
before

the reply ? In the history of Pompeii, Knight's
"
Entertaining Library,"

'

Pomp.,' vol. i. p. 73, in

the chapter on " Walls and Gates
"

(p. 73), there

is :

' Without the gate there is a small niche for a soldier,
whose skeleton, still grasping a lance, was found here,

together with the usual accoutrements and arms."

C. Knight's volumes are so excellent that I offer

no apology for citing one of them, though it makes
no pretence to be a literary authority.

ED. MARSHALL.

THOMAS VICARY (8
th S. i. 87). See the edition

of his
' Anatomic '

by my son, Percy Furnivall, of

St. Bartholomew's, and myself, for the Early
English Text Society ;

and the ' Annals of the

Barber-Surgeons,' by Mr. Sydney Young. By the

kindness of Mr. Richard Savage, of the Shakspere
Museum, Stratford-on-Avon, we have since bought
a MS. copy of the first edition of the ' Anatomie '

in 1548, showing that the introduction in the

edition of 1577, the earliest we could get to

reprint, is not Vicary's, but his editor's.

F. J. P.

This person, according to the title-page of the
ninth edition of his work 'A Treasure for English-
men, containing the Anatomy of Man's Body,' pub-
lished in 1641, was
"
Sergeant Chyrurgion to King Henry the 8th, to King

Edward the 6th, to Queen Mary, and to our late

Soveriegn Queen Elizabeth, and also Chiefe Chyrurgion
to St. Barthelmewes Hospitall."

The original edition, issued in 1548, is reputed to

have been the first book on anatomy that ever was
written in the English language. His portrait may
be seen at Barber-Surgeons' Hall, Monk well Street,

City, in the celebrated picture, by Holbein, of

Henry VIII. delivering to him the charter of the

Barber-Surgeons, of which company he was the
then master. For a description of the contents of
' A Treasure for Englishmen,' &c., see

' N. & Q.,'
2nd S. ii. 333

;
6th S. xii. 404.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

AUTHOR OF VERSES WANTED (4*-
11 S. ii. 155).

At this reference there is an article by me on
the Rev. Michael Wigglesworth and his writings.
In it I asked for assistance in ascertaining the

authorship of some verses which are found in the
London reprint of 1673 of Wigglesworth's

'

Day
of Doom,' but which I have found in no American
edition of that work. I have since learned that

the verses appear in a London reprint of 1666,
seven years earlier than the other. This edition

was "
printed by J. G. for P.O." Both editions
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can be found in the British Museum. Neither of

these London editions has the name of the author

on the title-page or elsewhere, and I suspect that

the original American edition of 1662, of which

only a fragment is known to be in existence, was
also anonymous. The lines added by the English
editor begin

I walk'd and did a Little Mole-hill view
Full peopled by a moat industrious crew.

They end-
Christ yet intreats, but if you will not turn
Where grace will not convert, then fire will burn.

Who was "P. C.," the publisher; and what
other author's works did he publish ? The 1673
edition was "

printed by W. G. for John Sims."
JOHN WARD DEAN.

18, Somerset Street, Boston, Mass., U.S.

NOTES ON BOOKS, <fcc.

The Century Dictionary : an Encyclopaedic Lexicon of the

English Language. Prepared under the superinten-
dence of William Dwight Whitney, Ph.D., LL.D.
Vol. VI. (New ^ork, Century Co. ; London, Fisher

Unwin.)
THIS colossal enterprise has now been brought, with

exemplary punctuality, to a satisfactory termination.

Aiming less high than the great
'

Dictionary
'

of the

Philological Society, the accelerating progress of which
we from time to time record, the '

Century Dictionary
'

fulfils the requirements of all except the most enthu-
siastic philologists, and by these even it will always be
welcomed. Its purpose is, as we have more than once

stated, encyclopaedic a fact strongly in its favour so far

as regards general utility. We can, indeed, fancy few

requirements which it does not supply. For all purposes
of general reference it is the best dictionary in existence,
and few, indeed, are those who will turn to its columns
in search of information it fails to supply. For popular
purposes it is difficult to over-estimate the value of the
illustrations with which it abounds. In natural history
these are priceless ; but in other departments, notably in

architecture, and even in such subjects as music and
mythology, their value cannot easily be overrated. For
ourselves we have placed the six noble volumes nearest at
band for reference, and find the space well occupied, since
the purposes of many cumbrous treatises are supplied.
On all connected with this important and, for a time,
monumental work highest credit is reflected. The huge
materials at the disposal of the editors have been well in

hand, and each successive volume has seen the light
with a punctuality worthy of all praise. In no respect
has its authority been shaken, and the scholarship of this

country as well as that of America is indebted to Dr.
Whitney and his associates for a work that will simplify
labour and lighten toil. Among the forms in which the
volumes are issued by Mr. Unwin is that of including
them in a handsome and ornamental case, by which the
difficulties of reference are reduced to a minimum. We
are glad to own our obligations to the Century Company
for the service that is rendered.

Sir James A. Picton: a Biography. By J. Allanson
Picton, M.P. (Isbister & Co.)WE welcome this book gladly, and have read it with

great pleasure. The world of to-day is flooded with
lives of insignificant people for whose biographies there

can be no call; but Sir James Picton was a man of
mark. No one could meet him and listen to his con-
versation without feeling that he was in the presence
of a person of singularly powerful mind and character
He was one of those men who, had be thrown his whole,
soul into money-mak ing what by a p erversion of language
is called business, as if the end of life were to accumulate
riches only would assuredly have made a vast fortune.
He had, however, other and wider views. Business held
a high place in his regard, but it did not reign supreme.
Culture in its widest sense was one of the chief objects
of his life, and we know of no one who has in these
recent days carried it out more effectively. The list of
his lectures, speeches, essays, and contributions to th*
Transactions of learned societies indicates an amount of
labour which most of us would shiink from, for it must
be remembered that he never scamped his work. What-
ever he did was of its kind thorough. We cannot pro-
fess to have read all his writings, but several of them are
familiar to us, and of those we have read there is not
one that does not convey useful information. Sir James
Picton, we feel sure, realized what some of us in our en-
thusiasm for our own objects of study seem to forget, that
all knowledge is useful, and that experts, if they do their
duty, will communicate it in such a way as to be attrac-
tive to all.

Mr. J. Allanson Picton has performed a difficult task
in a very modest and unassuming manner. There is none
of that extreme laudation which sons at times think it
needful to pour forth when speaking of their fathers.
The facts are allowed to speak for themselves.
To those of us who knew Sir James this volume is

a pleasant memorial
; to those who knew him not we

feel sure it will be, in many case?, an incentive to
industry and intellectual helpfulness. Few things ar&
now more to be desired than that those who posses*
knowledge should freely dispense it to their brethren-
who have been less fortunate.

Memorials of Stepney Parish : that is to say the Vestry
Minutes from 1579 to 1662. Now first printed, with
an Introduction and Notes, by G. W. Hill and W H
Frere. (Guildford, Billing & Sons.)

LEARNED foreigners have often remarked that while
many of our lesser towns, and even villages, have had
their histories traced in a manner beyond all praise,
London and its neighbourhood, which is the heart of
the empire, has been much neglected. The fact for
fact it is, as all must admit may be explained, but
explanation does not remove the disgrace. We always-
welcome with especial pleasure, therefore, any well-
directed endeavour to remove this stigma. Messrs. Hill
and Frere have undertaken to add to our knowledge
with regard to Stepney. It would have been easy enough
for them to have gone to the British Museum and the
Record Office, filled a set of note-books with Stepney
memoranda, and then, with little beyond chronological
arrangement, to have sent the mass to the printers. We
have known local histories produced in this sorry
fashion, and have no hesitation in saying that such
literature is worse than useless, as it stands in the way
and hinders the production of sound work. Messrs. Hill
and Frere have taken a wiser course. They have for
the present left mediaeval times alone. They were aware
that the church was the central object in the parish, and
therefore determined to print in extenso the old vestry-
book. So far as we are aware no book of the sort exists for
any other parish in a printed form. What church chests-

my still contain in the way of manuscripts no one can
tell.

The Stepney vestry minutes throw a steady light on
the parish. The vestry was a large body, and we got
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the names of most of the more important people who
lived in it during more than eighty years, that is from
the days of the Reformation settlement under Elizabeth

until the final collapse of political Puritanism, when the

Established Church was put on its present legal basis.

The editors have not overburdened the text with notes,
but those they have given are apt and to the point.
Students of surnames will find the book of service, and
there is one Christian name which is new to us. Affabell

Partrydge signed the minutes in 1582.

We should neglect a great part of our duty did we not
draw attention to Gascoigne's map of the parish, made
in 1703, a reproduction of which accompanies the work.

Maps of London and its environs are few, and those that
exist have for the most part become so rare that no one
but a collector with a heavy purse can hope to possess
them. If Messrs. Hill and Frere had done nothing else

but issue a copy of this map we should be grateful ; but

they have done much more. They have given us in a

printed form a book which ought to be of interest to

every inhabitant of the greater London, and which will

certainly be studied by every one who cares for the his-

tory of parish life during one of the most important
periods of English history.

The Black Friars, Pontefract : an Account of their Rise,

Progress, and Fall, By Richard Holmes. (Pontefract,
Holmes.)

MR. HOLMES is a zealous worker in the field of antiquity.
On more than one former occasion we have had the

pleasure of noticing his works, all of which, so far as our

memory serves us, are of a high character. The volume
before us was issued on the occasion of the visit of the
members of the Yorkshire Archaeological Association to

Pontefract. Among our smaller boroughs there is not
one that has a more prominent place in history than that
where the great house of Lacy fixed its great Northern
stronghold. It was famed in early days as the place of
"
martyrdom

"
of Thomas of Lancaster, a patriot who,

though never canonized by the Pope, was a saint in

popular regard, to whose tomb pilgrimages continued to

be made while such things were lawful. During the
Wars of the Roses Pontefract constantly attracts the
attention of the student, and then during our last great
civil strife Pontefract was the last place in the land
which held out for the king. Its siege-pieces, with
their proud motto,

" Post Mortem Patris pro Filio," are
the chief ornament of the coin-cabinet of the Yorkshire
collector who is so fortunate as to possess them. When
war was over, and peace with industrial progress settled

down on the land, Pontefract did not sink into mere
provincial insignificance. Some sixty years ago the little

town made itself memorable by returning to Parliament
John Gully, the noted prize-fighter. James Smith, the
brother of the better-known Horace, could not resist so

good an opportunity of punning on the name :

You ask me why Pontefract borough should sully
Her fame by returning to Parliament Gully);
The ethnological cause I suppose is,

The breaking the bridges of so many noses.

Notwithstanding his early career, at which it was con-

sidered the duty even of his supporters to shake their

heads and speak in whispers, Gully was a good upright
fellow and a benefactor to the town.
The Black Friars, children of St. Dominic, were

established here by the lord of the fee, Edmund de Lacy,
in 1256. He was one of the greatest of the English
nobles of his day, and from all we can gather regarding
him he seems to have been a man of exceptionally pure
life. He was the only son of John de Lacy, Constable
of Chester, by his wife Margaret, daughter and heiress

of Robert de Quincy, in whom centred the heirship of

the great earldoms of Lincoln, Chester, and Winchester.
De Lacy's affection for the Dominicans is traced by Mr.
Holmes to the fact that when a boy he had been under
the governance of Richard Bishop, of Chichester, a
Dominican friar who was canonized in the middle of the
thirteenth century. The house which this nobleman
founded flourished for nearly three centuries, and from
the facts which its historian has so industriously
gathered we cannot but believe that until the last the
Black Friars of Pontefract were popular with their
Yorkshire neighbours. Mr. Holmes has reproduced
many wills in which bequests were made to them. When
the crash came under Henry VIII. the return of their
household goods proves that they kept their hard rule
in all its primitive strictness.

Mr. Holmes's volume is valuable as containing several

pedigrees not elsewhere printed. Few of the lesser

religious houses of Yorkshire have been treated with
the amount of care and learning which these pagea
evince. We trust that this is by no means the last

monastic volume which we shall receive from hands so

thoroughly competent.

THE Annual General Meeting of the Ex Libris Society
is held this day at 4 P.M. at Anderton's Hotel, where, in
addition to the transaction of business, special exhibition
will be made of book-plates.

ME. ROBT. H. FKYAR, of Northumberland Place, Bath,
writes to express his readiness to supply, for purposes
of illustration, a few cabinet full-length photographic
reproductions of Hogarth's original print of John \Vilkes,

which, caricature though it be, is still a speaking like-

ness.

|fotitts to 0mspfcei8
We must call special attention to the following notices :

ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications correspondents

must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the

signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to

appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication "

Duplicate."

THOMAS RATOLIFFE f'< Geoffrey Gambado's '

Academy
for Grown Horsemen, 4to. 1787 "). This well-known

jeu d'esprit of H. Bunbury has twelve plates. Your copy
is accordingly perfect. With it should, however, be
associated a second volume,

' Annals of Horsemanship,'
4to. 1791, with seventeen plates. In the Duke of
Buccleuch's sale, March, 1889, the '

Academy
'

(1787)
sold for II. 16s. Later editions of the two volumes sell

for two to three guineas.

L. A. S. (" Hogmany "). See ' N. & Q.,' 1 S. ix. 495;
x. 54 ; xi. 273 ; 5<* S. ii. 329, 517 ;

iii. 58, 136.

CORDUFF (" Be the day weary "). See 6th S. xii. 140.

CORRIGENDA. P. 85, col. 2, 1. 22, for " Hitchin " read

Hitcham; Index to 7th S. xii.,
' Parish Stocks

'

is omitted
from the contributions of MR. A. COLLINGWOOD LEE.

NOT10X.
Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The

Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Advertisements and
Business Letters to " The Publisher "at the Office, 22,
Took's Court, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, E.C.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return com-

munications which, for any reason, we do not print ; and
to this rule we can make no exception.
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THE HOUSE OP WINCHESTER.
All writers of the life of William, third Mar-

quis of Winchester, grandson of William, the first

and great Marquis of Winchester, appear to have
known, but vague facts of the life of this noble-

man, and Jane Lambert his concubine, and the

sore domestic affliction the relationship had on
the family. The case, to start with, tends to

show the weakness of man, however strong of

mind he may be in other particulars, and how
easily the influence of a highly handsome woman
for Jane Lambert was truly this was exercisable

over an illustrious personage who passed as a
man of letters and a poet of some note, and was

grandson of that great Lord Treasurer of England
during the reigns of Edward VI., Mary, and

Elizabeth, through being, as he often proudly ex-

pressed, "a willow, not an oak.''

The grandfather, Sir William Paulet, was ele-

vated by Henry VIII., one of whose executors he

was, as Baron St. John of Basing, thus tending
to prove the esteem and confidence in which his

monarch held him. He was afterwards, on

January 12, 1549/50, created Earl of Wiltshire,

through the lead which he took in politics,

moving with the spirit of the many vicissi-

tudes of the period, upholding the rights of

the Crown, while professing to have regard for the

good of the people and the protection of their

rights and property. The confiscation of the

possessions of the Catholic Church must, how-
ever, have had the approval and adherence of this

earl, for it must be remembered he lived through
the reigns during which much painful controversy
existed between the Catholic and Protestant faiths,
in regard to which thechildren of HenryVIII., even,
differed in opinion. Yet he not only kept in the

good graces of the respective sovereigns, but had
enormous influence with the masses. Installed

May 6, 1543, as a Knight of the Garter, in

October, 1551, he became the Marquis of Win-
chester, and was, as before stated, Lord Treasurer of

England. He was the member of the family who
erected the great seat, known as Basing, in South-

ampton, where the fourth marquis, his great-grand-
son, magnificently entertained Queen Elizabeth.
The third marquis, the subject of my communi-

cation, was summoned to Parliament during the
life of his father, the second marquis, as Lord St.

John of Basing, and died Nov. 24, 1598, having
married a noble-minded lady, a daughter of

William, Lord Howard of Efnngham, whose life

he so cruelly made unhappy when he took up with
Jane Lambert. From legal records, which I have

personally searched, much can be gathered con-

cerning this alliance. Jane Lambert was the

daughter of William Lambert, of Maidenbradley
and Winchester, whose ancestors were Lords of

Maidenbradley, in Wiltshire, called respectively
"Lambard's Manor" and "Lambard's Court."
Both Sir Richard Colt Hoare and Mr. Berry have

attempted to trace their ancestry ; but the most
correct pedigree is to be found in the history of
Minster in Thanet.

Just after the death of the third marquis, liti-

gation was commenced in April, 1600, by a suit

sued forth by his son, the fourth marquis, claim-

ing from Jane Lambert, then wife of Sir Gerrard

Fleetwood, and her five illegitimate children by
the third marquis, the landed estates and per-

sonalty, which the plaintiff alleged had been

illegally obtained by Jane Lambert from his

Father whilst she resided in his father's house at

Basing, under a will and testament which was
said to have been executed in the lady's favour,
but which the plaintiff alleged, if it really existed,
was not properly and legally executed with the full

knowledge and consent as to its provisions and
effects of his father, the third marquis. This suit

was compromised, as appears from the proceedings
in a subsequent suit by the fourth marquis, com-
menced in 1622, where in the defence then set

up by the same defendants (except Lady Jane

Fleetwood, who was then dead) it is expressly
stated that by the mediations of friends the certain

differences were superseded by articles of agree-
ment of July 1, 41 Eliz., and April 3, 43 Eliz.

The proceedings allege Jane Lambert to have been
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a servant (clearly not a menial, as she was of gentle

birth) in the house of the third marquis, who was
so aged and decayed in memory and understand-

ing that she instituted herself in his favour, and

prevailed upon him to forsake his wife, a lady of

much virtue and noble parentage, whereby she

managed to dispose of all his real and personal
estate for her own benefit and that of her children

by the third marquis.
In the 41 Eliz. the third marquis's supposed will,

giving the lands to his four reputed sons, William,

John, Hector, and Hercules (afterwards all

knighted), who were his executors, and his testa-

ment passing his personal estate as therein ex-

pressed, were endeavoured to be proved in the

Prerogative Court by them ;
but it was proved by

witnesses that the third marquis, being sick and
multa provtctus senectute, was not of sane and

perfect memory as required by law, which held

that he must be of disposing memory with under-

standing and reason, otherwise sane and perfect

memory. And the proof was prohibited by the

Common Law, owing to the will concerning the

land and the testament concerning the goods

being mixed together in one will, as the same
could not be tried both by the Spiritual and
Ecclesiastical Courts, as to the marquis being of

sane and perfect memory, without prejudice in the

second trial to the unsuccessful party in the first
;

the result being that the fourth marquis adminis-

tered to his father's personal estate.

The family of Jane Lambert, Lady of Ashmore

Manor, in Dorsetshire, were evidently persons of

some respectability, holding considerable estates in

the counties of Dorset and Wilts. They appear
to have held some influence over not only the third

marquis, but also his son, the plaintiff in the above
actions. For of Jane Lambert's brothers John,
William, and Christopher, we find all three appear
on the scene. John Lambett was a trustee for

his sister, mentioned in the first proceedings of

some property settled on her by the third marquis.
William Lambert, of Basing, and also it is believed

of Bingwood, both in Hants, was the lawful sur-

veyor, receiver, and woodward of the rents, &c.
,

for the third marquis of his manor of Gaynes and
other estates in Huntingdon, being sued by the

fourth marquis, in 1 608, concerning such steward-

ship. Christopher Lambert, of Winchester, gent.,
was a party to the compromise of the first suit

41-43 Eliz. Thomas Lambert, presumably son of

the above William, was one of the two commis-
sioners who took oath of Sir William Paulett,

knight, to his answer of Feb. 12, 1622.

So late as 1646 Richard Lambert, a delinquent
who lived in the king's quarters, and attended

upon the fifth marquis at Basinghonse while it

was a garrison, holden against the Parliament, and
who went with his lady, the marchioness, to

Oxford as one of her attendant?, died there in-

testate, Samuel Lambert, of Milborne Port, Somer-
set, yeoman, being his administrator.

The four reputed sons (of whom I shall have
something further to say) of the third marquis
by Jane Lambert were all knighted, viz. : 1. Sir
William Paulett, in July, 1603, at Great Missen-

don, in Bucks, the seat of Sir William Fleetwood,
the father of Sir Gerrard Fleetwood, who married
as his first wife the said Jane Lambert. 2. Sir
John Paulett, in July, 1603, at Hunworth. 3. Sir
Hercules Paulett, at Cranborne, August 14, 1618.
4. Sir Hector Paulett, at Woodstock, August 25,,

1619. Their sister Susan married firstly, Mr.

Kirkby, gent., whose children were Gerrard (named
after Sir Gerrard Fleetwood), Bichard, Elizabeth,

and Dorothy. Mrs. Kirkby afterwards married Lan-
celot Warneford, and on this marriage two of her
trustees were her two brothers, SirWilliam Paulett,
of Edington, Wilts., knight, and Sir John Paulett,
of Hide Street, near Winchester, knight, the
deed being dated June 15, 20 James I.

The above Pauletts held considerable estates

in Dorsetshire, and were highly respected, and
their descendants migrated to other counties,
some being buried at Winchester, where the re-

mains of several members of the noble and illus-

trious house of Winchester repose.
HENRY W. ALDRED.

181, Coldharbour Lane, Camberwell, S.E.

SHELLEY THE ATHEIST.
It is dangerous for any one not fully acquainted

with every detail of Shelley's life to traverse state-

ments made by his biographers. It is always
possible that what may seem to be a strong posi-
tion has been undermined by experts possessing
information of which the present writer is igno-
rant. But in the absence of any proof positive
and I have not yet found such proofs it is per-
missible to offer a few remarks for discussion in

the columns of
' N. & Q.' It has been stated over

and over again that the poet Shelley was on one
occasion so overwhelmed by the glory of nature as

to forget his natural dignity by proclaiming him-
self an atheist on the blurred pages of the
"

travellers' book "
at Montanvert. In support of

that statement Prof. Dowden tells us that the late

Lord Houghton possessed a copy of the '

Bevolt
of Islam,' in which had been pasted a leaf torn

from the said travellers' book, bearing Shelley's

autograph with the alleged inscription upon it. I
will not presume to deny that Lord Houghton
was the owner of such a book a fact that has
been abundantly proved by Mr. Swinburne
but I refuse to believe that the inscription in

question was in Shelley's handwriting. Prof.

Dowden himself seems to be doubtful on this

matter, for in a note at p. 30, vo). ii. of his
'

Life

of Shelley,' he writep,
" Whether it was genuine or
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a forgery I cannot say." That is precisely the

point upon which I invite inquiry. What are the

known facts ? Shelley, accompanied by his wife

^nd Clare Clairmont, arrived at Chamounix
July 21, 1816. On July 24 the party made an
ineffectual attempt to reach Montanvert, a point
not attained until the day following. Shelley's

journal gives full particulars of that day's excur-

sion. While telling the world that he and his

companions
" dined on the grass in the open air,"

he makes no mention of an inn, or of signing
his name. That there was at that time a herds-

man's cabane and a visitors' book at Montanvert
is a fact beyond dispute :

"II n'y avait a cette epoque, au lieu actuel do la

station de Montarirert, qu'une cabane destinea a abriter
le berger qui surreillait 1'alpage des troupeaux duns cea
extremes limites de la vegetation. Oe patre offrait da
laitage aux excursionnistes et avait eu 1'beureuse idee
de tenir un petit registre, sur lequel lea voyageura con-

.aignaient leurs impressions."*

This register was presented to the cabane by a
French gentleman in July, 1809. It is interesting
to know that the Empress Josephine, while on a
visit to Montanvert, signed her name in this book
under a verse of her own composition :

"Le feuillet sur lequel etaient ccrits cea vera fat
Jace're' et enlet, dans 1'eto de 1814, pendant une courte
absence du berger."f

The guardian seems to have been rather care-

less, for only two years elapsed between the theft

of two valuable pages. The question before us is

not the existence of a book, but whether Shelley,
on July 25, 1816, wrote his name upon it.

Shelley's journal forms a clear index of his

mind on that occasion. On July 25 he was
neither in a defiant nor desponding mood. His

boyish spirits rose to the occasion, and experi-
enced that exaltation which all impressionable
natures feel in the presence of matchless sublimity.
Far from being in a defiant mood, he was full of

amazement, of poetic estro, and of scientific

inquisitiveness. In short, if we examine Shelley's

personal record of that day we shall find it hard
to realize the justice of Prof. Dowden's words :

" The golden opportunity of demonstrating that

Shelley's heterodoxy stood unsubdued in presence of
Mont Blanc was too tempting to be lost by Shelley, and
taking the pen, he subscribed his name to Greek words
as incorrect in form as in sentiment."

It would seem as though every allusion to this

matter gave rise to a fresh difficulty in its accept-
ance as a fact. Is it not highly improbable, for

instance, that a man of Shelley's attainments

good Hellenist as he was would pen an incorrect
Greek line, conscious that by such an act of folly
be was exposing himself to the ridicule not of
illiterate guides, but of time and eternity ? Shel-

* ' Les Pastes du Mont Blanc,' par St6pben D'Arve.

t Ibid.

ley's heterodoxy might have remained unshaken
it did so remain to the last moment of his life

but bis so-called atheism could not rob him of his

senses. In the pride of youth, with all the con-

sciousness of a genius with which none could

sympathize, Shelley was goaded into acts of

defiance and folly ; but in the presence of nature,

practically alone, with a mind unvexed, it is

simply inconceivable that he should have gratuit-

ously exposed himself to the jeers of mankind.
He has been stigmatized as an atheist long

enough. It is time that a more tolerant and cor-

rect view of his opinions should be taken. It

would be wrong to classify Shelley as an atheist

in the ruder sense of that term. He was merely
a knight-errant, pledged to champion the cause of

justice and of truth
; pledged to crush, if possible,

bigotry and superstition.
"
Why," asked Tre-

lawny of Shelley, in the last year of his life,
" do

you call yourself an atheist 1 It annihilates you
in this world." Shelley's answer is well worthy of

note :

" It is a good word of abuse to atop discussion ;
a

painted devil to frighten the foolish, a threat to intimi-

date the wise and good. I used it to express my abhor-
rence of superstition. I took up the word as a knight
takes up a gauntlet in defiance of injustice."*

In quoting these words Prof. Dowden omits to

give the context :

" The delusions of Christianity
are fatal to genius and originality ; they limit

thought." In epeaking of Shelley's heterodoxy
that context is important. He never waged war

against the theorem of the existence of a God, but

against the intolerant bigotry of a priesthood that

insisted on men being designated as
"
atheists

"

whose minds were unable to realize the essence of

Christ's divinity.
"

If," said Shelley, on another

occasion,
" we knew the great truths, they would

lay bare the great lies." As a searcher after truth

Shelley was proscribed as an atheist
;
and in pro-

portion to the bigotry of his accusers arose his

indignation against them. Eut at Montanvert, in

company of his wife and Clare Clairmont, the

poet had no inducement to assail the orthodox
with insults. Only one day had passed since

Shelley had composed that beautiful poem of

which Prof. Dowden says,
" If this be atheism, it

is an atheism as ' God intoxicated
'

as that of the

inspired and excommunicated Spinoza." It would
be strange if in that brief interval, unsolicited,

unprovoked, Shelley had wantonly proclaimed
himself not only incapable of feeling in the midst
of so much glory the presence of a Creator, but
also of being false to principles which he had
hitherto laboured to preserve. Now let us
examine the evidence in support of this theory.
John Cam Hobhouse (afterwards Lord Broughton)
accompanied Byron on an excursion to Chamounix
in August, 1816. It was Mr. Hobhouse who first

' Records of Shelley, Byron, and the Author/ i. 93.
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made the world acquainted with the "iy. But

the story as told by Mr. Hobhouse differs in ev. y
essential particular from the story related by
Prof. Dowden. It is some years since I read Lord

Broughton's book,* bat I remember the entry in

question, and have never been able to perceive

any connexion between the author's plain state-

ment of fact and its later interpretation. Lord

Broughton says, while travelling from Diodati to

Chamounix :

" At an inn on the road the travellers' book was put
before us, and Lord Byron having written his name,

pointed out to me the name of Mr. Shelley, with the

words ' Atheist
' and 'Philanthropist' written in Greek

opposite to it, and observing,
' Do you not think I shall

do Shelley a service by scratching this out?' he

defaced the words with great care."

It may be left for those who have visited Mont-
anvert to judge whether the wretched cabane

which at that period overlooked the frozen sea

could by any stretch of imagination be described

as "an inn on the road." Montanvert in 1816
was by no means easy of accesp, and certainly was
not situated on the road anywhere, except to the,
at that time, almost unknown Jar-din. Secondly,
a book presented seven years previously to the

herdsman for the sole purpose of registering the

voluntary impressions of tourists would scarcely
come under the designation of " the travellers'

book"; and, thirdly, If Byron defaced the words
with great care, how comes it that, fifty years later,

Lord Hough ton was in possession ofa clean copy? In

my humble judgment the inn on the road referred

to by Mr. Hobhouse was situated not at Mont-
anvert, but at the village of St. Martin, where the

Sbelleys slept on July 20, 1816, on their way to

Chamounix, and again on July 26, on their return

towards Montale"gre. The travellers' book system
abroad is too well known to require explanation,
and in 1816 its regulations were probably more

rigidly enforced than at the present time. Those
travellers who, for the want of something where-
with to beguile the tedium of waiting at a roadside
inn have glanced at entries in visitors' books are

aware of the reprehensible and senseless, but by
no means uncommon practice resorted to by
scribblers of affixing insulting epithets to the

names of persons against whom they bear a real or

fancied grudge. If the words " fool" and "ass,"
as generic terms, may be easily employed, that of

"atheist
"
could be as appropriately used against

a man who, but five years previously, had been

expelled from Oxford for writing
' The Necessity

of Atheism.' Is it not possible, therefore, that the

word "atheist," which Byron so carefully erased,

may have been written by some one after Shelley's

departure ? If that supposition be correct, the
whole story crumbles to the ground, and nothing
remains of a foolish legend but the precious docu-

'

Italy : Remarksjmade on several Visits.'

ment which the late Lord Houghton treasured at

^Frystone. It is well known to those conversant
with the large and remunerative traffic in literary

forgeries that the late Lord Houghton was more
than once imposed upon in a similar direction.

There have been Byronic as well as Shelleyan for-

gers. I have seen the cunning craft of both, and
if Lord Houghton was so often imposed upon, it

is not unreasonable to suppose him to have been
deceived in regard to a document which appears
never to have had any real or tangible existence.
Let us hope that, in the interests of truth and
justice, future biographers of Shelley will abstain
from alluding to a matter which does not seem to
bear the feeblest light of impartial scrutiny.

RICHARD EDGCUMBE.
Hotel National, Montreux.

'HOME, SWEET HOME.'
On Jan. 19 last there appeared in the Daily

News the following paragraph :

" Among the numerous lawsuits on the subject of

legacies now going on in the United States is one in
which the original manuscript of the song

'

Home,
sweet Home '

is concerned. John Howard Payne,
author of this immortal song, gave the original copy to
Miss Mary Harden, who died a few years ago. She left

her property to Miss Evie Harden Jackson, and directed
that the manuscript should be buried with her. This
was done. Her will is now being disputed by a nephew,
and it is believed that he wishes to obtain possession of
the song."

Upon consideration of this statement three

questions arise, viz. :

1. Is the music, or merely the words of the

song, in dispute 1

2. How could the property in either be vested
in Payne's heirs, since he sold his MS. " words "

of
'
Clari' to Charles Kemble in 1822, or earlier?

3. How could the exhumation of the so-called
"

original copy," said to have been given to Miss
M. Harden, and buried with her, settle the ques-
tion (2) in any way, or confer upon the nephew
any property in the copyright of a song the words
of which were sold so long ago to C. Kemble, and
have since been printed, reprinted, sung, and

resung, ad nauseam, in thousands of authorized

or unauthorized editions ?

A civil note, suggesting these difficulties to the

editor of the Daily Newt, received no notice.

Editors do not love corrections of the paragraphs
written, or cut out, for them by their young men.
I am, therefore, driven to ' N. & Q.,' the general
corrector of historical misstatements, in order
to prevent the absurdities of this paragraph from

becoming accepted details of history.
In the Daily Telegraph of Monday, Dec. 18,

1871, three letters appeared, which settled the

question of the authorship of the words and music
of the song. These letters were signed by J. R.

Planch^, Chas. Mackay, and J. J. Emery, sue-
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cessor to D'Almaine & Co., the original publishers
of

'

Home, sweet Home.' From these letters it is

evident that (1) Payne wrote the opera
'
Clari

;

or, the Maid of Milan '

; that (2) he sold it to

C. Kemble in 1822, or earlier ; that (3) C. Kemble
showed it to Planche", as it was
" not considered by the management, or Mr. Bishop,
likely to succeed without great alteration. With the full

consent of the author," continued Planche,
" I undertook

the revision of it. I cut out nearly a third of the dia-

logue, which was of terrific length The ballad in

question consisted originally of two verses of eight lines

each. I reduced them to four
; and, at the suggestion of

Mr. Bishop, added the refrain, 'Home, sweet Home.' In
this shape they were adapted by him to what, he
informed me at the time, was ' an old Sicilian air.'

"

So far Mr. Planche. It appears, farther, that

(4) the "old Sicilian air" was, in reality, com-

posed by Bishop himself for a work called the
' Melodies of Various Nations,' published by
Goulding, D'Almaine & Co., as he was unable to

find a suitable Sicilian air of genuine origin ; and
this air was "introduced afterwards" into the

opera
'

Clari,' as already shown. (5) The melody
became popular, and being an "old Sicilian air,"

according to the publishers' own statement, was
freely republished by every person who chose to

use it. (6) A meeting was held by the original

publishers, and counsel's opinion was taken on the

question of stopping the piracy ; but counsel said
that

"
Sir H. Bishop having allowed the air to go forth to

the world for so long a time as a national one, he thought
that an injunction, under [*ic] the circumstances, could
not be obtained. The copyright was then abandoned
both by the publishers and the composer."

Not a syllable in all this about any rights of
Mr. Payne in his words. Why this silence ? Of
course, only because he had, and could have, no
right to any share in the property in a work which
he had sold, and which had been afterwards
edited and cut about by Planche. who actually
added to this ong the words of the refrain, which
subsequently became popular in every part of the
world in which the English language is spoken
and sung.
But lies die hard. I should be surprised if

this specimen were more easily slain than others of
the family. JULIAN MARSHALL.

MRS. A. BBHN. The writer of Mrs. Behn's
biography in the 'Dictionary of National Bio-

graphy,' after quoting from a note in his possession,
in the handwriting of Lady Winchilsea, goes on
to say,

" The only other authority for her life is

that prefixed to the first collected edition of her
novels." From a MS. account of Mrs. Behn, pre-
fixed to some old plays in my possession, this
would appear to be open to doubt. Two quota-
tions are there made from some writing of C. Gil-

don's, the editor of her '

Poetical Eemains.' The

second quotation contains the following :

" Her
personal qualities are thus described by the writer

of her memoirs," &c. Possibly this refers to the

memoir prefixed to the novels "in an anonymous
female hand," but it should be borne in mind that

the 'Novels' and 'Eemains' were brought out
the same year, and it seems likely, therefore, that

either there was some other writing of Gildon's

(assuming the
' Eemains '

to have had a preface

by him) or some other memoir. Perhaps some of

your readers can throw light on the matter.

HOLCOMBE INGLEBY.

CHRISTIAN NAMES OF FOREIGNERS. HER-
MENTRTJDE contends (8

th S. i. 31) tbat as neither

Prince Louis of Bavaria nor his wife is of French

extraction, they should be referred to in English
as Prince and Princess Ludwig of Bavaria. This

lays down the new law tbat foreigners must be
referred to in English by their own foreign Chris-

tian names. Hence no more allusions to Pope
Joan or Crazy Jane, but to Papissa Johanna and

Crazy Donna Juana ! In all future editions of

Eobertson's well-known book the title should be
altered to

'

History of Karl V.' Schoolboys must
be told that the text-books are at fault, and that

Henry VIII. met Francois I. (and not Francis I.)
on the field of the cloth of gold, and Vienna was
delivered from the Turks by Jan (not John)
Sobieski. As John the Baptist, Mary, James,
and other Biblical personages are not of English
extraction, their original Hebrew names are to be
restored in all future versions of the Bible. News-

papers must write about the latest freak of Kaiser
Wilhelm II., of the movements of King Georgios
of Greece, the doings of H.E.H. Heinrich von

Battenberg, the health of Kossuth Lajos (the
Christian name after the patronymic in true

Hungarian style), and so ad infinitum. We
already speak of Prof. L'ligi Cremona and Dom
Luiz I. of Portugal. Under the new rule it

would be wrong, of course, to write
" Lewis XVI^

of France." L. L. K.

PLURAL FORMS OF NAMES OF EDIBLE FISH.
A few days ago I was asked by a foreigner," Why do you say

' two herrings,' and
' two soles,'

and not ' two cods
' and ' two salmons '

?
" I do

not think my answer was very satisfactory; but the

question suggested the thought that there are

several cases in which it would be difficult to say
whether there is anything like a consensus of

opinion as to whether a plural form of the name of

a fish is admissible. We all speak of soles, her-

rings, sprats, lampreys, anchovies ;
the singular

form never, I believe, doing service for the plural
No one, I think, says mackerels, cods, salmons,

trout?, breams, shads, carp?, plaices, basses,
barbels. Sturgeon, perch, mullet, pike, turbot,

tunny, skate, have not unusually the plural form
in 5. Fishermen and fishmongers are inclined to
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avoid the plural form in some instances where it is

employed by the majority of educated people. In

some cases there is considerable uncertainty this

I have ascertained by means of a fair number of

tests ; among them are carps, thads, tenches.

Compilers of English grammars, so far as my ex-

perience goes, in treating of plural forms ol

nouns make no note of the names of fish which do

not vary in the plural. It will occur to the

readers, of
' N. & Q.' that some birds chiefly

game birds are deprived of a plural form grouse,

for instance, and snipe. A poulterer will use wild

duck, woodcock, and partridge as plurals, but

rarely pheasant. Grouse has no plural form, nor,

I think, has ptarmigan. HENRY ATTWELL.
Barnes.

"CONGERS": AN EXPLANATION. In writing, a

few years ago, an article for
' N. & Q.' on the

word "
congers," 1 made a slip which, for obvious

reason?, I am anxious to correct. I said that
"
congers

" was a word of American slang. The

error, which Dr. Murray has himself pointed out

to me, arose in this way: Mr. A. HalJ, writing to

the Athenceum to explain the term, said that it

was equivalent to the word ' '

ring
" in American

slang, a perfectly true and intelligible explanation.

I, however, hastily assumed writing probably
from memory only that "in American slang"
referred not to

"
ring," as it does, but to

"
conger

"

itself. The lamentable thing is that this mere

misunderstanding, or rather the assertion founded

upon it in 'N. & Q.
1

has actually been copied
into the '

Century Dictionary,' with the result that

for all time to come there will be people who, not

knowing the fact nor seeing through the error,

will actually believe that "conger "was a word
in use in America. I trust it is not too late for

the compilers of the '

Dictionary
'

to do what they
can in their Errata to correct this annoying
blunder. W. ROBERTS.

63, Chancery Lane, W.C.

BRASSY, BULGER, CLEEK, &c. Seeing how

universal, if not national, the game of golf has

become in England, and that the oldest of all

greens is that at Black heath, we might surely

expect the ' N. E. D.' to take cognizance of the

words and terms employed therein, which are

daily in the months of hundreds of Englishmen.
True, indeed,

"
cleek

"
it given, but only to mis-

lead. After defining it as
" a large hook or crook "

used for certain purposes, it goes on,
" cleeks are

used by fishermen, and also in playing golf." It

may be true that fishermen use large hooks or

crooks (is the gaff meant, or what 1), but the cleek

used by golfers is a club with an iron head, having
a flat surface, but lying slightly back so as to

enable the player better to lift the ball from the

ground as he strikes it. I once discovered that

amongst Dr. Murray's readers there was not a

salmon-fisher. Apparently that common biped
the golfer is also conspicuous by his absence.

May I suggest that, as we are within measurable

distance of
"
divot,"

"
dormy,"

"
driver," "foozle,"

and "foursome," a note should be made of these,

which, with all other terms, will be found set out

and explained in the Badminton 'Golf 1

HOLCOMBE INGLEBY.

PETER, THE WILD BOY. It may interest

some of your readers to know that since writing

my article on '

Sydney Smith '

in the current

Newbery House Magazine, I learn that the "
Peter,

the wild boy," referred to by Sydney Smith in

his amusing letter to the old Devonshire butter-

woman, was a boy found in the woods about

Hamelin, in Germany. This wild creature walked

on his hands and knees, and climbed trees like a

squirrel. An account of him appeared in 1821,
doubtless at the time Sydney Smith wrote to

Martha Brown.
As the letter was taken from ' N. & Q.,' and

has never, I believe, appeared elsewhere, you may
like to insert this from my article.

L. B. WALFORD.

MASSACRE OF GLENCOE. On Saturday last,

the 13th inst., exactly two hundred years had

elapsed since the perpetration of this treacherous

and atrocious deed. All readers of history are

aware to how large an extent Sir John Dalrymple,
Master and afterwards Earl of Stair, was respon-
sible for it. Whilst we cannot but all agree with

the writer of his life in the '

Dictionary of National

Biography,' that Stair's "inability to recognize
the turpitude of the outrage of Glencoe must be

regarded as deepening the stain with which that

deed has tarnished bis memory," I think some, at

least, will demur to the remark that any other

services or acts could
" almost atone for the crime

of his connexion with Glencoe." W. T. LYNN.
Blackheath.

JAMES CALDWALL, DESIGNER AND ENGRAVER.
It may be noted, as an addition to the account

of him appearing in
'
Diet. Nat. Biog.,' vol. viii.

p. 246, that the inscription on a tombstone in the

burial-ground of St. John the Evangelist, Horse-

ferry Road, Westminster, records that he died

March 9, 1822, aged eighty-four years.

DANIEL HIPWELL.

17, Hilldrop Crescent, Camden Road, N.

PEDIGREES : BUCKS AND STAFFORDSHIRE, &c.

The following extract from the appendix to the

'Tenth Report* of the Hist. MSS. Commission
refers to a subject in which I am not myself inter-

ested, but I see in it the names of one or two

Families the pedigrees of which have, I think, been

inquired after by other correspondents :

" A folio volume, bound in brown leather, containing

pedigrees of different families in the counties of Bucks
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and Stafford, with their arms tricked. Some of the

pedigrees end with the year 1583 ; others are brought
down to the year 1605 in the same hand. The book

seems to have been written by, or for, Robert Cooke,
Clarencieux King of Arms. The following is a list of

the pedigrees in the order in which they occur : Lech-

ingham, Hawtrey, Brudenell, Pigott, Belson, Wachell,

Redman, Kingston, Cheney, Rufford, Lovett, Clarke,

Norwood, Fowler, Collys, Pigott, Brightwell, West,

Clanor, Foster, Longville, Ap-Rice, Ardes, Annesley,
Fitz Hugh, Chetwood, Bullock, Riseley, Porter, Purefoy,

More, Mordant, Dormer, Sankey. Packington, Wal-

weyn, Pigott, East, Buncombe, Wallinger, Meredith,
Duncombe. Tyrill, Read, Riseley, Gedney, Temple,

Woodford, Eyre, Puttman, Hawtrey, Brightinge, Jones,

Bedenger, Woodward, Rookes, Hampden, Ruthall,

Pigott, Packington, Hampden, Sandys, De Verdun,

Arblaster, Wells, Hill, Endesore, heigh, Grosyenor,
Harper, Mowlisley, Whorewood, Leveson, Giffard,

Broxton, Wrotesley, Colyar, Wirley, and Skrimsheire.
" A thin folio volume of genealogical collections

relating to the family of Temple down to the year 1702.

It also contains pedigrees of the families of Beaufor,

Grey, Spencer, Sandys, and Leveson, with trickings of

their arms." Appendix, part vi., Lord Braye's MSS.

As regards those names which occur more than

once markedly that of Pigott the spelling of

each is the same throughout.
THOMAS J. EWING.

Leamington.

We must request correspondents desiring information

on family matters of only private interest to affix their

names and addrecses to their queries, in order that the

answers may be addressed to them direct.

THE ROYAL FAMILIES OF EUROPE.
" It may be a surprise to most people to know that

nearly all the royal personages of Europe are cousins,
and not very far removed, as it has been laid down by
a German genealogist that every crowned head of

Europe, bar Turkey, is descended from one of two sisters

who lived about 150 years ago. These ladies were the

daughters of Duke Ludwig Rudolf of Brunswick-Wolfen-
buttel. The elder, Princess Elizabeth, married the

Emperor Charles VI., and became the ancestress of all

the Roman Catholic reigning families; the younger, Prin-

cess Antoinette, was the grandmother of King Frederick
William II. of Prussia, and consequently the ancestress

of all the Protestant royalties, including the orthodox
houses of Russia and Greece."

This extract is from a newspaper whose name I

cannot ascertain. Is it correct? SEBASTIAN.

RICHARD MISYN. Can any reader of ' N. & Q.'

give me any information about Richard Misyu ?

At the end of a translation of Hampole's
' Incen-

dium Amoiis '

there is a note saying that the

translation was made by this Richard Misyn, and
that he was then (A.D. 1435) Bach. Theol., Prior

of Lincoln, and a Carmelite.

RALPH HARVEY.

MASTER WILLIAM PERKINS OF CAMBRIDGE,
vivens 1592. What works did the above divine

write besides
" A Golden Chaine ; or the Descrip-

tion of Theologie, written in Latin by that man
of God, M. William Perkins, translated into

English by Robert Hill. Lond., 1612"? What
is known about him ? CHARLES S. KING.

HASWELL FAMILY. Can you furnish me with

any information about a gentleman named Has

well, whom Sir Walter Scott mentions in chap. xv.

of the ' Black Dwarf ? I am desirous of tracing

a connexion which I believe to exist between this

personage and myself. Prebendary F. C. H.

Randolph, with whom I have communicated on

the subject, has kindly furnished me with the fol-

lowing items of information concerning the Has-

wells. The Haswells he believes to be a Scotch

family, and he inclines to the opinion that the

Hasells also, who hail from Delemain in Cumber-

land, were derived from a common stock with the

Haswelh. Any connexion between the two I

should be glad if you could trace. John North-

cote of Hayne (Newton St. Gyres) was created a

baronet in 1641. He married the heiress of

Haswell.

There is a brass in Truro Cathedral, dated 1567,

containing an epitaph on a Thomas Hasell, of

which the following is a literal translation :

" It is manifest that whatever the fruitful eartb, sea,

air, or sky produces death carries off.

" Sure that the human race is destroyed in a thousand

different ways, sometimes by murder, sometimes by fire,

sometimes by evil war.
" Behold the limbs are collected together under the

cold sepulchre, and the body of you, Hassell, just in

fame, successful in verse, devout, just, holy, true in word,
overcome (like all others lies in this tomb)."

NARCIS R. HASWKLL.

INDIAN FOLK-LORB. Perhaps some correspond-

ent of
' N. & Q.' may be able to answer the queries

at the end of the following extract, which origin-

ally appeared in the Bombay Times of India, and

subsequently in the Lahore Civil and Military
Gazette of Jan. 16 :

" In Sir Alfred Lyall's recent Rede Lecture on

National Religion we read: 'Some fifty years ago a

very high English official died in a fortress, at a place
that is one of the centres of Brahmanic orthodoxy ; and
at the moment when the news of his death reached the

sepoy guard at the main gate, a black cat rushed out of

u. The guard presented arms to the cat as a salute to

the flying spirit of the powerful Englishman ; and the

coincidence took so firm a hold of the locality that up to

a few years ago neither exhortation nor orders could

prevent a Hindoo sentry at that gate from presenting
arms to any cat that passed out at night.' As some of

our readers may have read Sir A. Lyall's interesting

lecture, and may also be interested in such folk-lore, we

may mention that the ' fortress
' was Government House,

Dapoorie, near Poona, and the incident is thus described

in the introduction to 'Old Deccan Days' [ed. 1868,

p. xii] :

' I found, quite lately, a traditionary order

in existence at Government House, Dapoorie, near

Poona, which directed the native aentry on guard
"to present arms if a cat or dog, jackal or goat,

entered or left the house or crossed near his beat
"
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during (certain hours of the night,
" because it was

the ghost
"
of a former Governor, who was still remem-

bered as one of the beat and kindest of men. How or

when the custom originated I (Miss Prere] could not

learn, but the order had been verbally handed on from
one native sergeant of the guard to another for many
years, without any doubts as to its propriety or autho-

rity, till it was accidentally overheard by a European
officer of the Governor's staff.' Can our readers give us

any further information with regard to this curious story '?

Who was the Governor referred to ; and when did he die 1

Is there any tradition of the order still among the guards
at Government House, Poona ?

"

It is a common belief in India that the souls of

departed heroes reside in the bodies of certain

animals, and, as in the case of the red mouse, it

would be interesting to know if any feeling of this

kind still exists in the remoter and more uncul-
tured corners of Europe. W. F. PRIDEATJX.
Kashmir Residency.

REV. JOHN A. WALLINGER. Can any one fur-

nish particulars as to the parentage and birth, the

religious opinion?, and the death of the Rev. John
A. Wallinger? While occupying the office of

minister of Kensington Chapel, Bath, Mr. Wal-

linger imbibed the idea that it was unlawful to

make use of a formal and printed liturgy, and
under this conscientious belief left the Church
of England, attended by a small following, and
established himself at Bethesda Chapel, Bath,
where his congregation became known as Wallin-
gerites. At a later period he was denominated a
United Presbyterian minister, preached at the
Pavilion Chapel, Church Street, Brighton, and
resided at No. 23 on the Marine Parade. He
seems to have been succeeded in his office by the
Rev. Alexander Hamilton, D.D., who, however,
preached in Trinity Church, Brighton. Mr. Wal-
linger printed various works. The titles of those
which have been seen are given below :

Psalms and Hymns, chiefly designed for public wor-
ship. Selected by J. A. Wallinger. Bath, A. E. Binns,
1835.

Sermons by the Rev. J. A. Wallinger, late Minister of
Kensington Chapel, and now of Bethesda Chapel, Bath
Bath, A. E. Binns, 1837.
Bethesda Chapel, Bath. (To be published occasionally.)
No. 5. The substance of a Sermon by J. A. Wallin-

ger, preached Oct. 10. 1847. London, E. Palmer
& Son, 1847.

No. 6. A Sermon preached Jan. 31, 1841, by J. A.
Wallinger. London, E. Palmer & Son, 1841.
Third edition.

No. 7. A Sermon by J. A. Wallinger, preached
Dec. 17, 1848. London, E. Palmer & Son, 1848.

The Whispering in the Closet proclaimed on the House-
top ; being a Pastoral Address to the Church and Con-
gregation now worshipping at Bethesda Chapel, Bath.

V; Wall >nger. London, Binns & Goodwin, 1855.A few Thoughts oh Liturgies in general, Ritualism, and
the present state of the Nonconformist Bodies. By J. A
Walhnger, Minister of Pavilion Chapel, Brighton, and
late Minister of Bethesda Chapel, Bath. London, W H
Colhngridge, 1867.

W; " :

3ger is a name of very rare occurrence. In

a London directory now before me I do not find

it, and on looking through a collection of univer-

sity calendars and public-school registers I can only
notice the Rev. William Wallinger, prebendary of

Chichester, who died Nov. 3, 1880, and William

Wallinger, who was residing at Ilford, Lewes, in

1837. GEORGE C. BOASE.

36, James Street, Buckingham Gate, S.W.

[Two ladies of the name lived in London fifteen years

ago or later.]

EARLY INSTANCE OF FREE EDUCATION. In

Diodorus Siculns XII. (p. 296) I find the follow-

ing among the laws of Charonidas for Thurium,
B.C. 445 :

" That all the Children of the Citizens

should learn to Write (pavQdveiv ypa/i/iara), and

the City should pay the Master Wages." I quote
from the translation of Booth of Chester, London,

1700, fo. Is there any earlier instance ?

ROBT. R. STEELE.
Bedford Modern School.

PASTEL PORTRAIT PAINTER. Can any one give
me some information respecting Anna Tonelli, an

Italian painter of portraits in pastel, who was in

London in 1795 ? CONSTANCE RUSSELL.
Swallowfield, Reading.

INSCRIBED WINE GLASS. I find this inscrip-
tion on the rim of a twisted-stemmed glass :

" Sr I : Pole for ever ; 1754." To what contested

election does this refer ; and who was Sir I. Pole ?

ALBERT HARTSHORNE.
' EPITAPH IN THE CATACOMBS.' Can any one

tell me where to find a poem called
'

Epitaph in

the Catacombs,' quoted as Browning's in
' Jonathan

Merle
'

(E. B. Bayly) ? It contains fourteen lines,

beginning :

I was born sickly, poor, and mean,
A slave.

The last lines are :

Sergius, a brother, writes for me
This testimony on the wall :

For me, I have forgot it all.

F. E. A. TRAYES.

MUNIMENTS OF BATTLE ABBEY AND THE
WEBSTER FAMILY PAPERS. Can any reader tell

me what became of this interesting collection of

documents, &c., which were offered for sale about
1835 by T. Thorpe, of Bedford Street, Covent
Garden ? They are described in the catalogue as

being bound in ninety-seven volumes, and the

price asked for the whole was 12,0002.
JOHN AVERY.

46, Hampton Road, Forest Gate.

"SHOT." There are a considerable number of

place-names ending in the syllable shot, e.g., Ox-
shot and Aldershot ; and shot is said to be derived
from an Anglo-Saxon word meaning wood. It is

possible that there is evidence to support this
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view, but surely it ia more likely to be identical

with the word shot, used as a measure of area, and

equivalent to the Latin quarentena, a square fur-

long. This word occurs constantly in names of

fields, and is no doubt familiar to readers of
' N. & Q.' I have also seen the word shute in

field-names, and this is perhaps another form of

shot. G. T.

MODERN GREEK AND ITALIAN LITERATURE.
I should be much obliged if any reader of

*N. & Q.' could inform me whether modern
Greek literature has produced anything which

may be called an exciting novel. I do not mean
patriotic stories dealing with the heroic struggles
of the Greeks against the Turks, but something
after the style of Wilkie Collins, Miss Braddon,
Dumas, Gaboriau, or the like ;

if so, what is the

name, author, and publisher ? I should also be

glad of any similar information in regard to

modern Italian literature. J. H. F.

QUEEN ELIZABETH. Any references to versions
and source of, and authorities for, a somewhat

hackneyed anecdote of this princess's very dis-

courteous valedictory address to a prelate's wife

(was it not the wife of Archbishop Parker, after

his grace had very sumptuously entertained the

queen at the archiepiscopal palace ?) the fare-

well speech said to have commenced "
Madam, I

may not call you," &c. would greatly oblige.
NEMO.

Temple.

ROBERT ANDREWS, M.P. FOR WEOBLY,
1646-53. I shall be obliged by any information
as to his parentage and date of death. He was
one of the Recruiters to the Long Parliament, and
elected in the place of the Royalist, Thomas Tom-
kyns. In most Long Parliament lists he is said to

have been one of the members secluded in the Purge
of December, 1648. But if secluded at all, his

absence was but temporary, for he was readmitted
to the House on April 27, 1649, and sat until the
dissolution of 1653. On Sept. 30, 1659, he was
fined 201. for non-attendance by the Rump Par-
liament. This is my latest reference to him.

W. D. PINK.

GEORGE BARNWELL. I should be glad to learn

through your columns whether there is any real

foundation, and if so, what, for the story of George
Barnwell, on which Lillo's play is founded. There
was a little book published at Harlow (1810), pro-
fessing to be written by a " descendant of the
Barnwell family," and giving very circumstantial
details amongst others that the trial of Barnwell
took place at the Kingston Assizes, October 18,

1706, before Baron Bury and Justice Powell. I
have not been able to find any confirmation of
this. J. J. H.

MATTHEW PETERS. Can any of your numerous
readers give me information relative to the an-

cestors of Matthew Peters? He was connected
with the Irish Government of the day, and made
Lough Derg and other loughs and lakes navigable.
There was a Nicholas Peters, usher of the

Exchequer of Dublin, 1704, whose father came
from Cologne on the Rhine. He was naturalized,
and had arms. See Sir B. Bnrke's '

Armory.'
Was Nicholas any relation to Matthew ?

EBORACUM.

SIR JOHN WEBB was one of the witnesses to

the will of Thomas Cavendish, who died in 1524.
Can any reader give me any particulars as to the

place and time of his birth, and place and time of

his death, and where buried ? W. L. WEBB.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.
But each day brings its petty dust,
Our soon-choked souls to nil. UBIQUK.

No smile ia like the smile of death, .

When all good musings past
Are wafted with the parting breath,
The sweetest thought the last.

I thought this was Keble's, but cannot find it in the
' Christian Year

'

or '

Lyra Innocentium.' C. G.

Darkness shows us realms of light
That are not seen by day. J. D. W.

WHO IS "PRINCE MEMNON'S SISTER" IN
MILTON 1

(8
th S. i. 87.)

I think that there is no special intention to

refer to an actual sister of Memnon. Such is the

interpretation in 1 st S. viii. 622. J. W. T. asks

who was " Prince Memnon's sister
"

? to which

query MR. THOMS replies :

" Dunstcr has the following note on this line :

' Prince
Memnon's sister ; that is an Ethiopian Princess, or sable

beauty This lady is a creation of the poet.'
"

ED. MARSHALL.

According to 'Dictys Cretensis' (lib. vi.) the

name of "Prince Memnon's sister" was Himero,
or Hemera. On hearing of the death of her

brother she set out to recover his remains for

interment. At Paphos she met with Memnon's

troop, under their leader Pallas, returning, laden
with booty and carrying the urn containing her

brother's ashes. Having the choice given her of

the booty or the urn, with sisterly affection she

chose the latter, which she carried to Phoenicia and
buried in the district of Phalo (" regionern ejus
Phalonem nomine "), and immediately disappeared,
either having been murdered by the inhabitants

for the sake of what she had with her, or having put
an end to her own life through grief at Memnon's
death. A third alternative mentioned by Dictys
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is that the whole story is a solar myth,
Memnon representing the sun and Hemera
the day, which departs at its setting. This tale

Dictys, or whoever the author may be of the

singular narrative which passes under his name, as

the '

Ephemeris Belli Trojani,' professes to have

been derived from Neoptolemus "verum de Mem-
none ejusque sorere compertum mihi per Neopto-
leinum." EDMUND VENABLES.

Prof. Masson, in a note in the "Golden

Treasury
"
Milton, ed. 1874, vol. ii. p. 458, says :

"Memnon was a prince of the Ethiopians, who came
to the aid of Priam in the Trojan War, and was killed

by Achilles. Though black or dark, he was of splendid

beauty, and the same might be presumed of any sister

of his."

The Rev. Henry E. Huckin, in a little annotated

edition of Milton's lesser poems in Seeley's

"Cheap School Books" series, 1872, in explaining
the construction of the couplet in the

'

Penseroso,'

says,
"
Black, but only such black as in men's

thoughts might become (or be suitable to) a sister

of Memnon." JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

WINDEBANK NOTES (8
th S. i. 23). A letter

written by Thomas, eldest son of Sir Francis, the

Secretary of State, dated from Exeter, May 25,

1644, was printed by me in the Proceedings of the

Society of Antiquaries, Second Series, vol. v. p. 379.

Mr. PINK speaks of Sir Francis's second son and

namesake, Francis, having died at Oxford in 1645,
but does not say how he came by his end. He
was governor of Elechingdon House, Oxfordshire,
which he surrendered to Oliver Cromwell on

April 24, 1645 (Hamper's 'Dugdale's Diary').
There seems no reason for assuming that he
was either a coward or a traitor to the cause

he served. He is said to have been "
over-

ruled by his fair young bride and some ladies that

were come thither to visit
"
(Heath,

' Chronicle '

ed. 1676, p. 74). On his return to Oxford he was
tried by court -

martial, and according to Sir

William Dugdale, who was in Oxford at the time,
was "shott to death within the garden at

Oxford Castle, on the 3rd of May following." The
late Colonel Chester informed me that he was
buried at St. Mary Magdalen, Oxford, on the day
of his death.

Sir Francis Windebank had two other SODS:

John Windebank, M.A.Oxon., created doctor of

physic by virtue of the Chancellor's Letters,

April 5, 1654, who afterwards practised his pro-
fession at Guildford, in Surrey (Wood, 'Fasti

Oxon.,' April 5, 1654), and Christopher Winde-

bank, of Magdalen College, Oxford, who went
to Spain, and is said to have been reduced to

poverty by marriage (Clarendon,
'
Hist. Rebell.,'

one-vol. ed., 1843, p. 733). From a pedigree
recently printed in Mr. Richard Holmes's ' Black

Friars of Pontefract,' p. 83, it seems probable that

Margaret Windeback, a sister of Sir Francis,
was the wife of John Grimsditch, and that her

daughter Mary became the wife of Admiral Dean,
th King's Judge. EDWARD PEACOCK.

Bottesford Manor, Brigg.

I take the following notes from the ' Eleventh

Report,' Appendix, part vii. of the Historical

Manuscripts Commission.

P. 135." Two letters from Thomas Windebank to the
same [*c. Thomas Egerton, afterwards Lord Chancellor

Ellesmere], 1589-1600. The second is about the rectory
of Colston Baseett, granted to Bowl. Dande and A.

Nevill, relating to which there is a letter from Sir
Edward Coke to Windebank, of July 14, 1600." From
the Bridgewater MSS.

P. 241. "f. 359 Copy of the funeral certificate of
Sir Thomas Windebank. deceased Oct. 23, 1607, with a
trick of his coat of arms.'' From the MSS. of the
Inner Temple.

P. 96. "15. July 25, 1631, Charles I. to Sir Edward
Bacon and the rest of the Commissioners for the County
of Norfolk. Appointment of Sir Hamon Le Strange as
Collector of Fines on composition for knighthood in the

County of Norfolk. [Sign Manual. Dated at Bagsbot.
Signet gone. Countersigned by the Secretary of btate>

Windebank.]
" From the Le Strange Papers.

P. 243. "f. 473 Letter from Lord Wentwortk
(afterwards Earl of Stratford) to Francis Wiiidebank at

Holyhead. Sends the bearer with a boat of Howth to
await Windebank's return, and to bring orer his packet,
if the wind will not suffer the post-bark to come over.

and then Windebank hinuelf is to follow in the post-
bark. If, however, the post-bark be ready and the wind,
stands right, Windebank is not to deliver the packet to

the bearer, but to bring it over himself and deliver it

into the writer's hand with all convenient speed.
Dublin Castle, May 9, 1634." From the MSS. of the
Inner Temple.

P. 186." Dec. 27. 1636 Two good sugar loaves to be

given to Secretary Windebank, he being at his house at

H;.yne's Hill." From the MSS. of Reading Corpora-
tion.

P. 243." f. 475 A letter in Latin from Thomas
Reade to his uncle [Sir Francis Windebank], commend-
ing his fortitude, and deploring his possible imprison-
ment and execution. New College [Oxford], Nov. 23,.

1640." From the MSS. of the Inner Temple.

I also find the two following references in Nar-
cissus Luttrell's '

Brief Relation of State Af-

fairs
'

:

"Satturday, May 14, 1692. Sir Thomas Windebanfc
and Collonel Legg are taken into custody." Vol. ii.

p. 452.
"
Thursday, Aprill 9, 1696. Mr. Plowden, of Shrop-

shire, is committed to the Gatehouse, and Sir Francis*

Windebank to a Messenger." Vol. iv. p. 42.

C. W. PENNY.
Wokingham.

I think that Collins, in his
'

Baronetage/ ii-

309, mentions that Sir Henry Palmer, of the

family of Palmer of Wingham, married Jane-

Windeback. SIGMA.

KILMALLOCK CASTLE (8
th S. 1. 87). Certainly

there was a castle at Kilmallock. It originally
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stood on the walls of the town, and had a passage
under it leading into the main street. The ruins

still remain, but the roadway has been diverted,
and the ancient guard-room is now used as a

blacksmith's forge. The building is a rectangular

tower, about sixty feet in height, with a flight of

steps constructed in the thickness of the wall

giving access to the upper stories and leading to

the battlements. For a full description of this and
of all the ruins at Kilmallock see a paper by the

Rev. James Dowd in the Journal of the Royal
Historical and Archaeological Association of Ire-

land for 1889, p. 204. GODDARD H. ORPEN.

The town of Kilmallock was a stronghold ; it

was walled and strongly fortified.

THORNFIELD.

If J. B. S. will communicate with me direct, I

think I can be of service to him in procuring the

desired information. W. W. DAVIES.
Glenmore, Lisburn, co. Antrim.

WHEAT THROWN AT WEDDINGS (8
th S. i. 8).

J. 0. Jeaffreson, in his 'Brides and Bridals,'

says :

"It may not be inferred that wheat was actually

poured over Lady Carew'a head at her wedding. Herrick

delighted to bring obsolete usages into his description of

modern life, even as Shakespeare, committing anachron-
isms of another kind, gave the usages of his own country
and day to dramas laid in remote times and other lands.
Some of our antiquaries have used Herrick's verses as

though he were a social annalist instead of a social

rhymester."
EVERARD HOME COLKMAN.

71, Brecknock Road.

The custom of throwing rice on a bride and

bridegroom was discussed in
' N. & Q.' twenty or

twenty-one years ago. I remember the fact

because a line or two of mine appeared above my
initials. H. G. GRIFFINHOOFE.

34, St. Petersburg Place, W.

This is a relic of an old Roman custom, and has

probably been common in this country since Roman
times. Brand (' Pop. Antiq.') gives several autho-
rities for it. Friend (' Flower Lore ') refers to the
case of the bride of Henry VII. at Bristol in 1486,
when wheat was thrown upon her with the greet-
ing

"
Welcome, and good luck !

"

Rice is used similarly at weddings in India, and
the substitution of this grain for wheat in our own
country of late years may be partly due to that
fact ; but where wheat cannot readily be come at
rice would naturally suggest itself as a substitute.

C. C. B.

POETICAL RECREATIONS OF JOHN BRIGHT (8
to

S. i. 28). The inn at Drumnadrochet is Drumna-
drochet Inn, as theordinary "guide to Scotland" can

testify. If, however, the real point of this query
is the whole of the jeu d'esprit of which the

lines quoted in it are but the half, let me say
that some time towards the end of 1874 the Perth-

shire Advertiser gave from the visitors' book of the

hostelry in question the following :

Glen Urquhart is a glorious glen,
Where deer and grouse have not supplanted men.

JOHN BRIGHT.
And just under that :

Glen Urquhart is a glorious glen,
Where mules and shoddy have not stunted men.

SHIRLEY BROOKS.

Each contributor seems, quoad hoc, to have met a

foeman worthy of his steel.

Among the men of note who from time to time
have corresponded with ' N. & Q.,' Mr. Bright, I

believe, was one, and it may not be inappropriate
to add here that the man whom " exalted and
demure "

might suitably characterize must be of

a type widely different from that of Mr. Bright.
It is, I think, Haywaid who mentions that on
some one speaking of M. Theirs as a parvenu,
Talleyrand met the speaker with an emphatic" Non : un arrive." He knew that it was by no
external aids, but by his native gifts by great

qualities and conspicuous worth as a man thai

Theirs bad risen to eminence. So, too, was it with
Mr. Bright : an arrive was he. Nor was the

seriousness and gravity which he was wont to bring
to the discussion of a question the result ever of

that affectation implied by
"
demure," but of an

earnest belief in the truth and importance of what
he argued for. THOMAS J. EWING.
Leamington.

The inn at Drumnadrochit is known only as the
Drumnadrochit Hotel. The old hostelry has been,
a year or two back, replaced by a handsome and
commodious hotel. There is no more smiling valley
in the Highlands than Glen Urquhart, and its inns,
old and new, have entertained many distinguished

guests. Shirley Brooks wrote a glowing and witty

panegyric on the place in the pages of Punch.

OSWALD, O.S.B.
Fort Augustus, N.B.

JOHN DE CLAPHAM (7
th S. xii. 488). There

is a notice of the cruel act to which MR. S. F.

GREEN refers in
' The History of Banbury,' by

Alfred Beesley (London, Nichols), s.a. pp. 183, 184.

The lines from Wordsworth are at p. 184 ; on the

previous page there is this :

" The barbarous scene enacted at Banbury took place
two days after the battle.* Tradition speaks of the

* " This appears from a Welsh poem by Gutto Glyn,
who says

'

Dyw Llun y bu waed a lladd.' On the Mon-
day there was blood and slaughter ;

and '

Marchog a

las ddyw Merchur,' on the Wednesday the Earl was
executed. Before his execution the Earl made a codicil

to his will. Sir Richard Herbert was from his stature
known among the Welsh as Syr Risiart Harbart hir, or the
tall. (Notes in Gwaith Lewis Glyn C .tin, pp. 59, 65.}
His ashes and those of his wife repose beneath an ala-
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porch of the old church as being the place of these exe-
cutions : and Whitaker confirms this, stating that Clap-
ham '

is said to have beheaded with his own hands the
Earl of Pembroke in the church porch of Banbury."

"*

There is more about John de Clapham, pp. 182,

183, from Hall's 'Chronicle' and Warkworth's
'Chronicle.' ED. MARSHALL.

VERSION OF ' THE HOUSE THAT JACK BUILT '

(7
th S. xii. 508

; 8th S. i. 75). The lines quoted
by ESTE are part (by no means the whole) of a

squib by K. H. Barbara, and will be found in the

'Ingoldsby Lyrics' (not 'Legends'), Bentley,
1881, p. 176. C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.
Longford, Coventry.

AFTER-GAME AT IRISH (7
th S. xii. 149, 235,

332, 412; 8"> S. L 58). Your correspondent's
quotation at the last reference is most interesting.
Part of it is given in the ' New English Dic-

tionary,' though not as from Bacon :

" 1631 San-
derson 21 '

Serm.' Ad. Aul. I. (1673) 14 He had
need be a good Gamester to play an after-

game of reputation." The Latin text of Bacon's
' Advancement of Learning

'

has,
" Ardna enim res

famam prsecipitantem retrovertere." An after-

game is a second game, played in order to reverse
or improve the issues of the first, vide ' N. E. D.

1

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

CARSHALTON (7
th S. xii. 268, 456). Carshalton

has figured as Caesar's old town, but it has no
Koman remains of its own; still, it is in the

immediate neighbourhood of Beddington and

Wallington, with many evidences of early occupa-
tion. I suggest Carse, a sort of marsh or soft

alluvial ground, as with the " Carse of Gowrie,"
&c. In Surrey the River Wandle floods all the

low-lying part of Carshalton. A. HALL.

PRINCESS (AFTERWARDS QUEEN) ANNE (8
th S.

i. 42). The account given by Lord Ailesbury, a

contemporary, is as follows :

"As soon as the news came to town (viz., that the

King was returning), and to the Court of the Princess
Anne of Denmark no doubt in the first place, the Ladies
Churchill and Fitzharding obliged her to rise out of her
bed in the night, and to fly away in nightgown and
slippers, making her to believe that the Queen (the King
being not then arrived from Salisbury just at that day)

baster monument in Abergavenny Church. Information
from the Rev. J. Jones, Precentor of Christ Church,
Oxford."

* 'Hist. Deanery of Craven.' After the quotation
from Wordsworth there follows :

" In a note it is said
'At the East End of the North Aisle of Bolton Priory
Church is a Chantry belonging to Bethmesly Hall, and
a vault where, according to tradition, the Claphams (who
inherited the estate by the female line from the Mau-
liverers) were interred upright. John de Clapham, of
whom this ferocious act is recorded, was a name of great
note in his time : he was a vehement partisan of the
house of Lancaster, in which the spirit of his chieftains,
the Cliffords, seemed to survive.'

"

wouldsend her to the Tower; and attended by the revenge-
ful Bishop of London, Doctor Compton, with swords and

boots, they arrived at Lowton in Essex, near London, at

the house of Mr. John Wroth, a blustering County
Justice and a gentleman grazier ;

from thence to Copt
Hall in Essex, to the Earl of Dorset's, and through Hart-

fordshire to Hitchin, a market town, and refreshing in

an inn and also beerhouse, they sat in a cart, saying that

but for their flight it might have been their lot ; and all

this invented by those ladies to inflame that good Prin-

cess against the Queen, and consequently the King.
This particular I bad by a neighbouring gentleman,
and he from Mr. Draper, an eminent attorney of that

town, and an ear witness. From thence they went to

Hawnes, two miles from my house in Bedfordshire, to

the house of the late Lord Carteret, and from thence to

Nottingham." 'Memoirs of Thomas, second Earl of

Ailesbury,' 1890, p. 191.

W. E. BUCKLET.

Who breaks a butterfly upon the wheel.

The Globe edition of Pope has "
upon a wheel."

NEMO has doubtless some good authority for bis

quotation. See his remarks in the note referred

to. C. C. B.

In the course of a righteous rebuke to inac-

curacy, NEMO states that Bishop Compton once

served as a captain in the Life Guards. I fancy,

however, NEMO will find that, as a matter of fact,

the bishop began and ended his very brief military

career as a cornet. W. F. WALLEB.

HONORATUS NICQUETUS (7
th S. xii. 208).

Honore^ Niquet, Jesuit, published at Paris in 1641

an '

Apology for the Order of Fontevrault, and

two years later a general history of the order. In

1655 he published 'The Life of Saint Solange'
and ' The Life of Nicholas Gilbert,' that Francis-

can monk who received from Pope Alexander VI.

the name of Gabriel-Marie. S. A. WETMORE.
Seneca Falls, New York.

MELESINA SCHULENBERG (8
th S. i. 27, 98).

Erangard Melusina Schulemberg was created

Duchess of Munster and Marchioness of Dun-

gannon in 1719, and Duchess of Kendal, Countess

of Feversham, and Baroness of Glastonbnry in

1723. George I. also persuaded the Emperor
to create her Princess of Eberstein in 1723.

She died in 1743, aged eighty -five. Melu-

sina Schulemberg the younger, who lived with

the Duchess of Kendal, was called her niece, but

Horace Walpole says she greatly resembled

George I. She was created Countess of Walsing-

ham, and married the famous Phil. Stanhope,
Earl of Chesterfield. Horace Walpole alludes to

the Duchess of Kendal's "
villa at Isleworth."

CONSTANCE RUSSELL.
Swallowfield.

Her name should be written Ermengarde
Melusine von der Schulenberg. There was a Von
der Schulenberg in the suite of the German

Emperor wken that potentate last visited this
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country. Bat when Ermengarde Melusine was

young, surnames to be in fashion at the Electoral

Court of Hanover had need to be in French ;
so

she became Mademoiselle de Schulemberg, which
was absurd. The Schnlenberp, to give her her

right name, was a proUg&e of the Countess von

Platen, mistress of that Ernest Augustus who died

Elector of Hanover. The Platen's sister, Madame
von Basche, was the mistress of the Elector's son,

George Louis, subsequently George I. of England.
When the Busche ceased to attract, the Platen

brought forward the Schulenberg, born in 1667,

who, though not very handsome nor yet very

young, became George Louis' mistress in her turn.

When he came to take possession here she was not

long after him, and, though she was some fifty

years old, more than held her own against her

rival, the Platen's daughter, afterwards Countess
of Darlington. In 1716 the Schulenberg was
created Baroness of Dundalk, Countess and Mar-
chioness of Dungannon, and Duchess of Mnnster.
In 1719 she became Baroness Glastonbury,
Countess of Feversham, and Duchess of Eendal.

By her George I. had two daughters, Petronille

Melusine, born 1693, and Margaret Gertrude,
born 1703. Petronille Melusine passed in England
as the Kendal's niece. On the same day, April 10,

1722, that the Platen was made Darlington the

Scbalenberg-Eendal's daughter-niece was created

Baronesa of Aldborough, and Countess of Wal-
singham. The Countess of Walsingham subse-

quently became the wife of the fourth and famous
Earl of Chesterfield, who died s.p.t March 24,
1773, five years and six months before his

wife. The Schulenberg-Kendal's second daughter
married, uneventfully, the Count von Lippe. It

was the Duchess of Eendal who left England with
the king on his last journey to Hanover, but he
left her behind him on the road. She was then

styled Princess of Eberstein. After the king's
death she remained in retirement at Brunswick
for three months, and then took up her residence
at Eendal House, Twickenham, where she died
in 1743. W. F. WALLEB.

This is, in all probability, Erangard Melosine

Schnlenberg, the mistress of George I., upon whom
he lavished many honours. She was created
Duchess of Munster, then Duchess of Eendal, and
finally Princess of Eberstein. She is mentioned
by Thackeray in his

' Four Georges,' and is said
to have been a tall, gaunt woman, possessing no
personal attractions. She died in 1743. The
story goes that her royal lover had promised to

appear to her after his death, and that shortly
after it, in 1727, a large black raven flew in at
the window of her villa at Isleworth. This the
duchess cherished and preserved, firmly believing
that it was tenanted by the soul of the departed
monarch. See Burke's ' Extinct Peerages

'
for her

arms and titles. Her name is there spelt as I have

given it. JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.

SCOTTISH MEDAL (8
th S. i. 28). The following

is an extract from the Bazaar of Jan. 15 with

reference to this medal :

" We regret much not to be able to give you any
definite particulars of the Scottish medalet or badge of

which you send a description. It was struck for distri-

bution among the members of some religious body, and
may even be of Italian manufacture. These religious

badges were struck in large numbers during the seven-

teenth and eighteenth centuries, and in most instances
it ia impossible to trace their history. They were gene-
rally given at first communions."

CELER ET AUDAX.

'THE PAUPER'S DRIVE' (7
th S. xii. 486).

There is this story of the authorship :

" Thomas Noel, cousin of Lord Byron, resided at

Boyne Grove Cottage, Maidenhead, when the once

popular vocalist, Henry Russell, was touring Berkshire.
He had the verses of which the refrain, so often noticed,

is,

Battle his bones over the stones,
He 'a only a pauper whom nobody owns,

in the programme of his entertainment, with Tom Hood
as the author. Mr. H. Howard Hodges, of Vale Grove,
Acton, took the opportunity of pointing out the error,

introducing him to Mr. Noel. In his presence, from the

platform that evening, Russell said that he could in no

way explain the mistake. All that he could do was to

make an amende honorable by saying
' the poem was

worthy of Hood.'
"

In March, 1868, Mr. Hodges received a note

from the editor of Punch, thanking him for setting
him right. ED. MARSHALL.

JOHN, FIRST LORD BKLASTSE (7
th S. xii. 27,

97, 273). It may be added that a complete tran-

script of the inscription, under a coat of arms,

impaled of Belasyse and Pawlet, on a "
very lofty

and costly Monument of most curious Workman-

ship [last week finished and] affix'd to the East
Wall of the Church, in the Church-yard of St.

Giles's in the Fields, Middlesex," is furnished in

the London Evening Post of August 26, 1736.

DANIEL HIPWELL.
17, Hilldrop Crescent, N.

FREIGHT (7
th S. xii. 483). It cannot be con-

sidered remarkable that the meaning attached by
dictionaries to many words differs one decade from

another, or that the eccentricities exhibited by
dictionaries are unusual ; while it is not surprising
that such books should be unable to keep pace with

the very rapid changes which take place from one

year to another. In respect to the word freight,

and the note thereon, it is not clear that the

change referred to has so recently, if at all, taken

place, because Ogilvie's supplement to his
'

Imperial Dictionary
'

says
"
freight,"

"
is the sum

paid," and that is the only meaning given, and so

far back as 1551 freight was used to indicate

the price paid for the transport of anything by
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sea or otherwise. Still there remains the pecu-

liarity referred to under the above heading. As a

matter of fact, the word freight in general par-

lance, among owners, shippers, and shipbrokers, is

used to convey different meanings (under different

circumstances), although closely allied. A ship-

broker, calling daily on shippers, generally asks,
" Have you any freights 1

"
meaning, Do you want

a boat or vessel to carry a cargo to any port ? The

shipper may, if he is in want, reply accordingly,
and add, "What do you think you can get on
at 1

"
meaning, at what rate per ton, &c. Again, a

shipper usually exhibits in his office a list of his

wants, which is generally called a "list of

freights "; this includes the name of the port,

carrying capacity of the boat or vessel required,
and rate he is prepared to pay per ton, or measure-

ment, as the case may be.

ALFRED CHAS. JONAS.

This is a very interesting word. 1. In its

legal sense in this country, as between mer-

chant and merchant, it always means the pay-
ment for carriage of cargo. Thus Abbott (' Ship-

ping,' ed. 1881, p. 346) : "In treating of the pay-
ment of the freight, the principal duty of the

merchant, I shall consider first," &c. Again,
"
Freight is the reward payable to the carrier for

the safe carriage and delivery
"
(Kirchner <o. Venus,

1859, 12 Moore P. C. 361 at p. 390), or more

correctly (though in a similar sense) in Scrutton

on 'Charter Parties,' second ed., 1890, p. 234.

This is also the present American meaning of the

word, e.g.:

"Freight defined. Freight is the payment of a sum
for transportation, the sum of money to be paid for car-

riage, the compensation for transportation of goods,"
&c. Desty's

' Manual of the Law relating to Shipping
and Admiralty as determined by the Courts of England
and the United States,' San Francisco, 1879, p. 263,

274.

2. In insurance it has a wider meaning, covering

any benefit derived by a shipowner from the use

of his ship. 3. On the American use of the

word as an equivalent for cargo Mr, Foard

observes that it seems based on the primitive and

etymological sense. With that meaning it is

used in
' The Comedy of Errors,' Act IV. sc. ii.;

' Troilus and Cressida,' Prologue ; Drayton's
'Battle of Agincourt'; Milton's 'Letters of State

to the King of Denmark '; Chaucer's ' Man of

Lawes Tale,' 4591 ; and North's 'Plutarch,' 191.

He proceeds :

" The strictly legal signification, as the hire or reward
of the carrier by sea, and as implied in the mercantile

formula, c if, does not appear in the lexicographers.
Neither Richardson nor Cotgrave sanctions its use in

this sense ;
and Ogilvie merely adopts it in the American

sense, and from the 1832 ed. of Webster's ' American

Dictionary,' where it appears as money charged or paid
for the transportation of goods."

' A Treatise on the

Law of Merchant Shipping and Freight,' 1880, p. 303.

WILLIAM GEORGE BLACK.

SAXONS (8
th S. i. 5, 51). PROF. SKEAT makes

merry over my suggested derivation of Saxon
from sike, and pictures my primitive Saxon sitting
in a running stream or drain. I think I shall be
able to show, however, that the Professor, for once,
is a little wide of the mark, and that sike (whether
it be the explanation of this word or no) must
have a wider meaning than he gives it, and one
more nearly answering to marsh, which I mooted.
In an auctioneer's catalogue of a land sale (as I

before said), in, I think, Sussex, mention is made
of "

all that black sike lying in a ring fence.'''

Surely one of the usually shrewd class of

auctioneers would not propose to sell a drain or a
stream ? And enclosed, too, in a ring fence ! (Would
PKOF. SKEAT suggest, perhaps, a specially imper-
vious fence ?) Whether sike at any time meant
stream or drain I care not ; here it means,,

obviously, tangible ground. But I have solid

evidence for its meaning a marsh. There are two
Danish forms of this word, rendered in a dictionary.
I possess :

"
Syk, sdk ein morast, ein sumpf."

It is said to be also a Jutish word-shape, and the

connexion of the Jutes with England is admitted.

I am aware the usual dictionary explanations even
Stratmann only give the meaning of stream to

this word; and it is evident that PROF. SKEAT
has been misled by following them, instead

of making independent researches of his own.

Further, PROF. SKEAT preferentially gives his

suffrage to the romantic derivation from seax, a

knife, but I see the Netherlands form of this word
is sass. Is there any recorded instance of Sassones?

If, however, we are to have an alternative deriva-

tion, I think a word-shape cognate with the Gothic

sikjes, a fighter (sakjo, fight, strife; Seaxneat, A.-S.,
the heathen Germanic war-god) is a more likely
derivation. F. T. NORRIS.
Finsbury Park.

THE ENGLISH LIFEBOAT SERVICE (8
th S. i.

68). Has " sauveteurs
"

anything to do with
lifeboats ? Does it not refer to salvagers ?

H. C.

WROTH FAMILY (7
th S. x. 487). The four

John Wroths mentioned in my query have
resolved themselves into two :

1. John Wroth, the husband of Maud, married,
in or about 1638, Judith, daughter of Eobert

Wrote, Esq. (Suffolk), and died s.p. September 20,
1642

; Henry Wroth, sen., was found to be his

brother and next heir, and more than fifty years
old (Inq. p.m., June 19, 20 Car.).

2. John Wroth, of Luxborough, we learn from
the same source, was the elder son of Henry
Wroth, sen. In or about 1641 he married Anne
Galliard, widow, and, dying in November, 1662,
lefb by her an only son, John, then about seven-

teen years old, to whom his uncle, Sir Henry,
acted as guardian ; and this John it was who,
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according to the authorities, in 1666 marriei

Elizabeth Maynard, a younger sister of his uncl

Henry's wife, Anne (Chanc. Proc. before 1714

Mitford, 160; Whittington, 110 Wroth

Wroth). W. C. W.

"
ONE," ITS PRONUNCIATION (8

th S. i. 69).

Can this ever have been sounded as we now soum
it in only, alone, and atone ? The old spelling

oon did exactly express its present sound, lik

won. The first o had the value of that in do, to

prove, and the second that in done. The Dorse

dialect, that replaces all long vowels by diphthongs
makes only, alone, stone, bone, all rhyme exactl;

with won and one. E. L. G.

I suggest that the probable pronunciation of th

word one was like the French une. In the dialects

of the East, South, and West country the wore

only which is generally pronounced ownly is

pronounced unely or oonly. The compound wore

atone seems to derive its pronunciation from the

old use. At-won-mtnt is only excusable when

trying to fix the derivation of the word on the

minds of people who have no knowledge of any
pronunciation of o-n-e except won. The last two
lines of an old epitaph (Clutterbuck's

'

Herts,' sub
' Aldenham ") seem to illustrate the suggestion :

The yer from Criste'a Incarnatioon

A thousand four hundred seventy and oon.

FRANK PBNNT, LL.M.

FIREBRACE FAMILY (7
th S. ix. 267, 433) The

Annexed extract from the London Evening Post oi

Saturday, October 29, 1737, will tend to the eluci-

dation of a point raised at the former reference :

"
[Wednesday last.] SirCordel Pirebrace, Bart. Knight

of the Shire for the County of Suffolk, was nmrry'd at

Somerset-House Chapel to Mrs. Evera of Ipswich, a
Widow Lady of 25,000*. Fortune."

It may be added that no record of this marriage
occurs in the privately printed

'

Register of

Marriages, Baptisms, and Burials in Somerset
House Chapel, 1714 to 1775,' edited by Sir

Thomas Phillipps, Bart. (1831), 8vo.

DANIEL HIPWELL.
17, Hilldrop Crescent, X.

"QuoD EXPENDI HABUI" (7
th S. xii. 506).

Allow me to make one further remark. I gave
the reference from Seneca for the original of the

phrase. But I shall leave the matter too incom-

plete unless I also state the form of expression in

the ' Gesta Romanorum,' cap. xvl, to which I only
gave the reference. It shows the quotation in

another stage :

"
Legitur de quodam imperatore romano construente

sibi basilicam optimam et fodiens in fundamento palacii,
invenit sarcophagum aureum tribuscirculiscircumdatum
et super sarcophagum tails erat superscripcio : Expendi,
donavi, servavi, habui, habeo, perdidi, punior ; primo
quod expendi habui, quod donavi habeo. Imperator cum
hoc audisset, satrapas imperii vocavit et ait : Ite et inter

vos eonsulite, quid ista superscripcio significet. At ill! :

Domine, nichil aliud eat superscripcio nisi iatu 1 : Erat
unus imperator ante te, qui aliis exemplum dare volebat,
ut ejus vitam sequerentur. Expend! Titara meam recto

judicando, alios regulando, me ipsum secundum racionem
domando. Donavi militibus necessaria, pauperibus
victualia, et unicuique et michi ipsi secundum merita.
Servavi in omnibus justiciam. indigentibus misericor-

diam, operantibus mercedem condignam. Habui cor

largum et stabile et unicuique michi servienti divicias
dare in necessitate et graciam omnibus omni tempore.
Habeo manum ad donandum, manum ad protegendum
et manum ad puniendum. Perdidi stulticiam, perdidi
inimicorum amicitiam et perdidi carnis lasciviam. Punior

jam in inferno, quia non credidi uni deo eterno. Punior
beu, quia non est redempcio. Imperator cum hec
audisaet et quamdiu vixit magis prudenter seipsum et
alios regulabat et sic in pace vitam finirit." Cap. xvi.

p. 300, Berlin, 1872.

There follows a Christian application.
Eo. MARSHALL.

" MARKET-MERRY "
(8

th S. i. 69). I am not

acquainted with this phrase. The accepted Salopian

expression is
"
market-peart," which denotes a

stage verging on "
fresh," itself a step short of

drunk. See Miss Jackson's '

Shropshire Word
Book.' W. 0. H. B.

I have heard this expression in most of the

midland counties. C. C. B.

This phrase is common about here, South
Northants and North Oxfordshire, and I think else-

where. W. E. BUCKLEY.

ST. MART ATTE HTTLLE (8
th S. i. 68, 115).

In my edition of
' Hebrew Deeds of English Jews'

appears on p. 352 an acquittance of Moses de Oxon,
a London Jew, in favour of Richard, Prior of

Trinity. He speaks of a house in the parish of

St. Mary atte Hulle, on which Michael Clericus,
of Billingsgate, pays an annual rental of 4s. 4d. to

Eamo fil' Constantin. All these names and
particulars are set forth in Hebrew characters.

There being no equivalent, however, for the words
' saint" and "

Mary," the Hebrew gives them in

he form "holy" and "Miriam" de la Hulle.

The deed must have been executed ante 1 250. Can
t have any connexion with the property mentioned

>y your correspondent ? M. D. DAVIS.

HIGHLAND POETRY (8
th S. i. 89). The poem

>y Alexander Macdonald,
' The Manning of the

Jirlin,' was translated by Thomas Pattison, a

lever, shy student from Islay, intended for the

Jhurch, but who died young. After his death his

riends collected and published his translations,

which, with a few original poems, forma considerable

ctavo volume. It was published in Glasgow

Sinclair, Argyll Street, 1866) under the name of

Selections from the Gaelic Bards.'

J. M. W.

JUBILEE (8
th S. i. 69). The spelling juUU is

orrect, not only in itself, but as for the A.V., for
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the original and all early editions have it. The

Hebrew word is of two, not three syllables, and

should be transliterated as yobel; the final e is

simply the silent terminal found in other cases, as

the well-known one of Urbane, and even of Mary
Magdalene, which modern purists persist in calling

Magdaleenee. The false spelling has arisen from

the false pronunciation jubilee; unless, indeed, it

be considered as the Latin form of the word, from

jubilceus. Such must be Mr. Neale's apology for

writing, in his translation of the
' Hora Novissima':

Then, then from his oppressor
The Hebrew shall go free,

And celebrate in triumph
The year of Jubilee.

On the other hand, in the original (1772) of W.
Williams's

"
O'er those gloomy hills of darkness "

it is found as a dissyllable.
C. F. S. WARREN, M.A,

Longford, Coventry.

The spelling jubile is much older than the

Revised Version, and seems to have been the form

adopted in the Authorized Version from the first.

I find it in Bagster's small 4to., 1846; the Oxford

ruby Svo., 1836; the Pictorial, 1836; Bowyer's,

printed by Bensley, 1795; A. Kincaid's, the

King's Printer, Edinburgh, 1758; Field's, Printer

to the University, Cambridge, 1668. The A.V.

having been made from the original languages,

may have intended jubile to represent the Hebrew

?3V and the Greek iw/ihyA, which is retained by
the LXX. in Joshua vi. 8, 13, according to Smith's

'Diet, of the Bible,' i. 1151, where the writer

does not state in what text, and it is not in the

Vatican. In this case is the final vowel quiescent,
and jubile to be read as a dissyllable, as in the

French jubile, and the final syllable to be pro-
nounced like the ile in servile or eal in reveal ?

The Vulgate has jubilceus, whence our jubilee, as

it is in the Wycliffite version, Oxford, 1850. The
notes and indexes in Bagster's, 1846, and the

Pictorial spell it jubilee, as it is in Smith's
'

Diet,

of the Bible,' and is generally received. Chaucer,
'

Sompnoures Tale,' 7445, has jubilee; Bible, 1551,

jubilye; Stirling, 'Domesday,' jubily; Milton,

jubilee. W. E. BUCKLEY.

P.S. Since writing the above I have been in-

formed that jubile is the reading of the first edition

of the A.V. in 1610.

HETAN" (8
th S. i. 89). The devil's

language seems, by the dramatists, to be one of

the learned languages.
'

Hamlet,' I. i. 42 :

Thou art a scholar ; speak to it, Horatio.

'Much Ado,' II. i. 264:
' You shall find her, the inferna Ate, in good apparel.

I would to God some scholar would conjure her."

Beaumont and Fletcher 'The Night Walker,
II.:-

" 'Tis the Devil, by his claws Let 'B call the Butler

up, for he speaks latin,/ And that will daunt the devil."

Monius Elencticus ; or, light Come-off upon that

serious Piece of Drollery presented by the Vice
Chancellor of Oxon,' &c., 1654 :

But I leave you learn'd Sir

To the Devil, the Father and Founder of the Tongue.
Webster's ' White Devil,' p. 17 of Dyce's ed. :

They 'd make men think the devil were fast and loose,
With speaking fustian Latin.

In < Hen. IV.,' III. i. 233, we have, however,
" I

believe the Devil understands Welsh "; and in the

two following quotations he is attributed with a

knowledge of all tongues.
' Wit's Miserie and the

World's Madness, Discovering the Devils Incarnat

of this Age,' 1596, p. 56:
" The first by Satan was called Hate Vertue who,

after he had learnt to lie of Lucan, to flatter with Aris-

tippus, and conjure of Zoroastes, wandred a while in

France, Germany, and Italy to learn languages," &c.
' The Pragmatic Jesuit new leven'd,' a comedy by
Richard Carpenter, about 1660 or 1663, V. iv. :

" If they were truly possessed, they would speak all

languages, the Devil is a prime master of languages," &c.

I quote most of the above from the notes to

0. Francke's edition (German) of Monntford's farce,

'Life and Death of Doctor Faustns,' where we
have, I. i. 229,

" In what language should I speak
to the Devil ?" no answer, however, on the point
being forthcoming. A. COLLINGWOOD LEE.
Waltham Abbey.

These words, more correctly written "Hemen
hetan," mean properly

"
here, in these

"
(places

or things). They have been already quoted, as

used by the Basque witches, by Victor Hugo, in
' Notre Dame de Paris,' and by Michelet, in his

'Sorciere.' Both have probably taken it from
the celebrated work of De Lancre,

' L'Inconstance

des Mauvais Anges et Demons '

(1612). De Lancre
had made a criminal inquiry about sorcery in the

Basque country during the year 1609. As regards
Berlioz's infernal language in the ' Damnation de

Faust,' the author himself says he has copied it out
from Swedenborg. I have not been able to trace

it in Swedenborg's books, and should be glad if

any of your readers can tell me where to read it.

Nevertheless, there is certainly nothing Basque
in it, and it is a merely imaginative and fanciful

BADAKIT.

I beg to say that your correspondent is quite

right in supposing
" Etnen hetan" to be Basque,

and in his translation. The earliest mention of it

is in the well-known book by De Lancre, of Bor-

deaux, concerning the witch trials, in which he

took part, in France and Spain, and in which

the expression is translated "Ici et Ja"; but I do

not know how the phrase got transported out of

this, its proper context, into the mouth of the

Lancashire witches by Harrison Ainsworth.

JAMES PLATT, Jun.
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BLACK HAIR (8
th S. i. 109). The French pro-

verb " Tete de fou ne blanchit jamais
" seems to

be a satisfactory explanation of Caxton's passage.
B. H. G.

Gay, in the first lines of the introduction to his
'

Fables,' supplies the answer to this query :

Remote from cities lived a swain
Unvexed with all the cares of gain;
His bead was silvered o'er with age,
And long experience made him sage.

W. E. BUCKLEY.

I suppose
"
protege'' was foolish, and that he was

advised to dye his hair black lest any one should

expect to learn of him the wisdom that a grey head
is reputed to connote. ST. SWITHIN.

LONE (8
th S. i. 87). Are we not left to under-

stand by the " lone years" of the verse those long

years of sad widowhood of our revered Queen ?

For my part, having read the two journals of ' Life

in the Highlands,'
'

Leaves,' and ' More Leaves,' I

find it easy to conclude how since the death of the

Prince Consort the time must have passed lone ;

and the heir apparent has taken his stand at the

side of his sovereign mother, if he could, to be the

comfort. I trust to find some of my thinking.
HERBERT HARDY.

In
And you, Sir, who for long lone years
Have stood beside the throne,

"throne" is used by way of metonomy for the

occupant thereof, for the Queen ; and the "
lone "

years are the thirty she has spent in widowed
loneliness since the passing away of her royal help-
mate. ST. SWITHIN.

MURIEL : MERIEL (8
th

S. i. 109). This name
was, so far as I have seen, always spelt Muriel in

Norman times. There were a few of the name
before Muriel Briset (or, more correctly, de Bri-

set). They seem to have been related to each
other and to William the Conqueror. Muriel was
the mother of Thomas I., Archbishop of York,
1070-1100 ('Liber Vitse Dunelm.,' Surtees Soc.,

139). In the same book Osbert is called his

father; but a charter of the Conqueror, dated

1081, is witnessed by the archbishop as "
Regis

filius
"
(Planches

' The Conqueror and his Com-
panions,' ii. 272). Queen Matilda seems to have
befriended the wife of Roger de Busli ('Dom.
Bk.,' i. fo. 113). Her name was Muriel. Eudo
al Chapel, the Dapifer of Normandy, left a
daughter and heiress Muriel, married to Robert
de Hai, and their descendant, Muriel de St. John,
was the wife of Reginald de Orval.

A. S. ELLIS.

NAME OR SURNAME? (8
th S. i. 102.) The

newspaper which was read during my breakfast
this morning (February 8) had a paragraph headed
' The Late Sir Morell Mackenzie/ and went on to

speak of "Lady Morell Mackenzie." If either of

these was right, one was wrong ;
but I feel sure

that neither was correct. A writer who addresses
the readers of the Graphic week by week as Lady
Violet Graville is, if I mistake not, the Lady Gre-
ville who appears on the title-page of the

' Gentle-
woman in Society

'

(Cassell & Co.). Our hilarity
at the blunders made by foreigners in their treat-

ment of our names and titles should be checked

by a glance at home. ST. SWITHIN.

I suppose the reasons why people part the hair

of their names down the middle are as diverse as

the people themselves. In some cases it is

to prevent any annoyance that may occur to a

person of the same name in having opinions
ascribed to him from which, possibly, he may
differ. It is that which leads me to write

S. ILLINGWORTH BUTLER.

'CHILDE HAROLD' : IANTHE (8
th S. i. 87).

I think Byron, who knew the Greek language,
does not say in this passage, nor appear to say,
that lanthe means a lily. I have no better edi-

tion of Byron at hand than John Dicks's. In this

edition the passage is printed thus :

But bid me with my wreath one matchless lily blend.

(A full stop, a new stanza.)

Such is thy name with this my verge entwined.

And thus have I always seen it printed, not with

a mere comma after "blend
"
or after "lily." The

meaning seems to me very obvious.
" Instead of

questioning why I would commend my poem to

one so young, bid me blend one matchless lily

with my wreath. This is the reason why thy

(pure spotless) name is entwined with this my
verse." The lily has ever been the symbol of

maidenhood, and Lady Charlotte Harley, the

daughter of the Earl of Oxford, was not yet eleven

years old when Byron dedicated his poem to her.

The image could hardly have been more pleasant
and accurate. DNAHGEL.

Landor uses the name lanthe as a substitute for

Jane. There is a legend, to which Leigh Hunt
alludes in his poem on the violet, that the violet

was called Ion in Greek, because it was created

for the food of lo when she was metamorphosed
into a heifer. C. C. B.

POLISHING SIDES OF BOOKS (8
th

S. i. 8, 94).

I find a transparent varnish, made of white shellac

and absolute alcohol, the best thing to apply to the

back and sides of a book. In some cases it is

desirable to first use a size made of a solution of

isinglass in water. This varnish will not only

polish, but, what is of far more importance, it will

render the book impervious to damp, excepting at

the edges. J. R. DORE.

SAMUEL THORNTON, M.P. (8
th

S. i. 109).

Samuel Thornton, Esq., F.S.A., of Clapham
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Park, Surrey, the eldest son of the celebrated

John Thornton, Esq., of Olapham, and brother to

Henry Thornton, M.P. for Southwark, and
Robert Thornton, M.P. for Calchester, died at his

house in Brighton, July 3, 1838, aged eighty-
three. He was M.P. for Kingston-on-Hul), 1784-

1806, and for Surrey, 1807-1818. A memoir of

him appears in Gent. Mag., 1838, New Series,
vol. x. p. 326. DANIEL HIPWELL.

17, Hilldrop Crescent, N.

According to Evans's 'Catalogue of Portraits,'
'he died in 1838, aged eighty-three years.

J. F. MANSBRGH.
' PARADISE LOST,' i. 587 (7

th S. xii. 327, 457;.
Another poetical variant of this legend occurs in

* Rob Roy,' by Sir Walter Scott, purporting to be
the composition of Mr. Francis Osbaldistone :

O for the voice of that wild horn,
On Fontarabian echoes borne,

The dying hero's call,
That told imperial Charlemagne,''
How Paynim sons of swarthy Spain

Had wrought his champion's fall. Chap. ii.

The elder Osbaldistone, as may be remembered,
severely criticizes the poetical method of the sup-
posed author. JOHN PICKFORB, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

ABSALOM'S DEATH (7
th S. xii. 466 ; 8th S. i.

'91). That Absalom was caught by his hair is an

impression produced by a recollection of the fact

that one person who seizes another by the head

naturally clutches the hair. The Vulgate ren-

dering is "adhaesit caput ejus quercui." It is

curious, therefore, that the earliest extant French
translation of this passage, belonging to the twelfth

century, should run thus :
<

" Avint issi quo Absalon encuntrad la maignee David,
seiet sur un mul

; cume li muls vint suz un grant
chaigne e ki moult out branches, une dea branches aerst
Absalon par la tresce ; e li muls passad avant, e cil

pendid a la branche." 'Les quatre livres des Hois,'

p. 186.

May I be pardoned for noticing the word aerst,
which is a corruption of adhcesit, being the pre-
terit of aerdre, but which differs also from the
Latin in its transitive meaning ? In a Portuguese
version, c. 1320 (' Ineditos Portuguezes,' Coimbra,
1829, ii. 290), not only do we read "

impegarom-
Ihe os cabelos en os rramos do carvalho," but Joab
is informed " como estava Ausalom dependurado
pelos cabelos."

The same impression about Absalom's death
was current in Italy, for the fifteenth century poet
Bellincioni thus alludes to the incident :

Son tutte opinion!
E bei capei, cercate sale in zucca,
Poi che Assalon mori per la parrucca.

Sonnet clxvii., Bologna ed., 1876.

Parrucca now means a wig ; the very thing which,
According to the wits, would have been Absalom's

salvation. But the editor is careful to explain the
word as the "

lunga capigliatura naturale, e non
posticcia." This was the original meaning of the
word which has passed into our language, through
the French perruque, into the corrupt and trun-
cated form wig. F. ADAMS.

105, Albany Road, Camberwell.]

ST. SWITHIN asks if it is certainly an error to

suppose that Absalom's death was caused by his

hair catching a tree. I venture to think that all

direct proof shows that it was not through his hair
that be came by his death. No doubt m.toy
authors, from the days of Josephus to the present
time, have said he was caught by his hair being
entangled in wood. The idea was, of course,

suggested by the fact that Absalom's hair was of
abnormal growth. On the other hand, we are dis-

tinctly told by the only direct authority that he
was caught by his head. Writers seem to over-
look the fact that he "

polled" his hair at the end
of every year. If the learned can show at what
period of the year Absalom's death occurred, it

might throw light on the subject. It is surely,

however, a fair suggestion that, as he was in tha
habit of cutting his hair, he would not go to war
with such an encumbrance. Many a fox-hunter
has had his head temporarily caught in the fork of
a branch, though be generally gets free with the
loss of his ha*". Had Absalom been caught by his

long hair, surely he could have freed himself by
tearing it off bit by bit with his hands, provided
he had no short sword with which to cut it.

Finally, if he went to battle with such an append-
age, his hair cannot have been the only thing too

long about his head. R. S. S.

Notwithstanding the objection of your contri-

butor, the authority of the original text (2 Sam.
xviii. 9-14) must be preferred by all who desire

historical accuracy, even to such an authority as

Smith's 'Bible Dictionary.' The Hebrew his-

torian distinctly states that the royal rebel was

captured because his head caught hold of the oak.

Nothing can be more explicit, and not the

slightest allusion is made to his hair. He devised
this most unnatural rebellion in his head, desiring
to be head of the nation, and met his retribution

by means of the same head. If his hair had caught
so as to hold him up (is it possible ?), why did he
not release himself by cutting off his hair ? for no
doubt he would be the best armed in the company.
These misconceptions almost all arise from the

ignorance of artists, or else from their preferring

showy effect to historical accuracy. As inter-

preters they should keep strictly to the text.

Numerous instances are to be seen in any gallery

among ancient and modern painters of this mis-

leading practice. Thus we have poor Jewish
fishermen ridiculously robed in all the colours of

the rainbow.
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Raphael makes the three figures in the trans-

figuration dancing in the air in anything but devo-

tional attitudes, when, of course, all three simply
stood on the ground. Mary, the carpenter's wife,

is (made dwelling in a marble house more fit for

Dives than a Galilean peasant. Peter is repre-

sented as receiving from his Master two actual

iron keys of huge dimensions, as if he was being
made the head gaoler of the attendant apostles.

James and John are foolishly painted as two little

boys, held in the bands of their mother. It is to

be noticed that these and numerous others are not

symbolical or allegorical pictures, but are set forth

as depicting correctly actual historical events in

Hebrew history. Of course the above are very
feeble specimens of the frightful anachronisms,

errors, and absurdities which abound in the works

of the great masters and their followers. Besides

these distortions of facts, we have distortions of

nature, impossibilities constantly depicted, as six

men in a boat full of fish and nets which is more
suited for one, men sitting and standing in

inconceivable attitudes, &c. A. B. G.

DUNHEVED (7
th S. xii. 488). Dr. Charnock, in

his ' Local Etymology,' has "
Launceston, in Corn-

wall, was anciently called Dunheved,
' the swelling

hill.
' " He says that the modern name is a con-

traction of Lan-cester-ton,
" the church castle

town." Others derive it from Llan-Stepheri8-town,

i.e., the town of St. Stephen's Church. Which is

right? F. C. BIRKBECK TEKRY.

LADY HARRIET ACLAND (8
th S. i. 106). With

reference to the alleged marriage of this heroic

lady to Mr. Brudenell, the chaplain who escorted

her to the American lines, Col. W. L. Stone has

completely exploded this fiction in two articles in

Lippincott't Magazine for October, 1879, and the

Magazine of American Hittory for January, 1880,

respectively. JOHN J. DALQLEISH.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &o.

The Rosciad and the Apology. By Charles Churchill.
Edited by Robert W. Lowe. (Lawrence & Bullen.)

OF the English stage in what must be considered its

Augustan age Churchill's two dramatic satires give the
best surviving account. Many as were the abuses that

lingered until Oarrick's days, and flagrant as were Gar-
rick's own sins against sense and taste, the stage under
his management attained its highest point, surpassing,
it may almost be held, all record concerning other coun-
tries. Garrick's management covers practically the time

conventionally accepted as a generation, and links the

epoch of Colley Gibber with that of Eemble. In that

period two generations of actors were practically seen,
and it ia difficult to know which of the two was the
more illustrious. To this day the relative merits oi

Quin, Barry, Powell, Henderson remain unsettled, while
as regards actresses, both tragic and comic, the entire

period is aglow with splendour.

Concerning the merits of the Olives, Pritchards, Barrys,
iVoffiugtons, Cibbers, Bellamys, Abingtons, and the rest

'nil records are preserved. In addition to professed stage
ihroniclers Davies, Murphy, Gentleman Boaden, and
a score others and the anonymous critics of or cou-

;ributors to the magazines, writers of established posi-
;ion have left their opinions on record, and, from the

lippant and irreverent gossip Walpole to the grimly
censorious, but not always implacable Johnson, there are
"ew who have not transmitted us some information con-

senting the stage and its ornaments. With a nearer

approach to antithesis than to accuracy, Byron speaks
of Crabbe as

Though nature's sternest painter, yet the best.

This is almost true of Churchill, who is the sternest

critic of the stage, and all but the best. He seeks, it

must be confessed, to be smart rather than just, and the
manner in which, in ' The Rosciad,' he sacrifices all

other actors at the shrine of Garrick is not quite fair.

His pictures, however, though they are savage, avoid

caricature, and are in the main lifelike. To actresses-

full justice is done. So long as the task of criticism is

confined to masculine pens the actress will always obtain
a disproportionate share of praise. Always outspoken in

condemnation of masculine mannerisms or defects, and

absolutely unjust to men such as Quin or Barry, Churchill,
when he writes of Mrs. Pritchard or Mrs. (Jibber, can

give praise with no slow or unwithdrawing hand. While
Garrick is the hero of ' The Roeciad,' be is supposed to-

be to foine extent the butt of 'The Apology.' With
characteristic loftiness he accepted the praise of ' The
Rosciad,' treating its author tie kaut en las as one,
doubtless, of those who aspired to the privilege of a free

entry to Drury Lane. These supercilious assumptions
were conveyed to Churchill,

' The Apology
' was written,

and Garrick found it worth while to change his attitude.

The steps he took to conciliate the reverend satirist and
make of him an ally, and Churchill's misuse of the
influence he obtained, constitute a chapter of stage

history, more sad than edifying, with which we are not
concerned.

Slight as is the interest in the stage of the past
compared with that of to-day, lovers of literature and of
the drama cannot fail to be delighted with this edition,

scholarly and sumptuous, of the greatest of dramatic
satires. Mr. Lowe has supplied all known facts concerning
the work and its author, and has gone back to the original

text, modified in subsequent editions. The publishers,
meanwhile, have supplied eight magnificent reproduc-
tions of old portraits of Churchill, Garrick, Wilks, Gibber,
and others with whom the author deals. This alone will

commend to a special public the reprint, which is a
handsome quarto, and in the India paper edition is one
of the goodliest volumes of the season. For one special

purpose the book is unique. Since the appearance of

Granger's
'

Biographical Dictionary,' which gave rise to

the process known as "
Grangerizing," few works, if any,

ever printed have lent themselves as does this to the

purpose of extra illustration. Almost every individual

mentioned deserves a plate ; and as some portraits of
actors of the epoch are among the scarcest in existence,
readers must not be surprised to hear of this volume-

being extended into a collection, and bringing in the-

market some fabulous price.

The Comical Romance, and other Tales. By Paul
Scarron. Done into English by Tom Brown of

Shifnal, John Savage, and others. With an Introduc-
tion by J. J. Jusserand. 2 vols. (Lawrence & Bullen.)

NOT without surprise does one hear of a reprint of a
translation by Tom Brown and his customary associates
in working for the booksellers. A perusal of his render-
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ing of the ' Romant Comique,' as the early editions of

Scarron's masterpiece were called, diminishes one's

astonishment. Coarse, vigorous, idiomatic, and in the

main accurate, this version throws into the shade all

other renderings, and differs only from the original in

being somewhat more highly spiced. Not a man in

London was there so familiar with the shifts of a dissi-

pated and quasi-predatory life as this ex-schoolmaster,
who of his early advantages retained only his scholar-

ship. Who, then, so fit as he to deal with Scarron's

picture, practically the first and the best, of the vicissi-

tudes of the strolling player in the tune of Moliere? Of
this work, a chef-d'oeuvre in every sense, Brown gave an

excellent version, informing it only with a few Rabelaisian

phrases that could not fail to be to the taste of his public.

Had he not had a share in the variorum translations of

Petronius Arbiter and of Lucian ;
and could be not be

trusted to cater for an eighteenth-century public ? In

reprinting this work in a sumptuous form Messrs. Law-
rence & Bullen had a mind to oblige the antiquary as

well as the bibliophile. They have accordingly obtained

from the pen of M. J. J. Jusserand, an eminent scholar,

long associated with the French Embassy in London, an
introduction the value and interest of which cannot

easily be over-estimated, and have supplied a series of

illustrations, including the masterly designs of Jean-

Baptiste Ouvry, the famous animal painter to Louis XV.
These plates first saw the light in the folio edition of

Hucquier (Paris, n.d.), and are declared by Brunet

(' Manuel du Libraire, Supplement,' 1882, ii. 610) to be
" forte rares." We have not previously seen them. They
are immeasurably superior to the illustrations by Le

Barbier, which are generally in demand. Designs which
cast a clearer light upon life in France towards the close

of the seventeenth century are not easily found. The
famous frontispiece of Delia Bella to the ' Works '

of

Scarron is also reproduced, as are fine portraits of

Madame de Maintenon, Louis XIV., &c. Of the life

of Scarron, strangely sad, eventful, and romantic, a very
striking account is given by M. Jusserand, whose intro-

duction is a model of graceful and pleasantly conveyed
erudition.

Editions of Scarron have a habit of growing scarce.

Of the first edition of ' Le Romant Comique,' giving the

first part only (Paris, Toussainct Quinet, 1651, 8vo.), one

copy, in the Bibliotheque de 1'Arsenal, Paris, alone is

known to exist. Following editions, including the

Elzevir volumes, are rare, and a complete copy of the

edition of Abr. Wolfgang (Amsterdam, 1668), an Elzevir

annexe in ten volumes, is a treasure. The English trans-

lations, one and all, are rare, and bring long prices in the

auction-rooms. An edition at once so scholarly and so

handsome as the present has not been seen. Those who
read the book for the first time will be rewarded. It

overflows with mirth and drollery, is deeply interesting,
and supplies a marvellous picture of society as well as a

stimulating record of adventure. Its language is quaint
and agreeable. There is some coarseness of the kind
which characterizes Smollett rather than Rabelais, and
a certain measure of sentimental interest. There is

nothing, however, which can be regarded as licentious,
and the work in this respect, like most French literature

of the epoch, contrasts favourably with our English
literature of Restoration times.

Year-Books of the Reign of King Edward the Third.
Year XV. Edited by Luke Owen Pike. Rolls

Series. (Eyre & Spottiswoode.)
IT is mere surplusage when we say that the volume
before us is important and well edited. Those who have
had occasion to use the earlier volumes of the series have

long ago discovered that the year-books furnish us with

an amount of information as to the lives and doings of
our ancestors of a kind perfectly unique. We believe we
are justified in eaying that no other country possesses a
series of documents of the same character which illus-

trates so fully and so continuously the growth of legisla-
tion. The introduction contains much information
compressed in a small compass. Indeed, were we bent
on finding fault we should remark that the memoranda
on the word merchet might have been extended with
advantage. All we have is good ; but when we call to
mind how simpletons have disported themselves with
regard to this word, it is desirable that we should be in

possession of all the facts which have come to Mr. Pike's

knowledge. We wish he would rewrite these passages of
his preface in a more popular form, and, embodying with
them the important facts gathered on the same subject
by Dr. Karl Schmidt, give us a work which should for
ever dispel the clouds of ignorance and folly which have
surrounded this subject.

Pedes Finium ; or. Fines relating to the County ofCam-
bridgefrom, the Seventh of Richard I. to the end of the

Reign of Richard III. Edited by Walter Rye. (Cam-
bridge, Deighton, Bell & Co.)

THIS useful compilation has been issued by the Cambridge
Antiquarian Society, a body to which all of us who are
interested in bygone times owe a debt of gratitude. To
the genealogist it will be of a value not easy to exag-
gerate. Mr. Rye is an accomplished antiquary, and has
performed his task with his customary thoroughness. In
the preface the editor gives a list of more than 120
Christian names of a character not commonly
encountered. Several of them are quite new to us,
others are survivals from pre-Norman days. Grym
reminds us of the mythic founder of Grimsby, the old
Lincolnshire seaport. Phinapopla, Sexina, Torcheneys,
and Braymunda are beyond our present powers of inter-

pretation. There is also a catalogue of a few nick-
names which show that our forefathers were not without
a sense of humour.

tor

We mutt call special attention to the following notices :

ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications correspondents

must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the

signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to

appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication "

Duplicate."

A CONSTANT READER (" Whom the gods love uie

young"). The query has been asked before without

eliciting any definite reply. See 3rd S. viii. 171, 216
483.

C. C. B. ("Pancakes and Shrove Tuesday "). This

question has been frequently asked and never answered

CORRIGENDA. P. 107, col. 2, 1. 19 from botton, for

"1971
"
read 1671 ; p. 126, col. 1, 1. 7, for "

pale
"

read

palL
IfOTldS.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The
Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Advertisements and
Business Letters to " The Publisher"At the Office, 22,
Took's Court, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, E.C.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return com-

munications which, for any reason, we do not print ; and
to ibis rule we can make no exception.
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EDWAED I. AND THE BLACK FRIARS OP
GLASGOW.

When this king was in Scotland, in the autumn
of 1301, he is said, in the best local his-

tories, to have taken up his quarters with the
Black Friars of Glasgow for three days, and
rewarded their hospitality with six shillings ! This
absurd statement is founded on defective infor-

mation. In 1834 the Rev. J. Stevenson edited
for the Haitian d Club a book, 'Illustrations of

Scottish History from the Twelfth to the Sixteenth
Centuries.' Among these he printed the following
extract :

" Fratribus Predicatoribus Glasguensibus.pro pictantia
sua triura dierum in inora Regis ibidem, per manus
Fratris Johannis de Wrotham, apud Botheville sexto
die Septembris, vjs."

This is out of a Wardrobe Account of 29 Edw. I.

in the British Museum. All its contents relating
to Scotland have since been printed, in vol. iv. of
the 'Calendar of Scottish Documents' (pp. 446-55).
The word pictantia in the above entry is a mis-

print for putura, i. e., the friars' diet, and ibidem
refers to the town, not to the convent.

In the introduction to another of the Maitland
Club books,

'
Liber Collegii Nostre Domine, nee-

non Munimenta Fratrum Predicatorum de Glasgu/
edited in 1846 by the late Dr. Joseph Eobertson,
he says :

" In the autumn of 1301, the Friars Preachers had to

give barboury within their precinct for three days to

King Edward I. of England, who spent the greater part
of that year in bringing the western shires of Scotland
under his dominion. The accounts of his wardrobe
show that the hospitality of the brethren was requited
with a payment of six shillings. [Then follows the above

extract.] The convent of the Preaching Friars was
doubtless the only place in the city capable of receiving
the royal retinue."

Dr. Robertson most likely never saw more of

the wardrobe account, or he would have seen the

improbability of Edward I. taking up his quarters
in an open convent in a hostile country. The
king, with an army of seven thousand foot, besides

horse, left Berwick on July 19, marched up the
Tweed by Norham to Kelso, was there on the

22nd, at Roxburgh on the 24th, at Selkirk on
the 25th, at Peebles on the 4th of August, at Cam-
busnethan on the 18th, reaching Glasgow on the

20th, where he remained, not for three days only,
but till the 4th of September, a full fortnight.
He then took Bothwell Castle, encamping there
for a week or so before marching to Linlithgow,
where he spent the winter. From this Wardrobe
Account it appears that while at Berwick he gave
puturce, generally for three days, to the Black

Friars, Augustinians, Carmelites, and other houses

there, and at Roxburgh to the Minorites in all

cases at the rate of two shillings a day. It was

simply a present in supplement of the friars'

ordinary diet, certainly not for the expenses of the

king and his retinue. These generally amounted
to from five pounds to ten pounds a day often

more. When Edward returned to England in

1298, after the battle of Falkirk, he halted at the
house of one Adam Hert, of Lambrouscayt, near
Annan. This man was paid for the expenses of

the king the handsome sum of four pounds. It

does not seem that Edward even stayed all night.
There cannot be much doubt that when in Glas-

gow he either occupied the bishop's castle or his

own tent, while his army was encamped probably
close to the cathedral. When he attended mass

there, as he did several times during his stay, his

offering was always seven shillings more than his

supposed three days' lodging with the friars.

Scotchmen think, not without some warrant,
that Edward I. did them much harm, possibly
with good intentions ; but he cannot be charged
with parsimony to his supposed hosts, the Black

Friars, for the excellent reason that he certainly
did not take up his quarters with them.

JOSEPH BAIN.

OLD ENGLISH PLATE.'

It is in no captious spirit, but in the hope they
may be useful, that I send the following notes,
made when consulting the latest edition (fourth,

1891) of Mr. Cripps's valuable work.
P. 103. The mark SL linked within a beaded
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circle, which is met with on Dorsetshire church

plate temp. Eliz., is still classed among
" Doubtful

Provincial Marks." It is found on plate in thirty

parishes, the greater nnmber being in the southern

part of the county. Mr. Cripps is either not

aware of, or does not see his way to accept, what

Mr. H. J. Moule, of Dorchester, has offered as a

clue since Mr. Nightingale's
' Church Plate of

Dorset
'

first appeared. See the Antiquary (March,

1891, p. 90), wherein Mr. Moule has clearly shown,
from notes made by him when arranging and cata*

loguing the Dorchester municipal archives, that

there was in the town during Elizabethan time a

goldsmith family named Stratford, and that the

name of one of them was Laurence.

P. 214. We are told that the candlesticks used

before the Reformation were usually in pairs, and

made of latten, or copper gilt, often they were

of silver.

"They hare all entirely disappeared Pricket

candlesticks, or candlesticks with an upright spike upon
which to place a large candle, are found amongst the

plate of our cathedrals, but are seldom older than 1660,
and still seldomer of any artistic interest."

No reference is made to the wonderful example
of elaborate art in white metal gilt, the famous

Gloucester pricket candlestick, a piece of church

and monkish work, made about 1110, and now in

the South Kensington Museum.
P. 229. The coronation spoon.
" The date of this seems to be early in the thirteenth

century, and it is thought to be the original spoon, not-

withstanding the goldsmith's account for the fabrication

of a new one at the coronation of King Charles II.,

which has been given at page b7."

On p. 38 there is this foot-note :

"When exhibited, by gracious permission of Her
Majesty the Queen, at the rooms of the Society of Anti-

quaries in 1890, the coronation spoon was, however, con-

sidered to be the original one, and of high antiquity."

At the time Mr. Oripps wrote '

College and Cor-

poration Plate,' published in 1881, and still sold

in the South Kensington Museum as one of the

series of
" Art Handbooks," he had reason for

considering the anointing spoon, which forms part
of the Crown regalia, to be a good copy of work of

earlier date than 1662. The "
it is thought

" and
" however" make me think that he still inclines

to his first belief; but as he does not expressly

reject and is liberal enough to print the opinion
of others in his revised volume, it appears to me
there would be an advantage in having the same

thing done at once in the handbook. It could be

managed in the unsold copies by inseiting a label

of some half dozen lines, to face p. 102. The
labour and cost of doing this would not be great,

whilst the addition would be appreciated by future

purchasers of the book.

P. 325.

"A toy teapot with teacup and teaspoon of the

year 1690 is known The earliest teapot known to

the author in actual domestic use is one of 1709."

There is in the Dunn-Gardner collection of plate
an earlier English teapot than the above-mentioned

toy. It is a small one, with a wooden handle,
and hall-mark 1686. Mr. Morgan S. William?, of

Aberpergwm, Neatb, has told us he possesses a

yet older one,
"
with London hall-mark and date

1682." H. G. GRIFFINHOOFE.
34, St. Petersburg Place, W.

'DICTIONARY OF NATIONAL BIOGRAPHY r
r

NOTES AND CORRECTIONS.
(See 6'h g. x j. 105, 443

;
xii. 321

; 7> S. i. 25, 82, 342,
376; ii. 102, 324, 355; iii. 101, 382; iv. 123, 325, 422;
v. 3, 43, 130, 362, 463, 606 ; vii. 22, 122. 202, 402 ; viii.

123, 382; ix. 182,402; x. 102; xi. 162, 242, 342 ; xii.

102.)

I beg to enclose a further list of notes and
corrections which may be useful to those who
have copies of the '

Dictionary.' The corrections

on the first twenty-six volumes of the '

Dictionary
*"

that have been noticed in these columns average
about seventy per volume, and of these one only
has been controverted. I would suggest to tbe
editor that, as the '

Dictionary
' has now reached

half way to completion, it might be well to furnish

subscribers with a leaflet of the accepted notes and
corrections on each volume, printed so as to admit
of being inserted in the volume to which it refers.

To postpone a list of errata till the last volume is

issued would leave a considerable amount of in-

accuracy unnoticed for many years.

Vol. III.

P. 429. Eev. Richard Baxter married, 1662,,

Margaret Charlton. See vol. x. p. 441.

Vol. IV.
P. 437 b. Sir Richard Watson, alive in 1692, is

styled a baronet. I find no trace of this

baronetcy.
Vol. V,

P. 191 b. It is stated that the eldest sister of

Susanna Blamire married, 1767, Col. Graham of

Gartmore. Not mentioned in the Gartmore

pedigree in Burke's 'Landed Gentry.' Can further

details be given ?

P. 197 a. On the authority of an endorsement
on a letter of 1762 it seems to be accepted that

the wife of General Humphrey Bland was "
sister-

in-law to the late Lord Stair." She was sister of

John, fifth Earl of Stair.

P. 389 a. The name of Robert Booth's wife was
Anne Moseley. See vol. ix. p. 264.

Vol. VI.
P. 243a. Henry Braybroc died 1^5^ (not "1334"),
P. 415 a. Margaret Butler (widow of David

Brook who died 1558) married fourthly "Sir
Edward North, first Earl of Guilford." The title

was not created till 1752.

Vol. VIT.
P. 37 b. Sir William Brown married Sarah
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" Gibson." Burke (who should be an authority
on Irish pedigrees) names her Gihon.

P. 141 a. Count de Bruhl married secondly
"Miss Cherone." She was Maria, daughter of

General Christopher Chowne, who died 1835.

Vol. VIII.

P. 39 a. For "Sir Wordsworth Busk" read

Wadsworth.
P. 318 a. The first wife of the fifth Earl of

Argyle did not die before the earl's second marriage,
tut was divorced from the earl and survived him

many years. See *N. & Q.,' 7th S. x. 67, 138,

255.
P. 355 b. The second wife of Daniel Campbell

of Shawfield was Hon. Catherine Erskine,

daughter of Henry, third Lord Cardross, and
relict of Sir William Denham, Bart., of West
Shields.

P. 357 b. F. W. Campbell "of Barbreck " mar-

ried thirdly, February 21, 1820, Sophia, daughter
of Sir Edward Winnington, Birt. (not "Warring-
ton"), and by her had one daughter, Lady Gwydyr.
He had been twice married previously first to

Jessie Aspasia, daughter of Wade Toby Caul field,

of Raheenduff, Queen's Co., who died 1812;

secondly to her half-sister, Emma Ashwell Caul-

field, who died 1817. The short account of the

Campbells of Barbreck given in Sir Bernard
Burke's 'Peerage' (art. "Argyle D.") is very

faulty. A good account of the old Barbreck

Campbells will be found in John Burke's 'His-

tory of the Commoners,' vol. i. p. 563. The

family described in recent editions of Burke's
' Landed Gentry

'

as Campbell of Barbreck

acquired Barbreck by purchase, and is uncon-

nected with the former possessors.
P. 364 a. For "

Sir John Lundy
"

(bis) read Sir

John Campbell of Lundy.

Vol. IX.
P. 80. For " Andrew Betham of Blebo " read

Bethune.

P. 273 b.
"
Auchencuir, co. Galloway." Some

mistake here.

Vol. X.
P. 62 a. For "

Grantly" read Grantley.
P. 193 b. "Dr. Charles Cote of Woodcote."

He may have belonged to the Woodcote family.
P. 222 b. Francis Cbeynell's mother married

"
Allen, Bishop of Salisbury." I find no trace of

this bishop.
Vol. XI.

P. 17a. Sir. R. Clayton
"

left an only daughter,"
but he had a son, the second baronet.

P. 276 b. This account of Sir W. Cole's two sons

follows Archdale's Lodge. Burke now ignores the

second wife, and makes the two sons to have been
born of Susanna Cuff.

P. 376 b. The licence for Dr. Samuel Collins's

second marriage is dated February 13, 1663.

Katherine Abington married (1) as second wife of

Robert, second Earl of Carnwath, (2) 1661, as

second wife of William Watkins, of Westminster.

She was twenty-seven in 1663.

Vol. Xir.
P. 320 b. General Sir Sydney Cotton married

" Miss Hallack." She was Marianne, daughter of

Capt. Halkett, 22ud L. D.

Vol. XIII.

P. 5 b. "A daughter of Cramer's married a

Capt. H. V. Desterre." Her names were Jane

Mary Lucretia, and she married secondly as second

wife of John Grattan Guinness. Capt. D'Esterre's

names were John Neville Norcott.

P. 60 b. Semple's and Robertson's editions of

Crawfurd were not of his
'

Description of Renfrew-

shire'
"
separately," bat included his

'

History of

th Stewarts
'

as well.

P. 382 b. General Dalbiac is said to have been
"
president of the Court Martial for the trial of the

British rioters." This seems doubly inaccurate.

P. 403 a. The wife of Sir David Dalrymple, of

Hales, was daughter of Sir James Rochead (not

"Roebead").
P. 408 b. Lady Dalrymple'a father was not a

Privy Councillor.

Vol. XIV.
P. 176 b. After "Maria Duncan" add see

Davison, Maria Rebecca.

P. 258 b. After the words "Hannah married"
insert in 1674 as third wife of.

P. 305 a. Lady Delancy was daughter of Sir

James (not
" John ") Hall, Bart., of Dunglass (not

"Douglas").
Pp. 343, 344. For "Stewart" (seven times)

read Steuart (once right) ;
for

" Westshield "
read

Wettshiddt. See Northern Notes and Queries, v.

83
;
and N. & Q.,' 6th S. xii. 386.

P. 345 a. It is stated that Sir James Stewart

Denham (1744-1839)
" was never married, and on

his death the baronetcies became extinct." Scots

Magazine records "Sept. 30, 1772, Capt. Steuart

to Alicia Blacker," and this is accepted by Burke.

He was succeeded by his distant cousin Sir Henry
Barclay Steuart.

Vol. XV.
P. 50 a. Mary Neale, wife of Everard Digby,

remarried 1593, as second wife of Sampson Erdes-

wicke (q.v.).

P. 2 15 a. David "Limb," of Dunkenny
(? L'Amy).

P. 243 b. For "Whitford" (bis) read White

foord. The father was parson of Moffat, and in

1634 Bishop of Brechin.

Pp. 398-402. Family of Downing. The Scots

Magazine (xxvi. 210) refers to "a very extra-

ordinary anecdote
"

concerning the origin of this

family as related in vol. xii. p. 137. I hare not

been able to refer to this passage.
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Vol. XVI.
P. 23. Annabella Drummond married John

Stewart (afterwards King Robert III.) in 136'

(not
" 1397 ").

P. 23. The ambitious brother of Eobert III. wa
Robert (not "Walter"), Earl of Fife, better known
as Duke of Albany.

P. 253. John, father of James Durham, was no
" of Grange."

P. 287. Sir James Dyer; vol. xvii. p. 348, Si

James Dwyer,
Vol. XVII.

P. 273 a. Sir B. H. Ellis was not in charge o:

the office of Chief Commissioner in Sind from 1855

to 1857, during the absence of Sir B. Frere. Frere

in 1856, handed over charge of his office to Genera'

John Jacob, who acted as Commissioner till the

commencement of warlike operations in the Persian

Gulf. Ellis succeeded Jacob.

P. 422 a. It is stated that there is no record of

the children of John Erskine of Dun (except a
son John) ; but see Northern Notes and Queries, iv.

116, 183 ; vi. 49.

Vol. XVIII.
P. 123b. Sir P. Fairbairn's second wife was

daughter of Eobert William Brandling (not"
Brindling "), of Low Gosforth, and widow o)

Capt. Charles Bell, E.N.

Pp. 126, 127. Admiral Sir Stafford Fairborne

married, 1708, Eebecca, daughter of Col. Thomas
Paston, and granddaughter of first Earl of Yar-
mouth.

P. 162 b.
" Eandle Wilbraham de Townsend

is at p. 164 designated as
" Eandle Wilbraham

of Townsend, near Nantwich."
P. 324 b.

" Dr. Hugh Brodie, Bishop of Meath."
His name was Brady.

Vol. XIX.
P. 107 a. For " Earl of Eglinton

" read Earl of
Egremont. An awkward mistake.

P. 107. A letter of Lord Munster's on the sub-

ject of his intended history of Oriental warfare
was printed in

' N. & Q.' about ten years ago.
Pp. 163, 164. Luttrell gives a second reference

to Edward Fitzharris in vol. iii. p. 641. Sir B.

Burke, at p. 605 of his
' Extinct Baronetage/ calls

him " the infamous Fitzharris."

P. 372 b. What is meant by
" two members of

the East India Company "?

Vol. XX.
P. 1. Commodore Forrest had two daughters,

Bridget, married, 1767, fifth Viscount Torrington,
and Frederica Cecilia, married, 1798, E. H. Wm.
Windham.

Vol. XXI.
P. 121. Sir Tho. Gent died 1593. His first

wife died 1585. He is said to have married,
secondly, April, 1506 (?).

Pp. 271, 272. With reference to the baronetcy

said to have been conferred on Sir Alexander
Gibson in 1628 see Northern Notes and Queries,
ii. 88, 107, 132. The paper at p. 107 (written by
the late George Burnett) is silent as to Sir Alex-
ander Gibson the younger (died 1656) having
married Marjory Hamilton as his first wife

; and
for this statement I know no authority.

P. 337. "George Craufurd of Auchinames."
He was a lieutenant-colonel in the army, and
second son of Patrick Craufurd by the heiress of

Auchinames. He never succeeded to Auchinames,
but his grandson did.

Pp. 378-380. William (? Thomas) Laton (1 Lay-
ton) of Dalemain.

P. 378 b, 1. 8 from bottom. Dele comma between
" Kentmere " and "

Scaleby."

Vol. XXII.
P. 39. For "Nynne of Vodas, Denbigh" read

Wynne of Voelas, Carnarvon. Charlotte Wynne
married John Eobert Godley in 1846.

Pp. 182-186. Fifth Earl of Huntly. See
'N. &Q.,'7">S. vii. 121.

P. 424 b.
" John Blackford of Altadore," read

Blachford.
Vol. XXV.

P. 29 a.
" Dharwar Dion "

(the last word is un-

intelligible), and
"
Surwar, near Poona "

(? Seroor).
P. 74. For "

Freeby" read Freathby.
P. 349 a. Margaret Heath must have married

Lord Willoughby de Broke long before 1712.
Her son died 1710, and a grandson was born 1738.

P. 140 a. The wife of Col. David Hepburn was
not " Bertha Graham of lochbrackie," but Bethia,

daughter of James Graham of Damside, W.S.
(See Scots Mag. for 1774.) Col. David's father
was James Hepburn (by paternal descent Congal-
;on), of Eiccarton (not

" Brecarton ") and Keith
'not "Keith-Marshall").

Vol. XXVI.
P. 369 a. For "Sharpe of Haddam Castle,

Northumberland," read Hoddam Castle, co, Dum-
'

ies.

Vol. XXVII.
P. 75. Col. Hodaon is said to have married,

852, Susan, widow of John Mitford, of Exbury.
n the Exbury pedigree in Burke's 'Landed
Gentry

'

there is no room for John or Susan.
P. 215 b, 1. 14 from bottom. Place comma be-

ween "Judith" and "Holyoake."
P. 223 a, 1. 13 from bottom. For "

fifth earl

marischal
"
read George, fifth Earl Marischal.

Vol. XXVIII.
P. 183 b. Sir Thomas McKenny was a baronet.
P. 186 a. December, 1744, is given as date of

eath of Delicia Fryer, Mrs. Iremonger. Is this

orrect ?

Vol. XXIX.
P. 21 a. Eose of Kilravock (not

" Kilvaroch ").

P. 35 b. Ireland's second wife was Miss Cole-
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pepper, widow of Capt. Paget Bayly, R.N.,
brother of the first Earl of Uxbridge. She mar-

ried Capt. Bayly August 25, 1791.

P. 119 a. General John Jacob also wrote
* Letters to a Lady on the Progress of Being in

the Universe,' and a pamphlet on ' The Corrup-
tion of the Christian Scriptures,' printed at the

Bombay Gazette Press in 1857, is also attributed

to him. SIGMA.
Vol. XXVIII.

P. 8 a, 1. 36. For "
eldest

" read elder.

P. 34 a. Add to authorities
'

State Trials.'

P. 58 b, 1. 44. Correct the press.
P. 83. Add the reference to Lord Howard of

Escrick in ' Absalom and Achitophel,' i. 575, with

Luttrell's note as given by Malone :

And canting Nadab let oblivion damn,
Who made new porridge for the paschal lamb.

P. 89. Lord Howe's will is printed in full in

Kirby's
' Eccentric Museum.'

P. 129 a, 1. 25. For "
eighty-6rst

" read eighty-
second. Archbishop Howley's name was pro-
nounced as Holy.

P. 189 a. T. S. Hughes also wrote a perfunc-

tory life of Dr. Isaac Barrow for his edition of

Barrow's works.

P. 206 a, 1. 20. There is no proof that the

prophecy referred to was in existence in the time
of Charles II., or, indeed, till a very much later

period.
P. 405. Hymers was a very unpopular examiner

at Cambridge. This was partly due to a probably
untrue story that he set in the Mathematical Tripos
a problem which had taken himself six hours to

solve. This is referred to in a line of
'

Granta,' a

contemporary satire :

And H B got particularly damn'd.

J. S.

SIR THOMAS BURY. May I be allowed to

add to the interesting article appearing in the

'Dictionary of National Biography* upon Sir

Thos. Bury the further item that in 1700 he was

appointed Recorder of Lincoln ? The writer of

the article states that he "was born in 1655," and
this date is doubtless derived from the age sixty-
seven appearing on his monument at Grantham ;

but is it correct 1 Foster's ' Alumni Oxoniensis
'

gives his matriculation entry as "
1664, May 13,

Thomas Bury, son of William Bury, of Grantham,
gent., then aged twelve," his brother Gilbert Bury,
aged thirteen, matriculating the same day. The
register of Grantham also records "1651/2,
Feb. 29. Thomas, son of William Bury, Esq., bap-
tized." Can any one say how it is William Bury
(the father) is styled "knight" at the entry of

his eldest son at Gray's Inn in March, 1647/8 ?

He certainly did not receive that honour till some

years afterwards.

C. E. GlLDERSOME-DlCKINSON.
Eden Bridge.

LENTHALL. On Jan. 28 was announced the

death of Mr. Frank K. Lenthall, of Besselsleigh

Manor, Berks, cet. sixty-eight. Deceased was a

lineal descendant of William Lenthall, the Speaker
of the Long and the Rump Parliaments, who ac-

quired this manor by purchase. It had at one time

belonged to the Bessilis family, of whom one, Sir

Peris Bessilis, gave the stone for the building of

Burford Bridge (4 Hen. V.). It was at Burford

that the Lenthalla were chiefly seated down to

18-29. William Lenthall in 1634 bought for

7.000Z. the stately Priory House there, lately

belonging to a little black-eyed, shaggy-haired

man, lover of loyalty and clean linen, who was

Lucius Oarey, Lord Falkland. To Burford, after

the Restoration, the famous ex-Speaker retired to

die. There, having confessed,
" like a very sin-

cere penitent, and received the Absolution of the

Church with much content and satisfaction" from

Dr. Ralph Brideoak, rector of Witney, the lord of

the borough of Burford died, September 3, 1662,

and " was buried, two days after, without pomp,
in Pynnock's Aisle of Burford Church," with

"Vermis Sum" for all his epitaph. He was

succeeded in his estate by his only son, John,
whom Cromwell had made Governor of Windsor

Castle and Sir John, andwhom the uncompromising
Wood calls

" the grand Braggadocio and Lyer of

the Age he lived in." Sir John was M.P. for

Abingdon. In May, 1660, he moved "that all

who had borne arms against his late Majesty be

exempted from pardon." For this the House had

him brought to the bar, severely reproved, and

unknighted at least he figures in 'H.C. Journals,'

May 12, as " Mr. Lenthall." Further, on May 22

the House unseated him by deciding the double

return for Abingdon in favour of Sir John Stone-

house. However, the other Sir John survived all

this till 1681.

Besides this only son by the way, in an

account of the Lenthall portraits, Gent. Mag.,

August, 1799, it is said there were two sons the

Speaker had at least three daughters. One of

these no doubt the one whom Sylvanus Urban's

correspondent pronounces "particularly hand

some" married James, Lord Paisley, eldest son

of James, second Earl of Abercorn. Lord Paisley

died before his father, leaving a daughter, Cathe-

rine, who married (1) her cousin, William Lent-

hall, of Burford, by whom she had a son ;
an (2)

Charles, fifth Earl of Abercorn. The young
Lenthall had a guardian and trustee, "one

John Pryor, Gent." On April 3, 1697, John

Pryor, Gent., "was murdered, and found hidden

in the Priory garden in this Parish." On the 6th

he was " buried within the Altar-rails," and on

the 7th no less a person than my Lord of Aber-

corn was committed to Oxford gaol,
" accused for

murthering Mr. Pryor." The earl was duly tried

at the July Assizes, and acquitted, albeit he had,
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it seems,
" to give bail there to answer an appea

brought against him."
The Burford estate eventually passed to William

John Lenthall, who was resident there in 1827

but who in 1829 sold the Priory to Charles

Greenaway, of Barrington Grove, Glouc. A few

years later the family pictures were dispersed a 1

Christie's, and the family had removed to Bessels

leigb, its late owner being then a child. Mr.

Greenaway died s. p. November 25, 1859, and the

Priory estate, to which a Miss Youde, his niece,

then became heir, but which was much involved

got into Chancery. W. F. WALLER.

CHURCHES. In reading the late Mr. Inkersley's
'

Inquiry into the Chronological Succession of the

Styles of Romanesque and Pointed Architecture

in France/ I find that he mentions two churches

of which we learn from contemporary evidence

that they were destroyed, and yet they exist to

this day. Of St. Pierre, Chartres, he says :

" This church is one of the many proofs which might
be cited of the reserve with which it is necessary to

receive the relations of total destruction of edifices with
which the older chronicles abound, for if architectural

indications be of any value, a portion of St. Pierre most

undoubtedly escaped the successive conflagrations which

ravaged the city of Chartres in 1134 and 1178." P. 173.

And as to Eu, in Normandy, he makes very
similar observations (p. 225).
The above reminds me of certain remarks I

made some years ago, in a paper I contributed to

the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, regarding
the fate of John Aynsley, who was governor of

Norham Castle in 1514. My words were as

follows (I regret that I am unable to give a

reference to the volume and page of the Pro-

ceedings where the passage is to be found) :

"
Nothing can be more positive than the statements we

have that the Castle of Norham was utterly destroyed ;

'caste and betten downe,' says Lord Surrey, cpeaking,
perhaps, on vague rumours. '

Expugnata et deiecta ad
terrain,' says the Archbishop of Glasgow, who must
have known the truth well enough. Such strong con-

temporary evidence would be received by the most

sceptical on any matter where there was no absolute

proof to the contrary. No one, however, who knows
the existing remains, either from personal inspection or
accurate representations, can doubt that the massive

tower, which still mirrors itself in the Tweed, is at least

as old as the time of Bishop Pudsey. The original for-

tress was built by Ralph Flambard, Bishop of Durham,
in 1121 (Sym. Durh., sub anno), and it was the opinion
of the elder Raine that some portions of Flambard's
work were embodied in the present keep (' Priory of

Hexham,' Surtees Soc., p. 84, n.)
"

EDWARD PEACOCK.
Botteaford Manor, Brigg.

BRISTOL'S EPISCOPAL PALACE. When the

Bishops' Palace was rebuilding in 1744, a parcel
of plate fell through the floor in the corner of one
of the rooms, which by this accident was found to

be decayed, and was accordingly taken up, when,

to the surprise of the workmen, a room appeared
underneath in which were found a great many
human bones and instruments of iron. This
room was supposed to have been used for the

punishment of criminals. At the same time was
discovered a private passage to the dungeon, ori-

ginally constructed with the edifice, being an arched

way just large enough for one person to pass in at
a time, made in the thickness of the wall. One
end terminated in the dungeon, and the other in
an apartment of the house which had been used
as a court

;
but both entrances were walled up, and

so concealed that no one could suspect it to be any
other than a solid thick wall. This palace was
burnt in the riot of October 29-31, 1831, on the
occasion of the Reform Bill, and thoroughly de-

stroyed. WALTER LOVKLL.
Temple Avenue, E.G.

RICHARD VERSTEGAN. In a copy of his 'Re-
stitvtion of Decayed Intelligence : In antiquities.

Concerning the most noble and renovvmed English
nation,' Antwerp, 1605, 8vo., is this MS. note :
" Mr. Somner, the Antiquarian of Kent, has wrote
notes on this Treatyse of Yerstegans, which are in
the Archives of Canterbury."

DANIEL HIPWELL.
17, Hilldrop Crescent, N.

"To HAVE AN EYE TO THE MAIN CHANCE."
The ' New English Dictionary

'

has, with refer-

ence to this common expression: "A cant

phrase in 1699, and still partaking of that charac-

ter, perhaps from the game of Hazard." The
earliest quotation given is 1699. The phrase is at
least ninety years earlier. It is used by Ben
Jonson in 'The Case is Altered,' first printed
1609, Act IV. sc. iv.:

"
Onion. I cannot hold it. Juniper, have an eye,

look
; have an eye to the door

; the old proverb 's true,
[ see, Gold is but muck. Nay god's so, Juniper, to the

door; an eye to the main chance. [Removes the dung and
shows him the gold.'} Here, you slave, have an eye !

"

F. C. BIRKBECK TERKT.

CATS NOT MEWING IN AMERICA. In Dr.
Theodore Waitz's ' Introduction to Anthropology

'

Londen, 1863) it is stated that "cuts are said
not to mew in America

"
(p. 83). In case this

amusing error has not already been noticed as
inch, I beg to do so now. AN AMERICAN.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

MARROW. This well-known word is used in
he North of England not only in reference to the

atty matters found in the cavities of bones, but in

nother and quite a different sense. In Yorkshire
t has the meaning of alike, not different, a pair,
. g. t two skeins of silk of the same shade and

uality would " marrow "
each other, or two boots

re
" marrows "

to each other.

S. ILLINGWORTH BUTLER.
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We must request correspondents desiring information

on family matters of only private interest to affix their

names arid addresses to their queries, in order that the

answers may be addressed to them direct.

PICTURES FROM 'Dox QUIXOTE.' I am pre-

paring an iconography of Cervantes'a immortal

romance, in which I desire to include paintings,

drawings, sketches, published or unpublished, of

incidents in that work. The happy possessors of

such treasures would make me their debtor by
communicating to me a description of them, or by
allowing me to see them. H. S. ASHBEK.

53, Bedford Square.

BISHOP BERKELEY. Was Bishop Berkeley the

author of a letter signed "Philonous" which

appeared in No. 234 of the Spectator ? The style,

the subject matter, and the signature all point to

his authorship, though I believe it has never yet
been suggested that it was his production. The
letter is dated from Devonshire, Nov. 14, 1711,
and I find that Berkeley had been already some
time in England in March, 1712.

F. 0. HOLLAND.

MUSHROOM. TnMueaus's amusing tale 'Melech-

sala,' which treats of the adventures of Count
Ernest of Gleichen, translated by Carlyle (' Trans-

lations,' vol. i. p. 104), mention is made of "a
flower named mushirumi by the Arabs," which

has this property,
"That when an Arab lover by some trusty hand

privily transmits this flower to his mistress, he gives her
credit for penetration enough to discover the only

rhyme which exists in the Arabian language for the

word. This rhyme is ydskerumi, which, delicately

rendered, means reward of love." Hasselquist's
' Travels in Palestine.'

In a note (p. 137) the Latin name of this

flower is given as Hyacinthus muscari. Is there,

by any possibility, any connexion between the

Arabic word and our word mushroom ? I am
aware that Skeat derives the word from O. F.

mouscher&n, mosseron, a mushroom ; extended
from F. mousse) moss, but I do not quite see the

connexion.

Mus-aus (Johann Karl August) was born at

Jena in 1735, and died at Weimar, where he was

professor at a school in 1787. He was the author

of two humorous books,
' Grandison derZweite,'a

satire on Richardson, and '

Physiognomische
Reisen,' ridiculing the theories of Lavater ; and as

he was a humourist his philology should perhaps be

accepted with caution. JNO. HEBB.

ABRAHAM BURRELL, M.P. FOR HUNTINGDON,
1645-53. I shall be greatly obliged by any par-
ticulars respecting him. He was appointed on
the Commission for the trial of the king, but

declined to act ; was a member of the Council of

State in 1651, but died apparently before the

Restoration. The following marriage licence

(Bishop of London) may refer to him:
" May 31, 1617. Abraham Burrell of St. Martin^

Ongar, iMerchant, bachelor, 27, and Elizabeth Butts of

St. Switliin's, London Stone, spinster, 18, daughter of

Richard Butts of Ham Court, Chertsey, Surrey, gent.,
who consents, at St. Switliin's aforesaid."

W. D. PINK.

BISHOPS' VERSION OF THE BIBLK, 1606. I

should be glad to know if any one has a copy of

the last edition of Parker's Bible, said to have

been printed in 1606 by R. Barker, London. The
late Mr. Francis Fry never saw a copy. Mr.

Graves, of the British Museum, tells me that

their collection is without it. I have been hunting
for a copy for the last thirty years, without

success, and during that time I have examined

many public and private libraries all over Eng-
land, including the collection of Bibles in the pos-
session of H. J. Farmer-Atkinson, Esq., M.P.,
which is the most numerous one in the world in

private bands. Dr. Pettegrew, in
' Bibliothec?

Sussexiana,' vol. ii. p. 327, states that an imper
feet copy was in the Duke's Library; but he may-
have been mistaken, as Dr. Moulton was in

asserting that the last edition is dated 1608.

J. R. DORE.

SIR JOHN SAVERT DRAKE, BART. This

gentleman is named in the following obituary
notice in the

' Annual Register,' vol. Ixiv. p. 284,
but cannot be traced in any of the five Drake
Baronetcies mentioned by Burke and Solly :

" Died 2* July, 1822, in her 76 year, Ann Pollexfen

Prossor, widow of the late Capt. Prossor, R.M., and last

surviving child of John Drake, Collector of Customs at

Plymouth, and sister to Sir John Savory Drake, B' (at

whose death the title became extinct), lineal descendant

of Sir Francis Drake, the first circumnavigator."

Can any information be given about this

baronetcy 1 SIGMA.

" STYFEMODER." Is this (Caxton, 'Recuyell,'
fol. 41, recto, J. 21) a known form of stepmother,
or merely a misprint ? H. H. S.

" BROKEN MUSIC." Can any one give me the

meaning of, or any more references to, "broken
music" ? It occurs three times in Shakspere, viz.,
' Hen. V.,' V. ii. : "Come, your answer in broken

music; for thy voice is music, and thy English
broken ; therefore, Queen of all, Katharine, break

thy mind to me in broken English."
' As You

Like It,' I. ii. :

" But is there any one else longs
to see this broken music in his sides ?

" '

Troilus

and Cressida,' III. i. :

" Fair prince, here is good
broken music."

Mr. Chappell says :

" ' Broken music ' means the music of stringed instru-

ments, in contradistinction to those played by wind.
The term originated probably from harps, lutes, and
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each other stringed instruments as were played without
a bow, not having the capability to sustain a long note
to its full duration of sound.

"

In the extract from '

Troilus ' be remarks that the

musicians on the stage were then performing on

stringed instruments, and thus attempts to prove
his argument.

K. G. White, in his 'Shakspere' (Boston,
1865), says :

" Broken music means music in parts, as the Servant

says before, and not as Mr. Cbappell thinks. Bacon, in

his '

Essay of Masques and Triumphs,' referring mani-

festly to the performance of a band, eays,
' I understand

it that the song be in Quire, placed aloft, and accom-
panied with some broken Musicke.' In ' As you L.,'

Kosalind, punning, says,
'
Is there any one else longs to

see this broken music in his sides V i. ., to see his ribs in

pieces or parts, there being plainly no reference to

strings."

Sir G. Macfarren, however, writes as follows :

"
It was the custom in this country in earlier times to

assort the viols together, hautboys together, and shawms
together, and a collection of one class of instruments
-was called a '

consort.' Thus there might be a consort
of viols, or a consort of hautboys, and at that time it was
rare, but not entirely unknown, to have a mixture of
one consort with another consort, and there is a passage
of Lord Bacon's which refers to the mixture of one
consort with another consort, and then it had the name
of ' broken music.'"

WETGHTE.

FRANCIS BUCKLEY, GENT. Information about
this writer is desired. He published :

" A True Relation of the Proceedings, Examination,
Tryal, and Horrid Murder of Col. Eusebius Andrewe.
By John Bradshaw, President of the Pretended High-
Court of Justice, and others of the Same Court. Pub-
ished by Francis Buckley, Gent. Who was assistant to
Mr. Andrewe in the time of his Imprisonment, and an
Eyewitness toall the saidmost Bloodyand execrable pro-
ceedings. London, Printed for Daniel Pakeman, at the

ign of the Rainbow in Fleet Street. 1660, quarto."

Title, pp. 77. He may have been an attorney, and
assisted Col. Andrewe in drawing up his defence,
which occupies pp. 25-63, and has many references
to law cases. On p. 6 Col. Andrewe mentions
" his being in treaty with Sir Edmond Plowden, about
the conditions of New Albion plantation, of which he
writes himself Count Palatine, and Proprietor,"

and "
signifies his purpose of going to New Albion,

or to Virginia," of which he speaks again on p. 10,

immediately before his apprehension at Gravesend.
What is meant by

" New Albion "? In Speed's
'Map of America,' 1626, Virginia and New
England are the two great divisions of the English
settlements. W. E. BUCKLEY.

STONE SHOT. (See 1st S. x. 223,) A corre-

spondent inquired at above reference " the time
when stone shot ceased to be used in our forts."

As nothing definite was elicited in reply, may I

repeat the inquiry ? During the last two years
a great many stone cannon-balls have been dis-

covered on the beach and close to the shore at

Sandgate, in Kent, and last week an unusually

large one was found when excavating for a new
sewer in the main road. E. J. FYNMORE.

Sandgate.

THE CELTS IN SPAIN. Until I read Canon

Taylor's 'Origin of the Aryans' I supposed the

Celts, who in union with the Iberians formed the

people called Celtiberians, to have been originally
either Gael or Cymry ;

but now I may infer they
were Ligurians (see p. 225, Scribner & s

Welford's

edition). If so, were there no Gaelic or Cymric
Celts in Hispania? Whence came the name
Galicia in the north-west part of the peninsula ;

and to what people are we to refer the "
chief

Cymric roots scattered over Spain," as stated by
the Canon in his

' Words and Places,' p. 155 ?

X. 0. X.

BEARS' HEADS MUZZLED. Can any reader

inform me why bears' heads are almost invariably
muzzled in English heraldry ? W. B.-W.

FIRBOLGS OF GALWAY : MARTINI. Hardiman

(
(

History of Galway,' p. 18) referring to the family
of Martin of Galway, generally, and I believe

properly, accepted as of Strongbowian origin,

says :

" Some antiquaries, however, are of opinion that they
were of ancient Irish descent. O'Brien and Vallancey
say

'

they are derived from the Belgian Firbolg, or

Martini, Ir. Martinigb, respectable remains of which still

subsist in the cities of Limerick and Galway.'
"

Where do "O'Brien and Vallancey" "say" as

above ? I have been unable to find the reference,
and Hardiman, as usual, gives none. I have not

got a copy of the
' Four Masters/ and there is none

in Western Canada ; but, if I remember right, there

is something on the point in that work.
ARCHER MARTIN.

Manitoba Club, Winnipeg.

ARROWSMITH : READHEAD. Were there ever

artists of these names ; and if so, what period ?

H.

[T. Arrowsmitb, London, sent seventeen miniatures

to the Royal Academy between 1792 and 1829; C.

Arrowsmith, London, sent thirteen pictures of churches
to the Royal Academy, the British Institution, and
Suffolk Street; H. Arrowsmith sent, 1855, one domesti'-

scene to Suffolk Street; and H. T. Arrowsmith, in

1864-65, sent three landscapes to Suffolk Street]

BRUDENELL : EXTON. Whose daughter was
the Hon. Mary Brudenell, wife of William Exton
and mother of Richard Brudenell Exton, M.D.,
mentioned in Rev. Dr. Lee's

'
Hist. Preb. Church

of Thame,' p. 626 ? I have not been able to iden-

tify her in Collins's or any other account of the

Brudenells. LISLE.

FONTS AT THE EAST END OF CHURCHES. Can

any of your readers tell me of any ancient instance

of the font being placed by the altar, as is the case
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in a large number of Episcopal and Roman
Catholic churches in the United States? I re-

member one case in England, that of St. Augus-
tine's Church, Norwich, where this was done, but
I think this was a Georgian innovation. As the

custom still prevails in modern American churches
I should like to know if there is any ancient pre-
cedent for it. FREDERICK T. HIBGAME.

Philadelphia, U.S.

FATHER DE MONTALTO. In a note in the Rev.
William Bullen Morris's ' Ireland and Saint
Patrick '

(p. 44) we are informed that
' The Jesuit Father de Montalto, born 13th May, 1689,
entered the Society, Sept. 12, 1706, and he was present
in the church of the Gesu on Aug. 7, 1814, when
Pius VII. re-eatabliahed the Society, being in his 126th

year, exactly 108 years since his entrance into that

body."

A reference is given to Cretineau Joly,
*
Hist, de

la Companie de Jesus,' v. 524. I have not this

book to refer to. Can any of your readers say
whether these extraordinary statements are capable
of proof ? ANON.

BENNET. Can any one tell me whether Sir
John Bennet, a brother of Henry Bennet, Earl of

Arlington, was ever a member of the House of
Commons ; and if so, in which Parliaments and for
which constituencies did he sit ? S. H. B.

A.D. : A QUESTION FOR 1900. We speak of

something having happened in "
fifty-five

"
or

"ninety-two" ; how shall we similarly abbreviate
1900 ? I believe that for some years after 1800
it was customary to refer to

" the year one "
or"

the year seven"; but how did they talk of what,
by parity, would have been "

the year nothing
"

?

A. F. R.

HERALDIC. Can any of your readers explain
the following blazon, or tell under what circum-
stances these bearings were granted ? viz. :

"
Sable, on a fesse between two cinquefoils in chief

argent and on a mount in base three oak -sprigs vert,
acorned or, the text letters A B C D E F of the field."

M. G. A. S.

BISHOPS' GLOVES. In a reply headed
'

Hat-pegs
in Churches' (ante, p. 54) MR. ANGUS remarks
that "

according to the Roman rite bishops wear
red (Roman purple) gloves at solemn functions";
and we know that Pugin and other well credited
authorities constantly refer to gloves. Recently,
however, I modelled a statue of St. Richard in the
act of benediction, for Chichester Cathedral

; but
before the figure was approved by them the Dean
and Chapter decided to have the gloves removed.
Hazlitt, in his

'

English Proverbs,' gives the fol-

lowing :
"
What, a bishop's wife ! eat and drink

in your gloves." What can this refer to ?

HARRY HEMS.
Fair Park, Exeter.

AUREGIA AND XENIA.

(8* S. i. 8V.)

I would suggest that auregia is a misreading
of averagia. Averagium is a word of frequent
occurrence in mediaeval charters and deeds, sig-

nifying a service due from a tenant to his lord,

consisting in the carriage of goods by horse, ox,

ass, or any beast of burden, for which class of

animals the generic term is averia. Cowell, in

his
'

Interpreter," says :

" It cometh of averia, i.e., a beast, and so conse-

quently signifieth service which the tenant oweth to the
Lord by horse or carriage of horse. Rastall maketh
mention of ' the king's averages, which I take to be the

King's cariages by horse or cart.'"
"
Quietum esse de averagiis," often appearing in

charters, indicates freedom from this service. The
modern word average has wandered very far from
its original meaning. The process may be learnt

from Ducange. From having been a service in

kind for carrying the lord's crops, &c., it came to

be a contribution in money proportionate to the

holdings of the tenants ; from this it passed to a

payment for carriage generally, and averagia was
extended to every loss or injury sustained by the

goods carried. This, in the case of the cargo of a

ship, being divided among the various owners

according to the value of their goods and the detri-

ment sustained, we arrive at the modern use of the
word " a proportionate amount."
Xenia or exennia is defined by Spelman

(' Glossary,' sub voc.) as the gifts which
were offered by the inhabitants of a province
to their governors, or to kings and royal per-

sonages and other dignified individuals when
passing through a district. These, from having
been voluntary became compulsory, and grew into

a burdensome exaction, immunity from which,

'quietnm esse de xeniis," was deemed a great
boon. Monasteries and rectories were especially

exposed to this kind of fleecing, as may be seen

by the quotations in Spelman and Ducange. The

original reference of the word in classical authors
s to hospitable entertainment, or to gifts from a
aost to a guest. It is also used for the presents made
)y the inhabitants of a country to an army passing
through. See quotations and references in Liddell

and Scott's 'Lexicon.' EDMUND VBNABLES.
'

Queen gold (Aurum Regince) is a royal duty or
revenue belonging to every Queen Consort, during her

marriage to the King of England, both by law, custom
and prescription payable by certain persons in England
.ml Ireland, upon divers grants of the King. (' Lib.

tfiger Scac.,' pp. 43, 44 ; Prynne's
' Tractate

'
on theeub-

ect.) Blount's ' Law Diet.'
"

The work of Prynne is :

" Aurum Reginae ; or, a Compendious Tractate, and
hronological Collection of Records in the Tower and
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Court of Exchequer concerning the Queen-Gold.' 1668.

4to." ' Bibl. Manual.'

See " De Auro Reginse," c. xxvi. of the
'

Dialogns
de Scaccario,' pt. iv. ; Stubbs's 'Select Charters,'

p. 236, 1870.

For xenia see Stubbs, ibid., c. xxvii. p. 238 :

"Itnrao, quod quantum inde vel in denariis vel aliis

quibuscunque rebus suscepit tantum secundnm conscien-

tiam suam ad ecaccarium colvit
; exceptis his duntaxat

victualibua, quae, ipso nomine xeniorum non procurante,
sibi collata aunt."

So after all
" conscience money

"
as a payment

into the Exchequer is as early as Henry II. Bishop
Stubbs has this explanation in the '

Glossary,' ib.,

p. 531 :
"
Xenium, a present; more commonly

written exenium. From the Greek."

So Ethelbald (Will, of Malmesb., 'Chron.,'
bk. i. cb. iv.), in his charter of the privileges of

monasteries, has :
" Nor shall they bring presents

either to king or princes except voluntarily."

There is more in Blount, .*. The term xenium
has no reference to poor strangers.

ED. MARSHALL.

The first of these words is an error of transcrip-
tion ;

it should be averegia,
" the Service which the Tenant owes the King or other

Lord, by Horse or Ox or by Carriage with either : For
in ancient Charters of Privileges we find Quietum esse de

Averagiis."
" Xenia dicuntur manuscula quae a Provincialibus

Rectoribus Provinqiarum cfferebantur. Vox in Privi-

ligiorum Cbartis n >n insueta
; ubi quietos esse de Xeniis,

immunes notat ab hujusmodi muneribus aliisque Donis

Regi vel Regiuae praestandis quando ipsi per predia Privi-

legiatorum trani-ierint ;
ut in Chart. Domus Sempling-

ham," &c. Blount in vocibut.

BOILEATT.

ST. PARNELL (7
th S. xii. 467; 8th S. i. 10).

ftronnelle is still in use in French="jeune femme
sotte et babillarde

"
(Littre), to which Gasc adds

the notion of "
saucy." Every change of form

between Petronilla and Parnell, excepting the last,

is also to be found in French. See Roquefort, who
gives us Per(r)onelle, Perrenelle, Pernelle, under
the last word; and Larchey, who gives Pernel, s.v.
" Pernard." St. Petronilla was reputed to be the

daughter of St. Peter, and, of course, lived in his

time. This is the only saint of the name which I

can find in Bouillet and an Italian biographical

dictionary, for I have no book of the lives of saints ;

but Mistral, in his 'Mod. Prov. Diet.,' s.v. "Pei-

rounello," speaks of a "
Sainte Perrenelle, ou Petro-

nille, abbesse d'Aubeterre, morte vers 1152."
This may be the "

mediaeval saint" spoken of by
PROP. SKEAT as called Pernel in M.E., but pro-

bably the two were jumbled up together, for the

original one, as a virgin and martyr, must have

enjoyed a higher repute, especially as she was

thought to be the daughter of St. Peter. But
whether ehe was really St. Peter's daughter, or

was said to be so because there is considerable

resemblance between the two name?, Peter and!

Petronilla, I have no means of deciding, though
I incline to the latter opinion. At all events..

there can, I think, be no doubt that, etymologically

speaking, there is no connexion whatever between*

Peter and Petronilla (i.e., the Petronilla of the-

first century after Christ), although Miss Yonge,
Bardsley, and apparently Larchey, are of opinion
that the second comes from the first, whilst PROK.
SKEAT appears to be of the same opinion, since he
refers to Bardsley. Petronilla is evidently a femi-

nine diminutive of Petronius (there was also a St.

Petronius), and is, therefore, a genuine Latin

name. Petronius is supposed to be itself a

diminutive from petro (which is also found as a

proper name)= an old ram (Riddle, Forcellini) ;

and, if so, Petronilla is a secondary diminutive.

See Pott,
' Die Personennamen,' second edition,,

pp. 583, 667. Petronius would, I suppose, strictly

speaking, give Petroni-illa ;
but the first i is often

dropped, as in Domitilla, from Domitius ; Livilla,

from Livius; Varronilla, from Varro, though here

the intermediate Varronius is wanting (but comp.
Varronianus in Smith's 'Diet, of Myth.'). That

it is the first t which is lost is seen by comparing
Drusus, Drnsilla. See Pott, p. 129.

Thus, between the name of the first Petronilla

and the name Peter there can be no real connexion

whatever. But with the second Petronilla the

case is different. Her name may have been bor-

rowed from the first Petronilla, or it may really

have been formed from Peter in the form in which

this name then existed in the parts of France in

which the Langue d'Oc was spoken; and this

dialect was, no doubt, spoken in Aubeterre (forty-

one kilometres south of Angouleme). For Die.?

(third edition), ii. 39, tells us that certain Latin

proper names (and among them Petrus) exception-

ally formed their ace. in Old Provencal, in on with

the accent on it.* This gives Peiron, in Mod.
Prov. Peiroun ;t and from this was derived (through
the ^em. Peirouno) the dim. fern. Peirounello

(=Fr. piron(n)elle), which, as I have stated above,
was the Proven*l name of the second St. Petro-

nilla, and may, therefore, be derived from Peiroun
= Peter. But if Diez is right, and Peiron meant-

Peter only in 0. Provencal, this is not precisely

* Diez's words are " Verschiedene Personennamen
flectieren : Norn. es. Ace. mit Accent on, 6, z. B. Karle*

Karld, Peires P^ird, nach dem lat. Carolus Carolum,.
Petrus PetruBQ. in der Passion Christi Petdres Petdrun>
in einer lat. Urk. aus dem xi. Jh. tu Petrua supra

scriptus, a te Petrone supra scripto Chx. ii. 54." But is

it so certain that the Petdrun in question was not bor-

rowed from the ace. Petronem indicated by the Petrone

in the second quotation 1 and was it not used to imitate

the Lat. Petrum in Petrus Petrum, and so make the

second word as long as the first?

f I am obliged here to giro the Mod. Prov. forms,
because in Raynouard's

' O. Prov. Diet.' proper names
are not given, whilst Mistral, in his ' Mod. Prov. Diet.'

has had the good sense to give them.
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the case in Mod. Ptov. For there P&ire (regularly
derived from Petrum)' is Peter, and Peiroun is by
Mistral given the meaning of

" Individn ag6 qui
s'appelle Pierre"; whilst Larchey (s.v. "Peyron")
says, "II est surtout donne*, dans le Midi aux
Pierres ages, chefs de famille." And this meaning
would seem to have been derived from confusion
with some other similar word. Thus it is evident
from Diez's words (see note *

ante) that besides

Petrus (ace. Petrum) there was another form, Petro

(acr. Petronem), and this I have shown to mean,
in classical Latin,

" an old ram." But this latter

word had almost certainly long died out, and I

will not, suggest, therefore, that " old Peter
" had

anything to do with " old ram," though the coin-

cidence is somewhat amusing.* But there is a word

pairon in O.Prov., given by Raynouard as the

eighth derivative from paire (father), with the

meaning of
" chef de famille, superieur, patroc,"

and also in the plur.,
"
ascendants au premier

degre, les pere et nrere." Raynouard, therefore,
took it to be paire with the augmentative affix on

(Mod. Prov. otmf), though it borrows one (if not

more) of its meanings from the Prov. patron= our

patron. Comp. the Ital. padrone, which is regarded
by Zambaldi ('Vocab. Etim. Ital.') as a popular
corruption of patrono (from Lat. patronum), but is

more reasonably taken by Diez (ii. 342) to come
from an extant form patro (patronem%) =patronus;
while it would be regularly formed from padre, and
mean big father.

It is, then, from confusion with this word
pairon that I believe the Mod. Prov. peiroun to

have obtained its present meaning.
F. CHANCE.

Sydenham Hill.

Parnell, as a girl's Christian name, occurs in the

parish register of Chigwell, Essex, in 1569 and
1580; and in that of Theydon Gernon in 1612.

* Petro is, however, commonly derived from petru=*
stone or rock (Gr. irtrca). Porcellini says,

" A duricie
et asperitate," though I should have thought rather, or
also, from wild rams liking to climb rocks (as, e.g., the
mouflon of Sardinia and Corsica). And if this deriva-
tion is correct, there would, curiously enough, really be
an ultimate etymological connexion between Peter and
Petronilla.

t Diez tells us (ii. 344) that the suffix on is used in
Prov. (Mod. Prov., I presume), as almost always in

French, as a diminutive only. But was this always so in
Old Prov. also ] Probably not

; for Honnorat distinctly
states that pairon (to which he also gives the meaning
of ancStret) is derived from "

paire et de 1'augm. on, les

grands parents." And even in French taucisson is used
=a large saucitse.

J It seems to me that this form might also have given
pairon in Old Prov. (pairoun in >1. Prov.), and this is

the opinion of Mistral also, s.vv.
"
Peiroun=pied d'arbre

"

and "
Patroun."

Paire==father is aleo written peire (precisely like

P^re=Peter) in Mod. Prov., so that pairon might also
have been written peiron, as, indeed, it is by Mistral
under the word "

Peiroun," quoted in the last note.

Perhaps some reader of
' N. & Q.' can furnish

earlier and later instances of its use.

w. c. w.
JOHN ISMAT, THE MISER (8

th S. i. 45). With
reference to MR. G. C. BOASK'S interesting account
of John lemay, it may be noted that in the old

churchyard of St. Nicholas, at Loughton, and
within the limits of the site of the demolished

church, there is a flat stone bearing this inscrip-
tion :

" The
| Family Vault

|
of

|
John Ismay

Esq
r

|
1808." Some five or six feet to the north-

west of this is a tall, narrow, stone cenotaph, of

Gothic design, on one panel in the arcading of

which an inscription reads :

" + Here rests
|
the body of

| Mary Wife of
|
Jos'"

French of
| Little Burstead I in this County Esq" I Obiit

Fob" 118> 1860

John Ismay's connexion with Loughton evi-

dently began early, but how it arose I do not

know, nor does any tradition of him, so far as I
am aware, remain. W. 0. W.

RENUNCIATION OF PPORT FROM CONSCIENTIOUS
MOTIVES (6"> S. vi. 249, 391; vii. 277; xii. 296).
The following recent instances may be worth

recording. Mr. A. F. Hills, President of the
London Vegetarian Society, recounting his ex-

periences in the Vegetarian, December 19, 1891,
says :

" More than ten years ago I commenced the experi-
ment of Vegetarianism, not because I was interested in
the subject, not because I was in bad health, not because
I was a hypochondriac or eccentric, but simply and
solely because my dearest friends had challenged my
consistency. Inner impulses had compelled me to give
up hunting and shooting it was a hard struggle and
when I was met with the sneer, that 'it was a curious
kind of cross-bred logic that would suffer me to eat what
I would not kill,' then in a moment quite as much of
irritation as of inspiration, I said,

' If this be your com-
plaint, you -hall never make it again, I will become a

Vegetarian.'
"

Lady Florence Dixie, writing on ' The Horrors
of Sport

' in the Westminster Review of January,
says :

" None but those who have indulged largely in sport
in its many and varied branches can realize the holo-
caust of animal suffering that is day by day offered upon
tli 3 altar of sport. I have seen and gauged it to its

fullest, and I can safely say that, save in self-defence, I
will never in life again rise gun or rifle to destroy the

glorious Animal Life of Creation, which, alas ! I have so
often and so wantonly taken part in bringing to destruc-

tion."

KENNETH ROMANES.

GENDERS OF ENGLISH NOUNS (8
th S. i. 43).

PROF. SKEAT'S dictum that
" modern English

gender is mainly logical, depending upon the

Dhing signified," will not bear the test when tried

in any modern English dictionary as to the names
of animals. Animals are masculine or feminine,
but their English names are mostly neuter. The
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cases in which our names of, animals retain the
masculine or feminine gender are easily named.
Matzner's 'Grammar' enumerates the majority, and
alludes to the quaint fact that mouse and deer are

frequently used as feminine, even when relating
to male animals. Fish often are masculine in

gender when feminine in sex. But names of

animals and all epicenes aside, can PROF. SKKAT
be serious when he intimates that child, maiden,
and wife are neuter in Old English because they
are

"things, apparently, of small significance"?
A child is neuter in New English, and that for a

good reason, I think. In all Teutonic languages,
it appears, the neuter gender does not mean absence
of sex, but simply sex not expressed. A child is

neuter when we do not choose to mention its

Bex. In Hebrew, Celtic, and all Romanic languages
every noun is either masculine or feminine. The
Norman Conquest did much in England ; but it

did not sweep the neuter gender out of the English
language, and it did not confine the neuter gender
to "

objects which are neither males nor females," as

old Lindley Murray put it. All I contend for is

that our neuter gender does not mean absence of

sex, but simply sex not expressed, and that, with
certain exceptions, our names of animals are not
dictated by sex. Indeed, our English speech is

most chaste and delicate in all matters of sex, and
likes to use the safe neuter because it implies a

preference not to allude to sex. Jakob Grimm's
famous chapter on the gender of Teutonic nouns,
in the third volume of his 'German Grammar,"
may be very poetical ; it is certainly true, and it

is the most beautiful chapter he wrote.

C. W. ERNST.
Boston, Mass.

ENVELOPES (8
th S. i. 126). These were evidently

in use in Prussia before the date of the English
specimen, 1755, mentioned by R. B. P. I have
before me an envelope, with Frederick the Great's
coat of arms in sealing-wax and in perfect con-

dition, addressed " A mon Capitain [sic] et Aide
le Comte de Drummond," and at the bottom " a
Potsdam." The letter it encloses is a small quarto
sheet, with a curious watermark of a bishop in full

robes, mitred and croziered. It gives
"
Captaine

de Drummond" a short leave in the following
words :

" Je vous permets tr&s volontiers sur v&tre lettre du
17m * du courant d'aller pour deux jours a Berlin et de
parler avec le Marechal de Keith touchant vos affaires
en Ecosse. Sur ce je prie Dieu qu'il vous ait en sa sainte

garde. A Potsdam ce 18me du Juillet 1749.
" FREDERIC. "

FREDK. HENDRIKS.

THE MAYPOLE (7
th S. xii. 489 ; 8th S. i. 98).

The oak is at times connected with May festivals.

An old Lincolnshire peasant woman told me a few
years ago that when she was a girl in service at

Wintringham, some time between 1820 and 1835,

it was the custom to "dress the lugs of milk-kits
with leaves on May-morning."

" In the evening,"
she said,

" we danced and played kiss-in-the-ring
and such- like games round a May-garland set up
in the cattle-pasture. The garland was first

dressed with a piece of mistletoe, sprigs of royal

oak, and ribbons, and then fixed up on an old

stump there was in the open field. It was fixed

.flat-way-on, not lying on its rim."
This account of a bygone May-tide observance

is remarkable for two reasons. In the first place
the use of mistletoe in a part of the country where
the plant is rarely, if ever, found in a wild con-

dition, strikes one as noteworthy, and secondly,
the mention of royal oak suggests a confusion

between Old May Day and Royal Oak Day.
In a description of

'

Village Life in Lincolnshire

a Hundred Years Ago,' written by Mr. C. H.
Crowder for 'Jackson's Brigg Annual,' 1889, it is

stated, on the authority of the author's grandfather,
that a milking-feast was formerly held on May 29,
when dances round the maypole, and old games,
such as

" nine peg,"
"
merry holes,"

" Jack in the

green," and "blind man's buff" were favourite

pastimes. On this day when the milkmaids came
home from milking they would ornament their

kits with flowers, and deck themselves with gar-

lands, and the young men and lads would run after

the lasses to steal a May Day kiss, a show of

gallantry which caused dire disaster to many a
" meal "

of milk, and worked the ruin of many a
"

better-day
"
coat. PAVONINA.

PIGOTT (8
th S. i. 28). General Christopher

Codrington, writing home on July 3, 1691, to the

Lords of Trade and Plantations, recommends to

their notice a certain Mr. John Pigott, who had

recently honourably acquitted himself as a volun-

teer against the French in the late campaign, and
of him he proceeds to say :

11 His father as I am inform'd is a Gentleman of Con-
siderable interest in Ireland, and hath been a very great
sufferer by the present Rebellion of the Irish, who in

the former were the Murtherers of his Grandfather."

This Capt. John Pigott settled at Antigua,
served as a gentleman of the Assembly, and was
shot dead on December 7, 1710, while in the act

of leading a party of the inhabitants against
Governor Parke's soldiery. Having myself

already extracted from the Antiguan parish

registers and local records all information apper-

taining to this family for my
'

Genealogical His-

tory of Antigua,' now in the press, I shall be

pleased to place the same at W. J.'s disposal.
VERB L. OLIVER.

Sunninghill.

In the British Museum Library (press-marks
515 1. 15/21, 19 b.z./131-132) will be found copies

of the appellants' and respondent's cases in the

cause between the Right Hon. Richard, Earl of
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Cavan, and Thomas Pigott, gent., appellants, and

Eobert Pigott, Esq., respondent, 1720 (?), 1724-5

fol. DANIEL HIPWBLL.

17, Hilldrop Crescent, N.

The name is Piggott, and there are copies of

the cases of both appellants and respondents in

the British Museum, though apparently no copy
of the particular memorial referred to.

H. H. S.

"ADAM'S ALB" (8
th S. i. 47, 119). The

querist under this head does not say why the

term does not appear to him to have its usual

meaning in the quotation he gives. Perhaps an

extract from ' Paradise Lost
'

will help him to be

content with the only meaning which the ex-

pression is likely to have in an account of so strait

a siege as that of Londonderry :

After no more toil

Of their sweet gardening labour than suffic'd

To recommend cool zephyr, and made ease

More easy, wholesome thirst and appetite
More grateful, to their supper fruits they fell ;

Nectarine fruits which the compliant boughs
Yielded them, sidelong as they sat recline

On the soft downy bank damasked with flowers
;

The savory pulp they chew, and in the rind
Still as they thirsted scoop the brimming stream.

Bk. iv. 11. 327-336.

F. JARRATT.

We seem to be amassing quotations for this,
and may as well come at once to Lord Tennyson's
' Northern Cobbler ':

'Ere 's our Sally an' Tommy, an' we be a-goin' to dine,
Baacon an' taiites an' a beslings-puddin' an' Adam's

wine,
But if tha wants ony grog tha mum goa for it down to

the Hinn,
For I weant shed a drop on 'is blood, noa not fur Sally's

oan kin.

It is a splendid touch, so true to the nature of a

teetotaller, who not only will not drink himself, but
will not let anybody else if he can help it, and will
send his wife's brother or his own to the " hinn "

for a glass of whiskey.
0. F. S. WARREN, M.A.

Longford, Coventry.

In Yorkshire, or here in the West Riding," Adam's wine" is heard as frequently as "Adam's
ale," or even as " duck's wine."

HERBERT HARDT.

WHITLEATHER (8
th S. i. 86). Halliwell's own

explanation of whittawer as a "
collar-maker

;

anciently a tanner of white leather," ought to have
saved him from the blunder pointed out by MR.
BIRKBECK TERRY. By the way, into what latitude
does the " North " extend ? Both Halliwell and
MR. TERRY speak of this word as " Northern "; but
ao far south as Leicestershire, at any rate,

" As
tough as whit-leather "

is a common proverb, and
a saddler is known as a "

whittaw." 0. C. B.

COL. ARTHUR GOODWYN, M.P. (8
th S. i. 68).

He was the son of Sir Francis Goodwyn, of Upper
Winchendon, Bucks, by Elizabeth, daughter of

Lord Grey de Wilton ;
born circa 1593 ; educated

Mag. Col., Oxford ; B.A., February 10, 1613/14 ;

entered the Inner Temple, November, 1613 ;

succeeded to Winchendon, 1634 ;
M.P. for Wy-

combe, 1621-22 and 1624-25 ; Aylesbury, 1626 ;

Bucks, April to May, 1640, and November, 1640,
till his decease ; colonel of horse under the Earl of

Essex ; defeated the Earl of Northampton at

Coventry, August 29, 1642 ;
relieved Marlborough

in December, 1643 ; appointed Commander-in-
Chief of the Parliamentary forces in Bucks,

January 3, 1643/4 ;
died in 1643/4, and was buried

at Wooburn. His wife was Jane, daughter of Sir

Richard Wenman, of Thame, by whom he left an

only daughter and heiress Jane, married on Sep-
tember 7, 1637, at Winchendon, to Philip, fourth

Lord Wharton, and was grandmother of the well-

known Philip, Duke of Wharton.
W. D. PINK.

Arthur Goodwyn had only one child, a daughter

Jane, married to Philip, Lord Wharton, who had

Winchendon, where the Goodwyns lived. Arthur's

great-grandfather was buried at Winchenden with

his wife Katherine, daughter and coheiress of Tho.

Bledlow. Brasses, with shield of arms, still there.

Arthur's great-great-grandfather has brass at Woo-

bnrn, as his father again. I can give MAJOR the

main line from 1463 to 1658, with wives, and
shield of four quarters. THOMAS WILLIAMS.
Aston Clinton Rectory, Tring.

Some information as to this gentleman was given
in

' N. & Q.,' 6th S. i.' 383, 466. Goodwyn's pedi-

gree will be found in Langley's
' Hist, and Antiq.

of Desborough,' 1797, p. 442. The same writer

mentions that he died in 1643, and was buried at

Wooburn, Bucks. One or two of his letters are

printed in Money's-' Battles of Newbury,' and his

portrait appears in Evans's 'Catalogue of Engraved
Portraits,' vol. i. p. 142. OSWALD, O.S.B.
Fort Augustus, N.B.

ARROWROOT (8
th S. i. 65). So far as I can

recollect, arrowroot is compounded of the actual

root of a plant whose juice or sap was, and pro-

bably still is, used for poisoning arrow tips. I

remember some time ago reading in a work of

competent authority (which I unfortunately cannot

lay hand upon at this moment) that the root, which

grew, I believe, in a South Sea island, was reduced

bo a coarse powder by grating, being at that stage
of manufacture a deadly poison. The stuff was
then soaked for a time in water, which removed
the acrid and poisonous juice, and when this pro-
cess had been repeated a certain number of times,
the then harmless root was dried and further pul-
verized until it became a fine flour, viz., the article

known to commerce as
" arrowroot." I imagine
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the root mast be a kind of cassava, but can only
hazard a conjecture as to this.

G. H. EVANS, LL.D.
Chester.

SMOUCH (8
th S. i. 68). A gentleman bearing

this name wa?, it will be remembered, engaged in

the arrest of the defendant in Bardell v. Pickwick

that morning at the "
George and Vulture." The

definition of the word given in the rare first edition

of the
'

Slang Dictionary,' known as
' Black-

guardiana,' is :

" Dried leaves of the ash-tree,

used by the Smugglers for adulterating the Black,
or Bohea, Tea." W. F. WALLER.

Smouch is apparently a corrupted form of the

German mauschel. Grose, in his 'Dictionary of

the Vulgar Tongue,' has :
" Smous. A German

Jew." Wright's 'Provincial Dictionary' also

gives Smou8= 8k Jew, as being used in Suffolk.

The word is employed by Ingoldsby in 'The
Merchant of Venice ':

And while I, like the mht of ma tribe, shrug and

crouch,
You find fault mit ma pargains, and say I'm a Smouch.

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

Surely your correspondent is in error in think-

ing this to be a vulgar term for a Jew. I have

no doubt Sir Walter used it as another variation

of smout, a very common expression in Scotland

for a small person. It is possible he may have

meant it as the abbreviation of another Scotch

word, applied to noisy little children, "Scara-

mouch," no doubt derived from the French Escar-

mouche, a skirmisher, possibly busybody, noisy,

restless person. Mouche, another French word

for a little teasing fly, also a bumbailiff, may
have been meant. I need hardly add that the

Scotch borrowed many words from the French.

W. F. L.

The English slang for a Jew is Mouchey (Moses),

in pure Hebrew Moushey. Smouch is apparently
an alternative form, and Mauschel is the same

word in German, with the diminutive termination.

M. D. DAVIS.

PROPOSED SOCIETY OF ARMIGERS (7
th S. xii.

425
;

8tb S. i. 29, 94). I have the honour of

bearing on my coat-mail the royal double treasures

of Scotland, which honourable augmentation was

granted five hundred years ago. I can prove that

these arms have been borne by my ancestors from

father to son down to the present time, not only

by documentary and other evidence, but by seals

still extant.

I understand that the Lyon Herald Office was

burnt down some time in the last century, when,
no doubt, my registration was burnt with it.

But whether it was burnt or not, or even was

registered at all, is it in common reason or sense

that I am at this time of day to be at the expense

of registration toenable me to bearwhatmy forebears

have borne for five hundred years t To my mind
it is a monstrous and absurd idea. A stupid uncle
of mine chose to do it some years ago, with the

result that the Lyon Office gave him, in place of

the royal tressures, a ridiculous border semde of

roses and thistles ! About the same time a general

officer, who had earned a title, and who bore our

name, wished bis arms registered. They gave
him the whole royal arms of Scotland ! He scored;

my uncle did not. With these examples, I ask, Of
what value is a modern registration 1 W. L.

It would appear from the correspondence on
this subject that modern armigers are divided into

three classes, viz.: (1) those recognized by the

College ; (2) those not recognized by the College,
but who avow they have a good title to arms not-

withstanding the College ;
and (3) those who place

arms on their carriages and plate merely from fancy,
or even hereditary custom, who know little about",

and care less for heraldry, and are quite content

that matters should rest as they are. This class

may or may not be capable of proving their right
to coat armour at the College.

Why should not the Heralds issue an authorized

list of armigers of the first class 1 Those in the

second class might, if they so chose, issue a like list

of what one might, for want of a better name,
designate protestant armigers, viz., those who deny
the supremacy of Garter. The third class could re-

main where they are, or range themselves on either

side, according to fancy and capability. I venture

to think armigers of the first class would be satisfied

with this arrangement ; those of the second would
have nothing to complain of; and those of the

third would be stimulated to join one side or the

other.

Cannot the College comprehend the great liking
of the average Englishman to be placed on an
official list 1 He may not care a wag of Rouge
Dragon's tail about heraldry ; but only publish an
official list, and John Bull is kicked into life. His
name must appear in the list, and his interest in

heraldry is quickened accordingly. The College

might then greatly reduce their fees for proving
coats, and at the same time double their income.

Let junior and energetic members of that corpora-
tion note ! F. E. A.

TALLIES (1
st S. x. 485

;
xi. 18, 95 ; 3rd S. x.

307 ; 6" S. iv. 209, 434
;

v. 35). This subject

having occasionally been referred to in the pages
of

' N. & Q.,' I trust you will find space for the

following communication, which appeared in the

Athenceum of January 23 :

" The English Club, Mustapha Supcrieur,
"Algeria, Jan. .12, 1892.

" It may interest some of your readers to know that

the archaic method of reckoning by tallies is still in

vogue in Pau. While there last November I saw a
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bundle of tally-sticks (there called tattles) suspended m
a baker's shop, and on inquiry I found that most of the

poorer country people thus registered their purchases

until they were able to pay. The tally-stick is cut

down the centre, the baker and purchaser each retaining

a half, and when a loaf ia sold the two halves are fitted

together and a notch made across them, the purchaser

thus keeping; an exact check upon the baker's score.

Upon any payment being made, a corresponding number

of notches are shaved off.

" I also well remember in the '
fifties being very

proud, as a small boy, of being allowed to keep the score

at a local cricket match in Norfolk by cutting notches

on a stick, every tenth one being deeper. The term
*
notches,' for runs, is still often used by modern cricket

correspondents, who may not have had a similar

experience.
" H. E. LADKLL."

Possibly some of your readers may be able to

name other places where the now almost obsolete

mode of keeping accounts is still retained .

EVKRARD HOME CoLEMAN.

71, Brecknock Road.

WALES : NIGHT COURTSHIP (8
th S. i. 6, 96).

Night courtship, a custom more honoured in the

breach than the observance, was, and probably
still iff, common with the Cumberland peasantry.

4 'A Cumbrian peasant pays his addresses to his sweet-

heart during the silence and solemnity of midnight,
when every bosom is at rest except that [those] of love

and sorrow. Anticipating her kindness, he will travel

ten or twelve miles over hills, bogs, moors, and mosses,

undiscouraged by the length of the road, the darkness of

the night, or the intemperature of the weather. On
reaching her habitation he gives a gentle tap at the

window of her chamber, at which signal she immedi-

ately rises, dresses herself, and proceeds with all possible
silence to the door, which she gently opens, lest a

creaking hinge or a barking dog should awaken the

family.
"On his entrance into the kitchen the luxuries of a

Cambrian cottage cream and sugared curds are placed
before him by the fair hand of hia Dulcinea Though
I am so far partial to my fair countrywomen that in

some instances I respect their very prejudices, I cannot
conclude this note without representing to them the

danger and impropriety of admitting their lovers during
those hours of the night which virtue and innocence
have appropriated to repose." Note in Anderson's
' Cumberland Ballads,' Wigton double-columned edition,
no date.

See the night scene in the Ullswater yeoman's
cottage in

'

Waverley,' chap. Iz.

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.
Ropley, Alreaford.

The custom referred to by MR. HYDE CLARKE
and by ESTK, under the name of "

bundling,"
will be found fully described in

'

Marriage Kites,

Customs, and Ceremonies of the Nations of the

Universe,' p. 171, J. Robins & Co., Ivy Lane,
1824, the preface dated Charenton, 1822, and
igned A. H. HAROLD MALET, Col.

KILLIGREW (8
th S. i. 109). The following

scraps may perhaps be of use. In Ogborne's
'History of Essex' it is stated (p. 158) that

Katherine Cooke " married Sir Henry Killegrew,
of Cornwall, whom Lloyd describes as being
one of the most accomplished men of

his time," and then follows an extract from

Lloyd's
'
State Worthies," which might be worth

consulting :

"
Lady Killegrew had three daughters,

Anna, Elizabeth, and Maria. Elizabeth was
married to Sir Nicholas Lower, another to Sir

Reginald Mohun, and the third either died young
or unmarried." But in Wright's

' Essex '

(vol. ii.

p. 440), after mentioning the other daughters of

Sir Anthony Cooke, we read "and Katharine,
wife of Sir Henry Killegrew, mother of Henry
Nevill." This agrees with Morant, vol. i. p. 66.

H. G. GRIFFINHOOFE.

ITALIAN AND FRENCH POETS (7
tt S. xii. 507 ;

8th S. L 57). I beg to respond to MR. ARM-
STRONG'S last sentence by assuring him that I
have known an English housemaid who behaved
like his gargon towards my

' Paradise Lost,' minus
the apologies, which were not forthcoming.

HERMENTRUDE.

ROYAL BOOK-PLATES (8
th S. i. 126). The first

two plates referred to are undoubtedly the well-

known book-plates of the Duke of Sussex.
The inscription on the third:

"
Friedr : August.

H. z. B. O.," stands for "Friedrich August
Herzog zu Brannschweig-Oels." There are some
dozen varieties of this plate, slightly differing in
size and small details

; they also appear in differ-

ent colours. All of these plates are common,
especially the Duke of Sussex's.

ARTHUR VICARS.

KING RICHARD III. AT LEICESTER (7
th S. xii.

68, 161, 238, 315). John Taylor, the Water
Poet, who visited Leicester in 1639, gives a some-
what different version of the prediction relative to

Richard III. He says in
' Part of this Summer's

Travels' :

"Also it is reported, that when King Richard the
Third went from Leicester to fight the battle near Bos-

worth, that then there was a man of mean calling (some
say he was a weaver, >md some say a ploughwright by
his trade), he had a spirit of divination or prophecy, of
whom the tyrant King Richard demanded some ques-
tions, what the event of that day's fight might be to

him, to whom the other (most bluntly) answered,
' Mark

my words, King Richard, that as thou dost ride out of
the town of Leicester this morning thou shalt hit thy
right foot against a stone, and as thou returnest thou
shalt knock thy head against the same '; which proved
true, for as he rode, he did strike against the corner of a
wall his foot, and after he was slain in the field, he was

stripped, and hia body laid cross behind a man on horse-

back (like a calf), and in that vile and ignominious
manner, as they brought his corpse back to Leicester,
his head did knock against the aforesaid wall or stone,
which place I saw there."

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

VEN. WILLIAM CARTER (8
th S. L 48). I think

J. F. C. is confusing the identity of the venerable
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William Carter, D.D., Archdeacon of Northumber-

land, and William Carter the printer. The arch-

deacon was a native of Durham, educated at Cam-

bridge, where he took the degree of D.D. in 1544,
was deprived of his preferments for refusing the

oath of supremacy to Queen Elizabeth, and escap-

ing to the Continent, died at Mechlin in 1578.

(See Gillow's
'

Bibliographical Dictionary of the

English Catholics/ vol. i. p. 413.) He is not

noticed in the
'

Dictionary of National Biography.'
William Carter, the printer, was a native of

London, and was apprenticed in 1562-3. His
secret printing press was discovered by the Bishop
of London, in 1579, when he escaped prosecution.
Three years later he was arrested for printing

' A
Treatise of Schism,' which contained a passage

interpreted to be an incitement to the Catholic

ladies to treat Queen Elizabeth as Judith treated

Holofernes. This book was a reprint of Gregory
Martin's 'Treatise of Schism,' first printed at

Douay in 1578, with the addition of a preface
attributed to Parsons. The Douay edition is in

the British Museum, but not Carter's reprint.
The passage about Judith was construed as trea-

sonable, and Carter is said to have been put on
the rack. He was found guilty of treason and
executed Jan. 11, 1583/4. See Gillow, vol. i.

p. 414 ; the '

Dictionary of National Biography,'
and the numerous authorities there cited, including
one of the past volumes of * N. & Q.

'

WILLIAM E. A. AXON.

Stowe has this account :

"1584. On the 10 of January, at a sessions holden
in the Justice hall in the Old baily of London, for gaole
delivery of Newgate, William Carter, of the City of

London, was there indicted, arraigned, and condemned of

high treason, for printing a seditious and trayterous booke
in English, entituled, A treatise of schisme, and was for

the same (according to sentence pronounced against him)
on the next morrow drawne from Newgate to Tiborne,
and there hanged, bowelled, and quartered. And foortli-

with against slanderous reports spread abroad in sedi-

tious bookes, letters, and libels thereby to inflame our
countrey men, and her majesties subiectes, a booke was
published, entituled, A Declaration of the favorable

dealing of her maieties commissioners, &c., which
booke also I have caused to be set downe in the Continua-
tion of the chronicle, first collected by Reigne Wolfe, and
finished by llapliaell Hollenshed." 'The Annales of

England,' 1601, pp. 1176-7.

ED. MARSHALL.

"To TAKE THE CAKE" (8
th S. i. 69). To

this query a reply from this side of the ocean
seems to be in order, since, despite some claim to

the phrase that might be based upon certain old

English practices, it is more than probable that in

its present English use it is an imported American

expression, though hardly an "Americanism."
As used here, in the same sense, it unquestionably
originated in the peculiar negro frolic known as a
"
cake-walk," popular among the Southern negroes

and not unknown at the North, and haa become

current through the negro burlesques of the min-
strel shows. I knew of a cake-walk last summer
in a small town, suburban to New York, where

many coloured people have come from the South.
If the weather is warm the ceremony often takes

place on a lawn, where a circular track is marked

out, and in the centre of the space, on a table or

platform decorated with flowers and evergreens, is

placed the very large frosted cake that is to be the

prize of the successful contestants. This enormous
cake more often than otherwise has been made
by the joint skill of several of the coloured damsels

who take part. The gaily-attired belles who com-

pete draw their partners of the opposite sex by lot,

and to the sound of music these couples pro-
menade arm-in-arm with the best grace at their

command, until, by the decision of the umpires,
the pair presenting the best appearance

"
takes the

cake.'
"
Taking the cake," however, has not been an

unknown practice in England. Halliwell (' Dic-

tionary,' s.v.
"

Stool-ball ") quotes from a descrip-
tion of the tenets of the Puritans that they were
not allowed to play games of hazard, "not even so

much as a game at stool-ball for a Tansay "; and
also from Herrick :

At stool-ball, Lucia, let us play
For sugar-cakes and wine

Or for a tansie let us pay, &c.

The "tansay" for these prizes would more

naturally be the cake of the name for which
Halliwell quotes the recipe, and which Gerard
mentions in his

'

Herball,' than the sweet omelette

also so called. Brande,
'

Antiquities,' tells, from
"
Aubanus," of Easter foot-races, where the victor

won a cake ;
and elsewhere, under marriage cus-

toms, quotes from Rev. A. Macaulay's
'

History
and Antiquities of Claybrooke

'

concerning an
ancient custom for young men of that parish to

contend in a horseback race for the bride-cake

placed on a pole, to be the prize of him who first

reached and dislodged it with his stick. I have
not the volumes at hand for more exact reference.

M. 0. L.
New York.

In answer to MR. TERRY I may say that there

is a phrase in Aristophanes (
(

Eq.,' 277, 'Thesm.,'

94) rj/Aertpos 6 irvpafjiovs, which seems to corre-

spond exactly to our expression
" We take the

cake." The Scholiast explains the irvpa/xovs as

a cake given to the toper who could keep awake

longest at a midnight carousal.

JULIAN COTTON.
C.C.C., Oxford.

[Other replies are acknowledged.]

MAPS or HUNDRED DIVISIONS (8
th S. i. 7, 71,

114). If MR. OWEN will write to me I can give
him a list of Welsh Hundreds and tell him where

some of them are. Your correspondent MR. C. W.
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CASS questions whether there were any hundreds
in Wales. They were, of course, not called by an

English name, but there certainly were cantrefs,
which meant a hundred villages or homesteads,
as I believe the English hundred meant. Wales
was divided into three provinces Aberfraw, with
fifteen cantrefs, subdivided into thirty-eight corn-

mots
; Mathraval (i. e., Powis Land), fourteen

cantrefs, forty commots ;
Dinefwr, twenty-five can-

trefs, seventy-eight commots. In Welsh pedigrees,

&c., no other territorial divisions are noticed. I

do not know of a map. THOMAS WILLIAMS.
Aston Clinton Rectory.

GLOVES CLAIMED FOR A Kiss : DRAW-GLOVES
(8

th S. i. 128). According to Dr. Brewer ('Phrase
and Fable ') the claiming of a pair of gloves for a
kiss stolen while asleep is a relic of the ancient
custom of presenting a pair of gloves as a small

gift for a service done for you. It was at one time
looked on as a perquisite of those who performed
a small service

;
then as the service became more

important the glove was "lined" with money,
called glove-money. Dr. Brewer quotes from ' The
Fair Maid of Perth.' As regards the game of
"
draw-gloves

" I regret I am unable to throw any
light. G. S. B.

Nares gives the epigram in his
'

Glossary,' s. v.
t"

Draw-gloves," together with two other quota-
tions from Herrick. He also has

In pretty riddles to bewray our loves,
In questions, purpose, or in drawing gloves.

Drayton,
' Heroical Ep.,' p. 370.

He says that "
draw-gloves

" was
" a sort of trifling game, the particulars of which the
learned have not yet discovered In all instances
it seems to be a game between lovers.''

J. F. MANSERGH.
Liverpool.

MARINO'S SOXNET ON THE SONNET (8
th S. i.

87, 135). You have inserted Wordsworth's
sonnet and Sainte-Beuve's imitation of it. Can
you find room for another imitation, which, being
of American origin, may not be known to every
English lover of the sonnet ?

Scorn not the meerschaum. Housewives, you have
croaked

In ignorance of its charms. Through this small reed
Did Milton, now and then, consume the weed

The poet Tennyson hath oft evoked
The Muse with glowing pipe, and Thackeray jokedAnd wrote and sang in nicotinian mood

;

Hawthorne with this hath cheered his solitude :A thousand times this pipe hath Lowell smoked
'

Full oft have Aldricb, Stoddard, Taylor, Cranch,And many more whose verses float about,
Puffed the Virginian or Havanna leaf

And when the poet's or the artist's branch
Drops no sustaining fruit, how sweet to pout

Consolatory whiffs alas, too brief 1

WALTER HAMILTON.

&c. : ET CETERA. (8
th

S. i. 66). I am at present
reading the Tatler, and, very curiously, the day
before I saw MR. HUDSON'S note I had read the

following passage in No. 133 (Addison's) :

" I must not close my discourse upon silence without
informing my reader that I have by me an elaborate
treatise on the aposiopesis called an et ccctera ; it being
a figure much used by some learned authors, and par-
ticularly by the great Littleton, who, as my lord chief

justice Coke observes, had a most admirable talent at
an tfcc."

Does Coke really say this
;

or is Addison only
poking fun at his readers ? I am little in the way of
noblemen (if I were at the same dinner-table with
one I fear, like Sydney Smith in the company of an
archbishop, I should crumble my bread with both

hands), but is it not the custom to address a letter,

say to an earl, "The Eight Honble. The Earl of

, &c., &c., &c." ? JONATHAN BOXJCHIER.

MR. HUDSON'S strictures upon the use of this

contraction should have been aimed at the public,
rather than the press. Etc. stands for the mascu-
line et ceteri and the feminine et ceterce just as

much as for the neuter et cetera, and if MR. HUD-
SON and others mistranslate it after a list of lords

or ladies et cetera, instead of et ceteri or et

ceterce, the fault is with the reader, not the printer.
Et cetera, however, is really equivalent to

" and
so forth," and thus translated perhaps its employ-
ment need not be so strictly limited as your corre-

spondent would have it. The use of etc. by
the

"
brilliant lecturer," though unusual and

inelegant, is not absolutely incorrect. Cetera is a
neuter plural adjective, and if literally translated

the advertisement would run "Lectures on His-

torical, Literary, Theological, and other subjects,'
which is perfectly good English.

WILLIAM H. MARLING.

Does it not strike MR. HUDSON that c. or etc.

may symbolize et cceteri and et enteric as well aa

et ccetera f ST. SWITHIN.

&c. does not necessarily mean et ccetera. It may
mean et cceteri, or et cceterce, and thus refer to

persons, either men or women. The word was an

adjective with the Latins, and I think it is pro-

perly used in this sense in the Athenceum.
DNARGEL.

[Other replies are acknowledged.]

VELVET (7
th S. xii. 462 ; 8th S. i. 56, 128).

The list, with references, given at the last refe-

rence is most valuable. We should be glad of

more contributions of this kind. I wish there were
a law that we must all give our references. I

should be glad to know how velvet is spelt in the

documents referred to, i.e., if the MS. spellings
are accessible. There is a special reason in this

case, for it is tolerably certain that velvet is really
due to a mistake. The second v was once the

vowel u, not the consonantal v (written as it) ; see
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my 'Principles of English Etymology,' second

series, p. 296, note. The old form vdu-et

(=velou-et) was a trisyllable, in my belief.

Mr. Planches earliest reference for the word is

1403, but we are now told that it occurs in 1319

(Wardr. Acct., 13 Edw. II., 22/14). In my list

of 'English Words in Anglo-French,' second

series, I show that it occurs in 1361, in 1376, and

in 1392 (see
'

Royal Wills,' ed. J. Nichols, 1780,

pp. 48, 69, 130). In 1392 it is spelt vehoet, as in

the 'Promptorium Parvulorum,' and this is prac-

tically a more original spelling than that with two
t>'s. The M. E. u is of so doubtful a value that it

is difficult to tell whether it is a vowel or a con-

sonant. The trisyllabic form occurs in 1. 1420 of

the
' Romaunt of the Rose,' where we have,

As eofte as any velu-et.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

In the summer of 1866 I spent a few days at

Stratford-on-Avon. One of them happened to be

market-day, and in a convenient corner I found

the very cleverest "cheap-jack" I ever heard

quite a Dr. Marigold. Holding up a black vel-

veteen waistcoat, embroidered with ears of wheat
and barley, he said :

" Now I'm going to let you into a secret. This here
weacut was made for Sir Hubert Peel, but by the time
tbe fancy-working of it was finished the Corn-Law riots

had begun, and he daren't wear it ; that 's why I can let

you have ic at the ridiclus figure of-"
W. C. B.

BOWYER OF LEIGHTHORNE BARONETCY (7
th S.

xii. 422
;
8th S. i. 137). Sir James Bowyer was

grandson, not son, of the first baronet, as the fol-

lowing extract from ' A Catalogue of the Baronets
of England from the first Erection of that Dignity
until the 4th of July, 1681, inclusive,' compiled by
Sir William Dugdale, Garter, and published by
order of Robert, Earl of Aylesbury, deputy to

Henry, Duke of Norfolk, Earl Marshal :

"[No.] 844. Maij 18 [1678]. Sir James BowyeTTf
Leighthorne, Baronet, grandson and heir to Sir Thomas
Bowyer, Baronet (created 23 Julij, 3 Car. I.), surren-

dring his patent, had now a new Creation to that dignity,
for life only ; the remainder to Henry Goring of High-
den in the same County Esq., and to the heirs males of
his body, with the same precedency as the said Sir
Thomas Bowyer enjoyed."

This entry raises a curious question as to the
surrender of a baronetcy, which I now put as a

query. There are the names, &c., of 865 baronets

given in the little volume mentioned above. I

have made an index, but various engagements,
and, unhappily, failing sight have hitherto pre-
vented me sending it, as promised, to

' N. & Q.'

Curiously enough, there are no arms given in

Burke's '

Armory
'
to this Bjwyer family.

Your correspondents seem to be unaware of the

creation of the Bowyer-Goring baronetcy.
Y. S. M.

THE PENDRELL BROTHERS (8
th S. i. 107).

John Heneage Jesse, in his
' Memoirs of the Court

of England during the Reign of the Stuarts,'
states that little is known of the subsequent his-

tory of those who assisted King Charles II. in his

need. He also asserts that William attained the

great age of eighty-four, and Humphrey, who died
in 1710, was the last of the five surviving brothers.

Tbe Pendrell brothers, their families, descendants,

present whereabouts, portraits, and pensions from
the Crown for services to the king, have been the

subject of many contributions to the columns of
' N. & Q.,' for which see 1" S. xi. 410

;
2nd S. ii.

128 ; x. 306, 419 ; xi. 337, 418, 518 ;
xii. 296 ;

3rd S. vi. 188, 400 ; viii. 501, 544 ; ix. 21, 70,
148 ; 4th S. v. 600; 6th S. viii. 166, 317, 351;
7 th S. x. 26. As regards the tomb in the church-

yard of St. Giles's in the Fields, and the inscrip-
tion thereon, referred to by MR. PACK, a former
Editor of ' N. & Q.,' see 1 st S. xi. 410 (May 26,

1855), in his note, says :

" The tomb of Pendrell now seen is modern ; the late

raising of the churchyard having so far buried the

original one as to render the erection of a new monu-
ment to preserve the memory of this singular character

necessary. The black marble slab of the old tomb at

present forms the base of the new one."

Thus arises another query. Does the date of

death, July 8, 1671, appear on the restored tomb]
If so, it was probably incorrectly recut, as by the

inscription given in ' Tbe New View of London '

(vol. i. p. 268, 1708), Richard Pendrell died

February 8, 1671.

EVEBARD HOME CoLEMAN.

I have an engraving of the same size and, in

most important respects, similar to that described

by MR. JOHN T. PAGE, yet differing from it so

materially as to show it is from another plate. In
the first place, to tbe left of my print (facing it) is

a cottage and the figure of a man conveying food

by a long pole ("The nutthook reaching up his

homely fare ") to the hidden king. On the right
is a ladder placed against the tree, and in the

distance a woman and two children picking up
faggots (" While busie wife and children gather
wood "). Below are the twenty-two lines quoted
by MR. PAGE; but in place of the sentence

beginning
" This Embleme represents," &c., is

the following :

" From the very rare print in the

possession of A. K. Sutherland, E-q., are to be

sold by S. Woodburn, St. Martin's Lane, London
"

(n.d.). The print is thus described in Evans's

'Catalogue': "Pendrell, William, of Boscobel, in

a Tree, 22 Verses [sic], fine copy of an extremely
rare print, 1651 Claussin." There seems no doubt
that MR. PAGE may be congratulated on the

possession of an original impression of this

extremely rare engraving. CHARLES WYLIE.

The engraved portrait of William Peuderel, of

Boscobel, to which MR. PAGE refers is not very
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scarce, and, whatever may be the date when it was

engraved, I fancy Borne comparatively modern

owner of the plate printed a number of new

impressions. The inscriptions on Richard Pen -

derel's tomb in the churchyard of St. Giles's in the

Fields had very frequently been printed ; but I

agree with MB. PAGB that they are very likely to

become finally obliterated and the tomb damaged
unless the stone be more carefully protected. I

fear it is not possible to say where all the five

brothers were buried. Richard, as we have seen,

lies at St. Giles's in the Fields ;
William (tbe

original of MR. PAGE'S medallion portrait) is

buried by the side of his mother within the ruins

of the Cistercian Priory of Whiteladies, near Bos-

cobel ; Humphrey was, I believe, interred at Blox-

wich, near Walsall ; John Penderel, who was of

Beamish Hall, Allrighton, is probably likewise

buried at Whiteladies ;
and George, who was of

Essington, perhaps lies at Bloxwich too. Of tbe

burial-place of Francis Yates nothing, I fancy, is

known. While I am writing may I point out

that the proper spelling of the name of these his-

torical brothers is Penderel ?

J. PENDEREL-BRODHURST.
Bedford Park, Chiswick, W.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &o.

Sir Philip Sidney. By H. R. Fox Bourne. (Putnam's
Song.)

IN the " Heroes of the Nations
"

series, the '

Sidney
'

of

Mr. Fox Bourne is entitled to a foremost place. Among
heroes of all time Sidney stands conspicuous, the balance

of moral, physical, and intellectual worth being almost,
if not altogether, unparalleled. His virtues are, more-

over, we elect to think, characteristically British, which
to English readers cannot be other than a recommenda-
tion. A Lancelot in bravery and nobility, he has no
stain of disloyalty, and he has the added grace of being
a poet to whose poetry full justice has not even yet been

done. Nowhere, then, could a writer eeek a nobler

subject of biograp'ny. Mr. Pox Bourne has every quail
fication for a biographer. Thirty years ago he told

the splendid story of Sidney's life. One important
change of view as regards the relations between Sidney
and Lady Penelope Devereux, afterwards Lady Rich, has
to be recorded, but the task in the present volume has

consisted for the most part in supplementing from
sources subsequently rendered accessible the information

previously conveyed.
That the life has the charm of romance need hardly

be said. The baldest record of Sidney's career could not
fail to stir the pulse. Mr. Fox Bourne combines, how-
ever, with vivacity of style and a nice sense of propor-
tion, genuine narrative power. Of the historical events

through which Sidney moved, of the influence upon his

mind of the conditions amidst which he dwelt, and ol

the growth and development of his character he fur-

nishes an admirable picture. In the case of a man such
as Sidney the difficulty is to avoid rhapsody. This and
other dangers he shuns, and tbe picture he presents is

convincing and lifelike in all respects. Of English
rule in Ireland and of English interference in Holland
we obtain incidentally an excellent account, and the

icture of the rourt of Elizabeth is unsurpassable. We
hink of Erasmus and his praise of English ladies a

we read bow John Casimir, when Queen Elizabeth

ssayed to kits him,
"
humbly but resolutely refused."

)f the charge that Leicester poisoned Essex, Mr. Fox
Journe says that there is no reasonable ground for

admitting it, and he vindicates the fair fame of the

Countess of Essex from the imputations brought against
t. This vivacious and trustworthy biography gain*
rreatly from the illustrations by which it is accom-
anied. These, the portraits especially, have genuine

value and interest.

The Browning Cyclopaedia. By Edward Berdoe. (Sonnen-
schein & Co.)

A MONO Browning interpreters Dr. Berdoe is tbe most
,ndefatigable and exemplary. One explanatory volume
breads upon the heels of another, and if the Browning mes-

sage still remains as obscure as that of the ' Shin Ching,'
or Dante, or Henry More, the fault is at least not with
Dr. Berdoe. Never, indeed, has there been a more
ardent student. Not a commentator that be has not

read, scarcely a meeting of the Browning Society that be
bas not attended. A vast amount of information, much
of it not easily obtainable, is crowded into tbe volume,
which a serious student of Browning will find of in-

calculable value. Supposing the unsolved difficulties

which face the reader on the threshold to be all with
which the world has to puzzle itself, the task of interpre-
tation is all but accomplished. Some of our own readers
should be able to tell what was " the sole joke of Thuc.t-
dides." Tbe " Mantuan Albert

"
should not be impossible

to trace. Some explanation, conjectural or other, has,
we fancy, been given of "

Saponian strength."
" Brakes

at balm-shed, asphodels in bloom " seems to offer no
insurmountable difficulty. We fancy that a diligent use
of ' N. & Q.' and H little extra application on the part of
its readers would soon reduce the list. Meanwhile we
are happy to commend the volume to Browning students
as the most ambitious and useful in its class yet exe-
cuted.

Letters to Dead Authors. By Andrew Lang. (Long-
mans & Co.)

WITH a reprint of this work, long out of print, Messrs.

Longman have begun what we hope is to be a reissue of
some of Mr. Lang's earlier and less accessible writings.
On their appearance in the St. James's Gazette these

letters from the living to tbe dead, as opposed to Tom
Brown's letters from the dead to the living, made a
considerable sensation. They have since been frequently
imitated, but never equalled. Unequal in value and
interest, they are all gracefully written, and display ripe
and varied erudition. Our favourites are those to emi-
nent Frenchmen, especially to Rabelais and Ronsard, in

both of which Mr. Lang ventures to run counter to

received opinion. The letters to JLiurns, Sir John Maun-
deville, and Herodotus deserves also to be once more
read.

The Poetical Worts of John Milton. Edited by John
Bradshaw, M.A., LL.D. (Bell & Sons.)

IN reprinting in the
" Aldine

"
series of the poets the

poetical works, English and Latin, of John Milton,.
Messrs. Bell & Sons have compressed into two volumes
what formerly occupied three. No loss of matter is, it

is needless to say, involved in the change. Every line of
Milton's verse is, of course, preserved. The volumes,
moreover, are neither less artistic nor less poi table,

being the size exactly to slip into tie pocket with no
perceptible increase of burden to be carried. So far as

regards poetry, at least, a great book is a great evil. A
genuine lover of old literature may love to pore over M
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folio Jonson or Cowley, and a slenderly garnished

purse may compel a man to acquiesce in a huge two

volume reprint of Beaumont and Fletcher. This, how

ever, is the exact size for poems such as these, of which

a man cannot weary. Dr. Bradshaw has supplied ar

admirable text. We have collated it with the first anc

subsequent editions, and find nothing in it at which
to carp. One change we commend to the editor. It is,

however, against the first edition, the authority of which

is on the side of Dr. Bradshaw. Lines 491-499 run

thus :

To have revealed

Secrets of men, the secrets of a friend,

How heinous had the fact been, how deserving

Contempt and scorn of all to be excluded

All friendship, and avoided as a blab,
The mark of fool set on his front.

[But I] God's counsel have not kept, his holy secret

Presumptuously have published, impiously,

Weakly at least and shamefully.

The twowords "But I," which we have placed in brackets*

belong, we hold, to the previous line, the metre of which

they restore. Very varied measures are employed in
' Samson Agonistes

'

;
close observation will show, how-

ever, that the shortening of a line under the conditions on
which line 496 is shortened does not again occur. Milton,
it must be remembered, did not see hia proofs. The
Introduction and the Life of Milton are excellent. In

addition to these Dr. Bradshaw has supplied for the

first time in any edition of Milton's works an account

of the Milton tomb in St. Margaret's Church.

Sancho Puma's Proverbs. Selected and Edited by Ulick

Ralph Burke. (Pickering & Chatto.)
TWENTY years have elapsed since Mr. Burke's first col-

lection of the proverbs of Sancho Panzawas issued in an

elegant little volume by Basil Montagu Pickering. It had
considerable success, and five years later reappeared in

an enlarged form and with the title
'

Spanish Salt.' Both
volumes are out of print, and a third edition is now
issued by Messrs. Pickering & Chatto with the original

title. Mr. Burke has not confined himself to the utter-

ances, didactic, familiar, oracular, of the doughty squire
whose name he uses, nor even to the pinches of "

pro-
verbial salt

"
contributed by other characters in 'Don

Quixote.' He has laid under toll the novelas exemplares
and other writings of Cervantes, of whose proverbial lore

the volume is almost an encyclopaedia. Spain is by

general consent the country in the literature of which
the proverb is the most conspicuous, and Cervantes is

the writer who has most successfully worked the rich

mine. We have here, then, in a delightful little volume
a treasure-house of knowledge every sentence in ' Don
Quixote

'

to which proverbial shape or significance can

be assigned being given. A small proportion of them, as
" One deep calleth unto another,"

" To kick against the

pricks," are Biblical. Most of them are, however,
essentially Spanish in colour. English translations are

always supplied, and equivalents in French, Italian, and
other languages are not seldom forthcoming. The
volume is welcome.

The Windsor Peerage for 1892. By Edward Walford.

(Chatto & Windus.)
THOUGH the youngest of peerages, the present being

only the third year of issue, this convenient, well-

ordered, and accurate volume already takes precedence
of most of the cheaper peerages which appeal to the

public. The fact that it does not pay to go to sleep on
a success is once more illustrated, and more than one

long-established peerage will have to shake itself awake
in presence of the opposition now encountered. Though
announced simply as a peerage, Mr. Walford's volume

includes a baronetage and knightage, and is, in fact, a
handbook to all the titled classes. A reference to any
familiar name will show how admirably condensed is
the information supplied.

L'Art el L'lde'e. (Publiee par Octave TJzanne, 17 Quai
Voltaire.)

VERY miscellaneous and attractive are the contents of
the second number of M. Uzanne's brilliant periodical.
It leads off with a description by the editor of the admir-
able work in pottery executed by M. Auguste Delaberche.
Three letters of M. Zola concerning his new romance,' La Debacle,' follow. An article on ' La Decoration
ext6rieure des Livres' deals,among other things, with the
paintings on the edges of books under the gilding, which
are, we believe, an English invention. ' La Renaissance
de la Gravure sur Bois '

introduces us to a man of signal
talent in M. Felix Vallotton, whom M. Uzanne describes
as a neo'Xylographe. Some of the designs are marvel-
lously clever. M. B. H. Gausseron sends a canserie on
new books, and M. Jules Brivois writes on the value of
original editions of the works of M. Guy de Maupassant.
A most interesting number overflows with illustrations.

PARTS IV. and V. of the Bijou Byron (Griffith, Farran
& Co.) give in pleasant form and readable text ' The
Vision of Judgment

' and Occasional Pieces, and the
tales,

' The Giaour,' 'The Bride of Abydos,'
' The Cor-

sair,' and '
Lara.' This, when complete, will be an

eminently convenient edition.

WE have received from D. Brown & Co., Kilmarnock,
the Annual Burns Chronicle and Club Directory, edited

by John Muir. The directory must be understood to

apply to Burns clubs only, of which a large number are
mentioned. Many well-known writers send or promise
contributions, and the work begins well and will doubt-
less progress better.

THE next volume of Mr. Elliot Stock's "Popular
County Histories" will be 'Hampshire.' It will be
written by Mr. Thomas W. Shore, of the Hartley Insti-

tute, Southampton, and will be issued during the coming
spring.

We must call special attention to the following notices :

ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications correspondents

must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the

signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to

appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication "

Duplicate."
A CONSTANT READKR. "

Aventurine, a brownish-
:oloured glass, interspersed with small gold-coloured
spangles, manufactured first at Murano, near Venice"
[

f New Eng. Diet.').
<f
Peridot, a kind of emerald. Same

as chrysolite
"

(' Century Diet.').

ERRATA. Index to 7th S. xii. p. 544, for "Robbins
[A. F.) on Cornish phrases, 206," read Rollins (R.) on
West-country phrases, 206.

NOTICE.
Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The

Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Advertisements and
Business Letters to " The Publisher"at the Office, 22,
look's Court, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, E.C.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return com-

munications which, for any reason, we do not print ;
and

;o this rule we can make no exception.
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AMERICA : WHEN THE NAME WAS FIRST
GIVEN.

Dr. Robertson, in his
'

History of America,'
says: "The country of which Amerigo was

supposed to be the discoverer, came gradually
to be called by his name" (book ii., anno

1499, vol. i. p. 211, ed. 1803). And at the end
of note xxii. on this passage he adds :

" At what
time the name of America came to be first given
to the new worid is not certain

"
(ibid., p. 377).

Since Robertson wrote this few subjects have
attracted more attention than America, and the

origin of the name has been discovered. M.
F. A. de Varnhagen, in his '

Amerigo Vespucci,'
Lima, 1865, folio, says :

" On a reussi & prouver quo la premiere ide"e de donner
au nouveau continent le nom d'Amerique, ne fut indi-

que'e qu'en 1507, et cela a Saint-Die* (Vosgee) dans un
livre intitule" 'Cosmographies Introductio,' par 1'allemanc
Martin Waldzeemuller, sous le pseudonyme d'Hyla-
comylua."

In a note he adds :

"Nous allons reproduire ici lea termes dans les-

quels 1'indication fut faite. Us se trouvent dang le
neuvieme chapitre, a la page 15 verso (feuille C. iii

verso) du iivre, dans sa premiere edition de 1507. Apres
avoir traito" des troia premieres parties de la Terre
1'auteur ajoute qu'il ne voyait de motifs pour ne pas
donner a la quatrie'mepartie nouvelle le nom d'Amerique,
d'aprea celui de aon inventeur Amerigo Vespucci, quanc

'Europe et 1'Asie avaient recu leur noms de deux
"emmes [' et alia quarta pars per Americum Vesputium
nvt-nta est quam non video cur quis jure vetet ab
Americo inventore sagacis ingenii viro Amerigen quasi
Americi terram, sive Americana dicendam ;

cum et

liuropa et Asia a mulieribus sua sortita sint nomina ']."

In the '

Catalogue of the History and Geography
of America, Asia, and Africa,' issued by Mr.

Quaritch in April, 1891, there is a copy of the

above work, the full title of which is

'

Cosmographies Introductio cum quibusdam geome-
triae ac astronomiae principiis ad earn rein necessariis.

Insuper quatuor Americi Vespucii navigationes, sm.

quarto, diagrams including the folding leaf with the

large globe, red morocco by Bedford. [St. Die.] Vrbs
Deodate tuo clarescens nomine pressit Finitu, vii, kl.,

Maij anno supra seequimillesimum vij. [April 25, 1507]."

It is No. 368 in the catalogue, and is priced
1502. Mr. Quaritch adds an interesting note

embodying the above particulars.
The earliest map of America is contained in

" Ptolemaei Geographia, latino reddita, correcta a

Marco Beneventano et Joanne Costa, Rorase,

Evangelista Tosinus, 1508, gr. in foL":

"II existe deux sortes d'exetnplaires de cette edit.:

les uns avec le titre date de 1507, et qui ne renferment

que 33 cartes ; les autres avec le premier feuillet reim-

prime sous la date de 1508, et auxquels on a ajoute 14 ff.

contenant Alarci Beneventani orbis nova descriptio,'
avec une seconde epitre de Tosinus au Card. Guibe. et

de plus une carte generate du monde par Jo. Ruysb,
artiste allemand; cette carte eat la premiere qui ait

donnu une idee de 1'Amerique. Brunet, iv. 954."

Mr. Qnaritch, in the catalogue already quoted,
has (Nos. 59 and 60) an edition of Ptolemy,
printed at Venice, 1511, of which he says :

" It is three years later than the Roman edition with

Ruysch's map, which contained the first published
delineation of America (South America, Cuba, and the

Islands), but the map of the world which is in the
above volume was the first that included any portion of
the northern continent, and marked the regions which
were discovered on the first Corte Real voyage."

I would now inquire, with regard to engravings
or woodcuts (not maps), whether it has been
ascertained when the name America first occurs on

any of either description. The earliest known to

me (though I have no pretensions to knowing much
about early engravings) is dated 1544, in which

year a set of the seven sciences, or
'

Sept Arts

Lib^raux,' was issued in 8vo.
,

' '

marquees d'un B.
attributes a Julio Bonasone." The seven sciences

are Grrammatica, Dialectics, Rhetorica, Arithmetic.!,

Geometria, Musica, Astrologia, each represented
by a nude female figure with some representative
emblem. Three of them have the letter B, two
the date 1544. The last, Astrologia or, as we
should now say, Astronomia has both, and the

inscription at foot,
"

Astrologise repertor fuit

Athlas." The muse is studying a globe the
celestial one, it would seem and at her feet is

another globe, marked with the names of the four

quarters of the world, Europe, Africa, America,
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on the lighter portion, Asia on the shaded side.

America is represented aa of equal length with

Europe and Africa. These seven plates are noticed

by Heineken in his
'
Dictionnaire des Artistes,'

4 vols. 8vo., Leipzig, 1778-90, vol. iii. p. 143, but

not by Le Blanc in his 'Manual.' Bartsch

notices the series (vol. xv. p. 505), but not having
his work to refer to I do not know what he says
about them. W. E. BTJCKLEY.

SHAKSPEARIANA.
'ANTONY AND CLEOPATRA,' I. v. 48 (7

th S.

xii. 342).
And soberly did mount an arme-gaunt steed.

If I might offer a suggestion, it would be to sub-

stitute termagant for arme-gaunt in the above

line. There would then be some sense in it

"adapted to the meanest capacity." Of course

steed is applied to a horse, especially a horse of

state or war, and termagant is decidedly feminine;
but in this instance termagant would be used as

an adjective in the sense of a boisterous, noisy

animal, and describe exactly the steed

Who neigli'd so high, that what I would have spoke
Was beastly dumb'd by him.

It is clear that termagant was a word associated in

the mind of Shakespeare with noise, as a refe-

rence to Hamlet's advice to certain players

(Act III. sc. ii.) will show.

H. G. GRIFFINHOOFE.

an Arme-gaunt steed.

From Antony's message, from the epithet
"
soberly," as denoting a tried and confident com-

mander, from the loud neighing of the steed,

which, by being thus armed and mounted, knew
what was about to occur, it is evident that Antony
is depicted as giving this pearl and these tokens of

affection when mounting for battle. But MB. G.
JOICET'S zoned has no ductut lit. to support it,

nor any argument save that it is four, while gaunt
is five lettered, and that the guess seems to give the

required sense. Moreover, it has been shown

already in 'N. & Q.' that gaunt gives a similar

but better sense. Verbs ending in d or t not un-

frequently in those days made the -ed ending
coalesce with, or absorb itself in the d or t. Thus
we have in ' The Tempest,' I. ii. 147-8 :

the very rats

Instinctively have quit her : there they hoist us,

where quit is used for quitted, and, in all pro-

bability, hoist for hoisted. According to this gaunt
may stand for gaunied, and this, as shown by
"gauntlet," is derived from the French gant, or

the Spanish or Italian guante or guanto. Hence
arme-gaunt is armour-gloved. A poetic metaphor,
and one which beautifully expresses how the

armourer so metal-gloved his steed as not to

impede any of his natural actions.

II. v. 103.

That art not what thou 'rt sure of.

The messenger net even an Alexas, but a mere

post or messenger from Italy had by his news pud
Cleopatra into so furious a rage that she struck him
to the earth, struck him again when down, haled
him by the hair of his head, and finally probably
drew her dagger on him. Now, though she has
striven to be calm, she is again moved to passion .

But why should she intend to say that the mes-

senger is married ? She cannot, except on the

wildest conjecture, have known whether he was or

was not, nor could Shakespeare make her so un-

blushingly exalt her own mode of life against the

general custom of her court and people. Even her
attendants ask the soothsayer what husbands they
shall have. I take it that the author meant that

Cleopatra looking to what she had just done
would assume that such a knave was sure to be

whipped or carted. One must not look for speech
other than impulsive from an infuriated woman,
still less from a Cleopatra maddened by jealous

rage ; nor was Shakespeare so bad an imitator of

nature as to make her talk at such a time as>

thoughtfully as when debating what would best

set off her charms when robed as the Paphian
queen.

III. iv. 27.

Shall stain your brother.

No change seems to me to be required. Antony,
ruling over large regions, where large armies

already existed, and where they could readily be
made much larger, proudly says that his prepara-
tion will so show beside Caesar's that it will over-

poweringly eclipse it or stain it, as also that it

will stain the colour of Caesar's wishes to Antony's
own. It will change or stain Caesar's gules to

the olive colour of peace. Antony, a tried and

experienced general and ruler,
"
the most success-

ful soldier of the world," evidently looks down oo
the resources, the generalship, and the ruling

power of the young Augustus.
Nor, so far as I can see, do Dr. Ingleby's

words in any way express
" that Antony wished

to insult Caesar, and either humiliate him or pro-
voke him to war." On the contrary, his words,
like mine, seem to say that Antony's greater pre-

paration will so stain and colour Caesar and his

purposes as to effect a total change in the latter
-

change them fromthoughts of war to thoughts of the

desirability and safety of peace. Should any dis-

like these explanations of stain a word used, so

far as I can see, as it is not unfrequently used he
can suppose that Antony meant to say, "Mean-
time, I'll raise the preparation of a war shall stain

your brother with defeat.

V. ii. 51.
If idle talk will once be necessary
I'll not sleep neither.

Throughout the play Cleopatra is depicted in
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those extremes of passion natural to a high and

quick-tempered, voluptuous, imperious, but baf-

fled woman and sovereign. At such times, and

this is one, she does not philosophize as a Socrates,

but speaks angrily and impetuously nay, o1

times knocks a man down, and is not content with

that. It is enough on such occasions that some
sense can be given to her words. Some sense is

all that nature or Shakespeare can afford. Many
of lesser intellect than Cleopatra talk, when in such

a state, incoherent nonsense. Having tried to

kill herself, she says that she will still seek death,
and that to attain it she will neither eat nor drink;

nay, that she may the better avoid making any
idle appeals for mercy, she will not even sleep, lest

then, or 'twixt sleeping and waking, she be led to

speak against her resolve in terms of submission

to her hated conqueror.

III. vii. 5.

If not denounced against us, why should not we
Be there in person.

Had Shakespeare constantly followed Plutarch,
then MR. JOICEY'S conclusion one which adopts
Rowe's would have been conclusive. But he
does not always follow either Plutarch or history.
Here he does not; hence the question is, Why
should we alter this passage to agree with an his-

toric fact which has been distinctly and of purpose
excluded from the story of the play ? There

seems, too, a reason the more for not altering it,

since Cleopatra puts her case in these words : Why
then should we not be there in person, i.

., as a

private spectator ? Her would - be argument
seeming to be that any Egyptian troops or ships
would not be there as subject to her. but as

those over whom Antony bore paramount sway. I

say would - be argument, for here her passion
clouded her intellect, and she, holding Antony to

be "the greatest soldier of the world," thought
but little of Augustus, and would not deny her-

self the anticipated pleasure of witnessing his

overthrow, and that triumph of Antony which
would bring about his undisputed sway over the
whole known world. BR. NICHOLSON.

'HAMLET,' V. ii. 313 (7
th S. xii. 424).

J. S. D. is doubtless an advocate for consistency,
and he will therefore approve my suggestion that
Hamlet should address his father in I. iv. 45 as

"Royal Cain !

"
If the designation

" Dane "
is

ridiculous in the one case, it is not less so in the
other. An emendation, however, which puts
upon Shakespeare so meaningless a pleonasm as" Murderous Cain "

is scarcely likely to find

favour. Nor should the powerful alliteration be
left out of sight in any plea for maintaining the
text inviolable. The designation, if unexpected,
may perhaps be explained by the knowledge on
the dramatist's part that to an English audience it

would not sound incongruous. I wonder if it ever

crossed his mind that his plays, intended for the

stage, would be subjected to the microscopic
examination of the hypercritical chamber
student. It is, in any case, a little too strong
to speak of the designation as

" a term of abuse,"

just as, in its previous application, it would be

absurd, though not less reasonable, to speak of it

as a term of endearment.
HOLCOMBE INGLEBT.

'TWELFTH NIGHT,' II. v. 113-14 (7
th S. xii.

63).

Fab. Lowter will cry upon 't for all this, though it be
as rank as a fox.

It seems to me that Fabian is speaking in irony,
and means that, though the matter is plain enough
to others, Malvolio, botcher as he is, will succeed
in puzzling it out at last. Can DR. NICHOLSON
adduce any passage in which crank, used as an

adjective, means "twisting or winding"] Of
course we have the noun and the verb used in such
a sense

;
but have we the adjective ? Cranck is

used by Spenser in the line

As cocke on bia dunghill crowing cranck.
' The Shepheard's Calender, September.'

But there the meaning is briskly or vigorously.
F. C. BIRKBECK TBRRY.

'

HAMLET,' III. iv.

No, in despite of sense and secrecy,
Unpeg the basket on the house's top,
Let the birds fly, and, like the famous ape,
To try conclusions, in the basket creep,
And break your own neck down.

Shakespeare refers here to some popular tale abott
an ape. Is the story known

;
or is there any

reference to this ape in contemporary literature ?

W. HENDERSON.

CONCERNING SNAKES AND OWLS IN ICELAND.
A well-known work, Reed's 'English Litera-

ture,' contains the following statement :

" In Horrebou's '
History of Ireland

'

['e], an old folio

volume, which is divided into chapters according to
various subjects : one of these is headed (chapter 47)
'

Concerning; Owls.' I can quote the whole chapter
without fatiguing you, for it is in these words ' There
are in Ireland no owls of any kind whatever."' Chap.xi.
p. 316.

Again, as is briefly mentioned in ' N. & Q.,' 5th

S. v. 173, De Quincey has a remark on " snakes in

Von Troil's
'

Iceland,'
" with a foot-note:

" ' Von Troil's Iceland.' The allusion is to a well-
known chapter in Von Troil's work, entitled

' Concern-
ing the Snakes of Iceland.' The entire chapter consists
of these six words ' There are no snakes in Iceland.'

"
'

Works,' 1862, vol. iv. p. 295.

The snakes have been discussed previously in
' N. & Q.,' but I think the owls have not. It

may be well, therefore, to state that both the

chapters referred to one by Keed, the other by
De Quincey occur in the same folio volume, viz.,
' The Natural History of Iceland

'

(1758), which is
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the English translation of a work by Horreb >w

Chap. xlii. in this volume reads thus :

" Concern

ing owls. There are no owls of any kind in th

whole island." (P. 61.) Chap. Ixxii. runs: "Con
cerning snakes. No snakes of any kind are to b
met with throughout the whole island." (P. 91.

There is a short foot-note to each chapter. Vo
Troll's 'Letters on Iceland' (1780), contains n
letter specially concerning snakes, and, in fact, n

very short letters at all. J. F. MANSERGH.
Liverpool.

ROMAN CHAIN. A few years ago, when a

Poitiers, I was shown in the town museum ther

many interesting things taken out of the Roman
buildings then lately uncovered at Sanxay, a Gallo

Roman station of about the third century A.D

Amongst them were pieces of small bronze chain
of peculiar pattern. Brass chain of the same

pattern is much used now in England, where it is

I believe, the subject of a patent taken out not

many years before I was at Poitiers. That the

modern and old Roman chains are similar wil'

interest many readers of * N. & Q.
'

I therefore

send this note tardily, I confess.

The construction is ingenious and simple. Ou1
of sheet metal are stamped pieces shaped like the

figure 8, the neck between the two loops being
long ; and those pieces connected together form
the chain. The connexion is easily made thus: An
8-shaped piece of metal is bent double till the two

loops coincide and make one hole. Through this

hole another 8-shaped piece is put, and bent double
like the first, and so on till the chain is of the

required length. THORNFIELD.

BOOK-LENDINGANDBOOK-LOSING. Whatpathos
there is in the closing words of ESTE'S note (ante,

p. 96), "I had the only copy I ever saw, and I

lent and lost it." Alas ! it has happened to many
besides ESTE. Why are some people so utterly
conscienceless in the matterof returning a borrowed
book ? I am afraid that is a query which the
most profoundly intellectual reader of ' N. & Q.

1

would fail to answer.
I remember when the parcel post was intro-

duced some one wrote to the papers suggesting
that many might take the opportunity of turning
over their bookshelves and cupboards and if, per-

chance, they found any long-borrowed book, might
inaugurate their use of the parcel post by return-

ing the book to its sorrowing and despairing
owner. I wonder if the suggestion did any good ;

but even if it did, I fear it would need to be made
at least annually, for your conscienceless book-
borrower hath but a short memory.

W. E. W.

THE SURNAME OF HIGGINS. With regard to

the alleged identity of Hughes and Biggins
(See

'

Hughes,' 7lh S. xi. 108, 333, 431) it may

be mentioned that the forms Higgin, Higgen,
Higgens, and Higgins all occur during the six-

teenth and seventeenth centuries, and in parts of

England so widely different as to seem to preclude
the possibility of a general theory being formu-
lated that Higgins is the same as Hughes. More-
over, the forms Hewes and Hughes occur con-

temporaneously with Higgins in the 'Licbfield

Wills, 1510-1652' ("Index Library," July-Sep-
tember, 1891): Higgins, 1627 and 1629 (of Sutton
Cold field), Higins and Hughes, 1631; also Hugh
of Shrewsbury, 1629, and Hew, 1630, and Hewes,
1632. Higginson, noted below in 'Lane. Wills,'
occurs also in 'Lichf. Willf,' 1632 and 1650 (of

Whixall). In illustration of this I may mention
the following cases, which are far from professing
to be exhaustive :

In * Wedmore Registers
'

there occur the
burials of William, son of John Higgins, 1629, and
of John Higgins, possibly the father of William,
1643.

George Hyggens appears as one of the burgesses
of Bridport, Dorsetshire, at the Visitation of 1565,
as printed in Genealogist, N.S., ii. p. 224.

Robert Higgins was presented to the Rectory of

Finmere, Oxon., 1692. Op, cit., p. 105.

Among
' Lancashire Wills proved at Richmond,

1457-1680' (Lane, and Chesh. Rec. Soc.) may
be cited the following wills :

Richard Higgin, of Houthwaite, F/ [Deanery of

Furness], 1607.

Edward Higgin, of the parish of Ulverstone, F.,
1615.

The will of William Higgin, of Ulverstone, F.,

1617, is marked as missing, but serves to show
hat the name was spread in the district.

Similarly, in 'Lane. Wills proved at Richmond,
.681-1748,' there occur, amongst others :

William Higgin, of Osmotherley, F., 1693.
William Higgin, sen., of Osmotberley, parish of

LTlverstone, F., 1715.
John Higgins, of Lancaster, A. [Deanery of

Amounderness], 1707.
The form Higgineon occurs in the

'
Lane. Wills

t Richmond during the period 1638-79.'

NOMAD.

SERVANTS' EPITAPHS. I have not had an

pportunity of reading Mr. Munby's work on
Faithful Servants : their Epitaphs and Obituaries

'

"N. & Q.,' 7th S. xii. 318), and so cannot say if

ae following has been remarked, but if not, I
link it is worthy to be recorded. I copied it

rom a tombstone in St. Paul's Churchyard, in this

ity, and give it word for word :

" Here Rests the Remains of a most faithful
j

erv* Alex. Calder who Died in Dublin
| y

e 27th Decer

782 in the Service of
|
Lieut James Irwin who had

een
|
Butler to his Father and Grand Father

|
His Wife

lizabeth Jones with Equal | Fidelity Served as house-

eeper to
|
His Father, Grand Father and Great Gran(1
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| Father and Died a Few months before |
Her husband,

the uncommon Affecti "
|
And attention of both to their

Several |
Masters from his birth truly claimed and |

Fro-

cured them his Early Esteem and
| Friendship of his

Parents Becoming a
|
Sentimentale Youth he Paid them

the I First Tribute of Regard while alive and
|
tears of

Regrate at their Death |
Readers

|

It was the Fixed

Oppinions of Great
|
Count Teasine Governor to the

Present I King of Sweden that it was the Fault of
|

Masters and Mistresses that Made bad |
Servants For

Good Usage and Gentleness
|

of Conduct in Superiors

Greats Senti
|
ments in Menial Breasts

|
Swede Scriplet.

Another stone in the same cemetery was erected

by the Guardians of the North Dublin Union to

mark the burial-place of one Mary Anne Donovan

who accompanied her father, who was an army

surgeon, throughout the stirring incidents of the

Peninsular War, and who subsequently appeared
to have held a situation in the union workhouse

until her death on December 31, 1866, at the

advanced age of one hundred and four years.
T. O'C.

Dublin.

The Essex County Chronicle, of January 8, has

the following announcement, which I think should

also be recorded in the columns of *N. & Q.':
" The family of the late Mr. John Warner, of Hoddes-

don, have just lost an old and faithful servant by the

death of James Williams, who was their head gardener
for the long period of over seventy-four years. Williams,
who was married at seventeen, was ninety-five years of

age. He had thirteen children, nine of whom he sur

vived. He was well known as a grower of orchids."

THOMAS BIRD.
B-omford.

FURNIVAL EPITAPH, WORKSOP PRIORY.
C. A. F. writes in the Church Times of January 22,

as follows :

"In the priory of Worksop there is (or rather

was) a curious epitaph on an old freestone slab near

the gateway, which formerly covered the body ol

William Furnvaula, or Furnival (whose town house
was probably the present Furnival's Inn, off Hoi-

bora), second in descent from Gerard, who came
in with the Conqueror. It has a curious inscription,
now almost obliterated, given by Gough, the archaeo-

logist, which I offer for solution and for scanning to

your readers :

Me memorans palle, simili curris quia calle

De Fournivalle pro Willelmo roga Psalle."

The " solution
"
appears to be :

Remembering me, grow pale ; for in like road thou ar

running ;

For William de Fournivale, psalms I pray thee sing.
"
Roga," I take it, should be rogo. Memorari for

" meminisse "
is good Low Latin : so, in the pro

phecy of Zacharias (Luke i. 72), we read " memo
rari testament! sui sancti

"
(to remember his hoi;

covenant). The verse is hexameter, and scan

correctly; though, at first sight, one might sup
pose the long e in -valle to be a false quantity
on the very natural but careless assumption tha

it comes from the Latin vallis. I incline to thin!

t does not, and C. A. F. himself gives a variant,
'

Furnvaula," which encourages me ; but neither

)ucange nor Bardsley on ' Surnames '

being at

and at the moment, I refrain from further sug-

gestion. Perhaps some other correspondent can
at once kindly tell us the etymology of Furnival.

JOHN W. BONE, F.S.A.

EARLY NOTICE OF TENNYSON. Mr. Francis

Trench, in his
' Notes from Past Life,' writing to

lis father, under date of November, 1831, men-
iona that at Cambridge he dined in company with

['enoyson, whom even at that time he calls" a real

>oet, rare as such personages are now." At that

ime the future Laureate was only barely two-and -

iwenty. E. WALFORD, M.A.
Ventnor, Isle of Wight.

MRS. GIBBER THE ACTRESS. In the register

of funerals in the collegiate church of St. Peter,

Westminster, is the following entry:
"
1766, Mrs.

Susanna Maria Gibber was buried February 6,

1766, in the North Cloyster." On searching the

cloisters I find no memorial stone.

WALTER LOVELL.

EUSEBIUS ANDREWS, ROYALIST. He was buried

in the church of All Hallows Barking, in the City
of London, as appears by the annexed entry in

the Parish Register, under date Aug. 23, 1650 :

' Colonel Andrewes beheded ; buried in j chancel."

This note will serve as an interesting addition to

the account of him appearing in 'Diet. Nat.

Biog.,' vol. i. p. 405. DANIEL HIPWELL.

17, Hilldrop Crescent, N.

FALSE DERIVATION. ' N. & Q.' has from time

to time recorded many instances of false deriva-

tions of words and phrases. It may be well to add
the following to the number. We quote Mr. and
Mrs. S. C. Hall's '

Ireland/ 1842 :

"When the ships of Strongbow were entering Water-
ford harbour, he perceived on the one shore a tower,
and on the other a church ; and inquiring their names,
was answered,

' The Tower of Hook and the Church of

Crook.'
'

Then,' said he,
' we must enter and take the

town by Hook or by Crook.' Hence originated a proverb
now in common use." Vol. ii. p. 149, note.

N. M. & A.

PRINTERS' ERRORS. I have just experienced a

good example of the impossibility of coercing a

printer against his better judgment into correcting
a misprint. Having had occasion to print the

surname "
ffolkes," I spelt it as legibly as I could,

knowing that it would prove a stumbling block tc

the printer. Sure enough it appeared in a mangled
form as " Holkes "

first, and then, on correction,

as
" FFolkes." Again I corrected it ; and, to make

assurance doubly sure, I wrote ,
to the printer,

calling his attention to the error, and asking him
to be careful to print it with two small letters.

The only concession I have been able to obtain is
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a reduction of the size of the capitals. I wonder

if Sir Bernard Burke has experienced the same

difficulty, for I note that the name is incorrectly

given in his 'Baronetage.'
HOLCOMBE INGLEBY.

JERMYN, EARL OF ST. ALBANS, AND JERMYN>

EARL OF DOVER. In the articles dedicated to

Henry Jermyn, Earl of St. Alban?, and Henry
Jermyn, Earl of Dover, which appear in the just-

published twenty-ninth volume of the 'Diet, of

Nat. Biog.,' there are one or two omissions and

errors.

No mention is made of the Earl of St. Albans*

mother. Her name was Mary Barber (Betham's
'

Baronetage,' iii. 58, article
"
Davers").

Lord Dover was son of Sir Thomas Jermyn, of

Ruskbrooke, Suffolk, by Rebecca, afterwards re-

married to Viscount Brouncker (also unmentioned

in the article). She was buried at Eushbrooke.

The article states that Lord Dover married
" Judith Pooley, probably of Boxted, Suffolk."

This is wrong ; he married "Judith, daughter of

Sir Edmund Poley, of Badley, Suffolk." The
article ends with the information that

" most of

his property passed to Sir Jermyn Davers, who
had married his niece." This should be " Most
of his property passed to Sir Jermyn Davers, his

grand-nephew, son of Sir Robert Davers, who had
married his niece Mary, daughter of Thomas,
Lord Jermyn."

Robert Davers married Mary Jermyn, at Rush-

brooke, February 2, 1681. Sir Robert died May
20, 1723, his wife having predeceased him Octo-

ber 11, 1722.

Among the Suffolk collections of Sir Thomas

Gery Cullum, Bart. (Bath King of Arms), I find the

following MS. note, written by John Charles

Brooke, Somerset Herald :

" On the South side the High Altar in the church of

the Carmelites at Bruges ia a fine marble monument for

Henry Jermyn, Earl Dover & Baron of S e Edmunds-

bury, on which is his effigy recumbent on a sarcophagus,
dress'd in a roman habit, a boy on each side, with fluted

pillars, pilasters, &c. In chief the arms of Jermyn
impaling Poley, of Badley, in Suffolk ; Crest : a Talbot

passant Argt, supporters, coronet, & this motto :
' Nee

ab oriente, nee ab occidente.' About the Altar are hung
his armour, helmet, gauntlets, guidons, &c. [Here follows

the inscription.] Pere Nicholas, a Carmelite monk,
who shew'd us the monument, and behaved with the

greatest civility, said that the house never knew why
this nobleman desir'd to be buried in their church. His

body was brought to them & the monument gent from

England, with 100J. which he left them for performing
funeral obsequies. His Lady, who was a dr of Sr Edward
Poley, of Badley, in Suffolk, died at Cheveley, in Cam-
bridgeshire, a" 1726, and order'd her body to be interred

near her Lord, which was done accordingly. She also

bequeath'd a sum of money for erecting a monument on
the North side the Altar to suit the Earl's on the South,
but it was never put in execution, her executors saying
that one was sent from England, but lost in the passage
over, the truth of which the religious of the house much
doubt. The Earl or his Lady gave a magnificent silver

lamp to the Carmelites' Church to burn before the High
Altar on high festivals, on which are chased the arms
of Jermyn & Pooley in Separate Shields, surmounted
with Earl's Coronets. The Countess was probably a
benefactress to the English Convents in Flanders, her
name being enter'd in several of their calenders, that
they may remember the anniversary of her obit in their

prayers. Pere Nicholas, the monk, also told us, that a
few years since they open'd the coffins of the Earl &
Countess, w ca are deposited in a recess under the High-
Altar, and found the bodies dried but uncorrupted. They
had been buried in their ordinary wearing apparel, which
was very rich, and they had gold watches by their sides,
which, having satisfied their Curiosity, the monks re-

placed and closed up the tomb."

For "
Sir Edward Poley" in the above account

read "Sir Edmund Poley." He married Esther,
daughter of Sir Henry Croftes, of Saxham. The
Countess of Dover was his second daughter, and
was baptized at St. James's, Bury St. Edmunds,
July 2, 1654. and married at Little Saxham, April
17, 1675.

G. MlLNER-GlBSON-CULLUM, F.S.A.

ERROR IN MICHBLET'S ' HISTORY OF FRANCE.'

Michelet, like other mortals, seems to have lost

his head in the labyrinthine history of the Italian

wars of the sixteenth century. On p. 234 of

vol. x. chap. xii. he says of Pescara, "L'annee
suivante il tue Bayard, bat Bonnivet a la Bicoque."
Lantrec, not Bonnivet, commanded at Bicocca.

Bonnivet was in France at the time. No doubt

Romagno should be substituted for la Bicoque.
One may regret the loss to the alliteration which
would occur if the sentence were corrected.

Michelet himself, so quick to perceive the pic-

turesque in fact or style, would perhaps have been
the first to deplore it. T. P. ARMSTRONG.

CORRECTION OF ERROR IN 'HISTORY OF
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE.' May I request your
inserting a correction of an error in the '

History
of Northamptonshire, by Bridges and Whalley,
vol. ii. p. 181, ed. 1791, where the following state-

ment is made :

"
Irchester. Incumbents. Nic.

Mason occur. Vicar 1623, sep. 15 April 1642."

There is a burial in the parish register on that

date, but it is that of his daughter Mary. I have
a certified extract :

" 1642. Mary daughter of

Nicholas Mason clerke was buried April 15." The
Rev. Nicholas Mason held other preferments sub-

sequently, and died rector of Bletsoe, Beds, where

he was buried on June 6, 1671, as appears from
an inscription in the chancel and the parish

register. NATHANIEL HASLOPE MASON.

ANECDOTE FROM THE LIFE OF DEAN BUR-
GON. The following story is told in the recently

published memoir by Dr. Goulburo, and pro-

bably the germ of it is derived from some classic

author :

"Burgon added another illustration, derived from a

most unlikely source, the history of the Emperor Nero !

The story was that after Nero's fall, when his statues
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and monuments were torn down by order of the Senate
and every kind of dishonour done to his memory, it was
found that some one bad gone by night and ttrewet

violets over his grave. Inquiry was made, but it was
never discovered who had done this." Vol. ii. p. 110.

There is the following beautiful allusion to this

circumstance in ' Don Juan '
:

When Nero perished by the justest doom
Which ever the destroyer yet destroy'd,

Amidst the roar of liberated Rome,
Of nations freed, and the world overjoy'd,

Some bands unseen strew'd flowers upon his tomb :

Perhaps the weakness of a heart not void
Of feeling for some kindness done when pow'r
Had left the wretch an uncorrupted hour.

JOHN PICKFORD, M. A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

We must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct.

Cot. SPOTSWOOD BOLES, of the Bombay
Artillery, was killed by one of his own guns
on or after the capture of a fort on the Malabar

coast, supposedly about the close of last cen-

tury. Can any one kindly give me any account
of the action, &c. ? Is there any E.I.C. army list

in which his name appears ; and where can it be
obtained ? I have his gold seal, on one aide of

which are the letters "S.B.," and on the other the
usual Bolles, Boles, or Bowles arms, with the
unusual Spotswood motto, "Patior ut Potiar,"
which has been since used by our branch only.
He was brother to my grandfather George Boles,
afterwards spelt Bowles, of Mount Prospect, J.P.,
Lieutenant 7th Light Dragoons, 1761, his name
being then spelt Bowles in his commission, and he
and his descendants continued to spell it so. My
father, the late Spotswood Bowles, of Ahern, co.

Cork, J.P., who was called after his uncle, said

that his uncle Col. Spotswood was named after

some relative of the Spotswood family, hence the
motto. Can any one give me an account of the

relationship ? The ancient and true motto,
" Ut

tibi sic alteri," was used by Richard Boles, born

1614, grantee of Moyge, &c., co. Cork, enrolled

1666, whose seal was worn by his lineal descendant,
the late Gen. Thomas Boles, of Ryll Court, Devon,
and now possessed by a son of his nephew and
heir, the late Rev. Jas. Thos. Boles, of Ryll Court,
J.P., Rector of Taunton. Note, Richard Boles, of

Moyge, was brother of my ancestor Capt. Thos.

Boles, of Kilbree, co. Cork, b. 1608.

SPOTSWOOD BOWLES.
Springfield, Castle Martyr, Cork.

RAKOCZY OF TRANSYLVANIA. Can any of your
readers inform me where I can obtain full informa-

tion respecting the career of Francis Leopold
Rdkoczy, the last prince of Transylvania ? After

losing his principality he became a hanger-on at

the court of Constantinople, and was connected
with many of the schemes of De Bonneval, Theo-
dore of Corsica, and a number of the notable

adventurers of the last century. Mr. Percy Fitz-

gerald, in his sketch of Neuhoff, spells the name
Ragotsky, but I believe that the way I have given
it is correct. JAMES EVELEIOH NASH.
Corn Exchange, Edinburgh.

CHARLES KELSALL, who wrote under the pseu-

donyms of
" Mela Britannicus,"

"
Arpinas Laurea,"

and "Z. Craft," 1820-30. Where can I find a
memoir of him, or particulars concerning his life or

works? H. S. A.

SUENT. I should be glad to learn the origin
of the word suent, which I have never heard out-

side the county of Devon, where it is in frequent
use not only by the common people, but also by
gentry, natives of the county. It is used adverbially.
In speaking of weather, for instance, it is com-

monly said, "It is raining suent," or, "The rain is

coming down suent," &c. I. E. C.

LONG NAILS AND GENTILITY. In Moliere's

'Misanthrope,' Act IT. sc. i., Alceste, speaking of

his rival, asks his sweetheart :

Sur quel fonds de me'rite et de vertu sublime

Appuyez-vous, en lui, 1'honneur de votre estime ?

Est-ce par 1'ongle long, qu'il porte au petit doigt;

Qu'il s'est acquis, chez vous, 1'estime ou 1'on le voit.

Was the adoption of a long nail on the little finger
indicative of a superior person, a member of the

upper ten, in the days of the Grand Monarque ? If

BO, it is curious, for a precisely similar estimate of

dignity exists in the far East. A Buddhist priest,
a great friend of mine, had his little finger nails

of inordinate length, and was proud of them. I

ventured one day to ask the reason for the fashion;
and he told me no man who worked at a trade

could afford to indulge in it. Are there any other

instances of the practice in Europe ? J. C.
The Temple.

[Scarron notes the same peculiarity of that epoch. Of
one of his characters he says :

" II se piquoit de belles

mains, et s'etoit laisse croitre 1'ongle du petit doigt de
a gauche jusq'a une grandeur etonnante, ce qu'il croyoit
e plus galant du monde."]

INDENTED SERVANTS IN THE COLONIES. Can

any readers of ' N. & Q.' state what is the best

>ook to refer to for information as to the manner
n which " indented" or "bought" servants

'white, of course) lived and were treated, housed,
&c. , during their four years' slavery in the American

colonies, as distinct from their slavery in the West
[ndies for ten years ? They were generally con-

victs, defaulting bankrupt?, deserters, and men who
lad sold themselves into slavery to escape their
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obligations at home, either to their creditors or

wives and families, and, in some cases, were women

flying from their obligations. BEE.

NORWEGIAN TRAVEL. Can any reader tell me
the authors of the following anonymous and pseu-

donymous books ?

Up the Elbe, and on to Norway. By Mr. Nihil.

London [1865J.
Norway, Sweden, and Lapland. London, 1848. 8vo.

Norway and the Voring-FoB. By M. P. D. Dublin,
1870. 8vo.

My Norske Note-Book
; or, a Month in Norway. By

a Lady. London, 1860. 8vo.
One and a Half in Norway : a Chronicle of Small Beer.

By Either and Both. London, 1885. 8vo.

A Long Vacation Ramble in Norway and Sweden. By
X and Y (two unknown quantities). Cambridge, 1857.
8vo.

Tracks in Norway of Pour Pairs of Feet delineated by
Four Handa. London, 1884. 8vo.

Travels in Sweden, Denmark, and Norway. Dublin,
1826. 8vo.

Travels in Denmark, Sweden and Norway. London,
1831. 8vo.

Travels in Norway. For Children. By Uncle John.
London [1867]. 8vo.
A Trip to Norway in 1873. By "Sixty-one." With

illustrations by Frederick Milbank and Miss Alice Mil-
bank. London, 1874. 8vo.

Visit to the North Cape. By W. H. (In- Chamlers's
Edinburgh Journal, New Series. Vol. xv. pp. 263-266.)
The British Tourist in Norway. (In Biackwood''s

Magazine, vol. 112, 1872, pp. 31-49.)
The Naturalist in Norway. (In Fraser's Magazine,

vol. xxxviii., 1848, ii. ff.)

Notes from Norway, chiefly relating to its Scenery,
Traditions, and Peasant Life. (In Leeds Mercury,

'I 1S61.)

HJALMAR PETTERSEN.
Assistant Librarian, Library, Christiania,

MINIATURE OF SHAKSPKARE. Will any corre-

spondent of ' N. & Q.' inform where the original
miniature of Shakspere, called the Billiard or

Somerville miniature, formerly in the possession of

Sir James Bland Surges, now is ?

JNO. MALONE.
New York.

OLD SAW. Is anything known of the origin or

history of this ?

Centum oves faciunt pecus :

Decem boves faciunt armentum :

Tres canonici faciunt capitulum :

Decrescit numerus pro magnitudine bestiarum.

J T P
Bp. Hatfield'a Hall, Durham.

'THE EVE OF ST. AGNES.' Leigh Hunt
accords praise to a line in this poem which does
indeed convey a fine picture :

And the long carpets rise along the gusty floor.

With due apology for an observation worthy per-
haps of Zoilus, I point out the anachronism in

this. Carpets, in the time of the poem, were

surely not used, and rooms were strewn with

rushes. Was the use of stair carpets long sub-

sequent to that of carpets for rooms 1 H. T.

LYMPHAD. Drummond-Stewart, of Grantully,

Bart., bears "2nd and 3rd, Argent, a lymphad
with oars in action, sable, Lorn "

(Debrett). The

plate of arms shows a galley. But how, in or out

of heraldry, does a lymphad come to mean a

galley? W. F. W.

THE NEW LONDON TAVERN, much used for

public meetings in and about A.D. 1800-1812.
Where was it, and when did it disappear ?

K. C. H.

JOHN (?) GREY OF BRISTOL. Can any corre-

spondent of
' N. & Q.' give me particulars of a

gentleman named (John ?) Grey of Bristol ? By
his first wife (?) he left a daughter, married, and

by second wife (?), whom he married about 1804,
a son. He was a clever musician, being able to

play several instruments, an expert copyist of

MS. music, and a collector of bric-a-brac. He
was accidentally killed in Dublin about 1834.

W. J.

OLD PORTRAIT. There is an oil portrait of an
old gentleman with right hand on a stick. In the

left hand bottom corner is inscribed
''

Martyn
Johnson, Esq., of Spaulding, 1573." It is supposed
to be by Yan Dyck. Is this correct I Is such a

portrait known to exist ? ANTHONY.

SLOUGH-MPLLION : PLOWTER. These two
words are frequently heard in this neighbour-

hood, and I cannot find them in Mr. W. H. Patter-

son's
'

Glossary of Words in use in the Counties of

Antrim and Down' (E. D. S.). The former word
is used to express a slushy state of the ground,
and the latter alludes to the act of walking through
the slush ; both words, however, are sufficiently

onomatopoeic to convey their meaning. Are these

words in use in any other part of the country ?

W. W. DAVIES.
Glenmore, Lisburn, co. Antrim.

EQUERRY. On what principle is the pronuncia-
tion of a word determined ? The ' N. E. D.' fol-

lows most other dictionaries in the first pronuncia-
tion it gives of this word, and accentuates it on
the first syllable. As a matter of fact the Court

pronunciation is on the second syllable, and

royalties, equerries, and their associates would
never dream, I believe, of pronouncing the word
otherwise. The prevailing pronunciation (if it

does prevail) is stated to be due to an erroneous

idea of its derivation ;
in which case the 'N. E. D.'

might, I think, have taken upon itself to reform it,

and have reformed it altogether. Most people like

to be fashionable, if they do not care to be correct.

HOLCOMBE INGLEBY.
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LECKT OF STKABANE, co. TYRONE. The

undersigned asks for particulars regarding the

ancestry and descendants of Oliver Lecky, of

Strabane, who died about the beginning of the

present century, and who married Anne Sproule, a

sister or cousin of Dr. Robert Sproule, called
" the

Nabob." He had at least one son, Oliver, and

several daughters. Isabella married James Ma-

thewson, jun., Jane married Richard Henderson,
another daughter married Kilpatrick, and

Oliver married Mary Porter, who is said to have

been nearly related to Jane Porter, the novelist.

Can any one give the names of the descendants of

this Oliver? I have the names of Isabella's

descendants. How was Anne Sproule related to

"the Nabob," and Mary Porter to Jane Porter?

J. J. ELDER.

1, Board of Trade, Indianopolis, Ind.

WILLIAM III. What was the family name of

the above sovereign 1 SAMUEL HORNER.
Dublin.

NEEDHAM AND UXLET FAMILIES. In 'Marriage
Licences issued by the Bishop of London, 1520 to

1828,' Harleian Society, vols. xxv. and xxvi., is

the following entry :

"1628. Nov. 8. Richard Cresset*, Gent., Bachelor, 21,

eon & heir of Edward Cressett, Esq., of Upton Cressett,
co. Salop, who consents, & Jane Uxley. of Edmonton,
Middlesex, spinster, 18, dau. of George TJxley, of same,
Esq., dec" ; consent of her mother the Lady Needham
alias Uxley, at Edmonton aforesaid."

Can any one tell me who " the Lady Needham"
was ? Did she belong to the Earl of Kilmorey's

family? M. CUNLIFFE OWEN.

AGE OF HIGH SHERIFFS. In Pryme's 'Auto-

biography
'

(p. 297) it is stated that he kept his

name on the Norfolk circuit as a practising
barrister till he was sixty, in order to avoid the

necessity of serving as high sheriff of the county
where his property lay. After sixty he took his

name off the circuit list, being then exempt from

liability to serve. I should be glad of information

as to the law which enacts that a man after sixty
is not liable to serve as high sheriff; and if the

same rule applies also to liability to serve on

grand, special, or petty juries at assizes and
sessions. SIGMA.

[We have always understood that at sixty exemption
may be claimed from juries. 1

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.

They are but Phantoms now ; their day is done.

They lived, and loved, and died, and now are dust.

Shadows, and passed into their shadowy land
Whence there is no return. This is long past.
Yet not so very long, but that a breath,
A dreamy memory of them lingers still

On the air that once they breathed.
TWICKENHAM.

HINTS TO FARMERS.

(7
th S. xii. 126, 232, 350, 429, 511 ;

8th S. i. 111.)

My last communication was sent before the

appearance of A. J. M.'s article, so could not

be a reply to it; and, apparently, it was sent

too late to be inserted at the same time. As
MR. PENNY and others have sufficiently explained

what ought to need no explanation that a

wealthy farmer has just as much right to indulge
his daughters with luxuries as other wealthy men,
it is really unnecessary that more should be said

on the matter.

But as A. J. M., in his usual pleasant way, has

paid me the compliment of terming me the "
par-

ticular friend
"

of milkmaids, I wish him to under-

stand that I differ from him about the " healthiness

of rural employments
" and the " honourableness

and seemliness
"
of them for women.

See a milkmaid early in a cold wet morning,
with thick boots, milking gown, and petticoats, all

"clagged up to the middle" (as the saying is);

with " a pair o' yoks
" on her shoulders, carrying

a couple of buckets of milk through the slushy
fields and "squaddy" roads; or see her when
"milk comes frozen home in pail," with her

fingers and nose all blue. It may be poetical
in some circumstances it may be " honourable"

but it is not "
healthy," and can only be done by

very robust women. Unfortunately for the poetic
side of it, cows must be milked regularly, fair or

foul.

It would be absurd to say that no class of

farmers' daughters should feel interest in fitting

rural employments. Many of them, as A. J. M.

testifies, do assist their parents and husbands.

But he seems to think that girls equal to clergy-

men's daughters ought to feel rural labour sweet

because of the poetical surroundings of it. But is

he not here inconsistent ? In a recent discussion

he showed that such people had no poetry in their

souls, and told a tale of a man whose whole mind
was absorbed in "taties"; which tale, I have

no doubt, is true and characteristic, for I read

almost the same anecdote, twenty years ago, in a

work by Spurgeon (and I have it by me now) and
so history repeats itself.

A. J. M. has gone a very small part of the way
to prove that women milked more in the olden

times than in these. Will he kindly point oat

any proofs that either "Nausicaa, Rebekab, or

Ruth " milked ? I find more classical allusions to

men than to women milking. After a very care-

ful search through tbe many hundred woodcuts of

my 1502 Virgil, I can only find one of milking,
and that is of a man milking a goat. Polyphemus,
the greatest milker we have any account of, waa

not a woman.
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In the days of " Nausicaa, Rebekab, and Ruth,"
women did many other helpful thing?, if they
did not milk. We have a model woman de-

scribed in the last chapter of Proverbs : Who
sought wool and flax, and worked diligently with
her hands : Who rose before it was day, and
whose candle went not out by night : Who laid

her hands to the spindle and the distaff: Who
made fine linen and delivered girdles to the mer-
chants. It seems to me that is poetical ; and yet
we do not hear of linen and girdles being made,
nor of goods delivered over their husbands' and
fathers' counters by the wives and daughters of

Swan & Edgar, Lewis & Allenby, Gasks, and Ever-

ingtons, most of which eminent drapers are the sons
of Lincolnshire farmers, who have placed their

Bisters and daughters far above the drudgery of

milking or "crammin' chicken." Neither do we
now find the wives of great soldiers and statesmen,
like the wife of Ulysses, weaving curtains and
coverlets. Why not 1 How poetical ! And why
should not other classes as well as farmers continue
to do poetical things 1 The account of Ruth's inter-

view with her future husband in the barn is very
"poetical," but that kind of thing is practised
nowhere now except in "gallant little Wales."

Nausicaa's father and people being principally
interested in shipbuilding, it is not easy to see

what she had to do with milking or farming. We
do not expect to see our princesses trotting off to

the Thames with waggon-loads of dirty clothes to

be washed, while their mother stays at home
spinning. Even this sweetest and most lovable
of women played at stoolball, although now farmers'

daughters are not allowed to
"
waste their arms on

the strenuous idleness of lawn tennis."
" Strenuous

idleness
"

for farmers' daughters to play at tennis !

"Good phrases are surely, and ever were, very
commendable."

Why talk about "
Nausicaa, and Rebekab, and

Ruth "
1 Such primitive manners only belong to

primitive times. We have moved on. They will

no more come back than the " snows of yester-

year "; and, however much A. J. M. may regret it,

the number of coarse farmers who allow their

daughters to do the work of men will decrease, and
not increase. His account of the farmers of

"loathed Devonshire" is not flattering. No
wonder that Herrick said they were

A people currish
; churlish aa the seae ;

And rude (almost) as rudest Salvages.

The tale about the farmer's daughters who could
not sew proves nothing but that they had a silly

mother, who would have been equally silly if ber
husband had been a tradesman or anything else,
for thousands of middle- class women in towns
" cannot even sew.

" And that particular woman
seems an old acquaintance.

While this is a free country, farmers as well as
other men will conduct their businesses in the

way which seems best to them; and those who-
think they could show them better should take a
farm and try. There are always plenty at liberty.
No men have more contempt than farmers for

mere theorizers and scribblers. They have only
one word for them, and that is "tailors," And
in a farmer's vocabulary lower than that yon
cannot go.

There is a growing dissatisfaction with rural

life through all classes of it. Education is re-

moving that numbness of intellect and dulness of

feeling which once made rural employment endur-
able to the labourers

; while envy and class feeling
is doing much to spoil the pleasures tbe masters
once found in it. I could say much on this point,
but fear to tax the patience of those who may he-

waiting to discuss the more erudite matters

characteristic of 'N. & Q.' There always has
been a great deal of make-believe about descrip-
tions of rural life. John Wesley somewhere scoffs

at this ridiculous shamming, and say?,
"
Only to

think ! The delights of eating fat bacon ! And
not only that, but cabbage too. Oh, delicious !"

Poets praise the cooing of doves, but rustics shoot

them and put them into pies.
While cheerfully acknowledging that I always

read A. J. M.'s papers with great pleasure, for he
touches nothing he does not adorn, I would advise

all those who feel a real interest in rural matters
to read Dr. Jessopp's

'

Arcady, for Better for

Worse.' He is not a mere theorizer, and has pro-
duced a most picturesque and interesting book,

probably the best that ever was written on the

subject. R. R.
Boston, Lincolnshire.

THE NILE (7
th S. xii. 448; 8th S. i. 12). The

Abai was known to the Greeks as the Astapus,
and is the same river as the Blue Nile, which,
after flowing through Lake IVana, in Abyssinia,
takes a broad curve, and joins the White Nile
near Khartum. In the early spring of 1865 I

visited the source of this river when travelling from
Damot to Kuatata, on the lake. A. H. appears to

connect its name with the Ethiopia ab, father, or

possibly with the Persian ab, water. The latter

hypothesis is certainly untenable. I should be
inclined to ascribe tbe word Abai to a period
anterior to tbe Semitic colonization of the Nilotic

provinces. The root ab or ap, which we find in

Abai and Astapus, as well as in Astaboras, the

modern Atbara, is probably a relic of a more

primitive African language. What is DR. HYPE
CLARKE'S theory on this point ; and what does he
consider to be the meaning of the fluvial prefix ast ?

W. F. PRIDEAUX.
Kashmir Residency.

BURNS'S PORTRAITS (7
th S. xii. 280, 373, 437;

8th S. i. 53). It may interest some of your corre-

spondents to be informed that I have two fine
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bat different engravings (measuring 19in. by 13in.]

of the 'Cotter's Saturday Night,' of which ]

enclose the following particulars : In one, the old

man is seated in a chair near the centre of the

picture, having an infant upon his knee; to the left

of him is a youth playing upon some musical

instrument ; still more to the left is a woman
stirring a cauldron over the fire ; to his right is

a young man seated upon a stool, eating some

porridge ; quite to the right of the picture is a

young man who has just entered the room and is

shaking hands with an elderly woman ;
a younger

woman is standing near them. Below the picture
is engraved the following :

"
Engraved by Paton Thomson from tbe original

drawing by David Allan in the possession of John Mair,
Esq.

His clean hearth-stane his thriftie wifie's smile.
The lisping infant prattling on his knee,
Does a' his weary carking cares beguile,
And makes him quite forget his labour and his toil.

But hark ! a rap comes gently at the door,
Jenny wha kens the meaning of the same,
Tells how a neighbour lad came o'er the moor,
To do some errand and convey her name.

Published as the act directs Aug. 15, 1808, for the pro-
prietor by Mesera. Boydell & Co., Cheapside, London,
and Messrs. Finlay, Glasgow."

^
The second engraving represents the old man

sitting in his chair reading a chapter from Genesis ;

two men are sitting to his left, and then five other

persons three women and two men (the latter

alternately separating the former) ; while on the
extreme left of the picture are a woman and two
boys; one of the latter, during the reading of the

chapter, is amusing himself by cutting a cat's fur
with a pair of scissors. Below this engraving are
the following lines, &c.:

"Engraved by Paton Thomson from the original
drawing by David Allan in the possession of John
Mair, Esq., Plantation, Glasgow.
The cheerful supper done with serious face
They round the ingle form a circle wide,
The Sire turns o'er wi' patriarchal grace
The big ha' Bible ouce his father's pride.

His bonnet rev'rently is laid aside,
His lyart baffets wearing thin and bare.
Those strains that once did sweet in Zion glideHe wales a portion with judicious care."

Below each picture is engraved in large type
"The Cotter's Saturday Night."

0. LEESON PRINCE.
The Observatory, Crowborough.

It may, perhaps, be worth noting that in the
Illustrated Songs of Robert Burn?,' published

by the Scottish Fine-Arts Association in 1861, is
a finely engraved portrait of him, folio size, and
underneath it is inscribed "Painted by Alex r

Nasmyth 1787. Engraved by H. Robinson 1861."
Burns was at the time about thirty-one years of

age. A note adds,
" From the original Painting,

the Property of Colonels William and Jame&
Burns." JOHN PicKFORD,$M.A.
Newbourne Rectory. Woodbridge.

OROMASDES AND ARIMANES (8
th S. i. 89).

These are the principles of good and evil in the

Persian theology, having coexisted from all eter-

nity, according to some. Others say that Onuusd
first subsisted alone, bat being dissatisfied with

a solitary existence, and with having no power to

oppose him, Ahriman was produced. Ahriman's

power, however, is subject tolimitationand restraint.

Ormusd will ultimately triumph over his rival, and
Ahriman and his followers will sink into their

native darkness, and virtue will maintain the

eternal peace and harmony of the universe. Tbe
modern Parsees exalt Ormusd into the first and

omnipotent cause, whilst they degrade Ahriman
into an inferior but rebellious spirit. See Gibbon,.
1

D. and Fall,' i. 322, 8vo.; Plutarch,
' De Iside et

Osiride,' 46,
'

Oper.,' ii. 351 ; Hyde 'De Rel. Vet
Pers.,' c. xt. 21 ("Arimanius" in Rees's

'

Cyclop.').
W. E. BUCKLEY.

[" Consult any encyclopaedia under ' Zoroastrianism
' ' r

(Q. V.). See Byron,
' Manfred '

(various correspondents).

Many replies are acknowledged.]

LOVELL FAMILY (7
th S. ix. 49, 132, 434 ; xii.

172 ; 8"1 S. i. 131). Benjamin Lovell was curate

of Medstead and Wield, Hants, 1799. He was

perhaps the writer of articles upon the registers of

Wield and Medstead appearing in the Hampshire
Repository of that year, tbe signature of the

articles being
" Benamor." Was he a descendant

of the intruding rector of Leckhampstead (see

ante, p. 131)?
Preston Candover, next parish to Wield, was

also the residence of a Mary Love], wife of a Mr.

Lovel, merchant of London, who, as it appears
from the churchwardens' books of the parish of

Bradley, Hants, by will in 1749 left a sum of

money for purchase of Bibles annually to three

poor housekeepers of Bradley a gift now lost.

There are no entries of the Lovel family of that

date in Preston Candover registers. The above

Mary Lovel was the eldest daughter of Mr. George
Henley, of Bradley, a relative of Lord Northing-
too. George Lovell, magistrate, Hants., 1799.

VICAB.

CHILD'S BOOK (8
th S. i. 8, 97). This may have

been Hawthorne's '

Tanglewood Tales,' the first of

which, 'The Gorgon's Head,' begins with the

relation of the voyage of Danae and Perseus in

"a chest." I think I have seen these tales in

duodecimo, and they came out in two series. I

have before me a copy of the edition published

by Frederick Warne & Co. in "The Chandos

Classics," in which six of the stories are attributed

to part i.; but I cannot rid myself of the im-

pression that there were only four in the first

instalment which delighted the juvenile public.
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Kingsley's book is done with more grace and

reverence, and retains more fragrance of the classic

authors who are drawn upon; but Hawthorne's

work is well fitted for those whom he intended to

delight. I shall never forget the day when I had

my first taste of it. ST. SWITHIN.

BRASST, BULGER, CLEEK (8
th S. i. 146). May

I respectfully suggest to your correspondent that

he should read the books on ' Golf
' and ' Salmon-

Fishing' for the 'N. E. D.,' and that he might
have secured the object he professes to aim at by
doing so earlier ? W. C. B.

GlOVANBATTISTA BOERIO (8
th S. i. 128).

The Bollandist editors of the life of St. Cathe-

rine Adorni generally known as St. Cathe-

rine of Genoa give copious and curious details of

her interview with Boerio,
"
qui multis annis regis

insula) illius [Anglise] medicum egerat
"

(' Acta

Sanctorum,' torn. xlv. 147).
Mr. Gairdner has printed in the 'Letters, &c.,

of the Reigns of Rich. III. and Hen. VII.' (Rolls

Series), vol. ii. p. 102, an interesting letter from
the Portuguese Ambasador in London to his royal

master, in which the writer refers to the supposed
pregnancy of the queen, adding, "Huu fiseco

Jenoes affirmou que era prenhe." The letter is

dated May 1501 ; and the "
fiseco Jenoes " alluded

to was doubtless Boerio.

The ' Materials for a History of the Reign of

Henry VII.' (Rolls Series) specify various grants
and annuities to the "king's physicians," includ-

ing one to Pykenham,
"
poticary unto oure most

darrest wyf the quene." Boerio's name, however,
does not appear among these beneficiaries. It is

probable that he left England on Henry VII. 's

death in 1509, and returned to his native city,
where St. Catherine died in the following year.

OSWALD, O.S.B.
Fort Augustus, N.B.

HUMBUG (6
th S. i. 85, 137). MR. PETER

COOPER, at the first reference, gives Hamburg
as the origin of the word humbug, and this

derivation is given by Canon Taylor in
' Words

and Places,' based on the same reason as that

given by Mr. Lower. In the Library Edition
of ' Words and Places

'

Canon Taylor explains
that this etymology is taken from the

' Outlines
of Humbug,' attributed to Archbishop Wbately.

Mr. C. G. Leland (" Hans Breitmann "), in his

volume on '

Gypsy Sorcery,' writes :

" The witch, in Gypsy as in other lore, is a haunting
terror of the night. It has never been conjectured that
the word '

humbug
'

is derived from the Norse '
bum,'

meaning night or shadows, and '

bog
'

or '

bogey,' termed
in several old editions of the Bible a '

bug
' or '

bugges.'
And as

'

bogey
' came to mean a mere scarecrow, so the

hum-bugges, or nightly terrors, became synonymous for

feigned frights. The fact that '

bug
'

is specially applied
to a nocturnal apparition renders the reason for the
addition of ' hum' very evident"

Prof. Skeat alleges that the word is a mere

compound of hum, to hoax, and bug, a spectre,
the sense being sham bugbear.

I have seen it stated that in Ker's '

Archaeology
of Phrases,' a work with which I am not

acquainted, humbug is traced to
" Ham, from root ha-en (Dutch) to lay hold of

(whence our band) and b'oog, by the eye, i. e., to catch

by deceptive appearance."

But, as Mr. Apperson has pointed out in his

article on '

Etymological Diversions ' in the current

Gentleman's Magazine, some last-century etymo-
logists, falsely so called (for they rarely went to

the root of the matter), got all their roots from
the Dutch.

For a variation
;
a correspondent in a provincial

daily paper (Eastern Daily Press, Norwich, Oct. 3,

1891) got humbug from "
the Irish uim-bog, lite-

rally, soft copper, i. e., worthless money," adding
that

" The name arose in the time of the debased coin of
the Stuarts, and the word gradually came to mean any-
thing worthless, but of fair appearance."

I endeavoured to
" draw "

this correspondent for

his authority, but failed, though I have since

ascertained that it is Dr. Brewer's 'Dictionary of

Phrase and Fable.'

Clearly when the 'N. E. D.' reaches H, Dr.

Murray will have plenty of humbug on his hands.

I have seen it stated, without authority, that

the word first appeared in print on the title-page
of an old jest-book, published about 1735-40,
described as

' The Universal Jester ; or, a Pocket

Companion for the Wits, being a choice collection

of Merry Conceit?, Drolleries, Bonmots, and

Humbugs'. Probably some readers of 'N. & Q.'
will be able to give further particulars respecting
this jest-book ; also as to Brookes's '

Epilogue on

Humbugging.' For myself, I should like to know
where to find the ' Outlines of Humbug,' attributed

to Archbishop Whately. JAMES HOOPER.

The opinion that humbug is not earlier in use

than the former part of the last century seems

necessarily to fail, from a statement in the
' Notices '

(3
rd S. v. 470) that it is in

' The Lov-38

of Hero and Leander,' 1651 (from a copy 1677)

Enough, quoth Hero, say no more ;

Hum-bug, quoth he, 'twas known before.

At 5th S. v. 416, MR. F. B. ELIOTT asks per-

tinently what is the year of the reference to

"Dean Milles's MS.," as in Halliwell, with others

who follow him. To this MR. A. COLLINGWOOD
LEE supplies the first answer that I have seen, so

that at least I cannot think his note useless, nor
will he perhaps think mine to be so if it serves to

correct by its reference to 3rd S. v. 470 the
'

Encyclopaedic Dictionary.' ED. MARSHALL.

I have heard the following explanation of the

derivation of this word. Humbug is a corruption
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of the Irish word uimbog, pronounced oombug
signifying soft copper, pewter, or brass, or worth
less metal, such as was made by James IT. at the

Dublin Mint, twenty shillings of which was worth

only twopence sterling. J. N. B.

110, Haverstock Hill, N.W.

The derivation of this much disputed term is,

I have no doubt, from two simple Italian words,
Uomo bugiardo, a deceitful man. If you will

register this in
' N. & Q.,' I give to future lexico-

graphers the use of my discovery.
WILLIAM FRASER of Ledeclune Bt.

SHAKSPEARE AND THE PRODIGAL SON (7
th S.

xii. 305, 376). The use of Scriptural allusions by
Falstaff may be traced to the fact that, as originally

put on the stage, the character was a religious

one, but perverted by theological hatred. We
have as his antetypes Sir John Oldcastle, the

Lollard, a sort of Puritan, whose dialogue would
be interlarded with quotations designed for ridi-

cule by Catholics ; then Sir John of Wrotham, a

dissolute Catholic priest, whose phrases were the
odium of Protestants. Thus Sir John Falstaff

reaches us through a semi-sacerdotal descent.

A. HALL.
13, Paternoster Row, E.G.

NEWSPAPER ENGLISH (8
th S. i. 66). The cor-

rection of newspaper English is what the Ameri-
cans would call

" a large order
"

for
' N. & Q.' to

undertake. Here, however, are further specimens
to add to those of HERMENTRUDE.
The first three are from a leading paper in the

Midland counties, of January 18.

News of the day :

"Lord Abinger died on Saturday afternoon, from
pneumonia, following an attack of influenza which com-
menced a week ago, at the age of sixty-six."

London correspondent's letter :

" In moving about London both yesterday and to-day
tbe black tie and the mourning band on the hat

could be noticed on a multitude of men."
"Capt. Younghusband, who has been exploring the

Pamir plateau, has agreed to read a paper on his travels
and the wonderful tract that divides Cashmir from
Central Asia, on the 8th of next month."

The following is from the same paper, Jan. 23

(leading article on influenza) :

" The paternal Government has not failed us. It has
drawn up, printed, and intends to circulate a recipe that
should bring hope to the hopeless. As a preventative it

says in words of kindly counsel keep in good health,
and, as a cure, send for the doctor."

None of these extracts, it will be noticed, is

from the parts of the paper where the lines are

supposed to be penny ones
; but higher rates of

payment evidently do not ensure higher quality.
The composition of extracts 1 and 3 needs no
comment. My objection to No. 2 is that the
writer never at any time noticed "a multitude of

men " with mourning hat-bands, though he might
at frequent intervals notice persons wearing such

hat-bands. In No. 4 the objection, of course, is

to the bogus word "
preventative," which, though

often scotched, it seems impossible to kill.

R. HUDSON.
Lapworth.

"He was assured, also, that the bishops would, in pro-

per place and time, as Lords of Parliament and mem-
bers of the Upper House of Convocation, show that they
by no means wanted tenderness for the conscientious

scruples of Dissenters." (Macaulay's
'

History of Eng-
land,' chapter viii.).

This is exactly the kind of sentence which
HERMENTRUDE condemns as faulty of construction

and slipshod. It would be difficult, however, to

find a more correct writer than Macaulay.
E. YARDLET.

Modern English is so very slipshod that we shall

never come to the end of talking about it. For

instance, one sentence quoted by HERMENTRUDE
shows its heels even more than she thinks. " Her

Majesty will visit the Continent." Whose Majesty?
Some lady's majesty is going to France, but who
the lady is we are not told. The old and correct

phrase
"
the Queen's Majesty," is intelligible.

Nine people out of ten cannot manage their pro-
nouns. They advertise, as we see in every paper
we take up,

" A rector and wife wish for a
boarder ";

" Mr. Bland and daughters give danc-

ing lessons." For want of the word his the wife

may be the rector's neighbour's wife, and Mr.
Bland may have borrowed some one else's daugh-
ters for his pupils' partners. This fault I take to

come from misunderstanding the correct phrase,"
myself and wife," where my belongs to both

self and wife. Again, they put in such notices as

In memory of my dear father." Whose father?

Such a notice wants a signature, at least, of initials.

C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.
Longford, Coventry.

One ought not to criticize a lady's grammar, but

when HERMENTRUDE writes,
" The dinner, I can

only suppose, was a cannibal feast," is she not

guilty of the very fault of construction which she

immediately afterwards condemns ? C. C. B.

ROYAL PRECEDENCE (8
th S. i. 108). The late

Sir Charles Young (Garter), in his work on ' Prece-

dence,' 1851, observed that the
"
ordinary rules do

not control the Royal Family." Their precedency
depends upon their consanguinity to the Crown,
and therefore frequently changes. The House of

Lords, in the early part of 1760, decided that tbe

jlace of Prince Edward, Duke of York, was after

;h;tt of his uncle, the Duke of Cumberland, and
n so doing was perfectly right. The Duke of

Cumberland was then the son of the sovereign.
The apparent inconsistency in placing the young
Prince of Wales (afterwards George III.) before
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his uncle was owing to the fact that as Prince of

Wales he was heir apparent to the throne, and
took precedence of all other princes of the blood.

In October, 1760, the royal precedency was again

altered, owing to the demise of the Crown. The
Duke of York became brother, and was for a time

heir presumptive, to the king, and as such took

precedence of the Duke of Cumberland, who was
no longer BOD, but had become uncle of the

sovereign. Dodd is mistaken in saying that the

eldest son of the Prince of Wales would take pre-
cedence of his uncle?, the sons of the sovereign.

George III. took precedence of his uncle before

his accession because he (George) was Prince of

Wales, not as eldest sou of the Prince of Wales.
I think your correspondent is mistaken in saying
that Burke and Lodge "both quietly put the

grandsons [sons?] of the Prince of Wales before

their uncles.'' Sir Bernard Burke certainly does

not. The House of Lords in 1890 gave his late

Royal Highness, the lamented Duke of Clarence,
his proper place in putting him below his uncles,
the Dukes of Edinburgh and Connaught, and
above bis couain, the Duke of Albany. C. H.

JOSEPH GRIGQ, THE HYMN - WRITER (7
th S.

xii. 428). An account of this man and his works
is to be found in the '

Dictionary of Hymnology,'
first brought out by the Rev. John Julian, p. 470.

He was born about 1720, was brought up as a

mechanic, but in 1743 became assistant minister

to Rev. Thos. Bnres, of the Presbyterian Church,
Silver Street, London. He retired from the

ministry in 1747, married a lady of property and
resided at St. Albans, and died at Walthametow,
Essex, October 29, 1768. He is said to have

begun hymn-writing at ten years of age. A col-

lected edition of his hymns and poems, with a
memoir by D. Sedgwick, was brought out in

1861. C. W. HOLGATE.

MARKS ON BLANKETS (7
lb S. xii. 487; 8th S.

i. 78). I remember about twenty-two or twenty-
three years ago being often in a housewhere blankets
were left to be starred. I can imagine the woman
sitting at the large frame making her star of

many colours upon the chalked pattern. On the

appearance of this query I spoke to the woman,
who is still hale and hearty, concerning the pur-
pose of the stars. They were to allure the pur-
chaser, as I suppose many of them found their

way to less civilized countries.

HERBERT HARDY.

"THE PREVAILING EPIDEMIC" (8"
1 S. i. 126).

The English love tautology. Foreigners say
that in most sentences the English author

expresses one idea twice. Only last week I came
across "young baby," "young children" in a

newspaper. But, after all, may not " the prevailing

epidemic
" be correct? Littre I have no English

dictionary at hand defines "Epidemie," "Maladie,
contagieuse on non, qui attaque nn ties-grand
nombre de personnes." There are always several

kinds of sickness prevalent, to which this defini-

tion is applicable.
" The prevailing epidemic

"
is

the one which strikes the greatest number of

victims. Not only is this the case with influenza,
but I have seen it stated that at its approach other

epidemics scarlatina, measles, and the like

diminish in virulence, as if to make way for it.

T. P. ARMSTRONG.

"COUNTING-HOUSE" OB "COUNTING-ROOM"
[7

th S. xii. 448). Counting-house is used in

Webster's ' The Devil's Law Case,' Act IV. sc. ii.

col. i. p. 130 of Dyce's ed., Rontledge, 1857:
" Please your worship, question me in Latin, for the

cause is very foul : the examiner o' the Court was
Fain to get it out of me alone i' the counting-house,
'cause be would not spoil the youth o' the office,"

A. C. LEE.
Waltham Abbey.

SHIPWRECKS (8
th

S. i. 87). There is an account

of the loss of seven transports
" on a bank of

pebbles, extending from Portland nearly to Brid-

port," in ' ' what is called the Western Bay," in

the European Magazine for December, 1795, pp.
427-9. The catastrophe occurred on November 9
or 10 in that year, but the names of the ships lost

are not mentioned. J. F. MANSERGH.
Liverpool.

There is some account of the storm, and full

particulars of the damage done to the outward-

bound fleet, in the 'Annual Register,' 1795.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

OLD INSCRIPTION ON A QUAICH (7
th S. xii

507 ; 8th S. i. 77). Quaich or quech is Lowland

Scotch, and, as your correspondent suggests, is to

be identified with Gaelic cuach, whence we have
the English verb to quaff. Qurff is another form
of the noun :

Sae brawly did a pease-scon toast

Biz i' the queff, and fie the frost;

There we got fou wi' little cost,
And muckle speed.

Allan Eamsay,
'

Elegy on Maggy Johnstoun.*

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.
Palgrave, Diss.

MURIEL: MERIEL (8
tt S. i. 109, 157). My

experience lies chiefly in the Rolls, which do not

go back so far as 1100, the majority commencing
somewhere about 1200. But so far as my know-

ledge extends, the earliest form of the name was

Muriel, Meriel and Maryell being of later date.

I find Muriel de Wika in 1232 (Close Roll, 16

Hen. III.), and Muriel, the recluse of Samshall,
1240 (ibid., 24 Hen. III.), which are the earliest
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instances I have met. It is not until the sixteenth

century that I have found Meriall and Merrell,
which seem, therefore, to be colloquial corruptions
of Muriel (like the Scottish Mirren of Marion),
and to show that the mediaeval pronunciation oi

the name made the u short. Muriel is one of the

very few female names used both by Christians

and the early English Jews Bona, Ermina

Juetta, Martha, Rose, Roese, and Sarah being the

other instances known to me. HERMENTRUDE.

SIR CAPBL LUCKYN (8
th S. i. 88). Burke

('Peerage,' sub "Verulam") aays that his wife

Mary was (not sister, but) daughter of Sir

Harbottle Grimston, Speaker of the Restoration

House of Commons. C. MOOR.

PANCAKES AND SHROVE TUESDAY (8
th S. i. 160).

May I venture to refer to the statement of a

learned ecclesiastic in the Romish Church, who at

3rd
S. vi. 405 states that the explanation of the

connexion is, in his opinion, certain 1 He observes :

"
I have never heard the origin usually assigned for this

disputed. When Lent waa kept by strict abstinence
from flesh meat all through the forty days, it was custo-

mary on Shrove Tuesday to use up all the dripping,
lard, and grease in the making of pancakes. To consume
all it was usual to call in the apprentice boys, and others
about the house, and they were summoned by a bell,
which was naturally called the

' Pancake Bell.
" F. C. H."

ED. MARSHALL.

THE MONUMENTAL BRASSES OF SUFFOLK (8
th

S. L 127). About the years 1816-19 (Lowndes
eays 1813-16, but many of the plates are dated

1817) John Sell Cotman published in numbers
*

Engravings of the most remarkable of the

Sepulchral Brasses in Norfolk,' and according to

Lowndes these were reissued in folio,
" with the

addition of the Suffolk Brasses," comprising
altogether 173 plates, in 1839. MR. GERISH will

doubtless have seen the volume on ' Monumental
Brasses,' by the Rev. Herbert W. Macklin, B.A.,
lately published by Messrs. Swan Sonnenschein &
Co. in their

"
Antiquarian Library."

J. F. MANSERQH.
Liverpool

The Rev. Herbert W. Macklin, in his work on
* Monumental Brasses,' published by Swan Sonnen-
schein in 1890, records the names of five churches
in Suffolk where may still be seen brasses of the
fourteenth century, thirty-eighb of the fifteenth,
sixteen of the sixteenth, and thirty-four of the
seventeenth century, which list may be of
service to MR. GERISH.

EVEBARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

Ri -CHARD MYSTN (8
th S. i. 147). In 1461"

Frater Ric. Mysyn" was enrolled a member of
the Gild of Corpus Christi at York, at which date

he is called
"
suffragenus, ordinis Fratrum Car-

melitarum" (Surtees Soc., Ivii. p. 62). He is

probably the "
Beschope Musin " whose name is

on the cupband of the Scrope maser.

J. HAMILTON WYLIE.

INSTRUMENTAL CHOIR (7
th S. xii. 347, 416,

469). When I used to attend the church of
Bromfield " the 'ome of a feller's ancestors," as

the snob in Punch says Cumberland, in the
"

fifties," the organ was, I think, a barrel one, the
tone of which I do not remember ; but I remem-
ber, nor am I likely ever to forget, the tone in
which the clerk used to give out the psalms or

hymns.
" None but himself could be his parallel"

I can see an old schoolfellow and distant relation

of mine long since "gone into the world of light"
who used to attend this church when a boy,

endeavouring with all his power to avoid scandal-

izing the congregation by an explosion of laughter,
for which small blame to him. If I remember
rightly

"
after long years," the vicar at length put

an extinguisher on this hebdomadal comedy by
taking the matter out of the clerk's hands, or

rather mouth, and giving out the psalm himself,

thereby rather unkindly eclipsing the gaiety of

nations in that particular corner of the British

nation.
"

I lie terrarum angulus ridebat," indeed,
on Sundays.
When I was at school at Burgh-by-Sands, 1849-

1853, 1 do not remember a church instrument of

any kind, except a pitch-pipe, if that is the proper
word. The old-fashioned psalm tunes, which I

fancy
'

Hymns Ancient and Modern '

have chased
to limbo, were in use at Burgh. I remember that
the eighth Tate and Brady psalm was sung to a
"florid" tune, as I suppose it would be called,
which is, I imagine, quite unknown to the present
generation. This tune, of which I do not know
the title, is, with its roulades, I dare say, poor
enough from a severe musical point of view, but
it is associated generally with "my days of child-

hood, my joyful schooldays," and particularly with
our Sunday pie

"
resurrection

"
or other as our

school Sunday dinner followed hard upon the

morning service.

The quaint race of church clerks, of which those
of Bromfield and Burgh were good representatives
when Plancus was consul, has, I fear, almost

entirely disappeared, together with the quaint old

epitaphs Gray's "uncouth rhymes" before the

march of civilization. Perhaps this is inevitable ;

still, there is something sad in seeing
" the pic-

;nresque of man and man merged in form and

>loss," as Lord Tennyson or rather Arthur Henry
rlallam, as quoted by Tennyson says in

' In
Vfemoriam.' JONATHAN BOUCHIER.
Ropley, Alreaford.

I well remember a choir of this sort in the

>arish church of my native place in South Notts.
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We had an organ, but nobody could then play it,

BO the old instruments were brought back and led

our singing for several years. The proceedings
were pretty much as described in MR. JACKSON'S

note, except that the clerk, who read the responses
from a desk under the parson's (which, in turn,
was under the pulpit), used to walk up into the

gallery at the west end of the church before every

hymn, and back again to his desk when it had
been sung. He did this because it was
his duty to announce the hymn which he did

in this form,
" Let us sing to the praise and glory

of God the th hymn
" and also because he

played the bass fiddle.

One of the instruments in the choir was a

twisted wooden thing called a "serpent," and

thoroughly deserving of the name of that " old

enemy." Can any reader tell me whether it is

still in use ? I think I never saw but one, and I

certainly do not want to see another.

C. C. B.

I should think that up to about 1840 or 1845
a village band in a west gallery was the rule rather

than the exception, at any rate in the larger

villages. I well remember at Winterton, in Lin-

colnshire, about 1840, flute, clarionet, trombone,
and bassoon, but soon after that a manual organ
was obtained. Two clarionets and the " Mitre "

hymn-book were introduced at the little church of

Saltfleet by St. Clements soon after the coming of

the Rev. R. Garvey as rector, about 1849. For

many years previously there had been no singing
whatever, and this was only in the afternoon.

J. T. F.
Bp. Hatfield's Hall, Durham.

In answer to C. 8. J., I can only say that I told

the story about the violoncellist at Winterborne
Abbas as it was told to me. Several years ago I

heard him and his colleague play at a wedding in

the second church in that parish, Winterborne

Steepleton. I cannot, however, recall more about
the performance than a general idea that it was a

rustic, artless one. I would suggest that, as in the
case of hand-played tunes on church bells some-

times, the player
" what dursn't twiddle wi' un's

yingers
"
puts in his A, o, D, c where they respect-

ively harmonize, and pauses where they do not.

C. S. J. surprises me by saying that " no hymn-
tune or chant has a bass part restricted to " A, o,

D, c. Might not the Grand Chant, for instance,
be " bassed " without going beyond those notes ?

H. J. MOTILE.
Dorchester.

Just such a choir as MR. JACKSON describes at
Cauldon existed at my native parish of Hatfield

Peverell, near Chelmsford, at all events down to
1845 or 1846, and the same practice of the con-

gregation turning round to the west during the

singing was kept up. E. WALFORD, M.A.

CHRISTIAN NAMES OF FOREIGNERS (8
th S. i.

145). L. L. K. is pleased to amuse himself with
what he calls my "new rule," which I had sup-
posed, with all deference to him, to be an old cus-

tom, except in reference to those names the

English form of which is settled by still more
ancient usage. But if he will kindly look back to

my reply (ante, p. 31), I think he will see that
what I protested against was not the English, but
the French form of the name of a lady who is by
birth an Italian, by marriage a German, and who
was being written of in English. Personally, I
own that I do prefer to give people their own
names rather than a translation ; but if L. L. K.
like to style the lady Princess Lewis of Bavaria,
be it so. My contention is not for Ludwig v. Lewis,
but for Lndwig v. Louis, which last is as absurd as
if an Italian writing in his own tongue were to

speak of our Queen as " la Regina Victoire." Do
other continental nations ever speak, as we do, of

Germans, Spaniard?, or Italians by French titles ?

There was a time when we Latinized every name,
and spoke of German princes as Ernestus and
Willielmus; but for a long time now we have
Gallicized everything, and seem only just beginning
to perceive that it would be rational to speak of

foreigners either in their own tongues or in our
own. But when the penny-a-liner has got a wrong
idea he is so conservative of it that I fear we shall

hear of Monsieur Vambery and Madame Bla-

vatsky for some time to come.

HERMENTRUDE.

Macaulay was a terrible offender against the law
which HERMENTRUDE lays down. His invariable
use of the name " Lewis "

in writing of the French

kings commonly called Louis XI., XtV., and so

on, by English authors, was, and is, regarded by
many as pedantic. Would HERMENTRUDE insist

OB Firenze, Kb'ln, and Moskwa ; or does the rule

only apply to personal nomenclature ?

W. H. HELM.

INSCRIBED WINE GLASS (8
th S. i. 148). Has

MR. HARTSHORNE or the compositor read " Sr I.

Pole "
for & F. Pole "? Sir Francis Poole, Bart.,

was on April 15, 1754, returned member for Lewes
along with Thomas Sergison, Esq., of Cuckfield.

Q. V.

EEV. JOHN A. WALLINGER (8
th S. i. 148).

John Arnold Wallinger, Esq., was the eldest son
of the Rev. John Arnold Wallinger, of the Marine
Parade, Brighton. He was married in the parish

church, Brighton, April 6, 1865, to Caroline Eliza,

youngest daughter of William Raynsford Taylor,
Esq., of the Madras Civil Service. In 1880 John
Arnold Wallinger, Esq., was resident at Satcham,
near Brighton. His mother, Harriet Wallinger,
then a widow, died atTunbridge Wells October 28,
1880. Two daughters of the Rev. J. A* Wallinger
were married at Brighton: Agnes Harriett,January
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6, 1859, to Ernest Christian Wilford, Esq., of the
Canadian Rifles, only son of Col. Wilford, of

Hythe, Kent
; and Caroline, October 24, 1861, to

George Parkyns Knocker, Esq., son of Capt.
Knocker, R.N., of Dover. Probably there were
other children. I have collected a few notes for

a biographical sketch of the Rev. William Wai-
linger, Prebendary of Chichester. I should mysell
be glad to know if any relationship existed between
the

prebendary and the Rev. J. A. Wallinger.
Possibly they were brothers.

E. H. W. DUNKIN.

WROTH-SILVER (l<* S. x. 448 ; 6a S. ii. 386 ;

7th S. xii. 442, 493). PROF. SKEAT'S contention
as to the derivation of worth from warth is borne
out by the legal signification of the latter word,
which, according to Tomlins ('Law Diet.,' 1835),
is

'
'a customary payment for castle-guard. Blount,

'

Ten.,' 60." Castle-guard (v. castle-ward) is
" an imposition laid upon such persons as dwelled within
a certain compass of any castle, towards the maintenance
of such as watch and ward the castle It is sometimes
used for the circuit itself, which is inhabited by those
that are subject to this service."

Manitoba Club, Winnipeg.

ARCHER MARTIN.

MOHAMMED'S COFFIN (8
th S. i. 68). It is pro-

bable that the earliest mention of the suspension of
Mohammed's coffin is the one in the 'History of the

Turks,' written by Laonicos Cbalcocondylas, which
is referred to by Gibbon in the fiftieth chapter of
his '

Decline and Fall.' (See 7th S. viii. 188, 274.)
Chalcocondylas died about the year 1464.

J. F. MANSERGH.
Liverpool.

HANWAT (7
th S. xii. 467;. In ' N. & Q.,' 7th S.

i. 268, MR. HERBERT PUGH refers to a life of
Jonas Hanway, by his grandfather, John Pugh,
which might be useful to M. S.

AMBROSE HEAL.
Amedee Villa, Crouch End, N.

MELESINA SCHULENBERG (8
th S. i. 27, 98,

152). Was there at any time a Duke of Kendal ?

A public-house in Connaught Street is called " The
Duke of Kendal." SEBASTIAN.

Horace Walpole, on June 2, 1727, when only
ten years old, mentions having been taken by his
mother "the mother upon whom I doted and
who doted on me "to St. James's Palace to see
the Duchess of Kendal and the Countess of Wal-
singham, to whom there is little or no doubt that
the former stood in the relation of a maternal
parent, and not of a maternal aunt. He says of
the duchess that :

"she was very lean and ill-favoured, and that just
before her stood a tall, elderly man, rather pale,
of an aspect rather good-natured than august, in a
dark tie wig, a plain coat, waistcoat, and breeches of

snuff-coloured cloth, with stockings of the same colour,
and a blue riband over all. That was George I."

On the following day King George I. left

England for Hanover, and about a week after-

wards died at Osnaburgh. It was supposed by
some that he had contracted a morganatic mar-

riage with the duchess. There is an amusing
story narrated of her, that when she came to

England with George I. a crowd surrounded her

coach and groaned, to whom she said, in her
broken English,

" Goot peoples, we are only come
for your goots"; when some person added, "For
our chattels also," which produced a laugh in her

favour.

Horace Walpole thus graphically portrays the

Countess of Darlington, the other German mis-

tress of the king :

"
Lady Darlington, whom I saw at my mother's in my

infancy, and whom I remember by being terrified at her
enormous figure, was as corpulent and ample as the
duchess (i.e., of Kendal) was long and emaciated. The
fierce black eye?, large, and rolling beneath two lofty
arched eyebrows, two acres of cheeks spread with

crimson, an ocean of neck that overflowed, and was
not distinguished from the lower part of her body, and
no part restrained by stays no wonder that a child

dreaded such an ogress.

In Burke's 'Peerage and Baronetage' (1876),
under "Chesterfield," it is distinctly stated that

Philip Dormer Stanhope, fourth Earl of Chester-

field, married Melosina de Schulemburgb, natural

daughter of King George L, created in 1722
Countess of Walsingham and Baroness of Aid-

borough. He would therefore have been entitled

to impale the royal arms of England "debruised

by a baton in bend sinister." Again, in Burke's
' Extinct Peerages

'

she is said to have been a
natural daughter of King George I.

JOHN PICKFOKD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

Is MR. WALLKR correct as to the husband of

this lady's second daughter ? I have his name as

Count Delitz." The London Magazine for 1773

gives her death on November 11 as "the Hon.

Lady Dallet, of German extraction, and sister to

the present Countess of Chesterfield." Dallet is

more like a corrupt form of Delitz than of the

name given by MK. WALLER.
C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.

Longford, Coventry.

'

HOME, SWEET HOME '

(8
th S. i. 144). I was

greatly interested in MR. MARSHALL'S notice of

/his popular melody, seeing that I was present in

"Went Garden Theatre in 1822 when Miss Maria
Tree (afterwards Mrs. Bradshaw) appeared as

lari, the Maid of Milan. I remember the

exquisite pathos with which she sang the first

verse, the breathless attention of the audience,
and the burst of enthusiasm that followed, so that

orchestra and singer had to wait before they could
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proceed with the second verse. The unanimous
encore which escaped from every throat is some-

thing to be remembered. The song became imme-

diately popular. It was sung in the streets, and

pretty well in every household, and " There 's no

place like home "
passed into a proverb.

As to the piece itself, I understood at the time

that it was suggested by a story written by Mac-
kenzie (' The Man of Feeling ') in which an
Italian girl was lured from her home to London,
and her father followed and discovered her by
parading the streets of the West End, and playing
on a hand-organ a tune the girl was accustomed
to sing. The father in ' Clari

' was played by an
excellent actor named Fawcett (the original

Captain Cobb to Charles Kemble's Merry
Monarch), and his acting and that of Miss Tree
were singularly effective.

I remember Sir H. Bishop, who adapted the

air, and Planche", who adapted the piece. The
former dressed plainly, the latter was a dandy of

the period, wearing a double-breasted frock coat,

the front of which was covered with an elaborate

pattern in braid, and a tall chimney-pot hat, the

sides of which curved inwards.

I recollect only two other occasions in which a

song became immediately popular. The one was

'Jessie, the Flower of Dumblane,' by Tannahill,
the Paisley weaver, who was had up to London
and lionized, and soon quarrelled with Dr.

Beattie, who composed the air, and said that the

song owed all its popularity to his music, while
the poet claimed it for his words. This was
somewhere about the year 1816, when I was a boy
of eight, and I well remember the rapid diffusion

of the song ; everybody seemed to be singing it,

or listening to it, from royalty down to the street

singer.
The third example is the adaptation of Her-

rick's words 'Cherry Ripe' to the well-known
tune by Charles Horn, a tenor singer with a some-
what woolly voice. He is said to have sold the

copyright for a couple of guineas, while the profits
of the publishers were estimated by thousands.
The song was sung by Madame Vestris in ' Paul

Pry,' and also in a little musical piece named
' 'Twas I.' The song spread as rapidly as the

former two, and was deservedly popular for a
considerable time.

Petrarch thought it a disgrace that his verses
should be sung in the streets, and he regretted
that he had written anything in the vulgar
tongue. No one now reads his Latin poetry, but

every reader of Italian is charmed with the poems
that attracted and suited the popular taste, which
is made kin by a touch of nature, whether from
the lyre or the pen. C. TOMLINSON.

BODKIN (8
th S. i. 28, 130). Various other

examples might have been given besides those

quoted. But I would ask leave to give but one,
Qecause this, when given in full, as it was not

given by the commentator who first quoted it,

settles the question, the " out with it
"
showing

that the three terms were synonymous. In Beau-
mont and Fletcher's play

' The Custom of the

Country,' II. iii., Duarte says :

Out with your bodkin,
Your pocket-dagger, your stiletto ; out with it.

BR. NICHOLSON.

" CANARY BIRD," AN OPPROBRIOUS TERM
(8

th S. i. 109). Canarian does not come within
the purview of the ' N. E. D.,' and H. H. S. may
be glad to have a reference, not there given, to

the bird which has excited his interest. It occurs

in
' An Answer to a Certaine Libel,' addressed by

Sutcliffe to Udal and Cartwright in 1592 :

"
Quaere, whether ecclesiastical Judges doe not give

sentence contrary to the common lawes and statutes of
the realine '? and whether prohibitions doe not lye in

such cases.
' No doubt, there lyeth a prohibition, if they proceed

contrary to law. But men learned will take heed that

they do not : and especially seeing they have such
Canarian birdes as this looking vpon their doings, and

watching for the spoyle. But let them take heede, for

in warres the spoyler is often spoyled, and those that

digze pits for the innocent fall into them themselves."
P. 172.

ST. SWITHIN.

I believe that this force of the expression arose

from the fact that the dress of convicts and
criminals or part of their dress was, and pos-

sibly still is, yellow. PATRICK MAXWELL.
Bath.

The earliest instance of the use of "
canary

bird" for a tippler in the 'N. E. D.' seems to be
of the date 1673, but Isaac D'Israeli, in his
'

Curiosities of Literature,' writing of the "
canary

birds, or bibbers of canary wine," has a foot-

note :

"This term is used in Bancroft's 'Two Books of

Epigrams and Epitaphs,' 1639. I take it to hare been
an accepted one of that day."

J. F. MANSERQH.
Liverpool.

VELVET (7
th S. xii. 462 ; 8th S. i. 56, 128, 177).

Praise from PROF. SKEAT is praise indeed. I

gladly respond to his query by giving the spelling
of velvet in all the cases wherein I have made a

note of it.

"Veluett" (twice), 1319 (Wardrobe Account,
ISEdw. II., 22/14, Q.R.).

"
Veluet," 1327 (ibid., 1 Edw. III., 33/5).

"
Veluett," 1332 (Cott. MS. Galba, E. iii.).

I have met the word as
"
velott" or " vellot

"

in the sixteenth century ;
but I cannot remember

seeing it in any earlier document except as
"
veluet," the I being either single or double.

HERMENTRUDE.
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THE WILL OF MARGARET, COUNTESS OF

KICHMOND (7
th S. xii. 441 ; 8

th S. i. 9, 79). In con-

nexion with this very interesting series of excerpts

from the codical to the will of the Countess of

Richmond, some of your readers may be glad to

be reminded that a pomander-box appears in the

hand of the lady represented in the picture in the

possession of Lord Lothian at Newbattle, which

is engraved in Lodge as Margaret, Queen of

James IV. Is this the "gold girdle of twenty-

nine links, with a great pomander at one end,"

mentioned in the codicil ? No chain attached is

visible in the picture. J. M. GRAY.
Scottish National Portrait Gallery.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED (8"> S. i.

128).
" I make haste to laugh for fear [or that] I may not

be obliged to weep." This is a translation from Beau-

marchais's 'Barber of Seville.' Figaro says, "Je me

presse de rire de tout, de peur d'etre oblige d'en

pleurer." Act I. sc. ii. G. S. B.

(8* S. i. 149.)

No smile is like the smile of death,
When all good musings past

Are wafted with the parting breath,
The sweetest thought the last.

These are the last four lines in the last verse in the

poem for the twenty-fifth Sunday after Trinity in

Keble's ' Christian Year.
1

I venture to quote some words

on it from '

Musings over the " Christian Year,"
'

&c.,

by Charlotte Yonge. Her '

Musings
'

for this day end
with this interesting reminiscence :

" No analyzing is needed by these lovely verses, yet H

may add a touching association to them to bring to mind
that they were the solace of one ' whose sun is gone
down while it was yet day,' yet to whom his sudden

evening came as rest from his labours. On that dreary
islet in the African river, where Bishop Mackenzie
waited in vain for succour, on the last Sunday of his life

he read aloud this poem to his companion in suffering
and soon after in death just ere 'his altar-flame' o:

love was received back into heaven, whence first it

came." ALICE.

C. J. will find these lines in the
' Christian Year,

twenty-nth Sunday after Trinity. KATHLEEN WARD.

But each day brings its petty dust

Our soon choked souls to fill

is from Matthew Arnold's '

Switzerland,' pt. vi.

T. P. ARMSTRONG.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &0.

The Irish Element in Mediaeval Culture. By H. Zimmer
Translated by Jane Loring Edmands. (Putnam'
Sons.)

IN translating Zimmer's account of the work accom

plished in the Middle Ages by Irish monks in Centra

Europe Mrs. Edmands has greatly enriched a somewha
short if luminous recital by illustrative passages, in th

shape of notes, from Dr. Reeves's '

Adamnan,' Stokes'
' Ireland and the Celtic Church/ and other sources. I

England ignorance all but universal prevails as to th

splendid civilization existing in Ireland previous to th

avages of the Norsemen, and when England and France
were in comparative darkness. No inconsiderable part

engendering race animosities is ascribable to this

gnorance, which is, in a sense, contemptuous. A perusal
f these pages is to be commended to the English public.
n
he monasteries of Bobio, in Lombardy, and St. Gall,
he former associated with Columbanus, the latter

ounded by his colleague Gallus, attest the value of

rish scholarship in mediaeval times, and the beauty of
rieh workmanship is shown in manuscripts, the special
eatures of the latter being easily distinguishable. One
r two points are brought clearly out by Zimmer. One
s that the subjugation of Ireland by the English was
Defaced by a presentatio of that island to England by
'ope Hadrian IV., in consideration of the payment of

ribute money. The bull making the gift was due to

he resentment by the Papacy of the independent atti-

ude of the Irish Church. It is sad to find drunkenness
i besetting vice of the Irish monks in Germany during
he thirteenth century. In Nuremberg they indulged
n frequent and disgraceful orgies. Why does Mrs.
Edmands use such an indefensible expression as "by(e)>
word "

?

Hard Life in the Colonies, and Other Experiences ly Sea
and Land. By Catherine Carlyon Jenkyns. (Fisher
Unwin.)

FROM other volumes of the "Adventure Series" thia

volume differs not only in the fact that the contents are

hitherto unpublished, but also that the experiences
belong to the present day. Some falling off in respect
of romance is to be expected when the seas are swept
clear of pirate and buccaneer, and when, though there is

some little fighting, tbe nations of Europe are at peace.
Not less stirring than before is, however, the record of

hardship, and the thought that hundreds of well-born
and gently nurtured Britons are subject to the dangers
of shipwreck and famine herein described gives the
whole poignant interest. The heroes of most of the
adventures described are apparently two brothers of a

roving disposition, though the closing scenes are depicted
by an Irish ex-clergyman. In the case of youths reso-

lutely bent upon going to sea, a perusal of the early
stories is well calculated to act as a cure. The last

narrative,
' Hard Life in the Colonies,' puts in a clear

light the forms of imposition to which those who labour
with their hands are subject in half-explored countries.

It supplies also a readable account of life in the bush.
Portions of it seem a little romantic, and we are some-
what exercised in mind on hearing of the purchase
of a genuine Stradivarius in San Francisco for a few

shillings. Some misprints, or errors, call for correction.

There is surely no such place as Tristan Drtcunha. The
term "

navy
"

is used when merchant service seems to-

be indicated, and we hear of an Irish heroine called

Norah Crima.

PROP. DOWDEN sends to the Fortnightly a brilliant

paper on ' Mr. Meredith in his Poems.' Continuing her
essays on 'France in the Fourteenth Century,' Madame
Darmesteter writes on the Jews. Prof. Lombroso deals-

with 'The Physical Insensibility ofWoman,' Sir Richard

Temple with the problems attending
' The Growth of the

Indian Population,' and Mr. Arthur Symonds with '
J. K

Huysmann.' Mr .H. D.Trail Icontiaues, iatbe Nineteenth

Century, his disquisition on the minor poets whom, with
due regard to Horatian axiom, he carefully distinguishes
from mediocre poets. To the list he has already given,
diminished by one through the death of the Rev. E. C.

Lefroy, he adds some eight others, raising the total to

seventy-three. He answers, with what seems to be
intended for gravity, the calm statement of Truth, that
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if poetry is of value "we have already enough of the

article." Mr. Archibald Forbes deals with the difficulty

of arriving at exact conclusions concerning an event so

recent even as the surrender of '

Napoleon the Third at

Sedan.' Mrs. Lynn Linton writes with customary viva-

city concerning 'The Partisans of the Wild Women.'

The Countess of Aberdeen has some statements con-

cerning domestic service which do not win our acqui-

escence; and Lady Cork describes 'Some Social Changes
in Fifty Years.' The New Review gives some friendly

and private letters of Mr. Ruskin to a late secretary.

These are very kindly in tone, and at times somewhat

confidential in utterance. Mr. Symonds writes appre-

ciatively of the Rev. Edward Cracroft Lefroy, one of

Mr. Traill's "minor poets." The Hon. Gerald Lascelles

describes
'

Sport in the New Forest
'

in a fashion which

almost reconciles us to the notion of that most magnifi-

cent of public properties being diverted from its purpose.

M. Zola's
' Personal Recollections of Three Wars '

are

continued, and are also saddening. The Century closes

with an account of
'
St. Paul's

'

the interesting series of

articles on English cathedrals which has long constituted

a pleasant feature in that periodical. Many excellent

illustrations of the building from different points of view

are furnished. Some fine reproductions accompany Mr.

Stillman's paper on '

Giorgioni.' Special interest

attends the pictures of fish that accompany an essay on
' The United States Fish Commission.' Veritable mon-

sters of the deep are depicted. No fewer than four

different hands are necessary to give an account of

Paderewski and his performance. Among the con-

tributors is Mr. Thomas Bailey Aldrich, who, by

belonging to America, escapes being ranged among Eng-
lish minor poets. In Scribner's appear some verses on a

bust of General Grant,, left not quite finished at the time

of the author's death. With the interesting poem is a fac-

simile of Lowell's MS. ' The Water Track from Chicago
to the Ocean

'

has some admirable illustrations of river,

canal, and lake navigation.
' Small Country Places

'

proves
to be an essay on landscape gardening.

' American Illus-

tration of To-day
' remains interesting and valuable.

To Macmillan's Mr. Mowbray Morris contributes a

paper on ' Hamlet and the Modern Stage.' Mr. E. A.

Freeman leads off with an essay on ' Finland.' This

is, it is needless to say, sufficiently polemical.
' Leaves

from a Note-Book
'

is more interesting than usual.
' The

Universal Language
'

is, Mr. Haines says, to be English.
' An Old Actor,' dealt with in Temple Bar, is Jacques

Marie Boutet de Monr6al, the famous dramatist, actor,

and Red Republican, who delivered in the Church of

Saint - Roch an address to the Goddess of Reason.

Another paper, similar in gist, is
' Thermidor and

Lubrissiere,' so misspelt whenever the name occurs. ' A
Girl's Opinion on Jane Austen '

also appears. Major-
General Patrick Maxwell contributes to the Gentleman's

a capital paper on '

Baboos, Bulls, Blunders, &c.'
' Mar-

quesan Melville
'

is a curious title, which will prepare
few for what follows.

' Sir Henry Wotton, Gentleman
and Schoolmaster' and, it might be added, poet is

dealt with by Mr. Watson. The English Illustrated has

a portrait of the Duke of Clarence, and a well-illustrated

account of ' The Queen's Riviera Residence.' ' Among
the Western Song-Men

'

is by Mr. Baring Gould. An
antiquarian article is supplied in ' The Speaker's Mace,'

by Mr. H. M. Cundall, F.S.A. The number is excellent.

Longman's gives a final contribution from Richard Jef-

fcries, the subject being
' The Lions in Trafalgar Square.'

Dr. Richardson writes on ' The Mastery of Pain,' a

history of anaesthetics.
' How the Egyptian Monuments

were Read '

repays attention in the Cornhill. Belgravia
contains '

Shakspeare's Ideal of Womanhood' and
'

Scenes in Algeria.'

PART LIV. of Old and New London, by Messrs.
Thornbury and E. Walford, leads off the publications
of Messrs. Cassell & Co. It is occupied with the northern
heights of London, Highgate, Hornsey, &c., and gives,
by its pictures of familiar spots as they appeared from
fifty to a hundred and fifty years ago, pangs to those who
gaze on the brick and mortar abominations that have
replaced spots of sylvan beauty. Whittington's Stone,
the Gate House, Hornsey Wood House, and Hornsey
Church are among the spots beautiful enough in times
of old, but now devoid of charm. Dr. Geikie's The Holy
Land and the Bible is now completed, the present num-
ber giving title-page and index. The Life and Times of
Queen Victoria, Part XIV., reaches a sad epoch, the
death and funeral of Prince Albert and the subsequent
period of " war and famine." CasseWs Storehouse of
General Information, Part XIV., is occupied with Ch,
and introduces articles on ' Church ' and on '

Chess.'

Two numbers of the Idler have been published by
Messrs. Chatto & Windus. It is one of the brightest and
most effervescent of serials.

MESSRS. MACMILLAN & Co. have issued the first

number of Natural Science, a monthly review of scientific

progress, with papers by many men of eminence.

St. JRonan's Well has been added to Messrs. Black's

cheap edition of the "
Waverley Novels."

To their series of " Christian Classics
"

Messrs. Bag-
ster & Sons have added a very pretty and portable edition
of Keble's Christian Year. It is in a cloth cover and a

case, and is as desirable an edition of this favourite book
as can be found.

MR. E. PEACOCK, of Bottesford Manor, Brigg, writes :

" I am anxious to borrow the two books mentioned
below. I will only keep them a very few days :

' A True
Journall of the Sally Fleet with the proceedings of the

voyage, whereunto is annexed a list of the Sally Cap-
tives' names, and the places where they dwell.' Small

quarto, 1637. Eenelm Henry Digby,
' The Broadstone of

Honour ; or, the true Sense and Practice of Chivalry.
The Fourth Book Orlandus.' Foolscap 8vo. 1829."

s txr

We must call special attention to the following notices :

ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.

To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the

signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to

appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are request 3d

to head the second communication "
Duplicate."

M. T. " Though lost to sight to memory dear
"

is

from a song by George Linley. See 5th S. x. 417, and
elsewhere.

ERRATA. P. 171, 11. 5 and 6 from top, for " aux
Pierres ages

" read aux Pierre Agfa ; Index, 7th S. xii.,

the reference should be St. Louis, 238, not "
288."

NOTICE.
Editorial Communications should be addressed to

" The
Editor of ' Notes and Queries

' " Advertisements and
Business Letters to " The Publisher"at the Office, 22,
'look's Court, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, E.C.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return com-

munications which, for any reason, we do not print ; and
to this rule we can make no exception.
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REMOVAL OF THE OFFICES OF 'NOTES AND
QUERIES;

On Saturday, March 26, Notes and Queries will

be issued from what is thenceforward to be ita

headquarters, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane.
The premises in which since 1885 it has been

published having been acquired by the Crown for

the extension of the Patent Office, a change has

been compulsory. Three migrations will thus
have been accomplished during the forty-three

years in which Notes and Queries has been before

the public. When first issued by Mr. Thorns, on
November 3, 1849, with the counsel and in part
at the suggestion of Mr. Charles Wentworth
Dilke, it was issued by Mr. George Bell from

186, Fleet Street. Part of its purpose had even
then been anticipated by Mr. Thonis in the
1
Folk-lore Notes,' then first so called, which,
under the pseudonym of

" Ambrose Merton," he
contributed to the Athenaeum. A complete his-

tory of the inception and establishment of Notes
and Queries was supplied by Mr. Thorns in

volumes six and seven of the Fifth Series, where
also appeared such information as to the earliest

contributors, including Mr. Dilke, as the memory
of an octogenarian, with the aid of initial and

pseudonym, could recall. To those articles readers
anxious for information with which it would be

superfluous to charge our columns afresh are

referred. Then, as now, the contributors included
most who are eminent in historical and anti-

quarian studies and in kindred branches of

literature, and then, too, as now, men whose
names would confer distinction on any publication
bid themselves modestly behind initials, or chose
the still darker mystery of pseudonyms.
On the resignation by Mr. Thorns of his func-

tions of editor, the paper passed, in 1872, into the
hands of the proprietor of the Athenceum, and was
issued with that periodical by the late Mr. Francis
from 20, Wellington Street, Strand. With the
Athenceum it was transferred in 1885 to the pre-
mises whence it is still dated, at 22, look's Court,
Cursitor Street, E.C. The new site is, as the
crow flies, but a few score yards from the old.

The premises, erected specially for the purpose,
are larger and more commodious, and now, as for

the last few years, the editorial and printing
offices will be under the same roof.

Change in Notes and Queries is necessarily con-

fined to places. Few of those who have supported
and profited by a periodical that has, perhaps,

inspired more affection than almost any other

could hear without dismay of any alteration of

appearance, arrangement, or character. To com-
memorate the change, however, a supplement of

eight pages will be presented to our readers. By
this means, without abridging the space at their

disposal, we hope to give a note by Mr. George
Clinch, the able author of the '

History of Blooms-

bury and St. Giles's,' on the associations, his-

torical and antiquarian, of the neighbourhood.
This will be illustrated, an innovation which no
reader of Notes and Queries will, we are sure, feel

apt to resent.

"MUNDUS MULIEBRIS."
" Woman's World !

" Such was the mocking
title given to the toilette by the Romans during the

latter days of the Republic, in derision of the fine

ladies who showed an extravagant fondness for

sumptuous apparel and costly ornaments. There
are some of the male species in England who
think that title applicable now, notably husbands
who shirk their obvious duties in respect of

dressmakers' and milliners' bills, fathers with

daughters just out, and other partial observers of

womankind. But women can afford to laugh at

their critics, whose scorn, maybe, is tinged with

envy; for as the ancient Roman was prohibited by
law, so the modern Englishman is forbidden by
custom from indulging in certain luxuries used by
women. However this may be, the toilette,

especially 'Women's toilette, has held a very con-

siderable place in history, and occupied the atten-

tion of sober and learned authors, who have mar-
velled over the divers fashions that have arisen,
and searched with great assiduity for their origin.
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Kings have interfered, sometimes without success,

to modify the vagaries of female costume, and
Louis XIV. complained that the ladies of his

court paid no heed to his wishes that the style of

dressing the hair should be altered. It was
reserved for an English lady, whose name has not

come down to us, to effect what that imperious and

powerful monarch was unable to accomplish. At
that time it was fashionable to roll the hair up
high upon the head, and surmount it with an
enormous erection of lace, ribbons, and other orna-

ments. To such a pitch had this fashion attained,
that caricatures were published of hairdressers

mounting ladders to reach the top of a ladj's head.

An English lady, one day in the year 1714, was

presented at the French Court with her hair

dressed quite low, and immediately the French

princesses and great ladies became enamoured
of the simpler mode, and pulled down their

tall head-dresses. George IV. was more suc-

cessful than his brother of France in inter-

fering with ladies' fashions, and abolished the

hoops, which had grown to vast proportions, and
were extremely inconvenient as well as ridiculous.

There is so little in the life of George IV. to

which one can revert with pleasure, that it is

satisfactory to find one act of untarnished common
sense for which we can commend him.

Referring again to the Roman women, we find

the influence of their costume in our own country
in the days of the Anglo-Saxons. It might have
been thought that the loose, and, we must add, the

few garments which sufficed for the climate of

Italy and Greece (for Rome borrowed her fashions

from Greece) would have been totally unsuited to

the raw, damp, chilly atmosphere of Great Britian.

We should certainly think so now, in spite of all

the warmth of cosily furnished houses, and the

protection from weather which 'we enjoy. How
women managed to live and work in those long
flowing tunics in days when manual labour was so

much more common in all classes, when roads

were miry, and pathways and pavements did not

exist, passes comprehension. It never seems to

have occurred to Anglo-Saxon dames to clothe the

body in sections, and have separate garments
adapted to each part. Their idea was to envelope
themselves in one long covering, adding a mantle
for outdoor wear, while the interior clothing was of

the most elementary kind. Greek women only
wore one garment under the chiton, and it is

amusing to follow the struggles of learned German
writers attempting to define the shape and make
of this usually invisible piece of clothing, which
seems to have been a cross between a low-necked
vest and a chemise. Our male ancestors were a

little more sensible, for they wore coarse legging?,
and their tunics, being worn only to the knees, did

not incommode their movements. No doubt the

simple tunic, with its fringed or embroidered

border, was a far more graceful dress than the

closely-fitting sectional costumes men wear now
;.

but beauty must always be secondary to comfort
and convenience. However, if the cut of the gar"
ments of the Anglo-Saxons was very simple, the
material was often superior to that which we use
now. The manufacture of cloth made of wool,,
not a hard cotton mixture, was a noted industry,
and this cloth was generally used for the outer

garment, the mentil or mantle. There was plenty
of ornamentation, too, for Saxon ladies were very
skilful in embroidery and other kinds of needle-

work, and in olden days dames of high degree
busied themselves with the making of clothes for
their own and their families' use. There was very
little other occupation of the gentler sort for

women who could neither read nor write, in a
state of society which did not admit of frequent
interchange of visits or of journeys from place to-

place. Women were stay-at-homes at first by
compulsion, travelling being arduous and dan-

gerous. The custom outlasted the necessity, and
the old-fashioned ideas of propriety, which, up to a

comparatively late period, did not suffer women of

any pretensions to gentle birth to walk out unat-

tended, survived from the times of lawlessness.

Fur was formerly only worn by persons of rank,
or used on the robes of the clergy ; it was always
a badge of dignity. The beaver and fox were
much esteemed, and for inferior purposes the fur

of cats and lambs' wool were used. Fur does not

seem to have been worn by women, except on,

festive occasions, save in the case of queens and

great ladies.)

How true it is that in costume, as in everything
else, history repeats itself. We find tight lacing
in vogue eight centuries ago, and a small waist

was considered a beauty by the subjects of Wil-
liam Rufus and Henry I. The girdle was always
an important part of women's costume in early

times, and could be tightened at pleasure, while a

fashion prevailed of confining the tunic with some-

thing remotely resembling the Swiss bodice, laced

in front, which also gave opportunities for com-

pressing the body out of its natural shape. The
sleeves accompanying the Saxon tunic were made
in a series of rolls, finished off with a close brace-

let or band, and served also the purpose of gloves

(before those useful articles were invented), being
full and long, so that they could be pulled over
the hand. In the twelfth century they were cut

in different ways ; sometimes tight to the wrist,,

and sometimes very wide and long. Ornaments
were freely worn, and the long veils which were
the headgear for ladies of quality were fastened

with gold pins. For some reason it was thought

necessary to introduce a kind of sumptuary law
with respect to the length of garments and the

length of the hair. Men were forbidden to wear
their hair on their shoulders, and women to wear
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the long plaits hanging loose. It was a mark of

distinction for maidens to wear long hair, only the

slave-born having it cut short ; so it is not likely
that women of free birth were induced by any
edicts to cut their hair close, but only to confine it

within reasonable bounds. Our forbears must
have been better provided with nature's head

covering than we are. There is, alas ! little occa-

sion now for restraining the abundance of women's
looks.

For some two centuries', dating from the Con-

quest, there was little material change in the

dress of women of the lower orders, except that

the bliaus, or bliaud, was introduced, and worn

by men as well as women. This must have been

put on over the tunic, and served to protect it

from dirt, something like a blouse, for the tunic,

judging by the pictures which have come down,
looks an inconvenient kind of garment in which
to wash, scrub, and brew. As we get into the

thirteenth century the pelisse makes its appear-
ance, and has survived, in name at least, to this

day. The wimple, which we hear so much about
in old romances, was evidently not a becoming
garment, and was abandoned about this period to

nuns, who continued to wrap the white cloth

about their heads and necks. The coif then came
in not a cap in our sense of the term, but a head

-covering which extended over the ears. In
Edward I.'s reign female costume remained quiet
and sober, that monarch setting an example of

simplicity. The kirtle then worn was, in shape,
something like the "

Princess "
dress which came

up a good many years ago, high-necked, with long
"tight sleeves and a train. Over this came a

tunic, quite long, and probably sleeveless. Out of

doors a mantle, fastened to the shoulders with
cords and tassels, was worn. The hair was gathered
<up in a net, called then a caudle, but the queen wore
hers hanging loose ; this, however, was not the

general custom for married ladies. It will interest

some people to learn that the apron was known as

-an article of attire in the following reign. When
Edward III. came to the throne, in 1327, things

began to alter. The Court was gayer, and ladies

indulged in more sumptuous apparel. The prim
high neck of the kirtle was cut lower, and the
robe fitted closely into the waist. Girdles were

very costly*, and must have added greatly to the

expense of the costume, for gold and silver, richly

chased, were often used. We hear of the intro-

duction of another garment, which was well known
to our grandmothers the spencer ;

but it was a

much larger affair than the short, close jacket
fastened inconveniently at the back, which was
worn in the first half of the nineteenth century
The spencer of the fourteenth century had a com-

plete skirt, long and full
;

it was sometimes made
with and sometimes without sleeves. Hitherto
that desirable, and now indispensable adjunct, the

pocket, had not been invented, but about this

,ime it made its appearance.
Another modern folly, which has justly excited

much ridicule, we find was perpetrated by our

ancestors also. This was the objectionable fashion

of imitating men's dress. It became common, for

instance, for ladies to carry small swords, which
were mere useless appendages, thrust into their

girdles. The reign of Edward III. was noted for

Is extravagance in costume, and no doubt this

affectation of male attire was a piece of eccentricity

on the part of fashionable dames, who would attend

tournaments in parti-coloured tunics. In the next

reign ladies of rank took to embroidering their

drtles with the armorial bearings of their family.

These, being sometimes very splendid, if carried

out with faithful attention to colouring, created a

very striking appearance. What a change has

come over public taste since then. Picture the

effect of a lady going to Court or to any entertain-

ment with lions rampant, gules on or, blazoned on

tier back, and various quarterings running down
the skirt. We have grown so modest that we only
now display our honours on note-paper and the

panels of carriages. In less civilized society people
were not so backward in proclaiming their rank and

station, and nobody saw anything ridiculous in an

open assertion of dignities and privileges. It

seems most likely that noble ladies embroidered

their gowns themselves with their family arms, as

it was a work requiring great skill and some know-

ledge of drawing. The intricacies of heraldic

bearings would certainly be puzzling to modern

dressmakers, and if our gowns were to be em-
blazoned they would have to serve for more than

one season ;
in fact, they would descend as heir-

looms. A gown would become something more than

a mere article of dress, and acquire a dignity that

would raise it above the caprices of fashion. For-

merly a woman who possessed a handsome dress

which had belonged to her mother wore it with

pride on state occasions, to the envy of less for-

tunate acquaintances. Now it is our object to

get rid of or metamorphose every article of

raiment not purchased in the current year. In the

time of the Plantagenets gowns with long trains

and trimmed with fur came in, though these could

only have been worn by the wealthy. Sumptuary
laws, as we have seen, were not unknown in

England, and one of the articles prohibited to

plain citizens in the reign of Edward IV. was rare

fur, such as sable. There was less personal free-

dom in those days, the law interfering in small

matters in a way that would be intolerable now.

The waist, which has always, strangely enough,
been treated as movable, began to rise in the

reign of Henry V., and very short-waisted gowns,
with long trains, continued in fashion during the

extravagant reign of Henry VI. The long sleeves

falling over the hand still supplied the place of
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gloves. The ugly, square, horned head-dress,

which, unfortunately, the law saw no reason t<

meddle with, remained in vogue until supplanted

by an equally ridiculous headgear, called the

steeple head-dress, made of roll upon roll of linen.

High caps of cloth and velvet were also worn, the

material and the height being determined by the

rank of the wearer. These caps sometimes rose

to an altitude of half a yard, and seem to have

had projections on either side, not unlike the

winged coifs of the Sisters of St. Vincent de

Paul. We again hear of sumptuary laws forbidding

any but the wives of nobles to wear cloth of gold,

sable, satin, or other rich materials, and the wives

of persons with an income under 402. per annum

(40Z. representing a much larger sum then) from

having girdles ornamented with gold and silver

work. The stomacher, which we shall hear of

again in Elizabethan times, was known nearly a

hundred years earlier, worn under a laced bodice.

But a great change was coming in the fashion

of hair dressing. The high caps departed, and

nets, which had been worn in the reign of

Edward I., again became fashionable, the hair

being fastened up into a mass at the back of

the head, standing out very much at the angle
now adopted. Over the net was arranged a fine

and very stiff kerchief. On great occasions the

hair was allowed to fall naturally over the

shoulders. This must have been very pretty,
with the turn-down velvet or fur collar. With the

Tudors came in the blouse style of costume, one of

the most becoming that has ever been invented.

The full sleeves, square necks, stomachers belted

with girdles having long pendants, made up a

very picturesque dress, whose only blemish was
the compressed waist. In the court of Henry VIII.

we, of course, find great magnificence, and the

sleeve now showed a tendency to assert itself as a

distinct feature. We see the forerunner of our

elbow sleeves, which have been sadly shorn of

their grandeur since the days of bluff King Hal,
when they were richly ornamented. Mary, Queen
of Scots, sent us the coif, and very probably the

French hood which was worn then ; but whether
she was also responsible for the " Miniver "

caps,
which were three-cornered and peaked, one cannot

Bay.
We now come to the well-known Elizabethan

costume. In place of the elegant flowing gown,
square-cut neck, or flat-lying partlet and girdled

waist, we have the reign of whalebone and starch.

Everything, from head to foot, was as rigid as it

could be made. The hair was elaborately dressed

in curls and wave?, and stuck all over with hard

ornaments, often of gold. The neck was encased
in the terrible ruff, which no English laundress

could starch stiffly enough for the queen, who
imported Dutch women to

"
get up

"
her ruffs.

The body was encased in a regular suit of armour,

the whalebone obliterating all traces of the natural

shape. At the hips began the vardingale, standing
out defiantly on each side, so that the gown and
petticoat hung, as it were, over a frame. Every
part of the dress was stiff with embroidery and
gold and silver ornaments, while the arms and
hands were loaded with bracelets and rings. Out
of doors ladies concealed their faces in an uncom-
fortable mask of velvet, or threw a silken scarf

about their heads. We now hear of perfumed
gloves, a decidedly French fashion. Queen Eliza-

beth, as is well known, was the first English
sovereign to wear silken hose, which were knitted
for her by a personage known as her silk-woman.
When silk stockings became the general wear in
France for persons with any pretensions to good
dressing, several pairs at a time would be worn in
cold weather, one chilly mortal reaching the
number of eleven. English ladies wore shoes of

velvet, black and coloured, and sometimes of

leather, though it was not usual for fashionable
dames to be strongly shod. For full dress a smalt

looking -
glass was carried in the hand. The

Elizabethan dress lasted on until Charles I., when
the fashions changed to a prettier style : full

sleeves, turn-down collars, with softly falling lace,
instead of the ruff stiffened with yellow starch, and
the hair arranged in loose curls, while, best of all,
towards the end of the reign the vardingale wa
dropped. With the advent of Charles II., dress,
at least for fine ladies, became still more graceful,

Very rich materials were used, and there was great
extravagance, but the pretty, luxurious style, with
loose elbow sleeves, hair unbound, displaying it

profusion to the best advantage, long trains, and
brocaded petticoats, was, as we know from pictures
of that period, admirably adapted to set off beauty.
A more set style was imported with the House

of Orange. The hair was no longer allowed to fall

wantonly about the neck, but was combed up
high upon the head, and decked with masses of
ribbons and lace. A very unbecoming and
troublesome fashion must have been this so-

called
" Tower "

head-dress. The gowns were cut

decorously high, and the full sleeves drawn in, the
Dutch element being distinctly observable. Queen
Anne, and the beginning of the eighteenth century,
saw the introduction of hoops, which continued to

worn until George IV. issued his royal man-
date against them. They varied in size and shape
with the times and the occasion, sometimes

>ulging out more at the side?, and sometimes

encircling the wearer completely ; the enormous

loop we sometimes see depicted was only worn for

'nil Court dress at the close of the century. ID
een Anne's reign we come across muffs, which

were of very modest dimensions at first, and more
or ornament than use. An outdoor garment,
which has been revived from time to time under
different names, was worn in the reigns of the first
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two George?, under the title of a "Cardinal," being
only a cloak with a hood. The hair, which had
been piled at the top of the head during the Dutch

monarchy, dropped, with the Hanoverians, to the

sides, and brought in the fashion of flat straw hats

and small caps. Powder was very common till

nearly the beginning of the nineteenth century.
But all sorts of fashions prevailed in hair-dressing,
and very ugly most of them were, especially the

fashion, which lasted on until a period within

living memory, of gathering the hair into great
bunches at the side. In the full round skirts,

undraped and without trains, which were common
to the last generation, we see the influence of the

hoop still surviving, and some half-dozen years
ago we were within a perilous distance of its

revival when steels were worn almost universally.
The nnsightliness and inconvenience of the crino-

line give us a faint idea of the appearance of hoop-
wearers, and of the nuisance women must have
been in crowded rooms and conveyances.

Queen Victoria's reign has been marked by a
succession of fashions, which will make a descrip-
tion of the dress of the period puzzling to future

chroniclers, so oscillating has been the public taste,

turning from full to narrow skirts, from draped to

undraped, from elaborate to simple hair-dressing.
"We have happily abandoned, for the present, some
of the most tiresome and useless fashions, such as

powder and patches, hoops and ruffs, though we
are never safe from their recurrence. But variable
as dress is, there is in modern costume one
general tendency, expressed in many ways. For
general and for outdoor wear specially, among
rich as well as poor, dress is less gay and sump-
tuous, and more adapted to the needs of the body,
and the active, business-like life which even great
ladies now lead from choice. The most delicately
nurtured have learnt to brave the elements and
tread the highways, to mingle in the stream of

activities, social, philanthropic, political, scientific,

literary, and artistic, in a way that seemed impos-
sible not so many years ago. We are trying, with

varying success, to adapt our costume to our occu-

pations and climate, for most women do not live
to dress.

" Mundus Muliebris "
includes many

things undreamt of by the Roman satirists,

although the influence of women in the life of the
State was more powerful in Rome than elsewhere
at the same period. Many people decry the con-
stant changes of fashion. But if they are some-
times vexatious, they keep us moving ; otherwise
we might cling for generations to some absurdity.
As it is, anything very unbecoming or inconvenient
is sure to disappear soon, and our wits are kept on
the alert to devise fresh improvements. To make
the toilette more adapted to the changing needs o
the day, more graceful as we learn to strive after
the beautiful, more simple as life is more complex
and not unnecessarily costly, is certainly part o

woman's work, and in this sense we may admit
that dress is

" Mundus Muliebris."

GEORGIANA HILL.

THE PLURAL OP FRENCH COMPOUND
SUBSTANTIVES.

(See 7th S. xii. 472.)

This is a vast subject, offering great difficulties

to the French themselves ; and it is not possible,

therefore, to treat of it otherwise than cursorily in

the pages of
' N. & Q.' There are, however, two

questions raised, or rather suggested, by the

inquiries of W. 0. J. concerning the word prie-

dieu, upon which I may briefly touch. The one

is, Are French compound substantives usually
written with a hyphen between the parts? and
the second, How does the absence or presence of

the hyphen affect their plural I

With regard to the hyphen, usage has varied.

In old times much less attention seems to have
been given to the matter than now is the case.

See "
Avant-garde

"
in Littre". At the present

time the rule would seem to be to write the hyphen,
excepting when the compound word has come into

such frequent use that its parts coalesce and form
a simple word, as in the case of adieu, auvent,

justaucorps, portecrayon. See note t. And, as

this does not seem to be very often the case, I

should say that the great majority of French com-

pound substantives are written with a hyphen.*

Now, in English, hyphens are, no doubt, occasion-

ally used, though the tendency at the present time

seems to be rather in the direction of suppressing

them, whilst there is great looseness about the

matter, and I do not suppose that anybody, saving,

perhaps, a printer's reader, has any notion when a

hyphen ought to be used, beyond the very inde-

finite rule that the more common a compound
word the less entitled it is to a hyphen. But we
are all agreed that, so far as the plural is concerned,

compound words should (hyphen or no hyphen)
be treated as if they were simple words, and we
therefore add the mark of the plural at the end,
and never insert it in the middle at the end of one

of the constituent members, excepting in the case of

certain words in which the last member is wrongly,
as I think taken to be an adjective, as in table-

spoonful, and so the s is added to the end of the

spoon instead of to the end of the ful, as I would
have it. Some French grammarians have treated

* True compound words are very much less common
in French than in English, and a vast number of English

compound substantives are represented in French by
two substantives with a preposition between them ;

and

though these words are written separately, no hyphen is

put between them, and they are not regarded as forming
a compound word. Thus lea-spoon (with or without a

hyphen) is a compound word in English, but cuiller d cafe
is not a compound word in French. Cf. also wine-merchant
and murchand de vin.
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their compound substantives in a similar way, and

whether there is a hyphen or not, regard the whole

word as one word, and accordingly put the mark
of the plural at the end only. These people, there-

fore, write des prie-dieux, des arc-en-ciels, des coup-

d'ceils, &c., as though the hyphen (as in English^
formed no impediment to the complete fusion ol

the parts. And this proceeding is continued to

the present day in certain cases, as I shall show
further on, but was scarcely likely to approve
itself altogether to the logical French mind, and so

the rule which seems to me to be generally adopted
now is that quoted by Girault Duvivier in his

'Grammaire des Grammaires' (fifth edition, Paris,

1822), p. 170, from M. Lemare, which runs as

follows:
" Tout Substantif compose qui n'eat point encnre paged

a l'e~tat de motf doit s'ecrire au singulier et mi pluriel,
euivant que la nature et le sens des mote partiels exigent
1'un ou 1'autre nombre ; c'est la decomposition de 1'ex-

pression qui fait dormer aux parties composautes le

nombre que le sens indique."

The presence of the hyphen in French, there-

fore, points out that each part of the compound
word is to be considered on its own merits

;
and

each part will, or will not, take the mark of the

plural according as it is capable of taking this

mark, or as the sense is considered to allow of its

taking, or not taking, it. A verb, an adverb, or a

preposition may form the first p trt of a compound
substantive, and they, of course, cannot take the

mark of the plural, whilst the sense of the whole
word may require that even substantives and

adjectives do not take it. Thus, when the com-

pound word is composed of two substantives, the

first may take the mark of the plural and the

second not, as in bain-marie, des bains-marie (I);
or the first noun may remain unaltered and the

second be pluralized, as in havre-sac, des Havre-

sacs (2), because the word is formed from the Germ.
Haber (or Hafer) sack, which= sac a avoine, so

that the first word (havre) does not require the

plural, or the whole word is treated as if it were a
German word and there were no hyphen. Or,

again, both substantives may be put in the plural,
as in chou-fleur, choux-fleurs (3) ; and, similarly,
when the compound word is composed of an adjec-
tive and a substantive, neither may take the plural,
as in blanc-manger, des blanc-manger^. (4) ; or the

t Here M. Duvivier has the following very pertinent
note :

" C'e-t par la suppression du trait d'union, et si

la prononciation 1'exige, par quelques changements dans

1'ortbograpbe, qu'un substanlif compose passe a 1'etat de

mot, comme ou peut le voir dans adieu, auvent, juslau-
corpt, etc."

J Littre" gives blancs-mangers as the plural ; and, to

show how much French authorities differ with regard to

these plurals, I may state that Voltaire makes the plural
of blanc-bec blanc-becs, while Laveaux writes des blanc-
bec and Littre" des blancs-becs. Of these three plurals I

like Lareaux's the most, Littre's the least, in spite of his

remarks upon the subject.

adjective may remain in the singular whilst the
substantive is put in the plural, as in blanc-seing,
des blanc-seingg, Duv. and Lithe" (6) ;

or both may
take the plural mark, as blanc-signd, des blancs-

signes Littre", but Duvivier says blanc-signes (6).

Participles seem to be treated like adjectives.
Thus we have des cerfs-volants, des chats-hnants,
des bouts-rimes; but those in ant are more cor-

rectly designated either as verbal adjectives (Du-
vivier) or simply adjectives (Littre", s. v. "Volant").

I will now say a few words about the compound
substantives in which the first word is a verb. As
I have already said, and as one would naturally
expect, the verb cannot be put in the plural ; and,
with regard to the substantive, it is sometimes

singular in the plural, and it may be plural in the

singular. Thus we say des casse-cou= des endroits

qui cassent le cou, i. e.,
"

oil 1'on risque de se casser

le cou" (G. D., p. 172),and un casse-noisettes, because
it is an instrument which serves to break nuts.
The tendency is, however, I should say, to put the
substantive in the singular, whether the whole
word is used in the singular or the plural, and this

tendency is very likely, in part at least, due to the

invariability of the verb. Thus porte-cigare is

used not only= cigar-holder, that is, a holder for

one cigar at a time, but also= cigar-case, which

usually contains several cigars. But when the
whole word is used in the plural the mark of the

plural is often added, the reason, probably, being
that, in spite of the hyphen, the two parts are

looked upon as fused into one word, just as in

portecrayon (without a hyphen), des portecrayons.
See the last paragraph of this note. Thus Littre

gives the plural of porte-cigare as porte-cigare or

vorte-cigares ; and many other words treated simi-

larly will be found among the hundred and twenty-
seven words compounded with porte which are

given by him, and which those interested in the
matter will do well to consult. It is only when
he sense of plurality is too strong to be ignored
as in casse-noisettes (quoted above), gobe-mouches,

oorte-allumettes, &c. that the substantive takes

;he plural when the whole word is used in the

singular. A list of such words is given by Du-
vivier (pp. 181-84), but he will not be found to

agree with Littre wherever the first part of the

compound word is not a verb.

I can now consider the case of prie-Dieu,
nit forward by W. 0. J. The plural has been
nade prie-Dieux by some grammarians, as I have

shown, although they wrote the hyphen. But
from what I have already said W. 0. J. will see at

once that prie-Dieu is the preferable plural, even
if we exclude the consideration that prie-Dieux

might be understood to mean that more than one
God was prayed to. Similarly, porte-Dieu makes
des porte-Dieu.

In conclusion, I would advise W. C. J. to con-

sult Duvivier's
'

Grammar,' in spite of its being so
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old, as well as Littre's list of words compounded
with porte. In this list of a hundred and twenty-
seven words seven will be found written without a

hyphen, and these necessarily take the mark of

the plural at the end where it is possible to put it.

F. CHANCE.
Sydenham Hill.

COMPOSITION OP NEWTON'S * PRINCIPIA.
'

Prof. Gardiner's 'Student's History of England'
needs no praise from me, and is a work that should

be found in every house in the country. But as

spots on the sun are in the ascendant just now,

perhaps I may be permitted to point out an over-

sight, in order that it may (to uae the expression
of the Athenaeum review of the first volume)
"receive attention in a later edition." In the

brief mention of Sir Isaac Newton, Prof. Gardiner

states that his
'

Principia
'

was composed, though
not published, in the latter part of the reign of

Charles II. That king died on February 6, 1685,
and in the same month (probably about the middle
of it, as the fact is referred to by Newton in a

letter dated February 23) a small tractate of

twenty-four pages, entitled
' De Motu,' was sent

to the Royal Society. This resulted from Halley's
visit to Newton in the preceding autumn, and
formed the germ of the '

Principia,' a first outline

of the system which it was to establish in detail.

But the actual composition of the work was not
commenced until the following spring, when New-
ton had returned to Cambridge after a sojourn in

his native place. The first book of the '

Prin-

cipia' was presented to the Royal Society on

April 28, 16S6 ; the second was completed in the

following autumn, but not presented until March,
1687 ; the third was presented on April 6, 1687,
and the whole work was published about the fol-

lowing midsummer, under the editorship of Hal-

ley, and with a dedication to the king (James IT.).

It will be remembered that it was in the same
month of April (1687) that Newton formed one of

a deputation sent to protest against the admission
of Father Francis to the M.A. degree without

taking the oaths of allegiance and supremacy,
when Jeffreys (who then disgraced the woolsack
and presided as Lord Chancellor) rated the Cam-
bridge delegates in his usual style, and indulged
in one of his garbled quotations from Scripture,

mixing up words said to the man in the fifth and
to the woman in the eighth chapter of St. John's

Gospel. W. T. LYNN.
Blackheath.

FOLK-LORE : LIZARD. The following story has

gone the round of the newspapers during the last

few days. The cutting I send is from the North

Lindsey Star of February 20 :

" A woman named Jane Howe, residing at Marazion,
in Cornwall, has for several years suffered from violent

pains in the stomach, from which she has been unable

to obtain any relief, although she has been continually
under medical treatment. On Friday evening, after

taking some medicine, she had a severe attack of

vomiting, in the course of which she threw up a living
lizard from four to five inches in length. Dr. J. Mudge,
who has been the woman's medical attendant, has pre-
served the lizard, which he believes must have been in
her stomach for many years. Since the reptile was
ejected Mrs. Rowe has been almost entirely free from
pain."

I believe.it to be utterly impossible for a lizard

to live long in the stomach of a human being.
' N. & Q.' is, we may be sure, read at Marazion.
Is it too much to ask that some one who knows the
circumstances would give us a rationalistic inter-

pretation of this piece of modern folk-lore ?

Some twenty years ago a herb-seller in one of

the most important towns in Yorkshire exhibited
a dried specimen of a foreign lizard, which he
averred had spent many years in the stomach of

a person who dwelt in the neighbourhood. A
gentleman of the town, learned in physiology,
made inquiries, and I need not say that the wonder
turned out to be pure invention. COM. EBOR.

WEAVERS' WAGES IN 1696.
" An Advertisement to the Linen Weavers. Whereas

there is a considerable Linnen Manufacture set up at

Sandy-End, in the Parish of Fullam by Ghealsy near
London, for the Weaving of Sail Cloth, which is brought
to good perfection : These are to give Notice to all

strong, young and able Weavers, that are skilled in the
working and making of Linnen, and especially of strong
Cloth, that they may be entertained at the said Work-
house, and be there imployed in Weaving all the Year
round, and have better Wages for their Work, than they
can any where Earn in the Weaving Tmde, viz. Nine
Shillings for weaving a Piece of Cloth thirty six Yards

long, and thirty inches broad ; and for well doing the

same, a recompense of 12 pence more : And for Candles
the Wmter half Year, 6 pence a piece more. And the
said Weavers may have a Lodging in the said House,
paying Six pence a week, and when any of them happen
to fall sick, they shall be supported at the publick
Charge." Post Boy, No. 158, May 9-16, 1696.

H. H. S.

MADEIRA ENGLISH, 1745-1891, AND FACTORY
HISTORY. The following names of English wine
merchants in Madeira are borrowed from a trade
circular : Francis Newton, 1745-1805 ;

M. Spence,
1745-58

;
Thomas Gordon, 1758-1802 ; Thomas

Newton, 1758-63 ; W. Johnston, 1775-90 ; T.

Murdoch, 1781-1839; W. Gordon, sen., 1798-
1809 ; J. D. Webster Gordon, 1802-50 ; Robert

Scott, 1805-27 ; W. Cossart, sen., 1809-23 ;

H. S. Wilbraham, 1823 ; E. W. Reilly, 1826-34 ;

Peter Cossart, 183 1-70; W. Cossart, jun., 1840-87;
W. Gordon, jun., 1840-59 ; Charles T. Marsh,
1848-55; Russell Manners Gordon, 1850-7;
Leland Crosthwait Cossart, 1867-91 ; Webster
Gordon Cossart, 1872-91 ; Charles J. Cossart,
1874-91.
We have no histories of the English communi-

ties abroad, not even of the mediaeval period in
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France, still less of the factories and settlements

in the Netherlands, Russia, Hamburg, Scandi-

navia, Paris, Northern France, Marseilles, Lisbon,

Oporto, Leghorn, Rome, Venice, Sicily, Malta,

Constantinople, Salonica, Smyrna, Aleppo, Bag-
dad, Alexandria, Madeira, the Caucasus, India,
and China. Of those in India we have some pub-
lished records. There are annals of the feats of

the Scotch and Irish abroad. We have no works

approaching those of the French chronicling the

French abroad and their feats. It is possible that

the great record office of ' N. & Q.' might collect

and build up the foundations of scattered materials.

In Smyrna, for instance, there is an English com-

munity, under English law, dating from the time
of Elizabeth, and practically a dependency of the

empire. HYDE CLARKE.

We mast request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct.

PETER KILLIGREW. Had Thomas Killigrew,
the rival of Sir William Davenant, a brother or

other relative named Peter Killigrew ? I am
aware that his father, Sir Robert, was Chamber-
ain to Henrietta Maria, Charles I. 's consort. I

possess three autographs of Peter Killigrew,
written on the title-pages of the three volumes of
"

L'Istoria delle Guerre Civili d'Inghilterra tra le

due Case di Lancastro e lore scritta dal Cavaliere
Gio : Francesco Biondi Gentilhuomo della camera

privata della Serenissima Maesta della Gran
Bertagna," published at Venice by Gio. Pietro

Pinelli, in 1637, 1641, 1644. Biondi was a rene-

gade Roman Catholic, who appears to have sought
to retrieve his fortunes in London. The interest

of the autograph lies in the circumstance that one

Killigrew was a courtier of Charles I. at the time
of the publication of the book, and that a later

member of the family was similarly a courtier to

Charles II. It is singular that this history of an
earlier civil war was written just before and
during our greatest English civil war. Perhaps
KILLIGREW might be able to throw some light on
this Peter Killigrew.

EDWARD PEROT JACOBSEN.
18, Gordon Street, W.C.

[There were two Sir Peter Killigrews. Sir Peter
Killigrew, Kt., second Bon of J. Killigrew, son of Sir
John Killigrew, who died 1584, was M.P. for Camel-
ford 1660, and died 1667. Sir Peter Killigrew, his

Bon, born 1634, succeeded Sir W. Killigrew as second
baronet, and died in January, 1704/5. See the '

Biblio-
theca Cornubiensis

'

of Boase and Courtney.]

JAMES MORRISON, TRADE UNIONIST. James
Morrison, trade unionist and editor of the

Pioneer, died in September, 1835. I shall be

glad to know the exact date, and any details of

his life that may be accessible. ;H. H. S.

WILLS. I shall be greatly obliged if any
readers of 'N. & Q.' will tell me where I can
be likely to find the will of a man who died at

Gravesend in the year 1834 (will not at Somerset

House). Also I am desirous of discovering the
will of a man who died at Dorchester, Dorset, in
the year 1768 (will not at Somerset House,
Blandford, or Bristol). A. G.

GOLD BADGE. I possess a gold oval badge or

pendant, about 1 J inch in length and 1 inch in

width. The ground is enamelled red and blue

per pale, on which is a gold spur, having the words
"None other" on the strap. On the reverse is

inscribed "The Hon. Hugh Seymour Conway,
June 11, 1773." Can any of your readers

enlighten me as to the meaning of the design, or

the use of the badge ? CONSTANCE LESLIE.

SLATE CLITB. In the window of a public-
house near this club is a bill announcing "A
Slate Club held here every Monday evening."
Can any of your readers state what the word
"slate" means, as here used; or what is the

origin of the name 1

EDWARD P. WOLFERSTAN.
Arts Club, Hanover Square.

[A slate club is a sick benefit society for working men.
The name undoubtedly arises from the fact that the
contributions of the members were at one time entered
on a large folding slate.]

"THE DE'IL is DEAD." Mr. Conway, in hia

'Demonology and Devil-lore,' alludes to a Scotch

song, "The de'il is dead and buried in Kirkcaldy."
Where is this to be found 1 I cannot find it in

David Herd's '

Scottish Songs, Ancient and

Modern,' or later collections.

R. BRUCE BOSWELL.
Chingford.

' THE GREEK ANTHOLOGY.' Will some one

kindly recommend me a good edition, well printed,
and at a reasonable price ? If with English notes

so much the better. JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

RICHARD BANNISTER OR BANISTER (1585-

1633), a surgeon of Stamford, Lincolnshire. Can

any one give me information about this person,
or refer me to any books where his name is men-
tioned? F. G. H.

EDWARD NOURSE (SEN.?) Can any one give
me information about Edward Nourse, who is sup-

posed to have practised at Oxford as a surgeon
about 1700 ? He was probably an ancestor of

Edward Nourse, surgeon to St. Bartholomew's

Hospital, who died in 1761, and also of Sir Charles

Nourse, surgeon to the Radcliffe Infirmary, Ox-
ford. F. G. H.
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VAUGHAN, CLONMEL, co. TIPPERART. William

Vaughan, of Clonmel, who died August 18, 1698

(brother of Elizabeth, who married Harris,
and had two eons, Joseph and Thomas Harris), had

by his wife Mary four children, Francis Vaughan,
born October 3, 1669, afterwards an M.D.; Eliza-

beth, born October 10, 1673, married to Phinehas

Riall
; Mary, born May 22, 1675 ;

and Benjamin
Vaughan, born April 28, 1679, afterwards of Bally-

boe, near Clonmel. He married, November 19,

1700, in Dublin, Ann Wolf. He died February 5,

1741/2, having had twelve children. His son Ben-

jamin Vaaghan, born June 23, 1713, married,

January 17, 1735, Hannah Halfhide, and had
issue. This Benjamin Vaughan, free of the Scri-

veners' Company, was a shipbroker in London,
lived at Enfield, and was buried April 27, 1786,
at Great Parndon, Essex. He at one time lived

in the parish of St. Dionis Backchurch, in the City
of London, a son John Vaughan being baptized
there December 15, 1739, and a daughter Sarah

August 18, 1742. He had also a daughter Hannah,
who married Andrew Hamilton; a daughter
Susannah, who married Rev. Henry Dodwell ;

and a daughter Anne, who married Benson ;

and also a grandson Benjamin Ker Vaughan,
Rector of Aughton Gifford, co. Devon, who
married Julia, daughter of Sir Edward Stracey,

Bart., of Backheath Hall, Norfolk. Benjamin
Ker Vaughan's brother George Vaughan is now
represented by the Vaughan-Arbuckles, and the

youngest brother was Edward V
r
aughan, Arch-

deacon of Madras, who married twice and has
descendants now living. Is anything known of

this family of Vaugban 1 Where was it located

prior to its residing at Clonmel ?

REGINALD STEWART BODDINGTON.
15, Markham Square, Chelsea, S. W.

LADY GRIZEL BAILLIE. Where is to be found
the authentic narrative of Lady Grizel Baillie

robbing the mail of her father's death warrant ?

MACROBERT.
Hastings.

ISABELLA ROMER. In a collection of Count

D'Orsay's portraits of well-known characters of his

day (chiefly dated between 1830 and 1845) is one
of Isabella Romer. I cannot find her name in

any biographical dictionary, nor have I met with
it in any memoir of the time. Can you tell me
who the lady was ? GERALD PONSONBY.

NAMES OF THE MONTHS AND DAYS AS SUR-
NAMES. Assuming that the surnames March and

May, Monday (with its variant Munday) and Fri-

day (for I remember a man, not Robinson Crusoe's,
who bore the latter name), are all of them taken
from the names of months and days, is it not
remarkable that these months and days should
alone have been chosen for surnames ? If other

month and day names exist as surnames they must
be very rare. March may be Marsh, and possibly

May may be directly derived from the name of

the goddess Maia, or it may have some other

origin. But Monday and Friday are clearly week-

day names. How is it that Monday is so common
as a surname, and that other names of days have
not been adopted ? HENRY ATTWELL.

Barnes.

FAMILY RECORDS IN BIBLES. In my Breeches

Bible, 1608, I find no pages left blank so as to

afford space for records of births, marriages, and
deaths. Where a page is pictorial, like the title-

page of the New Testament, there is no letterpress
on its reverse or back side, as types would injure
the picture. Nor are there in the folio Bible,
edited in London, 1690, by Samuel Clark, any
signs of spaces vacant for family records. Will
some reader who has access to editions of all dates

state in ' N. & Q.' when blank leaves were first

inserted ; where in the volume they were placed ;

and whether they were headed "Marriages,"
"
Births,"

" Deaths
"

? JAMES D. BUTLER.
Madison. Wis., U.S.

SOUTHEY'S'THE DOCTOR.' I have 'The Doctor,'

&c., second edition, vols. i. and ii., 1835, and
vol. iii., 1836. Will some correspondent who is

versed in Southeyan bibliography kindly tell me
how many volumes form the complete set ?

G. L. APPERSON.

LORD CLARENDON'S DIARY. Cananyone tell me
in whose possession the MS. of the diary of Henry
Hyde, second Earl of Clarendon (from August,
1690, till his death in October, 1709), now is?

The published portion of the diary finishes at

August, 1690 ;
the continuation was, I believe, in

1757, in the hands of Mr. Powney, High Steward
of Maidenhead. CONSTANCE RUSSELL.

Swallowfield, Beading.

"BOOT AND SADDLE." Is this a genuine

English expression, or merely a corruption of the

French "Boute Selle," which has, I believe, the

same meaning? The following passage from
Cleveland's poem

' To the State of Love ; or, the

Senses' Festival' would seem to indicate that in the

time of the Commonwealth the French term was
used in the army :

Hark how the sprightly Chanticlere,
That Baron Tell-Clock of the night,
Sounds Boot-esel to Cupid'a Knight.

Cleveland's '
Poems,' ed. 1551, p. 3.

W. F. PRIDEAUX
Kashmir Residency.

EDWY AND EDILDA. I have in my possession
six engravings having on the left side of the plate
the words, "Miss Juliana Langham, Invenit,
JStat 14," and on the right the words "engraved

by Charles White." Each plate has printed under
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it a couplet of four lines purporting to come from

a poem called
'

Edwy and Edilda.' Can any of

your readers give me any information about the

pictures or the poem ? The engravings have at

the foot the words, "Published by C. White,

January, 1785, Stafford Row, Pimlico."

T. H. W.

SHEFFIELD PLATE. Books relating to silver

plate are obtainable, and much valuable informa-

tion relating to pewter has appeared in
* N. & Q.'

(see ante, p. 45, &c.); but where can I find infor-

mation as to Sheffield plate ?

HAROLD MALET, Colonel.

THE WIFE OF GENERAL LOCKHART. Can any
of your readers tell me who was the lady referred

to in the lines cut on a square marble tablet in

Preston parish church 1

" To the memory of Mary Ann Lockhart, spouse of

General Lockhart, who died February 26th, 1786, aged

30, after having experienced the utmost vicissitudes in

life."

I conjecture she may be identical with Marianne,
he only child of Adam Murray, Esq., and

wife of General James Lockhart, grandson of

George Lockhart, author of the ' Lockhart

Papers.' But supposing the dates are correct, it

is hardly possible that the woman who married

n 1770 could be the same woman who died in 1786,

aged thirty. TOM C. SMITH.
Green Nook, Longridge, near Preston.

CLOVESHO. In Dr. Jessopp's
' Diocesan History

of Norwich '

(chap, ii.) we are told that Archbishop
Theodore (who, A.D. 669, was sent by the Pope
to preside at Canterbury) summoned a council on

September 24, 673, at Hereford, at which council

it was resolved that every year a general synod
should be held at a place called Clovesho, at

which the bishops of every diocese should attend.

Dr. Jessopp states it is not known where this

place was. At the end of the work referred to he

notices councils or synods held at Clovesho in the

years 716, 742, 747, 798, 803, 824, and 825. Is

it not a very strange and exceptional circumstance

that a place which must have been of considerable

importance, though so long ago as the eighth and
ninth centuries, cannot be identified ? The canons

of Archbishop Cuthbert made at Cloveshoo,
A.D. 747, are quoted in Brand's 'Popular Anti-

quities,' vol. i. 1853, p. 203.

JAMES HOOPER.
Norwich.

HENLEY FAMILY AND EARL OF NORTHINGTON,
LORD CHANCELLOR. Notices of this family are

found in Rev. W. Eyre's
'

History of Northin^ton
and Swarraton,' 1890, and in the life of the Chan-

cellor, but the references in Berry's
'

Hampshire
Pedigrees

'
are very scanty. Where can be found

a fuller account of the descent of the family,

especially in its connexion with many parishes oi

Hampshire 1 VICAR.

CHILDREN'S SINGING GAMES.

(7 S. xii. 367, 492.)

The following are in use at the present moment
in Sussex :

1.

Down in the valley the violets grow,
Dear little she blows like a rose,

She blows, she blows, she blows so sweet,
Gome along in.

Buy a shawl, buy a new black shawl,
A bonnet trimmed with white, and a new parasol.
Oh dear, oh dear, what can I do,

For next Monday morning is my wedding due.

2.

Stands a lady on the mountain,
Who she is I do not know ;

All she wants is gold and silver,

All she wants is a nice young beau.

Take her by the lily-white hand,
Lead her across the water,

Give her kisses, one, two, three,
For she is her mother's daughter.

The sense, the rhythm, and the rhyme have

obviously got considerably corrupted in both these

specimens ; but I give them exactly in the form

children use and are amused by them.

3. This is a kiss-in-the-ring song :

Here comes three jolly, jolly sailors,

Just arrived on shore,
We '11 spend our money like merry, merry men,.
And then we '11 work for more.

Hurrah for the round, round ring,
Hurrah for the round, round ring,

And he that loves a pretty, pretty girl,

Let him call her from the ring.

4. In this next the children form themselves

into two lines, while two or three have to swagger

along between them (representing the robbers

mentioned in the verses), while the children in the*

lines sing :

Hark ! at the robbers going through ;

Through, through, through; through, through, through
~
f

Hark ! at the robbers going through,

My fair lady.

Rollers. What have the robbers done to you;
You, you, you ; you, you, you 1

What have the robbers done to you,

My fair lady?

Lines. Stole my gold watch and chain,

Chain, chain, chain; chain, chain, chain;
Stole my gold watch and chain,

My fair lady.

Rollers. How many pounds will set us free j

Free, free, free ; free, free, free 1

How many pounds will set us free,

My fair lady?

Linen. A hundred pounds will set you freer

Free, free, free, &c.

Rollers. We have not a hundred pounds;
Pounds, pounds, pounds, &c.
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Lines. Then to the prison you must go ;

Go, go, go, &c.

Rollers. To prison we will not go ;

Go, go, go, &c.

As the robbers sing this verse they should have
attained the end of the lines, as during the parley

they were safe ; but having pronounced their

defiance they run away. The lines rush headlong
after them, and should catch them and put them
into pretended prison.

5. Something like this is the French game of
"
Anges et Demons." Two children agree between

themselves to represent the chief angel and the

master demon ; but for the rest they are any two
flowers or any two fruits they choose to name. All
the other children have then to pass through a

gateway-arch these two make with their hand?,
and choose as they pass through whether they will

be on the side of, e.g., vnuguet or rose, peach or

plum. When nil have passed through it is

divulged which flower represented the angel and
which the demon host. Of course the relative

numbers thus discovered give rise to humorous

clamour, especially when the majority is on the
demon side ; but anyhow the angel host must drive

away the demon host and run them down, as with
the robbers in the English game. Only here comes
in the Southern folk-lore ;

it is not only by swiftness

that they are to drive away the bad angels, they
must also

"
leur faire les comes," that is point at

them with the first and second fingers of the right
hand extended, the token of folk-lore exorcism.

G. The same symbol comes into use in the game
of "Les Fleurs." For this game there should be
a large number of children

; four are taken to

represent (1) le Bon Dieu, (2) the B.V. Mary,
(3) the Devil, (4) a Soldier or Guard. All the
rest take the names of flowers, according to their

fancy, and place themselves in charge of a jardinier
(or jardiniere according as it is played by boys or

girls). The Bon Dieu comes up first, and the
iardinier sings :

Pon, Pon, Pop,
Qu'est ce* qui est la]

Of course the Bon Dieu declares himself, and then
the jardinier asks him what flower he wants, and
he names one ; if there is a child corresponding
to this flower the jardinier then fixes the price,
which is paid in pebbles off the footpath, and the
child must go with him if he can catch him

; if

there is no child representing the flower he asks

for, after three trials he must go away empty.
Then follows the same ceremony with the
B.V.M. and then with the Devil and the Guard.
Of course the flowers = children which happen
to be chosen by the Bon Dieu and the B.V.M.
do not offer much resistance to the capture ;

but the choice of the others is disputed, acd

* Pam. for "
Qui est-ce."

occasions an exciting chase, the jardinier
assisting the escape by naming a long price, which
takes time to count out, and so gives the victim
a start. It becomes a very animated game, and
in the end those who have been chosen by the

good powers "font les comes" at the others as

in the last game. When this game is played in

the Protestant cantons of Switzerland the angel
Gabriel is substituted for the Virgin Mary.

7. Here is another in which the same symbol
occurs. The children in this case stand as if to be
hired, instead of personifying flowers, and one-

comes up to engage them, singing :

Que t'as de belles fille?,

Girofle, Girofla,
Que t'as de belles filles

1

?

The tune of this is remarkably pretty. When the
hirer has made her choice, she puts various ques-
tions as to behaviour : e. g.,

" If you met the king,,
what would you do 1

" "I would kiss his hand."
"And if you met a princess?"

" I would courtsey
to her." " And if you met the devil?

" "Je
lui ferais les comes." II. H. BUSK.

16, Montagu Street, Portman Square.

( To le continued.)

"
A-waiting for a pardner.

" Let R. B. try
"
kiss-in-the-ring." A. H.

RAIN OF BLOOD (7
th S. xii. 288, 395). ANON.

desires some information about this interesting

phenomenon, and doubtless the following explana-
tion will interest the readers of 4 N. & Q.' In
the article quoted by ANON, allowance must be
made for the characteristic inaccuracy of the

average newspaper article when one reads that a
" minute chemical analysis

" of the rain was made
at Missignadi which proved it to be "bond fide
blood."

The phenomenon of the rain of blood is due to

a small plant, one of the Algae belonging to the Vol-
vox family, and very appropriately named Hcemato-
COCCU8 pluvialis (also called Sphcerilla pluvialis
the popular German name for it is Blutalge), and
is probably identical with Sphcerella nivalis of

Sommerfelt. This microscopic plant has been
observed in many parts of the world. Saussure
described it in 1760 as giving the snow in the Savoy
mountains a red colour. It has also been seen
in the Swisp, Tyrolese, and Salzburg Alps ; in the

Pyrenees, Carpathian, and North-East Ural Moun-
tains

;
in Arctic Scandinavia, Lapland, Eastern

Siberia, and the Sierra Nevadas of California,

[n 1818 Capt. John Ross, on his journey to Arctic

America, observed it in Greenland. In Central

Europe it has been found in pools formed by
ho rain in rocky hollows and stone troughs, &c.

The Hsematococcus often becomes intimatelymixed
with the pollen of conifers and minute particles
of plants which are known to be carried hundreds
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of miles by occasional currents of air and winds.
The raindrops in the heavens condense about such
minute particles, and in falling carry them down
to the earth's surface (thus cleansing the atmo-

sphere), where, under proper conditions, these

little plants multiply with enormous rapidity.

Snow, hailstones, and raindrops, collected with all

the care of our modern bacteriological technique
from the summits of houses and monuments, have
been shown, beyond all question, to carry down
large numbers of micro-organisms to the earth's

surface from the higher strata of the atmosphere.
Besides the Ucematococcus pluvialis, we have

a bacterium which has often deceived people into
the belief that they were dealing with " bond fide
blood." This bacterium is easily cultivated in the

laboratory. It is one of the so-called chromogenic
or colour-producing bacteria, and bears the name
Bacillus prodigiosus (prodigiosus on account of its

exceedingly rapid growth). This very minute

plant has undoubtedly been the cause of terror

among superstitious people. The organism will

only produce its colour in the presence of oxygen,
and, as a consequence, red spots appear only on
the surface of the moist nutrient medium on which
it may fall. It 1843 it produced an epidemic in

the Paris military bakeries, producing
"
bloody

spots
"
on the bread. The spots, technically called

"
colonies," result from the enormous multiplica-

tion of the bacilli on and about the spot where
the first bacillus, or clump of bacilli, fell from
the air upon the bread which has been exposed.
The miracle of the bleeding Host in the Middle
Ages may reasonably, and in all reverence, be

explained in this way. In the moist and unclean
church the consecrated wafer might well become
contaminated by this frequently encountered,
rapidly growing bacterium, whose colonies appear
quite like circular droplets of blood.
Thanks to the modern microscope and many

indefatigable labourers therewith, we are learning
more every day of these minute living things,

determining the role they play in nature, and

reaching a rational explanation of many pheno-
mena which have hitherto been veiled in mystery.

GEO. H. F. NUTTALL, M.D.
Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, U.S.

MINIATURE OF SHAKSPEARE (8
th S. i. 188).

The "Somerville Shakspeare," by Nicholas Hil-

liard, is in the collection of miniatures belonging
to Mr. J. Lumsden Propert. It was lent to the
Tador Exhibition in 1890.

H. G. GRIFFINHOOFE.

AGE OF HIGH SHERIFFS (8
th S. i. 189). Per-

haps I can most appropriately answer the question
as to my father's entry about the liability to be
made high sheriff. There is no law whatever on
the subject ; but several points are settled by im-
memorial usage, and this is one of them ; and he

relied on this usage being continued, for which he
had the advice of one of the leading judges I

believe the Lord Chief Baron Pollock.

CHARLES DE LA PRTME.
Reform Club.

MELESINA SCHULENBERG (8
th S. i. 27, 98, 152,

197). Both the families of Schnlenberg and Platen
mentioned by MR. WALLER still exist. Can any
reader of ' N. & Q.' give information as to the

relation between Melesina Schulenberg and the

Countess von Platen and the present families of

Schulenberg and Platen ; also any information

with regard to the title of Hallermnnd, now borne

by the latter family 1 D. M. S.

SUENT (8
th S. i. 187). The etymological spelling

is suant, the pres. part, of sue, to follow, as trench-

ant is of the vb. to trench. So also pur-suant,
from the verb to pursue. Suant means following,
hence keeping on, continuous, regular, even, un-

remitting, and the like. I have explained it twice

before. See my
* Notes to P. Plowman,' p. 375,

and Elworthy's 'Glossary of W. Somersetshire

Words,' s.v. "Suant." WALTER W. SKEAT.

ORTHODOX SUNDAY (8
th S. i. 88). Dean Stanley,

in his
'

Hist, of the Eastern Ch.,' Lecture I. iii. 1,

has a note in which he partly quotes from Neale's
'
Hist, of the Eastern Ch.,' ii. 874, to this effect :

"The Eastern Church has a special celebration of
'
orthodoxy.' On ' Orthodox Sunday,' at the beginning

of Lent, the anathemas against heresy take the place of

the curses on crimes and sins which mark the more prac-
tical services of our Ash Wednesday. For example :

' To
Jacobus Zanzalus the Armenian, Dioscorua Patriarch of

Alexandria, to Severuathe Impious, to Paul and Pyrrhus
of the same mind with Sergiua the disciple of Lycopetrua
Anathema, anathema, anathema.' And on the other

hand :

' For the orthodox Greek Emperors Everlasting

remembrance, everlasting remembrance, everlasting re-

membrance."
C. MOOR.

The Vicarage, Barton-on-Humber.

Orthodox Sunday in the Greek Church is the

designation of the first Sunday in Lent, called

'OpdoSo^ia, to commemorate the restoration of

the worship of the sacred images, icones, under
the young Emperor Michael and his mother, the

Empress Theodora, at Constantinople, A.D. 843.

EDMUND VENABLES.

COWDEN FAMILY (8
th S. i. 8). The Clach-na-

Couddin stone at Inverness has certainly nothing
to do with any family of Cowdens. It was called
"
clach-na-cudain," or

" stone of the tubs," from

its having served as a resting-place for the women

carrying water from the river,

OSWALD, O.S.B.
Fort Augustus.

BITTER AS SOOT (7
th S. xii. 304, 392, 455).

This proverbial expression seems to have been a
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surprise to some of your correspondents. An
additional authority for its use may be found in
* Tristram Shandy,' vol. iv. ch. xiii. ed. 1788,

p. 41 : "And now thy mouth, if one knew the

truth of it, is as bitter, I dare say, as soot."

J. DIXON.

A NAMELESS GRAVE (8
th S. i. 47, 135). In

the church of Cheriton, near Folkestone, Kent, is

a stone thus inscribed :

" 1841. Stone erected by R. G. G. to mark the spot
for his beloved wife, M.I. G.

Reader it could avail tbee nought to know
How lov'd how mourn'd was she who sleeps below.
But it will much avail if passing by,
Thou pauseet here and learnest how to die ;

Enow then if thou wert all that man approves,
Galls amiable, respects, admires and loves,
All that can make life sweet or death severe
Enow she was all whose relics moulder here.
But tlio' so fair this earthly path she trod
She felt condemned and guilty before God.

Renouncing all self-Righteousness she stood
Wash'd in the fountain of her Saviour's blood.
Faith calm'd each Fear illumed her closing eye" Death lost his sting," the " Grave its Victory."
Such was her Hope. Reader is thine Such !

If not, Go seek it T'will avail thee much."

And in West Hoathly Church, Sussex, against
the east wall of the south aisle, is a tablet with
these arms on a shield, Gu., within an orle of

martlets an inescutcheon argent; impaling Argent,
a bend engrailed gn., a crescent for difference.

Below are the following lines, but no name :

The man attach'd within pale death's precinct,
By whom poore liv'd, rich lov'd, lyes here extinct.

Respectleas fates have also plac'd her here
Whose patience God did prove whose love her Pheere.
This tyme hath wrought, for them let none be sory
They rest in peace until they rise to Glory.

The monument is said to be that of Kichard

Infield, the builder of the beautiful manor-house
of Gravetye, arvd of Catherine his wife, daughter
of Sir Edward Culpeper, Kt. He died in 1624,
and she in 1623. The impalement is certainly"
Culpeper"; the baron coat is assigned by Burke

and Papworth to "Enfield." G. L. G.

Here is one, both nameless and dateless, that I

saw on a graveboard some years ago in the parish
churchyard at Knebworth :

" Never put off till to-morrow what you can conve-
niently do to-day."

HAROLD MALET, Col.

DIRRYDAN (7
th S. xii. 463). Through the close

relations that subsisted between Scotland and
France, many French words were imported into
the Scotch language, some being distorted almost
out of recognition. We have long been familiar
with the derivation of jocteleg from "Jacques
de Liege," and a few years ago huteaudeau was
proposed in the Saturday Review as the original of
" howtowdie."

Doubtless many will think, as I do, that to seek

an etymology for such a word as dirrydan is push-

ing curiosity too far; but as an etymology has

occurred to me, I offer it for what it is worth. Let

us suppose durrydan to have been a bungled pro-

nunciation by illiterate Scotch folk of
" dehors et

dedans," a phrase in which, as usually uttered, the

de of dedans would be little audible to a foreign

ear, and assume the change to dirrydan to have

been due to dialectal influences (cf. mull, mill, &

snuffbox). No example of " dehors et dedans " in

such a use is known to me ; the nearest approach
to it is Brantome's

" dentro fuore" in a story that

must not be further alluded to. But Brantome's

words, besides being Italian, are in inverse order.

My purpose is merely to indicate one avenue to

the etymology. Dirrydan may, for aught I know,
be referable to the Gaelic. F. ADAMS.

105, Albany Road, Camberwell.

THE VICTORY (8
th S. L 86). I do not find any

mention of a Victory in the lists of ships con-

tained in the 'Chronological Annals of the War'
from 1755 to 1762 published in 1763. The

old Victory was a famous ship, having been the

flag-ship of Sir John Norris's squadron, when
the attack was made on Cuba, in 1741, &c.

Might it not have been thought well worth while

to have the model of the old vessel perfected even

after she was lost ? J. F. MANSERGH.
Liverpool.

ARBOR DAT IN CANADA (7
th S. iv. 85, 492).

It is evident that the establishment of an Arbor

Day is not peculiar to Canada, as supposed by
MR. PATTERSON. Mr. Miller Christy, in a paper
entitled 'Why are the Prairies Treeless?' pub-
lished in the Proceedings of the Royal Geo-

graphical Society for February of the current

year, writes :

"In the Province of Manitoba there is a Tree Cul-

ture Act, which was passed in 1883. Under the pro-
visions of thia Act the Lieutenant-Governor annually,

by proclamation, appoints a public holiday, known aa
' Arbor Day,' for the sole purpose oftree-planting.

' All

municipal, religious, and school corporations are

earnestly begged and recommended' to co-operate in

thia work,
' which promises in the near future important

results.' In 1887 I happened to be in Winnipeg on
' Arbor Day,' which was the 10th of May. As a holiday
the day was well observed, but I did not see many
trees planted."

Manitoba is an addition to those states named
in the communication above the signature of

GASTON DE BERNEVAL.
EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

71, Brecknock Road.

WESTMINSTER (8
th S. i. 127). It would seem

that Westminster is entitled to be called a muni-

cipality, as it is governed by a local body corpo-

rate, and it does not appear necessary to enter into

the question as to bow that body is elected. The
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"
divers bodies corporate" which came under the

" Act to provide for the Regulation of Municipal

Corporations
"

(5 & 6 Will. IV.) had been con-

stituted within the cities, towns, and boroughs of

England and Wales to the intent that the same

might for ever be and remain well and quietly

governed. As Maitland says, Westminster "had
the Honour of a Government "

such as it was
" conferred upon it by Parliament in the year
1585 "

(' Hist, of London,' 1756-8, vol. ii. p. 1348).
J. F. MANSERGH.

Liverpool.

SHOT (8
th S. i. 148). Does not shot mean holt ?

"Bag's holt," "Alders holt." Holt is a wood.
The word exists in German in holtz, the sub-

stance wood, and it also is continued in some

places in England, such as "Aliceholt," or
"

Alice's wood." SEBASTIAN.

I hope I am not "
rushing in where angels,'' &c.,

with the painful but inevitable deduction, if I

venture to say that I have always supposed such,

names as Aldershot to be a shortened form of

holt, a coppice or thicket. Ozshot and Aldershot

would thus be ox's holt and the holt of alders.

The Forest of Alice Holt appears on the Close

Boll for 1241 as Alsisholt. What is the deriva-

tion in this case. HERMEHTRUDE.

KICKETTS FAMILY (8
th S. i. 67). It may

interest PUZZLED to hear that a Gen. George
Bickett, great-grandson (maternally) of Earl de

Grey, married Sarab, daughter of Baynes Wayte,
and grand- daughter of the regicide, Col. Sir

Thomas Wayte, Knt., M.P. for Butland during
the Long Parliament ; date of marriage not ascer-

tained, but presumably towards the latter end of

the seventeenth century. Jane Baynes, the wife

of Sir Thomas Wayte, belonged to the old family
of Baynes of Stapleford, co. Notts, descended
from Baynes of Clifton, Bristol.

CELEB ET ATJDAX.

PARISH CLEKKS (8
th S. i. 8, 112). I was

pleased to see the note from MR. E. H. COLEMAN
relative to the church of St. Peter-le-Poor, Old
Broad Street, and would beg to draw attention to

the old-fashioned style which is still in vogue at

the splendid church of St. Magnus-the-Martyr by
London Bridge. Here, therefore, the " three-

decker system
"

is maintained, and also the sin-

gular yet pleasing custom of placing in the pews
printed slips of the musical order of morning and

evening prayer, which might well be imitated in

many other churches. That favourite old collec-

tion Mercer's
' Church Psalter and Hymn Book '

is in use, and it is much to be regretted that

there are so few worshippers in such a spacious
sacred edifice. I have also observed a parish
clerk at St. Katherine Cree Church, Leadenhall

Street ; St. Mary Aldermary, Bow Lane ;
All-

hallows, Lombard Street ; and St. Olave, Hart
Street, but at these there are modern choir stalls.

D. HARRISON.

INDIAN FOLK-LORE (8
th S. i. 147). Washington-

Irving, in his
' Tales of the Alhambra,' mentions

the legend of the Belludo, or headless horse, which
was pursued by six hounds. These were the

ghosts of a Moorish king and his six sons. This
seems to be the same sort of belief as that which

supposes that the soul of the governor became a
cat. There are many stories of fairies and devils

appearing as animals.

Although the extract from the newspaper
evidently refers to a phantom cat, yet the con-

eluding query seems to have reference to the belief

that the soul of a dead man enters a living
animal. This belief has extended from China to

Peru, and the Clown in 'Twelfth Night* say&
concerning it :

" Thou shalt hold the opinion of Pythagoras ere I
will allow of thy wits; and fear to kill a woodcock, test

them dispossess the soul of thy grandam."

In the fifteenth book of the '

Metamorphoses/
Pythagoras warns his hearers not to kill animals,
lest they may be disturbing impiously the souls of

their ancestors which have migrated into animals.

Shakspeare got most of his classical knowledge
from this work of Ovid. E. YARDLET.

GEORGE HARBIN, NONJURING DIVINE (7
th S.

xi. 188, 317, 455). The annexed extract from the
London Evening Post of Thursday, September 20,

1744, will tend to the elucidation of the question
affecting the date of his death :

" Last Monday died, in a very advanced Age, at hi

House in King Street, Soho, the Rev. Mr. George Har-
bin, formerly of Emanuel College in the University of

Cambridge, Nephew and Chaplain to Dr. Turner, Bishop
of Ely, whose Principles he embraced, and followed hie

Fortunes, chusing rather to suffer for a good, than
flourish in a Cause he thought not such. He was found1

dead in his Bed, to which he went in perfect Health
the Night before. He was a Person of uncommon
Learning, admirably versed in all Parts of our English
History, and true ancient Constitution, of which he has-

given at least one singular Proof in print."

See further
'

Diet. Nat. Biog.,' vol. xxiv. p. 310,
DANIEL HIPWELL.

17, Hilldrop Crescent, N.

ICKNIELD WAY (7
th S. xii. 446 ; see also

' His-

tory of Cromer,' 7"1 S. xi. 368, 491 ; xii. 73). In
answer to the BEV. E. MARSHALL'S note re

' Icknield

Way,' the chief objection to Dr. Guest'a deriva-

tion, so far as relates to the first part of the term,
is that Iceni, if we may trust the usual quantity
marking (Iceni), would most likely corrupt into

Ken before it was joined to hildway. Besides, the

inherent improbability that the Saxons in the period
of confusion following the early invasions would

keep any designations of the conquered popula-
tions, the occurrence of the syllables J'cken and
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1-cfc (in Anglo - Saxon and modern shapes) far

away from the old "biet" of the Iceni (namely,
in Middlesex, Oxfordshire, Herts, Sussex, East

Kent, and Warwickshire), not to speak of pro-

bably identical elements in German stead-names

(Ichenhausen. Ichenbeim, Icbendorf, Icking, Icker,

Ickern, Ickelsheim, Ichelheim), shows that the

name is generic rather than specific or personal,

and that we have here some common Teutonic

word, aa, namely, oak. As to oak becoming ick,

cf. A.-S. Aclea, with modern variants Oakley,

Ickley.
It may be observed that authorities are at issue

as to the track of the Icknield Way. Mr. T.

Wright made it start from the Norfolk coast,

pass through Canterbury, Old Sarum, Exeter, to

the further end of Cornwall. This is followed by
many. An older ascription made it run from

Mancester, in Warwickshire, indirectly to York,
along the line of the present

- named Icknield

Street. This, however, which is the most likely,
is hopeless for the

" Iceni
"
contention, the district

never having had anything to do with that British

tribe. F. T. NORRIS.
Finsbury Park.

STRANGE ANIMALS : GIRAFFE (8
th S. i. 65).

The first giraffe that was ever seen in England
appears to have been a young one which was sent

by the Pasha of Egypt as a present to George IV.
It arrived September 11, 1827, and was taken to

the menagerie at Windsor. A lithograph of this

giraffe, "made from life," was published in the
* Art of Drawing' (c. 1830).

" On the staircase of the [British] Museum are stuffed

specimens of a male and female Giraffe, or Camelopard,
which were presented to the Museum by Mr. Burchell,
the traveller in Africa. The living giraffe which was
presented to George IV. in 1827, by the Pacha of Egypt,
died in 1829. The other giraffe sent to the government
cf France, in 1827, is still living in the Jardin des

Plantes, at Paris Till the living giraffes were brought
to England and France there was a general belief that
the descriptions of this animal were partly fabulous. It
is now established that the account which was given of
this animal by Le Vaillant is perfectly accurate."

Penny Magazine, June 30, 1832, pp. 124, 125.

Old Topsell (1608) has a rude woodcut of a
"
Camelopardal," taken from a drawing of one at

Constantinople in 1559. J. F. MANSERGH.
Liverpool.

Assuming the correctness of the statement that
a giraffe was first seen in Liverpool on October 16,
1836, it can be shown that they were previously
known in England :

"Three specimens (of the giraffe) captured in Kordo-
fan, were severally presented by the pasha in 1827 to
the emperor of Austria, and the kings of France and
England. The interest excited by the arrival of these
giraffes (the first seen alive in Europe for 340 years)
must be fresh in the remembrance of every one : but
unfortunately the French specimenwas the only one which
survived the fatigues of transport more than a few months.

This loss, however, has been since supplied by the acquisi-
tion of the beautiful specimens now in the Regent's Park.

I shall conclude with an extract from the notice
relative to these last forwarded by their captor M. Thi-
baut to the Zoological Society in February, 1836." F.

Holme,
' On the Earlier Notices of the Natural History

of the Giraffe,' read before the Ashmolean Society. Ox.,
1838, pp. 29, 30.

These may very well be the ones to which the
notice in the Liverpool Chronicle refers. There fol-

lows an account of the capture of these animals.
It appears that the last living specimen in Europe
was the one sent in A.D. 1487 to Lorenzo del
Medici by the Circassian sultan of Egypt (p. 5).
The earliest indication of the giraffe being known
at Rome is afforded by the mosaic pavement placed
by Sulla in the Temple of Fortune at Fraeneste

(pp. 8, 9). But " there is the direct testimony of

Pliny that Julius Caesar was the first who brought
it to Home "

(i&.). ED. MARSHALL.

MACKINTOSHES (8
th S. i. 127). MR. MAN-

SERGH asks, "jWhen did mackintoshes begin to be

generally used ?
"

I think about 1835, but they
were in full use in 1836. In a letter written by
Mr. Frith in that year, and printed in his autobio-

graphy, 1888, vol. iii. p. 61, he says,
" I like the

macintosh very much, and am much obliged to you
for it." In the first edition of Murray's

' Hand-
book for N. Germany,' 1836, p. xx, it is said, "A
mackintosh cloak is almost indispensable." A
patent taken out by the inventor (he writes his

name without the /c), is as follows :

"
G. Mac Intosh, of Crossbasket, Lanark, for a process

and manufacture whereby the texture of hemp, flax,

wool, cotton, silk, and also leather, paper, and other sub-
stances may be made impervious to water and air."

This seems to have been an early attempt at

waterproofing, which did not come into practical
use until more than ten years later. The patent
is dated June 17, 1823. MR. MANSERGH refers

to it as printed in
' N. & Q.,' 7 lh S. iii. 227.

J. DIXON.

The '

English Cyclopaedia
' of Charles Knight,

in the department of
" Arts and Sciences "

(vol. ii.

col. 584, /.), under the head " Caoutchouc Manu-
factures," contains an excellent historical account
of the successive steps which resulted in the now
universally familiar "macintosh" (as the word
should be spelt). The first person who succeeded

dissolving caoutchouc was a Mr. T. Hancock.
Ee began his experiments in 1819 with oil of

turpentine. They were at first unsuccessful, but

eventually, in 1823, his perseverance was rewarded,
and in 1823 he obtained a patent for rendering
caoutchouc soluble, not with oil of turpentine only,
out with pitch, tar, and other substances, which
enabled him to produce a waterproof material. The

easy production of a solution of caoutchouc soon
ed to important extensions. In 1824 Mr. Charles

Macintosh, of Glasgow, took out a patent for the
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doable waterproof clotb, consisting of two layers of

cloth cemented together by this solution, which has

had such a world-wide reputation. In 1825 the two
inventors entered into a working agreement as to

their respective patents, and in 1826, it being found
that tailors either could not or would not make up
garments from the stiff waterproof material, Mac-
intosh and Hancock were compelled to take up
this branch of the trade, and established their own

shops for the sale of their manufactures. By this

step they made their waterproof cloths generally

known, and they speedily spread into popular use

for travellers and seafaring men. As ' Pickwick '

appeared in 1836-7,
"
macintoshes," in the present

sense of the word, must have been familiarly
known to Dickens when producing his serial.

Some of your readers who know their
' Pickwick '

better than I do will be able to say whether they
are mentioned in it. The original macintoshes
were certainly very disagreeable garments, hard
and stiff, and exhaling a most disagreeable odour.

The first macintosh I had was bought for me by
my father, in Cornhill, in October, 1838, when I

was starting as an outside passenger on my first

stage-coach journey to Cambridge as a freshman.
It was a detestable thing so rigid that it would
almost stand up in a corner by itself, but horribly
durable. I believe it exists somewhere still.

EDMUND VENABLES.

SMOTJCH (8
th S. i. 68, 174). Apropos of the

note that "
the English slang lor a Jew is

Mouchey (Moses)," it is interesting to notice that

before the expulsion of the Jews from England in

1290, the various forms of Moses found on the

Bolls are Moss, Mossy, Mossiu?, and Masseus (the
last two of course Latinized). Has the surname

Massey or Massy any connexion with this 1

HERMENTRTJDE.

TARLETON'S GREEN HORSE (7
th S. xii. 487; 8th

S. i. 92, 115). General Tarleton's Christian name
was Banastre. He was elected one of the members
for Liverpool in 1790, 1796, 1802, and 1807. He
was a defeated candidate in 1806 and 1812. See

'Liverpool as It Was,' by Richard Brooke, F.S. A.,
where there is a short pedigree showing whence
the name Banastre came, and an account of him
and his electioneering, including kissing the fish-

girls. Green being the colour of his uniform, it

figured largely during the elections in green boughs
and shrubs, as well as green ribbons. In a squib
during the 1796 election allusion is made to this.

A reward is offered of two dozen green ribbons
and a peep at the general to any that will bring
to the committee-room or to any of the fish-women
at the fish stores a packet stolen from bis pocket,
&c. HANDFORD.

A description of the personal appearance of Col.

Tarleton in 1777 may be found in Watson's
' Annals of Philadelphia.' He entered that city

n Lord Cornwallis's suite in 1777, and is thus
described by an eye-witness :

"
Col. Tarleton was rather below the middle size, stout,

strong, and heavily made, large muscular legs, and an
uncommonly active person ; his complexion dark and his

eye small, dark, and piercing."

FREDERICK T. HIBQAMB.
Philadelphia.

BLACK HAIR (8
tt S. i. 109, 157). The follow-

ng is from "The saiynges of Philippus" in the
'

Apophthegmes of Erasmus,' 1542 :

" He had created and autorised one of the frendes of
Antipater to be of the nomber of the iudges. But after-

ward, when it was come to his knowlege that the partie
vsed to dye his beard and his heare, he deposed thesame
again and discharged him of that office, alleging that
who in the heare of his head was not faithful! and
vpright, the same in puhlique doinges semed full eiuil

worthy to be put in trust.
"

^f He vsed deceipt & falshod in diyng his heare,
whereby was no great auauntage ne gaine to be gotten,
muche more was it like that he would vse deceipte and
falsehod in publique affaires, where guile dooeth at a
time auauntage to a man a good pot of wine. And this

ought to bee the chief care of kynges, that they put in
autoritee persones vpright and void of all corruption to
be head officers in hearing and iudging of causes. And
howe may that possibly be, where the offices of sitting
in lodgement be sold for money, and that persone
appointed and made iudge, not that passeth others in
honestee and goodnesae. but that cometh first toenoincte
or greace the handes of him that geueth the office, or
biddeth most mony for it 1 But with Philippus, no nob
the autoritee of his dere beloued frend Antipater
might weighe and do so much, but that he deposed the

suspected persone from the benche and ordre of the

iudges."
K. E.

Boston, Lincolnshire.

HASWELL FAMILY (8
th S. i. 147). An investi-

gation of the antecedents of the Hasells of Dale-

main, near Penritb, cannot, I think, help in the

inquiry MR. HASWELL is making. Whellan's
'

History of Cumberland '

says :

" The Hasells of Dalemain were first settled in Cam-
bridgeshire, where several burials of members of the

family occur in the Register of Bottisham Church in
that County. Sir Edward Hasell (knighted by William III.)
was first of the family that settled in Cumberland, Dale-
main being purchased by him from the coheiresses of
the ancient family of De Layton in 1665. Sir Edward
was born 27 Nov., 1642, and was son of the Rev. Edward
Hasell, rector of Middleton Cheney, co. Northampton."

G. WATSON.
18, Wordsworth Street, Penrith.

THUNDERSTORM IN WINTER (7
th S. xii. 87,

110, 157, 352 ; 8"
1 S. i. 78). The following extract

from the Scotsman of February 17 has a direct

and important bearing on this question :

" The snowstorm which visited Edinburgh and district

on Monday was much more serious than one would have

judged from appearances on Monday night. The snow
continued to fall at intervals throughout Monday night
and yesterday morning, and in the open parts of the
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city attained a depth of fully five inehes. It was accom-

panied by a remarkable, but short-lived, thunderstorm

a somewhat uncommon circumstance in this country.
The first peal occurred at 8.33, and was preceded by an
unusual darkness, the clouds at the time being of a

dullish tawny colour, and a westerly wind blowing. Sub-

sequently there occurred two other peals more distant.

Shortly after the thunder the wind changed to the north-

east, and the clouds assumed a lighter colour, which may
be described as opalescent. It may be remarked that

these colours, in the order in which they are given,

nearly always accompany these sudden changes of the

wind, preceded and accompanied by unusual darkness.

We are informed by Mr. Mossman, the observer of the

Scottish Meteorological Society for Edinburgh, that

simultaneously with the first clap of thunder the tem-

perature, as recorded by his thermograph, suddenly rose

6 dege., but the pressure aa shown by his barograph
was altogether unchanged. In this country in the

winter season, particularly on the west coast, a brief

continued thunderstorm repeatedly accompanies those

great cyclonic movements which take place at this

season, and they occur near the centre of the cyclone,

or, to speak more exactly, a little to the south-east of

that centre. It is interesting to note also that they

accompany the change of wind and temperature which
occur during these storms. The storm of yesterday
was accompanied by very heavy showers of soft hail,
known by the name of '

graupel
'

among the Germans."

THOMAS BAYNE.
Helensburgh, N.B.

A graphic account of a thunderstorm in winter

will be found in Canon Atkinson's delightful
'

Forty Years in a Moorland Parish,' p. 367, second

edition. B. W. S.

BKNNET (8
th S. i. 169). Sir John Bennet, KB.,

elder brother of Henry Bennet, Earl of Arlington,
was elected M.P. for Wallingford on May 6, 1663,
and sat until the dissolution of that Parliament in

January, 1678-9. He was created Baron Ossul-

ston in 1682. W. D. PINK.

PRINTERS' ERRORS (8
th S. i. 185). If MR. HOL-

COMBE INQLEBY had asked for two lower casef'e,
he would probably have got the surname "

ffolkes"

correctly spelt. I addressed once a similar request
thus,

"
Please, Compositor," marked on the proof,

which was returned to me with the word, or sign," Mr." interpolated before the word "
Compositor."

This, which did not come from the printers of
' N. & Q.' I need hardly say, has almost prompted
me to address such requests to

"
Compositor,

Esq.," on subsequent proofs. I think, however,
that many such errors as MR. INGLEBY describes

are traceable to insufficiently accurate definition

of particular spellings desired by writers, rather
than to stupidity, unwillingness*, or obstinacy on
the part of compositors and readers, to whom, as a

rule, we owe very much, as Dickens and other
authors have most freely acknowledged.

JULIAN MARSHALL.

COOPER (7
th S. xii. 387, 435, 451, 496; 8th S.

i. 32). DR. MURRAY asks for light on the

meaning of cooper, in the expression "six bottle

cooper of claret
"
(1817) ; W. H. Maxwell (1829),

"cooper of port"; Maria Edgewortb, "copper of ale"

(1809-1812). He asks also for evidence that coop
is used for cask in English, as stated in Johnson
and the *

Century Dictionary.' I suggest that the

German kufe is a tub (French cove), kufenbier is

beer from the wood, cask beer. A cooper is a
maker of hoops, or an artisan who fixes hoops on
a cask or tub. Commerce would bring this mean-

ing of the word to England from Germany. In
German kubel is a coop or tub, and kubler is a

cooper. Would not the meaning cask attached to

the word come into England with the house of

Hanover when the Hanoverian rat arrived ? If so,

it would be naturalized in England in the time of

Dr. Johnson's youth. Perhaps he learnt it in the

house of the Thrales. Mr. Thrale being a brewer,
Dr. Johnson would ask him for words in the trade.

The Latin is cupa, a large cask. Caesar and Cicero

use it. It is in '

Lucan,' iv. 420. The original
idea is roundness. Casks were always made with

hoops. The hooped vessel would be named from

the hoops used in constructing it. Roundness is

also the idea in goblet, and gob, hub, coop are cog-
nate. A cooper is a man who works with hoops.
Roman civilization would introduce the word into

South Germany. Gurtius derives cupa, a cask,

from Kvirr) (Skt. kupas), and says it is so called

from hollowness (Sk. k'iipa, flask ; kupaka, leathern

oil vessel).

Coop was always English from Saxon times, as

in hen-coop and scoop. The verb in
"
cooped up"

seems to be an English formation exclusively. In

German kiifer also has the sense wine-merchant, as

in an old academical song of 1802, which says
"Der Kiifer zieht den Heber voll" (The wine

merchant draws the siphon full). The same Ger-

man friend who gives me this quotation says
kiibel is a koseform, or diminutive of endearment,
and means a little coop or small wooden vessel.

He adds that as /cinreAAov is a Greek koseform
from KVTrrj, so kubel is derived from kiipe. Kupe
is mostly a basket, and kubel a little coop, a small

wooden bucket with a handle. It must be the

same as cup, in Dutch and Danish Jcop. That it

is only cooper, the sense of cask, which is imported

recently into English seems likely also, because in

Aberdeen, for instance, this sense is well under-

stood, while away from the coast it does not seem

to be known in all places. J. EDKINS.

Shangai.

The following quotation from John O'Keeffe's
' Tantara-rara ; or, Rogues All,' Act III. sc. iv.,

performed 1788, may perhaps prove of use to Da.

MURRAY :

"Enter Waiter (with a cooper of wine). Waiter.

Six bottles of wine for Corporal Toddy."
' Dramatic

Works,' 1798, vol. iii. p. 385.

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.
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TENNYSON'S ATLMBR'S FIELD' (7
th S. xii. 328,

509).

By shores that darken with the gathering wolf.

I fancy that here the wolf merely means the

twilight darkening into the night of violence, the

moment that the French so elegantly express as

being
" entre chien et loup." I should prefer that

to the able handling of MR. C. B. MOUNT, and
the vengeance of armed Europe.

0. A. WARD.
Walthamatow.

LI. 671 seq. have not yet, I think, received their

true interpretation in the pages of
' N. & Q.'

Does not this commend itself as the right mean-

ing ?

Thou wilt not gash thy flesh for him [*'.., the god of
thine idolatory, Mammon J,

for thine [t. e., thy flesh]
Pares richly, . . . . .

even while
The deathless ruler of thy dying house ft. e., the im-
mortal spirit as opposed to the mortal body]

Is wounded to the death that cannot die
[_i. e., has lost

all real vitality, and that for everj.

K. BRDCE BOSWELL.
Ghingford.

NICHOLAS VANAKER (7
th S. xii. 108, 215).

The Nicholas Yanacker whose name appears on
the back of a portrait in oils of the Stuart period
is evidently the original of that portrait, and not
tiie painter. Probably, therefore, he is the
Nicholas Vanacker, merchant of London, Lord of

Erith by purchase, born at Belie, near Ypree, in

Flanders, a member of the Dutch Congregation,
London, December 26, 1641, and the son of John
Vanaoker, merchant. He married Susanne Bote-
laer at the Dutch Church, London, September 3,

1648, and had four sons and two daughters.
1. Francis Vanacker (mentioned by your corre-

spondent J. J. S.), born in England and baptized
at the Dutch Church, London, July 1, 1649 ;

entered Leyden University 1663
;
Lord of Erith

in Kent, married to Cornelia Bovey, of Gloucester,
afterwards remarried to William Bateman. He
was Sheriff of Kent 1675, and died December 13,
1686.

2. Jacob (James) Vanacker, baptized at the
Dutch Church, London, November 3, 1650, also
educated at Leyden, died unmarried.

3. Nicholas Vanacker, educated at Leyden, a

Turkey merchant, created baronet January 31,

1700, with remainder to brother John and brother-
in-law Sambrooke. Died sans issue 1703.

4. John Vanacker succeeded as baronet, and
is the Sir John Vanacker buried March 24, 1710,
at St. Andrew's Undershaft. Died sans issue.

5. Judith Vanacker, married to Sir Jeremy
Sambrooke, Knt., who died 1705. Her eldest son
succeeded his uncle in 1710, and became Sir
Samuel Vanacker-Sambrooke.

6. Susanna Vanacker (died July 6, 1683)

married Alderman Sir William Lacy als. Hedge?,
who died August 5, 1701.

The Gerard Vanacker, of Antwerp (mentioned
by J. J. S.), was a member of the Dutch Church,
London, in 1580 and again in 1594. He had two

daughters :

1. Anne, married first to Jacob (James) Witte-

wronge, Esq. (not Sir James), from whom the
writer of this article is descended. They were
married at the Dutch Church, London, May 3,

1614, and he died July 5, 1622. They were the

parents of Sir John Wittewronge, the first baronet.

She married, secondly (as his fourth wife), Sir

Thomas Middleton, Lord Mayorof London (1613-
1614), at St. Mary's Aldermary, December 18,

1623, and died January, 1646. Sir Thomas was
brother to Sir Hugh, of New River fame.

2. Joyce (Jossynken) Vanacker married to Zeg-
her Corsellis, a Flemish merchant, whose will,
dated July 26, 1623, as of St. Mary Hill, London,
was administered November 4, 1625, by his son
Nicholas. She died between July, 1623, and

November, 1625. From this marriage descended
the family of Corsellis, of Essex.

I am very anxious to connect Gerard Vanacker
with Nicholas, and would be grateful for any fur-

ther information. The above is collected from
' The Registers of the Dutch Church,' edited by
W. J. C. Moens, Esq., the admission books to

Leyden University, Morant's '

Essex,' Le Neve's
'

Baronete,' Le Neve's ' Mon. Ang.,' and others.

G. MILNER GIBSON CULLUM, F.S.A.
Hardwick House, Bury St. Edmunds.

BURNING DEAD BODIES (7
th S. xii. 385, 518).

In connexion with this subject the subjoined epi-

taph deserves to be recorded. It is on a small tablet

in Brockley Church, Somerset, in the aisle belong-

ing to the Pigott family. The person comme-
morated was John Pigott, of Brockley Court. He
was born 1741, and educated at Eton and Christ-

church. He lived a great deal abroad, and was

acquainted with Voltaire, who, according to family

tradition, said of him, "Pigott no bigot." A
letter to him from Voltaire was shown me by Mr.

Pigott, the Examiner of Playe. John Pigott was
in Paris during the Revolution, when he was

imprisoned, and narrowly escaped the guillotine.
He died at Calais 1816, and was buried at Brock-

ley. Doubtless his epitaph was written by himself.

To 6vT]Tct ffvy\ti iravQ' o TrayKparqc Xpovof,
J. P. fil. n. m. J. P.

Corpus suum comburi voluit more antiquo ne vivia

molestum esset.

curas bominum o quantum est in rebus inane.

ITavra ysXwf KOI -rrdvra KOVIQ icai irdvra TO fjujfitv.

Haec parva et tandem vetera instaurata decenter.

[Apparently the date in Greek characters.]

The first three verses are from the '

(Edipus
Coloneus,' Persius, and the Greek Anthology. I

should be glad if any reader of this would tell me
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the origin and the meaning of the last line,
"
TLseo

parva," &c. H. E. P. P.

AUTHORS OP QUOTATIONS WANTED (7
th S. xii.

489 ; 8th S. i. 99).
for a booke and a sbadie nooke.

The source of this thought may well be the inscription
on the autograph copy of Thomas a Kempis, which is

at least very nearly parallel :

In omnibus requiem quaesivi,
Et non inveni

Nisi seorsim sedens
In angulo cum libello.

This is also in Corn, a Lapide,
' Comment, in Genesim/

xxiv. 62, as follows :

" Vidimus hie autographum Thomae a Kempis
' De

Trait,,' in cujus initio haec legebatur sententia :

' In omni-
bus requiem quaesivi, et non inveni,' dan in een hoecxken
met een boecxktn, id est,

'

nisi sensim (cor. seorsim) sedens
in angulo cum libello.'

"
ED. MARSHALL.

(8
ft S. i. 29, 119.)

I remember a variant of the exploits of Commodore
Rogers, and to my mind a much more probable one,

referring to the gallant general who scaled the Heights
of Abraham, and conquered Quebec in 1759, defeating
the French under the Marquis of Montcalm :

Great General Wolfe was a very brave man uncommon
brave particular ;

He climbed up rocks for our sakes very high rocks

quite perpendicular. JOHK PICKFORP, M.A.

(8i> S. i. 149.)
Darkness shows us realms of light
That are not seen by day.

This is similar to the beautiful sonnet '

Night and Death,'

by Blanco White, which concludes thus :

Who could have guessed such darkness lay concealed
Within thy beams, O Sun ? or who divined,

When bud, and flower, and insect lay revealed,
Thou to such countless worlds hadst made us blind ?

Why should we then shun Death with anxious strife 'i

If Light conceals so much, wherefore not Life 1

There is a most interesting letter on this sonnet, of which
the above is an amended version, in the Academy for

September 12, 1891, by Mr. J. Dykes Campbell.
DE V. PATEN-PAYNE.

As darkness shows us worlds of light
We never saw by day.

In a hymn book in my possession the hymn of which
these are the concluding lines is attributed to T. Moore.

H. B. KENDALL.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &o.

Examples of Early English Pottery, Named, Dated, and
Inscribed, By John Eliot Hodgkin, F.S.A., and Edith
Hodgkin. (Privately printed.)

To the works of Jewitt, Chaffers, Solon, and Prof.
Church this handsome, admirably executed, and in

every way desirable volume comes as a supplement.
Within the limitations fixed by the writers no similar
volume exists. Mr. and Miss Hodgkin confine them-
selves firstly to pottery, properly so called, as distinct
from porcelain of every sort. Ancient British, Roman,
and Anglo-Saxon wares are excluded, as are encaustic

tiles, as having been "thoroughly described and magni-
ficently illustrated." Such later forms of pottery as

Wedgwood, Leeds, and other recent wares produced in

large factories, are also outside the scheme, which ia

occupied with specimens produced
" in some cases in

isolated little potteries the very name and place of which
has not reached us, and in others in factories of the old
school now deserted and in ruins." The aim is to supply
within these bounds a list as nearly complete as possible
of the pieces still preserved of what the authors call

"speaking pottery pottery, that is, which by date and
legend tell when, by whom, and for what purpose they
were executed. Of the more notable examples of these

admirably wrought designs are given. As of most of
them no previous illustration has been furnished, the
value and interest of the whole are obvious. Complete-
ness in a book of this kind is, of course, impossible.
Jealously guarded specimens will always lurk in churlish
cabinets, and others gather the dust of neglect on decay-
ing shelves. Collectors, as a rule, are a communicative
and friendly race, and Mr. and Miss Hodgkin, besides-
their own treasures and those of our public galleries,.
have received much aid from the possessoi s of private
collections.

Remarkable industry, conscientiousness, and skill have-
been necessary to complete the work. Especially
laborious has been the task of reproducing the designs,
each having been executed by hand by Mr. Hodgkin'
whose artistic skill is no less signal than his literary
ability. Photo-relief blocks have then been taken. The
result is no less remarkable as regards beauty than
accuracy. In the case of the Fulbam and Nottingham
stone ware, a marvellously successful imitation of the
ware itself is obtained, and the results usually are more
excellent than has often been accomplished in similar
work. To the amateur and collector of pottery no more
needs to be said. The mouths of such will already water
for the volume. Its interest is not, however, confined
to such. To the antiquary and the historian equally
direct appeal is made. Nothing can be quainter or more
amusing than some of the legends. Here is one distich,
as Mr. Hodgkin says, "no doubt the outcome of a world
of experience

"
:
" Brisk . be . to . the . med [maid] yov

desier . as . her . love .yov . ma . require "; and here a second,
full of festive suggestion, which we give in distich
form :

Com . good . weman . drink . of . the . best,
Thou . my . lady . and . all . the . rest.

Others are more prudent and moral in counsel, and som&
supply Scriptural mottoes. No. 101, a two-handled tyg,.
with the date 1707, and the place Wrotham, has also the
initials J . E. These initials occur on other ware of the
same place and date. Mr. Hodgkin sees a possible
reference to John Evelyn, the cousin of the diarist, and
the owner of the site of the pottery. References to
reigning sovereigns are not uncommon. John Mier, of
Cock Pit Hill, date 1708, is very pious in aspirations-
after the welfare of Queen Anne and Prence Gorg*. A
successor at the same factory in 1734, with the initials
S. M., expresses also pious wishes for King George;
Among the quaintest of the specimens is No. 208, a
large four-handled goblet and cover, with the date 1692,,
and the motto

Here/is/the/gest/of/the/barly/korae/
Glad/ham/1/the/cild/is/born/

No. 224 is a handsome jug of marble ware, George-
Benteley, 1779, with the invitation to conviviality,"

Fill us the other jug
"

; No. 312, a deep plate, from
Mr. Hodgkin's own collection, with the counsel " You
and I are Earth," 1661 ; and 404, a circular plate of
undated Lambeth delft, with two male figures dressed
as cavaliers holding on their hands female Siamese twins
and the curiously enigmatical and libellous words
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Behold : to : parsons : that : are : reconailJ :

To : rob : the : parents : and : to : keep : the : child.

This, from Mr. Hodgkin's collection, is perhaps the

Suaintest
and most curious of all. Attention may be

rawn to the fine puzzle jug, No. 47, with the figure of

a man on the spout ;
No. 16, a tyg with four double

handles ; No. 175, a richly decorated three-handled cup,

by Eichard Merry, Cock Pit Hill
; and 266, a wine jar,

1649, decorated with a coat of arms. A limited edition is

issued by subscription of a work of equal valueand interest,

that cannot fail to become a rarity. In typgroaphical
as in literary respects it is all that can be desired.

Essays from
l Blackwood.' By Anne Mozley. (Black-

wood & Sons.)
BROTJQHT up in the literary atmosphere of a circle which
embraced the brothers Newman and her own scarcely
Jess accomplished brothers him of the ' Miracles

' and
him of the ' Reminiscences '

it is natural that the late

Miss Mozley should herself have had some share of the

literary faculty. So much was already abundantly
proved by the consummate skill and judgment with
which she edited the '

Letters
'

of the late Cardinal
Newman. This gleaning of essays on subjects of general
interest and agreeable to read was worth collecting.
Somewhat of a purist in style, and often felicitous in
her turns of expression, Miss Mozley exhibits a fine

power of criticism, notably in the charming analysis of
' Adam Bede '

here given. The notice of La Bruyere
seems to us less happy, and she is certainly mis-
taken in affirming that bis 'Caracteres' have never
been translated into English. A rendering by N. Howe,
published in 1776, lies before us, and we doubt if this is

the only one in English. Tlie essay on '

Illustration
'

is

rather disappointing. If Miss Mozley remembered her

Latin, she would hardly have selected Jeremy Taylor's
simile of a scruple being like a stone in the shoe as an
instance of a very original illustration, when the simile
is implied in the word itself. In the sympathetic essay
on ' Hymns of the Populace

' she shows a large tolera-

tion for the unconscious irreverence of certain

religionists, on the ground that reverence is a virtue of
tender and exotic growth, not to be expected from the
uncultured. As Hannah More shrewdly expressed it,"
vulgar people will be vulgar in their religion." How-

ever, if Miss Mozley had come to be acquainted with the
hideous extravagances of the Salvationists and their
War Cry she might have passed a sterner judgment on
this blatant evil. An appreciative notice of the writer

by the Bishop of Salisbury prefixed to the book adds to
its value.

The Poetical Works of Sir Walter Scott. Edited, with

Memoir, by John Dennis. 5 vola. Vols. I. and II.

(Bell & Sons.)
IT is pleasant to find the poems of Scott added to the
" Aldine "

edition of the poets, and encourages a hope
that some other poets of the early portion of the century
may be included in that memorable collection. The first

volume consists of ' The Lay of the Last Minstrel
' and

' The Lady of the Lake,' strict chronological accuracy
being thus violated, as '

Marmion,' which occupies the
second volume, comes in order before ' The Lady of the
Lake.' Scott's notes are given in an abridged form, and
a short but adequate biography is supplied. The only
complaint we have against this is that it seems unneces-

sarily guarded concerning matters on wbich reticence is

no longer obligatory.

Chaucer's Canterbury Pilgrimage. Epitomized by Wil-
liam Calder. (Blackwood & Sons.)

WHETHER it is possible to lure young folk to the perusal
of Chaucer is a little doubtful. Those in whom a taste

for poetry is implanted for the lover of poetry, like the
poet, nascitur nonfit will in due time, after preliminary
essays in poets offering less difficulty, reach Chaucer.
Not easy is it, however, to woo to these fair pastures
those who are not disposed to a journey of exploration.
Mr. Calder's work will simplify matters for those who
begin the task. His system of accents is simple and
effective. He gives the Prologue to the 'Canterbury
Tales,' marking by acute accents the vowels or syllables
which, contrary to modern usage, have to be pronounced,
and with a grave accent those on which stress has to be
laid. He then gives a paraphrase of the Prologue and
an analysis of some of the tales, with extracts. A life
of Chaucer and a glossary are supplied. A few designs
add to the value of the book.

An Enquiry into the History and Authenticity of the

Belfast Arms. By John Vinycomb. (Belfast, Olley
&Co.)

PROM an appendix to the ' Town Book of Belfast
'

Mr.
Vinycomb has reprinted, with illustrations, his very
interesting account of the disputes caused by the grant
in confirmation to Belfast by the Ulster King at Arms
of the armorial bearings of the city. A slight addition
to the arms was made when, three years ago, Belfast
was constituted a city. No registry of the arms, which
have been borne for some two hundred and fifty years,
is found in the Ulster Office. Mr. Vinycomb denies that
the early arms of Belfast were false heraldry.

No. IX. of the Journal of the Ex Libris Society (A. &
C. Black) completes the first volume. It contains the
address of Mr. John Leighton, F.S.A., delivered at the
annual meeting, together with a full report of the pro-
ceedings, which reveal a gratifying advance on the
part of the society. It supplies also part ii. of Mr.
Walter Hamilton's ' Humour in Heraldry,' and a
further list of modern-dated book-plates. The officers

generally have been reappointed, and a special and
well-merited vote of thanks was given to the treasurer,
Mr. Hamilton, and to Mr. W. H. K. Wright, the secre-

tary and editor of the society.

THE new number of the British Bookmaker repro-
duces another fine Grolier binding, with some modern
bindings of Mr. De Coverley.

t0

We must call special attention to the following notices :

ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.

To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the

signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to

appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication "

Duplicate."

A. L. 0. D. (" Dreams, books are each a world ").

Wordsworth,
' Personal Talk,' atanza iii.

NOTICE.
Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The

Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Advertisements and
Business Letters to " The Publisher "at the Office, 22,
Took's Court, Cursitor Street, Chancery .Lane, B.C.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return com-

munications which, for any reason, we do not print ; and
to this rule we can make no exception.
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REMOVAL OF THE OFFICES OF
'NOTES AND QUERIES.'

Owing to the Crown having acquired Nos. 4
and 22, Took's Court, the Printing and Pub-

lishing Departments will be REMOVED to the

New Offices at Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, from FRIDAY NEXT, March 25.

The article of Mr. Clinch on the historical

associations connected with Took's Court,
Bream's Buildings, and the neighbourhood,
with illustrations by Mr. A. Bernard Sykes, will

be given in the number for April 2.

ifot.es,

MEDIEVAL INSCRIPTIONS AT EARL SOHAM.

On the tower of the church of Earl Soham, in

Suffolk, erected circa 1470, are to be seen two

Latin inscriptions, apparently of the fifteenth cen-

tury, already become in part very difficult to

decipher. All the prior (more or less fragmentary)

readings extant of these inscriptions known to the

writer will be found set out below in order of date.

As they are all variant, it will be seen that the

lines are exceptionally puzzling, and the writer,

desiring farther information, has set out last his

own version, which again differs from each of the

preceding. Davy, in his
' Church Notes of Suf-

folk
'

(see Brit. Mus. Addit. MS. 19096, f. 264),

says :

" The steeple at the west end of the nave is a large
and handsome square tower of flints with battlements

and buttresses. In the buttresses, to the north-west and
south-west about twelve feet from the ground, are fixed

two pieces of freestone or York stone, one on each

buttress. These contain inscriptions, which appear to

commemorate the founder and the architect of the

steeple ; they are not easily made out, but as far as I

could ascertain of them [apparently in 1806] they are

as follows :

On the north-west buttress

CAMPAILI
AS KDOUN AUT AtJTOR

AUSPICIATOR

On the south-west buttress

KA'ULPHUS COLNETT
BO'A CUA P'PIA CONTUST ICTI

ECCLIE CACHE CIBI PBK
SIT GRACIA CRISTI."

The writer has thought it best, as above stated,

to follow the order of date in quoting the various

readings; although in point of fact Ford's MS. was

first brought kindly to his notice (by Mr. Madan,
of the Bodleian Library) after he had completed
his own version of the lines.

James Ford, in his MS. collection of " Materials

for a History of Suffolk" (see Bibl. Bodl. MS.,
Suffolk, d. 5, p. 817), after quoting Davy's version,

says :

" After a minute inspection of these stones in 1816, I

thus deciphered them :

CAMPAILE ECLI THOM BAULPHUS COLNITT

AS EDO'U AUT ACTOR BOA CUA PIA COTUAT IT

HUI' PAPT' CUTINT ECCLIE CACRE CIBI PRE
OPTIMUC AUPICIATOR CIT GRACIA CRICTI."

Dr. Eaven, in his elaborate and learned work
on the ' Church Bells of Suffolk

'

(ed. 1890, p. 232),

gives a version differing materially from those

already quoted, as follows :

RAN'LPHUS COBTTT BO'A MAXI'A CO'TULIT ISTI

ECCLI'E SA'CTE cui PRESIT GRACIA CRISTI

CAMPA'ILIS EIU' THOMAS EDO'A FUIT AUTOR
HUI ET SIMUL OPTIMUS AUXILIATOR.

In all the above quotations small capitals have,
for clearness, been substituted for the earlier cha-

racters to be found on the stones and in the manu-

scripts.

Partly from actual inspection of the stones in

situ, and partly from close study of some excellent

squeezes furnished by the rector of Earl Soham,
the writer has finally (with the aid of Mr. Madan)
come to the conclusion that the lines are to be

read as follows :

CAMPANILIS ENIM THOMAS EDON FUIT AUTOR
HUICS PB-ECIPUUS SIMUL OPTIMUS AUXILIATOH
RANULPHUS COLNITT BONA MAXIMA CONTCLIT ISTI

ECCLESIJE SACR.S: SIBI PRJE SIT GRACIA CHRISTI.

The writer has wished to put the above in print
without delay, in order that this reading may be

corroborated, or if incorrect in any respect cor-

rected, before the finger of time finally rubs out

the original authority ;
and if any reader of *N. & Q.'

can supply anything certain for improvement of
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the text, or informing as to the biography of the

persons chronicled, it will be much appreciated.
The writer will only further add that the sur-

names on the stones read as given above, and that

the benefactors thus commemorated will be sought
in vain among the rectors of Earl Soham or the

lords of the manor there. 8. A.

QUEEN ANNE BOLEYN.

Having recently been studying the reign of

Henry VIII.
,
I venture to ask for the insertion

of some information gleaned togetherconcerning the

second of Henry's consorts, Anne Boleyn. In order

to understand the matter properly, it is necessary
to bear in mind what the England and London
of that day were. The population of the entire

country was not so large as is that of London now,
and the London of Tudor times oontain-ed perhaps

90,000 inhabitants. All the buildings of that

time have gone excepting the Tower, both a palace
and a prison. What thrilling stories it could tell

if the stone could cry out of the wall, and the

beam out of the timber could answer it. In bustling

Liverpool Street, where the train lands us from
the Eastern Counties, there were cattle grazing, and

only one bridge spanned the Thames. There were
no mineral treasures, no manufacturing industries

worth mentioning ; the country was purely agri-
cultural.

Such were the condition and state of England
when, in 1526, Henry VIII. first set eyes on Anne
Boleyn in her father's garden at Hever, in Kent.
Mistress Anne must have been then in her twenty-
sixth year, and is said to have been "plain of

face, but with the freshness of her youth and

spirits lighting up a pair of fitful, fawn-like eyes."
He was at once captivated, and then all his efforts

centred upon the endeavour of making her his

wife. The risks run were very great, and would
have daunted any save one who possessed iron

resolution. By divorcing Catherine of Aragon
he imperilled his crown, and ran the risk of in-

volving himself in war with the great powers of

Europe, his own kingdom being then but a fifth- rate

power. All this he braved, and at last obtained
the coveted prize. Probably the key to Henry's
conduct, and perhaps the extenuation of it, may be
found in his great desire to have a male heir, as

the succession was so disputed, and very likely,
had his death occurred at that date, England
might have been plunged into a second War of

the Boses. Anne herself must have cared little

about character, and been quite unscrupulous as to

the means employed in attaining her ambitious

designs. Her sad fate did not deter four others

from treading in her steps. No doubt had she
borne Henry a son her life would not have been

forfeited, and she would have regained his waning
affection. Perhaps, however, it was never perma
nently fixed on any one, either male or female.

After a union of scarcely three years in dura-
tion she was accused of the dreadful crimes of

adultery and incest, and though guiltless of them,
it

_seems almost impossible to acquit her of

levity and want of discretion enough to alarm the

jealous rage of Henry, and it was easy to find

judges ready in every way to please him by
their sentence. "Trifles light as air are to
the jealous confirmations strong as proofs of
Holy Writ." In looking through

' Old Ballads,'
by Thomas Evans (in 4 vols.), published in 1784,
which seems to have originated in the success
of the 'Reliques of Ancient English Poetry,'
by Dr. Percy, there appear two short poems pur-
porting to be written by Anne Boleyn during her
imprisonment. They are too long for quotation,,
but perhaps ae stanza may serve as a specimen :

Farewell my pleasures past,
Welcum my present payne,

I fele my torments so increse
That lyfe cannot remayne.

Cease now the passing bell,

Rong is my doleful knell,
For the sound my deth doth tell,

Deth doth draw nye,
Sound my end dolefully,
For now 1 dye. Vol. iii. p. 211.

In vol. ii. p. 58 of the same work is
' A

Princely Song of the Queens that were Married to

Henry VIII.,' and in vol. iv. p. 11 is another
poem, entitled 'Anna Bullen,' to which no-

authors' names are appended.
On May 19, 1536, Queen Anne Boleyn was

beheaded on the green in front of the little chapel
of St. Peter ad Vincula, in the Tower. The
executioner, who had come from Calais, with one
stroke of his heavy two-handed sword swept her
head from her shoulders. Why the sword was
used is not clear, as the axe and block, never long
lying idle, and never rusting from disuse in those

days, must have been close at hand. She met her
cruel death with placid courage, "nothing in life"

becoming her "like the leaving of it." It is said
that Murat, U 'beau sabreur, when sentenced to be
shot in 1815, asked permission from the officer of
the firing party of musketeers to give the word of

command, as he had often done to his own soldiers.

The request was granted, and the next moment he
fell pierced with bullets. Sir Walter Scott, in his
fine novel, 'Anne of Geierstein,' gives courage
on the scaffold as the true test of bravery. The

Passage

is so graphic that it deserves quotation,
he scene is La Ferette, and the prisoner the

English merchant Philipson, in reality John de
Vere, Earl of Oxford :

" ' Thou art deceived,' said the executioner, 'and hast
never looked on men when they are about to die.'

" ' Have I not ?
'

said the squire.
' Have I not looked

on five pitched fields, besides skirmishes and ambuscades
innumerable '.'

'

" ' That tries not the courage,' said the Scharfgerichter.
All men will fight when pitched against each other
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so will the most paltry curs so will the dunghill fowls.

But he is brave and noble who can look on a scaffold and

a block, a priest to give him absolution, and the heads-

man and good sword which is to mow him down in his

strength, as he would look upon things indifferent; and

ouch a man is that whom we now behold.' "Chap. xiv.

The remains of Anne Boleyn were buried in

the chapel of St. Peter ad Vincula, though
there is a tradition that they were removed

^ind interred in the church at Sail, in Norfolk,

the ancient home of her race. A large slab is

:shown in front of the pulpit, said to cover them,
but this has been raised and nothing found be-

neath. Another legend runs that her shadowy

form, unsubstantial as the mist, haunts the old

church at Sal), and glides on the staircase at

Blickling. JOHN PICKFOBD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

MANNERS AND CUSTOMS FROM PARISH REGIS-

TERS. The extracts from Leeds parish registers

(7
th S. xii. 503) respecting burials of beggars

suggested to me the idea that similar curiosities

of civilization in Tudor and Stuart times might
be disclosed by the publication of judicious selec-

tions from other church register?. The following
entries in the registers of the Church of St. Andrew,
in this town, for example, illustrate punishment,

labour, witchcraft, church fee?, bell ringing,

military discipline, and other practices of our

forefathers :

Marriages.

1639, An owelld man and a woman mared the 30 Day
of August thay had 2 boyes that danst of a rop in the

Kasell [Castle] Yard.

1640, February. Thomas Karr & Joan Lanton marred
the 9 day one of the Skotes army & wold pay nothing to

the Church.

1641, Sep. 23. Thomas Blacket to his dame Marie
Greene she did love him in his master's time.

Baptisms.

1634, Feb. 13. Margaret, sup. d. [supposed daughter]
to Richard Richardson. Suerties Charles Robson Mar-
garet Thompson & Margaret Maddison. It was borne
under a wayne befor Rich. Aplbyes dore in a morning
in a sore frost & snaw it came of a sudan to us or ells it

had p'ished & wee knew not whence it so wee had
nothing.

1640, Feb. 22. Andrew supposed s. to Rande Atkinson
workman very has begott for he is the [4 ?] baetor that
'he hath by that woman.

1640, March 1. Isabell d. to Mychell Henderson

amyth of the parish of St. John's. He is in the kinges
servis the father of it.

1641, May 30. Margret, suposed daughter to Capten
William Abernathe one of the Skotes Arme he hath a
wif of his owne in Skotland the mothers nam is Mar-
gret Powr.

1643, April 27. Thomas s. to Thos. Whitfeld which
was kaste away a litell befor he was born in a ship.

1643, Oct. 8. Jane d. to James Rudderford he is a bed
iimer.

1645, February 11. Marie d. to Mr. David Johnson, a
lowetennand of the Skotes Arme. He kild the gunner
Auson in the fleshmarket in the night being drunk.

Burials.

1602, Sep. 14. A woman wch was elayne at the colle

pit.

1623, September 18. John Dickinson [and four others]
jeing smo'red in Wm. Brandling's pitts.

1624, June 16. Ann Skelton, wife to Gilbt. Skelton
recusant. [Many entries of this character.]

1625, Oct. 4. An infant buried & not baptized.
1630, May 2. Margaret Hunter the pore Midwif.

1631, Feb. 29. The bells rong for Suzan Walton and
;he c'o'.h lent.

1633, April 24. Barbara d. to Geo. Redhead. No bels.

1636, Aug. 14. Robert Toddricke slator which had the
ouchbeck [? hunchback].
Same date. Mrs. Gray the papeste. [Several such

entries.]

1637, December 22. John Dawsone a prisoner in the

Jayll dyed in the prisone for 16. layd in by one John
King hatter of Gatsid. [The church adjoined the town

prison.]
1637, February 3. Roger Slayges, Gilbert Fetters

prisoners hanged and buried in our Churchyard. A
poure woman the was saued and not hanged.

1638, March 30. Ellsebeth Gipsone skalded in a brew
led with her wort.

1638, April 6. 4 hanged and buried in owre church-

yard Jo. Harop within the church sone of George
Harop hanged. Jo. Hall hanged. Jayn Jackaone hanged.
Rallfe Dode hanged.

1639, Robart Robsonebured the 12 day [of August]
which was hanged for stelling of a horse from Thomas
Dining the myUer.

1640, April 2. A poure prisenor bured that was in the

Newgat for the stelling of swerdes.

1640, May 16. 2 sogers for denying the kynges pay
was by a kownsell of war apoynted to be shot at a pare of

galos set up befor Tho. Malabar* dore in the byg [bar-

ley] Market. Thay kusfc lotes wich should dy and the
lotes did fall of one Mr. Anthone Wiccers and he was set

against a wall and shot at by 6 lyght horsmen and was
bured in owre church yard the sam day May 16 day.

1640, October 25. One of the Red ehankes of the

Skotes Arme.
1644, March 30. Edward Wright shott at the skrimes.

1644, Oct. 23. Edward Myllburne which was kild in

Pilgrim [Street] by the Skotes at the skrimes.

1646, May 29. William Smith musishon which dyd in

jayl a musison which techt childre to play of the vir-

geners [virginals].

1647, January. James Store burid the 18 day being
122 yeares of ayge.

1650. The 21 day of August thes partis her under
named wer executed on the towne mor [moor] for wiches.

Isabell Broun for a wich. [Names of fourteen other

women follow, with the words "for a wich "
affixed to

each.] Ellenor Robson for stelling of silver spownes.
The saim day prisoners executed on the towne mor be-

longing to the by Kartell for stelling. [Names of eight
men follow.] Jane Martin for a wich the miller's wif
of Cbattim. [Twenty-five in one day !]

1651, May 20. Mari Dunn which was kounted for a
wich.

1651, May 24. Robard Fenwick a child bured the 24

day which was drowend in the Bares myll dam wher he
went to swim on the Saboth day.

RICHARD WELFORD.
Newcastle-on-Tyne.

ALEXANDER DENTON (1679-1740), JUDGE OF
THE COMMON PLEAS. He was born August 14,

1679, and baptized eleven days later as the son of
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Alexander Denton, Esq., and Hester his wife, only

daughter and heiress of Nicholas Herman,
Middleton Stony, co. Oxford, Esq. (Par. Keg.

Hillesden, co. Buckingham). He matriculated from

St. Edmund Hall, Oxford, April 15, 1697, married

in April, 1716, died March 22, 1739-40, and wa
buried on March 30 in the chancel of Hillesden

Church (Foster's
' Alumni Oxonienses,' 1500-1714

vol. i. p. 395), with his wife, Catharine, who diec

June 26, 1733, cet. thirty-nine.
DANIEL HIPWELL.

17, Hilldrop Crescent, N.

PUKIFTINQ a HINDOO.
" A Fyzabad Hindoo has been restored to his caste by

the following process of
'

purification.' The offence b]

which he lost caste was that of eating cooked food in a

railway carriage in which persons of another caste were

travelling. He had to pay his own weight first in pice

the amount reaching one hundred and eighty rupees, anc

then in wheat. After being twice weighed in this way
he was made to sit on a square stone, while his body was
covered with cow- dung, the face only excepted; he was
then taken up by two men and thrown into the river,

and after a good bath he came out and was received by
the Brahmins, fully restored to caste-fellowship. The
Brahmins informed the '

purified
'

individual that a great
favour had been conferred on him in weighing him
in copper instead of silver." Evening Standard, Jan. 20,

p. 4. col. 6.

S. ILLINGWORTH BUTLEK.

THE HOT-WATER CURE. In editing Lydgate's

unpublished poem
' Secreta Secretorum

'
for the

E.E.T.S. I have come across the following refer-

ence to the hot-water cure. A king consults

Greek and Indian physicians on the method of

preserving health. The Greeks answer :

Whoo in helthe / to persevere will be sure

And conserve / the hete natural

With oute langour / longe to endure
Hoot watir / to drynke / hym doth befal

The mouthe replesshyd / by proporcion equal
Tymes thre / in Aurora fastyng

Erly to drynke / is moost medicynable thyng.

The Indians recommend him to drink milk and
mascursu (probably mastaru, sour wine, Arab.)

fasting. ROBT. R. STEELE.
Bedford Modern School.

THE LAST EUROPEAN BATTLE IN WHICH Bows
AND ARROWS WERE USED. Many of your
readers will be as much surprised as I was in learn-

ing that at the battle of Leipzig the Russians

brought into the field numbers of Baskir Tartars

who were armed only with bows and arrows. So
we read in General Marbot's '

Memoirs,
1

written

by himself, and lately published. The general was
himself wounded by an arrow in the battle.

E. LEATON-BLENKINSOPP.

MUMMY WHEAT. Lecturing in Lincolnshire

the other day on the ' Life of the Wheat Plant,'
Mr. Carruthers, botanist to the Royal Agricultural

Society, is reported to have said :

" Some seeds would live only a very short time
after they were shed. It was said that the seeds of
the willow would not live more than a few days, some
said more than a few hours, they were so speedily dried

up the little embryo was killed, and the whole of the
life was gone. Of course, this cut at the root of all

stories about mummy wheat. It was quite certain, as
had been clearly established again and again, that no
seed which was buried with the mummy at the time it

was put in the coffin had ever germinated. It was not

only the examination of the seed that would establish

that; experiments had been made to show that this

was not the case. He himself had examined a large
number of seeds in the British Museum, taken from
mummies, and they were all in the same condition
that the mummy itself was in. (Laughter.) It would
be impossible to stretch out the arm of a mummy,
because the whole of the muscle was entirely burnt

up by the slow action of the oxygen, and it was com-
pletely rigid. It was so with the whole of those grains
of wheat and flax and various other seeds that were
preserved they were in the same condition. They had
been subject to the slow burning action of the oxygen,
and the whole of their vitality had disappeared. With
regard to what was grown as mummy wheat, it was only
a form of corn that was still extensively cultivated on
the southern shores of the Mediterranean, and was
easily obtained from Arabs and others, who were always-
ready to impose upon travellers, who brought it home as
true mummy wheat."

Years ago this subject was discussed in
' N. & Q/

ST. SWITHIN.

LORD TENNYSON AND MR. CHURTON COLLINS :

THE MILLER'S DAUGHTER.' Mr. Churton
Collins devotes a page of his 'Illustrations of

Tennyson
'

to parallels to
" the graceful song

beginning
'
It is the miller's daughter.'

" He does

not, however, note the fact that the sentiment of

the song is (like many of the passages in Tenny-
son to which he furnishes parallels) an old

commonplace of the poets. Reference may be
made to the eighth satire of Marston's '

Scourge of

Villanie,' but the passage is scarcely fit for quota-
ion. A verse or two will serve :

Saturio wish't bimselfe his mistresse buske

Another his sweet ladies verdingall,
To clip her tender breech ; another, he
Her silver-handled fan would gladly be;
Here's one would be his mistresse necklace faine,
To clip her faire, and kisse her azure vaine.

C. C. B.

JOHN QUICK (1748-1831), COMEDIAN. The
annexed extract from the London Chronicle, Nov.
26, 1772, will serve to furnish an approximate
date for hia marriage :

A few days ago was married, at Bristol, Mr. Quick,
comedian, of London, to Miss Anna Parker, daughter of
he Rev. Mr. Parker, in the Lower College Green,
Jristol."

The first body deposited in the vault beneath
he chapel-of-ease, in the parish of Islington, co.

Middlesex, was that of Mrs. Ann Quick (died Jan. 2,

1819, aged sixty-eight), wife of the celebrated

comedian, who was himself subsequently interred
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in the same place. He died at Islington, April 4,

1831. (Gent. Mag. 1831, vol. 101, pt. i. p. 474.)
DANIEL HIPWELL.

GOTHAM IN INDIA : A HILLMAN'S TALES.

The following stories, which I extract from the

Allahabad Pioneer of Jan. 20th, may perhaps
be interesting to MR. CLOUSTON and other stu-

dents of Noodledom :

THE SEVEN SIMPLETONS.

One of Daukha's favourite stories is the following in-

genuous legend :

Once upon a time seven simpletons were going along a

road. And behold they came to a big puddle of rain-

water which lay still and bright under the sky. And
looking into the puddle, they could see the clouds

reflected far below, and wisely concluded that the

puddle was very deep. Whereat they were much puz-
zled as to how they should get across. But the eldest

simpleton, who was the boldest of the party, said,
" Let us make a string, each holding the dhoti of the

man in front of him, and I going first. And I will leap
as far as I can, and do you others follow me." So they
all leaped together into the puddle, and got safely

across, not, however, without being covered with mud
from head to foot.

When they were safely on the other side, it suddenly
occurred to the eldest simpleton that one of their num-
ber was missing, having evidently been drowned in the

puddle. So he counted, once, twice, thrice. But as be
left himself out each time, the result each time was that
there were only six simpletons. So he bid each count
in turn, and as each counted after the fashion of the

eldest simpleton, each found that the number was six.

And yet they could not, for the life of them, make out
who was missing. And they were much dismayed and

perplexed.
At this juncture there came to them a wise man, and

to him they told their doubts and difficulty. And look-

ing at their simple faces and the shallow puddle wherein

they had mudded themselves, he saw his way to profit

by their foolishness. So with an air of much urbanity
he promised to restore the missing simpleton if all seven
would agree to work for him for a year and a day with-
out payment. To which they gladly consented. On this

the wise man, taking a betel nut, cut it in seven pieces,
and bid the simpletons count the pieces, which they did,
and, behold, they were seven. Then to each man he

gave a piece, and asked,
" How can ye be six, when to

each I have given betel, and there were seven pieces oi

betel!
" Whereat their minds were much relieved and

they began to toil with and work for the wise man.
Now the labour of simpletons is a trial to wise men,

and so the event proved in this case. The first task thej
performed was the harvesting of the winter rice. They
reaped and bound, and brought the sheaves home, anc
asked the wise man where they should put them. Bu
the wise man was occupied with his own thoughts, anc

said, "Ask my old woman, and put them where she

says." So they went to the old woman and asked her
But the old woman was busy cooking her husband'!
dinner. So she cried,

" Drat you and your sheaves
Put them on my head !

"
which, without any hesitation

they all did, so that the dinner was spoiled and the ol(

woman died, being smothered by the paddy. And when
the wise man came in hungry, and asked for his wife
the simpletons told him what had happened. And whet
he was vexed, they asked, with simple faces, why
was angry with them for obeying orders.

Then the wise man, seeing no remedy, bid them g<

nd bury the old woman. So they made a sledge of

lamboos, and putting the old woman on it, started off

ike the wind, so as to get home the quicker to supper.
Jut they went so fast through the b imboo grove that
he old woman was swept off the sledge by a bamboo
pike. But this they did not perceive, for as soon as

hey got to the place their one thought was to get a
grave dug as fast as possible. To this work, accordingly,
hey addressed themselves. And when the grave was
ready, behold the old woman was gone. And they said,
' This is a very wicked old woman. Her husband orders
icr to be buried, and, look, she is not dead at all, but
ias run away. What are we to do now ?

"
So they looked

about them.
Now there was another old woman herding cattle

close by, and seeing that they could not go home to

supper without obeying orders and burying an old

woman, they buried her, in spite of her screams and
struggles. And then they came home and told the wise
man what they had done.

The next day the wise man bid the seven simpletons
jo and plough above the great banian tree, meaning
higher up the hill. But they set to work conscientiously
to haul the oxen and ploughs into the top of the tree

with ropes. But the rope broke and the oxen were
killed. And again they told the wise man what they had
done. And when he cursed them for a pack of fools,

they again pleaded that they had only done as they were
told.

And many other things they did, always by the wise
man's orders, until the wise man could stand it no longer.
So he told the simpletons that he wanted to make a

dug-out canoe, and that they must cut down a simul tree

for the purpose.
<(
But," he said,

"
if it fall on the

ground, it will break, and then where will my canoe be 1

When ye see the tree tottering to its fall, run ye under
it and receive it on your shoulders." To which they

agreed, and when the tree fell they ran under it, and
were duly killed all except one, who, being the strong-

est, stood ready to receive the trunk. For the branches

kept the trunk off the ground and saved this simpleton's
life. And he, seeing his brothers dead, was possessed
with rage, and, taking up the axe, cut the wise man's
head off, which proves that even a single simpleton is a

match for a wise man if he have but an axe in his

hand.

W. F. PRIDEAUX.
Kashmir Residency.

HEREDITY. Galton names fourteen pre-
eminent Greeks between 430 and 330 B. c. as a

proof that greatness is hereditary. Had these

men all been related to each other the proof would
be strong ; but I find only one instance in which
these men were of the same family. Cimon
was son of Miltiades, who was son of a man so

stupid that he was nicknamed fool (KoaAe/ios).
The other twelve magnates were Xenophon, Thu-

cydides, Socrates, Plato, Pheidias, ^Eschylus,

Sophocles, Euripides, Aristophanes, Themistocles,

Aristides, Pericles. Can it be shown that these

twelve supreme geniuses were at all related to

each other ? I find no evidence that they were.

Certainly no one of them was father, or son, or

brother, or first cousin of any of the others, or had

any kinsman of his own class in Galton's view. If

we argue that genius is inherited because Cimon
was son of Miltiades, we have twelve times as
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much reason to infer that it is not hereditary
from the lack of relationship between all the other

Athenians selected by Gallon as greatest of the

great. This inference is strengthened when we
consider that the great fourteen belonged to a

state of only 30,000 free citizens, so that families

perforce intermarried largely. On the whole,
Galton's crucial cases would almost warrant our

affirming that no great man ever had a father, or

son, or brother, or sister, or mother, or daughter.
Plutarch teaches the same lesson. He wrote

the biographies of those twenty-three Greeks who
seemed to him most illustrious. Their names were

Theseus, Lycurgus, Solon, Themistocles, Pericles,

Alcibiades, Timoleon, Pelopidas, Aristides, Philo-

poemen, Pyrrhus, Lysander, Cimon, Nicias,

Eumenes, Agesilaus, Alexander, Phocion, Agis,

Cleomenes, Demosthenes, Demetrius, and Dion.

Now Agis and Agesilaus were half-brothers, but

no one of the remaining twenty-one so far as I

can learn had any near consanguinity with any
of the others that is, with any of the men who
were in Plutarch's view " most worthy to be filed

on fame's eternal bead-roll." The sceptre of each

was grasped in an unlineal hand, no son of his

succeeding.

Physical peculiarities, habitudes, some mental
and moral proclivities, may be transmissible "

by
ordinary generation

"
; but talent often, and

genius always, seems to follow other laws, and
to be of another make. Shakespeare, Bunyan,
Burns, each unique, are types of this class.

When Soloman with a thousand wives
To get him a successor strives,
Behold a wonder comes to pass,
He has but one. and he an ass.

God wills it so, says Dante (' Purg.,' vii. 123),
that it may be felt to be his gift.

JAMES D. BUTLER.
Madison, Wis., U.S.

JOHNSON GRANT (1773-1844), DIVINE. It

may be noted, as an addition to the account of him

appearing in
'
Diet. Nat. Biog.,' vol. xxii. p. 398,

that he graduated M.A. in the University of

Edinburgh on August 4, 1795 (' Catalogue of the

Edinburgh Graduates,' 1858, p. 215).
DANIEL HIPWELL.

17, Hilldrop Crescent, Camden Road, N.

MANORIAL COURTS AND VESTRIES. There is

a subject which is now occupying the attention of

Prof. Maitland and the Selden Society, and on
which ' N. & Q.' might render assistance. At one
time much of the legal administration of the

country was in the hands of the local manor courts.

These were ousted partly by the superior courts,
on which their records, as published by the Selden

Society and others, throw considerable light* I am
not, however, aware how far one cause has been
illustrated which had much to do with the course

of events. That is the operation of the poor law
statute of Elizabeth. When that came into force

the boundaries of the manors became conterminous
with the parishes and townships, and the vestries

of these latter in the course of time came to deal

with many administrative matters which before

had been confined to the manor courts. In the

City of London down to a late date the functions

of the leet jury were preserved, but the jurisdic-
tion was not in the parish, but in the ward.

HYDE CLARKE.

H0ss. In the March number of that well-

known magazine, the Church Monthly, a double
acrostic is proposed which is not very difficult to

unravel, but seems to show, as the propounder is

a clergyman, that continental history is not a very
familiar subject in this country, for by "a German
reformer "

is evidently intended Huss, who was a
Czech of the Czechs, and in no sense whatever
German. The students of that nation left the

University of Prague while he was teaching
there, and all that Germany ever gave him was a
stake. He was burnt at Constance on July 6,

1415, whilst Henry V. was preparing for his first

invasion of France, and about 102 years before the

German Reformation practically began, when
Luther nailed his famous theses on the door of

the church at Wittenberg on October 31, 1517.

W. T. LYNN.
Black heath.

We most request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest to affix their

names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct.

ROYAL MARINES. Information of any descrip-
tion is sought for concerning the under-mentioned

regiments, i.e., the Duke of York's Maritime Regi-
ment of Foot, commanded by Sir Charles Little-

ton, raised in 1664, and commonly called the

"Admiral's Regiment"; also the 1st and 2nd

Regiments of Marines, raised in 1690, commanded

respectively by (1) the Earl of Torrington and

Peregrine, Marquis of Carmarthen, and (2) the

Earl of Pembroke and Montgomery, William Kille-

grew, John Earl of Berkeley, and Sir Clowdisley
Shovell. Any details as to colours, uniform, or

personal matter connected with these regiments
are particularly solicited. L. EDYE.

69, Ashley Gardens, S.W.

NAVAL OFFICERS. I should be glad to know
if there is anywhere a list of naval cfficers who
served about the beginning of this century.

F. J.

HERALDIC. Information about this shield is

much desired. Divided quarterly, dexter chief

and sinister base, a tree proper on gules ; sinister
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chief and dexter base, five escallop shells and three

stars or on azure, with a white star on honour

point. Crest, a tree proper. Motto,
" Audientor

Ibo." A. L. 0. D.

JOHN GIBSON. I should be glad of information

with regard to John Gibson, born at Habtun, near

Pickering, Yorkshire, and educated first at Pock-

lington School, and then at St. John's College,

Cambridge, which he entered in 1667, <et. seven-

teen. He graduated B.A. 1670, M.A. 1674.
After this I have not traced him, though he pro-

bably took orders. He has left letters, which
have some interest in connexion with the history
of his university. G. C. M. SMITH.

St. John's College, Cambridge.

WYNNE OF COPPERLENI OR COP GOLEUNI.
I should be much obliged if any of your corre-

spondents could give me information as to the

above family, more particularly in its collateral

branches. In a pedigree in my possession it is

stated that the last direct male descendant was
John Wynne, who died 1714, and whose daughter
and heir married John Lloyd, of Rhayad ;

but in

Newmarket Churchyard, near lihyl, there is a
tombstone to the infant daughter (who died 1764)
of Thomas Welchman Wynne, described as grand-
son of John Wynne, of Copperleni. I should like

to know how this Thomas Welchman Wynne was
connected with the John Wynne whose daughter
and heir married John Lloyd. The town of New-
market, near Rhyl, was built by one of the Wynnes
of Copperleni. There is a short pedigree of the

family in Dwnn. Please reply direct.

C. WYNNE.
22, Ryder Street. St. James's.

GREEN-ROOM. Is there any truth in the state-

ment, which I find in the
'

Encyclopaedic
' and other

dictionaries, to the e fleet that this apartment is

so called
'' from having been originally painted in

green
"

? Any scrap of information regarding its

history will be highly acceptable.
H. LOGEMAN.

University of Ghent, Belgium.

GILBERT FIL ROGER FIL REINFRID. Has
modern genealogical research thrown any light on
the ancestry of this person, who was a well-known
individual in the time of King John ? He married
the heiress of the De Lancasters ; and the author
of the ' Norman People

'

says he was descended
from Reinfrid Tailbois of the Conqueror's time.

ELK-LAND.

TEXT-BOOK ON CHRISTIAN ECONOMICS. Has
any trustworthy and concise text-book been pub-
lished on Christian economics and ethology 1

EUSTACE OWEN.

STRATTON, DORSET. Could any of your readers

kindly inform me what class of documents I should

look at in the Record Office to find the names of

persons living in the village of Stratton, Dorset

(near Dorchester) in the middle of the seventeenth

century ? A. G.

'A PEEP INTO LONDON.' I should be glad to

know something of a small book in my possession,
entitled

'

City Scenes ; or, a Peep into London,'

published by Harvey & Darton, of Gracechurch

Street, 1828, and containing several engravings,
but no indication of engraver's name. Is it rare ?

T. O'C.
Dublin.

MARK SHERIDAN. Could any of your corre-

spondents inform me as to the ancestry of Mark
Sheridan, who had four daughters and coheiresses?

One of these daughters married General King, a

grandson of the third Earl of Kingston ;
another

married a Capt. Fortescue, of the Clermont

family ; whilst a third married Col. Bennett, of the-

59th Regiment ; and the other married a Major
Fenwick. Mark Sheridan's wife was, I believe, a

Miss Hawkins. W. G. TAUNTON.

RICHARD EVANS. I should be glad of any
particulars respecting Richard Evans, the painter,
who died at Southampton in 1871. What pictures
did he paint ;

and where was he born ?

G. S.

SWORD MARKS. Can any one inform me where

trustworthy information can be obtained respecting

proof -marks and inscriptions on sword blades?

Toledo, Solingen, and Passau were famous for

their blades. How are they to be distinguished ?

I understood that the German swords were greatly

prized in England in the seventeenth century and
earlier. Has any book appeared on the subject 1

W. T.

Cork,

OLD SONG. Where shall I find the words of

an old Elizabethan song entitled
' Will you hea

a Spanish Lady ?' The authorship is ascribed to a

Captain Bowles, not clearly identified, but generally,

called Sir J. Bolle, of Thorpe Hal).

A. HALL.
13, Paternoster Row, E.G.

ARMORIAL. Carey: Gules, a chevron entre

three lions' heads erased or, on a chief per fesst

nebulee ar. and az. a pale of the last, charged with

a pelican close of the third, vulning her breast of

the field. Crest, a wolf passant regardant, per

pale ar. and gu., holding in its mouth a rose branch

flowered of the second, leaved and stalked vert.

To what branch of Carey do the above belong ;

and is their date known ? T. W. C.

MOLIERE, MEANING OF THE NAME. M.
Gasc, in his full and most excellent (larger)

'French Dictionary,' ed. 1889, gives "Moliire, *./.
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obsolete), bog, swamp." I have never met with

this word before, either in French literature or in

French dictionaries. Can any one point out an

instance of it in a French author ? It seems

strange that Jean Baptiste Poquelin, with "all

the world before him where to choose
"
a nom de

guerre, should have chosen one that means, or

used to mean, a bog or swamp. Moliere, in this

particular case, at any rate, cannot be defined as a

"Dismal Swamp." JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

AUTHOR OF BOOK WANTED. I have a small

-octavo book, of which I want to know the author.

I cannot find it in Watts or Lowndes. Title-page
is :

A New and Easie
|
Method

|
To Learn to

| Sing by
Book

| whereby |
one (who hath a good Voice and

| Ear)
may without other help |

learn to Sing true by Notes
|

Design'd chiefly for and applied to the promoting |
of

Psalmody and furnished with
| variety of Psalm Tunes

in Parts with
|
Directions for that kind of Singing |

London
|
Printed for William Rogers at the Sun against

|
St Dunstans Church in Fleet Street 1686. Pp. xiv

and 104.

P. F.

"ANOTHER SUCH A VICTORY," &c. Will some
one inform me who it was made use of the phrase," Another such a victory, and I 'm undone," or

words to that effect; and what victory was referred

to? H. M.
Stock Library, Newark.

MARRIAGE LICENCES IN LONDON. The late

Col Lemuel Chester made voluminous selections

from them, which were printed subsequently in

practical form by the Harleian Society. They are

most useful, so far as they go, but it is manifestly
desirable that all the licences should be printed
and published in similar form. If this be found

too big an undertaking, would not the names of

the parties, proposed places of marriage, date of

licence, court, &c., arranged in tabulated form, be

sufficient 1 Will any one throw light upon this ?

What say Mr. Foster and Mr. R. Hovendon (of

the Huguenot Society) on the subject ? Your

-correspondent MR. W. 0. WOODALL says (7
th S.

xii, 502),
" I understand there is an index pub-

lished to all marriages in the London district." I

presume he refers to the Harleian Society's volumes,
which contain only selections ; if not, will he state

the publication he means ? C. MASON.
29, Emperor's Gate, S.W.

NILE. How many rivers besides have a

periodical overflow 1 Wotton says there are others

in Africa and the East Indies. The Indus does

so, I believe. C. A. WARD.
Walthamstow.

ELMSTHORPE CHURCH. Any information as to

ruined church at Elmsthorpe, Leicestershire, sup-

posed to have been once a flourishing market

town, but now consisting only of the church and
one or two houses, will be welcomed. Is it true

this town was besieged and totally destroyed ?

A POOR MAN.

COL. VALENTINE WAUTON, the regicide,

brother-in-law of Cromwell. Is anything known
of his parentage ? His name is invariably given
as Walton in the

' Commons Journals.'

W. D. PINK.

STERNE'S 'SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY.' "Smel-

fungus," in the chapter entitled
" In the Street-

Calais
" the second of the chapters so entitled

is, I believe, meant for Smollett. Is it known for

whom "
Mundungus," in the same chapter, is

meant? JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

FIGQUM. Is anything known about this word,
used by Ben Jonson ? There is a word of the

same spelling and similar sense current in the

Jewish-German slang from which so many words

have been borrowed by our English slang in the

present century. What I want to know is if it

is possible or probable for the above word to have

been borrowed from the Jewish-German as early

as the time of Ben Jonson.
JAMES PLATT, Jun.

DRINKING PROVERB. Mr. Walter Eye, in his

'History of Norfolk' (1887, p. 126) states he

found in the 'Paston Letters/ dated 1473, the

following drinking proverb :

" Bear the cup even,
as What-ye-call-him said to Aslak." What is the

explanation of this curious saying ?

JAMES HOOPER.

OLD MS. BOOK. I have a small MS. book,

IGmo., bound in leather, containing mathematical

and rhetorical writings. Inside the front cover is

pasted a paper sundial, with a gnomon of the

same material. The opening pages are filled with

mathematical drawings, among which are a quad-
rant and semicircle showing degrees. The first

chapter is headed "
Isagogicum, or the Introduc-

tion to Artes"; then fol'ow chapters on arithmetic

(as far as, and including, the extraction of the

cube root) ;

"
Tactometria, or the Geometrye of

Regulars and of Regular-like Solids
"

; lastly, a

series of problems in " Practicall Astronomic,"
which concludes the mathematical portion. The

remaining pages are occupied by "Butler's

Rhetoricke (Englished). In two parts. I. Con-

cerning a Verse. II. Concerning Tropes and

Figures." At the conclusion of part i. this note

appears :
" Finis primie partis Rhetoricse. J.

Davis, Xbr., 1690." The conclusion of part ii.

was originally marked by a similar note, but the

leaf has, unfortunately, been torn off after the

words " Finis Rhetoricae." The handwriting in

the mathematical portion differs somewhat from

that in the
"
Rhetoric," but the difference is rather
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in style than in character, and the whole book

was probably penned by the same hand. Perhaps
some of your readers can inform me of the pro-
bable use of this book. Does any translation of

Butler's ' Rhetoricke
'

exist ; or is this an original

attempt 1 LEONARD.

NIGARISTAN. In the Nineteenth Century for

November, 1891, one reads, p. 723, "Have con-

tributed largely to the infernal Nigaristan."
Whence comes this word ? Is it coined from the

Basque nigarri= tea.t, lacryma? It would in

that case translate admirably
"
la citta dolente" of

Dante. HEUSCAROLOGUS ANGLICANUS.

JOHN HOOPER, Bishop of Gloucester, 1550, was

translated to Worcester, 1553, according to

Heylyn ; but I find no mention of him under

Worcester. In 1543 Nicholas Heath was seventy-
third Bishop of Worcester, and in 1555 Richard

Pates was seventy-fourth bishop. Did Hooper
suffer martyrdom before enthronement 1 I should

also like an heraldic description of his personal
coat of arms, if some one will oblige me.

' NIL AD NEMO.

SIR MARTIN BECKMAN, KNT. Was Chief

Engineer of England ;
died 1702. Where can I

get any particulars of his life ; does any portrait
exist of him ; and for what reason was he knighted?

H.

MISAPPLIED PROVERBS, &c. In the proverb
"A rolling stone gathers no moss," is "moss"
intended to represent what is desirable or the

contrary ? Popular use, I fancy, now favours the

former view
;
but has this always been so ? Again,

the phrase "No love is lost between them" is

generally understood to mean that the persons

spoken of are at enmity with each other ;
but

surely those who apply it to a closely-attached

couple employ it in its proper signification. What
says early use ? H. B. B.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.

They are but phantoms now
;
their day is done.

They lived, and loved, and died, and now are dust.

T. E. TRDEMAN.

Call me guilty,
I do but pay the tax that 'B due to justice ;

But call me guiltless, then my punishment
Is shame to those alone who inflict it.

INQUIRER.

The wind, when first he rose and went abroad

Through the waste region, felt himself at fault,

Wanting a voice : and suddenly to earth
Descended with a wafture and a swoop.

H. H. G. KNAPP.

Him who, called upon to face

Some awful moment to which heaven has joined
Great issues, good or bad, for human kind,
Is happy aa a lover, and attired

With sudden brightness, like a man inspired.
JAMES HOOPER.

SHAM BOOK TITLES.

(8
th S. i. 63.)

" Good wine needs no bush," and good jokes and

puns ought to require no scholiast. But as THORN-
FIELD calls for comment on such of Tom Hood's

witticisms as he has left unexplained, one may ven-

ture on remarks which it is hoped are not needed

for the readers of ' N. & Q.,' but may be useful for

the Chatsworth domestics to have in hand for the

enlightenment of excursionists from beyond the

Tweed, who are said to need a surgical operation
before a joke can find its way into their crania.

" On the Lung Arno in Consumption, by D.

Cline." "Lung' Arno" is the name of the quays at

Florence. Was there a leading medical practitioner

named Cline? whence D. Cline= decline= con-

sumption.
"On Cutting off Heirs with a Shilling. By

Barber Beaumont." "Beaumont, J. T. Barber,

Esq., F.S.A., Major Commanding the Corps of

the Duke of Cumberland's Sharp-shooters, and

Managing Director of the Provident Institu-

tion, Southampton Street, Strand. This gentle-

man, who has lately assumed the name of

Beaumont, produced under that of Barber the

first two of the following publications: *A
Tour through South Wales and Monmouth-

shire,' 8vo., 1803.
' Considerations on the best

Means of ensuring the Internal Defence of Great

Britain,' 8vo., 1805. 'The Arcanum of Natural

Defence '

(by Hastatus), 8vo., 1808." Biographical
Diet, of Living Authors (by Upcott and Shoberl),

Lond., 1816, p. 18.
"
Percy Vere," i.e., persevere, advice very neces-

sary for one who thinks of wading through the
'

Percy Anecdotes,' which came out in forty

volumes, and are alluded to.
" On the connexion between the River Oder

[= odour] and the River Wezel [weasel]." Weser
is the river, Wesel is a town on the Lower Rhine.

See Bewick's 'Quadrupeds,' "Weasel," for the

source of the odour.
"
Manfredi, translated by Defoe." Man Friday.

"Plurality of Living, with regard to the

Common Cat." Plurality of livings was then

allowed to the clergy under certain conditions,

but not up to nine, the number of a cat's lives,

according to the common saying.
"
Bish's Retreat of the Ten Thousand." Bish's

was the great lottery office, and ten thousand

pounds often the amount of one of the chief prizes,

which all purchasers of tickets except the lucky
one had to retreat from. Reference to Xenophon's
work, the

' Anabasis.' It might refer to ten thou-

sand who drew blanks.

"Dibdin's Cream of Tar." Charles Dibdin,
author of an infinite variety of patriotic songs,
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especially naval ones, -which created an extra-

ordinary enthusiasm for the service daring the

war with France. Cream of tar-tar.
" Tartar is

the substance that concreted on the inside of wine

casks ; argol : when purified cream of tartar
"

(Latham's
'

Diet.').
" Cornaro on Longevity and the Construction of

74s." Seventy-fours were the chief line-of-battle

ships, here applied to those persons who got

beyond their threescore and ten and were still

good for service. Coraaro wrote on longevity.
" On Trial by Jury, with remarkable Packing

Cases." Packing a jury, a term for uniting picked

persons on a jury who may be depended on for

giving a verdict for or against the accused, irre-

spective of the evidence in the case.

"On the Distinction between Lawgivers and
Lawsellers. By Lord Brougham." The play on

the words givers and sellers is very mild. Might
it be law- cellars, to be swept out by Lord Broom,
in allusion to his reforms when Ch&ncellor? Nothing
is too far-fetched for a determined punster like

Hood.
"
Hughes Ball on Duelling. Who was Hughes

Ball?" Ball Hughes is the more common form.

One of the dandies in the days of the Regency.
Called sometimes the Golden Ball, having piid
some very enormous price for a dressing-case.
" Remarks on the Terra Cotta, or Mud Cottages

of Ireland." Is the play on cotta in cottages all

that is meant ? If so, it is very poor.
" On Sore Throats and the Migration of the

Swallow. By T. .Abernethy." This should be J.,
that is, John Abernethy, as famous for his sayings
to his patients as for skill in curing them.

"Peel, on Bell's System. What was Bell's

system ?"
"
Bell, the Rev. Andrew, D.D., LL.D.,

F.R. and A.S., Rector of Swanage, Dorset. He
resided, many years since, in the East Indies, and
had the superintendence of the Male Asylum at

Madras, where he introduced a new method of

instruction, which, since his return to England,
has made so much noise in opposition to the sys-
tem of Joseph Lancaster, who really put in practice
Dr. Bell's plan, but concealed Dr. Bell's name,
and engrossed ail the merit of the invention and

improvement himself "
(' Biography of Living

Authors,' under "Bell," p. 20; "Lancaster,"
p. 194). The plan was monitorial, using the elder

children to teach the younger. Dr. Russell tried

it for a time at the Charterhouse.

"Freeling on Enclosing Waste Lands. Who
was Freeling ?

"
Sir Francis Freeling was secretary

to the Post Office. The joke in "Free Ling" is

not very brilliant.
"
Sir T. Lawrence on the Complexion of Fairies

and Brownies." Sir T. Lawrence, P.R.A., the
chief portrait painter of his day.
"Barrow on the Common WeaL" Wheel-

barrow.

"
Cursory Remarks on Swearing." This has

been adopted as the title of a book by Julian

Sharman,
' A Cursory History of Swearing,' 1884.

"
Tide's Tables of Interest." Ude was the great

French cook. In allusion to
' Tables of Interest

at Five per Cent,' by Joseph King, accomptant at

Liverpool, 8vo., 1799.

"Cook's Specimens of the Sandwich Tongue."'

Capt. Cook was killed at whybee (Hawaii), one of

the Sandwich Islands.
" Memoires de La-porte." Laporte was manager

of the Opera-house. La Porte, the door.

Van Diemen's Land Devil on Two Sticks

Grands Tableaux, Petits Maitres Lamb, Wolfe

Watch, Tick Pygmalion, Bacon Boyle, Steam

Punctuation, Pointer Chronological, Date Vrai

Guy, Faux Prize, Blank Annual Parliaments,
Short Commons Debrett's Piers, Peers Shelley,

Conchology Sculpture, Chip-awayScotch Boc-

caccio, Decameron Hoyle, Games and a few

others, are puns too obvious to need comment.
W. E. BUCKLEY.

Andrew Bell is very well known for his labours

in the cause of the education of the poor in the

early part of the present century. His system of

teaching and management superseded that of

Joseph Lancaster.

Ball Hughes was a man about town, 1820-30r
somewhat notorious for his extravagance and for

his nickname of
" the Golden Ball." He married

a Spanish dancer. Other particulars of his career

will be found in
'

Gossip of the Century,' by the

author of ' Flemish Interiors,' vol. ii. chap. x. I

am inclined to think the point of the joke in intro-

ducing his name lies in his having shirked a duel.

I remember hearing the name of Barber Beau-
mont as an acquaintance of my father's, who con-

sidered him a facetious conversationalist; and this

may have been the ground of Hood's acquaintance
with him. He was managing director of some

great insurance company at 50, Regent Street,,

and in the large rooms there he used to give fre-

quent entertainments.

It is curious that in some instances these titles

seem just to miss the point, e.g., "Kosciusko on

the Way to make the Poles support Themselves
"

would surely be better than as quoted, con-

sidering that at the date in question London was
overrun with Poles seeking support.
That of "

Cursory Remarks on Swearing
"
was>

given to a book that was a good deal advertised

recently. I do not know if the author acknow-

ledged its provenance. R. H. BUSK.

16, Montagu Street, Portman Square.

[Very numerous replies, repeating mostly the informa-
tion supplied above, are at the service of THOKKFIEID.]

VIELLE (8
th S. i. 127). MR. BOUCHIBR is hasty

in saying that
"
as anybody who can turn a handle
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can 'perform' upon a hurdy-gurdy, it is clearly
not this that Sterne means." That Sterne does

mean the hurdy-gurdy is beyond question. The
instrument has been for ages the lyra rustica of the

Continent, and scenes such as Sterne describes are

no doubt depicted on the canvases of the National

Gallery. One Italian name for the hurdy-gurdy is

gironda, or ghironda, derived from the giramento
or revolution of the ruota turned by the "handle,"
and by this name it is immortalized by Redi in his

famous dithyramb 'BaccoinToscana' (ed. Firenze,
1816, p. 28):

Quindi al suon d' una Ghironda,
O d' un' aurea Cennamella,
Arianna Idolo mio,
Lodero tua chioma bionda,
Lodero tua bocca bella.

The ruota, or wheel, is a prominent feature of the

instrument, doing duty for the bow of a violin
;

it sets the strings in vibration to make the sound,
but no more produces melody than the working of
the bellows turns out a fugue on the organ.
Melody is produced by the action of from ten to

twelve tasti, or keye, manipulated, according to
the '

Musikalisches Conversations -
Lexikon,' by

the fingers of the left hand, while the right hand
turns the handle. There is even art in the manage-
ment of the handle, just as there is in the use of the
bow. The irielle was very popular in France in the
last century, being patronized by the upper class,
and sonatas, duos, &c., were written for itbyBaptiste
and other composers. It attained even to the dignity
of an instrument d'orchestre. I have a recollection
of a crack vielle or hurdy-gurdy player who used
to perambulate Clerkenwell nearly fifty years ago.
As to the mediaeval vielle noticed by Littr4 in

order to explain the proverbs, this was, according
to Grove, the large primitive violin of the Trou-
badours. Vielle was the generic name for instru-
ments of the violin class played with a bow until
about the end of the fifteenth century, when it

was transferred to the instrument hitherto called

chifonie, being superseded by viole for the bow
instruments. Cotgrave knows not vielle except as" a rude, or harsh-sounding Instrument of Musicke,
usually played on by base Fidlers, and blinde
men." Hence the Italian designations viola da
orbo, viola da cieco.

Those who wish for further information are
referred to Grove's 'Dictionary of Music and
Musicians,' arts. "Hurdy-gurdy," "Vielle," and
"Violon." F. ADAMS.

105, Albany Koad, Camberwell.

I suppose Chambaud's '

Dictionary
'

is now
almost useless for modern French

; but for an old
word like

^vielle
it ought to be an authority. This

defines vielle as "instrument a corde?, dont on
joue avec une manivelle," which favours the hurdy-
gurdy theory. Is not MR. BOUCHIER rather hard
on the hurdy-gurdy ? Of course, in a sense, any-

body who can turn a handle can perform upon it;

but there must be something in knowing at what

speed to turn the handle, and how and when to

vary the speed.

Also, in that beautiful book ' John Inglesant
'

(ii. 49, ed. 1882), a vielle-player is introduced,
and his instrument described as having

" a kind
of small wheel instead of a bow." It is also

spoken of as producing excellent effects, which
favours Sterne as well as the hurdy-gurdy. This

vielle-player is made to say,
" There are things con-

cerning musical instruments very wonderful, such
as the laws concerning the octaves of flutes, which,
make them how you will, you can never alter."

Can this be explained to one who is not a scientific

musician ?

I have called
' John Inglesant

' a beautiful book,

Surely readers of fiction may be challenged to

produce two grander or nobler scenes than that

between John Inglesant and Lauretta at the Pavi-
lion (ii. 204), and that in the chapel, where John

Inglesant releases his brother's murderer (ii. 260)*
C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.

Longford, Coventry.
" The classic instrument of the minstrel was the

vielle, a kind of violin or fiddle with a bow It

was delicate of handling and required much skill."

See 'English Wayfaring Life' (fourteenth century),,

by J. J. Jusserand, translated by Lucy T. Smith,
fourth ed., p. 201, with a note referring to

' Album
de Villard de Honnecourt,' edited by Lassus and

Darcel, 1858, plate L. HANDFORD.

[More replies are acknowledged.]

CICERO'S GHOST AND MARK ANTONY (8
th S.

i. 45). Plutarch, in his 'Life of Cicero,' has :

" He passed the night in the most perplexing and
horrid thoughts, insomuch that he was sometimes
inclined to go privately into Caesar's house, and stab
himself upon the altar of the domestic gods, to bring
the divine vengeance upon his betrayer. But he was
deterred from this by' the fear of torture

"
('The Lang-

homes' Translation,' vol. v. p. 361. London, 1819).

ED. MARSHALL.

EOT (8
th S. i. 146). He

youth through Chambers''a.

W. C. B.

PETER THE WILD
was a friend of my
Mitcellany, q.v.

" LIKE STATION
"

(7
th S. xii. 288). Thirty or

forty years ago, in northern New England,,

"acting like statia" was in somewhat common
use to describe the unruly, mischievous, or excited

conduct of a child. I have never heard it used
in any other sense or in any different form.

EDWARD P. CUTTER.
Cincinnati, Ohio.

ELBOW-SEAT : TROUBLE-WORLD (7
th S. xii. 326).

The use of the word elbow-chair is earlier than
1704. Guy Miege, in his 'French Dictionary,'

1688, has,
"
Fauteuil, a great Chair, an elbow
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Chair." He also has the expression trouble-feast.

Trouble-houses is used in Urquhart's
'

Rabelais,'

bk. i. c. 52 :

"
Item, because at that time they put no women into

nunneries, but such as were either purblind, blinkards,

lame, crooked, ill-favoured, mis-shapen, fools, senseless,

spoiled, or corrupt ; nor encloistered any men, but those

that were either sickly, subject to defluxions, ill-bred

louts, simple sots, or peevish trouble-houses."

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRT.

WHEAT THROWN AT WEDDINGS (8
th S. i. 8,

151). In Lockhart's translations of ancient

Spanish balladswe find in 'The Cid's Wedding
'

:

All down the street the ears of wheat are round Ximena

flying,
But the king lifts off her bosom sweet whatever there is

lying.

This particular poem is not included in Escobar's

collection, published in 1615. It is evident that

the custom of throwing wheat was prevalent in

Spain; but is it safe to assume that the custom was

in vogue at the time the Cid was living, in the

eleventh century ? W. W. DAVIES.
Glenmore, Lisburn, co. Antrim.

UNBTJRIED AMBASSADOR FROM SPAIN (8
th S. i.

88). The question of the unburied coffins in

Westminster Abbey met with a full examination

in 2nd S. viii. 377, 443, 498 ; xi. 517 ; xii. 53, 424.

There is a notice of Konguillo at xi. 500 ;

while the YORK HERALD shows at xii. 53, that the

guide to the Abbey in 1809 mentions both coffins

as still in the chapel. But the answer to the query
of W. LOVELL appears to be at vol. xii. p. 424,
where it is :

"The opportunity which the removal of this royal

corpse [that of the Duke of Montpensier in 1807] to

the Continent afforded, was very properly taken, of send-

ing to be interred in Catholic ground the unburied coffins

of two foreign ministers, which had been so long left to

the gaze of the visitors of this chapel." 'Hist, of Westm.

Abbey,' Ackerman, 1812, vol. ii. p. 157.

ED. MARSHALL.

THE PENDEREL BROTHERS (8
th S. i. 107, 178).

The late Mr. John Heneage Jesse, in the

remarks he made about the Penderel family in his
4 Memoirs of the Court of England during the

Reign of the Stuarts,' quoted by MR. EVERARD
HOME COLEMAN, wrote in the fulness of ignorance,
So far from "little being known" of the subse-

quent history of the family, that history is exceed-

ingly well ascertained, and quite a small literature

has been devoted to it. Mr. Jesse is likewise

wrong in saying that Humphrey Penderel lived

until 1710. He died either in 1687 or 1688. His

brother William lived to be at least eighty-four,
and I have an engraved portrait representing him
at that age. The date of Richard Penderel's death

was undoubtedly February 8, and not July 8,

1671. His will, which lies before me, was made
on the day of his death, and was proved a few days

ater. He died of a rapid fever, in the house of

Mr. Henry Arundell. The will of his widow,
Mary PendereJ, is dated March 25, 1689. I

should be very glad indeed to know the maiden
name of Joan Penderel, wife of William Penderel
the elder, of Boscobel, and the mother of the five

brothers
;
likewise the maiden name of Eleanor,

the wife of Humphrey Penderel, of Whiteladies,
and afterwards of Boscobel. And who was the

Mr. Henry Arundell, in whose house, in the parish
of St. Giles, Richard Penderel died?

J. PENDEREL-BRODHURST.
Bedford Park, Chiswick, W.

ST. VALENTINE'S DAT (7
th S. xii. 487; 8th S. i.

112). Much concerning the ceremonies peculiar to

this day is to be found in Chambers's*Book of Days,'
vol. i. As to observances of the custom, let me refer

your readers to the ' Fair Maid of Perth, or St.

Valentine's Day,' where an interesting account of

it may be found. This forms the subject of a fine

painting by Sir William Allan 'Catherine Glover

selecting Henry Gow as her Valentine.' Charles

Dickens in the
' Pickwick Papers

' has given a

most amusing account of the valentine written by
the immortal Sam Weller at the "

George and Blue

Boar," in Holborn, and the critical remarks of his

father upon the composition.
JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.

Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

The Essex Weekly News of Feb. 26 has the

following account of a curious custom at High
Roding, Essex :

"
St. Valentine's Day falling on Sunday this year, the

children of the village of High Boding, according to an
old custom, paid their round of visits to the residents on

Monday, the 15th inst. The children, with great glee,

sang the following doggerel lines :

Good morning to your Valentines,
Curl your locks as I, do mine,
Two before and two behind,
Good morning to your Valentines.

I only come but once a year,

Pray give me some money as I stand here,
A piece of cake, or a glass of wine,
Good morning to your Valentines.

Among the gratuities distributed were the usual batch of

bright new sixpences, one of which is given to every
child in the parish who presents himself or herself at

the Ware Farm at 8 A.M. on St. Valentine's Day. The
ages of the recipients ranged from three months to fifteen

years, and numbered 131, being nine less than last year.
The total population of the village, according to last

year's census, was 440, and 447 in the census of 1881."

THOMAS BIRD.
Romford.

SAINT MONDAY (8
th S. i. 88). MK. MANSERGH

will find that the unseemly scene on Saint Monday,
described by Lackington, extended to Ireland.

Indeed, the "
fighting, cudgelling, and wrestling"

which we are told went on in England is thoroughly
Hibernian. Dr. Doyle, Catholic Bishop of Kildare
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and Leighlin, writing to the second Lord Clon-

curry, says :

" I do not think that drunkenness, our besetting sin,

our permanent plague, would be materially lessened by
tbe abolition of all the holy days ;

for drunkards will

drink at all times, and when they do not find a holy day

ready made, tbey themselves make one for the purpose.
Witness Saint Monday, which an impious and besotted,
and abominable race of tradesmen add to the Lord's Day
for the purpose of indulging in their horrid excesses."
'
Life, Times, and Correspondence of Right Rev. Dr.

Doyle,' by Fitzpatrick, new edition, Duffy, Dublin, 1891.

6. L. INGRAM.

In the third edition of a pamphlet entitled
' Low

Life ; or, One Half the World knows not how
the Other Half Live,' 1764, is an illustration of

Saint Monday, which is reproduced in Ghambers's

'Book of Days,' ii. 770 (1866). This curious

work suggested to G. A. Sala the idea which he

made use of in his
' Twice Round the Clock.'

T. O'C.

Dublin.

I cannot tell when the term was first applied in

England to the idle workman's weekly holiday ;

but in France the expression
"

faire le lundi des

savetiers,"
"
to keep the cobblers' Monday," that

is, not to work on Monday, is met with in some
authors of the sixteenth century. DNARGEL.

"A. D., LONDON" (7
th S. x. 309, 396; 8th S. i.

135). The question about the sale of the library
of Alexander Dalrymple is set at rest by the

following passage from Nichols's
'

Literary Anec-

dotes,' viii. 36, note :

" His collection of books was very large and valuable,
and particularly rich in works pertaining to geography
and navigation, which were purchased by the Admiralty.
His valuable collection of poetry he bequeathed to his

heir-at-law, to-be kept at the family seat in Scotland, as
an heirloom; and his miscellaneous collection, containing,
among otlera, a great number of valuable foreign book*?,

particularly in tb Spanish and Portuguese languages,
was dsol by auction by King & Lochee in 1809; the
First Part, My 29 and twenty-nine following days ; the
Second Part, Nov. 6 and twenty-eight following days;
and afterwards a Third Part; the whole producing a
considerable sum."

W. E. BUCKLEY.

'CHILDE HAROLD': IANTHE (8
th S. i. 87, 157).

In two editions to which I have referred, viz.,

the seventeen-volume edition of Murray of 1835
and Galignani's Paris edition of 1835, the punctua-
tion is as DNARGEL gives it, the stanza ending
with a full stop after

"
blend," and the meaning

he gives is no doubt correct. In my quarto copy
of the first edition of the first two cantos of '

Cfailde

Harold' the dedication to lanthe is not given.
Can any readers of ' N. & Q.' say in which edition
this first appeared 1

G. FIELDING BLANDFORD.

WILLIAM III. (8
th S. i. 189). The eaily counts

of Nassau were called by the surname Senior, and

I believe that is the only name which can be

called
"

family" in the line. But whether

William III. ever used it is another question. I

should like to ask another question. Tbe late

Prof. Senior's Christian names were Nassau

William. Were these given as claiming any re-

lationship to the house of Orange 1

W. T. LYNN.
Blackbeath.

William III. belonged to the house of Nassau,
the members of which appear to have taken their

surname from the territory of Nassau. Walram,

grandson of Ulric, Count of Idstein, 1198, married

Cunigonde, daughter of Rupert de Belliqueux,
Count of Nassau, 1230. He (Walram) divided

his possessions between Walram and Otho, his two

sons. Walram, the elder of the two, became

Count of Nassau, and is now represented by

Adolphus, Grand Duke of Luxemburg, Duke of

Nassau, and Count Palatine of the Rhine. Otho,
the younger son, became (about 1290) Count of

Nassau-Dillenburg, and was the ancestor of

Williamlll. Otho's descendant and representative
William de Nassau (born at Dillenburg), the

founder of the Dutch Republic, assumed the title

of Prince of Orange on succeeding, by will, to the

possessions of his cousin, Rene de Nassau, or de

Chalons, Prince of Orange, which principality he

had inherited on the death of his uncle (who died

childless), Philibert de Chalons, Prince of Orange.
It would seem that Ren6 de Nassau, on becoming
Prince of Orange, assumed the name and arms of

de Chalons, but his cousin and heir does not

appear ever to have borne any other surname than

de Nassau. William III., King of England and

Prince of Orange, was the descendant and repre-

sentative of the above-named William de Nassau.

C. W. CASS.

He had no surname. No family which became

royal or sovereign before surnames were estab-

lished has or ever had any. On this list must be

placed the house of Orange. See ' N. & Q.,' 7fch

S. ii. 414. C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.
Longford, Coventry.

TALLIES (1
st S. x. 485 ; xi. 18, 95 ; 3rd S. T.

307; 6th S. iv. 209, 434 ; v. 35 ; 8* S. i. 174).

While watching the construction of some public
works in Hungary about twenty-five years ago, I wit-

nessed there the use of tally sticks to keep account of

the number of loads of earth carted to form a dam.
The process of checking was precisely the same as

that employed by the baker at Pau. Each driver,

after he had tipped his cart-load of earth to bank,

pulled from his jack-boot his half of the tally,

which was placed by the tally-keeper against the

other half, marked with the driver's name, and
was notched, one notch for every cart-load. The
custom is probably still kept up.

In an old Hungarian drinking song the singer
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calls upon the landlady of the tavern to cut a
notch on the (wooden) haft of his brass paktaff for

every pint of wine consumed by him without pay-
ing for it cash. This notching was intended, no

doubt, as a check on the lady's
"
chalking up," as,

according to another folk-song, taverner's chalk
had the peculiar property that scores made with

it, after being wiped out on payment, reappeared
double when the customer's back was turned.

L. L. K.

It was the custom at Charlton Horethorne, in

Somersetshire, when I was a boy (as late as the

forties), for the hayward (when stock was im-

pounded) to cut a certain number of notches in a
stick which he split in two, giving one to the

person who sent the stock to the village pound,
and retaining the counterpart. The former was
delivered to the owner of the stock. When he
had satisfied the demand made on him for the
amount of damage done, he carried this to the

hayward, on receipt ot which he released the
animals. Whether the custom is still in existence
I do not know, but village pounds are almost a

thing of the past. THOMAS HENRY BAKER.
Mere Down, Mere, Wiltshire.

ENGLISH QUEENS OP ENGLAND (8
th S. i. 62,

133). Whatever claim Henry VII. had to the
throne in his own person was derived from his

mother, who was heir general of John Beaufort,
Earl of Somerset, the "

legitimated
" son of John

of Gaunt. He was certainly not the heir male of

Henry VI. The male line of the Beauforts ended
in May, 1471, with Edmund Beaufort, the brother
of the last duke, and when King Henry died (or
was murdered), a few days later, Edward IV. was

undoubtedly his heir male. "Excepting by con-

quest and subsequent confirmation in Parliament-,
the title of Henry VII.," says Blackstone,

" was
the most remote and unaccountable ever set up."

It is a pleasure to be corrected by HERMEN-
TRUDE, and ' N. & Q.' would lose half its value if

corrections were not only permissible but gladly
accepted. Froude, in his '

History of England
'

(vol. ii. p. 531), gives May 20, 1536, as the date
of the marriage of Henry VIII. and Jane Sey-
mour, and he alludes to the "indecent haste" with
which it was hurried on, giving Burnet, Hume,
and Strickland (to whom he might have added
Sandford and Hall) as his authorities

;
and he

allows that there is "an absolute consensus of
authorities in favour of the 20th as the correct
date." He now says that on the 20th Jane was"

betrothed "
only, and that the marriage followed

a few days later. In support of this statement
he alleges Henry's assertion that " on the 25th "

he was not then married. If the royal Tudor's
word may be taken as sufficient, that, of course,
decides the question as against the 20th, and we
are left in ignorance as to the actual date of the

marriage. All we know is that it took place before

the 29th or 30th, when Jane was formally intro-

duced as queen.
In reply to MR. THOMAS WILLIAMS, I need only

observe that Queen Elizabeth Woodville's first

husband was killed at the second battle of

St. Albans (Feb. 17, 1460/1), and that accord-

ing to Sir Harris Nicolas, Courthope (late
Somerset Herald), and Sir B. Burke he did
succeed his father as Lord Ferrers, December 18,
1457.

Mr. Froude says (' Divorce of Catherine of

Aragon,' p. 47), "Anne Boleyn was the second

daughter of Sir Thomas Boleyn," &c,, and gives
1507 as the date of her birth. Miss Strickland says

(' Lives of the Queens of England,' vol. iv. p. I52t

first edition),
" She -was the eldest daughter of Sir

Thomas Boleyn and the Lady Elizabeth." Lord
Herbert says expressly that Anne was twenty
years old when she returned from France in 1521,
so that she must have been born about 1501.

Hepwortb Dixon, in his
'

History of Two Queens'
(vol. iv. p. 174), says, "Anne Boleyn, eldest of

the Duke of Norfolk's grandchildren, was now
[1514] a little lady in her fourteenth year." M.
Paul Friedmanu, in his 'Life of Anne Boleyn'
(vol. ii. p. 315), says that Anne was twenty-seven
in 1530, or rather older. He goes fully into the

subject, and proves conclusively that she was the

eldest daughter of her father. C. H.

JUBILEE (8
th S. i. 69, 155). That most inter-

esting of old Bibles, Matthews'p, ]537, has the

following note on Levit. xxv. 9 : ''Jubelye of this

Hebrewe woorde iobell, which in Englyshe sygni-
fieth a trumpet. A yere of syngular myrth," &c.
It is spelt both "

iubelie
" and "

iubelye
" in the

text.
" And thou schalt halewe the fiftithe }eer, and

thou schalt clepe remissioun to alle the dwellers

of thi lond
;

for thilke $eer is Jubilee"; with a

marginal note,
" that is the ioyful ^eer." Wycliffe,

Levit. xxv. 10.
" The prestis schulen taak seuen trompes, whoa

vse is in the iubile" (Jo?, vi. 4) ;

" seuen trompes
of the iubilees

"
(verse 6) ;

"
se"uen trompes of the

whiche vse is in the iubilee" (verse 13).

Coverdale, 1535, nearly the same, except that

in all places it is
"
lubilye."

The Douay Bible, 1609, the same, but with
"lubilie" in Levit., and "iubilee" in all three

places in Joshua. Levit. has this note,
" Of sound-

ing with trumpets, which is pleasant and ioyful,
cometh the name of lubilie." All these are from
the Vulgate.

Matthews's Bible, 1537, says nothing about
"
Iubelye

"
in the text of Joshua, but in the mar-

gin has this note, "After the Hebrew. The commen
Transl. readeth, of the yere of iubelye." Taverner's,

1539, and Becke's, 1549, agree with Matthews's,
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and have the same note and the same two spellings

Cromwell's, 1539, is the same in Leviticus, but in

Joshua vi. 4 it has, in smaller type and in paren

theses, (" that be vsed in the lubile "). Cranmer's

May, 1540, and following editions, have "
iubelye

'

in Levit. and the same parenthetical clause in

Joshua, but with the spelling
"
lubylie."

The Genevan, 1560, has "
lubile," with a note

" In the beginning of the .50. yere was the lubile

so called because the ioyfull tidings of libertie was

publikely proclaimed by j
e sounde of a cornet.'

The first edition of the A.V., 1611, has
"
Jubile.'

R. R.

Boston, Lincolnshire.

I did not question the etymology of this word,
or the antiquity of the form jubile, which are

matters interesting enough in themselves and fairly
familiar to well-read people. My point was thai

the revisers had done an arbitrary thing they had

preferred a spelling with no literary currency to

one that is fully established. It is a serious matter
to introduce into a new book what is practically an

archaism, and there is special gravity in the pro-

ceeding when, as in this instance, it is certain to

give pause to thousands whose scholarship is

inadequate to the difficulty. To have been con-

sistent the revisers should have corrected numerous
established misspellings ; they should have shorn,
.</., every could of the letter that has no claim to

be in it, and they should have written in Genesis
xlix. 33, that Jacob "

yielded up the gost," instead
of giving their countenance to an orthography due
to Elizabethan affectation ; and so on ad infinitum.

THOMAS BAYNE.
Helensburgb, N.B.

Your correspondent the REV. W. E. BUCKLEY
will find the reading mentioned in Smith's '

Diet.
of the Bible

'

in the Codex Alexandrinus, but the
reference in the '

Dictionary
'
is incorrect, it should

be Josh. vi. 3, 4, 5. Bos, in his edition of the
'Oodex Vaticanus,' gives the different reading of
the Alexandrine in the notes.

W. H. BURNS.
Dacre Vicarage.

The form jubile is earlier in its use in the transla-
tions of the Bible than appears in the replies. It
is the form in the Geneva Bible, of which the first

issue was in 1660. There soon came into use, con-

currently with this, up to the A.V. in 1611, the
form jubilee, for it is so in the Bishops' Bible, of
which the first issue was in 1668.

ED. MARSHALL.

HAMPTON (7
th S. xii. 507). The name Hampton

is usually explained as equivalent to ham-tun, the
home tun or enclosure; but ham, so far :is I know,
is always associated with a personal or family
name, as Amersham (A.-S. Agmodesham), the
home of Agmod, or Beddingham (A.-S. Beadinga-

harn), the home of the Beadings. The Hamptons,
so far as we happen to know the old forms, are

never from hdm, a home, but are assimilated

names of various origins. To take a few cases

from the 'Codex Diplomaticus,' Carhampton, in

Somerset, is a corruption of Carentun ; Bedhamp-
ton, in Hampshire, of Beaddingtun ; Brickle-

hamptoD, in Worcestershire, of Brihtulfingtun ;

and Alhampton, in Somerset, is Alentona in

Domesday. Most of the Hamptons are cor-

ruptions of Hean-tun (high-tun), from hean (for

heahan), an oblique case of heah (high). Thus

Hampton Massy, ia Gloucestershire, and Hampton
Guy, in Oxfordshire, both appear in charters as

"Hean-tun"; Hampton, in Worcestershire, appears
as "Huntenatun" in a charter of 757 A. D.; and

Hampton, in Herefordshire, is
"
Homtun," where

the first syllable is hnm or horn, an enclosure.

Wolverhampton, in a charter of 996 is called
" Wulfrunas Hantune," the collegiate church at

the high tun or hean-tun having been founded by
Wulfruna, sister of Ethelred II. Northampton
is North Antone in Domesday, and appears as
" Hantone " and " Amtune "

in earlier documents.
It probably means merely the "

high-tun," though
it has been supposed to take its name from the

river Nene, believed to be the river Antona of

Tacitus. Southampton is
" Hantune "

in Domes-
day, and "Hean-tun" in earlier documents.

Hampton and Hampton Court, in Middlesex, are

probably from tbe great hamm (
=

poples), the

bend or knee which the Thames here makes. The
places called Ham, in Sussex, in Kent, and in

Wilts are all designated in charters as
"

set

Hamme," a spelling which proves that the name
is from Mm, and not from ham. Hamburg,
originally Hammaburg, was a fort or blockhouse
built by Charlemagne in 808 or 811 on the

Slavonic march, in a woodland still called the

Hamme. On the distinction between ham and
hdm I have already written at some length ia
' N. & Q.,' 7th S. ii. 12.

ISAAC TAYLOR, Litt.D., LL.D.

QUEEN ELIZABETH (8
th S. i. 149). It was to

' the right worshipful vertuous and godlyo matron mis-
tress Margaret Parker, late wife of the most reverent
ather in God Matthew Lord Archbishop of Canter-

bury,"

rhat Queen Elizabeth is said to have spoken rudely
ifter having been sumptuously entertained at Lam-
>eth. The archbishop, who wrote a treatise on
he lawfulness of priests marrying, was privately
mimed before the statute which enjoined celibacy
o the clergy was repealed (Parker's 'Antiquities,'
dit. Drake, p. 549). Lysons (under

"
Lambeth,"

l. i. p. 298) quotes the story from " Sir J
larington's 'View of the State of the Church,'

p. 4." Miss Strickland gives as her authority
Strype's 'Life of Archbishop Parker.' If NEMO
finds it necessary to refer to this last work, would
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be oblige me by seeing -whether the date of the

death of Matthew, the son of the primate, is men-
tioned ? Lysons prints it from " an inscription,

nearly obliterated," in Lambeth Church, as 1521,
which does not look correct.

H. G. GRIFFINHOOFE.
34, St. Petersburg Place, W.

See Green's 'History of the English People,'
sect, iii., Elizabeth, 1558-60, as quoted under
' Mrs. or Mistress '

in a reply in
' N. & Q.,' 7 th

S.,

to which I cannot now give a nearer reference.

KILLIGREW.
Tenerife.

The anecdote mentioned by NEMO relative to

the insulting speech addressed by Queen Elizabeth

to the wife of Archbishop Parker at the close of

her first visit to the archiepiscopal palace, where
she had been entertained with profuse hospitality,
will be found in Miss Agnes Strickland's life of

that queen (p. 214, chap. iv. vol. vi. of
'

Queens of

England '). Miss Strickland gives as her authority
for the anecdote Strype's

'

Parker,' p. 106.

I. E. C.

The anecdote of the reply to Archbishop Par-
ker's wife is given in Harington's

'

Nugse Antiques,'
ii. 16. W. C. B.

PROPOSED SOCIETY OF ARMIGERS (7
th S. xii.

425
; 8th S. i. 29, 94, 174). With reference to

the suggestion of F. R. A. that an official list

should be published of those persons whose arms
are recorded in the College of Arms, I may state

that such a list relating to Ireland was published
in 1846 by Mr. Skey, St. Patrick Pursuivant,
under the title of ' The Heraldic Calendar : a List

of the Nobility and Gentry whose Arms are

registered and Pedigrees recorded in Ireland.'

As regards Scotland, perhaps I may be permitted
to mention that I am at present preparing an

ordinary of all the arms recorded in the Lyon
Office Register, and the index to this will con-
tain the names of all those whose arms are regis-
tered.

As to W. L. 's story about the Lyon Office and
his

"
stupid uncle," I can only say that some search

has failed to discover a "ridiculous" bordure
semee of roses and thistles granted to any one of

late years. A general officer did, indeed, get a

grant of arms which included the royal tressure,
but that was about the year 1818, when it must be
confessed heraldry everywhere was at a low ebb.
Even in this case, however, he did not get the
identical royal arms of Scotland. I may also take
this opportunity of correcting the statement of

W. L. that the Lyon Office was burnt down " some
time last century." Its records go back to 1672,
when, the former records having been lost

whether destroyed by fire or taken away at some
time by the ' '

auld enemie "
is not known the

Scottish Parliament passed an Act calling on all

persons claiming the right to bear arms to send
them on to the Lyon for verification and registra-
tion. This order was very largely obeyed, and the
information then got forms the basis of the present

register, which has been kept uninterruptedly since

then. J. BALFOUR PAUL, Lyon.

The jocular proposal put forth by F. R. A. is

really impracticable ; if attempted, it would
amount to the issue of a valid certificate free of

cost. Such certificate is now called a confirmation,
and subject to a specific fee. No publication,
however valuable, popular, and costly, could supply
an income adequate to the support of Heralds'

College. To do the thing properly we must revive

the old forms of "
visitation," now, very properly,

deemed obsolete. A. HALL.
13, Paternoster Row, E.G.

'THE EVE OF ST. AGNES' (8
th S. i. 188).

The line referred to should read :

And the long carpets rose along the gusty floor.

Verbally it does not seem to me quite so perfect as
most of the lines in this marvellous poem, the

repetition of
"
long

"
being a slight blemish. The

picture, indeed, is a fine one
;
and where is the

anachronism ? What are we to suppose is the date
of the story told in the poem ? Were not carpets

brought to Europe by the Crusaders ? Certainly

they were known, though not in general use, at a
date early enough to excuse their introduction

here, for there is nothing in the poem which
necessitates a very early date. In Harrison's
'

Description of England
'

the word carpet is used
for table-cloth, but in the inventory of the house-
hold stuff of Sir Henry Parkers, Kt. (1551),

printed in the appendix to chapter i. of Mr.
Hubert Hall's

'

Society in the Elizabetkan Age,' it

occurs several times as we should use it now. One
item is

" A long carpett for the Baie wyndowe of

Turkye worcke (sic), xl8." Scott states, in his

notes to
'

Kenilworth,' that there were " 49 Turkey
carpets for floors and 32 cloth carpets

"
in Kenil-

worth Castle in 1575. The statement is made on
the authority of an inventory dated 1584.

C. C. B.

Leigh Hunt, in his
'

Imagination and Fancy
'

(ed. 1846), in which Keats's enchanting poem is

quoted in extenso, points out the anachronism
mentioned by H. T. :

" This is a slip of the memory, for there were hardly
carpets in those days. But the truth of the painting;
makes amends, as in the unchronological pictures of old

masters."

Although not connected with the immediate

subject of H. T.'s note, may I be allowed to quote
Prof. Colvin's admirable description of

' The Eve
of Saint Agnes '?

" a story wherein something of
' Romeo and Juliet

'

is mixed with something of

young Lochinvar." JONATHAN BOTJCHIEE.
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REV. JOHN A. WALLINGER (8
th S. i. 148, 196).

The Rev. William Wallinger, son of William

Wallinger, of St. John's, Westminster, matriculated

at the University of Oxford, from University
College, February 17, 1813, aged seventeen, and

graduated B.A. 1816, and M.A. 1825. He was
Vicar of Hellingly, Sussex, March 1, 1827 to 1830;
Perpetual Curate of St. Mary in the Castle, Hastings,
January 21, 1833; and Prebendary of Hampstead,
in Chichester Cathedral, January 11, 1847, to his

death. He at one time resided at Lewes, when
he took the duty at Iford and Kingston for the

vicar, who was an invalid. On leaving Lewes he
went to Tunbridge Wells, where he frequently
read the week-day morning prayers in Trinity
Church. He took an active part in the formation
of the Chichester Diocesan Association with Lord
Chichester and Cardinal Manning, then the Vicar
of Lavington. Prebendary Wallinger died at his

lodgings in the York Road, Tunbridge Wells, on
November 3, 1880, and was buried in the church-

yard belonging to St. Mary's in the Castle,
Hastings, on November 8. I should like to join
with MR. E. H. W. DUNKIN in inquiring whether
the prebendary was a brother of the Rev. John
Arnold Wallinger. I am indebted to the Rev.
Chancellor Parish, of Selmeston, for a portion of
the above information. GEORGE C. BOASE.

36, James Street, Buckingham Gate, S.W.

"ADAM'S ALE" (8
th S. i. 47, 119,173). I have

not heard the expression
" Adam's ale" in Scot-

land, but " Adam's wine "
is quite common. If it

were stated that at any given feast the company
had nothing to drink except

" Adam's wine," no
explanation would be needed, nor would it be dif-

ficult to guess at the condition of the individual
who should be described as being manifestly under
the influence of a stronger beverage than " Adam's
wine." THOMAS BAYNE.

Helensburgb, S:B.

RENUNCIATION OF SPORT FROM CONSCIEN-
TIOUS MOTIVES (6

th
S. vi. 249, 391

; vii 277- xii
296 ; 8th S. i. 177). If the following instance has
not been recorded in the passages referred to, per-
haps I may be allowed to add it to the others' :

"I have sent home my gun, and can never shoot
again. Scene Morning. My servant brings up a hen
partridge alive (he knew I had bought one before
and let it go) ; its wings were tied, it had been captured
on the nest; such beautiful bright eyes and red bill,
such a beauty ! I was cross, and took it to cut the
string, and whilst so doing felt it struggle, then flutter,
and it was dead. I felt it very much, and do still,
though 1 am accustomed to death, and think it no loss;
however, that day the gun was doomed." General
Gordon,

'
Letters to his Sister,' p. 311.

C. R. HAINES.

MELESINA SCHULENBERG (8
th S. i. 27, 98, 152,

197, 212). MR. WARREN asks if I am correct in

saying that it was the Count von Lippe who mar-

ried the Schulenberg-Kendal's younger daughter.
MB. WARREN will find my statement confirmed by
the compiler of the 'Memoirs of Sophia Dorothea,'

published in this country by Colburn in 1845, and
derived from unusually authentic sources of infor-

mation. Lady Chesterfield's sister is there stated

to have married " a distinguished German noble-

man, the Count von Lippe." MR. WARREN'S
" Count Delitz

" I know very well, and the "Hon.

Lady Dallet" is familiar. In the 'Annual Register/
November 2, 1773, she dies "in Chesterfield

Street, May Fair " as " the Countess de Delitz.'*

But "
Delitz," with or without the particle, must,

I suspect, be relegated to the category wherein

figure Henry Pimpernell, and old John Naps, of

Greece. W. F. WALLER.

HETAN" (8
th S. i. 89, 156). Is my

fellow-student BADAKIT quite accurate in saying
" more correctly hemen "

? The French Basque
uses the initial h, the Spanish does not. Will he

kindly tell me which of the six dialects is the cor-

rect one, and why ? Hetan, in Fr. Basque= " in

these "
(Sp. Basque aydan, abetari); but I took it in

this phrase to be a corruption of eta an or eta han,
because emen hetan was said to.mean "here and
there." It is true that in the jargon used by Ber-

lioz there is no actual Basque word except has.

Ainsworth probably had read De Lanere's work,
and attributed the Basque witch-word to the

unholy brotherhood in general, using the licence

common to pictoribus, poetis, and writers of

romance. EZTAKIT.
Clifton.

ISABELLA ROMEB, (8
th S. i. 209). I perfectly

remember Miss Romer, an histrionic star, playing
in

' Norraa ' with Mr. Bruff at the Theatre Royal,
Dublin, in 1841 ; but I do not find that Mr. Levy
mentions her in his ' Annals of the Dublin Stage.'
Frank Romer, a member of this family, was one
of the well-known musical firm of Hutchins &
Romer. of London, but has been dead for some

years. Isabella Romer had, 1 think, a younger
sister, Emma, who was the original Maritana in

Vincent Wallace's well-known opera of that name.
Emma married Mr. Hammond, a saddler in

London. W. J. F.
Dublin.

[The Homer family is well known in connexion with
the stage. Emma Romer (Mrs. Almond) made her first

appearance in London at Covent Garden, Oct. 16, 1830.
as Clara, in ' The Duenna,' and Robert Romer was first;

seen Oct. 9, 1834, as the Mayor in ' The Widow Queen.']

&c. : ET CETERA (8
tb S. i. 66, 177). Perhaps,

as the consensus of opinion seems to be against my
strictures, I may be allowed to say that, although
etc. may, of course, be read et ceteri or et cetera, it

never is so read in practice, and any one who, after

reading out a list of names, should pronounce et

ceteri would be thought pedantic. I venture to
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think, moreover, that to use an invariable abbre-

viation with a variable meaning is inconsistent

with strictly correct writing, and that, notwith-

standing the progress of education, we can hardly

assume on the part of every reader enough know-

ledge of Latin to enable him to adjust the sign to

circumstances. R- HUDSON.

Lapworth.

WROTH-SILVER (l
gt S. x. 448 ; 6th S. ii. 386 ;

7th S. xii. 442, 493 ; 8th S. i. 197)," Wroth-

money
"

is still known in Warwickshire, and at

Knightlow Cross, five miles and a half north-east

of Coventry, every Martinmas Day, from time

immemorial, the "
wroth-money," or " ward-

money," due from various parishes in the hundred

of Knightlow to the Duke of Buccleuch is col-

lected at sun-rising in the hollow of the sbafc of

an old cross which stands on a tumulus on the

old London Koad. The ceremony was described

by Dugdale, and was continued as late as

November 11, 1891. The amounts vary from

l^d. to 2s. 3d., the total being 9s. 3id. The fine

for nonpayment was in olden time oue pound for

every penny, or "the forfeiture of a white bull

with a red nose and ears of the same colour," but

the fine has never been paid nor enforced. The
custom is supposed to be prehistoric, confirmed by
Saxon charters, and may have had some connexion

with the primitive Aryan customs of fabulous

times. ESTE.

' ATHELWOLD' (8
th

S. i. 108, 137). There is a

tragedy of this name, by Miss Ame'lie Rives, in

a, recent number of Harper's Magazine.
DE V. PATEN-PAYNE.

AFTER-GAME AT IRISH (7
th

xii. 149, 235, 332,

412; 8th S. i. 58, 132). H. H. S.'s query at the

first reference would, I think, have been completely

answered, and his second query, at 7
th

S. xii. 412,
have been unnecessary, had MR. EWING continued

his quotation from Hall's ' Horse Vacivse
'

(7
th

S.

xii. 235). This he could not do from that "very

interesting but apparently rare book Johnson's
'

Dictionary
'

"; but in a book hardly less rare

(Brand's 'Popular Antiquities,' vol. ii. p. 422

1854) the reference to the old game of Irish

similar to backgammon, but more complicated
ends thus :

" Art hath here a great sway, by reason if one cannol
well stand the first assault, bee may safely retire back
to an after game."

If I may be allowed an after-game, I will take

this opportunity of expressing my regret that ]

omitted (7
th

S. xii. 316) to refer to Mr. Halliday

Sparling's
'
Irish Minstrelsy

'

as the authority for

the explanation given there by me of
' Shan Van

Voght
'

an omission to which MR. EWING so

courteously called my attention at 7
th

S. xii. 475

Though a contributor to
' N. & Q.' for many years

! believe this is the only case in which I have

omitted to give honour where honour is due.

JAMES HOOPER.
Norwich.

PANCAKES AND SHROVE TUESDAY (8
th S. i. 160,

195). May I say that the observance of this

custom is maintained at Morley, near Leeds, as

attested by the following cutting from a local

paper ?

The bell of St. Mary's Church was rung: on Tuesday

morning from eleven o'clock till twelve. The ringing
of the '

pancake bell
'

is an old custom in the borough,
and has, it is stated, been observed without intermission
:

or over a hundred years."
THOS. H. HARDMAN.

" BROKEN MUSIC "
(8

th S.i. 167). If WEYGHTE
will refer to

' As You Like It,' in the Clarendon

Press edition (W. Aldis Wright), 1879, he will

5nd a reconciliation of two of his authorities on

this subject.
" ' Broken music ' was first explained

by Mr. Chappell as the music of a string band,
but he has since altered his opinion, and has

kindly favoured me with the following explana-
tion." That which follows is practically the same

as that given by WEYGHTE from Macfarren's

book, that instruments were made in set?, or
" con-

sorts," and when part of one "consort" was com-

bined with part of another, the band was termed

"broken music." Now Chappell and Macfarren

were constant workfellows, and would give and

take information and opinion freely to help one

another. Doubtless when Chappell formed his

fresh conclusion he passed it on to Macfarren for

his free use.

I wish that some one could give me the refer-

ence to Lord Bacon mentioned by Macfarren, as

to the mixture of
"
consorts." This interpretation

gives a prettiness to King Henry's speech to the

princes?, "Thy voice is music and thy English

broken," not thereby meaning faulty, but merely
a mixture of qualities, a mixture of languages.

" Broken music" could not have meant part-

music (broken ribs notwithstanding), for part-

music was the rule in England in those days,

while " broken music " was the exception.
OLIVERIA PRESCOTT.

It should be noted that Rossetti uses this term

for a title to his loveliest sonnet. Apparently,

however, he was not aware of its technical signifi-

cance, the music referred to in the sonnet being

music interrupted or broken off by the resurgent

memory of his loss. C. C. B.

GEORGE BARNWELL (8
th S. i. 149). A. former

correspondent of 'N. & Q.' inquired thirty-four

years ago (2
nd S. v. 455) for an authentic notice

of the trial and condemnation of this unhappy
London apprentice ;

also for an explanation of

the discrepancies which appear in Lillo's play and

the old ballad. So far as I can trace by the
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General Indexes of
' N. & Q.,' the questions still

remain unanswered.
EYERARD HOME COLEMAM.

Lillo took this play in the main he altered the

catastrophe from ' An Excellent Ballad of George

Barnwell/ a copy of which is in the Ashmolean

Museum. It is printed in the Percy Collection.

The bishop holds that it dates
" from at least the

middle of the seventeenth century "; that it is the

relation of a real fact, the where and when of

which, however, he is unable to fix. Barnwell is

described as visiting Millwood on a Sunday,

"having a mighty sum of money in my hand,"
and this has been held to fix the date of the

ballad
" some time previous to the Civil Wars,

before which Sunday was not strictly observed in

England." The play was originally called
' The

Merchant,' and it is to be noted that
' The Mer-

chant '
is given as the name of the tune to which

the ballad is to be sung. W. F. WALLER.

The characters in Lillo's play are supposed to

have lived in the days of Queen Elizabeth, and

this tragedy produced in 1731 was founded

upon the old ballad entitled 'George Barnwell,
the London Apprentice,' which dates from the

early part of the seventeenth century.
We are told in the prologue to the play :

A London 'Prentice ruin'd is our theme,
Drawn from the fam'd old song that bears hia name.
We hope your taste is not so high to scorn

A moral tale esteem'd ere you were born ;

Which for a century of rolling years,
Has fill'd a thousand thousand eyes with tears.

J. F. MANSERQH.

In Percy's 'Eeliques' (Prichard's edition),

it is conjectured that
'

George Barnwell
'

is

founded upon fact, but " when it happened, I

have not been able to discover." However, the

date 1706 is opposed to the internal evidence

afforded by the lines:

Next Sunday, without fail,

Having a mighty sum
Of money in my hand,
Unto her house I went.

For, as the marginal note says, "The having a

sum of money with him on Sunday, &c., shows

this narrative to have been penned before the Civil

Wars ;
the strict observance of the Sabbath was

owing to the change of manners at that period."
The date of the ballad which gave rise to the

play, acted about 1730, seems not known.
EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &o.

Popular County Histories. History of Nottinghamshire.

By Cornelius Brown. (Stock.)
WE can cordially recommend this issue of the series

known as "
Popular County Histories." Mr. Brown has

had a good subject and has dealt with it well. Notting-
ham has had many historic advantages. From the earliest

days of our history until the times when the great Re-
form Bill was in agitation Nottinghamshire places and
Nottinghamshire men are constantly putting in an appear-
ance. One of the chief highways from London to the
North passed through its confines. The great forest of
Sherwood was within its limits, and Archbishop Cranmer
was a child of the soil. Blythe was one of the five places
in which, in spite of Papal condemnation, it was per-
mitted to hold tournaments; and then there is Newstead,
with its long and interesting monastic history, which is

familiar to all as having been the home' of Byron. On
these and many other subjects of equal interest Mr.
Brown chats very pleasantly. We trust his work will be

widely read and prompt many other Nottinghamshire folk
to study the annals of the shire.

Ketford is known to many of our readers as an import-
ant railway junction. It was a well-known place in the
Middle Ages. In the reign of Edward II. it sent bur-

gesees to Parliament
;
but it would seem that the inha-

bitants of the little town did not appreciate the honour
bestowed upon them, for we find in 1330 the people
sought to be excused from exercising their rights,

"
on.

the ground of poverty and inability to pay the burgesses
the heavy expenses of their long journeys."
Mr. R. Allen Rolfe has contributed a valuable chapter

on the fauna and flora of the county, which will be
attractive to many for whom history has little fascina-
tion. This writer mentions the curious fact that in 1826
there appeared in a local newspaper a series of articles

signed
"

II Rosajo," entitled a ' Botanical Calendar of

Nottinghamshire.' The papers are valuable, but unfor-

tunately Mr- Rolfe cannot make out where they appeared
or who was the writer. The copy he has used is far from
perfect. It is made up of a series of cuttings bound in
a thin volume, now preserved in the library of the Royaf
Herbarium at Kew. We wonder whether Mr. Rolfe has
consulted the matchless series of newspapers in the
British Museum. As the year of issue of these papers is

known, it would not be a very serious labour to consult
all the Nottinghamshire newspapers of that date.

Mr. Brown has not been able to see a copy of the rare

pamphlet describing the Battle of Willoughby, fought in

1648 between the Royalists under the leadership of Sir

Philip Monckton, and the Parliamentarians commanded
by Col. Edward Rossetter, of Somerby, near Brigg, who.
was then governor of Belvoir Castle. It may be of ser-

vice to him to know that it was reprinted in 1884 by the.

Philobiblon Society as an appendix to the ' Monckton,

Papers.'

Old Friends: Essays in Epistolary Parody. By A. Lang..

(Longmans & Co.)
THE second volume of Mr. Lang's reprinted works con-
sists of epistolary parodies first printed in the St.

James's Gazette. These stand deservedly high in public
favour, and are, indeed, very bright and sparkling. The-
letters are from characters, principally in fiction, to one

another, the imaginary beings who correspond being-
such only as might have met had their existence been
real. Count Fosco here writes to Samuel Pickwick,,
Allan Quatermain to Sir Harry Curtis, Mr. Lovelace to

John Belford, Clive Newcome to Arthur Pendennis, and
so forth. A cleverer, more welcome, or more readable
volume does not often see the light.

The Record Interpreter: a Collection of Abbreviations,
Latin Words and Names used in English Historical,

Manuscripts and Records. Compiled by Charles Trice
Martin. (Reeves & Turner.)

IT is not easy to exaggerate the usefulness of this book.
It supplies a want that has been felt by all students since
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the writing of contracted Latin became a lost art. Up-
wards of a hundred years ago Andrew Wright published
his

' Court Hand Restored,' a book which wag for its time

a very sensible production. That it was esteemed by the

historical students of the time is proved by the fact that

it went through seven or more editions before 1846.

We have not compared the various editions, but from

a casual glance it seems to us that there is not

much to choose between those of earlier and later date.

The last issue, which we do not remember to have seen,

was edited by the author of the book now before us in

1879. In preparing that edition for the press Mr.

Martin became aware that no improvement of Wright's
book could ever fit it for the use of modern scholars.

He therefore determined to produce a similar volume on

independent lines. In the first place we have an alpha-
betical list of abbreviations, which is not only much
fuller than that given by Wright, but surpasses all those

to be found in the various volumes issued by the old

Record Commission. The best English work of the kind

we have hitherto had was the table, occupying some 130

pages, in the fourth volume of the late Sir Thomas
Duffus Hardy's

'

Registrum Palatium Dunelmense.'

We apprehend that Mr. Martin has absorbed these into

his great collection, and he has certainly found a place
for many forms for which Sir Thomas had not space.

If ' The Record Interpreter
' had ended here we

should have given it a hearty welcome ;
but there is much

more to follow. For instance, we have a short Latin

glossary, giving many words which occur in our records

and in writers of the Middle Ages, but were unknown
to what are called classical writers. Some of these we
must admit are barbarisms, but the greater part of them
are good honest words which the necessities of the case

brought into being. They are no more worthy of con-

tempt than is an English gentleman of to-day, because

he cannot trace his lineage to the Plantagenets. Many
of these, but by no means all, occur in that great collec-

tion, the work of many minds, which goes by the name
of Du Gauge,; but those costly quartos are beyond the

reach of many of our readers, and even for the happy
few who possess them on their shelves, it is convenient

to have a word-list in a handy form.
The list of the Latin names of places in Great Britain

and Ireland is much more complete than anything we
have before seen. If the reader will take the trouble of

comparing the work with Grasse's 'Orbis Latinus'he
will see how great an advance has been made.
The only part of the volume which does not come up

to the highest modern requirement is the list of Latin

Christian names with their English equivalents. This

might have been much enlarged with advantage.

Fred James under a Spell. By Fred James. (Leadenhall

Press.)
WITH its admirably executed illustrations, this whimsi-

cality seems likely to be very popular. It is a tale of

diablerie. Sufficiently gruesome is the rhyming spell

under which Mr. James is cast. For worlds, however, we
would not breathe its nature.

MR. W. T. LYNN has issued a short, cheap, and ser-

viceable Catechism of English Church History. The

publisher is Mr. George Stoneman.

MESSRS. CASSELL & Co. have recommenced the pub-
lication of the Encyclopaedic Dictionary in monthly
shilling parts. To the merits of this work we have borne
constant tribute, as much in frequen t use and reference

as in eulogy.

MB. HENRY R. PLOMER has issued (Canterbury, Cross

& Jackman) a short account of Canterbury Records,
which will enable visitors to that fine city to obtain a

knowledge of some superb documents. The gain will

not be confined to visitors, as those of the city folk who
know of the noble charters and other records in the city

may probably be counted on the fingers. To antiquaries
this pamphlet warmly commends itself.

MR. H. W. FINCHAM and Mr. T. Roberts Brown have
issued for private distribution a Bibliography of Book-

plates, reprinted from vol. i. of the Ex Libris Journal.
in this interesting and valuable compilation, which will

soon need extension,
' N. & Q.' frequently figures.

French, German, and other works, including Swedish,
are laid under contribution.

MR. J. S. PHILLIPS has issued the Clergy Directory
and Parish Guide for 1892, a work the method and
utility of which have commended it to general use.

A FEW copies of the pottery book of Mr. and Miaa

Hodgkin, reviewed in our last number, are to be obtained
from Mr. Quaritcb. Mr. Hodgkin writes to say that his
share in the illustrations was less than is stated in the
review of his work.

tor

We must call special attention to the following notices :

ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications correspondents

must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the

signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to

appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication "

Duplicate."

J. A. J., Calcutta (" Porridge Island "). A paved alley
near the church of St. Martin in the Fields, destroyed
in 1829, in the course of the destruction of the rookeries
near the bottom of St. Martin's Lane, Bedford Street,
and Chandos Street.

A. R. A. B. (" Oil on troubled waters "). This ques-
tion is capable of no direct answer. Consult indexes to

various series of ' N. & Q.'

G. W. R. " The bar of Michael Angelo
"
refers to the

brow. See 6> S. i. 499.

J. B. S. ('Northanger Abbey'). The "wonderful
creature

"
mentioned by Macaulay is Jane Austen.

R. HUDSON. Double / as initial is an imitation of the
old capital F.

THORNFIELD (" Origin and use of & "). It is simply et,

See 4th g. viii. 311, 387, 468, 555; 6"> S. i. 500 ;
the last

reference especially.

OLD PORTRAIT. Will ANTHONY, who gives no address,
communicate with the Rev. Maurice Howard Marsden,
M.A., the Parsonage, Spalding.

ASTERISK. White blackbirds are very rare varieties

of the ordinary species. For further information consult
the Gardener's Chronicle.

CORRIGENDUM. P. 209, col. 1, 1. 29, for " Backheath"
read Rackheath.

NOTICE.
Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The

Editor of
' Notes and Queries

' "
Advertisements and

Business Letters to " The Publisher "at the OfSce, 22,
Took's Court, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return com-

munications which, for any reason, we do not print ; and
to this rule we can make no exception.
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REMOVAL OF THE OFFICES OF
'NOTES AND QUERIES.'

Owing to the Crown having acquired Nos. 4
and 22, Took's Court, the Printing and Pub-

lishing Departments are now REMOVED to

the New Offices at Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane.

The article of Mr. Clinch on the historical
associations connected with Took's Court,
Bream's Buildings, and the neighbourhood,
with illustrations by Mr. A. Bernard Sykes, will

be given in our next number.

ffcltf,

THE HOUSE OF WINCHESTER.
(Conceded from p. 142.)

Queen Elizabeth, on December 2, 1594,
licensed to alienate in capita the manor of Ash-

more, and premises there, to Benjamin Tichborne
and Francis Shrimpton, in trust for Jane Lam-
bert for life, with respective remainders in favour

of her four natural children, according to seniority
in tail male, with an ultimate remainder to the

third Marquis of Winchester in fee.

On March 1, 1595, the above trustees, by
direction of the then marquis, granted same pre-
mises to Richard Beconsaw and John Lambert

(Jane's brother), to uses of the foregoing licence,
with attornment of the copyhold tenants to Jane

Lambert at her court held for the same manor,
and among those who then attorned was one
Elizabeth Lambert, of Ashmore, who held copy-
holds thereof, doing service as a customary tenant
at Jane Lambert's court on October 15, 1594.
The title is followed down by a bargain and

sale of January 19, indenture of January 21, and
fine levied Hilary, 44 Elizabeth, whereby the pre-
mises (in pursuance of the articles of agreement in
the compromise of the first suit) were settled to
similar uses, Jane Lambert being then described
as wife of Gerrard Fleetwood, while William
Pawlett was described as of Edington, Wilts, Esq.
By subsequent deeds the Asbmore premises

were conveyed by William Pawlett respectively
to the families of AIner, Arnold, Cole, Combe,
Foyle, Goddard, and Mullens, but the manor in

not mentioned in any of the deeds, and Hutchins
has an idea, without, however, giving legal proof,
that the trustees sold the manor.

Sir Gerrard Fleetwood and Lady Jane his
wife were also interested in the manors of Ailing-
ton and Bratton. After Lady Jane's death he
married, secondly, Isabel, daughter of Henry
Neville, Esq., of Grove, com. Notts, widow
respectively of Sir John Harpur and Sir Peter
Freshville. I suspect he was identical with Sit
Gerrard Fleetwood, of Crawley, Hants, who was
fined in 1647.

Sir William Pawlett, the eldest natural son,
was described in a licence granted 41 Eliz. as of

the Middle Temple, London, and on February 10,
44 Eliz., had granted to him the manor, farm, and
lands of Whaddon, and farm of Ashley, in Portes-

ham, Dorset, for ninety years, at 9?. 19s. rent,
which premises had been the inheritance of the
noble house of Winchester for some years then

previous, being mentioned in a deed of Jan. 25,
7 James I., as belonging to that family, and
included the rectory, advowson, tithes, &c., of

Portesham, and other considerable estates there,
some of which afterwards passed to the Napier
family, as shown by legal records. His I.P.M.
was taken at Wokingham, Nov. 5, 5 Chas. I., he

dying seised of three messuages and eight vir-

gates of land in Ashmore, with premises in

Edington, &c., on March 3, 1628/9, he making
his nuncupative will the same day, appointing his

brother, Sir John Pawlett, of Hide Street, Win-
chester, his executor, who proved same April 28,
1629. By his wife Elizabeth, daughter of Sir

John Seymour, hehad issue, besides five daughters
Honor Pawlett

; Elizabeth, wife of Robert Deve-
reux, Earl of Essex, and Sir Thomas Higgins, of

Grevell, Hants ; Frances, wife of Col. Thomas
Leveson, Governor of Dudley Castle

; Mary Paw-
lett, and Aliee Pawlett two sons: 1. William

Pawlett, son and heir, aged sixteen, 1629 ; heir

under father's will ; sold manor of Allington, 29
Chas. II. ; was presumably of Bickton, Hants, Esq.;
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will dated November 3, 1683; proved April 24,

1684 ;
had two sons : William Pawlett, of Bick-

ton, born about 1662 ;
married Martha, daughter

of Samuel Ironside, of Leighton Buzzard, Beds
;

and Richard Pawlett. 2. Essex Pawlett, second

son, joined brother William in sale of Allington,

29 Chas. II.; patron of Portesham Rectory, 1681,

who by Margaret, his wife, had three daughters,

Philadelphia, wife of Thomas Hussey, both buried

at Edmondsham, Dorset ; he in 1684, she in

1714/5 ; Margaret Pawlett, of the Close, New
Sarum, Wilts, spinster ; formerly of Shaston,
Dorset

; mortgagee in 1722 of William Lambert's

property in Ashmore ;
afterwards trustee for sale

thereof ; patron of Portesham, 1731 ; will dated

March 6, 1731 ; proved March 9, 1734 ; desired

to be buried with her dear parents at Winchester;
and another daughter, whomarried George Browne,
of Blandford, doctor of physic. He in his will,

dated February 11, proved March 22, 1727/8,
called Margaret Pawlett his sister-in-law, giving

Stephen Lambert 101.; this testator had the re-

mainder, in the event of the testator's sons dying
sine prole, under will of kinsman Sir George
Browne, of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, Bart. , and

by his own will appointed his cousin, Anthony
Browne, son of Sir George Browne, his residuary

legatee and executor.

Sir John Pawlett, second natural son, was of

Hide Street, Winchester ; said to have given

twenty nobles by will to Vicar of Portesbam
;

married Elizabeth, daughter and heiress of John

Stump, of Malmesbury, Wilts.

Sir Hercules Pawlett, third natural son, married

Bridget, daughter of Sir Henry Giffard, and had
two sons, Hercules and William. In 1686/7 Her-
cules Pawlett, of St. Clement's Dane's, Middlesex,
died intestate, and Hercules his sou administered.

Sir Hector Pawlett, fourth natural son, married

Jane Butler, and had issue William and Theophila.
It will have been seen that Lady Jane Fleet-

wood was a member of the Maidenbradley family;
but a writer on the history of Ashmore has

expressed an opinion that " the Lamberts, who
were copyholders in the manor of Ashmore, had
no relation to Mrs. Jane Lambert, lady of the
manor." These copyholders were, however,
undoubtedly of some antiquity at Ashmore, what-
ever their origin may have been, and the fact of

the Maidenbradley family holding property here
towards the end of the sixteenth century may
have been a mere coincidence, and does not in

itself prove relationship. In 1457 and 1468 Alan
Lambert (an early name) was presented to the
Cranbourne Chase court for cutting wood in Bur-

sey 's woods, Ashmore, and in 1495 again presented,
under Gundervyle (close to Ashmore) for breaking
assize of beer, while in 24 Hen. VII. he is shown
as holding land?, late of Stephen Harte, in Tarrant

Gunville, where in 1493 Richard and Robert

Lambert were living. Another RoVert Lambert
married a daughter of John Alner, of Tarrant

Launceston, as is shown by the hitter's will in

1596, which Richard Lambert witnessed, but I
think this Robert and Richard were members of

the Boyton Lamberts, who I find from records

holding property about this part at this period.
William Lambert, of Ashmore, was presented:

at Cranbourne Chase court, 1515, for allowing pigs
to go unrung in Chase, and 1516-17-18 for default

of suit in Cranbourne hundred
; and the family

were here until 1594, when Elizabeth Lambert,,
the Ashmore copyholder, did service at Jane
Lambert's court as a customary tenant. Thomas
Lambert, of Ashmore, tailor, in will of March 6,

1632, mentions mother Christian Lambert

(Nicholas Lambert married Christian Butler in>

1593) ; wife, Ann Lambert ; infant son, John-

Lambert; to be buried at Ashmore, where he hold

property. William Lambert enfranchised Ash-
more copyholds 1634, and he in 1616 witnessed

the seisen taken for Sir William Pawletf. Stephen
Lambert, presented 1625 by tithingman of Ash-
more for default of suit of court, being mentioned
in Subsidy Roll and Protestation Return 1642 for

Ashmore, where he was buried Candlemas Day,
1667. From here the Lamberts are carried down
to this day. A portion of the Maidenbradley
Lamberts migrated to London, Kent, Essex, and
other counties. HENRY W. ALDRED,

181, Coldharbour Lane, Camberwell, S.B.

May I draw MR. ALDRED'S attention to another
connexion between the names of Paulett, Lambert,,
and Fleetwood ? He has shown that Jane Lam-
bert, mistress of the third Marquis of Winchester,,
married, after the death of the marquis in 1598,
as first wife of Sir Gerrard Fleetwood, son of Sir

William Fleetwood, of Great Missenden, county
Bucks. From Archdale's Lodge (art, "Cavan, E.")
we learn that Walter Lambert, or Lambart (father

by his first wife of the first Lord Cavan), married
for his second wife a daughter of Sir George*
Paulett, the Governor of Londonderry, killed

there in 1608, brother of the third Marquis of

Winchester. It also appears that Sir Oliver

Lambart, first Lord Cavan aforesaid, married

Hester, daughter of Sir William Fleetwood, of

Carrington Manor, co. Bedford.
I am not aware if there was any connexio

between Jane Lambert and the ancestors of the
Earl of Cavan, or between the Fleetwood s of Mis-
senden and those of Carrington. SIGMA.

BOHEMIA.
Henri Murger, in

' La Vie de Bobeme,' chap,
xxii., says that is, he makes Marcel say, when he
has resolved to bid adieu to " Bohemia" "

purge
and leave sack," as Falstaff has it :

" On peut
etre un poete ou un artiste veritable en se tenant
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les pieds chauds et en faisant ses troia repas. Quoi
qu'on dise et quoi qu'on fasse, si Ton veut arriver

& qiielque chose il taut toujours prendre la route
du lieu comrauu." This, I venture to think, is not

strictly correct. It may be, or probably is, better
to take "la route du lieu commun," in order to

arrive " a quelque chose,
"
but it can hardly be

aid to be absolutely necessary, as Marcel avers.

Let us take some notable instances in our own
literary history. The daily life of Sir Walter
Scott and of his friend and confrere William
Wordsworth was as orderly and regular in

Wordsworth's case one might almost say hum-
-drum as that of " the old Government clerk

"

so faithfully sketched in Mr. Locker- Limpson's
* London Lyrics.' On the other hand, Burns,
Byron, and Shelley were literary and social

"
free

lances
" and " Bohemians " of a pronounced but,

of course, very high type. Now I think we must
allow that Burns, Byron, and Shelley, with all

their Bohemianism, were (speaking generally) as

great geniuses as were Scott and Wordsworth,
and that, in their own way, they arrived "a
quelque chose" as much as not more than the

two "
orderly

"
poets did. To put it in another

and more interesting way
' Tain o' Shanter,' the

third and fourth cantos of 'Childe Harold,' and
*
Adonais,' are as valuable contributions to Eng-

land's literature as are
' Marmion ' and Words-

worth's 'Yarrow' trilogy and 'Tintern Abbey.'
Yet the authors of ' Marmion' and the ' Yarrow '

trilogy belonged to the "
party of order," the

authors of ' Tarn o' Shanter,'
'
Childe Harold,' and

*

Adonais,' to the party of disorder. 1 do not use
the latter term disrespectfully ;

I have far too

much reverence for a great poet to do such a

thing. I use it only as an antithesis to
"
order."

I am far from wishing to defend literary or artistic
4t Bohemianism." Indeed I have little reason to

do so. Occasional glimpses into the regions of

London " Boheinianism "
in my metropolitan days

lang syne did not impress me with a favourable

opinion of "la vie de Boheme." I only wish to

point out that Murger is as I think mistaken
in his reasoning. Genius is equally genius, whether
its possessor is a Wordsworth with his common-
place daily life of tea-table domesticities, or a

Shelley running a tilt against most of the received

usages and opinions of the world around him.

There is one more point which I should like to

notice. In his interesting preface Mnrger says," Nous ajouterons que la Bohetne n'existe et

n'est possible qu'ii Paris." This seems to me a

-strange remark. I imagine that there has been,
and I dare say still is, as much literary and artistic
*' Bohemianism "

in London as there ever was in

Paris, though, as one might expect from the differ-

ence of temperament of the two nations, the
' : Bohemianism "

of London is of a different type
from that of Paris. Macaulay's description of

Grub Street last century, in his essay on Boswell's
'
Life of Johnson,' reads like a chapter of

' La Vie
de Boheoie':

" After months of starvation and despair, a full third

night or a well-received dedication filled the pocket of
the lean ragged unwashed poet with guineas. He has-
tened to enjoy those luxuries with the images of which
his mind had been haunted while he was sleeping
amidst the cinders and e itin<? potatoes at the Irish

ordinary in Shoe Lane. A week of taverns soon qualified
him for another year of night-cellars Sometimes blaz-

ing in gold-laced hats and waistcoats ; sometimes lying
in bed because their coats had gone to pieces, or wearing
paper cravats because their linen was in pawn."

Compare with this Rodolphe in the fourth chap-
ter of

' La Vie de Boheme,' after the forty franca

which his drama of the '
V
r
engeur

' had brought
him had gone to join "les neiges d'antan":

"Quelque temps apie*, c'etait la belle saison,

Rodolphe demeurait avenue de Saint Cloud, dans
le troisieme arbre a gauche en sortant du bois de

Boulogne, sur la cinqui&oie branche." In this

case Pompey was even more like Caesar than

Caesar was like Pompey, because Rodolphe's yite

in the tree is obviously a joke, whereas Macaulay's
Grub Street writer's couch in the cinders was
doubtless a stern reality. Compare also the Grub
Street writers in Macaulay's essay,

"
standing at

the window of an eating-house in Porridge Island

to snuff up the ecent of what they could not afford

to taste," with an exactly similar scene on Christ-

mas Eve in
' La Vie de Boheme,' chap. xxii.

(Marcel and Rodolphe at the charcutier's shop
window). Clearly Murger wai unacquainted with

Macaulay's essay. I fancy Thackeray also could

have given Murger some light on the subject of

London nineteenth century ''Bohemianism." I

ought to state that Murger culls Molier^ and

Shakespeare
<(
ces illustres bohe'miens," and

alludes to Chatterton in pissing, thereby recog-

nizing English
" Bohemianism "

to some extent.

JONATHAN BOUCHIBR.
llopley, Alresford.

CAXTON'S 'BOOK OF COURTESY.' In a review

of George Washington's
' Rules of Civility'' which

appeared last year in the Academy (April 18), the

writer say?,
" '

II Galateo' of Delia Casa and '
II

Cortigiano
'

of Castiglioni are, so far aa I know,
the oldest books of civility in our modern litera-

ture." Delia Casa was born in 1503, more than

twenty years after the publication of Caxton's

'Book of Courtesy,' which, although the exact

date has not yet been ascertained, was certainly,

according to Mr. Blades, printed not later than

1479. Nor was this the first book on the subject,

for the 'Book of Good Manners,' also printed by
Caxton, was a translation made, as Caxton him-

self informs us, in 1486, and printed in the

following year, from the French work of Jacques
le Grant, who presented it, as Mr. Blades informs
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us on the authority of one of the MSS. in the

Bibliotheque Nationale, in the year 1409 to

Prince John, son of King Charles VI.
'
II Cor-

tigiano
' must also be of much later date than the

'Book of Courtesy,' as its author was only just

bora when the
' Book of Courtesy

'

appeared.
F. N.

PACE=CHRISTMAS. In the current number of

the Church Quarterly Eeview, No. Ixvi. (p. 439),

Don Pascual de Gayangos, the editor of the 'Span-
ish Calendar of State Papers, &c.,' is taken to

task for that he, a Spaniard, shows himself igno-

rant or oblivious of the fact that
u
Paequa in

Spanish means Christmas and Pentecost as well

as Easter," and for
"
supposing that Eastei could

fall in June or December."

Pascha, according to Durand, cited by'fDu

Cange, may be used of "quodlibet magnum
festum." When we turn to its vernacular forms

among the Romance peoples, it is interesting to

note Villehardouin writing (' Conqueste de Con-

stantinople,' chap. cxli. sub fin.) : "Ensi furent

la semaine entre les deus Pasques," meaning Palm

Sunday and Easter Sunday. The hero and heroine

of the old romance 'Flore et Bhncefljr' were horn

together "le jar de le paske flourie
"

(Palm

Sunday), and
li doi enfant, quant furent ne,
de la feste furent nome*.

la Crestyene [the girl] por 1'onor

de la festa ot non Blanceflor :

li roia noma son cier til Floire.

Bat I will not go fully into the continental uses of

the word, wishing specially to show its connexion

with Christmas. We find the French formerly

calling Christmas
"
pasque de Noel," and (accord-

ing to Sir H. Nicolas)
"
Paque without any

addition," as it was "distinguished from the feast of

the Resurrection by the latter being called
' Les

grandes Paques.'
" In an old Italian

'

Esposizione
del Pater Noster,' Christmas is spoken of as "

la

pasqna della Nativitade ;

" and we find
"
pasqua

di Natale "
in modern dictionaries. The Spanish

use has been already referred to, and the Portu-

guese also have their "paseoa da Natividade."

In Middle English we meet with "pasche,"
"paske," "pass," "pace," as the name of the

Easter festival ;
and "

pace
" survives to the

present day all over the north of England, in the

term "Pace-egg?." Only one example of imitation

of the continental use, so far as I know, is extant in

a M. E. writing, namely, the metrical
'

Life of St.

Cnthbert,' lately published by the Surtees Society.
At ]. 3393 we read of the saint :

Done solempnite of pace,
To fame agayne he takes his trace.

That "
pace

" here means Christmas is shown by
comparison with the Latin original :

"
Repetit

autem insulam mansionemque suam vir Dei Cud-
berctus mox peracta die solemn! Nativitatis

Dominicse." Unfortunately, in the glossarial index

"pace" is represented as used in error for Christ-

mas. Perhaps other instances of the use of the

word in this extended meaning may be known to

readers of ' N. & Q.' F. ADAMS.
105, Albany Road, Camberwell,

LEART. I believe this slang word, often used
in the sense of

"
knowing," to be a word of quite

respectable origin. It has been derived from M.
E. leren, to teach

;
but that is not the way to form

an adjective, and the substantival form is lore.

I have no doubt that, like several other slang

terms, it is of Dutch origin. If we start, not from
the E. Icre, but from the cognate Du. leer, all

comes right. Eilian gives "Leerigh, docilis"; so

that the original sense was "
apt to learn."

I think it very likely that we borrowed the sub-

stantive at the same time, as I find it in the last

line but one of 'The Wife Lipped in Morrelles

Skin,' printed in Hazlitt's 'Early Popular Poetry,'
iv. 226 :

Because she was of a shrewJe leerc,

Thus was she served in this maner.

The date of this piece is a little before 1575.

Words came in from the Dutch in the reign of

Elizabeth. WALTER W. SKEAT.

MOUSE FOLK-LORE : HUMAN SOUL APPEARING
AS A MOUSE. According to a Swabian legend, a
maid-servant in the " Oberland " was obliged to

go schrdtteleweis ; that is to say, she was one of

the unfortunates who are compelled to become

nightmares, and to visit stables and cattle-sheds,

against their will, for the purpose of stifling or

crushing the live-stock by pressure. When she

was out on her expeditions her body lay as if dead
on her bed, or on the floor of the dwelling-room
in her employer's house, but her soul crept out of

her mouth in the form of a white mouse. The
mother of the maid was a Schratt, and the girl

had inherited the practice from her. Now the

girl became quite ill from over-strain, so her

master guessed what was wrong, and began to

watch her. One night at twelve o'clock he saw
her in the sitting-room, where she fell down ; and
then a white mouse went out of the window
towards the out-buildings. The farmer hastened

to the stable, and took away the plank which led

as a bridge over the pool of manure-water, so that

the mouse could not enter the stable. But as a

Schrattele must press something, in any case, it

squeezed the great oak tree lying in the court-

yard, and the next day the maid-servant was blue

From pressure. Then her employer spoke to her

privately, and told her what he had observed.

The girl wept, and excused herself, because she

had inherited the evil; and the farmer said he
would help her, if possible, cost what it might.
But the maid said,

" Then I must press the finest

horse in the stable to death." Stirred by com-
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passion, the farmer consented, and from that hour

the girl was delivered. Cf. Dr. Anton Birlinger,
' Volksthiirnliches aus Schwaben,' i. 303. Swabian
witches are credited with the power of making
mice (ibid., i. 315). In Diirmentingen there was
an old crone who made her grandchildren white
mice for playthings. The neighbours' children

talked at home of the pretty little mice, so the

judicial authority seized the woman, and she was
burnt as a witch (ibid., i. 316).

Similar stories are also to be met with in Baden
and the neighbouiing districts. For example, in

Werbach a girl six years of age once came home
from hsr godmother's and told her mother that

she had learnt how to make mice and thunder-
storms. The mother forbade the child strictly to

go to her godmother's again, and sewed organy
and St. John's wort in her clothes. In spite of

the prohibition the child went by stealth to her

godmother, and was led by her into the cellar,
where the devil waited for her. But at sight of

the girl he exclaimed :

Organy and St. John's wort,
Take away my bride from me :

for, on account of the plants sewn in her garments,
he had no more power over the child. B. Baader,
4

Neugesammelte Volkssagen aus dem Lande
Baden,' p. 110. The same authority tells us (p. 35)
that, according to legend, on his journey to Con-
stance St. Bernard stayed at Freiburg, and since

his visit the room he occupied has been free from
mice. MABEL PEACOCK.

ARMS OF PCLLICI FAMILY. In a recent
number of the Athen&um, when reviewing Mr.
Woodward's new book on heraldry, the anonymous
writer makes the following extraordinary comment
upon the arms of the Pullici family of Verona.
The shield or is seme of fleas sable, &c.

,
and

anent this we are told that
" the old heralds, who pretended to find in armorial
charges the hieroglyphic of the moral character of the
bearer, would no doubt have discovered in the Pullici

charges the symbols of restless activity and relentless
bloodthirstiness."

Has the sage ever heard anything about canting
arms? Pulici means "fleas

"
in Italian, and hence

the charge. L. L. K.

[Pleas are, of course,
"
symbols of restless activity and

relentless bloodthirstiness."]

VEIL : VAIL. In Pope's famous description ol

Bentley before the Goddess of Dulness (' Dunciad,'
iv.), this couplet occurs in all the editions I have
seen :

His hat, which never veiVd to human pride,
Walker with reverence took and laid aside.

This is the reading of the first Aldine text, and it

is that which Mark Pattison gives in his selections
from Pope in Ward's 'English Poets,' vol. iii

There seems to be little doubt that Pope mean

iaiFd, whatever he may have written. This verb,
signifying "lowered," is familiar, with transitive

brce, in the passage descriptive of Salarino's syin-
>athy with those concerned in merchandise (' Mer-
chant of Venice,' I. i. 28) :

I should not see the sandy hour-glass run,
But I should think of shallows and of flats.
And see my wealthy Andrew dock'd in sand,
Vailing her high-top lower than her ribs
To kiss her burial.

The same usage is observable in '

Pericles,' II. iii.

42:
None that beheld him, but, like lesser lights,
Did vail their crowns to his supremacy.

Editors of Scott's ' Marmion ' have been con-

siderably exercised over the appearance of the
same verb in that poem, canto iii. 234 :

And proudest princes vail their eyes
Before their meanest slave

a reading about which there need, surely, have
never been any difficulty at all.

As an intransitive verb vail is likewise far from
uncommon. The editors of the Clarendon Press
4 Merchant of Venice,' annotating the passage
already quoted, refer to Marlowe's ' Jew of Malta,'
II. ii. 11 :

Because we vail'd not to the Spanish fleet
;

and the
'

Encyclopaedia Dictionary
'

quotes from
Beaumont and Fletcher's

4 Woman Hater,' I. iii.,

as follows :

"
All the gallants on the stage rise,

vail to me, kiss their hand." These instances are

in exact accordance with what seems to have been

Pope'a employment of the word in describing the

severe dignity of Bantley's hat. The noun "
vail,"

in the sense of lowering or descent, is in
' Troilus

and Cressida,' V. viii. 7 :

Look, Hector, how the sun begins to set
;

How ugly night comes breathing at his heels ;

Even with the vail and darking of the sun,
To close the day up, Hector's life is done.

THOMAS BATHE.
Helensburgh, N.B.

ON THE LOSS OF v IN ENGLISH. There is

still a good deal to be done in the way of tabu-

lating phonetic changes in English, and I hope
that the faithful drudges who attempt to register

examples contribute somewhat to the clearer

understanding of the subject. It occurs to me
that the loss of v in English words seems to take

place most commonly before r, n, and I.

Before r. We are accustomed, in poetry, to e'tr

for ever, ne'er for never, o'er for over. A similar

effect is observable in Middle-English, where we
find discure used for discover, and recure for

recover ; whilst the simple word cover sometimes
became cure, as is attested at the present day by
the word curfew. Two striking instances occur
in poor, for the Middle-English and Anglo-French
povre ; and in lark, short for M.-E. laverk, from
A.-S. Idwerce, later laferce. In this connexion we
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may compare the E. surplus with the Ital. sovrap-

piu. I explain the Scotch orra, superfluous, as

standing for ovra, as if it meant (so to speak)

over-y ; cf. G. iibrig.

Before n. In poetry we often use e'en for even;

cf. also Halloween. Prov. E. has gin for given,

and aboon for dboven. M.-E. has the infin. han
for haven. The most remarkable example is that

of laundress for lavendress, from F. laver, to wash.

Before 1. We often see de'il for devil, and the

word shovel becomes shool or showl in Prov. E.

I, said the Owl,
With my spade and .thoiol,

I'll bury Cock Robin.

There is a slight tendency to drop final ve, as in

gV for give. In M.-E. the word cirsive, sb.,

meaning something corrosive, also occurs as corsy;
and the O.-F. pourcif, short-winded, is now

pursy. The commonest example is jolly, which

even in Chaucer was spelt jolif. The final/ in

these words was voiced to v, owing to lack of

stress, and then dropped. Cf. also braw for brave,
and doo for dove; also fi'-pun'-note and twel'-pun'-
ten.

I have noted (' Eog. Etym.,' i. 374) the loss of

A.-S. /in head, lord, lady, women, leman, Lammas,
and stem (of a tree) ;

in all these cases the / was
voiced to v before disappearance.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

RACING IN SCOTLAND IN 1670. Lord Foun-
tainhall records an appeal from a decision of the

Consistorial Court of Haddington by which the

town of Haddington was ordered to give to Sir

Alexander Cunningham, the third baronet of

Robertland and Camskeith, a silver cup of the

value of 151. as the prize offered by the town
for a horse race. It was urged by the appellants
that

"Camskeith could never be heard to seik the cup,
because being weighted [weighed] at the louping on and
at the leaping of [off], he was lighter when he leipt of

than when he began, and this though the same was
proven by the judges appointed for wying [weighing]
them."

On behalf of Sir Alexander Cunningham it

was not denied that he had lost weight, but it was

urged that it had never been the custom at Had-

dington to weigh at leaping off, whatever may
have been the custom at other places, and that

anyhow this was a matter for the second rider

to take up, and not for the town. Lord Foun-
tainball records "this custome was found rele-

vant," so I suppose Sir Alexander did not get; his

cup. The appeal was heard July 2, 1670.

SIGMA.

To RIMER : TO REAM. (See 7
th

S. x. 405, 456.)
In continuation of my note at the first reference

I now give two quotations, one showing the form
of the verb in Eugland, the other in America :

"
Rimering, or boring out, a zone of metal inch wide

round the punched hole [in the steel] removes the
annulus of strained material, and neutralizes the effect

of punching." 'Theory of Stresses,
1

by Bindon B.

Stoney, London, 1886, p. 649.
" In the rivet shop punching and reaming in ' high

'

steel work is likely soon to be superseded by drilling
from the solid." Transactions of the American Society
of Civil Engineers, December, 1889, p. 571.

The American bridge-builder reams his rivet-

holes, his mate the British workman rimers them.

The verb rimer sounds as odd as would do to

borer, to dredger, to driver, to ventilator, &c. But
the Briton, even if he remembered the etymology,
has his way of spelling against him, and cannot

say that he rims the holep, as the process of rim-

ming is not exactly the same as that of reaming
or rimering. L. L. K.

FOLK-LORE OF HANGING. The Vienna corre-

spondent of the Daily News, alluding to the sen-

tence passed upon Schneider in January for the

murder of servant girls, said that the old women
of Vienna know that he would be sentenced to

death, as there had been a violent storm of wind,
which always foreboded either that some criminal

was going to be hanged, or that some one would
commit suicide by hanging himself.

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

We must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest to affix their

names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct.

CHAUCER'S 'CANTERBURY TALES.' Prof. Louns-

bury, in his very interesting
' Studies in Cnaucer,'

mentions (vol. iii. p. 154) a work which seems to

have escaped the notice of bibliographers on this

side of the Atlantic. He gives the title as follows :

"Canterbury Tales, Translated out of Chaucer's

Old English into our now usual Language, 1641,"
with the remark that "it had nothing to do with

Chaucer beyond the fact that it assumed his name
and the title of his principal work." Neither

Lowndes nor Brunet seems to know anything of L,
nor does it appear to be in the Library of the

British Museum at all events, the title is not to

be found in the Catalogue under " Chaucer." Can
any reader of

' N. & Q.' tell me anything about it ?

F. N.

SOSIBIUS. I find in Lempriere the statement

that Sosibius, the minister of Ptolemy Philopator,
lived to an advanced age, and was on that account

called Polychronos. According to the view of

some authorities Lempriere has confused two
Sosibiuses together. I wish, however (and after

considerable search have failed), to discover from

what source Lempriere derived his statement that
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any Sosibius lived to an advanced age, or was
called Polychronos. Though this query is some-

what out of the ordinary run, I think I am more

likely to get the information I want from the

readers of ' N. & Q.' than from any other source.

Smith, Clinton, &c., give me no help.
R. J. WALKEB.

QUIERY. This word occurs in T. Birch's 'Life

of Henry, Prince of Wales,' 1760, p. 429, in
" The

ordering of the Prince's chamber "
:

" Also one of the grooms of the prince's chamber shall

diligently attend on the quiery, as soon as it is brought
into the privy chamber, suffering none to approach the

same, to whom it appertains not by their office."

The date of the roll is uncertain, perhaps before

Henry was created Prince of Wales. He died in

1612. The "
it

"
puzzles me.

WTATT PAPWORTH.

PATRICK OR PETER IN SCOTLAND. T notice in

Sir W. Scott's
' Journal ' that Peter seems to be

the "short" for Patrick among friends. As I

have before now been puzzled by a confusion of

the two names in family documents, I should be

very glad to know whether the usage is, or was, at

all general. A. T. M.

THE ' PERVIGILIUM VENERIS.' Can any one tell

me of any translation of this poem into English
verse besides that of Thomas Stanley, 1649 (re-

printed 1815)? There are numerous French
translations. M.A.Oxon.

ENGRAVERS OF BOOK-PLATES. Perhaps some
of your readers could give me some information

about an engraver of a few very elegant book-

plates, period about middle of last century. He
signs himself " R. Mountaine, Winton," some-
times "R. Mountaine" and "R. M." Also
another engraver, I think must be Scotch, who
signs himself " Ard. Burden, Sculp."; period, I

should say, early last century. J. O.

MANORS IN ENGLAND. Is there any printed
book or MS. which gives a list of them arranged
in counties ? 0. MASON.

29, Emperor's Gate, S.W.

PETER PINDAR AND JOHN NICHOLLS. Will any
one who has the original editions of Peter Pindar's

works kindly tell me in what year he first published
' A Eowland for an Oliver : an Answer to Peter
Pindar's Epistle to John Nicholls'? It begins," son of wicked Satan." JATDEE.

REFORMED CALENDAB. Did Roman Catholics

in England, in the interval between 1582 and

1752, use the reformed calendar; or did they
retain the incorrect Julian style ?

H. W. L. RCMSEY.

ARMS. On a tablet in memory of Sir Godfrey
Bosvile, of Gunthwaite Hall, in the church of

Peniston, Yorkshire, are the arms and quartering;*
of the family. The second quartering was

apparently unknown to Mr. Hunter. Ik is as

follows : A talbot passant, on a chief three human
heads couped. Can any one tell me what family
bore this device ? J. H. B.

MEDIEVAL LATIN. Will some of your readers

kindly give me the title of any trustworthy work

containing a glossary of mediaeval Latin words, and
also showing the abbreviated words which one con-

stantly comes across in old deeds ? INQUIRER.

TRAVELS IN IRELAND. I have been informed

that the late Edward Newman, the editor of th&

Zoologist, published some time before 1845 a
volume of travels in Ireland. Can any of your
readers tell me the date and title of the work 1 It

does not seem to be in the London Library, which-

contains his other books. EDWARD PEACOCK.
Botteeford Manor, Brigg.

AIKENHEAD FAMILY. Can any one tell me
anything of the family of Aikenhead, of Jamaica?

Eleanor, daughter and heir of Archibald Aiken-

bead, of Stirling Castle, Jamaica, married, April 7,

1769, William Dundy Nedham, of Mount Olive,

Jamaica, Esq., Speaker of the House of Assembly.
There was also a Mrs. Sarah Aikenhead, who died

May 3, 1832, and was buried in the Ebenezer

Burial-ground, Kingston, Jamaica.
M. CUNLIFFE OWEN.

ARCHBISHOP SCKOPE. "Beatus Ricardus, mar-

tyr atque Pontifex," was appointed Bishop of

Lichfield and Coventry in 1386, and became Arch-

bishop of York in 1398, being decapitated in

1405. Was he of the Bolton or the Masham line ?

I know his alleged parentage by both, which
Burke gives in full. A. HALL.

FRENSHOLM. Will some one kindly tell me the

meaning of Frensholm, the name of a wood of two
and a half acres, surrounded by a ditch, liable to

be flooded, and in which the people had no right

of commonage ? It occurs first in a twelfth cen-

tury deed. R. J. HILL.
Salton Vicarage, York.

RECTORS OF WELFORD, NEWBTJRY. In the

inventory of church goods for this parish taken in

September, 1552, it is mentioned in the preface,

after stating the name of the village, that "Sir

Roger Semper is Vycar there." But I have a list

of rectors of the parish, which list is very complete
about tbat period, and no mention is made of Sir

Roger Semper as rector. I have an entry,
"
1552-3,

Richard Winter, Rector." If there was an interval

between a former rector's death and the appoint-
ment of Richard Winter, might there have been a

locum tenens to take the duty, who may have been

styled
" the vicar

"
? In a manorial deed the same

name and title recur at this date. The living baa
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never been a vicarage. Light on this subject will

be welcomed direct to H. M. B.
Welford Rectory, Newbury.

ADMIRAL CHRISTIAN. Is anything known of

the ancestors of Bear-Admiral Sir Hngh Oloberry
Christian, who died in 1798 ? I want to know if

he belonged to the family of Christian, formerly of

importance in the Isle of Man, and if he was con-
nected with William Christian, who was executed
in 1663 for treason, and about whom there are

many Manx stories. F. D.

EDWARD NORGATE, WINDSOR HERALD. Where
are the manuscript collections which, it is said, he
left? He died in 1650. I learn that they are

not at the College of Arms. A. C.

GLENCAIRN'S REGIMENT. Which was the regi-
ment called Glencairn's on the Scotch establish-

ment about 1640? MAC ROBERT.

SCHOOLMASTER. I should be greatly obliged if

any of your readers could inform me what the

education of the middle class consisted of in the

early and middle part of the seventeenth cen-

tury ; and what was the social position of a school-

master appointed by the corporation of a borough
to the town school. X. Y. Z.

RICHARD BROWNE, M.P. FOR NEW ROMNET IN

THE LONG PARLIAMENT. Sir Roger Twisden, in

his
'

Journal,' speaks of his
" cousin

"
Richard

Browne, one of the Cinque Port members. The
M. P. alluded to was returned for New Romney in

1641, in the place of Thomas Webb, expelled as a

Monopolist. He was secluded in the Purge of

December, 1648, and seems to have deceased

before the Restoration. What is known of his

family; and how does his cousinship to Sir Roger
Twisden appear ? He is said to have resided near

Ashford, in Kent. W. D. PINK.

THOMAS JOLLIFFE WITH THE KEY. Nash, in

his
'

History of Worcestershire '

(i. 252), under
"
Cofton-Hacket," gives the inscription on a marble

monument in memory of Thomas Jolliffe, of Leek,
co. Stafford, Esq., who died Oct. 23, 1693, aged
seventy- six. He goes on to say :

"In the
dining-parlourjfof Cofton Hall] is a picture

of this Mr. Thomas Jolliffe, with a key in his hand,
which the tradition of the family says was given him by
King Charles the First when in prison, that he might
hare access to him when he pleased. It is probable this

picture was painted after the king's affairs were quite
desperate, as Mr. Jolliffe ia represented with a melan-

choly desponding countenance, his pistols and sword

hanging upon a pillar before him, as if he were saying :

' Hie anna cestumque repono.' He continued faithful

to his sovereign till the last, and attended his execution."

The known facts about this gentleman are

briefly these. Born in 1617, the elder son of

William Jolliffe, of Leek (afterwards of Caverswall

Castle, co. Stafford), by his wife, Ann Webb. He

married first, in 1637, Margaret, daughter of

Richard Skinner, of Cofton Hall, co. Worcester ;

secondly, Mary, daughter of Sir Gabriel Lowe,
and widow of Thomas Ducie. He was J.P. for

Worcestershire, and served the office of High
Sheriff twice for this county and once for Stafford-

shire. Portraits of him are in the possession of

Lord Hylton, his direct descendant in the male

line, and of Mr. Biddulph, M.P., of Ledbury, a

descendant in the female line. The latter picture
is that described by Nash. In both portraits the

subject holds a large key in his right hand.

Various conjectures have been made as to the

meaning of this symbol (if it be one), namely, that

it indicates the office of Court Chamberlain, and
so forth ; but no proof has yet been found from

public records that Mr. Thomas Jolliffe held office

under the Crown. What, then, is intended by
the key ? JOHN A. C. VINCENT.

JOSEPH SMITH, "SHEEP-MAKER." I want dates

of birth and death of this well-known Manchester

man. He died at Maple Spring, Pennsylvania,
but I can find no record of the event in any place

open to me. H. H. S.

MART, LADY MONTEGLE. Can any one help
me to the dates of marriage and death of this lady,

daughter of Charles Brandon, Duke of Suffolk ?

Her eldest son was born in 1529; she had six

children, and was dead in June, 1544. Her will

has been vainly searched for at Somerset House.

Her husband, Thomas Stanley, Lord Montegle,
died in 1560, having married a second wife.

HERMENTRTJDE.

FOOTBALL. Is there asy other record in litera-

ture of matrons playing football (I do not ask of

girls playing handball) besides the one in Sir

Philip Sidney's 'Dialogue between Two Shep-

herds,' where one reads the following ?

A time there is for all, my mother often sayg,

When she, with skirts tucked very high,
With girls at football plays.

ALGERNON WARREN.
6, Windsor Terrace, Clifton, Bristol.

LETTER OF CRUSADER. At a recent lecture on
the Holy Land, the lecturer mentioned that a letter

had been lately discovered written from a crusader

on Edward I.'s last crusade. Can any one give
me information as to where this letter can be

found? C. R. HAINES.

Uppingham.

"THE HAVEN UNDER THE HILL." I see it

stated that Fowey is the
" Haven under the Hill

"

of Tennyson's poem. Ilfracombe also has been

mentioned ; but I always thought it was Clevedon.

Can any one say ? E. W.

LEWIS JENKINS. Had the little Duke of Glou-

cester, son of the Princess Anne and Prince George
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of Denmark, a Welsh attendant named Lewis

Jenkins who kept a minute diary of the incidents

in the child's life ? M. 0. L.
New York City.

CHILDREN'S SINGING GAMES,

(7
th S. xii. 367, 492 ; 8 S. i. 210.)

My Nos. 1 to 4 at the last reference were from
the parish of Shipley, Horsham. The two follow-

ing are from the neighbouring parish of West
Grinstead, and yet they never seem to overpass
their respective boundaries :

9. "In and out the willows." The children

form a ring, joining hands, but not quite close

together. During the singing of the first verse,
one child passes in and out the ring under their

hands :

In and out the willows (three times),
As you have done before.

She then chooses one of the children in the ring
and stands opposite her, while they sing :

Stand and face your lover (three times),
As you have done before.

These two then follow each other, and go round the

outside of the ring, singing :

Follow me to London (three times),
As you have done before.

Tune " So early ia the morning."
10.

" Isabella." Children in a ring and one in

the middle :

Isabella, Isabella, Isabella, farewell ;

Last night I met you downhearted and sad,
And down by the river I met your young man.

Choose a lover, choose a lover, choose a lover, farewell.

While they sing this line, the child in the middle
takes up her stand opposite the child she selects,
and when they sing :

Walk to church love, walk to church love,
Walk to church love, farewell,

the two leave the ring, and walk out arm-in-arm.
Then the ring-children sing :

Come to the ring love (three times), farewell.

They come back into the centre of the ring. The

ring then sings :

Give a kiss love (three times), farewell;

and they kiss each other. The first child then is

joined into the ring, and the one chosen takes her

place in the middle, and the game is gone through
again. They use a kind of monotonous chant,
with no particular tune in it.

11. "Sally, Sally Water" is a Somersetshire

version, played exactly in the same way :

Sally, Sally Water,
Sprinkle in the pan ;

Hi ! Sally ; Ho ! Sally,
Choose a young man.
Choose for the best ;

Choose for the worst ;

Choose for the very one that you love best.

They stop while the one in the middle chooses and
takes the chosen one into the ring. Then they join
hands again and dance round, singing :

Now you 're married we wish you joy,
First a girl and then a boy,
Seven years after sister and brother,
Kiss each other, and come out of the water.

This tag winds up most kiss-in-the-ring garnet- .

12. This is used in Wiltshire, and especially
about Salisbury, with only this variation in the

third line,

Rise Sally, rise Sally for a young man ;

and that some say "Sally Waters": also, it is

played here by mixed parties of boys and girls.

13. "See what a pretty little girl can do."

This is a South Devon version, played in the same

way:
See what a pretty little girl have I :

She brings me many a bottle of wi',
A bottle of wine and biscuits, too ;

See what a little girl can do.

On the carpet she shall kneel,
As the grass grows in the fieF,

Stand upright upon your feet,
And choose the one you love so sweet.

When the couple goes into the ring the tag is :

Now you 're married we wish you joy,
First a girl and then a boy,
Seven years after son and daughter,
May you couple kiss together.

14. At Widcome, Bath, it is played with words
more like those of the Sussex No. 10 :

Isabella, Isabella, Isabella, Isabella,
Last evening when we parted,
I left you broken-hearted
On the mountain (three limes), farewell.

The five following verses nearly identical with the

other ; but it has a decided tune of its own, and

they do not seem to use the tag at Widcombp.
15. At Ipswich they play it with these words :

Poor Jenny is a-weepinjr, a-weeping, a-weeping,
On a fine summer day ;

On the carpet she shall kneel,
While the grass grows in the field.

The rest the same as No. 13, tag and all. It is in

wording very like one which has been sent me,
without description of accompanying action, from
South Devon, and not very far from the locality of

No. 13.
16.

Poor Mary is a-weeping, a-weeping (bit),

On a fine summer's day.

What is she weeping for 1 &c.

She is weeping for her lover (bis), &c.

And who is her lover ? &c.

Johnnie Baxter is her lover, &c.

And where is her lover 1 &c.

Her lover is a-sleeping, a-sleeping (bit),
Is a-sleeping at the bottom of the sea.

17. The same contributor also sends one, which
is the same as No. 13, with this variation only ia

the. last line :
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Kiss her once, kiss her twice, kiss her three tirrea over;

and also the following variant, as in use in the

same neighbourhood :

18."
Poor Jenny is a-weeping, &c., as No. 15,
On the bright shining shore.

All the rest is the same as No. 15, except for the

use of "sweetheart
"
instead of

"
lover." The in-

troduction of the "
shore

"
into the one, and of

death by drowning in the other, further connect

Nos. 17 and 18.

Kiss-in-the-ring games are, perhaps, the most

general of any. A correspondent who lives at

York writes that it is the only kind of singing
game which survives ; but it is played

"
only too

much," at all kinds of festive gatherings in the

whole neighbourhood, by grown men and women ;

but the children nowadays prefer peg-tops and
battledores.

They are equally abundant abroad. The follow-

ing French one is rather pretty, and is one gathered
orally from present use :

19.

Nous n'irons plus au bois
Lea laurkrs sont coupe's.
La belle que voici

Ira les ramasser.

Then, instead of a child in the centre selecting
one from the ring, the ring select one of their

number and push her into the centre, singing :

Entrez dans la ronde

Voyez comme on danse,
Danaez, embrassez,

Celle que vous aimez.

At this she kisses one, and then takes her place
again in the ring, and the game is repeated.
The next two are also orally collected in the

neighbourhood of Cesena, Italy. The first is

somewhat disconnected, but it is sung as I have
written it :

20.

tortorella che gira in questo tondo
Addio bella, addio* bell' amor
8e foste ancor pifr bella

Direi qualche cosa ;

Ma quel che piace a mamma
E solo la sua Rosa.

Sempre ajuto e aempre ajutero
La giovin' che mi piace.

Quella, io prendero.

21.

Se quella che e amata
Si trova in questo tondo
Dica le aue pene
Le altre balleran';
Rechieto fa re don della,
Rechiet6 fa re don dan.

The next two are orally collected in Rome :

22.

Maria Giulia,
Da dove sei venuta,
Alza gli occhi al cielo

* This is like the " farewell
"

in No. 10.

Fa un salto, fanne un altro

Levati il cappelletto.
Fa la riverenza,
Fa la penitenza,
Un di su,
Un di giu,

Da un bacio a chi vuoi tu.

23.

Ballate, ballate o vergini,
Che gli angeli ci suonano,
Se 1' angelo la chiamasge
Allor Mamma si rivoltaase,
Plena di fiori, piena di rose,

Tutta, tutta piena di grazie.
Dominus tecum.

Rivoltati tu.

Bernoni gives one very like these from the

Veneto :

24.

Gira gira rosa
Co la piu bela in mezo ;

Gira un bel giardino
Un altro pochetino
Un salterelo

Un altro de piu belo
Una reverenza

Un altra per penitenza
Un baso a chi ti vol.*

25. He has another very similar
; but as there is

not room for all, I give the preference to one which

partakes of bo'.h, gathered orally in Venice :

In mezzo al pra
C'& un erba senza fia

In mezzo alia riva

C'e una bella figlia

Chi da, chi non da
La 6 Maria bella

Piu bella delle altre

Guardatele tutte quanta.
Che vi piace prendetela su.

When the child in the centre has made her selec-

tion, she sings :

Eccola qui che 1'ho trovata
Colla testa innamorata
Te lo dice e no ti sa (bis).

I conclude this instalment of ring-songs with

two North-German ones :

26.

Es regnet auf der Briicke
Und alles ist so nass ;

Ich babe 'was verloren
Ich weisa nicht was.
Komm Herzenskind !

Komm her zu mir 1

Es giebt keine bessere Leute
Alsich und du, ich und du, ich und dn.

The verse is sung by the whole circle ; at the last

line the circle breaks up into couples by hasty

spontaneous choice, and the "
ich und da

'*

becomes personal to each pair.

27. The children form a circle, one stands in

the middle ;
all sing :

* This is written partly in Venetian dialect, lela for

bella, baso for bacio, &c.
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Wer die Gans gestohlen hat

Der ist ein Dieb
;
der ist ein Dieb.

Und wer &ie mir je wieder giebt
Den hab' ich lieb (many times repeated).

The child in the middle chooses a companion, and

they two dance together, singing contemptuously
at the others :

Da stebt der Gansedieb
Den hat kein Mensch nicbt lieb.

The next most prolific group is that of
"
oranges

and lemons," and here the comparison with the

continental versions "points the moral" of what
in England is a rather inane game.

B. H. BUSK.
(T<s le continued.}

I have several versions of "
Waiting for a

partner," some from Lincolnshire, and should he

glad to correspond with B. B. on this subject if he
would write to me.

I have children's singing games from a great

many counties, hut not from all. I should be

greatly obliged if correspondents of
' N. & Q.'

living in Beds, Bucks, Cheshire, Cumberland,
Durham, Monmouthshire, Butland, Warwick,
Huntingdon, Somerset, Cambridge, Oxford,
would endeavour to obtain some for me, or

would put me into communication with any
one likely to take an interest in collecting them.

ALICE B. GOMMF.
1, Beverley Villas, Barnes Common, S.W.

RKV. RICHARD FBIZELLE : THE ATTORNIE'S
GUIDE '(7

th S. xii. 389; 8th S. i. 31). I have

delayed thus long in answering MR. FITZPATRICK'S
communication so that I might obtain the date of the
article in the Dublin University Magazine in which
Norcott is described as the author of ' The Law
Scrutiny ; or, the Attornie's Guide.' I have now
found the reference, and it is vol. Iviii. p. 725,
where it is stated that he also wrote ' The Seven
Thieves ' and ' The Metropolis,' satires in verse,
like

' The Law Scrutiny.' An examination of the

poems themselves tends to confirm the idea that
Norcott wrote them all. They were, I should eay,

clearly written by the one author, and that a

lawyer, which Norcott was, and Frizelle was not.

The Dublin University Magazine points out that
all the satires were printed by Barlow, of Bolton

Street, Dublin, who also printed Croker's * Fami-
liar Epistles to F.Jones.' There are two copies
of 'The Law Scrutiny

'
in the British Museum,

and the other works are also there
; and it so

happens that the three satires are bound up together
in one volume, which would almost imply that the

person who had them presumed them to be by the
same author. It is hazardous to form opinions on
what the notes to

' The Law Scrutiny
'

eay ; but I

may point out that they often refer to ' The
Metropolis,' and on p. 34 there is a reference to
its author,

"
who, though not a parson," &c. (going

on to allude to matters bearing on that class). The

author gives himself out for a doctor, and in a

postcript to the poem says :

" I am, and will, if I possibly can, remain unknown.

Certain prating gentlemen have thought proper to com-

mit sundry passages of the 'Familiar Epistles'
and

'

Metropolis
'

to memory ;
and having, or being reputed-

to have, some trifling acquaintance with the Muses,,

have arrogated the fame of these authors."

He goes on to hint that persons who have seen

the MS. or corrected the proofs desired to claim

the credit of having produced the poem. There ia

hardly any doubt whatever that the author of

'The Metropolis' was also the author of 'The

Seven Thieves '

;
and I submit that Norcott had a

particular reason for not wishing to let it be

known that he wrote a satire on the legal profes-

sion, whereas Frizelle could not have the same

reason. I may remark that part i. of 'The

Metropolis' is dedicated to J. W. Croker (author

of 'Familiar Epistles'); part ii. to Thomas

Moore. 'The Law Scrutiny' is dedicated to

George Ponsonby, Lord Chancellor of Ireland, and

'The Seven Thieves' to Henry Grattan. I am

strongly of opinion that Norcott was the author

of the pieces, and that the writer in the Dublin

University Magazine was correct in his statement,

chiefly because of the intrinsic probability of tha

thing. The Rev. R. Frizelle's descendants ought
to possess some proof to back up their belief. I

wrote to bis grandson, a clergyman in the Truro

diocese, but have not received an answer.

With regard to my series of articles on the Irish

humourists, I have a few remarks to make in

reply to those of MR. FITZPATRICK. The slip

about John Fisher Murray is inexcusable, but still

it was a slip. I knew full well that P. J. Murray
was the editor of the Irish Quarterly Review; but

having inadvertently written
" P. J." for

"
J. F.,"

I had no opportunity of correcting it, as I never

had a proof for any of the thirty-two articles_I
wrote. That will explain various mistakes in

these articles as well as the misprints. MR. FITZ-

PATRICK complains that I did not mention the

page whenever I referred to statements in books;

but it is perfectly plain that when one is writing

popular sketches which should be as light as pos-

sible, and which are made very dry by minute

details one can hardly be so precise as all that,

I frequently did give chapter and verse for what I

said more often than I ought to have done, some

think, considering that I was only writing to an

evening paper. The editor of the Evening Tele-

graph wculd have complained, with some justice,

knowing the tastes of his readers, if I had made

the papers as full as if I were writing for 'N. & Q.' 1

knew the 'Irish Humourists would not be reprinted

without my having some opportunity of correction

and annotation, and I suppose I was less careful

than I would have been had the editor intended to
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reprint. I plead guilty to that extent. As for

my correction of MR. FITZPATRICK'S reference to

Lever and" Bryan O'Lynn" (or "Brian O'Linn"
which is it?), I am afraid that it will be thought

I was dogmatic on the point, whereas I simply
gave my reason for thinking that Lover, and not

Lever, wrote the verse introduced into the '

Life

of Charles Lever.' However, I am obliged to MR.
FITZPATRICK for his interesting and courteous

reply to my query, and am well aware that he

might easily have offered far more destructive

criticism of my articles if he had had a mind to.

D. J. O'DONOGHUE.

PLAGUE (7
th S. xii. 464 ;

8th S. i. 31). There
is an allusion in the following passage to the prac-
tice to which Mr. PEACOOK has drawn attention.

Sir Thomas Overbury, in his 'Characters,' sub "A
Prison," says :

"
It is an infected pest-house all the yeare long : the

plague-sores of the law are the diseases here wholly
reigning. The surgeons are atturnies and pettifoggers,
who kill more than they cure. Lord have mercy upon
us, may well stand over these doores, for debt is a most

dangerous and catching city pestilence. Some take this

place for the walks in Mooreiields (by reason the mad-
men are so neere), but the crosses here and there are not
alike."

Mr. W. Andrews, in his 'Old Church Lore,'

1891, pp. 153-4, remarks :

" On the door of the infected house was the sign of a

cross, in a flaming red colour, with the pathetic prayer,
' Lord have mercy on us.' In old churchwardens'
accounts, many items like the following, drawn from
the accounts of St. Mary, Woolnotb, London, might be

quoted: '1593-4. Item for setting a crosse upon one
Allen's doore in the sicknesse time ijd. Item paid for

Betting two red crosses upon Anthony Sound his dore

iiijd.' These crosses were about a foot in length."

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

NILE (8
tt S. i. 228). Yes. The Indus, being

fed by melting snows, overflows each summer.
D.

NAVAL OFFICERS (8
th S. i. 226). Navy lists of

the early part of this present century are common
enough. They can be seen in the British Museum.

J. K. L.

[Lists for 1756, 1776, and 1801, forwarded by MR.
W. A. M. BROWH, are at the disposition of F. J.]

SAINT MONDAY (8
ts S. i. 88, 232). See

'N. &Q.,'7to S. ix. 98. E. H. BUSK.

BIGGLESWADE (8
th S. i. 88). I tried a few

years ago to get light on this name, but was not

very successful. The earliest spelling I could find

was in Domesday Book, in which (according to

Lysons) it is written Bichelswade. The termina-
tion it seems pretty safe to take as the Roman
vadum, though the Saxon ford is in general use on
the river Ivel, as in Shefford, Stanford, Langford,
Stratford, Girtford, Tempsford, Barford (it is sug-

gestive to find a Tempsford not on the river now

known as the Thames). It would not be going
very far to suggest that this was the chief vadum
in Roman times, and had acquired too fixed a

right to the name to lose it in the change of Ian

guages. There was undoubtedly a Roman road
on the east side of the river, as marked on the

Ordnance Survey, going past Salence [= Sal'nse =
Sandy], and there are plentiful evidences of

Roman occupation on the west side, from Biggies-
wade as far as, or beyond, Warden. The rich and
level land lying just west of Biggleswade was
doubtless carefully tilled by the Roman colonus, as

it is by the modern farmer. The roads have a

suspicions straigbtness, and a general way of lying
at right angles to one another. There are the

familiar names of Caldecot and Coldharbour, and
various Romano-British remains have been found
at Ickwellbury, Warden, and Shefford, some
of which are in the Cambridge Museum. As to

the first part of the name, it seems probable that

it is the corruption of some proper name, possibly
a Roman or Romano-British name. There are

other names of some interest in the neighbourhood,
as Southill and Northill, which take their name
from the Ivel (Yevel, Snth-givele, North-givele,

frequently in old spellings), and the Danish names
of Hill (King's Hill, Upper Hill, Middle Hill,

all on a dead flat) and Haynes (
= Hagenes). I

subjoin various spellings of the name Biggleswade:

Bichelswade, Domesday; Bikeleswade, Tax. P.

Nicb.; Bikeleswade, Bykeleswade, Inq, Nonarum;
Bikkliswade, letter of Abbot of Wardon, 1538 ;

Brikelswide, Brykelswade, surveys, temp. Henry
VIII.; Bigglsward, J. Eston to Earl of Peter-

borough, 1687 ; Bigglesward, Wardon Register,

begins 1576 (probably pronounced as in hard, shows

persistence of the broad a of vadum).
It may be just worth noting that Brixworth in

Northants is spelt Brikleswrthe, Brikeleswrthe in

Tax. P. Nich. Perhaps some confusion with this

occasioned the exceptional spelling in the Hen.
VIII. surveys.
When will a Place-name or Place and Folk

Name Society be founded, headed by some of our

great philologists, and systematizing the work of

the numerous willing but half-helpless individuals

who now nibble in a desultory way at the fas-

cinating subject? The death of the Browning
Society has left a vacancy for some new group of

enthusiasts. Why not for us ? F. W. B.

This name is spelt in Domesday and in ancient

charters Bicheleswade. Mr. Monkhouse ('Bed-
fordshire Etymologies,' p. 53) considers the deriva-

tion to be from the A.-S. Beigelads'ivade, meaning
the raised roadway near the ford. The town is

situated on the Ivel. F. A. BLAYDES.
Bedford.

Mr. Monkhouse, in his
'

Etymologies of Bed-

fordshire,' a scarce little work, observes :
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" I conceive this word to be a contraction of Bei-

gelad's wade, Gelad in A.-S. means a road, or rather a
raised road-way through wet or marsh land, a condition
which the low banks of the Ivel near Bigglesvvade must
necessarily have been in. Bei is a preposition, meanin
'
at

'

or near to, and wade is the ford, so that the wor<

thus compounded means the raised roadway up to the

ford."

That the syllable wade in Biggleswade denotes
the ford, now replaced by a stone bridge, is, I

think, very probable; but in the absence of any
old form of the name it would be hazardous to

venture on any further etymology. Biggie might
be an A.-S. proper name. ISAAC TAYLOR.

FIRBOLGS OF GALWAY : MARTINI (8
th S. i.

168). My copy of the ' Four Masters,' translated

by Owen Connelan, with annotations by Philip
MacDermott and the translator (Dublin, 1846), has
at p. 132, near the end of a long note on South

Oonnaught, the following :

" In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries several

English and Welsh families settled in the town of Gal-

way and other parts of the county, the principal of
whom were the Martins The Martins of Qalway
were considered by O'Brien, Vallancey, and others to be
of Firbolg origin, descended from the old race of the
Fir Domnians, so frequently mentioned in the old
annalists under the name of Mairtinigh, Anglicised
Martineans."

THORNFIELD.

CELTS IN SPAIN (8
th S. i. 168). I am grateful

to X. 0. X. for raising this question, as it gives
me an opportunity of retracting or explaining
some things which hare been said by myself and
others, notably by Gliick and Diefenbach. When,
nearly thirty years ago,

' Words and Places ' was
written, I believed, with everybody else, that the
Celts spoke Celtic, and that the Celtiberians were
in some sense Celtic. Now, however, Broca and
the anthropologists have proved that the supposi-
tion that the Celts were Celtic is a mere blunder
of modern philologists, and that the people whom
Caesar calls Celts were really Basques, who may
or may not have acquired Celtic speech from their

Belgic lords. This great discovery, which involves
considerable confusion in our ethnologic and
philologic nomenclature, has made necessary a
reconsideration of many things which used to be
taken for granted, and among them the whole

question of the co-called "Celtic" names in

Spain. The chief Celtic test-words, found abun-

dantly in Gaul and Britain, are the suffixes

-magus, -vices, -lanum, -dunum, -bona, -durum,
and -briga. With the exception of -briga these do
not occur in Spain, or only sporadically. Neither

-magus nor -vices is found at all ; -dunum is found
three times, but may be explained from the Basque
adjectival suffix -dun or -duna, which means
"
abounding in," like the Latin -etum. We find

-dur~ twice, and it may be compared with the

Basque names Astura and Iturria. Mediolum has

been compared with the Gaulish Mediolanum, but
is probably the Basque mendia, a mountain. The

only characteristic Celtic name is Nemetobriga,
which must be an imported name, as it occurs in

Asturia, in a thoroughly Basque district.

The real difficulty is with the suffix -briga,
which is extremely common in Spain, and is also

found sporadically in Gaul and other Celtic lands.

The simplest solution appears to be that -briga,
whose home seems to be in Spain, was a loan-word

adopted by the Gauls from some pre- Aryan race,
Iberian or Ligurian. There are several such words,
as Cima and Alp, both which, like briga, denote
hills. In any case, the question cannot be deter-

mined by a single word, which may be a mere

homophone, like cola in Arabic and Irish. As for

Galicia, it is probably derived from the name of

the Callaeci, and has nothing to do with Gauls or

Gaels.

Thus the greater part of the supposed evidence

that the Celtse and Celtiberi of Spain spoke
Celtic disappears. But as the Celts had probably
acquired Celtic speech from the Gauls before their

migration into Spain came to a close, it would not
be surprising to find a few genuine Celtic names,
such as Nemetobriga, already cited, scattered

here and there in Spain. Segobriga may be one,
and we have others, as Jnliobriga, Flaviobriga,

Augustobriga, and Csesarobriga, which are of the

Imperial age, and prove nothing, unless, indeed,

they prove that the suffix -briga is a fresh importa-
tion into Spain. ISAAC TAYLOR.

IMAGINARY WILLS (8
th S. i. 124).' Le Petit

Testament ' and ' Le Grand Testament '

of

Francois Villon are probably the most famous
works which would come under this description,
their date being about the middle of the fifteenth

century. This is one octave of some scores which
make up his inventory :

Item, mon corps j'ordonne et laisse

A nostre grand mere la terre ;

Lea vers n'y trouveront grand grease ;

Trop lui a faict faim dure guerre.
Or luy soit delivre grand erre :

Be terre vint, en terre tourne.

Toute chose, se par trop n'erre,
Voulontiers en son lieu retourne.

' Le Gr. Test.,' Ixxvi.

EGBERT HUDSON.
Lapworth.

MUNIMENTS OF BATTLE ABBEY WITH THE
WEBSTER FAMILY PAPERS (8* S. i. 148). The
sale catalogue to which MR. AVERY refers gives
the price in the title as 1,200!. In Miss Howard's
( Handbook for Hastings,' with other places in the

vicinity, App., p. xiv, there is :
" The collection

was sold by Mr. Thorpe to Sir Thomas Phillippa,

Bart., of MiddlehiH, Worcestershire, in whose

possession it still remains." I think I am
correct in the statement that Sir T. Phillipps'a
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collection became tbe property of the Rev. J. E.
Addison Fenwick, of Thirlestaine House, Chel-

tenham, his son-in-law. ED. MARSHALL.

CAKBS, LOCAL AND FEASTEN (7
tt S. xii. 388,

491). May I be permitted to thank those con-

tributors to
' N. & Q.' who have kindly sent

answers to my request for information re cakes ? I

should be obliged if ME. HARDY would give me
further particulars of some of those he mentions.

I would write to him did I know his address. I

should also like to ask readers of ' N. & Q.' to

kindly send me particulars of any cakes or buns

they may hear of at this season of the year. Shrove-

tide, mid- Lent, Easter, and Whitsuntide are cele-

brated in many places by the production of cakes.

Many fairs, too, are still held in April and May
in various counties. I should be glad to know of

any that are sold at the booths on these occasions.

Is there no place in the North where a yule
doo is still made 1 Would G. J. kindly give me
some more information about these 1 Would it

be possible to obtain one of these cakes now ?

ALICE B. GOMME.
1, Beverley Villas, Barnes Common, S.W.

PETER THE WILD EOT (8
th S. i. 146, 231). See

' N. & Q.,' 6th S. x. 248, 293, 395, 503.

R. H. BUSK.

COTJRONNE" OR LATJREATED (8
th S. i. 121).

MR. C. TOMLINSON has given us some suggestive
notes on a most interesting topic, which is, how-
ever,

" much too vast to enter on, at this unlooked-
for crisis" in the limited space available in 'N. & Q.';
but I crave leave to supplement that article with
a list of our English "laurelled bards." MP.
TOMLINSON only alludes to one, namely John Kay,
and does not state that all poets laureate since,
and including, Ben Jonson, have been appointed
by Royal Letters Patent. MR. TOMLINSON says" In England the laureate crown is represented by
a handsome pension to the poet who is supposed
to wear it." I doubt whether Lord Tennyson
considers his pension of 100Z. a year, with 271 in

lieu of the butt of sack formerly allowed, a very
handsome one. This is all he receives as laureate,

although it is understood he enjoys another Govern-
ment allowance quite apart from this office.

The following were usually styled the "volunteer
laureates": Geoffrey Chaucer, Sir John Gower,
Henry Scogan, John Kay, Andrew Bernard, John
Skelton, Robert Whittington, Richard Edwards
Edmund Spenser, and Samuel Daniel.
On February 3, 1615/6, King James appointed

Ben Jonson Poet Laureate, with an annual salary
of 100 marks, and the succession to that dignity
has come down to our times, almost without a

break, through Sir William Davenant, John Dry-
den, Thomas Shadwell, Nahum Tate, Nicholas
Rowe, Laurence Eusden, Colley Gibber, William

fVhitehead, Thomas Warton, Henry James Pye,
Robert Southey, William Wordsworth, and Alfred

Tennyson, who was appointed to the office in

November, 1850, and was presented at Court on
his appointment March 6, 1851. King Charles

raised Ben Jon son's pension to 100?. with a tierce

of canary, and this continued to be the fixed emolu-
ment of the office until the appointment in

1790 of Mr. Henry James Pye, who accepted an
annual payment of 27/. in place of tbe butt of wine,
which had oftentimes been the butt of the

satirists and lampoonists.
There are other details concerning this ancient

office which might be of interest, but these can be

readily found in a paper I read before the Royal
Historical Society in 1879 (see Transactions,
vol. viii.). WALTER HAMILTON.

MR. TOMLINSON begins his interesting note by
saying :

" The ancient Romans held the opinion that the bay
tree (Laurus nouns') was capable of resisting the stroke
of lightning, and hence a crown of bay leaves and berries

was worn by emperors, great warriors, and poets."

This statement ought surely to be reversed. The
laurel was worn by poets, and hence it had the

power of protecting from lightning, or, to begin at

the beginning, the laurel being a prophetical

plant, having tbe power of inspiring dreams and

visions, it was sacred to Apollo ; and hence came
both its use by poets and its virtue against light-

ning, Apollo having bespoken for it immunity
from Jove's bolte. Emperors and great warrior?,
as also the victors in the Pythian games, were
crowned with it because they were thought
especially deserving of immortality in the verses of

Apollo's children.

But the laurel was sacred to Bacchus too, and
was associated with ^Esculapius. It was, in short,
a propitious plant. To its medicinal virtues we

may trace its use for the crowning of learned men,
for doctors of medicine were amongst the first, it'

they were not the very first of these baccalaurei, or

bachelor?.

The word laurel has a curious history, if Miss

Yonge is correct in deriving it from lar or lares-.

See her note on the subject in 'Christian

Names,' 1884, p. 172. C. 0. B.

At the great conferring of degrees during the

qnartcentenary festival at the University of Up-
sala, in 1877, the graduates in medicine and law
received a hat, but the graduates in philosophy
and the elders who received their "jubilee"
degree were crowned with a wreath of Lauriis

nobilis and also received a gold ring in the form
of a laurel crown. These they wore for the rest

of the day, and I remember well the quaint effect

a classical wreath bad upon several of the old

gentlemen, surmounting as it did a figure with

evening dress, stick-up collars, and a voluminous
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white tie. A tiny wreath of laurel leaves, tied

with blue and orange, was given to each savant

to wear in his buttonhole daring the festivities.

My father says that, to the best of his know-

ledge, "laureation," if now used at all in the Scotch

universities, refers only to the giving of prizes, not

to the conferring of degrees.
NELLIE MACLAGAN.

BUSKIN'S TITLES : 'PHJSTERITA' (8
th S. i. 26).

In Book-lore (vol. iii. p. 53) for January, 1886,
is a letter from Mr. Frank Murray, in which he

quotes the title of a work in his possession :

"Praeterita, or a Summary of several Sermoni. The
greater part preached many years past, in several

places,
and upon sundry occasions. By John Ramsey, Minister
of East Rudham, in the County of Norfolk. London:
Printed by Thos. Creake, for Will. Rands, over against
the Bear Tavern, in Fleet Street, 1659. Small 4to.

pp. viii. 323."

Q. V.

JOHN JACKSON (7
th S. xii. 463 ; 8th S. i. 76).

One day I was looking in at Christie's and saw
a portrait of Jackson by himself. I bought it ;

and I presented it to the Corporation of Scar-

borough, for they have a portrait of Bartholomew

Johnson, painted by Jackson, presented by Lord

Normauby, grandfather of the present peer, he being
a patron of Jackson, and his son then a member
of Parliament for Scarborough. My portrait now
bangs under Johnson's portrait. I asked at

Christie's who owned the picture I bought, and

they told me an officer in the Natural History
Museum. The following enclosure is a copy of

a letter written by the former owner. As MR.
PHIPPS JACKSON is interested, I thought I would
communicate this to you. Phipps being the name
of Normanby and Mulgrave accounts for the
name being also a Christian name. Possibly MR.
JACKSON may be godson of the marquis who was

patron to Jackson :

21, Albion Street, Hyde Park, W., June 12, 1836.
My DEAR ME. MAYOR, I have purchased this day at

Messrs. Christie's the portrait of Jackson, R.A., painted
by himself (Jackson painted the fine portrait of Bar-
tholomew Johnson which hangs on the wall of the
Council Chamber). I shall be pleated to offer the pic-
ture to the Corporation absolutely and for ever, if they
will do me the honour of accepting it. Will you, there-

fore, kindly read this letter at the Council meeting? and
oblige Yours very faithfully,

ROBERT CHAMPIET.
To the Right Worshipful the Mayor.
P.S. I have sent off the picture, addressed to the

Town Clerk, this day.

22, Heathfield Road, Acton, June 24, 1886.
DEAR SIR, I am sorry that I do not know many

particulars regarding Jackson's portrait. He was a very
intimate friend of my grandfather (my father's father),
who lived for some time in Yorkshire, and I remember
hearing my father say that Jackson wished to finish it

more in detail and work it up more, but that my grand-
father was so delighted with it as it now is, and con-
sidered it such a marvellous likeness, that he would not

let Jackson do any more to it. I should tell you that
Jackson painted it for him as a friendly present, and
also painted my father's portrait as a boy at the same
time (this was also sold at Christie's). As I consider the

child, judging by the picture, was about five years old,
and my father was born in 1805, the pictures must have
been painted about 1810.

They have remained in our family ever since. I do
not recall anything else respecting the pictures, but
should be very glad to endeavour to answer any question
that may occur to you. I am very glad to have heard
from you, and to know the destination of the picture.

Believe me yours very truly,
EDGAR A. SMITH.

Robert Champley, Esq.

EGBERT CHAMPLEY, J.P., D.L.

Some notice of this artist is to be found in the

guide-books which instruct the tourist (how far

correctly, after MR. PHIPPS JACKSON'S contribu-

tion to these pages, it is not for me to say) when

visiting the moorland parish of Lastingham, near

Pickering and Kirkby Moorside, in Yorkshire. At
the east end of the north aisle of Lastingham
Church there is a picture by the late Mr. Jack-

son, the subject of which is the Agony in the Gar*

den. It was originally placed over the high altar,
but is now removed to its present situation, where
I saw it in the course of last year. It is said to

have been presented by the artist to the church
of his native place, and I presume the biographical
dictionaries are correct in giving Lastiugham as

Mr. Jackson's birthplace.
In these days everything is questioned ; but I

presume also that there can be little doubt that

Lastingham is the burial-place of Bishop Cedd
and the site of his monastery. The church is a
most remarkable structure, and although entirely
of Norman date, yet has a spacious crypt contain-

ing remains found on the spot which carry us
back to Saxon times. So important and singular
a building could hardly have been erected in this

remote situation had not the object been to en-

shrine the remains of some famous person. Bede

('E. H.,' chap, xxiii.) tells us that Cedd, bishop
among the East Saxons, founded a monastery in

this place (such apparently is his meaning) and
had charge of it for many years, and that he left

it to be governed after him by his brother Chad,
the well-known Bishop of Lichfield ; but that

while he had charge he came thither in a time
of mortality, and, falling sick, died there, and was
buried on the right hand of the altar.

Here, therefore, in this out-of-the-way place,
the home of the Lastings or Listings, the

Lestingau of the Venerable Bede, the pensive

stranger may, if he pleases, muse, undisturbed by
serious doubt, over what remains of the monastery
of Bishop Cedd, and drink unquestioning of the

water of his well in the village, nor need he
hesitate to assume that we have here the site of

an early non-Roman foundation. S. ARNOTT.
The Vicarage, Gunnersbury.
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SKULL OF SIMON SUDBURY (7
th S. xii. 502).

In the MS. notes on Suffolk churches by the

famous Thomas Martin (" Honest Tom of Pal-

grave"), which are in my possession, is the follow-

ing note :

Jth Decr 1727. I saw at 8* Gregory's ch: in Sud Bury

ye head of Simon of Sudbury A:bp of Canterbury, who

was beheaded in Wat Tyler's Rebellion &c. The under

Jaw is lost and all ye Teeth are pluek'd out of ye upper.

Great part of ye skin is remaining upon it, wth part of

ye eares, nose, and muscles in y
e nape of y

e neck wch are

like a Sponge, or Spongious Leather.
" The Sexton often puts in fictitious Teeth &c wch are

soon pilfer'd.
" 'Tis said he built y

e North Isle. Near ye upper End

lyes a very large Marble }tone 4 y
d8 long & 2 wide (the

brasses all off) under wch 'tis said his body is buried, and

that his head was afterwards sent from London to be

Reposited by it (but never was).* The College of his

Foundation is adjoyning to ye west part of ye Ch:yard,
over ye Gate are ye Coats in ye margin.

1. A bloodhound passant within a bordure engrailed.

2. A pall charged with four crosses fitchee.

(Both somew. defac'd.) And upon ye Eoof of ye South

Isle this (the town arms)
a blooodhound sejant."

Over the leaf is pasted a large piece of the

muscle of a human being, with the note in Martin's

handwriting :

" Part of ye muscles of Archb'p
Simon de Sudbury's head. 7tb Deer. 1727." Dean

Stanley's note in his 'Historical Memorials of

Canterbury,' quoted by ME. PICKFOKD, shows

that though the body is buried at Canterbury, it

is headless. In all probability, therefore, the

head preserved in St. Gregory's, Sudbury, is his.

G. MILNER GIBSON CULLUM, F.S.A.

MB. PICKFORD has the reference 3rd S. i. 251

for his notice of Simon of Sndbury. Let me sub-

join a much earlier one in
' N. & Q .,'

1 st S. v. 194.

It is much more on his own lines. It also prevents
BO late a writer as Foss being the only authority
for the manner of his death by supplying the

history from Stow'a
'

Annales,' 1601.

ED. MARSHALL.

NAMES OF AUTHORS WANTED (8
th S. i. 127).

' Gamle Norge,' 1862. This was written by
Isabella Frances, youngest daughter of Henry
Blundell, of the firm of Blundell, Spence & Co.,
of Hull. She was married in 1866 to Mr. Charles

Copland, C.E., also of Hull, who died in 1888.

W. C. B.

NEWSPAPER ENGLISH (8
th S. i. 66, 193). The

Bishop of Durham tells us of the evils arising from
the hurry of modern life. He might have included

newspaper English as one of them. In many
instances it is due as much to the exigency of the
readers as to the carelessness (let us say) of the

* Note by Sir Thomas Gery Cullum, Bath King at

Arms :

" Godwin however affirms that both the Body
& Head were carried to Canterbury & there buried in

the Cathedral. See Gough's Sepul. Mon. p. Ixxv."

writers. Both require a conventional condensa-

tion, which shall be intelligible if inelegant. Thus
"The Hull Blind Institution" does not mean
that the institution is blind. But "distance no
object" is an ignorant copying of "salary no

object." The dealer in old clothes says that he
does not aim at going to a distance, the opposite
of what he means. Again, why is the word
'fatality" reserved for an accident resulting in

death ? Would not the accident without the
death be equally a fatality ? W. C. B.

Nothing is more contagious than error. The
censure of C. C. B. is so just that I can only cast

ashes on my head, and cry
" Peccavi !

" But my
criticism was specially directed against a fault of

which I was not guilty :

" Her Majesty, we under-

stand, will visit the Continent" is not nearly so

clumsy and incorrect as "Her Majesty will, we
understand, visit the Continent." It is this latter

blunder which perpetually meets our eyes in the

present day. I did not notice the companion
enormity of

" Her Majesty," without antecedent,
because that point was threshed out in

' N. & Q.'

years ago by myself and several other corre-

spondents. I would add the reference, but I have
hitherto failed to find it. HKRMENTRUDE.

GLOVES CLAIMED FOR A Kiss : DRAW GLOVES
(8

th S. i. 128, 177). Some reader in a free public

library has broken the rule, and pencilled the fol-

lowing note on the margin of
' N. & Q.':

"
[For

game of draw-gloves] see Abdeen on ' Gloves and

Fashions,' sixteenth century." This may give a

clue. The game of talking, or rather playing,
with fingers, mentioned at the first reference, is

no doubt the same as the modern Italian game of

mora. I do not know whether I remember the

name correctly. About twenty years ago, or more,
I watched some Piemontese navvies playing at it,

and I have played at it myself too, but cannot

remember the rules for scoring. If Strutt is right
in his surmise, some game like mora was known
in England in the fourteenth century. Cf. the

two illustrations from a Bodleian MS. in his
'

Sports and Pastimes,' Hone's edition, p. 401.

L. L. K.

DRESS MADE OF SPIDERS' WEBS (7
th S. xi.

445; xii. 34). MRS. WHITE mentions as a great

curiosity the dress made from spiders' webs

presented to the Queen by the Empress of Brazil

in 1877. Most certainly it is, and to most British

minds such a thing might seem incredible ;
but if

your correspondent were to visit Fiji which is

famous for its magnificent spiders he might per-

haps have less cause for wonder. The web made

by the big yellow spider here is very large and

strong ; but in addition to the web proper, in

which flies, mosquitoes, &:., are caught, it spins a

cocoon of orange-coloured, silky, gossamer-like
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stuff, which, if taken up in the fingers, requires

quite an effort to break. This stuff I can conceive

might be woven into material for a dress. Might
not the dress in question have been composed of

similar material made by the Brazilian spiders ?

I can hardly, even now, believe that it could

have been composed of what we understand to be

the ordinary spider's web. I can quite imagine,

however, that such a material might be of some
commercial value, as one frequently hears com-

plaints at the present day of a want of fineness in

fibres or materials used for scientific purposes.
I may add that our cockroaches are huge too;

but, by a merciful dispensation of Providence, our

spiders are in proportion. The particular enemy
of the cockroach here is not the big yellow spider
above mentioned, but a long-legged, formidable-

looking brown spider, called the "hunting
spider." I cannot find out that this species spins

any web, but apparently depends upon its great

activity for securing its prey. I know, however,
that it can bite pretty sharply, a? I once saw one
draw blood from the finger of a doctor friend of

mine who was capturing it for me. It is often to

be seen hugging a large, flattened, circular, cream-
coloured bag, which, I take it, contains its eggs.
We never kill spiders in Fiji. The natives vene-
rate them as much as the Dutchman does his

stork, and perhaps with more reason.

J. S. UDAL.
Fiji.

P.S. Since writing the above I have been told

by a friend of mine here that on one occasion he
had carefully examined the long line stretched
between two points from which the web of the big

yellow spider mentioned above was suspended, and
found it had a beautiful golden silky appearance,
and was so strong that he was able to wind it round
a piece of cardboard. If this can be considered part
of the web proper, then in all probability a light,

silky material could be woven from it, and the
Brazilian dress be not quite so extraordinary as at

first sight it might appear.

THE ROYAL FAMILIES OF EUROPE (8
th S. i.

147). In reply to SEBASTIAN'S query I may
venture to say that the German genealogist who
affirmed that "

every crowned head of Europe, bar

Turkey," was descended from one or other of the

daughters
* of Duke Ludwig Rudolf of Brunswick

Wolfenbuttel (both of whom were living 143 years
ago) was somewhat too hasty in his assertion.

Of the thirty-nine present sovereigns of Europe

* The touching story
' Too Strange not to be True,'

by the late Lady Georgiana Fullertou, is founded on the
sad history of the Princess Charlotte of Brunswick,
another daughter of Duke Ludwig Rudolf. She nrtrried

Alexis, Crown Prince of Ruasia, the son of Peter the
Great, and was mother of the Czar Peter II. None of
her descendants is now living.

excluding Turkey ten, viz., the Kings of Rou-
mania and Servia, the Princes of Montenegro,
Lippe, Schwarzburg (two), Reuss (two), Liechten-

stein, and Monaco, do not descend, so far as I can
make out, in any way from either of these prin-

cesses; and nine others, viz., the Kings of Denmark
and Sweden, the Grand Dukes of Baden, Meck-

lenburg Strelitz, Oldenburg, and Luxembourg,
the Duke of Saxe Altenburg, the Prince of Wai-
deck Pyrmont, and the Prince of Schaumbourg
Lippe, are not descended themselves from either,

although their children or grandchildren are, six

of them having married descendants of the

younger sister, and the eldest sons of the Grand
Dukes of Mecklenburg Strelitz and Oldenburg,
and of the Prince of Schaumbourg Lippe having
done the same.

Of the twenty remaining sovereigns who are

descended from the daughters of Duke Ludwig
Rudolf, fifteen (including eleven Protestants,
three Roman Catholics, and the Czar of Russia)
come from the younger sister, the Princess

Antoinette Amelia, who married her kinsman, the

Duke of Brunswick Bevern (her father's successor

as head of the house), and five from the elder

sister, the Princess Elizabeth Christin-a, who
married the Emperor Charles VI.
The Kings of Portugal and of the Belgians are

descended from both of the royal Brunswick

sisters, and the German Emperor, King of Prussia,

is descended, both paternally and maternally, from

the Princess Antoinette Amelia.
The Comte de Paris descends paternally from

the Empress Elizabeth Christina, and maternally
from the Princess Antoinette Amelia, and would

add another to the Roman Catholic sovereigns
descended from Duke Ludwig Rudolf if he were

on the throne of France.

H. MURRAY LANE, Chester Herald.

TENNYSON'S 'AYLMKR'S FIELD' (7
th S. xii. 328,

509; 8lh S. i. 218). Here are two passages, each

of which has received three explanations. It may
be really interesting to lay them parallel.

1. Shores that darken with the gathering wolf.

MR. BCCKLEY understands literally of wolves

gathering to feast on the carcases of victims slain

in the Terror ; C. B. M., of the retribution which

fell upon France in 1814; MR. WARD, of the

twilight darkening into the night of violence.

2. The deathless ruler of thy dying house,

MR. BUCKLEY takes to be the Redeemer from

evil ; C. B. M., the author of evil ; MR. BRUCE
BOSWELL (very ingeniously), the immortal spirit

separate from its house, the body.
I wonder whether any one of the four inter-

preters feels cock-sure as to the correctness of his

interpretation. But truly it is a strange thing that

a poet of our own day, much studied, and with

whose modes of thought and expression his readers
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may be supposed to be well in touch (safe, more-

over, from the pie* of a corrupt text), should in

fact be found so obscure as to produce this laugh-
able diversity of opinion. I seem to be carried

back to ancient days, when we marched up sul-

lenly and without hope to attack some brick wall

in a Greek chorus, each "
taking a shot," one

wilder than the other, and the "gathering wolf"

might almost be seen in the attitude of the ex-

pectant head-master. C. B. MOUNT.

ST. PARNELL (7
th S. xii. 467 ; 8th S. i. 10,

170). PROF. SKEAT'S magistral deliverance (ante,

p. 10) is instructive in more ways than one. The
ocean of knowledge is illimitable and unfathom-
able. We all know a little, some more, so ne less

;

an Indian squaw could teach any tenderfoot or

town-dweller many useful things. I asked my
way lately to a small village in Norfolk on a by-

way near Norwich
;
a brawny carter told me to go

on till I got to Mr. Blank's farm. I interjected
that I really had never beard of Mr. Blank's farm,
and did not know where it was situated. This
confession of ignorance tickled some urchins who
stood by very much, and they guff*wed loudly.

Our scientific explorers and thinkers take here

and there infinitesimal fragments of the immeasur-
able circle of science, and by many years of toil

the more eminent workers make some fragment of

a fragment their own. Knowledge so gained is not
"a tower of state for a proud mind to raise itself

upon."
PROF. SKEAT thought I suppose, until I un-

deceived him that every one knew that Pernel
was a mediaeval saint. PROF. SKEAT insists, very
rightly, on the careful use of words and accuracy
of expression. I presume by every one he means

every educated person within certain limits. I

venture to think that nine out of ten graduates of

Oxford and Cambridge do not know of the saint.

Of those who do, how many conceive of St.

Petronilla as a mediaeval saint?
"
Any book of saints' lives will explain the

matter"; but will any such book describe St.

Petronilla as mediaeval ? As she is supposed to

have been the natural or spiritual daughter of the

apostle Ptfter, I trow not.

It is not given to every one to read ' Piers Plow-
man.' I am looking forward to doing so, in

PROF. SKEAT'S edition, and I am confident his

notes therein will be clear and well considered,
and that the perusal will fill me with delight.

Leaving philology, I am still anxious to locate

shrines where St. Petronilla, under any variant of

her name, has been honoured in England.
JAMES HOOFER.

Norwich.

INSCRIPTION ON PicraRE~(8
th S. i. 27, 132).

If all the Book of Ecclesiastes consisted of such

empty platitudes as
" That which is wanting cannot

)e numbered," the author would hardly be con-

sidered a wise man. Wycliffe has,
" Weiward

men ben amendid ofhard
;
and the noumbre of

bolis is greet with outen ende.
1 '

Douay, 1610,
' The number of fooles is infinite." These are

rrom the Vulgate. Coverdale has,
" The croked

can not be mayde straight, & the fautes ca' not be

no'bred." Matthews's, 1537, Taverner's, 1539,
rona well's, 1539, all the same

;
but the first edition

of Cranmer'p, April, 1540, has, "The croked cannot
be made streyght, nor y

e
thinge that is vnperfect,

cannot be accompted w* thinges y* are perfect."
The Genevan version has,

" That which faileth

can not be numbered."
The first edition of the A.V., 1611, has the

marginal reading
" Heb. defect." It is well known

;hut in many instances the margins give better

renderings than the text of the A. V. This passage

appears to have puzzled all the translators ;
but

:he Vulgate makes best sense. I wonder if

Carlyle had read it. R. 11.

Boston, Lincolnshire.

THE " JERUSALEM " COFFEE-HOUSE (5
th S. xii.

429 ;
6tb S. i. 62). Another familiar and noted

place in the City has passed away. Who founded

it, and how did it come by its name? For two
and a half centuries a meeticg-place for merchants,

shipowners, and master mariners has been held at

or near this site. The first building was destroyed
at the great Fire of London in 1666 ;

the second

on March 25, 1748, at a conflagration which
consumed eighty-three houses in Cornhill. About
fifteen years ago the building was reconstructed,
and therefore there are no remains of architectural

antiquity. It is worthy of notice that in the year
1845 John Tawell, the Quaker, was arrested here

for the murder of Sarah Hart, at Slough, being the

first culprit apprehended by means of the electric

telegraph. Will the Editor place on record in the

columns of ' N. & Q.' the fact that the old estab-

lishment was closed on March 14, 1892, and its

successor, under its new name,
" Jerusalem Ship-

ping Exchange," was opened in Billiter Buildings
on the following day ?

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

FONTS AT THE EAST END OF CHURCHES (8
th

S. i. 168). The same arrangement may be seen

in English churches and chapels of the Georgian

period, but in ancient churches the font was, and

usually is still, placed towards the west end of the

nave, or south or north aisle, not far from the

principal door. This was a matter of convenience,
for the first part of the service, that of making the

infant a catechumen, was performed ad valvas

ecclesice, and it began by the priest inquiring of

the nurse the sex of the child. After certain

ceremonies the infant was invited into the church

with the words "
Ingredere in templum Dei, ut
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habeas vitam aeternam et vivas in soscula esecu-

lorum Amen," after which the little catechumen
was carried to the font for the actual baptism. A
similar order has continued in the Roman ritual.

It is obvious that for this service the font should

not be placed further from the door than is neces-

sary. It has, moreover, been felt in modern times

that, as baptism is the door of entrance into the

Church, it is most properly administered near the

door of the material fabric. The chancel is for

those of fuller age, who usually approach the altar

for the first time at their confirmation. And
since the revival of Church feeling in England, the

font has usually, if not always, in new churches,
been placed towards the west end and near the

principal entrance. We have so many ancient

churches that any other arrangement, in the

Church of England at least, would look wrong
even to people who knew nothing about the

rationale of the matter. In some ancient churches

in Holland are very fine brazen fonts, now disused,
but in their proper places ;

for baptism they now
use a basin, either loose, or fixed on a stem near

the pulpit", which is, I believe, the arrangement
usually adopted by Protestants everywhere.

J. T. F.

Bp. Hatfielu's Hall, Durham.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

Early History of Balliol College. By Frances de
Paravicini. (Regan Paul & Co.)

IT baa long been a matter of surprise to ua tbat no good
history of the Houee of Balliol Las ever been written.

The genealogists have done their part of the work. The
skeleton is there, but that ia all. The history of a col-

lege and of a family are two very diverse things; but we
should not be surprised that Mrs. Paravicini's excellent

work may inspire some one to give in detail the annals

of the great race from which. Balliol College derives its

name. John de Balliol. to whom we owe so much, was

by no means a spotless character. He was fierce, turbu-

lent, and cruel
;
but we think, taking into account the

times in which be lived, he has hud somewhat hard
measure dealt out to him. He had what has been

wanting in many great nobles of later days, a respect
for learning, though he possessed very little himself. The
learned author baa only given the early history of the

college. This she has done extremely well so well,

indeed, that we have difficulty in forgiving her for not
cont :

nuing her chronicle down to the present time. The
translation of the earlier part of the Latin register is

well done, and in eome parts is entertaining as well as

instructive.

The last chapter in the volume contains an account of

the eminent men who have been connected with Balliol.

Fame is uncertain, and as transient as the morning
mist. Few of the names which Mra. Paravicini baa
chronicled will recall any distinct picture to the ordinary
reader. Two, however, form exceptions. The first is

Wycliff, the morning star of the Reformation, as he has
been called ;

the latter ia Robert Person?, or Parsons,
who left Oxford to become a Jesuit, and was one of the
most active supporters of the old religion during the

reign of Queen Elizabeth.

Quetn Elizabeth. By Edward Spencer Beesly. (Mec-
millan & Co.)

FOR a succinct life of Queen Elizabeth, Mr. Beesly'a
volume is all that can be desired. His views are shrewd
and sensible, and he avoids alike the partisanship and
the hatred which the subject is apt to beget. A
striking picture is given of the depth to which England
bad fallen before she came to the throne, and the dip-
lomacy by which she set off France against Spain cornea
in for merited commendation. Her superiority as re-
gards statesmanship to Burleigh is everywhere apparent.
Elizabeth, it ia said, never loved any man, high or low,
having neither "a tender heart nor a sensual tempera-
ment." Leicester is exonerated from the murder of his
wife, who is held to have committed suicide. The
combat between Mary and Elizabeth is forcibly shown-.
Of Mary it is said, "When she hated, which was often,
rancour was apt to get the better of prudence. And so
at the fatal turning-point of her career, when mad hate
and madder love possessed her soul, the went down
before her great rival, never to rise again. Here was a
woman, indeed. And if, for that reason, ehe lost her
battle in life, for that reason, too, she still disputes it

from the tomb." This is finely said. Against the Scottish
nobles some extremely bitter satire is levelled. We have
marked several passages for extract and praise, did
space permit. We will, however, content ourselves with
recommending the volume to our reader?. On page
215 a mistake of twenty years is twice made, 1J57 being
twice printed for 1577, which ia the date of the treaty
of Bergerac.

Games, Ancient and Modern, and How to Play Them,
By Edward Falkener. (Longmane.)

FOR the appearance of this volume the exhibition of a
fragment of the draught-board of Queen Halaseo,
B.C. 1600, now in the British Museum, is primarily
responsible. The subject of ancient games had long been
a favourite with the author. Guided by his observations,
Mr. Falkener found in this fragment half the complete
board, and discovered that it agreed with Egyptian
paintings, and "with what he believed to be the Greek
and Roman games." Thence proceeding, he establishes
the identity of these ancient games with a game still

1

played by the Arabs and Fellaheen of the desert. To
the rages in which he traces this connexion he adds
descriptions of various Oriental games, with illustrations
from photographs of boards and pieces of such games in
his possession. Even further does he proceed, simpli-
fying and rendering intelligible to modern comprehen-
sion gamea which have hitherto baffled ordinary
application. Of this subject Mr. Falkener has a virtual

monopoly, and we have no pretension to dispute his con-
clusions. To Eastern scholars in general, and especially
to students of Egyptian lore, his book baa much interest,,
and players at chess, draughts, and the like will find

suggestions for varying their ordinary forma of amuse-
ment. The volume ia handsome and attractive, the,

illustrations being well executed.

Bygone Beauties : Ten Portraits of Ladies of Rank and
Fashion. From Paintings by John Hoppner, R.A. r

engraved by Charles Wilkins. Annotated by Andrew
W. Tuer. (-Leadenhall Press.)

WE have here, in an elegant little volume, portraits of

Lady Charlotte Buncombe, Lady St. Asaph, Viscountess*

Andover, Lady Langham, and other beauties of the
close of last century, delightfully reproduced from the

engravings by Wilkins of Hoppner's portraits. Hoppner'a-
pictures have faded, and the engravings, the best of
which are reproduced, give the highest idea of his merits*

Ninety years have elapsed since his select series of por-
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traits were first published. It ia now issued in a gem of

a volume, with brightly written and very happy annota-

tions upon the artists and upon the subjects of their

work.

Learned Men's English : The Grammarians. By G.

Washington Moon. (Routledge & Co.)

MR. MOON'S criticisms on Dean Alford have reached a

twelfth edition. That Mr. Moon has the better of the

late dean has been conceded. He should be a little less

jubilant in assault, however, for his own armour is not

weapon proof.

The Rights of Fishing, Shooting, and Sailing in the

Norfolk Broads, Considered by Walter Eye. (Jarrold
& Sons.)

THIS is not an antiquarian work, but it has been
written by a distinguished antiquary, and is therefore

worth the attention of many who neither wish to shoot,

fish, nor sail within the limits of the county of Norfolk.

Mr. Rye cannot put pen to paper without being interest-

ing. Nearly every page of this pamphlet will be of

service to those who wish to ascertain how property in

land was held in former days and are ill content with
the meagre and distorted information which the legal

text-books still continue to furnish.

L'Art et I'Idee for March 20 opens with an article by
M. Octave TTzanne oh ' Felicien Rops,'the Belgian artist,

accompanied by a series of designs in his early style. To
those who know Rops only by what M. Uzanne calls

" la

fausse etiquette d'une reputation" these illustrations

will come as a surprise. A caricature of Winterhalter
and the books of beauty is especially good, and one of

J. Barbey d'Aurevil'y is excellent.
" Sar "

Josephin
Poladan, as the mystic elects to call himself, is coming
to the front, and is discussed in more parts than one
of the magazine.

' Invitation a la Physiologic de 1'Icono-

phile
'
is an attractive article moet pleasantly illustrated.

Some English books are reviewed by M. Gausseron.

WE have received a reprint of the first part
of a paper on the Church of AH Saints, East

Budleigh, by Dr. T. N. Brushfield. It appeared
originally in the Transactions of the Devonshire Asso-

ciation for the Advancement of Science, Literature, and
Art. Dr. Brushfield is a well-known Devon antiquary,
from whom we naturally look for good work. In this

case we are not disappointed. We do not call to mind
having ever seen a better description of a country
church. A noteworthy and excellent feature in Dr.
Brushfield's paper is the use that he has made of the
various churchwardens' accounts which have been pub-
lished relating to many widely separated parts of the

country. From these he has been enabled to illustrate

the history of the church of East Budleigh in a most

satisfactory manner.

WITH much regret we announce the death on the
18th inst. of the Rev. William Edward Buckley, M.A.,
Rector of Middleton Cheney and Rural Dean of Brackley.
He was a fellow and tutor of Brasenose College, Oxford,
and at one time Professor of Anglo-Saxon in the

University of Oxford and Professor of Classical Litera-
ture at the East India College, Haileybury. He was an
authority on English black-letter books, and a vice-pre-
sident (in 1884) of the Roxburghe Club, forwhich he edited
some publications. To ' N. & Q.' he was a constant and
valuable contributor. More than one article with his

prized signature is in type, and will shortly appear.

THE REV. E. MARSHALL, Sandford St. Martin, near
Steeple Aston, writes :

"
Having some impressions of

the book-plate of Boteler, of Eastry, Kent, with a view
of the church ; also of the plate of Burton, with thirty-
two coats, I can let the first ten or twelve readers of
' N. & Q.' who may wish for it have a copy of either or
both, if an envelope with stamp is sent. The Boteler
plate is of common size. The envelope for the other
ought not to be less than 7 by 4 inches."

MR. ROBERT H. FRYAR, of Bath, writes :

" Will
any gentleman having any of the following works kindly
correspond with me ?

' Man of Two Lives
'

;

' Poor
Man's Best Friend,' Mackay;

'

Magnetic Magic
'

(Eng.),
Cahognet."

WE are glad to see that Prof. Alfred Legrand, to whose
educational works we have drawn attention, and whose
anagram will scarcely have escaped readers of an
inquisitive turn, has been the recipient of a medal for
his services to education from the Soci6te pour 1'fitude
des Questions d'Enseignement Secondaire.

MR. ELLIOT STOCK announces a volume of legends of

Chester, by Mr. G. H. Longrigg, under the title
' Ser-

mons in Timber and Stone,' to be illustrated with
vignettes by the author.

10

We must call special attention to the following notices :

ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.

To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the

signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to

appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication "

Duplicate."

ASTERISK ("Books"). 'La Pucelle d'0rle"ans,' 1761,
is not in high estimation among connoisseurs, the plates
being indifferent. The ' Contes et Nouvelles '

of La
Fontaine of 1762 is, on the contrary, highly prized, and
when in good condition and fine binding fetches a long
price. It is known as the " Edition des Fermiers
GSneraux." ' L'Ordre des Francsmasons trahi,' &c., ia

attributed to 1'Abbe Galer-Louis-Calabre Perau. Con-
cerning its value we know nothing.

R. J. HILL. We know of no recent life of John of

Beverley. Correspondents may be better informed, and
will probably reply.

E. K. BLTTH (" The Rhine, the Rhine, the glorious
Rhine, how regally it flows "). The source of this wai
asked 7lh S. vi. 69, and received no reply.

MACKINTOSH. A communication from Messrs. C.
Mackintosh & Co., of Manchester, has been received and
forwarded to CANON VENABLES.

CORRIGENDA. P. 228, col. 2, 1. 12, for " the second of
the chapters so entitled

"
read the third, &c.; p. 235,

col. 1, 1. 8 from bottom, for " 1668
"
read 1568 ; 1. 11 from

bottom, for "1660" read 1560.

NOTICE.
Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The

Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Advertisements and
Business Letters to

" The Publisher "at the Office,
Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, B.C.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return com-

munications which, for any reason, we do not print ; and
to this rule we can make no exception.
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REMOVAL OF THE OFFICES OF
'NOTES AND QUERIES.'

Owing to the Crown having acquired Nos. 4
and 22, Took's Court, the Printing and Pub-
lishing Departments are now REMOVED to
the New Offices at Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane.

TOOK'S COURT AND ITS NEIGHBOURHOOD.
OLD CHANCERY LANE.

Of the many historical streets of London streets

that in these days of hnrry and bustle seem still

to re-echo the footsteps of the great and the good
of past ages it would be d ffi mlt to name one of

greater interest, and perhaps impossible to find one
whose memories and associations are more closely
bound up with the lives of eminent legal per-

sonages than Chancery Lane. Connecting as it

does two of the main arteries leading from the

western suburbs into the City, and cutting through
the very heart of the area occupied by the inns of

court, and by persons whose daily occupation lies

in and around those institutions, its importance
must be self-evident ; and, indeed, the street well

merits Leigh Hunt's description of it when he calls

it
" the greatest legal thoroughfare of England."

Pope says :

Long Chancery Lane retentive rolls the sound.

History tells us that Chancery Lane was built

so early as the reign of Henry II F., and in those

early days was called " New Lane"a name which
may have had reference to the newly erected

building?, but which also suggests that the road-

way itself was newly constructed for the purpose
of connecting the two great thoroughfares of High
Holborn and Fleet Street and the Strand. It was
afterwards called Chancellor's Lane, and appears
to have borne that name for many years. In
Edward I.'s time it was so foul and miry that the

precaution of barring it up to prevent accidents
became necessary. The physical condition of the
environs of Chancery Lane about the year 1560
is strikingly indicated upon Ralph Agas's map
of London.* In that map, the area about where
Cursitor Street and Bream's Buildings now are is

shown as being occupied by small fields or gardens,
with dividing hedgerows, and the main street is

there called
" Chancerie La."

Chancery Lane, says Leigh Hunt, leads from
the Temple, passes by Serjeants' Inn, Clifford's

Inn, Lincoln's Inn, and the Rolls, and conducts to

Gray's Inn. Of the world of vice and virtue, of

pain and triumph, of learning and ignorance,
truth and chicanery, of impudence, violence, and
tranquil wisdom that must have passed through
this spot the reader may judge accordingly. There
all the great and eloquent lawyers of the metro-

polis muse have been, at some time or ether, from
Fortescue and Littleton to Coke, Ellesmere, and
Erskine. Sir Thomas More must have been seen

going down with his weighty aspect, Bacon with
his eye of intuition, the coarse Thurlow, and the

eloquent Mansfield. In Chancery Lane was born
the celebrated Lord Strafford, who was sent to

the block by the party he had deserted, the victim
of his own false strength and his master's weak-
ness.

Izaak Walton kept a draper's shop in the second
house on the left, at the Fleet Street end of Chan-

cery Lane, taken down when that end of the lane

was widened
;
he subsequently removed, accord-

ing to Sir Harris Nicolas's 'Life of Walton,' five

doors higher up in the lane. The Bishops of

Chichester formerly had a palace in Chancery
Lane. It is said to have been the large old house,
with low-built shops before it, which formerly
stood between Bream's Buildings and Cursitor

Street. Its site was, of course, nearly opposite
the fine old red-brick gatehouse of Lincoln's Ian.

The name Chichester Rents still preserves the

memory of the old residence of the Bishops of

Chichester in this neighbourhood.

LINCOLN'S INN GATEHOUSE.

Lincoln's Inn, whose brick gatehouse forms the
most interesting, and, from its ancient appearance,
the most striking object throughout the length of

* A faceimile of this map was produced at Took'a
Court by Kdward James Francis in 1874.
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Chancery Line, has many most interesting asso-

ciations connected with past greatness worthy of

note. Fuller, however, in his 'Worthies,' records

one fact about the building which is of special

importance. He says,
" He [Ben Jonson] help'd

in the building of the new structure of Lincoln's

Inn, when having a Trowell in his hand, he had a

book in his pocket." This was probably at the

time when " Rare Ben Jonson " was compelled to

assist his father-in-law at his trade of bricklaying.
"

It is only a tradition," says Leigh Hunt; "but
tradition is valuable when it helps to make such a

flower grow out of an old wall."

The gatehouse, forming the principal external

feature of the old buildings in Chancery Lane, is

much admired ; and not the less so because, with
the exception of the magnificent gatehouse of

Lambeth Palace and those at St. James's Palace

and St. John's Priory, Clerkenwell, this may be
said to be the only specimen of its kind of early
date now existing in London. Its erection was

largely due to the liberality of Sir Thomas Lovell,

K.G., one of the benchers of the Society of Lincoln's

Inn, and Treasurer of the Household of Henry VII.
The {linking towers are constructed mainly of

brick, the favourite building material of the Tudor

period. The entrance, under an obtusely pointed
arch, was originally vaulted, but the groined

ceiling is now removed. Over the arch is an heraldic

compartment containing the arms of Henry VII F.,

within the Garter and crowned, together with the

arms of Henry Lacy, Earl of Lincoln, and the

arms and quarterings of Sir Thomas Lovell.

It would be easy to write a long article upon
the historical, legal, and literary memories which

gather around the immediate vicinity of Chancery
Lane. It would be easy to give expression to the

wealth of pleasant thoughts which are called up by
the mere mention of some of the localities here-

abouts. But the space in Notes and Queries is

totally inadequate to the needs of such an under-

taking, and, indeed, it is not proposed to attempt
anything of that nature upon this occasion. Only
a few of the chief topics of interest can be touched

upon.
CI7RSITOR STREET.

' ' Here was my first perch," said Lord Chancellor

Eldon, passing through Cursitor Street with his

secretary ;

"
many a time have I run down to

Fleet Street to get six pennyworth of sprats for

supper." This street took its name from the

Cursitora' Office, or Inn, which was founded there

by Sir Nicholas Bacon, Lord Keeper, and father

of the great Lord Bacon. The cursitors were

twenty-four in number, and their office was to

make out and issue writs in the name of the Court
of Chancery. One of Swift's

" Instructions to a

porter how to find Mr. Curll's authors
"

is :

" At the Laundress's at the Hole in tbe Wall in
Cursitor'a Alley, up three pair of stairs, the author of

my 'Church History.' You may also speak to the

gentleman who lies by him in the flock bed, my Index
Maker."

e*r^*r

>*\

TS

THE ROLLS CHAPEL.

John Stow, the chronicler, tells us :

" Between this Old Temple and the Bishop cf Lincoln's

house, is New Street, so called in the reign of Henry
III., when he of a Jew's house founded tbe House of
Converts betwixt the Old Temple and the New. The
same street hath since been called Chancery Lane, by
reason that King Edward III. annexed the House of
Converts by patent to the Office of Gustos Rotulorum,
or Master of the Rolls."

It appears that Henry III. founded, close by
Chancery Lane, a Carthusian house of mainte-

nance for converted Jews, who there lived under
the superintendence of a Christian governor. In
1377 Edward III. broke up this Jewish alms-

house in Chancery, or, as it was then called,

Chancellor's Lane, and annexed the house and

chapel to the newly created office of Keeper of the

Rolls. The Rolls Chapel has been much altered
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at various times, and it is probable that tbe ok
material has been used again and again. It wa

built, says Pennant, by Inigo Jones, in 1617, at a

cost of 2,OOOZ. Dr. Donne, the poet, preachec
the consecration sermon. Tbe arms of Sir Rober
Cecil and Sir Earbottle Grimstone enrich th

chapel windows. There is a fine monument in the

chapel to Dr. Young, one of the masters, which

according to Vertue, was executed by Torregiano
who built the splendid tomb in Henry VII.'s

Chapel. Sir John Trevor, infamous for bribery
and corruption, also lies here.

"
Wisely," says

Pennant,
"

his epitaph is thus confined,
'
Sir J. T.

M. R., 1717.' Some other masters," he adds,
"

rest within the walls
; among them Sir John

Strange, but without the quibbling line,

Here lies an honest lawyer, that is Strange."

Sir Joseph Jekyll was another Master of the
Rolls. When Jekyll came into the office many
of the houses were rebuilt, and to the expense oi

ten of them he added, out of his own purse, as

much as 350?. each house, observing that " he
would have them built as strong and as well as ii

they were his own inheritance."

Among the preachers at the Rolls Chapel may
be mentioned Bishops Atterbury, Butler, and
Burnet. The last-named bishop was dismissed on
account of the offence given to the king and court

by his preaching a seraion here on the text, "Save
me from the lion's mouth

;
thou hast heard me

from the horns of the unicorn." The recent
removal of old buildings in Chancery Lane has
rendered it easy to get a good view of the quaint
building.

BREAM'S BUILDINGS.

At the back of tbe Rolls Chapel, in Bowling
Pin Alley, Bream's Building?, there once lived,

according to party calumny, a journeyman labourer
named Thompson, whose clever and pretty
daughter, the wife of Clark, a bricklayer, became
the mischievous mistress of the good-natured but
weak Duke of York. After making great scandal
about the sale of commissions obtained by her in-

fluence, the shrewd woman wrote some memoirs,
ten thousand copies of which, it is recorded, were,
the year after, burnt at a printer's in Salisbury
Square, upon condition of her debts being paid
and an annuity of 400/. granted her. This lady,
however, was not the daughter of a labourer.
She was really, as Mr. Cyrus Redding, who knew
most of the political secrets of his day, has proved,
the unfortunate granddaughter of that unfortunate

man, Theodore, King of Corsica, and daughter of
even a more unhappy man, Col. Frederick, a

brave, well-read gentleman, who, under the pres-
sure of temporary monetary difficulty, occasioned

by the dishonourable conduct of a friend, blew
out his brains in the churchyard of St. Margaret's,
Westminster.

The girl married an Excise officer, much older

than herself, and became the mistress of the Duke
of York, to whom probably she had applied for

assistance or subscriptions to a poem which phe

had written in 1798. When he got tired of Mrs.

Clark, the duke meanly and heartlessly left her,
with a promised annuity which he never paid, and
with debts mutually incurred at their house in

Gloucester Place, which he shamefully allowed to

fall upon her.

SERJEANTS' INN.

Another interesting spot close by deserves a

word or two. Serjeants' Inn, although rebuilt in

modern times, is an old institution. It was

occasionally occupied by the Serjeants as early as

the time of Henry IV., when it was called Far-

ringdon's Inn, - though it is believed that they
never have held possession of the place but under
tenure to the Bishops of Ely or their lessees. It

continued to be occupied by the lawyers in 1730,
when the whole was taken down. All the judges,
as having been Serjeants-at-law before their eleva-

tion to the bench, have still chambers in the Inn in

Chancery Lane. The windows of the house are filled

with the armorial bearings of the members, who,
when they are knighted, are emphatically tquites
aurati (knights made golden), at least so far as rings
are concerned, for they give rings on the occasion,
with mottoes expressive of their sentiments upon
law and justice. Jekyll, the learned punster, made
an epigram upon the oratory and scarlet robes of

his brethren to tbe following effect :

The Serjeants are a grateful race ;

Their dress and language show it
;

Their purple robes from Tyre we trace,
Their arguments go to it.

A curious custom, which used to be observed so

late as the reign of Charles I. in the creation of

Serjeants, was for tbe new dignitary to go in pro-
cession to St. Paul'?, and there to choose his pillar,
as it was expressed. This ceremony is supposed
to have originated in the ancient practice of the

lawyers taking each his station at one of the pillars
in tbe cathedra], and there waiting for clients.

The legal sage stood, it is said, with pen in hand,
and dexterously noted down the particulars of

every man's case on his knee.

Serjeants still address each other as
<:
brother,"

and the old formula at Westminster, when a new

serjeant approached the judges, was,
" I think I

ee a brother." The accompanying illustration

represents the old building as it existed some
'ears ago. In 1837-38, the Inn was rebuilt,

xcepting the old dining-hall, by Sir Robert
Smirke.

CLIFFORD'S INN.

There is a very curious custom, and one of great

antiquity, which prevails after the dinners at

Clifford's Inn. That society is divided into two
ectiocE tbe Principal arc! Aules, and the Junior
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or "Kentish Men." When the meul is over, the
chairman of the Kentish Men, standing up ac the
Junior table, bows gravely to the Principal, takes
from the hand of a servitor standing by four small
rolls of bread, silently dashes them three times on
the table, and then pushes them down to the
further end of the board, whence they are
removed. Perfect silence is preserved during
this mystic ceremony. It has been suggested by
some antiquaries that this singular custom typifies

offerings to Ceres, who first taught mankind the
use of laws, and originated those peculiar orna-
ments of! civilization their expounders, the

lawyers.
It appears that the four little loaves are baked

together so as to form a cross, and that the chair-

man, raising this symbol above his head, strikes

it down on the table three times. This has been

supposed to have reference to the three persons of

the Trinity! The removal of the little loaves

along the table is supposed to intimate that

what is left of the repast is to go to the poor. Till

a few years ago this was done, a number of old

women waiting at the buttery to receive the

broken meats. The grace before meat consists

of the words " Pro hoc convivus Deo Gratia."

The only toasts are " Ancient and Honourable "

and "Absent Member?," and no speeches are

allowed.

Leigh Hunt declares that there are three things
to notice in Clifford's Inn : its little bit of turf

and trees, its quiet, and its having been the
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residence of Robert Pultock, author of the carious

narrative of 'Peter Wilkins,' with its flying

women. Who he was is not known
; probably a

barrister without practice ; but he wrote an

amiable and interesting book. The garden of

Clifford's Inn forms part of the area of the Bolls.

The sketch-map of Chancery Lane and its

immediate neighbourhood is founded upon the

excellent plan which was made by Rocque in the

first half of the eighteenth century. This plan of

London, begun in 1737 and completed in 1746, sets

forth the streets and buildings in considerable

detail, and enables us to form a tolerably perfect
idea of the disposition of houses, open spaces, and

connecting streets and alleys of this locality about

a century and a half ago.

TOOK'S COURT.

look's Court, represented on the map (where it

is denominated " Tuke's Court "), is memorable as

having contained the spunging-house where

Sheridan, in the last year of his life, was confined,
and wherein he wrote the angry letter to Whitbread
which has been printed in Moore's ' Memoirs of

the Life of the Right Hon. R. B. Sheridan.' In
more recent times Took's Court has been tenanted

by law-stationers and law-writers ; but it has

been chiefly known, perhaps, as containing the

publishing offices of the Alhenceum and Notes
and Queries, and the premises of the Cbiswick

Press, which will now be next to the new Patent

Office. The first number of Notes and Queries

printed in Took's Court (at No. 4) was that

which was published at 20, Wellington Street,

Strand, on October 5, 1872 ;
and the first number

printed and published in Took's Court was that of

December 19, 1885.

The alterations and improvements now in active

progress will speedily obliterate the familiar

features of the court and its surroundings im-

mortalized by the pen of Charles Dickens, and

although Notes and Queries knows Took's Court
no more, it is satisfactory to those whose natures

are apt to cling to old associations to hear that

the new offices are situated in Bream's Build-

ings, within a stone's cast of Chancery Lane,
environed by the same legal atmosphere as before,
and removed by but a short distance from the

site of the old office, which many of us have become
need to regard with a sort of affection for the sake

of old ties and old associations.

GEORGE CLINCH.

[Concerning the venerable gateway of Lincoln's Inn,
we hear with sincere regret that the structure is in

a most dilapidated condition, and believe that the greater
part of it cannot possibly be kept standing.]

OLD TIME FAMINES.
I have in my possession an old magazine, con-

taining a number of extracts from a scarce and
curious pamphlet, entitled

"Artacbtbog; or, A new Booke declaring tbe
or Weight of Bread by Troy and Averdupois Weights,
and containing divers Orders and Articles made and
set forth by the Lords and others of his Majesties most
honble. Privie Councell. 4to. Printed by K. Bishop
and Edward Griffine, and are to be sold at tbe Stationers
Shops, or at the Chamber of John Penkethman, the
Composer, in Simons Inn, in Chancerie Lane."

These extracts comprise accounts of the great
dearths with which this country was afflicted from
the middle of the eleventh until the end of the
sixteenth century, and, in the light of the existing
distress in Russia and Germany, are of peculiar
interest. It will be observed, indeed, that the
more exceptional circumstances attending the
Russian famine, in particular, bear a striking
analogy to those accompanying the famines which
occurred during the period between the Norman
Conquest and tbe close of the reign of Queen
Elizabeth. The first account given relates to the

year 1069, and is as follows :

'' In tbe third and fourth yeare of the said King
(William the Conqueror), by inclines of the Normans*
wasting of England in Northumberland and other

places in theyeaie precedent, such a dearth encreased
through all England, especially Northumberland, and)
tbe Countries next adjoyning, that men were glad to
eat Horses, Catts, Dogges, and mans flesh, for all the
land lying betweene Durham and Yorke lay waste
without Inhabitants and people to till the ground, for
the space of nine yeares, except only the Territory of
Saint John of Beverlake."

Seventeen years later
" was a great dearth of cattell, and sore distemperature-
of tbe aire, so that many men died of Fearers, and
afterwards many others died of Famine "

;

whilst in A.D. 1124, being
" the 23 yeare of King Henry the first, by meanes of

changing the Coine, all things became very deere,.
whereof an extreame Famine did arise, and afflict the
multitude of the people even to death."

Daring the reign of tbe tyrannical John there

appears to have been only one dearth of a serious

character, 3s. 4d. being asked for a quarter of oats,
which were wont to be sold for 4d. ; but in the

eighteenth year of Henry III. (1234)
" was a great Frost at ChristmaRoe, which destroyed tk
Corne in the ground, and the Boots of hearbs in the

Gardens, continuing till Candlemaese without any enow,
so that no man could plough tbe ground, and all the

yeare after was unseasonable weather, BO that barren-
nesee of all things ensued, and many poore folks dyed
for want of victualls, the rich being so bewitched with

Avarice, that they could yeeld them no reliefe. Amongst
whom Walter Gray, then Archbishop of York, was not
least covetous, of whom it is recorded that his Corne

being then 5 yeares old, bee doubting the same to be

spoild with vermine, did command that it should be
delivered to the Husbandmen that inhabited his Man-
nourc, upon condition, that they should pay him the
like quantity of new Corne after Harvest, but would

give none to the poore for God's sake, whereupon it

came to passe that when men came to a great Stack of

his Corne, which stood neere the Towne of Rippon,there

appeared in the Sheaves all over the ssme, the beads of
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Wormes, Serpents, and Toads, besides, a voice was heard

out of the Corne-mow, saying
'

Lay no hands on the

Corne for the Archbishop, and all that bee hath is the

Devills.' To conclude, the Bailiffes were forced to

build a high wall round about the Corne, and then to set

it on fire, lest the venemous wormea should have gotten
oat and poysoned the Corne in other places. How this

Bishop died I have not read, and whether he went to

God or the Devill, it is not for me to determine."

The year in which was fought the Battle of

Bannockburn saw great distress owing to the

clearness of provisions. In consequence Parlia-

ment ordained that the prices of victuals should

not exceed the following :

" An Ox stalled or Corne fed 24s.; a grasse fed Ox 16s.

A fat stalled Cow 12s.; another 10s. A fat Mutton Corne

fed, or whose wooll is well growne 20d.; another fat

Mutton shorn lid. A fat Hog of two yeares old 3s. 4d. A
fat Goose '2d. ob. ; in the Citie 3d. A fat Capon Id.; in

the Citie 2d. ob. A fat Hen Id.; in the Citie Id. ob.

Two Chickins Irf.; in the Citie Id. ob. Foure Pidgions

Id.; in the Citie three Id. 24 eggs Id.; in the Citie 20.

Neverthelesse,"

adds the chronicler,
"
all things were sold deerer than before

;
no flesh could

be had. Capons and Geese were not to be found, Eggs
were hard to come by, Sheepe died of the rott, Swine
were out. of the way, a quarter of wheat, Beanes, and

Peas, was sold for 20s., of Malt for a mark, of Salt for

35s., &c."

The following year (1315), however,
" the King in Parliament at London revoked the pro-
visions before made for selling of victuallg, and
permitted all men to make the best of their owne.

Neverthelesse,"

the account continues,
" the dearth increased through the abundance of Raine
that fell in Harvest, so that a quarter of Wheat was sold
before Midsummer for 30s., and after for 40s.

" There followed hereupon a grievous mortalitie of

people, so that the living might hardly bury the dead.
The Beasts and Cattell also through corruptnesse of the

grasse whereon they fed, died. Horse flesh was
accounted great Delicates : The poore stole fat Doggs
to eat : These Doggs became fat by feeding on the
Beasts and Cattell that died: Some others in hidden

places did mitigate their hunger with the flesh of
their owne Children. The Thieves that were in prison,
did pluck in pieces those that were nawly brought in

amongst them, and greedily devour'd them halfe alive.
" The Londoners, the same yeare considering that

Wheat was much consumed by the converting thereof
into Mault, ordained, that from thenceforth it should
bee made of other graine, and also that a gallon of
the better Ale should be sold for 3 halfe pence, and of
small Ale for one penny, not above.
"The King, according to the Statute of London, sent

his Writs through the Realme, commanding that in

Cities, Boroughes, Townes, and Villages, as well within
the Liberties as without, a gallon of Ale should bee sold
for one penny. And that from thenceforth, no Wheat
should be made into Mault, which if he had not the
sooner caused to be proclaimed, the greatest part of the
people should have perished through famine."

During the next two hundred years there was

frequently great scarcity of corn, the dearth in one
instance being supposed to be due to

" the excessivenesse of a Feast in the yeare before [1368 ]

where the meats that were brought from the Table,
would sufficiently have served ten thousand men."

In 1391, the famine having continued for nearly
two years,
"

it came to passe that when the time of fruits, as Nuts,
Apples, Plummes, Peares, &c., was come, many poore
people through over-feeding thereof died of the Flux";

and in 1527,
"such ecarcitie of Bread was at London, and through-
out England, that many dyed for want thereof. The
King sent to the Citie, of his owne provision, six hun-
dred Quarters ; The Bread-Carts then comming from
Stratford towards London, were met at the Miles end by
a great number of Citizens, so that the Maior and
Sheriffes were forced to goe and rescue the same, and
see them brought to the Markets appointed ; Wheat
being then at 15 shillings the Quarter. But shortly after,
the Merchants of the Stiliard brought from Danske such
store of Wheat and Rye, that it was better cheape at

London, then in any other part of the Realme."

Towards the close of Elizabeth's reign there

occurred a famine which bears no slight resem-

blance to that prevailing in the land of the Czar.

The account is given as follows :

"
By the late Transportations of Graine into forreine

parts, the same was here growne to an excessive price, as

in some parts of this Realme, from 14 shillings to 4 marks
the Quarter, and more, as the Poore did feele; andallother

things whatsover were made to sustain man, were like-

wise raysed, without all conscience and reason. For
remedie whereof, our Merchants brought back from
Danske much Rye and Wheat, but passing deere ;

though not of the best, yet serving the turne in such
extremitie. Some Prentices and other young people
about the Citie of London, being pinched of their

Victuals more then they had beene accustomed, tooke
Butter from the Market folkes in Southwarke, paying
but three pence, where the owners would not afford it

under five pence by the pound. For which disorder the
said young men were punished on the 27 of June by
whipping, setting on the Pillorie, and long imprison-
ment."

After such an awful record of famine and dis-

tress, thankful must we in
" Merrie England

" be

that with us the sun of plenty is never now
obscured by the clouds of national want.

JOSEPH H. ELGIE.
West Hartlepool.

THE ORIGINAL OF LORD CRANSTOUN'S GOB-
LIN PAGE IN THE 'LAY OF THE LAST
MINSTREL.'
In his notes to the '

Lay,' Sir Walter says that

the idea of the goblin page
"

is taken from a being
called Gilpin Homer,who appeared, andmadesome

stay at a farmhouse among the Border mountains."

The following account is taken from a manuscript
volume, entitled

" The Memorabilia of the Parish

of Eskdalemuir. Begun by William Brown, 1793."

Dr. Brown was minister of the parish from 1792
until his death in 1835. The account, so far as I

am aware, has only appeared in print once before,

and that was twenty years ago, when it received
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decent burial in the pages of the Transactions of

a provincial archaeological society.

Eskdalemuir, it may be added, is a wild and
mountainous district on the confines of Dumfries-
shire and Roxburghshire :

"About the year 1691, at Michaelmas, on a misty
morning, the following persona went away to fasten the
Todsbawhill horses at the head of the Todahawhill bog,
viz.. John Moffat, son of James Moffat, one of the tenants
of Todshawhill, and grandfather to the present Mr. John
Moffat, tenant in Garwald ; James Anderson, son of
another of the tenants in Todshawhill, and uncle to
James Anderson, at present residing (this was written
in 1795) at Watkerrick Dinnings; and William Nichol,
uncle to James Nichol, at present at Watkerrick, and
also to James Dickson, at present at Graasyards. While
these young lads were fastening the above-mentioned

horses, they heard a voice at some little distance, crying
to them through the mist, 'We'll tine, we'll tine.'

William Nichol instantly answered, 'You shall not tine,
and me here.' On this they saw a creature come run-

ning towards them, having the appearance of an old
woman above the middle, and with very short legs and
thighs. So unexpected a sight made them run for the
cow loan, where the women were milking the cows. In
their haste John Moffat fell in a mire, and the little

creature waddled by him to get at the rest. When it

came to the women, they were aa much afraid as the
lads had been. But on one of the cows attempting; to

push at it, and its saying,
' God help me, what means the

cow? '

they became lees terrified, for they imagined that
if it had been an evil spirit it would not have mentioned
the name of God in the manner it did. They therefore
eat still to finish the milking, and when James Ander-
son's mother called out to one of the women, whose name
was Meggy, to bring her another calf to get its milk from
the bught {_sheepfold3 where they were confined, it said
' How many Meggys hast thou ?

'

After this the women
went home, and it followed. When they were come to
the Todahawhill it went into the house of James Moffat,
and sat down by the fire. James's family happening that
night to have barley and milk for supper, they offered it

some, and asked if it would take any. It answered,
'

yes, we can sup barley and milk '; and when it bad done
it said ' It was very good,' and added that 'it had not
got the like of it since tbe ill winter,' meaning probably
1674, or about seventeen years before. They then gave
it an old knife, with which it seemed much delighted.
On the family going to worship, it sat silent all the time,
and when they had done it said,

'

Many such sweet psalm
as that has our John Herron of Burtley sung.' After all

this had happened they took it out to a barn, where
they intended it should lie during the night ; but they
had no sooner abut the door than they saw it on the
housetop. Another account, however, speaks more pro-
bably, for it says that it remained in the barn till

morning, and then came in to breakfast at the request
of the family. Its stay at Todsbawhill and the neigh-
bourhood was for about a week, always going to lonely
places through the day, but returning in the evening.
During one of these days the family, having heard as it

were the noise of carts in the close, ran to the door to
see what it was, but saw nothing. When they came back
it said,

' It would be some of our folks.' At another
time, when one of the men was changing his shirt before

it, it said,
'

Ay, sic a braw white sark ! it is just like our
bridegroom's, John Herron of Burtley.' So strange a
spectacle naturally collected many spectators, and
among the rest Thomas Bell of Westside, and the neigh-
bouring farmer (grand-uncle to the present Thomas
Bell, Esq., of Crurie), who, in order to testify whether it

had flesh and blood like other folks, took it in his arms
and was fully convinced that it had both. After this'
the families at Todshawhill seem to have wished to get
quit of it, for the above-mentioned William Nichol is
mentioned as taking it to Westside, and tbe people there
as surprised how he durst ride before it alone, on which
it said,

' God help you, Willy is raad (sic) for nought.'
This was the last saying of this mysterious creature, for
it soon after disappeared. According to one account it
was seen for tbe last time sitting on a stone at the head
of the Barm-pool below Yetbyres; and according to
another it was observed on the top of a rick of hay that
had been overturned somewhere between Singlees and
Sandyford. The common opinion of the people at the
time was that it was a person who had been carried
away by the fairies. As for the name of Gilpin Horner,
this seems to have been given to it afterwards ; for the
persons who saw it at the time, and those who tell the
story with the greatest regard to veracity, never call' it

by any name, except it be by the general one of ' The
Bogle at the Todshawhill.' "

W. E. WILSON.

A GREEK LEGEND. In one of my Greek

journals I find the following story, which may
perhaps be thought worthy of record :

" Livadia (Lebadeia) to Chaeroneia. We began by
going along one side of the plain of Chaeroneia ; had to
cross a low limestone ridge which skirts the plain.
When we came to the highest point of this, our Agogiateg
picked up and showed to us a stone about four inches

long, and marked with lines over its length, bearing
possible resemblance to a piece of ram's horn. Appa-
rently there were many like it lying about. He told us
how a shepherd had long ago seen a large flock of birds :

he wished, and prayed to our Lord, that they might all

be turned into 7rpo/3ara, sheep or goats. His prayer
was granted : and he used to make cheeses, and give a

(small) portion to every passing wayfarer. One day our
Lord himself came in the guise of a poor shepherd, and
cut through half a cheese, as if to take one portion for

himself. The shepherd scolded him rudely, and was at

once, with his flock and his cheeses, turned to stone.

As we went down the slope, the Agogiates pointed out a

large round mass of stone, split as by a cut through the
middle : this was the cheese : and up above, on the rock

side, a cave where the shepherd sits. All this he related

to my courier, who translated it to me. The courier
said he had never heard the story before."

The legend is by no means unique of its kind.

Stanley (' Sinai and Palestine ') mentions
" the stones called '

Elijah's melons
' on Mount Carmel,

and 'the Virgin Mary's peas' near Bethlehem, instances

of crystallization well known in limestone formations.

They are so called, as being the supposed produce of
those two plots turned into stone, from the refusal of

the owners to supply the wants of the prophet and the

saint."

I dare say persons learned in folk-lore might
adduce other similar instances. C. B. MOUNT.

JOHN KICH (1691-1761), LESSEE OP COVENT
GARDEN THEATRE. Tbe annexed announcement
is found in the London Evening Post of Tuesday,
November 27, 1744 :

"Sunday Morning was married at St. Paul's, Covent-

Garden, John Rich, Esq.; Master of the Theatre, to
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Mrs. Priscilla Stevens of the same Place, an agreeabl
Gentlewoman."

It may be noted that a transcript of the inscrip
tion on the monument erected to bis memory in

the churchyard at Uxbridge, co. Middlesex, is

found in the London Chronicle, Nov. 29, 1763.
DANIEL HIPWELL.

17, Hilldrop Crescent, N.

THE IRISH DIFFICULTY :

" SHALL '' AND
" WILL." A series of articles on this subject has

been begun by G. M. in the Irish Ecdesiastica
Record for February, 1892. G. M. whose initials

the readers of the /. E. B. can readily develope into

his full dozen of letters has gathered together and

arranged clearly a large number of examples from

Macaulay, Froude, Newman, Charles Lamb, and

many other writers. The discussion may interest

many who would never discover it in a clerical

journal. In 1877 I was allowed to draw attention
in this place to articles on the critical history of

the sonnet, which had just appeared in such an

unlikely quarter as the grave and theological
Dublin Review. As the writer is dead many
years, I may add now that be was the Rev. Dr. C.
W. Russell, President of Maynooth. I have no
doubt that it was in consequence of those two
or three lines in

* N. & Q.' that Dr. Russell's
sonnet articles are referred to with much apprecia-
tion by Mr. William Sharp, Mr. Hall Caine, and
Mr. D. M. Main, in their collections of sonnets,
and also by Dr. Karl Lentzner, of the Konigsberg
University, in his work'TJeber das Sonett und
seine Gestaltung in der Engliscben Dichtung bis

Milton.' With the same view I venture to call

attention to G. M.'s treatment of 'The Irish

Difficulty : Shall and Will.' M. R.

ARMS OF MAN. (See 8"> S. i. 113.) At the
above reference MR. BAGNALL quotes an asser-
tion of Planch^ to the effect that the origin of the
arms of the Isle of Man " has yet to be discovered."
Mr. Oswald, in a dissertation on the ' Armorial

bearings of the Isle of Man,' published in 1860,
proved that the Sicilian triquetrum was substituted
for the galley in full sail at the cession of Man to

Alexander III. of Scotland in 1266, after the
battle of Largs. Mr. John Newton, in a paper
read before the Liverpool Literary and Philoso-

phical Society in 1885, has carried the evidence
a, step further, and has shown with considerable

probability how Alexander came to adopt the
Sicilian arms for his new island kingdom of Man.
Alexander's wife, Margaret of England, was
sister to the titular King of Sicily, Edmund,
younger son of Henry III., who had received the
crown of Sicily from the Pope in 1259, and there-

upon quartered the Sicilian arms with those of

England. In 1266, when Alexander acquired the

kingdom of Man, the project of seating his

brother-in-law on the throne of Sicily had been

given up. The resemblance of Man to Sicily may
well have suggested to Alexander the adoption of

the Sicilian device of his brother-in-law as the
arms of his newly acquired kingdom.

ISAAC TAYLOR.

We must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct.

LIEUT. -CoL. THOMAS DIGBY. Can any of

your readers give any information concerning
Lieut. -Col. Thomas Digby, who served in Egypt
during the war with the great Napoleon at the

beginning of the present century ? as I have an
historical relic in my possession in which his name
appears, written by himself on the battle-field of

Alexandria, which his descendants might pro-

bably prize, or which an antiquary might think of

some historic value. It is a Scotch Bible, such as

were carried in soldiers' knapsacks, in perfect pre-

servation, bound in russia, with a medallion on
each cover. On the inside of the cover is a note

by Col. Digby thus :

" Lieut.-Col. Tho. Digby, 54th.
"
Alexandria, 14th Nov., 1801.

' Found on the night of the 25th August, after the

Action, when tbe French ventured out of their works to

attack us, & were repulsed. This was their last effort."

In another part of the book is the name of the

soldier to whom it originally belonged,
" Duncan

Murray." At the end of the book is a Scotch

metrical version of the Psalms, as sung by the

Covenanters a hundred years before. But perhaps
the most interesting part is that which gives us

the date of the last abortive attempt of the French
to drive us out of Egypt. EDWARD DALLEY.

36, Great Pulteney Street, Regent Street.

GENERAL POWELL. Can any correspondent,

military or, as advertisments say, otherwise,

nndly tell me anything about General Henry
Watson Powell, Governor of Gibraltar late in

ast century or early in this ? I wish specially
'or the exact dates of his governorship and com-

missions and of his death, which took place at

Warwick ; but I shall be glad of any information

whatever. C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.
Longford, Coventry.

DAME. A few days ago, in the obituary
column of a London newspaper, the deceased

wife of a baronet was correctly described as

')ame. It is, I think, to be regretted that this

itle should have become colloquially obsolete ;

or the extension of the title Lady (the proper

lesignation of the wife of a peer) to the wives

>f baronets and knights is often misleading. Is,
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ex. gr., Lady A., whose name figures among the

visitors at the Hotel des Etrangera, the wife of the

Earl of A., or the spouse of the recently knighted
Alderman A., who owes his

"
blushing honours

"

to the circumstance that it fell to his lot to be

placed in the fore when the corporation of his

native city gave a welcome to
"
royalty." In

Lodge's
'

Peerage
' the time-honoured title of

Dame is ignored :

" The wives of baronets are

Ladies." Three queries suggest themselves. When
did the title of Dame, as designating the wives of

baronets and knights, fall into disuse ? Was the

title of Lady early conferred by courtesy upon
baronesses

;
and was its extension to the wives of

knights due to the fact that the designation Sir

was common to baronets and knights >.

HENRT ATTWELL.
Barnes.

SCROPE. Will any of your readers say where I

may find a poem relating to Archbishop Scrope,
who was executed in 1405 ? It is a lament on
his death, and is in the Yorksbire dialect, hav-

ing a chorus with the Yorkshire exclamation,

"Hey! "(sic) in it. K. Fox.
189, Bow Road, E.

JOHN MOSTYN became a general in the army on

May 26, 1772. I should be glad to have the

particulars of his parentage and death. To save

space, I may add that I am familiar with reference

to him in Walpole'a 'Memoirs of George III.,'

vol. i. p. 49. G. F. R. B.

ANNE MATHEWS. Miss Jackson, half-sister to

Mis* Frances Maria Kelly, married C. Mathews
in York, March 28, 1803, accompanied him tbe

same year to the Haymarket ; was, July 1, 1809,
the original Fanny in '

Killing no Murder '

;

retired from the stage 1810 ;
survived her

husband
; edited his memoirs, and wr<ve other

works. When did she die ?

' MORNING CHRONICLE.' Among tbe co-pro-

prietors of the Morning Chronicle in 1769 are J.

Spilsbury and James Bowles, Stationer. I ask

for information or details respecting these two

individuals; as no doubt they can be identified.

Among other names, beside William Woodfall,
were John Murray, James Christie (auctioneer),

George Kearsley, a noted name in connexion with
John Wilkes. A. HALL.

ROWLANDSON. In the print called
' Mr. H.

Angela's Fencing Academy,' published 1791, who
is the man making the hit, and who are his oppo-
nent and the onlookers ? They all appear to be

portraits. There is an exhibition of humorous

pictures at tbe Aquarium, and this print is de-

scribed in the catalogue as having
" Portraits of

Angela, the Chevalier St. George, and other famous

fencing masters." Angelo's
' Reminiscences

'

gives

no clue, and I did not find the print in the collec-

tion at the British Museum. J. J. F.

MRS. ELIZABETH FRY. For literary purposes
I am desirous of corresponding with the present
custodian of the journal and correspondence of the

above-named lady, a memoir of whom was pub-
lished by her daughter, Mrs. Cresswell, in 1856.

My special object is to learn the residence or

birthplace of the Anna Savery with whom she

corresponded on religious matters in 1799.

Al W. SAVARY.

Annapolis, Nova Scotia.

MICKLEBURGH FAMILY. I should be glai of

any information about this family. They spring,

I believe, from Raveningham, or Dickleburgh, in

Norfolk. M. C. OWEST.

SPENSER'S ' FAERY QUEEN.' I have been in-

formed that there is in the Public Library at

Cambridge a Supplement to Spenser's
'

Faery

Queen' in three books. Is it known who these

verses were written by 1 Have they been printed ?

The press mark is Ee. in. 53.

A YORKSHIREMAN.

AIGREMOND, EGREMOND, EGMONT. Was Eg-
mont derived from Aigremond, in Normandy, viz.,

the pointed mount (same meaning as Montaigu)?
There is Aigremont in Cumberland. T. W. C.

SOURCE OF ANECDOTE WANTED. The story

is told to the effect that JEschines, I think, went

to some one, or vice versa, and lamented that the

oftener he read over his speech the less he

liked it.
"
Ah, well, never mind," said hia

friend ;

"
your hearers only heard it once." G.

"A PRIEST'S WHITE." In "A Pocket Dic-

tionary of the Armenian, English, and Turkish

Languages, vol.ii., Venice, printed at the Press of

the Armenian College of St. Lazarus, 1843 "
(by

Monsignore Sukias Somal), page 301, in the

definition of the word Shapeek, one reads "A
shirt, a shift

;
a priest's white." Was this last

expression ever used formerly in English in the

sense of the " alb
"
of Ritualists ? Was the useful

" Dictionarielum
" in which it occurs that in

correcting the proof sheets of which Lord Byron
is said to have assisted when he was studying the

language of Mezrob ? If so, perhaps he might be

held responsible, among other mistakes, for making
a mess of this name for a priest's mass-robe ?

PALAMEDES.
Paris.

CHAINED IMAGES AND BINDING CUSTOMS.

May I hope that some one interested in old cus-

toms, or early ritual and myth, may be able to

throw light on the strange chaining of divinities,

and on possibly related binding customs ? Perhaps
'
may b allowed to quote as three typical Greek
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instances thebound statue of Actseon at Orchemenos

(Pausanias, ix. 38, 6) : the yearly ritual celebrated

to Hera at Samos, in the festival called Toneus,
where the statue of the goddess (" tightly bound "

with willow branches in the legend) was carried

down to the seashore and hidden (Atheneeus, xv.

c, 13, Bohn, p. 1073) ; the myth of the fettering

of Ares by the Aloidse in the "strong prison
house ; yea, in a vessel of bronze lay he bound
thirteen months "

(' Iliad,' v. 386). One notes a

chained cultus image in China, a binding of sun

and moon in an iron Dreschhaus in Finnish myth,
and the suggestive straw rope of Japanese Shinto

ritual ;
but as yet no facts have emerged that at

all solve the riddle of a usage common, seemingly,
to ancient Greek and modern Chinaman. May
I not hope, from the interest or kindness of

some of your readers, for (1) instances of images

(or sacred persons, animals, objects, or places)
bound with ropes, chains, branches, &c., at special
times and permanently ; (2) ritual (or customs) in

connexion with them ; (3) myths or legends of

fettered or imprisoned deities or heroes other than

volcanic myths I Peasant customs and harvest usage

ought to yield suggestive facts see W. Mann-
hard t,

'

Mythologische Forschungen,' pp. 320, sqq.;
the use of ropes in the "Last Sheaf" (Waltende

Korngeisf) in Silesia, and elsewhere should one
be happy enough to come across them.

G. M. G.

GIBSON. A certain Mr. Gibson, a friend of the

unfortunate Earl of Derwentwater, executed for

his share in the rebellion of 1815, was one of the

earl's pall-bearers. I am most anxious to find out

if there is any living representative of the family
at the present time. Can any reader of

' N. & Q.'

help me ] LOUISA DE M. BROOKE.
Hemsworth Hall, Wakefield.

DANTEIANA. In the nineteenth canto of the
' Inferno '

Dante, speaking of the holes into which
the Simoniacs were plunged, compares them for

size and shape with

quei, che son nel mio bel San Giovanni
Fatti per luogo de' battezzatori,
L' un degli quali, ancor non e molt' anni,

Rupp' io per un, che dentro v'annegava.

To what does Dante refer ? Is it to a circular

tank or well made in the pavement of the bap-

tistery of San Giovanni, and partly covered with

wood, which the poet might have torn away ?

Murray, in his
' Guide to Florence,' says the ques-

tion has never been satisfactorily decided, but the

Italian commentators seem to consider the sense

so obvious that the passage does not need a note.

T. P. ARMSTRONG.
" ANNE OF SWANSEA "

: WARNEFORP. Wanted
some particulars of " Anne of Swansea," the author
of several novels of the first half of this century.
Also of Lieut. Warneford, R.N. (the W. H. C.

Russell of Halkett and Laing's
'

Dictionary '), the
author of ' Tales of the Coastguard,'

'

Tales of the
Slave Squadron, 'Running the Blockade,' &c.
References to any published memoirs will be wel-

:ome. W. SANDFORD.
19, Thornlaw Eoad, West Norwood, S.E.

[See 7th
S. viii. 289, 415.]

DAVENANT ON SHAKSPEARE. In those queer
ines by Davenant, 'In Remembrance of Master
Wm. Shakespire,' where each flower "Hangs
there the pensive head," and where

The pitioua river wept itself away,

so that when you
" reach the map

"
you no "

river

there can spie," but only a "shallow brooke";
where the tree, "unwilling now to grow," casts a
shade that

Looks like the plume a captain weares,
Whose rifled falls are steept i' th' teares

Which from his last rage flow

(the tree, no doubt, that looks like this is in a bad

plight) what are the
"

rifled falls
"

of a plume ;

and what are the
"
teares of his last rage

"
?

C. A. WARD.
Walthamstow.

PANJANDRDM. Have the origin and history of

this word ever been discussed ? P. H. C.

AMERICA : WHEN THE NAME WAS FIRST
GIVEN.

(8
th S. i. 181.)

In the Annual Report of the Board of Regents
of the Smithsonian Institution, Washington, July,

1888, is an elaborate article (pp. 647-673) upon
the origin of the word America by M. Jules Mar-

cou, which I commend to the perusal of every one
interested in this subject. I trust your space will

allow the insertion of the following extracts from
his account :

"The Amerriques tribe of Indians, now few in

number, are confined to their mountains, called Sierra

Amerrique, which form the cordillera between Lake
Nicaragua and the Mosquito Coast in the province of

Chontales, Nicaragua On Fairbairn's Ranch there are

many evidences of a large Indian population having
lived at this spot, and their pottery and fragments of
their stones for bruising maize have been found in some
graves which have been opened The following letter

from Mr. Belt, written a short time before his premature
death, is interesting, because it gives his impression after

reading my first paper on the '
Origin of the Word

America,' published in the Atlantic Monthly tor March,
1876 :

To M. Jules Marcou.

My Dear Sir, I am much obliged to you for your kind
letter and the copy of your most ingenious speculation
respecting the origin of the name '

Amerrique.' The
Amerrique range in Nicaragua was well known to me,
and the curious coincidence with the name of the con-
tinent had often struck me, but only as a coincidence.
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I hope your suggestion will receive the attention which it

deserves, and that the origin of the name will be

thoroughly inquired about. Should it turn out as you

believe, you will have cleared up a most interesting

point. 1 am, Dear Sir, yours very truly, THOMAS BELT.

" In 1887, by a happy circumstance, I was able to com-

munieate with Senator Don Jose D. Rodriguez, who
lived for many years in the district of Chontales, and

who was also a personal friend of Thomas Belt. Here

are extracts from two of his letters sent to me : 'The

word Amerrique is pronounced as Mr. Belt wrote it by
the natives of the tribe with whom I have conversed.

These Indians seem to have been formerly a powerful
tribe I can assure you that the insinuation, ascribed

to Mr. Peralta, that the name Amerrique was invented

by my deceased friend Mr. Belt is an entirely gratuitous

one. The mountain range and the tribe of the

Amerriques have existed in Nicaragua for centuries

which it is beyond our power to determine ;
and these

facts may be verified at any moment.'
"

Towards the close of his paper M. Marcou gives

a resumb of several authentic facts, ascertained by

him, which prove that the origin of the name
America must not be ascribed to Amerrhijo

Vespucci, the tenth of which is as follows :

" In 1533, twenty-one years after the death of Ves-

pucci, Schoener, an astronomer and geographer of good

standing and just reputation, accuses Vespucci of having
written his name on charts ;

but he did not say how the

name was spelled. The Americanist Henry Harrisse

thinks that Schoener had fastened on the memory of

Vespucius the odious charge of having artfully inserted

the words ' Terra di Amerigo
'
in charts which he has

otherwise altered (' Bibliotheca Americana Vetustissima,'

p. 394). Vespucci may have inserted
' Terradi Amerrique,'

an exact name, very closely allied to the new spelling of

his Christian name Amerrigo,and which hasted Schoener
to make the accusation. The exact expressions used by
Schoener are :

' Americus Vesputiua maritima loca Indiae

superiores ex HispanHs navigio ad accidentem perlus-

trans, earn partem quae superioria Jndiae est, credidit esse

Insulam quam a suo nomine vocari instituit.' No maps
made by Vespucci have been found, although we know
that he made some. One thing is certain, it is that

Vespucci did not discover the New World, and another
fact is also certain, that Amerrique is an indigenous
name. From the central parts of the continent, just
about the middle, the name Amerrique or Amerique in

French, or America in Latin, extended first southward
and then northward, until finally we have the Three
Americas. Geographically the name Amerrique has

never varied ; the Latin name America and the French

Amerique have always been spelled without any changes

among the letters in all the maps and charts ; while, on
the contrary, the Christian name of Vespucci had varied

from Amerigho to Amerrigo, according to his own
signature, and has taken all the forms and combinations

imaginable between Albericusand Morigo Almost all

Americans and all the Spaniards have accepted with joy
the idea that the New World was not named after Ves-

pucci, who has no claim whatever to such an honour, but
that the beautiful name Amerrique belongs to a tribe of

Indians and to a range or sierra of the central parts of
the continent, discovered and first explored by Cristoforo

Colombo."

C. LEESON PRINCE.
The Observatory, Crowborough.

A few words may be added to MR. BUCKLEY'S

interesting note. Ruysh's map of 1508 does not,

as MR. BUCKLEY'S words seem to imply, contain

any mention of America under that name. It

exhibits a great northern continent, portions of

which are called Greenland, Tibet, and India. In

the equatorial region we have three islands, Cuba,

Spaniola, and Java, while to the South of Spaniola
there is a bit of the Brazilian coast which is called

Terra S. Crucis.

On the globe of Lenox, c. 1510, we have four

islands in the Atlantic called Zipangu (i. e., Japan),
Isabel (i. e., Cuba), Spaniola, and Mundus Novus,

which is a part of Brazil.

Boullenger's globe of 1514 is, I believe, the first

in which the name of America appears. The four

Atlantic islands are called Cuba, Zipanga (Japan),

Java, and America, the last being the part of

Brazil which is called Terra S. Crucis and Mundus
Novus on the earlier maps. On a map of 1520

Brazil is called
" America vel Brasilia sivi Papa-

galli Terra." On a map of 1522 a part of the

Brazilian coast is designated as
" America Pro-

vincia."

Two of the voyages in Waldseemnller's 'Quatuor

Navigationes,' in which the discovery of America
is claimed for Amerigo Vespucci, seem to be fic-

titious. The alleged date of his first voyage, on

which rests his claim to have discovered the

American continent, is impossible. We have evi-

dence that Vespucciwas in Seville from January 12,

1496, to November, 1498, and therefore his claim

to have discovered the continent in 1497-1498

must be rejected. Moveover in his own letter,

dated July 18, 1500, nothing is said about this

first voyage, which was first heard of in Waldsee-

uiuller's apocryphal work.
ISAAC TAYLOR, Litt.D.

MASTER WILLIAM PERKINS OF CAMBRIDGE,
vivens 1592 (8"> S. i. 147). Fuller, in his
' Abel Redivivus,' 1651, as previously in his
'

Holy and Profane State,' 1642, has inserted a

life of W. Perkins, from which the compilers of

biographical dictionaries have derived most of

their information. It occupies pp. 431-440.

"Many and most excellent are the works he

left behind him"; and "as for his Books, it

is a miracle almost to conceive how thick they

lye, and yet how far they overspread, all over

Christendome." They have been collected in three

volumes folio, of which there have been several

editions, from 1C06 to 1626. Fuller sums up the

chief particulars about his worthies in verse, and

has these lines on Master Perkins :

Of all the Worthies in this learned role,

Our English Perkins may, without controle,

Challenge a crowne of Bayes to deck his head,
And second unto none be numbered,
For 's learning, wit and worthy parts divine,

Wherein his Fame resplendantly did shine

Abroad and eke at home ;
for 's Preaching rare

And learned writings, almost past compare
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Which were so high esteera'd, that some of them
Translated were (as a most precious Jem)
Into the Latino, French, Dutch, Spanish tongue.
And rarely valued both of old and young,
And (which was very rare) Them all did write

With his left hand, his right being uselesse quite;
Borne in the first, dying in the last year
Of Queen Eliza, a Princess without peer.

Fuller enumerates twenty-one works printed

during his life, and fifteen more after bis death.

The folio editions are procurable for a small sum.
The Catalogue of the books in the British Museum
up to 1640 contains a great number of his works,
and among them an earlier edition of the book men-
tioned in the query, viz., that printed' by E. Allde,

1591,
" written in Latin by W. P. and translated

by an other." The Latin title is :

" Armilla Aurea, id est, Theologiae descriptio miran-
dam seriam causarum et Salutis et Damnationis juxta
verbum Dei proponens, &c. Ex ofScina Johannis Legatt,
Cantabrigiae [1590]. 8vo."

For his life, based upon a great variety of

authorities, see the " Athenae Cantabrigienses, by
C. H. and T. Cooper, 1861," who give a complete
list of his works, engraved portraits, and other

details ; also references to the books consulted by
them in compiling his life. For other works by
Kobert Hill see the B.M. Cat. to 1640.

W. E. BUCKLEY.

For fall information concerning this divine,

usually designated "the famous," SIR C. S. KING
is referred to Clark's ' Lives of Eminent Men,' to

Granger's
'

Biographical History,' to Job Orton's

'Letters to a Young Clergyman,' and to Fuller's

'Worthies,' especially to Fuller's
'

Holy State,' in

which there is a sketch of Perkins, drawn by the

pen of that incomparable limner. As the books
named may not be generally accessible, your
readers are hereby informed that Perkins was
born at Marston, Warwickshire, educated in

Christ's College, Cambridge, chosen Fellow of the

same, and after preaching to the prisoners in the

castle, where "
his work was all his wages," he

was appointed in the parish of St. Andrew?, where
he continued till his death. He died at the early

age of forty-four, in the last year of Queen Eliza-

beth, and his funeral was "solemnly and sump-
tuously performed at the sole charge of Christ

College." Some of his works were written in

Latin and others were translated into French,
Dutch, and Italian. They were printed after his

death in three folios. They contain, among other

precious material, an analysis of the whole Bible,
for the use of student?. Being lame in his right
hand he wrote all his works with his left, which
called forth the encomium of the celebrated Hugh
Holland in his ' Icones ':

Dextera quantumvis fuerat tibi manoa, docendi
Pollebas mira dexteritate tamen.

It is said that in his younger days, in expound-
ing the Commandments, he so applied them as to

make his hearers' hearts fall down and their hairs

tand upright, and that he pronounced the word
damn with such an emphasis as left a dole'ul echo
n their ears a good while after

;
but in his later

ministry he remitted much of his former rigour,
and preached mercy as the proper office of a gospel
minister. W. UNDERWOOD.

A well-known Puritan divine and preacher, of

whom there is a long account and a list of his

'orty separate books in Cooper's 'Athenae Cantab.,'
li. 335-341. See 4th S. viii. 363. W. C. B.

ARROWROOT (8
th S. i. 65, 173). What DR.

EVANS says at the last reference applies only to

the so-called Brazilian arrowroot, or tapioca. This
is obtained from the roots of a species of cassava,
the juice of which is highly poisonous, though I

have never heard of its having been used as an
arrow poison. In any case, the name arrowroot

has nothing to do with this. There are several

other kinds of arrowroot from different sources^

as, for instance, Chinese arrowroot, from Nelum,'

bium speciosum ; East Indian arrowroot, from a

species of curcuma ; and English arrowroot, other-

wise Portland sago (now, I believe, no longer

made), from the corms of Arum maculatum, the

Ari radix of the old Dublin pharmacopoeia. True

arrowroot, however, is obtained only from various

species of Maranta, and chiefly from Maranta

arundinacea, indigenous to the West Indies, but

now cultivated in South Africa also and else-

where. Dr. Murray does but adopt the derivation

usually favoured when he traces the name arrow-

root to the use of Maranta starch as an application
to wounds inflicted by poisoned arrows ; but the

derivation from the Indian ara has been suggested

by more than one etymologist. A third suggestion
is that the name is due to the arrow- like scales

covering the rhizomes of the plant from which the

starch is obtained, and to this Dr. Annandale

gives precedence. More evidence, as L. L. K.

says, is required to settle the question.
C. C. B.

"DOUBLE ENTENDRE" (7
tb S. iv. 86, 197).

The ground upon which this bastard-French

phrase is defended is extraordinary. We are told

it is naturalized. How can that be if it never

existed in France and never was uttered by any
Frenchman, except perhaps to give edge to a sneer

against John Bull ? Will those who take this

ground inform me whether or not "jeu de mots"
is to be regarded as naturalized ? This is a genuine
French phrase, and is quite as frequently used as
" double entendre," but is always printed in italics,

to show that it is not naturalized and should be

pronounced according to "the Frenche of Paris."

But "double entendre" also is printed in italics.

Why ? When we meet with a phrase so printed,
and looking like French, we turn to our French
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dictionary. We can find "jeu de mots," but a

search for
" doable entendre

"
is vain, because the

authority of
" Stratford atte Bowe" is not accepted

across Channel, save for lucifer matches. "Double"
is indeed an English word, and was so regarded
both by Boyer, at least as far back as 1715, and

by Chambaud, by whom " double entente "
is ex-

plained as "a double entendre." Entendre, as a

French word, is an infinitive, not a substantive,
nor ever used substantially ; but though Boyer
gives "entendre" as an English rendering of

entente independently,
" entendre "

is not to be
found in any English dictionary. Where, then, is

the evidence of its naturalization, putting aside

pronunciation ?

At the first reference we are told by Mr. Tuer's

correspondent that were he writing in French, he
would use " double entente." We must not take
him absolutely at his word. The two phrases are

not interchangeable. To call a word or phrase a
"double entendre," as we do, is bad enough ; to call

it a " double entente" would be a far grosser im-

propriety of speech. A word or phrase may have,
but cannot be, a "double entente." Hence the
correct French is mot or phrase a double entente,
or a deux ententes. Speaking for myself, I declare
"double entendre" to be as needless as it is im-

proper, notwithstanding the special sense it has
for Swift. I will not say that its use argues an

ignorance of French ; but I am sure no French
scholar at the present day would use it wilfully,

any more than a classical scholar would use u false

quantity.
There are other cockney-French phrases, such

as nom de plume, a I'outrance, en deshabille,
(which the vulgar pronounce

"
in dish-a-bill "),

laissez-faire, levee (royal reception), &c., which are
evermore appearing in print as testimonials of
John Bull's French scholarship. I have no busi-
ness with these at present. The occasion of my
writing is that I find MR E. H. MARSHALL using
"double entendre "

in italics in
' N. & Q.' (ante,

P. 86). F. ADAMS.
105, Albany Road, Camberwell.

INDENTED SERVANTS IN THE COLONIES (8
th S.

i. 187). With reference to this subject I append
some extracts from a newspaper called The Porcu-
pine, published by William Cobbett in November,
1800. (My text is obtained from the Bristol
Journal of November 22, in that year.) Cobbett
had returned from an eight years' sojourn in
America in the previous summer ; and it will be
seen that he speaks of the emigration system then
in vogue from personal knowledge :

" There are, annually, many hundreds of bis Majesty's
subjects who are inveigled from Great Britain and Ire-
land to America, by acts more shameful and not less
wicked than those which it is said are sometimes made
use of in Africa. There is a body of land-jobbers who
have agents in all parts of these kingdoms, more particu-

larly in Ireland, for the conducting of this nefarious

traffic inhuman flesh.' The poor ignorant creatures

who listen to their tales are crammed on board American

ships, after having signed articles which they cannot

read, and by which they sell themselves to slavery, as

abject, and an hundred times more toilsome, than that of

the Africans who are carried to the West Indies. Dur-

ing the voyage they are lodged, fed, and treated like

slaves ; imprisoned, fettered, and flogged. Arrived in the

harbours of the United States their time (as it is called)
is advertised for sale. [The writer here appends as a

feot-note an advertisement from the Gazette of the United
Slates of September 16, offering for tale " the times

of 115 German emigrants
"
just landed at Philadelphia.

The emigrants were of nineteen different trades.] Pur-
chasers go on board to examine, to pick and choose, pre-

cisely in the same way as butchers go to Smithfield

The time for which each person is to continue a slave is

fixed on in the articles The handsome young girls go
off first, and fetch the highest price, and it is no un-

common thing for the father and mother to see their

daughters led away while they themselves are kept pri-

soners on board Sometimes it happens that there isa

family of small children ; in such a case the slave-dealer

requires that a certain sum shall be paid to him for the

whole. The father is suffered to go on shore to find

customers An instance of this kind came under my
own immediate observation In 1793, at Wilmington, in

Delaware I saw a decent-looking man going from door
to door, leading two beautiful girls

'

Pray, sir,' said

the man, 'do you want a little girl?' 1 repliid that
we did. An explanation then took place, and I found
that this poor man had, with a wife and seven children^
been inveigled from Belfast by the promises ol the in-

famous agents He hoped, by disposing of his children,
to obtain the liberty of himself and his poor wife, who
was very ill on board the ship. The little girls were
from five to seven years old, and he offered to sell one of
them to me till she should be twenty-one years old for six

guineas It was not in my power to assist him and
he went to seek customers elsewhere. Of the thousands
who are thus inveigled, thus stolen, from his Majesty's

dominions, very few ever become free. They die before
their bondage is expired, or that bondage is renewed by
the vile arts of their cruel masters. If they elope they
are advertised as other slaves, and if taken, as they

generally are, their former slavery is prolonged."'

Previous to the revolt of the American colonies

a very large proportion of this traffic was carried

on in Bristol ships, and many advertisements in-

viting husbandmen and mechanics to emigrate
appeared in local newspapers. The gift of ''a new
suit of clothes" was almost invariably held out as
a bait to attract the poor. From a curious account,
in the Gentleman's Magazine for 1744, of a girl

who, dressed as a lad, shipped on board a Bristol

vessel bound for Virginia, it appears that the emi-

grants, after signing indentures, were sometimes

kept three weeks in Bridewell until their ship was

ready to sail. What seems still more revolting to

modern ideas, however, is the fact that these emi-

grants, whose worst crime was poverty, were

generally shipped in company with the convicted

felons of all the western counties, and doubtless

received identical treatment whilst on the voyage.
In proof of this assertion, I will quota only one

paragraph, though many others are in my posses-
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aion. The Bristol Journal of October 26, 1754,
pleasantly announced that "

Captain Davis is

arrived at Annapolis, in Maryland, from this port,

having fifty indentured servants and sixty-nine of

the king's seven-year passengers." The cargo, in

the usual course, would be sold off indiscriminately
to the neighbouring planters.

Further information respecting the treatment of

the emigrants by their masters will be
4
found in

Long's
'

History of Jamaica,' 1774.

J. LATIMER.
Bristol.

NAME OR SURNAME (8
th S. i. 102, 157). Refer-

ring to the very sensible article at the first reference,
it occurs to me that a favourite fad of my worthy
father, which he aired perhaps a little before its

time, is now not unworthy of consideration. He
always contended that a child should bear the
surname of the mother as well as that of the father ;

and certainly in populous centres it would be a
vast convenience, besides being a simple act of

justice to the mother, and a good way of distin-

guishing different families of the same common
name. The custom is, I think, usual in Switzer-

land, the name of the lady being there, however,
put last. I remember a Monsieur Beck, who
married a Mademoiselle Bonard, upon which they
both took the name of Beck-Bonard. I know
many gossipy old ladies who always describe a
man by the woman he has married. " What Mr.

Campbell is that 1
"

Oh, the Mr. Campbell who
married a Miss Stuart." How much mojre con-
venient to say at once Mr. Stuart-Campbell.
Why should the wife be lost sight of entirely in
the husband ? We have a hideous system in
Scotland of designating a married woman in legal
documents by two names, e.g., Mrs. Jane Stuart or

Campbell (Stuart being her own maiden surname,
and Campbell her husband's surname), as if she bore
a sort of criminal alias. In England you go to

the other extreme, and would describe her as Mrs.
Jane Campbell, sinking the Stuart altogether. I
see in the signature of many married ladies a
better custom coming in, that of signing, in such
a case as this, Jane Stuart Campbell ; and if so,

why should not the husband sign
" Charles Stuart

Campbell
"

? J. B. FLEMING.
Glasgow.

P-S. I have come upon a very good illustration
of what I mean in '

Grove's Dictionary of Music,'
which I happened to be consulting for something
else, and where I find a notice of Madame
Sainton-Dolby, who was born Charlotte Helen
Dolby, and upon marrying M. Prosper Sainton,
took the name of Sainton-Dolby ; and if any
"chicks appeared at Cockpen," they would, of

course, bear the surname of Sainton-Dolby.

I see
"
Sir Morell Mackenzie " was correct. I

am afraid my misapprehension may have put

many corrective pens in motion. I regret the
trouble I have given, though I dare say nobody
else will mind. ST. SWITJIIN.

" ADMIRAL CHRIST " EPITAPH (7
th S. xi. 500

xii. 43, 78, 510; 8th S. i. 76). As Miss BOSK
says that,

"
if there is a disused "

churchyard at

Ardrossan, she "could meet with no one who
could direct" her to it, and on the strength of
this inability thinks she may

"
safely say there is

no trace of an * Admiral Christ
'

epitaph
"

at Salt-

coats or Stevenston, where, so far as I am aware,
it had not been asserted to exist, I may perhaps
usefully give some quotations from a rare pam-
phlet in my possession, by the late Mr. William
Dobie. It is entitled " The Parish Churches and
Burying Grounds of Ayrshire. Glasgow: Printed

by Robert Malcolm, 28, Nelson Street. 1847."
No author's name is on the title-page, but the copy
before me was inscribed to the friend who gave it

to me,
" With Wm. Dobie's best respects. Grange-

vale, 6th April, 1847. Only 50 copies printed.'
There is an "

ancient burying ground
"
for the

parish of Ardrossan, as MR. NEILSON rightly
states, and it is situated, as Mr. Dobie tells us, op.
cit., p. 1, "a short distance north of the ruins of
the castle." Mr. Dobie further says that "

it has

apparently been abandoned as a place of sepulture
for nearly a century, and the walls with which it has

been enclosed have long since ceased to protect the

consecrated ground from the intrusion of the cattle

grazing around it." The church was blown down
by a violent storm in 1691; its foundations, says
Mr. Dobie, may atill be traced. I think MR.
NEILSON'S memory is at fault as to the occurrence
of a "grotesque version

"
of the epitaph at Ardros-

san ; the " Admiral Christ "
epitaph really occurs

at Largs, under the variant " General " a varia-

tion which, it may be remarked, itself seems to

point back to the existence of the verses in days
when admirals were commissioned as "

generals at

sea." With regard to the Largs copy, the follow-

ing statement is made by Mr. Dobie :

" These misquoted verses have been much longer on
this stone than is implied by the date 1796. In a volume
of epitaphs entitled '

Sepulohrorum Inscriptiones,' pub-
lished in 1727, there is a correct version, if not the

original itself, of the lines, which are inscribed to the

memory of a '

Gapt. John Dunch, 1686,' and in a note to

which it is said,
' The same epitaph is upon a tombstone

in the Church-yard of Largs, in the shire of Air in Scot-

land,' thus satisfactorily proving these rhymes to have
been here [i. ., at Largs] considerably above a century.
The epitaphian verses in question are to be met with
in the churchyards of several maritime towns, both in

England and Scotland, but scarcely ever in a correct

form. Since the disappearance of" the monument of
'John Arthur, Shipmaster,' churchyard of Alloa, from
which these lines were transcribed by Monteath into hia
' Theater of Mortality

'

1713, the above [viz., the inscrip-
tion on " the burial-place of John and Hugh Crafords,
1796 "] are probably the oldest, though not the moat

correct, set of them now to be found in Scotland."
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When I was last at Largs, on an antiquarian

expedition, some thirty years ago, this epitaph
was not the object of my visit, which, however,
did include the remarkable Skelmorlie aisle of the

old parish church, which is very carefully described

in Mr. Dobie's pamphlet.

My impression is that probably as great an anti-

quity can be claimed for this epitaph in Scotland

as in England. At any rate, I have brought the

Scottish cases very near the English, and some of

the English cases, like that of the monumental

inscription in Swafield Church, Norfolk, are of

persons whose names, like that of Capt. James

Olifent, clearly bespeak them of Scottish origin.

I may add, in this connexion, that Adam is

certainly a Scottish name (I am not now raising

the point whether oar protoplast, or whatever

he should be called, was a Scotchman !), and
I think it very likely that a Scottish mariner

who sailed from the port of London would
"
retire" to his native land, and I therefore credit

the Prestonpans epitaph with a Scottish origin.

NOMAD.

I find a variant of this interesting epitaph in

Mr. J. Potter Briscoe's 'Gleanings from God's

Acre '

(p. 51). It is from the monument erected

to John Arthur, shipmaster, in Alloa (N.B.), and
reads as follows :

Though Boreas' llasts and Neptune's waves
Have tost me to and fro,

In spite of both, by God's decree,
I harbour here below ;

Where at an anchor I do lie,

With many of ourfleet ;
And once again we must set tail,
Our admiral Christ to meet.

"The same epitaph," says Mr. Briscoe, "is to

be met with in Stepney Churchyard, on the grave-
stone of Capt. John Dunch, who died in 1696 or

1697, at the age of sixty-seven ;
and in the church-

yard of St. Mary Key, at Ipswich." P. H.

SHEND (8
th S. i. 26). The Bishop of Salisbury,

in his article on the ' Te Deum '

in Mr. Julian's

recently published
'

Dictionary of Hymnology,'
prints the version of the Lambeth MS., f. 195, in

v. 29 of which this word occurs :

"
29. [On be drihten] ic hopade )>aet ic ne beo gescend."

He also notes as a " remarkable phrase," in v. 29," Be I not schent witbouten ende," occurring in

each of three MSS. of about 1410, printed by Mr.
Maekell in his 'Monumenta Ritualia Eccl.

Anglic.,' 1846. C. C. B.

SINGULAR SUPERSTITION : How TO FIND A
DROWNED CORPSE (7

th S. xi. 345, 397). The
superstition which is alluded to by MR. WHITE
as having been practised at Brentford, and
which he himself had known to have been
resorted to twice in the South of Ireland, has
also been put to the test at Sberborne, in

Dorsetshire. Of this an account appeared in

'N. & Q.'(5
th S. ix. 111). There the loaf, pre-

pared in the way described, was thrown into th

river at the spot where the person had fallen in,

and was expected to float down the stream until it

came to the place where the body had lodged,
when it would begin to eddy round and round,
thus indicating the sought-for spot. On this occa-

sion, however, unlike the instances given by your

correspondent, the charm failed in its desired

effect, and the body was not recovered.

J. S. UDAL.
Fiji.

WHITLEATHER (8
th S. i. 86, 173). Whitleather

is lexical. The special character of the tanning
consists in the use of alum. Johnson, who, with

other references, has this fromTusser, so states:

Whole bridle and saddle, whitleather and nail,

With collars and harness, for thiller and all.

There is no exact reference, but it is from chap,

xvi.
" A Digression toHusbandry Furniture," st. v.

ED. MARSHALL.

MARROW (8
th S. i. 166). The word in the

sense MR. BUTLER names will be found in any
Scotch dictionary. Has MR. BUTLER forgotten
' The Braes of Yarrow,' that tragic story tragically

told, as Archbishop Trench calls it ?

Busk ye, busk ye, my bonnie, bonnie bride,

Busk ye, busk ye, my winsome marrow.

C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.

Longford, Coventry.

Evidence of the fact that a marrow is a mate

abounds in our poetic literature, from the
' Dowie

Dens of Yarrow' on to Wordsworth and other

writers of Yarrow poems. It is questionable

whether any lady of high degree would in these

days exclaim :

stay at hame, my noble lord,

stay at hame, my marrow !

But it would be perfectly relevant to make her do

so in verse, just as a poet may use "
begun" where

a prose writer must restrict himself to
"
began."

In Scotland a marrow, in the sense of an equal or

a peer, is a term of constant recurrence. I have

frequently heard it said, after the demise of a good

man, that he had gone and "not left his marrow

behind him." The use of the word surprises

nobody. THOMAS BAYNE.

Helensburgh, N.B.

[Many replies are acknowledged.]

SHEFFIELD PLATE (8
th S. 5. 210). Sheffield

plate was a discovery made in 1742 by Thomas

Bolsover,
"
aningenious mechanic,"asMr. Hunter,

in his
'

History of Hallamshire,' calls him, who,
whilst repairing a knife in which both silver and

copper were introduced, accidentally found that

there was a natural affinity betwixt the two metals.
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This led him to perceive that by the process of

beating or rolling they would become so united

as to present a silver surface on a copper founda-

tion, and so produce what has since been known
as "Sheffield plate." Others profited more than
the inventor by his discovery, which has now been

superseded by the electro-plating process.
ALFKED GATTY, D.D.

The Sheffield Assay Office receives notice at

pp. 21, 24, 25, with a plate of the assay letters at

pp. 75, of W. Chaffers's
' Hall Marks on Gold and

Silver Plate,' London, 1872. But there is a later

issue. It appears that Sheffield was appointed for

assaying and. stamping silver plate in 1773 (13

George III). ED. MARSHALL.

<EDWY AND EDILDA' (8
th S. i. 209). 'Edwy

and Edilda : a Tale,' was written by Thomas
Sedgewick Whalley, D.D., and according to Watt
the first edition appeared in 1779. A second
edition was issued, which contained plates, pro-

bably those mentioned in the query. The work
appears to have been published anonymously, and
is mentioned by Halkett and Laing. The author
also wrote several poem?, a tragedy, and 'Kennet
and Fenelia : a Legendary Tale '

(1809).
J. F. MANSERGH.

Liverpool.

A.D.: A QUESTION FOR 1900 (8
th S. i. 169).

We shall not abbreviate 1900 at all, simply
because there will be no need for abbreviation,

nothing, in fact, to abbreviate. Ninety-two is short
for eighteen hundred and ninety-two ; but when
nineteen hundred is followed by no further figures,
there will be no room for shortening. The short

expression could not be, as A. F. R. says,
" the

year nothing," unless the full one were " nineteen
hundred and nothing," which it will not be.

C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.
Longford, Coventry.

It strikes me that I have heard, now some

years ago, more than one old person speaking,
rather proudly, in the " Wear Walter "

dialect, oi

having been born in the year
" nowt "

(nought).
I cannot, however, say that it was customary of

East Durham folk to style 1800 thus, or that

they did not usually call the year
"
ighteen hun-

*erd." N. E. R.
West Herrington, Sunderland.

I should think that people will simply speak o" the year nineteen hundred."

Liverpool.

J. F. MANSERGH.

KICKETTS FAMILY (8
th S. i. 67, 214). Th_

Ricketts family mentioned by CELER ET AUDAX
came from Staffordshire, and at the time men-
tioned spelt their name Rickards. The tradition in
the family is that in the grant of land given to

hem in Jamaica, their name was spelt by mistake
'

Ricketts," and this they have kept ever since,

doubt this latter family being of the same stock

as that inquired after by PUZZLED.
B. FLORENCE SCARLETT.

PANCRAS LANE (8
th S. i. 9)." Pencritch

"
is

vidently a mistake for Peneritch. The reference

eems to be to W. J. Thoms's edition of Stow's

Survey of London,' 1876, as the passage referred

o appears on p. 98, co). 1.

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

CLOVESHO (8
th S. i. 210). ClifiV, "called

live and Bishop's Clive, in ancient writings
"

Dugdale, vol. i. p. 487), is a place two miles north-

east of Higbam, Kent,
' of considerable interest to the archaeologist, since it has

een generally regarded as the Gloveshoo (Cliffe at Hoo)
at which, during the seventh and two following centuries

numerous councils of the Saxon church were held; the

>lace being firat mentioned in 673, when Archbishop
Theodore, in a council at Hertford [not Hereford, vide

Spelman
'

Cone.,' vol. i. p. 152] arranged with his bishops
arid clergy for an annual meeting [on August 1] at

Clofeshoch (Beda,
' H. B.,' iv. 5). Others have placed

Dloveshoo at Abingdon in Berks or at Clifton Hoo in

Bedfordshire." Murray's
'

Kent,' 1877 ed.

Jeremy Collier considered Cliffe and Cloveshoo

one and the same place ('
Ecclesiastical History of

Great Britain,' vol. i. p. 302, 1845 ed.), as did

Rapin (see
' State of the Church,' vol. i. p. 78).

Tinda), in an additional note to the last-named

writer, says :

' But the Presence of the King [Ethelbald] of Mercia
at this [i. e., in 747] and some other Councils, held at

Cloveshoo makes it suppos'd that it is the same with

Abingdcn in Berkshire, about the middle of the nation,

anuently written Shovesham by mistake for Clovesham
or Cluveshoo."

In support of this claim for Abingdon, the

following may be quoted from Dugdale's
'

Eng-
land and Wales Delineated' (vol. i. pp. 11, 12:
"
Abingdon was called Shoveeham until the

foundation of the abbey, from which period it began to

assume the name of Abbandeen, or Town of the Abbey.
This monastery was founded by Cissa, an Anglo-
Saxon Monarch in b75."

It will be seen without going into the pros and
cons of Clifton Hoo there has been considerable

uncertainty about the situation of Cloveshoo, and

therefore Dr. Jessopp has warrant for stating "it

is not known where this place was."

H. G. GRIFFTNHOOFE.
34, St. Petersburg Place, W.

The much-disputed locality of Clovesho has

been exhaustively discussed by the late Mr.
Thomas Kerslake, of Bristol, in a paper in the

Transactions of the Bristol and Gloucestershire

Archaeological Society for 1879, entitled
'

Vestiges
of the Supremacy of Mercia in the South of

England during the Eighth Century.' Mr.

Kerslake has brought an immense amount of
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evidence to prove that Clovesho must be identi-

fied with Cliffe-at-Hoo, near Eochester. Among
other things be mentions a marginal note in a

MS. of the 'Saxon Chronicle,' which, where Clofes-

hoo is mentioned in the text, reads " doctor

Hethe's benyffyce." He then shows that the

rectory of Cliffe-at-Hoo was held from 1543 to

1548 by Dr. Nicholas Heath, afterwards Arch-

bishop of York, and attributes this note to Dr.

Wotton, first Dean of Canterbury. This unques-
tioned Tudor tradition does not seem to have
been doubted till the seventeenth century, and
then on grounds which Mr. Kerslake shows to be
untenable. ISAAC TAYLOR.

It is unquestionable that Clovesho cannot be

identified, though various attempts, not to say

guesses, have been made with a view to fix the

locality. It is well, however, if only to prevent
more of these, to state what is the conclusion of

the highest authority upon this point. This can
be taken from the '

Councils,' by Haddan and

Stubbs, vo). iii. p. 122, note, where there is, after

the rejection of various conjectures :

"That Clovesho was either in Mcrcia, or in some
kingdom subordinate to Mercia, has been rightly inferred

by Smith and others from the fact that all the recorded
councils of Clovesho date within a period coincident with
the predominance of Mercin, and that the Mercian kings
take the lead in them, often without the presence of any
other king at all. It is singular that n recorded
council of Clovesho occurs until the celebrated one under
Archbishop Cuthbert, seventy years subsequent to the

appointment of the place for a yearly synod."

ED. MARSHALL.

ME. HOOPER may like to be referred to some
notes of mine on this name in East Anglian Notes
and Queries, New Series, ii. 69, 112 (Ipswich,
Hayes). It was there suggested that the place
where the Saxon councils were held might be in
the parish of M.ildeuhall, Suffolk. Mr. Scott, of
the British Museum, had found mention, in

charters of the time of Henry III,, of a spot on an
ancient way, called

"
Clovenhoe," near the borders

of the Mercian kingdom, and it appeared possible
that the long-lost site might be identified. It was
pointed out, however, that in the 'Acts of the
Councils

'

(Haddan and Stubbs, iii. 362, 542, 547,
592) the word is plural, as if there were more than
one hoe at the place

"
Cloveshoas,"

"
Clofeshoas,

and that "Clovenboe," which might mean a double
hill, is not the same as "

Clovesho," which might
be the tumulus of one Clovis. Cliffe-at-Hoo, in

Kent, or Scovesham, now Abingdon, have been
generally supposed to be likely places. See
Kerslake's '

Supremacy of Mercia,' in the Bristo
and Gloucester Archceol. Transactions, iii. 130-
162. C. R, MANNING.

Diss Rectory.

RICHARD EVANS (8
th S. i. 227), Richard

Evans is described by Redgrave as a copyist. He

)ainted the drapery and backgrounds for Sir
Thomas Lawrence. He lived for many years at

riome, and copied the Raphael arabesques in the
South Kensington Museum. He died at South-

>mpton in November, 1871. He exhibited forty-
wo works at the Royal Academy from 1816 to

1845, including Campbell, Count Woronzow,
and three figure-subjects' Oihello and Desde-

mona,' 'Discovery of .^Esculapius,' and 'Endymion.'
Che former two (which were large works) were
re-exhibited in 1831 at the British Institution,
where be sent six works up to 1856, the first

rear in which he gave the address as Southamp-
,on, he having, from 1817, lived in Newman
Street. ALGERNON GRAVES.

6, Pall Mall.

MELESINA SCHULENBERG (8
th S. i. 27, 98, 152,

197, 212, 237). MR. PICKFORD spells the Christian
name of the Countess of Walsingham Melosina,
but I have her signature to the assignment of an

Exchequer order and tally to " Mr. Sampson
Gideon," as Melosine Chesterfield. Query, how
did her mother, the Duchess of Kendal, sign her
own Christian name ? Was it really Melosina, or

Melesina as some of your correspondents spell it?

FREDK. HENDRIKS.

MUNDDS MrjLiEBRis (8
th S. i. 201). George IV.,

whilst George Regent, assisted by a select com-
mittee of ladies, with the Conyngham at their

head, invented trousers
;
but I take leave to doubt

whether "
hoops continued to be worn till he

issued his royal mandate against them." I was,
and am, under the impression that the hoop went
out when the classic mania came in, La Cabarrus

danced, if not exactly "mit nodings on," at any
rate most closely clad in flesh-coloured tights, and
a chiton ; and here before me is the portrait of
" Perdita" in much the same classic state. Stiohl-

irg painted that portrait a good many years before
" Florizel

"
could sign

" G. R." or even " G. P. R.,"
and for all those years never a hoop was worn, or

there is no truth in fashion-plates. But when Lady
Worsley Holmes attended the first drawing-room
of the fourth George, her court-dress, though high
waisted, was certainly distended in some way or

other at the bottom of the skirt, and she presents-
a much more bell-like outline than does the French

lady who precedes her in my costume-book, and
who made her curtsey at the Tuileries the year
before. A real authentic hoop has, indeed, been
worn at Windsor before her present Majesty, and
was probably the last hoop of its kind that was
worn anywhere by anybody. The wearer was
Mrs. Poynter, of Bucks tone's old Hay market
company, and the occasion was a representation,

"by command," of the 'Rivals,' in which Mr?.

Poynter played Mrs. Malaprop. I met this charm-

ing old lady after her retirement from the stage,
and she told me the story of that eventful night,
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when the uncompromising wooden thing stack

fast in the narrow wing, and for the first time in

her life Mrs. Malaprop kept the stage waiting

for some anxious minutes before she could be

extricated.

Reduplication of silk stockings was a fad of

Lady Caroline Lamb's. " How many pairth of

thtockingtb," she once asked an astonished partner,

during a pause in the dance, "do you think I've

got on? Thikth!" W. F. WALLER.

CHILD'S BOOK (8
th S. L 8, 97, 191). ST.

SWITHIN may be correct in his supposition that

Nathaniel Hawthorne's
'

Tanglewood Tales' is

the book about which inquiry has been made,

although 'Jason and the Golden Fleece 'is not

one of the tales. The volume is in duodecimo,

and was publi8hed by Knight & Son, no date.

The copy now before me has been in my family

for many years. There are six classical myths
" worked up

" * in the volume, under the titles of

'The Gorgon's Head,' 'The Golden Touch,' 'The

Paradise of Children,' 'The Three Golden

Apples,' 'The Miraculous Pitcher,' and 'The

Chimsera.' Each tale is preceded by an introduc-

tion, and followed by an "
after the story," and to

each story there is a coloured illustration.

W. W. DAVIKS.

Glenmore, Lieburn, co. Antrim.

GRIME'S DYKE OR GRIME'S DTKE (7
th S. xii.

508 ; 8th S. i. 112). If this is Graham's Dyke, it

is what the Romans called Valhim Antonini.

C. A. WARD.
Walthamstow.

MR. HOGG asks for a reference to some book

giving an account of the Grimesdike. Dr. Guest's

famous paper on the '

Early English Settlements

in South Britain,' in the Salisbury volume of the

Proceedings of the Archaeological Institute, 1849,

will supply his want. This paper is reprinted in

the 'Origines Celtica?,' voL ii. pp. 147-199, a

volume which contains other references to the

Grimesdike, and similar earthworks.
ISAAC TAYLOR.

INSCRIBED WINE GLASS (8
tt S. i. 148, 196).

The inscription is exactly as I have given it at

p. 148. It is possible that Sir I. Pole was

member for one of the Gloucestershire consti

tuencies. ALBERT HARTSHORNS.

I have two china plates with the inscription

"Sir In . Pole For Ever 1754." I think tba

they have been in the West of England for a good

many years. S. H. A. H.

' EPITAPH IN THE CATACOMBS' (8
th S. i. 148)

Are all your regular correspondents and lover

of Browning too scornful to answer this query

hat it is left for a casual correspondent and a

isliker of Browning to say that these beautiful

ines come in
' Easter Day," section ix. ?

F. W. B.

" DEATH BY THE WAXEN CLOTH "
(8

th S. i. 87).

Is it any use referring CELER ET AUDAX to

lider Haggard's
'

Cleopatra,' where this punish-
ment is described ? M. H. P.

* The words " worked up
"

are in the preface.

(7* S. xii. 149, 236, 334). The fol-

owing addendum to my note at the last reference

may be interesting. The expression, slightly

wraphraaed, is introduced by Voltaire into
' La

?ucelle
'

(ed. Paris, 1841, chant iii. v. 374) :

Cette culotte eat mienne ; et je prendrai
Ce qui fut mien oil je le trourerai.

The periphrasis is worth noting. F. ADAMS.
105, Albany Road, Camberwell.

FRANCIS BUCKLEY, GENT (8" S. L 168). The
HEV. W. E. BUCKLEY asks, under this heading,
' What is meant by New Albion?" to which Col.

Andrewes intended to proceed if he did not go to

Virginia. The answer is simply that he meant to

50 to California. Drake named California New
Albion when he visited it in 1579, although it was

Shen, and long remained, the most northern pos-

session of the Spaniards on the western coast of

North America, and, thirty-eight years later than

Andrewes's time, was made one of their principal

military and missionary settlements. Speed did

not mark New Albion on his map, for the reason

that he, without doubt, knew nothing of English

settlements, except on the eastern side, or did not

recognize Drake's right to give a name to a place

which did not belong to his sovereign ;
but if MR.

BUCKLEY will look at later maps he will see New
Albion distinctly marked, as is New Georgia

north of it, New California south of it, and also

New Navarre, New Biscay, New Leon, and New
Santander. One of Smith's maps, in my possession,

published in the Strand in 1816, gives them all

plainly, as well as many other
" News."

JNO. BLOUNDBLLE-BURTON.
South Lodge, Barnes Common.

The " New Albion Plantation," about which the

EEV. W. E. BUCKLEY inquires, was supposed to be

situated on Delaware Bay, to the north of Mary
land. Heylyn, in his

'

Cosmographie,' states that

Charles I. granted a commission to Sir George

Calvert, Lord Baltimore, to plant the southern

parts of New Netherland,
" which lie next Virginia, by the name of Maryland :

the like not long after to Sir Edmund Lnfden (sic)

for planting and possessing the more Northern parts

which lie towards New-England, by the name of jfova

Albion
"

(ed. 1657, p. 1028).

In regard to this matter Bancroft says :

" Near the southern frontier of New Belgium, on

Delaware Bay, the favour of Strafford had obtained for
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Sir Edmund Plafden a patent for New Albion. The

county never existed, except on parcbment. The lord

palatine attempted a settlement; but, for want of a

pilot be entered the Chesapeake ;
and his people were

absorbed in the happy province of Virginia. He was

never able to dispossess the Swedes." 'History of the

United States,' Lend. 1851, vol. ii. p. 568.

J. F. MANSERGH.

Liverpool

"THE DE'IL is DEAD" (8*
h IS. i. 208). I

remember a Newcastle woman, some sixty years

ago, who used to sing this to the tnne of the
' Keel Row.' The words were :

Some say the de'il 's dead, the de'il's dead, the de'il's

dead,
Some say the de'il

'

dead, and buried in Kirkca'dy !

Some say he 's risen again, he 'a risen again, he 'e ris<

again.
Some say he 'e risen again, and gone into the army.

I never heard any more, and I do not believe that

there is any more. I always fancied that it was a

Jacobite skit on Sir John Cope.
E. LEATON-BLENKINSOPP.

MB. BOSWELL will find the verse of a Jacobite

rhyme he seeks in Chambers's
'

Popular Rhymes of

Scotland," 1870, p. 383. When the astonishing

news arrived that Bonaparte had escaped from

Elba, and was marching on Paris with an army
Sir Walter Scott began a letter to a friend with

the verse, which is all that remains of the com

position. The words are these :

Some say the de'il
'

dead, the de'il 's dead, the de'il
'

dead,
Some say the de'il 's dead, and buried in Kirkcaldy ;

Some eay he 'a risen again, he 's risen again, he 'e rise

again,
Some say he 'a risen again, and danced the Highland

laddie.

R. S. S.

The following rhyme is familiar to children in

Fifeshire :

Some say the de'il 's dead,
An' buried in Kirkcaldy;

Some says he '11 rise again,
An' fear the Hielan' laddie.

Whether the stanza belongs to Jacobite times, as

seems not improbable, and whether it has any
reference to the death of some pronounced Kirk-

caldy Whig and Kirkcaldy has a reputation for

encouraging singular protagonists I am not in a

position to settle, nor can I say whether or not it

is the fragment of a song. That children recite

the lines in their own melodious and haunting
fashion there cannot be a doubt, as I have heard

it done hundreds of times, and have myself fre-

quently joined in the chant. One may hear it in

the twilight, when the village children have
ceased their games for the evening, and each is

taking
"

aff his several way
"

for the time. I once

heard a bright little girl sending after an offending
male comrade this clever parting shot :

Some says the de'il 'a dead,
And buried in a wbinstane ;

Some says he '11 rise again,
And fear [frighten] Will Jibnstane.

The youth's name was Johnstone.
THOMAS BATNE.

Helensburgh, N.Bf

RAIN OF BLOOD (7 S. xii. 288, 395; 8ft S. i.211).
An exhaustive recital ofthevariousrecorded occur-

rences of this nature would occupy far more space
than can be spared in the pages of

' N. & Q.' But
as the subject is an interesting one, it may perhaps
not be out of place to add a few remarks to those

which have hitherto been made. The following

quotation from Kirby and Spence, ed. 1822, vol. i.

p. 35, will afford some additional information to

;hat which has already been given :

: The most interesting account of an event of this

kind is given by Reaumur, from whom we learn that in

the beginning of July, 1608, the suburbs of Aix and a
considerable extent of country round it were covered
with what appeared to be a shower of blood. We may
conceive the amazement and stupor of the populace
upon such a discovery, the alarm of the citizens, the

grave reasonings of the learned. All agreed, however, in

attributing this appearance to the powers of darkness,
and in regarding it as the prognostic and precursor of

some direful misfortune about to befall them. Fear and

prejudice would have taken deep root upon this occasion,
and might have produced fatal effects upon some weak
minds had not M. Peiresc, a celebrated philosopher of

that place, paid attention to insects. A chrysalis, which
he preserved in his cabinet, let him into the secret of
this mysterious shower. Hearing a fluttering, which
warned him his insect was arrived at its perfect state,
he opened the box in which he kept it. The animal
flew out, and left behind it a red spot. He compared
this with the spots of the bloody shower, and found they
were alike. At the same time he observed there was a

prodigious quantity of butterflies flying about, and that

the drops of the miraculous rain were not to be found

upon the tiles, nor even upon the upper surface of the

stones, but chiefly in cavities and places where rain

could not easily come. Thus did this judicious observer

dispel the ignorant fears and terror which a natural

phenomenon had caused." Eirby and Spence, vol. i.

p. 35, 1822.

In the same connexion I may perhaps be
allowed to refer to an entirely analogous pheno-
menon, viz.

, the "miraculous" crosses appearing
on clothes and woven fabrics of all kinds, including
even the vestments of priests and paraphernalia
of sacred rites, records of which occur in many
mediaeval chronicles. Readers of that somewhat
rare and very quaint book 'Speculum Natnralis

Coslestis et Propheticae Visionis,' &c., by Joseph
Griinpech, fo., Btucbs, Nuremberg, 1508, are not

likely to forget the graphic woodcut (sig. a, v. b.)

of the priest with extended arms, a crucifix in

each hand, endeavouring to make things comfort-

able for his panic-stricken flock, whom a shower
of crosses of every size and shape is about to over-

whelm. The writer alludes to the alarming
appearance of these prodigious symbols in his own
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times, and uses the phenomenon as a spur to

repentance.
But it was not left to the sceptics of to-day to

suggest an intelligible solution of the mystery.
A'hinasius Kircher, though a Jesuit, would not

take everything on trust, and his acute reasoning

powers led him to a simple explanation, which i

given in that very rare tract, 'Diatribe de Pro

digiosis Crucibus,'&c., 4to., Neap., 1661. Although
his religious sense leads him to enlist the prodigy
in the cause of morality, he attempts to show by

argument and engraved illustration that these

crosses (often red, though sometimes
_of

other

colours) are but the droppings of volcanic matter

from Vesuvius, which, falling on various linen

fabrics, follow, in lines running at right angles, the

warp and woof of the cloth, and thus produce a

cruciform result. His task was a hard one, for he

had the greatest difficulty in explaining away the

facts that (1) these crosses appeared hundreds of

miles away from Vesuvius, (2) on substances which

had no woven surface, (3) that they did not

occur on woollen garments, and so on. Yet on the

whole his is an intelligent, and, for the age, a

scientific attempt to eradicate the superstitions

element from the explanation of a natural

phenomenon.
Cardan gave a somewhat similar guess at the

cause of the phenomenon. Other references will

be found in Gaffarel's
'
Curiosites Inouyes,' 8m,

1650, and Becker's 'Epidemicsof the Middle Ages,'

Sydenham Society, p. 206.

J. ELIOT HODGEIN.

This phenomenon has been noticed in various

histories, but I cannot call to mind any instances

earlier than the following from- lib. 10, chap. xr.
4
Mariana,' under the date of the year 1149 A,D. :

" This year was made most unfortunate by the death

of the Queen : it was still more remarkable for a rain

of bloo.i (iluvia de sangre) which fell over part of

Portugal anJ on the territories of the Moors."

i- Revumur declares that the blood spots are pro-

duced by the large tortoiseshell butterfly, as well

as by the comma (Vanessa C. album) :

" Thousands of them change into pupa: towards

the end of May or the beginning of June. Before

their transformation they leave the trees. Often

fastening themselves to walls, and making their way into

country houses, they suspend themselves to the frames

of doors. If the butterflies which come out of them
towards the end of June or the beginning of July were

all to fly together there would be enough of them to

form little clouds or swarms, and consequently there

woul>i be enough to cover the stones in certain localities

with spots of a blood-red colour, and to make those who
only s ek to terrify themselves, and see prodigies in

everything, believe that during the night it had rained

biood."

Louis Figuier, also, speaking of the Comma
buiteifly, says,:

" At the beginning of the month of July/1608, one of

there supposed showers of blood fell on the outskirts of

Aix, in Provence, and this rain extended for the distance
of half a league from the town. Some priests of the
town, deceived themselves, or desirous of turning to
account the credulity of the people, did not hesitate to
attribute this event to Satanic agency. Fortunately, a
learned man, Mons. de Peiresc, who was not only well
versed in the knowledge of ancient literature, but who
was, moreover, familiar with the natural sciences, dis-
covered that a prodigious multitude of butterflies were
flying about in the places which were thus miraculously
covered with blood. He collected some chrysalides, and
put them in a box, and letting them hatch there,
observed the blood-like liquid, and hastened to make it
known to the friends of the miraculous Such was a
shower which was supposed to have fallen in the time
of Childebert [A.D. 750 ?] at Paris, and in a house in the
territory of Senlis. Such, again, was a so-called bloody
shower which showed itself towards the end of June
during the reign of King Robert of France "

(A.D. 996?).

ST. CLAIR BADDBLBY.
P.S. I have somewhere read of the same phe-

nomenon being attributed to ladybirds ; but I will
not take up more of your valued space.

THE "NEW LONDON TAVERN "
(8

th S. i. 188).
The ''New London Tavern" was situated on the
east side of Bishopsgate Street Within, and was so
called in distinction to its rival, the " Old London
Tavern "(subsequently styled the "London Tavern")
at No. 123 on the west side of the same street.

The Wesleyan Centenary Hall and Mission House,
which was erected in 1839, now stands on its site.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

According to Hughson's 'Walks through
London,' 1817, the "

City of London Tavern " was
on the east side of Bishopsgate Street, near Crosby
Hall, and was the "ehowy rival of the 'Old
London Tavern,'

" on the opposite side of the
same street, but nearer CornhilJ. THORNFIELD.

ROMAN CHAIN (8
th S. i. 84). There is nothing

new under the sun. About thirty years ago a

patent was secured for a sort of chain like that
which THORNFIELD describes as being preserved
at Poitiers ; but examples of Roman or Gallo-
Roman must be rare, for I have seen all the great
collections, and do not remember any example of

the sheet-metal, two-looped pattern, with the

loops over each other, and bent so as to form a
solid and practically unbreakable link. ESTE.

" GOD'S CREATURE "
(8

th S. i. 80). MR.
BURTON is right in his suggestion. It was for-

merly a midwife's duty to baptize a new-born

hild, if there was any fear of its dying before a

priest could be brought. The following entries

are from Mr. R. E. Chester Waters's ' Parish

Registers in England,' ed. 1883, p. 36 : Staple-
lurst, Kent,

" 1647. Ther was baptized by the

midwyffe, and so buryed, the childe of Thorns

roldham, called Creature." St. Peter's-m-the-

East, Oxford,
"
1561, June 30, the chylde of God
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films Ric. Stacy."
"

1563, July 17. Baptizata
fuit in sedibus Mri. Humfrey filia eius quse

nomiaata fuit Creatura Christi."

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRT.

Palgrave, Diss.

"ECCLESIA PLEBANIA" (8
th S. i. 89). Ph-

bania is the same as
"
parochial," Plebana

Ecclesia,
"
Eglise paroissiale." There is more in

illustration, e.g., Plebanus (subst.). Paicesus

curio, sacerdos qui plebi prseest
"

(Ducange,

Migne). ED. MARSHALL.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

The Chronicle of Louth Park Abbey. With Appendix
of Documents. Edited by Rev. Edmund Venables.

With a Translation by EOT. A. R. Maddison. (Lin-
colnshire Record Society.)

THIS is the first issue of the Lincolnshire Record Society.

If its future volumes be as well selected and as carefully
edited as the one before us, we may safely promise it a

long career of usefulness. No county possesses a more

important series of records than Lincolnshire, and up to

the present time nearly all of them are unprinted. The
'
Chronicle of Louth Park ' was known to be in existence

among the muniments of the Corporation of Norwich
in the beginning of the last century, but when searched

for in recent days it had disappeared. A copy has,

however, recently come to light, which is probably the

one which was examined by the older race of anti-

quaries. As there is every reason for thinking the

document unique, it was highly important that the

knowledge contained therein should be put beyond reach

of destruction by the aid of the printing-press. The
text is admirably edited that is, given jut as it is,

without alterations to fit it to the fancies of those who
affect classic forms and the translation is all that could
be desired. The preface contains a sketch of nearly all

that is at present known of the abbey, and this is fol-

lowed by notes on its architecture by Mr. W. H. St.

John Hope, an antiquary who is unsurpassed in his

knowledge of ancient monastic arrangements. The
church and abbey buildings were long used as a quarry,
and now nothiug remains above ground. The present

proprietor of the site has, however, made judicious
excavations, so that the plan of the church and its

surroundings has been made out fairly well. From the

engravings of mutilated fragments here given we can
tell tht the church was a transitional building, much
after the manner of the mother house of Fountains.
To the general reader who has no special interest in

Lincolnshire the most important entry in the 'Chronicle'

is the account of the Black Death. The chronicler was
no doubt a witness of the things he describes.

" This

scourge," he says,
" in many places left less than a fifth

part of the population surviving." There may be some
of the exaggeration of terror in this statement, bul

from what we know from other sources it is frightfully
near the truth. In 1338 the annalist says that in the
winter time willows produced roses; and fearing that he

may not be believed, has added "Verum fuit." Not-

withstanding this asseveration, many will treat it as

mere folk-lure. It is, however, probable that the wiLow-
gall is meant. This parasite sometimes produces a

growth of purplish leaves, not much unlike a badly
grown rose.

Meditations on the Life of Christ. By Thomas a Kempis.
Translated and edited by Archdeacon Wright and Rev.
S. Kettlewell. (Parker.)

THB ' De Vita et Beneficiis Jesu Cbristi Salvatoris Nostri

Meditationes et Orationes,' of which this book is a

translation, is a work which has been so long lost sight
of and practically forgotten that its recovery will come
to most people with the surprise of a discovery. It is

strange, indeed, that when so much has been written

and warmly contested ab< ut the famous ' De Imitatione,'

the companion treatise of 'Meditations' should have
been treated with complete indifference. From the

interesting preface contributed by Mr. Kettlewell we
learn that it was first printed in a scarce volume, un-

dated, but about the year 1475, which is supposed to

have proceeded from the private printing press of the

Brothers of Common Life. Having been thus published
it seems to have attracted little attention, arid was not

given again to the world for a century and a quarter.
Even then its popularity was but short lived. The facts

are as follows : Sommalius, who edited the '

Opera
Oinnia

'

of A Kempis in 1600, for some reason omitted

the 'Meditationes.' In his second edition, which appeared
in 1607, he included it; but from his third edition, in

1615, without any note of explanation or retractation, he

deliberately excluded it. Is it that he had come to have

doubts about its authenticity? Mr. Kettlewell thinks

not. He conjectures that the treatise had not met with

approval in high quarters of the Church, and that Som-
malius was by authority of his superiors required to

suppress it, because it seemed to favour the views of the

reforming party, which the works of Thomas a Kempis
by their earnest spirituality tended to promote. How-
ever that may be, the ' Meditations

'

dropped out of use

from that time forward, and it was not till 1760 that one

Henry Lee attempted to bring the book back to life again

by producing an English translation of it. This, however,
he executed with a freedom and inaccuracy that left a

great deal to be desired. The present rendering com-
bines the virtues of being both faithful nnd readable,
and the editors have adapted it to the needs of Anglican
readers by omitting such portions of the origii al work
as seemed to them mediaeval or (in the widest sense)
un- Catholic. The 'Meditations

' have much of the terse-

ness and spiritual intenseness which are characteristic

of the '
Imitation,' and may yet attain to some measure

of the popularity which that nmny-edi tioned manual has

long enjoyed.

The Architectural Antiquities of the Jsle of Wight, frem
the Eleventh to the Seventeenth Centuries. By Percy
C. Stone. Part III. (Published by the Author.)

MB. STONE issues the successive numbers of his beautiful

work with praiseworthy regularity. We fear that if

we expressed all we think we should be accused of

exaggeration. We know of no English work dealing with

a group of vill- ge churches that is at once so artistically

good and so truthful. Not only have we engravings of

every church accompanied by ground plans, but every

interesting object that time has spared is figured in the

most careful manner. Mr. Stone evidently loves our old

mediaeval architecture, but he has sufficient taste and
historic feeling to reprobate the custom now so widely

prevalent of - weeping away the relics of Elizabethan and
Stuart days for the fake of supplying their places with

sham Gothic. In one church be mentions a beautiful

old Jacobean Communion table with "
Pryse ye the

Lord " cut on the front panel, which has bten removed
to the vestry, its place being occupied by n altar in

modern taste. Speaking of such o' jects, he says,
" After

all they have a history, and surely not an uninteresting
one

;
and their very use ought to consecrate them even
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in the narrow vision of our present-day restorers. The

country people of the peaceful times of Elizabeth and
James I. were earnest religious folk with strong con-

victions, and it is to Jacobean divines that we owe the

compilation of our Book of Common Prayer and the final

framing of our present Liturgy." It would have been
accurate had he said revision rather than "

compilation."
With the sentiment of the passage we are in full accord.

The devastation that has been committed among the

churches of the Isle of Wight is pitiful to think of. We
do not imagine that worse deeds have been perpetrated
there than elsewhere through the length and breadth of

the land, but in very few cases have these evil works been
so systematically recorded.

Hour-glass stands were common, if not universal, in

our churches. They have nearly all of them passed
away. Mr. Stone has come upon two good examples, of

which he has given excellent figures. To some of our
readers the reproduction of the wall-painting in Shorwell
Church will be the greatest treat in the volume. Its

date is about the middle of the fifteenth century. The
whole of the legendary history of St. Christopher is

shown in quaint but most interesting detail. Over the
south door of the same church a representation of the

last judgment was brought to light; but Mr. Stone
informs us that the then vicar did not approve of the
nude figures, and insisted on its being again covered up.
We most of us have read or heard of the feat of

Admiral Vernon, who took Porto Bello with six ships

only. He was the popular hero of the hour. We were
not aware that he had taken the place which saints held
in the Middle Ages. On the second bell in Brighstone
Church occurs the legend,

" Success to the great Admiral
Vernon."

WE have received the second part of the first

volume of the Journal of of the Cork Historical and
Archaeological Society (Cork, Guy & Co.) From one
number it is not safe to judge what a series may be like.

The society of which it is the record seems, from the
list of its members, to be well supported. It takes in a
wide field. The ' Historical Notes of the County arid

City of Cork '
are valuable and well edited by Mr. Day.

Two good maps are given ; one a reproduction of the

plan of Cork as it was nearly three hundred years ago,

copied from the original in the ' Pacata Hibernia,' the
other a copy of a map of the county dated 1750. Of the
local history of Ireland most English people are shame-

fully ignorant. We trust the Journal before us will be

widely circulated and read in this country.

THE RET. J. CAVE-BROWNE, M.A., promises
' The

History of Boxley Parish ; its Abbey and Abbots,' &c.,
with illustrations.

THE REV. JOHN PICKFORD, M.A., Rector of New-
bourne, Suffolk, writes :

" Let me send you the follow-

ing supplemental information concerning the late Rev.
William Edward Buckley, so esteemed a correspondent.
In Easter Term, 1839, he graduated from Brasenose as
a First-Class man in Lit. Hum., his four associates being
Albany J. Christie, Edward M. Goulburn (ex-Dean of

Norwich), William Linwood (one of the best scholars of
his time at Oxford), and the Hon. Samuel Waldegrave
(afterwards Bishop of Carlisle). In Michaelmas Term,
1846. Mr. Buckley filled the office of Public Examiner
at Oxford. One of his last works was editing in 1888, in

company with his friend Mr. Falconer Madan, the
' Brasenose Calendar,' which contains the names of the
members of that college since its foundation (1509-
1885):

Quis desiderio ait pudor aut modus,
Tarn cari capitis."

We must call special attention to the following notices :

ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications correspondents

must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the'

signature of the writer and such address aa he wishes to
appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication "

Duplicate."

J. CUTHBERT WELCH (" Indexes to ' N. & Q.' "). An
index to the Seventh Series is in preparation. Indexes
to all the series have been published. Some of these
are very scarce, and bring large sums in the auction
room.

GEORGE WORRIN WILSON. The heir to the throne is

born Duke of Cornwall, but created Prince of Wales.
A CONSTANT READER ("Whom the gods love die

young ").-See 3" S. viii. 171, 216, 312, 483; 4t- S. x.
439.

CORRIGENDA. P. 18, col. 1, 1. 7, for " 429 "
read 428 ;

p. 104, col. 2, 1. 5, for " 423
"

read 424
; p. 171, col. 2,

1. 4, for " 45 "
read 41 ; p. 237, col. 1, 1. 18 from bottom,

for " 177
"
read 171.

NOTICE
Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The

Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Advertisements and
Business Letters to " The Publisher "at the Office,
Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return com-

munications which, for any reason, we do not print ; and
to this rule we can make no exception.

WANTED to PURCHASE, Early and Illumi-
nated Manuscripts Fine Specimens of Bookbinding Books

Printed on Vellum Miniatures -Enamels-Ivories Fine Old Sevres,
Dresden, or English China Old Wedgwood Plaques and Vases

H. SOTHERAN & CO.,
BOOKSELLERS and PUBLISHERS,

Including the Works of the late John Gould, F.R.S.

General Agents for Libraries and other Bookbuyers at
Home and Abroad.

Monthly Catalogue of Second-hand Books.

BOOKS BOUGHT.
Telegraphic address, Bookmen, London.

136. STRAND, W.C. ; and 7, PICCADILLY, W.

THE LATE J. E. NIGHTINGALE, F.8.A.

Just ready, royal 8ro. cloth, 15s ; half bound, with duplicate Plates, 21s.

pHURCH PLATE of the COUNTY of WILTS.
\-J With numerous Illustrations, completing the Hi'tory of Church
Plate in the Diocese of Salisbury. By JAMES EDWARD NIGHTIN-
GALE, F.8.A.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR,

CHURCH PLATE of the COUNTY of DORSET.
Cloth, 6s.

"The model of what such a treatise should be." W. J. CHIPPS, F.8.A.
(' Old English Plate,' Fourth Edition).

Salisbury : BROWN & CO.
London : BEMROSE & SONS, Limited, 23, Old Bailey.

SHORT CATECHISM of ENGLISH CHURCH
HISTORY. By WILLIAM THYNNE LYNN, B.A. FR.A.8. Price

One Penny.
"It has as a prefatory note the approval of the Her. W. L. Bell,

M.A., .Rural Dean of Southwark. and we can only say that such ap-
proval seems to us to be thoroughly well deserved." Family Churchman.

G. STONEMAN, 21, "Warwick-lane.
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REMOVAL OF THE OFFICES OF
'NOTES AND QUERIES.'
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and 22, Took's Court, the Printing and Pub-
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the New Offices at Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane.

ON A CHANGE OF ADDRESS.
A well-known contributor, whose initials will

puzzle few of our readers, has been moved by our

change of residence to the invention of the follow-

ing lines :

Our ' N. & Q.' has left the Court

Among the Breama to swim ;

May Notes of valuable sort

Still keep its sails * in trim !

A happy move ! when, cheered and sped
By literary souls,

A Knight of labour earns his bread
Still nearer to the Holla.

w. w. s.

SHAKESPEARE'S BIRTH-PLACE.
I was staying for a week or two last September

up in the mountains of Fiji, amidst most beautiful

scenery, and in the heart of what may be de-

signated as the "
old cannibal country," yet not

* Some MSS. read talet.

so very old either, considering that the last white
man (a missionary, of course) was killed and eaten
in 1876, and one of his thigh-bones sent as a
present to the then Chief Justice. I happened to
take up a number of the Saturday Review at my
host's house (not a Fijian, I may add for though
they are by no means lacking in intelligence, the
Fijians are hardly yet civilized enough to compre-
hend the Saturday Review), and I became much
interested in a short review of the new edition of
the '

Catalogue of the Halliwell-Phillipps Shake-
spearian Rarities' (Longmans), edited by Mr.
Ernest E. Baker. In it the reviewer gives it as
his opinion that the late owner of the rarities had,
by the terms he had imposed upon his executors
with reference to their sale, much over-valued
them. Of course as to that one may say quot
homines, tot sententice. But certainly the follow-

ing statement did startle me :

" There are a good many old views of what Mr.
Halhwell-Phillipps called the ' Birth Place.' They show
liow ill the restorers have treated the cottage. It was
the one tangible relic of Shakespeare's lifetime left, and
is said now to be somewhere in the United States of
America, the house shown at Stratford leina entirely
new."

The italics are mine.

Surely, Mr. Editor, this last sentence is not
correct, and the house which so many pilgrims
now visit only connected with the " divine bard "

as being on the possible site of his birth-place !

My recollection of the house (which I have not
seen, I must confess, for some years), is that it is

decidedly an old house, and though it may be to
jome degree restored externally, it is by no means"
entirely new." For instance, the birth-chamber

might well have been in its present condition for
centuries ; and this is the first time I have had
any reason to doubt it. Judging from prints of

perhaps some half-century ago, or more, if my
recollection serves me rightly, the exterior of the
louse has been considerably altered ; but I doubt
f this alteration has been more than was necessary
;o convert the exterior of the old butcher's shop
into the semblance of a private house. The pil-

;rim to Stratford- on-Avon may well be disappointed
n New Place, as it is literally nothing more than
a new place ; but do not let him be told, unless it

it the case, that this is so with the "
Birth-place."

With reference to the statement of the Saturday
reviewer that the old cottage is "said now to be
lomewhere in the United States of America," we
enow that certain Americans were very desirous
of purchasing the house and of removing it to
America

; but I have certainly hitherto been under
.he impression that they had not succeeded. I
lave always believed that the British public had
awakened from their slumber to a sense of their

mpending loss though only just in time and
*>y a more liberal bid to the fortunate and merce-
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nary batcher had succeeded in preserving for its

townspeople what is still the chief attraction of

Stratford-upon-Avon, and had saved the English

people from what would have been nothing less

than a national disgrace. I alluded to this circum-

stance in a contribution to
' N. & Q.' some years

ago (I cannot give the reference here)* when I

made an appeal to its readers to do all in their

power to avert the threatened destruction of Staple

Inn, Holborn, one of the best-preserved old bits of

Elizabethan architecture existing in London, and

yet none of your readers, Mr. Editor, has told me
that I was labouring under a mistake. Can it be

that I was wrong in what I then stated, and that

at the present moment Shakespeare's birth-place

is standing re-erected in America 1 If so, I am
inclined to say, with Bret Harte :

Is visions about..
Or is civilization played out?

I have no sympathy with that section of the

American people and I trust it is not a very large

one which is desirous of removing such land-

marks of our common history from the old country
to the new, entitled though it may be, as descen-

dants of the same stock, to feel equal pride with

Englishmen in the lustre that Shakespeare's name
has shed upon the English-speaking peoples, and
for this reason : I look upon a place or a house as

being so imbued with the genius loci that an illus-

trious name or heroic incident may confer upon it

that it can never be renewed in another or an alien

place, but must necessarily die by transplanting.
With respect to a piece of old furniture, for

instance, it may be different ; it may be possible
in such a case to carry the associations with it.

But with a building never.

In the present case it would be like removing
one of the brass shields from its stone matrix in an

heraldic monument ; the value of the one removed
is destroyed the value of those left is depreciated.

Shakespeare's "Birth-place" might, indeed, be

removed, but the New Place, Anne Hathaway's
Cottage, and Charlcote Park would still remain.

I feel quite sure that that great American lover

of Shakespeare, Washington Irving, would have
been no party to any such removal, and Americans
mast not forget nor should Englishmen either

how much each are indebted for their appreciation
of the house of the Stratford bard to the inimitable

author of the
'
Sketch Book.' J. S. UDAL.

Fiji-

GENERAL MARBOT'S NOCTURNAL
ADVENTURE.

" Bien qu'il n'y eut pas de brouillard, la nuit etait for

obscure ; je craignais d'e^arer le regiment sur lee nom
breuses digues dea marais que je .devais traverser di

nouveau. Je pris done pour guide celui dea habitants d<

Ghorodie* qui m'avait paru le moms stupide. Ma colonm

[

heminait en tres bon ordre depuis une demi - heure,

orsque tout a coup j'apergois dea feux de bivouac sur

es collinea qui domitient lea marais ! J'arrete ma
roupe, et fais dire a 1'avant garde, d'envoyer en recon-
miseance deux sous-officiers intelligenta qui devront

ibserver, en tachant de n'etre pas apergue. Cea homines
eviennent prompt ement me dire qu'un corps tres nom-
>reux nous barre le passage, tandis qu'un autre s'etabUt
ur iios derrieres 1 Je tourne la tSte, et, voyant dea mil-
ierade feux entre moi et Ghorodie, que je venais dc

quitter, il me parut evident que j'avaia dormi aana le.

lavoir au milieu d'un corps d'armee, qui se preparait
a bivouaquer en ce lieu ! Le nombre dea feux aug-
mentait sans cesae ; la plaine, ainsi que les coteaux en
'urent bientot converts, et offraient 1'aspect d'un camp
de 50,000 hommea, en centre duquel je me trouvaia avec
moins de 700 cavaliers ! La partis n'etait paa egale;
mais comment eviter le peril qui nous menagait 1 11 n'y
avait qu'un eeul moyeii, c'etait de nous lancer au tralop
et en silence par la digue principale que rioua occupions,
de fondre sur lea ennemia surpris par cette attaque
imprevue, de nous ouvrir un passage, le sabre a la main,
jt, une fois eioignes de la clartc des feux du camp.
I'obscurite noua permettrait de noua retirer aans etre

poursuivis ! Ce plan bien arrete", j'envoiedes officiers

tout le long de la colonne, pour en prevenir la troupe,
certain que chacun approuverait mon projet et me
mivrait avec resolution .' J'avouerai neanmoins, que
|e n'ethia pas aana inquietude, car 1'infanterie enneuiie

pouvait prendre lea armea au premier cri d'un fac-

tionnaire et me tuer beaucoup de monde, pendant que
mon regiment defilerait devant elle.

" J'etais dans ces anxietes, lorgque le payaan qui nous

guMait, part d'un eclat de rire et Lorentz [the interpreter]
en fait autant En vain je queationne celui-ci, il rit

toujoura, et, ne sacnant pas aesez bien le frangaia pour
expliquer le cas extraordinaire qui se presentait, if me
montre son manteau, sur lequel venait de se poser un
dea noinbreux feux follets que nous avions pris pour des
feux de bivouac Ge phenomene etait produit par les

emanations (tea marais, condenseea par une petite gele"e,

apres une journce d'automne, dont le s-oleii avait etc tres

chaud. En peu de temps le regiment fut couvert de ces

feux, gros couime des osufa, ce qui amusa beaucoup les

Boldatt.
" Ainsi remis d'une des plus vives alannes que j'aie

jamais e"prouvees, je regagnai Zapole." 'Memoires,'
1892, vol. iii. p. 178.

The above interesting incident, which occurred

during the retreat from Russia of the force under
General Marbot, has been sent to me as a case of

ignes fatui (feux follets) on a large scale. The
details, however, evidently point to an extensive

display of atmospheric electricity, of which

many examples are recorded. Thus the Boman
historians mention the frequent appearance of a
flame at the points of the soldiers' javelins, at the

summits of the masts of ships, and even on the

heads of the seamen. Arago gives a case which
occurred to some French engineer officers on the

evening of May 8, 1831. They were walking
with uncovered heads on a terrace at Algiers when
the hair of each stood on end, and little jets of

electric light issued from them. When the officers

raised their hands similar jets played upon their

fingers.
General Marbot's account was written from

recollection long after the events described in it,
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and may thus have been unintentionally em-
broidered. Bat the imagination of the scouts who
mistook the lights for the bivouac fires of a large

army, and the dazed sight of the general who saw
des milliers defeux suddenly cover the ground he
had lately quitted naturally led to exaggeration.
The village he had lately quitted he named
Ghorodi^, and described it as situe dans un bos-

fond, sur un tr&s vaste marais dtssichi. This

description is opposed to the General's theory that

the phenomena were produced by the emanations
of the marsh, condensed by the slight frost of

-evening, after a very warm autumn day. The
marsh, being dry, could not furnish marsh gas,
and even had it done so the flames would not have

appeared first on the hills and afterwards in the

plain, nor would they have been seen on the inter-

preter's cloak and on the soldiers themselves. The
phenomena cannot be explained on the marsh gas
theory, but they are quite consistent with what we
know in hundreds of recorded cases of atmospheric
electricity. C. TOMLINSON, F.R.S.

Highgate, N.

CHARLES CHURCHILL. The Daily Graphic of

January 9 contained the annexed paragraph:
" It is probably known to most people interested in

the literature of our country that the poet Charles
Churchill lies buried in St. Martin's Burial Ground,
Dover, and that it was while gtunding over this grave
that Byron composed the well-known verses beginning :

I stood beside tbe grave of him who blaz'd
The comet of a season.

But it is not, perhaps, so generally known that in one
of his poems Churchill thug expressed himself :

May one poor sprig of bay around my head
Bloom whilst I live, and point me out when dead,
Let it may Heaven indulgent grant this prayer-
Be planted on my grave, nor wither there ;

And, when on travel bound, some rhyming guest
Roams through the churchyard while his dinner's drest,
Let it uphold thM comment to his eye*,
Life to the last enjoyed here Cliurchill lies.

Some pious friend saw that part of Churchill's wish was
gratified, and the last line is still to be read on the stone.
It remained for a gentleman passing through Dover this

week to fulfil the other part of the poet's prayer, and,
with the assistance of the sexton of the cemetery, he
planted a bay tree on the grave ; and so, nearly a century
and a half after it was uttered, tbe poet's simple wish
was carried out." P. 11.

The lines quoted from Churchill will be found
in my copy with some slight variation in his

poem entitled
' The Candidate,' II. 145-52.

J. F. MANSERGH.
Liverpool.

PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE AT STRATFORD-ON-
AVON. In the remarkable cause celbbre of Alexan-
der Humphreys, otherwise Alexander, claiming
to be Earl of Stirling, tried before the High Court
of Justiciary in Edinburgh in 1839. amongst the
documents put in as evidence were some pasted on
the back of a map of Canada, dated 1703. One

of these was an inscription on a tablet to the

memory of John Alexander, Esq., at Newton,
Ardes, co. of Down, Ireland, attested by W. C.

Gordon, Jan., and dated Stratford-upon-Avon,
October 6, 1723. The tablet recites that " he had
issue an son, John, who at this present time is

the Presbyterian Minister at Stratford-on-Avon
in England," and a corroborative attestation goes
on to say

"
this lady (Madame de Lambert) since

the death of Mr. Alexander, in 1712, has not

ceased to bestow on the son of this distinguished

man, marks of her good-will and friendship. This
son is favourably known in England as a Protes-

tant clergyman and a learned philologist. In the

knowledge of Oriental languages he is almost
without a rival. He is at the head of a college for

the education of young clergymen, established at

Stratford, in the county of Warwick."
In what part of Stratford was this college sup-

posed to be ; who was its founder
;
and how

long did it exist ? After a careful examination
of the 'Outlines of the Life of Shakspere,' by
my late friend, J. O. Halliwell-Phillipps, no
mention or allusion to it can be found, and
he exhaustively treats of the buildings at

Stratford. The college at Stratford-on-Avon of

which he had several drawings and plans was
an entirely different place, and was anciently the

seat of the Combes, the Cloptons, and the Keytes.
Is anything known concerning the career of " the

Protestant clergyman and learned philologist,"
the Rev. John Alexander, who presided over it ?

The Rev. John Alexander, who claimed to be heir

presumptive to the title, died in Dublin in 1743.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

RIVERS. A provincial antiquary who has done
much good work has applied to us to know if there

be any map showing the river systems of Europe,
and especially of France, the Rhine-lands, and

Great Britain, indicating not only the larger rivers,

but the streams and brooks which flow into them,
with their names, without the maps being, for his

purpose, encumbered by lines of railways and

names of unimportant places.
We are unable to supply him with the informa-

tion he seeks. It is, however, probable that some
of your readers may be possessed of the knowledge
in which we are deficient. N. M. & A.

Y FOR TH. I do not know if there has been

any previous note hereon. The way in which the

use of ?/ for th seems to have grown out of a

misreading of the old script characters of the six-

teenth century is very apparent in looking through
a long series of years in a parish register, though
not easy to show without the help of facsimile.

The t of that period being a simple curved down-
stroke made with a sweep from right to left, and

the h being then made not with a tall head above
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theline, but with a long tail below it, the two letter s

written hastily have a close resemblance to a y.

It is not until well into the seventeenth century
that I find in the register under my examination
instances of the clearly intentional use of a well

made y
e for the; and not until a still later period

that the abbreviation is found used in other words,
as ym, ymselves, &o. One of the most curious
forms I have come across is

"
yorf," where the con-

text shows it is meant for thereof. The use of
the abbreviation when most prevalent seems to

have been rather a matter of caprice, seeing that
it is very common to find in the same line both
the and ye. R. HUDSON.
Lapworth.

FOREIGN EXPRESSIONS IN ENGLISH. Though
English is neither my maternal nor paternal
tongue, I am a stickler for its purity, just as I am
for that of any other language. The same, I grieve
to say, cannot be predicated of many for whom it

is the sole (or at least primary) medium for ex-

pression of thought. The language of Albion,
hodge-podge though it may be in its origin and
construction, is as noble and flexible a vehicle of

thought as any the world has ever possessed.
Why, then, disfigure it by such bastard exotics as
" On the carpet," and "

It goes without saying
"

?

Both these expressions Sur le tapis and Cela va
sans dire are Gallican plants, which were never
meant to thrive in British soil. I suppose that
in the near future we shall be having "It is equal
to me" (Ca m'est egal) foisted on us. The gods
forbid ! What would the shade of Cicero say to
"
Quomodo it ?

" or the wraith of Dante to
" Come

va ?" as the equivalents of the very English slang
question,

" How goes it ?
"

Yet they would not
be more hideous monstrosities in those languages
than "

It goes without saying
"

is, or "
It is equal

to me" would be in the speech of Shakespeare
and Milton. "On the carpet" (or, "on the

taypis," as Englishmen love to mouth it), though
objectionable enough, is less gruesome than "

It

goes
^
without saying." Thackeray, I see, in

'Vanity Fair,' uses "on the mahogany" in the
same sense. E? TIS e^et oVa a/coveiv,

Manchester.

HERRICK'S POEMS. (See 8th S. i. 59.) I cannot
help adding my tribute of praise in honour of Mr.
A. W. Pollard's beautiful edition of this artless,
yet artful, lyrist. It is something more than a"
lovely reprint," it is the most scholarlike pre-

sentment of the poet we possess. The craft of
the "

devil's advocate "
only tends to the greater

glory of the saint, and the brightness of Mr.
Pollard's work will not be dimmed if I note a
trifling omission or two. The bibliography of
'Wit's Recreations' in Appendix I. is so well
done that one could have wished a complete list

J. B. S.

of the various editions of the '

Hesperides
' had

been given for the benefit of students. No ex-

planation is afforded)' the fact that
' The Prim-

rose '

was, as pointed out by me in 7
th S. xii. 396,

originally printed in the 'Poems' of Thomas
Carew. This lyric will be found at p. 6, vol. ii.

of Mr. Pollard's edition of Herrick, and the vexed

question of authorship may be set at rest when an

equally scholarlike edition of Carew is added, as

I do not doubt it will be, to "The Muses' Library."
A little slip, which casually caught my eye, will

doubtless be corrected if another edition is called

for. It is said in a note on page xvi, vol. L, in

reference to Herrick's brother :

" A second
William is said to have been born, posthumously,
in

(

Harry Campden's house at Hampden,' in

1593." In the notes, at page 275, the birth is

stated to have happened "at Harry Campion's
house at Hampton." Mr. Pollard has justifiably
some doubts about the existence of this younger
William, though it was not unusual in those days
for two brothers of the same name to be living at

the same time.

It is a remarkable fact that Herrick is the only
poet of any note whose name is omitted from Giles

Jacob's ' Poetical Register.'
W. F. PRIDEAUX.

Kashmir Residency.

EPIDEMIC OF ERYSIPELAS. The following occurs
in the Glasgow Evening Citizen of March 9 :

" It is not often that one hears nowadays of a school

being evacuated on account of an epidemic of erysipelas
(writes a correspondent of the Lancet). Such, however,
has been the case recently at Vitry-le-Francois, where
the pupils of the ladies' college have been sent to their

respective homes from this cause."

The question, of course, is one for the medica

faculty ; but a casual observer may be permitted to

draw attention to a parallel case in Scotland. In
1852 there was an epidemic of erysipelas in

Dumfries, of which one of the victims was John
M'Diarmid, the accomplished editor of the Dum-
fries Courier. The Courier of December 7, 1852,
says :

"On Friday, November 12, he was attacked with
erysipelas, then very prevalent in Dumfries and its neigh-
bourhood. The disease ran its course with frightful
rapidity, and on the morning of Thursday the 18th he
breathed his last."

THOMAS BATNE.
Helensburgb, N.B.

THE COLLAR OF THE GARTER. I had lately
occasion to turn up the testamentary dispositions
of Sir Thomas Sackville, first Earl of Dorset, the
famous Lord High Treasurer of England in the

reigns of Elizabeth and James I. He seems to

have possessed a wonderfully fine assortment of

jewellery, and he is most exact and minute in the

description he records of it. One is thus enabled
to get precisely at what the collar of the Garter
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was'* BO' soon after it had been "settled" by
Henry VIII. The first earl bequeaths to his

son Robert Sackville, then Lord Backhurst
and afterwards second Earl,

"
his Collar of gold,

according to the Order of St. George, having in it

forty-six several pieces, whereof twenty-three
pieces are made, every one of them, after the form
of a Rose, and like unto the fashion of a Garter,
and twenty-three other pieces are made, every one
of them, in form of a knot of gold ; together with
one George of gold, pendant to the same collar,
and set all over with diamonds and rabies."

W. F. WALLER.

THE EARLDOM OF DESMOND. The recent

death (March 10) of the Earl of Denbigh reminds
one of a carious chapter in the history of the
British peerage ;

for in addition to his English and
German title?, Rudolph William Basil Feilding
bore the historic sobriquet of Earl of Desmond.
And the oddity of the whole matter is that the
deceased nobleman had no more right, by
marriage, lineage, or purchase, to the said title

than Jones, Brown, or Robinson have to the
earldom of Sefton. It is a charming case of vox
et praterea nihil ! I am quite aware that this

dormant Irish peerage was bestowed by English
royalty upon an English earl ; but that only accen-
tuates the farce. Sir Bernard Burke tells the

Btory thus (' Vicissitudes of Families,' p. 52) :

"The subsequent fate of the Earldom itself was
remarkable. After the forfeiture of the Fitzgeralds,
James the First conferred it first on hia favourite, Sir R.
Preston, Lord Dingwall in Scotland (who had married
Lady Elizabeth Butler, descended in the female line
from the original earl), and next on George Feilding,
Viscount Gallan, who was in no wise related to, or con-
nected with, the Oeraldines. His descendant, tbe Earl
of Denbigh, now bears the coronet of Desmond, so long
associated, in the olden times, with the glory and mis-
fortunes of Ireland."

Some months ago I received a communication
(in answer to a query of mine in ' N. & Q.') from
a gentleman in Dublin, in which the writer stated
that his grandfather was always by courtesy called
the Earl of Desmond ; and from further contents
of the letter I could clearly glean that its author's
ancestor had far better claims to the title than the
Earls of Denbigh. J. B. S.
Manchester.

THE WASHINGTONS OF MAIDSTONE. In the
Athenaum of January 16 last (No. 3351) there

appears an article by Mr. Moncure D. Conway,
in which he prints an old deed relating to this

family of the Washington?. In looking through
an old 'History of Maidstone,' compiled by
William Newton and published in 1741, 1 find

printed the monumental inscription to the Law-
rence Washington, the first party to the above-
mentioned deed. This inscription appears to have
escaped the several writers upon the history of

the Washingtons. Mr. Henry F. Waters, in his

monograph of the family printed in the Neiv Eng-
land Historical and Genealogical Register for

October, 1889, issued a pedigree showing the

descent of President George Washington from the

Washingtons of Lancashire through Robert

Washington, of Sulgrave, co. Northampton, an
elder brother of this Lawrence of Maidstone, the

subject of the inscription. May not this monu-

ment, placed in the church presumably soon after

tbe date it bears, 1619, render a revision necessary
of the earlier portion of the pedigree by Mr.

Waters, as the inscription describes this family as
"
antientlie of Washington in the Countie Palatine

of Durham." As it may interest some of your
readers to whom Newton's unindexed work is not

accessible, I have literally transcribed the inscrip-

tion, which then remained in All Saints' Church,
Maidstone :

" On a Mural black Marble Tomb-stone on the
|
North-

side of the EastWindow of the
|
Chancel is the following

Inscription :

Mortalis Morte
Immortalis

Here resteth tbe Body of Lawrence | Washington, Esq ;

of the Family of the
| Washington's, antientlie of Wash-

ington |
in the Countie Palatine of Durham :

| Register
of the Highe Court of Chancery |

xxvii Yeares : He had
Two Wyvfs, Martha

| Daughter of Clement Newce of
Hartford-

j
shire

'

Esq ;
and Mary Daughter of Sir

Biynold |
Scott of this Countie Knight : By his First |

He had 5 Sons and 2 Daughters Lawrence
|
and Mary.

The Eldest only lyving. Lawrence | succeeding him in

his Office, married Ann
| Daughter of William .Lewyn

Judge of the
| Perogative Court. Mary married

William
| Horsepool of this Parish Gentle1

". His other
|

Daughter Marthamarried to Arthure
|
Beswick Gentle"1

.

Sonne of William Beswick
|
of this County Egq ; He

havinge lived A
|
vertuous & Xtian Life of singular In-

tiecrity
*

|
in his Place. Being of the Age of Ixxiii

Yeares
|
Died the xxi of December An . Dnl

. 1619. A
|

Faithfull Believer in the Meritts &
|
Mercies of his

Saviour. To whose Memorie
|
His Sonne hath erected

this Monument.
Though after my Skinne
Wormes destroy this Body

Yet shall I see God in my Flesh,

J. M. Russell, in his
'

History of Maidstone,'

published 1881, states that this monument then

remained, but he did not reproduce it. T. N.

SPINSTKR. This word, according to Schmidt,
occurs but thrice in Shakspeare, and only with

he meaning
" a woman who spins." This defini-

ion is the only possible one in two of the instances

quoted, 'Tw. N.,' II. iv. and ' H. VIII.,' I. ii. ; but,

with great deference to that Shakspearian lexico-

rapher, I would suggest that this is not the sense

n which the word is used in '

Othello,' I. i. :

One Michael Cassio ,

That never set a squadron in the field,

Nor the division of a battle knows
More than a spinster.

* " So on the Tomb "
(marginal note in Newton).
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Here, it appears to me,
"
spinster

" means no more
than "old wife," or "washerwoman," the term

being used in sarcastic contrast to the practisec
soldier who "knew his price.'' That some such
distinction as I indicate was seen by Schlegel anc

Tieck to be necessary is shown by their rendering
of the two other instances :

Die Spinnerinnen in der freien Luft. (' Tvr. N.')
Die Spinner, Krampfer, Walker, Weber. ('H.VIII.')

in both of which lines direct reference is made to

the occupation of the spinster ; but the passage in
'
Othello '

is rendered thus :

Ala erst ein Spinnweib.

where nothing more than the feminality of the

spinster is brought into relief. Salvini's version

reads :

Ghe non trasae una sckiera in campo rnai

Ne meglio ch' una filatrice il sappia,
L'ordin mat seppe di battaglia.

This translation, in my opinion, brings the occupa-
tion of the spinster into offensive prominence,
femmina or some equivalent to the quasi-con-

temptuous Spinnweib apparently being required
to give expression to lago's meaning.

Spinster, in the sense of "a woman who spins,"
seems to be not quite obsolete in this part of the

country. A woman who was tried for bigamy in

Dundee a few weeks ago requested her agent to

explain to the court that, when asked whether she
was a spinster or not, she thought the registrar
wanted to know whether she was a spinner or not,
and accordingly she answered,

" Yes." The Pro-
curator Fiscal observed that in the

"
information "

the accused was called both a jute-spinner and a

spinster. J. YOUNG.
Glasgow.

HOGARTH. In the Exhibition of Old Masters,
just closed, was a picture (No. 54) of the Tschudi

family, by a "painter unknown." I suggest to

the owner that it is by Hogarth, and it would
date about 1750, when the Prince and Princess of

Wales were living. The lower parts of their

engraved portraits are to be seen at the top of the

painting. The lady especially is characteristic of

Hogarth's works of that period. He died 1764.
WTATT PAPWORTH.

NEWCOME OF NEWCOME, BART. The obscurity
in which Thackeray has left the beginning of

Newcome, Bart, is an instance of his fofgetfulness
about his people which, glaring as it is, has, so far

as I am aware, hitherto escaped comment. Thomas
Newcome, the elder, is said to have been "the
founder " of the Newcome family. We are given
to understand that he was a foundling. Up to the
time of his demise there was no Newcome, Bart.
Mr. Newcome "

might have been made "
one, but

"he eschewed blood-red hands." As he said :

"It wouldn't do
; the Quaker connexion wouldn't

like it." But his twin sons by his second wife,

Sophia Alethea Hobson, are stated to have been
called Hobson and Brian, respectively,

"
after

their uncle and late grandfather, whose name and
rank they were destined to perpetuate." The
" rank "

is, clearly, the Newcome baronetcy ; but,

equally clearly, the uncle and grandfather must
have been Hobsons the founder of the Newcome
family being

" himself alone." The twins, at first,

take order as above. Then Brian is declared to

be the elder "
by a quarter of an hour." He is

referred to as
" Mr. Brian." All at once he

becomes "
Sir Brian," and "perpetuates" a

" rank "

to which, for all that appears, he had no right
whatever. W. F. WALLER.

THE LIFE OF DEAN BURGON.' The following
letter appeared in the Standard of March 16.

Perhaps it may be considered well to give it a

place in 'N. & Q.':

SIK, May I request you to insert in the Standard
the following reply to Dean Qoulburn's question at the

foot of page 9 of the first volume of his '

Biography of

John William Burgon, late Dean of Chichester,' namely,
whether Dean Burgon was of Greek extraction on his

mother's side. His mother, as has been stated, was a

daughter of the Chevalier Ambroise Hermann de

Cramer, Austrian Consul at Smyrna, by Sarah MaltasB,

daughter of William Maltaes, an English merchant
t'Htiiblished at Smyrna. The question raised is whether

Marguerite Icard, the wife of William Maltass, was a

Greek.

According to the register of the French Consular

Chapel at Smyrna, Marguerite Icard was born in that

city on Dec. 30, 1737, of French parents. She was the

daughter of J acques Icard, of La Ciotat, France, and of

Anne Vassal, his wife, who, according to the informa-

tion given to me by the .Icard family, was likewise

French, and a native of La Ciotat.

As for William Maltass, he waa English, and was
born at Ripon. He was the son of the Rev. Maltass

(perhaps the Rev. Farmer Maltus or Malthus mentioned
in Mr. John Orlebar Payne's history of the Malthus

family, which was privately printed last year in London).
The name Maltass is probably a corruption of " Mai-

thug." In Mr. Payne's history extracts are given from
various registers, amongst others from the Cathedral

registers of Ripon, in which the name is spelt in fully
a dozen different ways, the pronunciation being prac-

tically identical in every case. In page 76 of his

history Mr. Payne refers to a certain Rev. Robert

Maltas, who lived in the seventeenth century, and page
150 of the same work contains an extract from the

athedral register of Ripon, in which the name is spelt
Maltass. It is just possible, therefore, that Dean Burgon,
on his mother's side, was connected with the family of the

iev. Thomas Robert Malthus, the political economist.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
THOMAS J. MALTASS.

Constantinople, March 11.

H. G. GRIFFINHOOFE.

INDEXES WANTED. So much valuable informa-

ion is lost, for practical purposes, in the old

rolumes of our English reviews, that I venture to

mpress upon the publishers of the more modern

e, especially of the Contemporary and the

Nineteenth Century, the duty, in their own
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interest, as well as in that of the public, of fol-

lowing the good example of the Edinburgh and
the Quarterly, and issuing from time to time a
consolidated index. Life is too short to consult

forty or fifty bi-annual tables for a reference.

There was an index to some of the early volumes
of Harper's Magazine. Why do not the energetic

publishers issue a similar index to, say, the first

twenty-five volumes of the European edition ?

Q- v.

We must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest to affix their

names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct.

AUTHOR WANTED. "Notice sur les Impri-
rneurs He la Famille des Elzevirs ......Par un Ancien
Bibliothe'caire." Paris, Delance, 1806. Signed at

end "
J. F. A-y." Would some one of your

readers kindly supply name of author, and indicate

the comparative rarity of the work ?

T. W. CARSON.
Dublin.

[The author was undoubtedly the Fere Jean Fclicissime

Adry.who was librarian of the Maison del'Oratoire, Paris.

He left behind him in MS. a large work on the Elzevirs,
an analysis of which is included by M. Pieters in his
' Anuules de I'lmprimerie Llzevirienne.']

'EGBERT MORNAT.' Who is the author of
' Bobert Mornay,' a novel published thirty or

forty years ago ? ALLA GIORNATA.

MASON'S ' HISTOKT OF NORFOLK.' "The His-

tory of Norfolk, compiled chiefly from the best

Printed Authorities and Original Records, pre-
served in Public and Private Collections, by
B. H. Masoo." Of this vol. >., containing parts i.

(1882), ii. and Hi. (1883), and iv. (1884) ; and
vol. ii. part v. (1885), only have been published
so far as I can learn. Can any reader say if it is

discontinued publishing ; and if so, the reason for

its discontinuance? W. B. GERISH.
Blythburgh House, South Town, Great Yarmouth.

" FROST SAINTS " OR " ICB SAINTS." Who are

these worthies ; and where can I find the folk-lore

connected with them ? They are alluded to in

Abercromby's treatise on '

Weather,' p. 315

(Regan Paul & Co.), in connexion with a spell of

cold weather which recurs annually between May 9
and 14. H. G. M.

"ST. AIBAN'S TAVERN" IN PALL MALL.
Where in Pall Mall was this tavern ;

and when did
it cease to exist ? G. F. B. B.

'THE PICTORIAL CONJUROR.' Can any one tell

me anything of Nathaniel Hone's picture of Sir

Joshua Beynolds, called
' The Pictorial Conjuror,'

which was sold to Mr. Knight, the picture dealer,
in 1815 ? Was it ever engraved?

FRANCES GERARD.

OLD BEEKT= EDINBURGH. When was this

nickname first applied ;
or rather, what is the first

recorded instance of its use? It was obviously
familiar when Defoe published his "Atlantis

Major, Printed in Olreeky, the Chief City of the

North Part of Atlantis Major. Anno Mundi, 1711."
H. H. S.

ANGELICA KAUFFMANN. I seek information
as to Angelica Kauflmann's pictures. Where are

they ; especially the ' Gunetherius and Griselda,*
'Venus attired by the Graces' (ovals), and the
4

Judgment of Paris,' sold at Sir Charles Rushnet's

sale in 1879 to a commission agent called Smith ?

FRANCES GERARD.

Divus. Sir J. Gardner Wilkinson (' Dalmatia
and Montenegro/ i. 83) suffered surprise in finding
this adjective applied where we should now use

sanctus. This form occurs very frequently in the
Latin literature of tbe sixteenth, seventeenth, and

eighteenth centuries. Did it arise during the

time when the popular Latin was in process of

corruptionby the Renaissance ;
or is it a form which

has come down from heathen times ?

ASTARTE.

SIR WILLIAM WEBBE. He was Lord Mayor of

London, 1591. Can any reader give me any
information as to, and what was, his coat of arms,
crest, and motto ? W. L. WEBB.

2, Biverdale Road, Highbury Park, N.

JANUARY 30. When did the House of Com-
mons cease to observe this day as a holiday ?

G. F. B. B.

FOLK-SONG. Can any one complete, or give
information about, a song beginning :

Man of the sea
Come listen to me ;

For Alice my wife,
The plague of my life,

Has sent me to beg a boon of thee ?

It was a nurse's song in these parts sixty years

ajro. H. J. MOULE.
Dorchester,

LTTE'S 'HISTORIE OF PLANTES.' My copy of

this work (which is a translation from Dodoens,
and was published, I believe, in 1578) has no

title-page. Will some one kindly oblige me by
giving the full title, &c., and the date of publica-
tion ? May I also ask for a list of Lyte's original
works? C. 0. B.

PILWILL. A hill situated between the villages
of Blackwell and Flagg, in the High Peak of

Derbyshire, bears the name of
"

Pilwill." What
is the origin or meaning of this curious place-
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name? In 1604,
" Pellwell" appears as a local

name in the Forest of Knaresborough. B. B.

KING-LOBE : THE LOSING OF A RlN<J. I have
read much of the lore regarding finger-rings, but
never yet of the good or bad fortune waiting for

him who chances to lose one. Can any of your
correspondents give me a saying which has refer-

ence to my query ; a superstition in any part of

the British isles ? I wish to set at ease a mind
half held in the old times. HERBERT HARDY.

WELSH TRIADS. Where are these ancient

records preserved ; and is there any translation of

the whole or portions of them to be obtained ?

Any information concerning them would be most

acceptable. A. S. A.

ELDERS OF SCOTLAND. Some of the Scottish

family of Elder settled in Ulster two centuries

ago, some in co. Derry and some in co. Donegal.
What were the names of the original planters of

the name in Ireland, and how were they related to

each other ; also from what part of Scotland did

they come ? Some say Stirling and some Kirk-

caldy. What was the history of the Elders, as a
branch of the Clan Chattan ? Please forward

particulars regarding the ancestry and descendants
of the Scotch-Irish Elders to J. J. ELDER.

No. 1, Board of Trade, Indianapolis, Ind.

SIR ROBERT HAMILTON, OF MOUNT HAMILTON,
co. ARMAGH, who was created a baronet 1682,
had a brother, George Hamilton, who married

Martha, widow of Daniel King, Citizen and

Skinner, of London. When did this George die ?

He was living 1692, the date of his wife's will.

Had Sir Robert Hamilton any other brothers ?

No information on these points is to be obtained
from Burke's ' Extinct Baronetage.'

DENARIUS.

'ODE UPON NOTHING.' In the 'Memoirs of

Thomas Moore,' edited by Lord John Russell,
vol. i. p. 52, Thomas Moore says :

" I wrote a bur-

lesque poem called an ' Ode upon Nothing.'
" Can

any of your contributors oblige me with a copy ?

I have consulted two large public libraries in this

city, but have been unable to find the ode in any
of the collections or selections of the poet's works.

R. T. R.
Newcastle-on-Tyne.

BIBLE. I have a copy of a Bible (A.. V.)
printed by Bonham Norton and John Bill,

London, 1623. In addition to the Old and New
Testaments it contains the Prayer Book, Speed's
Genealogical Tables, Description of Canaan and
the Bordering Countries, with map ;

" The Whole
Book of Pealmes, Collected into English Meeter
by Thomas Sternhold, John Hopkins, and others,
conferred with the Hebrew, with apt notes to

sing them witball." "Printed for the Companie
of Stationers, 1623." I have consulted Lowndes
and other authorities, but failed to find any men-
tion of the above Bible. Can any reader of
' N. & Q.' give its history ? ROBERT PILLOW.

English Street, Armagh.

AUTHOR OF BOOK WANTED.
"
Europe a Slave, unless England break her chains.

Discovering the grand designs of the French Popish
Party in England for several years past. The second
edition. London, printed for W. D., and are to be sold

in London and Westminster. 1681."

Can any reader of ' N. & Q.' tell me who was the

author of this book, a small 16mo. of 94 pp., and
when the first edition appeared ? The author

speaks of himself as
" an Englishman, born and bred up in the Roman
Crttholick Faith; but by the Grace and Favour of God,
reclaimed from those Erroneous Opinions and Doctrines,
both as to Faith aud Politicks, with which my studies

at Leige had infatuated me."
C. A. N.

SIR FRANCIS BARNHAM, OF HOLLINGBOURNE,
KENT. He was M.P. for Maidstone in the Long
Parliament, and father of Sir Robert Barnham,
created a baronet in 1663. When did he die?

On November 11, 1646, a new writ was ordered

for Maidstone " in the place of Sir Francis Barn-

ham deceased "
(' Commons Journals '). Yet

according to Sir Roger Twisden's 'Diary' he

appears to be living in 1649, and urging the

release of bis son Robert, who had been imprisoned
by the Parliamentary Committee for Kent. His
successor in the representation of Maidstone was

certainly elected before February, 1646/7.
W. D. PINK.

PIGOT. Of what family was Sir Arthur Pigot,
Knt. (created Feb. 12, 1806), whose daughter,
Anne Glover, married, May 3, 1819, Geo. Robt.

Hobart, fifth Earl of Buckinghamshire. PIGOT.

HEBRICIAN. When was this word dropped as

an equivalent for what we now call a Hebraist ?

It is a word used by Edward Leigh, of the
'
Critica Sacra.' 0. A. WARD.
Walthamstow.

"WHITE FRYERS" IN ALE. Swift, in his
"
Directions to Servants," tells the butler, inter

alia:

"If any one desireth a Glass of Bottled Ale, first

shake the Bottle, to see whether any Thing be in it

and, if the Cork be musty, or White Fryers in your
Liquor, your Master will save the more."

Did the shaken-up sediment make the " White

Fryers
"

? If not, what were they ?

J. F. MANSERGH.
Liverpool.

YELE. Between two arches in Northam

Church, Devon, is a stone bearing the inscription,
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" This yele was made Anno 1593." As I have

failed to find the word yele in Prof. Skeab's
'

Dictionary
' and other works which I have con-

sulted, I appeal to readers of ' N. & Q.' for an

explanation of it. Wright's
'

Dictionary of Obso-

lete and Provincial English
'

gives,
"
Tele-house,

s
,
a brewing-house." No derivation of the word

in question is supplied, nor does this definition

help one to understand the word's appearance in

a church. F. J.

THE STRAND BRIDGE. In the ' Mercurius
Domesticus' of 1679 there is the following
advertisement :

" The milliner's goods that was to be sold at the
Naked Boy near Strand Bridge, are sold to Mr. Vanden
Anker in Lime Street."

Was there a Strand Bridge at that time ?

GEORGE: ELLIS.
St. John's Wood.

[A bridge over a streamlet from Sfc. Clement's Well,
which crossed the Strand, was so called so early as 1527.]

COMMISSIONER OF BANKRUPTS. Oowper, the

poet, until he became insane in 1763, held the

appointment of a Commissioner of Bankrupts. I

am quoting from Southey. The pay was GO/, per
annum. What had a man holding that appoint-
ment to do ? If Bankruptcy Courts were called

Bear Gardens not so many years ago, had Cowper
to go into the pit ;

or was his appointment a

sinecure, requiring him only to sign his name ? If

the former, it seems inconsistent with his dread
of appearing in public in the House of Lords.

K. B. S.

COOKERY BOOK. Was it Mrs. Rundle whom
the country bookseller required when he wrote to

John Murray, "Cbilde Harold and the Cookery
Book is much wanted "

? Its original name was
"New System of Domestic Cookery, Founded

upon Principles of Economy, and Adapted to the

Use of Private Families. By a Lady." Mine is

a comparatively new edition, and has her name
outside. NELLIE MACLAGAN.

THE BOURBON SPRIG. Is this another name
for the well-known Chantilly pattern called

" Bar-

beau," a small blue flower running over the white

paste ? Mr. Shorthouse, in his tale of '

Blanche,
Lady Falaise,' mentions "

pale old china with the

Bourbon sprig" (p. 7). The Chantilly (Oise)

manufactory was founded in 1725, under the

patronage of Louis-Henri, Prince de Condo.
H. G. GRIFFINHOOFE.

SIR EDWARD APSLEY, of Thatcham, Sussex
;

will dated Dec. 20,1609, proved March 11,1610/11.
When was he knighted ? Whom did he marry,

and what was his parentage ? In the will of Henry
Hall, of Gretford, co. Lino., dated Nov. 4, 1609,
he names (*. a.) : "my well- beloved brother-in-law

Sir Edward Apsley, Knt. ; and my good sister, the

Lady Apsley." In a codicil, dated Jan. 21, 1615/6,
six days before his burial, he says Sir Edward
Apsley had died since the making of his will. Sir

Edward does not name the Halls in his will.

Any information will be gladly received by
JUSTIN SIMPSON.

Stamford.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.
With a gathering sound they come,
Like a king in his pomp, with the sound of the trump
And the roar of the mighty drum. R. P. HOOPER.

QUEEN ELIZABETH.

(8
th S. i. 149, 235.)

MR. GRIFFINHOOFE points out that Lysons's
statement as to the death of Matthew, son of Arch-

bishop Parker "does not look correct." Lysons
says, in his account of Lambeth Church :

" On the floor of the north aisle of this
chapel still

remains a large slab, on the verge of which is an inscrip-
tion, nearly obliterated, to the memory of Margaret, wife
of Archbishop Parker, who died in 1570, and her son

Matthew, who died in 1521."' Environs.' second edition,
i. 206.

The latter date is certainly wrong. In Baker's

manuscript notes on Strype's
'

Annals,' printed at

the end of the fourth volume of the ' Annals '

(the
Clarendon Press edition of 1824), are some
memoranda, apparently drawn up by the archbishop
himself. He says :

" A D'ni. 1547. 24 Junii conjugatus sum cum Mar-
gareta filia Roberti Hareston de Matsal in com. Norf.

gentleman, quae nata est a Domini 1519, 1'ra Dominic. B.
23 Junii, quo anno dies Corp. X 11 fuit in Vigilia S'ti

Johannis Baptistae."

As the future Mrs. Parker was born in 1519, it

does not require lengthy argument to prove that

she could not have been the mother of a child who
died in 1521. The archbishop proceeds :

" A D'ni. 1550. 2 Aug. 1'ra Dominic. D. circa horam
Ham suscepi alterum Mum Matthaeum, qui vita diecessit

8 Januarii, 1550."

That is to say, the infant Matthew (his second child)
died when a little over five months old ; but
another child succeeded, and bore his predecessor's

name,
" A D'ni. 1551. 1 Septemb. inter horam 2dam et

3tiam poet meridiem, 1'ra Dominic. D. suscepi tertium
filium Matthaeum, qui conjugatus est cum Francisca filia

e'pi Cicestrien."

Dr. Ducarel says :

" In this chapel |_the chapel of the palace J Archbishop
Parker chose to be deposited after his decease. By hia

own order his bowels were put into an urn, and interred
in the Duke's Chapel in Lambeth Church, where hia wife
and his son Matthew lay." 'Hist, and Antiq. of the

Archiepiscopal Palace of Lambeth/ by Dr. Ducarel, F.R.
and A.SS., 27.
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Bafc be does not give the inscription ;
nor does

Tanswell in his
'

History of Lambeth ;
nor Mr.

Cave Browne in his interesting
' Lambeth Palace.'

I have tried to find the required date in Strype's
' Life of Parker,' but I must confess that I lost my
way ajoaongst the numerous Ma'thews. Matthew
was a family name, and constantly recurs in the

several branches of the paternal tree.

Dean Hook, in his
' Lives of the Archbishops

of Canterbury,' ix. 565, gives the date of

Matthew's death :

" Another family affliction Parker had to endure when,
in the month of December, 1574, he followed to the

grave his second son, Matthew, who died at the age of

twenty-three. He died at the Duke's house, Lambeth,
which bad been assigned to him by hia father aa a resi-

dence after the death of the Archbishop's wife. He
must have been dependent upon hia father for hia

income ; for hia wife, the daughter of Barlow, Bishop
of Cliichester, brought with her no portion, or next to

none. AH that she received from first to 1 ist from her
father was 1001.; or rather what would have been valued
at that sum, if all had been properly appraised : besides
a gelding, she had for her apparel 102., a stock of damask
linen worth 121., a (able-cloth and a towel, two pillow-
biera, two long cushions, a silver salt, and standing cup,
and 101. in money."
Dean Hook gives as his authority

" MS. John
Parker." W. SPARROW SIMPSON.

BEARS' HEADS MDZZLED (8
th S. i. 168).

Elvin's ' Anecdotes of Heraldry
' enables me to

partly answer this question. The Brereton

family have for crest the bear's head with the

muzzle, and according to this little work a knight
of the race, wishing to gain renown in a certain

battle (no particulars are given), rushed ?o impetu-
ously into the racks of the enemy, that he nearly
lost his life, but eventually the mad charge led to

victory. The king had witnessed the daring
venture, and after the fight called Brereton to his

side, and commanded that henceforth the crest

of the family should be worn with the muzzle over
the bear's mouth, as a reminder that it was not
well to act with such rashness. In the same book
the crest of Alexander of Carne is given as a bear

sejant erect proper, and without the muzzle, and

commonly known as the " Great Bear," to dis-

tinguish it as borne by the head of the house.

J. BAGNALL.
Water Orton.

Blome, in his 'Display of Heraldiy,' says :

"The countries that were reputed famous for the

cruelty of Beara were Lucania and Umbria in Italy, and
so in ancient times was our Island of Britain, for Bears
were carried from hence to Borne for a shew, where
they were bolden in great admiration. The Bear by
nature is a cruel beast; but this here demonstrated unto

you, is (to prevent the mischief it might otherwise do,
as you may observe) as it were bound to the good
behaviour with a muzzle."

CONSTANCE RUSSELL.
Swallowfield, Beading.

Guillim intimates the reason :

" The beare by nature is a cruell beast, but thislhere
demonstrated unto you, is (to prevent the mischief it

might otherwise do, as you may observe) as it were
bound to the good behaviour with a muzle."
'

Heraldry,' sec. iii. chap. xv. p. 199, 1660.

The four coats which he offers as examples have
in each case the bear with a muzzle.

ED. MARSHALL.

Is it not because bears were so frequently seen

in England with muzzles on 1 J. T. F.

BOY SWALLOWING MARBLES (7
th S. xii. 466 ;

8th S. i. 35). The case of the Cardiff boy who
swallowed fifty-three marbles, and consequently,
as MB. B. HUDSON remarks, outdid the more

problematical instance recorded in the
' Pickwick

Papers,' reminds us of an earlier youth, with

abnormal swallowing powers, who seems to have

been on public exhibition during the earlier half

of the seventeenth century. Cleveland refers to

him in his verses.
'

Upon Wood of Kent,' a con-

temporary gormandizer :

Now wee '11 beleeve that man of Chica could

Make pills of arrows, and the boy that would
Chew onely stones, nor can we think it vain

That Doranetho eat up th' neighbouring plain.
Cleaveland Bevived,' ed. 1659, p. 27.

Perhaps one of the correspondents of ' N. & Q/
may be able to supply some information regarding
the boy in question, as well as of "the man of

Chica," who seems to have been a predecessor of

the modern sword -swallowers, and of the voracious

Doranetho, to say nothing of the illustrious pro-

tagonist of the poem, the great Wood of Kent
himself. Two of the lines in the poem throw

some light on the old controversy regarding the

derivation of the word beefeater :

Well might'st thou be of Guard to Henry th' Eighth,.
Since thou canst like a pigeon eat thy weight.

W. F. PRIDEAUX.
Kashmir Residency.

A lad of twelve years of age died in this city
last year from swallowing marble?.

WM. VINCENT.
Belle Vue Biae, Norwich.

AVENTURINE : PERIDOT (8
th S. i. 180;. True-

aventurine is a mineral, it being a form of rock

crystal or quartz, and nearly allied to opal; the

specks or spangles referred to are due to the pre-
sence of mica or copper. Peridot, or peridote, is

a variety of chrysolite allied to olivine ; it is a

silicate of magnesium, occasionally mixed with

iron, and is distinguished from the beryl or

emerald by not containing glucina. No ordinary

dictionary can afford to waste its space over

scientific definitions. A. HALL.

JOINTED DOLLS (7
th S. x. 27, 175, 494}. I

have found this term in print ; it is printed on a
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sheet of stout cardboard, evidently "made in

Germany," on which is also printed in gaud;
colours the head, body, and limbs of a clown o

pantaloon. These are intended to be cut out am
fixed together in human form with cord or pins, s

that when a string between the legs is pulled al

the limbs jerk simultaneously. The German am
French equivalents for above term, Hampelman
and Pantin, are also printed on the card.

W. H. PATTERSON.

RACK-RENTBD (7
th

S. xii. 126, 267, 334). The

following passage may be added to those already
given :

Now thou art securer,
And thy days far surer ;

Thou pay'st no rent upon the rack,
To daub a prodigal landlord's back.

' Father Hubburd'a Tales,' 1604, MidHIe-
ton's Works, ed. A. H. Bullen, 1886
vol. viii. p. 86.

Shakespeare uses the verb rack metaphorically in
' The Merchant of Venice,' I. i. 180 -1 :

Try what my credit can in Venice do,
That bhall be rack'd, even to the uttermost.

F. 0. BIRKBECK TERRY.

THE ROYAL ARMS (7
th S. xii. 449, 516 ; 8th S.

i. 111). It ought to be noticed that very large fine

carvings in wood of the royal arms, with their

different supporters from Henry V. to James I.,

may be seen at the backs of the stalls in the choir of

King's College Chapel, at Cambridge ; and over the

gateways of St. John's College and Christ's College
are the arms of the foundress, Lady Margaret,
Countess of Richmond, with supporters.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

NEEDHAM AND UXLEY FAMILIES (8
tb S. i.

189). The name should be Huxley, not "
Uxley."

In the chancel of Edmonton Church was a monu-
ment with the following inscription :

Georgius Huxley, De Wyre Hall in agro Middlesex,
Armigr: Pie Decessit 30 Die April A Salvtia

1627, JEtat. 66. Superstite Conivge.
Catlierina (Dno Roberto Nedhem Vice Coinito

Eilmorrey denvo nupta) Quae Biennio post
diem Biium Obijt Optt. Parentib Hie conditia

Johannes Huxley, Fill, et Hastes Memoriae erg6, P.

Arms : Erm., in a bend cottised gul. three
crescents or, impaling Vert, on a chevron between
three stags or, as many trefoils slipped gules for

Robinson.

George Huxley, of London, citizen and haber-

dasher, married Catherine, a daughter of John
Robinson (? of Hackney). She died in 1629. Their
son John, who inherited the estate of Wyer Hall,
Wyralls, or Goodesters, in the parish of Edmonton,
had a son John, who was knighted by Charles IF.

George and Catherine Huxley had also five

daughters, viz.
, Jane, whose marriage licence has

been given ; Anne, third daughter, who died un-

married March 7, 1653, buried at Edmonton;
Katherine, wife of John Dent, Esq. , of Thornbey,
in co. of Gloucester, she was fifth daughter ; and
two others whose names I cannot give. For fur-

ther particulars of the Huxley family see Robin-
son's

'

History of Edmonton,' 1819. Copies can
be seen in the British Museum and Guildhall

Libraries*. My copy of this rather scarce book is-

uncut and in the original boards.

H. G. GRIFFINHOOFE.
24, St. Petersburg Place, W.

BODKIN (8
th S. i. 28, 130, 198). I do not wish

to occupy the space of ' N. & Q.' unnecessarily,
but yet I should much like to slightly expand the

last sentence in my reply under the above head-

ing. It appears to me that there is not

much strength in the idea that a man in

the midst of "a sea of troubles" might "his

quietus make" with an unsheathed small dagger
or stiletto, which is the weapon that most men-

would have used for the purpose before revolvers-

were evolved out of the vasty deep. Shakespeare,

however, when he wrote that a man might make
his quietus with a " bare [mere] bodkin," meant
in my humble opinion, which I give with all due
deference to constituted authorities with a mera
ornament or useful implement for a ladies' hair. A
Shakespeare glossary gives

" bare = mere," and
Halliwell has the same entry. In ' Eastward Hoe'

(1605) silver bodkins are mentioned as forming

part of a lady's attire, and in Randolph's
' The

Jealous Lovers,' Phronesium says, in scorn to Pam-

philns :

Then will I keep thy sword and hang it up
Amongst my buskpoint*, pins, and curling-ironi.
Bodkins and vardingalts, a perpetual trophy.

Act II. scene vi.

J. F. MANSEROH.
Liverpool.

NAMES OF THE MONTHS AND DAYS AS SUR-
NAMES (8

th S. i. 209). I greatly doubt whether

March and May were ever derived from the names
of months. March is much more likely to come
'rom " the Marches "

(i. ., the border-land), the

nhabitant of which would be "John of the-

tfarches " to his neighbours on either side. The
Saris of March were originally Earls of the

Marches, and are spoken of in French writings as
' Comtes de la Marche." May is certainly a. 9

Contraction of maiden, as in Mildmay, Mayesone
Close Roll, 1314), Sadmay (ib., 1390), ffelmay

t&., 1452), Joan le May (ib., 1331), and the

>bsolete female Christian name Richmay (Fines

Roll, 1275). We have evidence, however, of so

many days of the week having been used as sur-

names, that there is a strong probability they all

erved in this way, though all have not survived

o the present time. Your correspondent knows
nstances of Monday and Friday in this connexion.
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I can add Sonday (Close Roll, 1401), Twysday and

Twyssaday (Patent Eolls, 1472, 1485). MR.
BARDSLEY mentions Saturday ('English Sur-

names,' p. 63). Can any other worker in this field

supply references to Wednesday and Thursday 1

HERMENTRUDE.

There is now living in north-west London a

nurseryman of the name of August. In the

'Post Office Directory' for 1892 I find one person
named Friday, one or two Monday, several named

May; March is common as a surname. To-day I

came across Augusti in Cates's
'

Biog. Diet.,' and
some others. We all know of January
Searle. May we not think there had lived a per-
son surnamed January, from which he was led to

assume his pseudonym ? HERBERT HARDY.
Earl's Heaton, Dewsbury.

A THIMBLE TO BALE OUT THE ATLANTIC (8
th

S. i. 128). An early parallel, in a higher sphere
of thought, to emptying the Atlantic with a

thimble, as a type of an impossible achievement, is

furnished by the so-called
' Vision of St. Augus-

tine,' which was a frequent subject with the chief

religious painters of the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries. That by Garofalo in our own National

Gallery is a good example. Most of your readers will
at once recall the story. While employed in writing
his discourses

' De Trinitate,' and lost in meditation
on that mysterious subject, St. Augustine fancied

himself pacing the seashore, where he saw a little

child who, having dug a hole in the sand, was

ladling water into it from the sea with a shell or

cup. He asked what he was doing. The child

replied that he was going to empty the whole of

the ocean into that hole. Augustine exclaiming
that such a project was utterly impossible,

" Not
more impossible," replied the child, "than for a
finite mind like thine to comprehend the mystery
of the Trinity." I may refer to Mrs. Jameson's
'Sacred and Legendary Art' (i. 312-14) for an
account of some of the chief pictures representing
this vision. Mrs. Jameson says that St. Augustine
relates it himself. Will one of your readers refer

me to the place ? I have been looking for it in

vain. EDMUND VENABLES.

GAVELKIND (8
th S. i. 125). The distinguished

Irish scholar Prof. W. K. Sullivan, in his most
excellent introduction to O'Curry's

* Manners and
Customs of the Ancient Irish,' 1873, vol. i. p.

clxix, states that

"according to the custom of gavelkind as it exists in

Kent,* the danghters take the inheritance if there be no
eons ; if a man has no sons or brothers, his sisters take

it. In very ancient times we may assume that women
did not inherit land at all among the Anglo-Saxons."

This statement differs somewhat from that of

A. 0. V. P. Under the Irish custom of gavel-

Kent being apparently excluded from England.

kind the tenancies below that of a tanaiste (heir
elect to a chieftaincy) were partitioned among the

clansmen, and after such division if any one of the

sept died his portion was not divided among his

sons, but the tribal chief made a new partition
of all the lands belonging to the clan, each one

receiving his share according to his antiquity.
The chieftainship of a clan was not hereditary, but

was elective, although usually confined to one

ruling family, neither was the chief owner of the

land
;

still there was some portion of the territory

allotted to the office, called
" mensal land," which

descended to his tanaiste, who was nominated at

the same time. (The above is in accordance with

the opinion of Sir James Ware, pp. 21, 22, in his

work referred to hereafter, and Sir John Davies's
'

Discovery of the true causes why Ireland was
never entirely subdued,' 1612, Grosart's ed., 1876,
vol. ii. p. 103.) But Mr. Sullivan tells us at

pp. clxx, clxxi, that in pursuance of the Irish

custom of gavelkind,
"
property descended at firsft to the male heirs of the

body, each son receiving an equal share. Afterwards,

however, a Plath, or owner of real estate (Orba) might
give one-third of his land to his daughters, if he had no

eons, or in the case of the death of these. Ultimately,

however, daughters appear to have become entitled to

inherit all if there were no sons."

The Right Hon. Sir James Ware (vide
' Anti-

quities of Ireland,' 1705) records, under the year

1605, that the customs of tanistry and gavelkind
were abolished by judgment in the King's Bench.

It is interesting to know that the clan MacEnys*
(or McGuinness) was the first of the Irish septs of

Ulster to give up the election of their chiefs accord-

ing to the custom of tanistry (see
' A Description

and Present State of Ulster in 1586,' in Oarew,
' Calendar of State Papers, Ireland,' 1868, vol. ii.

pp. 436-7) thus forming a singular contrast to the

clan MacGauran, or McGovern, who, notwith-

standing that their barony of Tullyhaw was for-

feited to the Crown in 1608 (together with the

estates of the Ulster earls, amounting in all to

511,465 acres), clung tenaciously to their clan

customs, and after the period of inaugurating a

chief had ceased, they still kept up their royal

origin by electing a "king and queen of Glan"

(or Glangavlin, termed the cradle and refuge of

the race ; it is a wild, romantic district and town-

land in the parish of Templeport, encircled with

alpine hills, celebrated for their picturesque gran-

deur, its only entrance being through the historic
"
Gap of Beal "). The last nominated were Peter

and Elizabeth Magauran (MacGauran or

McGovern), whose brother James was Bishop of

Ardagh and Clonmacnoise, and died in 1829. All

disputes were settled by them, and their judg-
ments never questioned. (See Lewis's '

Topo-

* Their territory was represented by the district of

Evagh, now written Iveagb.
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graphical Dictionary of Ireland,' 1837, vol. i. p.

316.) The election was by the general consensus
of the people. (See Spencer's

' View of the State

of Ireland, 1596. Vide
Grpsart's ed., 1882-4,

vol. ix. p. 22, for a description of the mode of

inauguration of a chieftain and tanaiste of the

ancient Irish septs.) It is in the highlands of

Tullyhaw that it can still be said to a certain

extent that,

"the early form of society exists, and here the tradi-

tionary feeling of clanship, the peculiar notions of land
tenure, the antiquated customs, and the strange semi-
Oriental language and cast of thought still linger
amongst the inhabitants."

And although the clan MacGauran, or McGovern,
were dispossessed of the richer portions of their

territory, still many of the name have large tracts

of land. On the "plantation of Ulster," 1610, in

the reign of James I., a few, including the chief,
Felim McGauran (he had the mensal land of

1,000 acres), obtained small grants of land (see
list in Carew,

' Calendar of State Papers, Ireland,'

1873, vol. vi. pp. 230, 242, and 398). The student
of the Hiberno-Keltic customs of gavelkind and

tanistry must look to the works of Prof. Sullivan
and Dr. Sigeison (author of 'The Land Tenures and
Land Classes of Ireland,' 1871), which throw such
a flood of light over these subjects, and should
interest many, considering that at one time the
law of gavelkind, in its varying forms, held sway
over the northern countries of Europe.

JOSEPH HENRY McGovERN.
60, Victoria Street, Liverpool.

COPELAND FAMILY (8
to S. i. 127). The

'History of Cumberland,' 1794, by William

Hutchinson, contains the following information,
taken from Denton's MSS. :

" Denton proceeds thus :

' Next unto Whitbeck, in
the common high-street, towards the west, is Butle,
where, of old, stood a mansion of the Couplanda; they
bear for arms, Or a bend sable on a.canton, and two
barrs gules. I have seen a register of their descent,
namely, Sir Richard Coupland, knight : Allan Coupland,
eon of Sir Richard Richard Coupland, son of Allan,
who died seized of Butle, in the 26th year of King
Edward I. John Coupland, son of Sir Richard Richard
Coupland, son of John. They continued in the issue
male till the time of King Richard II. and King Henry
IV.; and now their lands are transferred into other
families.

1 '

Pp. 556-8.

Hutchinson states that "the Couplands re-

moved their place of residence to Furness," about
the reign of Edward III. The name of the
Bootle family is spelt Copeland in certain other
works. J. F. MANSERGH.
Liverpool.

THE MONUMENTAL BRASSES OF SUFFOLK (8'
h

S. i. 127, 195). It may be worth while noting,
for the information of some of your readers, that
the " remainder " of Bohn's edition of Cotman's
'

Sepulchral Brasses in Norfolk and Suffolk '
is

now being offered, beautifully half-bound in

morocco, at about one-sixth of the original

published price. My copy came from John Grant,
of Edinburgh. There are no fewer than 173 full-

page plates in the two volumes, and they are most

faithfully and accurately engraved. The book is

sure to rise in value. 0. DEEDES.
Brighton.

4

HOME, SWEET HOME '
: J. HOWARD PAYNE

(8
th S. i. 144, 197). Under this head may be

added something from the Philadelphia Record.
" No common poet," we are told,

"ever received a more enviable compliment than one

paid to John Howard Payne by Jenny Lind on his last

visit to his native land. It was in the great National
Hall of the city of Washington, where the most dis-

tinguished audience that had ever been seen in the

capital of the republic was assembled. The matchless

singer entranced the vast throng with her most exquisite
melodies ' Casta Diva,' the ' Flute Song,

1

the ' Bird

Song,' and the '

Greeting to America.'
" But the great feature of the occasion seemed to be

an act of inspiration. The singer suddenly turned her
face towards that part of the auditorium where John
Howard Payne was sitting, and sang

'

Home, sweet
Home ' with such pathos and power that a whirlwind
of excitement and enthusiasm swept through the vast

audience. Webster himself lost all self-control, and one

might readily imagine that Payne thrilled with rapture
at this unexpected and magnificent rendition of his own
immortal lyric."

W. J. F.
Dublin.

SLOUQH-MULLION : PLOWTER (8
th S. i. 188).

J. T. Brockett, in his
'

Glossary of North-Country

Words,' explains that planter is to wade through
water or mire, which meaning is also given by

Halliwell, Wright, and Grose. Each authority
states that the word is so used in the northern

counties of England.
EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

71, Brecknock Road.

Halli well's '

Dictionary
' has

"Plouler, to wade through anything, to be busied in

dirty work. North. Grose has plowding, wading."

A. COLLINQWOOD LEE.
Waltham Abbey.

GILBERT FIL ROGER FIL EEINFRID (8
th S. i.

227). Roger fitz Reinfred, the father of Gilbert,
is still, I think, as he was to Foss, of unknown

parentage. That he was the son of a Reinfred de

Lancaster, and the brother of William de Lan-

caster, whose daughter and heiress Gilbert married,
has been suggested ; but a marriage of first cousins

was impossible without a papal dispensation, of

which there is no hint in this case. Roger is said

by Foss (' Judges,' vol. i.) to have married Rohais,
niece of Ranulph, Earl of Chester, and widow of

Gilbert de Gant, Earl of Lincoln. If this lady
was his wife, she must have been daughter of

Richard, Earl of Clare ; her arms prove it. Any
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how, tbe 'widow of Roger in 1199 was named
Alice. Roger bad two sons Gilbert, wbo mar-

ried tbe heiress of Lancaster in 1189, and
Euin frai. Both brothers were, with their father,

excommunicated by Bishop Longcbamp in 1191.

A Gocelinus filius Rainfrai is in the same excom-

munication. FOBS, oddly enough, calls Gilbert

Fitzroger's son John de Lancaster, though under

Henry III. he gives his life under bis right name,
William. It almost seems as if Gilbert married a

second time, as in 1212 he fined two palfreys fora

base daughter of William de Stuteville. He
married his first wife in 1189, according to

Hoveden. THOMAS WILLIAMS.
Aston Clinton Rectory.

STERNE'S 'SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY' (8
th S. i.

228). Under the name "
Mundungus

"
reference

is supposed to be made to Dr. Samuel Sharp, who

published an account of a tour on the Continent.

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

Tobias Smollett, who published his
' Travels

through France and Italy
'
in 1766, the contents

of which have been characterized elsewhere as

"one continual snarl/' is, as your correspondent
say F, recognized as the original of

"
Smelfungus,"

and Samuel Sharp, surgeon, who published
4 Letters from Italy

'

at the same time, and got
into a controversy owing to his disparaging account

of the Italian ladies, is recognized as the original
of "Mundungue." See Fitzgerald's 'Life of

Sterne,' ii. 264. The ' Sentimental Journey
' was

published in 1768. E. E. S.

Lee. Kent.

GENEALOGICAL (8
th S. i. 7,114). M.'s querydoes

not seem to have been answered. I would advise

him to peruse Phillimore's ' How to Write the

History of a Family,' or the chapter so headed in

Rye's
' Records and Record Searching.' As the

registers only begin in 1713, search the earlier

transcripts of these registers in the diocesan

registry, and the indexes of wills in the local

court (qy. York), copying out all references to the

surname. This will probably put him on the

right track for an earlier pedigree.
W. G. D. F.

FAMILY RECORDS IN BIBLES (8
th S. i. 209).

My copy of Coverdale's (1535), the first English
Bible printed, has a blank leaf before the New
Testament title, which has not been "inserted,"
but is an integrant of the book. From that date

upward most of my early Bibles have one blank

leaf, and some more, in the body of the book.
And for this reason : when a division ends on a

third, a fifth, or a seventh leaf of a section, if a
blank leaf were not left the odd leaf would have
to be pasted on, which would be very troublesome,
or the title of the next division would have to be

printed as the last leaf of the section, which, for

various reasons, would be inconvenient, and an
abomination in the eyes of a printer. Paper
appears to have been scarce in old times, and as

these blank leaves were handy they and the backs

of titles from the very first were used for records

of births, deaths, marriages, &c. ; but they were BO

often taken out that when found in they increase

the value of the copies very materially. R. E.

Boston, Lincolnshire.

Most early English Bibles in original binding
have a blank leaf placed before the first title-page,.

and in many instances this leaf is signed A, or A 1.

Sometimes an ornamental capital letter is used

for this purpose. Bibles have often been rejected
as being imperfect because the first leaf of the pre-

liminary matter has the signature A iij. ,
tbe blank

leaf before the title having been torn out. In many
Bibles a blank leaf was placed before each of the

five parts into which early Bibles were divided.

I wish they had been put into all Bibles ; for then

perhaps the backs of the titles and every other

available space would not have been scribbled

ov< r. I do not think these blank leaves were left

for the purpose of entering family records. The
earliest dated family record I know of 1527 is

on a leaf in a copy of E. Beckes's revision of Mat-

thewa's Bible, fol., printed by Daye & Seres. This

date being twenty-two years before this Bible

was issued, the object, I suppose, was to start

the record with the date of the birth of the head

of the family. By the way, the Testament of this

edition of Matthews's Bible is not (as has been

supposed) an original publication, but merely a

reprint of Tyndale's 12mo. Testament of 1648. In

a copy of Matthews's Bible, by Reynolds & Hyll,

1549, there is the fullest family record I have ever

seer. Not only does it state that the first owner
of tbe book was " married by publication of banns

in the Parish Church," but gives the exact hour

of the birth of each child, and the names and

occupation of each of the sponsors, and the name of

the person acting as proxy for a sponsor who was

absent. No old Bible contains blank leaves

headed "
Births,"

"
Marriages," "Deaths."

J. R. DOEE.
II udder(field.

HAMPTON (7
th S. xii. 507; 8th S. i. 235). I may

add to my former note that Hampton is sometimes

from hcema-tun, the "thatched tun," or farmstead,

as in the case Brockhampton in Dorset, and

Ditchampton in Wiltshire. Hampstead in Mid-
dlesex is also the thatched place.

ISAAC TAYLOR.

GUILDS AND FRATERNITIES : DORCHESTER (7
to

S. xii. 348). May I refer your correspondent
A. B. to a contribution of mine in vol. i. p. 178

of the new edition of Boyne's 'Tradesmen's

Tokens of the Seventeenth Century,' edited by
Mr. G. C. Williamson, in the shape of a note on
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the token of Thomas Allen, of Dorchester, which

in case your correspondent may not have the wor

at hand, I reproduce here ?

" The ' Constitutions
' were the code of bye-laws o

the '

Company of Freemen '

of the borough. They ar

engrossed on a large skin of parchment, which is writte

all over, back and all, with signatures of persons givin
in their adhesion to the bye-laws through a long oours

of years. The co-ordinate corporations (i.), Mayor
Bailiffs, and Capital Burgesses, and (ii.) Governor

Assistants, and C immon Council of the Freemen, wer
established by a Charter of Charles I. The power of th

latter corporation was exerted in preventing any one, no

having the freedom of the borough, from exercising an

trade or handicraft there."

For further information I would recommenc
A. B. to apply to the Town Clerk of Dorchester

E. Symonds, Esq., who would probably have the

custody of the documents, or to H. J. Moule

Esq., Curator of the Dorset County Museum a

Dorchester, who has recently published a cata

iogue of the muniments of the Corporation o

Dorchester, and to whose courteous co-operation ]

was indebted for the above and other notes on
Dorchester tokens. J. S. UDAL.

Fiji.

WIFE OF GENERAL LOCKHART (8
th S, i. 210).

The annexed entry is found in Gent. Mag.,
1786, vol. Ivi. pt. i. p. 352 :

" March [? Feb.T 26. At Preston, co. Lane., much
regretted, in the 31st year of her age, Mrs. Lockhart,
late spouse to Gen. Lockhart, of Carnwarth."

The notices to the same effect appearing in the

European Magazine, 1786, voi. ix. p. 210*, and
the Scots Magazine, 1786, vol. xlviii. p. 155,

rightly record her death as occurring on Feb. 26.

DANIEL HIPWELL.
17, Hilldrop Crescent, N.

FOCHSIA (8
th S. i. 49, 96, 115). Though this

word when it was* first introduced was most pro-
bably pronounced fook'si-a, yet, so far as my
experience goes, I have seldom heard it so pro-
nounced. Sir George O. Trevelyan, in his
' Horace at Athens,' ac. i., makes the word rhyme
with Yenusia, in accordance with the usual pro-
nunciation :

Caius. I'll make you both acquainted. Here, my
fuchsia,

This is the famous freshman from Venusia.

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

HERALDIC (8
th S. i. 169). On fess between

two cinquefoils in chief and on mount three oak
sprigs fructed in base, A B c D E F, for Lang. See
'Registers of Dutch Church, Austin Friars,' by
Moens, p. 160. J. G. BRADFORD.

157, Dalston Lane, N.E.

SHAM BOOK TITLES (8
th S. i. 63, 229).

Henry Cline was a celebrated surgeon at the

beginning of this century. I once amused myself
by drawing up a catalogue of sham book titles.

Not that I mean to burden ' N. & Q.' with the
same

; but that if any correspondent wants such a

thing it is at his service.

C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.
Longford, Coventry.

RAK(5czr OF TRANSYLVANIA (8
th S. i. 187).

Rose's 'Biographical Dictionary' (1848) has a

short sketch of the life of ''Francis Leopold
Ragotzki, Prince of Transylvania." He "was
born in 1676, at the castle of Borshi, in Hungary.
In 1701 he was imprisoned at Neustadt, on

suspicion of attempts to make the Hungarians
revolt against the emperor. He, however, escaped
soon after, and from Poland repaired to Hungary,
where he joined the disaffected, and was declared
chief of the insurgents. Success emboldened him,
and when degraded by the court of Vienna, and
condemned to lose his head, he caused himself to

be proclaimed Protector of Hungary and Prince
of Transylvania. In 1713, when peace was restored,
he retired to France, and thence went to Con-

stantinople. He died at Rodosto, on the Sea of

Marmora, on April 8, 1735. He wrote ' Memoirs
on the Revolutions of Hungary.'

"

J. F. MANSERGH.
Liverpool.

MR. NASH will find full information respecting
the career of Francis Leopold Racoczi (or Ragotsky),
Prince of Transylvania, in vol, xxxvi. of the
'

Biographic Universelle,' under the heading
'

Ragotsky, ou plus exactement Racoczi."

C. W. CASS.

Rakoczy is the correct spelling of the name.
The fullest and latest information about Prince
Francis II. can only be found in Hungarian
iterature, notably in the publications of the Hun-
garian Academy and the Hungarian Historical

Society (nearly all in the British Museum). But if

MR. NASH be content with less, he cannot do
>etter than consult Coxe's '

History of the House
of Austria,' and E. L. Godkin's '

History of Hun-

;ary
'

(London, 1853), a much better book in

ivery respect than the volume published in the

'Nation'" series. Of course the spelling of

Magyar names is always at fault in works written

>y foreigners. When MR. NASH has become
letter acquainted with the life and character of

he prince, he will, perhaps write leas disparagingly
f him. As the prince was not allowed to remain

unmolested in either Hungary or Transylvania, he
was obliged to reside abroad, and it was practi-

ally Hobson's choice with him when he selected
n
urkey for his residence. It may not generally

>e known that his grand-uncle, Sigismund, had
married a grand-daughter of James I. of England,
le himself had a German princess for his wife.

18 a gentleman born and bred, he could not in

lose days follow any other calling than that of a

oldier and adventurer. L. L. K.
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BOTJRDILLON (6
th S. viii. 249). See tome vi.

pp. 146-173, of 'Notices Ge"n4alogiques sur les

Families Genevoises,' by J. B. G. Galiffe, pub-
lished in 1892 at Geneva chez J. Jullien, libraire-

editeur, No. 32, Bourg-de-Fours, for notices of the

Bourdillon family from about A.D. 1564 to about

1883, including the English branch after the

MSS. now in the Bibliotheque Publique de
Geneva. C. MASON.

Villa Byron, Monte Carlo.

"LA TINTELORE "
(8

th S. i. 109). As Rabelais

appears to have coined from this word one of his

burlesque epithets, tintalorise (book iii. chap,

xxviii.), and as "Tout est frelore bigoth
"

is

uttered by the frightened Panurge during the

tempest (book iv. chap, xxviii.), your querist will

perhaps find an explanation in some fully anno-

tated edition of the great satirist. Very divergent
guesses have been made as to the meaning of

tintalorisi. The Bibliophile Jacob explains it as

"qui tinte a toute heure," while Moland gives as

its meaning "reyeshe, facheux, en triste etat."

The former is a wild guess, and maybe rejected as

altogether out of touch with the epithets in imme-
diate companionship with it, it having been long
ago noted that such epithets "le plus souvent

s'expliquent I'une par 1'autre" (ed. Amsterdam,
1725). Moland's guess is no doubt formed from
an observation of this canon ; for, be it remarked,
none of the editors of the editions I have consulted

notice the connexion of tintalorise, with tintelore.

F. ADAMS.
105, Albany Road, Camberwell.

" BROKEN MUSIC "
(8* S. i. 167, 238). Since

writing my query about " Broken music "
I have

found the passage of Lord Bacon which is referred

to by Macfarren. It is in '

Sylva Sylvarum ; or,

a Natural History,' cent. iii. 278, and runs as

follows :

" All concords and discords of music are (no doubt)
sympathies and antipathies of sounds. And so likewise
in that music which we call broken music, or consort

music, some consorts of instruments are sweeter than
others (a thing not sufficiently yet observed): as the
Irish harp and base viol agree well ; the recorder and

stringed music agree well ; organs and the voice agree
well, &c.; but the virginals and the lute, or the Welsh
harp and Irish harp, or the voice and pipes alone, agree
not so well. But for the melioration of music there is

yet much left (in this point of exquisite consorts) to try
and inquire."

WETGHTE.

SACHEVERELL AS A BAPTISMAL NAME (8
th S.

i. 26, 97, 132). Dr. Sacheverell, having been

presented to the rectory of Selattyn, in Shropshire
passed through Shrewsbury on his way thither in

July, 1710, when he was enthusiastically received
His popularity was so great in the town that long
after his visit the people continued to christen

their children with his name, and this was don

o recently that a respectable man, called' Sache-
erell Phillips, is still living here, in the prime of

ife. His unwieldy appellation is familiarly
abbreviated into " Shev." R. E. D.

Shrewsbury.

There is a bricklayer in the town of Shrewsbury
now living whose name is Sacheverell Phillip?.
:Ie is known by his intimates as

" Sacb."

BOILEAU.

MODERN GREEK AND ITALIAN LITERATURE

[8
th S. i. 149). J. H. F. would do well to consult

he 'Catalogue Raisonne* de Livres public's en

3rece depuia 1868-1877 ' of Coromilas, second

edition, Athens, 1878. With regard to Italian

action, the novels of Salvatore Farina have been

thought worthy of translation into several Euro-

pean languages. Giovanni Verga's
' House by

;he Medlar-tree,' of which an English version,

prefaced by Mr. Ho wells, has just been published

by Osgood, is perhaps the most notable Italian

work of fiction produced in recent years.

OSWALD, O.S.B.
Fort Augustus, X.B.

The following are the most stirring and inter-

esting Italian novels I am acquainted with :

'Promessi Sposi,' Manzoni. Firenge, Felice le

Monnier.
'

La, La, e La 1

'

Folchetto. Milano, G. Ottino.
'

Antonio,' A. Bizzoni. Milano, E. Sonzogno.
'
II Bacio della Contessa Savina,' Caccianiga. Milano ,

Fr. Treves.

J. B. S.

Manchester.

"THE HAVEN UNDER THE HILL" (8
th S. J.

248). The date of the poem is approximately
half a century ago. Its scene is probably Cleve-

don. Then surely the " Haven under the Hill
"

is

Bristol. Neither Ilfracombe nor Clevedon will

harbour anything that can be described as "stately

ships"; and they, as well as Fowey, are all unim-

portant places. Fowey, too, is too far away;
perhaps Ilfracombe also; while the expression
"
go on "

precludes the supposition of Clevedon.

Bristol, on the other hand, answers the require-
ments in every respect. Its importance as a port,

the situation of its harbour under the hill, and the

fact that to reach it the "stately ships" pass
within sight of Clevedon combine (as it seems to

me) to render the identification beyond reasonable

doubt. E. SIDNEY HARTLAND.
Barnwood Court, Gloucester.

VIELLE (8
th S. i. 127, 230). MR. F. ADAMS

describes correctly the action of this instrument.

The player that he refers to as having heard nearly

fifty years ago may have been my old acquaintance
Blind Fanny, a little old woman who was led

about London by a girl, and was well known

during many years. So much was this the case

that the brothers Mayhew, in their 'London
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Labour and the London Poor,' got her to give
an account of herself, which she did in an amusing
sketch. She stated how many hurdy-gurdies she

had worn out, the plague she had with her girls,

and many other particulars which would repay
the curious reader. C. TOMLINSON.

Highgate, N.

ANECDOTE FKOM THE LIFE OF DEAN BURGON:
NERO (8

th S. i. 186). There is no reference to

the authority for this, but it is not only a story it

is history. Suetonius mentions it in his
'

Life of

Nero' (c. Ivii.):

"Et tamen non defuerunt qui per longum tempus
vernis aestivisque floribus tumulum ejus ornarent, ac
modo imagines praetextatas in rostris proferrent, modo
edicta, quasi viventis, et brevi magno inimicorum malo
reversuri."

The same writer notices a similar honour in his

'Life of Augustus' (c. xviii.):
" Per idem tempus conditorium et corpus Magni

Alexandri cum prolatum e penetrali subjecisset oculis,
corona aurea imposita ac floribus aspersis veneratus eat."

So, also, Vergil has
(' JEo.,' vi. 884-7) :

Manibus date lilia plenis.

Purpureos epargam flores, animamque ncpotia
His saltern adcumulem donis, et fungar inani
Munere.

But is there any authority for the statement of

secrecy, or of violets specially in the instance of
Nero ? Prudentius has, in

' The Peristephanon
'

of Eulalia,
"
Carpite purpureas violas" (iii. 201);

as also St. Jerome has (" Ep. ad Pammach.," liv.,
'

Opp.,' t. iv. p. ii, col. 584):
" Ceteri mariti super tumulos conjugum epargunt

violas, rosas, lilia, floreeque purpureos."

ED. MARSHALL.
The story that after Nero's fall some one went

by night and strewed violets over his grave is also
made use of by Tennyson in '

Aylmer's Field,' a
few lines from the end :

Nor from tender hearts,
And those who sorrow'd o'er a vanish'd race,
Pity, the violet on the tyrant's grave.

In Mr. W. T. Webb's recently published manual
ou 'Aylmer's Field,' the proof-sheets of which
were submitted to Lord Tennyson, there is the

following note on this passage by the Hon. Hallam
Tennyson, "Some one strewed violets on the

grave of Nero." S. G. H
Sheffield.

In Mexia's '

Imperiall Historic' (1623) we are
told that Nero's death being known at Home," the ioy which the Senate and people conceiued, wa8

incredible But with all this (as Nero had been a great
feaster, a spender, a giuer, and was subiect to otber
vices, which many men loued more then other mens
vertues) yet there were some which for a long time
honored his sepulchre and did ordinarily set flowers
vpon it. And the King of Parthia sent his Ambassadours

vvho with great instance, earnestly desired that the

remembrance of ero might be held in honour and
reuerence many beleeued that Nero was not dead."

P. 75.

Lempriere says the statues of Nero were
" crowned with garlands of flowers, and many believed
that he was not dead, but that he would soon make his

appearance, and take a due vengeance upon his enemies."

J. F. MANSERGH.
Liverpool.

LADY GRIZEL BAILLIE (8
th S. i. 209). The

story of
"
robbing the mail of her father's death

warrant" is told of Grizel, the daughter of Sir
John Cochrane, and not of Grizel, the daughter of
Sir Patrick Hume, and better known as Lady
Grizel Baillie. The story, however, is discredited,
See Mr. Wilson Hyde's

' The Royal Mail.' 'The
Memoirs of Lady Grizel Baillie,' by her daughter,
Lady Murray of Stanhope, were published in

1822. J. E. M.

There is no mention of the incident of Lady
Grizel Baillie

haying robbed the mail of her father's

death warrant in any of the biographical dic-

tionaries, including the 'Dictionary of National

Biography,' nor in the life of Lady Grizel Baillie

by her daughter, Lady Grizel Murray, published
in 1822 and previously. It would be obliging if

MAcEoBERT would refer to his authority for the
statement. E. E. S.

Lee, Kent.

It was Lady Grizel Cochrane, and not Lady
Grizel Baillie, who was the heroine of the adven-
ture referred to. I believe there is authority for

the story, but I am unable to trace it at present.
It is not mentioned by Wodrow. W. W.

[Other replies are acknowledged.]

STTFEMODER (8
th S. i. 167). Inasmuch as

Caxton was some time in the Low Countries, and
his 'Eecuyell' was probably printed by him
abroad, we may assume that this word is not a

misprint, but owes its form to the Du. stiefmoeder,
cf. O.H.G. stiufmuoter.

F. 0. BIRKBECK TERRY.

Halliwell's '
Diet.' has "

Stifadre, a stepfather.
I Bchel the telle altogadre,
Beten ichave me stifadra.

' Bevis of Hanatown,' p. 20."

A. COLLINGWOOD LEE.
Waltham Abbey.

A form of "
stepmother." See Skeat, s. v.

"
Step-

child." 0. 0. B.

LOVELL FAMILY (7
th S. ix. 49, 132, 434 ; xii.

172 ; 8th S. i. 131, 191). None of the notes which
bave appeared on this subject has given or pre-
tended to give the information sought by the first

querist. But it is no uncommon thing for
' N. & Q.'

to furnish informationwhich, while rather irrelevant

to the original inquiry, supplies exactly what was
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wanted by some other person who had not pub-

lished his wants. This is a case in point. In the

course of a close examination of the registers of

this parish I had come, in the Commonwealth

period, upon some entries on which I wanted

light and knew not where to find it. In 1647 I

had found the following amongst the baptisms :

"Salathiel, the sone of John Saxspor, of Tan-

worth, was babtised the 7 day of November"

("Saxspor" being a misspelling for Shaxpor or

Shakapere). I had only noted it as the sole instance of

the Christian name of Salathiel occurring in a period

of 250 years covered by the register, and rendered

more remarkable by being joined to such a sur-

name. Two years later I had found the entry of

another baptism :

"
Mary, the daughter of Thomas

and Joane Goodwin, was baptised January the

21 th
, An'o dm' 1649, p me Beniamin Lovell, min:

ibid." Other entries and memoranda in the register

showed this "Beniamin Lovell
"

to have been
*' chosen treasurer of the parish

"
in 1653, and to

have given up his
"
accoampts, which were allowed

by the parish," at Easter, 1654.

It is to the contributions of MR. HIPWELL

(which do not in any way answer the original

query) that I am indebted for the interesting in-

formation that this Loveli was the father of Sir

Salathiel Lovell ;
that he moved from Lap worth

between 1654 and 1658 to become the (intruded)

Eector of Leckhampsted, as he had, no doubt,

been the intruded rector here ; and that while here

the name of Salathiel had doubtless been conferred

upon the child of an acquaintance out of regard to

him or to his son, the future judge, then in his

fourteenth or fifteenth year, and perhaps living

here with his father.

This note of mine, though perhaps of little value

in itself, will help to show how great would be the

light and the assistance which parish registers

would give to each other if they could be fairly

printed and made accessible a good work to which

it might, perhaps, be not amiss that County
Councils should be incited, by such members as

appreciate its utility, to lend their furtherance.

It may be mentioned that the account given of

Sir Salathiel Lovell in Foss's
'

Judges of England
'

(vol. vii.) is very inaccurate. It speaks of him as
** born about 1619," and being on the verge of

ninety when made a Baron of the Exchequer. His

monumental inscription (quoted in
' N. & Q.,' 7th

S. ix. 132) shows that he died aged eighty-one,
and must have been only seventy - six when

appointed. The year of his birth would be 1632-3.

It is said in Foss that while Recorder of London
lie was, by reason of his very defective memory, nick-

named " Obliviscor of London."
ROBERT HUDSON.

Lapworth.

Is anything known about the family of John

Hooker, clerk, Rector of Leckhampstead, who

married Mary Lovell ? Two daughters are men-

tioned in the will of Sir Salathiel Lovel. Were

there any sons of this marriage 1 Was he descended

from the Hookers of Exeter ? If so, how ?

J. M. H.

SHBLLBT THE ATHEIST (8"
1 S. i. 142). Fdltx

Rabbe, who is a thick-and-thin defender of Shelley,

right or wrong, in his
'

Shelley, the Man and the

Poet,' ii. 75, accepts the story in full, bad Greek

and all, thus :

' On leaving Montanverf, Shelley had written in the

Travellers' Album the two beautiful lines-

God ! let the torrents, like a shout of nations,

Answer, and let the ice-plains echo God.

In another inn album, in the same handwriting, are

written

Ei'/u ^tXavSpcoTros, Srj/xoxpaTixos T' afleos re.

Lord Byron is said to have effaced the latter inscrip-

tion."

The incorrect accentuation and bad spelling of

the Greek do not, I think, affect the question at

all Shelley, of course, knew well enough what

he was doing, and wrote it correctly as to the

spelling if not the accents, for I do not suppose he

studied those much in 1816, when half the scholars

were writing Greek without accents, even when

publishing Greek books. There is no reason why
we should not set down all the blunders to the

copyists, and, passing through so many hands, any

number might easily occur. But, on the other

hand, did Shelley
" never wage war against the

theorem of the existence of a God"? What is his

essay
' On a Future State' but a deliberate en-

deavour, in cold blood and with all the coolness of

Scotch metapbysic, to obliterate the likelihood and

possibility of such a state ? He professes in that

paper that the existence of a God is totally foreign

to the subject. The man who would write thus

about immortality would be just the man who

would be likely to sign himself
"
Atheist," as

but the clean autograph he could not, of course,

have had if Byron had carefully erased it. It is

clear that Byron took it to be Shelley's work, and

that he thought to serve him by obliterating it.

But Rabbe gives it as from another inn album.

It does not shock my sense of the case to believe

Shelley quite capable of signing himself
" Atheist

"

in the presence of Mont Blanc. His thoughts

were always brooding upon this, and in the pre-

sence of so much physical glory a mind con-

stituted like his would precisely select such a

moment to reiterate it as a species of mental glory

equalling it. I think it may all be put down to

Shelley except the bad Greek. Wrong accents and

spelling are precisely where copyists would be

found tripping.
C. A. WARD.

Walthamstow.
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NOTES ON BOOKS, &o.

The Deeds of Beowulf. An English Epic of the Eighth
Century. Done into Modern Prose by John Earle.

(Oxford, Clarendon Press.)
THIS is not the only translation of Beowulf which has

appeared in our tongue, but it is by far the best. To
those who cannot read it in the original it gives as good
an idea of this old lay as they are ever likely to attain

unto. The early Anglo-Saxon verse is so different in

vocabulary and word arrangement from the prose of the
' Chronicle

' and the charters that it requires special

study to master it. There are very few Englishmen
who have the same facility aa that possessed by Prcf.

Earle in rendering this relic of the earliest English into

our tongue.
It is rash to call in question any statement of one so

profoundly learned in our oldest language as is Prof.

Earle; but we are compelled to state that Beowulf
seems to us earlier than the time of Offa. His arguments,

though supported by a great array of testimony, do not

seem convincing. We hold that the poem is essentially

heathen ;
but that the person who copied out the only

manuscript which has come down to us added here and
there a touch to fit it for Christian reading or recitation.

To us it seems that it is a lay coming down from far

away heathen days, which has no true geographical
relation to any particular place, any more than you can

find an especial topography for ' Amadis de Gaul
'

or
' Arthur of Little Britain.' In both theee latter romances
the names of well-known places are mentioned, but

they are mere names. The whole action takes place in

a world of imagination, which human foot never trod.

So it is, to our thinking, with Beowulf.
The late Mr. Haigh thought that the cradle of this

old lay was in Northumbria. In this, to some extent,
we agree with him. Its birth we bold to be in remote

antiquity in some Teutonic land where that may have

been we shall probably never know but there can be

little doubt that his geographical identifications of the

scenes described in the pcem are in the main correct ;

that is to say, that the scenery of the Beowulf as we
know it is laid in the neighbourhood of Hartlepool.
The notes which Prof. Earle has added to his transla-

tion are not the least valuable portion of this precieus
volume. The parallels which he has found between the

thoughts contained in theee old verses are very striking,

when we call to mind that Sir Walter Scott and the

other poets he quotes cannot possibly have hud their

ideas suggested to them by the old heathen singer. The
ironical statement that " his life-ending was no grief to

any
"
may rios-U >ly have suggested a passage Prof. Earle

quotes from the lay of the Nibelungg, though we think

it very improbable ; but we are sure that it has no other

than an accidental relation to Mark Twain's sarcasm

that " the funerals of these do not occur often enough
"

(' Tramp Abroad,
7

69). These parallelisms should con-

vince those people who are ever ready to detect pla-

giarisms that it is possible for two persons, widely

separated in space and time, or near neighbours, to utter

the same idea without one having pillaged the other.

Genealogical Chart oj the Royal Family of Great Britain.

By Rev. Robert Logan. (Edinburgh, Macniven &
Wallace.)

THIS tall and imposing volume would be of use to many
of our correspondents, if they would only study it with

sufficient diligence. It contains a considerable number
of different royal and princely lines more or less closely

connected with our reigning family. Some of the more
remote German line?, such as the houses of Saxe-Gotha-

Altenburg and the late Hildburghausen line (which Mr.
Logan Gallicizes into Hildbourghauscn), might, we
think, have been merely indicated, without the descents

being followed out, as they have little or no practical
bearing on the main subject.
We could have spared Banquo as the mythical ances-

tor of the House of Stuart, and the alleged Orcadian
descent of the Houe of Bruce, whom Mr. Logan calls

"De Brusee." As to the suggested male representation
of the House of Balliol^'it is thought," by the "Scotts or

Baliole, of Scott's Hall, Kent," as Mr. Logan write?,
there has been a good deal of discussion in our pages, to-

which the author of the ' Chart '

might usefully refer
before his next issue. We wish Mr. Logan had revised
bis text with more care, for we are met with some very
exasperating misspellings, such as " Lanceeter

"
for Lan-

caster; "Alexandria" for Alexandra ;
" J. A. Thomp-

son, E?q., of Charleston," for J. A. Thomson, Eiq., of
Charleton ;

" Louden "
for Loudoun (curious mistakes to

be made north of Tweed) ;
" Melifenda " for Melisendaf

" Louis Philipp,"
"
Maximillian," and other equally

trying forms. Mr. Logan's subject is so interesting,
and his tables might be so useful, that we believe we are

doing him a service in calling his attention to these

errata, which we hope will disappear in a future edition

William Wordsworth. By James Middleton Sutherland.

(Stock.)
MR. SUTHERLAKD'B story of Wordsworth's life, extracted

principally from his writings, a modest, judicious, and
praiseworthy woik, obtained on its first appearance a
favourable reception. In its new and enlarged form it

will do even more to spread a knowledge of one of the
cleverest of poets.

Thtre is no Dtath, by Florence Marryat (Griffith,
Farran & Co.), is to be commended to those who find in

manifestations go-called spiritualistic and in other
similar matters proof of eternity of existence.

A LARGE portion of the latest number of the Ex-Lilria
Journal is occupied by notes by the editor, Mr. W. H. K.

Wright, on the recent exhibition of book-plates and
book-plate literature held by the society. Though
email, the exhibition had extreme interest. Many
reproductions of book-plates are given ;

one of great

beauty, of Francis Levien, being a frontispiece to the

second volume, of which the present is the first number.
The society is to be congratulated on its progress.

HAVING practically exhausted the great crus of the
Elizabethan drama, Mr. Swinburne has fallen back, in

the Fortnightly, upon the inferior vintages. He now
deals with Richard Brown, on whom he passes a judg-
ment that will startle most readers. On previous critics^

such BB Hallam, who failed to grasp Brown's greatness,
he is superfluously severe. Mr. James Mew gives an

analysis of Macchiavelli's
'

Mandragpla.' Ouida, in
' Death and Pity,' deals with just eeverity with a few of

our sporting Molochs, veritable monsters of slaughter.
The Whistler Exhibition,'

' How long can the Earth sus-

tain Life,' and 'Woman's Place in Modern Life' are

among the subjects discussed. Considerable attention

is paid in the Nineteenth Century to purely literary

matters. Prof. Masson deals with the death of Keats,

showing that the theory started by Shelley, and ac-

cepted by Byron, that it was due to the attack in

the Quarterly, is inconsistent with fact. This theory
has long been dismissed, but Prof. Masson's state-

ment of the entire case is acceptable. Mr. Wilfrid

Scawen Blunt writes on ' Lord Lytton's Rank in Litera-

ture.' It is the second Lord Lytton with whom he

deals. The position assigned the late nobleman is much

higher than mobt will be disposed to give him, Mr.
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Blunt ranking him after Tennyson, Swinburne, and

lloBBetti, and before Browning, Mathew (si'c) Arnold,
and William Morris. Lady Paget supplies an eloquent
defence of '

Vegetable Diet,' and Lady Grey Egerton
describes some sporting experiences in Morocco. No
fewer than seven 'Noticeable Books' are selected for

praise.
' Our Common Roads '

is a noteworthy contri-

bution to the Century, and gives some scientific infor-

mation as to road-making. The idea conveyed of Ameri-
can roads is that they are inferior, at least in beauty, to

those of many other countries. Many pictures of

American roads are given, together with representations
of Swiss, Norwegian, and French routes. We should

have been glad, if only for the sake of comparison, of a
view of an English green lane. Mr. Stedman writes

once more on ' The Nature and Elements of Poetry.'

Among illustrated papers are ' The Feast of the Marys,'
' The Story of the Two Marys,'

' The "
Wyoming

"
in

the Straits of Shimonose'ki,' and 'The Total Solar

Eclipses of 1889.' Scnbner's opens with ' The Social

Awakening of London,' being the first of a series of

papers on "The Poor in Great Cities." It contains

many portraits of mob orators and religious leaders, and
some striking pictures of scenes familiar to the average
Londoner. No. III. is issued of ' Paris Theatres and

Concerts,' and there is an excellent account of ' Charles
Keene of Punch,' with reproductions of many of his

designs. 'New Parks of the City of New York' has
much interest. Mrs. Humphry Ward reviews, in the
New Review,

' Grania : the Story of an Island,' on which
she passes strong eulogy. An important contribution is

supplied in the first instalment of ' Letters of Carlyle to

Varnhagen von Ense.' Many of these letters are cha-

racteristic, but, as a rule, Carlyle speaks in a nearer

approach to the language of ordinary men than is cus-

tomary with him. The correspondence now first pub-
lished is among the literary treasures of the Berlin

Royal Library. Mr. W. H. Mallock discusses ably the

subject "Le Style c'est 1'Homme." M. Zola's 'Three
Wars : Personal Recollections

'

is concluded. The third
and last instalment, which deals with Paris in the time
of French defeat, is thrilling. A review, in Macmillan,
of the ' Horace and the Elegiac Poets

'

of Dr. Sellar

takes a view of the claims of Horace as a poet more
favourable than is now generally entertained. A paper
on Hampton Court has been suggested by the comple-
tion of Mr. Law's '

History of Hampton Court Palace.'

'A Good Word for the Sparrow' is a readable and
sensible article.

' Alexander Enox and his Friends
'

provides readers of Temple Bar with some pleasant and

edifying gossip.
' On Biography and Biographies

' and
the concluding portion of 'Benjamin Robert Haydon'
also appear. In the Gentleman's, among articles of

antiquarian or literary interest, are '

Early English
Fares,'

' The Malt Liquors of the Ancients,' and a review
of 'Paul Bourget.' The English Illustrated gives an
illustrated account, by Mr. Joseph Bennett, of '

Singers
of the Day.' An account, by Mr. Archibald Forbes, of
'Lord Roberts of Kandahar' is accompanied by an ex-

cellent portrait. Mr. Parkinson writes, in Longman's,
on ' The Lampreys of the Severn and the Teme.' Mr.
Lang is brilliant, as usual. The Cornhitl depicts

'

Early
Railway Travelling,' and gives some entertaining

'

Letters
and Recollections

'

of Bulwer, Browning, Landor, and
other celebrities. These occupy some space, and are
well worthy of preservation. Mr. Aylmer Gowing
writes, in Belyravia, on ' William Blake.'

THE publications of Messrs. Cassell lead off with the
Old and New London of Messsrs. Thornbury and E.

Walford, Part LV. This keeps us still in the North,
taking us from the Alexandra Palace to Hampstead.
Busy enough, even here, has been the hand of so-called

improvement; but some spots depicted, such as Caen
Wood, the "

Spaniard's," and even " Jack Straw's Castle,"
are still recognizable. The Life and Times of Queen
Victoria, Part XV., is domestic in interest, the matter
of chief importance being the marriage of the Prince of
Wales, of which many representations are given. Views
of Copenhagen are also introduced. Cassell's Storehouse
of General Information, Part XV.,

"
Cicerone "

to"
Comedy," has a physical map of North America. The

work is an almost indispensable complement to the
'

Encyclopaedic Dictionary.'

MR. W. D. PINK, of Leigh, Lancashire, writes:
Kindly allow me space to record the death of an occa-

sional correspondent to ' N. & Q.' Mr. John J. Stocken
died on March 31 last. Although it was noc my good
fortune to enjoy by personal contact much of his acquaint-
ance, a copious correspondence over a series of years
gave me an intimate knowledge of him, and led to a
friendship that was highly valued. Suffering for a con-
siderable period from an acute disorder, lie had, as he
once remarked, to spend the half of each day pulling
himself together, that he might do a little work in the
other half. Mr. Stocken's chief forte was in the direc-
tion of the antiquities of the City of London. Feeling,
as many others have, the importance of a more thorough
knowledge of the history of the Corporation, especially
in the matter of an exact succession of mayors, sheriffs,
aldermen, and City officials generally, for many years he
devoted his attention to this line of research. It was a
source of great disappointment to him that his applica-
tion for permission to examine the Corporation records
was not entertained. With difficulty he managed to
collect a considerable quantity of MS. material, which,
while lacking that completeness a research among
the City archives would afford, is yet of a most useful
character. How willingly he placed the result of his
researches at the disposal of all who sought for his
assistance many besides the writer can testify."
MB. ELLIOT STOCK announces for early publication a

volume on ' The Folk-Speech of Devonshire,' by Mrs
Sarah Hewett.

ity &mm$mlt]!mt$ t

We mutt call special attention to the following notices :

ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications correspondents

must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the
signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to
appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication "

Duplicate."
G. T. K. ("Sume superbiam, quaesitum meritis ")

Horace,
'

Odes,' iii. 30, 14, 15.

R. B. S. (' The Pursuits of Literature '). By Thomas
James Mathias.

CORRIGENDA. P. 232, col. 2, 1. 7 from bottom, for" Lafden "
read Loyden; p. 283, col. 1, 1. 1, for "

Plaf-
den "

read Ployden; p. 284, col. 2, 1. 21 from bottom,
for " 84 "

read 184.
NOT1CS

Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The
Editor of 'Notes and Queries

'"
Advertisements and

Business Letters to " The Publisher "at the Office,
Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return com-

nunications which, for any reason, we do not print : and
o thii rule we can make no exception.
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HOT CROSS BUNS.

Most of us ate aware that the hot cross bun was
the time-honoured indulgence on Good Friday
evening, after the rigorous fast enjoined on all

good Christians in Catholic days. It was, in fact,

the " break "-fast, although not eaten until

the afternoon twilight. Consequently the hot
cross bun has held its place both at the breakfast

and the tea table. In some of our country
towns the immense number of hot cross buns sold

on Good Friday render that day in the bakers'

shops the busiest in all the year. Yet this custom
is local rather than national, for in many parts of

England the hot cross bun is unknown, while on
the border of Hertford and Cambridgeshire it

ia as inevitable as the Christmas plum pudding.
Strange as this may seem, there is a topographical

explanation 'or the predominance of the hot
cross bun in this particular district, for it was
here the old Roman roads, the Ickneld Street and
the Armynge Street, crossed each other. It was
here undoubtedly that the altar of Diana of the

Crossways was erected while the Roman eagle
lorded it in Britain.

Readers of Brand's '

English Antiquities
'

will

be aware that, long before the mass book and the
fast of the Romish priest, hot cross buns were
made in honour of Diana. The festival of the

sweet Queen of Night was kept soon after the
vernal equinox, when the dewy twilight of the

early spring was prolonged and softened by the

silvery light of the hunter's moon. The worship
of the moon found a place in almost every system
of ancient idolatry. It was dear alike to Egyptian,
Phoenician, Carthaginian, Greek, and Roman. As
Ashtaroth, Astarte, or Diana she was beloved by
the hunter and the fugitive.

It is more than likely that the outcast priests of

Baal, accompanying Phoenician traders in their

quest for amber and tin, were the first to bake
cakes for the queen of heaven on British ground.
We have ample evidence that the worship of the
moon held a conspicuous place in the cultus
of the Druids, and that a sacrificial cake formed

part of every offering. A divinity so universally

adored, although she might be worshipped under
different names, was easily recognized, for the

symbol of the crescent moon was everywhere the

same. Her sanctuary, therefore, became a refuge,
and her altar compelled respect. It was for this

reason the Greeks and Romans erected her altar

at the cross-roads, where it could be easily found

by the fugitive and the stranger.
These sacred cakes appear to have been made

in two ways. One was round and sweet, marked
with a cross dividing it into four, to indicate the
four quarters of the moon

; the other was horned,
and might have been intended to represent the

crescent rather than the full moon, or else it was
moulded into a rude resemblance to the bead of

the deer, the hunted victim seeking the goddess's

protection. We have but to recall the answer of
the women of Israel, when Jeremiah reproached
them with their idolatrous practices, to realize how

deep was the hold this custom had taken, even in

his far-off days :

" But we will certainly do whatsoever thing goeth
forth out of our own mouth, to burn incense unto the

queen of heaven, and to pour out drink-offerings unto

her, as we have done, we, and our fathers, our kings, and
our princes, in the cities of Judith, and in the streets of
Jerusalem." Jer. xliv. 17.

And again they demand :

" When we burned incense to the queen of heaven, and
poured out drink offerings unto her, did we make her
cakes to worship her, and pour out drink offerings unto

her, without our men ?
"

Jer. xliv. 19.

This was 587 B.C. A like determination n.ust

have possessed the women of Britain, who
evidently persisted in

"
baking their cakes" long

after the altar of Diana was overthrown. That
these cakes were originally intended for the un-

happy fugitives who had found shelter in the

sanctuary of the cross-ways is evident from the

following story, which Herodotus tells us.

The men of Corcyra had slain the son of the

king of Corinth : by way of retaliation the be-

reaved king seized three hundred children of the

principal families of the Corcyreans, and sent them
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to Sardis to be made slaves for the harem of the

Asiatic despot. The Corinthians who had the

care of them on the journey were compelled by
stress of weather to anchor in the bay of Samos.

This harbour was in shape a crescent, for the

Samians were worshippers of the queen of heaven.

Pliny tells us that the little shell-fish, echines, had

encrusted the bottom of the Corinthian galley, so

that the crew were obliged to disembark and turn

their vessel keel upwards to scrape it clean. The

sight of the three hundred little captives destined

for mutilation and slavery excited the pity of the

Samiang. They privately instructed the children

to take refuge in the temple of Diana, which over-

looked the crescent bay. Left to themselves whilst

their captors were at work, the little creatures fled

with the speed of the hunted hare, and gained the

sanctuary, which the Samians would not suffer

the Corinthians to violate. The latter could only

keep watch round the temple and prevent the

children receiving any food. Slavery or starvation

seemed the only alternative for these innocent

victims of revenge. The prayers and teavs of the

little suppliants touched the hearts of the Samians
more and more. They instituted a new festival,

which they were ever after careful to observe.

When the twilight shadows fell upon sand and sea

they introduced into the sacred fane a company of

their own boys and girls, who in a kind of reli-

gious dance were to carry in their hands cakes

made of honey and flour. This was done that the

famishing children within the temple might snatch

the cakes away and eat them before their unsus-

pecting Corinthian guards had time or opportunity
to interfere. Thus night after night the little

suppliants were fed, until the Corinthians, de-

spairing of ever accomplishing their cruel errand,
launched their ship once more and departed.
After a while the kind-hearted Samians sent the

children home. No wonder the honey cakes of

Samos grew deservedly famous. This incident,
which must have occurred about 600 B.C., gave the

cake of Diana its specific form the form we
still retain in the hot cross bun although it is

evident from the passage in Jeremiah that a cake

offering of some kind held its place in the worship

paid to the queen of heaven at a much earlier date.

The horned cake made in honwir of Diana as

the huntress was, like the unleavened bread of the

Jewish Passover, instituted as a perpetual memo-
rial a commemoration of a peril so extreme that

it gave to Greece her proverb of
" Phocensian

despair," applied to any one lost beyond the reach

of hope, and also of a deliverance as signal. It

arose in the days of Philip of Macedon, when the

men of Phocis had to defend themselves single-
handed against the united forces of all their neigh-

bours, because they had presumed to plough a

sacred field belonging to Delphi, the temple of

Apollo, i.e., the sun, As they armed themselves

for the last dread struggle, choosing death rather
than submission, one of their number proposed
the building of a funeral pile for their wives and
children, that all might perish together. The
decision was left to the women themselves, who
were summoned in a body to the tribal gathering.
With one voice they gave an instantaneous assent,
praising the originator of so noble and generous a
contrivance, and insisted upon weaving for him a
crown. It is said that the boys also met and COD-
sented to it. Every combustible substance which
the men of Phocis possessed was heaped together,
until the pile became so vast that there was room
for all their wives and children, with everything
else which they possessed, upon its top. It was so-

arranged that when the last man should have
fallen the whole could be easily fired. With a

courage intensified by the rebound of their own
fearless daring, echoed back by woman's silver
tones and childhood's lisp, the men of Phocis
rushed upon their foes, changing by their despera-
tion defeat to victory. No fire was kindled that

night but the simple household fire, yet it seemed
like a solemn rite in the eyes of those rescued
women as they baked their cakes upon the

glowing embers, and poured forth their thanks-

giving to the protectress of "the hunted deer."
It was a night to be remembered through all their

generations, and they commemorated it in their

simple fashion with a festival to Diana and a horned
cake. E. STREDDER.

EASTELL'S ' PASTYME OP PEOPLE.'
The occurrence for sale by public auction of so-

rare a book as Kastell's
'

Pastyme of People
r
is

an event which would under any circumstances be

noteworthy. There are, so far as I can discover,
not more than six copies now known to exist, and
of these six only one, viz., that which was given by
Harley, Earl of Oxford, to James West in 1729, is

perfect. It was bought for the king at West's
sale in 1773, and is now in the library of the
British Museum. The others are : (1.) British
Museum (Grenville, 6030), which, although stated

by Payne and Foss, in the Grenville Catalogue,
to have been " made complete," is nevertheless
not quite perfect, inasmuch as it still wants the
last leaf, which is blank on one side, with the

large woodcut of Kastell's arms on the back.

(2.) Hunterian Museum, Glasgow, wanting not

only the sixth and last leaves, but also a consider-
able part of the title, on which, in spite of these

deficiencies, appears the following autograph note :

" I had never heard of this perfect copy of a most
rare book which was reprinted and edited by me in 1811.

T. F. Dibdin, Aug. 31, 1836."

(3.) Earl Spencer, wanting the title-leaf and the
last (G 2), also the half of E 4 in the second series

of signatures. (4.) The Earl of Hardwicke's copy,
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wanting E 1 and E 6 in the first series, and G 2

bought by Mr. Quaritch in June, 1888, for 791.,

being the only copy which has been sold by auc-

tion in the present century with the exception of

Mr. Towneley's in 1814, which had six leaves in

facsimile, beside wanting three of the large por-
traits of kings ; and, lastly, the one which has

specially prompted me to write this note, namely,
one which came to light towards the end of last

year, belonging to Lieut.-Col. Tyrrell, and was

sold at Messrs. Christie's, on December 8, for 402.

Unfortunately it wanted the last three leaves, but

was otherwise in fair condition, and in one respect
differed in a remarkable way from all the other

known copies, which have the title as follows :

"The Pastyme of People. The cronycles of diuerB

realmys and most specially of the realme of Englond
breuely copylyd & emprynted in Chepesyde at the sygne
of the mearemayd next to pollys gate. Cum priuilegio."

There are two rows of very neat woodcuts running
the whole width of the title, one above and the

other below, the rest of the page being entirely

blank, and on the back is the "Prologus," be-

ginning :

" It is well affyrmyd by diuers and many historyers,
that after the dystruccon of Troye Eneas, with his son
Ascanius begotte of his wyfe Crusa doughter to Priam
Kyng of Troye ca in to Italy & ther maryed Lauina

doughter to King Latinus," &c.

But in thi?, instead of the title, as given above,
with its ornamental woodcuts, we have merely
these six lines set in the middle of the page :

" The cronycles of Englande and of
|
diuers other

realmes breuely com-
| pyled with the pyctures and

|

Armes of all the Kynges |
of England syth |

the Con-
quest."

The "
Prologus," as in the others, fills the whole

of the back page, beginning as follows :

"Who so wyll rede in auncyon cronicles & his-

toryes shall fynde y' after the distructyon of Troye,"
4Mb

with further slight differences for about a do-jen

or fifteen lines, after which it runs on to the end
of the page, agreeing verbatim with the others,
but with scarcely a line that does not exhibit

difference in the spelling. Throughout the body
of the work, although I had not leisure to examine

every page minutely, I found no other difference

paper, type, and everything else agreed, so far

as I could see, in every respect showing clearly,
to my mind, that the title and preface only had
been reprinted. The addition of the words " Pas-

tyme of People," as well as the introduction of the

woodcuts, would lead one to suppose that this was

adopted in place of the simpler title in Col.

Tyrrell's copy (and this would at the same time
account for the rarity of the latter), while, on the
other hand, the omission of all mention of so

important a feature in the work as the "
pyctures

"

and Armes of all the Kynges of England syth the

Conquest
"
in the new title is remarkable.

I have said that only six copies are now known,
to exist

; there are, however, some two or three
more at least, which may turn up some day.
Ratcliffe, whose library was sold in 1776, had two
(both imperfect), one of which he bought from
Jos. Ames. One of these was bought by George
Mason and the other by Mr. Chauncy. Mason's

copy, for which he paid 8l. 15s., had one leaf and
part of another in MS., and at his sale in

November, 1798, brought 91. Chauncy's, de-
scribed in his sale catalogue as "made up with

manuscript," was sold (1790) for 91. 14s., more
than double the price he paid for it (42. 7s.) at

Ratcliffe's sale. According to Dibdin, the copy now
at Althorp came from Mason

;
but whether it was

Mason's or Cnauncy's (and there is certainly good
ground for supposing it to be one of the two), the
other has still to be accounted for.

In addition to the one given him by Harley,
West had one which he bought at Sclater-Bacon's
sale for 11s. in February, 1737/8. This may have
been one of the two which Ratcliffe had afterwards.

But Harley also had a second copy, as we learn

from one of Tom Hearne's letters, in which, after

alluding to a very imperfect copy (
u valde mancum

est ") which he had borrowed from his friend Mr.
John Murray, he says that be has just had one
lent him by the Earl of Oxford, wanting only the

first leaf (" Murraiano sane longe prsestantius est

exemplar, utpote in quo nihil prater folium pri-
muni deest "), and this must have been the one
recorded in Osborne's

'

Bibl. Harl.,' vol. iii.

p. 253, and, being still on hand, reappearing a

year or so later in vol. v. No. 1254. This cannot

be identified as one of the six above mentioned,
and must surely be still somewhere in existence ;

and besides this, there still remains to be
accounted for the copy which I have already
mentioned as belonging to Mr. Towneley. He
had lent it to Mr. Brand, who, it seems, forgot
to return it, and it was catalogued for sale with
the rest of his library in 1807, but was claimed
before the auction came on, and restored to its

owner, at whose sale in 1814 it was bought by a

bookseller, Mr. W. Clarke, for 432. Is. What
became of it afterwards I know not.

In connexion with the copy in the King's
Library, British Museum, is a circumstance
which I should be glad to have explained. We
have James West's own MS. testimony to the fact

that it was given to him in 1729 ;
and another

note in the book is signed
"
J. West, 1760." How

comes it to have another signature (on the second

leaf), "Jos. Ames," with date 1739 1

FRED. NORGATB.

CURIOSITIES OF INTERPRETATION. No. I.

Perhaps nothing strikes the student of English
literature more than the curious helplessness of

our editors, especially in^former years, whenever
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they had to deal with somewhat difficult wor ,<.

No doubt their books of reference were far

inferior to wh it we have now
;
but in some cases

they really do not seem to have used their common
flense. The opinion was no doubt current, and

still obtains in some quarters, that there is no
such thing as skill or scholarship in relation to

the English language, for these should be wholly
reserved for the

"
classical

"
language?, wherein

"accurate" knowledge is of course indispensable;

although, curiously enough, it does not usually
extend to any care about correct pronunciation.
Almost any book of some slight antiquity

yields some amusing specimens. I happen to

take up
*

Early Ballads,' edited by Eobert Bell.

It is not worse than other books ; indeed, it is

better than many. But it will serve. Page 30 :

"Now lith and listen, gentlemen." The note is,
"

Liih, or lithe, to tell or narrate." This is all

pare invention. If we apply it, we obtain as the

sense,
" Now narrate and listen," i.e., the auditors

are requested to tell the story themselves. Of

course, lithe means "
hearken," and is synonymous

with "listen."

P. 44 : "Each of them slew a hart of greece."
The note is,

" Also spelt grize, greese, &c. Liter-

ally a step or degree." It therefore means "a
hart of steps." But surely a hart is not usually
so made as to resemble a staircase ! The greece
here meant is grease, in the sense of fatness, not
the greece or grecs which is the plural of gree, a

step.

P. 58:
Forth they went, these yeomen two,

Little John and Moche infere,
And looked on moch emys house;
The highway lay full near.

The note says that emys means " enemies." What
mock means we are not informed. But moch
should be Moch, with a capital, and " Moch emys
house

" means " the house of the uncle of Mocb."
If they had resorted for repose to a house of their

enemies, they must have been very stupid fellows.

P. 61:

They slew our men upon our walls,
And sawtene us every day.

The note says,
"
Sawtene, assaulted." But it

means "assault"; the form for "assaulted"
would be sawteden. However, to get this right
would have required an elementary knowledge of

English grammar.
P. 64 :

I gave him grithe, said our king.

The note is
"

Grithe, grace." But it means
"

protection."
P. 97:

The Earl of Huntley, cawte and keen.

The note is
"

Cawte, cautious." This is obviously
a guess, and of course no authority is either given
or supposed to be necessary. The right solution is

that cawte is written for caute, and caute is an
error for

"
cante," i.e., brisk, by the usual confu-

sion of u with n. As for cant and keen, it is the

old, old phrase, as noted by Halliwell.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

EASTER BIBLIOGRAPHY. (See 7th S. i. 325 ;

ii. 17 ; iii. 286; v. 246.)

The Skryveners' Play. The Incredulity of St. Thomas.
Edited by J. Payne Collier, Esq., F.S.A. Camden Soc.,
1859. An Easter miracle ply.
Ova Paeclialia sacro emblemate inscripta descriptaque

a G. Stengelio. 8vo., 1672.
Easter Kjigs. An article in the Antiquarian and

Bibliographer, 1885.
Felton (H.), The Resurrection of the same numerical

Body, a sermon before the Univ. of Oxf., Easter Day,
1725. See further '

Diet. Nat. Biog.,' xviii. 305 b.

Weddings at Easter. Free-Thinker, No. 7, April 14,
1718.

Heales (Alfred), Easter Sepulchres, their object, &c.

4to., 1869.

Boyle (J. R.), Easter Sepulchre at Preston Church,
Holderness. Hull, 18*1.

On Easter Sepulchres see 'Handb. Engl. Eccles.,' 1847,

pp. 63, 64 ;

' York Manual.' Surt. Soc., p. Ill ;
' His-

torians of Ch. of York,' i. 328-330.
Easter Spital Sermons.

1623. W. Balcanqual.
1680. John Sharp.
1709. F. Atterbury.

W. C. B.

RICHARD ALLISON. The 'Diet. Nat. Biog/
knows him not. According to the '

Biographical

Dictionary of Musicians,' by Jas. D. Brown, of

the Mitchell Library, Glasgow (Paisley and

London, 1886), Allison was an English composer
who flourished in the sixteenth and died in the

early part of the seventeenth century. I find in

a foreign periodical that the Munich Library has
a collection of MS. music for the lute, by Be?ard,

Fuhrmann, and Leroy, which contains a "pavana
brittannica" by an Englishman of the name of
"
Aloyson," probably our Allison. L. L. K.

FATHER PAEZ. The Spanish Jesuit missionary
who was probably (notwithstanding Bruce's attempt
to call it in question) the first European to visit

the source of the Blue Nile, in Abyssinia, was
named Pedro Paez. In the ' American Cyclo-

paedia,' however, his Christian name appears

erroneously as Francisco ;
and in the '

Dictionary
of National Biography

'

the date of his reaching
that source is wrongly given (vol. vii. p. 101) as

1615. Reference to Athanasius Kircher's * (Ed i pus

^Egjptiacus,' pp. 57, 59, will show that the true

date was April 21, 1618. W. T. LYNN.
Blackheath.

SNIPE. PROF. ATTWELL remarks, in his note
on 'Plural Forms of Names of Edible Fish' (ante,
\ 145), "that some birds chiefly game birds

are deprived of a plural form," and instances

snipe. This is not always done. Here are
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examples from three old friends in whose writings
the s final is employed :

" In breeding-times snipes play over the moors,
piping and hamming." White's '

Selborne,' Letter xvi.
" Three more snipes started from the swampy ground

I tried how many snipes would balance a part-

ridge."' Walks, Talks, Travels, and Exploits of Two
School Boy*,' by the Rev. J. G. Atkinson, I860, chap. iii.

pp. 28, 29.
" Woodcocks and snipes are such shy birds that a

couple of snipes."
'

History of Bird,' by Edward
Stanley, Bishop of Norwich, 1854, p. 29 (see also p. 338-

340).

The author of 'Forty Years in a Moorland
Parish' tells ns in the above-named delightful
book for boys that the snipe is "called '

heather-
blester

'

sometimes, from his making that sound."
In Dale's '

History of Harwich '

(second edition,

1732, p. 400) the bird is also called
"

snitb."

Whether this is a local name or not I do not
know. It is not given in Dr. Charnock's l Glos-

sary of the Essex Dialect.' Ptarmigan is another
word your correspondent thinks has no plural
form. Dr. Stanley wrote "Ptarmigans are a
favourite food," &e. (' History of Birds,' p. 149).

H. G. GRIFFINHOOFE.
34, St. Petersburg Place, W.

MEETING : POLL. These words have been
borrowed by the Liberals in Belgium, and are
used in the Flemish newspapers.

HYDE CLARKE.

OLD JOKES WRONGLT FATHERED. In the
Nineteenth Century for March, Lady Cork,
writing on * Some Social Changes of Fifty Years,'
tells a story of Lord Brougham, who was the guest
of the evening at one of Mrs. (Railway) Hudson's
big parties, coming so late that the hostess,
remarking upon it, said, "Our prima donna keeps
us waiting to-night." Now Mr. Vernon Heath,
in his book of 'Recollections,' just out, tells the
same story, only it is the Duke of Wellington, not
Lord Brougham, who was made the object of
Mrs. Hudson's remark, and the lady is reported
to have said to the duke, when he did arrive," You are our prima donna this evening. The
Rev. William Ashe King, writing in Belgravia
for February, states that O'Connell said of Peel," His smile is like plating on a coffin." Croker,
in his Familiar Epistles,' which were published
in 1804, gave offence to Miss Walstein and her
friends by comparing her smile to plating on a
Coffin. JUVERNA.

"LUXURIOUS" AND "LUXURIANT." These ad-
jectives are sometimes confounded. Thus, in
Arrowsmith's last 'Christmas Annual," The Shield
of Love/ by B. L. Farjeon, p. 7, I find " but her
hair was luxurious and abundant," where, however,
it would seem, from the addition of "abundant,"
that "luxurious " was intended to mean something
more than "

luxuriant," perhaps unusually good in

quality, for hair-grease can scarcely be alluded te.

But Mr. Farjeon might retort that "luxurious*
was similarly used by Milton, and "

luxury
"
by

Bacon (see Latham's Todd's Johnson), though I

do not know that a faulty use can be converted
into a sound one even by the authority of great
names.*
The same confusion is sometimes met with in

French also. Thus, in a clever writer like Paul
Feval ( Le Jeu de la Mort,' cb. xiv.) I find

"
et ses

doigts frdmissaient en passant dans la luxueuee

chevelure du jeune honmio"; but it strikes on-t

less in French, where " riche " and "
opulent

" are

so often applied to hair.

The converse confusion is also found, though;
I should say, less commonly. I well remember
that some years ago an advertisement appeared

daily for many months in the leading article page
of the Daily News, to the effect that the Grand

Hotel, Paris, was the most "luxuriant" hotel in

the world. Now far be it from me to say that no
hotels are "

luxuriant." Most of them are
;
but it

is in abuses chiefly, and this is not what was in

tended in the advertisement. F. CHANCE.

"HE THAT." In the 'Digby Mysteries>
edited by Dr. Furnivall for the New Shakspere
Society, I find the following line (p. 110) :

lesu I lesu ! qwat deylle is hym 1 pat ?

being the query of astonishment uttered by the

King of Marcylle when Mary Magdalene sup-

plicates him in the name of Jesus. The note of

interrogation at
"
hym

" shows that Dr. Furnivall

does not understand the construction. We must
read :

lesu ! lesu ! qwat deylle is hym J>at ?

that is,
" What devil is he t" " He pat" is he

emphatic, like the Latin "
ille ipse." Dr. Fnrnivall

is not the only philologer of eminence whom the

phrase has mystified. In the metrical ' Life of

St. Cnthbert '

Bishop Watcher's election to the see

of Durham from the secular order is thus com-
mented on (11. 7512, sqq.):

To walch?re all" war monkys hot ane,
pe whilk by symony pe Be gat;
With' in sex ruoneths remoued he pat,
Sexhelrnus was his name.

* This use of "luxurious" and "luxury" was of course
borrowed from classical Latin, in which luxuriates and
luxuria were commonly used=our luxuriant and luxuri-
ance. But it must be remembered that classical Latin
writers lia i little or no choice in the matter. Luxuriant
and luxuriantia did, indeed, exist (see Porcellini), bat

they were very sparingly used, and I question whether
luxurianlia was ever used of the rank abundance of

vegetation. In Bacon and Milton's time, on the con-

trary, luxuriant was already in use, and is used by them
themselves. There was no occasion, , therefore, to UB9
luxurious in the same sense. Luxuriancy and luxurianct,
however, especially the latter, do not seem then to have
been in common use, so that Bacon bad, perhaps, no
choice but to use luxury.
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Three different explanations of the third of thes

lines are offered to the reader, one of them mine

but all wrong. An explanation in accordanc

with the following item of the '

Promptorium
Pawilorum' "He, or he J>at. Ille, ipse" was no

approved by either of the distinguished specialist

to whom it was submitted, and the interpretation

respectively favoured by them appear on the page
of text. But since the printing of the book .

have met in Northumbrian verse with othe

examples of this curious phrase, namely :

And pan said he :

" what es he J>at 1
"

Scho eaid :
" my lord, god sun in heuyn."

Horstmann's '

Altenglische Legendon,
1

Neue Folge, p. 48, 1. 236.

)>an said }>ai :

" what es he J'at,

bat new es curaen and so hat 1
"

Ibid., p. 119, 1. 71.

My fals steward es went me fro ....
And to a lurdan es he gone ....
Jama >ai tel \>&t lurdan bat.

Mi frendes, 1 pray yow, fetchis him bat,
And whore-so-euer J?ai mai be funden

Bringes bam bothe ynto me bunden !

Ibid., p. 99, 11. 158-166.

I may add to the foregoing an example of a

cognate phrase used by Lydgate in his legend oi

St. Margaret :

Pirate to him-self thus he spake and sayde :

" What is she this 1 where dothe this goodely duelle 1
"

Ibid., p. 448, 1. 120.

Readers will, perhaps, be reminded of Shake-

speare's uses of "he" and "she,"as "that he"

(' As You Like It,' III. ii.). They are, however,
quite distinct. F. ADAMS.

105, Albany Road, Camberwell.

BYRON'S BIRTHPLACE. It is now just a year
ago that the owners of the rebuilt premises, No.

24, Holies Street, Cavendish Square (the house
where Byron was born), announced through your
columns that it was their intention to affix another

medallion to the wall as a record of this note-

worthy event. I trust these gentlemen will no

longer delay to fulfil their promise.
CECIL CLARKB.

INSCRIPTION. In turning over the leaves of a

Tolume of the Athenaeum for 1842 I have come
on the following, which it may be well to transfer

to the columns of
' N. & Q.' :

" The heats of the summer have so dried up the
waters of this river [the Elbe] that the water-mills are
all at a stand, and near Pirn;', the river is entirely dry.
The waters in retiring have given up a secret kept by
them for more than 200 years. A square stone is left

bare, having the following significant inscription in
Saxon patois :

' When last men saw me in August, 1629,
they wept: and they who see me next shall weep too.'

"

-P. 823.

'N. & Q.' has many readers in Germany. I
wonder if any of them know of this stone.

ASTARTE.

H. CHESTER'S BOOKE OF ORTHOGRAPHIE.
Baret, in his

'

Alvearie,' 1586, when discussing the

pronunciation of I, writes,
"
therein you may be

better resolved, if ye will consult with Maister H.
Chesters booke, which he hath diligentlie written

of Orthographic, after long and painfull trauell

(as it well appeareth) in sundrie languages."
Never having heard of Chester as an early

authority on pronunciation, I searched the Museum
Catalogues for him in vain, and then wrote to the

Bodleian librarian, Mr. E. B. Nicholson. He
put the matter into the hands of one of his officers,

Mr. W. H. Allnutt an oarsman and a member
of the National Amateur Rowing Association

who explains the difficulty created by Baret's

mistaking a man's office for his name. "In 1569
was imprinted at London by William Seres, dwell-

ing at the west ende of Paules, at the signe of the

Hedgehogge, An Orthographic, composed by I. H.
Chester Heralt, Anno 1569. A copy is in the

British Museum as well as here. The Chester

Heralt's name was John Hart." So Baret read

our old and now well-known writer's name as
"
J. H. Chester, Heralt." F. J. F.

GAVIN HAMILTON, PAINTER. The annexed

obituary notice in the London Evening Post of

November 3, 1737, may refer to the father of

Gavin Hamilton (1730-1797), painter, excavator,
and dealer in antiquities, noticed in

'

Diet. Nat.

Biog.,' vol. xxiv. p. 155 :

'

Yesterday died, at his House in Covent-Garden,
of a violent Fever, after a short Illness, Mr. Gavin

Hamilton, an eminent Painter in Conversation Way,
who has left a Widow and three young Children under
nconsolable Grief."

DANIEL HIPWELL.
17, Hilldrop Crescent, N.

'THE LYRIC GEMS OF SCOTLAND.' In vol.

xxix. of the '

Dictionary of National Biography
'

I credit Alexander Hume (1811-59) with the

editorship of 'The Lyric Gems of Scotland'

1856-8). For this ascription I thought I had
he best possible authority ;

but Mr. D. Jack,

Dublin, the Glasgow publisher of the work, writes

hat I am too absolute. He himself, he say;;,

dited the first series, while Hume, although duly
announced as editor of the second, only shared in

ts production, the main responsibility again rest-

ng on Mr. Jack. It is well that this should now
t length be known, as the general impression has

>een that Hume not only wrote many of the best

modern songs in the collection, but also did the

diting. THOMAS BAYNE.
Helensburgh, N.B.

DR. EDWARD GUEST MISINTERPRETED. Tn the

General Index to Dr. Guest's
'

Origines Celticse
'

ccurs the following :
"
Armorica, ace. to Bede

le Brython came from A., ii. 11 ; the reverse

truth, ib." From the index, as quoted above,
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we are to infer that Dr. Guest believed that the

Brython went originally from the British Isles to

Armorica (Brittany, and the coast trending thence

north-east) ;
but when we turn to the text to

which the index refers, we find that, while Dr.
Guest admits that Brythons subsequently passed
from insular Britain to Brittany, he agrees with
Bede and others who place the original home of

the Briton on the Continent. The passing over to

Brittany from insular Britain was but a return to

their former home. (Vide pp. 11, 12, 13, 18 and
19

;
also synopsis of chapter i. p. 1, vol. ii.,

*

Origines Celtic*. ') 0.

We must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct.

DESCENDANTS OF THE DEVONSHIRE DRAKES
IN FRANCE. Wanted, pedigree (or any available

information relating to the ancestry) of Thomas
Drake, who was married at St. Malo to Perrine

Deflaye, January 6, 1663, and was buried at the

same place on March 21, 1709, having died at the

age of seventy-nine. There are now in Brittany,
and perhaps elsewhere in France, representatives of

several branches of the family he founded. In

1696, in obedience to an order of Louis XIV.,
he enregistered his arms at Paris, where they may
be seen at the Heralds' Office. His history is of a
somewhat romantic kind, and is thus told by some
of his French descendants, who can trace their

pedigree clearly up to this English ancestor. They
say :

" We descend from the same stock as the great
admiral Sir Francis Drake, but are not of the same
branch. Thomas Drake, the first of our ancestors who
settled in France (at St. Malo), was one of the Drakes of
Ashe and Shardiloea. For some reason which we cannot
now tell he was sent from England to St. Malo at seven

years of age. At the age of eighteen his people brought
him home, but finding him a Catholic, they drove him
away, and would never again have anything to do with
him. So he settled down at St. Malo, and got married.
When the vice-queen [another member of the family
speaks of her as the "

ex-queen"] came to St. Malo, she
asked if there was any Englishman there, and the eon
of this Thomas Drake took her to his house at St. Malo,
where she stayed a month."

This tradition may refer to the queen ofJames II.,
who seems to have spent some time at St. Malo.
It looks like a very difficult case to solve, but per-
haps it would not be impossible for a thorough
genealogist to tell who this Thomas Drake was,
and trace his connexion with some branch of the
Devonshire family of that name. It is a curions

story, that of the scion of a great English house

being driven away for his religion to found a new
family in a strange land. H. C. T.

FRENCH PROVERB. What is the origin of the

saying :

"
II y a toujours 1'un qui baise, et 1'autre

qui tend la joue
"

? ALLA GIORSATA.

STANFIELD'S ' ROVEREDO.' I should be greatly

obliged if you or any of your correspondents could
inform me of the whereabouts of a drawing by
Clarkson Stanfield entitled

' Roveredo.' It was

engraved by J. T. Willmore in
' Heath's Pic-

turesque Annual* for 1832, and was probably
painted in 1830 or 1831. J. ASHBY-STERRT.

LECKT FAMILY OF STRABANE. Information is

desired respecting the ancestry and descendants of

Oliver Lecky, of Strabane, county Tyrone, who
died in the early part of the present century ; also

regarding the ancestry and relatives of his wife,
Anne Sproule, who, I think, was a sister of Dr.

Robert Sproule, known as "the Nabob," on
account of his wealth, acquired in the service of

the Hon. East India Company. I have the names
of Oliver Lecky's descendants by one of his

daughters, Isabella (my great-grandmother), who
married James Mathewson, jun., of Kirlish; so it

will not be necessary to include these in any replies
that may be given. Oliver Lecky, jun., son of the

above, married Mary Porter, who is said to have
been related to Jane Porter, the novelist. If so,

perhaps some reader will trace the relationship,
and will state at the same time from what part of

Scotland, and when, the Leckys went to Ireland.

J. J. ELDEK.
No. 1, Board of Trade, Indianapolis, Ind.

*LE DERNIER SOUPIR DU CHRIST.' Can any
one tell me the value of the French engraving of

the French picture
' Le Dernier Soupir du Christ,'

" Peint par Gue, Grave* par Jazet
"

? I think it

is at least forty years old, for I have known it

since I was a boy. F. W. DAVIS.

MATTOCKS. In the graveyard of the Kaniin-

bazar Residency, in this district, there is an inscrip-
tion to the memory of a lady Sarah, wife of

Col. Mattocks, who died Oct. 4, 1788, aged twenty-
seven. It describes her as being "the grand-

daughter of the great John Hampden, of St. James,
Westminster." This cannot be true if John Hamp-
den, the patriot, be meant, for he died in 1643,

nearly a hundred and twenty years before this

lady's birth. But it does not appear how she can
have been a descendant at all of the patriot, for

my brother has made researches into the Hampden
enealogy, and cannot find any mention of this

iarah Mattocks. I shall be much obliged if any
of your correspondents can clear the matter up.

H. BEVERIDGE, B.C.S.

Berhampore, Bengal.

' THE BIBLIOGRAPHY OF MATTHEW ARNOLD.'
The admirable compilation which has recently been
issued by Mr. Thomas Burnett Smart under this
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title says, in reference to
' The Strayed Reveller,'

"This volume is exceedingly scarce ; it was with-

drawn from circulation before many copies were
sold." We know, from Arnold's own testimony,
that 'Empedocles on Etna' was withdrawn from
circulation before fifty copies were sold; but was
this the case with 'The Strayed Reveller'? I

give below a copy of the only advertisement of
'

Empedocles
' that I have ever met with. It will

be found in the Athenceum for Oct. 30, 1852,

p. 1164:

"Published this day, in small 8vo. price 6*. Empe-
docles on Etna; and other Poems. By A. Also, by
the same Author, lately published, The Strayed Revel-

er; and other Poems. Price 4s. 6d. B. Fellows, Lud-

gate Street"
4 The Strayed Reveller' was published in 1849,
and if it was almost immediately withdrawn from

circulation, how was it still advertised in 1852 ?

My impression is it was withdrawn from circula-

tion at the same time as
'

Empedocles on Etna,'
and that a larger number of both works are on
the market than is generally supposed.

W. F. PRIDEAUX.
Kashmir Residency.

HISTORIES OF WARS. Can any one tell me the

name of a good history of the war in Flanders
under the Duke of Cumberland and the war in

Germany under Prince Ferdinand ?

MACROBERT.

THEODORA ROSE. Who was Theodora Rose;
and whom did she marry ? After her marriage
he used a monogram, consisting of the capital
otters T. F. M., interlaced, and surmounted by a

coronet, which I take to be that of a foreign
count. She did not marry until after the year
1815. A. J. M.

COUKT FOOLS OR JESTERS. (See 2nd S. v. 100 ;

3r* S. iv. 453, 523; v. 475; xii. 132.) The fol-

lowing appeared in the Standard of March 14 :

"
Wallett, 'The Queen's Jester,' died at Beeston,

near Nottingham, last night, aged eighty-six." Has
any work been written on the history of Court fools,

excepting that by the late Dr. Doran, for some
time editor of ' N. & Q.'

EVKRARD HOME GOLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

CHAIR OP SIR JOSHUA REYNOLDS. Dr. Edward
Fryer, who died about the year 1824, had presented
to him by some friends of Mr. Barry, the renowned

artist, whose life Dr. Fryer had edited, the chair

that had been presented to Mr. Barry by the

executors of Sir Joshua Reynolds, in which the

most eminent men who came for their portraits
used to be seated, and which is often introduced in

Sir Joshua's portraits.
Dr. Edward Fryer, although he makes several

special gifts, says nothing about thia chair in his

will. The Rev. William Victor Fyrer, D.D., a

Roman Catholic, in all probability inherited this

chair among other things; but be made a will

leaving all his property to the Roman Church.
None of the family know what became of anything
therefore. Can you say where this interesting
relic now is ? The anniversary of Reynolds's death

suergests the inquiry. GRKVILLE E. FRYER.
Philadelphia.

VILLAGE MUSEUM. Can any reader of 'N. & Q.'
tell me the name of the village in, I believe, Dor-

setshire, where General Pitt Elvers has founded a

museum of local antiquities 1 G. F. B.

DANCING. In what works shall I find the best

account of the history of dancing as exercised by
the ancients Romans, Greeks, Egyptians, Assy-

rians, &c. ? A. F.

PETER, DE ABANO. I shall be glad if any of

your readers can help me by explaining the five

Hebrew words used by the above author in his
'

Heptameron
'

in the following Latin exorcism :

"
Prseparate vos et obedite praeceptori vestro in nomine

Domini Bathat vel Vachat super Alrac ruens super-
veniens Abeor super Aberer,"

J. PLATT, Jun.

MARRIAGE WITH A DECEASED WIFE'S SISTER'S

DAUGHTER. In " ATable of Kindred and Affinity,

wherein whosoever are related are forbidden in

Scripture and our Laws to marry together," in my
Church of England Book of Common Prayer, the

first column ends with " Wife's Sister's Daughter."
I have examined the Scripture in search of words

which forbid marriage with a deceased wife's

sister's daughter, but cannot find such ;
and I shall

feel extremely obliged to any one who will be so

kind as to mention what part of the Bible the
'
table

"
refers to. Perhaps I ought to add that I

require the information for literary purposes.
PENNY A. LINER.

ARMORIAL BEARING. To whom does the crest

of Mercury holding a caduceus in the left hand

belong, with two figures seated face to face at the

base of crest ? R. CHAMPLEY.

THE 'ENCYCLOPEDIC DICTIONARY.' Who is

the compiler of Messrs. Cassell & Co. 'a 'Encyclo-

paedic Dictionary'? In the copy in the British

Museum Reading Room I find it put down to

R. Hunter. The Academy and the Athenceum

(both, if my notes are correct, for Oct. 17, 1891)
state that it was the work of the late Mr. John

Williams. Who is bringing out the new edition,

of which the first part has juat been announced by
the publishers ? H. LOGEMAN.

University of Ghent, Belgium.

PICKERING, OF TITCHMARSH, NORTHANTS,
BARONETS. What is the date of the creation of
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this baronetcy of Nova Scotia ? According to

the usual au horities, it was created in 1628 in

favour of Sir Gilbert Pickering, afterwards the

well-known member for Northamptonshire in the

Long Parliament and Chamberlain of the House-
hold to the Protector. But Sir Gilbert was not a

baronet on Nov. 6, 1629, when he was admitted
to Gray's Inn as

"
Gilbert Pickering, son and heir

of John Pickering, of Tichmarsb, Knight." It is

also worthy of note that in Milne's '
List of Nova

Sootia Baronets
'

(vide Foster's
'

Peerage,' ed. 1880)
this Pickering baronetcy is not included.

W. D. PINK.
Leigh, Lancashire.

BUTE. Will some Scottish reader of ' N. & Q.'

kindly tell me the proper sound of this word?
We Southerners always pronounce it Bewt ; but I

find in Chamberlayne's 'Present State of Scot-

land,' 1745, p. 296, that the shire is called
"
Buthe,

Bute, or Boot." John, Earl of Bute, the well-

known minister of George III., was detested by
the Wilkeites and the London mob ; and one of

their favourite jokes was to carry about and

ultimately burn a jack-boot. If the peer's title

of Bute was then pronounced boot, the joke must
have had additional force.

Oa February 14, 1765, one Williams, a book-

seller, was put in the pillory for republishing the

North Briton in volumes. He was received

with enthusiasm by a large mob, who hung up
opposite to him a jack- boot, an axe, and a Scotch
bonnet. The boot was beheaded, by chopping off

its top, and was then burnt. A subscription,

amounting to two hundred guinea?, was made on
the spot for Williams. ('Annual Register,' 1765,
p. 65.) J. DIXON.

HUGHES FAMILY. Can any of your numerous
readers supply a pedigree of the Hughes
family, including that of William Little Hughes,
author, &c., who died in Paris, January, 1887 1

F. P. H. HUGHES.

LINCOLN CATHEDRAL. Can any one refer me
to a copy of the modern monumental inscriptions
in Lincoln Cathedral? The Dean and Chapter
have recently found it necessary, in the course of

the restoration of the cloisters, to do away with
the inscribed slabs on the floor, and to replace
them with plain paving stones. Many of the

tombstones now lie, broken to pieces, in the
cathedral stoneyard. The ancient inscriptions are,
I believe, preserved in Bp. Saunderson's 'Survey'
of the cathedral

; but there were also many of

such modern date that the persons buried there
must no doubt have near relatives still living.
It is of these latter inscriptions that I am anxious
to obtain copies. ENQUIRER.

"HUNTING THE RAM" AT ETON. The Pro-
vost and Fellows of Eton College were said to hold

the manor of East Wrotham, in Norfolk, by the

tenure of a service which consisted in hunting a

ram through the streets of Windsor, a custom
which is said to have survived until the year
1747. I shall be obliged for any information

about this custom. Did this manor ever belong
to Eton College ? Can any of your correspon-
dents inform me of other similar customs of

hunting (or leading) animals through the streets ?

I know instances of hunting the hare and the

squirrel. CHARLES J. BILLSON.
Clarendon Park Road, Leicester.

MOUSE-EAR: THE HERB OF WONDER. In

chap. xi. of Mr. Morris's
' Tale of the House of

the Wolfings
' we read that the Hall-sun, the seer-

maid of the Wolfing kindred, "came forth pre-

sently clad in white, and shod with gold, and

having her hair wreathed about with the herb of

wonder, the blue-fl iwering mouse-ear of Mirk-

wood-water." This flower is evidently the Myosotis

palustris; but to what supposed virtue of the plant
is allusion here made ? It had the reputation of

unshoeing horses and of
"
fixing" quicksilver, but I

know of no other occult power that was ever attri-

buted to it. C. C. B.

JOHN LACY. Can any of your correspondents

give me any authoritative information as to the

birthplace, date of birth, and date and place of

death of John Lacy, a celebrated bass vocalist,

who emigrated to Calcutta in 1818 ? Any other

information on this subject will be gladly
received. ROBIN H. LEGGE.

33, Oakley Street, Chelsea, S.W.

COTSWOLD. I should be glid of examples of

this geographical name of earlier date than '

Ralph
Royster Doyster' (1553), where we have Cottsold

lion. Sbakspere, as is well known, has it as

Cottshold, Cotsall, and Cot-sal-man. I do not find

Cots or Cotes wold before 1658, and then the spel-

ling is evidently "got up" to support a conjectural
derivation from sheep-cotes and wold. Shenstone

(1743) has sunny Cotsol'. The conjecture that the

word contains cots or cotes takes no account of the

fact that these plurals were in 0. E. cota and
cotan respectively, that a Gnal s occurs only in the

genitive singular of cot, and in cote not at all.

J. A. H. MURRAY.
Oxford.

COTTAR-BANK.. This has been explained to me
as an embankment made to prevent the influx of

the tide by the Thames or other tidal river. The
term is used in the ' Annual Register

'

for 1849,
"
Chronicle," p. 72, of such a bank on the south side

of the river above Hammersmith Bridge. I should

be thankful for further information, especially aa

to the term cottar. J. A. H. MURRAY.
Oxford.
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MOLlfcRE, MEANING OF THE NAME.

(8
tb S. i. 227.)

MR. BoucHiEa will find moliere explained
as "a bog, or quagmue," in Cotgrave ;

as
"

terre

grasse et marecageuse" in Littre" ; as "fondriere "

in Godefroy's
' Dictionnaire del'ancienneLangue';

together with quotations from authors. It is

noticed in the O. Fr. glossary forming one of the

volumes of Da Cange, by Alberti(* Dicb. Frangais-
Ital.

1

),
and by Chambaud, who tells us,

" se dit,

dans quelques Provinces, de certaines terres

grasses & mare'cageuses, dans lesquelles les che-

vaux et les voitures sont en danger d'enfoncer,"
and englishes it" bog, swamp." But moliere had
other meanings : (1) a marlpit, (2) a millstone

quarry, (3) a millstone or grindstone, (4) a cannon-

ball of stone, (5) molar (tooth). Such English
names as Marsh, Fenn, and Mudd seem to run

parallel with Moliere (if we associate the name
with bog or swamp) ;

and indeed Moliere is a

French surname, for I have notices of a business

agent so named, whose address was, in 1835, Eue
Montmartre, 148, and in 1848, Rue des Jeuneurs,
10. A litterateur, Francois de Moliere, was assas-

sinated in 1623, the year before that assigned by
some as the date of the comedian's birth ;

and in

1848 a Moleri de Moliere was residing in the
" Grande Rue, 38, a Pantin." MB. BOUCHIER'S

expression of wonderment that the young comedian
should have chosen for his stage name " one that

means, or used to mean, a bog or swamp
"

is

premature. If he chose a name with a meaning,
it might have been any one of those above speci-
fied ; but, in default of his own explanation, it is

impossible to determine from among so many
significations that which his pseudonym might
bear for him. The most common meaning of

moliere seems to have been millstone quarry, and
this sense may be associated with the place-name
Molieres

;
but we can better imagine the comedian

posing under a name suggestive of a millstone or

grindstone. He might, too, have chosen the
" stone cannon-ball "

as his nom de guerre from an
idea of fitness savouring somewhat of the farceur.
But it has been thought that he took the name
from the literary man mentioned above, Francois
de Moliere, who, though now almost forgotten, may
have been in some repute in Moliere's early life

repute heightened, perhaps, by the tragic nature of

his death. F. ADAMS.
105, Albany Road, Camberwell.

Moliere is really a French common noun, femi-

nine, though it is not to be found in the 'Dictionary'
of the Academy. It means a bog or swamp, and
is used in this sense at p. 22 of a work entitled
* Me*moire sur les Marais de Cle'ville,' by Robin,

published in 1781. The passage runs thus :
" Vers

1566, ces marais n'e'taient meme encore qu'une-
terre mouvante et en molieres " The word i&

sjiven by Littre as a noun and an adjective,
together with a somewhat longer quotation. At
the time when Jean Baptiste Poquelin assumed
for his nom de guerre the name of a bog, the pro-
fession of an actor and a playwright was not what
it has become, and justly become, since. He did

not know then what Fate kept in store for him.

being hardly able to guess that he was to become
one day the greatest comic author in France. His

badge as a literary character was rather humble,,
indeed ; but he contrived to turn it to some

account, and to make this nickname a glorious

surname, which many a high lord of the day
might have been proud to bequeath to his own
son and heir. The upholsterer of Louis XIV.
could certainly have picked up a better-sounding
name " with all the world before him where ta

choose''; but he thought with Joseph Hall that
" he had rather men should complain of his small

hopes than of his short performances."
DNARGEL.

The common noun [moliere (from the Latir,

mollis) ought to be spelt molliere. Littre* gives

only the first of these spellings ; Bescherelle gives

both, with one and the same definition in the old

edition, and two different definitions in the new.

However, this word, unimportant as a provin-
cialism, might well be left out of a middle-sized

dictionary. How Jean Baptiste Poquelin came
to choose " Moliere "

for his surname has not been

ascertained, to my knowledge. It is evidently
not an anagram of his patronymic, as " Voltaire

"

has been made out (somewhat lamely) to be an

anagram of Arouet le jeune (abbreviated), viz.,.
" Arovet 1. i." F. E. A. G.

Cocheris, in his
' Nonas de Lieu,' derives La

Moliere (Aveyron, Eure, &c.) from the Low Latin

moleria, a mill. We have also Les Molie,res

(Seine-et-Oise, Gard, Dr6me, &c.), Les Moulieres

(Herault, Jura), La Mouliere (Var),and Meulieres

(Marne), from the same source. Cf. Ducange, s.v.

"Moleria." ISAAC TAYLOR.
*

In the edition of Moliere published at Utrecht
in 1713, tome i. p. 21, in the life prefixed, appears
the following :

" Us s'etablirent dans le Jeu de Paume de la Croix

blanche, au fauxbourg Saint Germain. Ce fut alors quo
Moliere prit le nom qu'il a toujours porte depuis : mais

lorsqu'on lui a demande ce qni 1'avoit engag6 a prendre
celui la plutdt qu'un autre, jamais il n'en a voulu dire

la raison, meme a ses meilleurs amis."

B. C.

[Other replies are acknowledged.]

ST. MAGNUS'S CHURCH, NEAR LONDON BRIDGE

(7
th S. xii. 488

;
8"> S. i. 71). MR. G. J. GRAY,

who asks, at the earlier of these references, whether
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an account of this church has ever been published
will find a great mass of valuable material scattere

freely up and down the pages of Dr. Sharpe's im
portant contribution to City history,
"Calendar of Wills proved and enrolled in the Cour

of Busting, London, A.D. 1258 A.D. 1688. Edited
with Introduction, by Reginald R. Sharpe, D.C.L.
Records Clerk."

One of the earliest notices occurs in about 1274
where mention is made of a shop and rents in

Bruggestrate, that is Bridge Street, in the parisl
of St. Magnus (vol. i. p. 18).

In about 1291 Milo de Oystergate leaves a

bequest
"
for the maintenance of a burning lamp

before the great cross in the said church of S. Mag
nus

"
(vol. i. p. 96).

Any antiquary interested in the history of a

parish in the City of London will find it absolutely
necessary to consult these two handsome volumes.

W. SPARROW SIMPSON.

STONE SHOT (!' S. x. 223 ; 8th S. i. 168).
Under the heading "Shot

"
in Haydn's

'

Dictionary
of Dates,' among the details given is the following
" In 1418 Henry V. ordered his clerk of the ordnance to

get 7.COO stone shot made at the quarries at Maidstone
Since then chain, grape, and canister shot have been
invented as well as shells ; all of which are described in
Scoffern's work on '

Projectile Weapons of War, and Ex-
plosive Compounds,' 1858."

"Bombs" (same authority), are said to have
been invented at Venlo, in 1495, and used by
the Turks at the siege of Rhodes in 1522. They
came into general use 1634

; previously used by the
Dutch and Spaniards. I thiak possibly this may
give MR. FTNMORE some clue to the true date of
the atone shot being given up. G. S. B.

LONG NAILS AND GENTILITY (8
th S. i. 187).

There is in Hofman's *
Lexicon Univ.' the follow-

ing :

"
Legimus Dionysii filias, post innuraeras contumelias

unguium tandem compunctione necastas, a Lorensibus,
apud Athenaeum, 1. xii. c. 19. Hinc prsescindendi nulla
ejus vi hominibus cura, hodieque apud certain Indise
gentem nobilitatis non aliud certius indicium. Postmo-
dum vero politiori vitas illos praesecare coeperunt, quod
f%ovvxi%uv Graecis appellatum."

The last two lines of the quotation (p. 187) from
Moliere's play appear in

' N. & Q.,' 6"> S. vii. 50,
with a query from R. H. B. There are replies at

pp. 316, 317. MR. G. MASSON refers to the
notes in Hachette's 'Moliere' ("Collect, des
Grands Ecrivains," v. p. 473, n. 2). ALPHA
refers to the

' World of Wonders '
for the custom

in this matter of the Chinese, Siamese, Annamese,
from which it appears that the nails sometimes
reach a length of sixteen or seventeen inches.
There are some further remarks from the same
book, without any reference to the place in it. I
have looked unsuccessfully in Cassell's

' World of
'

ED. MARSHALL.

The barbarous custom of allowing the nail oa
the little finger to grow to an abnormal length still

survives in France, and is aped everywhere on the

Continent where French influence prevails. Oddly
enough, a brainless youth in the south-east of

Europe made precisely the same excuse for wear-

ing the long nail as your correspondent's friend,,

the Buddhist priest. L. L. K.

I do not know whether the fashion is still in

vogue, but I remember, when on my travels some

thirty years ago, meeting many Frenchmen with

finger-nails of inordinate length. Two instances

in particular occur to me. One was that of a fellow

traveller to Constantinople, whose nails were all of

such monstrous growth that the sight of them used
to give me the horrors every time I came across

him. This gentleman, who was what is vulgarly
called

" a great swell," held some high official post
under the Government. The other instance was
that of a party of French naval officers, travelling
from Marseilles to Paris, each of whom had an

excessively long nail on the little finger of his

left hand. The explanation which I had at the

time was that the possession of long nails indicated

that the owner was not called upon to perform any
manual labour. I was also told that such great
care was taken to prevent breakage, that before

going to rest at night it was customary to encase

the nails in order to protect them. C. M. P.

" FOR HE *S A JOLLY GOOD FELLOW "
(7

tn Sw

xii. 489; 8th S. i. 92). A correspondent informs

me that the tune to which this song was sung is
'

Marlbrouck,' once the national air of France. In
' Marlbrouck '

the death and burial of Queex
Anne's great captain are burlesqued, and in what
some French critics have considered its scathing
satire the disasters of Blenheim and Ratnillies are-

supposed to have been avenged. But the fact is

really the reverse ; for if read appreciatively
'Marlbrouck' expresses the wide -spread terror

occasioned by the mere mention of Blenheim's

aero and the exultation of the French when they
heard of his death. EBLANA.

" For he 's a jolly good fellow," referred to at

ihe last reference as the tune in England of the

French national song
'

Marlbrouck,' does not refer

to the
" death and burial of Queen Anne's great

captain," but is the burlesque of a later Duke of

Harlborough, the commander of an unsuccessful

xpedition for the invasion of France. It was a

avourite air of Napoleon, which it could hardly
lave been had it been a burlesque on the con-

[ueror of Blenheim, &c., for whose military
rowess the first French emperor entertained the

tighest respect.
R. LEWINS, M.D., Surgeon Lieut-Colonel.

CHRISTIAN NAMES OF FOREIGNERS (8
th S. u

45, 196). Much of MR. HELM'S note is answered
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by my own just above it. His query, however,
demands a reply in courtesy. I would give the

original name, whether of person or place, in all

casts where we have not an accepted English ren-

dering of it. Florence, Cologne, and Moscow
are accepted English forms, and have long been

so. But why should we style a German Louis

any more than call a Frenchman Ludwig !

HERMENTRUDE.

Perhaps HERMENTRUDE will oblige by giving a
reference to an example showing the use of

"Ludwig" in lieu of "Louis," in the case of

Germans, earlier than the current year. With
regard to "Lewis" there are at least two epitaphs
in the Huguenot cemetery here in Wandsworth
on Frenchmen who bore the name of Louis in

their own country, the earlier of the two known
to me being that of "Lewis de la Porte d

Crauant, French gent.," who died February 5, 1709

(old style). No doubt earlier examples can be
found to prove that " Lewis "

is of more ancient

usage than either " Louis" or "Ludwig
" in Eng-

land. Has the Grand Duke of Hesse ever been
alluded to in English as

"
Ludwig

"
?

L. L. K.

THE PANEIDOLON (7
th S. xii. 468). I think no

reply has yet been given to this query. Inquiries
that I have made have resulted in a reference to
" Mr. Whipple, Kew Observatory, Richmond," as a

gentleman who would probably give the required
information. Should A. J. M. learn anything more
about the Paueidolon through that source, perhaps
he will kindly communicate the same for the

benefit of the readers of
' N. & Q.' 0. M. P.

"BOOT AND SADDLE" (8
th S. i. 209). Mr.

Wedgwood, in the Transactions of the Philo-

logical Society, 1855, p. 70, explains that this

expression is derived from the French boute-selle

horsemen, prepare yourselves to horse. Whyte-
Melville, in his '

Songs and Verses,' says :

Stand to your horses ! It 's time to begin ;

Boots and Saddles ! the pickets are in !

EVEEARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

The English form of this expression is at least as

old as Bunyan, for it is found in his
'

Holy War ':

" Then said Diabolus, What is the meaning of this?

They neither sound Boot-and-Saddle, nor Horse-

and-away, nor a charge." HERMENTRUDE.

DR. PANQLOSS (8
th S. i. 86). MR. MARSHALL

will find another instance of the
" A double S "

in

the obituary notice of the notorious Francis, Lord

Despei2*er?
in the Gent. Mag. for December, 1781,

p. 594. \ G. F. R. B.

S. i. 274). Has it any origin
or history to discusS", beyond Foote's well-known

nonsense,
" So she went into the garden to cut a

cabbage leaf," &c.? If the song-singing corre-

spondents of ' N. & Q.' want a new song, let them

get the music of this. I can promise them half an
hour's delightful amusement with it.

C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.
Longford, Coventry.

THOMAS AREOWSMITH (8
th S. i. 168). I sent a

question concerning this painter to
' N. & Q.,' 7 th

S. i. 249, but no reply was obtained. I saw a

small oil painting of the famous Daniel Lambert,
weight 52st. lllb. (14 Ib. to the stone), at Mr.

Prate's, in Hulme, which I should think has been
an excellent likeness. It is carefully painted and
beautiful. The subjoined is written on the back
of the painting:

" Taken by T. Arrowsmith, an artist, deaf and dumb,
and presented by him to Mr. Daniel Lambert as a token
of respect, June, 1808."

The following query, which also elicited no reply,
is from * Local Notes and Queries,' from the Man-
chester Guardian, 1875 :

"688. T. Arrowsmith. Could any of your numerous

correspondents give me any clue to an artist of the

name of T. Arrowsmith, who has executed some

splendid portrait paintings (dated 18C6 to 1824) of per-

sonages in Rochdale and neighbourhood] Any informa-

tion would be thankfully received by one who possess a

number of his exquisite paintings. JOHN JONES."

I have been consulting a book (272 pages,

8vo., 1819) at the Manchester Public Reference

Library, King Street. This work is entitled
' The Art of Instructing the Infant Deaf and

Dumb,' by John Pauncefort Arrowsmitb, illus-

trated with copper plates, drawn and engraved by
the author's brother Thomas, an artist born deaf

and dumb, to which is annexed the method of

educating mutes of a more mature age, which has

been practised with so much success on the con-

tinent by the Abbe de 1'Ep^e, London. The

frontispiece is a portrait, in old-fashioned attire,

with a brush in the right hand, of Mr. Arrow-

smith. He was a native of Newent, in the

county of Gloucester. In a foot-note is given
a copy from the Bath and Cheltenham Gazette

of January 14, 1818, of part of a letter,

written by G. Chippendale, Esq., of Winwick,

illustrative of the sense of feeling in Mr. Arrow -

smith. J. P. Arrowsmith died at his house,

Pembroke Garden, Liverpool, April 14, 1829, but

I cannot tell the date of his brother's decease, who
would be fifty-four years of age when ceasing to

exhibit his works of art.
' The Connoisseur's Repertory. Part III. And-

Art,' by Thomas Dodd, of Manchester, after-

wards London, about 1827, gives the following:

"Thomas Arrowsmith. Deaf and dumb from his

birth, which occurred about the year 1776, was never-

theless blessed with a quick arid comprehensive mind
and a natural turn towards attaining to a proficiency in

the art of painting portraits and other subjects in
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miniature, in which practice he excels, and continue

so to do to the present time. He first exhibited a

Somercet House in 1792 two subjects in miniature com

pass of Cain slaying Abel, and Mary Magdalen con

versing with Christ. In the following year he applied
himself to poi trait painting, and exhibited two portraits

of gentlemen. In 1795 he reappeared at Somerse
House in a miniature of himself, and of six others o:

different individuals. In 1796 he produced the portrai
of a bishop, and that of an old man. In 1797, miniature

portraits of two young gentlemen, and that of a lady
In 1798 miniature portraits of Mr. Flaxman, Mra
Harris, and Mr. Westou

;
also of himself. Mr. Harris

jun., and Mr. Crensy, jun., the two latter his associates

who were also alike defective in speech and hearing. IB

1799, a rniniatuie of Mr. Luke Fitzgerald. Mr. Arrow-
smith now r sici'-sat Manchester, where his talents are

duly appreciated."

FREDERICK LAWRENCE TAVARE".
30, Rusholme Grove, Manchester.

&c.: ET CETERA (8
th S. i. 66, 177, 237).

Since writing my note at the first of the above
references I have received the part of the ' New
English Dictionary

' which deals with this word or

phrase in a very interesting article of about three-

fourths of a column. If those gentlemen who dis-

sent (at the second reference) from my strictures

will refer to it, they will find that it entirely sup-
ports me. 1. It gives, amongst numerous quota-
tions, no instance of its use adjectively, as by the
"

brilliant author " who was the first cause of

my note. 2. It in no way suggests or supports
the reading of it as et ceteri or et cczterce. 3. The
' N. E. D.,' amongst the various uses of it sub-

stantively, gives it as signifying
"

c. A number of unspecified things or (improperly)
persons."

This was the main substance of my contention.

R. HUDSON.
Lapwortb.

HINTS TO FARMERS (7
th S. xii. 126, 232, 350,

429, 511
; 8tb S. i. Ill, 189). R. R. writes at the

last reference a reply which seems to me to contain
much that is very good sense and much that,
whether we like it or not, is irrefutable. But I
wish to suggest to him and to his readers a con-
sideration which occurs to me on reading the

following passage in his article :

" However much
A. J. M. may regret it, the number of coarse
farmers [I do not quite like the word coarse,
used as necessarily synonymous with poor; but
that is obiter dictum] who allow their daughters
to do the work of men will decrease, and not
increase." I fully sympathize with R. R. in think-

ing that any such change would be real progress,
and eminently desirable. And I remember the

disgust with which I heard in the south of Europe
the fathers, husbands, brothers, and probably even
lovers of women who were carrying on their backs

very heavy sacks of potatoes up a steep place, call

that work "
lavoro di donna "

!

But what about the hoped-for increase of small

holdings and of peasant proprietors ? Are the

daughters of the peasant proprietors of small hold-

ings likely to escape from the exigencies which

R. R.'s "coarse" farmer fathers require from their

daughters ? Has R. R. ever had the opportunity
of observing the mode of life of the women, wives

or daughters, of the peasant proprietors of France ?

The increase of small holdings may be very
desirable from many points of view. My ignorance
is too great to admit of writing

"
is

"
instead of

"
may be." But I fear that it is unmistakable that

the female members of a peasant proprietor's family
are likely to be conversant not only with dairy

work, but with field work, and to have hands and
minds more occupied with mattock and hoe than
with piano or tennis.

R. R. writes further,
" There is a growing dis-

satisfaction with rural life through all classes of

it." I am afraid that there is but too much reason

to think he is right. But nobody, I take it, will

doubt that such a statement is about the most sad

and fatal that could be put forth about any nation

under the sun.
"
Education," R. R. continues,

"is removing that numbness of intellect and
dulness of feeling which once made rural employ-
ment endurable to the labourers."

No ! The increase of reading, and the absorption
of undigested and half-comprehended ideas in the

absence of education, has no doubt tended to

create the discontent which R. R. signalizes. But
" numbness of intellect

" and " dulness of feeling"
needed to make rural life tolerable ! Why does an

average English acre produce, despite all dis-

advantages, more than an average French acre?

I think for no other reason than this, that rural

life in England has been characterized by less

numbness of intellect and dulness of feeling than

rural life on the other side of the Channel. What !

Is such numbness and dulness necessary, then, for

the satisfactory making earth give forth her in-

crease ? I had fancied that the "
Quid faciat laetos

segetes
" was a subject not altogether to be left to

numbed intellects. No doubt the East-end London
"docker" knows, as he would phrase it, "a thing
or two

"
which never entered into the philosophy

of Hodge the hedger and ditcher or of Dick the

carter. But does any one who has any knowledge
of the two classes of human beings imagine that

;he more benumbed intellect or more dulled feel-

ing is to be found in the latter individuals ?

The wisest heads among us are anxiously busy
with schemes for combating and remedying the

recently developed tendency among those whose

ot it is to earn their bread by the sweat of their

>row to prefer doing so amid the surroundings of

a city rather than amid those of the country. And
his matter is deemed by the wisest and best heads

,mong us as one of the most important that can
laim their thoughts, because they know that the
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tendency in question is, and must be, if unremedied,

absolutely fatal to every hope of future national

well-being. But are any of the means which have

been advocated as calculated to afford a hope of

checking the tendency in question compatible
with the hope that B. E. expresses, that the

number of farmers' daughters engaged in dairy
work and even in some cases, perhaps, in field

work should not increase, but decrease ? And is

it hopeless that education more education, if we
could only get the right meaning of the word into

our heads might, instead of destroying that

numbness of intellect which E. E. seems to think

necessary for the contented prosecution of rural

labours, so quicken the intelligence and brighten
the feeling of the rural labourer as to render his

toil and his mode of life as preferable in his own

eyes to those of the lower classes of town toilers as

they unquestionably are seen to be when judged
by any elevated standard ?

T. ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE.
Borne.

[We have known of a ploughing team in France con-

sisting of a woman, a donkey, and a dog.]

PAGANISM IN BRITTANY (8
th S. i. 88).

" Ces deux croyances sont evidemment un vestige du
culte pour les elements qui formaient la base du druid-

isme. Du reste, les traces de celui-ci sont encore pro-
fondemerit empreintes partout dans notre vieux duche;
il est aise de voir que le catholicisme, afin de s'e" tablir plus
facilement parmi les Celtes, s'est ente sur 1'ancienne foi,

comme si 1'on cut craint, en 1'isolant, qu'il ne prit point
racine assez surement Le Gelte, avant sa conversion,
avait un autel eleve i la haine ; il ne put se re"soudre a
ti'en avoir qu'un seul consacre

1

a la charite. Son vice lui

6tait reste, et il lui fallait le Dieu de son vice. II songea
done a conserver son culte en changeant settlement de

patron. Son esprit grossier ne voyait, sans doute, dans
le Christ et sa famille que des divinites supe'rieurea en

puissance a ses anciennes idoles ;
il pensa qu'il pouvait

transporter ses hommages des premiers autels au nouveau
sans rien changer, et qu'il n'y avait, apres tout, qu'un
culte a dem6nager. Ce fut ainsi que ce qui appartenait
a un dieu barbare fut attribue" par lui a la mere de Jesus,
et que Ton vit s'elever des chapelles sous l'6trange invo-

cation de Nolre-Dame de la, Haine ! Et ne pensez pas

que le temps ait ecUire les esprits et redressed de sem-

blables erreurs ! une chapelle dediee a Notre-Dame de

la Haine existe toujours [1836] pres de Tr6guier [Cotes-

du-Nord], et le peuple n'a pas cess6 de croire a la

puissance des prieres qui y sont faites Superstition
bizarre et vraiment celtique ; vestige eloquent de cette

energie farouche des vieux adorateurs de Teutates, qui
semblent ii'avoir renoncer [*tc] a 1'epee qui venge et tue

qu'a la condition de pouvoir poignarder encore par la

priere!" Emile Souvestre, 'Les Derniers Bretons,'
lere Partie, chap. iii.

The foregoing is a very remarkable instance of

paganism informing Christianity. Here is an

instance, more innocent than " Notre Dame de la

Haine," of Christianity informing,Paganism. Im-

mediately after his very striking description oi

Carnac, Souvestre continues :

" J'etais depuis deux heures dans la contemplation de

cet incomprehensible ouvrage; je parcourais les rues

immenses de cette ville sans model e et sans nom, lorsqu'un
eune paysan pa-sa, conduisant une gcnisse noire, maigre
et malade. Je lui souhaitai la bienvenue. '

Que Dieu
vous benisse, monsieur!' me re'pondit-il en tirant son

chapeau ; car il avait vu que j'etais un compatriote.
' Sais-tu qui a mis la ces pierres 1

'

lui demandai-je, en
lui montrant les lignes de menhirs. Le paysan se signa.

'9a, monsieur.' dit-il, 'ce sont les soldats qui pour-
suivaient saint Corneille, le bon patron de notre paroisse;
comme il allait etre pris par eux, et qu'il etait arret6 par
la mer, il les chaugea en pierres ainsi que vous les voyez
1^..' Je remerciai le patre et je passai ; je veuais de
retrouver la trace chretienne au milieu de mes reves

d'antiquaire ; j'avais marche sur le moyen-age en
tournant autour d'une pierre druidique." Hid., lerfr

Partie, chap. iv.

JONATHAN BOUCHIBR.

SOUTHET'S ' THE DOCTOR' (8
th S. i. 209). The

following information, which is taken from
Lowndes's '

Bibliographer's Manual,' vol. iii.

p. 2460, ed. 1864, will probably meet the

requirements of your correspondent :

"This whimsical work ('The Doctor') originally

appeared as follows : vols. i. and ii. 1834, vol. iii. 1836,
vol. iv. 1837, and vol. v. 1838 Vol. vi. appeared in

1847, edited by Soutbey's son-in-law, the Rev. John Wood
Warter. See Gent. Mag., N.S., vol. xxvii. p. 609. The
seventh, being the concluding volume, appeared also in

1847, and is noticed in Literary Gaz., Oct. 23, and in the

Athenaeum, Oct. 23 and 30, 1847."

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

I have five volumes of Southey's 'The Doctor/
second edition. Vol. i. is dated 1835, and vol. v.

1838. I believe that there is a sixth volume, about

which I have often purposed to inquire of the pub-
lishers, Messrs. Longman & Co.

ALFRED GATTY, D.D.

The above is complete (second edition) in 7 vols,,.

1835-47. H. MIDWORTH.
Newark Stock Library.

[Other replies are acknowledged.]

Y FOR TH (8
th S. i. 289). I regret to say this

note is incorrect. The use of y for th has nothing
whatever to do with the letters t and h. I have

explained, many times over, that the y in ye

(for the) arose out of the old thorn-letter which is

so common in Anglo-Saxon MSS. as a symbol for

the simple sound now denoted by th. Every
one who has ever seen MSS. of the fifteenth

century must know this. It is common in

Caxton's printed editions. Even before A.D. 1300

we find MSS. in which the y and the thorn-letter

can hardly be distinguished. For example, take

the MS. of Havelok about 1290. The Clarendon

Press will shortly publish
' Twelve Facsimiles of

Old English MSS.,' which will prove this |to

every one who inspects them.
WALTER W. SKEAT.

" ANOTHER SUCH A VICTORY," &c. (8
th S.i. 228).

It was Pyrrhus, of course. The correct version, I

believe, is, "Another such victory and I must
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return to Epirua alone." I have the excellen

authority of Macaulay's "schoolboy" for the in

formation that Pyrrhus was King of Epirus, an

that he won his dearly earned victory over th

Romans on the river Siris in 280 B.C. L. L. K.
" Such another victory and I am quite undone,

was the exclamation of Pyrrhus, King of Epirus
to his generals when they congratulated him upo
his victory over the Romans near Sybaris. Se
Rollin. See, also, an excellent essay of TickelF

on Lewis XIV. of France, in No. 180 of th

Spectator, in which he introduces this and anethe

story of Pyrrhus to illustrate the conduct of Lewis
W. POWER.

Glasgow.

Something like this phrase was expressed b;

the victorious general immediately after the battl

of Waterloo i

" As Wellington recrosaed the field of carnage to th

head-quarters at Waterloo, it is said that, on viewing th

surrounding thousands of dead and dying with which th

ground was heaped, the reck already poisoning the ai

with the noisome effluvia of the shambles, while th
moans of the wounded pierced the air, he exclaimed
' I have never fought such a battle

;
and I hope neve

to fight such another.'
" ' Life and Times of the late

Duke of Wellington,' by Lieut.-Col. Williams, vol. ii

p. 266.

N. E. R.
West Herrington.

Something like this is the saying ascribed to

Soltikoff, after the defeat of Frederic in 1759
"
that on such another victory he must go alone,

with his truncheon in his hand, to carry the news
to St. Petersburg." (Coxe's

' House of Austria,
ch. cxiv.) EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.

Hastings.

OLD SONG (8
th S. i. 227). The words of Will

you hear a Spanish Lady ?
'

are to be found in

Percy's 'Reliques' and Deloney's 'Garland of
Good- will.' A folio edition of this ballad was
published in 1846, and was illustrated by Lady
Dalmeny ; the reviews of this edition which ap-
peared in the Edinburgh Review for April, 1846,
and the Quarterly Review for September in the
same year, give much information, and the
former gives the poem in full. Sir John Bolle
was not the author, but the object, of ' The Spanish
Ladye's Love.' EDWARD M. BORRAJO.
The Library, Guildhall, E.G.

This old ballad, condensed by J. Oxenford,
appears under the title of ' The Spanish Lady's
Love '

in ' Old English Ditties,' selected from W.
Chappell's 'Popular Music of the Olden Time'
(London, Chappell & Co., n.d.), pp. 46, 47.
Three verses are given. JOHN T. PAGE.
Holmby House, Forest Gate.
' The Spanish Lady's Love' is the title of the

song of which MR. HALL quotes the first line.

Ritson, in his 'Ancient Songs and Ballads,'
attributes it to Thomas Deloney, who printed it

in 'The Garland of Good-will,' a collection of

songs and ballads which be published before 1596.

See edition by Reeves & Turner, 1877, p. 240.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

[Other replies are acknowledged.]

HASWELL FAMILY (8
th S. i. 147, 216). MR.

NARCIS R. HASWELL is mixing up three distinct

families, viz., Haswell, Hasell, and Halswell. The
first, according to Burke's ' General Armory,'
was of Scotland ; but the probability is that the

family originated at, and took its name from,
Ilaswdl (now the celebrated coal-field) in the

county of Durham. The Hasell family was for-

merly settled in Cambridgeshire, and migrated
to Cumberland in 1665 (vide Burke's ' Landed

Gentry,' 1886, p. 857) ; whilst the Halswell family
took its name from the manor of Halswell, in

the parish of Goathurst, Somerset, where it was
settled from a very early period. Sir John North-
cote did not marry "the heiress of Halswell,''
but the daughter of Hugh Halswell, of Wells,
Somerset, a cadet of that house.* Jane Halswell,
the heiress of Halswell, married, in 1648, Col.

John Tynte, of Chelvey, in the same county, in

which family the estate now remains (Burke's
'Landed Gentry,' 1886, p. 1870).

CROSS-CROSSLET.

REV. JOHN A. WALLINGER (8
th S. i. 148, 196,

237). The family of Wallinger were living at

Hare Hall, near Romford, in the latter part of the

last century. In 1763, John Wallinger, of London,
merchant, possessed it. He died in 1767, and by
bis will, dated March 16, 1766, he bequeathed
the mansion of Hare Hall, with all the lands,

tenements, &c., belonging to it, in the parishes of

Romford and Hornchurch, to his nephew, John
Arnold, who, in pursuance of the directions in

;he said will, assumed the surname and arms of

Wallinger. In 1769, John Arnold Wallinger
mlled down the old house and rebuilt it with
Portland stone. The following mention of it is

aken from a "History of Essex, by a Gentleman,"
'ol. iv. p. 196 :

"John Wallinger, Esq., has lately built an elegant
iouse of atone with proper office* on each side. He is

ikewise disposing the grounds about it to the greatest

dvantage, and with much taste
;
and the whole, when

inished, will be a pleasing spectacle to the observant

raveller, as well as a most agreeable residence to the

wner."

He married Anne Turner, Oct. 17, 1763, and,

ying in 1792, his eldest son, John Wallinger
mold Wallinger, succeeded to the property.

le died in 1805, leaving, by Matilda, his wife,

* This error is introduced by Mr. Worth in his

History of Devonshire' (Elliot Stock, 1886).
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nine children, viz., Anna Maria, married to

Thomas Daniel, Esq. ;
Elizabeth Francisca, mar-

ried to William Henry Roberts, Esq. ; Matilda,
John Arnold, Charlotte, Mary Ann, Harriet,

Louisa, and Caroline. John Wallinger Arnold

Wallinger by his will appointed his brother

Joseph Wallinger, William Baldwin, and William
Turner his executors, and directed them to sell

this estate
; but, in consequence of some defect

in the title, they were compelled to obtain an
Act of Parliament in 1811 to enable them to

dispose of it. The following extracts from the

parish registers of St. Edward the Confessor,

Eomford, apparently show that the Wallingers
had no family vault in the church. Burials :

1792. September 5. Jno, Arnold Wallinger, at

Chelmsford.
1794. January 3. Wallinger, removed to Horn-

church.
1805. January 30. John Arnold Wallinger, Esq.,

removed to Chelmsford.

THOMAS BIRD.
Bomford.

It may be worth while to put on record that

the narrow, but much frequented, lane which
runs between the old burying-ground of St. Mary's
and the house which Mr. Wallinger occupied at

Hastings is known still as Wallinger's Walk.
EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.

Hastings.

BOOK-LENDING AND BOOK-LOSING (8
th S. i. 184)." I lent it and lost it !

"
is a pathetic expression

capable of moving the sympathy of every biblio-

phile. I, too, have lent and lost many books.

Although I do not take so kindly a view of the

criminals as did Sir Walter Scott, who found
several of his friends to be bad arithmeticians but

capital book-keepers, yet, on the other hand, I do
not adopt such a pessimistic opinion as that ol

Charles Nodier :

Tel est le sort de tout livre pre'te',

Souvent il est perdu, toujours il est gate.

I also think Mrs. Schimmelpenninck a little severe

for entering on her book-plate the following moni-
tion :

" Toe wicked barroweth, and payeth not

again "(Ps. xxxvii. 21). I rather incline to the

sentiment expressed by Condorcet in the following
lines to his beloved books r

Cheres delices de mon arae,
Oardez vous bien de me quitter,
Quoiqu'on vienne vous emprunter.
Ghacun de vous m'est une femme,
Qui peut se laisser voir sans blame,
Et ne ge doit jttmais preter.

Scaliger's library motto was intended to conver
the borrower into a purchaser: "Ite ad ven
dentes."

It is difficult for a bibliophile to understand the

magnanimity of those who place their books a

rolier was " Pour moi, et mes amis," and that of

Scbelcher "Pour tous, et pour moi." When I
was a boy Old Montague House was yet standing,
and it contained the beginnings of the British

Vluseum collections. I often wandered through
ts rooms, and noticed that readers helped them-
elves to the books they wanted, as they still con-

inue to do in the modern Beading Room. This
wus a practice common to continental libraries

nd led sometimes to the loss of valuable books,

specially fourteeners of small size. On one
occasion the old keeper of the Bibliotheque at

L,yons at closing time secured the door, and said

the two readers who remained,
" One of us

>hree is a thief. I consent to be searched first."

Each delinquent pulled out a book, laughed, and

said,
" You are too sharp for us." I am sorry to

add that during the Revolution the soldiers of the

Republic used the books of this library as fuel in

cooking their rations.

A curious result of borrowing fell under my
notice as a member of the Library Committee of

the Royal Society. I found among the books,

especially amongst the scientific serials, an occa-

sional duplicate volume, in the Society's binding,
with armorial bearings and stamp. It appeared
that occasionally a Fellow, having taken out a

book, and given the customary receipt for it, had
lost or mislaid it, or had not returned it before his

death. When the usual claim was made to the

Fellow or his representatives for its return a

second copy of the missing hook was procured, and
sent to the Society's binder. After a time, how-

ever, the missing volume was found, and returned

to the Society. The second copy was kept, as

duplicates are useful in a circulating library.
C. TOMLINSON.

Higbgate, N.

W. E. W. may like to know that I am wiser

now, and that I have a sort of cheque-book, with

a counterfoil, on which I enter title of book lent,

name and address of borrower, and date, and that

1 send with any book which I lend the right-hand

cheque, with title of book lent, date of loan, and
" To be returned in days," with my name ard

address printed in large type. I do not lose books

now. ESTE.

DAME (8
th S. i. 272). It is commonly sup-

posed that the title of Dame was anciently the

universal and correct designation of the wife of

a baronet or knight, and that during later and

more degenerate days it has been gradually super-

seded by that of Lady, which, when accurately

used, is restricted to the peerage. As to the cor-

rect rule I say nothing, that is best left to your

legal correspondents or the Kings at Arms. But
with respect to the universal custom of old times,

may I play the part of that member of the Royal
the disposal of others, and yet the library motto of Society who questioned the dictum of King
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Charles touching the weight of the fish in that

time-honoured anecdote which "every schoolboy"
knows ? Is it the case that Dame was once

invariably used, and never Lady, for the wife of a

knight or baronet, and vice vtr&ft for the wife of a

peer ? My experience has led rather to the con-

clusion that titles in the present day are much
more fixed than of old, and were formerly used far

more at pleasure than now. Joan Knowght, in

her will, dated 1459, bequeaths her lands to
"
Lady Dame Elianor, wife of Sir Thomas Brown"

('Test. Vet.,' p. 291). The daughters of Arthur

Plantaganet, Viscount Lile, son of Edward IV.,
are spoken of by various writers in the '

Lisle

Papers,' sometimes as Lady, sometimes as Mis-
tress. On the one hand I find "Sir Thomas
Lovell and Dame Elizabeth his wife "

(Close Roll,
1 Mar., part vi.), with n>any other knights and
their dames

; but on the other I see "Elizabeth,
iadj/Tailboys

"
(Ibid., 2, 3 Phil, et Mar., part vii.);

' Edward Grey, Lord Powys, and Dame Anne
his wife" (Ibid., 30 Hen. VIII., partiii.); and the
wife of Sir Everard Digby is Lady Digby in the

Gunpowder Plot Book. The curious double title

occurs again in "Lady Dame Katherine, widow
of Sir Matthew Cradock

"
(Close Roll, 27 Hen.

VIII., part i.), the daughter of George, Earl of

Huntley, and widow of Perkin Warbeck. Did
this unusual epithet denote that the person indi-
cated was a "

lady
"
by birth and a " dame "

by
marriage 1 HERMENTRUDE.

WILLS (8
tt S. i. 208). It is, I think, forgotten

by most genealogical inquirers, and by some who
write books for their guidance, that the Court of
Probate has no jurisdiction to grant probate

"
of a

will relating solely to real estate, even though
such will orders payment of debts and of legacies
out of the proceeds of sale of such real estate "

(" In the Goods of John Bootle,"
' Law Reports,'

1874, 3 P. and D. 177). Such being the case,
many a will that is looked for in vain in the

appropriate registry may be found among the
title-deeds of some land in which the testator was
interested. Q. y.

THOMAS JOLLIPFE WITH THE KEY (8
th S. i

248). Mr. Thomas Jolliffe was, I find, Sheriff of
Worcestershire once only.

JOHN A. C. VINCENT.

BOHEMIA (8
th S. i. 242). If MR. BOUCHIER

cares to pursue his studies in Bohemianism, or
wishes to see the form it takes in London, he
might read Gissing's novel, 'The New GrubStreet.'
The somewhat hysterical gaiety which covers so
much of the misery described by Henri Murger in
his 'Vie de Boheme '

is conspicuous by its

absence from Mr. Gissing's work, which is un-

doubtedly very dismal reading; but though several
critics for the daily press snorted and heigh-hoed

when they came to deal with this unpleasant
revelation of the literary life, as the author would

represent it for BO many nowadays, yet I do not

remember that any one of them ventured to

impugn the faithfulness of the account.

T. P. ARMSTRONG.

THE " JERUSALEM " COFFEE HOUSE (5
th S.

xii. 429 ;
6th S. i. 62 ; 8tb S. i. 258). Some con-

fusion seems to have arisen between the names of

the London Shipping Exchange (Limited) and the

Jerusalem (Limited), or Jerusalem Exchange. An
article printed in the Standard of Monday,
March 14 last, saya that the latter was to beremoved
on the following day from Cowper's Court, Cornhill,
to Billiter Buildings, and that on the next day
(Wednesday, 16th) the London Shipping Exchange
would be opened to subscribers in [No. 22]
Billiter Street. The removal and the opening
were duly accomplished.

DRUMMOND-MILUKEN.

ENGLISH QUEENS OF ENGLAND (8
th S. i. 62,

133, 234). I should like to know M. Paul Fried-

mann's proof of Anne Boleyn being the elder

sister. Hepworth Dixon says that George Carey,
the second Lord Hunsdon, claimed the earldom of

Desmond, or rather petitioned for the determina-

tion of the abeyance, on the ground of his grand-

mother, Mary, being the elder sister. It is true

the petition was not granted ;
but no information

at my command shows that the refusal was

grounded on the falsity of his allegation. Mr.
Dixon concludes, from the failure of this petition
and from the fact that the barony of Rochfort

only fell to the Careys on the death of Queen
Elizabeth, that Anne was the elder sister. I

cannot see that this follows. Mary Boleyn married

her first husband in January, 1520/1, and was a

grandmother in 1540, for Lettice Knollys could

not have been born later. Anne Boleyn was

married in 1532. These dates prove nothing, but

they are suggestive of the ages of the sisters.

Lingard makes Mary the elder.

THOMAS WILLIAMS.
Aston Clinton Rectory.

THE ROYAL FAMILIES OF EUROPE (8
th Si i.

147, 257). Bow does MR. LANE make up a total

of thirty-nine present sovereigns of Europe?
Does he include the Kings of Hanover and of

Naples ; the Grand-Duke of Tuscany ; the Dukes
of Nassau, of Modena, and of Parma ; and the

Landgrave of Hesse Cassel ? A.

THE ' PERVIGILIUM VENERIS '

(8
tb S. i. 247).

There is a translation of this by Parnell, reprinted
with Stanley's in the volume of Bonn's "Classical

Library
" which contains Catullus' and Tibullus.

It was first published in 8vo. in 1721, after

Parnell's death, in a selection of his compositions
made by Pope, which also included

' The Hermit,'
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* The Rise of Woman,'
' The Fairy Tale,' 'Health,'

*

Night-piece on Death,'
'

Allegory on Man,' and
< Hymu to Contentment.' Bonn's edition says
that Stanley's translation was first printed 1651;
but this was only a reprint with additions.

TALON.

This poem was translated by Dr. Thomas
Parnell in the beginning of last century. It is

strange that his translation should not be better

known than that mentioned. E. YARDLEY.

ENGRAVERS OF BOOK-PLATES (8
th S. i. 247).

This question is asked in the April number of the

Ex-Libris Journal. If your correspondent wants

any detailed account of Mountaine's work and
list of plates executed by him, he had better seek

ft through that journal, as I opine the space in
* N. & Q.' is much too precious for a full answer
to his question. I may state, however, that Lord
De Tabley, in his

' Guide to the Study of Book-

plates
'

(1880), says at p. 169,
"
R. Mountaine

appeared as a very prolific engraver of book-plates
about 1745 or 1750. He was a neat artist in the

arly and hardly developed Chippendale style,
s.nd in a curious arabesque fashion of his own. 1

know of no particulars respecting Mountaine's
life." He gives a list of some fourteen of his

plates. Contrary to his statement, Mountaine did
date some of his book-plates ; but he had a unique
habit of concealing the date or the last two

figures of it in the frame of the plate, which dis-

covery was not made till after Lord De Tabley
published his work.

Mr. Franks, in his list of
'

English Dated Book-

plates,' gives nine dated plates by Mountaine,
ranging from 1750 to 1753, some six of which do
not appear in Lord De Tabley's list.

Archibald Burden worked about 1730. See
facsimile of a book-plate of Birnie of Broomhill, by
this engraver, in Griggs's

'

Examples of Armorial

Book-plates.' Doubtless J. O. will find these

queries answered in a subsequent issue of the Ex-
Libris Journal. A. VICARS.

HERALDS EXTRAORDINARY (8
th S. i. 47, 136).

A. is correct in his surmise that the " Extra "

officers of arms have no chambers assigned to

them at the College in Queen Victoria Street.

In fact, they are not members of the College, and
have no "

rights
" connected with it whatever 5

but they have access to the official records and
MSS. in the library as a matter of course, or,

rather, of
"
courtesy

" on the part of the officers
" in ordinary." It is not entirely a sinecure post,

however, as, although the "
Extraordinary

"

Heralds (or Pursuivants, as the case may be) are

not members of the College of Arms, and have
no duties connected with it, they are officers of the

Queen's Household, and as such may be called

upon to attend Her Majesty upon any State occa-

sion when their presence may be necessary. The
senior officers of arms, i.e., the Kings of Arms
and Heralds (including Heralds Extraordinary),
are esquires by creation and invested with the
collar of SS. Their official position (and espe-

cially that of Garter) places them, on certain

occasions of Court ceremonial, very near the

person of the sovereign ; but this does not
affect their social precedence at other times.

Knights of the several orders, i.e., collared

Knights, take precedence of Knights Bachelor?,

i.e., Knights who are not invested with collars.

In like manner, esquires by creation, i.e., collared

esquires of whom there are but few take pre-
cedence of those who are not so distinguished,
such as esquires by office and such esquires

by birth as have no special place assigned to

them in the tables of precedency. C. H.

RICHARD BANISTER (8
th S. i. 208). Richard

Banister was a surgeon in Stamford, and died

there April 7, 1626. He founded a library in St.

Mary's Church in that town. A record of his gift

appears in the church books as follows :

"
Biblifithfca Jtichardi Banister.

" Richard Banister, Gent, and Master in Chirugery,
of bis good mind and to advance religion and learneing,
in the yeare of o' Lord 1625, began to found a Library
in this Church of o' Lady in Stamford, at his owne
proper costs and chardgea prepared and made fitt a

place for the said Library on the South side of the
Chancell of the said Church, and sett upp Shelves accom-
modate for that use. And not onely in his lifetime gave
some bookes himself and procured others, but likewise

at his death gave by his last Will and Testament Tenne

pounds to the said Church for ever, with this condition
and limitation expressed in the Will, that is to say, That
the Churchwardens of the said Church should lett out

yearely the said ten pounds and imploy the use thereof

ariseing for and towards the buying of bookes for the fur-

nishing and further encrease of the s dd Library, as by
the last Will of the said Richard Banister doth more
fully appeare, whereof so much as concerneth this gift
is exemplified and here before sett downe for the direc-

tion of the Ch. Wardens.
"The said Richard Banister was buried in the fore-

named Library (by him founded and begun) Aprilis 7mo,
Anno Domini 1626.

'" Also I give to the said Church the sum of tenpoundu
of lawful money of England to be paid unto the said

Church at the end of two yeares after my decease, and
then my Will is that the same ten pounds shall be putt
forth by the Minister, Churchwardens, and the discreetest

men in the said parish after the rate of seaven pounds
in the hundred, the increase whereof shall be bestowed

uppon Divinity Bookes yearley or once in two yeares,
and the same bookes shall be placed in the Library in

the said Church there to remaine for ever.'
" The South Aisle, called the Library, was, at a Meeting

of the Parishioners held 8 April, 1702, given up to Joshua

BIackwell,Gent., and hisheires, to be lor euer thereafter

separately held and enjoyed by him and them as a

Ruriall Place, exempt from all others, on the Bd J.

Blackwell agreeing for ever thereafter to keep it in good
and sufft repair at his own Costs, and in the year
1719 he repaired and beautified the same and therein set

up and fixed convenient presses with shelves for placing
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and getting of such Books as now remain in the said

Library."

There were several catalogues of the library :

one of the original gift of books by Richard

Banister, with the additions made from Banister's

Fund for the several years up to 1645 ;
another

dated April 5, 1662 ;
and a third dated May 25,

1720. These catalogues have for many years been

lost. Upon the repewing of the church, in 1853, the

library was carefully removed by the then rector,

the Rev. F. E. Gretton, B.D., from the south

aisle, and placed in presses in the Lady Chapel at

the north-east corner of the church, and a catalogue

of the books was then taken and is in existence.

In 1890 the interior of the church was gutted and

was renovated ;
the books were carted away, and

are said to be now lying in a lumber room in an

adjoining parish. Many of the books were those

given by the founder of the library, and bear his

name, and others are inscribed as having been

given by pious donors. They are for the most

part theological, classical, and standard works of

the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, some being
now scarce and valuable. The disappearance of

so curious a [church library is greatly to be de-

plored.
Richard Banister published "A Treatise of One

Hundred and Thirteen Diseases of the Eyes and

Eye-liddes. By Richard Banister, Mr in Chyru-

gery, Oculist and Practitioner in Physicke.

Imprinted at London by Felix Kyngston for

Thomas Man, dwelling in Paternoster Row, at the

Signe of the Talbot, 1623," 12mo. He dedicates

his work to Francis, Earl of Rutland, E.G., Lord

Lieutenant of the County of Lincolne, "from

Stamford, the last of June, 1621." The book is

exceedingly scarce, and is specially interesting, as

Banister refers by name to persons of note, to

other surgeons, and to patients living
" neere

Sta'ford, where I.dwel." Jos. PHILLIPS.

See '

Dictionary of National Biography,' under
" Banister." Q. V.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

Dictionary of National Biography. Edited by Sidney
Lee. Vol. XXX. (Smith, Elder & Co.)

IN the latest volume of the '

Dictionary of National Bio-

graphy,' the appearance of which anticipates the close of

the quarter, the most distinguished of Mr. Lee's officers

take but little part in the strife, which is for once in the

hands of the rank and file. Mr. Lee himself is repre-

sented by three short lives, the most original and im-

portant of which is that of William Kemp or Kempe, the

author of the ' Nine Daies Wonder.' This is necessarily

conjectural in part, hut is ample in information and

corrects mistakes of Payne Collier and other writers,

including Mr. Fleay. Keightley, the historian and

critic, is the subject of a brief biography, also by Mr.

Lee, as is Jeremiah Joyce, miscellaneous writer.

Mr. Leslie Stephen's initials appear to one article

which, however, is the most important in the volume

This is the life of Samuel Johnson, the great lexico-

rapher. More than a little of the information supplied
s extracted from the pages of ' N. & Q.' Mr. Stephen
regards depth of tender feeling as the foundation of
Johnson's character, and says :

" His massive and keenly
ogical, but narrow and rigid intellect, was the servant
of strong passions, of prejudices imbibed through early
association, and of the constitutional melancholy which
made him a determined pessimist." The melancholy
;hus mentioned was, however, leavened with a strong
sense of humour. Next in importance to this article is

;hat of Mr. Sidney Colvin on John Keats. Little is left

;o be said concerning Keats with which lovers of poetry
are not familiar. Mr. Colvin, however, writes with
delightful clearness, and his literary verdicts commend
themselves to admiration. Refusing to see in Keats the
"
puling

"
ereattre of "

Byron's epigrams and of public
sympathy," he disposes at once of the idea that he was
victim to the pestilent attacks in Blackwood and the

Quarterly, the product rather of party animosities than
of critical incompetency. He attributes to Keats, on the

testimony of his friends, "'noble integrity,' 'con-

spicuous common sense,' eager unselfishness, and sym-
pathy for others." A life in which a wrong is redressed,
and one to which many readers will turn, is that of
Charles Keene by Mr. .Austin Dobson, Miss Bradley
sends a sympathetic life of Angelica Kauffmann. A
ceiling painted by this artist is still to be seen at 20,
St. James's Square. Are many such, we wonder, still in
existence 1 To Canon Overtoil we are indebted for an.

excellent life of Keble. Mr. C. H. Firth is not very
strongly represented, and there is very little by Mr.
Russell Barker. The former, however, has lives of John
Jones, the regicide, of Michael Tones, the Puritan
soldier, and of George Joyce, said to have been in>

Cromwell's regiment. Mr. A. H. Bullen has a solitary
biography, that of Timothy Kendall, whose rare
' Flowers of Epigrammes

' was reprinted by the Spenser
Society. Mr. Thomas Bayne is in the same boat, send),

ing Dr. John Johnston, the Scotch poet. Mr. /
Rieg's name appears to several contributions, among:
which are the two Alexander Keith Johnstons, the

geographers, and Sir William Johnston, Lord Provost of
Edinburgh. Among innumerable Johnstons, Johristones,
and Joneses, the most distinguished come as sailors under
the supervision of Prof. Laughton, or as physicians under
that of Dr. Norman Moore. Ebenezer Jones, the poet,
and Winter Jones, of the British Museum, are, however,,
in the hands of Dr. Garnett, as is Miss Annie Keary, the-
novelist. Mr. H. R. Tedder deals with the famous-
Captain Johnson and with Johnson the printer. A long:
and valuable life of Inigo Jones is unsigned, for what
reason of modesty we cannot surmise. A second of Ben
Jonson is by Prof. C. H. Herford. Of innumerable-
Kembles one life of importance, that of John Mitchell
Kemble, philologist and historian, is by the Rev. U nu
Hunt, who also writes on Bishop Ken. Mr. Hunt's one
antiquarian contribution is the life of St. Justus. Canon
Venables and many other writers of eminence supply
biographies of those of secondary rank.

Memoirs of Marguerite de Valois. Written by her
own band. Translated by Violet Fane. (Nimino.)

THE memoirs of Margaret of Navarre maintain their
reputation with historians and with bibliophiles, bywhom early editions are much sought. Nowhere do we
find so life-like a picture of the horrors of St.
Bartholomew and the terror of the Huguenots, who
invaded the apartments of the queen and clung to her
skirts for protection. On her private life, one of the
least edifying ever led by a woman of her day, Marguerite
is discreetly reticent, and a reader unfamiliar with the
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career of the last of the Valois might take her for a

model of family affection and conjugal honour. With
the unpleabing aspects of her character we are not

called upon to deal. In an age sufficiently tolerant to

feminine excesses she maintained a remarkable popu-
larity, and her book is a masterpiece of sixteenth century
Frtnch literature. Its language is surprisingly modern,
and the perusal of the original and of the new transla-

tion is a pleasure. A zealous Catholic herself, Marguerite
was the ineai.s of reuniting to her Church many of her

family whose leanings were towards Lutheranism. She
waa herself always on the watch against that afflicting

huguenotene, as she calls it. At the very moment when
she waa chosen by Charles IX., her I riher, as the wife

of the King of Navarre, she was credited with being the

mistress of the Duke of Guise. She had, she declares,
no knowledge of the premeditated massacre which was to

make her nuptials the saddest ever recorded ; but she

awoke to some apprehension a few hours before it

began. Her own influence, so far as it extended, was
used on the side of mercy, and two or three fugitives

owed their escape to her. Wedlock contracted under

such conditions could hardly be prosperous. In her

troubles and in her manner of accepting divorce she

showed spirit and something that may almost be

called magnanimity. Of the death of her arch-enemy,
Du Guast, who, on the strength of her liaison with

BuBsy d'Amboise, attacked her to the king, she speaks
with so much venom that there need be little hesita-

tion in accepting as true the t-hare ordinarily assigned
her in his assassination. Her life after the accession

of Henri III. was sufficiently adventurous, and the

account that she gives of her difficulties and her

proceedings generally la very animated. In her
account of her affection for her brother, the Duke
of Alengon, and the part that she took in favour-

ing his foi tunes and enabling liim to escape from

imprisonment, she reaches something like pathos.

Concerning the latter portion of her life, when, im-

prisoned by her husband in the Chateau d'Ussun under
the charge of the Marquis de Canillac, she seduced her

gaoler and enjoyed eighteen years' safety in a castle that

might laugh a siege to scorn, she has nothing to say.

This, however, is not the least stirring epoch in her

life. Like many women of piincely rank of her time,
she had received a fine education, and spoke Latin with

ease. Brantome gives a striking picture of her beauty
and grace. She is said to have been of ravishing beauty,
with black hair,

" un beau visage blacc, qui ressembloit

an ciel dans sa plus grande et blanche serenite, une tres

belle et riche taille ;
une demarche noble et gracieuse

moitie altiere et moitie douce." The idea of some of

these graces is conveyed in the portrait engraved by

Crispin de Pass which serves as frontispiece to Mr.

Nimmo's edition. In a second portrait, showing her at

the age of fifty-two, there are few traces of the beauty
she was supposed even then to have retained. Other

portraits supplied, all of them excellent, are of her

brothers Charles IX., Henri III., and D'Alencon, after-

wards Anjou, Henri IV., her husband, Catherine de

Medici, Ler mother, and Jeanne d'Albret, her husband's

mother. There is also a facsimile of her autograph.
Like all Mr. Nimmo's books, the volume is delightful
in all bibliographical respects. The translation is ad-

mirably satisfactory, and the introduction and notes add

greatly to the value of an attractive work.

A Collection, of the Chro "ides and Ancient Histories of
Great Britain, now called Englnd. By John de

Waurin, Lord of Forestel. 1422-1431. (.Eyre & Spottis-

woode.)
THIS ia a translation of the original Old French by Mr.
E. L. C. P. Hardy. As a version nothing could be better.

Waurin was not an historian of the kind which these
modern times produce. He had a ureat longing to know
of past days, and also of what was going on around him,
and he seems to have written down whatsoever appealed
to his somewhat active imagination. Some persons have
thought that the work was bai dly worth the time, labour,
and learning that have been -pent. We do not agree
with them. Waurin may not have been an historian even
up to the level of Matthew Paris, but we are glad to be
able to refer to his discursive memoranda. They throw
much light on the times in wbich he lived, and moreover
show how he and his fellows looked in the remote past.

THE signature A. R., which appeared in ' N, & Q.' to

many articles of weight and interest, will be seen no
more. It was that of Lord Arthur John Edward Russell,
who died on the 4th inst. at his house in Audley
Square. The son of Lord William Russell, at one time
British Minister in Berlin, the brother of the late Duke
of Bedford and of Lord Ampthill, Lord Arthur was born
in 1825, and educated principally in Germany. From
1849 to 1854 he was private secretary to Lord John
Russell, and in 1857 he entered Parliament as Liberal
member for Tavistock, which borough he represented
for nearly thirty years. He enjoyed great popularity,
and waa a familiar form at the Athenaeum Club. His
house was a resort of literary society. To ' N. & Q.' he
wrote until the beginning of the long and painful illness

which ended in the loss of hia services.

ANOTHER death we have to deplore is that of Co!.

Alexander Fergus-son, an admirable soldier and anti-

quary, the biographer of Henry Erskine and Sir Robert
Grierson. Col. Fergusson, who had served in the Indian

Mutiny, after his retirement devoted himself to litera-

ture, and settled in Edinburgh, whence he sent to
' N. & Q.' a constant supply of contributions.

WE are told of Mr. J. J. Stocken, whose death we last

week announced with regret, that bis interest in
' N. & Q.' waa retained to the close, and that during
hia last painful illness it was read to him from beginning
to end. Such devotion to

' N. & Q.' ia, we are glad to

think, aa common as it ia gratifying. A boast on this

subject cannot in this instance be ungracious, since it ia

the contributors who are responsible for their own
delight.

Hfoiitts ia &ant&$Qtibmte>
We must call special attention to the following notices :

ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily lor publication, but
as a guarantee of good faitb.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications correspondents

must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the

signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to

appear. Correspondents wbo repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication "

Duplicate."

C. L. S. ("Anodyne Necklace "). Consult 'N. & Q.,'
6<t>S. ix. 85, 132; x. 377.

ERRATUM. P. 305. col. 2, line 21 from bottom, for
" Brown "

read Brome.
NOTICE

Editorial Communications should be addressed to" The
Editor of ' Notes and Queries

' "
Advertisements and

Business Letters to
" The Publisher

"
at the Office,

Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, B.C.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return com-

munications which, for any reason, we do not print ;
and

to this rule we can make no exception.
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SOME NOTES ON THE NAME OP FENTOUN
IN SCOTLAND.

The dissimilarity of arms makes it improbable
that the Scotch Fentouns were connected with the

family of Fenton of Fenton, co. Notts, whose arms
were Arg., a cross between four fleurs de lys

sa., and whose pedigree is given in Harl. Soc.,

iv. 33, 113. Sir William Fenton of Fenton
flourished about 1120, and the main line of his

descendants, as well as the branches of Fenton ol

Bodenham, co. Hereford, and Fenton of Mitchels-

town, co. Cork, seem to have become extinct.

Families of the name still exist in Yorkshire,

Lancashire, and Cumberland, and some of their

pedigrees appear in divers editions of Bnrke's
' Landed Gentry,' two new ones being added in

the seventh edition. All these, however, stand in

need of careful revision.

The only printed pedigree of the Scotch Fentons
mentioned in Dr. Marshall's '

Genealogist's
Guide '

is that indicated at " Memorials of Angus
and the Mearns, by Andrew Jervise, 270." I find

it at pages 44-49 of the second volume of Rev
James Gammack's edition of that work (1885)
and what is there written does not properly come
under the definition of a "pedigree" that Dr. Mar-
shall gives in his preface, viz., that there should be
"
three generations in male line."

The earliest mention of the name in Scotland is

:hat John de Fentoun was vicecomes or Sheriff of

Forfar in 1261, and as such submits his account

For audit in 1266 (Exchequer Rolls, Scot., i. 21).

I suppose he was one of the Fentouns of Baikie,
co. Forfar, whose arms were Arg., three crescents

" There was another family of Fentonn of that

ilk, co. Haddington, who bore Gules, a bend en-

grailed (or invected ?) or. (See Stodart's
'
Scottish

Arms,' it 126.) It is confusing to find both these

families referred to as
" Fentoun de eodem, or of

that ilk."

William Fentoun of Baikie, co. Forfar, married

Cecilia, one of the daughters and coheirs of the old

family of Bisset of Lovat (Arg., three antique
crowns gules), and with her obtained the lordship
of Beaufort, or Bewforde, co. Inverness. His seal

(1292) bears the three crescents. In 1296, Ed-
ward I. certifies to the Sheriff of Edinburgh that

William de Fenton, holding under William de

Moravia, is in the king's peace, and directs restitu-

tion of his lands (Rot. Scot., i. 27).-;

Sir William Fentoun was probably his son who
is mentioned in the Exchequer Rolls of 1330,
vol. ii. p. 284 (erroneously indexed as 286), when

Reginald More, the Chamberlain, "onerat se de

402. receptis per amerciamenta Willielmi de

Fenton militis in quibns cecidet in Parliamento

pro falsacione judicii rediti." This may have

had something to do with an entry in Robert-

son's Index, p. 28 of some papers in a Roll of

Robert I. entitled
"
Qaerela Domini Willielmi de

Fentoun."
He was probably father of William Fentoun of

Beaufort and Baikie, who gave certain lands for

perpetual service in his chapel at Baikie, by a

deed which King David II. confirmed February

26, 1362 (Reg. Mag. Sig. 21), and who had an

annuity of 402. by charter of King Robert II.,

dated at Perth, December 17, 1374 (Ibid. t p. 27).

It is probable, from a charter of confirmation by
King James III., at Edinburgh, February 18,

1482/3, that his wife's name was Matilda Ramsay,
said to be sister (? sister-in-law) of Alexander

Ogilvy of Auchterhouse, Sheriff of Forfar ; but

as the year of the charter confirmed in 1482 is un-

certain (it is erroneously entered as 1488), this is

not established. (N.B. The Ramsays of Auch-

terhouse were sheriffs of Forfar 1359-1365, and
Alexander Ogilvy was sheriff 1388-90. The

Ogilvys of Auchterhouse resigned the sheriffship

about 1464. Hence it may be assumed that the

confirmed charter was dated in 1388, not 1488.)
His daughter Janet married Hugh Fraaer of Lovat

(see indenture of March 3, 1416, quoted in Wood's
'

Douglas's Peerage,' ii. 155), and his son,

William Fentoun"de eodem" and of Baikie,

executed at Kynrossy, co. Perth, on April 25,

1403, an indenture of agreement with Margaret
de la Arde, Domina de Ercles (Erchless), and her
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BOD, Thomas de Chisholm "qua, post diversas dis-

cordias super terras inter dictis participandas,
concordatum eat," that William should keep the

barony of Rethie, co. Forfar, Outface and Butter-

gask, co. Perth, Qaodquene in Clydesdale, and
certain lands in Mar

; and that he should make
over to Margaret, Gask, co. Forfar, and Kynrossy
and the mill, with Strathy and Prynny in Strath-

erne ; the barony of Drumblate in Aberdeenshire

being divided, and Ard, in Invernesshire, being left

according to the arrangements made at Dundee.

(The details of this partition are quoted from a

charter given by James IV., dated at Falkland,

January 1, 1512.) It is probable that William
Fentoun and Margaret de la Ard were cousins

and heirs portioners,* and it will be noted that

the partition between them does not affect the

Fentouns' patrimonial possessions of Beaufort and
Baikie. About this time we find Thomas de Fen-

toun, armiger, who attests two charters in 1422,
one at Aberdeen and the other at Dundee.
William Fentonn had a son,

Walter de Fentoun of Beaufort and Baikie,
who in 1432 was one of the hostages for the pay-
ment of 40,000?. claimed by England from Scotland
"
pro snmptibns et expensis Jacobi Regis Scotise

quo tempore stetit in regno nostro Angliae," and

King Henry VI., on April 6 of that year, accepted
Lawrence Ramsay, Lord of Clattie, and John
Touris (Towers) of Inverleith, in exchange for

him. King Henry at the same time accepted
Duncan Wemyss of Keres and John Fentoun de
eodem in exchange for Alexander Ogilvie, another

hostage. This John Fentoun must have belonged
to the Haddingtonshire family. Walter Fentonn
of Baikie resigns the lands of Lymprik(? Sympren),
co. Berwick, to Andrew Fentoun, as confirmed by
royal charter of January 2, 1425. This Walter
Fentonn died before 1438, and was the last of his

line, and his extensive possessions in the counties

of Inverness, Aberdeen, Forfar, Perth, Lanark,
and Berwick were portioned by his four daughters.
Mr. Gammack (p. 46) erroneously charges Sir

Robert Douglas with the statement that there were

only two daughters ; the passage relied on does

not bear this interpretation. There is, however,
a difficulty, for the names of two of the four

daughters are rendered in Latin by the name
Joneta. I suspect that one of them was Jane or

Janet, and the other Joan or Joanna, f These

daughters were :

*
Margaret dc la Arde was probably grand-daughter ol

Alexander de la Arde, who married Matilda, one of the
four daughters and coheirs of Malise, Earl of Si ratHern

Caithness, and Orkney, and sister of Helene, wife ol

the tliird Sir Reginald Cheyne, who died 1350. (See
' N. & Q.,' 7<" 8. x. 223.)

f The rendering of the Christian names of Scotch
ladies into Latin and back again often results in much
ambiguity. For example, the Earl of Qlencairn's

daughter, who married as second wife of the fifth Ear

1. Margaret, eldest daughter, married, first,

Walter, second son of Sir Patrick Ogilvy, of

Auchterhouse, and granted two charters to her
husband, which were confirmed by King James I.

at Edinburgh, February 26, 1439. He seems to
lave died without issue ; and she married,
secondly, David Lindsay of Leithnot, in Angus,
and her son, David Lindsay of Leithnot, had a

charter, dated October 18, 1458, of the fourth of

Baikie, Balmere, &c.
,
but seems to have died

without legitimate issue, for his fourth of Baikie,
'

regi pertinens ratione bastardise," was on August
2, 1488, granted to John Lyon, second son of
irst Lord Glamis, who in 1491 succeeded as third
Lord Glamis. Margaret's share of the Fentoun

property in Aberdeenshire, &c., was, however,
settled on her four daughters by David Lindsay,
Elizabeth, Margaret, Isabella, and Marjory, in

succession.

2. Joneta (probably Joan, or Joanna) married
Sir James Douglas of Railston,* co. Ayr, who was
second son of Sir William Douglas of Lochleven
'ancestor of the Earl of Morton), son of Sir Henry
Donglas by Marjory, daughter of Sir John
(? Walter) Stewart of Railston, half-brother of

King Robert II. He was one of the three Scotch

knights who encountered the three Burgnndians
in the tournament at Stirling, February 25, 1449.
He and his wife were attainted about the year
1458 for complicity in the Douglas rising, and fled

to England. On July 20, 1459, James II. granted
to Sir David Stewart,

"
familiari suo "

(probably
nephew of the Robert Stewart mentioned here-

after), the fourth part of Ard, Baikie, &c.,
"
regi

contingentes ratione forisfacturse per Jacobum de

Douglas militem et Jonetam de Fentoun eju&

sponsam contra regiam majestatem commissse et

perpetraUe." Sir James Douglas had a son Henry
Douglas of Kilburnie, co. Inverness, who at

Dundee, September 10, 1491, joined with Margaret
Fentoun of Baikie (Was this bis aunt ?) and David
Nairne of Sandfurde (his cousin mentioned here-

after) in selling to Patrick Berclay of Garntully,.
the fourth of Drumblate, co. Aberdeen,

u
situ

contingentem per decessum quondam Joneta;

Fentoun uxoris quondam Willielmi Hakket," the
sale being confirmed by royal charter of Septem-
ber 2, 1491. Again, on January 12, 1510/11,
James IV. confirms a deed of sale dated at the

parish church of Wardlaw, October 15, 1509, by
which Henry Douglas of Kilburnie sells to Thomas,
Lord Fraser of Lovat. the lands of Kilburnie.
"cum monte castri ejnsdem vulgariter Beauforc

of Argyle, is variously named Joanna, Jean, Joneta, or

Janet Cunningham.
* Sir James Douglas was grand-nephew of John

Douglas, who married ae first husband of Mary Cheyne of

Duffus, eldest of the two daughters and coheirs of Sir

Reginald Cheyne, who died 1350. (See 'N. & Q.,'

7
th S. x. 223.)
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nuncupate, non obstante foriafactura Jacob! de

Douglas de Bailston militia, et Jonetae Fentoun

ejus sponsse quibus dictae terrse olim pertinebant."
Some remarks on Sir James Douglas and his for-

feiture will be found in Dr. George Burnett's

preface to vol. vi. of the 'Exchequer Bolls,'

p. cxxxi.

3. Isabella married George Nairne of Sandfurde,
co. Fife, and had a son David Nairne of Sand-

furde, who, as stated above, joined (his aunt ?)

Margaret Fentoun and his cousin Henry Douglas
in the sale of part of Drumblate. Sir Bernard

Burke, in the seventh edition of his
' Landed

Gentry,' p. 126, gives a different account of this

transaction, which is not borne out by the

charters already quoted.
4. Joneta (probably Jane or Janet) married,

first, William (dead before 1443), a younger son

of Sir David Stewart, of Durrisdeer, co. Dumfries,
and Kosytb, co. Fife ; secondly, about 1448,
William Hakket or Halket, second son of David
Halket of Pitferran, to whom she grants a charter

dated at Calentar, June 29, 1448, which was con-

firmed by King James II. at Edinburgh, September
2, 1458. James III.

, by a charter the date of which
is wanting, but signed probably in 1468, grants to

William Hakket and Joneta his wife the lands

of Kinclevin for their life,
"
in recompensatione

pro quarta parte Baroniae de Bewfort quam dicta

Joneta cum consensu dicti Willielmi regi con-

cessit." She is mentioned in the Exchequer Bolls

as his widow, 1480-87, and was dead in 1491.

Sir Bobert Douglas (' Baronage,' 284) says that

William Halket was "
progenitor of the Halkets in

the north, of whom some families are still existing."

Two branches of the northern Fentonns held

landed possessions for some generations longer ;

the Fentouns of Ogill, co. Forfar, and the Fentours
of Millearn, co. Perth. Mr. Gammack, pp. 45, 46,
mentions a few tacts in the history of the Fentouns
of Ogill, to which may be added that Thomas
Fentoun of Ogill sat on a jury at Brechin, July
21, 1450 ;

Alexander Fentoun of Ogill attested a

charter of Walter Ogilvy, of Owres, dated at

Cupar, November 4, 1475 ; James IV. confirmed

at Edinburgh, December 8, 1507, a charter by
Archibald, second Earl of Argyle, selling his lands

at Bewforde, co. Inverness, to Thomas Fentoun
of Ogill. 1 can offer no explanation of this

transaction, which appears incompatible with the

sale of Beaufort by Henry Douglas to Lord Lovat
in 1509. John Fentoun of Ogill was one of

the arbitrators in the dispute between the Ogilvies
of Inverquharity and the Ogilvies of Clova in

1542 ; James Fentoun of Ogill was, on July 21,

1604, served heir of David Fentoun of Ogill, his

grandfather. After this we hear no more of the

Fentouns of Ogill, and their property seems to

have passed, like that of the Fentouns of Baikie,
to the Lyon?.

James Fentoun,
" de occidental! molendino de

Earn," was, November 19, 1646, served heir of

William Fentonn, his brother, formerly servant to

John, Earl of Kinghorn ; James Fentonn de
molendino de Earn was, August 18, 1699, served

heir to James Fentoun of the same, his grand-
father ; on November 7, 1689, Giles, daughter of

John Fentoun of Millearn, married as second
wife of James Mercer of Salinshaw (see Bnrke's
' Landed Gentry,' seventh edition, article "Mercer
of Scotsbank ").

James Fentoun, Vicar of Tippermuir, and
treasurer and precentor of the diocese of Dunkeld,
attests many charters at Perth and Dunkeld,
1471-1510 (see Beg. Mag. Sig.).

Regarding the Fentouns of Fentoun, co. Had-

diogton, there is very little to be said. I have

already noticed the earliest mention of the family
from the Botuli Scotiae of 1432. Elizabeth, sister

and eventually heir of John Fenton of that ilk,

married, circa 1525, the laird of Whitelaw, and
her grand-daughters, Margaret, Isabella, and Mary
Whitelaw (daughters of late Patrick Whitelaw
de eodem), were, on March 30, 1586, served heirs

portioners to John Fentoun of Fentoun, their

great-grandfather, in the lands of Nether Sydserf.
Mr. Stodart says that "Fenton passed, by the

marriage of Isabel Whitelaw, to her husband,
Andrew Ker of Fenton." Sir Thomas Erakine

of Gogar, first Earl of Kellie and K.G., had a

charter, November 15, 1610, of a third of Dirleton,

Haly burton, and Lambden, united into the barony
of Fentounbarns ;

and on July 9, 1618, another

charter of the baronies of Fenton-tour and Dirleton

united unto the lordship of Fentoun. The Earl of

Kellie (now Earl of Marr and Kellie) is, as

Viscount of Fentoun, the premier viscount in

Scotland.

The Bev. John Thomas Fenton, Sector of

Ousby and Torpenhow, co. Cumberland, married,
November 4, 1801, Anne, eldest daughter of

AlexanderLivingstone ofBedlormie, co. Linlithgow,

claiming the baronetcy of Livingstone of West-

quarter, and had a son, Thomas Livingstone

Fenton-Livingstone of Westquarter, co. Stirling,

and of Bedlormie. (See Burke's ' Landed Gentry.')

The name, though no longer found among the

owners of land, still lingers in the towns of Scot-

land. In last year's ," Directories
" there were

seven Fenton entries for Edinburgh, three for

Glasgow, six for Perth, eight for Dundee, but

none for Inverness. SIGMA.

SIR FRANCIS DRAKE AND THE PLYMOUTH
LEAT.

(See 7* S. vii. 361, 441, 501 ; viii. 13, 72, 197 ; . 370.)
" No pleasure is comparable to the standing upon the

vantage-ground of truth." Bacon.

Since my last communication I have carefully

examined the municipal records of Plymouth, in
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deference to advice which followed Mr. Worth'

veiled charges of misrepresentation ('N. & Q.
7th S. viii. 13) and the reappearance of his falla

cies in his new 'History of Plymouth.' This ste;

I bad deemed superfluous, by reason of th

strength of the popular tradition, the poverty o

the town, the State Paper evidences, and the testi

mony of the town treasnrer, as given by Mr
Worth himself. Moreover, I had trusted to Mr
Worth's quotations and explanations, which prove
on collating, to be faulty. His case tends t(

confirm "
this incontrovertible fact, that wheneve

a contemporary document is discovered, and it

contents are compared with our best historians

their narratives either receive elucidation whicl

gives a new colouring to the transaction, or, a

frequently happens, their representations ar

proved to be false
"

(Sir H. Nicolas,
' Obs. on

Hist. Lit.'). The story of the Plymouth leat, rea(

by the light of the Plymouth records and State

Papers, commences August 22, 1566, when the

Queen's Council instructed the magistracy ofDevon
to restrict the sale of fresh pilchards (Plym. Cor-

poration
' Book of Constitutions,' fo. 98 b), and

in response, it was decreed, the same year, in

Plymouth Guildhall, that no Breton, Fleming
Spaniard, or any other foreigner should purchase
more than a thousand pilchards in one day, under
a penalty of five shillings per diem, &c. (J&., fo

17). The design was to retain a sufficient supply
for the country population, and to victual the

navy, to foster a nursery for seamen, to benefit the

trade of Plymouth, and create a naval rendezvous

strong to resist invasion. Certain parties infringed
the rules, consequently, in the mayoralty of Drake,
October 14, 1581, "by the meere assents and

agreements of Sir Francis Drake, Knight, and the

Aldermen and Councilmen in the Guildhall

assemblede, it was agreede "in short, to enforce

observance of the pilchard regulations (16., fo. 18b).
Not to camber the pages of

' N. & Q.' with details

given in the 'State Papers Domestic,' the upshot
was a resolution of the Queen and Council to devote
an impost on exported pilchards to the fortifying
of Plymouth Haven, and the local gentry were

expected to contribute ('Sta. Pa., Dom./ Eliz.).
In 1591, a party having offered to farm the im-

posts, it behoved Lord Burghley to learn what
had been done in Plymouth touching the pilchards.
In pursuance the Plymouth Receiver debits his

account (fo. 90) with 6s. 8d. paid for copying Sir

Francis Drake's agreement above, which Mr.

Worth, in his haste, mistook for the fictitious

"composition" (' N. & Q.,' 7th S. vii. 441) re-

lating to Plymouth leat. But no expert would
have been so misled, with the lucid context in the
Receiver's accounts to guide him

; nevertheless,
Mr. Worth repeats his blunders in his new
'History of Plymouth,' which necessitates a
fresh appeal to

' N. & Q.' to put the public and

subscribers on guard. It is hardly necessary to say
that the fictitious

"
composition

" was of too

ephemeral a character to be recorded in the
' Book

of Constitutions.'

How to improve and protect Plymouth Haven
concerned the Queen and her Council for some

time, as Lord Burghley's papers prove. Accord-

ingly the Plymouth Water Act was framed,

ostensibly for scouring the haven and victualling
the navy, which led my relative, a lawyer, twice

Mayor of Plymouth, to reflect that national

services of such import would not have been

assigned to a poor town, and to conclude that the

composition aforesaid was an inexplicable fiction,

though everything now is explicit enough.
Among the literary treasures of the Plymouth

Corporation is a rough waste book, called "the
Black Book," containing a columnar marginal list

of the Plymouth mayors, with blank spaces for

any scribbling gossip to fill in, if so inclined.

Against the date 1589 (!) John Blitheman, mayor,
fo. 8, are entries in three different hands. The
last writer notes the said composition incidentally,
but by no means authoritatively, and the reader

who might curiously turn to the Receiver's

accounts for verification would discover that not

before 1593 (!) was the "composition
" written off

in the way before explained (' N. & Q.,' 7 th S. vii.

442). Our persistent gossip extended his note

into the next mayoralty by stating that the leat

was twenty-five miles long (which Mr. Worth

disputes, and so impugns the authority he relies

on), and then alludes to Drake's six grist mills,

built to victual the navy, some naval expeditions,
and the share borne by the Corporation in dis-

tributing the water within the town. The whole
was clearly an after-thought inserted after A.D.

1593, and being unauthorized, rambling, and

naccurate, is worthless as direct evidence. It is

"nstructive, however, to observe (Trans. Dev.

Assoc., Plym. Trans., and 'Hist. Plym.,' 439,

440) how the historian has manipulated this
' Waste Book *

entry after the assurance given
ihat his only authority has been the Receiver's

accounts throughout ('N. & Q.,' 7th S. viii. 197).

Plymouth frequently sent her messengers to

Drake in respect to the leat or pilchards, and Mr.

Jarew, whom Lord Burghley had commissioned
o represent the Cornish fishermen, was also en-

gaged on the business of the leat. We know
hat the Queen consulted Drake about defending

lymouth Haven by her directing Lord Bath to

pply to Drake,
" who knew her mind on the

ubject" ('Sta. Pa., Dom.,' August 8, 1594), and

ertainly they were in accord over the Plymouth
eat. Christopher Harris and his close friend

)rake bad, together, a sentimental hold on

"lizabeth. Henry Bromley, Harris's colleague, as

urgess for Plymouth, to promote the Water Act,
was her kinsman, nephew of her tutor, Sir John
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Fortescue, the Chancellor of her Exchequer
(' N. & Q.,' 7th S. vii. 362). To my explanation
(' N. & Q.,' 7th S. ix. 370) how freedom of speech,
the palladium of Parliament, affects the leat story,
I would here add that Sir William Strode, an
executor of Drake's will, was Richard Strode's son.

Evidently the Queen knew all about the tinners,
and Plymouth was never required to encounter

insuperable difficulties. The town had merely to

accept a gift and make the best use of it. If

Lady Drake came alone to Plymouth, the Receiver
tells us she was teted by the Corporation, a dis-

tinction that would not have been accorded to the
wife of a paid contractor (as Mr. Worth pretends).

Little as it is suspected, there was that connected
with Drake which awakened sad and tender
recollections in Elizabeth. They well understood
each other, and communed in strict privacy. She
silenced Leicester's envy by answering for Sir
Francis Drake,

" Yf need be the gentleman
careth nott yf I shold dysavowe him "

(' Leycester
Correspondence,' 173). She gave him lands in
six counties

(' Orig.,' 24 Eliz. p. 5, ro. 52, m.
26), and all went in the public service. Plymouth
especially profited by Drake's generosity, even in
his early days (Receiver's Accounts).

" So far as
man could judge,"saidWalsingham,"the destinies
of England were in his keeping, and although we
honour Howard more now, our forefathers gave all

the Armada glory to Drake." To him we owe our
East and West India trade and the growth of our
naval power. In the words of his biographer," His notions were free and noble, and the nation
stands indebted to his memory for advantages
infinitely greater than are commonly imagined"
(' Biog. Brit.'); and yet the Plymouth historian
has devoted some hundreds of pages of letter-

press to representing him a sordid, exacting Shy-
lock (Trans. Dev. Assoc., Plym. Inst., and '

Hist.

Plym.,' new ed.), and contrasts him unfavourably
with Hawkins, whose peculations are recorded by
Cecil and avarice by Sir Robert Mansell, the
shipmate of both, and also, like Hawkins, a
Treasurer of the Navy. Mansell's parallel between
the men was written for Hakluyt, chaplain to
Richard Drake's brother-in-law, printed by Pur-
chaa, and reprinted by Prince and Barrow. It
ends: "There was no comparison, however, be-
tween their merits taken in general, for therein
Sir Francis far exceeded."

Every patriotic Englishman must resent attacks
on the memory of Drake

; but who will be left to
defend it when my sand is run out ?

Notwithstanding the opposition, Boehm's splen-
did statue of the hero and an Armada memorial
adorn Plymouth Hoe. Every interruption to the
progress of either brought a jeering paragraph
from the partisan newspaper. Both were un-
veiled amidst grand naval and military honours
and public rejoicings, the latter by the Queen

herself, through her representative, the Duke of

Edinburgh.
There is no reason why history should be falsified,

and the recent importation of those fallacies into a

popular
'

History of Plymouth,' published by sub-

scription, demands a fuller refutation of them now, to

prevent future misconstructions. Byway of example
the new history repeats (p. 439) the extract given
in small type in 'N. & Q.' (7"> S. ix. 371), by which
the reader will find that the historian declares

that one Robert Lampen was the engineer of the

leat. I learn from the Receiver's accounts that

Lampen was a jobbing workman, employed at four-

teen pence daily wages, and that better qualified

employes visited the leat. The Receiver's account

gives, 1584 A.D.,"P
d to Robart Lampen for gownge

to Bickfords of Plympton to buy wheles viiid."

(Receiver's Account, fo. 56 b.)
In 1595 the Plymouth church bells were taken

down and some recast, as Sir Francis Drake gave
a broken piece of brass ordnance " toward the

bells."

. 1595. " Itm pd Lampen & his man for one week's
work at 14c2. a day each of them, about the bells," &c.,
and BO for nine weeks, from September 1, 1595 (/&., fo.

106).
1591. "Given Robart Lampyn in reward at the

bringinge in of the leate, 2*. 6d." (II., fo. 88 b.)
1591.

" Itm given to Robart Lampyn & his brother
in 'reward for their paines about the water, 26s. 8d."

(lb., fo. 90.) Probably for work done within the town

by the Corporation.
1595/6.

" Itm pd for carrying George Lampen to the

Gaole, 10s. 8cZ." (Ib., fo. 110.)
1590. "Pd. Rob.Sprie for four plottes of the Towne,

the Hawe, and rivers for furtiiicacons, xxxijs." (2b.,

fo. 84.)

Sprie, a superior man to Lampen, was also paid
for viewing the water. Other corrections may
stand over. H. H. DRAKE.

THE REVOLUTION OF '88. I know not to

whom we are indebted for this convenient defini-

tion of the expedition of William of Orange, the

flight of James, and the events which followed ;

but I think that I can supply the date at which (in

happy ignorance of what was just below the horizon)
the words vrete first used, though in another sense,

in obedience to some prophetic instinct. In the

news-sheet entitled PublicJc Occurrences Truly
Stated, No. 13, Tuesday, May 15, 1688, occurs

the following suggestive paragraph :

"The States of the United Provinces having this

Spring (as 'tis usual) given Orders for about 20 or 25
Men of War to be put to Sea, for Convoys to their

Merchant-Men, some to the Streighls, and some to the

Baltick &c. This has been improved into a most

frightful Story, as if with the Revolution of 88 the

Invincible Armada were to return upon our Coasts, and
wonderful Feats ,some people promise themselves from
thence. But as there ia not the least ground for this

idle Tale, so 'tis not doubted but His Majesty will at

all times be able both to assert his just Sovereignty over
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the Seas, and to punish such Seditious Spirits who lik

Vipers appear content to gnaw out the Bowels of thei

Native Country, and Sacrifice ita Honour and Safe ty t

their own little peevish Humours and Interests."

J. ELIOT HODGKIN.
Richmond, Surrey.

IRON HATS FOE CRIMINALS. In March, 1736
two highwaymen, Marsh and Marshal, were exe
cuted for the murder of a Mr. Pontifex near Higl
Wickham. They were afterwards hanged in

chains on Rye common. In the Daily Advertiser
of the 27th of the same month it is stated tha
Marsh
"is hanged in chains with an iron hat cocked vp in
the same manner as he wore his when he came into
West Wickham in a most audacious maim T, on the

Sunday morning in bis way to Aylesbury ; and Marsha
has an iron bat flapping over his face as he wore his."

As this is the only occasion on which I hare seen
iron hats mentioned in connexion with this post
humous barbarity of hanging in chains, wil
some one kindly say if such head coverings were

generally provided? In 1828 my first visit to

England after a fortnight's voyage in a sailing
vessel between Cork and London, I well remember
on a lovely morning hearing the anchor let go,
and rushing impatiently on deck to have my first

view of the Thames. We had brought up not far

below Black wall, I think, where the ship had some
Government stores to deliver, and the first objects
that presented themselves upon the margin of the
marshes on that side were two or three tall posts,
at some distance one from the other, each with an
arm extended to the river, at the end of which
depended some black fragmentary shapeless thing,
at which some children walking with a woman
inside the sea-wall were throwing stones. I was
curious, and inquired of the captain what they
were, and was told they were the remnants of
certain (I think, river) pirates, who had been
executed there and afterwards hanged in chains

;

and he thereupon offered to focus and steady the

long Dolland glass for me to have a nearer view
of them ; upon which I recollect I made my escape
below even more quickly than I had come upon
deck, utterly disgusted with my first view of the
Thames and its appendages. I afterwards heard
that the remains of these malefactors were originally
swathed in canvas, which was dressed with pitch
at certain periods to preserve them. But these
attentions ceasing, the weather, high winds, and
the brutality of men and boys which such sights
fostered, had left them mere fragments, which were
removed soon after I had seen them, early in

King William IV. 's reign. C. A. WHITE.

SUPPLEMENTAL NOSES. So far back as 1884
(Sixth Series) a discussion on this topic took place
in 'N. & Q.' It has a special interest for me, as

bearing upon that curious study of life by Edmond

About known as
' Le Nez d'un Notaire.' Seek-

ing in an out-of-the-way kind of book for a

paragraph on " Ex Libris," I came across the

following anecdote, which is so similar to the tale

told by About that it deserves to be put on record

as the probable fount whence he derived his

inspiration :

" Van Helmont tells a story of a person who applied
to Taliacotius to have his nose restored. This person,
having a dread of an incision being made in his own
arm, got a labourer who, for a remuneration, suffered

the nose to be taken rom his arm. About thirteen
months after the adscititious nose suddenly became
cold, and, after a few days, dropped off, in a state of

putrefaction. The cause of this unexpected occurrence

having t>een investigated, it was discovered that at the
same moment in which the noae grew cold the labourer
in Bologna expired."

This I quote from '

Mems, Maxims, and Me-
moirs,' by William Wadd, Esq., F.L.S., Surgeon
Extraordinary to the King (London, Callow &
Wilson, 1827).
The catastrophe differs slightly from that

invented by About. Here we find the labourer

dies
;
in the novel he merely loses his arm through

getting it entangled in the wheels of some machi-

nery. In each case the false nose is lost, to the

great chagrin of the purchaser.
WALTER HAMILTON.

16, Elms Road, Clapham, S.W.

[Butler's famous illustration from Taliacotius is, of

course, to the same effect.]

SAMUEL PtmcHAs, 1577-1625/6. (See 3rd S. xi.

57 ; 4*" S. ii. 541; 6tn S. x. 147 ; 7
tB S. i. 69.) The

annexed abstract of a portion of the will of Samuel

Purchas, Rector of St. Martin's, near Ludgate, in

;he City of London, dated May 31, 1625, proved
Oct. 21, 1626 (registered in P.C.C. 137, Hele),
ias reference to the disposition of his literary pro-

>erty :

My library and all my books, globes, maps and charts
unto Samuel my son, except all those books or works or

any part of them, whereof I have been the author,
lamely my Pilgrimage, Pilgrim and Pilgrims, of which
le hath already had one printed copy of each of them.
.'he other printed books thereof now in my custody or

tow due or hereafter to be due upon reckonings from
tfr. Fetherstone I reserve and bequeath to the perform-
nce of my will. One of each to my daughter Martha,
ny brethren George and William and to my brother in

aw William Perkins, to each of them one entire work
f my Pilgrims in four books."

DANIEL Hi rWELL.
17, Hilldrop Crescent, N.

THE SOLE JOKE OF THTJCYDIDES. (See 8th S. i.

79, t.v.
*

Browning Cyclopaedia.') I have no
dition of Thncydides with the Scholia, but can

erhaps point out the required reference, through
le information from a Greek student that the

cholion on Time., bk. i. ch. cxxvi. p. 3, is:

OTI TOV SiaOrjfjLaTOS TOV Kara TOV Kv\(i>va

TTJV (ra^veidv rives ^av/iao-avres, eiirov on
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lyeAao-ev evravBa, Aeyovres Tre/ot 6ovKv8t-

8ov.

Thucydides may have been slyly exaggerating

Cylon's equipment for royalty ; still, it is difficult

to see
" where the laugh comes in," and in the

lines containing the allusion Mr. Browning seems

to imply not only that the historian
" never

meant "
to joke, but also that, as a matter of fact,

his humour is as visionary as the great people's
aid for Pompilia, something existing only in the

imagination (of the commentators), and not per-

ceptible in itself:

So, as was said once of Thucydides
And bis sole joke,

" The lion, lo, hath laughed !

"

Just so, the Governor and all that 's great
I' the city, never meant that Innocence
Should quite starve while Authority sat at meat :

They meant to t ing a bone at banquet's end :

Wished well to our Pompilia in their dreams,
Nor bore the secular sword in vain asleep.

Just so, again, contrariwise, the priest

did a real thing. Was Thucydides here called

ACOJV as a term of laudation, or because he

belonged to the clan Leontis ? M. C. L.
New York.

We mnst request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct.

PARTICULARS OF PERIODICALS WANTED. I

shall be much obliged by any exact information as

to the date of first and last numbers, size, price,

&c., of the following periodicals; also, when
possible, where sets ot them can be seen :

Lancashire Co-operator, 1831-2.
Star in the East, 1836,

"
first English exponent of

Socialism."
Cause of the People.
Co-operative News, London.

Co-operative Miscellany, 1830.
United Trades Co-operative Journal, Manchester

(18301).

Weekly Free Press, 1830.

Spirit of the Age.
Labourer's Advocate, 1846.

Commonweal. January, 1846.
Advocate of the Working Classes, 1826-7.
Exchange Bazaars Gazette, 1833.

Labourer, 1847.

Union, 1842.

Replies may be sent direct.

H. HALLIDAT SPARLIKQ.
8, Hammersmith Terrace, W.

TURNER'S SHIPS. You were good enough in
' N. & Q.' (6** S. xi. 247) to insert a query from
me asking, with special reference to a picture in

the National Gallery, where Turner got his ships.
It elicited no reply. I see now, from a notice in

the Pall Mall Gazette of a forthcoming sale of

autograph?, that the same question was, many
years ago, pressed upon, and hardly satisfactorily

disposed of, by one of Turner's famous champions:
" Among the letters to be sold at the end of the month

at Sotheby's is one dated January 3, 1858, in which
Mr. Ruskin says [in answer to some such query],

' This

afternoon, in " Guesses at Truth," I met wiih Coleridge's
criticism on Ghantrey's Wordsworth. It is a great deal
more like Wordsworth than Wordsworth himself. Sol
think of this ship of Turner's. Tell Mr. Mackay it's a

great deal more like a ship than a ship is.'
"

What was the ship referred to ? J. C.

' GARDEN OF THE SOUL.' In ' N. & Q.,' ante*

p. 93, mention is made of the Roman Catholic

private prayer-book entitled
' The Garden of the

Soul.' What was the origin of this title ?

F. JARRATT.

BURLEIGH OR BuRLEY FAMILY. In Lambeth
Church is the following inscription :

" In memorie of Anthonie Burleigh, third sonne of
John Burleigb, late of the Isle of Wight, Eoq., who was
Lieutenant- General to King Charles the First, of blessed

memorie; and was putt to death at Winchester the 26th>

of January 1647, for endeavouring to rclea-e his sacred

Majesty then prisoner in Ciriebrooke Castle in the said

Isle of Wight. His two elder brothers were slain at
Worcester fight, in the forces of his i resent Majesty
King Charles the Second ; this being the last of that

loyall family, except his truly loving and sorrowful sister,
who caused this monument to be erected. Obiit 17 die

Feb. Anno D'ni 1681, aetatis sute 48. Spe resurgendi."

Is anything known of Anthonie Burleigh and his

brothers and sister ? Where could I find a list of

those who fought at the battle of Worcester ]

In Carisbrooke Churchyard is an inscription to

Lydia Burleigb, wife of Robert Clarke, who died

April 19, 1766, aged sixty-five. Can any one tell

me who this Lydia Burleigh was the daughter of ?

There was a Richard Burleigb, Rector of St.

Laurence, Isle of Wight, in 1694 ; but the registers
of that church are missing about this period.

MOUNTAGUE CUNLIFFE OWEN.

GOODQE BARONETCY. The following notice

occurs in the
' Annual Register,' vol. Ixxix. p. 148:

"Married at St. John's, Margate, 21 Sept., 1837,
Charles Gwinnell, Esq., of Doctors Commons, to Cecilia,

youngest and only surviving dau. of Sir Christopher
Goodge, Bt., of Goodge Hall, Leicester."

I can find no trace of this baronetcy in any
work of reference, and shall be glad of any infor*

mation about it. SIGMA.

STAINED-GLASS WINDOW. In York Minster

there is a stained-glass window which represents
the art of bell casting as it was carried out in the

Middle Ages. Has this window ever been en-

graved or otherwise reproduced, so that students

may be able to study its details ? VIATOR.

SPENSER AND DANTF. What is known of

Spenser's knowledge of Dante ? Has it ever been
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suggested, or is it likely, that in the First Book of
4 The Faery Queene,' canto ix. stanza 49, our poet
was thinking of the great Florentine when he
wrote

In which amazement when the miscreant
Perceived him to waver weake and fraile,

Whiles trembling horror did his conscience dant,
And hellish anguit-h did his soule assaile ;

To drive him to despaire, and quite to quaile,
He shew'd him painted in a table plaine
The damned ghosts, that doe in torments waile,
And thousand feends, that doe them endlesse paine
With fire and brimstone which for ever shall remaine?

PALAMEDES.
Paris.

SCOTTS OF THIRLESTANE. Can any reader of
4 N. & Q.' assist me in identifying the earlier

members of this family ? The pedigrees in Nisbet,

Douglas, &c., are apparently faulty, and jumble
them up with the Scotts of Howpasley, who,
although nearly connected, were undoubtedly a
distinct family, as the lairds of each place appear
on the same citations, &c. Burke gives as the

'first laird of Thirlestane a David, whom he calls

son of Walter of Howpasley, who we know, from
the MSS. of Lord Home, by Fraser, had only one

daughter, Janet. These MSS. also prove that

her tutor and apparent uncle, Robert Scott (this

Walter's brother), acquired Howpasley, and whose
son carried on that family. Was Burke's David
the brother or son of this Robert ? I incline to

the latter. WALTER F. LTON.

BREAM'S BUILDINGS. Is it known who was

Bream, who gave his name to the street in which
the premises of ' N. & Q.' now are ? URBAN.

NESTORIAN SYRIANS IN CHINA. What are the

latitude and longitude of Xanxuen, mentioned in

the following quotation 1

" In A.. 1625 a monument is said to have been dug up
at Xanxuen, in the Chinese province of Xensi, which,
according to Michaelis, is really ancient and genuine.
It bore two inscriptions, one in Chinese, the other in

Syriac, referring its erection to the year of the Greeks
1092 or A.D. 781, at which time, as well as some cen-
turies later, there was a very numerous colony of Nes-
torian Syrians who regularly received their bishops from
the Nestorian patriarch."

Any additional particulars will be gratefully
received. W. BAKER.

No JUDGE SITS ON GOOD FRIDAY. I remem-
ber the following story, told me by my father.

A judge sitting on Thursday in Holy Week
adjourned the trial, which was unfinished, to the

next day. A barrister rose and remonstrated in

these terms :

" There was one judge who sat on Good Friday, but
he is not a person whose action would be cited as a pre-
cedent, and I hope your Lordship will not follow it. No
English judge ever sits on Good Friday."

What are the names of the judge and the bar-

rister; and is it true that trials are always
suspended on Good Friday ? 0. H. BUTCHER.

Cairo.

THEATRE IN WHITEHALL. It has been said

that George Henry Lewes acted at a Whitehall
Theatre in 1841. Was there such an edifice ?

URBAN.

LUDFORD. Can you, through the columns of

your paper, give me any idea of the origin of the

name "
Ludford," as applied to two villages

which bear that name ? One of these two vil-

lages is in the county of Salop, and the other in

one of the eastern counties. Any historical fact in

connexion with either would be very acceptable.
T. B. FORTESQUE.

Caracas, Venezuela.

POPE'S COURTIER : JOHN STERLING. Has the

following curious coincidence ever been noted ?

Amongst the examples of the "
ruling passion

strong in death " in Pope's
' Moral Essays

'

(Epis. i.

252-5) is that of the courtier who
Just brought out this, when scarce his tongue could stir,
" If where I 'm going I could serve you, Sir ?

"

This certainly sounds very comic, and doubtless

Pope intended it to be so; but John Sterling,

assuredly with no comic intent, said just the same

thing in a letter to Carlyle, dated Aug. 10, 1844,
five or six weeks before his death :

" Heaven bless

you ! If I can lend a hand when THERE, that will

not be wanting." No doubt there is this difference

between the two cases, that Sterling spoke from
motives of heartfelt sincerity, whilst the courtier

spoke that is, Pope intended him to speak

merely, or at all events chiefly, from force of habit.

Notwithstanding this, the coincidence is, I think,

interesting. JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

DR. BURCHELL. Wanted the exact date of

the death of this noted African explorer. He com-
mitted suicide at Churchfield House, Fulham, in,

I believe, 1863. Any information concerning him
or his daughter, Anna Burchell, sent direct-, would

greatly oblige. CHAS J. FERET.
49, Edith Road, West Kensington, W.

DE PERIGORD. Can any one give me any par-
ticulars of Count Aldebert de Perigord, who

married, in London, Miss Mary St. Leger, who died

in Paris in 1830, aged seventy-five ; whether any

portraits or prints exist of either of them ?

WILLIAM BUTLER.
16, Holbein Buildings, Sloane Square, S.W.

ADMIRAL SIR ROBERT RICKETTS. The query
about the Ricketts family (ante, p. 67) reminds me
that a great commotion was caused in Cheltenham
some fifty years ago by certain lawsuits concerning
the will of this officer. The suit was instituted

against the widow of Sir Robert Ricketts by a
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barrister who had married one of the daughters.
Full particulars would oblige. W. E. ADAMS.

Newcastle-on-Tyne.

MACHIAVBLLI. Is it strictly correct to say
Machiavelli when the Christian name is omitted i

Pietro Fanfani, in his
' Breve Notizia della Vita

e delle Opere di Giovanni Boccacci,' prefixed to

the
' Decameron

'

(S. le Monnier, Firenze, 1880),
makes a terminal distinction between Boccaccio

and Giovanni Boccacci, and gives his reason for

doing so in a note :

" Boccacci dico eempre quando va congiunto col noiae

di battesimo, e Boccaccio quando vasolo; come era cos-

tume degli antichi, i quali, non solo del nostro autore,
ma d'altri, fecer lo stesso : per esempio, Francesco
Guicciardini e il Guicciardiuo

;
Niccolo Machiavelli e il

Machiavello," &c.

B. D. MOSELEY.
Burslem.

BURTON-PYNSENT, SOMERSETSHIRE. Does the

mansion devised by Sir William Pynsent to Lord

Chatham, and in which Lady Chatham died, still

exist; and to whom does the estate now belong?
G. F. R. B.

DEATH'S VEIL REMOVED. I have an impres-
sion of having read some lines (verse or prose ?) in

which the veil that hides the dreaded features of

Death is represented as torn away, and there is

shown no hideous skeleton, but a lovely child.

Whose are they ? R. B. B.

Chingford.

CRYPTOMERIA. The trees bordering the high-

way of pilgrims up to the sacred heights of Nikko
are called by English-speaking people in Japan
Cryptomeria. But what is the meaning of the

word Cryptomeria i In what dictionary or ency-

clopaedia can it be found ? A tree which has
formed the finest avenue in the world a colonnade

twenty-two miles long I wish had a plainer name.
JAMES D. BUTLER.

Madison, Wis., U.S.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.
She who rocks the cradle rules the world.

ESTE.

These lines are quoted in Digby's
'

Chapel of St. John.'

p. 265 :-
Wise she was

And wondrous skill'd in genealogies,
And could, in apt and voluble terms, discourse
Of births, of titles, and alliances ;

Of marriages, and inter-marriages ;

Relationships remote, or near of kin.

ASTARTB,
Ours is the seed-time ; God alone
Beholds the end of what is sown ;

Beyond our vision, weak and dim,
The harvest-time is hid with Him.

To be to others' souls

A cup of strength in some great agony.
G.

AMERICA : WHEN THE NAME WAS FIRST
GIVEX.

(8> S, i. 181, 274.)

It seems hardly worth while to break a fly upon
the wheel

;
but specious delusions spread so rapidly

that it may be as well to state the reasons why
M. Jules Marcou's theory cannot be entertained.

1. No mere conjecture, however ingenious and

plausible, can outweigh a positive statement of

fact. The inventor of the name America has told

how and why he invented it.

2. The dates are conclusive. On May 7, 1507,
Waldseemiiller's book, entitled

'

Cosmographies
Introductio, insuper quatuor Americi Vespucii

Navigationes,' was published. In this book the

author formally proposes to bestow the name of
" Americi Terra, sive America " on a portion of

South America, on the ground that it had been
discovered by Americus Vespucius. At this time,

1507, Nicaragua, where the tribe of the Amer-

riques is located, was not even known. Nicaragua
was first discovered, and partially explored, by
Gil Gonzalez fifteen years later, in 1522 -23.

3. Even before the discovery of Nicaragua, viz.,

in 1514, 1520, and 1522, America appears on maps
as a name for Brazil.

4. The Sierra Amerrique, in Nicaragua, is more
than a thousand miles distant from the land

originally called America.

5. M. Marcou has adduced no evidence that a

tribe called the Amerriques became known to

Gonzalez when he explored Nicaragua, much less

that it became known to Columbus during his

hasty run along the coast of Honduras in his

fourth voyage. The tribe was not known to

Latham in 1862, or to Fr. Muller when he pub-
lished his

'

Allgemeine Ethnographic
' in 1873.

6. It is not true, as M. Marcou states, that the

name of America was first given to
" the central

part of the continent, just about the middle," and
hen " extended first southward, and then north-

ward." It was first given to the coast of Brazil

and Guiana, and afterwards extended to Central

America, originally called New Spain, and to

North America, originally called Newfoundland.
7. M. Marcou's general sobriety and trust-

worthiness may be tested by his statement that

almost all Americans, and all Spaniards, have

accepted with joy" his idea that the New World
was named from his Nicaraguan tribe. At all

events, the numerous Americans with whom am
acquainted must be reckoned among the few who
lave not yet accepted his idea. It is a mare's

nest a delusion of the same order as the creed of

Anglo-Israel, the religion of the Great Pyramid,
or the theory that Bacon wrote Shakespeare's

plays. As far as the evidence goes, the Sierra
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Amerrique may be a modern*Spanish name, the

Amerriques merely deriving their name from the

hills they inhabit.

M. Marcou's theory is about as reasonable as if

we were to maintain that Great Britain takea its

name from Little Britain, in London, or that

America was named from America Island, in the

North Pacific, which is usually supposed to have

been so called because discovered by Capt. Mather,

by the ship America, in 1814. ISAAC TAYLOR.

EARLDOM OF DESMOND (8
th S. i. 291). The

last Geraldine, Earl of Desmond, died A.D. 1601,

unmarried, at the age of twenty-nine, in the

Tower of London, where he was brought as a

Protestant by Queen Elizabeth, who was his god-
mother. He is always called

" the Queen's Earl "

for that reason. She created him Earl of Des-

mond by a fresh patent, dated October 1, 1600,
his father, the Earl Palatine of Desmond, having
forfeited his title having been outlawed for his

rebellion, when his estates also were confiscated

to the Crown, before he was murdered in 1583.

Besides this only son, who was " restored in

blood," he left several daughters, the eldest of

whom, Lady Katherina Fitzgerald, was married to

Daniel O'Brien, the brother of the fourth ("the
Great") Earl of Thomond, and he was created

Viacount Clare for his signal services to the

Crown the English Crown. His grandson, the

third Viscount Clare, was outlawed, and his pro-

perty, about 56,931 Irish acres, was confiscated

for his adherence to James II., whom he followed

into France after the battle of the Boyne. His
two sons went with him into exile. The eldest

died, unmarried, of wounds received at the battle

of Marsiglia. His brother Charles succeeded as

fourth Viscount Clare, commanded the Irish

Brigade, and died of wounds after the battle of

Ramilies. In Thomas Davis's ballad he is called

"the brave old lord" who "died near the fight,"

commanding
"
Clare's Dragoons." His only SOD,

the fifth viscount, was heir-at-law of the eighth
Earl of Thomond, his cousin, and was known in

France as Count Thomond before he was promoted
from lieutenant-general to be a field marshal after

the battle of Fontenoy, May 12, 1745, when the

English were defeated. He left two son?, one of

whom died in childhood, and the other died, aged
nineteen and unmarried, in 1774. The property
of the title then ascended to the heir of the line,

or rather to the descendants of Honora O'Brien,
sister of the third (exiled) viscount, who had mar-

ried her kinsman, John Fitzgerald, thirteenth

Knight of Kerry. Their son Maurice was four-

teenth Knight of Kerry, succeeded in bis turn by
John Fitzgerald, fifteenth Knight of Kerry, who
died in 1741, leaving an only son, Maurice, six-

teenth Knight of Kerry, who died (having married

Lady Ann FitzMaurice) sine prole in 1779,

leaving his estates in Kerry to his only sister,

Elizabeth FitzGerald, who was the wife of Col,

(of Militia) Townsbend, of Castletown(shend), co.

Cork, which county he represented in Parliament
at his death in 1783. They had an only SOD.

Kichard Boyle Townshend, Esq., M.P. for Dingle
in the last Parliament of Ireland. He married

in 1784 Henrietta, daughter of John D. Newen-

ham, Esq., of Maryborough, co. Cork, and left

several sons, whoalldied unmarried except the third

son. The late Rev. Maurice FitzGerald Stephens-

Townshend, Vicar of Thornbury, Gloucestershire,
who married Alice Elizabeth Shute, only child of

Richmond Shute, Esq., of Iron Acton, Gloucester-

shire,* had an only son, who predeceased him, but

who left two sons by bis marriage (1864) with

Jane, daughter of J. H. Hussey de Burgh, Esq.,
of Kilfinnan Castle, co. Cork; and these two sons,

Maurice and Hubert, represent the Geraldine

Earls of Desmond and the O'Brien Earls of

Thomond in 1892. AVB VALE SALVE.

MISTAKES IN BOOKS OF REFERENCE (7
th S. ix.

304, 378, 455 ; x. 16 ;
xi. 33). Lowndes attri-

butes to John Macdiarmid (1779-1808), author

of
' Lives of British Statesmen,' a "

Scrap Book.

London, 1823-4, post 8vo. 2 vols. 13." This is

in reality the work of John McDiarmid (1790

1852), who was for thirty-six years editor of the

Dumfries and Galloway Courier, and one of the

best friends of Burns's " bonnie Jean " in her

latter days. McDiarmid's journalistic career began
in Edinburgh, where he was associated with

Charles Maclaren and William Ritchie in starting

the Scotsman newspaper in January, 1817. His
'

Scrap Book,' made up of selections from standard

authors and original contributions, first appeared ia

onevolume in 1820,and its popularity was such that

he presently added a second series. The work
ran through many editions. THOMAS BATKE.

Helensburgb, N.B.

INSTRUMENTAL CHOIR (7
th S. xii. 347, 416,.

469; 8th S. i. 195). In the highly interesting

church of Cogenhoe, near Northampton, was an

instrumental and vocal choir of the old fashion,

which survived until 1868, when the church was
"

restored," and the gallery abolished. I attended

that church until my thirteenth year, sitting with my
brothers and sisters in a comfortable square green-

baize pew in the chancel, and I well remember
the many curious architectural features by which

we were surrounded : the tffigy of De Cogenhoe,
the squint, the rare armorial bearings carved on

the capitals of the nave piers, the grotesque cor-

* Alice Elizabeth, only child of Richmond Shute,

Esq., of Iron Acton, Gloucestershire, sole heir of her

maternal uncle, Henry Stephens, of Ghavenage, in the

same county, the last male of which ancient family was

Sir Philip Stephens, Bart., M.P. in nine Parliaments,

and who died in 1809.
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bels, the early benches, the remarkable font, an

many other thing?, both inaide the building an

outside, which left a lasting impression on th

youthful mind.

The
{ u'pit with a sounding-board, the reading

desk and clerk's seat were graduated in the ortho

dox way, and twice during each service the clerl

gave out the hymn,
" Let ns sing to the praise ant*

glory of God," &c. (Why has this simple reveren

formula been abandoned 1), emerged from his pen
walked with creaking boots and measured trea(

down the nave, and ascending the western gallery
took up his fiddle and gave the signal to begin
Then uprose the whole congregation, and face(

the performers. The instrumentalists were : Jame
Sharman, clerk, fiddle

; his two brothers, Thomas
and Edward, fiddle and bass viol respectively

Benjamin Atterbury, clarinet; and John Atter-

bnry, trombone
; there was also a player on the

ophecleide, and a master on the cornet, whose
names I do not recall. The vocalists included

Geytons, Fareys, Eainbows, and Facers, names
enshrined from time immemorial in the annals ol

the village. The result of the concert, to my
thinking as a boy, was most grand and impressive.

I can see now, in imagination, the leader

returning to his seat, just a trifle flushed with his

success, his brown hand resting for an instant on
the edge of the desk as his sleek, black head
vanished into his tank-like box. And I seem
still to see the trombone, with mouthpiece
removed, turned upside down coram populo for a
certain time-honoured performance, and the bass
viol hoisted up high above the front of the gal-

lery, in the face of the departing congregation, to
be dropped into its great green-baize bag.
The gallery was taken down in 1868, and, with

the exception of
"
trombone," all the honest God-

fearing musicians have now gone into darkness,
and the grass waves over them on many a heaving
turf in Cogenhoe churchyard.

There was human interest in 'a band of this
kind ; and how hearty and genuine it was ! The
men respected themselves, and were looked up to
for their rude talents by their neighbours. And
we may contrast the "

service of song," of which

Cogenhoe offered so good an example forty years
ago, with the latter-day cheap organ, with its

heavenly-blue pipes, with the lackadaisical school-
mistress at her perfunctory task, with the dismal,
pretentious modern "choir" jerking its melan-

choly music throughout the long-drawn service,
and say, perhaps,

" The old is better.
"

ALBERT HARTSIIORNE.

MR. SECRETARY JOHNSTONE AND THE JOHN-
STONES OF WARRISTON (7"

1 S. x. 364, 453 ; xi

329, 407, 450; xii. 36). Three children of Sir
Archibald Jobnstone, not named by SIGMA, are
mentioned in the contemporary diary of Brodie

of Brodie, viz., a son Alexander (who seems to

have borne an indifferent character), p. 322, a

daughter who was married to Sir Alexander

Mackenzie, second baronet, of Coul, and another

daughter married to "Mr. Eoderik Mackenzie."
1

These two marriages are noted under date Feb-

ruary, 1678, at p. 397. Another son seems ta

have married Francesca, daughter of Cunynhame
of Bellyachan (Fountainhall, ii. 778).

At Restalrig Churchyard, near Edinburgh, is

an enclosure on which is inscribed :

" The Burjing Place of Jasper Johnstone of Warris-

ton, Portioner of Restalrig, (and of) William Wood,
chirurgeon in Edinburgh, son of Marion Johnstone,

daughter of Jasper Johnstone."

This Marion, who was heir as well as daughter
of Jasper, married Capt. Alexander Wood, who
afterwards became a tacksman of Excise (Foun-

tainhall, ii. 538). A stone inside the enclosure

bears an inscription stating that
" Marion Wood

died 1725." K. E. B.

SHOT (8
th S. i. 148, 214). "Shot" =holt, say

Isaac Taylor in
' Words and Places,' and builds an

airy theory on a derivation for which, as usual,

he adduces no vestige of proof. If it were so, why
is it always 8; never 5 1 and why do we not find

the division of syllables strictly preserved Alders-

hot, Brams-hott, instead of Alder-shot, Bram-
shott? (There is Brams-hill to compare.) The
local pronunciation is very conservative in the

analogous cases of Bos-bam, Cos-ham, Sidles-ham,,

&c., even Hors-ham. Your correspondent G. T.

A surely right. The word, in most cases, must be
'

shot," and may perhaps= "share" (cf. to pay one's

"shot"; and v. Skeat, s.v. "Scot-free"). At
B psora I am told that strips of land, the remains

of the old open-field system, are called "shots;*
' Mackerel's shot," &c.

The best-known places which have this termina-

ion lie in a broad line reaching from Oakshptt
in

Surrey to Calshot Castle in Hants, taking in the

north-west corner of Sussex. A few moments'"

earch on the O.S. map (1-inch scale) brings up
en in Hants, seven in Surrey, two in Sussex.

Are there others elsewhere ? If not, it ought to

e possible to find some explanation of such a very
efinite localization of a name ; e.g., perhaps in the

ettlements of a particular tribe. Where does

T. know the word as a "measure of area"

nd in
" names of fields" ? F. W. B.

P.S. The Eev. W. W. Capes, rector of Bratn-

hott, has kindly allowed me to append the fol-

owing valuable notes, which he has made on this

ermination :

" Some of the names ending now in shot appear uni-

ormly with the termination sete in Domesday, e.g., Brem-
resete (Bramahott), Lidesete (Ludghot, a manor in this

arisb), Hibisete (Empshott), and others. I think that

>e evidence points to the seat or settlement of some

amily or clan in the manors in question. In other
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cases, where the names appear to be of later growth, as

Ahlershott or ilewshott (spelt earlier Ewehott or Yew-

sliott), it is more natural to regard holt as the termina-

tion, as the ' wood of alders
'
or '

yews.' I did not
notice in Domesday any of this class. It is very curious
that BO many names should have settled down at last

uniformly into the ending in shott, though centuries ago
they were so variously spelt, e. g., shete, shute, and schote,
as well as sete never scot, I think. I have seen fourteen
different ways of spelling Bramshott. I may add, as

bearing on the subject, that Kingshott (a very common
name hereabouts) is spelt a long time back '

King's gate,'
and probably points to an original residence near a
town gate so called, as at Winchester. Shatter is the
'
sutor,' the Tillage cobbler of old."

There is a word " shot "which occurs frequently
in title-deeds, meaning a square furlong, and I

submit that when used in that sense it has no

connexion with the German " Holtz '' or the

English "holt." I do not know whether the

word is of Teutonic, Latin, or Celtic origin, but I

believe it is applied to square fields of approximately
the same size. Such a field might be called Adam's

Shot, Butler's Shot, or Upper Shot, and I have

myself noticed fields with these or similar names.

With regard to names such as Aldershot, Bag-

shot, or Oxshot, I suggested in a recent number
of N. & Q.' that the syllable

" shot "
might in

such words be identical with the " shot" of which

I write, and not connected with the English

"holt," a coppice or wood. I did not mean to

imply that the syllable "shot" was in no case

explained by "holt," but that my suggestion

might apply in some cases. At the same time, I

must say I do not feel inclined to accept
" Ox's

holt "
as the derivation of

" Oxshot " without some

connecting form. If our ancestors had wished to

speak of such a place would they not have said
" Ox-holt " or

"
Oxen-holt," just as we say "ox-

tail," and not " ox's tail" ? There is, besides this,

the further objection that the ox is not a beast of

the forest or holt, but of the field.

Can any one give me a history of the word "
shot'

1

meaning a square furlong ? A list of place-names

containing that syllable would also be interesting.

If the word is an old one and has survived so long
in an uncompounded form, it is probably to be

found blended with others in a considerable

number of names. G. T.

I should like, for one, to see the signification ol

this affix decided, having a strong suspicion that

"holt" is not its meaning, but "
schatten," or

shade. We have Alder-shot, Oak-shot, Ewshot.

Bagshot is the only one of these four that looks

as if the affix might pertain to a different origin

possibly
"
holt." ST. CLAIR BADDELEY.

QUEEN ELIZABETH (8
th S. i. 149, 235, 295).

It may be added that a transcript of the inscrip-

tion round the edge of a large gravestone
"
partly

hid by the staircase," in the Howard Chapel on

the north side of Lambeth Church, recording t^

Margaret, the wife of Archbishop Parker, died on

August 17, 1570, is found in the '

History and

Antiquities of the Parish of Lambeth '

(Nichols's
Bibl. Top. Brit.,' 1786, vol. ii. appendix, p. 52),
where is also preserved a copy of the annexed

inscription on the inside of the same stone :

Hie jacet Matthseus Parker,
alter filiorum D'ni Mathei
& Margaretae Parker, qui

obiit A.D. 1521, die 28 Sept.
etat. 21.

DANIEL HIPWELL.

LENTHALL FAMILY : BURFOKD (8
th S. i. 165).

There are pedigrees of this family, containing
much incidental information concerning its

members, to be found in Burke's '

History of the

Commoners/ vol. i. p. 178, and Burke's '

History
of the Landed Gentry,' s.v.

" Lenthall of Bessels

Leigh." Some further information may also be

found in Noble's
' Memoirs of the House of Crom-

well.' Bessels Leigh is in Berkshire, near Abing-
don.

The family seems to have been one of considera-

able antiquity and importance, and was stationed

primarily in Herefordshire, at Hampton Court,
now the property of the Arkwright family. The
name is still preserved in two places in that

county, Lenthall Starkes and Lenthall Earls. Sir

Rowland Lenthall fought on St. Crispin's Day,

1415, at the battle of Agincourt, and the name of

that famous victory is used at the present day as

the motto of the house. William Lenthall, born

in 1591, studying the law, attained high distinc-

tion in his profession, became Speaker of the

House of Commons, and bought the Priory at

Burford, in Oxfordshire, from Lucius Carey,
Viscount Falkland, who fell at the battle of New-

bury in 1643, at the early age of thirty-three. So

great was his influence that General Monck
assured Charles II. that the Restoration could not

have been effected except by the concurrence and

co-operation of Lenthall. He died in 1661, and
was buried in Burford Church. The Priory at

Burford, much enlarged and altered by him, seems

to have been the usual residence of his descend-

ants for several generations, as John Lenthall

served the office of Sheriff of Oxfordshire in 1787.

After that time William John Lenthall, born in

1764, seems to have resided chiefly at Bessels

Leigh Manor, and to have acquired, in right of

his wife, considerable estates in Carnarvonshire

and Monmouthshire. He died in 1855, at the

great age of ninety-one, leaving issue. Their arms

are given as Argent, on a bend cottised sa., three

mullets or. Crest, a greyhound salient sa., col-

lared or. Motto, Agincourt. Seats, Bessels

Leigh, near Abingdon; Maenau Hall, Llanrwst.

The quaint decayed old town of Burford,

bearing indications of its former importance, is

situated about eighteen miles from Oxford, on the
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old road to Cheltenham, and the surrounding

country is exceptionally bleak and dreary. The
noble church, a cruciform structure, with a lofty

spire, has undergone a partial restoration, but the

Priory, the old home of the Lenthalls, seems fast

going to decay. The Priory was dedicated to St.

John, and at the Dissolution its revenues were
valued at 13. 6$. 6d. The little town was once corpo-

rate, the seal is preserved, and no doubt at one time
it was a bustling, wealthy little place. Visiting it

an antiquary thinks that there is in it much that

would repay careful search and toil, and that Bur-
ford must have a history. He asks, for instance,
Was that mystery ever cleared up of one John

Pryor, gent., who was "
barbarously murdered in

the Priory garden in this parish
"
in 1697? Only

a year before King William III. had visited Bur-

ford, always noted for its saddlery, and been pre-
sented with samples of its manufacture. Macaulay
records this circumstance in his

'

History oi

England,' and preserves the memory of Burford.
The king seems at that time to have been making
a progress through the country :

" He deviated from his route to dine with Shrewsbury
at a secluded mansion in the Wolds, and in the evening
went on to Burford. The whole population of Burford
met him, and entreated him to accept a small token of
their love. Burford was then renowned for its saddles.
One inhabitant of the town, in particular, was said by
the English to be the best saddler in Europe. Two of
his masterpieces were respectfully offered to William,
who received them with much grace, and ordered them
to be especially reserved for his own use." Chap. xxi.

Burford seems to have had among its vicars an

important personage, as G. L. Craik gives in his
' Romance of the Peerage,' vol. i. p. 393, the fol-

lowing curious extract from the burials in the

parish register, under date March, 1771 :

"The Right Honourable and Eeverend Charles
Knollys, Earl of Banbury, Viscount Wallingford, and
Baron Knollys of ^reys, one-aud-twenty years Vicar of
this parish."

He claimed descent from Sir Francis Knollys, who
married Katherine Carey, daughter of William

Carey, who had married Mary Boleyn, the sister of

Queen Anne Boleyn. The author, quoting from
the ' Annual Register

'

of 1760, mentions as a
remarkable fact "that five sons of the Earl of

Banbury have been foremost in action for the
service of their king and country within a few
months past," calling the eldest of them "Lord
Wallingford." JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne .Rectory, Woodbridge.

A further notice of the murder at the Priory
may be seen in the '

Report of the North Oxford-
shire [now Oxfordshire] Archaeological Society,'
s.a., but for 1869 or 1870,

' Notes of an Excur-
sion to Shipton-under-Wychwood, Swinhook,
Asthall, and Burford,' with reference to the fol-

lowing authorities : Protestant Mercury, April 2
to April 7, 1697 ; the Flying Post; or, the Post-

master, April 6 to April 8, 1697 ; the Post Boy,
April 10 to April 13, 1697 ; the Post Boy,
June 20 to July 22, 1697. ED. MARSHALL.

SIR JOHN SAVERT DRAKE, BART (8
th S. i. 167).

Joseph Drake, a younger son of the first

baronet, had a younger son, Bampfylde Drake
Rector of Farway, Devon, who died in poor cir-

cumstances. By his will, proved at Exeter, 1729,
he left 10s. each to his sons, Joseph, Francis, and

William, and 101. to his youngest son, John, when
of age. The third son, Bampfylde, the residuary

legatee, went with his brother Francis to America,
and settled near his relatives the Boones in

Florida. Francis, killed by the Indians, left

issue, now very numerous, one of whom, the

rightful baronet, does not value the title. John,
the youngest son, married at Farway (as John

Drake, sailor) Anne Spicer, August 13, 1736. He
came home invalided, was appointed collector of

the customs of Plymouth, and died mayor of that

town, 1752/3, leaving one son, John Savery
Drake, and a daughter, Anne Pollexfen, who mar-

ried, first, Mr. Young, and, secondly, Capt.

Prosser, R.M. John Savery Drake died insane,
and was buried at Dodbrook in 1810, with the

assumed title of baronet. The family presumed
that the American branch would never turn up.

Evidently they had very loose notions of pedigree,
from their claiming descent from the circum-

navigator, who died, as is well known, without
issue. Mrs. Prosser's grandson, the late Francis

Drake Pearce, resented Dr. Drake's discovery of

the facts in a letter in the Plymouth press.
WTVERN GULES.

" CANARY BIRD," AN OPPROBRIOUS TERM (8
th

S. i. 109, 198). This expression seems to be
identical with Newgate bird and jail-bird. Grose's
'

Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue
'

explains it as
" a jail bird, a person used to be kept in a cage."
I have recently met with it in

' The Rump,' by
J. T. Tatham, 1660, p. 258 (' Dramatists of the

Restoration,' 1878):

Lady Bert. What sayst thou, Pris ?

Pris. I was thinking, and it please your highness,
what a canary bird Woodfleet was to settle the Rump,
the abominable Rump, and pretend so much love to my
lord and master.

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

ARMORIAL (8
th

S. i. 227). The coat of arms
and crest have been used by a family named Carey
of Sussex. The same coat, but with a border

azure, is recorded to John Fox, of Ropesly, in

Glover's 'Ordinary.' R. A. COLBECK.
88, Edward Street, Eennington Park.

ST. JOHN OF BEVERLEY (8
th

S. i. 260). All

the original material for the life of this Yorkshire
saint is collected by Canon Raine in

'
Historians

of the Church of York,' Rolls Series, vol. i., 1879.

W. 0. B.
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CHARLES KELSALL (8
th S. i. 187). Several

works by Charles Kelsall are mentioned in Hal-
kett and Laing's

'

Dictionary,' including :

A Letter from Athens, addressed to a Friend in

England. Lond., 1812.
Constantino and Eugene ; or, an Evening at Mount

Vernon. By Junins Secundus. Brussels, 1818.
Remarks touching Geography, especially tbat of the

British Isles. By Mela Britannicus. Lond., 1822.
The First Sitting of the Committee on the Proposed

Monument to Shakspeare. Carefully taken in short-
hand by Zachary Craft. Lond., 1823.

Horse Viaticae ; the author Mela Britannicus. Lond.,
1836.

For other publications by the same writer see

Lowndes's '

Bibliographer's Manual.'
J. F. MANSEEGH.

Liverpool.

Lowndes mentions as written by him :

A Classical Excursion from Rome to Aspiuo. Geneva,
1820.
A Phantom of an University. Lond., 1814, plates.
Poematia tria Latina. Lond., pp. 1828, only 25 copies.
Esquisse de mes Travaux de mes Voyages et des mes

Opinions. Lond.
Constantine and Eugene ; or, an Evening at Mount

Vernon. A Political Dialogue. By Junius Secundus.

Brussels, 1818.

ED. MARSHALL.

"THE DE'IL is DEAD" (8
th S. i. 208, 283).

Perhaps what I used to hear as a boy may, now
that others have begun, be given. It ran thus :

Some say the devil 's dead,
And buried in Coldharbour ;

Some eay he 's come alive again,
And apprenticed to a barber.

Some say the devil 's dead,
And buried in Jamaica;

Some say he 's come alive again,
And apprenticed to a baker.

My brother and I used to compose additional

stanzas ; but even if I could remember these, their

time for celebrity would not have arrived by a
hundred years or so. C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.

Longford, Coventry.

CECILY, DUCHBSS OF YORK (6
th S. iv. 347,

397). From these references it appears that in

the 'Eighth Report of the Hist. MSS. Com.' (1881),

pt. i. p. 268, a letter is printed by the Eev.
W. 1). Macray (from the archives of Magdalen
College), addressed by the Duchess to Bishop
Waynflete, for admission of a William Stephen
as a scholar. The signature

"
Cecylee" only is

autograph, and Mr. Macray remarked tbat no
other was known, also that the letters c, e, and I

scarcely vary from each other. A year or two

afterwards, while going through the Files of Chan-

cery in the Public Record Office, I found another

signature of the duchess, and have kept a tracing
of it. It is on a document by which the duchess
waives her right to decide a plea between Sir

Philip Courtenay and Margaret Hungerford, lady

of Hungerford and Botreauz, as to the manor of

Botreanx Mallond and Knoweston, held of her.

The date is November 1, 12 Edw. IV. (1472). The

signature only is autograph, in upright letters

like pot-hooks, half an inch high, and Mr. Macray 's

remark applies to the letters c, e, and Z, which are-

very like each other. JOSEPH BAIN.

HERALDIC (8
th S. i. 226). The arms and motto-

given by A. L. 0. D. appear to be those of Oliviera.

The coat in the second and third quarters of the

shield is not blazoned with sufficient accuracy to

denote the family to which it belongs. There is

nothing to show how the escallop shells and
"
stars

"
(mullets or estoiles ?) are disposed.

C. R. M.

I have no information about the shield or crest,

but the motto,
" Audentior ibo" is quoted in

Elvin's
' Handbook' as that of the Oliveira family,

with the translation, "I will go more daringly."
J. BAGNALL.

Water Orton.

EUSEBIDS ANDREWS, ROYALIST (8
th S. i. 185).

The following is extracted from Salmon's
'

Abridgement of State Trials,' 1737 :
" Mr. Buck-

ley, who published the account of these proceed-

ings against his friend Colonel Andrewe." And,
further on,

" He [the colonel] was preparing to go
over to New England or Virginia." New England
then comprised the six modern states on the east

coast, immediately north of Virginia.
WALTER J. ANDREW.

Ashton under Lyne.

VEIL : VAIL (8
th S. i. 245). In the edition of

Pope's 'Works,' 5 vols. 4to., London, 1769, I

find, in the description of Bentley (' Dnnciad,'
iv. 205), the reading vail'd, not veil'd:

His Hat, which never vail'd to human pride,
Walker with rev'rence took, and lay'd aside,

There is also a foot-note by Pope on the passage :

"The Hat-worship, as the Quakers call it, is an
abomination to that sect : yet, where it is necessary to

pay tbat respect to man (as in the Courts of Justice and
Houses of Parliament) they have, to avoid offence, and

yet not violate their conscience, permitted other people
to uncover them."

This note, I think, leaves no doubt as regards

Pope's meaning. The Globe edition of Pope's
' Works '

(Macmillan, 1885) also reads vail'd.

W. D. OLIVER.

Comberford, Teignmouth.

BLACK HAIR (8
th S. i. 109, 157, 216). The

reference which Erasmus omits is to Plutarch,
"
Apophthegmata Reguna,"

'

Opp. Moral.,' p. 178 E.,

M, Paris. ED. MARSHALL.

ANNE MATHEWS (8
tt S. i. 273). This lady, the

second wife of Charles Mathews the elder, died at

Chelsea Villa, Fulham, October 12, 1869, aged
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eighty-seven (see
'
Life of C. J. Mathews,' vol. ii.

p. 197). An obituary notice of Mrs. Mathews will

also be found in the Era for October 17 of that

year. ROBERT WALTERS.
Girrick Club.

OK LATJREATED (8
th S. i. 121, 254).

In the note at the latter reference it is stated that
the commutation of the tierce of canary wine for

272. in the emolument of the poet laureate took

place when Pye was appointed. I may be wrong,
but I think Pye had the wine, and that it was
when Southey succeeded that great poet in the
function that the commutation took place. I gather
as much also from Byron's jesting observation to
Lord Holland, in a letter written in 1812, when as

yet Pye was laureate, a propos of some compli-
mentary remarks made to him by the Prince

Regent :

"I have now great hope, in the event of Mr.
Pye's decease, of warbling truth at court,' like Mr.
Mallet of indifferent memory. Consider, one hundred
marks a year, besides the wine and the disgrace."

THOMAS J. EWING.
Leamington.

Are we not treading very closely on the dispute(
domain of the mystic term Bachelor of Arts? Her
"laureation" would equate baccalaureus, cf

baccalia, a "bay tree or laurel"; it would be
great comfort to get rid of the imputed vaccula
and the "cow-boys." A. HALL.

13, Paternoster Row, B.C.

AIGREMOND : EGREMOND : EGMONT (8
th S.

273). As the following appears in a 'History
&c., of Cumberland' (1829), it may be well to

quote it in connexion with this query :

" Housman says
' the present name of Egremont seems

derived from its ancient possessors, the Normans, am
being changed by a trifling corruption of their language

implies the Mount of Sorrow.
1 "P. 207.

Liverpool.

J. F. MANSERGH.

T. W. C. will find the information he requires
in Mieris,

'

Charterboek der Graven van Holland.'
The Counts of Egmont or Egmond took their title
from Esmond, a place on the coast of North
Holland, twenty-three miles south of the Holder.
The old form of the name is Egmunde, which
indicates that it was at the mouth of a small stream.

ISAAC TAYLOR.
Y FOR TH (8

th S. i. 289, 320). May I add a
few words to PROF. SKEAT'S note on this subject?
I read a book of John Knox's many years ago (I
think it was the '

Faithfull Admonition,' 1554),
and in this the printer, conscious, I suppose, that
the y of the, this, &c., was not a y at all, carefully
used for it a y of a different shape, to supply the
lack in his fount of the disused thorn (. I have
read very many old registers, but I have never

observed any likeness between the th and a y,

which MR. HUDSON noted. I think it must have
been an idiosyncracy of the particular scribe.

HENRY H. GIBBS.

GREEN-ROOM (8
th S. i. 227). As your corre-

spondent would be glad of any scrap of informa-

tion on this subject, I would refer him to an article

entitled
' Behind the Scenes at the Lane,' given in

All the Year Bound, Third Series, iii. 305, where
he will find an account of the old and present room

bearing that name. Theodore Hook also wrote :

" The Friday came ; and for the first time in my life

I found myself in the green room of a theatre it was

literally a green room, into which light was admitted by
a thing like a cucumber-fia-ne at one end of it. It was

matted, and round the walls ran a bench covered with
faded green stuff, whereupon the dramatis persona: de-

posited themselves until called to go upon the stage ;
a

looking-glass under the sky-light, and a large bottle of

water and a tumbler on the chimney-piece, completed
the furniture of this classic apartment."

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

The term green-room, which is as old as the days
of the Elizabethan drama, was derived originally
from the green rushes strewed upon the floor of

the retiring-rooms of the actors and actresses, in

place of a carpet, in the early theatres. After-

wards paper of a green colour was used on the

walls, and green baize took the place of the

rushes, so that the name came to be retained to

the present day. T. W. TEMPANY.
Richmond, Surrey.

DRINKING PROVERB (8
th S. i. 228). Bohn's

' Handbook of Proverbs ' has " When the cup is

full, carry it even," which proverb carries its own
moral with it. In Hazlitt's

'
English Proverbs '

there is the following version
" When the cup is

fullest, bear yourself most moderately, quoth

Hendyng," taken from

P. of H. (' Relig. Antiq.,' i. 112)
' When the coppe is

follest, thenne ber hire feyrest, quoth Hendyng,' i.e.,

Be moderate in prosperity." P. 460.

J. F. MANSERGH.
Liverpool.

YELE (8
th S. i. 294). "This aisle was made

Anno 1593." The ' N. E. D.' gives the forms
1

yle" and "
ylle" under "

Aisle." Yele-house, in

sense of brewing-house, is ''ale-house." Yill-house

n Scotland is
"
ale-house

"
in the ordinary sense.

J. T. F.

Winterton, Doncaater.

JANUARY 30 (8
th S. i. 293). The State Service

'rayers for January 30, May 29, and November 5,

were ordered to be discontinued on January 17,

859, when I imagine they were no longer ob-

erved by the House of Commons as holidays.
ince that date Parliament has met on thirty
ccasions on a date subsequent to January 30. In
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the year 1886 that day fell on Saturday, and in

1881 and 1887 on Sunday, days of the week on

which the house does not, as a rule, assemble,

leaving only the January 30, 1891, unaccounted

for, on which day Parliament did meet.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Boad.

QUEEN ANNE BOLEYN (8
th S. i. 222). Will

MR. FICKFORD pardon me for asking why he
states that

"
in 1526 Henry VIII. first set eyes on

Anne Boleyn in her father's garden at Hever in

Kent"? I have always understood that the
"
sprightly black-eyed flirt," as Mr. Gardiner calls

her (vide
' A Student's History of England,' 1892,

p. 380), returned to England in 1522. Then
followed Percy's wooing, his forced marriage with

Lady Mary Talbot, and Anne's dismissal from

Queen Katharine's service in 1523. Surely it was

during this period that Henry first
"
set eyes on,"

if he did not en plein jour
" make eyes at," his

wife's maid of honour. Of course it is known that

Henry and Anne saw one another some years

before, at the time of the marriage of the Princess

Mary to Louis XII., but His Majesty's most
bitter enemy has never accused him of having
looked twice at the young girl in 1514. It may be
worth noting (see ante, p. 234) that Mr. Gardiner,
in the passage where he writes that Henry's"

scruples regarding his marriage with Catharine
were quickened in 1522 by the appearance at Court
of Anne Boleyn," speaks of her as being then "

in

her sixteenth year." H. G. GRIFFINHOOFE.

84, St. Petersburg Place, W.

What was the EEV. JOHN PICKFORD thinking
of when he wrote that all the London buildings of

Anne Boleyn's time have gone except the Tower ?

Let me refer him to Mr. Loftie's 'History of

London' (supplement to the first edition, p. 432),
where a list of buildings is given which existed

before the Great Fire. This is, no doubt, fairly

correct, but might be added to with advantage. It

occupies a page and a half, or, including the

suburbs, three pages. Most of the structures

referred to date from before the year 1500. An
existing fragment in the City, which Mr. Loftie

fails to mention, is part of the crypt of a Gothic
mansion called the Manor of the Eose, built

originally by Sir John Poultney, five times Lord

Mayor of London, and enshrined in the pages of

Shakespeare: "The Duke being at the Eose within
the parish St. Lawrence Poultney." It is on
Lawrence Poultney Hill. In the suburbs als o he
has forgotten Lincoln's Inn gateway, which so

offends Lord Gritnthorpe. It was built by Sir

Thomas Lovell, and has on it the date 1518.

PHILIP NORMAN.

MARKS ON BLANKETS (7"
1 S. xii. 487 ; 8th S.

i. 78, 194). At the last reference mention is made

of the allurement of the purchaser as the purpose
of the marks. In some cases the purchaser has a
ixed taste for the marks with which he chooses to

3e allured. In Tenerife, for instance, where the

olanket is an article of importance being at all

seasons a covering by night and in cold or wet
seasons a cloak by day the stripes running along
the edge must be three in number and blue in

colour, the central one wider than that on each
side of it (see Mrs. Stone's '

Tenerife,' p. 26, 1889

edit.). KILLIGREW.

SIR EGBERT HAMILTON OF MOUNT HAMILTON
'8th S. i. 294). An account of this person will be
found in the Hamilton MSS., edited by T. K.

Lowry, 1867, pp. 106, 107. SIGMA.

DB. SAMUEL TURNER (7
th S. xii. 428, 495; 8th

3. i. 18). MR. PINKERTON asks concerning Dr.

Turner, who figured in the Long Parliament. In
FitzPatrick's 'Secret Service under Pitt,' just

published by Messrs. Longman, there is a startling
Etccount of Dr. Samuel Turner,who in 1798 betrayed
his colleagues. He is said to have been descended
from " the old Parliamentary hand."

CLARIBEL.

SWORD MARKS (8
th S.i. 227). W. T. may pos-

sibly derive information regarding above from a
book entitled, I believe,

' The Book of the Sword,'

procurable, probably, of a second-hand book dealer.

H. D. C.-S.

LEART (8
th S. i. 244).

"
Leary

" was a very
common word in Cornwall when I was a boy.
Its meaning was sick and faint for want of food.

When going out for a day's fishing I always took

a pasty in my basket, that I might not feel
"
leary

" before dinner. I know of no other word
so descriptive of the sinking feeling produced by
an empty stomach. J. E. DORE.

Huddersfield.

COOPER (7
th S. xii. 387, 435, 451, 496 ; 8th S.

i. 32, 217). A wine cooper is a wine carrier

that is, a carrier of bottles. They are made to

carry from two to six bottles. Any of these

consists of tin cylinders, each containing one

bottle, soldered together, with a handle at the

back, rather more than half way to the open ends,
so as to cause them, when carried, to lie in a slop-

ing position. Underneath is a foot or feet, to

keep them in the same position when set down.

Corporal Toddy must have been a six-bottle man
when the waiter entered with such a cooper.
"
Cooper of port

" leaves the quantity as x.

"
Cooper of ale

"
is simply ale in a copper measure.

Cooper would seem to mean container, as in

"hen-coop"; but further I dare not venture.

In the case of six bottles they are ranged in a

pyramid, three, two, and one.

G. H. THOMPSON.
Alnwick.
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PANCAKES AND SHROVE TUESDAY (8
tb S. i. 160,

195,238). The pancake bell used to be rang in

Springthorpe Church, in Lincolnshire, on Shrove

Tuesday, till the death of the old parish clerk a

few years ago. About seventy or eighty years

ago a fatal accident occurred. A young woman,
Mary Hill, went to ring the bell

; by some accident

her hand got entangled in the bell-rope, and she

was carried up to the roof of the belfry chamber
;

the rope loosened, and she fell upon a large flat

stone in the floor, and was killed. At the funeral

three maidens in white carried three white paper
crowns and gloves before the coffin. These last

were hung up in the church one only now
remains. The stone on which she fell forms now
the base of the font.

E. LEATON-BLENKINSOPP.

The custom of ringing the "
pancake-bell

"
is

still observed at the pretty village of Church
Minshall, Cheshire. ALFRED CHAS. JONAS.
Swansea.

'A PEEP INTO LONDON' (8
th S. i. 227). I

well remember '

City Scenes
'

as one of the favourite
books on the shelves of our nursery schoolroom.
It is one of a set of several volumes, all anonymous,
if I recollect aright. Two others were lettered

outside "Arctic" or "Northern," and " Rural"
or "

Country
"
scenes, I forget which. The name

of the other volumes I have forgotten ; but I think
one was 'Scenes from English History'; another
was ' Winter Scenes.' They were in 12mo., and
had red, purple, and other coloured roan backs. I

frequently had occasion to refer to '

City Scenes '

when I was writing
' Old and New London/ and

more than once I quoted passages from it. I

remember two couplets of verses I will not say of

poetry probably placed as mottoes to the chapters
describing the lions at the Tower and the skating
in St. James's Park. They ran thus :

Don't be fearful, young master, to look at the lion,
You see he can't break from hia cage of strong iron.

And again :

Here come the old beau and the lusty young spark,
To skate on the frozen canal in the park.

E. WALFORD, M.A.
Ventnor, Isle of Wight.

MEDIAEVAL LATIN (8
th S. i. 247). The most

available book on this subject is the * Record
Interpreter,' by Charles Trice Martin (Reeves &
Turner), recently published. There is a glossary
of Mediaeval Latin at the end of the quarto edition
of Ainsworth's 'Latin Dictionary.' There is a more
elaborate glossary in Wright's 'Court Hand
Restored'; a similar one in Mr. Ewald's 'Our
Public Records.' A vocabulary of like character
is appended to vol. xi. of Henry VIII. '

State

Papers,' and a very good one is placed at the end
of the first volume of 'Winchester Cathedral

Documents,' published by the Hampshire Record

Society. S. JAMES A. SALTEB.
Basitigfield, Basingstoke.

The glossary at pp. 123-158 of
C 0ur Public

Records, a brief Handbook tothe National Archives,'

by A. C. Ewald, London, 1873, will possibly meet
the wants of INQUIRER. If this is not sufficient

for his purpose, he will take care to consult also

Ducange, which this publication omits.

ED. MARSHALL.

See ante, p. 239. J. F. MANSERQH.

MICKLEBURGH FAMILY (8
th S. i. 273). In

1860, and for many years after, there lived at

Pake field, near Lowest oft, a most respectable

shoemaker, postmaster, and churchwarden of this

name. He no longer makes shoes, or stamps
letters, or keeps churches, but I think he still

resides at Pakefield.

C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.
Longford, Coventry.

GOLD BADGE : CONWAY (8
tb S. i. 208). Was

this issued on the occasion of the Lisburn election

to replace Mr. Marcus Patterson, made Lord Chief

Justice of the Common Pleas in the Parliament of

Ireland of 1769-76 ? The Hon. Robert Seymour
Conway was the successful candidate. Can any
of your readers say why the dates of returns are

not given in the
' Blue-book '

for the Parliaments

of Ireland ? Q. V.

The following is an extract from the Bazaar of

March 18 :

" The badge of which you send a description appears
to be political. We cannot, however, find any mention
of a Hon. Hugh Conway. Have you mistaken Hugh for

Henry 1
"

CELER ET ATIDAX,

NILE (8
th S. i. 228, 252). Many rivers are

subject to even greater fluctuations than the

Nile. The Manzanares, which is a torrent after

the rains, during the dry season is a fashionable

walk of Madrid. Col. Mure, in his 'Travels

in Greece,' explains the myth of the Daughters
of Danaus. Danaus is typical of Greece, and

the fifty bridegrooms are its fifty rivers, which

never reach the sea. One alone of the brides

(face nuptiali digna) does not murder her

husband, and she is afterwards married to Nep-
tune. Two friends of mine, travelling in Greece,

sought the river Styx. When they came in sight

of its bed, one exclaimed,
" There is no water in

it." The other said,
" Just enough to swear by."

Sir Charles Lyell tells that the Ohio and the

Mississippi are subject to annual floodings, but

the one is earlier than the other. The one

brings down yellow sediment and the other

brown. Consequently below their junction

layers of alternate yellow and brown deposit are
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seen whan the river subsides. In India, the word
" nullah" is given to dry depressions in the land,
which after the rains are torrents.

J. CARR^CE MOOBE.

In India many rivers rise rapidly and overflow

in the rainy season. The Sntlej used sometimes
to rise to such an extent as to carry away its

(then) bridge of boats. I recollect at Lahore, in

1862, the river Eavee one night
" overflowed all

its banks," and the plain under the walls and in

front of the fort was, ^so far as the eye could

reach, one vast sheet of water.

GEORGE ANGUS.

May I be allowed to mention, for the benefit

of MR. 0. A. WARD, the following rivers, in

three continents, which have periodical overflows?

They are the more important out of many instances.

Where months are given after the name of a river,
it is the time during which the inundations occur
ach year. Nile (greatest height, autumnal

quinox), Zambesi (December to June), in Africa.

Indus, Ganges, Taptee, Brahmaputra, overflow

at the time of the south-west monsoon (April to

September), which is the wet season, in India.

Yang-tse-kiang, Hoang-Ho, in China, which if

not continually strengthened in its artificial em-
bankments would be, indeed and everlastingly,
*'
China's Sorrow." Obi, which overflows on the

return of spring and the melting of the snow

(May), in Siberia. Irawaddy and Mekhong in

Further India (June to September). I also find

Dr. Cornwell says,
" The rivers of Further India

overflow at certain seasons, and lay the country
under water, thus forming a great inland lake or

sea." Jihoon (or Acaoo) signifies flood. Euphrates,
like the Nile, was known to

"
fertilize its banks

by the mud it deposited in its periodical over-

flowings." Euphrates and Tigris united, called

Skat d Arab. " Shat is an Arabic word, applied
to that part of a river which is subject to inunda-
tion."

Perhaps some one may tell us what Malte
Btun says of the great Siberian rivers in par-
ticular. I have not his

'

Geographic Universelle
'

to search into.

The country betwixt the mouths of the

Grodavery and Kistnah in Hindostan, also con-

taining lake Colair, is annually inundated. I

think many more large rivers in Asia are thus
affected by the rainy winds in the south of Asia.

America is not without these overflowing rivers.

Amazon, with its marvellous area of network-

feeders, La Plata, Orinoco, in South America, and

Mississippi
"
are subject to periodical inundations,

and they form bodies of water several thousand

square miles in extent." Besides these, in North
America, are Rio Grande del Norte (April, May),
and Mackenzie (upper course inundated at begin-
ning of summer).

To turn to our own Europe : The Po, in Italy,

although prevented by strong and high embank-
ments, is naturally liable to inundations. Is not
also the Don in Russia at its delta ? What can
one say of many smaller streams ? But they will

not count side by side with these mountain waters,
each one almost a " son of the ocean," or a " Father
of Waters," or a " Saviour of its country." Apart
from the dry enumeration of these streams there

is 'a deep undercurrent of interest in the case of

every one of them, for the subject takes the mind
to all parts, and calm nature is with us the best

helpmate to a philosophizing spirit.

HERBERT HARDY.
Earl's Heaton, Dewsbury.

WHEAT THROWN AT WEDDINGS (8
th S. L 8,

151, 232). The Chinese Times is responsible for

the following account of a very early origin of the

custom of throwing rice at weddings:
" In the days of the Shang Dynasty, some 1500 years

before Christ, there lived in the province of Shansi, a
moat famous sorcerer called Chao. It happened one day
that a Mr. P'ang came to consult the otacle, and Chao,
having divined by means of the tortoise-diagram, in-

formed the trembling P'ang that he had but six days to

live. Now, however much we may trust the sagacity
and skill of our family physician, we may be excused if,

in a matter of life and death, we call in a second doctor
for a consultation, and in such a strait it is not to be
wondered at that P'ang should repair to another source

to make sure there was no mistake. To the fair Peach-
blossom he went, a young lady who had acquired some

reputation as a sorceress, and to the tender feminine
heart unfolded the story of his woe. Her divination

yielded the same result as Chao'a ; in six days P'ang
should die, unless by the exercise of her magical powers
she could avert the catastrophe. Her efforts were

successful, and the seventh day great was Chao's aston-

ishment, and still greater his mortification and rage,
when he met P'ang taking his evening stroll, and he
learned that there lived a greater magician than he.

The story would soon get about, and, unless he could

put an end to hie fair rival's existence, his reputation
would be ruined. And this is how Chao plotted against
the life of Peachblossom. He sent a go-between to

Peachbiossom's parents to inquire if their daughter was
still unmarried, and, receiving a reply in the affirmative,
he befooled the simple parents into believing that he Lad
a son who was seeking a wife, and ultimately induced

them to engage Peachblossom to h m in marriage. The

marriage-cards were duly interchanged ; but the crafty
Chao had chosen the most unlucky day, when the
' Golden Pheasant

' was in the ascendant. So surely
as the bride entered the red chair, the spirit bird would

destroy her with his powerful beak. But the wise

Peachblossom knew all these things, and feared not.
'
I will go,' she said ;

'
I will fight and defeat him."

When the wedding morn came she gave directions to

have rice thrown out at the door, which the spirit bird

seeing made haste to devour, and while his attention was
tiius occupied, Peachblossom stepped into the bridal

chttir and passed on her way unharmed. And now the

ingenuous reader knows why he throws rice after the

bride."

KlLLIGRKW.
Tenertfe.
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AUTHORS rr QUOTATIONS WANTED (7
tb S. zii.

469 ; 8"> S. i. 99).

On s'eveille, on se leve, on s'habille et 1'on sort;

On rentre, on dine, on soupe, on se couche et 1'on dort !

Compare Dante's description (' Inferno,' xxxiii. 139-

141) of Branca d' Oria a. faineant, according to Dante :

I' credo, diss' io lui, cbe tu m' inganni ;

Che Branca d' Oria non mori unquanche,
E mangia e bee e dorme e veste panni.

Whereon Brunone Bianchi has the following note in his

edition of the
' Divina Commedia,' Pirenze, 1857 :

" Nota
come in questo verso [141] si citano tutti gl" indizj d' una
vita animale, nessuno del'a vera vita dell' uorao."

JONATHAN BOCCHIEK.

(8h P. i. 127, 199.)

I make huste to laugh, &c.

Does not the passage from Beaumarchais run,
" Lone

par ceux-ci, blame par ceux-la. je me hate de me moquer
de tous de peur d'etre oblige d'en pleurer

"
?

ALBERT HARTSHORNE.

And if I laugh at any mortal thing
'Tis that I may not weep.

' Don Juan,' canto iv. stanza 4.

Lord Byron may have been remembering Beaurnarcbais
or another author. For the sentiment is one which

probably baa occurred t > many human beings since the
world began. E. YAEDLBT.

(8t S. i. 149, 219.)
Darkness shows us realms of light
That are not seen by day.

The hymn mentioned by MR. KENDALL will be found

amongst Moore's 'Sacred Songs
'

(" Thou who dry'st
the mourner's tear "). GUALTERTJLTJS.

(8*i> S. i. 229.)

But who, if he be called upon to face

Some awful moment to which Heaven has joined
Great issues, &c.

Prom Wordsworth's 'Character of the Happy Warrior,'
11. 48-52. J. P. MANSERGH.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &o.

The Works of William Shakespeare. Edited by William
Aldis Wright. In Nine Volumes. Vol. VJ. (Mac-
millan & Co.)

TWO-THIRDS of the labour of giving to the '

Cambridge
Shakespeare

:

it-* definite shape are accomplished, and
Mr. W. Aldis Wright may look at the end of his impor-
tant task as being within measurable reach. What
remains to be done may none the less be regarded as the

most arduous portion. In the previous volumes were

given the comedies and the English chronicle plays.
Vol. vi. contains 'Troilus and Creesida,' 'Coriolanus,'
'

Titus Andronicus,' and ' Borneo and Juliet.' There are

yet left 'Timon of Athens,' 'Julius Caesar,' 'Macbeth,'
'Hamlet,' 'Lear/ 'Othello,' 'Antony and Cleopatra,'
'

Cymbeline,' and 'Pericles,' among the plays of unques-
tioned authority, as well as the poems and such plays
in which Shakspeare had a hand as the tuiviviug
editor elects to supply. The tragedies in question,
' Hamlet

'

especially, are those in which the largest
number of readings, authoritative or conjectural, is

furnished, and are those, consequently, in which editorial

supervision is of highest account. Comparatively few

Shakspearian cruets are in the sixth volume, though
one crux,' Romeo and Juliet,' III. ii. 6,

' That runaway's
eyes may wink," has, perhaps, given rise to more conjec-

ture, ingenious, far-fetched, or futile, than any other in

9bakspeare. All of these, including
"
Benomys" of

Mason,
" unawares "

of Knight,
"
rumourers," or " ru-

mourous" of Singer, "rude days" of Dyce, "sun-
weary" of Bailey, and a score others, many of them
familiar enough to readers of ' N. & Q.,' are advanced in
the notes. To give these " wild and whirling words" is,
of course, a main part of an editor's duty, and those who-
wish to exercise further their minds upon matters
which, if they need explanation at all, are inexplicable,
would be discontented to miss them. What, however,,
commends to the general reader the volume, as the work,
is the purity of a text derived wholly from a collation
of early editions, and the sanity, and, it may be added,,
the brevity and paucity of the notes. Little short of a,

generation has elapsed since this volume in the first

edition saw the light. So carefully edited was this that

surprisingly little has been left in the way of addition.
or apparently of revision. With some care we have
perused the volume, without finding a point on
which correction is needed. Human effort is, of course,

finite, and perfection is difficult of attainment. Censure
and criticism, however, seem, in this instance, all but,

defied. We can only congratulate our readers that the
best and most approved edition of Shakspeare, long out
of reach of all but a fortunate few, will soon be acces-
sible in its entirety.

The Song of Dermot and the Earl. Edited, with Literal
Translation and Notes, by Goddard Henry Orpen.
(Oxford, Clarendon Press.)

THE existence in the library at Lambeth Palace of the
Carew MS. 596 consisting of an oldPrench poem on the
Norman occupation of Ireland, has been long known to

the more diligent students of Irish history, the poem
itself having been published in 1837. It has not pre-
viously been translated nor competently annotated. It IK-

HOW, to the gain of scholarship, made generally acces-
sible. The translation pretends to no metrical quality
and, indeed, aims at none. It follows, so far as is

possible, line for line and word for word, the original,
though in the case of orthography so eccentric and
bewildering as is employed much is necessarily con-

jectural. As a story of fighting, and of the long
stand made by a handful of Norman warriors against-
half-armed and undisciplined hordes, of successful
ambushes and fierce reprisals, the whole is sufficiently

siirring. The fragment, indeed, for such it is, occupies,
as the editor says, a place midway between a chanson de

gexte and a rhymed chronicle. Por its value, literary,

philological, historical, we can hut refer the reader to
an admirable introduction. A facsimile of the original
MS. forms a frontispiece to a work of solid importance
and value.

Modern English Biography. By Frederic Boase. Vol. I.

(Truro, for the Author, Netherton & Worth.)
A MEMBKRof a family to which history and biography are
under great obligations, Mr. Frederic Boase has shown the

qualities of his race, and has issued the first volume of a
work of much interest and importance. His 'Modern
English Biography

'

is confined to succinct lives of those
who have died in the latter half of the present century.
The first volume, now published, containing eight hundred
and fifty- five pages in double columns, is similar in shape

though much thicker and in arrangement to the
admirable ' Bibliotheca Cornubiensis ' ofMessrs. Boase and

Courtney. As the first instalment reaches to the end of
the letter H, the work will, it may be supposed, be com-

prised in three volumes. A second volume is, indeed, in.

active preparation, and will be issued as speedily as is

consistent with completeness. Very much wider is the

scheme of Mr. Boase than has ever been attempted in
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any previous biographical dictionary. Mr. Boase will

give for the United Kingdom for a period of forty years
what local biographers have done for a county, a pariah,
or a town supply, that ia. a record of men who have
obtained what, by a liberal construction, may be regarded
as eminence.

Of Prince Albert, Balfe, Darwin, Dickens, Havelock,
Leigh Hunt, and the like, compressed biographies are

necessarily supplied. Such men are treated at full length
in the '

Dictionary of National Biography,' and the com
pilation, so far as they are concerned, is only useful as

convenient for reference. In innumerable cases, how-
ever, the volume supplements both that important
work and the sadly inadequate

' Men of the Time.' In
Mr. Boase's scheme are comprised "privy councillors,

knights, judges, recorders, queen's counsel, Serjeants,

stipendary magistrates, benchers of the inns of court,

bishops, deans, archdeacons, chancellors, admirals,
generals, and members of Parliament, architects,

engineers, inventors, shipbuilders, electricians, railway
managers, publishers, actors, dramatists, musicians,
music-hall artistes [sic], painters, sculptors, engravers,
sporting celebrities, eccentric characters, and notorious

criminals." Long as is the category, it does not include

all, since we find not only criminals, but in some cases
their victims, and booksellers without a claim to be con-
sidered publishers. Much information, now eagerly
sought in ' N. & Q ,' will be supplied by a work that
must necessarily be in every library of reference. A
specially useful feature is the abundance of dates, in the
collection of which Mr. Boase has been both diligent and
careful. Those of birth and death are apparently in

all instances supplied, and references to newspaper bio-

graphies, portraits, and so forth, are given. It is difficult

to over-estimate the utility of an encyclopaedia of modern

biography such as this may claim to be. It is exactly
in the case of people such as the more obscure of those
with whom Mr. Boase deals that information is most
difficult to obtain. Nowhere elee could one find par-
ticulars concerning such a man as James Bain, the
bookseller. To the genealogist the book will save endless

labour. A compilation of this clasa can only be tested

by use, and its full value will be more evident after its

completion. Long as is the list, we note a few omissions,
the most conspicuous being Matthew Arnold. An edition

limited to two hundred and fifty copies is all that is

published. This must soon be absorbed in libraries, clubs,
and public or quasi-public institutions. Those fortunate

enough to possess a copy may console themselves with
the reflection that it is sure to become scarce. We con-

gratulate Mr. Bouse upon his accomplishment, and are,
for many reasons, individual as well as general, anxious
to witness the completion of his task.

Glimptex of A ncient Leicester in Six Periods. By Mrs.
T. Fielding Johnson. ( London, Simpkin & Marshall

;

Leicester, T. & J. Spencer.)
MBS. JOHNSON has written a bright and instructive book
concerning the ancient borough town of Leicester. It

is adorned with a multitude of sketches from the

pencils of two Leicestershire ladies. The arrangement
of the book is chronological. The author begins with
the Roman time, and carries her readers pleasantly
onward to the days of Daniel Lambert and Miss Linwood.
This latter is now well-nigh forgotten. The fashions

change in art as in other things. There was a time, not
so very long ago, when Miss Linwood's copies of pictures
in needlework were held to be works of great beauty.
They were exhibited for many years in rooms in Leicester

Square, and no cousin from the country was thought to
have " done " London properly who had not paid the
Linwood Gallery a visit. These embroideries have long

been dispersed. They are now regarded by many persons
as mere rubbish; but we have been told by those
whose opinions are not to be despised that as copies
they have great merit. Mrs. Johnson informs us that
one of Miss Linwood's chief works a reproduction of
' The Nativity,' by Carlo Maratti.bas recently been given
to the Leicester Museum. It is in its proper place ; for
Miss Linwood, though not a native, spent the greater
part of her life in Leicester, and lies buried in St.

Margaret's Church in that town.
The old West Bridge at Leicester had, like many others

here and elsewhere, a chapel at one end. After the
Reformation " Our Lady of the Bridge

" was turned into
a dwelling-house, and is thus represented in a pretty
engraving. We believe all trace of it is now effaced.

St. John's Stone, a monolith some ten feet long,
stood, till recent days, near the Abbey. It was no doubt
a prehistoric relic, like the Devil's Arrows at Borough-
bridge and the large upright stone at Rudstone. It
was an attractive object to children, who used to dance
around it. This irritated the owner of the land, who, to

protect himself from trespassers, had the stone cast
down. We are happy to learn that it was not broken
or removed from the spot, but that it may still be seen

lying prostrate in a wide grassy hollow. Times are not
what they were in the days of its overthrow. Is it too
much to hope that this interesting object may be re-
erected on its old site 1

Redgauntlet is the latest volume of the cheap edition
of the "

Waverley Novels
"

(A. & C. Black).

THE LATE J. J. STOCKEN. MR. CHAS. J. FERBT writes :

"
May I add a word to MR. PINK'S very just remarks

about tbe late Mr. J. J. Stocken? It was through
' N. & Q.' that I came to know Mr. Stocken some five or
six years ago. In the progress of my

'

History of Ful-
bam ' he took a deep and genuine interest, and when-
ever he came across, in his own researches, anything
'

local
' he spared neither time nor trouble to let me

bave it. A more generously-minded correspondent it

would be impossible to conceive. Mr. Stocken was a
descendant of Mr. Oliver Stocken, who, about the
middle of the last century, founded a famous ale

brewery at Walham Green."

to

We must call special attention to the following notices :

ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications correspondents

must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
rate slip of paper, with the

signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to

appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
bo head the second communication "

Duplicate."

H. C. S. (" Shake the elbow "). This is an expression
once current for throwing the dice.

ERRATUM. P. 311, note *, 1. 5, for "luxuriant
"
read

'uxurious.
NOTICE

Editorial Communications should be addressed to
" The

Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Advertisements and
Business Letters to " The Publisher

"
at the Office,

Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.C.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return com-

munications which, for any reason, we do not print ; and
;o this rule we can make no exception.
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JOHN EVELYN'S ETCHINGS, A.D. 1649.

Horace Walpole possessed a set of five of these

etchings. In his
'

Catalogue of Engravers
'

(1763)
he satisfactorily refutes, in a few chatty pages, a

somewhat absurd theory, started by the author of

the biography of Evelyn prefixed to the second

edition of the '

Sculptura' (1755), and then almost

generally adopted, that the five small prints of

Evelyn's journey from Naples to Rome were really" etched by one Hoare from Mr. Evelyn's draw-

ings," although the only assumed ground for such

a conclusion was that
" Hoare excud." appears, in

almost microscopic engraving, at the foot of the

titular dedication of the set.

Being private plates for presentation of copies
to Evelyn's friends, the impressions most probably
were very limited in number, and any opportunity
of inspecting them must have been, in a general

way, very difficult to obtain even in the time of

Walpole. He describes minutely, mostly in the

words of a correspondent, Nicholas Hillier, only
the etching with the dedication to Hensheaw by

Evelyn. Some further details about this and the

others of the set may not now be unacceptable,
and I am specially prompted to offer them by the

discovery of a sixth etching, undoubtedly by

Evelyn, which gives a titular dedication to Lady
Isabella Thynne, instead of to Mr. Thomas Hen-

eheaw, but of the same date, 1649. Lady Isabella

was then twenty-six years of age, and doubtless

already a good judge of art, a quality afterwards

amply evinced by her collection of pictures men-
tioned in Evelyn's

' Memoirs.'
The etchings bear no numbers engraved upon

them, so that it must be understood that those

given in the following details are merely what
appear to be a natural sequence in this, perhaps
unique, set of six :

1. Roman ruins, in centre a fragment of the
baths of Titus, with distant hills, and more ruins
on the left (plate 7f in. by 4| in.). Inscription
along the wall:

"
Honoratisaimae Dominaa Isabella : Illust : Comitis

Holland filiae : Hsec aeri incisa J: E. devotissima sua

servua, dat, dedicat, consecratq. 1649."

This lady was a daughter of Sir Henry Rich,
first Earl of Holland. She was baptized at Ken-
sington, October 6, 1623, and married Sir John
Thynne, of Longleat, Wilts. Her father was
beheaded as a Royalist oa March 9, 1649, the
same year as that of the dedication to her of this

series of etchings. Query, was this plate (No. 1)

suppressed by Evelyn, for fear of its association
with a member of Lord Holland's family compro-
mising him with the government of the day,
already on the alert to find causes of complaint
against him? If so, this would account for

another etching (No. 2), also with a dedication,
not to Lady Isabella Thynne, but to Evelyn's
friend and fellow traveller in Italy, Thomas Hen-
shaw (or Hensheaw). The substituted plate looks
as if it had been drawn more hurriedly than any
of the others. Indeed, the first plate is the most
creditable of the whole set from a technical point
of view. Evelyn's initials in the inscription are in

italic capitals with a small quatrefoil ornament.
2. A winged boy or genius supports an inscribed

stone standing on the ground. To the left is a
side view of the arch of Septimius Severus (plate
5 in. by 4 in.). Inscription as follows :

" Locornm aliquot insignium et celeberrimorum inter
liomatn et Neapolin ['c]jacentium virodttfiget Exem-

plaria Domino Dom Thomas Henecheaw Anglo omnium
eximiarum et praeclarissimarum Artium cultori ac pro-
pugnatori rnaximo et ^vroiripafitvu avru (non propter

Operis pretium, sed ut singulare Amoria sui Testi-

monium exhibeat) primaa has aSonipasiaq Aqua forti

excusas et insculptas Jo: Eyelynus, Delineator D.D.C.Q."

In the centre of the base appears the printer's
name in most minute writing,

" R. Hoare, excud."
No monogram to this print.

3. A view of the double cone of Mount Vesuvius
with the lava flowing. Two travellers looking on,
and their horses tethered (plate 5| in. by 4 in.).

Inscribed,
" Montis Vesuvii juxtt^ Neapolin ex-

terna facies : J. E. f.
"

Monogram, Italian J and E
intertwined.

4. A view on the Appian Way. Arched ruins

in front, mountains in the background. Two
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travellers, one on a mule the other on a horse at

right, and in the centre foreground a countryman
with a long Btick (plate 5j in. by 4 in.). Inscrip-

tion, "Tres Tabernae. sive Appii Forum celebre

illud in sacris litterip, Acts 28 "
(sic). Monogram,

J and E interlaced differently from No. 3.

5. View of Naples from Mount Vesuvius. A
traveller on horseback, with guide preceding him.

He appears to be surveying the view over the bay
with a telescope. A vessel on the left, and shipping
on the horizon (plate 5i in. by 4 in.). This com-

position has a good deal of merit, although the

process of etching, like in the other plates, marks
the novice. Lettered,

"
Prospectus versus Neapo-

lin a Monte VesuvV Monogram, J and E inter-

laced differently from the others.

6. The promontory of Terracina. Rocks, church,

mountain, and tower. Two travellers and a boat-

man with oars are preparing to go down the hill

on the right to join the ship waiting there (plate
5Jin. by 4 in.). Inscribed,

" Terracini olim

Anxuris Promontorium." Monogram, J and E in

Roman characters, superimposed.
FREDK. HENDRIKS.

Kensington.

'DICTIONARY OF NATIONAL BIOGRAPHY':
NOTES AND CORRECTIONS.

(See 6'> S. xi. 105, 443
;

xii. 321 ; 7"> S. i. 25, 82, 342,
376: ii. 102, 324, 355; iii. 101, 382; iv. 123, 325,422;
v. 3, 43, 130, 362. 463, 506 ; vii. 22, 122. 202, 402 ; viii.

123, 382; ix. 182,402; x. 102; xi. 162, 242, 342; xii.

102 ;
8t" S. i. 162.)

Vol. XXVIII.

Pp. 2, 32.
"
Ralegh "; 30, 71, 73,

"
Raleigh."

P. 7 b. The ' Relation '
of Carlisle's embassy is

attributed by Grosart to Marvell, 1872, vol. i.

p. xlviii.

P. 8 a. Lady Carlisle. Garth's '

Poems,' 1775,

pp. 78, 117.

P. 12 a. Edw. Howard's '
Brittish Princes ' con-

tained the well-known couplet about the " naked
Pict "; Green's '

Spleen.'
P. 16 b. See Mathias,

'
P. of L

,'
150 n ; "lyric

Carlisle purrs."
P. 32 a. John Owen has three characteristic

epigrams upon Henry Howard.
P. 39. Hugh Howard. See Locke's '

Letters,'

1708, pp. 150, 151, 158.

P. 47 b. John Howard. Gifford's 'Baviad,'

1827, p. 33 n.; sermon by Canon Liddon, April 27,

1890.

P. 60. Sir Rob. Howard. Dryden's 'Virgil,'

1721, ii. 376 ; iii. 1022.

Pp. 79-81. Lord Wm. Howard. The second

part of the 'Seven Champions of Christendom' was
dedicated to him

;
the ' Metrical Life of St. Cuth-

bert
'
has been issued by the Surtees Society,

vol. Ixxxvii.; a copy of the 'Memoires de P. de

Commines,' 12mo., Rouen, 1606, formerly belong-

ing to him, appeared in a recent catalogue ; another

of his MSS. Yorks. Arch. Jour.
, x. 529 ; Sir C.

Sharp's 'Tracts'; Dibdin's 'Tour in Northern

Counties,' 1838; Thoresby's 'Diary,' i. 272;
obelisk at Castle Howard, 1728, Hinderwell's

'Scarborough,' 1811; Fortescue Papers, Camd.
Soc., p. 13 ;

' N. & Q.,' 2n(J S. iv.; 7 th S. v. viii.;

Account of Naworth and Life of Lord W.
, Carlisle,

1839, 1844; Ch. of Engl. Mag., July, 1844;
Engl. Illus. Mag., February, 1885.

P. 87. Isaac Watts addressed a poem to John

Howe, 1704 ; Pomfret's 'Reason.'

P. 89 b. "Legitimised"; 243 a.
"
Legitimate."

P. 90 b. 1. 4. For "
Prynne

" read Pryme.
P. 115b. Laurence Howell. Free- Thinker, 1742,

i. 152.

P. 133. Hoyle on Whist; see a curious passage
in Tho. Warton's '

Poems,' 1748, p. 153.

P. 150 a. Insert mark of quotation after Mada-

gascar.
P. 151 a. For "

Newborough
"
read Newburgh.

P. 175. Ralph Venning was Geo. Hughes's first

begotten son in the Gospel in Devonshire, and
dedicated to him '

Mysteries and Revelations,
1

second ed., 1649.

P. 179. Sheffield, Duke of Buckingham, puts

Hughes with Fenton and Gay, as
"
too modest,"

"too bashful" ('Election of Poet Laureat,' 1719).
P. 184. Lewis Hughes. 'N. & Q.,' 6th S. i.

345.

P. 188 a. T. S. Hughes. Wrangham's
'

Zoucb/
vol. i. p. xxii n.

P. 203. Dr. Edw. Hulse, sig. document, 1696,

pref. to Garth's
'

Dispensary '; a friend of John

Ray (' Creation,' 1717, p. 73).

Pp. 215-226. David Hume. '

Gray,' by Mason,
1827, pp. 232, 315 ;

Life of Beattie, pref. to

'Poems.' See Morell, Schwegler, Tennemann,
Sidgwick, Wilson and Fowler, Channing (' Evid.

of Revealed Relig.'), Mozley (' Miracles').
P. 237. Pelham Humfrey. Oldham'a 'Poems,'

ed. Bell, 1854, p. 136.

P. 276 b, last line. For " Works "
read Books.

P. 294. Governor Hunter. Life of Falconer,

pref. to '

Shipwreck,' xviii, 164, 165.

P. 297 a. For " chidren
"
read children. Joseph

Hunter was more of a Unitarian than anything

else; H. Crabb Robinson's 'Diary.' His books

were sold by Sotheby & Wilkinson, December,

1861, catalogue, pp. 99, 1214 lots.

P. 309 a. Robert Huntington. Locke's
'

Letters/

1708, p. 99 ; Wrangham's
'

Zonch,' ii. 151.

P. 312 b. For "
University

"
(bis) read College.

P. 323 b. For " Birch Moreton, Warwickshire,"
read Birtsmorton, Worcestershire.

P. 333 b. Abp. Boulter helped Hutcheson, and,
doubtless through him, founded three bursaries in

the University of Glasgow.
P. 342 b. John Hutchinson. Coleridge's

'Friend,' 1883, p. 332.

P. 343 b. Hutchinson's Xenophon was praised
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by Blackwall (
%

Sacr. Class/ ii. 10) ;

'

Cyropaedia
'

was dedicated to the Earl of Macclesfield from

Hart-hall; Church's ' Mirac. Powers,' 1750,

p. xviii n.

P. 356 a. Dr. John Hutton sig. document, 1696,

pref. to Garth's
'

Dispensary.'

Pp. 356-359. On Hutton fam. see Raine's

*Hist. of Marske' in Yorks. Arch. Jour,, vi.

P. 357 b. For "
Popleton

" read Poppleton (as

358 a).

P. 358 b. For " Blackbourne" lead Blaclcburne

(v. 123).

P. 359 a. Accession serm., by Matthew Hutton,
before the lords in Westminster Abbey, June 11,

1746, 4to. London, 1746.

P. 370 a. Edw. Hyde has verses before Ran-

dolph's 'Jealous Lovers.'

P. 378 b. Clarendon. Wrangham's 'Zouch,'
ii. 69.

P. 388 a. No. 6. 'Life of Stillingfleet,' 1710,

pp. 31, 39; Patrick's 'Autob.,' 119; Shaw's

'Immanuel,' 1763, p. iv.

P. 393 a. A sermon preached at Trinity Church,
New York, August 13, 1706, at the funeral of

Katherine, Lady Cornbury, by J. Sharp, 8vo.,

pp. 16, 1708.

P. 394 a, b. Jane Hyde ; Garth's '

Poems,' 1775,

pp. 117, 118; Gay's
'

Poems,' 1752, i. 72,
" bloom-

ing Hyde."
P. 399 a. For "

relations
" read relations.

P. 404 a. For " Shean " read Sheahan.

P. 435. Oliver Ingham. Yorks. Arch. Jour., viii.

W. 0. B.

Vol. XXIV.
P. 223 b. William Hamilton. For "Faust"

read Fannet. See the opening chapters of ' Hector

O'Halloran'; also the
' Sharon Ruction,' by Frances

Brown, published in Tait's Magazine, 1849.

Vol. xxvi r.

P. 258 a. John Hood. For "Carlow" read

Donegal. Add that John Hood was twice married
;

first, to Martha (? Eliza) King, by whom he had
two daughters ;

and secondly, to Jane McCay, by
whom he had four sons and two daughters.

P. 258 a. Samuel Hood. Add that he was son
of Matthew Hood, of Moyle, by his wife Margery
Eisk, and grandson of the above John. Hood by his

second wife. He married Ellen Gowen, of Phila-

delphia, and left three sons.

The following names are, I think, entitled to be
included in the above work, as they come within
its scope :

1. Frances Browne, the blind poetess of Done-

gal. Her death was published in the papers some

years ago. See 'N. & Q.,' 6th S. xii. 469, 503 ;

7th S. i. 95 ; Athenaeum, Nos. 887 and 1054
;

St. James's Magazine, First Series, xviii. 111.

2. George Dugall. He was school teacher at

Newtowncunningham, co. Donegal, for many year?,

and died about 1850. Detailed particulars can be
obtained from his wife's brother, Hon. David

Warke, Senator of Canada. Dugall wrote a volume
of poems, chit fly in Scottish dialect, and a poetico-
historical work, called the '

Derriad,' dealing
with the siege of Derry. He was also an accom-
lished mathematician, and one who made his books
bis associates. Referring to this, he once told a

Church dignitary that the "illustrious dead are

my companions." Dugall wrote under the nom de

plume of
" The Schoolmaster at Home."

3. Sir George Elder, K.C.B., Major-General.
He was frequently mentioned with distinction in

Wellington's despatches. When he died at Madras
in 1836 he was commander of the Mysore division

of the Indian army. For memoir see Gent. Mag.,
N.S., viii. 207, August, 1837.

4. Hon. William Elder, D.C.L. Though he

distinguished himself in Canada, he was born at

Malin, co. Donegal, Ireland, and was educated at

Glasgow University. His biography in Appleton's
'

Cyclop. Amer. Biog.' is incomplete. His death

took place July, 1883, not 1882. He was Pro-

vincial Secretary for New Brunswick at the time

of his death, and was the mainstay of the ministry
known as the "Blair-Elder Government." He
was also one of the leading journalists of Canada,
and had a national reputation as such. He married

Mrs. Sarah Crosby Gilmor, nee Button, who sur-

vived him and died 1890, leaving two daughters,
both married. JACQUES D'ERLE.

In the memoir of Sir John Glover (vol. xxii.

p. 4) it is stated that this hero was the son of

Rev. John Glover. This is an error, as he was the

son of Rev. F. R. A. Glover, M.A., formerly Con-

sular Chaplain at Cologne, subsequently Vicar of

Chalton in Dover. He was an excellent and gifted

man, worthy in every way of such a son. He
wrote ' Harbours of Refuge,' explaining an original

plan by which such harbours could be expeditiously
built at small cost in many places on our exposed

coasts, to the saving of numerous vessels and lives

yearly. He also wrote a very original work,

'England the Remnant of Judah,' which soon

sold out, so that he published a revised edition in

1861. Many articles and lectures were the result

of his mental activity and ability in Britain and

India. He invented Glover's anchor, which was

so constructed as always to lay hold of the ground
and so prevent the ship dragging a fruitful cause

of loss of life. It has been much praised, though
it only entailed loss on its patriotic originator.

Two other sons of his were killed in the Maori war

in New Zealand. A. B. G.

CURIOSITIES OF INTERPRETATION No. II.

A famous book is Percy's
'

Reliques of Ancient

Poetry.' I happen to possess a popular edit on,

edited by R. A. Willmott, a favourite book of
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mine, and convenient enough. Whether the

interpretations of the hard words are Willmotfs or

Percy's I do not stop to inquire. On the whole

they are fairly correct ; but the curious critic will

find some strange examples in it.

One striking feature is the minute care with

which, in some passages, words are explained
which could hardly puzzle a small child, whilst in

other cases words of some difficulty are carefully
let alone, lest the editor should commit himself.

At p. 76, for example, is this terribly tough line:

When we se tyme and node.

A note informs us that "se tyme and nede"
means "see time and need." And now at last we
make it out

; but what a headache it must have
cost the editor !

At p. 92 we are informed that pyrats means
"
pirates," and, again, that ihow means " thou."

It is clear that the editor found some difficulty

here, and we can but wonder at his want of

familiarity with old spelling.
In the poem of

' Adam Bell,' on the other hand,
at p. 87, we hava the lines :

Over Gods forbode, sayde the kinge,
That thou shold shote at me.

The phrase "over Gods forbode" is left unex-

plained, probably because it is really difficult. It

i?, in fact, a false expression, due to a confusion of

ideas. The literal sense is
"
(may it be) against

God's prohibition," involving the confusion of two
distinct phrases, such as " God be against it," and
"
may God's prohibition prevent it

"
; in other

words,
" Gods forbode (be) over (it)

"
is turned pre-

cisely upside down, as if it were all one with "
(be

it) over Gods forbode." See ofer in Bosworth's
'A.-S. Dictionary,' and forbod in Matzner. As
this would have required rather a long note, and
involves some investigation, the obvious plan was
to say nothing.

In ' Robin Hood and Guy of Gisborne
'

(p. 45),
we have :

A sword and a dagger he wore by his side,
Of manye a man the bane.

And lane rhymes with mayne. The note tells us
that bane means " the curse " that is to say, the

words ban, a curse, and bane, the death, or the

slayer, are actually confused together.
In '

Henry, Fourth Erie of Northumberland '

(p. 54), we have the lines :

Moste noble erle ! fowle mysuryd grounde
Whereon he gat his fynal dedely wounde.

The only interpretation of mysuryd here given is

quoted as Percy's own ; and here it is :
" Mis-

used, applied to a bad purpose." And perhaps
we may allow that a man puts a place to a very
bad purpose if he employs it for the sake of getting
a final wound on it. But the ure here meant has
no connexion with use ; it is merely the 0. F. eur

(F. heur in bon-heur, mal-heur), which popular
etymology usually

" derives" from the Latin hora,

though it really represents augurium. When we
know this, it is easy to see that mysuryd means
"

of ill augury," i. e., fatal, unfortunate, unlucky,
which is much more to the "

purpose.
1 '

In the ' Tournament of Tottenham,' st. xii., one
of the combatants thus describes his crest :

I bere a reddyl and a rake,
Poudred wjth a brenand drake.

Reddyl is not explained; it means "a riddle,"
i. e., a sieve. Poudred is not explained, nor is it

easy. It is equivalent, in heraldry, to semee, i. e. y

strewn over, and is here incorrectly used, probably
of set purpose. Strictly, it is only used of small

objects, such as roses or fleur-de-lis, strewn over
the field of the shield

;
but the poein is a burlesque,

and the expression is put in the mouth of an

ignorant clown. But when we come to "a
brenand drake" the explanation is given pat :

"
Perhaps a firework so called, but here it seems

to signify burning embers, or firebrands." How-
ever, a drake is neither a firework, nor embers, nor

6rebrands, but simply a dragon, and " a brenand
drake" is our old friend "a fiery dragon." The

joke of "strewing" the shield with "a fiery

dragon" has, I fear, been entirely lost upon tho

editors, and perhaps upon the readers, of Percy's

'Reliques.' WALTER W. SKEAT.

RESTORATION OP A PARISH REGISTER:
STOWELL, CO. SOMERSET.

THE oldest extant register of the parish of Stowell,
co. Somerset, has recently been recovered and re-

stored to the care of its lawful custodian. It is a

coverless volume, of twenty-four leaves of parch-
ment. The pages are not numbered, and the first

existing page, which begins, "First Matrimonye
solemnized betwene Robert Cooper and Johan

Kynge the eyght and twentyth of January,"
with " Anno D'ni, 1574, Stowell," in the margin,
is probably not the first in reality, as there is a

shred of parchment attached to the third leaf.,

bearing the letters
"

rtyn and mber
and " on its verso, in the same handwriting as the

earlier leaves, which evidently was folded over and
formed part of the first folio of the section. The
book runs on from 1574 to November 2, 1678,
without any loss or wilful mutilation ; but there is

nothing to show how much further it may have ori-

ginally extended. The next volume, in the keeping
of the rector, begins on March 9, 1745, as appears

by the return of the Stowell registers furnished in

the 'Parish Register Abstract,' 1831, p. 281. The

handwriting of the earliest portion of the restored

register, as might be expected, is in a clerk's hand,

being a copy of an original and presumably paper
book (made pursuant to the Constitution of Con-

vocation, A.D. 1597), and so continues till Feb-

ruary 25, 1597/8, when three entries follow in a

similar hand, but not so neat, and in fainter ink,
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and then the writing of John Collens, rector,

begins. The book seems to have been kept by
him till his death in 1631, when a few entries

appear in the handwriting of
" David Williams,

cnrate," who signs after September 16 in that

year. On October 6 the fine characters and Latin

entries (they had hitherto been in English) of

Nicholas Clarke make their appearance. These
continue till March 22, 1652, when immediately
follows the memorandum of the admission of

William Durnford to be "Register," by Jno.

Carye, a Justice of the Peace, dated March 6,
1653 (sic). Clarke seems to resume again on
December 12, 1661, and the remainder of the
entries in the volume are written by him.
The register has been presented to the Rev.

H. J. Poole, Rector of Stowell, by Mr. John

Bewsey, of Horsington, co. Somerset, who is

believed to be a descendant of the Rev. Thomas
Mogg, Rector of Stowell 1681 to 1709. Mr.
Bewsey's family had possessed it, it is supposed,
for a hundred years, and (possibly it may have

passed into their hands upon the death of their

clerical ancestor. It may be added that some in-

teresting extracts from the restored register will

appear in the next issue of ' Notes and Queries for

Somerset and Dorset.' DANIEL HIPWELL.
17, Hilldrop Crescent, N.

A CURIOUS WILL. In calendaring the York
wills for the Yorkshire Archaeological Association,
I have come across the following, which may
interest some of your readers :

" Memorandum that Richard Watson of Catton, co.

York, yoman, beinge sicke of bodie, but of p'fite Remem-
brance, sente for Willm. Speighte of the eaid towne upon
Saterday, the xvtb

day of Oct., Anno Dni. 1575, betwene
vij and ix of the clocke at nighte or theraboutee, to be a
witnes of his laste will and testamente, wher at his com-
minge the said Willm. asked the said Rd Watson howe
he did and the said Rd awnswered and said sicke And
further said thes folkes do troble me wolde they lette me
alone I wolde open my mynde to yowe and John John-
son The said Speighte aunsweringe said 11 charde I
will tarrie wth yowe a good while, you shall haue leysure
enoughe, lette the folkes goe furthe and putte the candle
from your eyes, and see yf you can sleep a little, and I
will come to yowe agane, and then the said Willm.
wente oute of the celler into the fier bowse, and tarried
furthe aboute thre quarters of an ower or theraboutes,
after wch

tyme he called for the said Speighte and the'
said John Johnson, who wente into the celler to hymAnd the said John Johnson said goodman Watson bear
is Mr. Speighte and I what is your mynde the said
Speighte then awnsweringe said the false preiste haythe
deceaved me the said Speighte then awnsweringe said
Richarde wherin then the said Richarde awnsweringe
said, they say I have gyven my childe nothinge poynt-
inge his hard to a litle girle called Eliz. ffoxton whom
he was grandfather unto then standinge by the said

Speighte w cb
girle he had brougbteupp from herinfancie

wch
girie djd of custom call bym fatherandhe called her

his childe of like custome and wch
girle as it is notori-

ouslie knowen he loved above all other. Then the eaid

Speight aunsweringe said Richarde what do ye giue her

tlie said Richard Watson then aunsweringe said I giue
her my howse and the four croftes to yt then quoth the
said SpeiJite Ricbarde and what els do you giue her
Then the eaid Richarde Watson aunsweringe said even
all Then the said Speighte aunsweringe said Richard
is it not your will and playne meaninge that your wife
and this child shalbe your executors and that they two
shall haue the bennefitte of your goodea, then the said

Richarde aunsweringe as it seined wth more gladnes
of mynde for the expressinge of the premisses saynge
yes yf yt were worthe ten thowsand millions then and
ther beinge presente the said Willm. Speighte, John
Johnson, Alice Speighte, wife of the said Willm. Speighte,
Isabell Harison, Anne Rodley, John Rodley, Richarde

Caid, Vid. Smeton, M'garet Mathewe, wife of Henry
Mathewe, John Smeton, and Robt. Clarke, yonger and
diverse others And after the said will was thus ended
and maid ther came in leabell Smeton wife of John
Smeton and mother-in-lawe to Roberto Clarke the

yonger and said Goodman Watson I pray God com-
forthe yowe and sende us mery metinge or suche lyke
wordes in effecte to whom the said Ricbarde Watson

aunsweringe said they budd haue all they budd neide

haue all (meaninge his wife and that childe as they that

were presente did understande him) and the said Smeton

wyfe aunsweringe agayne said and very good reason.
" Proved in the Exchequer Court of York, 31 Dec., 1575,

by Agnes, widow of deceased, power being reserved of

making a like grant to Eliz"' Foxton, the other

executrix."
A. GIBBONS.

NOSEBAGS. Herbert mentions in his
' Travels

'

that :

" The horses [of the Persians] feed usually of barley
and chopt-straw put into a bag}

and fastned about their

heads, which implyea their manger." 1634 edition, p.

151.

L. L. K.

CHURCH OF ST. JOHN THE EVANGELIST. The

subjoined memorials on marble and brass re-

spectively fixed on the north wall of the church of

St. John the Evangelist, Waterloo Bridge Road,

are, in my humble opinion, deserving of a place in

your interesting columns :

"This memorial was erected by his friends to keep in

mind the life and worth of Henry William Herbert.

Born 17th November, 1857. At Rest 4th March, 1891.

Buried in Norwood Cemetery. He did his duty bravely

and truly to this Church and neighbourhood.
So nigh is grandeur to our Dust,
So near to God is Man,

When Duty whispers low ' Thou must,'
The youth replies

' I can.'
' For so He giveth His beloved sleep.'

"

" To the Glory of God and in memory of His devoted

servant and friend. Sarah Isherwood. Born November

27th, 1811. At Rest, November 20th, 1887. who for

fifty nine years worshipped in this Church, and during
the whole of her life tried to do her duty to her God,
her Church, and her Parish.

Nor blame I Death because he bare
The use of Virtue out of earth,
I know transplanted human worth
Will bloom to profit otherwhere."

D. HARRISON.

PLAGUE. The sign of the cross was not the

only mark of a plague-stricken home. I quote
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the following paragraph from Dr. Creighton's
"*

History of Epidemics in Britain.' The year is

1518:
" On the 28th April Master More certified from

'Oxford to the King at Woodstock that three children

were dead of the sickness, but none others; he had

accordingly charged the mayor and the commissary in

the king's name ' that the inhabitants of those houses
'that be and shall be infected, shall keep in, put out

wispes and bear white rods, according as your grace de-
vised for Londoners.'

"
P. 291.

From the same work we learn that on November
15, 1547, an order was made for London that blue
crosses were to be affixed to the door-posts of in-

fected houses (303). EDWARD PEACOCK.

INTEREST (OR BORROWING) AND ITS RESULTS.

Barer, in his 'Alvearie,' 1580, often has racy
remarks in his discussion of each letter as be comes
to it

;
but he does not often let himself out in his

treatment of single words. One instance of his

doing so, however, is under :

"
Interest, or the borrowing of vsurie monie where-

with to pay my debt me thinke it is pretilie said in

Grammar, tlr*t Interest will be ioyned with Mea, Tua,
'Sua, JVostra, Vestra, & Cuia, only in the Ablatiue case :

because they are Pronounes possessiues. For how great
soeuer his possessions, goodes, or landes be, that
haunteth the companie of this Impersonall: if now per-
chaunce he be able to keepe three persons, at length he
shall not be able to keepe one : yea, he himselfe shall

shortly become euch an Impersonall, that he shall be
counted as no bodie, without any countenance, credite,
person, or estimation among men. And when he hath
thus filched and fleeced his Possessing, so long till he
hath made him as rich as a newe shorne sheepe, then
he will turne him to commons into Ludgate: where, for
his Ablatiue case, he shall have a Datiue cage, craning
and crying at the grate,

'

your worships charitie, for the
Lordea sake !

'

Horat. '

Alvearie,' I, 205.

F. J. F.

THOMAS NASH. The Athenceum of the 16th
inst. publishes the first part of a list of the names
which are intended to be inserted under the letter
" N "

in the '

Dictionary of National Biography.'
I find therein the natal and obituary dates re-

corded to Thomas Nash, 1567-1601, to wnich is

affixed an asterisk, denoting that the latter date is

approximate. Is there any doubt as to the accuracy
of the parish register of Stratford-on-Avon 1 It

commences March 25, 1558, and to the year 1600
was kept in an exemplary manner by or under
the direction of Mr. Eichard Bifield, minister he
describes himself, but for several years vicar of the

parish, though succeeding vicars deputed at times

very illiterate scribes to the office of registrar. The

following dates, extracted from the register, should,
I think, settle the question :

Baptismes.
1593, June 20. Thomas filius Anthonii Nash, Gen.

Manages.
326 Apr' 22. Mr. Thomas Nash to Elizabeth Hall.

Burialls.

1647, A prill 5. Thomas Nash, Gent,

He died April 4, but from what cause, requiring
his interment the following day, does not transpire.
As there is such a great divergence between the

dates affixed by the editor of the
'

Dictionary of

National Biography
' and those recorded under

the "
Registrum Ecclesise Parochialis

"
so wisely

instituted by Lord Cromwell (13 Henry VIII.,

1523), I think it is well to inquire whether any
better authority exists than the said register. Apart
from the interest attached to his writings as a
dramatic poet and as the literary associate of Mar-

lowe, surely the fact of his being the husband of

Shakespeare's granddaughter and last descendant
entitles posterity, kinsmanship aside, to know
which dates will be found correct.

EDWARD BARRINGTON NASH.
Chelsea Arts Club, S.W.

KINNEGAD. I meet this term for 'the first time

upon a dilapidated page of print, which, once

oracular to one's great-grandmother, has lately

helped to pad a bookseller's parcel. "Waists,"
writes some chronicler of the mode,

"
are not worn

longer, except by a few eccentrics, vulgarly called

kinnegads." When an eccentric dresser was

vulgarly called a kinnegad, there is, in the

absence of date and title, no direct evidence to

show. But the verso of the page contains a

reference to certain "jubilee slippers," which
were then fashionable woman's wear. Now, there

was the jubilee of October 25, 1809, to celebrate

the fiftieth year of the reign of George III., and
there was the jubilee of 1814, to celebrate the

peace, and the centenary of the Brunswick
accession. But "

waists
" were as

" short
"
as ever

in 1809 ;
in 1814 they were slightly, but per-

ceptibly, lengthening. So kinnegad would seem
to belong to the slang of the year before Waterloo.

W. F. WALLER.

We must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest to affix their

names and addresses to their queries, in order that the

answers may be addressed to them direct.

AINSTY. (See 6th S. xi. 443.) At this reference,

amongst the notes and corrections on the

'Dictionary of National Biography' is the fol-

lowing:
"Vol. ii. p. 226 b. For 'within the bounds of the

City of York,' read in the Aimty of York (it [Thorpe
Arch] is thirteen miles from York city)."

What is the Ainsty of York ? The word is not

in the
' N. E. D.' In the ' National Gazetteer of

Great Britain and Ireland' (London, Virtue & Co.,

1868) I find the following, s.v.
" York" :

" Richard II. constituted the city of York a county
of itself, and authorized it to elect two Sheriffs, who.
with the Lord Mayor, should have cognizance of all
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pleas and actions within the city limits. In the time of

Henry VI. the Ainsty, a wapentake of the county,
situated on the west of the city, was annexed to the

city, but was by Act of Parliament in 1837, during the

reign of William IV., re-annexed to the West Riding
of the county."

la the '

Imperial Gazetteer
'

:

"Ainsty, a large district, England, co. York, West

Riding, west of city of York, to which it is annexed,
under the name of the '

Ainsty of the City of York.' It

contains 49,720 acres and 20 parishes."

In Slater's
'

Directory
'

:

"The district, about thirty miles in circumference,

lying principally on the south and west sides of the city,
is called the '

Ainsty of York,' and forms a county of

itself."

In Bartholomew'^ ' Gazetteer of the British

Isles,' 1887 :

"Ainsty Wapentake, North Riding of Yorkshire,
51,991 acres, population 10,208, contains sixteen

parishes, and parts of six others."

This information is all very well, though some-
what contradictory, and gives us some idea of

what Ainsty means
;

but it does not give the

derivation of the word, which I think should be
noted for the supplement to the ' N. E. D.' for

the benefit of those who live to see it. Mean time,
can any of your correspondents give the deriva-

tion of the word, and say what parishes are in the

Ainsty of York ? There is a " York and Ainsty
Hunt," is there not ? Is there any other Ainsty
besides the Ainsty of York ? J. B. FLEMING.

Glasgow.

CARDINAL MANNING. In the baptismal register
of St. Martin's in the Fields, London, is :

"
1809,

May 15, Henry Edward, son of William Manning,
Esq., and Mary, baptized. Born 15 July, 1808."
In 1809 Mr. William Manning was living in a
house in Spring Gardens

;
but in 1808 was he not

living in Billiter Square, near the Tower
; and was

not the Cardinal born there ?

EVERARD GREEN, F.S.A.

CORROBOREE. I shall be grateful to any one
who knows the true pronunciation of this native
Australian name for the festive dance of the

aborigine?, and will communicate it to me direct.

The earliest form of the word, in Hunter's ' Port

Jackson,' 1793, is caribberie; boojery caribberie,

good dance. Later examples have usually o in the
second syllable ;

but the fact that Hunter wrote i

makes one suspect that this syllable was not dis-

tinct, and perhaps not accented. Of the very large
number of quotations which I have, not one in-

dicates on which of the four syllables the accent or
stress is placed, cor'roboree, corrob'oree, corrobo'ry,
or corroboree'. J. A. H. MURRAY.

Oxford.

PILL. The word pill is much used in West
Britain to denote a kind of creek carrying a

tributary stream to the sea or river, and generally
tidal. A pill may be natural or artificial, and is-

sometimes used as a dock. The word seems to

express something not otherwise expressible, and
has given rise to some place names. The diction-

aries are therefore strangely silent on the subject.
Is it possibly a corruption of pool ?

MANTISSA.

HARRIS FAMILY. My great-grandfather, Walter

Harris, of Briskedwin (otherwise Priscedwyn),,

Glamorganshire, had brothers of the names of

William and George. The latter, I believe, was
Rev. Geo. Harris, of Brasted, Kent. An ancestor

of the three was John Harris, who married Eliza-

beth Lloyd of a very ancient Lloyd family in

Glamorganshire. A John Harris of this family-
was Prebendary of St. Pancras, admitted 1764.

Probably he was brother of the above Walter,

William, and George. With a view to a short

history of the Lloyd family referred to, I should be

glad to show its exact connexion with the Harrises.

The registers of some of th old churches would be

likely to supply it. My grandfather, William

Harris, was granted a commission as lieutenant in

the army in 1779. The sketch of the Lloyds which I

am getting up would appear in the Carmarthenshire
Notes. A cousin to the above Walter Harris was
Mr. Evan Lewis, woollen draper, Covent Garden,
London, in 1776, and before and after that date.

WM. HARRIS.

STANFORD. Wanted, any representative of
" John Stanford, Gent., of Barkby Thorpe, Mayor of

Lester, 1592, died 1602, and of John Stanford, Recorder
of Lester, son and heir, died 1603."

WM. VINCENT.
Belle Vue Rise, Norwich.

BLETHIN AP CONFYN,HIS PATERNAL ANCESTRY.
He is known as the founder of the Third Royal

Tribe of Wales, in the eleventh century. Mater-

nally he descended from Roderick the Great, King
of Wales in the ninth century; but his father

Confyn's ancestry is not given by Anderson in-

his
'

Royal Genealogies,' published in the last

century. Is it known ? If so, where can I see it ?

Perhaps the Editor would print it if presented in

a concise form. C. P.

VAIKE. Can any one tell me the meaning of

this word ? Is it Scotch ? I find it in King
James's '

Basilikon Doron/ printed in his works,
folio 1616, p. 163 :

"
using all punishment against

the slouthfull, that the law will permit : and ever

as they vaike, for any offence committed by them,

dispose them never heritably again." I have

applied to one of our highest authorities in old

English and general philology, but can get no

help. The volume is so well and so carefully

printed, that I cannot believe vaike to be an error

of the press. J. DIXON.
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THE BROAD STONE. Can any one tell the

history and the original meaning of the expression
" The Broad Stone

"
in English ? Arndt, in the

preface to his
'

Erinnerungen aus dem Ausseren

Leben,' 1840, describes a stone in the market-place
of Stralsund upon which oaths were taken and

public proclamations made. In some cities of

Germany it is applied to a stone in the middle

of the street which the students defended against
the townspeople. I think the term is derived

from chivalry ; but cannot trace it.

W. T. HEWETT.
Cornell University, Ithaca.

TOURLOUROU (See 7th S. viiL 160).
"

C'esfc un petit nom d'amitie que nous donnons en

general aux jeunes soldata de la ligne, cela remplace le

Jean-Jean, et c'tst approchant le meme personnage.
Lea tourlourous sont les nouveaux enroles, ceux qui
n'ont pas encore de vieilles moustaches, et qui flanent sur

les boulevards en regardant lea images, les paillasses, et

en cherchant des payses." Paul de Kock,
' Un Tour-

lourou,' ed. 1843, chap. xiii.

Is the term still in use in the French army ;

or has it been superseded ?

JONATHAN BOUCHIEK.
" CARRITT-WITCHETS." This expression is used

by Swift in The Koran,' 136:
" If you have a turn for riddling, I shall leave you to

amuse yourself with the above laborious dulness, after

you have dispatched the former carrity-witchets."

Under "
carriwitchet " the ' N. E. Dictionary

'

gives various forms, but the above form is not

mentioned. The etymology of the word is not

given, but in a bracket it is stated that Dr.
Fitzedward Hall, in

' Mod. Eng.,' asks,
" Can it be

a corruption of F. colifichet ?
" The word means

" a pun, quibble ; a hoaxing question or conun-
drum." Can it be a corruption of "

quaerite,
which is it ?

" F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

HTNINGS. In the parish of Kirkby Lonsdale
a small portion of the district is known by the

name of " The Hynings." What is the deriva-

tion and meaning of this term ?

W. H. BURNS.

SPANISH HERALDRY. Will any of your cor-

respondents tell me what are the general rules of

Spanish heraldry, and how they differ from those

of England 1 I ask because I have lately received

the following from a correspondent :

" I enclose a proof of my arms just received from
Madrid. Tbe shield is made up of the four separate
shields of my grandparents, iu accordance with the laws
of Spanish heraldry. The arms have been duly verified

by the Kiag-at-Arms at Madrid, and I have his properly
attested certificate."

E. WALFORD, M.A.
Ventnor, Isle of Wight.

GROUND RENTS. Is there any pamphlet or

book recently published treating of ground rents

in connexion with their proposed taxation ? De-
tails as to publisher and price will oblige.

W. M. S.

J. G. PERCIVAL . Has a collected edition of

the verses of this American poet ever been issued]

A writer in the Third Series of
' N. & Q.,' vol. iii.

p. 177, rightly describes his 'Coral Grove' as

"fancifully and fantastically beautiful."

N. M. & A.

'

Q0ENTIN DURWARD.' At the beginning of

the preface of '

Quentin Durward' there occurs

the following passage :

"The guests think of the genuine benevolence

which, thus stinted of its means, still lavishes all that it

yet possesses on hospitality, and, what is yet more flat-

tering, on the wealth, which, undiminished by these

losses, still continues, like the inexhaustible hoard of

the generous Aboulcasem, to sustain, without impover-
ishment, such copious drains."

Who was Aboulcasem ? And at the end of the

preface Scott quotes the line

The small rare volume, dark with tarnish'd gold,

as from Dr. Ferrier. Where is this quotation to

be found 1 Is anything known of
" old Michaud,

the money changer of Ghent "
(cxi.), and of " the

good fathers of Saumur" (p. 374, Centenary

Edition) ? I have been to Saumur, but do not

recollect seeing the ruins or hearing of the site of

any mediaeval monastery. T. P. ARMSTRONG.

HAGGLE-CARTER. A tenant of mine in North
Bucks tells me that in the neighbourhood where

he lives he is styled a "
haggle-carter." This he

explains as signifying a man who, with his own
horse and cart, is engaged in carting or hauling,
as he says it is usually called for any one. In

other words, I suppose, he is an odd-job carter.

Is this a local term; or is it in common use ?

C. M. P.

MARCHAMONT NEDHAM. I should be glad of

any information about the ancestry of Marchampnt
Nedham,who was born at Burford, in Oxfordshire,

in 1620. He was the author of ' Mercurius Bri-

tannicus,'
' Mercurius Pragmaticus,'and 'Mercurius

Politicus.' He died in London in 1678, and was

buried in St. Clement's Danes.
MOUNTAGUE CUNLIFFE OWEN.

DUTCH DROPS. In chapter xxiv. of
' Martin

Chuzzlewit,' Tom Pinch, in his nervous endeavours

to reduce a swelling he had caused on the head of

the amiable Jonas Chuzzlewit, is said to have

shaken a bottle of Dutch drops till they were

nothing but English froth. What were these

Dutch drops ? JAMES HOOPER.
Norwich.

ARMS WANTED. Can any of your readers tell

me what were the arms borne by John Guy, of

Bristol, who was the first Governor of Newfound-
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land, and was Mayor of Bristol in 1618-1619,
and who died c. 1628 ? W. H. HUDSON.

24, Old Buildings, Lincoln's Inn.

CARDINAL WOLSKT. At p. 137 of the second

volume of Hearne's '

Collections,' published by the

Oxford Historical Society, ia the following :

"
Oct. 5 (Tu.). M r Humph. Wanley is writing the

Life of Cardinal Wolsey, having gotten several MSS ls
,

which will be of great service to y work, not seen by
BP Burnett, or any who have written heretofore of our

English Afftira, as I have been inform'd. He likewise

receives great Assistance from Mr
Strype, who has a

great Collection of MS' Papers of this nature."

Was this life of Cardinal Wolsey ever finished

and published ? There is no mention of its com-

pletion in the '

Collections,' nor does Mr. Macray
make any reference to it in his

' Annals of the

Bodleian Library.' W. E. LAYTON, F.S,A.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.

Though justice ever must prevail,
The tear my Kitty sheds is due ;

For seldom shall she hear a tale

So sad, so tender, and so true.

H. PARRY.

TOOK'S COURT AND ITS NEIGHBOURHOOD.

(8
tt S. i. 261.)

May I offer the following extracts as an interest-

ing comment on the illustrated article which forms

so excellent a landmark in the history of
' N. & Q.

1

?

1344, April 20.
" On the 26th of March, anno 1 [1327]

we commanded that 731. '3s. 2d, should be delivered

every year to Richard de Ayremine, then Keeper
of the House of Converts at London, viz., for himself
20 marks, for one chaplain 6 marks, one clerk of the

cbapel 2 marks per annum
;
and for eleven men and

seventeen women converts who survive, for their lives,

per week, for each man lOJei., and each woman 8d. And
on the tenth of April, anno 14, we commanded
311. 13s. 3d. to be delivered to the then Keeper, John
de St. Paul, reckoning from the seventh of June pre-
vious, when he was appointed keeper for life [details as

above] : and for the wages of two men, Henry de Exeter

[or Oxford, the capital is doubtful] and Richard de

Oxford, senior ;
and of nine women, Joan de Leicester,

Julian de Kendale, Joan de Nottingham, Alice atte

Bregge, Clarice de Exeter, Alice de Exeter, Petronilla

ffourbere, Alianora and Isabel de St. Pol, converts. Joan
de Leicester and Julian have since died. Order to deliver

the money to the persons aforesaid, and also to Richard
de Exeter and Katherine his sister, Edward de Bruceles,
John son of Edward de St. John, William de Leycestre,
John de Hattfeld, and Janetto de Ispania, who are not
converts." (Close Roll, 18 Edw. III., Part I.)

1345.
"
We, Henry de Oxford [or Exeter], Richard

de Oxford, tailor, Joan de Nottingham, Alice atte

Brigge, Clarice de Exeter, Alice de Exeter, Petro-

nilla ffourbere, and Isabel de St. Paul, have
received from the Lord John de St. Paul our

Keeper, for the repair of our chapel and house, and
for our use and that of John de St. John, Richard de

Exeter, William de Leycestre, John de Hattfeld and
Katherine his wife, Alianora de St. Pol, and Alianora de

Molyns, IQl. of the IBl. lit. Id. deodand granted by the

King; also 60s. for our wages and those of John de St.
Paul during the time that he was our Keeper. Given in
our Chapel, 12 April, anno 19." (Ibid., 19 Edw. III., 1.)

May 9, 1351. "
Henry de Ingelby was appointed

Keeper of the House of Converts 28 January, anno 24

[1350] ; Henry de Oxford and Clarice de Exeter then
living. [Wages as above, and to others, not converts,
admitted by our order.]

"
(Close Roll, 25 Edw. III.)

June 8, 1352. Order for admission and allow-

ance of non-converts in the House of Converts.

(Close Eoll, 26 Edw. III.)
November 1, 1425. John Fraunk, clerk, Keeper

of the House of Converts. Wages to be paid to

Henry Stratford, Martin son of Henry Wode-
stoke, Joan the convert, Alice her daughter, and
John Durdraugh, converts of the said house (Close
Roll, 4 Hen. VI.). The same inmates are named
October 29, 1434 (Ibid., 13 Hen. VI.).

1477. "The place called Convers in Chaunceller
Lane." (Close Roll, 17 Edw. IV.)

1555. " The Chapel of the Rolls in Chauncery Lane,
besydes London." (Close Roll, 1-2 Phil, et Mar.,
Part V.)
June 24, 1556. " House and garden in Fleet Street,

between the King's highway called Chauncery Lane on
the east, and the field called ffryckettes field on the west,
the tenement belonging to the Rolles, wherein dwelt
Edward Garth, sometime one of the clerks in the

Chauncery, on the north, and the tenement or house of
the six clerks of the Chauncery called Harflete Inne
on the south. This house was sometime parcel of the

possessions of the Priory or Hospital of St. John of
Jerusalem."

It was bought from Henry VIII. by Richard

Andrews, of Hayles, co. Gloucester, ar., and
Nicholas Temple, who sold it to Thomas Bradley,
of London, and Thomasine his wife ; they sold

it to Thomas Slater, clerk, and Henry Lee,
citizen and draper, from whom it was bought by
Sampson Mychell, clerk, who, by will dated
June 8, 4 Edw. VI. [1550], ordered it to be sold

to pay his debts. The executor has sold it for

1001. to B. Garth, and it is now in the occupation
of John Goodman, Dean of Wells, the said K.

Garth, and John Newman (Close Koll, 2 -3 Phil.

etMar., Part VIII.).
1557. " The house on the east of ffyckettes field (sic),

[sold by Richard Garth to Henry Garth for 461., con-

tains] hall, chamber over it, low buttery with chamber
over it, kitchen and two little sheds adjoining, one little

perlour with two small chambers thereof (leaning on the
clerks' house), one over the parlour, and the other over
a well-house ; which well-house and rooms stand divided

from the house of the said Richard Garth next adjoin-

ing on the south, either by brick walls, lomed walles,

tymbred walles, or prince palles [and] so much of that
old house adjoining to ffyckettes held only as is upright
and square, with the pale of the garden of the said Henry
Garth, [&c. The said Richard Garth] may from time
to time have his water conveyed from his kitchen
into Chancery Lane by gutter in yard of house of Henry
Garth." (Close Roll, 3-4 Phil, et Mar., Part X.)

The wording of these entries, as will readily be

Been, has been condensed for brevity's sake.

HERMENTRUDE.
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Perhaps it may be worth noting that in Major's
edition of the 'Complete Angler,' published in

1824, is a very well executed whole-page engrav-

ing of the residence of Izaak Walton in 1624. At
the foot is inscribed " Ancient Houses in Fleet

Street, including the residence of Izaak Walton,
1624." "

Engraved by J. T. Smith, from a Draw-

ing taken by him in May, 1794." Probably this

was J. T. Smith, of the British Museum, author
of

' A Book for a Kainy Day.'
JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.

Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

JOHN HOOPER (8
th S. i. 229). In 1650 Dr.

John Hooper, or Hoper, who in his younger
years had been a monk at Cleeve, in Somerset, was
made Bishop of Gloucester :

"he was also made Bishop of Worcester in the year
1552, which he held in commendam, jointly with the

bishoprick of Glocester
;
and in the same year surrenders

the bishoprick of Worcester, and all its lands, to the

King [Edw. VI. 1 and takes back a grant of the bishop-
rick of Worcester and Glocester as united Bishop
Hooper retired into Germany upon account of religion,

but at last he conformed and reaccepted the bishop-
rick of Glocester. He was condemned by the papists as
an heretick, and was, on the nineth of February, 1555,
burnt at Glocester generously refusing, at his death, the

queen's pardon." Slightly abridged from Atkyn's
'

Gloucestershire," second edition, p. 31.

There is a much fuller account, but too long to

quote, in Rudder's '

History of Gloucester,' 1779,
p. 155, compiled from Willis's 'Survey of Glou.

Cathedral,' Collier's 'Hist.,' Burnet's 'Kef.,'
Fox's 'Martyrs,' Strype's 'Cranmer,' Thomas's
'

Survey of Worcester Cath.,' Godwin de Prsesul,
and other historians. See also Valentine Green's
'

History of Worcester
'

(vol. i. p. 203), where some
details are given which are not mentioned by
Atkyn or Rudder. H. G. GRIFFINHOOFE.

34, St. Petersburg Place, W.

He was never translated to Worcester, but upon
the deposition of Nicholas Heath, in July, 1551,
received permission to hold that see in commendam.
He was deprived of both March 20, 1553, Bishop
Heath being restored to Worcester.

W. D. PINK.

[Many other replies are acknowledged.]

SIR MARTIN BECKMAN, KNT. [D. 1702] (8
th

S.
i. 229). Sir Martin Beckman, an amateur artist,
was pupil of John Van Wyck, and painted sea

pieces and shipping (' Walpole's
' Anecdotes of

Painting,' ed. Wornum, 1849, vol. ii. 619).
He was engineer to Charles II., and planned
Tilbury Fort and the works at Sheerness. An
abstract of a letter addressed to the king by
Martin Beckman, Swedish captain of artillery,
and bearing date Stade, June 24, 1667, is printed
in ' Calendar of State Papers, Domestic Series,'
1667, p. 228. Martin Beckman, of the Tower of

London, Chief Engineer of England, was knighted
at Whitehall on March 20, 1685/6. (Le Neve'a
'

Pedigrees of the Knights,' Harl. Soc., 1873, vol.

viii. p. 402.) DANIEL HIPWELL.
17, Hilldrop Cresent, N.

SHEND (8
th S. i. 26, 279). The examples of

shend furnished by C. C. B. at the second
reference do not touch the purpose of my note.

Shend is the regular mediaeval English render-

ing of confundere. I invited a discussion of

the etymology of shend used in the opposite

sense, "defend or protect." I avail myself
of this occasion to ask Dr. Furnivall if there is

not an example of this sense in 1. 16,360 of his

edition of Robert of Brunne's ' Chronicle ':

Osewy sey no loue wolde sende,
But at his power he moste hym fende.

The word is not in his glossary, nor is it noticed

by Stratmann. Of shend= defend or save I

find another instance in the ' Times Whistle
*

volume oftheE.E.T.S. (p. 68). F. ADAMS.
105, Albany Eoad, Camberwell.

INFLUENZA (7
th S. xi. 446, xii. 51). The follow-

ing passage from a letter of Lord Chesterfield's,
dated July 9, 1 767, is interesting, both as regards
the word and the distemper, as he calls it :

" You say that Dresden is very sickly. I am sure

London is at least as sickly now, for there reigns an

epidemical distemper, called by the genteel name of

Finfluenza. It is a little fever, which scarcely anybody
dies of, and it generally goes off with a little looseness;

I have escaped it, I believe, by being here [Black-

heath]."
JOHN BRADSHAW.

Booterstown.

MELESINASCHULENBERG : DUKEDOM OF KENDAL.

(8
th

S. i. 27, 98, 152, 197, 212, 237, 281). Charles

Stuart, third son of James, Duke of York, was
in 1666 created Duke of Kendal, and died in

May, 1667. There was to have been another

creation of Duke of Kendal in the last generation,
but it miscarried. The Kendal Chronicle of

April 6, 1816, told its readers (p. 3, col. 4) :

"The Prince of Coburg is to be created Duke ^f

Kendal, by which creation her Royal Highness, the

Princes Charlotte of Wales, Heiress Presumptive to the

Throne, will become Duchess of Kendal."

It appears that the Prince Regent had made a

promise to Prince Leopold (afterwards King of

Belgium) that on bis (Leopold's) marriage with

the Princess Charlotte he should be Duke of

Kendal. The wedding was once or twice post-

poned by the caprice of the Regent, and though
the marriage was eventually celebrated, the duke-

dom was abandoned (see Thackeray's 'Four

Georges'). On these occurrences Peter Pindar

wrote a lampoon, of which the following lines are

part :

Although these hopes have yet miscarried,
And they 're in consequence not married.
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Though wedding-days have twice been named,
Yet how can the poor Prince be blamed ]

Though bills have passed in both the Houses,*
As usual when a Prince espouses,
And though our R 1 great, to end all,
Declares he shall be D e of K 1.

The title-page has no date, but the lines at p. 26
It is thy month, delightful May,
That now shall bring the wedding-day,

show that it must have been written within a few
weeks of the announcement in the local papers.

Q. V.

The only Duke of Kendal upon record L
Prince Charles Stuart, third son of James, Duke
of York (afterwards King James II.) and brother
of Queen Mary II. and of Queen Anne. The
prince was born at St. James's Palace, July 4,
1666 (the year of the Great Fire), and died

May 22 (according to Sandford and Chester,
Toone says 26), 1667. He was interred in King
Henry VII. 's Chapel at Westminster, May 30,
1667.

"The body of the young: Prince was brought [says
Sandford] to the Painted Chamber, on SOtbof May, and
from thence, being attended by many of the Nobility
and Gentry, His Majesty's, and His Royal Highness's
Servant!-, with the Officers of Arms, bis Corps was con-
veyed under a canopy of black velvet into the Chapel,
and there inserted in the vault with his brother Charles,
Duke of Cambridge (who had died May 5, 1661), and
with the like solemnity."

Prince Charles of York was called Duke of

Kendal, but no patent of creation ever passed the
Great Seal. 0. H.

I have also some Exchequer papers, signed by
the Countess of Chesterfield, with the Christian
name spelt the same as stated by MR. HENDRIKS.
Where there is any reference in these documents
either to the Duchess of Kendal or the Countess
of Chesterfield tbe name is spelt

"
Melosina."

EMILY COLE.
Teignmouth.

The name should be spelt Melusine Schulen-
burg, not "Melesine," and not "

Scbulenberg." The
Schulenburgs, the Platens, and the Kielmannseggs,
first introduced in England by George L, are a
numerous family each, as is shown by the Gotha
almanacs dealing with German counts and barons
(Freiherren being the lower, and Grafen the

higher grade). On those prominent under
George I. Zedler's huge

' Universal Lexicon
'

may
be consulted with advantage. Besides, there are
elaborate histories of the three families, all in
German. The Countess Platen, whom Melusine
Schulenburg knew, was the wife (since 1697) of
Ernst August, Graf von Platen- Hallermund, and
greatly liked by George I. The sister of this

count, Sophie Charlotte, married Johann Adolf
von Kielmannsegg, and accompanied George I.

* 56 Geo III. cap. 24.

to England. The father of this Countess

Kielmannsegg, nee Platen, and of Ernst August
von Platen, was Franz Ernst, Graf von Platen-

Hallermund. This eminent statesman was the

first Platen in the service of the Brunswicks.

He was of Pomeranian birth. His services to the

Brunswick family were considerable. In particular
he managed the admission of the Brunswick

family to the electorate, which gave the father of

George I. a voice in electing the German Emperor.
For this service Franz Ernst von Platen, up to

that time a Freiherr, or baron, was made a count,
or Reichsgraf. To exercise all the prerogatives of

a Count of the Empire he had to own a county. To
meet this requirement the Elector Ernst August
(the father of George I.) gave him the county of

Hallermund, near Eldagsen and Springe in the

present province of Hanover in Germany. The-

gift was a mere form, as the Crown reserved all

rights and revenues of the county, and required
the count to vote at the diet of the empire as the

Crown directed. The wife of this Count Platen

was greatly liked by the Elector Ernst August.
The county of Hallermund existed before the

days of Henry the Lion. The Kielmannseggs
originated in Holstein, rose to nobility in 1641,
and became counts in 1723. The Platens began
n Riigen (the beautiful island off the Pomeranian

:oast), where they flourished as early as the thir-

teenth century. The Schulenburgs are of Bran-

denburg origin, and have been prominent sinca

1300. As a rule these families have all been rich,

and chivalrous. C. W. ERNST.
Boston, Mass.

THE GREEK ANTHOLOGY (8
th S. i. 208). A

ery good edition of 'Epigrammata,' with annota-

iions in Latin by Jacobs, Da Bosch, and John

Edwards, was published by Whitaker in 1825 in

a single octavo of about 360 pages.
J. CARRICK MOORE.

Anthologia Graeca. 3 vols. 4*. 6d. Tauchnitz, now
Otto Holtze.

Anthologie, Teubner, with explanatory German notes,

by E. Buchholz. 2 vols. 3s. 6d.

Anthologia Graeca, 2 vols, in Didot's Bibliotheca

Scriptt. Graec. II. 5*., with Latin version.

H. Stephens'^ 'Epigrammatum Graec. cum annota-

tionibus libri vii.' (Francof., 1560), may be fre-

quently met with for a small sura.

ED. MARSHALL.

LYMPHAD (8
th S. i. 188). If W. F. W. had

been acquainted with the expression
"
lymphad,

or ancient galley," in such books as Seton's

'Scottish Heraldry,' he would have known that

lymphad and galley are interchangeable terms,
to the extent, that is, of what is called an "ancient

galley," such as is borne for the lordship of Lorn
and was anciently borne for the kingdom of Man,
and such as that on the mast of which Campbell
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of Craignish carries the shield of Campbell, as

may be seen in Nisbet's
'

Heraldry.' NOMAD.

" ' Our loch ne'er saw the Cawmil lymphads,' said the

bigger Highlander.
' She 'II speak her mind and fear

naebody. She doesna value a Cawmail mair as a Cowan,
and ye may tell MacCallum More that Allan Iverach
said sae. It 's a far cry to Lochow.'

" ' Rob Roy,'
ch. xxix.

A note s.
"
lymphads

"
explains the word :

" The

galley which the family of Argyle and others of

the clan Campbell carry in their arms." Annan-
dale's 'Imperial Dictionary' derives the word
from Gaelic longfhada, a galley.

F. C. BIRKBECK TERKV.

TEXT-BOOK ON CHRISTIAN ECONOMICS (8
th S.

i. 227). I would suggest Prof. Sewell's
' Christian

Morals,' published about the year 1842, in the
"
Englishman's Library

" of Mr. James Burns, then

in Portman Street. E. WALFORD, M.A.
Ventnor, Isle of Wight. ,

FIGGUM (8
th S. i. 228). Jugglers' tricks in

general ; supposed to be the trick of spitting
fire :

See ! he spits fire Oh no, he plays &tfiggum ;

The devil is the author of wicked figgum.
B. Jonson,

' Devil is an Ass.'

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

Webster, in his
'

Dictionary,' gives the word,

explains it as meaning "a juggler's trick ;
con-

juring," marks it as obsolete, quotes two lines of

B. Jonson, in which the word is used, and nothing
more. DNARGEL.

VIELLE (8
th S. i. 127, 230, 302). The hurdy-

gurdy player of whom I spoke at the second

reference was, I believe, the Frenchman treated of

in ' London Labour and the London Poor,' vol. iii.

p. 171. The blind woman mentioned by MR.
TOMLINSON at the last reference is probably
identical with " Old Sarah," of whom there is an

account in the same volume (p. 158), with an

engraving from a daguerreotype of herself and

guide, exhibiting her in the act of playing
the "

cymbal, if you please the hurdy-gurdy
ain't its right name." I may observe here

that the instrument was called a cymbal long
before the date of "Old Sarah's" protest,
for "Vielle, s.f. a Cymbal" is in the 1715

edition of Boyer's
'

Eoyal Dictionary Abridged.

Perhaps in consequence of the hurdy-gurdy being
now very rarely heard in this country, the name
has been transferred to the barrel-organs and

mechanical pianos, and MR. BOUCHIER may have

been thinking of these when he made his query
at the first reference. Future editors of the
4
Sentimental Journey' will therefore do well to

annotate vielle. There is an excellent account o"

the mechanism of this ingenious if somewha

stridulous instrument in Boccardo's '

Enciclopedia

[taliana,' art. "Ghironda." A friend informs me
ihat about five weeks ago he passed in Russell

Square an old man playing the hurdy-gurdy, who

appeared to be over seventy years of age the age
;hat the Frenchman referred to above should now
lave been if he be living. F. ADAMS.
105, Albany Road, Cambcrwell.

VILLAGE MUSEUM (8
th S. i. 314). General

Pitt Rivers names the village in which his museum
is located in his noble monograph on the explora-
tions which he has conducted in Cranborne Chase.

It is Farnham, on the borders of Wilts and
Dorset. I visited the place in 1887, at the end of

the Archaeological Congress at Salisbury.
E. WALFORD, M.A.

The museum referred to by G. F. B. is situated

at Farnham, Dorset, the nearest railway station

being Blandford, eight miles. From Salisbury it

is distant seventeen miles, from Witnborne eleven

miles. Good accommodation can be had in the

village at the recently erected
" Museum Hotel."

F. JAMES.

[Other replies to the same effect are acknowledged.]

' ENCYCLOPEDIC DICTIONARY '

'(8
th S. i. 314).

All detail as to the editors will be found in the

prefatory matter issued with vol. vii.

WM. H. FEET.

EDWARD NOURSE (8
th S. i. 208). F. G. H. is

informed that the will of Edward Nourse,

surgeon, is in the Chancellor's Court at Oxford.

It was proved on October 23, 1738.

K. A. COLBECK.
38, Albert Street, Kennington.

OLD PORTRAIT (8
th S. i. 188). A picture

painted in 1573 could not by any possibility be

by Van Dyck. He was not born before March 22,

1599. Nor could it be by him supposing the date

to be 1673. Sir Anthony died on December 9,

1641. H. G. GRIFFINHOOFE.

LEWIS JENKINS (8
th S. i. 248). The name of

the Duke of Gloucester's attendant was Jenkm
Lewis. His ' Memoirs of the Prince

' were first

printed in 1789, and a new edition was published,
with notes, by the Rev. W. J. Loftie, B. A., F.S.A.,

in 1881 (London, Edward Stanford). C. E. D.

M. C. L. will find mention of Lewis Jenkins in

Miss Strickland's 'Lives of the Queens of Eng-
land,' vol. vi., whence the following, "Lewis

Jenkins, a Welsh usher to the little Duke's cham-

ber, kept memoranda of his office
"

(part of note

on p. Ill, vol. vi.). ALICE.

Lewis Jenkins was a Welsh usher to the Duke
of Gloucester. In Miss Strickland's

' Lives of the

Queens of England' (Mary II.) will be found

many extracts from his diary and papers. He
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wrote ' Memoirs of the Duke of Gloucester'; and

one note gives a reference to
" Lewis Jenkiu's

History. Tracts. British Museum."
B. FLORENCE SCARLETT.

LORD TENNYSON AND MR. CHURTON COLLINS :

' THE MILLER'S DAUGHTER '

(8
th S. i. 224).

Ovid'a wish that he were as highly favoured as the

ring which he sends to his mistress (* Amorum,'
lib. ii. El. 15) may be compared with the song in

'The Miller's Daughter.' There is a parallel to

two other lines of the same poem which has escaped
the notice of Mr. Collins :

There 's somewhat flows to ua in life,

But more is taken quite away.

This is only a weak dilution of Byron's passionate

complaint in ' Stanzas for Music':

There 's not a joy the world can give like that it takes

away.

Mr. Collins has quoted two lines from George
Herbert to illustrate the following phrase in the

introductory stanzas to
' In Memoriam':

That mind and soul, according well,

May make one music as before.

He might have adduced a closer parallel in Milton's

poem,
' At a Solemn Musick ':

That we on earth, with undhcording voice,

May rightly answer that melodious noise;
As once we did, till disproportion'd sin, &c.

B. BRUCE BOSWELL.
Chingford.

I do not know if Mr. Collins, in his '
Illustra-

tions of Tennyson,' points out the following parallel
to the song in ' The Miller's Daughter,' mentioned

by C. 0. B. If not, it may as well be noted. I

am far from supposing that Tennyson had an eye
on Ronsard when writing 'The Miller's Daughter';
and if he had, we may say of Tennyson what Dr.
Garnett says of Milton, that "

his borrowings
nowise impair his greatness." I have modernized
the spelling :

Je voudrais etro le ruban
Qui serre ta belle poitrine ;

Je voudrais Stre le carcan

Qui orne ta gorge ivoirine.

Je voudrais etre tout autour
Le corail qui tea levres touche,
Afin de baiser nuit et jour
Tes belles levres et ta bouche.

Ronsard,
'

Odes,' Livre Quatrieme.

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

TALLIES (1
st S. x. 485 ; xi. 18, 95 ; 3rd S. x. 307

6th S. iv. 209, 434; v. 35; 8th S. i. 174, 233). Sir
Walter Scott, in 'The Antiquary,' the probable
date of which may be 1795, gives the following
notice of this ancient custom, which Jonathan
Oldbuck of Monkbarns, just as might be expected,
delighted to honour. The scene is the post-office
at Fairport (Arbroatb), and the speaker is Mrs.
Shortcake, the wife of the baker :

" ' I winna say ony ill o' this Monkbarns,' said Mrs.
Shortcake ;

'
his brother ne'er brought me ony wild-

deukes, and this is a douce honest man ;
we serve the

family wi' bread, and he settles wi' huz ilka week only
he was in an unco kippage when we sent him a book
instead o' the nick-sticks, whilk, he said, were the true

ancient way o' counting between tradesmen and cus-

tomers ; and sae they are, nae doubt." Chap. xvL

A note at the end of the story says :

" Nick-sticks. A sort of tally used by bakers in the
olden time in settling with their customers. Each

family had its own nick-stick, and for each loaf as

delivered a notch was made on the stick. Accounts in

Exchequer, kept by the same kind of check, may have
occasioned the Antiquary's partiality. In Prior's time
the English bakers had the same sort of reckoning :

Have you not seen a baker's maid,
Between two equal panniers sway'd 1

Her tallies useless lie and idle

If placed exactly in the middle.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

It may be worth noting that I have seen the

old-world tally system used at a railway station.

In my boyhood my father left something at the

luggage office at (I think) Vauxhall Station, then

the S.W.R. terminus. Whether it was the then
usual plan or a makeshift I am not sure, but pro-

bably the latter. However that might be, the

man in charge tore a piece of paper in two in a

purposely ragged-edged line. He kept one half

and gave the second to my father, who afterwards

"tallied" his piece with the other and got his

luggage. H. J. MOULE.
Dorchester.

THE ROTAL FAMILIES OP EUROPE (8
th S. i.

147, 257, 323). In my answer to SEBASTIAN

respecting above, I gave the names of the nineteen

European sovereigns who are not descended from
either of the daughters of Duke Ludwig Rudolf,
and also of three of those who were so descended,
viz. : the German Emperor, King of Prussia, and
the Kings of Portugal and of the Belgians, each of

whom derives from the Princess Antoinette

Amelia, Duchess of Brunswick. The remaining
seventeen (making thirty-nine in all) are the five

Roman Catholic sovereigns descended from the
elder sister, the Princess Elizabeth Christina,

Empress of Germany, viz.: (1) the Emperor of

Austria, (2) the King of Italy, (3) the King of

Spain, (4) the King of Saxony, and (5) the Prince
of Bulgaria ; and twelve from the younger, Prin-
cess Antoinette Amelia, viz. : (1) the Queen of

England, (2) the Queen of Holland, (3) the King
of Wiirtemberg, (4) the King of Greece, (5) the

Grand Duke of Hesse, (6) the Grand Duke of

Saxe Weimar, (7) the Grand Duke of Mecklen-

burg Schwerin, (8) the Duke of Saxe Coburg and
Gotha, (9) the Duke of Saxe Meiningen, (10) the

Prince of Anhalt (all Protestants), (11) the King
of Bavaria (Roman Catholic), and (12) the Czar. I
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did not include the King of Hanover, there being
no such person, unless the German Emperor
claims that title, or the ex-King of Naples;
neither did I include the ex-Grand Duke of Tus-

cany or the ex-Duke of Parma. The Duke of

Nassau I mentioned under his present title of

Grand Duke of Luxembourg. There is no Duke
of Modena, that I am aware of, and the Land-
grave of Hesse is not a reigning prince. The
Duke of Cumberland (ex-Crown Prince of

Hanover) descends through his paternal grand-
mother from the Princess Antoinette Amelia of

Brunswick, and the ex-King of Naples is

descended from the Princess Elizabeth Christina,
who was also the ancestress of the ex-Grand Duke
of Tuscany nd of the Duke of Parma.

H. MURRAY LANE, Chester Herald.

PATRICK OR PETER IN SCOTLAND (8
tb S. i.

247). Some notes on this subject appeared 3rd

S. xii. 170, 513 ;
4th S. i. 303; iii. 205, those at the

last two references being almost identical. A
former acquaintance of mine, Peter Mac

,
sur-

prised me very much one day by telling me that
his name was Patrick, and that Patrick and Peter
were treated as synonymous in Scotland. I know
of at least three English lads called Peter who
have no baptismal claim to be so distinguished ;

the name in these cases seems to be used as a
token of affectionate familiarity. In Palestine I
had dealings with a dragoman's servant, who was

always addressed as Alfred, that being, as he and
his companions asserted, the English rendering of

Eaphael. I believe the man came from Malta.
ST. SWITHIN.

The etymological solecism about which A. T. M.
inquires is certainly of long standing, and probably
of wide extension in Scotland. I can answer for

one family in which the name of Patrick frequently
occurs, having made its first appearance nearly
four centuries ago, and in which the diminutive
Peter has been almost continuously in use from
about 1720 till the last generation ; and the allies

of this family have been known to adopt the

diminutive as well as the name. Many Scotch-
men can probably recall similar instances ; e.g.,

Patrick, Lord (of Session) Eobertson was celebrated

forty years ago as

Lord Peter,
Who broke the laws of God and man and metre ;

and other instances, affecting men almost equally
well known, might be cited as having occurred
both in the north and south of Scotland.

R. E. B.

In reply to A. T. M.'s query, the interchange
of these names is not uncommon in Scotland, even

yet. I know of two instances among friends of

my own, in both of which cases the baptismal
name is Peter and the name commonly used Pat.

NORMAN FRASER.

NAVAL OFFICERS (8
th S. i. 226, 252). F. L. will

find in the library of the London Institution,

Finsbury Circus, B.C., Steele's
'
Lists of the Royal

Navy
'

since 1806, and the ' Naval Chronicle '

from 1799 to 1812, which may furnish him with
the information he requires.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

Steele's
'

Navy List,' published from 1772 until

1813, will give the information required. Copies
are probably in the British Museum Library.

J. C.

" A '

Navy List
' was first published in 1772 and

has been continued to the present time." (See
Phillimore's ' How to Write the History of a

Family,' p. 185.) GUALTERULUS.

A full list of officers R.N. who served in

the beginning of the present century, up to the

battle of Navarino, is to be found in the index,
end of vol. vi. of Chambers's edition of James's
' Naval History,' London, Bentley, 1837.

W. F. WALLER.

NAME OR SURNAME (8
th S. i. 102, 157, 278).

The fad of MR. J. B. FLEMING'S father has been

mine also for half my life that our naming is now

utterly unfair to mothers and foremothers, in

allowing them no permanent influence. It is not

enough for wives to retain their surnames, or for a

M. Beck and Miss Bonard each to keep both

names, and their children to continue both. This

involves at least every one having from baptism
three names, a personal and both parents' final

names, as I have, and a growing class of men,

chiefly Americans. But with girls this plan, if

adopted at all, is never reversed, as I would have

it. The sisters of the boys that are Beck-Bonards
are not made Bonard-Beckg. If this were made a

rule, all the injustice would cease. Keeping at

least our rule that a boy is to perpetuate his

father's final name, but a girl her mother's final

name, the name Beck would descend to all of

direct male descent, and the name Bonard to all

of direct female descent. The descendants to lose

both names would be of interrupted descent, as

from sons' daughters, or daughters' sons. But
both sexes would be treated alike, with equal
chances of perpetuity. Hitherto the female has

been ignored ; or, it is not too much to say, they
have thoughtlessly let themselves be treated as

slaves in this matter, as they do in more impor-
tant ones. If we let the final name alone be

perpetual, and mean boys to keep for life their

father's pair of names, but girls their mother's

pair, then it would be necessary for the married to

have four names, inserting the new one either

second or third ;
but whichsoever the rule, men

and women must both do it alike. Whether the

marriage name be second or third, it might on
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second marriage be dropped, so that none woul

keep more than four. EDWARD L. GARBETT.

The remarks of MR. J. B. FLEMING would hav
been more consistent had he omitted what he call

"a very good illustration," by way of postscript
In the instance he supposes, Charles Campbel
marries Jane Stuart, and they both after thei

respective
"

sponsorial appellations,
1 '

sign Stuart

Campbell. In the case he cites the order i

exactly reversed, the wife's maiden name usurping
the place of her husband's patronymic. Th
reason in this instance was purely professional
Miss Dolby held a deservedly high position as a

singer, and she retained the name by which sh
was known to the public, preceded by that of her

husband. Apart from this she was alway
addressed and spoken of by her proper name
Madame Sainton. But what does MR. FLEMING
mean by saying,

<l
If any 'chicks' appeared at

Cockpen they would, of course [my italics], bear
the surname of Sainton-Dolby

"
'/ I believe there

was but one "
chick," and, strange as it may appear

to MR. FLEMING, he is known by his father's name
of Sainton. I cannot see what advantage the

suggested joint names would confer. On the con-

trary it would give rise to endless change. If the
son of the supposed "Stuart-Campbell" married
a Miss Mackenzie, we get to Mackenzie-Campbell,
and a brother would be something else Campbell.
If any change is required, it seems to me that the
wife's name should be within parentheses, "Charles

(Stuart) Campbell
"

; but is any change desirable \

CHARLES WYLIE.

MUNDUS MULIEBRIS (8
th S. i. 201, 281). Your

correspondent, in his interesting note at the latter

reference, does not give the date of the representa-
tion of ' The Rivals '

at Windsor Castle before
her present Majasty, and of the wearing of the

hoop by Mrs. Poynter ; but most probably it took

place in the forties. I can remember when a boy,
about 1844, seeing 'The School for Scandal '

at the

Haymarket Theatre, in which Madame Vestris

figured as Lady Teazle, wearing a white satin

petticoat, outspread by a hoop which she managed
skilfully. Over it she wore a crimson velvet

sacque, or short dress bunched up, having short
sleeves with lace falls, powdered hair, high-heeled
shoes, and flesh-coloured silk stockings. In her
hand she held a large fan, which she flirted grace-
fully. Madame Vestris looked quite in the prime
of life, and had a charming voice and a brilliant

complexion. She danced during the performance
a minuet de la cour. JOHN PICKFORD, M.A..
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

A small book was published in 1820 by Harris
& Sons, entitled

'

Sir Harry Herald's Graphical
Representation of the Dignitaries of England,
showing the Costume of Different Ranks, from the

King to the Commoner, with the Regalia used at

the Coronation.' The prints are all coloured, and
consist of thirty-two figures, the last being the

"Beef-eaters." Among these are a lady and

gentleman in Court dresses. The lady's dress is in

the shape of half an egg, painfully high waisted,
with a portentous bunch of feathers on her head.

The following description is given :

The Court dress for Ladies is chiefly distinguished by
the hoop. The petticoat is plain or trimmed, according
to the fancy of the wearer. Velvet, satin, silk crape, or

gauze, are the only materials allowed for Ladies' Court
dresses. Court dresses are trimmed, and often em-
broidered with gold and silver. Artificial flowers are
much used for ornamenting the petticoat."

The hoop, then, was a part of the Court dress

when George IV. came to the Crown. The
diameter of the base of the lady's dress is nearly

equal to her height. The revival of hoops, some

forty years ago, was due to the Empress Eugenie,
who is a Spaniard ;

the Spanish ladies continued

the use of hoops when other nations had discarded

them. They were in full use thirty years ago,
when I was in Spain, and, I suppose, are still.

E. LEATON-BLENKINSOPP.

AVENTURINE : PERIDOT (8
th S. i. 180, 296).

The first of these two minerals owes its origin and
its name to one of those odd accidents which
sometimes occur in manufacturing processes as

well as in science, and lead to inventions as well

as to discoveries, provided an intelligent witness

be present.
In the glass works of Murano, near Venice, a

workman had occasion to fill a copper laddie with

molten glass for the purpose of a casting. On
attempting to raise the ladle out of the glass pot
it broke off short at the handle, and the metal

soon became fused, and disseminated through the

molten glass. The director, in taking out a speci-

men, was surprised to find that a new and hand-

some kind of ornamental glass had been formed, as

it were by chance or accident (a ventura), and he

accordingly named it aventurina, or aventurine.

The name proved to be as pretty and attractive

as the thing itself. Aventurine was manufactured

nto studs, brooches, and other ornaments, which

>eing mounted in gold met with a ready sale,

arger specimens were made into letter-weights
and other articles. The late Prof. Tennantgaveme
a number of discs of the substance, and I gave one of

hem to a young lady who had it set in gold as a

brooch. This excited an interest in the subject

among her female friends; but when they found

low cheap the article was their enthusiasm for it

ooled. A gentleman once called upon me and
howed me some gold-set studs that an old uncle

ad bequeathed to him among other things ; but

when I told him the name and value of the mineral

e was disgusted.
The French also claim to have invented aven-

urine. A workman accidentally (par aventure)
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dropped some copper filings into molten glass, and
the effect was so pleasing that he soon turned this

new form of ornament to profitable use.

There is a natural variety of quartz which owes
its sparkling effect to the presence of scales of

golden yellow mica. This so far resembles aven-
turine that it is known as " aventurine quartz,"
but it is inferior in appearance to the manufactured
article. There is also an aventurine feldspar which,
in some cases, owes its iridescence to minute

crystals of specular or titanic iron.

The peridot is a double silicate of magnesia and

iron, with variable proportions of manganese,
alumina, and in some cases of nickel. Hence its

colour varies, and with each variation its name.
It was formerly much used in jewellery, but has now
fallen into the contempt implied in the following
couplet :

Qui a deux Peridots
En a un de trop ;

which may be thus translated :

Who two peridots doth own,
More than needful hath by one.

According to Lithe" the etymology of the word
is unknown ; but he quotes some variations from

DuCange (1610-1688), such as "Peritot,"
"
Peli-

dor," and "Periodus." This great antiquary
wrote several books on Constantinople, and it was
from the Levant, by way of that city, that the raw
material of the peridot annually found its way into

Europe at the time when there was a demand for

it. It was in the form of rolled pebbles, evidently
derived from some alluvial formation. The native
name of the pebble probably suggested the Euro-

pean name and its variants.

0. TOMLINSON, F.K.S.
Highgate, N.

GENERAL JOHN MOSTYN (8
ts S. i. 273). John

Mostyn, a younger son of Sir Koger Mostyn, Bart.,
of Whitford, co. Flint, was admitted to West-
minster School in 1723, and matriculated from
Christ Church, Oxford, June 25, 1728, then aged
eighteen (Foster's

' Alumni Oxonienses/1715-1886,
vol. iii. p. 992). He was appointed Governor and
Commander-in-Chief of the Island of Minorca by
letters patent under the great seal bearing date

Whitehall, February 16, 1768 (London Gazette,
No. 10,807, February 13-16, 1768). A copy of
" The Proceedings at large, in a Cause on an Action

brought by Anthony Fabrigas, Gent., against Lieutenant
General John Mostyn, Governor of the Island of Minorca,
Colonel of the First Regiment of Dragoon Guards, and
one of the Grooms of His Majesty's Bed-Chamber; For
False Imprisonment and Banishment from Minorca to

Carthagena in Spain. Tried before Mr. Justice Gould,
in the Court of Common-Pleas, in Guildhall, London, on
the 13th of July, 1773,"

London, 1773, fol, is found in the British Museum
Library. A notice of his death occurs in Gent.

., February, 1779, vol. xlix., p. 103
; but the

annexed fuller account appears in the London
Chronicle, Tuesday, February 16, 1779, vol. xlv.

No. 3464, p. 155: "Saturday morning died

suddenly, at bis house in Dover Street, Gen. Mos-

tyn, formerly Governor of Minorca." For further

particularsof him see
'Alumni Westmonasterienses,'

ed. C. B. Phillimore, 1852, p. 297.

DANIEL HIPWELL.
17, Hilldrop Crescent, N.

LAD? GRIZEL BAILLIE (8
th S. i. 209, 303). It

was doubtless Grizel Cochrane, daughter of Sir

John Cochrane of Ochiltree, to whom the robbery
of the mail was attributed. I think that an account

of the robbery is to be found in the Scottish

Journal, i. 281. That there was some foundation

for the rumour is proved by the following con-

temporary statement by Lord Fountainhall :

"
7 July, 1685. The English packet coming to Edin-

burgh was twise stopt and robbed about Anwick. Some
conjectured it was Polwarts doing, others that it was by
Sir John Cochranes friends, lest there should have been

any warrant from the King by these packets to have
execute him, that so the Earl of Arran might have
leisure to inform the King what Sir John could dis-

cover and so obtain a countermand. Sir John's son

Watersyde, at his first taking was of the wild Cameronian

principles, wholly disouning the King, but his father

seimed more timorous and penitent. Others thought it

was a clandestin stratagem of the High Treasurer, who
was now beginning to be jealous of the Chancellor, to

find out what secret correspondence he was keeping with
his brother Secretary Melfort."

I can find no other reference to the matter in

Fountainhall.

Grizel Cochrane married John Ker of Moriston ;

and there is an allegation, February 18, 1686/7, for

a marriage between John Ker, Esq., of Moreston,
in the kingdom of Scotland, bachelor, twenty-six,
and Grizel Cochrane, spinster, twenty-two, daughter
of Sir John Cochrane, Knt., of St. Peter le Poor,

London, who consents (Harl. Soc., xxiv. 184).
SIGMA.

I can give no authority for the story of the lady

robbing the mail of the death warrant, except that

I have read it more than once formerly. I now
know she was a Cochrane, not a Baillie, thanks to

J. K. M. MACROBERT.

RING-LORE : LOSING OF A RING (8
th S. i. 294).

I cannot quote a saying on this subject, as MR.
HARDY wishes, but that women hold it to be a

most unlucky thing to lose a wedding or an en-

gagement ring is very common. Some go even

further, and believe that bad luck is likely to follow

the removal of the wedding ring, even for a short

time, after it has been placed on the finger. I have

heard of it both in Yorkshire and in Norfolk.

S. ILLINGWORTH BUTLER.

To lose a ring that has been given as a token of

affection has always been held unlucky, and that

for obvious reasons. Even to remove the wedding
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ling from the finger is ominous, at least to a newly
wedded couple. C. C. B.

A legend of ring losing is worked up into a

charming novel of modern life in ' The Days of My
Life/ by Mrs. Oliphant.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

BUTE (8
th S. i. 315). Having for nine con-

secutive years spent my summer holidays in the

Kyles of Bute, 1 am able to say that from my
observation this name is invariably pronounced
Bewt. A. W. B.

MUMMY WHEAT (8
th S. i. 224). Judging

from the small quotation from Mr. Carruthers's

lecture, it would not be fair to determine anything.
But if we confine remark merely to what is there

set down, the matter does not seem proved. We
have it only asserted that it has been clearly estab-

lished that mummy seed does not germinate;
also that it could not, because oxygen has burnt

out its whole vitality. But then there lies the

especial point, Has it ? Corn may be "
easily

obtained from Arabs," no doubt; but then to so

obtain it would be especially to wish for fraud.

Mr. Carruthers remarks that the seeds " were all

in the same condition that the mummy itself was
in." Were they embalmed, then, and dead when

put in the coffin 1 As they were placed there as

symbols of life and revival, I should think not.

Probably Mr. Carruthers would not hold that

willow seeds live only a few days or hours. But
even if that were true, it would establish nothing
about wheat. There is a great uncertainty

attaching to the vitality of seeds. The best autho-
rities are at variance on the subject. Miller, the
famous gardener, says of tarragon seed that they
must bo sown soon after they are ripe. Cobbett,
in his wonderful *

English Gardener '

(p. 57), sp-ys

they will keep four years, whilst seeds of squash,
gourd, cucumber, and things of that sort he places
at ten years. The catacombs of Egypt are largely
to be considered as equable caves, so that in some
of them the conditions might be highly favourable
to seed vitality, as they certainly have proved to

be to colour.

It is well known that in the testing of seeds
the heavy ones are those that retain vitality.

Experts who deny the vitality seem never yet to

have tested mummy seed against corn of modern
growth in two tumblers of water. The good of

both thus tried would sink. If any one of the

mummy seeds sank out of a handful, that seed
would probably grow. It is immensely reasonable
to think that four thousand years would kill any
seed. But it is poetry, or fiction, to accept that
as a rule of universal prevalence. Nobody can

deny the suspended life of a toad in marble.
If an organized being can, thus confined, revive,

surely a seed might. Some of the catacombs,
in their intricate structure and undisturbed

stillness, might furnish an aerial medium of so

little movement as to approach to an hermetical

closure. If the seed received nothing and gave

nothing it might last. Experiments only on a

very large scale could settle the point ; they may
or may not be worth instituting, but they have

not yet been made. A poet wishes the seed

to live, wishes that corn that was in the ark

should grow now, and refeed the earth if war
and conscription had destroyed every other

existing grain. But it is equally poetry, or rather

fiction, at our present stage of knowledge, or, which
is the same thing, uncertainty, to state that mummy
seed must be dead. Let us be content with

saying that it ought to be dead. C. A. WARD.
Walthamstow.

PETER PINDAR AND JOHN NICHOLLS (8
th S. i.

247)." A Rowland for an Oliver ; or, a Poetical

Answer to the Benevolent Epistle of Mister Peter

Pindar, also the Manuscript Odes, Songs,

Letters, &c., of the above Mister Peter Pindar,
now first published by Sylvanus Urban," was
included ifa the second volume of the ' Works of

Peter Pindar, Esq.' (1794), and, according to

Watt, was first published in quarto in 1790. Hal-

kett and Laing give similar information.

J. F. MANSERGH.
Liverpool.

' A Rowland for an Oliver
'

was first published

by
"
Sylvanus Urban " in 1790. TALON.

ISABELLA ROMER (8
th S. i. 209, 237). This

lady, sketched by Count D'Orsay, was, I think,

the wife of General Romer. She wrote a mes-

meric romance, as well as books of travel in

Egypt, and another on the Rhone, the Darro, &c.

She died in 1851. GEORGE BENTLEY.
Upton, Slough.

SCROPE (8
th S. i. 273). The poem on the death

of Archbishop Scrope is printed at p. 128 of the

E.E.T.S. volume (xxiv.) entitled 'Hymns to the

Virgin and Christ.' I have sent RITA Fox a

transcript of the poem. F. ADAMS.
105, Albany Road, Camberwell.

INDEXES WANTED (8
th S. i. 292). Q. V. ha

my whole sympathies in his trouble respecting

general indexes. I have often had to search

through the indexes of sixty volumes and more of

scientific journals and periodicals for matter. In the

case of one of our chief scientific papers, to which

I have had frequently to refer, I wrote to the editor,

asking if he would consider the idea of issuing a

general index, and offering help if he felt disposed
to take any steps, it having been in my mind for

some time to construct a rough MS. index for the

use of my self and friends. What was his reply?
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That he had already offered to do so a few years
back could he obtain sufficient subscribers to it

;

and in reply to this he says,
"
Altogether I had six

offers to take one copy each !

" Does this state-

ment not answer Q. V.'s query ? Is it not rather

that people are not energetic enough to buy such

indexes, than that publishers are not energetic

enough to issue them ? Were there sufficient

demand I am sure our publishing friends would
be willing to oblige us in the matter. I am quite
aware 'N. & Q.' is able to sell sufficient of its

General Indexes to induce continued publication
of them, and also a few other journals; but how

many ? At the same time, as one who consults

journals and such like much, I greatly deplore
this should be the state of thing?.

J. COTHBERT WELCH, F.O.S.
The Brewery, Reading.

ANGELICA KAUFFMANN (8
th S. i. 293). In

* Notes on Books,' 8th S. i. 325, the writer of the

note on the '

Dictionary of National Biography
'

wonders if many such ceilings as that painted by
this artist, and to be seen at 20, St. James's

Square, are in existence ? It was always thought
by the members of the Junior Garrick Club,
situated at IA, Adelphi Terrace, a house once the

London residence of the Bishops of Durham, that

the ceiling of the drawing-room was by her. I

have also heard it mentioned in the Savage Club,
also on Adelphi Terrace, that underneath the

whitewashed ceiling of their drawing-room is

more work from her hands
; but whether this be

true or not no one seems to know. The Junior
Garrick Club premises are now occupied by a

police institution; but I do not doubt that the

veiling is still in existence, and could be seen if

desired. The beauty of the painting on it was

worthy of Angelica, even if not by her.

JNO. BLOUNDELLE-BURTON.

The ceiling of the back drawing-room of the
Arts Club, Hanover Square, was painted by her,
and is in good condition. W. H. CUMMINGS.

' Selim Addressing the Persian Nymphs,' a
water-colour painting by Angelica Kauffmann,
was disposed of at a sale in a private house in

Liverpool towards the end of last year.

J. F. MANSERGH.
Liverpool.

ARCHBISHOP SCROPE (8
th S. i. 247). MR. A.

HALL is no doubt aware that Hichard, Lord

Scrope, of Bolton, in his will, dated Aug. 2, 1400,
refers to the archbishop as his

" dear father and
son,

"
(carissimo patri et filio meo), and that Mr.

Raine (< Test. Ebor.,' i. 272, 276) in 1836 inter-

preted this in its literal sense, assigning the arch-

bishop to the Bolton branch. Subsequently, how-
ever, the editor appears to have changed his view,
for in 'Test. Ebor.,' iii. 32 (1864) he connects the

archbishop with the Scropes of Masham, which is

no doubt in accordance with the weight of

evidence. The arguments in favour of the
Masham connexion were given in 1832 by Sir H.
Nicolas in the 'Scrope and Grosvenor Roll,' ii.

121. J. HAMILTON WYLIE.
Rochdale.

Richard, first Lord Scrope, of Bolton, in his

will dated August 2, 1401, speaks of "Richard,
my son, Archbishop of York "

(' Test. Vet.,' i. 156).
HERMENTRUDE.

INDIAN FOLK-LORE (8
th S. i. 147, 214). To

which lines in Ovid,
'

Metam.,' xv. 60-93, can the

opinion of the transmigration of souls be attri-

buted 1 Those which come nearest to it seem to

be
Heu quantum scelus est, in viscera viscera condi,

Congestoque avidum pingueecere corpora corpus,
Alteriusque animantem animantia vivera leto.

But this merely states that one living creature

ought not to prey upon another.

Where is it said, apart from the later philo-

sophical commentaries, that Pythagoras held the

notion that the souls of ancestors of men migrated
into the bodies of animals ? I am aware that

Cicero has (' De Nat.,' i. 4), "Pythagoras cen-

suit animum esse (deum) per naturam rerum
omnem intentum et commeantem, ex quo nostri

animi carperentur"; and that Sextus Empiricus,"
Pythagoreos propter hoc dogma ab eau ani-

malium abstinuisse affirmat" (Ritter et Preller,
'Hist. Philos.,' p. 41, Gathse, 1875); also that

Diogenes Laertius, in his life of Pythagoras, has,
in respect of his opinions, that he thought dvdpw-
TTWV (ivai 7T/3OS 0ovs (Tvyyevciav eivai rrjv

i/svX'Tjv d.Tr6(nracrfj.a ai^epos (viii. i. 19, sect. 27,

28). But this is not the same. Lactantiup, again,
in stating that the "

Pythagorici
"
supposed the

soul
" de aliis (corporibus) in alia migrare

"
(' Inst.,'

iii. 18) makes no connexion of the opinion with

Pythagoras himself
; neither can a reference

attach to Pythagoras by piecing together the

Pythagoreans of Herod, ii. c. 81, with the Egyptian

metempsychosis of ii. c. 123. I rather think th?r,

in reference to this, as to some other points which

Ritter and Preller mention in connexion with

Laertius, "Quae sub Pythagorse nomine circum-

ferabantur, posteriorum Pyjthagoreorum maximam

partem fuisse videntur, omnia ad nomen magistri
referentium" (w.s., p. 30), unless, perhaps, the

attributing the opinion to Pythagoras is even

later. But I have no remark as to this.

ED. MARSHALL.

" To TAKE THE CAKE "
(8

th S. i. 69, 176)." To
take the cake "

is a common American phrase, and

seems to have originated with the coloured people.

A favourite diversion among them is a cake-walk

a sort of half dance, half promenade. The couple
who in dress, deportment, dexterity of motion,
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&c., excel all the others,
" take the cake." Judges

are appointed who decide as to the winners. With
this I send you a copy of the Milwaukee (Wiscon-

sin) Sentinel. It contains a lengthy account of a

cake-walk which took place March 6, 1892, in the

large exhibition building there. The prizes were

contended for in the presence of 4,000 spectators.
DOLLAR.

The idea of a cake being given as a prize seems

so obvious that it is, perhaps, lost labour to trace it

back into ancient literature. Your correspondent,

however, may be interested to know that Athe-

DEeus, in his
'

Deipnosophistse
'

(book xiv. c. 56),

speaks of a certain kind of cake which was given
as a prize at the

"
all-night

"
festivals to whoever

kept awake right through the solemnities. So the

expression rj^repos 6 Trvpapovs ("we take the

cake ") would seem to have become proverbial. It

occurs in two passages in Aristophanes ('Thesm.'

94, and '

Eq.' 277). ALEX. LEEPER.
Trinity College, Melbourne.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &o.

Letters of Samuel Johnson, LL.D. Edited by George
Birkbeck Hill, D.C.L. (Oxford, Clarendon Press.)

IN a letter to Mrs. Thrale, dated from Lichfield, Oct. 27,

1777, and first printed in the 'Piozzi Letters/ ii. 14,
Johnson gives his views as to his own epistolary powers.
He begins by saying,

" You talk of writing and writing,
as if you had all the writing to yourself. If our corre-

spondence were printed, I am sure posterity, for pos-

terity is always the author's favourite, would ?ay that I am
a good writer too. Anch' io sono piltore. To eit down
so often with nothing to say : to say something so often

almost without consciousness of eaying, and without any
remembrance of having said, ig a power of which I wil
not violate my modesty by boasting, but I do not believe
that everybody has it

"
(' Letters.' ed. Hill, ii. 51, 52)

Much more of the same sort follows. Few, however
will accept Johnson's estimate of hia own epistolary

powers. Dr. Hill, even, to whom we owe the latest and
best edition, containing very many letters now firs

collected or printed, only hopes that the publication o
his new volume will raise the estimate of Johnson, bu
does not venture to claim for him a place with Walpole
Cowper, or Lamb. Weighty utterances, of course

abound, and there is very much that may be read wit]

pleasure as well as with profit. The humour as well a
the expression is, however, at times elephantine, and on
feels the applicability of Goldsmith's satire that John
son would make "

little fishes talk like great big whales.'
One rises none the less from the perusal of Johnson'

correspondence with a feeling of increased respect an
affection. Many of the letters apply for the loan o

books, not a few for that of money. Others, again, see

for subscriptions to his books. Yet all are manly, an
there is no sacrifice of independence. Very affectionatel
does he write to some female correspondents, and ther
is not a word that we would have withdrawn. All tha
is wanted is that indescribable something that constitute
the charm of letters that light, pleasant, and ye
interested and interesting and even earnest method o

describing the little next-to-nothings that make u
domestic life and intimacy. That we are obliged t

r. Birckbeck Hill for this new edition, greatly superior
o anything that has gone before, needs not be said. To
is invaluable edition of Boswell's ' Life of Johnson,' a
ook that every student of eighteenth century life, art,

nd literature is bound to have within reach of his hand,
; forms an indispensable supplement. A large number
f letters were immediately accessible. Those that

ppear in the Boswell he does not reprint, contenting
imself with indicating where they are to be found.

}ollectors of autographs and, in one or two cases, dealers

Iso have placed their stores at his disposal, and from

nany quarters he has drawn communications which,
hough already in print, are not easily traced. To
N. & Q.,' "a storehouse of curious and interesting

natter," he says.
" I would once more express my obli-

;ations obligations shared in by every student of the

iterature, history, and antiquities of our country."
Vhat he calls the gem of his collection, a letter from
lohnson to his wife, whom be addresses as " Dearest

Petty," and to whom, in spite of the disparity of years,
10 writes in terms of warmest affection, Dr. Hill reprints
n facsimile. Like all the Clarendon Press reprints, the

work is handsome and scholarly-looking. Pew books,

ndeed, reconcile so well as these the attractions that

appeal to the student and the bibliophile. As in Dr.
Birkbeck Hill's previous labours, the notes are exem-

, and the index has noble proportions.

Melmoth the Wanderer. By Charles Robert Maturin.
A New Edition. 3 vols. (Bentley & Son.)

BESIDES frightening our female ancestors out of their

wits, the ' Melmoth the Wanderer
'

of Maturin won
exaggerated, and now incomprehensible, eulogy from.

writers of highest eminence. France seems to have
been especially struck with this mad production, a
combination, it is held, of ' The Castle of Otranto ' and
' The Mysteries of Udolpho.' Balzac classes it with the
' Don Juan '

of Moliere, the ' Faust '
of Goethe, and the

' Manfred '
of Byron ;

and French reviews give striking

pictures of this insane parson, who went fishing in pumpa
and open-work silk stockings, and consoled himself for

the absence of a dinner by dancing with any partner he
could find. The editor of the new edition of his

chief novel draws attention to the main features of

Maturin's sad and preposterous life, and gives a full

bibliography of his writings. We see him riding for

a short time on the topmost wave of success, having
a play, f Bertram,' recommended to Drury Lane by Scott

and Byron, and acted by Kean, receiving a thousand

pounds for it, and swelling with delight and anticipation
of fortune. We see him fading out and sinking into-

penury. Other glimpses, which the editor does not supply,
are furnished. In Dublin, where he generally lived,

he would induce the proprietors of a boarding-house to

close the windows and light the candles in midday, and
the inmates to don evening clothes and dance with him
till sundown. So excited with these amusements
became Maturin, that he came to one ball like a mer-

maiden,
" mid nodings on," and confinement, no longer

to be postponed, put a stop to his proceedings. His
' Melmoth ' has an Ossianeeque power. Some of its

descriptions are fine, if rather turgid, and its story of

diabolic possession is not without interest. As a narra-

tive it is execrable. Like the Picaresque romances of

Spain, in which country most of the action passes, it

breaks off into episodical stories, involving an all but

complete change of characters. For the sale of his soul
to the devil all the payment Melmoth receives is the

power to bridge distances and defy bolts and bars and

enjoy an interminable Wandering Jew sort of existence.

He possesses also baleful and malignant eyes. The fact

that the principal adventures pass in the Inquisition
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detracts from the effect of the story, and shows the

influence of the Huguenot strain in Maturin's blood.

The Escape* of Latude and Casanova from Prison.

Edited by P. Villars. (Fisher Unwin.)
THE "Adventure Series

" of Mr. Fisher Unwin is now aug-
mented by descriptions of the escape of two notorious

prisoners, Latude and Casanova. The famous flight of

Casanova from the Piombi at Venice is the only edifying

record in a sufficiently shameless work. It proves Casa-

nova to have been a man of great invention, resolution,

and resource, and capable of better things than the

.umorous intrigues and the dishonest proceedings in

which he enveloped himself, proceedings, however, with

which the world of last century dealt less severely than

does that of to-day. Latude was a man of different

stamp, and was more severely punished than, perhaps,

was ever any other being for so trivial an offence. He
was a victim of the implacable hostility of Madame de

Pompadour. For thirty-five years was he confined in

one prison or other, entering the Bastille as a youth,

and issuing from Bicetre a pallid, white-haired spectre.

Thrice he escaped from confinement and as often was

recaptured. His energy and sagacity seem, indeed, only

to have been equalled by his irresolution and incapacity

so soon as he was free. Exceedingly romantic and

honouring to feminine nature are the records of his

ultimate liberation. Though he was not one of those

freed from the Bastille on its capture, his imprisonment,

acting on the public imagination, contributed much,

says Mr. Villars in his admirable introduction, to bring

about the destruction of that edifice. Both adventures

may be read with great interest.

The Making of Birmingham. By Robert K. Dent. (Bir-

mingham, Allday.)
THE first two parts of this '

History of the Rise and

Growth of the Midland Metropolis
'

are before us, and

give promise of a work of considerable interest to the

lover of the picturesque in old halls and timbered

houses, as well as to the student of local history and to

the antiquary generally. Aston Hall naturally holds a

prominent position in the illustrations as well as in the

letterpress, and there are many charming little pictures

of the semi-rural Birmingham of the earlier years of

this century, such as the moated Parsonage of St.

Martin's, the moat of the manor-house on the site of

Peter de Bermingham's castle, and some interesting

views of Aston Hall, both in its bygone and its present

condition. Mr. Dent's account of the midland metro-

polis ought to receive support not only from Birmingham
men at home and abroad, but also from students of the

past, whether hailing from the midland counties or

from other parts of England.

The White Horses of the West of England. By the

Rev. W. C. Plenderleath, M. A. (Calne, Heath ; London,
Allen & Storr.)

THE first edition of Mr. Plenderleath a interesting

account of ancient turf monuments, issued in 1885, was

immediately absorbed. He has now published a second

edition, thoroughly revised, and containing a valuable

addition in an account of the American animal mounds.

Thus enriched the book has fresh claims upon scholars.

William Shakespeare. By Victor Hugo. Translated by
Melville B. Anderson. (Chicago, McClurg & Co.)

HUGO'S rhapsody on Shakspeare loses much in a trans-

lation. The present rendering is fairly clear and not

without spirit, but its effect is to render the whole spas-

modic as well as extravagant. Inaccuracies of state-

ment, as a rule, are corrected in notes, the trustworthy

authority by which they are tested including Prof.

Dowden'a 'Shakspere Primer.' A few characteristic
misquotations are left, however, as they are found.

VArt et I'Idee for April opens with an essay by M.
Uzanne upon Louis Morin, the author and illustrator of
' Les Amours de Gilles.' In this quaint writer, with
whom he enjoys a personal friendship, M. Uzanne sees a
modern Restif de la Bretonne. Many admirable designs,
all previously inedited, are reproduced. One full-page
design of fisher-women in Brittany is enchanting. A
curiosity in its way is a serious review and analysis
of the infamous work of Sade, which has been dis-
entombed and reprinted. M. Gausserou gives an account
of the few new books that the deadest of dead seasons
has produced. Each succeeding number of this periodic al
seems an improvement upon its predecessor.

THE first volume is ready of a new and revised edition
of Dr. Mackintosh's History of Civilization in Scotland.
It is published by Mr. Alexander Gardner.

VOLS. III. and I V. of Scott's Poetical Works have been
added to the attractive series of " Aldine Poets." They
contain respectively

' The Vision of Don Roderick '
with

'

Rokeby/ and ' The Lord of the Isles
'

and ' The Bridal
of Triermain.'

THE new volume of ' Book Prices Current,' containing
the record of book sales during 1891, is announced by
Mr. Elliot Stock to be published immediately.

to

We must call special attention to the following notices :

ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.

To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the
signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to

appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication "

Duplicate."

J. D. (" Fabulists "). Consult the 'Nouvelle Bio-

graphie Universelle,' under "
Abstemius,"

"
Poggio,""

Avianus,"
"
Flavius." &c. Caxton added to his trans-

lation of ' The Subtyl Historyes and Fables of Esope
'
the

fables of Avian and of Poge the Florentine, and these
have since been given in numerous editions of yEsop.

W. E. BARTLETT. Your queries are beyond our
reach. There never was a Latin equivalent for the
phrase you mention.

RED LION (" Man can live without poetry, music, or
art "). By Mortimer Collins.

C. R. G. T. (" Old maids leading apes in hell ").
The origin of this has not been ascertained. Consult
'N. & Q..' 4ti g. ii. 459; iv. 132; gtn g. v. 178: 6"> S
xii. 415.

CORRIGENDA. P. 345, col. 1, 1. 15, for "127" read
128

; p. 311, note *, 1. 5, the word " luxuriant "
should be

luxurians.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The
Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Advertisements and
Business Letters to " The Publisher "

at the Office,
Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.C.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return com-

munications which, for any reason, we do not print ; and
to this rule we can make no exception.
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LINCOLN'S INN GATEWAY.
(See 8'h S. i. 261.)

I am sure that I only give utterance to the general

feeling of subscribers when I heartily thank all

those concerned for the very interesting illustrated

article on ' Took's Court and its Neighbourhood
'

which appeared in 'N. & Q.' at the above reference.

I confess, however, that I read with something of a

qualm the editorial note which appeared at the

end of that article to the effect that the venerable

gateway of Lincoln's Inn is believed to be " most

dilapidated," and that
" the greater part of it

cannot possibly be kept standing." Being deeply
interested in the preservation of this picturesque
relic, I have since looked up an article by Mr.
A. C. Eanyard, published in Knowledge for

June 2, 1890, and a correspondence which

appeared in the following July, and I venture to

think that the Editor must for once have been
misinformed. This correspondence embodies re-

ports on Lincoln's Inn Gateway from three eminent

architects, all of great experience in the treatment
of old buildings, and each of whom had examined
it during the previous month. I will extract a few
sentences from their reports. Mr. Crickmay found
the gateway to be " with few exceptions in a
sound and substantial condition." Mr. Philip
Webb pointed out that "the structure has suf-

fered as almost all old buildings have from

careless caprice in the alterations made from time to

time to suit change of use," but that, on the whole,
it has stood the strain remarkably well, and he

records it as his opinion that " there would be no

difficulty in soundly repairing it, and making the

different rooms in it comfortably habitable, at a

comparatively small cost." Mr. Micklethwaite

said :

"
Considering all that it has gone through the condition

of tbe fabric is remarkably good. There are, indeed,
some ugly fissures, sufficiently alarming to people with-

out practical knowledge; and tbe effect of them is

heightened by the tie-bars which have lately been
inserted. But the fissures are due to causes which may
easily be removed, and the tie-bars have more effect in

the creation of panic than in the support of the

building."

After mentioning the defects, none of which he

considered serious, he gave it as his opinion that the

gateway could be easily repaired, and advised that

it should be kept in its present form, with only
such changes as might be necessary for its per-
manent stability. His report closes with the

following pregnant words :

" Private owners may, perhaps, plead the necessity of

getting the fullest return out of their property. But no
such need presses the owners of Lincoln's Inn ; and I

hope that that ancient body will value the visible

evidence of its antiquity which this gatehouse and the

buildings south of it afford more highly than any
increase of rental which might be got by their demoli-

tion."

Since these reports were published I fear that

the repairs then thought advisable have not been

carried out ; but the gateway, so far as one can

judge from the outside, seems to have developed
no fresh signs of weakness. It has stood firm for

upwards of 370 years, and I feel convinced that if

treated with the most ordinary care, it may still

be serviceable when our children's children shall

have passed away. PHILIP NORMAN.

FEIMLEY CHAPEL AND JOHN STEVENS'S
CHANTRY.

From the MSS. which the editor of the '

History
of Surrey

'

says were in possession of the Tichborne

family I am enabled to give an interesting account

of Frimley Chapel and John Stevens's Chantry.
The titles to the fee of the Manor and Court Roll

extracts afford much genealogical knowledge of

many families, besides useful topography relating

generally to Surrey.
Dr. Harris believed the chapel to have been a

chantry to the Abbey of Chertsey, and to have
been destroyed about the time of the Dissolution

;

but I find the chapel-house was long afterwards

tenanted by Edward Watts, who, in his petition to
"
his very good ffrynd and landlord Mr. Benia-

menn Tytchbourne Esquire," who was lord of

Frimley, says he "
deayreth a favorable rabte of the
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ffyne of the Chappell howse and the land belong-

inge to the samo wh is rentydd att 8 li. by the

yeare." A marginal note says the fine was 122.,

heriot a steere, rent 4s., and a query what land

remains to the chapel house besides which came to

Edward Watts by descent. In a subsequent

copyhold title is the copy for a cottage called the
"
Chappell hoiose."

It is returned among the possessions of Chertsey

Abbey, temp. Hen. VIII.

The Committee appointed 1549 returned that

Frimley Chapel was built in Ash parish as one of

ease, four miles from parish church of Ash, in

which chapel was John Stevens's chantry for

maintenance of priest to say mass for ever under

incumbency of John Snellinge, of no learning or

living, giving pension out of Newark Monastery,
with value of lands, plate, ornaments and bells.

In 1657 the records were searched at the entreaty
of one Mr. Robert Blanchard, by one Mr. More,

keeper of the ancient records kept in the Augmen-
tation Office at Westminster, and one Mr. Jones, a

clerk in ye chancerie, from which it appears :

That in 1 Edward VI., John Stevens's chantry,
or chapel, in Frimley, in Ash, Surrey, came to

the Crown, together with divers lands, meadows,
&c., and the houses called

" The Bell," in Bagshot,
and " The Whiteharte," in Frimley, at 51 19s. 5d.

per annum belonging thereunto. The badge of

the white hart was first given 1396 ; the legend

says its title was derived from the white stag

caught at Besantine, near Bagshot, in Windsor

Forest, with the collar round its neck, hence its

frequency as the sign of inns. It is curious the

legend is almost local.

That in 3 Edward VI., March 15, all the

lands and houses which were first given by John
Stevens for the maintenance of a priest to sing in

the said chapel were sold to John Doddington and
William Ward. From the grant the consideration

is given as 1,6752. 4s. 8d., and they had conveyed
to them, in fee, one annual rent of 31s. 4d. out of

John Stevens's chantry in Frimley; Combesmeade
in Grove Frimley 3 a., Bell in Bagshot, in Windles-

ham, Halmede 7 a., Colyers plot in Ash, all in

tenure of Edith Strange, widow ;
the Hert in

Frimley, Colford Meade 2 a., land in Frimley 16 a.,

Hob or Hoke Mead in Farnboro' 3 a., in tenure of

Wm. Gunner ; Lampe Mead 2 a., in tenure of

Richard Forster ; lands, meadows, and pastures
in Ash formerly in tenure of Ralph Talvin, then

of Ralph Vine. But another record, dated

December 24, 3 Edward VI., says all the

above lands, &c., anciently belonged to the same

chantry for the maintenance of a priest to sing

partly there, showing the same to have been held

in socage, giving the annual and saleable values of

the premises, "The Bell" and "Whitehart," said

to be then somewhat ruinous and in decay, that

the premises were valued, December 15, 2 Edward

VI., for John White of London, grocer, with an
account of timber on Myche-Ryden in Ash, and
the other premises. Myche-Ryden was probably
the whole or a portion of the property said to be
in Ash, and sold to Doddington and Ward, and
most of the above lands are afterwards given in
the copyhold title.

That only the chapel, churchyard, and mansion-
house were reserved at the rent of 5s. yearly, and
kept by the king, and the same were reserved in

Queen Mary's grant of Frimley Manor to John
White, citizen and grocer of London.

It is stated that one Mr. Chislett, that lived
near "The Lion Tavern," in Lincoln's Inn Fields, by
the New Market (presumably Clare Market) was
then Auditor for the County of Surrey.

There was no pension out of Frimley or Ash
mentioned in the Survey of Bisham, 27 Hen.
VIII. ; but in 31 Hen. VIII.,upon the last erection
of Bisham Abbey, when divers personages, pen-
sions, and revenues of Chertsey Abbey were given
to Bisham Abbey in pensions, a pension of 5,3.

appears for chapel of Ash. 4 Edward VL,
1-2 P. & M., down to Charles I., there is a pen-
sion of 5s. for Frimley Chapel as long as it was a

chantry and occupied, not being paid when vacant
and unoccupied.
Oa January 30, 1606, Thomas Bilson, Bishop of

Winchester, dedicated Frimley churchyard for a

place of burial, with 42. yearly allowance towards
maintenance of curate in the chapel, hamletteers
of Frimley allowing the rest themselves

; but the
warden and fellows' approbation does not appear,
as it should have done, under their seal

; it is

thought they never gave it. The inhabitants con-
tended the chapel was built by them ; but it was-
rather a chantry to say mass for the souls of some
deceased. Why else was the chapel put (not
pulled) down, and the means sold away in King
Edward's days? The bishop simply consecrated
the chapel and chapel yard for burials, and not for

Divine service, the order having a limitation in

respect of the incumbency or rectory, while on
inquiry it appeared the college never gave its

consent or licence under the seal of the warden
and fellows. But the inhabitants of Frimley con-
ditioned with the bishop to pay 62. yearly towards
maintenance of a curate. Mr. Matkins, incum-
bent of Ash, agreed only for his time to pay 42.

,

and the bishop only ordained it on the 62.

being paid to the curate of Frimley by the in-

habitants thereof, to free them from coming each

Sunday and holy day to their mother church of
Ash

;
and so long as the incumbent of Ash paid

the 41. to the curate of Frimley the inhabitants
of Frimley were to desire no more, complain for

no more, go to law for no more, to be allowed or
contributed by the parish of Ash, though the in-

habitants of Frimley were, nevertheless, to go on
Midsummer Day in each year to their mother
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church of Ash, to continue their homage and duty
thereto.

John Stile, sen. andjun., John Bartholomew,
Barnard Browne, Robert Goodenough, John Gates,

John Walker, John Steffeild, Wm. Browne, John

Knight, Robert Hillier, Hy. Reeves, Thomas

Sadler, Peter Wye, Robert Watts, sen. and jun.,

Thomas Lasbford, George Bannister, Robert

Oenter, Richard Searle, Wm. Cobbett and Richard

Oonner, as the inhabitants of Frimley, presented
their humble petition, setting forth that the chapel

anciently belonged to Chertsey Abbey, since the

Dissolution to Ash, being theretofore but few

families, then increased to above three score

families, containing more than three hundred souls,

many very poor, unable to hire a minister and pay
the tithe to Ash ; Frimley Chapel being four miles

from Ash Church, and the latter being unable to

receive but a third part of the Frimley inhabitants,
that Frimley Chapel, then already built, stood very

conveniently for the inhabitants, which they con-

tended had been used to the honour and glory of

Ood until two years then since, from 1606, when
it was consecrated by Francis Tayler, Vicar of

Godaiming, and John Cutler, minister of Worples-
don ; but on the tithe coming to Wm. Barnard,
who had benefice of Southampton, where he served,

hiring a curate for Ash, allowing him 251. yearly,
he allowed nothing for Frimley ;

Ash benefice

worth 951., and Frimley benefice 36Z., latter

wholly allowed for many years towards supply of

chapel, from Dr. Woodward 20J., and Dr. Burt
16?. The petitioners prayed that for God's cause

and the spiritual good of all in general, especially
the helpless souls amongst them, that the respon-
dent would be honourably pleased to take them
into his Christian compassion and separate Frimley
from Ash, the former to have benefit of their tithes

towards maintenance of an able minister to live

amongst them, promising for his better encourage-
ment to contribute freely to their ability, so as to have
the Word of God truly taught for their salvation.

There can be no doubt but that Frimley Chapel
was put down, like many larger houses of religion
in the land, at the time of the Dissolution, yet it

should " have been still preserved to the service of

Ood "; but the possessions of the monasteries
*' were given over for the most part to the service

of the Devil, going to feed the riotous living of a

pack of Godless Courtiers." "The fury with
which the townsfolk fell upon the buildings,

destroying them not only for greed, but, as it

would seem, from very hatred," is strikingly
shown by the Rev. A. J. Church, in his

'

Chantry
Priest of Barnet.'

"

The words of Oliver Goldsmith,
in his '

Deserted Village,' are very appropriate to

be applied here :

Good Heav'n ! what sorrows gloomed that parting day,
That called them from their native walks away.

HENRY W. ALDRBD.

SHAKSPEARIANA.

THE HEART OF HAMLET'S MYSTERY.

Recently, glancing over a transcript of the Strat-

ford register, I noted that the funeral of Mr.
Johannes Shakspeare took place on September 9,

1601. That Shakespeare was moved by the

bereavement admits of little doubt. If there is one

supposition in his conjectural memoirs that appeals

strongest for acceptance on the ground of col-

lateral evidence, it is that he was affectionately
attached to bis father. The inquiry then sug-

gested itself, Did Shakespeare utilize his experience?
Can any trace of this domestic affliction be found
in his literary work ?

' Hamlet '
is the work which

is chronologically approximate to the event. It

was entered in the books of the Stationers'

Company on July 20, 1602, as
" a booke called

The Revenge of Hamlett, Prince of Denmark, as

yt latelie was acted by the Lord Chamberlain his

servantes." The entry furnishes the information

that it had been some time played before it was
thus fruitlessly registered for publication. Fixing
six months as Shakespeare's average time for

the production of a play, the tragedy must have
been commenced immediately after his father's

death. Studying the play with this knowledge, I

found I had stumbled on a fact of much signi-

ficance in Shakespeare's biography, and of vital

importance in the study of the work and the

elucidation of its mystery. If the dramatist does

not altogether identify himself with Hamlet, there

is a clear and unmistakable revelation of his pur-

pose. There are psychological evidences to justify
me in assuming that the grief and dolour which

pervade the work were reminiscent of Shakespeare's

mind, and that many of the thoughts and soli-

loquies were wholly autobiographical.
In no fewer than three characters Hamlet,

Horatio, and Ophelia does he depict the grief
and mourning caused by the death of the male

parent. The moods of the characters and the

main lines of the plot are determined by the same
cause. Claudius accounts for Hamlet's conduct :

What it should be
More than his father's death that thus had put him
So much from the understanding of himself
I cannot dream off.

The Queen concurs :

I doubt it is no other but the main ;

His father's death and our o'er hasty marriage.

Ophelia's lunacy is attributed to the paternal
loss:

this ia the poison of deep grief; it springs
All from her father's death.

The frequent reiteration of the word father,
used over seventy times throughout the play,
often prefixed with an endearing adjective and

obtrusively emphasized, strengthens the con-

jecture that the decease of his own parent
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troubled his mind, and was hegemonic in the

selection and mechanism of the tragedy. Taming
to the '

Hystorie of Hamblet,' from Belleforest's
' Histoires Tragiques,' I noted in his adaptation
that Shakespeare, obviously for his purpose, shows

consanguinity which the original writer fails to

herald. In the '

Hystorie
'

there is no reference to

the counsellor (the original of Polonius) as a

father, nor is there any relationship whatsoever

existing between the nameless lady (the autotype
of Ophelia) and Fengon's wicked adviser. Why,
then, does Shakespeare make this lady the

daughter of the king's chief minister ? Why does

he create a new character in Laertes, and make
Polonius the father of both Ophelia and Laertes

without the sanction of the original ? These are

queries difficult to answer if my conjecture as to

Shakespeare's purpose is not acceptable. Space
forbids me adducing further evidence at this

time. Hamlet's injunction has impelled me "
to

report" Shakespeare and his "cause aright to the

unsatisfied." W. A. HENDERSON.
Dublin.

'HAMLET,' III. iv. (8
th S. i. 183). The allu-

sion has not yet been discovered. Dr. Aldis

Wright, in his edition of 'Hamlet' (Clarendon
Press), remarks :

" The reference must be to some fable in which an
ape opened a basket containing live birds, then crept
into it himself, and,

' to try conclusions
'

whether he
could fly like them, jumped out and broke his neck."

It has been suggested by Warner ('Var. Sh.,'
vol. vii. p. 405) that Sir John Suckling, in one of

his letters, may refer to the same story :

" It is the story of the jackanapes and the partridges ;

thou starest after a beauty till it is lost to thee, and
then let'st out another, and starest after that till it is

gone too."

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.
' TWELFTH NIGHT,' I. v. 33.

Enter Lady Olivia with Malvolio.

Thus runs the stage direction of the folios, and it

has generally been followed down to the last

edition of the 'Cambridge Shakespeare.' Staunton,
however, gave, more correctly, "Enter Olivia,

Malvolio, and attendants," for the Clown
says,

1. 36,
" Do you not hear, fellows

"
; and again,

1. 66,
" Take away the fool, gentlemen." But these

very passages show that even this stage direc-

tion is insufficient, for in our day we naturally

expect that a lady will only be accompanied by
female attendants. Olivia, however, was a

peeress in her own right, and would be attended

by a retinue, or guard, of armed gentlemen
servitors. Shakespeare here, true to the custom of

his times, and also that he might at once set

before his spectators the full rank of Olivia, and
the fact that the Duke was in no way demeaning
himself in his love the absurd vanity of Malvolio

that is hereafter to be depicted and the great

good fortune of Sebastian provides that Olivia's

first entrance should be made in her usual state,
attended both by her women and by her armed
retainers; Malvolio taking his place not as her
confidential friend, but simply as the steward of
her household. The course of the play rendering
advisable the absence of Maria and the Clown
from their usual positions, they without doubt fall

into their places at once, and the Clown, by his

antics and gambols, would strive to draw off

Olivia's thoughts from the remissness of both.

Nay, with his usual effrontery, he then addresses

her with,
" God bless thee, lady," and I think we

may see some token of her sense of his remissness

in her instant and somewhat sharp - worded

reply, addressed not to him, but to those around

her, "Take the fool away." Should it be said

that she has other grave faults to find with him,
I would say that I still think her manner indi-

cates what I have supposed, and, moreover, that

this remissness supplies a motive for at once

thinking of and expressing the faults that she has

been told of. Her after conduct shows that all

his faults have been forgotten. A note somewhat
to the effect I have spoken of being made, the

direction might run :
" Enter Olivia in state, with

attendants, female and male, Malvolio among the

latter." BR. NICHOLSON.

' JULIUS OESAR,' III. i. 262 (7
th S. xii. 63,

424). That the Globe editors mark limbs with

an obelus is, I consider, reason enough for trying
after some emendation that will give general satis-

faction. In cases like this it is impossible to be

absolutely certain that there is any misprint ; but
when a word gives a poor or obscure meaning, the

fact of there being so many errors in the Folio

causes it to be regarded with suspicion. I do not
think that the passage given by MR. TERRY from
1 Timon of Athens '

is sufficient to establish the

text. If Shakespeare had writtenplague instead of

"curse" the quotation would be more to the point.
As the line stands (unless we understand civil

strife to be the outcome of a plague in the liirbs

of men), it has no connexion with the rest of the

speech, which is a description of the destruction of

life and property and the debasement of human
nature that result from civil war. Further, there

were few things more likely to happen after

Caesar's murder than domestic and civil strife, but

that a plague of "cold sciatica," or any other

affliction of the limbs, would follow is not so

readily accepted, unless, indeed, we suppose that

the old campaigner had some acute recollection of

one of the consequences of sleeping much in the

open. G. JOICEY.

During my schooldays (1830-40), at one of our

Christmas "examinations" we recited 'Julius

Csesar.' Our reading was "A curse shall light
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upon the line of men," presumably the descend-
ants of the assassins. Whether oar "

affectionate

friend and preceptor
" had authority for "

line,"
or whether the suggestion was his own, I cannot

say. DOSSETOR.
Tunbridge Wells.

'

TEMPEST,' IV. i. 40.
I must

Bestow upon the eyes of this young couple
Some vanity of mine art.

An example of the use of vanity= illusion may be
found in Naud^'s '

Apologie,' published in 1625.

Of Paracelsus he says :

"A plus forte raison pourroit il [le lecteur~| douter
s'il ne se sert point de la Magio comme d'Enigmes (a

Fezemple de Tritheme) pour voiler ses preceptes, et ne
pas decouvrir la vanitc de son Art, qu'il jugeoit bien
devoir etre tant plus admire que moins il seroit entendu."

S. A. WETMORE.
Seneca Falls, New York.

ST. JOHN'S STONE. (See 8th S.i. 346.) I am
desirous of correcting a slight misapprehension of

fact which occurs in your notice of my book
entitled

'

Glimpses of Ancient Leicester.' In

referring to the local British relic formerly known
as St. John's Stone, the reviewer assumes from my
statement that the monolith has been levelled to

the ground, that it was left lying on the spot, and

may still be seen there. Unfortunately this is not
the case. The greater part of the stone was actu-

ally demolished and lost sight of used, it is

believed, for mending the road and all that now
exists is a few inches of its base, which rises

among the grass of the hollowed amphitheatre in

which it is embedded to the depth of nearly three
feet. Though so small a fragment, it is yet of

supreme interest, standing as it does in the exact

position in which it was planted some 2,000 years
ago. AGNES JOHNSON.

IRISH SECRET SOCIETIES. In Mr. and Mrs.
S. 0. Hall's 'Ireland,' vol. ii. pp. 119-122 is an
interesting account of the various secret societies

which have at different times existed in that

country. As many of these names do not occur
in our ordinary dictionaries, I have thought it

might be of service to send you a catalogue of
them : Caravets, Carders, Defenders, Houghers,
Levellers, Moyle Bangers, Oak-boys, Paddeen
Cars, Peep-of-Day Boys, Rapparees, Ribbon-men,
Right-boys, Rockites, Shanavests, Steel-boys,
Terry Alts, Thrashers, Whiteboys. The Carders,
we are told, were so called from their practice of

torturing their victims with a wool-card. The
Levellers are not to be confounded with people
of a similar name who existed in England
between the years 1647 and 1663. The Irish

Levellers acquired their name from the practice of

levelling new enclosures. The Whiteboys were
so called from wearing their shirts over their coats

for the sake of making themselves distinctly
visible during the darkness of night.

EDWARD PEACOCK.

" THE BOY AND PANYER," IN PANYER
ALLEY. The following paragraph appeared in the

Pall Mall Gazette of April 7 :

" A curious relic of old London is just now threatened
with extinction. In Panyer Alley, a passage running
from Newgate Street to Paternoster Row, is an old sign,
carved in stone. A pannier is represented with a boy
sitting upon it, and he is holding between his naked foot

and hand a bunch of grapes, a token, it is supposed, of

plenty. Inscribed on the tablet are these words :

When you have sought the city round,
Yet still this is the highest ground.

August 27, 1688.

In front of the house to which this seventeenth-century
landmark is attached is a board stating that the site is

for disposal, so the days of the '

Panyer Sign
'

are

doubtless numbered."

The present unprotected state of this interesting
old landmark is a matter for regret, but it is much
to be hoped that its

" extinction
"

is out of the

question altogether. JOHN T. PAGE.
Holmby House, Forest Qate.

SIR WALTER SCOTT AND THE ' CHURCH
QUARTERLY.' What a funny thing it is that

authors who appear well acquainted with a novelist,

and appreciative of his writings, should yet per-

sistently misspell his proper names ! In the current

Church Quarterly there is a very good article

called
'

Theology and Morality in Fiction.' The

point is, of course, illustrated from Scott in six

lines. Four of his characters are alluded to, and
out of those four names, three are spelt wrongly.
Jeanie Deans is given a superfluous n, Rashleigh
Osbaldistone docked of his final r, and Louis Ker-

neguy made to end in ie. In the fourth, Diana

Vernon, a mistake was barely possible, or it

would no doubt have been made.
C. F. S. WAKREN, M.A.

Longford, Coventry.

SHREWSBURY CAKES. The following allusion

to these cakes is interesting :

" Least you should think this countrey ruder then it

is, I have sent you some of our bread, wch I am sure

wilbe dainty, howsoever it be not pleasinge : it is a

kinde of cake w011 our countrey people use and made in

no place in England, but in Shrewsbury, yf you vouch
safe the tast of them, you enworthy the countrey and
sender."

This passage is from a letter bearing date

August 17, 1602, 'The Loseley Manuscripts,'
edited by A. J. Kempe, F.S.A., 1836, p. 355.

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

STENCIL : STANEFILE. The descent of stencil

from 0. Fr. estincelkr still remains a conjecture in

the latest edition of Skeat's
' Concise Etymological

Dictionary
'

; and the editors of the '

Encyclopaedic'
and '

Century
'
dictionaries waver as to the etymo-
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logy. Prof. Skeat ought, I think, to exchange
conjecture for certitude ;

for he will find in Gode-

froy's
'

Dictionnaire,' "Estenceler, parer de couleurs

e'tincelantes, brillantes," together with a quota-
tion from a specification of painting-work dated
March 25, 1355 :

"
Item, 1'entreclos, qui est ou

milieu de la chapelle, estanceler et noter de plu-
sieurs couleurs estancellees."

The playing-card maker's pattern or stencil

appears as "stanefile" in Kees's 'Cyclopaedia'
(art. "Cards, making of"), and as "stanfile" in

Chambaud's 'Eng.-Fr. Diet.' Perhaps Prof.

Skeat can explain this word. F. ADAMS.
105, Albany Road, Camberwell.

HERALDIC DEVICES OF SICILY AND THE ISLE
OF MAN. These were described and compared in

7"1 S. Hi. 427, 486. As to the three legs of Sicily,
A. de Barthe'lemy says, in his

' Nouveau Manuel
de Numismatique Ancienne,' Paris, 1890, p. 151:

" Parmi lea types particuliers a la Sicile, on doit citer
la

Triyuetra, formee de trois jambes humaines, disposees
en triangle et faisant allusion aux promontoires de
Pelorus, de Pachynus et de Lilybaeus."

The Sicilian coins having the triquetra, or three

legs, appear to have been chiefly Syracusan. See

'Catalogue of Greek Coins, Sicily,' edit, by R. S.

Poole, 1876, pp. 191, &c. Ibid., p. 193. The
obverse of a coin of Syracuse is described thus

"
Triquetra of legs ;

in the centre, a circle, containing
a gorgon head ; on the feet are winged talaria," &c.

It appears probable that the winged head in the
centre of the Sicilian device is the head of Medusa.
"Towards the centre of the island (i.e., Ortygia) was

the beautiful Temple of Minerva, on the top of which
was an enormous shield, dedicated to that goddess ; when
the Syracusan sailors, after leaving the port, lost sight
of this, they used to fling into the sea ashes brought
from a temple of Juno, at the extremity of the island,
together with flowers and aromatics." Arrowsmith's
'Compendium of Geography,' edit, by Nicolay, 1856,
p. 261.

The gorgon which Athene (Minerva) had in the
centre of her shield was Medusa. In Smith's
'Classical Dictionary,' 1859, facing p. 288 are
two heads of Medusa with wings, one from a
Florentine gem, the other from a marble head at

Munich. Thus the Triquetra originally (in Sicily)

belonged chiefly to Syracuse. Athene's shield was
a protector of the city. In the centre of Athene's
shield was Medusa's head. The device of Sicily,
of which I have a copy in terra cotta, is three bare

legs, joined in the centre ; at the point of junction
a full face entwined in two serpents (?) and
winged. As to Trinacria, see Liddell and Scott's
'

Lexicon,' 1883 :

"
Gpivaicijj, an old name of Sicily, derived from

OpivaZ, trident, as sacred to Poseidon. '
Od.,' xi. 107

[1 106], &c. In later times the old form QpivaKtr] was
altered into 9pi>aK:pfj or

TptvaKpi'a, Lat. Trinacria, to
suit the supposed etymology of rptig d/epcu."

There are examples of coins other than Sicilian

having the Triquetra, e.g., one of Aspendus in

Pamphylia, and one of Selge in Pisidia. See De
Barthe'lemy, pp. 284, 289. He describes the

Triquetra on the former as
"
Triquetra formee de

quatre jambes."
The Isle of Man device is described in Heylin's

'Help to English History,' 1674, pp. 59, 60,
under "

Kings of Man "
and "

Kings and Lords of

Man of English Blood
"

:

"
Gules, 3 mens legs armed proper, conjoin'd in fesa at

the upper part of the thigh, flexed in Triangle, garnished
and spur'd, or."

An explanation of the connexion between the

devices of the two islands is given in 7th S. iii. 486.

EGBERT PIERPOINT.

'THE TWA KING'S DOCHTERS.' I have found
the following ballad among some MSS. of Mother-
well's in my possession, and, as I do not remember
to have met with it before, think it may be of

some interest :

Ane king's dochter said to anither,
Brume blumes bonnie and grows sae fair,

We Ml gae ride like sister and brither,
And we '11 ne'er gae doun to the brume nae mair.

We '11 ride doun into yonder valley,
Brume blumes, &c.,

Where the green green trees are budding gae gaily,
And we '11, &c.

Wi' hawk and hound we '11 hunt sae rarely,
Brume blumes, &c.,

And we '11 come back in the mornin' early,
And we '11, &c.

They rade on like sister and brither,
Brume blumes, f.:c.,

And they hunted and hawket in the valley thegither,
And we '11, &c.

Now, lady, hauld my horse and my hawk,
Brume blumes, &c.,

For I maunna ride and I downa walk,
And we '11, &c.

But let me doun by the rute o' the tree,
Brume blumes, &c.,

For there hue I dreamt that my bed sail be,
And we '11, &c.

The ae king's dochter did lift doun the ither,
Brume blumes, &c.,

She was licht in her armia as ony fether,
And we '11, &c.

Bonnie lady Ann sat doun by the tree,
Brume blumes, &c.,

And a wide grave was howket* where nane suld be,
And we '11, &c.

The hawk had nae lure, and the horse had nae master,
Brume blumes, &c.,

And the faithless hounds thro' the woods ran faster,
And we 'II, &c.

The ae king's dochter has ridden awa,
Brume blumes, &c.,

But bonnie lady Ann lay in the deid thraw.

W. F. PRIDEAUX.
Kashmir Kesidency.

* Howket=dug.
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We must request correspondents desiring information

on family matters of only private interest to affix their

names and addresses to their queries, in order that the

answers may be addressed to them direct.

COSTERMONGER. Is the name, or its shortened

equivalent coster, in living use anywhere but in

London ? (I know many places where it is not

used, but have not yet heard of any, except London,
where it is in use.) And where it is used, what ia

its exact current application ? Is it limited to a

small dealer who sells his wares from a barrow; or

may a costermonger still sell from a basket, as in

1683? Does it anywhere preserve its earlier sense

of "apple-dealer"? Is the costard (apple) quite
unknown now ? (Our latest living use of it is of

1676.) J. A. H. MURRAY.

GEORGE MORLAND, the painter of rustic

scenery and the village alehouse, lived (so I

have been told by
" an ancient inhabitant ") in

Parson's Green Lane, Fulham. Can any reader

say when, and, if possible, fix the house? Please

answer direct. CHAS. J. FERET.

49, Edith Road, West Kensington.

JAMES STEWART was Serjeant Painter to King
George III. What are the dates of his birth and

death ? WILLIAM McCoRMACK.

CHURCH OF THE NATIVITY, BETHLEHEM. In

the March number of Blackwood's Magazine it is

stated, in a paper on Eastern travel, that the reno-

vated roof of the above church was executed in

English oak, and was the offering of Edward IV.

Can this be authenticated ? If so, it is a fact of

historical interest. F.S.A.

REFERENCE IN MORLEY'S 'LIFE OF WAL-
POLE." Can any of your numerous readers tell

me the names of the two Members of Parliament
mentioned by Mr. Morley in his 'Life of Wai-

pole
'

as having sat for the same constituency for

upwards of half a century ? STUDENT.

MOHOCK. What is the meaning of this word in

the following passage ? I do not want to be told

anything about the ruffians of Queen Anne's time.

What was a " mohock " that could be carried in

the pocket ? Mr. Davies, in his
'

Supplementary
English Glossary,' has the word, but offers no

explanation of it :

" Bob Tench had always in his pocket some gold-
heater's Bkin and court plaister, as well as his corkscrew
and mohock." Gravee's '

Spiritual Quixote,' book x.

ch. xxiv., 1772.

J. DIXON.

1 JOHN v. 12. The closing verse of the

Epistle for the First Sunday after Easter stands in

the Book of Common Prayer :

" He that hath

the Son hath life, and he that hath not the Son
hath not life." In the Authorized Version the last

clause runs :
" He that hath not the Son of God

hath not life." Will any of your readers I

appeal especially to R. R. help me to trace the

history of the omission of the words "of God,"
and the corresponding omission of " Dei

"
in the

authorized editions of the Vulgate. There is no
variation of reading in the Greek text, and the
earlier and better editions of the Vulgate contain

"Dei," in accordance with it. "Of God" was
left out in the English Bible of 1611. Are there

any earlier instances of the omission ? I have
found none. EDMUND VENABLES.

LADY MARY HERBERT AND THE COUNT DE
GAGES. See Pope's 'Epistle to Allen, Lord
Bathurst

'

(Elwin and Courthope, vol. iii. p. 142).
Where can I find a fuller account of their

adventures? G. F. E. B.

THE GLORY, EAST INDIAMAN. I happen
several times to have come across the name of the

above ship as having been lost somewhere about
the year 1809. Could any of your readers supply
the date and the place of the disaster 1

G. MILNER GIBSON CULLUM, F.S.A.

" JOHNNY FORTNIGHT." This is a term applied
in East Cornwall to

"
tallymen," or travelling

drapers. Is it of general use elsewhere ?

A. F. K.

OTTERPOOL. This is now the name of a small

estate, partly in Lympne and partly in Sellindge

parish, near Hythe. In Domesday Book, as

quoted in Hasted's 'Kent,' it is "Obtrepool."
Can any one say whether this is a Norman spel-

ling of
"
Otter," or whether it points to another

(and what other) derivation ? H. K.

HAND ALLEY. What has become of Hand
Alley ? I do not mean the Hand Alley which runs

from Holborn to Bedford Row, which, since Stow's

time, has come to be called, less appropriately, a

court, but the Hand Alley mentioned as follows

in a will of March 16, 1681/2 :

"
all my estate of houses in Fleet Street and in Hand

Alley in Fleet Street in the parish of St. Dunstan in the

West in the Citty of London."
KlLLlGREW.

FALKLAND. Did the first Lord Falkland derive

the title from the village of Faukland, in Somer-

set, or from the place of that name in Fife, Scot-

land ? Was Falkland, in Fife, named after the

Somerset hamlet ? T. W. C.

JAPANESE PASSPORTS. When I
(

was in Yoko-
hama I could not buy a ticket at the railroad

station without showing a passport procured for

me by the resident American Minister. This docu-

ment was bilingual, both Japanese and English.
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It was to become void if I transgressed in any

particular a long list of rules. The first was that

I should never attend a fire on horseback. What
conceivable reason is there for such a restriction ?

JAMES D. BUTLER.

AUTHOR WANTED. Can any of your readers

inform me the name of the author of a recitation

entitled
' The Bishop and the Caterpillar '?

LEX.

PH^DRUS. In the short fable of 'Socrates ad

Amicos,' Book III. Fable 9, the following two lines

occur in parenthesis. The whole fable only runs

to seven lines, so they seem to be dragged in neck
and crop :

Cujus non fugio mortem, si famam adsequar,
Et cedo invidise, dum modo absolvar cinis.

On the words "et cedo invidise" P. Burmann

says
" non satis hoc intelligo." It seems to me to

be perfectly clear. What is not clear is how such

a man as Burmann could create a difficulty. I

suppose this is the true art of commentary. Will

somebody kindly point out what the difficulty con-

sists in ? C. A. WARD.
Walthametow.

MR. GEORGE ROBERTS, OP LTME REGIS.
What became of the MS. collections of Mr.

George Roberts, schoolmaster, of Lyme Regis ? He
wrote fully on the Monmonth rebellion and on
social history in the southern counties. When
did he die ? Sono.

'SATURDAY REVIEW': 'SATURDAY REVILER.'

When, and under what circumstances, did the

nickname originate? The Leeds Mercury of

April 6 has an amusing misprint in a notice of

Sir James Stephen's
' Horae Sabbaticse ':

" If the contributors to the Saturday Review had all

been of the character of Sir James Stephen, it would
never have deserved the nickname of the Saturday
Riveter."

Q. V.

GOVERNORS OF EAST INDIA COMPANY. Will
some one kindly inform me where I can find a list

of the governors of the old East India Company
during the last hundred and thirty years of its

existence ; also of the places of their birth and
residence ? A. LLEWELLYN.

PRINCE GAGARINE. Who was he; when did
he die ; and where was he buried ? What is known
of his parentage and ancestry ? He came over to

England in the suite of the Grand Duchess Cathe-
rine of Russia, and was created D.C.L. May 4,
1814. The story runs that at Oxford he fell in

love with a young English lady and married her,
and was in consequence disowned and disinherited

by his Russian imperial relations. He remained
in England, and the English royal family became
interested in'the prince. He had an only child,

Eliza, who was a companion to the Princess Char-

lotte, and is mentioned in her biography. Eliza

Gagarine afterwards married an English clergy-

man, and some of her descendants are still living,

and possess some exceedingly interesting unpub-
lished letters of the Princess Charlotte. Who was
the young English lady who married Prince

Gagarine ? F.

DEAD BODY CARRIED INTO THE HOUSE OF
COMMONS. I remember hearing as a child of

some one whose dead body was carried into the

House of Commons, but can recall no particulars.
Can you give me a reference ? J. D.

HERALDIC. Can any of your correspondents
tell me to whom belong the following coats of

arms? Quarterly, Gules, three mullets azure, a

lioncel (?) rampant carrying a banner ;
an in-

escutcheon surmounted with a coronet, but I

cannot say what the escutcheon bears ; supporters

eagles displayed. There are three crests, only one

of which I can partially distinguish, A demi-

lioncel (?) rampant holding a banner. Round the

base of the shield is the collar of an order, which

has as a pendant an elephant. And also to whom
belongs the shield, Vert, three rabbits, two over

one ? Owing to the damage done to the impressions
of the seal I am unable to trace these persons ;

but

perhaps they may be known to some of your readers.

S. J. HYSLOP.
Dover.

MILITARY ENGINEERING, 1539 : PORTYNGALE
BASE : GOSTOOK. In building a castle in 1539 the

above terms are used :
" 2 chambers for the Por-

tyngale Base ";
" Iron for the Gostook the which

the Alman advised 132 Ibs." I should be glad to

know what they were. Possibly Gostook may be a

German name, the engineer being of that nation-

ality. HARDRIC MORPHYN.

THE YOUNG PRETENDER, PRINCE CHARLIE.
Can any of your readers inform me how many
authentic portraits of the above are in existence,

and where ; also artists' names, and whether such

portraits are pecuniarily valuable ? T. W. P.

WHITE FAMILY. In Hasted's time there was,
and possibly still is, a memorial in St. Peter's

Church, Isle of Thanet, to Peter and Paul White.

Can any reader of
' N. & Q.' help me to a know-

ledge of their descent or to any particulars of their

descendants ? Mr. Cowper, of Canterbury, might

possibly assist me if he sees this query. Peter

was the father of Thomas, Bishop of Peterborough,
one of the seven, of whom, by the way, no mention

is made in any history of Kent that I have seen,

although the county is by no means over rich in

remarkable or celebrated men. In his will the

bishop mentions the grandson of his uncle Paul

as his heir-at-law, and leaves to him certain lands
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at Aldington and Romney Marsh. Who was this

grandson ;
and who was the bishop's mother ]

C. A. WHITE.

WEIGHING ANCHOR: UNDER WAY. I should

be glad to know of any early instances of the use

of the word way or weigh in connexion with getting

up anchor. The original form of expression was,
I suppose, "the anchor 's away," that is, broken

out of the ground. This seems to have been trans-

formed into a-weigh, and when once the idea of

weight came in it was thought correct to speak of

weighing an anchor. J. C.

PILFERAGE. Is this a coined word, or is it

classic English 1 I came across it the other day
in a letter from a shipping firm here, having
reference to loss sustained by them through fruit

being stolen from the quays. They say:

"We have had several cases lately in which con-

siderable shortage and more damage has been caused to

cargoes, such as melons, oranges, and nuts, through the

organized pilferage of a crowd of boys and lads."

The word is also again repeated in the letter. I

must say that it struck me as a new word. The
result of an appeal to my dictionaries is as follows :

*
Imperial Dictionary,' not given ; Pilfery is

given as
" the act of pilfering." Pilfering is not

given as a noun, though surely it is so used. See
'

King Lear,' II. ii. :

Cornwall. Gome, bring away the Stocks.

Oloster. Let me beseech your Grace not to do so.

His fault is much, and the good King his master
Will check him for 't

; your purpos'd low correction
Is such as basest and contemned'st wretches
For pilferings and most common trespasses
Are punish 'd with.

Richardson's '

Dictionary,' not given ; not even

pilfer given. Stormonth's '

Dictionary/ pilfering
given as a noun

; also pilfrey, but not pilferage.
Webster's '

Dictionary,' pilfery given, also pilfer-

ing as a noun. Cassell's
'

Encyclopaedic Diction-

ary,' this is the only dictionary in which I find

pilferage. As no quotation or authority, however,
is given, perhaps some of your readers can supply
one or other in time for Dr. Murray.

J. B. FLEMING.
Glasgow.

PARKS OF KENT. I shall be greatly obliged

by references to this family. I find that in the
latter part of the sixteenth century Sir John Roper,
first Baron Teynham, married Elizabeth, daughter
and coheir of Richard Parke, of Malmaine, at

Pluckley-cum-Pevington. The arms given by Mr.
Filmer Southouse, of Faversham, 1734 (contained
in Add. MS. 14,307, British Museum), are :

"Sable, on a fesse engrailed argent between three
hinds trippant or, as many torteaux, each charged with
a pheon of the second."

R. A. COLBECK.
38, Albert Street, Eennington Park.

FATHER DE MONTALTO.

(8
th S. i. 169.)

ANON, asks whether certain extraordinary state-

ments found in a note in the Rev. William Bullen

Morris's
' Ireland and St. Patrick,' p. 44, to the

effect that a Jesuit Father of the above name lived

to reach his hundred-and-sixth year, can be verified.

ANON, further mentions that " a reference is given
to Cretineau Joly,

'
Hist, de la Compagnie de

Jesus.'
"

I have taken the opportunity of a sojourn
in Rome to endeavour to find a reply to ANON.'S

question.
In the first place, the name of the person referred

to is given wrongly. Alberto Montauto, of Arezzo,
was born, as stated, in 1689, and became a member
of the Soc. Gesii in 1706. From this point the

inquiry became somewhat difficult. The Casa
Generalizia of the Company of Jesus is now estab

lished at Fiesole, on the hill above Florence.

Clerical friends in Rome assured me that the Casa
Generalizia possesses but a small portion of the

archives of the Society, the greater part having
been seized by the Italian Government when it

took possession of Rome. Official friends in Rome,
on the other hand, declared that the Government
had succeeded in laying its hands on only a small

portion of the papers of the Society, by far the

larger part having been trafugata (smuggled away)

by the Fathers of the Company. I have some
reason for believing that the latter statement is

more in accordance with the real state of the case.

My application to the director of the Archivio

di Stato at Rome was met with the utmost courtesy

by the officials of the department, and free access

was permitted me to any of the documents in

their care ; but I could not succeed in finding any
mention whatever of Father Montauto.
An application made on my behalf to the present

Archivist of the Society was responded to with

equal kindness, and was more fruitful. A letter

from the Father Archivist informed me that

Alberto de Montauto, of Arezzo, born at the date

mentioned above, and admitted to the Society on
Dec. 12, 1706, had held a variety of high offices.

He had been teacher of grammar, of philosophy,

"DirectorSpiritualis" (spiritual director), consultor,

provincial superior, &c., at various specified dates,

the last of these being in the year 1773, when he

was dispensed from certain incumbencies on

account of his great age. He was then eighty-
four. From that time no further record of him is

met with. The Archivist remarks that it is in-

credible that no further mention of
"

talis ac tantus

vir
"
should be found, if he had continued to live

as stated in the passage I adduced. It will, how-

ever, occur to the reader at once that it seems

equally incredible that no record of the death of
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"
talis ac tantus vir

"
should exist. Bat it will be

remembered that this very year 1773 was that o

the suppression of the Order by Pope Clement

XIV., on July 21; and it does not seem very
difficult to suppose that in the disorder and con-

fusion which must have followed that earthquake
shock the regular keeping of obituary records may
have been neglected ; and that the deaths of those

who died in the months immediately following the

dissolution of the Company may have not been

recorded. It is certain that no mention of the

death of this eminent member of the Society, who
was undoubtedly living in 1773, is found in any
records now existing in the custody of the Com-

pany.
As for Cretineau de Joly, I found a most com-

plete consensus of opinion among both clericals

and anti-clericals that no weight at all is to be
attributed to any statement of his.

It is just possible that some obituary record of

the time immediately following the dissolution of

the Company may exist among that portion of the

archives in the possession of the Italian Govern-
ment. The huge bundle of papers handed to me
by the State Archivist here sufficed to show that

nothing had been done towards arranging, either

chronologically or otherwise, and much less cata-

loguing, the mass of documents of which the

Government took possession in 1870. Among the

singularly heterogeneous mass of papers put into

my hands the only thing I found of any sort of

interest was a series of confidential reports made
to the superiors of the Company by a sort of com-
mittee of four, appointed apparently ad hoc, on the

qualities and aptitudes of the members. And the

interest of this consisted solely in the evidence the

document afforded of the method which the Society

adopted for attaining the important object in hand.
Instead of a report, appreciative as far as possible,
on each individual case, representing concretely
the impression made on the minds of the re-

porters (which, it may be supposed, would have
been deemed trusting too much to the special

idiosyncracies of the reporters), the document
consisted of a tabulated series of concise graduated
replies to a number (some eight or ten) of questions

applied to each individual as, e.g., "Ingenium,"
written at the head of a column ;

to which the

answer was "multum,"
"
bonum,"

u
sufficiens,"

"tenue,"
" admodum tenue." Another column,

headed "
aptitude," was answered by such replies

as
"

fit for governing,"
"

fit for teaching,"
"

fit for

transacting business," &c. Another column dis-

closed defects, such as
"
prone to anger,"

"
opinion-

ated," and the like. ,
T 'rnet with no instance of

the declaration of , *g
S Aal vice of conduct. One

column was dev ,<* \statement of the bodily
vieour and her//!116 .-2 S\ meimbflrs. T noticed

weak constitution," and the like. One poor fellow,
whose "ingenium" was stated to be " valde

tenue," and whose health "infirma," was in the
column devoted to the indication of the business

to which he was adapted shortly declared to be

good for
" nullum." Although I had in my hands

many consecutive pages of the MS. volume con-

taining these reports, I found no mention of any
name in connexion with them. It is to be presumed
that, as a measure of additional secrecy, they were
referred to the persons to whom they applied

solely by number.

I think, upon the whole, I may answer ANON.'S

question by assuring him that the extraordinary
statement he quotes from the Rev. William Ballon

Morris's book has no substantial foundation what-

ever, and that the Jesuit Father Alberto de Mont-
alto in all probability died shortly after the
dissolution of the Society by Clement XIV., being
then little more than eighty-four years old.

I may add, by-the-by, that there is in existence

among the archives of the Company a list of the

fathers at the time of the re-establishment of the

Order by Pius VII. in 1814, and that no such
name appears in it. T. ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE.

Borne.

THE WASHINGTONS OP MAIDSTONE (8
th S. i.

291). As I do not see the Athenceum, I do not

know what Washington deed Mr. Moncure Con-

way has printed ;
but it is, of course, one of those

which I have had for about two year?, and to

which I last year, having no time to give to put-

ting them properly together, called attention in
' N. & Q.' I know Mr. Moncure Conway was a
friend of Mrs. Hallock, a Virginian, whom I had
the pleasure of knowing when she was in England;
and if he cares to write to me for my other refer-

ences he shall be heartily welcome to them.
"
Antientlie "

is always a safe word, and it may,,
of course, be a perfectly true one ;

but if Surtees

be right in saying that the manor of Washington,
in Durham, passed by an heiress to the Tempests
soon after 1400, and in the next generation,
became divided by two coheiresses between

Mallorys and Nortons, I do not quite see how to

link the Maidstone Washingtons directly to the

Durham family. It is not, however, without

significance that Warham Horsmanden, nephew of

the Dr. Thomas Horsmanden whose widow pre-
sented Laurence Washington to the rectory of

Purleigh, is one of the witnesses of the will of a

Mallory of Virginia.
Without knowing on what Baker founds his

Lancashire origin of the Washingtons, I have no-

right to dispute it; but I may say that for some
time I have been inclined to look further north, asr

ndeed, was suggested by Mr. Challenor Smith so

ar back as 1883 in a paper in the Genealogist.
There is a Harl. MS. not a Visitation, and, most
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unfortunately, undated which gives the marriages
of two Washiogtons to two sisters of a Westmore-
land family. From one of these marriages descend
the Washingtons of Brent Pelham, Herts, and in

connexion with the Westmoreland family in ques-
tion I have a deed to which Sir Laurence

Washington is a party. It proves nothing, of

course, because it may have been simply in his

legal capacity ; but I think it shows that there

may be still a good deal to work out for those who
care to do it. Had Col. Chester but known of
these deeds the matter would undoubtedly have
been clearly settled long ago. In favour, however,
of the Lancashire origin is the fact that Beswicks,
as well as Kitsons came from that county, and
Hasted says that Mrs. Mary Beswick (daughter
and heir of Arthur Beswick, of Spelmonden, and
his wife, Martha Washington) left all her estate
to Haughtoo, of Haughton Tower, Lancashire.
She is probably the Mrs. Mary Beswick mentioned
in a will connected with Virginia, but I do
not know.

I am not searching inj Washingtons, though,
as I have notes of them both in Barbados and
Nevis, I take all I come on. I still think the
father of the emigrants to Virginia remains
unidentified. In spite of the loss of the manor of

Sulgrave, that family does not seem in any way to
have lost its social position, a very different one,
indeed, from that of the persons shown to be con-
nected with the Washingtons of Tring ; but of
course if the rector of Purleigh was of that family,
and was a drunkard, there is at once the unfortu-
nate explanation. As will be seen presently, I
have to give up the "another possible Laurence"
to whom I referred last year, but there seem to be
other possibilities. In the funeral certificate of
Laurence Washington, of Maidstone, printed by
Dr. Howard a good many years ago, while it is

said of his second and third sons that they
"
dyed

without issue," it is only said of the others that

"Raphe 4 sonne, William 5 sonne, and an other
all dyed before their Father." Laurence Washing-
ton in his will omits all mention of his daughter,
Martha Beswick. If she too died before him, it

is certain she left a daughter, and the sons who
died before him may have left sons.

I take the opportunity of giving a few short

Washington notes. The first is the burial of Sir
Laurence Washington's eldest son, my other pos-
sible Laurence, the second and third are the

baptisms of Sir Laurence Washington's two
youngest children, and correct slight errors of
COL. CHESTER, in his paper called

' Tombstone
Blunders' (' N. & Q.,' 6"> S. i. 7). The fourth is

no doubt the administration of Laurence Washing-
ton, the last of Sulgrave, and supposed grand-
father of the Virginian emigrants.

Registers of St. Dunstan's in the West,
London :

1617. Dec. 29. Buried Laurence, son of Laurence

Washington, jun.
1621. Aug. 29. Baptized Anne, daughter of Laurence

Washington and Anne.
1622. Sep. 30. Baptized Laurence, son of Laurence

Washington and Anne.

Somerset House administrations :

1616. Jan. 19. Commission to Margaret Washington,
relict of Laurence Washington, late of Wickamon,
Northants, deceased.

As to the first, if the deed printed by Mr.
Moncure Conway be one of 1614 which mentions
the three Laurences, son, father, and grandfather,
the age of this eldest son of Sir Laurence may
already have been discussed and settled. I think
that he and his sister Martha were born respec-

tively about 1600 and 1601, that he in 1614 was
of full age, by Kentish law, to join in the convey-
ance of land, and that she who married in 1630,
and was Sir John Tyrrell's second wife, was pro-

bably nearly thirty at the time. The " tombstone
error

"
might very easily be explained by a 9

having been read for a partially effaced 8, making
her, as she probably was, in the eightieth, instead!

of the ninetieth year of her life. Whether Sir

Laurence Washington may have had two wives
called Anne, or whether he may have had other

children who died, it is plain that there was a very
considerable difference in age between his two
elder and two younger children.

Of my fourth note I have only to say that

Wickamon is most clearly written, and as I can
hear of no such parish in Northamptonshire I

would suggest that it is the parish now called

Wicken, not far from the borders of Bucks, and

apparently not far from Westbury, which manor
Sir Laurence Washington purchased a few years
later from Sir L'Estrange Mordaunt and his sons.

VERNON.

CHAUCER'S ' CANTERBURY TALES
'

(8
th S. i. 246).

F. N. cannot have searched the British Museum.

Catalogue very closely. The pamphlet he men-
tions is bound up in a '

Collection of Pamphlets
f

in the King's Library (press mark E 168). The
title is,

" A Canterbury Tale translated out of

Chaucer's Old English into our now usuall Lan-

guage ; whereunto is added the Scots Pedler
;.

newly enlarged by A. B." It is described in the

Catalogue as "
being satirical verses against Land,

Archbp. of Canterbury, and other Prelates." It
is written in heroic verse, rhymed alternately, and
contains some hundred and thirty lines. It begins
thus :

In Calidon did live a Potent Peere,
Who had three Princely Sonnes of courage bold,
For brave Achivements beyond all compare,
Nere fairer Creatures ere were fram'd on Mould,
Whose fame, whose honour and terrene renowne,
Unto hopes highest station did aspire,
Till fate and falshood sought to pull them downe>
By breeding discord 'tweene them and their sire.
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The father's wrath is so inflamed against one of his

sons by "some malignant sprights
" and "

power-
full Prelates," that he debars him of bread and

imprisons him. But the son escapes. The three

brothers go to their father and discloses to him
All plots and stratagems
Which were contrived against their fathers etate

f

Each damn'd designe
Which had beene hacht by hell, at Rome or Spaine,
For bringing in the Babylonish ritea

To brand them and their fathers house with shame,
Making them hatefull to the great Commander,
That he might list them in black Pluto's Callender.

The father is mollified, and the sons

Resolve unfainedly to see
Their fathers foes cut off by fatall stroke,
That sought the downfall of his dignity,
And 'gainst them his displeasure did provoke,
The band is up (Oh speake that word agen)
To give the blow let all hearts say Amen.

Thrice blessed be that peerlesse Paragon,
The potent Princely Peer of Calidon.

TALON.

BURNING DEAD BODIES (7
th S. xii. 385, 518

;

8th S. i. 218). Whence the last line quoted in

the epitaph at the last reference comes I cannot

say :

Haec parva et tandem vetera instaurata decenter,

but it seems to me to mean nothing more than
that the inscription was renewed, and perhaps
recut. JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

lliec parva et tandem vetera instaurata decenter.

Does not this line merely mean,
" These short old

quotations are at length fittingly applied
"

?

J. OAKRICK MOORE.

ARROWROOT (8
th S. i. 65, 173, 276). In sup-

port of the observations of L. L. K. it may be
noted that a tribe on the Amazons river, called

Arawaks, or more correctly Aruaks, are the

"meal makers," or preparers of aru, or tapioca.
Arrowroot is believed to be a related word, a

corruption of the Brazilian aru-aru,
" meal-meal "

(i.e., the "best meal"), which is obtained from the

root of an aru-m. ISAAC TAYLOR.

FOREIGN EXPRESSIONS IN ENGLISH (8
th S. i.

290). Is there any good authority for the use of

the word gruesome, as used by your correspondent
J. B. S. ? So far as I can remember it does not
occur in Johnson's 'Dictionary.'

NORTH MIDLAND.

["And sic gruesome wishes that men should be

slaughtered like sheep
"

(' Rob Roy '). Quoted in ' En-

cyclopaedic Dictionary.' See also Annandale's Ogilvie.]

"EMEN HETAN" (8
th S. i. 89, 156, 237).

EZTAKIT is quite right in saying that emen is the

Spanish Basque form, but as del'Anere and others

have dealt with Frenchmen only, it is better to

suppose hcmen being the genuine and proper

spelling in the quotations. Moreover, I am not

able to understand how hetan, with initial h, may
be contracted from eta an or eta han. To that a

capital objection arises from phonetics ;
so that I

think my spelling and translating more correct

than the other. As regards the dialects of

Basque, I do not admit them to be six in

number, and agree with the late Prince Bona-

parte in admitting them to be eight, viz.,

Labourdine, Souletine, Eastern Low Navarrese,
Western Low Navarrese, Northern High Navar-

rese, Southern High Navarrese, Guipuzcoan and

Biscayan. Of these, one can hardly be said to

be the purest or finest, as each has preserved
some different thing of the primitive speech. Per-

haps the two middle ones, Guipuzcoan and Labour-

dine, are the least altered, and the two extremes,
Souletine and Biscayan, are the most corrupted.
Han in Berlioz-Swedenborg's infernal language is

evidently not Basque at all ; it is merely an inter-

jection, as diff, &c. BADAKIT.
Paris.

TYING THE THUMBS OP PRISONERS (7
th S. xi.

444, 470 ; xii. 254, 337). I extract the following
from the Penny Magazine, published by Charles

Knight & Co., 1837, p. 340 (September 2) :

"
Tying the Thumbs. The '

peine forte et dure
'

gave place to this practice. The thumbs of the

prisoner were tied together with whipcord so tight
that the pain might compel him to plead, and
he was sent away so tied, and remained so until

his obstinacy was subdued. This is mentioned by
Lord Chief Justice Kelynge in the reign of Charles II.,

and the practice continued in the reign of Queen Anne.
The last instance of tying the thumbs in London, was at

the Old Bailey, in 1734 ; but we find that it was prac-
tised at Cambridge Assizes in the year 1742."

This passage is part of a chapter on " Obsolete

Punishments."
Peine (which Blackstone says was probably a

corrupted abbreviation of prisone) forte et durevr&s

the penance inflicted on a prisoner who refused to

plead upon appeal or indictment for felony or

petit treason, but not for high treason or petit

larceny (Blackstone, 1822, bk. iv. cb. xxv. p. 388).
KOBERT PlERPOINT.

CRYPTOMERIA (8
th S. i. 335). This is the name

of a genus of coniferous trees represented by the

single species Cryptomeriajaponica. It is a native

of the mountainous districts of China and Japan,
the Japanese calling it

" sanor sugi, which in their

language means evergreen tree
"
(London's

' En-

cyclopaedia of Plants,' p. 1519), but because of its

hardy nature has been grown in Great Britain for

the last fifty years, Mr. Fortune having first raised

it from seeds obtained from Shanghae. The name
is derived from the Greek (K/DVTTTOS, hidden, and

/xepis, part). The tree is fully described by Don
in the eighteenth volume of the Transactions of

the Linnean Society (p. 166), and is noticed in so
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accessible a work as Chambers's '

Encyclopaedia,

part xxi. Before Don gave it the name it appears
to have been known as the Cupressusjaponica, bul

later investigation has shown that it is not a cypress

Indeed, the popular English name is Japanese
cedar, a name quite

"
plain

"
enough for MR.

BUTLER'S requirements. Apropos of its scientific

name, there is a good story in the Saturday Re-
view (April 23, p. 475, art.

' A Field of Flowers
').

A Scotch gardener in conversation with the

Saturday Review writer thus exemplifies his mne-
monic method of teaching his apprentices "the

long, learned names "
given to plants :

"See there, yen's what they ca' a Cryptomeria,
japonica; noo, I says to the lads, when ye want to mind
the name o' that tree, think o'

'
Creep-to-the-mear-an'-

jump-on-to-her.'
"

F. ADAMS.
105, Albany Road, Camberwell.

The name is given in allusion to a peculiarity in

the parts of the flower which are (relatively to

their condition in other flowers) hidden, Kpw
/ieyoos, but in this particular the genus does not
differ from any other conifer. If your corre-

spondent wishes a plainer name, he will find it in

Japan cypress or in Japan cedar, both of which are
used for the tree in question. Unfortunately the
tree is neither a cypress nor a cedar, but users of

popular names are not particular about such trifles

as these. The Japanese name is suyi.
MAXWELL T. MASTERS.

LYTE'S ' HISTORIE OF PLANTES '

(8
th S. i. 293).

The precise title is :

" A Nievve Herball or Historic of plantes, wherin is

contayned the whole discourse and perfect description of
all sortes of Herbes and Plantes : their divers and sundry
Kindes : their straunge Figures, Fashions and Shapes :

their Names, Natures, Operations and Vertues: and that
not onely of those which are here growyng in this our
Oountrie of Englanie, but of all others also of forrayne
Realmes, commonly used in Physicke. First set foorth
in the Doutche or Almaigne Tongue by that learned D.
Rembert Dodoens, Physition to the Emperour: And
nowe first translated out of French into English by
Henry Lyte Esquyer. At London, by me Gerard Dewes,
dwelling in Pawles Church yarde, at the signe of the
Swanne. 1578."

Colophon on last leaf :

" Imrinted ['c] at Antwerpe byme Henry Loe, Booke-
printer and are to be solde at London in Powel's Church
yarde by Gerard Dewes."

The work is interesting as reproducing the

figures of Dodoens's original
'

Cruydeboeck
' in

Flemish, printed by Jan van der Loe, Antwerp,
1554, which is now excessively rare, only a few
copies being said to exist. Lyte's translation was
made from the French version of Charles de 1'Es-

cluse, the '
Histoire des Plantes/ Anvers, Jean

Loe, 1557, folio (with the same figures). The
woodcut border of the title-page, representing
the gardens of the Hesperides and other subjects,
is the same in both, except that the French version

has a coat of arms (?of Charles V.), which is re-

placed in the English by a vase of flowers. There
are some additions in Lyte's version, taken, ap-

parently, from the second Flemish edition of 1563.

The later English editions of 1586, 1595, 1600(7),
1619 (?), are in 4to. and without figures. Folio

editions of 1586 and 1595, with figures, are de-

scribed, but are probably apocryphal. There is a
so-called abridgment :

" Ram's little Dodeon, a briefe Epitome of the New
Herbal or History of Plants, by William Ram, Gent.

Imprinted at London by Simon Stafford,"

1606, 4to. ; but it is a very different book.
For Lyte's other works see Lowndes and

Anthony Wood, who states that some of his works
in MS. came into the possession of the University
of Oxford (' Athena),' i. 343, ed. 1721).

J. F. PAYNE.

LINCOLN CATHEDRAL (8
th S. i. 315). I am not

aware of any printed collection of the modern
monumental inscriptions in Lincoln Cathedral.

The names and dates on the inscribed slabs,
removed during the recent repairing of the cloisters,

concerning which ENQUIRER asks, will be recorded
on brass plates affixed to the wall. Of these the

sub-Dean of Lincoln can supply a copy. It may
be as well to add that the removed slabs were

hopelessly fractured. EDMUND YENABLES.

CHAIR OF SIR JOSHUA REYNOLDS (8
th S. i.

314). MR. FRYER will find this relic under a

glass case in the Diploma Gallery at the Royal
Academy. HAROLD MALET, Colonel.

This relic is now in the possession of the Royal
Academy, Burlington House, a gift of Sir F.

Leighton, P.R.A. F. G. S.

[See
' John Jackaon,' p. 381.]

Sia EDWARD APSLEY, OF THATCHAM, SUSSEX

(8
th S. i. 295). Sir Edward Apsley, Knt., of

Apsley, in Thakeham (otherwise Thacheham,
Thackham, and, as it would appear, Thatcham),
Sussex, is no doubt the Sir Edward Apsley in

question. He was the son of William Apsley, of

Apsley, by his wife Elizabeth, daughter and heir

of John Lloyd (or Floyd). In Thakeham Church
;here is an altar tomb of Sussex marble to the

memory of this William Apsley. All that can be
made out of the inscription on the tomb is :

" William Apsley and heir of John Apsley, Esquire
Elizabeth, daughter and heir of Esquier; by

whom John, William Dorothie; and died the
of Februarie, Anno 1583."

Sir W. Burrell supposes Sir Edward to have
>een the third son. Sir Edward married Eliza-

>eth Elwes, who was probably the sister of Mrs.

lall, of Gretford, Lincolnshire, and a member of

he family of Elwes, of Billing Hall, near

Northampton, and of Brigg, Lincolnshire. Mr.
J. Cary-Elwes has published a work (in 1878
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or 1879, 1 believe) on the '

Castles, &c., of Western

Sussex/ in which he traces the devolution of the
manor of Thakeham. I cannot discover in what
year Sir Edward Apsley was knighted. There is

a pedigree of the Apsleys in the ' Sussex Archaeo-

logical Collections,' by Mr. Blaauw, and another

by Cartwright, but they are not in exact agree-
ment.
The Apsleys of Apsley were a very ancient

Sussex family. Mrs. Hutchinson, daughter of

Sir Allen Apsley, Knh, of Pnlborough, Sussex,
Lieutenant of the Tower, and widow of Col.

Hutchinson. who sat as one of the commissioners
at the " Court of High Justice" at Westminster

by which Charles I. was condemned to death,
tells us in her ' Memoirs of the Life of Colonel

Hutchinson,' that the Apsleys were seated at

Apsley
" before the Conquest, till of late the last heir male of
that eldest house, being the son of Sir Edward Apsley,
died without issue, and his estate went with his sisters'

daughters into other families."

Mrs. Hntchinson had a brother, also Sir Allen

Apsley, Knt., who is described as
" of Apsley,"

and so had become, it would appear, in some way
or other, the possessor of the estate of Apsley.
This Sir Allen Apsley had a daughter Frances,
vrho married Sir Benjamin Bathurst, Knt., whose
eldest son, created Earl Bathurst, married, in

1704, Catherine, daughter of Sir Peter Apsley of

Apsley. The second son of this marriage, Henry,
who on his father's death succeeded to the earl-

dom, had previously, on his becoming Lord
Chancellor of Great Britain, been elevated to the

peerage as Baron Apsley of Apsley. It was this

nobleman who, between 1771 and 1778, built

Apsley House in Piccadilly, on the site of a tavern

called the " Hercules Pillars," an inn mentioned

by Fielding, in
' Tom Jones,' as that in which

Squire Western and his daughter Sophia took up
their abode on their arrival in London.

0. W. CASS.

INSCRIPTION (8
th S. i. 312). The inquiry of

ASTARTE is opportune, coming as it does on the

eve of the fiftieth anniversary of the great fire by
which a large part of Hamburg was destroyed in

1842. As the stone is said to have been found
in the dry bed of the river (Elbe), it is impossible
that it could have been discovered previous to

that catastrophe, as the fire occurred in May,
therefore before the " heats of the summer had
dried up the waters of that river." It can hardly
be doubted that if such a discovery was made the

stone would have been preserved, and I hope the

appeal of your correspondent to the German
readers of

' N. & Q.' for information may meet
with success. Did any remarkable calamity happen
in Germany, or as, perhaps, the inscription was

only of local application, in Hamburg, in 1629 ?

CHARLES WTLIE.

GEORGE BARNWELL (8
th S. i. 149, 238). George

Barn well's uncle was said to have lived and been
murdered at Uxbarn (probably Oxbarn), about one
mile from Ludlow in Salop. So all living in the

neighbourhood believed when I was a boy, about
the year 1814. A pleasant walk beneath large
shady elms, leading thereto from Ludlow, was.

called at that time Barnwell's Walk. Corroborative

proof of this can be furnished. J. PRICE.

MANORS IN ENGLAND (8
th S. i. 247). There is

no book that contains a full list of these. The

archaeological publications for the various counties

give lists of some manors, but generally the whole
collection has to be searched. Amongst the

records which refer to this subject are the follow-

ing :
"
Inquisitions containing surveys of manor?,

the antient demesne of the Crown ;
also of lord-

ships, manors, &c., acquired by the Crown on

forfeiture,"
"
Surveys of forests and chaces,"

"
Surveys in consequence of disputes respecting

boundaries," &c., "Surveys of manors, &o., con-

cealed from the Crown," Most of these are from

temp. Eliz. to Chas. II. (Augmentation Office,

and some used to be in the Chapter House, West-

minster).
In the British Museum, Harl. MS. 3874 is a

book of manors held of the Crown, Hen. III. to

Edw. IV.
In Exchequer of Accounts,

" Ministers' Ac-
counts of Manors and Lands," Hen. III. to

Chas. I.

"Accounts of Rents, &c., from Manors, Recto-

ries, &c., falling to the Crown on the Dissolution

of Religious Houses, also by attainder, escheat.

or forfeiture," Hen. VIII., Ed. VI., Ph. and

Mary, Eliz. (Augmentation Office).

Brit. Mus., Hargrave MS. 159, "Bailiffs'

Account of Manors," Ed. VI. " Index of Leases

of Manors and Lands granted since the Reforma-

tion," 1832. Printed by Sir Thos. Phillips,
Bart.

Sussex,
"
Surveys of Manors held of the Crown

in Sussex," Jas. I. Brit. Museum. Lansd. MS.
784.

" Names of the Lords of every Manor through-
out the Counties of England, from A.D. 1316 to

1559." B. Mus., Harl. MS. 6281.

The Index Society might endeavour to print a
list of English manors, which would indeed be a

boon to genealogists and others, who now have to

hunt in the dark for these names and particulars.
I have found that in some cases the difficulties

were increased by small manors having become
absorbed into others, and the names lost. I was

searching for a particular manor in Sussex, and
was everywhere met by the distinct denial of any
such manor having existed by the best authorities ;

but it was finally found once mentioned in an old

list, printed in 1886, in the 'Sussex Archaeological
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Collections/ exactly as I had it in my old deed o

1627. In the case I mention I was staying in th

very manor which had disappeared.
B. FLORENCE SCARLETT.

There is no such list ; but in T. Blount's wor
on land tenures and customs of manors, newl_
edited, 1874, by W. C. Hazlitt, is an alphabetica
list of a great many manors, chiefly in illustratio

of the variegated old usages of manors.
E. B. S.

"The Names of theLordsof every Manorthrough
out the Counties of England, from A.D. 1316 t

1559." Brit. Mus., Harl MS. 6281. Compar
Spelman's

' Villare Anglicanum ; or, a View of the

Towns and Villages in England,' Lon., 1656.

ED. MARSHALL.

JOHN JACKSON (7
th S. xii. 463 ; 8th S. i. 76

255). I know nothing of the portrait of my father

John Jackson, R.A., but I saw one of him also b;
himself sold at Christie's some years ago. I

had belonged to a well-known picture dealer, who
previously asked me to purchase it, and who then
had a gallery opposite Marlbprough House. It

was a roughly painted, poor specimen, and fetched
if I remember rightly, only 10Z. My father

painted many portraits of himself, not at his own
wish, for he was a singularly modest, unassuming
man, but as commissions from many friends, who
were strongly attached to him. The best was one
executed for the late Lord Dover, with Sir Joshua
Reynolds's palette in my father's hand. That
palette is now in the Council Room of the Royal
Academy, in a glass case. Another portrait was
for Lord Carlisle, and is, or was when I last saw it,
at Castle Howard. The Lord Mulgrave who
was my father's patron was Henry, third baron,
created an earl, and I have before me a pen-and-
ink sketch by my father of the earl and countess

hearing their four children their catechism. The
sketch has written on it, "Mulgrave Castle, 6
Novr

, 1806." One of those children became
Marquis of Normanby. My father thought much
of Lastingham Church, and was never tired of

sketching that and the beautiful Saxon crypt.
The house in which he was born at Lastingham
is still in possession of a branch of the family, and
contains pictures by his hand. The picture of
*
Christ's Agony in the Garden '

is a fine copy by
my father. He did not paint subject pictures,
and on the extremely few occasions he attempted
them was scarcely successful, while some of the
first artists of the present day regard him as the

equal of Reynolds as a portrait painter.
M. PHIPPS JACKSON.

FOLK-SONG (8
th S. i. 293). The five lines

beginning
" man of the sea !

" do not constitute
one of the stanzas of a song. In the charming little

moral tale called
' The Fisherman and his Wife,'

one of Edgar Taylor's
' German Popular Stories

'

(translated from the Brothers Grimm's ' Hausmar-
chen ') the rhymes in question are repeatedly used
as the form of invocation addressed to an enchanted

fish, whose life the fisherman has spared, and who,
in return, gives the wife what she asks for : a

cottage, and then a castle ; and at her further

request has her proclaimed king, emperor, and
finally pope, until one day she begs to be made lord
of the sun and moon, whereupon the fish, in anger,
sends her with her less ambitious spouse back to
end their days in the ditch that had been their

previous dwelling-place. J. L. R.

These words (except that it should be " man"
and "Hath sent") come from the translation pub-
lished by Baldwyn, Newgate Street, 1823, of the
' Kinder und Haus Marchen '

of the Grimms.
There is no more of the song ; it is in the story
called 'The Fisherman and his Wife.' About
this time and somewhat later the booksellers were

employing some such very good translators that
I have often wondered who they might be; this

version is admirable. So are the translations

published by Burns, about 1840, of Fouqu^'s
stories. So is a small volume, also Burns, 1847, of

Hans Christian Andersen. There are none, or

few, such translators now. I have often compared
favourite passages in the last-named book with a

larger translation of 1875 ; this is far inferior. I
think one secret is not to be afraid of using a
certain amount of conventional language.

0. F. S. WARREN, M.A.
Longford, Coventry.

" WHITE FRYERS " IN ALE (8
th S. i. 294).

This expression is new to me, but apparently it

refers to the white substances, probably of a

^ungoid growth, which appear upon ale or beer
when it is becoming stale. In North Yorkshire

'. have heard the term "mother " used with refer-

nce to this condition of the "
cervisial

"
liquid.

F. C. BIBKBECK TERRY.

I take these to be the minute gatherings of

Loating fungus (the beginnings of a yeast plant, I

uppose) which are occasionally seen in ale, both
ottled and draught. But I do not know the

meaning of the word thus used. Perhaps it is an
ncient joke upon some Carmelite monk.

C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.
Longford, Coventry.

" If the cork be musty, or white fryers in your
quor, &c." This is how it is written in my copy
f Swift not with a capital W and F for white

ryers. I would understand white fryers to be a

erb.
"

If the cork be musty, or white fryers in

our liquor," sheds a fry or ferment in your liquor.
LOUTHEAX.

SOUTHEY'S ' THE DOCTOR '

(8
th S. i. 209, 320).

owndea must be in error as to the date of the
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third volume being 1836. My copy is 1835.

The seventh volume ought to have the whimsical

coloured frontispiece, which is often wanting.
G. H. THOMPSON.

Alnwick.

Lowndes is incorrect in stating that the third

volume of Southey's 'Doctor' was published in

1836 ; the year on the title-page is 1835. I have

a first edition of all the seven volumes, in cloth,
with paper labels, as issued by the publishers.

JAMES WM. COOK.
Snaresbrook, Essex.

INDENTED SERVANTS IN THE COLONIES (8* S.

i. 187, 277). I have three original indentures of

servants, all dated 1683, and all in part consisting
of letterpress, but differing considerably in the

wording. In two of these recital is made of the

Act (Dec. 13, 1682) which declares

" That what Persons at any time as are voluntary, free

and willing at their own Liberties to be Retained to

serve in any of His Majesties Foreign plantations in

America, are to be duely Examined and Bound onely
before any of His Majesties Justices of the Peace and
the same to bear Record in the Court of Sessions in that

County or City where such Servants shall be so bound,"

and the indenture goes on to witness that A. B.
undertakes for a term (in one indenture of seven,
and in the other two of four years) to serve in such

employment as C. D. the merchant, his executors

or assignees, shall employ him. The merchant pro-
mises as follows: to pay for A. B.'s passage, and
to find and allow him .sufficient meat, drink,

apparel, lodging, washing, and other necessaries

during the said term. "And in the end thereof

such other Allowances as to others are Given and
Granted in like kind." In one of the documents
this clause is still more vague :

" And at the end
of the said term to pay unto her according to y

e

Custom of y
e
Country."

The indentures are, of course, duly sealed and
attested. It is difficult to conceive of any but
those in the last extremity of want and misery
being found willing to enter on what, on the face

of it, was so inequitable and one-sided a contract,
and to embrace a condition no whit better than

slavery. It is not needful to rely on the imagina-
tion alone for a picture of the horrors in store for

those thus entrapped. I happen to have an

original letter from one of these poor indented

servants, holograph, and beautifully written, and
addressed to some friend in England, whose name
does not appear. A few extracts will indicate

the tenour of the whole, and afford some indica-

tion of what must have been the condition of most,
if not of all these poor creatures :

Maryland, April 21, 1775.
Dear Sir, For God's Bake read this and pity me as it

will be either life or Death to me I am at this time
in such a State that if I was to sit and write a Quire of

paper I could not send you a full Account On the 21"

of last Octr I got up early in the Morn" not thoro*

sensible but very near distracted [it appears that he
had been a solicitor in London who had incurred heavy
liabilities] and apply

1 at one Daniel's Office at No. 5
Cooks Court, Camomile Street for a Passage to Mary-
land in North America and went on Board same day

after a passage of 8 weeks arrived at Baltimore, in

the passage I was treated very civilly by the Capt" and
wanted for nothing. On the Day of the 26th Decr then
foil* I was sold (contrary to my Expectation) to a

planter up in the Country ab* 14 miles from any Town/or
4 if'for 30. for my Passage, where I am treated more
like a dog than a Christian if you could but see me I'm
sure you

d
pity me. In the Morning before day I am

obliged to be up and go to work which consists of cutting
wood (viz. felling large Trees, cleaving of them for Rails
to make Fences carry heavy Burdens, hoeing Tobacco,
&c and my poor hands are blistd in such a manner
and my shoulders so bruis' 1 with Carry8 heavy burdens
that life is Troublesome to me I lie in a place built

with logs in a Wood and just mudded up to keep the
Wind out, on a parcel of straw laid on the Grod with one
old Rug to cover me I am obliged to go bare foot w'""

cuts my feet to pieces with Stones and Stumps in the
Wood and this Paper I was obliged to Steal out ofa Book
and my Ink is only Gunpowder and Water. I am
obliged to be very Sly as I am narrowly watched. Pray
God send this may be a warning to all young People, it

is very hard Case to work 4 y" for never a farthg
,
as for

4 y" I am certain I shan't see the end of, unless I 'm
relieved by some kind assistance The Old Man that

bought me is hardly worth enough to pay for me, the
House he lives in is only a dirt house In a strange

Country almost Starvd nakd no refresbm' and not one

single farthing to help me.
Your most unhappy friend.

SAUL. FREEMAN.

J. ELIOT HODGKIN.
Richmond, Surrey.

De Foe, in his novel of ' Colonel Jack/ sums up
the general life of these slaves, for they were no

less, in the words " We worked hard, fared hard,
and lay hard." He also gives many particulars of

their life on a Virginian plantation in such a
realistic manner as to lead one to believe he took

his account from the lips of a man who had gone

through all he describes which was very likely

the case. B. F. S.

"ADMIRAL CHRIST" EPITAPH (7
th S. xi. 500;

xii. 43, 78, 510; 8th S. i. 76, 278). The specula-
tions of Miss BUSK (7

th S. xii. 510) that I had
mistaken Ardrossan for Arbroath, and of NOMAD
(at the last reference) that my "memory is at

fault," have at last induced me, not without a

grudge, to go expressly from Glasgow to Ardrossan

this 4th day of April, 1892. When my recollec-

tion is definite I can usually trust it ; and I am
glad to say that the result of my visit is to confirm

every word I said in my note at 7tn S. xii. 78. Of
course I had no doubt on the subject myself ; but

now I put an end to my critics' hypotheses of my
inaccuracy by printing hereunder what I believe

to be an exactly worded copy of the flat stone

lying in the very middle of the old burying-ground
at Ardrossan which burying-ground, by the way,
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Miss BUSK may find, on her next visit, close

the ruined fragments of the castle. The R
"
Savior

"
is the only letter in the inscription

which there can be the faintest doubt.

THOWGH . BOWSTROWS . BLASTS

AND . NEPTWS . WAVE . HATH . DRI

WEN . ME . TO . AND . FRO . IN . SPYT . OP .

BOTH . BY . GODS . DECRIE . I . HARBOR .

HEIB . BELO . WHER . AT . AHB . ANKER .

I . REMAIN . WITH . OTHER . OF . THE .

FLIT . BWT . YET . I . MWST . BEET .

SAIL . AGAIN . MY . SAVIOR . CHRIST . TO .

MEET . FINIS . MORI .

The variants of this sepulchral verse are curious
and interesting. GEO. NEILSON.

[We have reproduced as nearly as possible the letters
and shape of the tombstone, but cannot give the quaint
ciphers employed.")

'ODE UPON NOTHING' (8
th S. i. 294). I re-

member a poem (anonymous) upon this subject in

the first of my school reading-books, entitled
'

Readings in Poetry,' and published, I believe, by
the K.T.S. The book was an excellent one, and
to it (under God) I owe my love of this art ; but
I have not seen a copy for more than thirty years,
and I can remember only the first stanza of the

poem :

Most writers write on something to dilate,
And some on anything would spend their time ;

But everything is now in such a state
That nothing best befits my humble rhyme.

Is this the
' Ode '

inquired for ] C. 0. B.

It is highly probable that ' Ode upon Non-
sense

' was meant, which may be found on p. 83
of his

'

Works," 1 vol. complete, Longman, Lon-
don, 1847. Space in ' N. & Q.' is too valuable to

spare for such a long quotation ;
if you cannot

obtain it, and write to address below, I shall for-

ward it you with pleasure. T. E. KERRIGAN.
43, New Gravel Lane Dwellings, Shadwell.

NAVAL OFFICERS (8
th S. i. 226, 252, 360).

The question originally asked was as to lists of
naval officers of the early part of the present

century ;
in answer to which it does not matter

whether the first 'Navy List' was published in 1772
or not. As a matter of fact, it was not. Navy
lists, as we now know them, began about 1814.

I have not a note of the exact date. The lists to

which GUALTERULUS refers are presumably Steele's

lists, a private venture. They may have begun in

1772, though I had not thought them so old ; but

contemporary with Steele's lists, though beginning
much earlier, were the official 'Lists of Sea
Officers.' When these began I have not been able

to find out. Possibly some correspondent may be
able to say. The earliest I know of is for 1739,
which is in the library of the Royal United Service

Institution. If any one knows of an earlier I

should be glad to hear of its domicile. The Eoyal
United Service Institution has a few odd numbers
between 1739 and 1778, after which date the series

is complete. Is there anywhere a more perfect
set ? I believe the set in the United Service Club

(the Senior) is about the same.

J. K. LAUGHTON.

CORROBOREE (8
th S. i. 353). When I was

assisting Dr. Lumholtz to see through the press
his book '

Among Cannibals : an Account of Four
Years' Travel in Australia and of Camp Life with
the Aborigines of Queensland,' I constantly heard

him use the above word, which he always spelt and

pronounced korrob'oree. This dance is fully de-

scribed in his work, and as he was scrupulously
careful as to accuracy, I think his pronunciation

may be relied upon. JOHN MURRAY.

AINSTY (8
th S. i. 352). Two years ago there

was considerable discussion in
' N. & Q.' as to the

meaning of this name, but none of the suggested

explanations was wholly satisfactory. Neither

An- city, anent the city; Ancienty, ancient

possession ; Hen-stead, old place ;
or Hean-stige,

high pathway, is admissible. It was formerly a

forest, disafforested in 1208, under the jurisdiction
of the Lord Mayor and magistrates of York, and is

called Ainsti in Domesday. York having been a

Danish burgh, a Scandinavian etymology is pro-
bable. The last syllable, sti, may be the O.N. sti,

an enclosure, a place set apart, a word which sur-

vives in pig-sty. The first syllable, ain, may be the

Scotch and Yorkshire word ain, own, which is

familiar in the phrase mine ain, for "my own," O.N.

eigen or eign. The Ainsty of York would thers-

fore mean the peculiar, own possession, or own
enclosed forest of the city. ISAAC TAYLOR.

GREEN-ROOM (8
th S. i. 227, 341). In the

absence of any evidence to support it, I do not

think MR. T. W. TEMPANY'S explanation as to the

origin of this term can be accepted as conclusive.

It seems improbable that at a time when rushes-

were in common use for covering floors any par-
ticular room so provided should receive the dis-
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tinctive designation of green-room. I do not

think that either Malone or J. P. Collier mentions
the subject, though the latter states that those of

the audience who desired, for extra payment, to

sit upon the stage during the performance entered

by the "Tiring house" ('Annals of the Stage,'
iii. 349). It is reasonable to suppose that visitors

passed through a common room adjoining the

stage, where the players assembled until required
to take part in the performance. Indeed,

"
Tiring

house
"

implies more accommodation than tiring

{or dressing) rooms, which, of course, were free

from intrusion. I doubt whether any satisfactory
information is procurable ; but if it be permissible
to offer a conjecture, I would suggest that the term

probably originated when plays were frequently
performed at inns, where, as we know, the rooms
were called by some distinctive name, and at one

popular inn the room set apart for the use of the

-actors may have been "the green room." The
custom of naming the rooms of inns continued late

into the eighteenth century, and is probably not

yet altogether obsolete. Miss Hardcastle says :

" Never fear me. I think I have got the true cant.
Did your honour call ? Attend the Lion there. Pipes and
tobacco for the Angel. The Lamb has been outrageous
this half hour."' She Stoops to Conquer,' III. i.

George Vandenhoff gives an account of the

green-room, but it is as vague and unsatisfactory
as the rest. He says :

" The term Green-room arose originally from the fact
of that room being carpeted in green [baize probably]
and the covering of the divans being green stuff." 'Dra-
matic Reminiscences,' 1860, p. 48.

He then proceeds to speak of the splendour of
the first green-room at. Covent Garden. There
were two such rooms at both the patent theatres,
the qualification for admission to the first being,
I think, the receipt of a salary of not less than

eight pounds a week, a sum very differently esti-

mated in those days as compared with the pre-
sent. The present Covent Garden has no green-
room, probably owing to the space required for

the production of grand operas.
CHARLES WTLIB.

DESCENDANTS OF THE DEVONSHIRE DRAKES IN
FRANCE (8

th S. i. 313). I am much interested in

the early family tradition of those French Drakes
derived from an ancestor of the house of Ash, viz.

,

"We descend from the same stock as the great
Admiral Sir Francis Drake, but are not of the
same branch." There has been much controversy
about Sir Francis Drake's right to quarter the

wyvern, which Prince ('Worthies of Devon')
erroneously claimed for the Drakes of Ash ex-

clusively. Robert Cooke (Clarencieux) distinctly
said, on the testimony of divers of the Ash Drakes,
that Sir Francis, by prerogative of birth and by
right descent from his ancestor, might bear the
arms of his surname and family, to wit, Argent, a

waver dragon gules, with the difference of a third

brother." The late Sir William R. Drake,
F.S.A., and I took opposite sides (Herald and

Genealogist and 'N. & Q.'). I contended that a

relationship, now forgotten, was acknowledged in

Drake's time. It was alluded to by Don Pedro
de Valdez (Drake's Armada captive), in Drake's

Inq. p.m., and is supported by collateral

evidences. Any one knowing the object of the
Heralds' Visitations, and how rigidly their laws
were enforced in Drake's time, knows that it was

impossible for a man in his position to assume
false arms

; moreover, the "
optima interpres est

consuetudo " removes all doubt. Sir William
afterwards submitted all Drake questions to me,
and the following is extracted from his letter

dated September 29, 1882 :

" Dear Dr. Drake, I have just returned from the
Baths of Royat in the Auvergne, better, I am happy to

report, than when I left England.
" In Paris I chanced upon a curious find, viz., an

illuminated Drake Pedigree on avellum roll (some eleven
feet long) dated 26 March (old style), 1698, and certified

by Thomas St. George,
'

Garter,' Henry St. George,
'

Glarencieux,' H. Buryhill, 'Somerset,' Peter Le
Neve,

'

Rouge Croix,' Rob* Dale,
' Blanch Lion,'

Deputy Registrar Coll. Arm., and Peers Mauduit,
' Windsor.'
"There is indorsed on the Roll a Certificate by Sir

William Drake, K' and Btirt. of Ash, certifying to his

knowledge of Francis Drake, at whose instance the

pedigree was prepared, and testifying his belief in its

accuracy.
"The whole of the Signatures are notarially verified

by Anthony Wright, Public Notary of London.
" The Roll is in remarkably fine condition, and the

colours of the blazon aa bright as the day on which the
arms were painted.

" The Francis Drake for whom the pedigree was pre-

pared was the eldest of three sons of Thomas Drake, who
was baptized at Withecomb Raleigh, co. Devon, 8 Dec.,

1631, and was living in 1697. This Thomas would

appear to have emigrated to Sanmaclovis in Brittany,
where he married Perina Defflez, of that place (whatever
its modern name may be)." Thomas the emigrant, was the second but elder sur-

viving son of George Drake, of Hullomb in Withecomb
Raleigh, by his wife Cecilia, daughter of Paul de Bere, co.

Devon, which George was eldest son of George Drake of

Hullomb (living in 1620 and who died in 1636), by Ms
first wife, Jane Rawlegh. The last-named George being
the third son of Thomas Drake of Hertford, co. Devon,
the brother of John Drake of Exmouth, who married a

daughter of Cole and recovered Ash from Francheney."

This account agrees with a pedigree laboriously

compiled by myself, and serves to illustrate my
remarks on omissions from the Visitations (Preface,

p. viii,
'
Visit, of Cornwall,' Harl. Soc.). Although

no mention is made of George, the eldest son, in

the Visitation of Devon, I was convinced of his

existence by several Depositions in Chancery. He
married Cicely Paul, of Woodbury (called of Bere),

August 22, 1628 ;
their eldest son, George, bap-

tized November 5, 1629, married Dorothy Knott,

January 1, 1651, and was buried October 9, 1656

(" Mr. George Drake died of ye shot of a gun,"
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Withecomb Raleigh Par. Keg.). They had issue

George, baptized November 28, 1652, and Thomas,

baptized February 16, 1654 (16., Par. Reg.). The
farm of Hullum was purchased for 1,OOOZ. of

Richard Joice, who married Katherine Drake,
the aunt of Thomas Drake, of (San Maclovis) St.

Malo, whose father, George, settled it by deed

tripartite, March 10, 1651, on his son George and

wife Dorothy, with remainder to the brothers

Thomas (of St. Malo), Paul, and Francis. It

appears from the Withecomb Raleigh register that

Geo. Hayman, of Exmouth, joiner, married

Mistress Sisly Drake, widow, September 18, 1674.

Your correspondent is welcome to see my notes. I

may take this opportunity of saying that, according
to the American account, the eldest three sons of

Bampfield Drake (' N. & Q.,'8"> S. i.339) settled

in America. I could account for the other two

sons, and concluded that the rest had emigrated.
H. H. DRAKE.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &o.

Fielding's Journal of a Voyage to Lisbon. Edited by
Austin Dobson. (Whittingham & Co.)

WITH a reprint of Fielding's posthumous work Messrs.

Whittingham & Co. have begun a series of literary

masterpieces which appeal very directly to the biblio-

phile. They are got up in a style of extreme elegance
as regards paper, printing, and type, and are to be edited

by writers of repute, under the general supervision of

Mr. Austin Dobson. Fielding's journal of tbe trip he
took when moribund to Lisbon leads off worthily the

series. While full of wit and irony, and supplying
pictures of human nature worthy of the pencil that drew
Parson Adams, it furnishes also an example of suffering

cheerfully and heroically borne. Fielding had been
more than once tapped for dropsy, and had to be tapped
again during his progress. He bears up against every-

thing, however, and attains to something not far short

of enjoyment. Ratner a journal of a tour round Southern

England is it than of a tour to Lisbon. Such adventures
as he experiences are off Deal, at Hyde, in Torbay, and
at other places on the South Coast. He complains much
of the greed of the boatmen, who charge enormous sums
for conveying messages to the shore, and has many
weighty reflections upon the faults of English character

and the methods to be adopted to cure them, and other

kindred subjects. Of the captain with whom he voyages
he supplies an excellent sketch, and the Humphrys of

Hyde are placed in an intellectual chamber of horrors.

Fielding prefers the lower Thames greatly for residential

purposes to the upper Thames, from Chelsea to Shepper-
ton. Mr. Dobson enriches the volume with a preface
witten with bis customary grace and charm, and supply-
ing all requisite information, and with notes as curious

in information as delightful in expression. A better

start for the series could not have been made.

THE first part of the Dallastype facsimile of the First

Folio Shakespeare has been issued by Mr. Duncan C.

Dallas, of Funiivnl Street, and Messrs. J. E. Qarrett &
Co. The mutter in this first fascicule is wholly intro-

ductory, consisting of tbe title, with the Droeshout por-

traits, Ben Jonson'R verses " To the Reader," the dedica-

tions, the commendatory verses, and the names of the

principal actors. A following part will give a portion
of ' The Tempest,' which will be completed in the third.

Nothing can, of course, be more faithful than this repro-
duction of the greatest literary treasure a library can
possess. The preliminary leaves at least are admir-
able, and it is probable that the following portions will
be no less good, in which case success will be assured.

PART VII. of the Bijou Byron (Griffith, Farran & Co.)
gives the dramas '

Manfred,'
' Heaven and Earth,' and

' Werner.'

The Betrothed and The Highland Widow form the
latest volume of the cheap edition of " Waverley

"
(A. &r

C. Black).

L'Intermediere du Chercheurs et Curievx makes good
progress, and contains very much admirable matter. It-
now appears on the 10th, 20th, and 30th of each month.

A MELANCHOLY interest attaches to
'

Glimpees of Car-
lyle,' which appears in the Fortnightly, seeing that the
hand by which it was written, that of General Sir Lewis
Pelly , has in the interval between composition and publica-
tion been stilled in death. The recollections are few, but
valuable. Even more welcome to the reader of ' N. & Q.'
will be the ' Reminiscences of E. A. Freeman 'of Precentor
Venables. The precentor's personal knowledge of the-
historian dates from 1853. Some capital stories are told
of Freeman's abrupt and occasionally aggrf ssive manner.
Mr. Arthur Symoris gives a somewhat striking picture oF
' A Spanish Music Hall,' and Mr. Edward Delille has a
somewhat gushing article on ' Paul Bourget.' A curious
but gratifying and important experiment is described in
'A Dock Lodging-House,' by Miss March- Phillipps.
Prof. McKendrick discusses 'Human Electricity,' and
Mr. W. H. Mallock has a long and curious paper on
' Amateur Christianity.' Few articles of literary interest,

appear in the Nineteenth Century, but tliere is much
matter of keen interest. ' How General Gordon was.
really Lost,' by Surgeon T. H. Parke

; 'Lost in the-

Rockies,' by W. H. Grenfell; and 'One of the "Sir.
Hundred" on the Balaclava Charge,' by J. W. Wight-
man, late of the 17th Lancers, are matters by which the
blood is stirred. There are, in addition, some '

Studies
of New York Society,' by Mayo Williamson Hi.zeltine ;
a description, by the Earl of Meatb, of ' A Maori Meet-
ing '; a not very convincing

' Defence of the So-called" Wild Women,"
'

by Mrs. Mona Caird; and an important
scientific paper on ' The Meaning of a Baby's Footprint,'
by Dr. Louis Robinson. Mr. Walter Armstrong also con-
tributes an earnest vindication and eulogy of Stevens
the sculptor, to whose genius tardy justice has been*
done. A contribution to the New Review on ' The Tem-
poral Power of the Pope,' by the late Italian Premier
Signor Crispi, will be read with much interest. Writing
on 'Anarchists and the Dynamite Scare,' Stepniak.
speaks in condemnation of violent proceedings, but opens
his contribution with unpardonable levity. Mr. William
Archer continues his arraignment of the censorship of
plays, and Mr. J. Theodore Bent, passing from the-
Grecian Archipelago to Africa, deals with '

Mashonaland
and its Inhabitants.' The important series of letters
from Carlyle to Varnhagen von Ense is concluded, and1

.

some letters of Mrs. Carlyle to Amely Bblte are given.
An account of Columbu?, by Seflor Castelar, which
begins in the Century, is accompanied by a portrait of
the discoverer. Mr. George P. A. Healy sends an
account, well written and better illustrated, of Thomas.
Couture, the painter.

' Coast and Inland Yachting
'

appeals forcibly to lovers of the sea. ' Homesteads of
the Blue-grass

'

gives a pleasing picture of life in Ken-
tucky. 'Architecture at the World's Columbian Exhi-
bition

'

will be closely studied. Scribner's has a capi-
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tally illustrated paper on 'Unter den Linden,' and a

second on ' The Children of the Poor.' Both form por-
tions of a aeries. 'Rapid Transit in Cities

'

deals with

electrical motion, and has also some excellent plates.
' Sea and Land,' by N. S. Shaler, gives graphic pictures
of the wasting of the land by the agency of waves. A
portrait of M. Sarcey accompanies the customary paper
on the Paris theatres. Mrs. Ritchie's '

Chapters from
Unwritten Memoirs,' in Macmillan's, is very interesting
in its account of artistic celebrities.

' A Noble Lady
'

gives a good account of Marie de Lezeau, for a know-

ledge of whom the general reader must turn to the

magazine. Mr. Walter Pater sends A Chapter on Plato.'
* An Over-administered Nation '

is, of course, Germany.
The Gentleman's contains 'Gondolier Songs,' a tempting

title, with the music, and
' The Gateway of a Continent,'

a fanciful name for New York. Temple Bar gives a

good account of Jasmin, the Proven9al barber poet,
describes

' Madame du Chatelet,' and supplies a com-

parison or contrast between '

Dryden and Ben Jonson,'
which is borne out more successfully than might have
been expected.

'

Concerning Leigh Hunt,' in the Corn-

hill, gives some new and very interesting letters, and
takes a very sanguine view of the poet. Among the

correspondents of Leigh Hunt are the Brownings, Car-

lyle, Mazzini, and Thackeray. In a letter from Thack-

eray a pardonable mistake occurs.
" Mr. J. O'Connell "

should be M[organ] J, O'Connell. Longman's has an
article of great antiquarian value on '

Posy Rings,' by
Dr. John Evans. ' The Pride of the Hedgerows

'
is

delightful.
' On Muleback in Morocco,'

' A Day in a

Spice Factory,'
'

Matchbox-making at Home,' and ' Some
Musical Performers,' repay attention in the English
Illustrated. In London Society, under the title 'A
Generous Lady of the Last Century,' is given an account

of Lady Mary Coke. All the Year Round, the Idler,
and the Antiquary have been received.

Old and New London, by Thornbury and Walford,
Part LVI. (Cassell & CoA concludes with Hampstead,
giving views of Frognall Priory and of Pond Street in

1750, then passes to Hackney, and the north-eastern

suburbs. Of Columbia Market, Hackney Church, and
other buildings in Hackney and Eingsland it gives

designs, and it ends with the quaint old rectory of Stoke

Newington. The Life and Times of Queen Victoria,

Part XVI., deals with the years 1864-66, and includes

the death of Palmerston. Many of the illustrations pre-
sent scenes on the Continent and in America. CauelFs

Storehouse of General Information, Part XVI., carries

the alphabet to "
Cotton," of which a full account is

given. The articles on "
Constantinople," on "

Cook,"

&c., may be studied with advantage.

MESSRS. CASSKLL & Co. have obliged us with a further

copy ofPart LXXXIII.of their EncyclopedicDictionary,
giving in full those editorial facts concerning which

inquiry is made 8tb S. i. 314. We commend the study of

this introduction to a very trustworthy book to our cor-

respondent. The revision of the new edition is being

accomplished by writers on the '

Dictionary
'

staff.

WITH the May number of the Ex-Libris Journal is

given the title-page, which is very handsome, and pre-

liminary matter of the first volume. The present part

opens with an interesting article by Mr. William Bolton

on ' Anachronisms in Book-plates.' Following this comes
an index to

' Bewick Book-plates,' by Mr. Wright, the

ditor, and a paper on ' Humour in Heraldry,' by Mr.
Walter Hamilton.

AT the Annual General Meeting of the Royal Society
of Literature, 20, Hanover Square, held on Wednesday,
April 27, the Right Hon. Lord Halsbury, L.H.C., Vice-

President, in the chair, the presidency of the Society
left vacant by the death, while in office, of Sir Patrick

Colquhoun, LL.D., Q.C., was filled up by the election as

President of the Lord Chancellor. The Treasurer, Mr.
J. Haynes, J.P., the Librarian, Mr. H. J. Reid, F.S.A.,
the Home Secretary, Mr. Percy W. Ames, F.R.G.S.,
and the Foreign Secretary, Mr. C. H. E. Carmichael.

M.A., were re-elected. Mr. E. W. Brabrook, F.S.A., and
Dr. J. Phene, F.S.A., were elected aa Vice-Presidents to

fill the vacancies caused by the death of the Duke of

Devonshire, E.G., and the election of Lord Halsbury as

President.

THE forthcoming part of Transactions of the Royal
Society of Literature, Second Series, XV. i. will con-

tain the concluding paper of the Egyptological series by
Mr. J. Offord, jun., which is devoted to the ' Fiction and
Fables of Ancient Egyptian Literature and their Sur-

vivals in other Primitive Folk-lore,' as well as a paper
on ' Certain Phases in the Evolution of Ethics from
Homer to Christ, with special reference to the reappear-
ance of some of Homer's characters in the " Troilus and
Cressida" of Shakespeare,' by Mr. J. Foster Palmer,

F.R.HistS., and a paper on the '

Study of Folk-lore,' by
Mr. C. H. E. Carmichael, M.A., Foreign Secretary R.S.L.

An interesting paper on 'Dr. Samuel Parr,' by Mr.

Arthur Benson, M.A., of Eton, will also appear in the

same volume.

THE library of the Surrey Archaeological Society has

just been enriched by the gift of some twenty volumes
of the Transactions of the Royal Archaeological Insti-

tute, by Mr. S. W. Kersbaw, F.S.A., in memory of his

brother, Dr. W. W. Kershaw, of Surbiton. The increasing
collection of local history preserved at the rooms of the

Society, Danes Inn, Strand, is now catalogued, and is

becoming of great value to students of county anti-

quities. There are still, however, several works wanting
to complete this important series of antiquarian topo-

graphy.

gtotias tor C0ms0ritttis.

We must call special attention to Hit following notices :

ON all communications must be written the name and

address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but

as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.

To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the

signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to

appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication "

Duplicate."

T. W. C. (" Symbols X, XX, and XXX on Porte.-,

&c."). So far as we can gather, these crosses, signifying

various degrees of value, are the simplest form ofmarking
extra quality by a cross.

JAMES JENKINSON (" Thomas Attwood "). The omis-

sion of this name from the first list of the '

Dictionary of

National Biography
' was accidental, and a life will

appear in the supplement.

CORRIGENDA. P. 329, col. 1, 1. 18, for" William" read

Robert i p. 354, col. 1, 1. 27, for " Swift
"
read Sterne.

NOTICE
Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The

Editor of ' Notes and Queries
' "Advertisements and

Business Letters to
" The Publisher"at the Office,

Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.G.

We beg leave to state that we decline to return com-

munications which, for any reason, we do not print ; and

to this rule we can make no exception.
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Notices to Correspondents.

THE LORD OF BURGHLEY AND SARAH
HOGGINS.

(See?" S. xii. 221, 281, 309, 457, 501.)

The only criticism that can be at all considered

hostile evoked by my two papers that appeared in

your columns under the above heading in the

months of September and October in last year

{' N. & Q.,' 7ta S. xii. 221, 281), is from the pen
of Miss Maria Hoggins, of Ludlow, a granddaughter
of Thomas Hoggins, and consequently a niece of

the peasant countess. The statements contained

in her letters, coming from the source they do,
are worthy of consideration. The letters them-

selves, contributed to a Shropshire paper, are too

long and scarcely sufficiently to the point to be

given verbatim, but I have extracted, and here

reproduce, those portions which have any bearing
on the points at issue, and now propose to reply
to them. This is what Miss Hoggins says :

" I do not know Mr. Woodall, who has written respect-

ing the earl and the countess. Some of his statements
I do not consider accurate. The cottage home is per-
sisted in, also the statement that Sarah Hoggins was a
farrier's daughter. Neither of these is correct. My
paternal grandparents lived at the Manor-house farm

(not in a cottage). The house had many rooms, some
of them of considerable size."

Miss Hoggins subsequently was good enough to

give me an interview on the subject, in the course

of which she produced letters written by the real

Lord of Burghley to his connexions and friends

at Bolas. One of these letters is to William

Picken, dated in 1802, commencing
" Dear

Picken," and ending "yours very sincerely,

Exeter," written throughout in a kindly tone,

alluding to little domestic matters now of no

moment, but showing that in years gone by the

two men, so widely different in their social status,
had been on intimate and friendly terms. What-
ever may be said, or thought, about the Lord of

Burghley (and undoubtedly here and there as we
see him in the story he shows feet of clay), this

also must be said of him, that he had a kindly
heart, easily to be evidenced by more than one
instance in his after life. This William Picken
was uncle by marriage to Sarah Hoggins (he and
Thomas Hoggins having married two sisters), and
he it was (I have Miss Hogging's authority for so

saying) who gave the bride away on the occasion

of her first (the bigamous and invalid) marriage in

BolasChurch. A grandson of this William Picken
is living at Newport, in Shropshire, with whom I

had an interview, and he tells me that there was

undoubtedly a tradition in the Picken family that

Thomas Hoggins had been a farrier, meaning
thereby, as I myself meant it, a cow-leech, or

horse-doctor, and not merely a worker amongst
iron.

In a suburb of Newport I also found living a lady
whose knowledge of Bolas extended back many
years, who gave me the same information, cor-

roborated afterwards by Mr. Taylor, of Burleigh

Villa, whose connexion with Bolas and with thu

story I have shown in my previous papers. Many
years ago a clergyman, now living, was curate of

Bolas for two years, and interested himself in

collecting all the information he could on this

story at a time when there were persons living who
had known the Hoggins family well, notably one

Blantern. I communicated with this gentlemen,
and from him I received an answer that he had

always heard that Thomas Hoggins had been a

cow-leech, or cattle-doctor, as well as small

farmer.

As regards the cottage part of the question, the

house in which Thomas Hoggins lived was pulled
down about the year 1845. My informant, the

clergyman, tells me "
it was quite a small house,

out of repair ;
but that with it he [Thomas

Hoggins] occupied the tithe barn." I have spared
no pains to ascertain what really was the size of

this building, whether cottage or house, in which

Sarah Hoggins was born, and in which Thomas

Hoggins, her father, was living at the time of the

marriage in 1790, I am sorry to say not with

much result. The only point ou which I can

speak with any degree of certainty is that Thomas

Hoggins's holding in the village, whatever the

size might have been of the house in which be
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lived, was in value small, and that it was not
the manor-house that he occupied at the date in

question, but the old rectory house, long previously
abandoned as a place of residence, even by the

officiating curate. In the course of my investiga-

tions, however, a correspondent put me on the

trace of a man who was reported to have lived in

the cottage in question one Thomas Fox, whom I

found living in the neighbourhood of Wolver-

hampton. I had an interview with him on the

matter, and the following is what he told me :

"
It (the house) was a half timbered house, a rather

tumble-down sort of a place, and contained one sitting-

room, one smaller, and a kitchen, and a back kitchen,
and there was a pantry and two cellars downstairs. It

stood on a rocky foundation, close to the church, not
more than fifteen paces off. Three steps into the yard
at the back, and there was a pump, and then there was
a farm-yard. Above, one room over the kitchen, one
over the little room, and another over the back kitchen.
There was a box hedge and rose trees in front. A
garden, several fruit trees, and below the garden an
orchard, and lower down another orchard, near the
river Tern. The tithe barn was of wood and thatched.
It was in the fold yard."

When asked what was the actual size of the
chief rooms in the house, Fox said they were
"
large

"
; but at the time he lived there I found

he would only have been ten or twelve years of

age, a period of life when one is rather apt to

look upon as
"

large
"
things and places which in

after years appear, and are, only small. He had
never heard of any rooms in the house being the
ones occupied by the earl (which is odd), and when
asked how the house compared, as regards size,
with the one in which we then were, he said it

would be "
three times the size "; but I found the

whole frontage of that house was about three

strides, say ten feet. A frontage of only thirty

feet, or thereabouts, would not necessarily raise

the building, whatever it may be called, much
above the rank of an ordinary-sized cottage. The
extent of the garden and orchard has, of course,

nothing to do with the size of the house ; besides,
I really do not know that I have committed my-
self anywhere as to magnitude. For the last

three generations, or thereabouts, Sarah Hoggins," the peasant countess," has always been known
and called, in poetry and in prose,

"
the cottager's

daughter," from the time when Moore first noticed
her story in his Irish melodies, somewhere about
the commencement of the century (where he
alludes to her "lowly cot"), and the term was
used more to show (as the fact is) that her parents
were of humble origin than as indicative of the
size of their dwelling.
The old rate-books for Bolas, however, throw

more light on the subject than the living Fox, who,
though an interesting link as between the present
and the past, is a disappointing and weak one.
For instance, he could tell me nothing about the
real story, except what was evidently derived from

Lord Tennyson's poem, between which and the

actual facts I have already shown there is very
little in common.

I obtained full copies of these rate-books from
the years 1790 to 1798, inclusive, by which time
Thomas Hoggins and his wife and their daughter
Sarah had all ceased to take interest in things

earthly. They appear to have been made,
signed, audited, and allowed in strict conformity
with the 17 Geo. II., cap. 38, which then regu-
lated rating. The law of rating was much the
same then as it is now, that is, that a rate must be

equal, and that one ratepayer must not be favoured

or oppressed above his fellows. As amongst the

ratepayers themselves, I therefore look upon these

rate-books as conclusive evidence of the relative

values of their respective holdings. In the rate-

books for 1790 Thomas Hoggins, rated at seven
and fourpence-halfpenny, is, with two exceptions,
the smallest ratepayer in the parish. The highest
is Joseph Slack, one of the overseers, paying
171. 18s. Wld., and the two lowest W. Amis
and T. Wild, each of whom pay 6s. At this

sum of 7s. 4^d., or a few pence more, never ex-

ceeding 8s. frld., Thomas Hoggins continues to be
rated for the rest of his life. I had obtained from
other sources authentic information that Thomas

Hoggins did not occupy the Hall farm, but the

old rectory. The rate books confirm this, for the

Hall farm in 1790 was occupied by John Slack,
who paid 21. 6s. Qd. in rates for it, and the same
in 1791. After that it ceases to be mentioned by
name ;

but I gather from the rating that John
Slack still held it. I am assuming here that

there were not two farms in the parish, one the

Hall farm, the other the Manor Hall farm. It will

be for Miss Hoggins to show that there were.

Thomas Hoggins in the last few years of his life

was in receipt of a substantial allowance from the

earl (it is stated to have been 7002. a year), and
he would no doubt rise in the social scale also

when his daughter became a countess. He died

intestate, and I am not surprised to find, from
the papers leading to the letters of administration

which were granted in May, 1796, to the countess,
that he is described neither as "farrier" nor
"
farmer," but as

"
gentleman." The value of his

estate was under 3002., which means it was over

2002. gross, subject to a deduction on account of

debts ; not a very large estate when we consider

the help he no doubt had received from the

Exeters. The point, however, is not what Thomas

Hoggins ultimately became, but what he was in

the year 1789, when one John Jones came to

reside in the village, under suspicious circum-

stances, and in the following year married his

daughter.
Miss Hoggins then goes on to say :

"Here there lived the father, mother, and six sons

and daughters, and here also the stranger (Mr. Henry
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Cecil) remained for some weeks. The house could not
Lave been a mere cottage, therefore."

But the children were still young that is my
answer. And Miss Hoggins tells us further on
that Sarah (the eldest) was at school at Market

Drayton, some eight or ten miles distant, so she

evidently could not have been always at home at

night. The point as to the Market Drayton school

is newto me. The tradition in the village in the year
1850 was that she went to Tibberton to school, a

neighbouring village some two miles off, sent there

at Mr. Cecil's expense ; and a lane used to be

pointed out at Bolas down which he was in the

habit of going in the dark nights of the 1789
winter with a lantern, to meet her coming home.
On the sale of this lantern, some years ago, it

fetched, I am told, a goodly sum. It does not
seem to me quite to follow that because the

inmates of her grandfather's house must have been
crowded if it were a cottage, therefore it must
Lave been a substantial house. Over-crowding
was a crying evil in small country places a
hundred years ago. Together with Thomas
Hoggins's holding, whatever it was, he occupied
also the tithe barn, and this would be a large,

roomy building, which would have many capabili-
ties about it on an emergency.

Miss Hoggins then proceeds (after mentioning
Mr. Cecil's first visit to Bolas>, which I will refer to

later) :

" On his [Mr. Cecil's] second visit he purchased ten
acres of land from Mr. Taylor, and commenced building
Bolas Villa, not a little house. The stables were built
at the same time, and when I was at Burghley Villa

(so called now) in 1884, Mr. Taylor called my attention
to the Exeter coat of arms on the front of them. The
Picken family have a likeness of the countess, said to be
xcellent, with Bolas Villa introduced into it."

With reference to this villa, I have Mr. Taylor's
authority for saving it could scarcely be called a
house at the time Mr. Cecil built it ; but after-

wards it was considerably enlarged, and now un-

doubtedly is a good-sized house. I also, as well
as Miss Hoggins, have been at Bolas, and have
seen Burghley Villa, and I can certainly say that
if the Exeter coat of arms had been on any part
of the stables it would not have escaped me. I

communicated with Mr. Taylor on the subject,
and in his letter, now lying before me, he says :

" Miss Hoggins's visit was very short, and I do not
remember anything remarkable about it. She certainly
must have been dreaming about the Exeter arms on the
stable. There certainly is a round white freestone on
ihe gable end, but not even a figure upon it."

Thomas Fox, before alluded to, who subsequently
lived at Burghley Villa as a servant for some years,
told me he never saw them. I asked the same
question of the clergyman I have already men-
tioned, and his answer if,

" I never saw any-
thing in the shape of arms or initials of the
Exeter family, either on the outbuildings or else-

where." It was one of the grounds of suspicion
against Henry Cecil when he first went to Bolas

that, though he called himself a yeoman, he played
on the violin, burnt wax candles, and used silver

plate. When he came into his title, and left the

village, he distributed part of the plate amongst
his friends and neighbours (probably amongst those
who had busied themselves the least in trying to

find out who be was). A portion of this plate I

have seen some rat-tailed spoons and forks and
I was allowed to have one of them examined by an
expert, who pronounces it to be of the date 1748.
Each is marked with the single letter J (not
J"). Is it likely that Henry Cecil, who was
then living at Bolas, undoubtedly under a cloud
on account of the bigamy he had committed, pas-

sing under a false name, anxious to keep his

identity concealed, and to that end having his plate
marked with a single letter which was not the

initial letter of his real name, should also have
had the arms of the Exeter family built into his

stable wall ? The whole story seems to me per-

fectly incredible, and I cannot give the slightest
credence to it. Miss Hoggins is on this point

evidently mistaken or misinformed.

W. O. WOODALL.
Scarborough.

(To be continued.)

WILLS FROM THE CLOSE ROLLS.

Many of your readers may find interest in the

following notes, taken from the wills entered on
the Close Rolls. They are given in chronological
order:

Castelacre, Sir William. June 23, 8 Hen. V.

(1420). He and his wife Elizabeth to be buried in

Ely Cathedral, near the tomb of Sir William

Thorp, at the south end of the shrine of St. Ethel-

dreda. Bequeaths Lolleworth Manor to Prior

and Convent of Ely, on conditions following:

They shall at their own cost burn a taper day and

night before the shrine ; they shall keep the anni-

versaries of the said William and Elizabeth with

ringing of bells, and distribution of 50*. to the

poor, and 6$. 8d. to the ringers ; two monks of the

convent (to be changed each week) shall sing two
masses every day, at the altar next the shrine, at

the feet of the said William and Elizabeth, for

their souls, for which each monk so employed
shall receive 20s. per week. On the anniversaries

the tapers shall burn during Placebo and Diriye

by note, and a requiem mass on the following day.
The prior is then to receive for himself 13s. 4(2.;

the sub-prior, 6$. 8d.; and each monk, 3s. 4cZ.

(8 Hen. V.).

Gloucester, John, bequeathed to his children,
John and Alice, now aged fourteen and twelve

years, to be delivered on attaining majority, or on

marriage before that time, to each 202. in money,
one piece of silver called Frensshcup, a maser
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bound with silver gilt, and six silver spoons : t

John, a pair of beads ofjet, with the gauds of silver

a girdle harnessed with silver, a basilard an

dagger harnessed with silver, and a scarlet gown
furred with calaber: to Alice, a pair of coral bead
with silver-gilt cross, and a silver-mounted girdl

(7 Hen. VI.).

Grey of Oodnor, Elizabeth, Lady. Stamford

April 7, 23 Hen. VI. (1445). Widow of Richard
Lord Grey. To be buried with husband at Ayles
ford, Kent, and a priest to sing there for souls o:

both, and of our childer, for seven years. T<

Frere Thomas Grey, 10 marks to his fyndyng to

scole. To Friars Predicant, Stannford, 101., to

pray for souls as above. Herry, the noble Lore

Grey of Codnor, son of Harry, late Lord, my son.

John, son of William, late Lord Zouche, anc

Elizabeth his wife, my daughter (23 Hen. VI.).
This Elizabeth was daughter and coheir o:

Ralph, Lord Basset of Sapcote, and was already
married on February 14, 1387 (Close Boll

10 Bic. II.). Dower was granted to her Novem-
ber 11, 1418 (16., 6 Hen. V.).

House, Walter. September 27, 1448. Constance

my daughter to have to her marriage 100Z., paid

by instalments of 20 marks per annum ; Margery
my daughter, to receive the same amount, after the

payment to Constance is finished, unless she
become a nun, when she shall have 10 marks per
annum instead thereof (27 Hen. VI.).

Whatton, Bichard. April 17, 1450. Leaves all

to Alice, his wife, and their children. If wife

survive children, she is to have the money
"
to do

with all what hir lust
"

(29 Hen. VI.).
Bichard Whatton and Katherine his wife were

received into the fraternity of St. Albans, at the
same time with the Duke and Duchess of Glou-

cester, June 25, 1431 (Golden Book of St. Albans,
Cott. MS. Nero, D. vii.).

Person, Joan, widow ; enrolled at Hustings of

London, Monday before St. Scholastica, 29
Hen. VI. (February 8, 1451). Bequeathed to

Edward Snowe, and Bobert Nek and Alice his

wife (which Bobert is now dead, and Alice has
married Bichard Hayward), and to Bichard, son
of said Bobert and Alice, now living, the hostel

called the Swan on the Hope, with the great gate,

shops, and solars built in front, towards the

King's Street of Bishopsgate. The said Alice is

daughter of testatrix (30 Hen. VI.).

Creke, Joan, widow of William, citizen. Sep-
tember 22, 1451. Commends soul to God, Virgin
Mary, and all Saints. To be buried in cloister of

St. Lawrence Pounteney, London, where William

my husband is buried. To high altar of that

church, 6s. 8d.; expenses of anniversary, 7 marks.
To William Elmeshalp^on of John Elmeshale and
Margaret, late my d^ 'eiter, deceased (defuncta),
20Z. in money, i .* ^ il^er cups, the knops
enamelled de blod&]<>; a, low silver cup,

standing on three lions ; a silver goblet, aflat

cup, 3 dozen silver spoons, a large mazer, a gold
ring with a diamond, two gold rings with

zaphires, 18 pewter vessels, 10 candelabra, 4

mappas et 4 manutergia, 4 sanapes, 6 pairs of

sheets ; 2 beds, one red and one white ; one pair of

coberdes, &c.,until the said William be aged twenty-
four years. To the lepers of the houses of le Idke,

Kyngeslond, and St. Giles, 3s. 4d to each house,
to pray for me. To Thomas Bawne, violet gown
(toga) furred with staches (?); to his daughter, my
coral beads; to Isabel his (? her) cousin, black

gown and shirt (camisia). All my flannole to be
divided between Isabel my servant and Alice

Gregory; a black colobe to Alice, a blue gown
(? blodium toga) furred, to Isabel. To Joan, late

my servant, 20d. My gown of crimson furred

with white pured' to the wife of Walter Langrycb.
My tenement in Thames Street, lying between St.

Lawrence Lane on the west, the tenement of the
Prior of Crichyrch and the heirs of William Wai-
worth on the east ;

the King's highway of Thames
Street on the south ; the tenement of William

Hyde and the heirs of William Walworth on the
north (21 Edw. IV.).

Clinton, Joan, widow of Sir Thomas. April 6,
1453. An honest priest to be provided, divine

service continually to sing for my soul, and for

the souls of Thomas late my husband, John late

my husband, Baufe Maynell Knight, and Joan
his wife, my father and mother. Anniversary to

be celebrated at the Minoresses' of the Toure. To
Isabel! Fraunceys, my daughter's daughter, and

Margaret her sister, 40 marks each to their

marriage; and if they die unmarried, then 201.

;o Cicely, their sister. Ten marks to Eliza-

beth Fraunceys, nun at Poullesworthe. The
residue of 100 marks to be spent in works of pity
and charity, by the oversight of Margaret,
Countess of Shrewsbury. My cousins, Thomas
urson; Bichard Maynell, son of John; Joan his

sister, my god-daughter. John Shirley, son of

Margaret, my daughter. Thomas, son of Anne
Fraunceys, another of my daughters ;

if he die

under age of twenty, &c. Joan Fraunceys, nun
minoresse (31 Hen. VI.).

Ashbourne, John, of Northampton. September
2, 1456. Commends soul to Almighty God, the

)lessed Mary His mother, and all Saints of the

~'ourt of Heaven. To be buried in St. Mary's

hapel, All Saints' Church, Northampton. Be-

[ueaths 16 marks for masses for father and mother,
viuhard and Joan, for seven years. To Thomas

my son, 400 coria voc' lether. To Elizabeth my
aughter, 40s. To Alianore my wife, 200 marks
n money, all jewels, pieces of plate, cups called

Vlasses (tic), silver cups with covers, spoons, &c.

with remainder to son John); tenement in the

ook Bowe, and tenement in Bridge Street (vico

antes), on the north side, between the tenement
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of the Friars of St. Mary on the north, and the

waste belonging to John Mortimer on the south ;

cottages in parish of St. George ; three tenements

in St. Johnys Lane, on the north side; a garden
in Felters Lane ; a tenement called the Werkehous,
outside the South Gate of Northampton ; and a

piece of meadow in the Balmersholme of North-

ampton. To the chaplain of Northampton College,

cottages near the market of the town gates, between

the tenement of the Prior of St. Andrew on the east

and the tenement of John Mason on the west, on

condition of keeping anniversary of testator, his

wife Alianora, and his parents (1 Edw. IV.).

Holthorp, Herry, son of William, newly of

Edelston, esquire. June 20, 37 Hen. VI. (1459).

My uncle John, son of John Holthorp, of Hayton.
If I die childless, remainder to heir male of my aunt

Katherine, daughter of the said John Holthorp, of

Hayton (8 Edw. IV.).
The Roll proceeds to say that the said Herry

died s,j>., and his heirs are the sons of his aunt

Katherine, Robert Stillyngton, Bishop of Bath
and Wells, and Thomas his brother.

Turner, William, citizen and tanner. Feb-

ruary 8, 1464. To be buried in church of St.

Michael de Quenehithe, London, in the chapel of

the blessed Mary, where Elizabeth my wife is

buried. To the fabric of the said church for my
sepulture, 6s. 8d. To the high altar, for for-

gotten oblations, 3s. 4eZ. To Agnes my wife, all

necessaries in my berehous. To Joan my sister,

13s. 4d. To William Skynner, a gown with fur, of

my wearing, and a similar one to Thomas Garde-
vile. Forgives all debts owed by his servants. To
Henry Price, a feather bed and bedclothes, half-a-

dozen pewter vessels, one quart pot, one pyntpot,
one saltsoler of pewter, three candles (sic), basin,
and laver of latten, one spit and one couple of

andirons of iron, two alias de cudo, one holding
three lagenas, the other two ; 2 patellas cudi, one

holding three gallons, the other two lagenas; one

fryingpanne; on condition that he behaves well

and honestly towards my executors, as well in

words as in deeds. To Margaret my servant,
6s. 8cL All my other gowns to be sold, and the

money distributed in wood and coals to the poor,
for the health of my soul, especially to the poor of

my mystery of tanning of London. Wife resi-

duary legatee, and co-executor with John Baker,
to whom 13s. 4eL To Robert fillberd my kins-

man, my cup called the Nutte, bound with silver

and gilt, to come to him after the death of my
wife Agnes. Anniversary to be kept in St.

Michael's Church aforesaid for me, John my
father, Margaret my mother, Joan and Isabel my
wives, and Agnes my third wife. To be divided

among the Rector, chaplains, and clerks of said

church, 13s. 4rZ.
, for bread, cheese, and drink at the

anniversary (6 Edw. IV.). HERMENTRUDE.
(To be continued.}

THE PBINCE IMPERIAL'S DEATH AN HISTORIC
DOUBT. It appears from the title of a piece in

the ' Almanach Proph&ique' for 1892, Paris, pp.

140-3,
' Le Prince Imperial est il Mort ?

'
that

there appears some reason to question the common

report of the death of the Prince Imperial, which
took place, on the supposition, on June 1, 1879,
for

"
a peine elles ont etc rele v6es par M. le Comte

d'He risson dans son dernier livre :

' Le Prince

Imperial.'" The surmise is that he may be the

lunatic white in existence in India, whose voice

closely resembles that of Napoleon III., of whom
it also appears that

" sous le costume hindou qu'il

porte, c'est bien un Europe'en ; lalangue parle est

la franchise." ED. MARSHALL.

SPROULE FAMILY OF COUNTY TYRONE. Some
of your readers may be interested in the following
extract from an old book, found in very few

libraries, and entitled, 'Crawford's History of

Renfrewshire.' It was published in 1710. I

believe that by printing the following in ' N. & Q.'

it will have a better chance of preservation, and

be more accessible for reference :

" In the parish of Nielston lie the lands of Cowdon,
which give first title of lord to Sir William Cochran,
afterwards Earl of Dundonald, An ancient family of

the Spreuls did possess the forementioned lands for

many ages; but the first of that name I have found

mentioned in charters was Walter Spreul,
' Senescallua

de Dumbartown, t. e., high steward of Dumbarton,' who
obtained from Malcolm, Earl of Lennox, a charter of

the lands of Dalquhern,
'

pro homagio et servitio BUO,

i. e., for his homage and service,' as the charter testifies

and by the witness appears to be in the beginning of the

reign of Robert Bruce. As also I have seen a resignation

of the lands of Cowdon by Walter Spreul, so designed

in favour of Thomas Spreul, his son and apparent heir,

A.D. 1441, which Thomas was father of John Spreul of

Cowdon, who had a charter of these lands A.D. 1481, as

Robert Spreul, his son, had a charter of the same lands

A.D. 1515, which Robert, last mentioned, was father of

John Spreul of Cowdon, who was succeeded by a son of

the same name, who was father of James Spreul of

Cowdon, in whose person this family failed. He sold his

estate to Alexander Cochran of that ilk, A.D. 1622, which

lands became the patrimony of William Cochran, his

son, afterwards Lord Cowdon and Earl of Dun'lonald,

and is now the property of the Earl of Dundonald. The

armorial bearings of Spreul of Cowdon were, or chevron

chequie azure and argent betwixt three purses gules.

Of this family of Spreuls of Cowdon are several of good
note descended : as John Spreul, now of Milton, and my
good friend Mr. John Spreul of Glasgow, merchant,

author of the '
Accompts Current betwixt Scotland and

England.'
"

There is a tradition that James Spreul, men
tioned in the above extract as having sold his

estate, crossed over into Ireland and settled at

Tullymoan, co. Tyrone, and that he was the

common ancestor of the various branches of the

family in that county and America. The name

is now spelt Sproul, Sproull, and Sproulle, but

more usually Sproule. Another tradition is that

the common ancestor was Robert Spreul, who
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went from Scotland in 1650, and settled at

Goland, co. Tyrone. Can any of your readers

give the facts about this ;
or can they trace from

the original settler to Dr. Robert Sproule (" The
Nabob ") and his contemporaries of the name who
were the heads of the other branches ? There are

several names missing in the genealogical tree, and

it is hoped that this notice will lead to the finding
of them, either by researches in deed and wills

or otherwise. Several of the Sproules were army
officers, and I wish to procure dates of their enter-

ing and leaving the army, and of promotions ; also

names of the regiments in which they served.

J. J. ELDER.
No. 1, Board of Trade, Indianapolis, India.

" SPICED CONSCIENCE "
(Chaucer's Prologue to

the '

Canterbury Tales,' 526). This, which the

poor Parson did not make himself much to his

credit was rightly explained by Tyrwhitt, and
illustrated by him from a tract of 1594. I do not

'recollect seeing Baret's authority, fourteen years

earlier, quoted for the phrase :

" Tell me, how happeneth it that you are so holie 1 or

whence this new holinesse, or scrupulous and spiced
conscience came vpon you 1 Noua nunc religio, vnde te

wthcec incessit cedo ?
"

Ter. 1580.
'
Alvearie,' H., 5.

F. J. F.

DYING ON THE FIELD OP BATTLE. In an

Anonymous article on the present German Em-
peror (it forms the first in the April number) in

the Contemporary Review, reference is made to a

'speech in which he quoted with approval the ex-

pression of Albrecht Achilles (the great Elector

of Brandenburg who abdicated in 1486) that,
" I know of no more reputable spot on which to

die than in the midst of my enemies
"

; and the

writer goes on to say that a comment made by
some Germans upon this was " Es ist nicht so

gefahrlicb," which he interprets to mean, "The
men who are in the habit of dying in the midst
of their enemies are never known to proclaim it

beforehand." Apparently, then, he thinks that it

is possible to die habitually, or repeatedly, on
-the battle-field. Csesar, we read, was of a different

opinion, and considered that death could happen
but once ; for which reason, as Shakespeare puts
it, he thought it strange that any one should fear

death. What Csesar did say, according to Plu-

tarch, was that it was better to die once than to

make life miserable by always being in dread
of death. But it is obvious that it did not occur

to him that death in the midst of enemies might
be reduced to a habit W. T. LYNX.

Blackheath.

PROTASIUS AND GERVASIUS. The recent dis-

covery cf- gigantic skeletons at Mentone throws,
I think, considerable light on the subject of

Protasius and Gervasius, whose story is to be

found in Gibbon^ 'Decline and Fall of the

Roman Empire,' and also in the late Cardinal
Newman's essay on ecclesiastical miracles. St.

Ambrose, in the course of his conflict with the

Arians, found it desirable to obtain relics of

martyrs for a church which he was about to con-

secrate, and was guided by a dream to the remains
of Protasius and Gervasius, who were supposed to

have been martyred three hundred years before,
but of whose existence and martyrdom no record
existed. The heads of the skeletons, however,
were severed from their bodies, and fresh blood
(after three centuries) further attested their cha-

racter of martyrs. Gibbon, however, quotes from
Ambrose the remarkable statement that the
skeletons were "mir magnitudinis ut prisca
aetas ferebat." Taken in connexion with the
recent discovery in Northern Italy of a male

skeleton, whose height is estimated at 7 ft. 9 in.

(the head having been severed from the body as

in the case of Protasius and Gervasius), along with
a female skeleton of 6ft. 3 in., and another male
skeleton of 6ft. Sin., I think there can be little

doubt as to the age to which Protasius and Ger-
vasius belonged & prisca atas in a much more

emphatic sense than Ambrose intended. M.
" REPENTIR " CURLS. As some of your readers

have probably met with this term in the course of

their French reading, and may possibly not have

clearly understood it, they may be glad of the fol-

lowing explanation. George Sand, however,

although she fully explains what repentir curls

are, does not state why they were so called:

"Beppa, assifo sur les coussins de maroquin noir,
livrait au vent sea longs cheveux d'ebene qui se egparent
sur son noble front et tombent en rouleaux eouples et

nonchalant s jugque sur son sein. Nos meres appelaient,

je crois, ces deux longues boucles repentirs." George
Sand,

' Lettres d'uu Voyageur,' ed. 1869, p. 43.

I have also met with the term in George Sand's
'

Mauprat,' and in Alphonse Daudet's ' Tartarin

sur les Alpes.' JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

ANCIENT AND ANTIQUE. Paul Jove (Paolo

Giovio), one of the guests in
' Le Moyen de Par-

venir,' replying to an observation respecting the

antiquity of the Order of the Fratres Minimi,
makes the following remark :

" Quelle antiquite ! Get ordre est tout nouveau
; je

1'ai vu naitre. 11 if eat done pas antique : joint que, pour
e"tre antique, il faudrait qu'il y cut mille ans ; ancien,
deux cents; vieil, plus de cent ans."

This distinction, which the Bibliophile Jacob

says the Acadetaie Frangaise would do well to

adopt, is noteworthy, as these words, as well as

their English equivalents, are used as though they
were interchangeable terms almost.

B. D. MOSELEY.
Burslem.

ANOMALIES OF HERALDRY. Amongst the late

Earl Granville's plate which was sold at Christie's
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on March 23 last were three small tazzas with
hall mark 1690, lots 102, 103, 104. They bore
the arms of Leveson,

"
three laurel leaves," with

a baronet's hand, impaling three organ rests for

Granville. They were the property of Sir William
Leveson Gower, Bart., K.B., M.P. for Newcastle-

under-Lyme, who died December 21, 1691, <et.

forty-three, having married Lady Jane Granville,
eldest daughter of John, Earl of Bath. He was
adopted beir of his uncle, Sir Richard Leveson,
K.B., of Trentham. The first thing to note is

that the arms of Gower are dropped altogether,
instead of being borne quarterly with those of

Leveson. The second is that the baronet's hand
is put on the Leveson coat, there being no baronet
of that name, the baronetcy having descended to
Sir William Leveson Gower from his grandfather,
Sir Thomas Gower, Bart., so created July, 1620.
The owner of this plate was the first who assumed
the name of Leveson in addition to his patronymic
Gower, and it is remarkable how the members of

Lord Granville's family and the junior branch of

the Gower family have usually been known by
the name of Leveson only. G. L. G.

We must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct.

BLOCKS AND PLATES BY BEWICK. I have in

my possession a number of blocks of various City
companies' arms engraved by Bewick. In what
form did these originally appear ? I also have a

couple of small engraved copper plates about
which I am curious said to be by one of the

Bewicks, and unpublished. One represents, in

the foreground, prt of a low wall, on which is a
cat with arched back and thickened tail ; a bark-

ing collie dog, who has "
gone

"
for her, is standing

on his hind leg?, with fore-paws resting against
the wall ; in the distance is a sheet of water, and
a man fishing on the far bank. The other repre-
sents a tropical scene, a palm tree in foreground ;

behind the trunk, to the right, crouches a leopard,
and to the left a stag, looking behind him, is

weakly bounding to destruction.

ANDREW W. TUER.
The Leadenhall Press, E.G.

MRS. GOADBT'S ' LIFE OF BAMPFTLDE MOORE
CAREW.' It is now thirty-five years since the

authorship of 'The Life of Bampfylde Moore Carew'
was discussed in the columns of ' N. & Q.' Though
usually attributed to Robert Goadby, printer and
proprietor of the Sherborne Mercury, one of your
correspondents then stated he had heard that it

was written by Mrs. Goadby. This statement
can now be supported on the excellent authority

of the following extract from the ' Memoir of tne-
late Robert Goadby,' contributed to the Weekly
Entertainer and West of England Miscellany, ,

New Series, vol. L, Jan. 3, 1820 :

"The 'Life of Bampfylde Moore Carew' has been
ascribed to his pen, but was in reality written by Mrs.
Goadby, who, at various visits from that eccentric
character, wrote his adventures as he dictated them."

The Weekly Entertainer was originally established
in 1773 by Robert Goadby himself, under the title

of the Weekly Miscellany, and from 1819 to 1823
was printed and published by Charles Langdon
and Jarvis Harker at the office of the Sherborne

Mercury. The proper title of Mrs. Goadby's book
seems to be ' An Apology for the Life of Bamp-
fylde Moore Carew.' Can any reader of ' N. & Q.'
give information concerning this lady's birth,

parentage, and decease, or other personal par-
ticulars of her, or of the Goadby family 1

"
Rachel,

widow of Robert Goadby, died March 30, 1798, .

and was buried at Oborne, Dorset "
(C. H. Mayo's

Bibl. Dorset'). W. H. ALLNUTT.
Oxford.

TRENCH FAMILY. I should be much obliged if

any correspondent of your valuable paper would

kindly inform me in what library I could see or

procure
' The Pedigree of the Family of Trench/

by Nathaniel Boyle Trench (folio, 1866). Also
D'Alton's '

Pedigree of the Family of Trench.'

A. R. SHILLETO.
40, Milton Road, Cambridge.

ANOINTING. The ceremonial use of oil, fat,

ghee, &c., in religious rites and customs is widely
spread and of great antiquity. I should be obliged
for references for this usage and for theories

attempting to explain it. I know what Robertson
Smith and Kalisch have said upon the subject.

A. SMYTHS PALMEB, D.D.
Woodford.

JOHN MAYNE. The writer of an obituary notice

of John Mayne, in the Gentleman's Magazine of

May, 1836, makes this statement :

" We have learned with great pleasure that it is the
intention of the poet's son to give the world a memoir of
his father, with a reprint of '

Glasgow
' and some hitherto

unpublished poems.

Such a book would be specially welcome to

admirers of a genuine lyrist, whose work prompted
Burns in certain moods, and whom Scott thought
fully equal to Fergusson in his own special walk.
Has the promised memoir, with accompaniments.)
ever appeared ? THOMAS BAYNE.

Helensburgh, N.B.

QOEEN ELIZABETH AND THE EARL OF ESSEX..
Can any one tell me where I can see

" The His-

tory of the most renowned Queen Elizabeth and
her great Favourite the Earl of Essex. In Two
Parts"? I have it as a pamphlet, "printed at
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Stamford, in Lincolnshire (price three pence),'
bat the last page is imperfect. It was advertised

in the Stamford Mercury of July 23, 1724, to be

published on the following Thursday.
Jos. PHILLIPS.

Stamford.

LORD CHIEF JUSTICE VAUGHAN. Lysons, in

his
' Environs of London,' writes :

"When the great Lord Chancellor Bacon fell into

disgrace, and was restrained from coming within the

verge of the Court, he procured a licence (dated Sept. 13,

1621) to retire for six weeks to the house of his friend,
Lord Chief Justice Vaughan, at Parson's Green."

I should like to ask if any reader can identify this

Lord Chief Justice Vaughan, for I cannot find

such a person. There was a Sir John Vaughan in

1668 who was Lord Chief Justice ; but that could

hardly be the person. I think the person referred

to must have been a Sir Thomas Vaughan, who,
under the style of "The Lord Vaughan," is rated
in the overseers' books down to 1625. I would
also ask, Why was a licence necessary ? Kindly
reply direct. CHAS. J. FERET.

49, Edith Road, West Kensington.

HENRY LAYTON. In Thoresby's
' Ducatus Leo-

densis' (Whitaker), 1816, p. 260, mention is made
of the '

Memoirs,' 1705, of Henry Layton, of Raw-
don, near Leeds. Where can the book be seen ?

There is no copy at the British Museum, or in any
public library in Leeds, Bradford, or Halifax.

V.H.I.L.I.C.I.V.

REFERENCES SOUGHT. Can any of your
readers give me references for the following ?

1. Miss Martineau's mention of diseases as not

entities, like dogs and cats.

2. Kant's definition of marriage as a contract
for sexual reciprocity.

3. Sir John Lubbock's speech about " russet-

coated captains," and every man enjoying the

produce of his own labour.

4. "Poverty is the only virtue left, and they
want to deprive as of that by Act of Parliament."

FRANK.

BOOK ON EMPLOYMENT OF CHILDREN. Can
any of your readers give the title of a book pub-
lished a few years ago on the employment of

children in theatres, circuses, and such places ? It

was dedicated to the Earl of Shaftesbury.
A. B.

JOHN, DUKE OF ARGYLL. Can any one learned
in the history of the antiquities and monuments of

Westminster Abbey assign the reason for the erec-

tion of the ponderous monument to this great
general and statesman in the place which it occu-

pies on the wall of the southern arm of the tran-

sept, Poet's Corner ? An emblematical figure of

History upon it is represented as inscribing his

name,
"
John, Duke of Argyll and Gr

"
(meaning,

of course, Greenwich), where the pen rests. He
died in 1743, and was buried, I believe, in

Henry VII. 's Chapel. Pope has immortalized him
in the following expressive couplet :

Argyll ! the State's whole thunder bora to wield,
And shake alike the senate and the field.

The English dukedom of Greenwich became
extinct on his death, but his Scottish honours

devolved upon his brother.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

SIR JOHN GRAHAM OF KILBRIDE. In Sir B.

Burke's '

Dictionary of the Extinct Peerages,' new

edition, London, 1883, it is stated at p. 240 that

the above-named Sir John Graham (second son of

Malise, Earl of Stratherne) was
" ancestor of the Grahams Viscounts of Preston extinct

1739; Grahams of Gartmore,* Grahams of Netherby,
Grahams of Norton Conyers, baronets, and other

families of that name."

This statement agrees in the main with preceding

authorities, such as Douglas, 'Peerage' (1764),

p. 474 ; Crauford's
'

Peerage of Scotland' (1716),

p. 331; f and Wood's edition of Douglas (1813),
vol. ii. p. 227. In the seventh edition of Sir B.

Burke's 'Landed Gentry' (1886) it is stated at

p. 770 that from Sir John Graham of Kilbride

was descended William Graham of Gartmore.

But in the 'Peerage' for 1883, by the same

author, the following sentence occurs at p. 925 :

" John (Graham) of Kilbride married Margaret
Muschet and d.s.p. before 1491." This sentence

is not found in the '

Peerage
'
for 1877. I am not

aware if the question whether Sir John Graham
of Kilbride left issue or died without issue has

been argued out, and I shall be much obliged for

a reference to any work where the argument is to

be found, or where proof of the latter proposition
is given. The dicta of a king of arms carry

weight, but where (as in the present case) they are

self-contradictory, correspondents of 'N. & Q.'

would be wrong not to point out the contra-

diction and to ask for information and for an

indication of the authority relied on. SIGMA.

CURIOUS RETURN INTO THE EXCHEQUER. In

a somewhat remarkable petition to the House of

Lords, in 1673, disinterred by the Historical

Manuscripts Commission (First Appendix to

Eighth Report, p. 152), "many thousand

miserable creatures
"

insolvent debtors repre-

sent that they
" are languishing and perishing in

prisons and boles, being almost starved and eaten

* This refers to the present family of Gartmore, and

not to the old Grahams of Gartmore, co. Perth, who
were descended from the third son of the third Earl of

Menteth.

f Crauford says Sir John married a lady of the name
f Campbell, and had three sons, and gives details,

IT!Jently the result of considerable research.
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up with vermin, through the cruelty of their

creditors." After a lengthy account of their suffer-

ings, the petitioners point out,
" that this hard and uncharitable custom of keeping poor
prisoners for debt, even ready to perish, is not practised
in any Christian country but England (from whence
comes that cruel proverb that they will make Dice of
their Bones), and the Marshal of the King's Bench, upon
the death of any prisoner in execution, returns a bale of
dice into the Exchequer."

A bale of dice occurs in some of the Elizabethan

dramatists, and signified a pair. But is there any
evidence that such a return was ever made into

the Exchequer ; and is anything known of the
so-called proverb ? J. LATIMER.

Bristol.

GROUNDSEL. Can any of your readers supply
some explanation of the etymology of the plant
named groundsel ? As given in various authorities

the second part of the word is explained as a

corruption of the verb to swallow; but what I fail

to see is the logical appropriateness of the idea
of swallowing ground as a description of this plant,
whereas our native botanical names are in most
other cases so very picturesque and appropriate to

their purpose. W. RICHARDSON.
Stroud Green.

[The literal sense is ground swallower, i. e., occupant
of the ground (Skeat, .?.).]

NORTON ST. WALEKIC, IN HANTS. Several
Notions are found in Hants

;
this Norton appa-

rently is in Barton Stacey. Upon the forfeiture

of Robert, Count of Dreux, the St. Waleric
lands in Hants (which had come to him from
his marriage, circa 1226, with Annora, daughter
to Thomas de St. Waleric), more especially the
manors of Sutton and Norton, are named. In
later times this possession of the De Norton

family passed to Kichard, Earl of Cornwall. Is it

known how these lands came to the Nortons i

The College of St. Elizabeth Winton, temp.
Edward II., held a manor or manors of Norton St.

Waleric, 1368. Sir Ralph Norton, on his marriage,
came into possession of Norton by his marriage
with Margaret, of what family not known. Sir

Bernard Brocas had reversion of the manor, and
this reversion was granted in trust to William ol

Wykeham. Did this Norton de St. Waleric, after

the death of Sir Ralph and his wife, pass from the

Norton family ? VICAR.

"STTJRSON" FAIR. I possess a little book
entitled '

Colloquia et Dictionariolum BOX Lin-

guarum, Latinse, Gallicae, Germanicse, Anglicte,

Italica,', et Hispanicte,' printed at Heidelberg in

1614. At sig. M 2 (the book is without pagina
tion) are this question and answer :

"
Quo tendi;

equitans ita plucide ? Antuerpiam, ad mercatum
Pentecostes." The last three words are Englishec"
to the Sturson faire." One would, of course

have expected
" Whitsun "

instead of "Sturson."
nan any of your readers explain this word 1

F. ADAMS.
105, Albany Road, Camberwell.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.
The following is quoted, without reference, in E. H.

Digby's
' Children's Bower,' vol. ii. p. 186 :

As they sit and gaze upon us
With those deep an i tender eyes,

Like the stars, so still and saintlike,

Looking downwards from the skies.

ANON.
The best of what we do and are

Just God forgive.
HEADING.

HINTS TO FARMERS.

(7
th S. xii. 126, 232, 350, 429, 511 ; 8th S. i.

Ill, 189, 319.)

There is a sentence in MR. TROLLOPE'S note

which seems to indicate that he shares the common

opinion that a general adoption of the system of

small holdings would check the migration of our

rural population to the larger towns. I doubt

whether it would check it to any great extent. In

the Isle of Axholme small holdings are the rule,

and yet during the years 1881-91 the population
of Epworth has decreased from 2,178 to 1,903, and
that of the neighbouring parish of Bolton from

1,719 to 1,421; nor are these the only cases that

might be adduced. Here, as elsewhere, one effect

of small holdings is that girls and women engage

largely in field labour. It is a common case to

see all the members of a family at work together ;

nor is the work of the women confined to the

family holding. They work for hire on our few

large farms as willingly as on their own freeholds ;

in fact, most of the girls in the neighbourhood

appear to prefer field labour to domestic service.

Of course they cannot do everything that a man
would do. We have no actual

"
daughters of the

plough," and such skilled labour as hedging and

ditching and almost all the coarser work is, as I

need hardly say, done by men. There remains,

however, ample employment for the gentler sex,

and they seem to thrive upon it. Some of your

correspondents have written of field work as un-

feminine. Such was not the opinion of Clougb,
whose hero was never so taken with a girl as when
he found her

Bending with blue cotton gown skirted up over striped

linsey-woolsey,

Milking the kine in the field, like Rachel, watering

cattle,

Rachel, when at the well, the predestined beheld and
kissed her.

Or, if you please, with the fork, in the garden uprooting

potatoes.
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And if in the garden, why not in the field, like our

Islonian maidens? Of course these miss some-

thing they might learn in domestic service ;
but I

have not noticed that either they or their male

workfellows are remarkable for dulness of intellect

or numbness of feeling. Certainly the picture
which Lady Verney draws of the French peasant

proprietor does not apply here. Racial differences

must be taken into account, and the different mental

inheritance of a people hardly yet emancipated
from the serfdom of the old regime and of those

whose fathers were freemen. I have known inti-

mately the ordinary agricultural labourer of the

midland counties and the small proprietor of the

Isle of Axholme, and I have no hesitation in

saying that the latter is the better man of the two
more independent, more intelligent, quicker in

feeling, and more capable in action ; and, making
allowance for a little external roughness, I may say
the same of his womankind. In them we have at

least better material than in their softer sisters of

the south ; and that they are neither unaware of

their value nor slow to improve their condition is

clear, for, as the gradual decrease of our villages

shows, they are continually moving upward to the

towns. Upward ? well, that is as it may be. At
least they move they are not stagnant,

" numb "

in feeling, or " dull " in intellect.

These facts are for the consolation of MR.
TROLLOPE. On the general question of the mental

and moral status of the rural labourer (using that

word in its widest sense), I may perhaps be

allowed to point out that no sort of really hard

physical toil is conducive to mental or moral sensi-

bility, but the reverse. Agriculturists, whether
"farmers" or "labourers," have in times past
been so subdued by heavy and continuous labour

that in the nature of things their minda were
dulled and coarsened. If so alert and bright an

intelligence as Nathaniel Hawthorne found that a

few weeks of playing at farm work at Brook Farm
made him stupid (as he seriously confesses he did),
need we wonder to see

Farmers made so coarse,
And clergy made so fine ?

Amongst other good effects of the application of

machinery to farm-work this is not the least nay,

perhaps it is the greatest that farm labourers will

be less like machines, and more like men. This

has already done much for them, and the Educa-
tion Acts are doing the rest. 0. G. B.

I am sorry I did not make myself quite clear by
the term "

coarse farmers." I meant those who
allowed theirj daughters to do the work of men.
A. J. M. says that in Devonshire such "coarse" men
are not poor, but rich, and that it is the decent men
who are poor. If readers will turn back to p. 511 of

the previous volume of
' N. & Q.' they will see I

have much sympathy with little farmers and

cottagers, and no wish to disparage them. As
milking,

" look you," is
" a sweet virtue in a maid

with clean hands," all the women of such little

farmers not only should milk, but generally do.

By
" numbness of intellect

" absence of common
sense was not meant, but small developement of

the higher faculties of the mind.

If under the eye and by the direction of skilful

men an average English acre produces more than

an average French acre, it is no more a proof of

the intellectuality of the labourer who holds the

plough than it is of the horse which draws the

plough. Otherwise it might be reasoned that the

swarms of miserable Israelites who built the Pyra-
mids were intellectual men.
Even if our peasantry could be shown to be

cleverer than those of other countries, it would

prove nothing more than that they are not the

slowest of a dull race. Exposure to the weather

and exercise in the fresh air make a man drowsy
and unfit him for study. A labourer who comes
home wet and tired from his day's work, directly
he has had his supper is almost sure to fall asleep.

His "
greatest good

"
is to be "

fall, and warm, and

dry." So, when he reads a little,
" the absorption

of undigested and half-comprehended ideas, in the

absence of education, tends to create discontent,"
as MR. TROLLOPE justly observes.

This dullness or slowness of intellect is univer-

sally acknowledged by practical men, who act

accordingly. Listen to a farmer giving directions

to his men. The iteration and reiteration will

surprise you. It is necessary. You hear the

orders given in the plainest language, in almost

every form of words. You walk slowly away,,

expecting the master to follow
;
which perhaps he

does, for a few yards, then turns back, and gives
all over again and again.

" Come away," I said,

on one of these occasions; "surely the man needs

no more telling!" The reply was, "You know

nothing about it. These men are so dull, and
their minds move so slowly, that you have to
*

ding
'

things into them, or they would forget.'*

Town workmen would feel insulted to have orders

given with such repetition.
The dullest of these men read now, or their

children read to them. They read of factory girls,

earning 13s. or 14s. per week, being pitied by

supposed-to-be-benevolent ladies for their bad payr

though it is as much as farm labourers have to live

and maintain their families upon, and they see

ladies pining on half as much. These girls work
in warm, comfortable factories, while labourers

have to toil in all sorts of weather. I know a

shepherd who has neither slept in a bed nor had his

boots off for three or four weeks this spring.
" In

the day the drought consumed him, and the frost

by night ;
and his sleep departed from his eyes."

All the poetry about "the young lambs" which
" run sporting about by the side of their dams/'
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if he could have thought of it, would not have
comforted him much.

They read of all sorts of amusements and
wonderful things in towns. They read that work-
men there are spoken of as " the people,"

"
the

masses," "toilers," "workmen," "craftsmen,"
"skilled workmen." They see themselves called

"Hodge," "clodhoppers,"
"
bumpkins,"

" chaw-

bacons," "Johnny Raws," &c. Of course they
like it, and take it as a sign of the estimation in

which they are held.

They not only see their fellows fare miserably,
but they know that in many instances the masters

are not much better off. They see all around
instances of most painful reverses ; owners or

tenants of great farms ruined, sold up, living on

charity, on small allowances from children settled

in towns, or maintained by daughters who earn

money by teaching. Landlords have also suffered

extremely. One has had no rent from some of his

tenants for five or six years. That landlord is a

kind, genial, clever, popular man, the very beau

ideal of a country gentleman ; but he is a "
squire,"

therefore a butt for the poor creature who traves-

ties the proceedings of Parliament for a publication
which was once considered comic, the same elegant
wit who nicknamed the late W. H. Smith " Old

Morality," and was so proud of it that he con-

stantly repeated it like a cuckoo. Admirable
taste and feeling ! Admirable public, to be tickled

by such stuff !

Seeing farmers and all connected with the land

are continually lampooned and misrepresented,
lectured and abused ;

that every iguorant scribbler

has a fling at them; and seeing that it is the worst

paying industry in the country, can there be any
wonder at the deep discontent amongst our rural

population ? Men do not go into business for the
" national well-being," but for their own indi-

vidual good, hoping to get bread-and-butter for

their children, though I fear the "
butter

"
is

generally a vain hope where the peasantry are

concerned, who know that when they are worn
out there is only the union for them.
At a visit to a friend on the Wolds, I noticed a

fine, handsome old man, with a spotlessly white
short smock, chimney-pot hat, and altogether of

very respectable appearance, pottering about in

one of the labourers' gardens. I was interested in

him, and on visiting there again, the next year, I

asked where was my old friend. The master's

countenance fell
" Ah ! Where is he ? Why,

he is dead. They killed him. They broke his

heart. They murdered him," said he, getting

quite excited.
" Who killed him ? What do you

mean ?
" " The guardians did. The guardians

of S Union. The hardest and most unfeeling
lot in the county." This is the old gentleman's

history. He had been a farmer's labourer and
foreman

;
and by years of industry and self-denial

saved up 4002. He bought a bit of land and
borrowed money on it. Bad times came, things
went down, and, as in hundreds more cases, the

mortgagee took the land, the owner was beggared.
Worn out and past work, he applied to the parish
for relief. He had a son living with my friend,
who took him in, and did as much for him as he
was able, after providing for his own wife and sis

children. The guardians suspected that this un-
fortunate and thoroughly respectable old man was

being made too comfortable for a worn-out pauper,
and gave notice that he would have no more out-
door relief, but that he must go into the "

union,"

probably hoping that the son would pine his owa
children rather than allow it. They took the poor
old man to the union, weeping like a child. They
shut him up in prison among imbeciles and un

thrifts, for no other crime than being poor. The
son told his master, who felt indignant, and said

he would see the guardians and the chairman,
and would soon have him out. But the hard-

hearted union to which the old man belonged was
in another district than where the master lived,,

and before it could be accomplished in a week or

two he died broken hearted. He had brought up
his children well; his son writes a very good hand,
is skilful at arithmetic, and works out many cal-

culations for his master ; in fact, he is the clerk

of the farm. I have met with many such cases ;

there have been hundreds in this county. Men,
the most industrious and deserving of their class,

reduced to beggary after a life of toil and self*

denial.

These are
"
object lessons

"
for farmers'

labourers. Even the crows (so we call rooks) will

avoid the place where one of their fellows has come
to grief. And should not men have as much sense

as crows ?

On the other hand, they hear of neighbours and
friends in good situations in towns, who are"getting
on." These come down occasionally,looking well and

respectable, wearing good clothes, and with plenty
of money in their pockets. Railways and schools

have revolutionized the country. Men are restless

and uneasy. The old things do not please them,,

Many who have half acres to their cottages would
never cultivate their plots if their masters did not

plough them. They have plenty of such work in

the day, and are sick of it ; they want a change..

Young men will no longer learn to thatch, to

stack, to grip, or to plash.
" What's tha yeuse?

I mean ta goa." This is the history of one who

A little cottager with two acres of land, four miles

from Boston, had two or three children. He died,
and left his wife to struggle on. She worked hard

in the field, early and late, which, in the circum-

stances, was honourable to her. But she deter-

mined to save her son, by some means or other,
from such a life of drudgery. After many
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failures, she got him a place as errand-boy with a

tradesman in Boston. His master, being pleased
with him, taught him his trade. He did not waste
his spare hours, but improved himself, and when
he was out of his time he went to London, and

again got into the good graces of his master. He
was advanced to better positions again and again.
How I became acquainted with the history is : I

was in the ehop of his first master a few weeks since,
when a friend of the young man's came to say that

he had just been promoted again. He is now in

a confidential position, receiving 4007. a year.
His age is only twenty-six. The first use he
made of his prosperity was to buy his mother a

new gown, which she must have needed, as it

was eighteen years since she had the last. Then
lie took for her ten acres of land, and bought her
five cows. If he had stopped at home he might
have been earning 15s. per week.

Envious class hatred is spoiling the pleasure the

masters once had in country life. A farmer, how-
ever wealthy, may not hunt, without insulting
remarks being made, although to breed and
*'make" hunters is an important part of his

business. His daughters may not play tennis,
but some educated man " who writes himself

armigero
"
will snub and lecture them. He may

not shoot over his own land without sneers about

"cruelty,"
"
bloody sport," "vermin allowed to

consume the produce of the land that 'bloated
aristocrats

'

may enjoy themselves." He may not
arrest a poacher without being called a ruthless

tyrant, enforcing unjust and arbitrary laws,

punishing men for catching wild creatures, the

property of no one ; though, as they eat the pro-
duce of the land, the owners of it must, naturally
as well as legally, have a better title to the game
than those who have nothing to do with the land.

Instead of poachers being fine, spirited villagers,
with the instincts of sportsmen, as often described

by ignorant and malignant penny-a-liners, in nine
cases out of ten they are mechanics, ostlers,

butchers, and loafers from neighbouring towns;
generally the idlest and most dissolute fellows in the

place, never working when they can help it. But

only let a "
squire" prosecute one, and a "

parson
"

send him to prison long enough to give his wife time
to recover from the sore bones and the wounds and
bruises of her last thrashing, and what a howl goes
up to heaven from a section of the daily press.
The gentleman farmer can no longer feel the old

pleasure in his fields, his trees, and his flowers

they are no longer his own. Said I, the other

day, just as we turned through the gate of

friend's rookery,
" Where are all your prim-

roses ?
"
for the opposite coppice on the hillside a

this time of year used to be a cloud of primrose
completely covering the ground.

" Plucked by
' wee toddling things,' children with beaming eye
and sunny locks, who made the air musical with

cries of delight and ringing laughter?" "Not
exactly; but grubbed up by dirty, unwholesome

hakbags, with short pipes and bad language in

heir mouths, with bottles sticking out of their

>ockets; who bring terrier dogs, and catch a rabbit

whenever they can ;
who throw glass bottles about

the fields, which have to be looked for and picked
up lest a valuable horse or cow should be lamed.

These hakeing scamps come from the market town
at four or five o'clock in the morning, with baskets

and trowels, dig them up, and advertise them in

he Silly Girls' and Idlers' Journal, so many
roots for a shilling. We shall soon have none
eft. The same with birds' nests. They take them
rom the shrubs close up to the dining-room
window, and sell the eggs." As we went back I

saw a couple of fellows with scjthes at a brook.

"What are those fellows doing there 1" "Oh,
they are mowing watercresses."

"
Mowing

watercresses in your field ! What for ?
" "

Why,
to sell, to be sure. A lot of men round here make
a living at it. They pack them in hampers, and
send them to the large towns." By this time we

got up to the men, who were filling sacks with the

watercresses. They had a donkey and cart at the

gate to take them away. They looked surlily at

us, as though they thought what a burning
shame it was they had to carry their sacks a little

distance, as, on account of the gate being locked,

they could not bring the donkey and oart into the

field "our field, if a fellow had his rights; for the

land belongs to the people." "Why don't you

prosecute some of these trespassers?" "Where
would be the good ? You might always be pro-

secuting. And then you would be held up as a

brutal tyrant, who would not allow a poor child to

pluck a flower or a poor man to gather a water-

cress to eat with bis 'humble meal.
' "

It is impossible to handle so large a subject in

the space of an article in ' N. &. Q.,
1 and many of

its readers may think too much space already has

been devoted to the matter. It would fill a

volume; but I affirm again that there is a deep and

growing dissatisfaction with rural life through all

classes of it. I have attempted to show the

reasons. The pity of it is, a lot of theorists and

bookmen will meddle with what they do not

understand, and which they have no power to

understand. They write books about the pleasures

of country life, which pleasures are very like ruffles

to a man who wants a shirt. Honey is sweet, but

it is a bad substitute for beef. Such pleasures as

may be found the people scarcely appreciate, and

want something more substantial. Those who
look on see the best of the game. The author of
' Piers Plowman,' Crabbe, and Cowper have drawn

true pictures of rural life, without gush, twaddle,

or false sentiment ; but most poets' descriptions of

it are about as like nature as a Dresden china

shepherdess is like a real living shepherdess.
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The increase of small holdings may do som

good ; but I cannot see how it is to cause man
more people to stay on the land. The land is cu

tivated now, and it will only be cultivated then

Country people will continue to flock to the towns
The land does not increase, though the families d
which live upon it

;
and the surplus population

must go somewhere.
It is very pleasant to find MR. TROLLOP

handling the subject in a serious and sympatheti
manner, so different from the flippant, superciliou

way of some. Yes, the statement of the dissatis

faction of the farming interest is
" about the mos

sad and fatal that could be put forth about an;
nation under the sun." I now leave it. I do no
care to discuss the matter further in ' N. & Q.'

K. K.
Boston, Lincolnshire.

I observe that what I took the liberty o

writing on this subject does not seem to have
interested any of the readers of, or contributors to
* N. & Q.,' except in the case of E. E. and anothe

correspondent. The questions involved are no
suitable to an antiquarian paper, and I have no
wish to discuss them further, especially as I have

long ago said my say about them elsewhere
; but ]

do wish to point out, even to antiquaries, that
those who have cared to notice my paper in
* N. & Q.' are evidently possessed with an opinion
that men are the sole arbiters of women's work :

that women are only to do what men "allow'
them to do. That is an opinion which, as I know
by experience, the women's rights folk are very
happy to encourage, so long as it only affects the
humbler forms of labour. I take leave, however,
to add that it is not my opinion. A. J. M.

LWhile owning that much that is of interest and
importance has been said on this subject, the Editor
shares what seema to be a general opinion, that enough"
space already has been devoted to the subject," and

hopes that the question will be allowed to drop.]

MEDIEVAL INSCRIPTIONS AT EARL SOHAM
(8

th S. i. 221). The versions of these hexameters
by S. A. and myself have at least the merit of

being somewhat comprehensible. As we do not

quite agree, and as both of us appear to be at a
loss in one place, I venture to discuss our dif-

ferences.

1. My "
Ean'Iphus

"
ought to be Raulphug, the

n being the letter most commonly indicated by a
stroke above that which follows.

2. "Colnitf'is a name unknown hereabouts,
or, indeed, anywhere, to the best of my belief.

I' Cobytt," which seems to originate from Cowbit,
in Holland, or perhaps from some smaller local

"cow-bits," survives in Oobbett and Cubitt.
There was a Eadulphus Cubytt in Norwich,
c. 1520, perhaps to be identified with the Earl
Soham benefactor.

3. I hold to
"
Sancte," as there is a stroke over

the a.

4. With regard to
"
cni

" and "
sibi

" lam very
doubtful.

5. I hold to
"
ejus." The mark above the u

inclines over the end of the word. <(

Emin,"
moreover, is absolutely unmeaning.

6. The horizontal stroke in a is so frequently

omitted, that I am not inclined to abandon my
theory of Edoa for Edoard or Edward. The sur-

name in that form was very common, and it

occurs in our own parish deeds of the time of

Eichard II.
" Edon "

is quite unknown.
7. If S. A. will turn to p. 232 of my

' Church
Bells of Suffolk

'

(let me thank him for his kind
mention of my labours), he will find that I regret
to leave a word unread. It is that which he reads
"

praecipuus." I think it is
"
et exempli," the et

being, as usual, a monogram. If any one could

produce an instance of "
exemplum

"
used for an

essay or exercise, the word might here refer to

the hexameters themselves.

J. J. EAVEN, D.D., F.S.A.

Fressingfield Vicarage, Harleston.

COL. VALENTINE WAUTON (8
th S. L 228).

Although not supplying the exact information

MR. PINK requires, the following extract from the

account of Huntingdonshire contained in 'The
Beauties of England and Wales,' by Messrs.

Brayley and Britton, vol. vii. pp. 565-6, may aid

in that direction:

"The Manor of Great Stoughton [properly Great

3taughton~| became the property of the Knightly
'amily of Wauton, by marriage with the heir-general of
3ir Adam de Cretings, who distinguished himself in

Sdward III.'s wars in France, and dwelt here at

>etingsbury. John de Wauton, or Waweton, was a

Knight of the Shire for Huntingdon in several Parlia-

ments during the reign of the above king, and in that
of his successor, Richard II. His descendant, Sir

>eorge Wauton, who was knighted by James I. in 1604,
leld this Manor of the Bishop of Lincoln, as sub-

ordinate to hia Manor of Buckden, by the fourth part of
a Knight's fee. Between this gentleman and Sir Oliver

>omwell, uncle to the Protector, there was a particular

Headship, which most probably led to the marriage of
Valentine Wauton, Esq., his relation, and successor in

bis Manor, with Margaret, sister to the Protector

Oliver," &c.

!he same work tells us that Great Staughton
Ihurch contains

a costly monument, now partly mutilated, erected by
ir Oliver Cromwell, K.B., to the memory of his friend

ir Qeorge Wauton, who died at the age of seventy-two,
n 1606, and is represented in armour, lying upon a high
able, supported by two male figures, standing upon
.evated pedestals."

C. K.
Torquay.

' MORNING CHRONICLE '

(8"
1 S. i. 273). It may

e worth mention that Evans notices a portrait,
ublished about the year 1760, of Inigo Spils-
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bury, "born 1730, engraver and printseller in

London." J. F. MANSERGH.
Liverpool.

TOURLOUROU (7
th S. viii. 160 ; 8th S. i. 354).

The term is still in use, hardly in, but for the

French army, in exactly the same sense as before

1843. D.

The word is now quite obsolete, or nearly so, in

the French army, and has been replaced by the

term lieu. DNARGEL.

GROUND RENTS AND TAXATION (8
th S. i. 354).

In answer to a speech by Mr. Councillor Fulford

in the City Council, Birmingham, in favour of

local taxation on the value of interest in land

(February 18, 1890), Mr. Alderman G. J. Johnson

issued a pamphlet (pp. 42) which was printed by
M. Billing & Co., Livery Street, Birmingham.

ESTE.

The only book on ground rents is entitled
' Ground Rents and Building Leases,' by C. H.

Sargant (Swan Sonnenschein & Co., Paternoster

Square, 1886). There is next to nothing on this

subject in the legal treatises on rents and on

building leases respectively.
FREDERIC BOASE.

36, James Street, S.W.

[The Property Protection Society, the offices of which
are at 45, Parliament Street, S.W., ends a long list of

its publications, which our correspondent would do well

to consult.]

DUTCH DROPS (8
th S. i. 354). The fluid known

in England by this name is called by Dutchmen
" Haarlemsche Olie." It is a speciality of Haarlem,
and has been made and sold there since 1698,
the original maker's name being Claas Tilly, from

whom it has descended by hereditary succession to

the present maker, C. de Koning Tilly, who

possesses exclusive rights. It is of a dark-brown

colour, of powerful odour, and of nauseous taste.

The Dutch broadsheet which accompanies each

flask (a phial about three-quarters of an inch in

diameter and four inches in length) specifies a

multitude of complaints in which it works

wonders ;
suffice it here to say that fresh wounds

and toothache are among the number. The

English name is derived from the mode of adminis-

tration, fifteen drops, e.g., being recommended
as the dose in cases of gravel and stone. It is

much used in London, and can be purchased at

some drug stores. F. ADAMS.

105, Albany Road, Cambeiwell.

Dutch drops are in the present day an article

of commerce, and prices for them are to be found

both in the wholesale and retail lists of patent

medicine vendors. We send you a sample. The

demand for them is less than it used to be.

Reference to Samuel Gray's
'

Supplement to the

Pharmacopoeia,' printed 1824, gives,
" Balsam of

turpentine, Dutch drops, obtained by distilling

oil of turpentine in a glass retort, till a red balsam
is left." Also,

" Common Dutch drops (Balsam

sulphuris terebinthinatum), flor. snlph. 4 oz.,ol.

terebinth. 8
pz. ; dissolve." This last was more

likely the article handled by Tom Pinch.

A. & J. WARREN.
Bristol.

[Other correspondents send replies.]

ANGELICA KAUFFMANN (8
th S. i. 293, 364).

The oil painting representing the meeting of

Edward IV. with Lady Elizabeth Woodville, 7ft.

by 4 ft., hangs in this house. An engraving of it

was seen in London recently by my daughter, for

which with another (not one of Angelica Kauff-

mann's) the dealer asked 102.

G. MAUGHAN, M.A.
East Kirkby Vicarage, Spilsby.

SCOTTS OF THIRLESTANE (8
th S. i. 334). MB.

WALTBR F. LYON desires to be assisted in identi-

fying the earlier members of this family. The
latest information concerning them is contained in

a volume entitled
' Some Old Families : a Contri-

bution to the Genealogical History of Scotland,

with an Appendix of Illustrative Documents, by
H. B. McCall, F.S.A.Scot." This book was

printed in Birmingham in 1890 for private circula-

tion. It embodies all that has so far been dis-

covered respecting the genealogy of the Thirlestane

Scotts. It will there be seen that the first Laird

of Thirlestane of whom we have distinct docu-

mentary evidence is John Scott, who in the year
1535 entered, in company with Robert Scott of

Howpaslot, into a " bond of manrent "
with Mal-

colm, Lord Fleming, Great Chamberlain of Scot-

land. This is the John Scott who, according to

family tradition, received from James V. an

honorable addition to his armorial bearings in the

form of
" ane border of fleur de lys about his arms

of azure and a bundell of lances on his helmet,"
the "border" being the royal tressure of Scot-

land. The paternity of John Scott, his connexion

with the Scotts of Howpaslot, and his descent

from Buccleuch have not as yet been firmly estao-

lished by contemporary evidence. They repose on

family tradition, on MS. pedigrees of uncertain

origin and date, and on the rhymed chronicle of

Scot of Satchells. ME. LYON may also consult

Mr. Craig Brown's '

History of Selkirkshire,' and

the '

History of the Partition of the Lennox,' by
Mr. Mark Napier (Edinb., 1835).
Mr. McCall's beautiful and curious volume was

presented to the Library of the British Museum,
and to the Library of the Faculty of Advocates,

Edinburgh, so that it can be readily consulted.

The author is descended from the Scotts of

Davington, the elder branch of Thirlestane.

N. & E.

Thirlestane, Selkirk.
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"HUNTING THE KAM" AT ETON (8
th S. i.

315). There is an account of this custom in the

extract from the Courier, May, 1799, which is

given in Maria Edgeworth's
' Parent's Assistant."

It is printed immediately before the list oi

characters in her ' Eton Montem." Allusion is

made to it in the Gentlemen's Magazine for August,
1731. See also Brand's 'Popular Antiquities,'

vol. i. p. 440, Bonn's edition.

H. G. GRIFFINHOOFE.

THE YOUNG PRETENDER (8
th S. i. 374). See

the Catalogue of the Stuart Exhibition at the New
Gallery. D.

RICHARD ALLISON (8
th S. i. 310). He is chiefly

known now by his two madrigals,
" A garden is my

lady's face," and
" Shall I abide this jesting?" both

of which, with slightly varied words, however, are

in the ' Howres Recreation.' Although this work
is given in the index as containing twenty-four

songs, there are, in reality, only fourteen
; each

verse of a song being numbered. ' The Psalmes '

are so printed that the five performers sitting round
a table can read from the one book, one psalm
being displayed in each opening. Dr. E. F.

Rimbault says :

" The name of Robert Allison (possibly a mistake for

that of Richard) appears in a list of Gentlemen of tbe

Chapel Royal, who petitioned James I. (soon after his

accession to tbe throne) for an increase of salary. The
petition and list of names are entered in tbe cheque
book of the Royal Chapel, and bear date December 5,

1604."

Subjoined are the titles of two works by him :

"The Psalmes of Dauid in Meter, the plaine Song bee-

ing tbe common tunue to be sung and plaide upon the

Lute, Orpharyon, Citterne, or Base Violl, severally or

altogether, tbe singing part to be either Tenor or Treble
to the Instrument according to the nature of the voyce,
or for fpwre voyces. By Richard Allison, Gent. Prac-
titioner in the Art if Musicke ;

and are to be solde at his
house in the Dukea place neere Aide-gate. London,
Printed by William Barley, the Assigne of Thomas
Morley, 1599."
" An Howres Recreation in Musicke, apt for Tnstru-

raentea and Voyces ;
Framed for the delight of Gentle-

men and others which are wel affected to that qualitie,
All for the most part with two trebles, necessarie for
such as teach in priuate families, with a prayer for the

long preseruation of the King and his posteritie, and a

thankesgiving for the deliuerence of the whole estate from
the late conspiracie. By Richard Alison, Gentleman
end practitioner in this Arte. London, Printed by John
Windet the Assigne of William Barley, and are to be sold
at the Golden Anchore in Pater Noster Row. 1606."

The first work is dedicated to "The Right
Honorable and most ver[t]uous Lady, the Lady
Anne Countesse of Warwicke"; the last to his

"singular good patrone Sir John Scudamore,
Knight." Allison also assisted, with nine others,
in the harmonizing of the tunes in

" The Whole
Booke of Psalmes : with their wonted Tunes as

they are sung in Churches, composed into foure

parts. Imprinted at London by Thomas Eat, the

assigne of William Byrd : dwelling in Aldersgate
streete at the signe of the Black Horse and are

there to be sold, 1592." WEYGHTE.

A teacher of music in London in the reign of

Elizabeth, the particulars of whose birth and
decease are unknown. His name first occurs as a

contributor to T. Este's
' Whole Booke of Psalms,'

1592. A few years later he published on his own

account,
' The Psalmes of David in Meter,' 1599,

a collection of old church tunes harmonized by
himself in four parts, with an accompaniment for

the "
lute, orpharyon, citterne, or base violl," and

important as being one of the earliest to give the

melody in the cantus or soprano part the usual

practice being to give it to the tenor. Allison

advertises it
" to be solde at his house in the

Duke's place near Aide-gate," and dedicates it to

the Countess of Warwick. It is ushered forth by
some complimentary verses by John Dowland,
the celebrated performer on the lute, and others.

He appears to have been patronized by Sir John

Scudamore, to whom he dedicated his part songs

entitled,
' An Howres Recreation in Musicke, apt

for Instruments and Voyces,' 1606. This publica-

tion contains " a prayer
"
set to music,

"
for the long

preservation of the king and his posteritie," and
" a thanksgiving for the deliverance of the whole

estate from the late conspiracie
"

the Gunpowder
Plot.

The above is extracted from Grove's
'

Dictionary
of Music and Musicians,' 1880. J. H. A.

Maidstone.

[Other correspondents are thanked for replies.]

PIGOT (8
th S. i. 294). In the Scots Magazine,

vol. Ixxxi. p. 583, the lady referred to is styled
" Miss Glover, of Keppel Street, Russell Square,
London." I have a note that she was illegitimate

daughter of Sir Arthur Pigott, who succeeded Mr.

Spencer Perceval as Attorney-General in 1806, but

resigned that office in 1807. SIGMA.

Sir Arthur Piggotfc, returned aa M.P. for Steyn-

ing 1806, Arundel 1806, and Horsham 1812, is

stated in the obituary notice appearing in Gent.

Mag., 1819, vol. Ixxxix. part ii. p. 371, to have

seen a native of the West Indies and a bencher

of the Middle Temple. He was knighted at

St. James's, February 12, 1806, on his appoint-

ment as Attorney-General (London Gazette,

No. 15,892, February 25, 1806, p. 240), and

died at Eastbourne, co. Sussex, September 6,

L819, in his sixty-ninth year, leaving a widow

formerly Miss Dunnington, of Manchester),
" who

was his wife upwards of 46 years."
DANIEL HIPWELL.

17, Hilldrop Crescent, N.

" FROST SAINTS " OR " ICE SAINTS "
(8*" S. i.

293). In Hanover people expect cold weather on

VI uy 11, 12, and 13, and attribute the days
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to S3. Pancratius, Liberatus, and Servatius, in the

order given, whilst the Church calendar dedicates

them to S3. Mamertus, Pancratius, and Servatias.

See * N. & Q.,' 7"> S. iv. 334. It is said on the

Rhine,
"
Pancraz, Servaz, und Bonifaz [May 14]

sind drei Eismaaner," and in Haute Loire :

Saint Mamert, Saint Pancrace et Saint Servais
Sans froid cea saints de glace tie vont jamaia.

" The Bohemians," writes Mr. Swainson, from
whose ' Weather Folk-lore

'
I gather some of these

crumbs,
" have made a special saint of their own,

whom they call Pan Serboni (a name composed of

the first syllables of Pancratius, Servatius, and

Boniface), and of whom they say that 'Pan
Serboni withers the trees (with frost).' But in

Belgium, on the contrary, there is a proverb that

St. Pancratius said to St. Servatins, 'After my
festival there will be no more night frosts.'" In
the Saalthal, near Naumburg, these three saints

are called
"
Wiendiebe," i.e.,

"
wine-stealers," p. 97.

ST. SWITHIN.

The three saints in question are S3. Pancras,
Servais, and Boniface. I do not remember any
folk-lore in connexion with them, and probably
any other three saints would have attained the
same distinction if their names had been placed
on May 12, 13, and 14, in the Church calendar.

L. L. K.
In the Haute Loire the name of ice saints is

given to S3. Mamertus (May 11), Pancratius,
(May 12), and Servatius (May 13), while on the
Rhine the proverb runs, "Pancraz, Servaz, und
Bonifaz (May 14), are three men of ice." In
Berri the names of "

Chevaliers, Cavaliers, or

Saints vendangeurs," are given to several saints

whose festivals fall at the end of April and the

beginning of May, "at the time when the sun

passes under the sign of Taurus," says Rabelais,
who adds: "Ces saincts passent pour sainots

gresleurs, geleurs, et gateurs du bourgeon." They
are S3. George (April 23), Mark (April 25),

Eutropius (April 30), Philip (May 1), and the
Invention of the Cross. In the north of Italy the

peasants call the cold weather that often prevails
at this time "1'inverno dei cavalieri." The
Bohemians have made a special saint, whom they
call Pan Serboni (a name composed of the first

syllables of Pancratius, Servatius, and Boniface),
and in the Saalthal, near Naumburg, these three
saints are called "grape-thieves."

CHARLES SWAIKSON.

Saint Mamert [May 11], Saint Pancrace [May 12], et
Saint Servais [May 13],

Sans froid ces saints de glace ne vont jamaia.
Swainson,

' Weather Folk-lore,' p. 96.

Which may be translated :

These saints of ice, Mamertius and Pancratins,
Come with a pinch of cold and Saint Servatius.

W. D. PARISH.

[Other replies are acknowledged.]

GENERAL POWELL (8
th S. i. 272). According

to the 'Army List' for 1797 Henry Watson Powell
was made colonel February 19, 1779 ; major-
general November 20, 1782 ; lieutenant-general

May 3, 1796. He was appointed colonel of the
15th or East Riding of Yorkshire Regiment of

Foot on June 20, 1794. He must, therefore, have
been appointed to the governorship of Gibraltar

later than 1796. W. R. TATE.
Walpole Vicarage, Halesworth.

In Haydn's
' Book of Dignities

' there is a list

of the Governors of Gibraltar from 1704 to 1848 ;

but, strangely, this name does not occur. From
the same authority I find Henry Watson Powell
was made a general January 1, 1801.

EMILY COLE.
Teignmouth.

Henry Watson Powell became a general in the

army on January 1, 1801 ;
but it would seem that

he never was a Governor of Gibraltar (see Haydn's
' Book of Dignities,' 1890, pp. 670, 859).

G. F. R. B.

The ' Annual Register
'

dates his commission?,
lieutenant -

general, May 14, 1796 ; general,

January 1, 1801.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

" DAME "
(8

th S. i. 272, 322). HERMENTRUDE
asks,

" Is it the case that Dame was once invaria-

bly used, and never Lady, for the wife of a knight
or baronet, and vice versa for the wife of a peer?"
Certainly not, according to Betham's '

Baronetage,'
for under the family of "Bacon of Redgrave,
Suffolk" (premier baronet of England), on the

tomb of Sir Nicholas Bacon, knight and baronet,
is the following inscription to his wife, viz.,

" The

Lady Anne Bacon, wife to the same Nicholas

Bacon," &c., and on the monument erected to his

son, Sir Edmond Bacon, knight and baronet, I

find the following inscription to his wife, viz.,
" This grave stone was laid over the bodye of the

Lady Philip Bacon, wife to Sir Edmond Bacon,

knight and barronet [sic]." The date of the Prat

is A.D. 1616, and the second A.D. 1626. As these

two ladies were respectively the wives of the two
first baronets (of Bacon), this seems to be conclu-

sive evidence that Dame was not invariably used. .

Later on I observe, for the first time, the wife of

the succeeding baronet called Dame, viz.,
" Dame

Ann Bacon, his wife [of Robert Bacon, Bart.],

was buried the 27th of September, 1640." Still

later on, in the same family, I find the following
use of Dame, viz., "Here lieth interred the body
of Dame Alice, Baroness Verulame, Viscountess

of St. Albans, she departed this Life the 29th of

June, Anno Dom. 1650." The widow of the

famous Sir Francis Bacon, Viscount St. Albans,

&c., Lord Chancellor of England. This is rather
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a singular instance of the retention of the word

Dame, as the widow of a knight, and a baron
and viscount as well. C. R. T.
Union Club, Trafalgar Square.

HKRMENTRUDE may perhaps care to note the

following further variant of the titles Dame and

Lady. It occurs in the Fulharn Registers, under
date 1675 :

"Jasper, son of Sr John Clayton and Dame Alice
eius Doma

Baptizat 22 Oct."

CHAS. J. FERET.

The mythical fancies which flit round the

honourable and much-sought dignity of baronet

surprise me. In my patent it is distinctly

promised that the wife of each successive baronet
shall be called "Dame, Madame, or Lady,
according to the manner of speaking." The idea
that the title of "Lady" is only legally borne by
peeresses has no foundation in fact. Another
hallucination deserves exposure. Some fifteen

years ago a new baronet, sending his card for

presentation at a levee, had it returned, the word
"created" being cancelled, and "made" sub-
stituted ; the word " created

"
is used in all

baronets' patents.
WILLIAM FRASER of Ledeclune Bt.

May I ask what is PROF. HENRY ATTWELL'S
authority for the statement that "the title

Lady (is) the proper designation of the wife
of a peer

"
? It is certainly the legal and not

courtesy title of the wives of baronets, as it is

conferred on them, equally with that of Dame, in
the letters patent creating the dignity. What
higher authority for use does PROF. ATTWELL con-
sider the wives of peers possess ?

CHARLES S. KING.
Corrard, Lisbellaw, Ulster.

ABBE" OR ABBG<T (7
th S. xii. 449, 518). It is

curious how frequently, even in the best diction-

aries, the ordinary meaning of a word is not given.AIM is now ordinarily applied to a secular priest,
i. e., to a priest who is not a member of any
religious order. Such a priest, whether a cure or
zvicaire only, is addressed " monsieur 1'Abbd";
but a priest belonging to a religious order would
be addressed " mon pere." Yet this use of abbe"

is not to be found in Littr4, though it must have
been known to him. It is true that I have had
my information from an English lady, but she had
an unusually accurate knowledge of French
before she married, and since her marriage, ten

years ago, to a French gentleman who does not
speak English, she has constantly resided in

France, and she is, moreover, a Catholic. I have,
therefore, the fullest confidence in what she tells

me. She is almost equally well acquainted with
Italian, and she informs me that the Italian use of
-Don corresponds to this French use of Abbe. And

this Don, we learn from Petrocchi's dictionary, is

always affixed to the Christian, and not to the

surname. The Don Abbondio, therefore, of whom
we hear so much in Manzoni's '

I Promessi Sposi'
was not a member of a religious order, and
Abbondio was his Christian name, as, indeed, is

also evident from the fact that where he is first

mentioned (chap, i.), AbbondioiB followed by three

little asterisks, which indicate the suppression of

the surname. What I have said above has, of course,
relation to the present time only. A very different

state of things prevailed in the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries. Then it was, apparently,
that the word Abbe, which had hitherto signified

Abbot only (i.e., the superior of the religious

community living in an abbey), first underwent
that thorough change of meaning which has

resulted in that which it now has, and which is

much less degraded than at times it has been. A
very good account of this change of meaning and
its origin is given in Addis and Arnold's

'

Catholic

Dictionary' (third edition, 1885), s.v. "Abbot";
and as this book is probably in the hands of but

few of the readers of
' N. & Q.,' and the passage

in question cannot well be summarized, I venture

to transcribe it here in full. It runs as follows :

" The name of abbe, abate [or dbbate~], has come to be
assumed by a class of unbeneficed secular clerks in

France and Italy, apparently in the following manner.
The practice by which laymen * held abbeys in com-

mendam commenced in troubled times in order that

powerful protectors might be found for the monks, and

might have inducements to exercise that protection

grew by degrees into a scandalous abuse. Young men
of noble families were nominated to abbeys, and could

enjoy their revenues long before they could take priests'

orders ; they were not bound to residence, and under
Louis XIV. and Louis XV., many of these abbe's com-
mendataires never saw the abbeys of which they were
the titular rulers. The possibility of winning such

prizes drew many cadets of noble families, who had only

just taken the tonsure, to Versailles; those who had
succeeded in obtaining nominations still fluttered about

the Court, not being bound to residence ; and the name
Abbe, which was really, though abusively, applicable to

these, came to be applied in social parlance to the

aspirants also whom no external signs distinguished
from the real abbes. By a further extension, the name
came to be applied as a title of courtesy to unbeneficed

clerks generally ; just as in England the title "esquire,"
which is properly applicable only to persons entitled to

bear arms, is extended by the courtesy of society to any
one who, as far as outward marks go, seems entitled to

take the same social rank."

Littre's definition, "Tout homme qui porte un

habit ecclesiastique," seems to apply, therefore, to

the state of things just described, rather than to

the present time. Whether a cleric who is a

*
Curiously enough, we are told in an earlier part of

the article that in early times both abbots and monks
were laymen. Ordination was soon enjoined, but at first

it would seem that it sufficed to be a deacon, and it was
not until 1078 that an abbot who had not received

priest's orders was punished by deprivation.
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deacon but not yet a priest is, at the present time,

entitled to be called Abba I do not know. I

should say not, bat it is not unlikely that he may
sometimes obtain it through courtesy or from

ignorance. F. CHANCE.
Sydenham Hill.

P.S. Since writing the above I have come
across the following in 'L'Homme de Joie,' by
Dubut de Laforest' (Paris, 1889, p. 44): "Des
abbes de Cour, I'e'pe'e au cote

1

,
le mantel jet4 sur

I'e'paule, quelquefoie, une fleur aux l&vres." This
has evidently reference to such abbes as those

described above.

SHELLEY THE ATHEIST (8
th S. i. 142, 304).

MB. 0. A. WARD will find on inquiry that Fe"lix

Eabbe was wrong in at least one detail. The
lines :

Qod ! let the torrents like a shout of nations, &c.

were not written by Shelley, but by Coleridge
in a long poem, 'Hymn before Sunrise in the

Vale of Chamouni,' beginning :

Hast thou a power to stay the morning star

In his steep course, so long he seems to pause
O'er thy bald, awful head. ! sovran Blanc, &c.

I quote from memory only, but I remember also

that Coleridge's lines were not original, but a

translation, almost literal, from a German author.

ESTE.

MR. C. A. WARD quotes thus from Fdlix

Eabbe:
" On leaving Montanvert, Shelley had written in the

traveller's album the two beautiful lines

God ! let the torrents, like a shout of nations,
Answer, and let the ice-plains echo God."

The inference to be drawn, so far as evidence

goes, is that these lines are original, whereas they
form part of the splendid apostrophe in Cole-

ridge's
'

Hymn before Sunrise in the Vale of

Chamouni.' It is curious that this poem, which
is one of the most rigorous and elevated lyrics in

the language, does not appear in every good antho-

logy of English verse. It is not included, for

instance, among the poems of Coleridge given in

Mr. Ward's 'English Poets,' and it is just

.possible that its omission from such a representa-
tive work may induce vague and erroneous
notions regarding its authorship.

THOMAS BAYNE.
Helensburgh, N.B.

BURNS'S PORTRAITS (7
th S. xii. 280, 373, 437;

8th S. i. 53, 190). With regard to
' The Cotter's

Saturday Night,' byDavid Allan, referred to by your
correspondents,permit me to put beforeyour readers

the following particulars. The picture in ques-
tion has never been out of the Burns family, and
it is certain that Mr. John Mair's picture was not
the original. It is just possible that, like the one

belonging to a gentleman in Ayrshire which I

was at the trouble and expense of examining, it

is a copy by another hand. The following details,
drawn from a photograph of Allan's picture in my
possession, sent me with particulars from the

present owner, may interest your readers :

' The Cotter's Saturday Night,' by David Allan.
Interior of a peasant's cottage. Family of elever.

persons, including the "
strappin' youth,"engaged

in worship. The "priest-like father," having" waled a portion with judicious care," is earnestly
reading from " the big ha' Bible " which rests on a
deal table in the centre of the apartment. The
first figure seated to the left of " the saint, the

father, and the husband," is intended to represent
Burns in his juvenile days. The poet and his

friends thought it superior to Nasmyth's. Water
colour, 18 in. by 12 in. It is in the possession of

Mrs. Dr. Berkeley W. Hutchinson, daughter of

Col. James Glencairn Burns, the poet's second
son. It was painted in 1794-5 at the request of

George Thomson, who presented it to Burns, in

recognition of hia assistance in furnishing songs
for the 'Select Collection of Scottish Airs, &c.'

See ' Scenes in Scotland,' 1827, p. 68 ; Charles

Kirkpatrick Sharpe's 'Correspondence,' 1888,
vol. ii. pp. 439, 440 ; Burns's Correspondence
for 1794-5 ;

' N. & Q.' ; John Muir, in Kilmar-
nock Standard, January 25, 1891

; Burns
Chronicle, 1892, p. 102. JOHN MUIR.

48, Abbotsford Place, Glasgow.

CECILY, DUCHESS OF YORK (6
tt S. iv. 347,

397 ; 8th S. i. 340). In a small volume of
' Notes

from the Muniments of Magd. Coll.' (Oxf., 1882),
I gave, at p. 134, a facsimile of the Duchess's

signature, which MR. BAIN will find to correspond
exactly with the one he has met with.

W. D. MACRAY.
' GARDEN OF THE SOUL '

(8
th S. i. 333). The

title is obviously a translation of the Paradisus

Animce, which was (and is) one of the best-known
books of devotion in the Catholic Church.

E. WALFORD, M.A.

SPINSTER (8
th S. i. 291). It may not be an-

interesting to note that the Tenth Report of the

Historical Manuscripts Commission, Appendix,
part iv. p. 468, says :

" Elizabethan gentlewomen in some parts of England
were too proud of the homely deeignation [spinster] to

relinquish it on marriage it was the practice of legal

draughtsmen to apply the term to married no less than
to unmarried gentlewomen."

Many examples occur, such as
"
Margaretta

Tirrell, spinster, alias dicta Margaretta Tirrell

uxor Thorne Tirrell Armigeri." Other interesting

information upon the subject may be found in the

same article. I. C. GOULD.

HEBRICIAN (8
th S. i. 294). Sir Walter Raleigh

used this word as an equivalent for Hebrew
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scholar. After him, as MR. WARD points out,

Edward Leigh. The word has never had much

vogue, so that it will be extremely difficult to nay
when it fell into disuse. Hebrician is a better

word than Hebraist, which requires delicate mouth-

ing. Hebrewist is a better word than either.

LOUTHEAN.

Barclay's 'Dictionary' (ed. 1805) has: "He-

braist, or Hebrician, a person skilled in Hebrew."
Johnson also gave both words in his

'

Dictionary.'
J. F, MANSKRGH.

Liverpool.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &0.

Alumni Oxonienses, 1500-1714 : being the Matriculation

Register of the University. Alphabetically Arranged,
Iti-vised ,

xnd Annotated by Joseph Foster. Earlier

Series. Vols. II., III., and IV. (Oxford, Parker

&Co.)
Two centuries exactly after Wood finished his monu-
mental work,

' Athense Oxonienses,' Mr. Foster com-

pletes a task, equally honourable and scarcely less arduous,
of issuing the concluding portion of his ' Alumni Oxoni-
enses.' This work, on the accomplishment of which

scholarship is to be congratulated, can only have been a

labour of love. To most writers the task would have
been of discouraging dryness and difficulty. During his

entire lifetime, however, Mr. Foster has been collecting
materials for this, so far to be regarded as his magnum
oput, and the works which we have already noticed the
' Men at the Bar,' the '

Gray's Inn Register*,' and

others, even to his '

Peerage,' which might with advan-

tage be renewed have all been preparatory and conducive
to his present labours. The earlier half of his work,
containing the Matriculation Register of the University
from 1715 to 1886, was, on the whole, the lees interest-

ing and important. With the present part, extending
from 1500 to 1714 in other words, from the reign ol

Henry VIII. to that of Queen Anne we obtain, in

eight volumes, a complete and alphabetical list, covering
double the period covered by the University authorities

The basis of the whole consists in the collections o

Col. Chester, to tae value of which students of bio

grapby and genealogy have long been alive. To these

lists, however, additions have been made so importan
that a virtual recasting of the entire MS. has been

necessary, while the particulars contributed by the pre
sent editor were wholly outside Chester's reach, or

indeed, as is claimed in the preface, that of the autho
rides. Among the names in the present concluding
instalment are very many that will always reverberat

through England. In the case of the most distinguished
Wood and subsequent biographers Lave gleaned all ob
tainable particulars. Curious light is, however, throwi

upon history in many names over which the majority o

readers would cast an incurious eye. To take an instanc

Mr. Foster himself advances. In the entry
"
McCarty

Charles," who matriculated in 1602, how many woul

recognize Cormac (alias Charles), afterward Viscoun

Muskery,
" ' a youth of great expectation among th

Irish/ who was virtually kept at Oxford as a hostage fo

his father, Cormac McDermod (McCarty),
' the power

fullest man in Munster ' "
1 The identity, however, i

this case is not absolutely certain. Concerning th

points in which the age of Queen Elizabeth approache
the reign of Queen Victoria Mr. Foster has much tha

is of interest to say. We have already indicated th

anner in which Mr. Foster's task has been executed,
nd dwelt upon its claims to consideration and en-

ouragement. It is pleasing to find that the list of
braries and club* which subscribe to the book, of the
eagreness of which we previously complained, has
een very largely increased in fact, quintupled. No
ublic library can, indeed, afford to be without a work
o which the historian and the genealogist must per-

etually turn. Nothing more is left us, accordingly,
ban to congratulate Mr. Foster on the success of his
reat task, and to express a hope that his reception by
ook-lovers will be such as to encourage him to fresh
ahour s. That a work of this class should be accom-
lished by private energy and enterprise is nothing short
f a marvel.

Swift. Selections from his Works. Edited, with Life,

Introduction, and Notes, by Henry Craik. 2 vols.
Vol. I. (Oxford, Clarendon Press.)
N two volumes Mr. Craik proposes to issue a series of
elections from Swift, including his principal works,.

eprinted in a form that fits them for general perusal.
The first volume contains A Tale of a Tub,'

' The Battle
f the Books,' 'Journal to Stella,' together with early
toems, political essays, and contributions to the Examiner*
.'liese are supplied with abundant historical and explana-
ory notes, and the whole is ushered in by a short but
omprehensive life of Swift, in which the problems of a
trange and sad life are indicated rather than shown.
for general purposes a work of this kind is serviceable,
and for educational purposes it is required. We have
reread with much enjoyment the masterpieces now re-

>rinted, and shall be glad to welcome the second
olume.

Recollections of Marshal Macdonald, Duke of TareiUum.
Edited by Camille Rouseet. Translated by Stephen
Louis Simeon. 2 vols. (Bentley & Son.)

THESE ' Recollections of Marshal Macdonald '

are in part
supplementary to those of General Marbot, and have
jnjoyed in Paris a kindred, if not an equal success.

They were written, with no view to publication, when
the marshal, then for the third time a widower, was a
sexagenarian, and were intended for his infant son.
As a record of adventure they are sufficiently stirring
their historical importance is considerable, and they
supply much curious and edifying gossip. A descendant
of a family of Scotch Jacobites, Macdonald had the

sturdiness, shrewdness, and contumacy of his race. A
bold and loyal soldier, be was firmly trusted by Napoleon
and by Louis XVIII., and spoke his mind to both with
the same courage and outspokenness. In the first volume
the interest is wholly military, the manner in which
Macdonald won his steps being narrated with much
spirit. By bis sympathies he was in 1792 on the side of
toe emigres. He remained, however, with the French
army, and took part in what is called the Argonne cam-
paign, which he dismisses in a line and a half. Thence
he issued lieutenant-colonel. Six months later he was a
full colonel. He was under Dumouriez at Jemrnappes,
and with Pichegru in Belgium and Holland, and under-
went his share of the reverses experienced by these

commanders, then joined the army of the Sambre and
the Mouse, whence he was recalled to join the army of
Rome. At the battle of Modena he received two sabre

cuts, and was thrown insensible from his horse. After
the peace of Luneville he was sent on a diplomatic
mission to Denmark. It was after the 'battle of Wagrani
that he received the talon of Marshal of France, being
the only one of Napoleon's marshals who was created
a marshal on the field of battle. Admirable battle

pictures are presented in these volumes, and the strie-
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tares of Maodonald upon some of those whom he com-

manded are very severe. In the second volume an

account is given of the retreat from Russia, and many
new and curious facts concerning that terrible reverse

are supplied. On the return of Buonaparte from Elba,
Macdonald accompanied Louis XVIII. to the frontier.

Resisting the temptations of Napoleon to rejoin him, he
remained constant to the Bourbons, and took no part in

the campaign of Waterloo, the news concerning which
reached him near Paris, and be placed his services again
at the disposition of Louis XVI1L, who made him Arch
Chancellor of the Legion of Honour. The facts of Mac-
donald's life are told with admirable conciseness. An
excellent editorial preface links them with the general

history of the time, and some spirited portraits and

plates add to the attractions of the volumes.

Books Condemned to be Burnt. By James Anson Fairer.

(Stock.)
PEBHAPS the most famous work of that eminent Bur-

gundian bibliographist and antiquary Etienne Qabrielle

Peignot is the ' Dictionnaire des Principaux Livres

Condamnes au Feu, Supprimes, ou Censure.*,' published
in two volumes in 1802. This work has in part inspired
Mr. Farrer in adding to the " Book-lover's Library

" a
little volume on the persecutions to which books and
their writers have been subjected in England. Many
curious facts are collected, and the book will doubtless

rest on many shelves. We do not agree with its literary

verdicts, and are astounded on reading of the "
pompous

euphemism" of Warton. Assumably, since there are

'two Wartons, Thomas Warton is meant, and no term
could be applied with less justice to that writer. What
is no more to our liking is the manner in which modern

politics are introduced into what should be a work of

pure scholarship.

The Works of Heinrich Heine. Translated by Charles

Godfrey Leland. Vols. V. and VI. (Heinemann.)
THE fifth and sixth volumes of Mr. Leland's translation

of Heine are occupied with the '

Germany,' which the

translator regards with special favour. It is, indeed, one
of the most characteristic of Heine's works, whether as

regards originality, cynicism, knowledge, or prejudice.
It was written on Germany for Frenchmen, which may
account for some of its features. Heine was, moreover,
intolerant of rivalry, and is at little pains to hide his

contempt for those who ventured on what be conceived

to be his domain. Mr. Leland, indeed, charges Heine
with an " insatiable petty, small-feminine love of gossip
and scandal" (the punctuation, &c., are his), and "an
almost boyish susceptibility, which made him for the

moment altogether enthusiastic, either with admiration
or anger, at a character or a book, without reflecting on
the other side." To what extent Heine's judgments
upon his contemporaries or his predecessors are to be

accepted rests with the reader. It is, however, quaint,
shrewd, witty, or fantastic utterance one seeks in Heine
rather than just opinion. It is regrettable to see mistakes
such as " Pome de Le'on

"
for Ponce de Leon, &c., but

the volumes are welcome.

School: and Maulers of Fence. By Egerton Castle, M. A.,
F.S.A. (Bell & Sons.)

UPON the first appearance of this work of Mr. Egerton
Castle we spoke warmly in its praise. It has now, in a
revised edition, been added to the " Standard Library

"

of Messrs. Bell & Sons, to which excellent series it forms
a valuable contribution. Little has been found to revise,
but additions have been made to the illustrations, and the

bibliography of books on fencing has been greatly en-

larged. In a form so attractive, and yet so cheap, this

volume, which has been translated into French, and haa
made its author an honorary member of the Paris

Academy of Arms, is likely to erjoy a widespread
popularity.

7mA Fairy Tales. Edited by W. B. Yeats. (Fisher
Unwin.)

WE have here a collection of fairy stories from Carleton,
Crofton Croker, Dr. Joyce, Samuel Lover, Lady Wilde,
Gerald Griffen (tic), and others. Many are familiar, but
one at least is new. Mr. Yeats, the editor, claims that this
volume with a previous work in the " Camelot "

series
constitutes a fairly representative collection of Irish
folk-tales. The present instalment is agreeable, and the
little volume in which it appears is equally pretty and
convenient.

Catalogue of a Collection of Privately Printed Books.

Compiled and Annotated by Bertram Dobell. Parts I.

and II. (Dobell.)
THOUGH a trade catalogue, the book of which Parts I.
and II. are now published is not to be confounded with
works of its class. Mr. Dobell, who is known as a writer
and a bibliographer, has compiled a book which will be
prized by all bibliophiles. How valuable is likely to be
this bibliographical dictionary, for such it will be, may
be seen by reference to a score articles; how it bears
upon matter of actual interest in <N. & Q.' will be
apparent on consulting "Baillie, Lady Grizel." The
whole is issued in shilling parts by subscription.

MB. WILIIAM CHAFFERS, F.S.A., the veteran antiquary,
died in April, at his residence at West Hampstead. His
experience made him probably in his day the highest
authority in England on ceramics and on gold and silver

plate. He was elected a Fellow of the Society of Anti-

quaries so far back as 1843, and, like his father before

him, was " Father
"

of the Worshipful Company of

Wheelwrights. Aged eighty. Mr. Chaffers began to
contribute to ' N. & Q.' early in its First Series.

MESSES. SOTHEBY & Co. will sell, on Friday and Satur-
day next, the fine library of the late Mr. Sydney
Williams. A remarkable collection of works illustrating
' The Dance of Death ' and '

Reynard the Fox '
is a

special feature.

10

We must call special attention to the following notices :

ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.

To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the

signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to

appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication "

Duplicate."

J. P. ("'Marquis' and 'Marquess'"). The former
is the French, the latter the English form.

NOTICE
Editorial Communications should be addressed to

" The
Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Advertisements and
Business Letters to " The Publisher "at the Office,
Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return com-

munications which, for any reason, we do not print ; and
to this rule we can make no exception.
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LINCOLN'S INN GATEWAY.
(See 8'b S. i. 261, 367.)

The laudable desire of MR. PHILIP NORMAN,
Mr. A. C. Ranyard, and others to preserve this

picturesque old gateway in Chancery Lane will no
doubt be shared by many ; but in order to its

preservation it ought not only to be in a safe con-

dition, but also be in a safe place, railed off from
mischievous hands, and in such a position that

road spatterings cannot reach it and injuriously
attract moisture to the brickwork. The public
call for the widening of Chancery Lane must be

responded to sooner or later, and while the public

may be anxious to preserve the structure, it cannot
be expected to tolerate it where it causes so great
an obstruction and inconvenience to an important
north and south thoroughfare for vehicular traffic.

The eminent architects, Mr. Crickmay, Mr.

Philip Webb, and Mr. Micklethwaite, who have

given a report of their professional examination
of the structure, all agree in declaring that it

requires to be soundly repaired. Now the only
effectual method of restoring it to soundness is

to begin at the root of the disturbing cause. In a
technical contemporary last year (Building News,
May 8, 1891, p. 632, figs. 24, 25) I showed that

unsoundness of superstructure arises from the

unsoundness of the foundations, in having set up

the action of a static couple, P R, inducing a hori-

zontal component force which produced the

fissures, the convex curvature of the plinth course,

&c., thus clearly indicating that there is still a

residual force or possibly increasing unexpended

persistent horizontal strain upon the tenacity of

the masonry.
If, therefore, the foundations must be improved,

and as the structure causes a public obstruction,

the most sensible course is to put it upon new

properly distributed foundations in a convenient

place in the rear, to which the building can be

readily removed en bloc. The same course also

applies to the interesting buildings south of the

gateway (see Building News, March 6, 1891,

p. 325).
The injurious action of improper foundations

above referred to is readily illustrated by the

accompanying sketch outline of a part of a tower.

/la-
'

I

i

\A *

^L

' *
i ". m

i. i.C-'~ fr^ rf^ -.p
The centres of vertical pressure of the static

halves, A and B, of the tower, into which the
voids divide it, are shown at p p by the arrows, on
the level of the foundation plane. The centres of

reaction of the underlying soil against the weight
of the building are shown at K B. The horizontal

distance between these centres, r and K respectively,
constitutes the measure of the couple or disturbing
element which is always ready to throw the wall
further out of balance, by radiating outward the

centres of gravity of the semi-towers A and B, from
A to B, and from A 1

to B 1

,
as indicated by the

horizontal arrows G G, showing clearly that a very
minute depression of the outer ends of the founda-
tions towards c c will greatly aggravate the
horizontal displacement of the centres of gravity
above them. The curve c c c is an exaggeration of
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the convexity produced in the foundations by the

couples F R. A. B.

THE LOED OF BtJRGHLEY AND SARAH
HOGGINS.

(Concluded from p. 389.)

Miss Hogging's statement of the existence of a

picture with Bolas Villa the real original Bolus

Villa introduced in it set me on the inquiry. I

traced out the existence of the negative of a photo-

graph, which turned out to be the foundation of the

story, and undoubtedly it disclosed in the back-

ground a building, which by no stretch or rather,

by no shrinkage of the imagination could be
called a cottage. I obtained a fresh copy from
the negative, which I sent to a correspondent to

be compared with the celebrated picture of the

peasant countess by Sir Thomas Lawrence, and
it was returned to me with a report that it was
not a portrait of the Countess Sarah at all, but of

Henry Cecil's third wife, the Dowager Duchess
of Hamilton; not merely a likeness of her as

regards features, but a copy of the picture itself,

foreground, background, and surroundings gener-

ally. A gentleman to whom I also sent the photo-
graph, and who knows the family pictures at

Burghley well, told me the same story, with the

addition that it had been engraved by Reynolds.*
The original, from which the photograph had been

taken, had been sold as part of the effects of a
member of the Hoggins family some few years ago.
I traced out the present owner of the picture, who
kindly allowed it to be taken out of its frame,
when the engraver's name, Reynolds, was found on
it. Now the celebrated picture of the Countess
Sarah has never been engraved it is a great pity,
but it has not and it has never been even copied;
and as the Duchess of Hamilton, neither before
she became the third wife of the Earl of Exeter
nor afterwards, ever had the slightest connexion
with Bolas, the house in the background of her

portrait could not possibly be the house that Mr.
Cecil built there. So the evidence of this picture,
on which so much is sought to be founded as to
the actual size of the original Bolas Villa, is abso-

lutely nil. If it were necessary to take this part
of the case a step further, I have only to say that
within the last few days an engraving has been
sent me for examination, dated in the year 1809,
not of this picture in its entirety, but of the face
and head of the sitter only, undoubtedly taken

* I had previously myself been to Burghley House,
expressly to eee the picture of the peasant countess
but at the time of my visit I did not know of the exist-
ence of this photograph, and so could only make the
comparison afterwards from memory. My two corre
spondents, however, have very ample means of know-
ledge, and I believe I may say that the two pictures of
the second and third wives have each been face to face
with the photograph.

from the one I have been discussing, at the foot of
which is printed the title,

" The Marchioness of

Exeter." This is absolutely conclusive, as, though
Sarah Hoggins was undoubtedly Countess of

Exeter, she was never Marchioness. This picture,
or engraving, as connected with the story of the

Lord of Burghley, ia of no value whatever.
Mias Hoggins then proceeds to give an account

of the first arrival of Henry Cecil at Bolas, which
is interesting, coming as it does from one of the.

family:
" I will now say something of the mysterious-

stranger's first appearance at Bolas, which was late in

November, 1788, about 8 o'clock P.M., in a heavy driving
snow storm. A loud knock was heard at the door, which
my grandfather opened, when he saw a tall, striking
figure, wrapped in travelling costume, who begged to be-

taken in and sheltered for the night. A chaise, he
added, was at the wicket, the driver had lost his way,
and they could go no further. At first my grandfather
refused him admittance, but after much solicitation and
assurance that he was making a tour through the

country for change, he was taken in. On that remark-
able night the young people of the parish which was-

then the custom were assembled in the large parlour,
taking dancing lessons, preparatory to Christmas, from a
master who was also the musician. The stranger said

he took a great interest in young people, and asked
to be permitted to go and see them dancing. My grand-
mother had her best bedroom prepared for him for the

night, of course concluding he would leave next morning.
However, morning came, and many days passed, but he
still lingered, apparently contented and happy, taking
interest in the farm and in the pursuits of the family,
His prolonged stay caused much rumour and gossip in

the village and neighbourhood as to whom he was, as he
had plenty of money, and was a gentleman in manner.,

appearance, and conversation. After -ome weeks Le
left, returning a second time, as he did before, unex-

pectedly, and with more money."

As to this statement, which has the merit of

being (to me, at least) entirely new, I have to

observe that it is exceedingly unlikely Henry
Cecil was ever at Bolas late in November, 1788.,

for the reason that Parliament, of which he was a

member, met on the 20th of that month, and met,

too, under very peculiar circumstances, for the

king had suddenly been seized with the first

attack of that mental malady which afterwards

pursued him, more or less, for the remainder of his

life. It had been intended that Parliament should

have been again adjourned on the 20th, but the

king was unable to sign the necessary warrant or

authority. There was absolutely no precedent for

what ought to be done, and the House met in

some excitement and confusion in consequence.
At the first meeting the sheriffs of each county
were ordered to give peremptory notice to all the

members within their respective counties to

attend, and a call of the House was ordered for

December 4. It is true that this call was subse-

quently adjourned from week to week (and ulti-

mately never came off), but the knowledge that it

was ordered, and the peremptory notices from the
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ijheriffa, would necessarily have ensured the attend-

ance of all members not actually incapacitated by
illness. I think, therefore, it was more likely
that Henry Cecil, if not actually in attendance at

Westminster at the end of the month of November,
was on his way there ; less likely that he was in

attendance on Sarah Hoggins at Bolas
; extremely

unlikely, if not impossible, that he could have

stayed in that little village in the months of

November and December for some weeks. Besides,
the catastrophe in Henry Cecil's life that led to

his sojourn at Bolas, namely, the elopement of his

wife, had not in November, 1788, arisen, for that

did not take place until June, 1789. If it is said

that this is merely an error in the year, and that

1789 is meant, then the first appearance at Bolas

could not have been in November, for undoubtedly
in 1789 Henry Cecil was in that village, appa-

rently domesticated there, in July of that year, for

on the 18th of that month he attended a marriage
at Bolas Church, and signed his name, or rather

the name he was then passing under, "John
Jones," to the register as a witness, little thinking,
no doubt, in doing so, that the next marriage to

be entered in the same register, immediately after

the one he was signing as a witness, would be his

own. But the story of the Lord of Burghley has

many curious incidents in it.

The pleasing little picture Miss Hoggins draws
of the young people taking dancing lessons in the

large parlour of her grandfather's house (himself
one of the smallest ratepayers in the village) has

.something of an Auburn tinge about it, of Auburn
in its brighter and happier days, painted in winter.

But this and the only other two points on which
Miss Hoggins takes issue with me farrier or

farmer, small cottage or roomy farmhouse are

the mere fringe of the case, and have little or no

bearing on it. Those who seek to get to the

bottom of the Buarghley story must find answers to

the following questions : 1. Did the Hoggins
family know of the existence of the first wife at the

time of the Bolas marriage 1 2. Did Sarah Hog-
gins know of it ? 3. Is there any reasonable

ground for a suspicion that Henry Cecil, in rushing
into this bigamous marriage, with all the serious

penalties it might entail on him, was acting on

compulsion? 4. Why did Thomas Hoggins
neither give his daughter away nor sign the

entry of her marriage in the register, seeing he was
well able to write, as his signature to his own
marriage, in the same register, No. 17 (Nov. 16,

1768) testifies? 5. Why did Henry Cecil, who
obtained the royal assent to his divorce bill on
June 10, 1791, put off his second marriage with
Sarah Hoggins till October 3 ?

There is no point of the case which presses
harder against Henry Cecil than this last, for the

bigamy might be forgiven, and probably would be

by toaany, if only there were signs that Henry

Cecil availed himself of the earliest possible oppor-
tunity to put matters straight with the girl whom
unquestionably he had deceived. The point
leads to the asking of another question : Is it pos-
sible that during these months (June to October,
1791) Henry Cecil hesitated whether he should
make Sarah Hoggins his legal wife or not? Let
us consider what was the position of the principal

parties concerned at this period. The ninth earl

had no issue. Henry Cecil had no issue. It was
of the utmost importance there should be an heir,
for failing issue of the ninth earl and of Henry
Cecil the title would go, I cannot exactly say
where, but somewhere very remote indeed

; not

impossible that the historic title of Burghley
might pass to the Salisbury Cecils. There would
be two alternatives to consider : one, that Henry
Cecil should at once remarry in his own station

in life, and look to the issue of that marriage for

the much-needed heir, in which case it was very
probable indeed he would some day find himself

standing at the bar of the assizes at Shrewsbury,
convicted of felony ; the other, that he should

remarry Sarah Hoggins, condone the bigamy,
close her month against him as a witness, and take
the chance of the child which she was then car-

rying turning out to be a son. (It was born on

February 4, 1792, and was a girl.) The question
of an heir would be one in which the earl himseh
would be almost as much interested as his nephew,
and it is not unreasonable to think he would be

willing to make concessions, and to consent to a

marriage of which, without the special circum-
stances then surrounding it, he could not have

approved. It is a curious coincidence, but just at

the time when the banns were running in the
church of St. Mildred's, Bread Street, for the
second marriage, the earl makes a new will, dated

September 20, 1791, whereby Henry Cecil obtains
some additional landed property, and is made sole

residuary legatee. A few days after the making
of this will the second marriage takes place, Evan
Foulkes, the family solicitor, giving the bride

away, and signing the register as a witness, and on
October 7, 1791, in the London, Stamford, and
Rutland Mercury, in the column devoted to local

news, appears the following announcement :

" On Tuesday [it should be Monday] was married in
London the Hon. Henry Cecil (nephew of the Bt. Hoa.
the Earl of Exeter) to Miss Biggins."

I think it in the highest degree improbable that

Henry Cecil, who must have had considerable

expectations from his uncle, would have flaunted,
as it were, this announcement of his marriage with
a person of quite unknown family in the local

papers if his uncle's consent had not been obtained
to it beforehand. One point, however, the above
facts bring out, quite clear from all conjecture, and
that is that when Sarah Hoggins signed her name
to the register of her second marriage in St. Mil-
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dred's vestry, immediately under her husband's

signature of "
Henry Cecil," and read, or heard of,

as she must have done, the announcement that

immediately followed in the London and country

papers, it is impossible to believe she could con-

tinue any longer in ignorance as to who her

nusband was.

It is odd that immediately after this marriage,
and for no reason whatever that I can discover (as

it can scarcely be possible that money matters

could have had any part in it), Henry Cecil and
his wife go back to Bolas and resume their old

names of John and Sarah Jones. On April 1,

1793, they attend a marriage in Bolas Church

(probably of some friend or schoolfellow of

Sarah's), and sign their names "John Jones,"
" Sarah Jones," to the register as witnesses. Mr.
Cecil must have been fond of attending marriages
and hearing the marriage service read, as this is

the second occasion in Bolas Church in which he

appears in the capacity of a witness, which, again,
is odd, when we bear in mind that at the altar of

the same church there had been pointedly read to

him the solemn exhortation from the marriage
service to all those who enter into matrimony
knowing, and not disclosing, the existence of any
impediment, and that he was still liable to be pro-
secuted for the bigamy committed in it. The
Burghley romance bristles with curious points.
What a curious point it would be if any one were
to set up (and try to prove) that John Jones and

Henry Cecil were not identical. Strict legal

proof of identity would mainly turn on whether or

not the signature
" John Jones," to the marriage

in Bolas Church in April, 1790, and the signature"
Henry Cecil

"
to the marriage in St. Mildred's,

October, 1791, were written by the same person.
I have tracings of both signatures now lying before

me, and am not a little uncertain as to 'which side
I should give the verdict

; so a large portion of the
interest in the story might eventually be found to
turn on expert evidence as to handwriting.

W. 0. WOODALL.
Scarborough.

CURIOSITIES OP INTERPRETATION. No. III.

I happen to take up a nice copy of the '
Poetical

Works '

of Surrey and others, edited by Robert
Bell. When it appeared I do not know, for it is

undated. I find that the explanations of words in
it are just of the usual sort, and that, whilst it is

doubtless as good as other books of its kind, some
of the statements display precisely such reckless-
ness as we should expect to find. It is clear that
it never used to be considered the duty of an editor
to have any special kno-^dge of the older forms
of English. But it & <&be known that it will
not do to trust, bl^l&TOttt to the "light of
nature."

es

I begin with the poems of Surrey. He says

that, on reviewing his course :

I looked back to mete the place
From whence my weary course begun.

P. 41.

As mete here means measure, it would hardly seem
to need a note

;
but we find this :

" To dream, from meteles, dreams, Anglo-Saxon ; also
to measure. Drayton has meterer, a poet, which may be
taken in either sense, a dreamer, or measurer of lines."

Here are four mistakes at once. For (1) mete does
not here mean to dream ; (2) it is not derived from

meteles, the derivation being the other way ; (3)
meteles is not the correct form at any date, neither
is it a plural, the word meant being the M.E
metels, a dream ; and (4) meterer means one who
makes metres, and has nothing to do with it. Here
is a fine bundle of blunders.

P. 85 : Reaveth means bereaves ; but the note

says :
" To reave, literally, meant to unroof a

house." This is delicious. There was, indeed, a

very rare word with this sense ; but it is from
another root.

P. 91, note 1 :

" Wend is the past participle of
the verb wene, or ween, to suppose." The context

proves that it is the past tense.

P. 177, note 3 : Surrey translates Virgil's manes
sepultos (' JEn.,' iv. 34) by "graved ghosts." The
note says that graved is

" the preterite of the verb

grave, to bury." I put this note next the former
to show that it is no part of an editor's duty to

know a past tense from a past participle in English.
But he ought to have known better as regards
sepultos, for Latin grammar is taught in our
schools.

P. 115 : Surrey uses vade for
"

to fade," which
is common enough. The note says it is "from
vado." The spelling with / should have warned
the editor against so bad a shot.

P. 166, note 3 : Surrey has the form lopen, with
the sense leapt. The note says : "Leapt, from the
verb lope, to leap." Where he found the form lope
in M.E. he does not tell us. Loopen is mere Dutch;
the M.E. verb is lepen. The mod. E. leap would
make the pp. lopen still, if it had not been changed
from a strong verb to a weak one. I am not sur-

prised that our editors do not know English
grammar ; but I am surprised at their supposing
that every one is bound to swallow any conjectures
about it that it amuses them to make.

P. 173 : Surrey has " I wot not how." The note

says :
"
Knew, from the Saxon verb wote, to know."

Here again the grammar is nowhere. I wot means
I know, and the Saxon verb, in the infinitive

mood, is witan, pres. t. wat, pt. t. wiste. No one
should edit an old English author till he knows
the difference between wit, wot, wist, wissen, and
y-wis. This is a fair test, and does not require too

much. I-wis (the same as y-wis) is accordingly

misinterpreted at p. 106. In the very next note
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the editor complains that Dr. Nott was " misled

by the orthography of betook
"
(which is perfectly

correct). He explains that it is "the Saxon betoke,"

which is curious, as the word is of Norse origin.

He clearly considers that you can manufacture
"
Anglo-Saxon

" forms by spelling words badly.

And, in this particular, there are many who are of

the same mind.

P. 179 : Surrey translates
'

JEa.,' iv. 92, thus:

Saturne's daughter thus lurdes Venus then.'

The note is :

" Beards. The word ia frequently used by the Eliza-

bethan dramatists, signifying to oppose face to face, to

threaten to the beard, and hence to imply an open
menace."

Unfortunately this only explains beards, with
which burdes has nothing whatever to do. For it

is another form of bordes or boards. See the ' New
Eng. Diet.,' s.v. "Board," verb, sense 4, where
another quotation, from the same poem by Surrey,
shows that burdes means "

accosts."

In the same volume are some poems by Gri-

moald.
At p. 212 Grimoald uses the common phrase" and pincheth all to nye," i. e., too nigh. But,

oh'! the note ! It says
"
Nye, annoyance, trouble."

I admit the annoyance to the reader.

At p. 215, in the fine poem of ' The Death of

Zoroas,' Grimoald says :

Whether our tunes heav'n's harmony can yield ;

Of four begyns, among themselves how great
Proportion is.

As the whole context is about the learning of

Zoroas in astronomy and philosophy, we might
fairly guess begyn to be a somewhat licentious
form for beginning ; and we might fairly suppose
that this is the very passage which induced Spenser
to use the same form in his '

Faery Queen/ III. iii.

21. Moreover, the "
four beginnings

"
may fairly

be considered to mean the four elements ; but the
note knows better. It simply and oracularly says
that the sense is

"
biggins." It must therefore

mean four child's caps, or four night-caps, or four

coifs, or four coffee-pots. To such a choice are we
thus reduced. And why, in that case, does Gri-
moald seem to accent the latter syllable ?

WALTER W. SKEAT.

THE DUKE OF BRUNSWICK'S BOARDING SCHOOL.
I do not remember the following prospectus as

having appeared anywhere in print since its

original publication in the Post Boy, No. 2132,
January 11-13, 1708/9. It may perhaps be
thought worthy of a corner in 'N. & Q.' :

London, Jan. 13. We have been desired, by a
Person of Honour, to publish the following Paper." His most Serene Highness Anthony Ulrick, Duke of
Brunswick and Lunebourg, considering how much it
conduces to the Good of the Publick, that young Gentle-
men of Quality should have Education suitable to their
Rank and high Birth, and by that means become

capable, one Day, of rendring to their Country those

signal Services due to it, and continuing down to Pos-

terity the same glorious Examples which themselves
receiv'd from their illustrious Ancestors; thought fit,

some Years ago, to erect an Academy adjoining to his

Castle of Residence, at Wolfenbuttle. And whereas,
the Passages into France being, at present, shut up by
War, many young Noblemen, &c., as well from England,
as several Provinces of the Empire, have actually enter'd
this Academy, divers others are likewise daily expected.

" His most serene Highness has lately chose first

Governor of this Academy, a Person, whose Experience
in the Conduct of young Princes is sufficiently known to

the greatest Courts in Europe ; and under him the most
able Professors and Masters that could be found. In

respect of the Manage, besides Horses of all Countries

now in the Stables, there will be a constant Supply of

young ones, and others already manag'd from all Parts.

The Rules and Orders, newly made, very much enlarge
the Privileges of the Academiflta above any, tho' very

great, they enjoy'd before. In relation to Studies, the

first Care and Design is, to give an Insight into the

Principles of Religion ; next, to instruct in Eloquence,

Politicks, Morality, History, Geography, and other Parts

of Mathematicks, in civil Law, and that of the Empire ;

Lastly, to teach the French, Italian, English, and

Spanish Languages. The famous Ducal Library is open
at certain Hours in the Day, and Liberty, of Taking out

Books, granted indifferently to all.

"There will be provided a good Table, convenient

Apartments, with all Necessaries for the Academists
and their Servants. They are permitted to appear at

Court, Assemblies, Balls, and other Diversions, without

the extraordinary Expence of Dress usually requir'd;
his most serene Highness declaring his Pleasure, rather

to see them in the plain modest Garb of Gentlemen.

By this Liberty of Frequenting the Court, with the

honest Conversation to be had in such a Course of

Vertue and Civility, they will soon learn the manly
Assurance, genteel Behaviour, and good Manners of the

Great. In order to the more eaaie attaining these noble

Accomplishments, his most serene Highness, that no-

thing may be wanting on his part, is pleased farther to

allow the Honour of his own Table to some Academists

every Day ; and, in case of no room, to eat at that of the

Grand Marshal. For an Addition to all Favours, and as

an Encouragement to make good use of these most
excellent Means so generously propos'd, his most serene

Highness will still continue, as he has hitherto con-

stantly done, to reward such, who shall appear worthy,
with Offices, not only at Court, but in his Troops, and
other Employments of the State.

" If any Persons of Quality, differing from the estab-

lish'd Religion of the Country, are willing to come to

this Academy (as there are now a great many), this is

to acquaint them, That the Protestants, according to

the Church of England, have their Liturgy and Preach-

ing, in the French Language, in the Auditory of the

Academy ;
the Roman Catholicks have the same Con-

veniency in the Town.
" Tho' the Revenue arising from this Academy is

well known to have hitherto fallen much short of the

necessary Charges for its Support, his most serene High-
ness not willing it should light on Particulars, out of his

Princely Bounty, vouchsafes himself to make good that

Deficiency, insomuch as no more than the following

reasonable Summs are requir'd, viz., For Lodging, Diet,

Instruction, and other things, a Prince gives but 150

Dollars (or about 30/. Sterling) Entrance ;
a Count 100 ;

and a Gentleman 50. For the annual Pension a Prince

pays 600 Dollars; a Count 500; and a Gentleman 300.

Every one shall be indispensably oblig'd at first coming,
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besides his Entrance, to lay down Six Months Pension

and to continue the same Half-Yearly Advance : A
Governor, who lodges with any Person under his Tui

tion, shall pay only 150 Dollars a Year; and if he de

sires a private Apartment, 36 Dollars more : Governors

to Princes must pay in the whole 260 Dollars.

"We believe no Objection can be made to this Academy
by any who will consider, That in foreign Countries 'til

not possible to have, at such reasonable Rates, the same

Conveniencies of Diet, Lodging, and Biding, of Pro

fessors, Masters of Exercises, and many other Advan

tages, beside those above-mention'd : Nor ought it to

be pass'd over the Benefit at this, beyond most Acade-

mies, of having every Thing within it self, viz., a Church

(for the Reform'd), Manage, Dining-Hall, and Lessons,

without spending the Day in running, at all Seasons

from one Place to another, which, to other Academists

is, generally, the greatest Part of the Exercise.
" If any desire a more particular Account, they may

apply, by Letter, or otherways, to Mr. de Walter, Coun-
cellor of State, and Grand-Governor of the Academy,
who, with Pleasure, will give them such Information

upon this Subject, as he doubts not but will afford entire

Satisfaction."

It would be interesting to find the record of an

actual experience at this ducal Dotheboys Hall,
if such exists, in order to see in how far the per-
formance fell short of the flowing promise.

H. HALLIDAY SPARLING.

PRICES OF ADMISSION TO THEATRES, TEMP.

ELIZABETH. The annexed reference to the charge
made for admission to theatres in the days ol

Elizabeth may not improbably be almost unique,
or in any case is alone sufficient to give value to

a volume which possesses considerable importance
in other ways. It occurs in Tommaso Garzoni's
"
Hospitall of Incvrable Fooles : Erected in Eng-

lish, as neer the first Italian modell and platforme,
as the vnskilfull hand of an ignorant Architect
could deuise. Printed by Edm. Bollifant, for

Edward Blount. 1600," am. 4to. The translator's

preface, or, rather, Epistle Dedicatory to
" Madam

Fortune," contains one or two passages of singular
interest, as, for instance, when referring to the
slanders bestowed on Fortune by poets ("these
Candle-wasting-Booke Wormes") :

" But since it is no other then the breath of such a
pitifull family; let it vanish (as one of my owne Mottley
houshold notes wel) like Tabacco smoake."

Or again :

"I feare nothing more, but that I haue beene too
graue all this while, & appear'd like one dancing in a
gowne : If I haue, pardon me ; I beg it with as forced a
looke, as a Player that in speaking an Epilogue makes
loue to the two pennie-roume for a plaudite."

DANIEL HIPWELL.
17 Hilldrop Crescent, N.

ON WHICH SIDE SHOULD WE SLEEP? In the
'
Fiancee Anonyme,' by E. Cadol (Paris, 1891), it

is said (p. 13) of a journalist and critic who had
been much struck by an advertisement in a news-
paper offering a pretty young girl, with a large
ortune, in marriage to any distingue young man

without fortune, that in his dreams "
il voyait venir

a lui une belle jeune fille, pure, suave, absoln-

ment '

selecte,' qui remuait des billets de banque
a la pelle. Seulement, comme il dorm ait du cote

gauche, des peripeties, noires, tragiques, effroy-

ables, traversaient sa vision." These nightmares

oppressed and troubled him so much that at last

he jumped up, rushed off to his sitting-room,
wrote an answer to the advertisement, and then,

relieved,
"
rentra dans sa chambre, se remit au lit,

souffla la bougie, et s'anichant sur le cdte* droit

cette fois, se dit
' Ca y est !

' Deux minutes apies,
il dormait a poings fermes" (p. 15). It would

seem, therefore, that in France there is a popular
notion more or less prevalent that one sleeps more

soundly and better on the right side. Is there

any such notion in England ? My own impression
is rather in favour of this view ; but it is only of

late years that I have taken to sleeping on the

right side, and until I saw this passage in the

French novel it had never occurred to me to

investigate the matter. Theoretically speaking,
there may be something to be said in favour of the

French view. The great bulk of the heart lies

under the breastbone and on the left side ;
there

is but little of it on the right side, and the right

lung is in consequence rather larger than the left.

There may, therefore, be more pressure upon the

heart when one lies on the left side than when
one lies upon the right. Again, the great bulk of

the liver, which is by far the heaviest organ in the

abdomen, is on the right side, and it is possible,

therefore, that when one lies on the left side, the

liver, though well supported and by no means

wobbling about, may exercise some pressure upon
the stomach and other adjoining organs.

F. CHANCE.

CALVIN AND SERVETUS. Calvin, as is well

known, burnt Servetus and his books at the stake.

Mr. Farrer, the author of ' Books Condemned to

be Burnt,' just published, thinks that the works
of Servetus were probably no loss. There are

many people who differ from him, and think that

if Calvin and his books, preaching doctrines

bordering closely upon devil - worship, had
been burnt, instead of Servetus and his works,
the world would be both richer and wiser.

A very sympathetic article on Servetus as a

geographer appeared in a Berlin geographical
ournal a few years ago, but I have mislaid the

reference. L. L. K.

JOHN HARTNUP. The death of Mr. John

rlartnup, who succeeded his father as Director of

he Observatory of the Mersey Docks and Harbour
Board of Liverpool in 1885, and was killed by a

'all from the building on April 21, leads me
o express my surprise that his father's name,
also John Hartnup, is not included in the

' Dic-

ionary of National Biography.' Although his
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attention (as has been that of his son and successor)
was devoted to the care and testing of chrono-
meters for the Corporation of Liverpool, he made
a large number of valuable astronomical observa-

tions, which are published in the Astronomische
Nachrichten and the Monthly Notices of the

Royal Astronomical Society ; and he is credited

with no fewer than sixty-two papers in the Royal
Society's Catalogue. W. T. LYNN.

Blackheath.

We must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct.

MARIEKEN VAN NYMEGEN. John Duisbrowke,
or Jan van Doesborcb, whose impressions seem to

be exceedingly rare, printed in the first quarter of

the sixteenth century a book whose title I here
transcribe :

" Here begynneth a littell story that
was of a trewthe done in the lande of Gelders of a

mayden that was named Mary of Nemwegen that
was the dyvels paramoure by the space of vii yere
lang. Imprynted at Antwerpe by me John Duis-
browke." Two different Dutch texts are extant,
whichhave bothbeen published. So long asthe Eng-
lish text is not available it is not possible to deter-
mine from which Dutch text it was translated.
As I have recently stated in my new edition of

'Everyman,' the translator is possibly Richard

Arnold, on whom see 'Diet, of Nat. Biography.' I
am anxious to learn if any of your readers can give
me additional information concerning this work,
and especially where a copy of it may be found.
Has it ever been reprinted ? H. LOGBMAN.

University of Ghent.

LYRICAL VERSE OF THE NORTH COUNTRY.
Who are the really poetical lyrists of the north of

England, and what are the names of their best
works ? I am anxious to acquaint myself with the

lyrics and ballads belonging to thecountry lyingsouth
of the Scotch Border and north of the Humber ;

but none of my book-loving friends can afford me
accurate information on the subject. Of course I
know the old classical ballad-poetry of the North,
but I need information with regard to the singers
of the past two centuries and of the Stuart period.
Do any lyrics in the style of Suckling, Waller,
and their predecessors spring from the northern
counties ? WILD WALES.

MORO. Can any reader of
' N. & Q.' give me

any information respecting the ancient families of
Moro ; the connexion between the Spanish and
Italian families of this name, as well as the con-
nexion between these and the old Polish family of

Moro, and Morozowicz, and the Russian Counts
Moro ; also the arms borne by these families ?

Do the Mores of Loseley, near Gnildford, descend9

through their ancestor, Sir Christopher More, from
the Moros of Italy or Spain ? As the mulberry
and mulberry tree figure in the escutcheons of

the Mores at Loseley, it would seem as if they did

derive from the Moros, which latter name is

derived from the mulberry. The More and
Morozowicz arms bear a cross argent, which

may possibly indicate that an early ancestor was
a Crusader. I shall be glad of any information

on this subject. MOROZOWICZ.

MISERERE CARVINGS. Can any correspondent
say whether a book has yet appeared illustrative

of sculptured choir-stalls and misereres of the four-

teenth and fifteenth centuries, either pictorial or

descriptive ; or whether such a work is now in

preparation ? To me it seems desirable that good
illustrations should be published of all ancient

wood-carvings on panel or canopy, as well as on

miserere, now existing in cathedrals and parish
churches. Such a work, containing a large number
of examples, would be as valuable as it would be

unique, and a comparative classification of the

subjects would, undoubtedly, throw much light on
the import and intent of these peculiar forms of

imagery and symbolism. Can a complete list be
made out, in counties, of churches containing
ancient stalls and misereres ? Chester Cathedral
has forty-eight stalls of exquisite workmanship
and of late fourteenth century date. St. Mary's,

Nantwicb, has twenty stalls, very good work, of

early fifteenth century date. These are all I know
of in Cheshire. Ripon Cathedral has thirty-four

stalls, dated 1489 and 1494. The misereres at

Beverley and Lincoln Minsters, at St. Botolph's,

Boston, at Exeter and Worcester Cathedrals, are

celebrated ;
but I know of no published accounts

of them. The ancient stalls at Durham Cathedral

were destroyed by Scotch prisoners taken at

Dunbar in 1650 ;
and those at York Cathedral

were burned by Jonathan Martin on February 2,

1829. Though the list of ancient church wood-

carvings might not be very long, yet a good book
on the subject would be valuable.

JAMES HALL.
Lindum House, Nantwich.

[See 7 S. xi. 27.]

'THE PLEASURES OF IMAGINATION.' Wherecan
I see a copy of the second edition of this poem ?

Hardinge, in a letter published in Nichols's
'

Literary Anecdotes/ vol. viii. p. 525, cites as

"a memorable proof" of Akenside's change of

politics, the substitution in the second edition of
" wise "

for
"
majestic," and " order "

for
"
truth."

I have examined the editions of 1754, 1763, 1765,

1768, and 1769, with the first edition (1744), but
in none of these has any change been made in

the passage incorrectly quoted by Hardinge.
G. F. R. B.
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SIR WALTER DEVEREUX, knighted at Ashby
de la Zouche, September 2, 1617, is described as

the " base brother to the Earl of Essex" (Metcalf's
' Book of Knights ') What is known of this

knight? He appears to be the Sir Walter
Devereux who represented either Tamworth or

Licbfield in all the Parliaments of Charles I. until

nis death between May and August, 1641.

W. D. PINK.

AMERICAN WAR OF INDEPENDENCE. For mili-

tary details what are the best works to consult on
this subject? SILURIAN.

MONUMENTAL SLAB IN EAST - HAMPSTEAD
CHURCH, BERKS. Can any reader of ' N. & Q.'
assist me in the following difficulties ? There is a

black marble slab, now in the north aisle of East-

Hampstead Church, which formerly was
"
lying in

the middle of the chancel," when Elias Ashmole
copied the inscription, which is given in his

'Antiquities of Berks' (vol. ii. p. 381). It is a
monument in memory of Edmund Thorold and
Maria his wife, and their two daughters Elizabeth
and Maria. Above the inscription is rudely carved
an elaborate coat of arms, and it is about this coat
of arms that I ask to have my difficulties solved.

In the first place, the whole shield is tilted to
the left through an angle of forty-five degrees, and
the helmet which supports the Thorold crest a
buck passant is perched not above the centre of
the shield, but upon the right hand corner, the
sinister chief. I never saw a shield depicted thus
on any other monument, and I cannot find any
explanation in Bobeson, Boutell, or Porny of such
a position. Then as to the shield itself ; Burke,
in his

'

Armory,' gives at the very end of the coats
for Thorold one which has no connexion with the
other Thorolds, and which is the coat of this

family, viz., Barry of six sa. and ar. (another sa.

and gu.), on a canton of the first a martlet of the
second. But in the Easthampstead shield there
are other coats added, and it is as to the names
of the families of these quarterings that I seek help.
The shield is divided party per pale, and the wife's
coat is a chevron vair between three roses, two in
the chief, one in the base. What coat is this ?
The husband, Edmund Thorold's, coat is : Quar-
terly, 1, Barry of eight, on a canton a martlet ;

2, Barry of six, on a canton a martlet, and on the
second bar a mullet ; 3, a bend raguly between
six bezants ; 4, a cross potent between four
bezants

; over all at the centre of the quarter-
ings a mullet. What families are represented by
the third and fourth quarters ; and what is the con-
nexion between first and second ?

C. W. PENNY.
Wokingham.

MILO, HIGH CONSTABLE, EARL OF HEREFORD,
&c., DIED 1143. In a grant to Llanthony Abbey,

Gloucester, he mentions the church of Barton
(now Barton Stacey, Hants), "part of my fee

descended to me from my ancestors." He was the
son of Walter, grandson of Roger, according to

the above deed. His mother's name was Emma,
daughter of Dru de Baladon. Who was his

ancestor at the time of Domesday survey ; and
what other manors did he hold in Hampshire ?

VICAR.

BELLADONNA. Can somebody learned in such
matters give me any information about the deadly

nightshade ? It is very common in Palestine, and

grows there largely in vineyards, where it is most
hurtful to the grape. It is so like a dark, shining
black grape that the Arabs call it Aneb il dib,
"
wolf-grapes." In the passage in Isaiah (v. 2-4)

it is rendered " wild grapes," D^fcO ; but this is

manifestly wide of the mark. Bate points out

that it must mean " rotten grapes," uvas putidas,

grapes that rot upon the vine. The fruit of the

nightshade is said to contain a quantity of vinous

juice. I wish to know what effect fermenta-

tion would have upon the poisonous element
in the plant. It would, no doubt, greatly change
it. Would it develope into a new poison, or tend
to extinguish the natural poison? Have any
toxicological experiments been conducted to ascer-

tain the effect of fermentation so employed ? If

not, the question would seem to me to be one of

considerable interest. C. A. WARD.
Walthamstow.

HOWSON. Francis Howson, gent., died Oct. 26,

1742, aged sixty-nine, and was buried at Ulceby,
co. Lincoln. On his tombstone he is described as

"Pronepos Johannis Howson, Episcopi Dunel-
mensis." Can any correspondent kindly refer me
to a pedigree of this family ? There is another

tombstone at Ulceby, to the Rev. John Howson,
of Lincoln, who died in March, 1773. Foster

(' Al. Oxon.') mentions a Francis, son of Francis

Howson, of "Woludy," co. Lincoln, gent., who
matriculated in 1724, aged eighteen, and a Thomas,
son of Rev. Francis Howson, of Lincoln, who
matriculated in 1756, aged seventeen.

W. G. D. FLETCHER.
St. Michael's, Shrewsbury.

VESEY FAMILY. I shall be obliged for some
information about the origin and pedigree of the

Irish branch of the Vesey family now represented

by Viscount de Vesci. Archdall's Lodge's
'

Peerage'
of 1789 states that they went to Ireland from
Cumberland in the time of Elizabeth ;

now I hear

that they used to live at Hintlesham, in Suffolk.

DOMINICK BROUNE.

ARCHIMEDES AND THE HYDROMETER. Can any
of your readers furnishme with the lines by Palaemon
in which there is an allusion to Archimedes as the

inventor of the hydrometer? The lines were, I
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believe, quoted in Nicholson's Journal some years

ago by Citizen Usebe Salverte. They will be of

use to me in my forthcoming work on the hydro-

meter. J. SCARISBKICK.

BOUNDER. I wonder if any of your philological

correspondents can throw light on the origin of

the slang term " bounder," so much used by super-

cilious youths of the day. It seems rather

remote; but can it be because he tries to leap into

good society 1 Or is it possibly a corruption of

Bret Harte's inimitable mongrel
" Boonder

"
?

T. L. P.

fSee Mr. Farmer's '

Slang and its Analogues.']

SIR JOHN WEBB, KT., Director General of

Ordnance. Knighted February 23, 1821. Can

any reader inform me the date of his death and

place of burial ? W. L. WEBB.

FOXES' LUNGS. In the Book of Rates annexed

to the Irish statute 14 & 15 Charles II.,

chap, viii., I find that "fox lungs" were to be

taxed at 1*. 4d. the pound. For what purpose
were they imported ? K. P. D. E.

VALUE OF BOOKS SOUGHT. Can any of your
readers inform me as to the value, or rarity, of the

two following editions of Virgil's works?

1. Opera Vergiliana docte et familiariter ezppsita
Quo oi'a ab ipao Aacenaio impendio Joan'is Parui

coimpressa et recognita proatant aub Leone Argenteo

apud Parrhirios in via regia ad diuum Jacobum (1507).
Folio.

2. Pub. Verg. Maro. Bucolica Georgica Aeneia, cvm
Servii commentariia Vcenunda'tur via lacobaea, Apud
Ambroaium Girault. MDXXIX. Folio. (Illust. with

woodcuts.)

Any information will be acceptable.

OSWALD, O.S.B.
Fort Augustus, N.B.

EDUARDUS HORSBIUS. In the volume called

'Famiani Strada? J Romani e Societate Jesu de

Bello Belgioo Decas Prima. Juxta exemplar
Romse impressum Apud Hermannum Scheus
CIODCLIII.' one reads on p. 434, in the ninth book,
which treats of D. John of Austria :

" Etenira Orangiue, qui certo sibi persuaserat,

Hispanoa numquam emittendoa ab Austriaco, ideoque nee

praefecturam Belgii capeasendam ;
ubi audivit Hispanoa

Belgio cessisse, Auatriacum Bruxellis magna omnium
laetitia inauguratum ease, eique ;i finitimia Principibua
advert tare quotidie gratulationia nuncios; nam & ipaa
Anglias Begina in id officii destinarat Eduardum
Horseium Vettae Insulse prsefectum."

This took place in 1559. Who was this governor
of the Isle of Wight thus employed on diplomatic
service by Queen Elizabeth ? PALAMEDES.

Paris.

ST. BENET'S CAP. Will some reader of
* N. & Q.' inform me what this means ? If the

cordza, why is it called St. Benet's Cap ? Can it

possibly be a play on San Benito ? The phrase

seems to be familiar. I tied in Rabelais,
' Panta-

gruel,' v. 15, in the precis at the close of the

chapter, these words :
-

" If he has the wit or good fortune to discover [why
he is accused by the Inquisition], he generally cornea off

better ; and a round fine, with St. Benet'a cap, aave him
from being burned."

E. COBHAM BREWER.

OLD EEEKY=EDINBUBGH.

(8
to S. i. 293.)

Annotating "Auld Reikie," in his edition of

Robert Fergusson's 'Poems,' Dr. Grosart quotes
from ' Traditions of Edinburgh

' a legend assigning
the origin of the sobriquet to the time of Charles II.

The story is as follows :

"An old gentleman in Fife, designated Durham of

Largo, was in the habit, at the period mentioned, of

regulating the time of evening worahip by the appear-
ance of the smoke of Edinburgh, which he could eaaily

see, through the clear summer twilight, from hia own
door. When he observed the amoke increase in density,

in consequence of the good folk of the city preparing
their supper, he would call all the family into the house,

saying,
'
It 's time now, bairns, to tak the beuka, and

gang to our beds, for yonder 's Auld Beikie, I see, putting
on her nicht-cap.'

"

Whether this is ingenious romancing or matter

of fact, it still leaves open for the curious the

interesting question .whether Mr. Durham gave
the name or merely used it. THOMAS BATMB.
Helensburgh, N.B.

This expression is used by Allan Ramsay in his

'Elegy on Maggy Johnstoun,' 1713: "Auld

Reeky, mourn in sable hue !

"
st. 1. It is also

employed in a parody of the 137th Psalm usually
ascribed to Dr. Archibald Pitcairn :

Auld Reekie I can ne'er forget
For ony town that I 've seen yet
In a' their foreign lands.

'A Book of Scottish Paaquils,' 1568-1715,
ed. Maidment, 1868, p. 15.

Dr. Brewer, in ' Phrase and Fable,' thus explains
the name :

"
Edinburgh old town, so called from the filthy state

of its streets, always reeking with exhalations."

Is not this explanation merely imaginary?

Surely the title is derived from the cloud of reek,

or smoke, overhanging it.

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

Mr. James Grant, in his
' Old and New Edin-

burgh,' writes as follows :

" ' Auld Reekie,' a sobriquet which, though attributed

to James VI., the aforenamed writer [Chambers] affirms

cannot be traced beyond the reign of Charles II., and

assigns it to an old Fifeshire gentleman, Durham of

Largo, who regulated the hour of family worahip and
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bis children's bed-time aa he saw the smoke of evenin

gather over the summits of the venerable city."

E. G. YOUNQBR, M.D.
19, Mecklenburgh Square, W.C.

Wood's 'East Neuk of Fife/ p. 83, has th

following :

" To one or other of the two last-mentioned laird

[Durham a of Largo, co. Fife] must be attributed th
honour of giving to Edinburgh the sobriquet of Auli

Reekie, if there be any truth in the tradition recordei

by Chambers in the following words :
' An old patri

archal gentleman, Durham of Largo, was in the habit o

regulating the time of evening worship ft. e., famil;

prayers] by the appearance of the smoke of Edinburgh
which lie could easily see, through the clear aummei

twilight, from his own door. When he observed the
smoke increase in density in consequence of the gooi
folk preparing their suppers, he would call the family
into the house, saying,

' It 's time noo, bairns, to tak tin

buiks [Bibles] and gang to our beds, for yonder 's Aulc

Reekie, I see, putting on her night-cap.'
"

GEOKGE ANGUS.
The Presbytery, St. Andrews, N.B.

So long ago as October, 1858, a former corres-

pondent of
' N. & Q.' (2

nd S. vi. 346) inquired for

the earliest occasion on which the terms "Old
Beekie " or "Modern Athens," were applied to the

City of Edinburgh, and by whom or how they
were originated. Upwards of thirty-three years
have passed away, and the question still remains
unanswered. Now that another generation of

readers of 'N. & Q.' has come upon the scene,

perhaps this Edina of the poets, the Dunedin ot

the Gael, the Modern Athens, and the Auld
Reekie of the inhabitants of one of the most
beautiful cities of the world may meet with more
attention. EVERAKD HOME COLEMAN.

71, Brecknock Road.

"THE DE'IL is DEAD" (8
th S. i. 208, 283,

340). When I was a boy, the favourite quatrain
in London was :

Some say the devil 's dead,
And buried in Long Acre ;

Some say he 's rose again,
And 'prenticed to a baker.

The present generation is scarcely able to realize
the significance of the above lines. Before and
after the Battle of Waterloo, in consequence of the

operation of the corn laws and several years of
failure in the home harvest, bread became very
dear. I can remember it at two shillings the

quartern loaf. There was much discontent in the

metropolis, and the bakers were not only accused
of raising the price, but also of adulterating the
staff of life with ground bones, alum, and other
deleterious materials. Hence it was supposed
that the devil had entered into the trade, with the
ultimate aim of securing as many baker victims
as possible, by encouraging their malpractices.
The baker was held up as a delinquent in carica-

tures, street ballads, and pantomimes. In the

"
galanty

'

show " that was cried about the

streets in winter, the showman, when called

indoors to exhibit his magic lantern to a family

party, had a particularly favourite slide, in which

the devil was represented carrying off a baker on
his tiident, on his back, or simply dragging him

along. The use of ground bones "
to make my

bread " was not much credited ; but there was

quite a furor of excitement as to the presence of

alum. This was not quite reasonable, seeing that

the public demanded white bread, and yet objected
to the only bleaching material at the baker's com-

mand. Many methods were suggested for the

detection of alum in bread, but none of them
was successful. Chemical analysis was compara-

tively weak seventy years ago, and even now the

detection of a small quantity of alum in bread is

not easy. Dr. Pennington, a London physician
well known in his day, solved the problem in a

very practical manner. He ordered the loaves

that were delivered one morning to be taken into

the dining room. Having broken open one of

them, he sprinkled the two inner parts with

powdered alum, put the two portions together, and
sent for the baker. When the man arrived, the

doctor took the loaf apart, and said,
" How is

this, Mr. Baker ? I thought you said you didn't

use alum in your bread !

" The poor man, thus

:aken aback, let the cat out of the bag by saying,
"I don't know how that could have happened,
sir; but there's enough alum there for the whole

batch." C. TOMLINSON.
Highgate, N.

THOMAS NASH (8
th S. i. 352). The Thomas-

Sash baptized at Stratford-on-Avon on June 20,

1593, cannot possibly be the Thomas Nash who
was " the literary associate of Marlowe," if he was
>orn in 1593, as MR. E. B. NASH seems to imply,

so devout a believer in parish registers I com-
mend the following :

"The parish register [DeptfordJ leaves us in no
doubt by recording the burial of '

Christopher Mar-
ow. slaine by ffrancis Archer, the 1 of June, 1593.'

""

'Works of Christopher Marlowe,' ed. Cunningham,
ntro. p. xix.)

That Thomas Nash, the dramatic poet, was dead
>efore 1606 is evident from the reference to him
n ' The Return from Parnassus,' a play published
n that year, where (in Act I. sc. ii. ) Ingenioso
escribes him as " a fellow that carried the deadly
took* in his pen, whose muse was armed with

gagtootb, and his pen possessed with Hercules'

uries
"

; and Judicio hereupon gives expression
o the charitable sentiment :

Let all his faults sleep with his mournful chest,
And then for ever with his ashes rest :

His style was witty though he had some gall,

Something he might have mended ; so may all.

*
Compare

'

Hamlet,' IV. vii. :

If he by chance escape your venom'd stuck.
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We have here a burial register quite as unim-

peachable as that cited by MR. E. B. NASH ; only
the two notices refer to different persons. There

was another Thomas Nash, who, according to

Watt, published in 1633 a work entitled
'

Qua-
ternio.' F. ADAMS.

105, Albany Road, Camberwell.

MOUSE-BAR : THE HERB OF WONDER (8
th S. i.

315). Parkinson ('Thea. Bot.,' 1640) states that
" the ordinary mouseare "

is useful in the treat-

ment of " the laundies," the stone,
" the dropsie,"

the "
quartane Ague," and some diseases incident

to women, &c., also:

"it Btayeth the fluxes of blood, eyther at the month
or nose, and inward bleedings also, for it is a singular
wound herbe, for either inward or outward wounds:
the greer.e herbe bruised and presently bound to any
fresh cut or wound, doth quickly soder the lippes

thereof; the distilled water of the plant is availeable

in all the diseases aforesaid, and for wounds and sores

that are outward to wash them therewith, and to apply
tents or cloths wet therein. It is sayd to be so powerful!
to harden iron or steele, that if any edged or pointed
toole shall be often quenched in the juice thereof, it will

cut all other iron, steele, or stone, very easily, without

turning edge or point. The old All-go-misse, I should

say Alchimists did much commend the juice of this

herbe, that it would congeale and fix Mercury, but all

these fancies are in these times quite dispersed and
driven away, I thinke It is said that if it be given any
way to an horse it will cause that be shall not be hurt

by the Smith that shooeth him." P. 693.

J. F. MANSERGH.
Liverpool.

MARROW (8
th S. i. 166, 279). I am surprised

that no reference is forthcoming as to the very
familiar use of this term in the colliery districts of

Durham and Northumberland. Two couples of

marrows constitute a "
set" of four pitmen (miners)

who have been "cavelled" together, and who
work in couples as hewers at the same coal.

One couple work in the "
fore," or night shift, the

other in the "
back," or day shift. A pitman's

song, called the *
Collier's Bant,' may not be out

of place here, as it bears directly on the query,
and is unique of its kind, besides being a true,

though droll, picture of pit-life below ground as it

was fifty to a hundred years ago, though not so

true of it to-day. It appeared in the
' Newcastle

Song Book '

for 1842, as follows:

As me and my marrow was gannin to wark,
We met wi' the De'il, it was in the dark

;

I up wi' my pick, it being in the neet,
And knock'd off his horns, likewise his club feet.

(Chorus) Follow the horses, Johnny, my lad. oh !

Follow them through, my canny lad, oh t

Follow the horses, Johnny, my lad, oh 1

Oh, lad, lie away, canny lad, oh !

As me and my marrow was putting the tram,*
The lowef it went oot, and my marrow went wrang ;

*
Pushing the coal tub.

t Light.

You would have laugh'd had you seen the gam,
The De'il gat my marrow, but I gat the tram.

Oh, marrow ! oh, marrow ! what dost thou think?

I 've broken my bottle and spilt a' my drink ;

I 've lost a' my shin-splints amang the greet stanes,.

Draw me to the shaft, it's time to gan name,

Oh, marrow ! oh, marrow ! where hest thou been ?

Driving the drift frae the low seam,

Driving the drift frae the low seam :

Hand up the lowe, lad ! de'il stop oot thy een !

Oh, marrow ! oh, marrow ! this is wor pay week,
We'll get penny loaves, and drink to our beek;
And we'll fill up our bumper, and round it shall go,
Follow the horses, Johnny lad, oh !

There is me horse, and there is me tram;
Twee horns full of greese will myek her to gan ;

There is me hoggers,* likewise me half shoon,

And smash me heart ! marrow, me putting's a' done f

This song may be worthy the attention of MR,
R. B. BOSWELL. N. E. B.
West Herrington, Snnderland. -

,
:

A THIMBLE TO BALE OUT THE ATLANTIC (8
th S.

i. 128, 298). I think that there is no notice of

the apparition by St. Augustine himself, neither

can I point out the earliest source of the story, so-

that it can be assigned to the proper authority. But

Beyerlinck, after narrating the miracle, thus pro-
ceeds :

" Eo autem loco ubi suprascriptum miraculum contigit,

extat adbuc sacellum cum domo eremetica perantiquum,
ubi in lapide, excisa et pone exesa leguntur haec,

Sive viator es, five inquilinus,
Eremeticam venerare domum, venerare sacellum,
Ubi prsefulgidum illud Ecclesiae lumen Augustinua
Egregium de Trinitate opus inchoavit,

Quod mirifico coelestis pueri juxta Bertoldi

Littus sibi apparentis oraculo intermissum,
In Africa tandem senex absolvit."

'Magn. Theatr. Vit. Human.,' t.vii. p. 719j

Venet., 1707.

But I am not able to examine its authenticity.
There is another reference (Ibid. t. ii. p. 737) to-

Thomas Cantipratensis (fl. circ. 1255, Cave, 'Hist.

Lit.'), 'Bonum TJniversale de Apibus,' 1. ii. c. 48,,

p. 3, which is possibly the common source of the

story. This, too, I am not able to consult.

ED. MARSHALL.

I believe Mrs. Jameson was wrong, and that

St. Augustine does not relate this story. Mr.

Neale, whose knowledge of St. Augustine was

doubtless greater than mine, and probably than

Mrs. Jameson's, says, in the preface to
'

Evenings,
at Sackville College,' "The story may probably

enough be true, though it is strange that St.

Augustine, in that case, should not have related it

himself." C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.
Longford, Coventry.

"ST. ALBAN'S TAVERN "(8th S. i. 293). Thiswaa

not in Pall Mall, but behind, in the street where

Footless stockings.'
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Burke lived and Hoppner died. At No. 12,
Charles Street, St. James's, it was in existence as

a coffee-house BO late as 1853. The memory of it

should be dear to bookmen. After the Roxburgh
sale, at No. 11, St. James's Square, on June 17,

1812, when a
"
right

"
Boccaccio was fought for by

the Marquis of Blandford he was living on poit-
obits and Lord Spencer, and won by the latter

with a bid of 2,200 guineas, the Roxburgh Club
was founded at the "St. Alban's Tavern" by

" Tom
Bowling's

"
son, Thomas Frognall Dibdin, who was

appointed secretary. The president, naturally,
was the sensation bidder for that Boccaccio. Of
the twenty-four original members were the Duke
of Devonshire! Lord Althorp, Sir Masterman
Sykes, Sir Egerton Brydges, Baron Bolland, and
Sir Walter Scott. The club's dinners are famous
in the annals of gastronomy. Joseph Hazlewood,
a member, left in MS. an account of these doings,"
culinary and festivous," an excerpt from which

was printed in the A thenceum a good many years
ago. The club dined, in rotation, at the "St.
Alban's," at

"
Grillion's," at the "

Clarendon," and
at the "

Albion." The cuisine in Charles Street
must have been pretty good. It was, however, at

the "Albion" that the "record" reckoning was
incurred, at the anniversary dinner, in 1818. On
that occasion fifteen members, under the presidency
of Mr. Heber, who occupied the chair almost to
the last, dined at a cost of 851. 9*. Qd.

W. F. WALLBB.
This tavern was situate in St. Albans Street, on

the north side of Pall Mall, near St. James's

Market, removed under the Act 53 George III.

cap. 120 (1813) for the formation of Waterloo
Place and Regent Street. The Grace collection of

maps and views of London contains a plan of the
north side of the Mall as it was in the year 1794.

EVEKAKD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

SWORD MARKS (8
th S. i. 227, 342). H. D. C.-S.

is mistaken in advising W. T. that signatures ol

this kind may be found in 'The Book of. the

Sword/ if, as no doubt is the case, he refers to
Richard F. Burton's noble monograph on "the
white arm," the first part only (alas !) of which was,
in a stately royal octavo, published by Messrs.
Chatto & Windus in 1884, and of which, as I

understand, the remaining portions are in MS.,
and likely to remain so. It is not probable thai

any one can obtain a copy of this volume of a
second-hand bookseller. It contains no marks.
' N. & Q.'s

'

correspondents will, however, find in
* Guide de 1'Amateur d'Objets d'Art et de la

Curiosite" ; ou, Collection des Monograms,' &c., by
Dr. J. G. Theo. Graesse, deuxieme Edition, Dresde,
1877, nearly four hundred facsimiles of " Marques
des Armuriers Tola*tains," which will be welcome
to them. 0.

COTSWOLD (8
th S. i. 315). The sheep derivation

of Cotswold is not accepted in Rudder's 'New
history of Gloucestershire

'

(Cirencester, 1774) :

" It was anciently much overrun with woods, whence
'

conjecture it obtained its double name, for coed, in the

British language, and weold, in the Saxon, both signify a

wood, and together make a kind of tautology, of which
ihere are many like instances in the names of other

)laces. And, with great deference to Mr. Camden, it

leems probable that all those that have cot or cotes in

;heir composition are derived from the before-mentioned
British word ;

and the present woody state of such places
serves to strengthen this opinion." P. 21.

ED. MARSHALL.

DR. MURRAY says that he does not find Cots or

Cotes wold before 1658, and then the spelling is

evidently
"
got up

"
to support a conjectural deriva-

tion from sheep-cotes and wold. This conjecture is

earlier than the date above. Camden's '

Britannia,'

translated by Philemon Holland, has, at p. 364,
ed. 1610:

' Now proceed we forward to the East part, which I

said riseth up with hilles, to wit Cotteswold, which of

wouldf and Cotes, that is hils and sheepfolds, took that

name."
F. 0. BIRKBECK TERRY.

COPELAND FAMILY (8
th S. i. 127, 299). See

the Cumberland and Westmorland Archaeological

Society's issue of Denton's '

Accompt,' edited by
Chancellor Ferguson (Kendal, 1887), at p. 16, for

the exact words. The family is also referred to at

p. 22. Q. V.

BOY SWALLOWING MARBLES (7
th S. xii. 466;

8th S. i. 35, 296)." The great Wood of Kent "
is

Nicholas Wood, yeoman, of Harrisom, in that

county, celebrated by Taylor, the Water Poet, as

"the great Eater of Kent." The tale of his ex-

ploits with knife and fork is too disgusting to be

repeated. Suffice it to say, in Taylor's words, that

"
Bell, the famous idol of the Babylonians, was a mere

impostor, a juggling toy, and a cheating bauble, in com-

parison of this Nicholaitan Kentish Tenterbelly, the

high and mighty Duke All-paunch, was but a fiction to

him";

and that though he was
" no gamester, neither at dice or cards, yet there is not

any man within forty miles of his head that can play
with him at Maw [an old card game], and though his

pasture be ever so good, he is always like one of Pha-
raoh's lean Kine; he is swarty, blackish hair, hawk-
nosed like a parrot or a Roman, he is wattle-jawed, and
his eyes are sunk inward, as if he looked into the inside

of his entrails to note what customed or uncustomed

goods he took in, whilst his belly, like a mainsail in a

calm, hangs ruffled and wrinkled, in folds and wratb.es,
flat to the mast of his empty carcase, till the storm of

abundance fills it, and violently drives it into the full

sea of satisfaction." Taylor's
'

Early Prose and Poetical

Works,' pp. 124-9.

C. C. B.

AUTHOR WANTED (8
th S. i. 374). The recita-

tion entitled 'The Bishop and the Caterpillar'
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may be found in the Summer Number of the Boy
Own Paper for 1888. No author's name is given
Doubtless the Eeligious Tract Society (the pnb
lishers) would supply LEX with the information h

requires. See * N. & Q.,' 7th S. xi. 67, 117.

JOHN CHURCHILL SJKBS.

13, Wolverton Gardens, Hammersmith, W.

CARDINAL MANNING (8
th S. i. 353). Accord

ing to
' Men of the Time,' 1887, p. 702, he wa

born at Totteridge, Hertfordshire, on July 15

1808, which corresponds with the date given in

the baptismal register of St. Martin's in the Fields

London. E. H. W. DTTNKIN.

5, Therapia Road, Honor Oak, S.E.

Henry Edward Manning, the late cardinal, was
born at Copped Hall, co. Herts, his father's

country residence. Billiter Square was the place
of business, and where the cardinal's eldest

brother was born. The father's parliamentary
duties will perhaps account for the residence in

Spring Gardens in 1809. Can MR. EVERARD
GREEN say who was the cardinal's great-grand-
father? LEO C0LLETON.

I shall be very much obliged for references to

carry back the pedigree as under. I have all the

matter referred to by Dr. Marshall, in his
' Genea-

logist's Guide,' but it does not connect :

Manning=p
I

Manning^

I

Harriet, mar. William Manning, b. 1729,=^ dau.
John Collins, West India Merchant, died of John
of the Isle of at Totteridge, Herts, Nov. Evan.
St. Vincent. 23, 1791.

John Ryan William Manning, M.P., Qo-=T=Mary, dau.

Manning, vernor of the Bank of Eng- of Henry
ob. t.p. land, died 1S33. M.I. at Sund- Hunter,

ridge, Kent.

The late Cardinal Henry Edward Manning,
youngest son.

S. B. T.

CHRISTIAN NAMES OF FOREIGNERS (8
a S. i.

145, 196, 317). Amongst my Beethoven auto-

graphs I find one in which he has signed
" Louis

van Beethoven" ; all the others have "
Ludwig."

W. H. CDMMINGS.
" A PRIEST'S WHITE "

(8
th S. i. 273). Perhaps

the following quotation from P. Heylin's
'
Life of

Laud,' 1671, p. 262, may be of use to your cor-

respondent :

" That the Dean of our chappel that now is, and so

successively, come duly thither to prayers upon Sun-
daies and such Holidaies as the Church observes in his
whites and preach so whensoever he preach there."

The instruction is that of Charles I., as to what
was to be observed in the Chapel Royal at Holy-

rood. I quote from the Rev. T. L. 0. Davies's
'

Supplementary English Glossary.'
F. G. BIRKBECK TERRY.

SUENT (8
th S. i. 187, 212). This word is by

no means confined to Devonshire. It is common
throughout Cornwall, where it has the meaning of

even, smooth. It is given in the undermentioned

provincial glossaries : Akerman's Wiltshire,
1842 ; Pulman's West of England, 1853 ; Barnes's

Dorsetshire, 1863; Jennings's Somersetshire, 1825.

In 'N. & Q.,' 6" S. vii. 447, it is noted as a
French word used in Devonshire suivant. Dr.

Latham suggests pursuant as its origin. The
earliest notice of the word that I have found is in

Marshall's
' Rural Economy of West Devonshire,'

1796. WILLIAM Nor.
72, Doddington Grove, Eennington Park.

SHOT (8
to S. i. 148, 214, 337). There is a good

deal to be said on both sides of this question.
As for the derivation from holt, the elision of the
I offers no'difficulty, as in West Friesland, Holland,
and Belgium, holt normally becomes hout.

Grandgagnage, in his three works on Belgian

names, has collected numerous instances. Thus
Lencholt is now Linchont, Marholt first became

Marnlhot, and is now Meerhont, Forenholt (fir

wood) is now Yoorhout, Turholt is now Torout,
Endeholt is Eindhont, one Holtam is now Hou-

tain, and another is Houthen. In French Flanders

also, we have Wormhout and Hontkerque. In

Brittany, coed, a wood, has become hoet, houet, and

hoit, as Erhoet in the Morbihan. On the other

hand, Mr. Capes's note, showing that Branishott,

Ludshot, and Empshott were formerly spelt

Brembresete, Lidesete, and Hibisete, suffices to

prove that all the names in -shot cannot be from
-holt. Now Somner, in his

'

Anglo-Saxon Diction-

ary,' gives seotu, with the signification of bucetum," a pasture ground for cattle," and in the 'Codex

Diplomatics
' we have hiredes seota to Praia tune,

which must mean the commons or open pastures

aertaining to the people of Preston. Leo, com-

nenting on this entry, observes that se<>ta, or seta,

would be a plural form, meaning enclosed pastures,
and Ducange gives the Middle Latin eotus as

meaning silva, parcus, and sotum as meaning
nemus. The difficulty in deriving shot from

eota, or seta, or from set, a seat or settlement, as

n Dorset, is that an Anglo-Saxon eo or c does not

jive o in modern English, which comes from Anglo-
Saxon o or o, as in top, cot, lot, rod, shot, sop, &c.

lence it seems probable that assimilation, which
las played such havoc with local names, may
lave been at work. Just as -lac has become

ley in Beverley and Filey, -worth has become

ford in Beeford, and has become -wood in Hare-

wood, while -ford has become -worth in Brins-

worth, -husum becoming -ham in Newsham, -stan

ecoming -ton in Rudston, and -brook becoming
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borough in Greasborougb, so Alderskolt and
Oaksholt on the one band, and Brembresete and
Lidesete on tbe other, may have lapsed by assimi-

lation into the common forms Aldershot, Oakshot,
Bramshott, and Ludshot. Perhaps I may be
allowed to add that it is hardly fair of my anony-
mous assailant, F. W. B., to say that "as usual"
I adduce no vestige of proof for my statements.

Evidently he is only acquainted with the abridged
school editions of

' Words and Places. If he will

kindly turn to the preface, he will see that those

editions only profess to give results, without pro-
cesses or proofs, many thousands of references and

proofs which are contained in the library editions

having been omitted to economize space and price.
Tbe abridged editions are published at less than
half the price of the library editions, and contain
little more than half the matter. I think I may
fairly claim that few books have ever been pub-
lished with more ample references than the

library editions. Prof. Skeat once made the same

charge against me in 'N. & Q.,' but at once made
a most ample and generous public apology when
the real facts were privately pointed out to him.
F. W. B. will, I trust, follow his excellent example.

ISAAC TAYLOR.

For information respecting the use of this word
as a measure of area and for names of fields the

following, from Seebohm's 'The English Village
Community,' may be satisfactory. After describing
the division of the land in a township into strips,

"They vary more or less in size even in the same
fields, as in the examples given on tbe map of a portion
of the Hitchin Purwell field. There are '

long
'

strips
and ' short

'

strips. But taking them generally, and com-
paring them with the statute acre of the scale at the
corner of the map, it will be seen at once that the
normal strip is roughly identical with it. The length of
the statute acre of the scale is a furlong of forty rods or

poles. It is four rods in width. Now, forty rods in

length and one rod in width make forty square rods, or
a rood ; and thus, as there are four rods in breadth, the
acre of the scale with which the normal strips coincide
is an acre made up of four roods lying side by side.

Next, it will be seen that the strips on the map lie side

by side in groups, forming larger divisions of the field.

These larger divisions are called
' shots

'
or '

furlongs,'
and in Latin documents quarentence, being always a

furrow-long in width."

At p. 380 :

" The word ' shot
'

probably is simply the Anglo-Saxon
seheot, or ' division

'; but it is curious to find in a docu-
ment of 1318 mention of ' unam peciam quod vulgariter
dicitur Schoet,' at Passau, near the junction of the Inn
with the Danube."

On the map we find Beggarly Shot, Benchley
Hill Shot, Long Shadwell Shot, as names of fields.

G. H. THOMPSON.
Alnwick.

WELSH TRIADS (8
th S. i. 294). There is a

useful little book, now scarce, published in 1823

Ancient Laws of Cambria,' translated from the
Welsh by Wm. Probert,

" with summaries of the
Laws of Howel the Good, Hunting Laws of

Wales, Triadical Commentaries," &c. There is

also a folio volume of the Laws of Howel the

rood, but I do not remember the exact title.

One of the best summaries is an article which the
ate Thomas Watts contributed to Knight's
'English Cyclopaedia' on the "Welsh Language
and Literature," reprinted in a small quarto
(pp. viii, 79). ESTB.

BIBLE (8> S. i. 294). Dore's 'Old Bibles/
second edition, tells us that Norton & Bill suc-

ceeded Robert Barker as Bible printers late in

1618 ;
but the edition of 1623 referred to is not

.n Mr. Dore's list, nor is one which I have a-

black-letter quarto
"
Imprinted at London by Bon-

bam Norton and John Bill," 1625. Interesting as

Dore's ' Old Bibles '

is, it would be of far greater
value if it contained a more complete chronological
list of the various editions of the Bible.

I. C. GOULD.

Lowndes is no authority on Bibles. The Rev,
W. J. Loftie's 'Century of Bibles,' Pickering,

1872, is the only book on which reliance can be
iced. ME. PILLOW does not give the size of his

copy. If it is folio or quarto, the book is rare.

Norton & Bill's 8vo., 1623, is well known; it

differs very little from first octavo of 1612.

J. R. DORE.
Huddersfield.

This will probably be one of the quarto Bibles

which were published about the time mentioned.

I have one before me, printed by Norton & Bill

in 1628, which also has the condensed Prayer Book,

Speed's tables, and the Psalms of Sternhold and

Hopkins bound up with it as usual. Neither the

1623 nor the 1628 edition is mentioned in

Lowndes, or is in Cotton's list. The map of

Canaan is somewhat uncommon, but I have one
or two copies of it in Genevan Bibles. Cotton

mentions editions of the Psalms "for the Company
"

of 1623, in both quarto and folio, but only gives
an octavo edition dated 1628, whilst mine ir a

quarto one. By the way, on the blank page at

the end of the Prayer Book in my copy appears
"fFrancis sstubes was Baptised the 13th of

ffebrvary 1574." J. F. MANSERGH.
Liverpool.

FOREIGN' EXPRESSIONS IN ENGLISH : GRUE-
SOME (8

th S. i. 290, 378). A reference to my
'

Dictionary
'

will show that Burns speaks of death

as
" a grusome carl," and that

"
growsome, horrid,"

occurs in Levins,
'

Manip. Vocabulorum,' printed
in 1570, so it is nothing new. Not only have we
the G. grausam and the Du. gruwzaam, but the

Middle-Danish grusom, which is probably the real

source of our English word. According to Kalkar
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the derivative adj. grusommelig occurs in Danish

in 1580. The A.-S. gryre, horror, is from the

same root. See Grciuel in Eluge. The E. Friesic

form is grausam, so the word must have been

rather widely known. WALTER W. SKEAT.

Gruesome is a provincialism, if you will, not a

foreign word, any more than other words which
were brought into our language in early times by
the Danes. The verb grue, to shudder, meets us

in the 'Cursor Mundi' (c. 1300); and the adj.

gruesome is more than three hundred years old in

print, growsome, as the equivalent of horridus,

being found in Levins's
'

Manipulus
'

of 1570.

The word is in wide use among literary men, and

quotations from Charles Kingsley and Thomas

Hughes appear in the '

Century Dictionary.'
F. ADAMS.

105, Albany Road, Camberwell.

Divus (8
th S. i. 293). Forcellini has:

" Divi appellati sunt praecipue Imperatorea Romani,
post mortem in deos relati : cujus rei passim suppetunt
exernpla, prsesertim in eorum nummis."

The difference of use between divus and deus,
which is not observed in the same way by all

authorities, can be seen there, s.v. "Divus."
ED. MARSHALL.

The word divus, as equivalent to our "late,"
but perhaps with a flavour of

"
blessed memory

"

about it, is at least as old as the '
Institutes '

o:

Justinian, in application to deceased emperors
thus :

" Tarn divi fratres, qua in per se divus

Marcus," referring to Marcus Aurelius Antoninus
and Lucius Verres, in I. xxv.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

EARLDOM OF DESMOND (8
th S. i. 291, 336).

With regard to the letter of J. B. S., is it not the
case that, providing the Act of Attainder (tempore
Queen Elizabeth) were repealed, the present
Knight of Glin would be entitled to the title, the
White Knights being extinct in the male line, and
the Knights of Kerry being junior to the Knights
of Glin? J. U.

Cheshire.

COMMISSIONER OF BANKRUPTS (8
th S. i. 295).

In the "Memoir" of Cowper prefixed to the
"Aldine" edition of his 'Poems,' it is stated that
the duties of his commissionership
41 were for the most part of a merely formal character,
and were executed by the Commissioners, not singly,
but in a body, and in all matters of difficulty under the
direction of a chief Commissioner, who always took the
lead."

C. C. B.

SHAKSPEARE'S BIRTHPLACE (8
th S. i. 287).

If my friend MR. J. S. UDAL, when he left me
at Ismailia, on the Suez Canal, on his way to Fiji,
had happened to ask about Shakespeare's birth-

place, I could have saved him the anxiety of

waiting for an answer to his inquiry by a full

statement of the facts about Shakespeare's birth-

place which he now desires to have.

On September 16, 1847, the famous auctioneer,

George Robins, offered the Shakespeare pro-

perties in Henley Street, Stratford-on-Avon, for

sale by auction. As a long notice had been given,
the committees of London and Stratford-on-Avon
had arranged to purchase the house or houses
which Shakespeare's father had bought, and in one
of which the poet was born, according to local

tradition, very fully supported by documentary
evidence as to ownership. The proposed sale

caused great excitement, as there was some reason
to fear that some enterprising American might
purchase the buildings, and re-erect them in

America as an " unrivalled show." In fact, the

famous Barnuni had proposed to purchase, and
was very nearly successful. Fortunately, however,

only one bid was offered (2,000?.), and the offer of

3,OOOZ. from the joint committees secured the pro-

perties for the nation.

It is simply incredible that any one of the able,
and even infallible, writers in the Saturday Review
could have shown such gross ignorance of facts

familiar to all students of Shakespeare and all

pilgrims to Stratford, as to state: (1) That the

house "
is said now to be somewhere in the

United States of America"; and (2) that "the
house shown at Stratford "

is
"
entirely new

"
!

The first statement is absolutely absurd, and
"the bricks are alive at this day to testify it;

therefore deny it not" ('2 Henry VI.,' IV. ii.).

The second statement that the present building is
"

entirely new" could only have been written by
some one who had never been inside the house, or

one who had never seen even the exterior of che

house. The facts are simply these. After the

purchase was completed the late Mr. Gibbs, of

Stratford, was appointed to repair and "
restore

"

the house. The glaring red-brick of the small

tavern (the
" Swan and Maidenhead ") was pulled

down, and the original beams and uprights of the

original sixteenth, or perhaps fifteenth, century

house, were found untouched, and remain so to

this day. The ground lines of the house were

found, and left untouched. The floor, stone and

wood, the doors, and windows were also left

unaltered. The cellar was found, and left exactly
as it was built at least three centuries ago.
The house or rather houses, for there seem to

have been two, with one door, at least, connecting
them, and probably one on the first floor also

have remained unaltered. The building has, in

Pact, been really restored to its original form and

fashion, exactly as it was in Shakespeare's days.
Some of the timbers were decayed and crumbling,
and these have been replaced with the utmost

care. The porch and the three dormer windows
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are new, because the original framework bad been

pulled down early in the present century. The

projecting window on the ground floor towards the

street was also restored, all these restorations

being strictly in accordance with an engraving of

1798, showing the front of a sixteenth century
house. So carefully was this restoration and repa-

ration done, that the new timbers are smooth and

the old time-worn timbers are rough and worn

with age. A mere hasty glance would show how

perfectly the old has been preserved, and how care-

fully the new work shows itself as
"
restoration

"

in the best sense of the word. ESTK.

HBRRICK'S POEMS (8
th S. i. 290). I should

like to know not only who was really the author

of the lovely little poem on the primrose referred

to in COL. PRIDEAUX'S note, but what is the correct

reading of it. I give below the version of Reeves

& Turner's (1859) edition of Herrick, and inter-

line it with the variations I find in the version

given in the 'Lyra Elegantiarum
'

(1891), where
the poem is attributed to Carew, with this note :

" Poems almost similar to these are to be found
in Herrick's '

Hesperides.'
" The other poem here

referred to is 'The Inquiry,' "Amongst the

myrtles as I walk'd," which is also attributed to

Carew in the '

Lyra.' But here is
' The Primrose '

as Herrick is believed to have written it, with the

variations at top :

The Primrose.
Aske me why I send you here

firstling of the infant
This sweet Infanta of the yeere 1

Aske me why I send to you
all

This Primrose, thus bepearl'd with dew 1

straight will whisper in
I will whisper to your eares,

washd
The sweets of love are mixt with tears.

doth
Ask me why this flower do's show

yellow, green
So yellow-green, and sickly too ?

Ask me why the stalk is weak
And bending, yet it doth not break?
must tell you

I will answer, these discover
doubts and fears

What fainting hopes are in a lover.

Herrick's poem is so immeasurably superior to
Carew's that one wonders why the latter was
chosen by the editor of the '

Lyra,' unless it were
because it was supposed to be the original version ;

but, on the other hand, Herrick's "
do's show "

reads like a first thought. What is the real

history of the poem ? C. C. B.

CHUB'S HYMN (7
th S. x. 248, 377; xi. 74).

In the account of the Rev. Dr. Melancthon
Woolsey Stryker appearing in Julian's '

Dictionary
of Hymnology,' 1892, p. 1099, it is said that

" One of his hymns, No. 513,
' Now I lay me down

to sleep
'

(child's evening hymn), in ' Church

Song,' 1889 (dated 1884), begins with a stanza by
another hand." DANIEL HIPWBLL.

17, Hilldrop Crescent, N.

CHRISM (8
th S. i. 86).

"In the glossaries of the Roman 'Catholic Church
chrism is applied to confirmation. Dr. Johnson says
that the cloth called chrism was worn by the children
till they were christened. Priddan thinks this a mis-
take, and that children wore the cloth a month after-

wards. If the child died within the month it was, when
buried, wrapped in the cloth already anointed with holy
unguents."

I found these notes, if I remember aright, in the
'

Antiquities of Kent.' C. A. WHITE.

BROKEN Music (8
th S. i. 167, 238, 302). MB.

W. H. CUMMINGS has been able to define the

strict sense in which the term was used by
musicians by reference to
" a remarkable manuscript volume in the handwriting
of the celebrated Matthew Locke. This interesting
book is a tall folio bound in calf with the arms of King
Charles II. on the covers, and contains compositions by
Locke given by him to the King. The title, in the com-

poser's autograph, is as follows :

'

Compositions for

Broken and Whole Consorts, of two, three, four, five, and
six parts, made by Matthew Locke, Composer in Ordinary
to his Majestye.' A ' consort

'

consisted of six viols,

usually kept in one case, and when the whole of the viols

were played together it was called a ' whole consort,'
when less than the six it was called a ' broken consort.'

"

ERNEST LESLIE SIKES

13, Wolverton Gardens, Hammersmith, W.

THE HOUSE OF WINCHESTER (8
th S. i. 141,

241). The following monumental inscriptions in

the church of Hursbourne Tarrant, near Andover,
refer to members of the Pawlett family, who do not

seem to fit in to the pedigrees given in the

peerages :

1. Hon. Charles Powlett, eldest son to Lord
Charles Powlett, who was third son of William,

Marquis of Winchester. He died Oct. 17, 1677,
in his forty-second year. Left one daughter,

Frances, who died Sept. 29, 1694, in her twenty-
third year. Hon. Magdalen Powlett, wife of the

foregoing Charles Powlett. She was daughter of

Henry, Lord Powlett, who was second son of

William, Marquis of Winchester. Died Sept. 13,

1697, in her sixty-fourth year.

2. Thomas Powlett, Esq., youngest son of the

Lord Charles Powlett. Died Sept. 2, 1708, aged

sixty-three. W. D. PINK.

Leigh, Lancashire.

LECKT OP STRABANE, co. TYRONE (8
tn S. i.

189). For "Mary Porter" read Rebecca Porter

wherever the name occurs. I have since found

that Rebecca Porter's grandfather was a brother

of Surgeon Porter, who was father of Jane Porter

and Sir Robert Ker Porter. Rebecca's sister,
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Mary, married Edward Sproule, of Burrell's

Folly, co. Tyrone. J. J. ELDER.

SOURCE OF ANECDOTE WANTED (8
th S. i. 273).

The reference to ^Eschines in the query is not

the same as it is to a common story of him in

Cicero. Ctesiphon proposed a reward to Demos-

thenes, a golden crown. .ZEschines opposed Demos-
thenes in a speech still extant, which was answered

by Demosthenes in a speech which is also extant.

When jEschines was defeated and left Athens,
"et se Rhodum contulisset, rogatus a Rhodiis, legisse
fertur orationem illam egregiam, quam in Ctesiphontem
contra Demosthenem dizerat : qua perlecta, petitum
eat ab eo postridie, ut legeret illam etiara, quae erat
contra a Demosthene pro Ctesiphonte edita ; quam cum
Buavissima et maxima voce legisset. admirantibus omni-

bus, Quanto, inquit, magia admiraremini, si audiesetis

ipsum ? Ex quo satis significavit, quantum easet in

actione, qui orationem eundem aliam esse putaset, actore
mutato." Cicero,

' De Orat./ lib. iii. c. Ivi.

Of. Quintilian, 'Inst. Orat./ xi. 3; Plin., 'Ep.,'
ii. 3. ED. MARSHALL.

The story which G. inquires for is evidently the
one quoted by Macaulay in the second paragraph
of his essay on 'Gladstone on Church and State':

"
Lysias, says Plutarch, wrote a defence for a man

who was to be tried before one of the Athenian tribunals.

Long before the defendant had learned the speech by
heart he became so much dissatisfied with it that he
went in great distress to the author. '

I was delighted
with your speech the first time I read it ; but I liked
it less the second time, and still less the third time

;

and now it seems to me to be no defence at all I 'My
good friend,' said Lysias,

'

you quite forget that the judges
are to hear it only once !

' "

WALTER JERROLD.

BILLINGSLEY (7
th S. xii. 408). Is VERNON cer-

tain that there was any more than a temporary,
perhaps official, connexion between the Billingsley
family and Berwick upon Tweed ? Notices of the

name, as connected with London, occur in
' Lon-

don Marriage Licences,' in Misc. Gen. et Her.,
Burke's 'Gen. Armory,' &c., as well as in the

'Lexicographical Index to Wills P.C.C., 1383-
1558,' in " Index Library." I would be inclined
to think, on the whole, from the circumstances
mentioned in the query, that the wife of Rupert
Billingsley the elder was of Berwick.

In 1614 a Margaret Billingsley appears to have
been married at Toddington, Bedfordshire, to a
But or Butt, though the entry is somewhat enig-
matical as printed by Mr. Blaydes in Misc. Gen.
et Her., N.S., iii. 384, as it read?,

"
1614, July 10

But was Margaret Billengsley." In the same
volume (p. 10) a John Billingsley is mentioned as

witnessing the will of Mary Gresham, of London.
Trader, spinster, dated Jan. 24, 1720, and proved
July 2, 1726. Burke's 'Gen. Armory' shows
families of the name in London and in Shropshire,
and extending, through funeral entries on Ulster's

books, to Ireland, but with no hint of any branch

at Berwick upon Tweed. There seems a certain

element of relationship between the bearings of

the London and Shropshire families, which may
suggest a kinship such as fuller investigation

might disclose. The Visitation of London, 1568,
is given as authority for the coat of a Billingsley,.

Customer for the Queen's Custom for Strangers,

stated to be identical (due difference being pre-

sumably understood) with those assigned to the

Shropshire family, while that family is itself stated

to bear the same crest as Billingsley of London.

The result of this is : arms, Ar., a cross sa. voided

of the field, five estoiles in cross betw. four lions

ramp, of the second ; crest, On a mount vert a

leopard couchant or, spotted sa., for Billingsley of

Shropshire, while Billingsley of London is assigned
for arms, Gu., a fleur-de-lis or, a canton of the

second ; crest, as just recited. Edward Billings-

ley, son of Francis Billingsley, of Astley Abbott,
co. Salop, is assigned, in Ulster's funeral entries,

t. Car. II., Gu., on a cross betw. four lions ramp,

arg. a cross of the field charged with five mullets

of the second. In Foster's Col. Chester's
' London

Marriage Licences' there are licences given for
" John Billingsley, of Christchurch, London,

bachelor, 24, and Ann Devenish, of St. Dunstan

in the West, spinster, 22, daughter of Robert

Devenish, of same, gent., who consents, at

Great St. Bartholomew, London, 8 Aug., 1663.

F."; "William Billingsley, gent, bachelor, 22,

son of Henry Billingsley, of the City of London,

draper, who consents, and Sarah Pratt, spinster,

17, daughter of Jacob Pratt, gent., of Battersea,

co. Surrey, who consents, at St. Mary, Strand,
alias Savoy, Middlesex, 2 May, 1623. B. ";

" Wil-

liam Billingsley, of St. Giles in the Fields, gent.,

bachelor, about 27, and Anne Watson, of same,

spinster, about 23, her parents dead, at Kensington
or Hammersmith, Middlesex, 6 Nov., 1662. V."
There are also several entries of the name in the
' Index of Matches,' but I will not cumber the

present reply with them, as I do not know that

they bear any direct reference to the query. If I

find that they do bear upon it, I shall be happy to-

send note of such light as they may throw upon it

in a further reply. NOMAD.

THE RICKETTS LAWSUIT (8* S. i. 334). See

Coding's
'

History of Cheltenham' (Norman,
Examiner Oflice, Cheltenham, 1863), pp. 559,

561-5, 573, 582. The dates to which these pages

severally refer extend from November 1, 1842, to

July 27, 1849. P. J. F. GANTILLON.
Hawthornden, Cheltenham.

AVENTURINE : PERIDOT (8
th S. i. 180, 296, 361X

The following extract from a Wardrobe Account

may interest your readers: 1326. May 22. "A
square gold nouche, with two peridods and two

large garnets on the sides, and three [sic] large

rubies in the corners, four small emeralds
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within, and one large sapphire in the middle,
40*." Wardr. Acct., 19 Edward II., 25/1, Q.K.
This jewel was an oblation by the king in Caver-
sham Church on the feast of Corpus Christi.

HERMENTRUDE.

THE ROYAL FAMILIES OF EUROPE (8
th S. i.

147, 257, 323, 359). MR. LANE speaks of the

'Prince of Anhalt as one of the European sove-

reigns. Should not this be the Duke of Anhalt ?

Will MR. LANE kindly furnish a list of the Euro-

pean sovereignties which since 1800 have been

merged in other sovereignties, with dates 1 A.

BURTON PYNSENT (8
tb S. i. 335). The man-

sion only partially exists. The estate belongs to
the aged Col. William Pinney, of Somerton

Erleigh, near Somerton, co. Somerset.

MANGALORE.
In Mr. E. Walford's recently published

'
Life of

Pitt
'

is an account of Burton Pynsent. A large
portion of the house is still standing. The place
now belongs to Col. Pinney, formerly M.P. for

Lynn and for Somerset. Mus ROSTICUS.

HYNINGS (8
th S. i. 354). This is probably the

s&me as the Scottish haining, a word entering
into several place-names, signifying ground hained
or saved from cattle in order to be mown. Jamie-
son gives :

"
Haning or Haining hedges : enclo-

sures to save the produce of the field," and quotes
from an Act of James V. (1535) :

^'That euerie man epirituall and temporal!, within
this realm, hauand ane hundreth pund of land of new
extent be

3eir plant wod and forest, and mak hedgeisAnd haning for himself extending to three akers of land,and abone or under as his heretage is mair or less."

He also quotes the poet Ross :

As they grew up, as fast their likings grew,
As haning watered by the morning dew.

*' Hained land" is perfectly well understood at
the present day in Scottish husbandry.

HERBERT MAXWELL.

VIELLE (8* S. i. 127, 230, 302, 358). I am
obliged to MR. F. ADAMS for his correction. I
recollect perfectly the person of blind old Sarah,
*he hurdy-gurdy player, and also the full-length
portrait of her in ' London Labour and the London
Poor,' to which I referred from memory, for I had
not seen the work for thirty or forty years. In
-referring to her as " Old Fanny

"
I was confusing

her name with that of another of my boyish
heroines, namely, an old Gray's Inn laundress
called Fanny, whom we boys in the twenties of
this century were accustomed to chaff. The sportwas the more enticing, inasmuch as there was an
element of danger in it. Old Fanny was diminutive
in person, like old Sarah, but, unlike her, she had
sharp eyes and a sharper tongue. She had also a
ekilful mode of twirling a wet mop, so as to involve

her persecutors in a shower. She could, however,
be civil and obliging if treated with the respect
that she really deserved. My brother, at the

time referred to, was an undergraduate of Wadham
College, Oxford. He had occasion to refer to a

book in Gray's Inn Library during the Long
Vacation, when the benchers were away. Old

Fanny introduced us to a ticket-porter, who was
in charge, and took us round. While we were

looking at some folio volumes, lettered
"
Ciceronis

Opera," the man remarked, "You see, sir, we
have Cicero's operas !" C. TOMLINSON.

MARCH, THE "LOUD" MONTH (8
th S. i. 105).

In the notice of the *
Life of St. Cuthbert

'

(ante,

p. 60) it was stated that "
the Cornish folk still

have lide in common use for March." My com-
ment on this statement (ibid., p. 106) has led to a

correspondence between myself and a gentleman
who, assuming the statement to be mine, took

exception to it.
" I have," he wrote,

" a consider-

able knowledge of the Cornish dialect, and have
been a word collector for several years, but have
never met with the word lide= March. May I
ask what evidence is there of the present use of

the word in Cornwall?" This induced me to

turn to the Folk-lore Journal at the place indi-

cated by the reviewer ; but all I find there is this :

" The first Friday in March is another miners' holiday,
'

Friday in Lide/ Lide is an obsolete term for the
month of March still preserved in old proverbs, such aa
' Ducks won't lay till they hare drunk Lide water.'

"

My correspondent's observations on this are as

as follows :

" There are then, it seems, no grounds whatever for

saying lide is in common use in Cornwall ; for the Folk-
lore Journal expressly states that the term is obsolete,

being preserved in old sayings only. The authority for

the statement contained in the Folk-lore Journal was Mr.
T. Q. Couch, now dead His remarks on the subject
will be found in tbe Journal of the Royal Institution of
Cornwall for October, 1866. No doubt the word was
current in the West many years ago, for we find in

Aubrey's
' Remaines of Gentilisme

'
that ' the vulgar in

the West of England doe call the moneth of March,
Lide.'"

Those who possess the English Dialect Society's
'

Glossary for East Cornwall,' compiled by Mr.

Couch, should bear these observations in mind ;

for the word lide= March is included in that

glossary, although it is absent from Miss Court-

ney's glossary for tbe western division.

F. ADAMS.
105, Albany Road, Camberwell.

ARBOR DAY IN CANADA (7
tb S. iv. 85, 492;

8* S. i. 213). I learn from the former Deputy-
Minister of Agriculture of this province, that the

observance of an annual Arbor Day originated in

the state of Nebraska in 1874. It was established

in that state by a resolution of the State Board of

Agriculture, which set apart the second Wednesday
in April for the purpose. In that year
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" the President of the State Horticultural Society re-

ported to the legislature that from statistics received it

was found that twelve millions of forest and one million

of fruit trees had been planted in the State that spring,

the larger proportion of which had been put in on Arbor

Pay."

In Canada the province of Quebec was the

first to introduce the practice, which it did in

1882, and in the following year this province
followed Quebec's example.

By the way, MB. COLEMAN says (p. 213) that
"

it is evident that the establishment of an Arbor

Day is not peculiar to Canada, as supposed by MR.

PATTERSON," and justifies his remarks by quoting
from Mr. Miller Christy to show that the day is

observed here in Manitoba. He also says that
" Manitoba is an addition to those states named

by MB. GASTON DE BEBNEVAL." Surely MB.
COLEMAN knows that Manitoba is one of the

Canadian provinces, and not one of the United

States. Tbere must be an oversight somewhere,
and I am not able to refer to MB. DE BEBNEVAL'S
note. ARCHER MARTIN.

Winnipeg, Canada.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &0.

Richard Wiseman : Surgeon and Sergeant-Surgeon to

Charles II. A Biographical Study. By Surgeon-
General Sir T. Longmore, (Retired) C.B., Q.H.S.,
F.R.C.S. With Portrait and Illustrations. (Longmans
&Co.)

RICHARD WISEMAN is justly honoured in the memory of

his branch of the medical profession. He not only
deserves to be ranked as one of the founders of Eng-
lish surgery, but he further claims respect as a man
who helped more than any of his contemporaries to

make surgery a polite vocation. Long before hia days
the "gentle phisitioun" was, as a rule, a man of more
or less good birth; but surgeons were usually of very
humble extraction until late in the eighteenth century.

By establishing suigery on a scientific basis, and by set-

ting the example of working it as a profession rather than
a business, men such as Wiseman, Cheselden, and John
Hunter made it a calling fit for gentlemen, a vocation

which softens the manners of humbler men who take

it up as a means of livelihood. The spirit in which he
worked is well exemplified in his words :

" I think it no

disgrace to let the world see where 1 failed of success,
that those who come after me may learn what to avoid,
there being more of instruct* veness often in an unfortu-

nate case than in a fortunate one."

The fine portrait of Wiseman which adorns the title-

page represents him as a decidedly handsome, intel-

lectual gentleman. Sir T. Longmore, who has shown
extreme care in his representations of facts and tradi-

tions relating to his hero, has not succeeded in dis-

covering the parentage of Wiseman, nor the precise date
of his birth. His relation to others of the same family
name is discussed at length. The adventures of the

great surgeon are related in a manner which must duly
interest the reader, whilst the author is never guilty of

drawing on his imagination. There is evidence that
Wiseman never served as a surgeon in any of the armies

directly commanded by Charles I., but only in the Army
of the West, under the nominal command of the Prince

of Wales. His adventures during the Commonwealth
were somewhat complicated. He followed the fortunes-

of Charles II. till he was taken prisoner, and thus sepa-
rated from his patron, at the battle of Worcester ;

practised at Chester during his imprisonment, and
returned to London towards the end of 1651. He after-

wards got into much trouble in London, and was always
looked upon with suspicion as a Royalist. During big-

imprisonment in the metropolis he saw patients as at

Chester. He served as a surgeon in the Spanish navy,,
but not until 1657, or even later. His fortunes returned
to him at the Restoration, but his health soon failed, and'
it is owing to many years of invalidism that surgical'
literature is enriched by his writings. Sir T. Longmore1

believes that the correct date of his death is August 29;

1676. The author of this work must be congratulated*
for the excellence of bis scholarly and trustworthy bio-

graphy. The matter relating to correspondence and to
the family history of the Wisemans in the seventeenth

century will prove of high interest to the readers of
N. & Q.'

The Flight to Varennes, and other Historical Estays, By
Oscar Browning. (Sonnenschein & Co.)

IN the first article Mr. Browning has collected from the
authorities which have appeared since the publication of

Carlyle's
' French Revolution ' a trustworthy account

of the Flight to Varennes. " one of the most thrilling-

episodes in all history, whether it be regarded in its

incidents or results." In the second he makes some-
trenchant criticisms on Carlyle's account of that episode,
and administers a well-deserved rebuke to the picturesque-
school of historians.

The other essays treat of the foreign policy of"

William Pitt, the commercial treaty of 1786, the triple
alliance of 1788, the relations of England and France in

1793, Hugh Elliot at Naples, Hugh Elliot at Berlin,.
Queen Caroline of Naples, and lastly of Republican.
Government. It was a happy thought of Mr. Browning's
to collect these historical essays in one volume, though
we confess to thinking that the somewhat flimsy
essay on the republican form of government, which
brings up the rear, is a little out of keeping with the
rest of the book. If, instead of it, he had substituted"
an index of the contents he would have left us without
even an opportunity for grumbling.

English Writers : an Attempt towards a History of Eng-
lish Literature. By Prof. Henry Morley. Vol. VIII..
From Surrey to Spenser. (Cassell & Co.)

PKOF. MORLEY still gallantly continues his hercu-
lean task, which he hopes to complete in 1897. His.
main object has been, as he reminds us, to set forth
" the literature of our country as part of its life, with
constant indication of the relation of thought to action
that is to say, of literature to history." The labour of
such an undertaking is stupendous ; but no man is better

qualified for the work tnan Prof. Morley, and we
trust that his magnum opus will meet with all the
success it deserves. The present instalment covers a

period of about forty years. Though it does not include
the names of any literary giants, much pleasant infor-

mation will be found in it concerning our less-known
writers. The next volume will treat of

'

Spenser and
his Time.'

Posy Rings. By John Evans, D.C.L. (Longmans & Co.).

IN the form of a brochure the Treasurer of the Royal
Society has reprinted a discourse on posy rings which he
delivered before the Royal Institution, March 25, 1892.
The subject is a favourite with readers of ' N. & Q.,' the

pages of which have, of course, been laid under con-
tribution. Dr. Evans has collected much curious matter
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of antiquarian interest, and his pamphlet will be highly

prized.

St. Bartholomew's Hospital Reports. Edited by W. S.

Church, M.D., and W. J. Walsbam, F.R.C.S. Vol.

XXVII. 1891. (Smith, Elder & Co.)

AN excellent volume, worthy of the institution from
which it emanates. Such, after careful perusal, is the

conclusion at which we arrive on closing this volume of

Hospital Reports. Produced under the editorship of two
active workers on the hospital staff, with abundant
material to hand, one looks for good results, and nothing
could be better than the article by Dr. Church ' On the

Prevalence of Diphtheria and Throat Disease within the

Hospital during the year 1890.' After the allusions that

were made by several of the daily papers, at the begin-

ning of 1891, to the management and general sanitary
condition of the hospital, this article will bring comfort

to many ;
for it must be evident even to the lay mind

that it were impossible to get the excellent results after

operations tabulated on p. 271 if such a statement as

"pest house, allowed to breed disease wholesale and

poison the patients in it," was in any way applicable to

the hospital in Smith field.

Letters on Liter iture. By Andrew Lang. (Longmans &
Co.)

THE third volume of the collected edition of Mr. Lang's
works now appears. We make acquaintance with it

for the first time, and find it somewhat inferior to the

two previous volumes of letters. Mr. Lang rightly
felt that the vein was exhausted, and has since ceased

working it. The earlier letters have, however, some

freshness, and the defence of Fielding is excellent.

Dublin Street Names. By the Rev. C. T. M'Cready,
D.D. (Dublin, Hodges, Figgis & Co.)

THK interest and value of this little volume are more
than local. To those concerned with Dublin history and

antiquities it is indispensable.

Book Prices Current. Vol. V. (Stock.)
THE fifth volume of this invaluable digest of the prin-

cipal book sales has been issued. In praise of the work
we have already spoken. In its way, as material upon
which future bibliographers must build, it is one of the

most useful works ever published, and it remains indis-

pensable to all book purchasers and book-lovers. No
other country possesses, so far as we are aware, a similar

record, and an experiment to produce on a limited scale

in France a publication of the same class appears to

have been abandoned. How warmly it baa been received

is established in the fact that the early volumes are

already out of print, and sell at a high premium. Con-
etiint effort at improvement is made in the index, which
is an important feature, and each succeeding volume
shows an advance upon its predecessor. No fresh

conclusions are to he drawn as regards the prices of

books, the teaching being that high-class books in fine

condition maintain their value and fetch long prices.

^School History and Geography of Northern India.

By Sir William Wilson Hunter, K.C.S.I., M.A., LL.D.

(Calcutta, Lahiri & Co. ; London, Frowde.)
THOUGH intended primarily for the use of Indian

schools, this excellent little volume may be commended
for educational purposes in this country. Of the phy-
sical geography of Northern India, of its early rulers,
nd of the subjugation by the Euglisb, it gives a succinct

and luminous account. A few plates add to the value of
& book that may be read with pleasure and studied with

Advantage by most.

WE have received Annals of Our Own Time, 1891, by
H. Hamilton Fyfe, Vol. HI. FiTt II. (Macmillan & Co.),

and Part II. of Dictionary of Political Economy, by
R. H. Inglis Palgrave, F.R.'S. (Macmillan & Co.).

WE have received the Rev. John MacLaughlin's Is
one Religion as good as A nother ? (Art and Book
Company.) We cannot violate a rule which dates
from the very first number of ' N. & Q..' which is

not to wander in the thorny paths of religious con-

troversy. To this we can make no exception. Mr.
MacLaughlin supports the Catholic side ; but, unlike

many of his contemporaries who have broken a lance in
the theological tilt-yard, he is always courteous to his

opponents. An index would have improved the volume.

WE have received Christianity and Infallibility, Both
or Neither, by Rev. Daniel Lyons (Longmans), which is

an English reissue of a book which we believe has had
a large circulation in the United States. As we have
said on former occasions, we cannot criticize works of
this kind. During its life of upwards of forty-two years
' N. & Q.' has had an unvarying rule, which leads it

never to tread the thorny paths of religious controversy.
The longer we live the more necessary it becomes that
we should never deviate from this law ; we cannot,
therefore, say anything about Mr. Lyons's book, except
state the fact that he writes from the Roman Catholic

point of view, and that he supports his own side with
great courtesy to his opponents.

MR. EDWIN A. WALFORD writes :
" A window to the

memory of the late Rev. W. E. Buckley, of Middleton

Cheney, Oxon, is to be put in the church there. The
readers of ' N. & Q.' who remember the many contribu-
tions of the kind and learned Oxford scholar can aid the
work by sending to the Bucks and Oxon Bank, Ban-

bury."

PROF. ERALL, of the University of Vienna, who, as is

mentioned by our valued French contemporary L Inter-

mediaire des Chercheurs el Curieux, 20th April last,
believei that he has discovered an Etruscan inscription
on the wrappings of an Egyptian mummy in the museum
at Agram, has written to the Royal Society of Literature,
acknowledging the assistance which he has derived from
the contents of a paper by the late Sir Richard Burton,
in the Society's Transactions, Second Series xii., i., on
'

Ogham Runes and El-Mushajj'ar,' sent to him by the
Council.

gjfotim 10 (Skrmsgtfi&mis,

We must call special attention to the following notices t

ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.

To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the

signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to

appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to bead the second communication "

Duplicate."

CORRIGENDUM. P. 395, col. 2, 1. 29, for "
Bolton"read

Belton.
NOTICE.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The
Editor of ' Notes and Queries

' "
Advertisements and

Business Letters to " The Publisher "
at the Office,

Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return com-

munications which, for any reason, we do not print ; and
to this rule we can make no exception.
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FIRST EDITIONS.

The note of COL. PRIDEAUX (7
th S. xii. 45) as

to the different issues of Dickens's 'Christmas

Carol/
"

all first editions," as the book catalogues

say, opens up an interesting question as to the

bibliographical value of first editions at the present

day. I suppose no one having read the list given
by COL. PRIDEAUX of these different issues of the
first edition of the above book, where the main, if

not the sole, distinction between them apparently
depends upon whether the end-papers are coloured

yellow or green, entailing a difference in price

ranging from a few guineas up to ten, is not of

opinion that the collectors of such things should be
classed as bibliomaniacs rather than as bibliophiles.

It is a very interesting inquiry, to my mind, in

what the bibliographical value of an editio princeps
consists. I am now putting out of the question the

consideration of such books as early Caxtons and

Elzevirs, Mazarin Bibles, first folio Shakespeares,
or other costly works, that are more or less unique
of their kind, and therefore whose value may be
said to consist almost entirely in their extreme

rarity. Surely there is no such intrinsic value in

the first issue of an ordinary book, which must

depend a good deal upon the subsequent fame or

notoriety of its author, whose real value may not
be recognized until after his death.

One can understand, perhaps, the demand
created for the first issues of the works of some

of our greater poets, as being the first imprints, as

it were, of their thoughts, more especially where

such earlier impressions have subsequently been

altered or modified. Hence the comparatively

high value attached to the early editions of the

works of the Poet Laureate, for instance.

Again, where books are illustrated, especially

in colour, and the later impressions of the plateo

naturally suffer in tone and quality, one can under-

stand that first editions are intrinsically, as well as

in sentiment, more highly prized. And herein I

think should consist in great measure the value

of such a volume as that most lovable of all books

the ' Christmas Carol,' and not whether the end-

papers happen to be green or yellow.

In the same way one can appreciate, though

perhaps not altogether welcome, the greatly en-

hanced value realized in recent years by the first

editions of the Kowlandson illustrated 'Tours of Dr.

Syntax,'
' Dance of Death,'

' Dance of Life,' &c.

So with the early editions of the works of Dickns,

Ainsworth, &c., with the illustrations by "Phiz,"

Cruikshank, &c. I would, however, make an

exception in the case of the
'

Ingoldsby Legends,'

the first edition of which does not, in my opinion,

merit the enhanced price it has over the second,

owing to the absence (if my memory serves me

rightly) of the delightful little woodcut of Tap-

pington Everard, which appears in the preface to

the latter edition.

This principle is recognized in some instances,

however, as by the increased value placed upon
the second (I think) edition of Howitt's

' Rural

Life in England,' where the addition of the Bewick

plates (if I remember rightly) justly places a

higher value upon it.

Amongst others the growing prices placed upon
the first editions of the late Randolph Caldecott's

illustrated works afford an instance of the value that

may attach to such editions of particularly well

illustrated books, for never has a more charming
work than his rendering of Washington Irving's
' Old Christmas and Bracebridge Hall

'

(i. e.,

Aston Hal], near Birmingham) been published.
As a collector myself, to a certain extent, of first

editions, I recognized their possible future value

when they first appeared, and time has certainly
shown that my judgment was not at fault.

Whether or not we owe more to Dickens or to

trying in the modern revival of Christmas a

question that has lately been raised in
' N. & Q.'

7th S. xii. 266, 492) I will not stay now to inquire,
)ut would only say this, that if any American
could really appreciate an old-fashioned English
Ohristmas-tide, Washington Irving certainly was
-he man, and that Randolph Caldecott's treatment
of his two delightful Christmas books places them,
n my opinion, not far behind it is impossible they
could be in front of the ' Christmas Carol.'

That the first editions of such books as I have
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mentioned command fancy prices I am not surprised,

but there are some others that fetch a price at

the present time which one can hardly account for,

unless it is that book-lovers prize a book because

it is a first edition, and for no other reason. Some-

times, perhaps, a fictitious or additional value is

given to such books by a favourable article or

review by a popular writer of the day, who thereby

introduces, so to speak, an author to the public

whose merits might have more or less remained

unrecognized. Take the case of the late Eichard

Jefferies, the modern Gilbert White (aye, and a

greater man than Gilbert White), a man only

appreciated in bis life-time by a few. On his

death, a little while ago, one of those few Mr.

Walter Besant, the well-known author wrote a

most delightful and touching
'

Eulogy
'

of the man
and his works, in which he alluded to the com-

parative difficulty there was in obtaining a com-

plete set of his books. First editions of his works

fetch high prices, and although later editions of

them are not uncommon, still their price has con-

tinued to rise. Personally I do not complain, for,

appreciating Richard Jefferies before he died, I

have now many of these first editions, obtained

before they were so much sought after. But I

would ask, Is there anything that should justly
cause such a difference in price ? With no plates

to deteriorate, but with, in some cases, superior

paper and type to be placed in the other scale,

is it creditable to us as reasoning beings to allow

such a fictitious value to be attached to mere first

editions ? Is it mere love for and appreciation of

the faithful picture given us of rural life in England
that prompts such a demand? Then Thomas

Hardy's early editions should have a similar value,
and I am not aware that they have that value at

present, whatever they may attain. Or is it a

feeling of sentiment that is at the bottom of this,

a feeling that one likes to have the very first out-

come, the very first recorded expressions of a

favourite author, apart from any of the artificial

accessories of a book ? This might well be so in

the case of an author like Jefferies. Sentiment is

oftentimes a more powerful factor in the daily
concerns of human life than we are always, perhaps,

willing to admit. Is it not sentiment that makes
us prefer an old piece of plate, or a bit of old oak

furniture, to a modern race trophy, however hand-

somely embossed or chased, or a Wardour Street

cabinet, however skilfully and elaborately carved ?

May not this same feeling largely operate also in

the case of a collector of editiones principes ?

Or, again, is this hankering after first editions

but a mere craze or fashion? in which case I would
venture to predict that when the book-loving and

book-buying public once begins to consider seri-

ously what it is that really constitutes the value of

any first edition, the ridiculous and artifically
enhanced prices of such issues will fall.

Upon this public weakness, whether fostered

by sentimental or any other feeling, the booksellers
are now trading, and are in the habit of calling
attention in Roman capitals in their catalogues to
first editions of almost every conceivable book of
course at the same time adding a correspondingly
increased price to books which are hardly worth

purchasing in any edition.

For the present great demand for first editions
the keen competition among English-speaking
peoples from abroad for any book of special value
now offered for sale may be in a great degree re-

sponsible, aided by a large class of unreasoning
beings, who buy books merely because they are
first editions, and who by dint of their long
purses are able to " rush in where angels fear to
tread." These are they upon whom ordinary book-
lovers look with dread, and the booksellers not
always with approval.

Is it not time that this should cease, and
that the book -buying public, before giving
an absurdly high price for an editio princeps,
should seriously consider whether there is really
any reason why an early edition should be so
much more valuable than a later one ? I cannot
myself imagine any book-lover preferring any work
in the ordinary three-volume circulating library
style in which most first editions now appear to
one or more handsome volumes of what is under-
stood by a library edition, when the work, if worth
binding, subsequently imparts a value to the col-

lection as whole, in addition to its individual
worth as a book.

In making the above remarks I have been un-
able to act up to the golden rule which all con-
tributors to

' N. & Q.' should observe, namely to

verify all their statements. My books, alas t

mostly remain in England, and I am trusting
entirely to a possibly not infallible memory.

J. S. UDAL.
Fiji.

P. S. Whilst on the subject of first editions,
may I be allowed to state that I have often wished
that there was some law similar to that by which
printers and publishers are obliged to put their
names and addresses to periodicals, &c., whereby it

should be made compulsory to put the date or year
of publication on the title-page whenever any
book or edition is issued ? This is a want especially
felt in the case of reprints. It may not be in-
tentional on the part of publishers, but the want
of such a practice has led to numerous mistakes,
especially when buyers have to purchase from
catalogues ; whilst not always will an ordinary
inspection of the book itself suffice to determine
the date of any particular edition, and many a

subsequent edition or reprint has in consequence
been palmed off on an unsuspecting purchaser as a
first edition for want of such a precaution as I
have suggested.
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CHURCH MINSHULL, OLD CHURCH RECORDS.
The very pretty little village of Church

Minshull rests on the banks of the Weaver, in

Nantwich Hundred, Cheshire, "the nursery of

ancient gentry." The old church has several

times been restored, and has lately been repaired,
so far as the outside is concerned, and funds have
been raised for internal renovations. There is

nothing particularly striking as regards its archi-

tectural style, and few would be prepared for the

halo of age and historic associations with which
its history is surrounded.

In 1133 Hugh de Malbane, Lord of Nantwich,
is said to have founded an abbey at Combermere
for Cistercian monks,* but Speed fixes the date,

&c., as by Will, de Malbeding in 1134, t and
Moor follows the former date.!):

From notes accompanying a very full transcript
of the registers of baptisms, marriages, and burials,
made by the late Rev. G. B. Sandford, M.A.,
who was minister of the church in 1851, it appears
that John Farrington, the incumbent in 1705,
states that Munschulf (church was supplied by
some of the monks who were abbots curates) was
mentioned in a confirmation charter to Comber-
mere Abbey in 1130, and that the rectory was

appropriated to that monastery. It will be
observed that if either of the dates given as the
one on which the abbey was founded be correct, the
date of the confirmation charter must be incorrect.

Duntune, variously named in Domesday Book,
was owned in the time of William by several.

Odard, who seems to have held his part from the
Earl of Chester, latterly came into possession of

the remaining parts, and from the town the
ancient family of Buttons derive their name as

descendants of the said Odard. Of course it is

not intended to trace the pedigree of this illus-

trious family, but merely so far as to connect it

with the subject-matter of my notes. About the

year 1380 Edmund Button married Joan,
daughter and heir of Henry Minshull de Church
Minshull, by whom he had the manors of Church
Minshull and Aston Mondram. It is a fact that
the Minshull family were also connected with the
ancient one of Cholmondeley. Lady Mary, sole

daughter and heir of Christopher Holford, was
wife of Hugh Cholmondeley, of Cholmondeley.||
The former was grandson and heir to Sir John
Holford, whose wife, Margery, was a Brereton. It
was this Lady Mary whom James I. called "the
bold Ladie of Cheshire." The Breretons were an
ancient family, the name being mentioned in 1275
in connexion with William de Booth, who married

Sibill, daughter of Sir Ralph de Brereton, Knt.

' Notia Monastica,' Tanner, 1695, pp. 26, 27.
Speed's

'

Chronicles,' 1623, p. 1069.
' Castles and Monasteries,' 1798, p. 5.
'
Sir Peter Leycester,' ed. 1673, p. 254.

A. Collins's '

Peerage,' ed. 1735, p. 578.

I will now refer to the records, to which more
particularly I would call attention. These consist
of two volumes, one from 1561 to 1672, the other
from 1672 to 1775

; there are, however, a few
years awanting. The first minister named was
Gilbert Southworth (1561). Thomas Houlford
was minister in 1645. The former was a descendant
of Isobel, daughter of Sir Thomas Button, who
married Sir Christopher Sotheworth of Sothe-

worth; the latter was related to the Holford before
mentioned. The first schoolmaster was Thomas
Wilson, born May 12, 1652. The schoolhouse
was then within the precincts of the present church

burying-ground. The present school is a short
distance from the church, and was built in 1785,
through the exertions of the then minister, Robert
Kent, who acted also as schoolmaster; but it

is recorded the parishioners were dissatisfied with
the reverend gentleman's work,

" because he did
not teach all the inhabitants free." However, it

appears he had a large and flourishing school. The
first parish clerk was Thomas Pirkinson

; that was
in the year 1716. The last named was John
Briscall, who in 1846 was presented on "

Sunday
after Ascension Bay" with a Book of Common
Prayer, along with a purse containing 10Z., to

commemorate his having filled the office of parish
clerk during a period of fifty year?.A sheet of paper attached to a page of the

transcript before named contains the following,
which is unique in its way, and well worthy of

being permanently placed on record in ' N. & Q.':

A Royalist Song found amongst the Family Papers in
an old Chest at Erdeswick Hall.*

Arise ! and away for the King and the lands,
Farewell to the couch and pillow ;

With spear in its rest and rein in hand,
Let us rush on the foe like a billow.

Call the hind from the plough, and the herd from the
fold,

Bid the Wassiles to take a long pull;
Then ride for old Erdeswick, whose banners unfurled
For the cause of King Charles and Mynshull.f

Ride, ride with red spur, there is death in delay,
'Tis a race for dear life with the Devil ;

For if Cromwell prevail and the King now gives way,
Our land must in slavery revel.

Pierce Dutton is up, and young Brereton is nigh,
And Ffytton is over the river,

From Gawswprth to Vernon, one and all ! is the cry,
And the King and old Mynshull for ever.

There was Leycester, and Massey, and Poole of old fame,
And Leigh with his famed triple banner

;

Old Venables, too, with his Dragon and flame,!
And Egerton from the Old Manor.

* Minshull owned Eardswick. This Minshull is said
to have been a descendant or younger BOH of the first

Minshull.
t Sir William's son 1

I Peter Venables married Catherine, daughter of Sir

Henry Shirley.
A descendant of Lord Chancellor Egerton 1
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Young Mainwaring fell by the Bide of bis sire,*

Stout Bootle was revenged for him there,

For the foe left his grim trunkless head in the myre,

By the sword of old Dunham's young heir.

Aye by waif, soc, and theam, you may know Chesh ire

men
Mid the names and nobles here given,

But if truth to the King be a> signal, why then

Ye can find out old Mynshull in Heaven.

By the crescent and star my forefathers won
On the plains of old Palestine,

These Roundheads shall feel the effects of my steel,

For age has improved it like wine.

There was death in each stroke, while old Mynshull
that spoke,

And Hound heads fell off in a cluster ;

Such havoc he made, that his trusty old blade

Told a tale the next day at their muster.

At Edge Hill he fought and at Worcester he fell,

But vain were the visions he cherished ;

For the brave Cheshire heart that our King loved so well

In the grave of the Mynshulls lies perished.

Then hurrah for the song our Cheshire men sung,
Let the bell give a merry round peal,

For loyal and true to his Church and his King
Old Mynshull for ever did feel.

May his sons prove as true to their Church and their

King,
And act like their sire with decision

And firmness whenever the foes on the wing,
For from Heaven they get their commission.

ALFRED CHAS. JONAS, F.E.Hist.S.

Swansea.
(To be continued.)

PROF. FEOUDE'S 'NEMESIS OF FAITH.'

Anent the burning of this book at Oxford the

Rev. Arthur Blomfield, M.A.Oxon., Eector of

Beverston and Rural Dean of Dursley, in Glou-

cestershire, prints the following particulars in the

Daily News of May 2 :

" My private journal records :
' Sewell burnt Froude's

book.' The history is this : The burnt book was mine.
I had just bought the ' Nemesis of Faith,' or, as it was

called,
' Faith with a Vengeance,' when on Tuesday

morning, Feb. 27, 1849, I, an undergraduate of Exeter

College, attended a lecture in hall. The Rev. William

Sewell, Sub-Rector of Exeter College, was lecturer. He
declaimed loudly against Froude's 'Nemesis of Faith.'

Hearing, on my own confession, that I possessed it, he

requested me to bring
' that book '

to him. No sooner

had I complied with his request (Sewell was my college

tutor) than he snatched the book from my hands, and
thrust it into the blazing fire of the college hall. I see

him now, with hall poker in hand, in delightful indigna-

tion, poking at this, to him, obnoxious book. In a few
hours this

'

burning of the book ' was known all over

Oxford. The burning only served as an advertisement.

The book became famous editions multiplied. I lost

my ' Nemesis of Faith,' I think I lost
' Faith

'

in my
college tutor, for at least he should have recouped costs

(3*. 6<2., I believe, was the book's price), or presented me
with an antidote in the form of one of his own books,
e.g., Sewell's ' Christian Morals.'

"

L. L. K.

*
Mainwarings of Fever and Badaley.

FRANCIS HAKE (1671 -
1740), BISHOP op

CHICHESTER. He married on April 23, 1728, in

St. Paul's Cathedral, as his second wife, Margaret
Alston, described in the register as of Edwinston,

Suffolk, spinster. See, further, 'Diet. Nat. Biog./
vol. xxiv. p. 365. DANIEL HIPWELL.

17, Hilldrop Crescent, N.

' THE TOURNAMENT OF TOTTENHAM.' Under
the heading 'Curiosities of Interpretation No.
II.' (ante, p. 349), PROF. SKEAT quotes two lines from
' The Tournament of Tottenham,' and explains
that " a brenand drake " means " a fiery dragon,"

adding,
" The joke of 'strewing' the shield with

'a fiery dragon
'

has, I fear, been entirely lost upon
the editors, and perhaps upon the readers, of

Percy's
'

Reliques.'
"

It may be as well to point
out that "the joke" has occurred to one of the

editors of the 'Reliques.' A reference to the

glossary at the end of Mr. Walford's edition

(Warne & Co., 1887) will show this fact ; and if

any one will turn to Robinson's '

History of

Tottenham
'

(second edition, 1840), where the

poem is given from Mr. Wright's edition of it,

"printed by Pickering in black letter," he will

find that the Professor's explanation of
" Poudurt

with the brenyng drake " has been anticipated.
It is no good consulting on this subject the rare

first (1818) edition of Robinson's '

History/
because the version of ' The Tournament ' therein

reprinted (appendix iii.) is the incorrect one by
Bedwell. The second edition has the burlesque

poem of 'The Feast,' which Bedwell did not

print in 1631. H. G. GRIFFINHOOFE.
34, St. Petersburg Place, W.

PRINCE RUPERT'S " BLACKMOORS." In the
" Clarendon Letters "

appended toEvelyn's 'Diary'
(Bray's ed. of 1879, vol. iv.) the following state-

ment is made in a foot-note (p. 280), with reference

to the temporary residence oif the King and Prince

Rupert in Paris in 1653: "A latter from Paris,
in the journals of the day, observes :

' Prince

Rupert flourishes with his blackmoors and new
liveries, and so doth his cousin Charles, they
baving shared the monies made of the prize goods
at Nantz." About this period Prince Rupert
was privateering (or pirating) on the high sea?,

and had been in the West Indies, it is stated,
with " a fleet of fifteen sail, to which eight Dutch

ships were joined in October [1652]. He is

stated in the journals to have captured ten rich

English vessels whilst cruising off St. Kitts. It

is a remarkable circumstance, however, that another

journal, the Perfect Passages, places him off

Cyprus, and describes him as capturing all vessels

that pass him in the Levant "
(op. cit., p. 265,

n.
) Ought one to assume that his

" blackmoors
"

were obtained in the West Indies or in the

Levant ? Another extract, from " a journalist of

that period, in a volume of Tracts in the British
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Museum," has a possible bearing upon this subject.
That writer, dating from Paris, December 30, 1651,
says that " the old Court flies," who were beginning
to return to the exiled King,

"
bring newes that

Buckingham and Seer. Nicholas would have come
along too, but that they wanted ghelt ; and the
rest of his Majesties black guard and retinue that
wander in the Low Countries, if they were sure of

daily bread for their attendance
"

(ibid. p. 271).
The origin of the term "

blackguard
" has been

often discussed, and hereas elsewhere it may
have no literal meaning. Yet the previous quo-
tation indicates that the King and Prince Eupert
had black retainers in 1653. Perhaps some of the
readers of ' N. & Q.

1

may favour me with an ex-

planation of the passage first quoted.
DAVID

MADAME TALLIEN. There died at Brussels,
March 29, the Prince de Caraman de Chimay, not
unknown as statesman, diplomatist, violin collector,
and virtuoso, but chiefly remarkable by reason of
his being the grandson of the lady whose name,
in the Times obituary notice, is misprinted" Madame Tallier

" " which never was." The late
Prince's grandmother was born Therese de Cabar-

rus, in 1775, daughter of the Franco-Spanish
financier Francisco, Conde de Cabarrus. She
married, much too young, the Marquis de
Fontenay, whom she left to become the Proserpine
of that Pluto who was Jean Lambert Tallien.

Mainly to her influence over him was due the
Neuf Thermidor. After the Terror she was the

queen of fashionable Paris. The Duchesse
d'Abrantes called her " the Venus of the Capitol,
but still more beautiful." She *nd Tallien were
duly married ; but this marriage was dissolved.
He lived till 1820. Long before then she had
become Comtesse de Caraman and Princesse de
Chimay. Her son, Joseph Philippe, was born
in 1808, and her grandson, the late Prince, in

1836, a year or so after her own demise.

W. F. WALLER.

WOMEN'S SUFFRAGE. There is an odd anticipa-
tion of one of the common arguments against
women's suffrage in the words of Turnus to Allecto,
'Mo.,' vii. 444:

Bella viri pacemque regant quies bella gerenda.

Would it be ungallant to also draw attention to the
fact that they are addressed to a fury ? F. B.

SHEEP FED ON HOLLY : HOLLY RENTS. In
the '

Diary
'
of Abraham de la Pryme, published by

the Surtees Society, the following passage occurs
under the year 1696 :

" In the south-west of Yorkshire, at and about Brad-
field, and in Darbishire, they feed all their sheep in
winter with holly leaves and bark, which they eat more
greedily than any grass. To every farm there is so many
holly trees; and the more there ia the farm is dearer ;

but care is taken to plant great numbers of them in all

farms thereabouts. And all these holly trees are smooth

leaved, and not prickly. As soon as the sheep sees the

sheppard come with an ax in his hand they follow him
to the first tree he comes at, and stands all in a round
about the tree, expecting impatiently the fall of a bow,
which, when it is fallen, all as many as can eats thereof,
and the sheppard going further to another tree, all

those that could not come in unto the eating of the first

follow him to this and so on. As soon as they have eaten
all the leaves they begin of the bark and pairs it all of."

-P. 165.
" A hag of hollin," says Hunter, in his MS.

additions to the
' Hallamshire Glossary,'

" was the holly trees growing upon a certain portion of

ground in the commons of the manor of Sheffield. The
lord was accustomed to let or sell them by the hag."

In a survey made early in the seventeenth cen-

tury, for the lord of this manor, a list of those who

paid
" hollin rents

"
is mentioned. It seems that

goats also were fed in this way, for in the middle
of the list is the entry

"
three hags next the old

lands
reserytt

for the goates." I should be glad to

know if this practice of feeding sheep and goats
on "

hollin
" has been noticed elsewhere. Probably

the tree in question is the holm oak, or ilex, whos
leaves resemble the leaves of the holly.

S. 0. ADDY.
3, Westbourne Road, Sheffield.

ALICANTE. The following may deserve a note

in
' N. & Q.' In Victor Hugo's

' Grenade ' he says
of Alicante : "Alicante aux clochers mele les

minarets." Several travellers who have used this

beautiful poem as a guide to Spain have been
drawn to Alicante by the line which I have quoted
above. But what they have all remarked is that

steeples and minarets are conspicuous by their

absence there. There is, I believe, one small

tower. This seems an instance with a vengeance
of the poet's eye

"
giving to airy nothing a local

habitation and a name." T. P. ARMSTRONG.

CLAN CHATTAN AND THE ELDER FAMILY. In

the course of a controversy which appeared in
' N. & Q.' about twenty-three years ago in regard
to some branches of the clan Chattan, it was
stated that (4

tl! S. iii. 317) there were sixteen

septs in that clan, and that (4
th S. iv. 322)

" the

name Shaw stands fourth in the order of prece-
dence amongst the sixteen races some of them
now extinct who made up the clan Chattan."

In Logan's 'Scottish Gael,' vol. i. p. 300, the

statement is made that "
MacPherson, Macintosh,

MacDuff, MacBean, Shaw, Farquharson, Mac-

Gillivray, MacQueen, Clark, Davidson, Elder, and
several others, as branches of the Clan Chattan,"
used red whortleberry as their badge. Here the

names of eleven septs only are given. I shall

be obliged if some authority on the subject will

give me (preferably through the columns of

'N. & Q.,' as it will interest many of your
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readers) : (1) the names of the remaining five septs

(2) the order of the precedence of the sixteen

septs; (3) the date at which the Elder sept branche

out from the parent clan, and under what circuni

stances ; (4) the Christian name and surname o

that member of the Clan Chattan who first assume
the name of Elder. It seems to me not improba
ble that if the first MacPherson was the " son of a

parson
"
of the Clan Chattan, and from this fac

adopted his surname, the first
" Elder "

may bay

actually held either the ecclesiastical or the civi

office of
"
Elder," and have taken the name of hi

office for his family name. It is not unlikely

though, that the name implies
"
seniority," whether

the other fifteen septs constituted the "juniority
'

or not. Perhaps some of your readers can

give me (5) the names of the original settlers in

the north-west of Ireland who bore the name o

Elder, stating when, and from what part of Scot-
land they came, and at what places they settled

amongst the places of settlement being, probably,
Burnfoot and Glencar, county Donegal.

J. J. ELDER.
No. 1, Board of Trade, Indianapolis, Ind.

QUOTATIONS. On the first page of the present
volume our long-suffering Editor deprecated the
use of space in

' N. & Q.' by questions which could

-easily be settled by turning to so accessible a book
as Bartlett's

* Familiar Quotations.' Ante, pp. 354,
355, two quotations are asked about, both of which
are punctually recorded in that same cheap, care-

ful, and comprehensive book. As it seems to be
unknown to many who would find it of great
service, let me state that Mr. Bartlett gives exact
reference to the part of an author's writings from
which the quotation comes, often supplies parallel
passages, aud provides (in my copy, an old one
174 pages of index, iu double columns of small

type. W. C. B.

"KUN-AWAYES EYES." There is in the United
States of America and in the Quaker City Phila-

delphia a monthly magazine called Poet-Lore.
The very title of such a magazine shows how alien
the contents must be from anything that could be
popular or acceptable in England. Nevertheless,
the number for January, 1892, contains something
that may (or may not) be thought worth transfer-

ring to
'

N. & Q.' It is a solution, proposed by
an eminent American scholar, of the line

" That
runaway's eyes may wink," in ' Borneo and Juliet.'
The writer refers to Shakespeare's respect for
Marlowe and connexion with him. He quotes
from Marlowe's '

Faustus
'

the soliloquy :

Stand
still, you ever-moving spheres of heaven,

That time may cease, and midnight never come ;
Fair Nature's eye, rise, rise again, and make
Perpetual day ; or let this hour be but
A year, a month, a week, a natural day,
That Faustus may repent, and save hia soul !

Olente, lente currite, noctis equi!

And he then gives reasons for thinking that
" Juliet's demand for baste is merely the converse

of Faustus's wild cry for postponement"; that
thus her exclamation "Gallop apace, you fiery-
footed steeds," is the converse of the Latin line

quoted above ; and that, instead of "
runaway's

eyes," we should read either "Nature's eye,"
the moon, or " Nature's eyes," the stars. I have
not seen Mr. Aldis Wright's 'Shakespeare,' in

which all the solutions of "
runaway's eyes

"
are

eaid to be given. Also, I am no Shakespearean,
and have not the least desire to

"
restore

"
any-

thing that Master Shakespeare, in his wisdom, or in

his magnificent carelessness, chose to leave un-
restored. So I give the foregoing without comment.

A. J. M.

LORD TENNYSON'S ' THE FORESTERS.' In some
of the reviews of the Laureate's new drama ' The
Foresters : Robin Hood and Maid Marian ' which
have come before me special mention has been
made of the two patriotic stanzas at the begin-

ning of Act. II. sc. i. :

There is no land like England
Where'er the light of day be;

There are no hearts like English hearts,
Such hearts of oak as they be.

There is no land like England
Where'er the light of day be;

There are no men like Englishmen,
So tall and bold as they be.

There is no land like England
Where'er the light of day be

;

There are no wives like English wives,
So fair and chaste as they be.

There is no land like England
Where'er the light of day be ;

There are no maids like English maids,
So beautiful as they be.

The reviewers do not seem to be aware, and pos-
sibly it is not at all generally known, that these
verses appeared word for word in the edition of

1830, under the title of ' National Song,' though
they are omitted, I believe, from all subsequent
editions. The chorus, however, has been entirely

changed. It seems singular that these striking

verses, which the author discarded (presumably as

unworthy of his pen) more than sixty years ago,
should now be reproduced, and perhaps still more

singular that those who have written respecting
;he venerable poet's new drama should not have

recognized this. W. W. DAVIES.
Lisburn, co. Antrim.

EDMUND CALAMY (1697 ?-1755), DISSENTING
MINISTER. It may be of interest to note, as an
addition to the account of him appearing in

'

Diet.

Nat. Biog.,' vol. viii. p. 235, that letters of

,d ministration on his estate were granted in

-".C.C., August 1, 1755. He married in Lincoln's

Inn Chapel, on March 11, 1739/40, Bethia Biscoe,
hen of the parish of St. George the Martyr, co.

Middlesex, spinster; she died May 29, 1762, and
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was buried on June 5 following, with her husband,
in the chancel of St. Mary, Aldermanbury,
London. Her will, as of St. Andrew, Holborn,
dated May , 1756, was proved July 23, 1762

(registered in P.C.C. 290 St. Eloy). John Chal-

lenor Smith's '

Pedigree of the Family of Biscoe,'

1887, p. 9. DANIEL HIPWELL.
17, Hilldrop Crescent, N.

ARCHBISHOP WHITGIFT. In 1889 I was asked

by the late Rector of Laceby, Lincolnshire (the
Rev. E. H. Knight), to endeavour to find out

when Archbishop Whitgift held the living of

Laceby, as to which there had always been a tradi-

tion, but no certainty. Mr. Knight died before

I succeeded in doing this; so I think the best

way will be to record the fact in your pages. The

entry, which is in a fragmentary Taxation Account
of Bishop Cooper, is as follows :

"John Wbitgifte, presbiter, ordinatus ab Epiacopo
Lincoln' A 1560; Mr

Collegii Trinitatis Cantabrig':
Decanus ecclesie Cathedralis Lincoln' ; que aunt ex
donacionibua domine Regine. Prebendariua de Nas-

sington ex collacionae domini Epiacopi Lincoln' Rector
do Lacebye ex patronatu domini Willelmi Skipwith
militis et Thome Grimston armigeri alterius vicibus val'

per
ann' xij" x

a
. xliiij annorum aetatia

;
non conjugatua ;

Theologie doctor ; admiasus in Academia Cantabr' in a
domini 1566 ; cpncionator licentiatua ab dicta Academia
per totam Angliam ; residet Lincolnie."

A. GIBBONS.
Lincoln.

We must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order tbat the
answers may be addressed to them direct.

NEW RELIGIONS AND CRUCIFIXION. A great
preacher was understood by his congregation to

tell of Talleyrand and Tallemant des Keuux the
well-known story of how one (the latter) wished
to found a new religion, and the advice received

by him (from the former) to begin by being cruci-

fied. Unfortunately, Tallemant died more than
half a century before Talleyrand was born. The
preacher laid the story after the date of Talley-
rand's ceasing to be a bishop. Query, how much
older is it 1 A. N. R.

BISHOPS OF PALENCIA. Can any reader of
1 N. & Q.

1

direct me to a likely quarter for a list

of the metropolitans of Valencia and Bishops of

Palencia, Spain, from the tenth century to the
fourteenth? ROBT. R. STEELE.
Modern School, Bedford.

LINCOLNSHIRE VISITATION, 1634. I am en-

deavouring to render accessible to students the
valuable Visitation of Lincolnshire taken by St.

George, Clarenceur, in 1634, of which, though no
copy exists outside the College of Arms, it ia

believed that copies of the great bulk of the pedi-
grees have been obtained by individuals from the

college at different times. Will any reader of
1 N. & Q.' who may have such copies, or any
MS. notes on Lincolnshire Visitation families,

kindly assist me by communicating with me direct ?

A. GIBBONS, F.S.A.
Lincoln.

DRAMA IN IRELAND. Is there a work published
called

' Annals of the Irish Stage
'
? I am anxious

for as much information as possible on the drama
in Ireland and of the Irish stage generally. When
was the first theatre built in Ireland ?

S. J. ADAIR FITZ-GERALD.

MANOR OF ALLINGTON. (See
' House of Win-

chester,' 8th S. i. 141.) Canon Jones, in an account
of the hamlet of Allington, near Devizes (Will*
Arch. Mag.), after tracing the descent of the manor
from the Conquest to the end of the sixteenth

century, says,
" We have been unable to trace it

for the next fifty years ; it was then bought (appa-
rently) by Sir Stephen Fox, ancestor of the Earl
of Ilchester, the present owner." Is this the

Allington mentioned by MR. ALDRED, in his inter-

esting note, as sold by Wm. Pawlett, 29 Car. II. ?

Up to 1830 a quit rent was paid on some freeholds
in the village by my own family to the "

heirs of

Essex Pawlett, Esq." This fact shows a connexion
between the place and the Pawletts, and the date
of sale corresponds with the time when Sir S. Fox
was buying up land. Perhaps MR. ALDRED can
inform me if there was any relationship between
the house of Winchester and the Barons West and
La Wane, who were the last owners of the manor
before the regrettable gap in its history.

J. H. PARRY.

INSCRIPTION ON HOUSE. On an old house near
Bicester is the following inscription :

Fronte capillata post est occasio calva.

In Forcellini's
' Lexicon

'

the line is given as a

quotation from Cato, Distich 2, 62. The general
sense would seem to be that a good head of hair is

the precursor of baldness; but to explain it in

connexion with a house is not so easy. Did the

builder intend thereby to convey a lesson as to the

necessity of timely repairs ? The house at starting
was well furnished within and without

; its very
completeness might make the owners disregard
coming defects. Perhaps some of your readers
can supply a better interpretation, and give the
full quotation from Cato, showing in what con-
nexion and in what sense it is there used. Any
similar occurrence of the line on a house, if noted,
would be welcome. G. L. G.

ACACIA. At the funeral of Mr. Henry Cecil

Raikes, at Mold, Aug. 27, 1891, there was a large
attendance of Freemasons, of which body the late

Postmaster General was a member. On this occa-
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sion all the Freemasons wore sprigs of acacia.

The body was enclosed in a coffin of wicker-work.

Will any reader of
' N. & Q.' inform me the reason

for wearing sprigs of acacia ? C. A. WHITE.

ARDERNE. In Drummond's ' Noble Families,'

vol. i., there are engravings of brasses in Leigh

Church, Surrey, to John Arderne, ob. 1449, and

Richard Arderne, ob. 1499, and their wives. The

arms of the wife of John Arderne are 1 and 4,

blank; 2 and 3 paly of six; and of the wife

of Eichard Arderne, Sable, a chevron between

three stags trippant argent. I should be glad to

know what families had these arms. The latter

arms may probably be those of Holgrave, John

flolgrave, M.P. for Southwark in 1476-77 and

1490, having been probably father or brother of

Richard Arderne's wife. I should also be glad to

know whether there is any record of a will of an.

Arderne of Leigh between the two dates men-

tioned above. JOHN WATNEY.
Mercers' Hall.

BRITTANY. Have any of your correspondents
been to Carnac, in Brittany, to visit the wonderful
"
Lignes de Carnac "

? Are there similar "Lignes"
anywhere else; and is there any tradition or legend
as to their origin ? I have lately visited that part
of France, and was much struck with the local

names in Brittany Erdeven, Mane* Lud, Ker-

mario, Kerlescent, Carnac, &c. What is their

derivation ? Can they be Celtic ? And how is

it that St. Michael is such a favourite saint in

those parts ? Almost every mound is called after

him. F. M. D.

TINTAGEL. Have Tintagel in Cornwall and

Tintageux in the island of Sark the same meaning;
and is that meaning "the Devil's Castle"? Is

the word of Celtic origin in both cases ?

R. B. B.

ROMAN ROADS IN BRITAIN. Can any one

kindly refer me to any recent papers or books on
the Roman roads in Britain ? I want information

especially about the Ryknield Street (or Icknield

Street, as it is often called). W. J. H.
[For 'Icknield Street

'

consult Indexes to 'N. & Q.'J

LEVIS. Can any one tell me whence the

village of Levis, in Yorkshire, derives its name
;

also if there are any descendants of the old French
family of this name still residing in Yorkshire or

Leicestershire, who would probably derive their

descent from the daughter of De Montfort, Earl of

Leicester, and Guy de Levis, Lord Mirepoix ?

M. PHILLIPS.
Chichester.

THOMAS WAITS, OR WAYTE, the regicide, is

said by Le Neve (' Catalogue of Knights,' p. 466)
to be the father of Sir Nicholas Waite,of London,

merchant, who received knighthood at Kensington,

April 2, 1699. Is the parentage of the regicide

known ? Is he identical with " Thomas Waite,
son of Henry Waite, ofWymondham, co. Leicester,

gent.," who was admitted to Gray's Inn, March 5,

1633/4? W. D. PINK.

FIRST CO-OPERATIVE CONGRESS. The first

Co-operative Congress is said to have been held

in May, 1830, at Manchester. What was the

exact date of its opening, how long did it last, and

where can I find a report ? H. H. S.

GENERAL WYNYARD. Can any of your readers

give me any information concerning General Wyn-
yard, who died July 10, 1819, late of Coldstreain

Guards, and sometime equerry to the Duke of

York ? AYTON.

FIGURE IN PICTURE. Is it known who was
the original of the lady leaning against a grey

pony, sketched by Landseer whilst on a visit to

the Duchess of Bedford in Invernesshire ?

K. T.

Torquay.

' THE DANVERS JEWELS.' Will some reader of
' N. & Q.' kindly inform me who is the author of

this novel ? Was it published under a pseudonym
or not ? A postal card would greatly oblige.

STUART C. WADE.
166, Adams Street, Chicago, 111., U.S.

PERCEVAL. Can you inform me at what date

the Egmont family began to spell their name with

an e ? At Weston - in - Gordano, Somersetshire,
there is an old tomb, where the name is spelt

Percyvale. How was it spelt when they first came

over from Brittany ? L. P.

IRISH IN PEMBROKESHIRE. In a review of

Bagwell's
' Ireland under the Tudors,' in the Edin-

burgh Eeview for April, 1886, at p. 446, the

reviewer quotes as follows :

" In twelve months the almost incredible number of

20,000 Irishmen are said to have landed in Pembroke-
shirethat little England beyond Wales whence the

ancestors of the Geraldines had first Bailed to Ireland.

They spread themselves over the country about Milford

Haven and between St. David's and Tenby, and the very

Corporation of the latter town came under Irish in-

fluence."

Not having Mr. Bagwell's work to refer to, I pre-

sume the twelve months referred to occurred in the

reign of Henry VIII. Can the descendants of these

people be recognized at the present time in anyway?
The inquiry would be interesting from many
points of view. RICHARD LINN.
Hereford Street, Chriatchurch, New Zealand.

EARL OF PEMBERTON. Can any of your readers

tell me the surname of the Earl of Pemberton ?

a title which I believe now to be extinct. His

only daughter emigrated to the United States
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in the early part of this century. I am anxious to

find out who she married, and also whether any of

her descendants are now living.

FREDERICK T. HIBGAME.
Philadelphia.

BOLEYN OR BULLEN. Which is the correct, or

original, form of writing the name of Henry VIII.'s

queen Anne Boleyn or Bullen 1 I think the latter

is to be found on the Lyceum Theatre programmes
at the present day. Is there any authority for it 1

ROBIN H. LEGGE.

83, Oakley Street, Chelsea.

[Our correspondent doubtless knows that absolute

authority with regard to names of that epoch ia seldom
to be obtained.]

ASTRT : ESTRIDGE. It is stated that James

Astry, supposed to be of co. Bedford, went with

followers to St. Christopher (West Indies) in or

about 1623, and founded a colony there. It is

said to be so stated in his evidence before the

Privy Council in 1660. And are the Estridges
who now hold, and for a long time have held,
land in that island the same family ?

JOHN MACLEAN.
Glasbury House, Clifton.

THE ENGLISH SUMMER. Who first said that

the English summer consists of three hot days and
a thunderstorm ? Are there any other epigram-
matic attacks on this much -abused season on
record

1

? G. L. APPERSON.

THE UNIVERSITIES GF THE WORLD. Does any
work exist giving an exhaustive list, with statistical

details, of all extant universities, including those

of South and Central America ; also of all

defunct universities, of which there must be up-
wards of fifty in Germany, Italy, and Spain alone ?

I am acquainted with Tiiibner's Jahrbuch der

Universitaten der Welt, but its list of exist-

ing universities is very far from complete, and it

does not profess to mention defunct universities.

A.

SOURCE OF POEM. Can any of your readers

inform me by whom a poem, entitled
' The Reflec-

tions of King Hezekiah in his Sickness,' was
written ? The first lines commence :

What ! and no more ! is this my soul, said I '<

My whole of being must I surely die?

Another, probably by the same author, com-
mences :

'Twas moonlight on the Sea of Galilee.

E. C. T.

SIR SAMUEL M'CLELLAN (MacClellan), M.P.,
Lord Provost of Edinburgh (1706-8), died 1709,
leaving three sons James (unsuccessful claimant
of the Kirkcudbright peerage, 1734-42), Patrick,
and William. Are there any known descendants
of the above-named ? Q.

THE GAUCHOS.

(7
th S. xii. 248, 316, 395.)

The meaning of the word gaucho, as used to-day
in the South American republics, is widely different

from that of guacho. The word gaucho is applied
to the native not necessarily of Indian descent

who Iwells in the pastoral districts, and whose
work is generally executed upon horseback such
work as cattle driving, cattle tending, and similar

offices. He is of Spanish descent, as a rule, or,

at any rate, answers to a Spanish cognomen ;

doubtless many of them have Indian blood in

their veins. Ho is, in fact, the "
cowboy

"
of

South America; and his independent open-air life,

his horsemanship, his quickness of sight and hear-

ing, his hardiness, and the many traits the natural

outcome of the life he leads have given him a dis-

tinct place in the cosmopolitan throng that goes to

form a South American nation. He is, taking
him all round, a faithful servant and an excellent

fellow. The class is fast disappearing with the

introduction of railways, roads, wire fences, and
suchlike marks of civilization ; and the gaucho's
wondrous feats of horsemanship will soon become

nothing batter than a tradition of the past.
This is the true present application of the word

gaucho. The term is also used in a depreciatory

sense, or significant of an ill-educated man. As
D. Daniel Granada says, in his

' Vocabulario Rio-

platense Razonado ':

" La palabra gaucho es hoy en el dia, ora expresidn de

alabanza, ora nota deuigrativa ; pues con ella so signifies

al muy jinete, diestro y avisado, como tambien el vago
pendenciero y ladino, capaz de una fechoria."

The word guacho is to-day used to signify an
animal bereft of its mother ; more especially an
animal which, under such circumstances, has been
reared by hand, and which is consequently tame.

Thus we speak of a cordero guacho, a potrillo

guacho, and so forth. It is also applied to plants.
A pumpkin, potato, melon, or any similar plant
which appears a second year upon land previously
cultivated with those vegetables,and not thoroughly
cleaned afterwards, is called a guacho plant. So,

also, when the ostrich abandons an egg, it is

termed un huevo guacho.
So far the present meaning of the two words.

Their true etymology is a more difficult task, and
I can only here submit a few notes on the subject,
and leave to the superior erudition of MR. Bou-
CHIEB the discovery of their first source. Gaucho
is given by Vicente Salvd in the second edition of

his
* Nuevo Diccionario' (Paris, 1847): "m. y f.

El habitanto medio salvaje de las rancherias

que hay en las inmensas pampas 6 llannras de
Buenos Aires, y de las inmediaciones de Monte-

video, Bolivia, y Chile." (I would here protest
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ia parenthesis, against the double gender given by
Salva" ; I have never heard the feminine sub.

gaucha. We call the wife of a gaucho a china.

This word has its corresponding masculine chino.

The etymology of this word is curious, but is

beyond the subject of the present question.) D.

Daniel Granada, in his
' Vocabulario Rioplatense

Kazonado' (second ed., Montevideo, 1890, 8vo.),

says :
" D. Emilio Daireaux (' El Abag., &c., Trat.

de dcho. civ. para la Rep. Arg.,' second ed.)
deriva la voz del Arabe chaouch, propiamente
tropero, en Espana chaucho, corrompido en America
en gaucho, al pasar de boca de los chilenos por la

de los indios de la Pampa." But I totally ignore
this word chaucho in the Spanish language, and I

dispute its existence. On the other hand, the
word chuucha, applied to potatoes, and also to the
fruit of such trees as the acacia, is most distinctly
derived from the Araucanian word chaucha, a class

of potatoes; and this word still prevails in its

primitive sense amongst the working classes of

Chile. All the Araucanian dialects, including the

Qufchua, Tehuelche, Aituant, are rich in the double
dental consonant ch, and there is, therefore, no
reason to presume that the Indian would mis-

pronounce a word so adaptable to his own tongue,
and return it in a mutilated form to the Spanish-
speaking races.

Up to the end of last century the gaucho was
called a gauderio (Granada,

' V. E. R.'; he quotes
two authorities). This word is, in all probability,
derived from the Lat. gaudere. The description
given by D. Pedro Estala, in his 'Viag. Univ.,'
quoted by Granada, of how a gauderio passed his

time bears me out in this presumption :

" Son estos gauderioa naturales de Montevideo y de los

payos comarcanos Procuran adquirir BUS guitarillos,
y cantan variaa coplas, ya estropeamlo las que oyen, ya
componiendo otras con tosco y groeero numen, regular-
mente sobre amores. Con este ajuar vaguean libremente
por los campos, sirviendo de diversidn y recreo a aquellos
rusticos ctilonos. quienea en recompensa de la diversion

que lee proporcionan, los mantienen, y regalan con mucha
complacencia todo el tiempo que alii se detienen."

What are these jesters, these merry fellows, who
wander from hut to hut in jocund spirit and festive

garb, ever ready with a quip and quiddity, a
merry greeting and a boisterous gaudeamus igitur,
but

gauderios?^
The word is happily found, and

I venture to think that its etymology is obvious.
The times have changed, and this jester's day has
passed, as it had long since passed in other climes.
His festivities were curtailed, and so was his name.
I am now going to hazard an etymology of his new
name, gaucho; and I prithee, MR. BOUCHIBR,
beware, and accept not my reasonings with too
generous a heart. Dire is the fate of many an
incautious guesser who has been caught tripping,
and has forthwith been held up to scorn in the
columns of ' N. & Q.'
The Araucanian word for a man, or people in

general, is che. Thus the Araucanians are the

lie-chc, the one, the only people. The Spanish

people are the Huinca-che, the people not Indian.

Foreigners other than Spanish are the Muru-che
or Muruhuinca-che, the companions of the people
not Indian, from wur=a pair, duality: mur-

huinca, the companions of the huinca, the first

invaders the Spaniards being, par excellence,

"the huinca." Negroes are Curi-che, curu mean-

ing black
; Tefulche, the flayed Indian, and so

on. Thus the Indian would recognize in the

gauderio a certain class of man worthy of special

distinction. He would be unable to find an equiva-

lent in his own language for the word gauderio,

and would adopt it, adding the syllable c/i& The

travelling holiday-maker would be a
gaudeiio-chf.

But such a polysyllabic word would not remain

long unmutilated, and by the mutual assistance of

Indian and Spaniard it would be curtailed to

gauche, and thence to gaucho. I proffer this

etymology in default of a better. It is certainly

preferable to M. Daireaux's derivation from the

Arabic, for here only local material is used. For

further satisfaction it would be desirable to find

the word in South American literature of the

beginning of this century. I have met the word

gaucho in a private letter as early as 1839.

The derivation of guacho is more apparent.

Salva" gives it in his 'Dictionary' as follows:

"(Provincial de la America meridional). Ex-

posito. Se dice del animal que no ha sido criado

por su madre." The Araucanian word is huachv,

= an illegitimate offspring, an orphan; also

applied to tame animals. The Quichua is huacha

=
poor, an orphan. In Aim aril huajcha= orphan.

There is little doubt, therefore, that this word,

which the Spanish Academy refers to America for

its parentage, is derived from the Araucanian^
lan-

guage, without having materially changed in either

form or meaning.
From the word gaucho we have the following

derivatives in present use : Gaucho, a, adj,,

applied to anything neat or tidily executed:

"Una tabajera gaucha," a dainty tobacco-pouch.

Gauchada, s.f., an action executed with unusual

skill and promptitude. Gauchaje, s.m., a collec-

tion of gauchos. Gauchar or gauch, v., a maca-

ronic verb used by English residents, meaning to

leap on a horse without the aid of a stirrup. It

deserves to be pilloried at once. From guacho we

lave the following derivatives: Aguachar, aguct-

charse, v., to lose the mother before weaning, to

lake an animal from its mother's side, to trans-

slant a tree at an untimely season. Aguachado, a>

adj., deprived of the mother, &c. H. GIBSON.

Los Yngleses, Aj<5, Buenos Aires.

DANTEiANA(8
lh S. i. 274). The following note

may perhaps be interesting to MR. T. P. ARM-

STRONG, although I confess it leaves me in doubt
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as to what part of the font or foro was actually

broken bv Dante. The note is from the edition

of Felice Le Monnier, Firenze, 1844. The first part

of it is by Paolo Costa, that between asterisks by
the editor, B. Bianchi :

" 18. Fatti per luogo ec. Nel tempio di S. Giovanni

in Firenze intorno la fonte battesimale erano quattro

pozzetti fatti percbe i preti battezzatori atessero pift

presso all' acqua. *Alcuni vogliono che debba leggersi :

Fatti per luogo di battezzatorj, cioe per servir di battis-

terj; cbe altrimenti, dicon essi, mal ai comprenderebbe
come un fanciullo potesse annegare la dove non fosse

acqua. lo pero son d'avviso che possa sostenerai la

comune lezione, supponendo che in quei fori che erano

intorno alia fonte di S. Giovanni, che non dovea molto

differire nel disegno da quella che anche oggi vedesi nel

Battistero di Pisa, entrassero i preti nei giorni della

pubblica e solenne amministrazione del battesimo, per

poter con meno disagio immergere nella gran fonte i

fanciulli, e non essere oppreesati dalla calca del popolo ;

e che poi, per battezzare nei casi di
necessitate

di con-

venienza tra 1' anno tenessero per piu comodo 1' acqua in

uno o piu di quest! fori o pozzetti, travasatala dal fonte

consacrato, dopo finita la pubblica ceremonia. Ed e

anche piu probabile che Dante abbia considerate questi
fori nel primo del due usi accennati, perche cosi rendevan

piu dappresso la figura di quelli da lui immaginati per

supplizio dei Siuioniaci."*

In Prof. C. E. Norton's translation of the ' In-

ferno
'

I find the following note with reference to

this passage :

" 'My beautiful St. John '

is the Baptistery at Florence.

In Dante's time the infanta born during the year were all

here baptized by immersion, mostly on the day of St. John

Baptist, the 24th June. There was a large circular font

in the middle of the church, and round it, in its marble

wall, were four cylindrical standing places for the

priests, cloaed by doors to protect them from the pressure
of the crowd." Macmillan, 1891.

ERNEST BRAIN.
St. George's Club, Hanover Square.

In Lombardi's 'Dante,' Padova, 1822, are long
notes on the lines quoted in this query. The

gist of them is that, in Dante's time, round the

font in the middle of the floor of the baptistery of

San Giovanni, there were four holes in the pave-

ment, made for the baptizing priests to stand in

that they might be close to the water. A boy
playing about fell into one of the holes in a

doubled-up position, so that he would have choked
if the poet had not extricated him by breaking the

mouth of the hole. Dante, however, was accused
of impiety for the act. According to the notes on
the same lines in Rossetti's translation the font
" was circled by an outer casing, which contained

openings for the baptizing priests to stand in,"
and Dante shattered with an axe the stones

enclosing the boy. TIIORNFIELD.

" Nel tempio di San Giovanni in Firenze intorno la

fonte battesimale erano quattro pozzetti fatti perche i

preti battezzatori steesero piu presso all' acqua. Alcuni

vogliono che debba leggersi : Fatti per luoghi di battez-

zatorj, eiou, per servir di battisterj ;
che altrimenti, dicon

essi, mal si comprenderebbe come uu fanciullo potesse

annegare la dove non fosse acqua. lo pero eon d' awiso

che debba leggerai colla com. : Fatti per luogo de' battez-

zatori ; cioe, fatti perche vi stiano i battezzieri ; primo,

perche la frase fatti per luogo prepara all' idea d' una

cosa o persona da contenerai in esso luogo ;
e in vece la

parola battezzatorio significa anch
1

essa un luogo dove si

fail battesimo: aicche I'espressione fatti per luoghi di

battezzatori equivarrebbe a questa: fatti per luoghi di

luoghi da battezzare. Secondo, perche ritenendo colla

piti parte degli antichi commentatori, che i preti nella

solenne amministrazione del battesimo entrassero in quei

pozzi, profondi un braccio e mezzo circa, per esser piu

commodi a tuffare i bambini nella gran vasca, e non

essere dalla calca del popolo oppreseati, non si viene a

negare la possibilita che nel rimanente dell' anno in

questi pozzetti fosse acqua, ossia che veramente, come
alcuni dicono, vi ai amminiatrasse il battesimo ai bam-

bini fuori dei tempi solenni. o vi si tenesse per gli altri

usi della chiesa. Oltreche, i fori veduti coi preti battez,-

zieri dentro, rappresentan piti al naturale 1' immagine

dantesca, che non farebbero considerati come battisterj.

The above note to the passage quoted by MB.
ARMSTRONG is by the commentator Bruno Bianchi,

in his edition of the
' Commedia

'

published at

Florence in 1854. I. E. 0.

The story is that as some children were playing

round the' circular fonts in the baptistery of

St. John at Florence one of them fell in and was

in danger of drowning. Dante, who happened to-

be by, extricated the boy by breaking up the fonfc

with an axe, and was accused of sacrilege for the

act. Hence he adds :
" E questo sia suggel che

ogni uomo sganni," i. e.
,
let this statement (of the

reason for my act) be a testimony to undeceive

men. The story is given in full by Scartazzini

from Benvenuto, and is referred to in all English

editions of the * Inferno
'
that I have seen.

C. S. JERRAM.

The following is abridged from a note to Car-

lyle's translation (Bohn): Landino says "little

wells
"
(or narrow circular holes, called pozzetti from

their shape) were made for the priests to stand in

when baptizing, that they might be nearer to the

water of the font (see com. of Benv. da Imola,

Vellutello, Otimo, &c.). Judging by the old

prints (ed. of 1507), these pozzetti must have been

made at the tops of short pillars.

A. COLLINGWOOD LEE.
Waltham Abbey.

Italian commentators are not silent respecting
the passage in the ' Inferno '

quoted at the above

reference. Fraticelli, in his edition of the
' Com-

media '

(Firenze, 1877), an excellent one for the

general student, gives the following note :

" Fatti per luogo de' battezzatori, cioe per luogo da
starvi i sacerdoti battezzatori quando nella solenne am-

ministrazione del battesimo (il quale facevasi allora per

mmereione) entravano con mezza la Junghezza della

persona in quei pozzetti, per esser piu prossimi a tuffare

i bambini nella gran vasca e non essere dalla calca del

iopolo oppressati. Altri leggono per luogo di battezra-

;ori, cioe di battezzatoi : e spiegano fatti per luoghi da

jattezzare, poiche (dicono) in quei pozzetti stava acqua.
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per amministrare il battesimo, se non altro, fuori de'

tempi solenni. Che nel tempio di San Giovanni di

Firenze, intorno la fonte batteaimale, fpssero quattro
pozzetti, lo dicono i commentatori antichi."

B. D. MOSELET.
Burslem.

NESTORIAN SYRIANS IN CHINA (8
th S. i. 334).

Xanxuen is identical with Si-an or Si-ngan-fu,
of which Johnston's ' Gazetteer '

says it is a city
of China, prov. Shensi, cap. of department, on an
affluent of the Hoei-Ho, in 34 12' N,, 108 40' E.

Arnobius (died 326) refers to Christianity being

preached amongst the Seres (generally supposed to

be the Chinese), book ii. chap. xii.

Gibbon records that two Christian monks, who
had resided long in China, were the first to bring
the eggs of the silkworm to Europe, 552 A.D.

(Gib., chap. xl.). These were Nestorians.

A marble monument, discovered in 1625 by the

Jesuits at Si-ngan-fu, and now acknowledged on
all hands as a genuine contemporary record of its

actual date, viz., 780, furnishes most interesting
information concerning the Nestorian Church in

China. For full particulars concerning this inter-

esting monument (still extant) and for a transla-

tion of the inscription thereon, together with a list

of writers upon the subject and references to their

works, see Wells Williams,
' The Middle King-

dom,' vol. ii. p. 276. I believe that Dr. Legge
has still more recently written upon the subject,
but I have not the reference at hand.

S. COODE HORE.

MR. W. BAKER may see a list of the publica-
tions which treat of the monument to which he

refers, with the connexion of the Nestorians with

China, in Mosheim's 'Institutes,' Lon., 1861,

p. 239, at century vii. pt. i. ch. i., which is more
full than the earlier editions. In all probability
there is more in Bp. Stubbs's '

Mosheim,' but I

have not this for reference. There may also be a

reference to one of the authorities specially, Mil-

man's Gibbon, vol. viii. p. 347.

ED. MARSHALL.

For an account of the discovery of the monu-
ment referred to at the above reference and a

translation of the inscription see
' The History of

the Great and Renowned Monarchy of China,' by
F. Alvarez Semedo (part i. chap, xxxi.), an

English translation of which was published in

1655. The town of Siganfii, near to which the

monument was unearthed, is now known, I

believe, as See-ngan or Si-ngan, a leading town
in the province of Shen-see, its situation being
34 12' N. lat. and 108 40' E. long.

BEN. WALKER.
Erdington.

The Nestorian inscription in China has been

exhaustively discussed in three memoirs by Pau-

thier, published in 1857, 1858, and 1862. See

also Kenan,
* Histoire des Langues Semitiques,'

p. 290
; Lenormant, 'Alphabet Phe"nicien,' vol. ii.

45 ; and my own history of * The Alphabet,'
rcA. i. p. 299. For the province of Xensi read

Shense or Shensi, and for Xanxuen read Si-gan,

3i-ngan, or Si-ngan-fu. The latitude is 34 17' N.,

longitude 108 51' E. ISAAC TAYLOR.

THE FBNTOTTNS (8
th S. i. 327). In the

' Land of

the Lindsays' (1853), pp. 282-4, the Fentons

are mentioned: "David Lindsay married Margaret,
loheiress of Lord Fenton of Bakie." "David

Lindsay, the son of Margaret Fenton, was designed
of Lethnot and Bakie. The old chapel of Bakie
stood in the Kirk-shed near Lindertes, and in

1329 William de Fenton enriched it with a gift of

the adjoining lands of Limros." In a 'List of

Persons concerned in the Rebellion,' a David

Fenton, farmer, of the parish of Kingoldrum, was
a lieutenant in the rebel army. St. Andrew's

'Kirk Session Register' mentions one Thomas
Fenton as a visitor appointed to look after

absentees from the kirk (1590). In ' Memoir of

Alex Seton '

(Blackwood, 1882) p. 107,
" Lord

Fentoun, afterwards Earl of Kellie, whose only
son was married in 1610 to the Chancellor's eldest

daughter." ALFRED CHAS. JONAS, F.R.H.S.
Swansea.

MUSHROOM (8
th S. i. 167). Diez, in his

' Romance Dictionary,' derives this word from

French mousseron, the origin of which he finds in

0. H. G. mos, our moss. He explains it as being
so called because it grows in moss, by which, I

suppose, he may mean on ground where the grass
is short and mossy in appearance. In corrobora-

tion of this view we may compare the French

champignon from Latin campus. Dr. Prior, in his
'

Popular Names of British Plants,' says, ed. 1879,

p. 164, that

"one of the most conspicuous of the genus, the

Agaricus muscarius, is used for the destruction of flies,

mousches, and, as Albertus Magnus says (1. vii. 345) :

' Voca.tur fungus muscarum, eo quod in lacte pulveriza-
tus interficit muscas,' and this seems to be the real source

of the word, which, by a singular caprice of language,
has been transferred from this poisonous species to

mean, in the popular acceptation of it, the wholesome
kinds exclusively."

This is ingenious. F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

"FOR HE'S A JOLLY GOOD FELLOW" (7
th S.

xii. 489 ; 8th S. i. 92, 317). The late M. Gustavo

Masson, in * La Lyre Franchise,' 1867, pp. 272-5,

408, gives 1709 as the date of '

Malbrougb,' and

connects it with Anne's great captain. When
Yaniewicz, the musician, was in London, he lost

himself, and could not remember the name of the

street in which he lived. Calling a hackney coach,

he hummed the tune of
' Malbrook ' to the

coachman, who, recognizing it, drove him to

Marlborough Street, the required place. I can
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certify, from ear-witness, that the tane of ' Mal-

brough
'

is identical with that to which one always
used to hear the chorus " We won't go home till

morning." W. C. B.

Can DR. LEWINS give me his authority for stating
that l Marlbrouck

'

does not refer to the great
Duke of Marlborough, but to a later duke, the

commander of an unsuccessful expedition for the

invasion of France ? If so, perhaps he can also

state which "
later duke "

the song was intended
to burlesque, and what was the name of the un-
successful expedition that he commanded. DR.
LEWIN 8*8 statement that' Marlbrouck 7 cannot relate

to the great Duke of Marlborongh, because it was
a favourite air of the great Napoleon, who respected
the military prowess of John Churchill, is anything
but a conclusive reason, as the fact must be at once

recognized that it is quite possible for a man to

appreciate the air of a song, and yet to object
totally to its words and sentiments. I observe
that EBLANA'S 'note on this subject (ante, p. 317)
is a verbatim reprint of a portion of my note

(ante, p. 93). Can EBLANA inform me where
her correspondent gleaned the information she

gave, if it was not from my previous note 1

T. W. TEMPANY.
Richmond, Surrey.

BUTE (8
th S. i. 315, 363). On the Clyde the

established pronunciation is Bewt, and so far as I

know there is no divergence in Scotland from this

practice. A Scotsman would as readily speak of
the DooTc of Argyll as of the Marquis of Boot,

THOMAS BATNE.
Helensburgh, N.B.

In Scotland always pronounced Bewt. In Eng-
land it is quite possible that uneducated people
may call it Boot, just as they say

"
Toosday

"
for

Tuesday,
" noos

"
for news, and "

dooty
"
for duty,

&c. GEORGE ANGUS.
St. Andrews, N.B.

NEWCOME (8
th S. i. 292). May we not infer,

without doing much violence to probability, that
Sir Brian Newcome was created first baronet on
account of his inheritance of the Hobson wealth 1

The Quaker element had died out by that time.
As to "the rank" which he and his brother"
perpetuated," this need not mean the title, but

the social standing generally. Thackeray is

inaccurate often enough ; but there seems no great
difficulty. At least one title in the actual peerage
represents grand-paternal wealth through the

spindle side twice over.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

SPENSER AND DANTE (8
th S. i. 333). There is

every reason to believe that Spenser was a good
Italian scholar. The felicitous translations from

Plutarch in the 'Theatre of Worldlings' (1569),
are almost certainly his, and there are frequent

passages in the ' Faerie Queene
'

that are mani-

festly stimulated by the example of Dante. Mr.
Russell Lowell refers to two of these in his appre-
ciative essay on Spenser ('Among my Books,'
second series), and in a foot-note remarks that

Dante must have been but little read in the

eighteenth century, seeing that " none of the com-
mentators on Spenser notice his most important

obligations to the great Tuscan."
THOMAS BATNE.

Helensburgh, N.B.

Reference is several times made to Spenser's

knowledge of Dante by Mr. Lowell, in his essays
on Spenser and Dante (vol. iv. Riverside edition of

the ' Works of Lowell.' Macmillan, 1890).
ERNEST BRAIN.

St. George's Club, Hanover Square.

No JUDGE SITS ON GOOD FRIDAY (8
th S. i.

334). A few weeks ago a Scotch sheriff informed
me that he had to go to a certain locality and
hold a court on Good Friday.

GEORGE ANGUS.
St. Andrews, N.B.

In Neale's 'Festivals and Feasts,' London,
1845, there is, at p. 370 :

"
Comparative view of

the days now, or up to a recent period, kept as

holidays by the offices of the Law Courts, and
at the public offices/' In this it is stated that

of "the moveable feasts and festivals, Good
Friday

"
is observed "

by all." Further, at p. 76,
there is a statement that :

"By 11 Geo. IV. and 1 Will. IV., c. 70, s. 6, a provision
is made that if all or any of the days, from the Friday
before to the Thursday after Easter, shall fall in term
time, there shall be no sittings on them ; but the term
shall be prolonged for a corresponding number of days."

ED. MARSHALL.
" DOUBLE ENTENDRE "

(7
th S. iv. 86, 197 ; 8th

S. i. 276). MR. F. ADAMS'S remarks at the last

reference are interesting. Does any one, however,
wish to justify the above expression ? It exists

among us, is in common use, and seems to have
been employed for a couple of centuries ; and so

appears to have some raison d'etre, though it is

obviously bad French. Who first started the

monstrosity? So far as I know, Dryden is the
first author who has employed it. In his

' Mar-

riage a la Mode,' Act III. sc. i., Melantha asks her

maid, Philotis, for a fresh supply of French words
or phrases for the day, and gets from her,

"
Foible,

chagrin, grimace, embarrasse, double entendre,
&c." (Dryden's 'Plays,' vol. iii. p. 234, ed. 1725).

Jeremy Collier, in ' A Short View of the Immo-
rality and Profaneness of the English Stage,' 1698,
uses the expression: "And lastly, Phronesiam,
a Woman of the Town, uses a double entendre to

Stratophanes" (p. 15).
"

'Tis true, Lambinus pre-
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tends to fetch a double entendre out of that to

Pcenulus, but I think there is a Strain in the

Construction
"

(p. 17). In the first quotation
neither of the two words is in italics, in the

second only entendre is, as if Collier regarded
double as English. F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

MR. ADAMS does me too much honour, in

singling me out as the protagonist of double

entendre. I do not hold a brief for that phrase,
which doubtless is incorrect in the judgment of

fin de siecle critics. But so humble a scribbler

as I am bas no mission to reform his native

language, and double entendre, used by such

writers as Goldsmith, Smollett, and (I think)

Carlyle, has a fair show of authority as a collo-

quialism. Anyhow, I trust that MR. ADAMS, and

your readers generally, will agree with me that,

whatever form of phrase we adopt, the tone of

thought and speech which that phrase implies is

most sedulously to be shunned, as a literary no
less than a moral error,

" For want of decency
is want of sense."

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

Did Smollett introduce the practice of printing
" double entendre "

in italics ? In two old editions

of his translation of ' GU Bias' I find, "The con-

versation became general, sprightly, joyous, and
full of palpable double entendres

"
(bk. iii. chap. v.).

This is rendered in the earlier English translation," The conversation became general, brisk, wanton,
and full of very intelligible double entendres."

J. F. MANSERGH.
Liverpool.

A COUPLET FROM DONNE (7
th S. xi. 427, 493;

xii. 274). I give four lines with Dr. Grosart's
note :

No Springe nor Somer's bewty hath such grace
As I have seen in one Autumnall face

Yonge beutyes force our loves, and that 's a rape
This doth but couneaile, and you canot scape.

" Our text is from Stephens' MS., where it is numbered
'

Elegia Vicesima quarta,' and headed ' A Paradox of an
ould woman.' It appeared originally in 1635 Edition,
and since in all after-editions, under our heading."
Vol. i. p. 189.

I do not consider this edition at all satisfactory,
or of any authority on Donne's ' Poems.' To say
nothing of the bad taste of such fine writing as
" the slug crawling in the rose's heart or the lily's
chalice" ('The Gardener') ! and fantastic conceits, as

"willinghood," "unworth,"
"
matterful,"

"
Latin-

ate," the book is full of mistakes. The note above
is an instance ; the text is not as in the Stephens
MS., the poem did not appear originally in 1635
edition. It will be found in the first edition, 1633,
at p. 151, under the heading

' The Autumnal).'
I give the exact text of the Stephens MS., with
the variations marked :

No springs or some" Bewty hath such grace
As I have scene in an Autumnall face

Yonge Bewtyes force p
r Loue ; and that 's a rape

This doth but Counsaile, and you canot scape.

Dr. Grosart follows the Stephens MS. in a bad

reading,
" and" for yet in the fourth line, but his

text is neither that of the printed editions nor of

any MS. that I know of it is a hash of his own.

Dr. Grosart says that there are only two copies
known of the first edition of the 'Anatomic,' 1611,
one in the Bridgwater Library, "the other in the

peerless library of the Rev. Thomas Corser," and
then he proceeds to give an incorrect description
of it, from which I feel sure that he never saw it.

It certainly was not in Mr. Corser's library. I have
the sale catalogue ; the volume that was in it is

the edition of the
'

First and Second Anniversarie,'

1612, which I have, as well as Heber's copy with
a portrait added. Had Dr. Grosart ever seen the

first edition, 1611, he surely would have mentioned
the woodcut border to the title-page. Speaking of

the edition of the '

Poems,' 1650, Dr. Grosart says,
"

it is the same as 1635, and it does not appear
that the younger Donne had anything to do with

it, as stated by Mr. Hazlitt in his Hand Book."
Mr. Hazlitt is quite right, and Dr. Grosart is quite

wrong. The dedication to Lord Craven first

appeared in it signed
" John Donne," the son, and

there are additions extending to twenty-four

pages.
In the poem said to be addressed to

"
his young

wife" (voL i. p. 161), beginning "By our first

straunge and fatall interview," at line 7 Dr.
Grosart reads

" My parents' wrath
"

for the usual
"

father's," and adds in his note,
"
Parents' is an

additional biographic fact." It certainly gives the

additional fact that Mr. Donne had a mother as

well as a father ; but does Dr. Grosart imagine that

her mother was alive and was wrath with her

daughter ?

'Sappho to Philcenis' (vol. ii. p. 103) Dr. Grosart

says
"
appeared originally in 1635 edition." No ;

it will be found in edition 1633, p. 166.

Dr. Grosart makes a very generous offer to Dr.

Jessopp of his
" materials for a life of Donue

supplementary to WaltoD '
8 "; but they may well

be dispensed with if they are not more trust-

worthy than what he says of Sir Henry Good-

yere (vol. ii. p. 28), that he died in 1629, in his

seventy-eighth year, and was buried at Hatfield ;

that his wife was Damara, daughter of John

Rumball, gent., to whom he had been married

fifty-three years, and had by her seven sons and
seven daughters. The facts are that Sir Henry
Goodyere was of Polesworth, as many of Donne's

letters to him show. He married his cousin

Frances, daughter of his uncle Sir Henry Good-

yere, whom he succeeded at Polesworth ; by her

he had one son John, who died before him, with-

out issue, December 18, 1624, and four daughters
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Lncy, who married Sir Francis Nethersole, Eliza-

beth, Mary, and Anne, all four surviving him. He
died at the age of fifty-six on March 18, 1627/8,
at Poles worth. But I think that is enough for the

present of Dr. Grosart's edition of Donne's 'Poems.'

T. R. O'Ff.

TYING THE THUMBS OF PRISONERS (7
th S. xi.

444, 470 ; xii. 254, 337 ; 8"> S. i. 378). There is

a fine mezzotint portrait of Col. Francisco (Col.

Charteris), in which he is represented standing in

the dock with his thumbs tied together. This is

the criminal, justly the object of public detestation,
of whom there is a spirited caricature in line en-

graving, entitled
'

Col. Francisco, or the British

Satyr.' J. ELIOT HODOKIN.

A punishment somewhat analogous to this is

still inflicted upon evil-doers in Old Calabar, on
the south-west coast of Africa. A gentleman who
stopped there for a number of years told me that

one day, when out walking, he heard cries of dis-

tress, and when he arrived at the spot from which
the sounds proceeded he found a woman (the wife

of a native chief) who was undergoing punish-
ment for some offence she had committed. This

woman, in the first instance, had been securely
fastened to a post ; four sticks, each about six

inches in length, had then been passed between
her fingers, and, her hands having been fastened
above her head, the ends of these sticks were

brought together and tied so firmly that her suffer-

ing must have been severe, for when released she
was in quite an exhausted condition. This form
of punishment, my friend learned, was quite
common in those parts. THOMAS AULD.

Belfast.

REFORMED CALENDAR (8
th S. i. 247). 0. B.

(Rev. Chas. Boardman, D.D.), writing to the
Tablet of April 23, 1864, says :

" I have before me a collection of Catholic Sermons
preached in various parts of England during the reign
of James II., the following is the title of one ; A Sermon
of the Passion of Our Lord and Saviour Jeaus Christ
Preached before her Majesty the Queen Dowager in her
Chapell at Summersett House upon Good Friday,
April 13th, 1688. By F. Angel Bix of the Holy Order
of St. Francis, &c., 4to. Now by referring to De Mor-
gan's Book of Almanacs we find that according to the
Old Style and therefore in England Good Friday in the
year 1688 fell on April 13th. We also find that accord-
ing to the New Style Good Friday in the same year fell
on April 16th, and this date would correspond with
April 6th of the Old Style, so that in that year Easter
was celebrated abroad one week before it was celebrated
in England." I am able to quote two authors who lived in that
Century in support of the above statement. Father
Edward Knox, S.J., in his '

Charity Mistaken,' p. 96 (ed.
1630), has the following passage,

' We the Roman
Catholickes in this Kingdome do rather governe our-
selves at this day by the lease perfect Kalendar which
now is used in this place, then by the other whiche is
both the better (even by the judgement of learned Pro-

testants) and is authorized by the Catholicke Churche
abroad Letting the world see thereby how willingly we
can accommodate to them in all things, which belong
not merely to Religion.'
" The second authority extends the same custom to

Ireland. Father R. Arsdekin, S.J., in his "Theologia

TripartitaUniversa,' torn. ii. p. 2, tr. 6, Q. 21 (Dilingse),

1687, proposes the following question :

" ' An in partibus hereticorum liceat Catholicis trans-

ferre Pascha etalia Festa mobilia eo quod heretic! us urn

styli veteris observari velint ?
'

" In answer to which he says :
' In partibus beretico

domino subjectis ubi longe pnevalet numerus Catholi-

coruni, uti in regno Hiberniae et quibusdam locis Hol-

landise, ritu styli veteris, Pasche aliaque Festa cele-

brantur, Pontifice sciente, et ilium usurn nunquam, quod
sciam, hactenus improbante.'

"

Other authorities might be cited, but the above

seem to make the matter sufficiently clear.

NATHANIEL HONE.
Henley on Thames.

SAINT MONDAY (8
h S. i. 88, 232, 252). The

following is suggested as a possible origin of

St. Monday, the shoemaker's holiday, in the

Journal of the Folk-lore Society, vol. i. p. 245 :

" While Cromwell's army lay encamped at Perth, one

of his most zealous partisans, whose name was Monday,
hanged himself Cromwell offered a reward to the person
who should compose the best lines on his death. A shoe-

maker of Perth brought the following :

Blessed be the Sabbath day,
And curs'd be worldly pelf;

Tuesday will begin the week-,

Since Monday 's hanged himself.

" Cromwell was so pleased with this jew d
1

esprit that the

reward was not only awarded him, but he also ordered

that the shoemakers should have henceforth the Monday
of each week as a holiday."

JOHN CHURCHILL SIKES.

13, Wolverton Gardens, Hammersmith, W.

In Dekker's play,
'

If it be not good, the Diuel

is in it,' 1612, there is the following allusion to

consecrating Monday to idleness :

" lou. They say Monday's Shooeraakers holliday,
I 'le fall to that trade." Dekker's ' Dramatic Works,'
vol. iii. p. 274, reprint, 1873.

Grose's
'

Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue
'

has :

" Saint Monday. A holiday most religiously observed

byjourneymen shoemakers,and other inferior mechanics :

a profanation of that day, by working, is punishable by
a fine, particularly among the gentle craft. An Irish-

man observed that this saint's anniversary happened
every week."-Ed. 1796.

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

GROUNDSEL (8
th S. i. 395). I shall be much

obliged if I may be allowed to explain the history
of this word fully. We must never try to twist

etymologies to suit ideas of our own, but must go

strictly by evidence. We must be careful as to

plant-names, which are peculiarly liable to be

recast by popular etymologists. There is no

doubt at all as to the fact that in the tenth century
the plant was named grunde-swelge, with varia-
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tions in the latter half of the word. The varia-

tions are swelige, swilige, sivylige, swulie, all

given, with references, in Bosworth's '

Dictionary.'

Any one who understands A. -3. phonetics will

easily see that all these variants have the same

sense, and that sense is "swallower." Hence in

the tenth century the popular etymology of the

word was that it meant "
ground-swallower"; and

the only way we can make sense of it is by giving
it the sense of

" abundant occupier of the ground."
This is the only result possible as to the meaning
of the word at that date.

With this we should have to remain content

but for new evidence, which has eot long been

known, and has not been explained till recently.

To the best of my belief it was explained by me
in a review of Mr. Sweet's edition of the '

Epinal

Glossary/ which appeared in 1883. My explana-
tion at once became common property, and is

reproduced both in the '

Century Dictionary
' and

in the new edition of Webster.

The fault is not in the latter half of the word,
but in the former. The A.-8. scholar at once

observes that grunde is a false form; the A.-S. for
"
ground

"
is not grund-e, in two syllables, but

grund, in one. Hence grunde is probably a cor-

ruption of something else. That "something
else

"
first sprang to light on the publication of

the
'

Epinal Glossary
' and the other early glos-

saries known as the Erfurt and Corpus 'Glos-

saries.' These take us back to the eighth century,
and the form then in use was gunde-swilge or

yunde-swdge. This alters the sense altogether, and
shows that the original name was " matter-

swallower," or remedy against a certain disease

called the gund, M.E. gound. This was a disease

of the eye?, in which matter exudes consequent on
inflammation or ailment. It is fully explained in

my note to Piers Plowman on the word rade-

gounde. The disease is still called red-gum, a cor-

ruption of red-gund. The intense belief of our
ancestors in the virtues of plants is well known ;

see all about the virtues of groundsel in Cockayne's
' Leechdoms.' In East Anglia we call it simpson.
This is from O.F. senepon, Lat. ace. senecionem.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

AINSTY (8
tt S. i. 352, 383). The following

more definite description of the boundary of the

ainsty of York than those given by MR. FLEMING
will be found in Lewis's '

Topographical Dic-

tionary of England
'

:

" The ainsty of York is situated to the west, and on the
south-western side, of the Ouse, which borders it from
the mouth of the Nid to that part of the Wharfe, sepa-
rating it first from the North, and afterwards from the
B ast, riding : from the West riding it is separated for
some distance by the Nid, and afterwards by a line

includingWilstrop, Cattle-bridge, Bickerton, and Thorpe
Arch, and terminating at the junction of the Wharfe
with the Ouse : its circumference is 32 miles Th<
whole district of the ainsty was anciently a forest, bu

t waa disforested by the charters of Richard I. and
John."

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

EARLY ILLUSTRATED NEWSPAPER (7
th S. xii.

268, 395). It was asked some time ago if

there is in existence an earlier illustrated news-

paper than the London Chronicle of 1757. In the

Minster Library at York there is the following

newspaper, illustrated :

" York Journal, No. 1,

Illustrated, containing the most Remarkable pas-

sages and Transactions at Home and Abroad from

Monday, November 16, to Monday, November 23,

1724." In the same library there are many other

newspapers of an early date.

REGINALD F. WOOD.
Fulford, York.

DEATH'S VEIL REMOVED (8
tb S. i. 335). Most

probably your correspondent refers to Tennyson's
' Gareth and Lynette,' where Sir Gareth splits the

skull and helm worn by the image of death :

And out from this

Issued the bright face of a blooming boy,
Fresh as a flower new born.

E. E. S.

Lee, Kent.

Is R. R. B. thinking of the latter part of
' Gareth and Lynette,' where the skull and casque
of the impersonation of Death are cleft by Garetb,
and a "

blooming boy
"
revealed 1 ESTAKIT.

A.D. 1900 (8
tt S. i. 169, 280). Whether the

year 1800 was ever briefly expressed as 00 when
this century was young I cannot say; but I observe

in the ' Annual Army List' for 1870 the appoint-
ment of Sir John Fox Burgoyne, Bart., G.C.B.,
as first lieutenant, chronicled as July 1, 00, his

captaincy as March 1, 05, and so on.

CHAS. J.

YELE (8
th S. i. 294, 341). The answer given

at the latter reference to my question concerning
this word does not afford any explanation of the

use of the word instead of aisle, nor suggest how
it could come to be used as a substitute for both

aisle and ale. F. J.

Is it possible that this is a mistake for yete=
A.-S. geat, a gate, or door ? Q. V.

VAIKE (8
th S. i. 353). MR DIXON ought to

have quoted more of the antecedent context.

There is no difficulty about the passage, but the

pronouns are confused. Vaik is in Jamieson's

Dictionary, with the meaning
"

to be vacant, to

be unoccupied." Examples besides those there

given may be found in James Melvill's 'Auto-

biography and Diary,' p. 337 (spelling veaty, and

in Row's '

History of the Kirk of Scotland,' pp.

64 (vaify, 151 (vaJce). The etymological spelling
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is vake (Fr. vaguer, Lafr. vacare). The meaning in

the 'Basilikon Doron
'

is that when tke offices

(" heritable Shirefdomes and Kegalities ") become

vacant on account of offences committed by their

holders, they shall not be granted heritably again.

The following (from Keith's 'History of the

Affairs of Church and State in Scotland,' iii. 108)

is a good illustration :

" That the benefices now vaikand, or hes vaikit since

the moneth of March 1558, or that heirafter sail happin
to vaike, be disponed to qualified and learnid personis."

F. ADAMS.

105, Albany Road, Camberwell.

Vaike is an obsolete Scottish word; it means

to be vacant, to be unoccupied ;
"and ever as

they vaike, for any [offence committed by them,

dispose them never heritably again." The sense

of this obscure phrasing seems to be,
" Alienate

their heritable rights, if, continuing in idleness,

they commit any indictable offence."

LOUTHEAN.

This word is Scots, and examples of its use

will be found in Jamieson's 'Scottish Dictionary.'
It means "to be vacant," and is quite common
in old Scots. Lat. vacare is also so used. Vaike
is specially used of a benefice. J. MOIR.

Whether King James coined this word or not,
the context makes its meaning obvious. The king
is advising his son to abolish hereditary jurisdic-

tions, and urges him to take advantage of every" vacation
"

of such offices to eliminate the here-

ditary principle from his appointments.
A. T. M.

This word is certainly Scottish ; see Jamieson.
Vaik is explained as meaning vacate; then we have

vaig,
" a vagrant," so English vague. King James

appears to mean " and ever as they vaike [abscond]
for any offence," &c. A. HALL.

NAVAL OFFICERS (8"> S. i. 226, 252, 360, 383).
PROF. LAUQHTON is quite right. I referred to

Steele lists, first published in 1772, and succeeded
in 1814 by the '

Navy List
'

in its present form.
I find that Sims's

' Manual for the Genealogist
'

contains much information on this subject.
GUALTERULUS.

THE 'PERVIGILIUM VENERIS' (8
th S. i. 247,

323). There is a recent translation of this poem
into English verse in a small volume of verses

called
' Love Lies Bleeding,' published by Black-

well, Oxford, 1891. SCHOLIAST.

RING-LORE : LOSING OF A RING (8
th S. i. 294,

362). According to one of the 'Chap-Books of

the Eighteenth Century
' which is described in the

work by John Ashton, "To dream a ring falls

from off your finger signifies the loss of a friend "

(p. 81). The idea that it is unlucky to take the

wedding-ring off the finger, even for a few minutes,
is probably entertained over a wide-spread area.

J. F. MANSERGH.
Liverpool.

MRS. GOADBT'S ' LIFE OF BAMPFYLDE MOORE
CAREW '

(8
1* S. i. 393). I think the Rev. Jackson

Goadby, late of Henley-on-Thames, and now re-

siding at Reading, may throw some light on her

parentage, &c. GEO. UNWIN.

AGE OF HIGH SHERIFFS (8
th S. i. 189, 212).

Persons over sixty years of age are exempt from

serving on juries, under the statute 6 Geo. IV.,

cap. 50. A. COLLINGWOOD LEH.
Waltham Abbey, Essex.

BROAD STONE (8
th S.i. 354). The Bredenstone,

or Braidenstone, at Dover, seems to be connected

with the Broad Stone. See Mr. Knocker's valu-

able monograph,
' The Grand Court of Shepway,'

1862. EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

Broadstone is topographical, being found in

Shropshire, Dublin, Oxfordshire, and Somerset-

shire ; taken literally, it compares with Broadway,
Broadwater. Poetically we have the "Broad Stone

of Honour," a sure foundation ! A. HALL.

JOHN, DUKE OF ARGYLL (8
th S. i. 394). The

situation in Poet's Corner of Argyll's huge cenotaph
is defended, if not explained, by Dean Stanley, as

one "which may well be accorded by our genera-

tion to one with whose charming character and

address our age has become familiar through the

greatest of novelists" ('Memorials of Westminster,'

p. 231). However this may be, it seems a pity

that the monument was not erected at the spot (in

Henry VII. 's Chapel) where the duke's remains

actually lie, instead of being allowed to block up
the graceful western arches of the chapel of St.

Blaise.

Your correspondent appears to have missed the

point of the unfinished word Gr . History

pauses, pen in hand, at the title of Greenwich,
which was to die with the second duke a very

eighteenth-century conceit ! OSWALD, O.S.B.

Fort Augustus, N.B.

STYFEMODER (8
th S. i. 167, 303). The view

that this form should be a misprint is rightly

rejected by your correspondents. Two alternatives

remain either that it should be of indigenous

growth, or that it is owing to foreign influence.

Ante, p. 303, the form ttifadre is quoted. In

later MSS. of
' Sir Beues ' the forms stepfader is

substituted for it (ed.
'

Kolbing,' i. 21). Stifadre

might seem to be assimilated from a form contain-

ing the p, but the i, on this supposition, cannot

be accounted for. If this were not the case, we

might perhaps look upon styfemoder as an analogy-
form of sty-fadre, taken as styffader, just as in
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Dutch, e.g., stiffzoon and stiefmoeder are supposed
to be due not to High German influence, but to

analogywith stiefvader. See Franck and Vercoullie
in v. Note that in English the form sleffadyr
occurs. See '

Promptorium Paivulorium,' p. 473.

It was corrected into stepfadyr by the second hand.

But as it is, the difficulties of the consonant and
vowel combined direct us to the second alternative,

i.e., a foreign language as the source of this form.

MR. BIRKBECK TERRY evidently favours Dutch,
and justly so. Prof. Skeat,^ace C. C. B., does not

mention the English form at all. German influence

might, however, be thought of. Where German
and Dutch forms coincide as, e.g., in the case of

reysen in Chaucer's '

Prologue
'

it is difficult to

say which criterion must decide, especially when,
as there, German influence is a priori just as

possible as Dutch influence. We must, however,
remember how very readily Caxton adopted Dutch
words. In his

'

Eeynard the Foxe '

they are

simply legion. In my forthcoming edition of

Caxton's Dutch original I have a chapter devoted
to the consideration of how far Cazton was under
Dutch influence. There can be no doubt that thin

was so. I have collected numerous instances there,
and it was by no means my aim to be exhaustive.
I should add that the instances given are not
restricted to cases where the Dutch form was
found in his text.

Moreover, not only that, aa MR. TERRY says,
Caxton's ' The Recueyl

' was "
probably printed

abroad "; it was certainly translated in the Low
Countries, at Bruges and at Ghent, whilst only the

finishing touch was given it, in the September of

1471, at Cologne.
Taken all in all, I have no hesitation in looking

upon styfemoder as one of Caxton's numerous
Dutchisms. H. LOGEMAN.

University of Ghent.

ISABELLA ROMER (8
th S. i. 209, 237, 363).

This lady was the daughter of Major-General
Eomer. She married Major Hamerton, but

separated from him about 1825, when she resumed
her maiden name. She was the author of

'

Shermer,
a Tale of Mesmerism,' 3 vols., 1841 ; 'The Bird
of Passage,' 3 vols., 1849 ; and three other books.
Her death took place in Chester Square, London,
April 27, 1852. FREDERIC BOASE.

' ODE UPON NOTHING '

(8
th S. i. 294, 383).

The account of this poem and of the incidents
connected with it, as given in Lord Russell's
* Memoirs 'of Moore does not favour the suggestion
that the ' Ode upon Nonsense ' was meant. The
poem about which inquiry is made was composed
in competition for the medal of a society of which
Moore was a member when at college. He him-
self describes it as "a burlesque sort of poem,
called an 'Ode upon Nothing, with Notes by
Trismegistus Rustifustius,'" &c. It won the

medal, and was transcribed into the book which
was kept for prize productions. From this book
it was afterwards removed by Moore himself,

because of expressions in it which had caused

offence. Probably no copy of the poem now exists.

Dr. Brewer, however, mentions it in his list of

Moore's works. F. JARRATT.

This clever ode appeared in one of the weekly
issues of the Saturday Magazine, about 1836. It

filled three-fourths of a column on a left-hand

page. I can remember nearly all the verses, and
as C. C. B. has quoted the first verse I may, per-

haps, quote the last two verses :

I am of nothing and to nothing tend,
On earth I nothing have and nothing claim,
Man's noblest works must have one common end,
And nothing crown the tablet of his name.

And now I 've proved the ancient dictum wrong
That nothing out of nothing can be made,
And if of nothing I have sung too long,
'Tia but the fault of many of my trade.

Nemo.

Another poem
'

Upon Nothing,' beginning :

Nothing ! thou elder brother ev'n to shade,
That hada't a being ere the world was made,
And, well iix'd, art alone of ending not afraid,

was written by John Wilmot, Earl of Rochester.

Thomas Hood also wrote a clever negative poem,
which began

No sun, no moon, no night, no noon,

and ended " November." ESTE.

LORD TENNYSON AND MR. CHURTON COLLINS

(8
th S. i. 224, 359). I have waited for some one

else to point out that the idea has been expressed

by a greater than any of the poets yet quoted :

See how she leans her cheek upon her hand !

O, that I were a glove upon that hand,
That I might touch, that cheek !

' Borneo and Juliet,' II. ii.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

MARRIAGE WITH A DECEASED WIFE'S SISTER'S

DAUGHTER (8'
b S. i. 314). The manner in which

these marriages came to be prohibited will be found

in the test case tried before Mr. Justice Wightman
at Liverpool, December 11, 1846, and afterwards

heard before the Court of Crown Causes Reserved.

An abstract of these proceedings is given in the
' Annual Register

'

for 1846-47. Lord Denman's

judgment seems to exhaust the subject.
SIGMA.

The only passages of the Bible where marriage
is referred to are Leviticus xviii., Deuteronomy
vii. 3, Joshua xxiii. 12, Ezra ix. 12, Nehemiah
xiii. 23. In the first a list is given of all the

persons near of kin to whom all the children of

Israel are forbidden
" to approach to uncover their

nakedness," and no express mention is made there
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of a wife's sister's daughter. The other passages

forbid marriages with the daughters or sons of the

neighbouring nations. Chambera's 'Encyclopaedia,'

vol. vii. s.v.
"

Marriage," p. 57, col. 2, about the

end, says:
" The policy of the law which forbids a man to marry

hie Deceased Wife's Sister has been much questioned ;

and Bills for legalizing such marriages have several times

been passed by the House of Commons."

The question is fully and thoroughly examined

in the same work, vol. Hi. pp. 721, 722, s.v.

" Deceased Wife's Sister." But no mention what-

ever is made of the daughter of the deceased wife's

sister. DNARGEL.

PENNY-A-LINER is informed that the table of

prohibited degrees rests on the Scriptural principle

that marriage makes the two whom God has joined

together
" one flesh." Consequently the relations

of the one become the relations of the other, and

a man cannot marry any relations of a deceased

wife as mother, sister, niece just as he could^not
marry a mother, sister, or niece on his own side ;

neither can the widow marry the similar relations

of her husband. The prohibition, of course, only
concerns the two who are one, and two brothers

may marry two sisters, &c. Prohibitions are

necessary in order to protect the purity of family

life, and are found in the Roman as well as in the

Mosaic law. To legalize any particular relation-

ship that is now illegal by the table would destroy
the intelligible principle on which the whole table

rests. For the literature of the subject see the

articles
"
Marriage" and " Prohibited Degrees" in

Smith's 'Dictionary of Christian Antiquities.'
C. K. M.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &o.

A New English Grammar, Logical and Historical.

Part I. By H. Sweet, LL.D. (Oxford, Clarendon Press.)
A SPECIAL feature in this elaborate work of Dr. Sweet's

as might be expected from so careful a student cf

phonetics is the due importance given to spoken
English, as being as essential part of the language

quite as much as the literary English of books. Claim-

ing to be only an impartial recorder of facts as they are,
and not a legislator as to how we ought to express our-

selves if we were always logically consistent, Dr. Sweet

freely recognizes
"
ungrammatical

"
phrases like,

" It
'

her,"
" It 's me," as idiomatic usages, and by so doing

probably concedes more than sticklers for purity
will be prepared to grant. Another point to be

favourably noted is that Dr. Sweet is content to

draw his technical terms from the English well
instead of resorting to German founts, as has been
the fashion, and finds mutation a very sufficient sub-

stitute for umlaut, and blending for contamination. In
the present part of his work the history and accidence
of the parts of speech and the phonology of English
sounds from an early period are examined and discussed,
with copious illustrations, a concise history of language
being given en parenthese. In his scholarly treatment
of these main outlines and careful grouping of facts

Dr. Sweet's position is uaaesiilable, It is only in some

minor points of detail that his authority may be called

in question. For instance, when he adduces bustard as

an example of a word which contains the Franco-German
suffix -ard, as if bust^-ard, he seems to have ignored the

history of the word, which certainly requires bus+tard,
as corresponding to Old Fr. bistarde, Lat. avis tarda,
the fowl slow to take flight. On the same page (p. 481)
he differs from the best authorities in holding that the

dog with tail between his legs is the eponymous original
of the coward (Old Fr. coart), and not the scutty hare
of the mediaeval beast-epics, taken as the proverbial type
of timidity. Again, he puts the cart before the horse
in treating puppy as a derivative ofpup (p. 465), whereas

pup is merely a shortening of the older word puppy (Old
Fr. poupee). And is the verb to flee obsolete in the

spoken language, as Dr. Sweet asserts (p. 395) 1 We doubt
it. However, these slight oversights take nothing from
the sterling value of the book, which forms a worthy
companion to Prof. Skeat's two volumes on '

Etymo-
logical Principles

'

in the same series.

The Byzantine Empire. By C. W. C. Oman, M.A., F.S.A
( Fisher Unwin.)

To the series known as the "Story of the Nations" has
been added a spirited record of the fate ofthe East Roman
or Byzantine Empire. Besides furnishing a graphic and

stimulating record of some of the most picturesque
events in Italy, Mr. Oman has constituted himself,
with Finlay, a defender of the East Roman Empire
against the charges heaped upon it by Gibbon. So far

as regards individuals he has been successful, and the

pictures he supplies of the braver and more adventurous
of the later emperors are convincing as well as heroic.

An impression such as Gibbon has left is not easily

effaced, however, and it would not be difficult from Mr.
Oman's own chronicle to justify the assertion that

Byzantium, if not a synonym for all that is corrupt and
decadent, furnishes abundant illustrations of corruption
and decadence. Meagre Mr. Oman's chronicle must
necessarily be. Full details as to the growth and
extinction of one of the greatest empires cannot be

compressed into three hundred and fifty pages. The
story is none the less told with brightness and spirit as
well as with accuracy, and may be read with advantage
as well as with pleasure. Numerous illustrations are

supplied, many of them from the excellent work of

Bayet,
'

ITArt Byzantin
'

( Paris, Quantin).

On Suffragan Bishops in England. The Substance of &
Paper read before the Banbury and Woodstock Clerical

Associations. By Rev. E. Marshall, M.A., F.S.A.

(Parker & Co.)
OUR valued correspondent, the Vicar of Sandford St.

Martin, has in this pamphlet brought together a con-

siderable amount of information upon one of the byways
of English ecclesiastical history, and, indeed, of eccle-

siastical history generally. One circumstance, as Mr.
Marshall points out, has largely contributed to increase

the confusion in men's minds on this subject, and that is,,

the double use of the term "suffragan," which continues to

be used in two different senses at the present day. Thus
the Bishop of Durham, for instance, is a Suffragan of the

Metropolitan of the Province of York, in the sense in

which the Bishop of Como is a Suffragan of the Metro-

politan of the Province of Milan, or the Cardinal Bishop-
of Ostia is a Suffragan of the Metropolitan of the Province
of Rome. This is, of course, a totally different sense

from that in which the Bishop of Reading is Suffragan to

the Bishop of Oxford, though in each case the Suffragan
may, from certain though varied points of view, be said

to assist his Diocesan or Metropolitan, which appears, as

Mr. Marshall says, to be the ancient sense of" suffragari."
In the Middle Ages use was largely made in England and
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Scotland of Bishops inpartilus, moat, though not all, of

whom are now called Titular Bishops, to help the Eng-

lish and Scottish Diocesans. If Tudor England had,

as Mr. Marshall mentions, a Bishop of Rheon, a Titular

Suffragan of the Archbishop of Athens, Scotland at the

date of the Eeformation enjoyed the presence of the

Archbishop himself. That these mediaeval Titulars were

looked upon with jealousy by the very Diocesans who
were yet glad of their help, is incidentally shown in some

passages in a paper by our late well-known contributor,

the Rev. Mackenzie Walcott, in Trans. R.S.L., Second

Series, ix. 215, seqq., on the Mediaeval Registers of

the Bishops of Chichester. Here, at p. 221, we find

mention, in Bp. Rede's Register, 1396-1414, of the

submission of John, Bishop of Calliopolis (whose title,

it may be stated, is not among those given by Walcott,

from Stubbs, in Trans. R.S.L., Second Series, viii.

202, as borne by Suffragans in England), confessing

that he had, without licence of the Bishop of Chichester,
celebrated Mass at Arundel and Tolyngton. The same

Titular, however, apparently, is found in the '

Register
of Bishop Praty,' 1438-45 (Tram. R.S.L., Second Series,

ix. 250), as having licence as a Suffragan to the Bishop of

Chichester. In the Arch-Diocese of Trani there appears,
from Walcott's ' List of Mediaeval Sees classified under

their Latin Names,' cited above, to have been a Titular

Archbishop of Nazareth, whose history is probably
connected with the Greek settlements in Southern

Italy. The title appears now to be borne with Trani

and Barletta, as the conjoint designation of the Arch-

bishop of Trani.

The English Catalogue of BooTcs. Vol. IV. January,

1881, to December, 1889. (Sampson Low & Co.)

How much more than a mere trade medium is the

'English Catalogue of Books' is known to all interested

in bibliographical pursuits and questions, and is shown
in the estimation in which it is held. To say that it is

indispensable to whole classes and interests is mere com-

monplace. It is in its class the most useful of records.

A quarter larger in size than its predecessor, the fourth

volume contains, BO to speak, indexes to more than

seventy-five thousand volumes an enormous product
for a decade. A reference to a heading such as
* Dickens" will convey to the general reader a fair

idea of the scope and the value of the book. The first

part is still arranged for the most part under proper
names. This is, of course, inevitable; but cross-refer-

ences add to its usefulness. Much valuable matter con-

cerning transactions of learned societies and the series

of various publishers will be found in the appendices.

A curious and an interesting feature in the preface is an

a, Account of the manner in which the task of compilation
is sC^ccomplished. To librarians, cataloguers, &c., this,

which"** has been reprinted in a separate form, will be of

highest s\ijervice. The entire work is, indeed, a precious

record, anu> j no one occupied with books can be denied

access to it.\

WE have re^ cejTecl the twenty-fourth volume of the

Antiquary (Stcw^). j?or twelve years the Antiquary
Las filled a placi , jn our literature much like that occu-

pied by the GentL Jemanj

t Magazine in the earlier years of

the present centtVjpy^ jj j oniy <joes jt contain articles

of historical an(
lp archaeological interest by many of the

most eminent ciContemporary historical scholars, but
there is also in ea^h number a chronicle of archaeological

intelligence, dont
jie8tic anj foreign, which is of much

service now and \will increase in value as time passes on.

The volume befor -^ U8 contains several papers OH '

Holy
Wells,' contributed v^ Mr. R. C. Hope, which are of

much interest. It is a
v^feject that has hitherto been

strangely neglected. St.
^Winifred's Well and one or

two others have attracted attention ; but most of tb e

sacred fountains which are to be found scattered through
the length and breadth of our island have remained
unnoticed until Mr. Hope undertook to collect and
arrange their legends. Many of these springs are no
doubt as old as the hills from which their waters pour,
and there can be little doubt that in not a few cases their

modern Christian dedications supplant the names of
heathen divinities. Mr. JohnWard's notes on the archaeo-

logy of our local museums are very useful. We are glad to

find that they are still being continued. Not only are they
of interest to the general reader, but they will, we trust,
act at a stimulant to certain local authorities. At present
in some instances the provincial museums are in a state

little short of disgraceful. We have yet to learn a
lesson as to the preservation of our provincial antiquities
from our friends in Italy, France, and Germany. 'Out
in the Forty-five

'
is the concluding portion of an

interesting paper contributed by Mr. John Wright.
Even now there are differences of opinion as to the
wisdom of those who risked property and life for tb

dream of restoring the exiled royal family. There

cannot, however, be a doubt that, whatever we may
think of the cause, many of those who embarked in it

during the last rising were moved by noble instincts.

There must exist in private family archives many docu-
ments which would throw light on that troubled time.
We trust that they may one and all be given to the world.

THE eighth volume of the Bijou Byron (Griffith,
Farran & Co.), containing

' Marino Faliero
' and ' Sar-

danapalus,' has seen the light.

THE fifth and concluding volume of the "Aldine
"

Scott has been issued by Messrs. George Bell & Sons.
It contains ' Harold the Dauntless '

ballads, songs, trans-

lations, &c., and songs and mottoes from the novels, with
an index of first lines.

AT the meeting of the Royal Society of Literature on

Wednesday, May 25, there was an exhibition of photo-
graphs of the St. Anne cartoon of Leonardo da Vinci

by Mr. A. Marks, and a paper on '

Foreign Literature,

Art, and Archaeology in 1891-2,' by Mr. C. H. E. Car-

michael, M.A., Foreign Secretary R.S.L.

We mutt call special attention to the following notices :

ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications correspondents

must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the

signature of the writer and such address aa he wishes to

appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication "Duplicate."

H. B. N. M. (" Seneca's Works "). Apart from excep-
tional condition, the edition Geneva, 1636, can have
little value. It is unmentioned by Brunet. The name
of the student to whom it was given as a prize is unknown
to fame.

NOTICE.
Editorial Communications should be addressed to

" The
Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Advertisements and
Business Letters to " The Publisher

"
at the Office,

Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.C.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return com-

munications which, for any reason, we do not print ; and
to tliia rule we can make no exception.
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JOHN AMOS COMENIUS.

Komensky, better known to us by his Latinized

name Comenius, was born March 28, 1592, and
the tercentenary of his birth has been observed in

his native Bohemia. As he visited England,
where his educational works became very popular,
the following collection of notes and references may
not be out of place at the present time.

Comenius was a reformer both of religion and
education. His '

History of the Persecution of the
Bohemian Church,' 1648, appeared in English in

1650, and his
'
Exhortation .of the Churches of

Bohemia to the Church of England
'
in 1661 ; see

Worthington's
'

Diary,' i. 154. An account of his

controversy with Dr. Zwicker is given in Nelson's
'Life of Bishop Bull,' second edition, 1714, p. 393.
But it is as a pioneer of educational work that

Oomenius is known to the literary world. His
books and methods were first brought before the

English public by Samuel Hartlib, a fellow edu-
cationalist and the friend of John Milton.

In 1637 Hartlib published 'Conatuum Comenia-
norum Prseludia'; in 1639, 'Comenii Pansophise
Prodromus'; in 1642, 'Reformation of Schooles,'
translated from Comenius, with a '

Continuation
'

in 1648. Comenius himself came to London in

1641, but the approaching civil disturbances
rendered his visit futile. Two of his school-books,

however, soon gained ground here. They were

anticipations of modern methods now almost

universal, combining a sort of trilingual Hamil-

tonian system with Henry's first Latin book and

object lessons. The earliest was 'Janua Lingnarum
Beserata.' This appeared in English as ' The Gate
of Languages Unlocked,' under the editorship of

Thomas Home, master of Eton, 1634, and was

reprinted 1640, 1643, 1647, 1650, 1656, 1659, 1662,

1664, 1670, 1673, 1685, having received various

corrections and additions by John Bobotham,
W(illiam) D(ugard), and G. P. Many of the

editions had plates. This book was approved by
two such different men as Lord Herbert of Cherbury

(see his 'Life') and John Evelyn, whose precocious
son Bichard had made "considerable progress"
in it before he died, aged five, in 1658 (' Diary ').

There is an article on it in the Leeds Mercury,

weekly supplement, March 28, 1885. The Latin

title adds "Omnium Scientiarnm & Linguaram
Seminimum," and the translators render this last

word " Seed- Plot." Is it from this source that we

got the word "
seminary

"
for

" school "
?

The other book was ' Orbis Sensualium Pictus.'

Of this there was a translation into English by
Charles Hoole, in 1658-9 ; which was reprinted in

1672, 1685, 1689, 1705, 1727 (eleventh edition

by J. H.), 1778. An edition called the twelfth by
the Bev. William Jones, of Pluckley, afterwards

of Nayland, 1777, was reprinted at New York,
1810. The pictures were an essential part of this

work, and a specimen of them is given in Wright's
'
Hist. Dom. Manners in Middle Ages.' There is

an article on it by Mr. J. H. Baven, of Beccles

School, in Macmillan's Mag., April, 1886, and an

inquiry about it signed by J. H. SHORTHOUSE, a

name since better known in
' N. & Q.,' 3rd S. iii.

112.

Others of Comenius's books appearing in English
were ' Last Porch of the Latin Tongue,' by Joseph
Brookbank, 1647 ;

' Pattern of Universal Know-

ledge,' by Jeremy Collier, 1651 ;
' Natural Philo-

sophy Reformed, or Synopsis of Physic,' 1651.

There are engraved portraits of him by Hollar,

Glover, and Cross. Articles upon him are in

Leigh Hunfs Indicator, No. 53, 1820 ;
Chambers'*

Journal, April 21, 1849 ; and in 'N. & Q.,' 1" S.

iii. 11, 45; ii. 242, 310, 335, 454 ;
2nd S. i. 470;

ii. 170 ; 3rd S. iii. 112, 216 ;
4th S. vi. 199 ; 5to

S. vi. 29, 170, 217, 398 ; 6th S. iii. 161.

His 'School of Infancy,' with his 'Life' by
Daniel Benham, was published in 1858 ; more

recently, in 1881, appeared an 'Account of his

Life and Educational Work,' by Prof. S. S. Laurie,

A.M., F.B.S.E., of the University of Edinburgh.
Other notices worth mention are in Bayle's

' Dic-

tionary,' and K. G. von Baumer's ' Geschichte der

Padagogik.' An account of his
'
Life and Works,'

by J. Evacsala, is just announced from Leipzig.
The Educational Review for May has a paper
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on ' The Development of John Amps Comenius,'

by Mr. Foster Watson, and an article upon him

by Dr. Hutchinson, of the Glasgow High School,

appeared lately in the Glasgow Herald.
W. C. B.

WILLS FKOM THE CLOSE EOLLS.

(Concluded from p. 391.)

Poynes, Elizabeth. March 20, 13 Edw. IV.

(1473). Bequeaths all goods to daughter, Alesia

Denys, and Henry, Earl of Essex, whom she

appoints executors (13 Edw. IV.).

Boteler, Alesia Lady. October 20, 13 Edw. IV.

Widow of Ralph Boteler of Sudeley. Her manor

of Bed ale. Executors, William, Lord Hastings ;

William Lovel, Lord Morley ;
William Marmion,

John Evers, and others (13 Edw. IV.).

There is no particular interest in this will. The

testatrix was daughter and heir of William, Lord

Deyncourt, and widow of William, Lord Lovel ;

the Lord Morley whom she appoints executor

being her second son by the first marriage, who
married Alianora, Baroness Morley.

Knevet, Joan. December 7, 13 Edw. IV. (1473).

This will also contains nothing of much interest.

Metyngbam, Walter. London, August 24, 1476.

Citizen and freeman,
"
virgeque bambis (?) liberse

capelke Regis S'ci Stephani infra Palacium de

Westm'." Bequeaths messuage and four shops in

parish of St. Dunstan in the East, between the

tenement of William Hatter, mercer, and Alice

his wife, daughter and heir of Hugh Gaundish, on

the east; the tenement of William Colyn',

talughchandler, on the .west: the tenement oi

Clement Lyffyn, clothier, on the north
;
and the

King's highway on the south to Alice his wife

and Matthew Ernest her son. But if either Alice

or Matthew shall hereafter marry, the property
shall pass to the Dean and Canons of St. Stephen's

Chapel aforesaid, on condition that they shall, on
December 31 or January 2, observe the obit of

John Wylly, late canon, and requiem on the

morrow ; also masses on anniversaries of testator,
Alice his wife, Thomas Ernest her first husband,
and said Matthew, in the base chapel of St. Marj
under the said chapel of St. Stephen, by the vicar

and chaplains of Lyndeswodeschanntrye. Mass to

be sung at altar of Saints Fabian and Sebastian in

the church of St. Katherine by the Tower, for

testator and Alice ux., and also for the souls o:

John Willy, Thomas Ernest, Mr. William Fallan

clerk, Matthew Ernest, William Martyn, anc

Thomas Champeneys. The dean and canons an
to keep a cereum de cere we* a taper, 5lbs

weight, burning before the image of St. Mary in

the chapel called le Pewe on Christmas Day
Easter Day, Pentecost, All Saints, and the five

festivals of St. Mary. Bequeaths messuage on
east of that named above to John Priour, citizen

and cowper. If the dean and canons vex testator*

idow in respect of possession of said property it

hall then remain to the brethren and sisters of St.

Eatherine (16 Edw. IV.).

Wingfield, Anne, widow of Sir Robert, Feb. 10",
1477. Daughter and heir of Sir Robert Harlyng
and Jane his wife, who was daughter and heir of
Fohn Gunville, ar. "My first husband, Sir
William Chamberlayn." Appoints obits for self

and husbands, with solemn dirge and mass, and
wo tapers burning at each end of the hearse,
' and to give 5d. to five poor folks at every yere-
day." The chapel of Harlyng called St. Anne's

Chapel.
" My great grandfather, John of Harlyng,

and Margery his wife, whose heir I am; my
;raundame Dame Cecele Harlyng; my cosyn
Edmund Bedingfeld, ar., heir after my decease ;

my young nephew Robert, son of Sir John Wing-
field," now under eighteen years of ace (18
Edw. IV.).

Blakman, William, citizen and talughchandler.
March 24, 1477. To be buried in churchyard of
St. Botulph without Bishopsgate, on south side of

church,
" where Isabel late my wife lieth buried.

To the high altar of the said church, for offerings
and duties forgotten or necligently withholden, 5$.

,~

to the high altar of St. Alburgha within Bishops-
gate, for the same, St. 4d.

; to the church warkis
of St. Alburgha aforesaid, 6s. 8d."; two torches to

each of said churches, of those used at funeral and
month's mind ; torch to serve in the chapel of our

Lady of Bethlem without Bishopsgate. To the
Vicar of Chesthunt, 3*. 4d. to pray for my soul.
" I woll that I haue a preest, an honest man, for to

syng and sey masse and diuine sernice dayly in the
church of St. Alburgh', by the space of a hole

yere next after my deceasse, and he to pray for my
soul, Isabel late my wyff soule, my fader and
moder soules, and all my good friendes soules, and
also for the soules of all them by whom I haue

goten my lyvyng, and all cristen soules : willing
that the said preest, when he is disposed, in the
winter season, begin to say his mass at or upon
seven of the clock in the morning, so that he haue
done by eight," and in summer from six to seven

o'clock; salary, 61 13s, 4d. per annum. To the
works of St. Paul's Cathedral, 5s. Alms to poor
in Bethlehem, in bread and other things, 20s. To
my brother John, 40s. "To marry three of the

pourest maidens within Bishopsgate," 41., equally
divided. To the poor of Hustewayte, co. Ebor,
10s., by the advice of Robert Ragette and Sir John
Butteler, curate.

"
61. to find John Cokeriker

my godson, son of John Cokerike, to gramer scole
for three years. To John Cokerike, a standing
piece of silver, gilt covered; a half salt-cellar
of silver ;

a little maser with a cover of silver ;

half a dozen pleyn spones ; half a dozen spones,
the knops gilt and marked with the Towch'; a

plain Pech of silver ; a table cloth and a towel of

drap, of the valure of 10*., or 10*. in money; a
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matras, a pair of blankets and coverlet ; two pairs
of sheets, value 8s., and half a garnyssh of pewter
vessel." To John Blakman my brother's son, a
inaser or 26$. 8d., and 40s. of money, when he
comes out of his apprenticehood. I forgive and
release to William Harte, my apprentice, a year of

his terms. To be distributed among the prisoners :

6s. 8d. to those in Newgate, 3s. to those in Lad-

gate, 4s. to those in the King's Bench, 3s. to those

in the Marchalseye, 20d. to those in the Vide, 3s.

in bread to those in the Convitte prison, Westmin-

ster; every person to have an ob. loof. To my
godsons : William, son of John Mone, 3s. 4rf.;

Symond Mone, 3s. 4d. ; William Ambrosse, Gs. 8d ;

John Worth daughter, 6s. Sd. ; Robert, son of

Robert Lyall, barber, 6s. 8d. ; Thomas, son of

John Harop, 6. 8d. Orders obit
"
in Church of

St. Leonard, Estchepe, for Roger Champeneye and
Isabel, Cicely, and Anneys, his wyffes," with

bequest of 10s. per annum. Elizabeth his wife
left residuary legatee. "My close at Stamford
Hill called Pyes felde; land at Eton called

Brokastis londes." Furniture of testator's shop ;"
counter, selour for candell, 6 pair musterd

stongs, salt bynne with six shelves, and a chest ;

two beames with two pair of balaunce, and peuter
pottis for mesures for the shop ; 900 lede weightis,

great and small; with balaunce of basons, and a
beame with a balaunce of leder, and 6 pair of

small balaunces; tuns, pipes, and hogsheads for

vineger ; meltyng pannes for the mowide, and two
mowldis for white candell ; a mowlding horde,
and two mowldis for Midsommer candell ; two

arplers"(20Edw. IV.).

On the Roll for 21 Edw. IV. is an indenture by
which we learn that Elizabeth, the widow of

William Blackman, had before June 10, 1481,
married John Eyerby.

Elizabeth Tate, widow of John Tate, late Lord

Mayor. April , 1480. Bequeathed to Richard

Maryet, gen., and Eatherine his wife, testatrix's

daughter,
" a gold signet grauen with a Rammys

hede, 6 bollys, 1 potell pot, 2 salts, 3 standing
cups, 1 pleyn cuppe, a leyer and 4 spones, a flal

basin and ewer white, a
hplowe basin, 1 galen

potte, 1 pynte pot, 6 Paris cups, 6 goblets, 1

chafing dish, a standing maser, 12 spones with

lyons, 10 pelowes, 81 napkins, 3 couerpaynes, 2]

pair sheets, 8 bordclothes of draper warkes, 3
towels of same, 18 napkins of 2 peces, 12 plain
table cloths and 19 plain towels, 3 cupboard
cloths plain, 2 portpayns, and all other my juellx
stuffs, &c." (20 Edw. IV.).

Latimer, Elizabeth Lady. September 20, 1480

"Being of cristen beleue and of hole mynde
though right feruently greued in my body with
'Seknesse: first, I commytte and betake my soul

to the mercy and pitee of the most graceous an
mercifull Lord, my Creator and Maker, my Lor
God." To be buried in Lady Chapel of Collegia t

Church of Warwick,
"
built by my father, Richard,

~}arl of Warwick ;
and that my said body be laid

uen beneth the bed of my said Lord and Father,
>etween my naturally born son, Harry Latimer,
nd Oliuer Dudly, late my son in the lawe."

Orders " three several stones of fair marble, with

mages upon them of copper and gilted, with the

pitaffez of our birthez, deceases, and other metely

hyngez ;
and the same stones purveyed and laid

upon us, and a like stone upon my Lord and
husband." Masses to be sung for father, mother,

usband, son, and herself.
" My daughter, Dame

Catherine, hath no livelode nor other substance, to

ind her mete, drink, clothes, nor other neces-

saries : during my life I will socour, help, and find

ler as I may, and as I am naturally bound to do ;

and after my decease she shall have the lordship
of Stowe," &c. Leaves vestments to Warwick

Uhurcb, &c. Bequests to Thomas Stafford, John
Wake the elder and Agnes his wife, "Thomas

Seville, son of Harry late my son," Joies Sheldon,
Dame Margaret Lowes,

" Elizabeth Ardez (?) my
jod-daughter," and "the Rode in the Wall,

Northampton." Appoints Richard Duke of

loucester and others surveyors of her will (20
Edw. IV.).
The end of this will is scarcely legible. The

iestatrix's daughter Eatherine is said to have

married, first, Sir Oliver Dudley, and secondly,
James Ratcleff (Harl. MS. 1074).
John Eyryeli the elder. March 14, 1482. To

be buried, if I die in London, in Church of St.

Dunstan in the East; if at Westmaugre, Eent,
then by my mother. Elizabeth my wife sole

legatee. Mentions John Eyryeli the younger

(22-23 Edw. IV.).

Cristian Brewer, of London, widow. April 7,

1483. Obit to be kept yearly, within fourteen

days after Allehalowu, in Church of Friars Austen
of London, and a trental of masses there to be said

for the soul of Thomas Brewer, late my huaband,
citizen and ponchemaker, and for the souls of

Roger Hippes, John Nores, and Elizabeth his wife,

William ffarman and Maude (sic) his wife, my
father and mother, and all Christian souls.

Elizabeth Bere my dofter (1 Edw. V.).

Eyriell, Elizabeth, widow of John, ar. July 17,

1483. Enfeofs trustees with hermanor of Stokebury,
to the use of herself and Sir Rauff Assheton, for

their lives.
" My brother William Chicheley to

have preferment of the sale of the said manor after

my death, paying the like sum of money as I paid
unto him for the same lands and tenements"

(1 Ric. III.).

Hungerford, Walter Lord. February 18, 1487.
"
Margaret Lady Hungerford and Botreaux, my

grandame ;
Jane my wife ; Edward my son,"

under age. Edward Lord Hastings and Mary his

wife mentioned (2 Hen. VII.).

Shore, William, citizen and mercer. May 7,
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1487. Leaves all property to William Caxton,

mercer, John Acard senior, and John Hawe,
mercer (2 Hen. VII.).

Pennington, Sir John. May 4, 1505. Third

part of all lands in Lancashire, Cumberland, and

Westmoreland, "hooly to thuse of Dame Joan Ogle

my wife"; and also such lands in Tilberthwaite,

co. Lane., as were assigned to her in jointure.

Remainder to sons, John (heir), Alan, and

William; their issue failing, to right heirs of

testator's grandfather, John Pennington. Wit-

nesses :
" Alexander Bank, Abbot of our Lady of

Fames ;
Robert Chambre, Abbot of Holme Col-

tron ;
John Bowthom, Abbot of Oalder ; Symond

Senus, Prior of Carlill ; Dane Edmund Thornton,
Prior of St. Bese ; Thomas Lord Dacre ; Gawyn
Eglysfelde, ar.," &c. (2 Hen. VIII.).

Baily, Sir William, citizen and Alderman of

London. October 22, 1531. Katherine, his wife.

He had endowed his daughter Alice, on her mar-

riage with Richard Gibson (serving the King at

arms), with a third part of his goods, according to

the custom of the City. He leaves her now 5002.,
"

for the great love and goodness that I bear to

the said Alice, wishing the said Richard Gibson at

his death to leave Alice worth 4002. in goods, or

201. in land." He also leaves 402. to Gibson,
"
to thentent that he should be more amycable,

kind, and louyng to the said Alice" (25
Hen. VIII.).

Fitzwilliam, Sir William, the elder, of Mylton,
co. Northampton. June 26, 1533.

" William my
son and heir ; Richard my second son, Christopher
my third son, Francis my fourth son, Thomas my
fifth son. To said Christopher, my mansion in

the parish of St. Peter in Brodestrete, London.
Dame Jane my wife. My cosens, William the

eldest, John the second, and Bryan the third, sons

of my son William. I promised the Lord Vaux's
executors that my son William should have the

manor of Fenton, co. Line., which should be the

jointure of Anne his wife for life, value 20 marks
or above. Dated this 21st of May, 26 Hen. VIII.

(1534)." Double date as in original (30 Hen. VIII.

part i.). HERMENTRUDE.

SIR JOHN STRANGE. (See 8th S. i. 266.) As a

postscript to MR. CLINCH'S interesting article on
' Took's Court and its Neighbourhood,' may I be
allowed to say that Pennant is quite wrong in

stating that Sir John Strange rests within the

walls of the Rolls Chapel. I am not aware who
was the originator of this error, but I can safely
assert that the burial-place of this eminent Master
of the Rolls is some miles away from the Rolls

Chapel, and also that "the quibbling line" men-
tioned forms no part of his epitaph. The grave of

Sir John Strange is in the pretty churchyard of

Leyton, in Essex, and is situated on a little knoll

a few paces north-east of the church. It is sur-

rounded by high iron railings, in the centre of

which is a large casket-shaped tomb. All four sides

of this are inscribed, but much of the lettering has
now become quite obliterated by the action of the

weather. The inscription to the memory of Sir John
and his wife occupies the whole of the south side of

the tomb. I have paid a recent visit to the spot, and,
after a great deal of trouble, succeeded in getting
the following copy :

" In this Vault lie the Remains of the Bight Honble

Sr John Strange, Kn* Master of the Rolls, and one of his

| Majesty's most Honble
Privy Council, who by great

natural abilities, assisted by an unwearied Application J

to the Profession of the Law arrived at such Eminence
that on the 9th of Feb. 1735 he was appointed one of hia

| Majesty's Council learned in the Law, and on the 28th

of [Jan.T 1736 Solicitor General : whilst in that Honour-
able

|
Office under the Crown He was so highly es-

teemed by the Citizens of his Native City, that, at their

Request, I he became Recorder of London on the 13th of
Nov: 1739.

" On his Resignation of these Employments in the
Tear 1742, His Majesty, as a peculiar mark of his Re-
gard |

honoured Him with a [Patent] to take place for
life next to his Attorney [General") and on the 11th of
Jan. 1749 |

was pleased to advance him to the high and
important Office of Master of the Rolls : the Revenue of

which, |
soon after [his promotion received from Parlia-

ment, unsought by Him, avery considerable and equally |

Honourable Augmentation. By a faithful Discharge of
the different Stations which he so abyly [sic] and

j

wisely [filljed, He conciliated to him the Favour of his

Sovereign, and the Esteem of his Country : the true
|

s[umrnit] of honest and laudable Ambition ! Such was
his Public Life.

"
[Great and] amiable were the Virtues of his Private

and Domestic Character, which will ever endear the
|
re-

membrance of Him to the Hearts of all who knew him,
and to those who had not that Happiness, suffice

|
it to

say that by a serious and constant performance of every
Religious Duty, He was an inviting Example |

of true
Christian Piety. In the Social Duties He excelled as a
Son, an Husband, a Father, a Brother, a

| Friend, and a
Master. He died full of Honours, tho' not of years, to
the general Regret of good Men, |

and to the inex-

pressible Loss and Affliction of his Family, on the 18th of

May 1754, in the 58th Year of
|
his Age.

"He married Susanna Eldest Daughter and Coheir of
Edward Strong of Greenwich in the County of Kent

|

Esqr
, She was a Dutiful and Affectionate Wife, a tender

Mother, and a Charitable, Religious and Good Christian.

|
She died the 21 of Jan. 1747, in the 46th Year of her

Age, and lies interred in this Vault. By her he was blest

|
with a numerous Issue, of which Two Sons and Seven

Daughters survived him."

The other inscriptions are scarcely decipherable
now. Suffice it to say that Sir John Strange's

children, Martha (widow of James Wittewronge),
Matthew, and Jane, are commemorated on the
north side and Mrs. Sarah Strange,

" wife of His

Excellency John Strange Esq
T his Britannic

Majestys to the Republic of Venice," on the

east end. The lettering on the west end has

become totally erased.

I shall feel obliged if any reader of ' N. & Q.'
can point out the author of the line which finds a
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place in so many guide-books and histories of

London :

Here lies an honest Lawyer, that is Strange.

JOHN T. PAGE.
Ilolmby House, Forest Gate.

P.S. A tablet to the memory of Sir John

Strange occupies a good position in the interior

of Leyton Church. It is elaborately designed,
and is constructed of white and coloured marbles.
The inscription is as follows :

Memoriae Sacrum
Johannis Strange Bquitis

qui
Laudem et Admirationem omnium

Virtute public;!
amorem privata sibi conciliavit

Desiderio sui omnes afflixit

Fatalis Dies Mail 1754
yEtatis suae 59

Testimonium hoc flebile posuit
Amoris et Desiderii

maerens et admirana filius

Et nos horrifico cinefactum te prope Busto
Insatiabiliter deflebimus seternumque
Nulla Dies nobis maerorem e Pectore ducet.

Over the monument is a shield containing the
arms of Sir John Strange. Lysons gives it as

follows, but it cannot be read from the floor of

the church: G., two lions pass, arg., over all a
bend ermine; impaling G., an eagle displayed
within a border engrailed or (' Environs of Lon-

don,' 1796, vol. iv. pp. 168, 169%

SIR W. KALEIGH. The following observations

upon an Irish house of Sir Walter are from the

Morning Post, and seem worthy of preservation
in'N. &Q.':
" A certain small property in Ireland is about to be

brought under the hammer of the auctioneer, of un-
imposing dimensions and extent and comparatively in-

significant
^
in intrinsic value, but singularly rich in

historical interest and important from the personal
associations connected with it. We refer to the house at
Youghal which has come into the market through the
death of the late Sir John Pope Hennessy. This was in
turn the home of the first Earl of Cork and of Sir
Lawrence Parsons, Attorney-General for Munster under
James I.; but its real claim to celebrity is derived from
its having been one of the Irish residences of Sir Walter
Raleigh, and the only one which is still extant. It is

fortunate that this should be the case, for out of the
many houses in which Raleigh lived in Ireland, this is

the one most imperishably associated with his name, and
the one which he himself preferred on account of its

resemblance to his Devonshire birthplace. The house
contains but few tangible relics of its great tenant's
romantic and adventurous career. Its interest is of a
different kind, and herein it mirrors all the more
accurately the real and abiding reputation of its hero.
His valorous achievements on sea and land are now all
but forgotten, his great schemes of policy, whether for
the settlement of the Irish Question or the discovery ol

Eldorado, only attract the attention of the student, but
he ia assured of a popular immortality as the introducer
of the tobacco-plant and the potato, and for their firsl

acquaintance with these two things his grateful country

men have to thank the history of the old house at

Youghal. Four yew trees in the grounds, with matted
branches forming a kind of bower, are traditionally

pointed out as forming the scene of that striking, if

rather doubtful, episode in the records of British smoking
when Raleigh's servant deluged him with the content of

the tankard in order to extinguish the spontaneous com-
bustion of which he appeared to be the victim; but
whether the incident be true or not, it seems certain that

smoking was unknown in these kingdoms until Raleigh
first

' blew a cloud
'

in the Warden's House by the Black-

water. The spot in the garden where he planted his

Virginian potatoes is also known, and would of itself

suffice to make the place remarkable. Tobacco culti-

vation was from the first found suitable to the soil and
climate of the south of Ireland, and has only been
abandoned for fiscal reasons; but potato growing, if

somewhat slower in popularizing itself, has most certainly
become established as the leading feature in Irish agri-

culture. This has not proved an unmixed benefit. Its

facility of production and liability to failure have wrought
in their own degree a certain amount of social demora-
lization and economic disaster, but it has in most seasons

furnished an abundant supply of cheap food to a poor

country, and for this the name of Raleigh ought to be

gratefully remembered. If, in fact, we could realise

what would be the condition of the Irish peasant deprived
of his pot of potatoes and his evening pipe we might
measure the extent of his obligation to the brilliant

Englishman soldier, sailor, and courtier who filled the

office of Mayor of Youghal in 1588. His portrait, painted
at this period, still hangs on the walls, and there is some

interesting contemporary furniture in his study, where
at ^intervals he wooed the muses or discoursed upon
politics and literature with Edmund Spenser. It is not

every country town that can claim such distinction as

attaches to the first knowledge of commodities so wide-

spread in their use and so important in their character

as tobacco and potatoes, or number among its citizens a

name so celebrated as that of the hero of Cadiz; and
it is to be hoped that the house which confers this honour

upon Youghal will fall into sympathetic hands, which
will respect its history."

MOEO PHILLIPS.

ARCHERY: CLOTHYARD. (See 7th S. v. 363;
vii. 185.) I cannot trace that any answer has

been vouchsafed to MR. F. T. FOLLETT'S question as

to the precise measure intended by clothyard, or

clothier's yard, as applied to the length of the shaft

of an arrow in many ballads and old English writer?,

including Drayton and Shakespeare. A passage
in an Act of Henry VIII. ,

ann. 6, ch. ir., which

I quote in its original quaint wording and spelling

from the statutes printed by Berthelet, the first

King's Printer, about 1632, seems to furnish the

answer. The Act is entitled,
" An Act for auoyd-

ynge deceytes in makynge of wollen clothes," and

says :

"
Item, that no manor person bye or sell any wollen

clothes, by other measure more or lease than after the

trewe content thereof to be moten and mesured by the

yarde, addyng to euery yarde, one ynche of the rule/

upon payne to forfayte for euery cloth to the contrary
mesured Cs. The one moyte of the sayd forfaytures be

to our Soueraygne lorde the Kynge, and to euery person/
which shall sue by wrytte/ byll/ or other playnte of

dette in that behalfe agaynst the person doyng to the

contrary of any of the sayde ordynaunces/ the other
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moyte. And that the defendaunt in any plee upon any
such actyon / be not admytted to wage his lawe / nor

any protectyon nor essoyne for any suche defendaunt be

alowed in the same, &c.
'

Thus it is evident that about 1515 the cloth-

yard, as a measure, meant thirty-seven inches;

It follows that all writers on the subject of archery,

who maintain that the old English archers habitu-

ally drew clothyard-shafts fully up, themselves

"draw very long bows"; as, even admitting

(which is very unlikely) that a very tall and power-
ful man might be able to draw fully up so long an

arrow (ten inches longer than the usual shaft and
draw of twenty-seven inches) with a bow as strong
as those that undoubtedly were in use, no bows,
unless they were excessively long (eight feet at

least), could bear the unusual strain frequently
without breaking. Moreover the shaft of an

arrow of this unusual length would have to weigh

quite twice the usual weight of a heavy arrow

(one ounce) that it might be stiff enough for the

purposes of accuracy in shooting. Wu. BUTT.

27, Lansdowne Road, Bedford.

VERSES BY THE POPE. The following paragraph

appeared in the Standard, May 3 :

"
Princess Isabella of Bavaria, having had the idea

of preparing for a sale for charitable purposes an album
of royal photographs and autographs, begged of Pope
Leo XIII. the favour of being allowed to inscribe his

name among the patrons of the work. His Holiness

replied by sending the following verses, celebrating the
art of photography :

Art Photographica.

Rxpreesa solis spiculo,
Nitons imago, quam bene
Frontis decus, vim luminum,
Refers, et oris gratiam.

rmra virtus ingeni,

Novumque monstrum I imaginem
Naturae Apellus aemulus
Non pulchriorem pingeret.

Leo P. P. XIII."

A friend, who sent me this information, asked
me for a translation ; and I ventured to return
him the following :

Bright picture, drawn by Phoebus' beam,
How faithfully dost thou retrace

The forehead's breadth, the eye's bright gleam,
The smiling lip's enchanting grace !

O wondrous art, invention new !

Earth's latest marvel ! Surely ne'er

Apelles, Nature's rival, drew
A portrait with minuter care !

WALTER W. SKEAT.
' THE NEMESIS OF FAITH.' (See 8th S. i. 430.)

The recent discussion respecting the burning of a

copy of this work in the hall of Exeter College, Ox-
ford, by the Eev. William Sewell, B.D., one of the

tutors, on Feb. 27, 1849, has served to call attention
to the extreme rarity of the first edition. Neither
in the British Museum nor in many of the larger
libraries is the work to be found. The only copy

which I have been able to discover is in the library
of the Reform Club, where I have been permitted
to inspect it. The title is :

" The Nemesis of
Faith.

| By |
J. A. Froude, M.A., |

Fellow of

Exeter College, Oxford.
|
London :

|
John Chap-

man.
|
1849." 12mo., pp. 227. Unfortunately the

book is not in its original state, it having been
bound. There is now no preface, and whether it

had a preface or not is a question. The second

edition, which is in the British Museum, has the

following title : "The
|
Nemesis of Faith. | By |

J. A. Froude, M.A., |
late Fellow of Exeter

College, Oxford.
|
Second edition.

|
London : John

Chapman, 142, Strand.
|
1849." 12mo. Preface,

dated London, June 21, 1849, pp. iii-xiv. Text,

pp. 1-227. On the reverse of the title are the
words " London : George Woodfall and Son, Angel
Court, Skinner Street/' and at the foot of p. 122
can be read "G. Woodfall and Son, Printers,

Angel Court, Skinner Street, London."
Mr. Froude says in the preface :

" After having considered everything of importance
which has been urged against this book I have found

nothing to make me doubt the propriety of publishing a
second edition of it."

And he further adds :

" Since this preface was written, I have been told by
my friends, that I ought to notice a report that m; story
is autobiographical. I have no objection to the world
so believing if it please them. But the report is mythic,
and, as far as I can myself judge about it, wholly and
entirely false."

On February 27, 1849, Mr. Froude resigned his

fellowship at Exeter College, which accounts for

the fact that on the title-page of the second edition

of his work he is called
"

late Fellow of Exeter

College." I almost doubt whether his resignation
had anything to do with the burning of his book,
but it is a very curious coincidence that the two
events should have happened on the very sajne day.

GEORGE C. BoASK,
36, James Street, Westminster, S.W.

PHILIP BEARCROFT, D.D. (1697-1761), ANTI-
QUART. He married, in the parish church of St.

George the Martyr, Queen Square, Holborn, oa
March 4, 1730, Elizabeth Brook Roberts, described

as a spinster (par. reg.). See further
'

Diet. Nat.

Biog.,' vol. iv. p. 12. DANIEL HIPWELL.
17, Hilldrop Crescent, N.

PARODY : J. G. HUBBARD. In the Disraeli

Parliament, 1874-80, the Eight Hon. John Gilli-

brand Hubbard, member for London, was strongly

opposed to the Sinking Funds Bill, and attended

the House closely so as to prevent the passing of

the Bill. One evening, a debate on some other

Bill was in progress, and it seemed that there

would be no chance of the Sinking Funds Bill

coming up for discussion at that sitting. Mr.
Hubbard thought it would be safe for him to go to

dinner, which he did ; but in his absence the
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debate suddenly collapsed, and the Sinking Funds
Bill was called and passed. On his return to the

House, after dinner, he was sorely disappointed ;

and some waggish member improved the occasion

by handing him the following lines :

Poor J. G. Hubbard,
He went to the cupboard,
To pick up a hasty bone ;

But when he came back,
Ahem 1 and alack !

The Sinking Funds Bill was gone.

JACQUES D'ERLE.

We must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct.

MART, QUEEN OP SCOTS : ACCOUNT OP HER
EXECUTION. (See 7a S. iv. 361.) In a seventeenth

century MS. commonplace book in my possession
there is an account of certain of the preliminaries
of the last act in the tragedy of Queen Mary.
The passage in question, sub voce

"
Death," has

all the appearance of a quotation from some account
of "hir death," and I am anxious to ascertain

whence it was taken. When visiting recently the

present exhibition of historical documents, &c., in

the MS. Department at the British Museum, I had
only a few minutes in which to glance over Wyng-
field's famous report to Lord Burgbley, forming
No. 86 of the autographs in the official guide. I

was struck, however, by certain verbal resem-
blances to the terms of the entry in my MS. as I
recollected it. Perhaps some correspondent will
do me the kindness to say (1) whether the passage
which I quote below has any connexion with

Wyngfield s account, and (2) whether (as I sus-

pect) the original is to be found in any published
work :

"Q of Scotts at hir execution. Then she suffered
them with hir 2 wome' to disrobe her of her chay'e of
pomander beades & all other hir apparrell most wil-

lingly; & with Joy rather the' sorrow hellped to make
vnreadie her self putting on a payre of sleeves with her
owne handes, wch

they had pulled off, & that with some
hast as though she longed to be gone. All the time
they were putting off her apparrell she never chau'ged
her cou'tena'ce but with smiling cheer she vttered these
wordes that she had never such groo'es to make her
vnreadie, and that she did never put off her cloathes
before such companie, etc. hir death."

Probably I ought to apologize for having to ask
these questions; but not being in an apologetic
frame of mind, I refrain. GKO. NEILSON.

Glasgow.

THE VAUGHAN FAMILY. Can any of your
readers afford me information as to the members
of the Dodwell family referred to? Susannah,
daughter of Benjamin Vaughan, married the Rev.

Henry Dodwell, at Enfield, December 7, 1779.
She was his second wife. Who was his first wife,

by whom be had one daughter, Martha Hatton
Dodwell. Henry Dodwell was a grandson of the

nonjuror Henry Dodwell (1641-1711), and son
of Dr. Dodwell, Archdeacon of Berks (born 1709).
Dr. Dodwell bad a son Arthur, born 1744. He is

buried in Salisbury Cathedral. Did he marry ?

Had he any issue? From whom was Edward
Dodwell, the antiquary, descended. He died

May 14, 1832. His sister, Fanny Dodwell, married
Sir Alexander Crichton. Canon Venables does

not clear up this matter in his notice in the ' Dic-

tionary of National Biography.' And who was
Edward Dodwell, of Molesey? There was &
William Vaughan, of Fenchurch Street, who died

in his ninety-ninth year. His nephew, Petty
Vaughan, also lived to a great age. They belonged
to the Enfield family. B. D.

ANNB OF AUSTRIA : MAZARIN. I shall be
much obliged by any one telling me what books
there are in English giving the best accounts of

Anne of Austria and Cardinal Mazarin. I want
works that relate more especially to the period after

the death of Louis XIII. I shall be grateful for

any information on the subject. F. P.

THE FIRE ON BOARD THE GOLIATH. I should

be much obliged if any correspondent of your
paper would kindly inform me in what number of

Punch and what year the fire on board the Goliath

was described in verse. A. ANCELL.
Gelli-deg, Kidwelly, South Wales.

" VENTRE-SAINT-QRIS." I find this was the
common oath of Henri IV., but am somewhat

puzzled to make out what it means. Is it a pun or

a perversion ? for I suppose even oaths and slang

phrases have some sense, if it could but be hunted
out. As a guess, I fancy it must be a perversion
of Corpus Christi. Thus, ventre is a synonym of

corpus, and grit may be a perversion of cris (i. e.,

Christ). Can any one suggest a more likely inter-

pretation. E. COBHAM BREWER.

' HEINE'S GRAVE.' Who is
" the blond German

Kaiser" referred to in 11. 129-139 of Matthew
Arnold's poem 'Heine's Grave'? E. B. B.

KRITOBOULOS OF IMBROS. Mr. Bain, of the
British Museum, has an excellent article in the
current number of the Historical Review on the

siege of Belgrad by Mehemet II., but I must find

fault with one of his statements, namely, that
"
Kritoboulos was absolutely unknown till 1874,

when an Hungarian savant discovered the MS. at

Stambul." Has not Dr. TischendorfF published
a long extract from Kritoboulos on ' The Casting
of the Big Cannon

'

long before the date mentioned

by Mr. Bain
; and was not the MS. discovered by

a French savant, whose name I cannot recollect,
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but who was, I believe, the librarian of the Imperial

Library? L. L. K.

ECCLESIASTICAL SURVEY, 1210. In the Dun-
stable Chronicle I note the following :

" Eodem anno [1210] facta est generalis inquisitio per

Angliam auctoritate regis, quis esset persona eccleeiae

cujuslibet, et ex cujus dono?

Can any one tell me if such a survey was ever

made ; and, if so, whether any record of the same is

extant? F. A. BLAYDES.
Bedford.

THE TAKING OF SCARBOROUGH CASTLE, 1553.

Can any of your readers tell me where I can find

a full account of the taking of Scarborough Castle

in 1553? I wish to know what patt a certain

Wyvill, holding land in Slingsby, took in this

transaction. AUTHOR S. BROOKE.

VOLCANO IN GUERNSEY. Among the letters of

Adam de Marisco in the
' Monumenta Franciscana'

(Eolls Series, i. 151), there is an account of a

volcanic eruption in Guernsey. Is anything
further known of this ? Can the spot be identified?

N. M. & A.

FRISWELL. Can any reader of *N. & Q.' give
the address of either brother or sister, son or

daughter, of James Hain Friswell (see Leslie

Stephen's 'Dictionary of National Biography)?
The writer hopes they may be able to furnish her
with an address of the long ago. T. B.

144, Major Street, Toronto, Canada.

PETRARCH'S SONNETS. I am curious to see how
one and the same sonnet of Petrarch is translated
in English, French, and German. There are
numerous translations of the sonnets in English,
but I cannot find any in French or German. Can
any of your learned contributors assist ?

Qu^ESITOR.

[Petrarch has been translated into French frequently
in the sixteenth and following centuries. A translation
by Leonie de Saint Genies, 2 vols., 1816, or one by Le
Comte de Montesquieu, 3 vols., 1842-43, might answer
your purpose.]

MONTE CARLO. Where can one procure or

peruse the annual report of the Societ6 des Bains
de Mer de Monaco for 1890 and 1891 ? It is a
socitte anonyme. I require the information for a
literary purpose. SEVERIN.

VERSE ASSIGNED TO SHAKSPEARE. In a

'Shaksperian Almanack' published at Nurem-
berg I find the following :

Every man will be thy friend
Whilst thou hast wherewith to spend ;

But when thy store of crowns is scant
No man will relieve thy want. Sonnets.

This cannot be in the Sonnets, from the metre,
and I cannot find it either in the Plays or Poems.

The saying is quoted in the late Mr. Spurgeou's
'Salt Cellar'; but, according to his custom, he

gives no authority. If you or any of your readers

can tell me whence it is taken I shall be obliged.
W. H. A.

"PIERS OF FULHAM." Will a reader of'N.& Q.'

lighten my density on the following point? In the

'Ancient Metrical Tales,' chiefly from original

sources, edited by the Rev. C. H. Hartshorne,

M.A., 1829, is a curious poem by one Piers of

Fulham. Its preface runs :

"
Loo, worshipfull Sirs, hereafter ffolloweth a gently-

ma'ly Tretyse full convenyent for contemplatifif louers to

rede and understond, made by a noble Clerke, Piers of

ffulha' sum tyme ussher of Venus Schole, whiche hath

briefly compyled many praty conceytis in loue under
covert termes of ffysshyng and ffowlyng."

I would like to know who really wrote this

poem, and whether there is not some concealed

meaning in the name " Piers of Fulham." "Venus

Schole," I presume, means the School of Love.

CHAS. J. FERET.

49, Edith Road, West Kensington.

AUTHOR WANTED. On the back of the title-

page of
'A Lay Sermon, addressed to the Higher

and Middle Classes,' by S. T. Coleridge, Esq.

(1817), are printed eight lines, beginning
God and the world we worship still together,
Draw not our laws to him, but his to ours

;

and ending
Too good for great things, and too great for good,
While still "I dare not" waits upon

" I wou'd" !

I once thought the lines were Coleridge's own ;

but in 'Aids to Reflection' (seventeenth of the

"Prudential Aporisms") they are repeated and
attributed to

" a sage poet of the preceding genera-
tion." Who was he ? A direct reply would much
oblige. .

J. DYKES CAMPBELL.
117, Marina, St. Leonards-on-Sea.

ARCHIBALD WILLIAM, THIRTEENTH EARL OF
EGLINTON. Did he contest his claim to the Scotch

earldom of Winton in any court of law ; and, if so,

where can a report of the proceedings be seen ?

G. F. K. B.

ST. ARTHUR. A Lorraine friend finds in a

Lutheran calendar, published at Strasbourg in

1890, the name of the above saint under June 15.

Can any of your readers enable me to tell him who
this saint is ? T. W. CARSON.

PORTRAIT OF BYBON. A friend of mine in

India has sent me the following cutting :

" A picture sold at Christie's the other day has a

peculiar interest. It is a portrait of Lord Byron. Whilst
the poet was sitting to T. Phillips, R.A., T. G. Waine-

wright was assisting the artist in his studio, and painted
this particular portrait on his own account. This cir-

cumstance was related to the late Mr. Cooke by Henry
W. Phillips, the artist's son. This is the same Waine-

wright whose career as a poisoner and forger was such
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a cause celebre forty years ago, and whose extraordinary

exploits afforded subject for Dickens's
' Hunted Down '

and for Lytton's
' Lucretia.' Allahabad Morning Post,

March 26.

I should be glad to hear from one of your corre-

spondents some farther particulars about that

picture. As I did not know of its existence, it

does not appear in my published list of busts and

portraits of Lord Byron. What was the date of

sale ; and who was the purchaser ?

RICHARD EDGCOMBE.
Schloss Schwobber, Grupenhagen, Hanover.

THB DUKE OF MONMOUTH. Are there any
authentic relics of the Duke of Monmouth or his

followers 1 Is any correspondent acquainted with

the MSS. collections of the Duke of Buccleuch ;
as

to whether they contain much which bears upon
the Monmouth rebellion ? I am acquainted with

the correspondence which took place in these

columns many years ago. SOHO.

AUTHOR WANTED. A medical friend, when a

boy, read in MS. a little piece of four stanzas, and

would ask whether the name of the author is

known. In the copy sent me the first two stanzas

are of six lines, the other two of seven, the last

three lines in each of these two rhyming :

Ten thousand times ten thousand sung
Loud anthems round the throne.

BR. N.

SIR WILLIAM LEWIS, of Llangorse, co. Brecon,
created a baronet in 1627, died in 1672 or 1677.

Whom did he marry 1 W. D. PINK.

SUNDIALS. On a sundial in front of the church

of St. Apollinaris, in Classe, near Ravenna, are

inscribed the following lines :

II tempo avaro ogni cosa fracaasa

11 tempo annulla ogni gran fama in terra

Ogni cosa mortal col tempo passa.

From what author are these lines taken ?

J. Y. J.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.
Peace and repose, a Briton and a friend.

" to exchange glances, reciprocate civilities, go
home, and dream of one another They wore out life

in altercations, and charged nature with cruelty."

If it be grief to mark the sightless eye
Wander o'er Nature's loveliness unblessed

With visions of delight, is 't not more sad

When truth and goodness in their angel forms
To the dark soul become invisible ]

Nations are slowly wise and meanly just.

Heav'n gives us friends to bless the present scene,
Recalls them, to prepare us for the next.

R. D. W.
Pale crocuses have come before her,
Wild birds her welcome sing,
Ten thousand loving hearts adore her,
The grey world's darling spring.

GERALD PONSONBY.

While I yet live, let me not live in vain. Lu.

BLOCKS AND PLATES BY BEWICK.

(8
th S. i. 393.)

MR. TUER has raised most interesting questions.

Everything connected with Bewick deserves record.

There is much connected with his work still un-

published, and not a little that is probably un-

known and permanently lost.

As regards the two engraved copper-plates, they
are both copies, or replicas, of well-known wood-

cuts which appear in Bewick's '

Quadrupeds.' I

happen to be the happy possessor of that valuable

work, eighth edition. The picture which MR.
TUER describes, with the cat, dog, and man fishing,

appears at p. 234; and that with the leopard,

palm-tree, and antelope (not stag), at p. 211.

These are both woodcuts printed with the type.

Here arises a curious question : What relation had

the blocks from which these impressions were

taken to the copper-plates in MR. TUER'S pos-

sesion? Again: What is the history of these

coppers ? Were they engraved by Bewick ;
or were

they copies of Bewick's pictures by some other

hand ? Bewick was essentially a wood-engraver ;

but he also executed not a few copper-plates, both

from his own drawings and from the drawings of

other artists. For example, he executed a copper-

plate engraving of a horse suffering from tetanus,

illustrating a work on that disease, published in

Newcastle in 1818, the drawing being done by
H. P. Parker. But most of his copper-plates were

from drawings of his own ;
and they consisted

chiefly of headings for tradesmen's bills, book-

plates, arms of companies, headings of letters, &c.

These were executed to order for the several persons
in whom they were interested. An elaborate list

of them may be found in Mr. Hugo's
' The Bewick

Collector,' pp. 303 to 340.

S. JAMES A. SALTER.

Basingfield, Basingstoke.

The City companies' arms engraved by Bewick
I find no reference to. They would probably have

been executed for some work on London. For

instance, if MR. TUER will refer to David Hugh-
son's

'

History of London and the Neighbourhood,'
vol. iv. p. 136, he will there see the arms of the

City companies in woodcuts very much in the

style of Bewick, especially, for instance, that of the

Glovers. The date of this book is 1811 (vol. iv.).

The first volume is 1806. I hope, should this

prove correct, that MR. TUER will oblige readers

of
' N. & Q.' by identifying these plates as being

by Bewick. It has hitherto been unknown. The
Glovers' arms remind me strongly of the plate

MR. TUER describes. The cat and collie dog seem

to me to be a vignette of the
'

History of Quad-

rupeds.' As to this book on London of Hughson's,
it is almost forgotten now. But when I last saw
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it in a catalogue the bookseller bad marked it at

what I suppose to be quite double its value, except
to an in and in or shall we say an out and out ?

collector.

Allibnne calls David Hughson Dr. Fugh; but

it was by Edward Pugh, who was no doctor. Under
"Edw. Pugh" Allibone omits this 'History,' and

only ascribes the authorship of ' Cambria Depicta
'

to Edward, which, with coloured plates, he prices
at 102. 10. Was this Edward the father of John

Pugb, who wrote the 'Life of Jonas Hanway,'
and lived in Theobald's Road, Gray's Inn 1 Hugh-
son's pictures of the suburbs are charming. Hack-

ney looks as rural as Warwick. But that has

perished like the leaves of 1806. C. A. WARD.
Chingford Hatch, E.

The subject cat on wall, dog, and man fishing
of one of MB. TUER'S copper-plates appears as a

woodcut in Bewick's '

Quadrupeds.' It is the tail-

piece of the " Domestic Cat," p. 211 of the second

edition, 1791. 6. F. BLANDFORD.

In describing the subjects of his engraved copper-

plates, MR. TUKR has also described two of the

wood-cut tail-pieces in Bewick's '

History of Quad-
rupeds' (ed. 1792). The animal waiting for the stag

which in the woodcut is to the right is a panther
'p. 192), and the cat and dog will be found at

p. 211. J. F. MANSERGH.
Liverpool.

ENGLISH QCEENS OF ENGLAND (8
th S. i. 62,

133, 234, 323). I do not know if it is worth while
to add anything more about Henry VII.'s here-

ditary right to the crown, denied, I suppose
rightly, at the first reference, and asserted at the
second. The question as to the full legitimacy
involved seems to be one as to whether he was of

the royal family at all for purposes of succession,
should nearer heirs fail, which did not happen.

If there had been anything in the Tudor claim,
the Lady Margaret, his mother, should have been

queen. She was never thought of as anything
but the king's mother ; as such being treated with

high honour. C. H. says Henry was not heir male
of the house of Lancaster. This, in fact, disposes of

his case as against York. We might go further,
and show that he was a doubtful female-line heir
of Lancaster. Supposing, however, that he was
this, what claim did it give him to the throne ?

The line of Lancaster could offer this great point
of a male heir, which has its advantages, notably
in saving a nation from the aims of a foreign

power, as Edward III.'s against France ; and yet
it was, unreasonably, this very point which set

people against the so-called Salic law, that they
thought Edward III. had been unfairly treated.
After all, the succession had never previously gone
to the "

spindle side," except when the male line

(the Norman) once became extinct.

The principle of heirs general might, for instance,
have given a plausible ground for claimants from
John of Gaunt to arise in Spain.
The unbroken succession of three generations

who had reigned not without honour would appeal,

strongly to the higher classes, or persons of greater

intelligence, where not influenced by any party
bias. The claim of the house of York to disturb

a settled succession like this would not be easily-

accepted ; but when the disturbance had once

been effected, at the cost of a war, it was a different

matter to undo the work. This sort of prescriptive

right could hardly apply with the same, if any,
force to a collateral line from John of Gaunt, who
had never occupied the throne.

There was a descent which was insinuated by
Henry IV., rather than seriously expressed, as

being of the right line of Henry III., referring to

the known popular report that Edmund Crouch-

back was the true heir, and after him Blanche of

Lancaster, Henry IV.'s mother. This, again, was
rather an idea suited to a Gilbertian opera, on an

allegation that children were transposed three

generations before. But, clearly, not one of these

principles could be maintained by Henry VII.

Therefore, if the Lancaster line had any case as

against that of York it was of a sort that he could

not advance.

At the same time, it is not for a moment ques-
tioned that Henry VII. was king, just as much
as William III. (without Mary). Parliament

recognized the monarchy as vested in him, while

judiciously ignoring the question how it became
so. Hallam mentions the principles, which would
not bear scrutiny. 1. His mother (but she was

living). 2. His wife (but he would not acknow-

ledge that he owed it to her. 3. Possession might
be by conquest, or election, or by both (as in the

case of William I.). But the one would set the

nation against him, even though not true, and he-

would not owe it to election any more than to

marriage. The family is traced both ways, but
the historic continuity more consistently through
Elizabeth of York.

Whether Henry VII. was the undoubted repre-
sentative of the house of Lancaster, since this

would not make him next heir to the throne, it is

of doubtful advantage to investigate. That John
of Gaunt obtained estates by his first marriage is

certain, and being created a peer, as other kings'

sons, he took for his title Lancaster ;
but it would

have rested with the peers and king of the time

being to decide whether the heirs of his daughter

by that marriage or his son by a later marriage
should be preferred, and whether a dukedom
could be claimed in a female line from either

one would think not. No doubt, as a general

rule, if the creation were in his own right, a son

by a later marriage would be preferred to a

daughter by the first. But even here the principle-
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of whole and half blood was sometimes made to

give preference to the daughter ; much more in

this case, where the younger son was exceptionally

legitimated, and the estates were from the first

wife. At any rate, it had been taken possession
of by the victorious heir of York, and was never
after separated from the sovereignty. There
were undoubtedly at that time remaining among
the nobility descendants of Henry IV.'s whole
sister

;
but then, or after the convulsions which

had disturbed the realm, it would be as practical
to dispute the sovereignty at once as this minor

dignity.
In making the exception to the royal dignity

to the Beaufort legitimation Henry IV. would
have had reason enough, perhaps, as well to curb

any ambition on the part of his new brothers and
to safeguard the interests of his nearer sister.

Perhaps her private estate interests were controlled
in another way. Henry IV. introduced a Bill that

his accession to the throne should not prejudice
the descent of bis property to his right heirs. This

may either show his concern as to the stability of

the throne in his descendants, or, again, it might
be meant to protect his sister. Henry IV. may
have reasonably objected to these brothers inter-

fering with his sister's claims in her mother's right,
and perhaps it was not contemplated that they
should do so. Perhaps in such an exceptional
act, intended to give the honour of legitimacy,
the question of the throne was never contemplated,
as it was rather a serious step to put the persons
designated in succession before existing members
who needed no legitimating.

But, in truth, the parties outlived their raison

d'etre, and, as Hallam says, the one rallied round
a succession of phantoms, the other round a line of
bastards. Should he not have said a bastard line,
unless he meanc that the Tudors were in the same
case, since it has been stated that no evidence of
the marriage of Queen Catherine is to be found.
Of course it would be expected to be private ; and,
in any case, they could hardly apply to the child
of a queen and royal princess the term base in its

original idea. As regards, by the way, any Tudor
descent from Welsh princes, that was traced in
the time of Henry VII. in the female line also,

and, as such, a nearer representation existed,

through the marriage of one Lord Mortimer with
the daughter of an actual reigning prince in the
line of Clarence. No doubt what brought the
Tudors so near Henry VI. was that they were his
uterine brothers, and he was otherwise without
brother or sister. A chapter might be written on
the nearness of uterine brothers to the throne, as
in the Hollands and the Greys, both families

being of the royal blood, and legitimately so.

Henry VII. was, in truth (as might be said in

speaking of the presidency of the States), the best
candidate who could be run for the Lancaster

claims, being Henry VI.'s only nephew (not that

Henry VI.'s opinion who was his heir could be

conclusive); and perhaps he was all the better

candidate that he did not belong to any of the

great houses of longer standing connected with

the throne, such as Buckingham and others, between
whom there was mutual jealousy.

It is important that the claim of York was first

acknowledged by Parliament before the birth of a
son to Henry VI., at which time the duke wasr
without reckoning the Beauforts, his male heir.

On the birth of a son under the circumstances,

never, perhaps, was a child's birth more unfor-

tunate his parents naturally could not brook

seeing him excluded by no fault of his. The result

was, that after a war had been fought expressly to

enforce a technical matter, the disturbance and
demoralization had been such that right of succes-

sion seemed to go for little or nothing. R. M.

In corroboration of the assertion that Queen
Anne Boleyn was the eldest daughter of the Earl

of Wilts and Ormond, John Smyth, of Nibley,
the steward of the hundred and lordship of Berke-

ley in the reigns of Elizabeth and James I.,

makes the following express statement?, in his
' Lives of the Berkeleys ': (1)

" William Carey
maryed Mary second daughter and coheire of

Thomas Bullein Earle of Wiltshire and Ormond "
;

and (2) "William Carey and the lady Mary his

wife, second sister and coheire of Anne Bullen,
second wife to King Henry the 8th." Con-

sidering Smyth's proverbial accuracy as an his-

torian, and the contiguity of the period in which

he lived to that of Queen Elizabeth, these state-

ments may be taken as conclusive upon the sub-

ject. B. W. GREENFIELD.
Southampton.

MR. GEORGE ROBERTS, OF LYME REGIS (8"
1

S. i. 374). This author's MSS. came into tha

possession of a Mr. William Edward Goulden>

who in the
" seventies

"
kept a bookseller's shop,

then numbered 271, High Holborn. Late in the

decade I have referred to I ascertained this fact

(I think) from the then rector of Lyrae Regis,.
who kindly favoured me with some correspondence

upon Mr. Roberts's
'

Life of Monmouth.' At that

time I was contemplating writing a life of the
whilom popular duke from an unpopular, or, at

least, unconventional point of view. I waited

upon Mr. Goulden accordingly, and (but I speak
very diffidently, from memory only) I have an

impression that a great mass of documents was

displayed to me, contained in an old hair trunk,
with a convex lid. On stating my object, the

gentleman who had shown me the MS. treasures

informed me that I was welcome to them, box and
all. I was not prepared, however, to take them

away there and then; and, thanking the kind

prospective donor, I said that I would call in a
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day or two, and come in a cab, in order to take

the gift away with me. I called in about ten days
after, and I am not certain whether I saw the

same obliging individual. But, however, the

gentleman, who received me very blandly, in-

formed me that the papers wanted looking up
"
putting together," I think, were his words and

again requested me to repeat my visit. This I did

after a decent interval, and my earliest acquaint-
ance politely but coolly repudiated the offer, and
would not even inform me whether the coffer and
its contents were still on his premises. Since
some time before 1881 the shop, now (owing to an
alteration in the numbering of High Holborn)
inscribed with the numerals 265, has been in the

occupation of that well-known and highly respected
bookseller Mr. Glaisher. It is situate on the

south side of the thoroughfare, next door but one
to (and westward of) the "Ions of Court Hotel."
When Mr. Roberts died I do not know

;
but I

should be very glad indeed to learn. NEMO.
Temple.

This gentleman, at one time Mayor of Lyme
Regis, died at Dover on May 27, I860. A list of

his most important works, with a testimony of the
value of the accumulated materials, which were
contributed with the utmost generosity to other

inquirers, is given in the Athenceum of June 23,
1860. EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

71, Brecknock Road.

MORO (8
th S. i. 413). The arms of the Mores of

Loseley (a family represented now by the More-

Molyneuxes of Loseley) are given in Burke's
* General Armory' as: "Az., on a cross ar. five

martlets sa. Crest, on a ducal coronet ar. an

antelope of the last." No mulberry tree seems to

be borne in the More arms. If a mulberry tree

"figures in the escutcheons of the Mores at Loseley,"

probably it appears as the arms, or as part of the

arms, of some family whose arms the Mores bear
as a quartering on their shield. In the long list of

the coats of arms in Burke's ' General Armory
'

of

families bearing the name of More 1 cannot find

that a mulberry tree was a device borne by any
one of them. C. W. CASS.

THOMAS ARROWSMITH (8
th S. i. 168, 318). The

Newent parish register for 1776 ought to show the

baptismal entry, and therefore the parentage, of

this engraver, and of his brother, John Pauncetbot
Arrowsmith. ; Arrowsmith is a common Gloucester-

shire name. I have before me a list of ten or

twelve wills proved at Gloucester, between 1672
and 1763, of persons bearing this surname, who
resided at Wotton-under-Edge, Cheltenham, Ciren-

cester, Stroud, Tewkesbury, and Painswick.

W. G. D. F.

EDUARDTJS HORSEIUS (8
th S. i. 415). Sir

Edward Horsey, of whom there is an account in

the 'Dictionary of National Biography.' The date,

1559, given by PALAMEDES is impossible. Don
John of Austria was but twelve years old in 1559,
and was not appointed to the government of the

Netherlands until 1576, bis tenure of which was

very brief, and he died in 1578. F. ADAMS.

There is a sufficient notice of Sir Edward Horsey,
who died in 1583, in 'Diet. Nat. Biog.,' xxvii.

377-8. W. C. B.

PILL (8
th S. i. 353). This is Erse and Gaelic

poll, Manx poyl, Welsh pwll, Breton poull, mean-

ing a hole, pit, mire, and standing or running
water. It enters largely into place-names, appear-

ing as a prefix in the various forms fal, fil, ful,

phil, pal, pil, pol, pul, pow, and it can even be
shown from old spellings that it has assumed the

form pen, as in Pen kill, a tributary of the Cree.

The parish church of Minigaff occupies an elevated

site at the junction of and between the two
streams. Pont's map, prepared early in the seven-

teenth century, not long after Gaelic ceased to be
the vernacular in the mountainous parts of Gal-

loway, gives the name as Poolkill, showing that it

is the Gaelic pol cille, stream of the church. This

is an instance of the care required in applying the

syllable pen as a test of Welsh occupation.
In Aberdeenshire, where traces of the extinct

Pictish dialect may be expected, the vowel sound
has been still further narrowed from the original

poll or pwll, and it is found in the form of ped, as

in Fluke Peel, the name of a tidal pool on the

coast near Stonehaven. HERBERT MAXWELL.

In Welsh pil means " a creek or estuary." It

is etymologically allied to peel, Latin pilo, Manx
pyle. Pill in Ireland is a river-name. Pool in

Welsh is spelt pwl, so pwllhelli or salt pool.
A. HALL.

MANTISSA says
" the dictionaries are strangely

silent
" with regard to this word ; but Halliwell

has it. He explains it thus :

"
(6.) A small creek. Heref.

'
3. Caracs pill or creeke,'

Harrison, p. 61. The channels through which the drain-

ings of the marshes enter the river are termed pills."
"From S. Juste pitte or creke to S. Manditua

creeke, is a mile dim." Leland's '

Itinerary,' 1769,
iii. 291.

C. C. B.

CORROBOREE (8
th S. i. 353, 383). I cannot tell

which is the regular pronunciation of the word in

Australia ; but I think that, as an English word, it

is safer to put the accent on the last syllable,
this being the place of the stress in nearly all the

English words ending in ee, except committee and
a few others. DNARGEL.

RICHARD BANISTER (8
th S. i. 208, 324). In a

note headed ' The Surgeon's Comment '

(6
th S. x.

297) I pointed out that some verses, which a

correspondent (p. 226) had seen only in manu-
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script, were really to be found in Banister's book
* On Diseases of the Eyes,' &c., 1622. This book,
as MB. PHILLIPS says (ante, p. 324), is rare, but
the greater part of it is pilfered from a still rarer

one :

"A worthy Treatise of the Byes; contayning the

knowledge and cure of one hundreth and thirtene

diseases, incident unto them : first gathered and written
in French by Jacques Guillemeau, Ghyrurgion to the
French King," &c.

This little volume, printed by Robert Walde-

grave, is anonymous and without date. I need

hardly say that both works are quite valueless in

a scientific point of view a mere tissue of rubbish.

It is among the comicalities of surgical history
that at the time when these works were written,
and indeed long afterwards, oculists went on
*'

couching cataracts," as the term was, without

knowing that the disease was in the crystalline
lens itself. This they believed to be the immediate
seat of sight, and they thought that what they dis-

placed, or "
couched,"was a sort of film or skin in

front of it. They therefore cautioned operators to

take the greatest care never to touch the lens, the

very thing they were all the time displacing.
J. DIXON.

STAINED GLASS WINDOW (8
th S. i. 333). There

is a chromo-lithograph on a small scale, showing
the bell-founding part of the window fairly well, in

Ellacombe's '
Bells of the Church '

(supplement to
' Church Bells of Devon '), plate xviii.

J T F
Bp. Hatfield's Hall, Durham.

Photographs of the Bell Founders' Window are,
or recently were, to be purchased in the photo-
graphers' shops in York.

J. EYRE POPPLETON.

ANGELICA KAOTFMANN(8to S. i. 293, 364, 400).
I notice in the account of the sale of Lord

Charlemont's pictures at Roxborough Castle last

month that the companion pictures
' Music ' and

*

History,' by Angelica Kauffmann, were sold for

631. The name of the purchaser was not given.
GERALD PONSONBY.

A good picture by her, representing herself as
wooed by the rival arts of music and painting, is

in Cokethorpe House, adjoining this parish, until
this year the seat of the late Mrs. Strickland.

W. D. MACRAY.
Ducklington, Oxon.

The oval picture
' Venus attired by the Graces '

is now in the possession of Arthur Kimber, Esq.
It formed part of the large collection of the
artist's works which were acquired by Mr. Geo.

Bowles, of the Grove, Wanstead. After his
decease the collection passed into the possession of
his sister, Lady Northwick, and her daughters the
Hon. Misses Rushout. A copy of Bartolozzi's

engraving of this picture appeared in the Magazine
of Art, June, 1887, p. 264, printed in sepia colour.

WALTER CROUCH.
Grafton House, Wanatead, Essex.

' THE LIFE OF DEAN BURGON '

(8
tt S. i. 292).

There seems to me no difficulty as to the origin
of the name Maltass, the patronymic of the grand-
mother of the late Dean Burgon. It is a variant

or corruption of the name Malthouse, which I have
often met with in Yorkshire and Durham. Perhaps
the name of the noted political economist Thomas
Henry Malthus may come from the same source.

In the north of England
" house" is affixed to a

large contingent of names. We have Hobhouse,
Lofthouse, Monkhouse, Stackhouse, Moorhouse,
Pershouse, sometimes provincially denominated

Hobus, Loftus, Stackass, Moorass, Persass.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

INDEXES WANTED (8
th S. i. 292, 363). Poole'3

'Index to Periodicals to 1882,' of nearly three

hundred reviews, &c., with the supplement to 1887,
and the second supplement for the succeeding five

years, supplies all wants; so consolidated indexes
of each review are no longer a necessity. Harper's
Magazine has a consolidated index of the seventy
volumes from June, 1850, to June, 1885.

Scribner's Magazine has one of its ten volumes,
from 1887 to 1891. The Century has published
an index from 1870 to 1885. S. C. H.

BRITTANY (8
th S. i. 434). St. Michael was the

saint of high places. Had F. M. D. a Murray's
' Handbook ' with him when he visited the Celtic

remains in Brittany ? If not, he will find a good
deal of information about Carnac, Erdeven, &c., in

that for France which contains that district.

J. F. MANSERGH.
Liverpool.

For a description of the lines and circles in

Brittany see an article by Sir Henry Dryden,
Bart., in vol. 1. (App.) of the Journal of the An-
thropological Institute. Churches on mounds and
hills are generally dedicated to St. Michael.

L. L. K.

LONG NAILS AND GENTILITY (8
th S. i. 187.

317).-
"
Nothing is more frequent in that country [Italy]

than to hear a cobbler working to an opera-tune. You
can scarce see a porter that has not one nail much longer
than the rest, which you will find upon enquiry is

cherished for some instrument." Steele, Taller, No. 222.

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

ELKANAH SETTLE (1648-1724), DRAMATIC
POET (7

ll> S. xii. 483). It may be added that
the will of his father, Jpsias Settle, of Dunstable,
co. Bedford, barber chirurgeon, dated June 15,

1666, and proved April 29, 1667, is preserved in
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the District Probate Registry at Northampton
(Bedfordshire Notes and Queries, ed. F. A. Blaydes,

January, vol. iii. part ix. p. 280).
DANIEL HIPWELL.

17, HUldrop Crescent, N.

BOOK ON EMPLOYMENT OF CHILDREN (8
th S.

i. 394). The book sought for is, probably,
* Pantomime Waifs ; or, a Plea for our City
Children,' by Miss Barlee. To this brochure Lord

Shaftesbury wrote a preface in 1883 (see his ' Life'

by Mr. Hodder, ch. xxxvii.).
EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.

LONGSTAFF OR LoNGSTAFFE FAMILY (7
th S. xi.

109, 293). MR. WEBB will find that there were a
number of persons of the name of Longstaff, who
were principally farmers and yeomen, residing at

Soulby, Westmoreland, in the year 1829.

F. COPPING.

DURWARD' (8
th S. i. 354). The

story of Aboulcasem the Generous is referred to in

a tale of Maria Edgeworth's, entitled 'Made-
moiselle Panache,' one of the collection of

" Moral
Tales." Briefly, Aboulcasem, the Generous Per-

sian, on receiving a visit from a friend, showed to

him his vast treasures, all of which were much
admired. On the friend's return to his own house,
he discovered that every article which had excited
his admiration had been sent to him as a present,
amongst these articles being a slave, a horse, and
a peacock. That Walter Scott should quote from
Maria Edgeworth is but natural, seeing that the
closest friendship existed between them, and that
he publicly acknowledged that the perusal of her
"
Irish Tales

"
led, in a great measure, to the pro-

duction of his "
Waverley

"
series.

JNO. BLOUNDELLE-BURTON.
Can Aboulcasem be a misprint or misquotation

of Abou Hassan, the hero of the 'Sleepers
Awakened ' in the Arabian Nights,' a person who
went through some similar experiences to those
of Christopher Sly in the Induction of Shakspere's
'

Taming of the Shrew '
?

The lines inquired for are from Ferriat's Biblio-

mania,' an epistle to Richard Heber, Esq. :

How pure the joy, when first my hands unfold
The email rare volume, black with tarnish'd gold 1

A. E. SHILLETO.
Cambridge.

Having recently read again this powerful and
beautiful romance, may I take advantage of MR.
ARMSTRONG'S queries to ask two on my own
account ? Who is the author of the motto to the
romance ?

La guerre eat ma patrie,
Mon barnoia ma rnaison,
Et en toute aaiaon

Combattre c'est ma vie.

In the epilogue Scott says, "In days, traces of

which I myself can remember, not only were the
'
fifteen friends

'
of the happy pair invited to wit-

ness their union," &c. What is the meaning of

the allusion to the
"

fifteen friends "
? From the

fact of the words being in inverted commas they
seem to be a quotation.
With regard to " old Michaud" of Ghent, why

need we assume that he was a real person ?

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

CURIOSITIES OF INTERPRETATION (8
th S. i. 309,

349, 410). The word ure, adverted to by PROF.
SKEAT at the second reference, has been a special
crux to editors of our ancient texts, the late Mr.
Thomas Wright not excepted. One item of the

glossarial index to his edition of
'

Generydes
'

for

the E.E.T.S. is, "Vre, sb. usage, custom, 2788,

4594; use, practice, 6825." The gloss at 6825
is right; in the other two cases the meaning is
" fortune "

or "
luck." In the first (2788) Gene-

rydes and a companion resolve to distinguish
themselves in a battle going on ; so

Bothe on thei rode to knowe what was thcr vre.

Obviously
"
usage

"
or " custom "

in such circum-
stances is to fight ; the personal consequences are

a matter of luck. In the second case (4594) an

enemy struck down by Generydes appeals for

mercy, and then treacherously
Smote generides in to the thye,

And he was not gretly hurt, it was his vre.

What could "
usage

"
or " custom "

have to do
with this lucky escape ? Suppose the verse had

read,
" And he fell dead to ground," &c., would

any one have had us believe that the fatality was
the victim's

"
usage

"
or " custom "

?

PROF. SKEAT'S observation that this ure "
has.

no connexion with use " must not be understood

as implying that the other ure has any connexion
with use, except in sense, if even in that. For
ure = use is derived through O.Fr. eure from Lat.

operam, work, and therefore represents mod. Fr.

ceuvre. I equate ure with use only for the sake of

convenience. It is better glossed "operation,

practice." The sense association with use is old,

and proceeded originally from a false etymology,

Bailey, for instance, deriving it from Lat. usura.

I trust PROF. SKEAT will pardon me for fishing
in his waters, when I make public the following
marvel. A few months ago a volume appeared,
entitled '

Early Scottish Poetry,' edited by George
Eyre-Todd. At p. 87, the condition of Edward I.

is described as follows in Barbour's account of his

fatal illness :

He wea sa ated that he ne mocht
Hys aynd bot with gret paynys draw,
Na spek bot giff it war weill law.

We may paraphrase thus : His condition was such

that he could not draw his breath (aynd) except
with great effort, nor speak except in a very (weill)

low tone." The editor's gloss for weill is
"
actually,*
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as if he mistook the Scotch adj. law for the Eng
lish subst. of like spelling. But this is a trifli

beside his gloss for the three words "hys aync

bot," which he tells us mean "his own boot"

Perhaps he thought the king was suffering from

& severe attack of gout. Whether so or not

the fact that a king would have his boot pullec

off for him did not occur to the editor, as well as

much else. If PROF. SKEAT cares to delve in the

book cited, he will turn up many more "curiosities

of interpretation"; but I shall let him discover for

himself the spots where these nuggets lie.

F. ADAMS.
105, Albany Road, Camberwell.

MICKLEBURGH FAMILY (8
th S. i. 273, 343). In

the ' North Wales Directory,' 1873, appear the

names of "
Mickleburgh, Mr. John, Hendoman

Montgomery ";
"
Mickleburgh, Mr. Wm., Church-

bank, Montgomery." They were apparently land

-agents, surveyors, and valuers. With one or both

of them (or it might have been their father) I was
at school from 1839 to 1842. BOILEAU.

A respectable man of this name resides at

'Sprowston, near this city, where there are others

of the name. WM. VINCENT.
Belle Vue Rise, Norwich.

WASHINGTON ANCESTRY (7
th S. xii. 23, 115,

210, 294, 416). There seems to be a sort of mare's

nest in the discovery of a supposed subject for

retractation by Mr. H. F. Waters. Whatever

may be the facts as to an alleged descent of the

Washingtons of Sulgrave from the stock of

Washington of Washington, in Durham, of

whom I can only trace in the Durham Visita-

tions the marriage of Eleanor, daughter and heir

of Sir William Washington, to Sir William

Tempest, of S f
udley, it is certain that the

College of Arms, in taking the funeral certifi-

cates of the Maidstone Washingtons, entered
them as of the Sulgrave family, and this is

undoubted contemporary evidence, while the
M.I. may be of later date.

The funeral certificate from the College of Arms
has been printed in Misc. Gen. et Her., Second

Series, vol. i., Lond., 1886, and it distinctly
describes "Lawrence Washington of Maydeston in

Kent, gent, and Registrar of his Ma'" 6

high Court of

Chauncerie," as " second sonne of Lawrence Wash-
ington of Sowlegrave in the County of Northamp-
ton gent, and daughter of William Pargiter of
Gritworth in the County of Northampton afore-

said gent.," as having "deceased the 21 day of

December, 1619, at his house in Chauncerie Lane,"
and as having been "buried in the parishe Churche
of in Maydeston in Kent aforesayd his body
being thither translated on the 24 of the same
moneth." This certificate was " taken by William
Pensou Lancaster Herald the 14 of January 1619

and is testified to be true vnder the hand of

Lawrence Washington the heire of the sayd Law-
rence deceased."

It would seem difficult to offer better evidence

of the contemporary belief, to put the case at its

lowest, concerning the descent of the Maidstone

Washingtons from the Washingtons of Sulgrave.
Whether the Sulgrave line itself sprang originally
from a Lancashire or from a Durham stock is a

totally different question ; while, on the other

hand, if the allegation of a Durham descent be

capable of proof, there is no real conflict between
the descent from Sulgrave asserted by the College
of Arms and the original descent from Durham
stated to be alleged in the M.I. at Maidstone,
both of which would, ex hypothesi, be true state-

ments of two separate facts. NOMAD.

DAVENANT ON SHAKSPEARE (8
th S. L 274). In

the prefatory memoir, by James Maidment and
W. H. Logan, which precedes D'Avenant's

'Works' in "Dramatists of the Restoration" it

is stated at p. xxiv :

"After cavilling at the want of the apostrophe in

D'Avenant's name, and at other trifles, Mr. Corney goes
on to say that Moseley, Malone, Steeveng, Reed, and
others were all in error in substituting the word '

Cap-
tain

'

for captive, which was the word in the first edition

of the
' Ode '

accompanying the poem of Madagascar,
printed in 1638."

Maidment and Logan approve of the substitution,

which theyattribute in the first instance to Moseley,
who brought out a second edition of the ' Poems '

in 1648, when the poet himself was alive. Which-
ever word is read, it seems to me that "rifled falls"

must have reference to the hacked and draggled

appearance of the feathers composing the warrior's

plume, which droop down over his eyes and are

wet with the tears which he sheds in chagrin and
vexation at his defeat, that follows his last effort to

gain the victory. F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

FOLK-LORE : LIZARD (8
th S. i. 207). The same

paragraph quoted by your correspondent COM.
EBOR appeared in the Daily News of February

L6, and was cut out by me for preservation as

illustrative of a very prevalent superstition. It

obtains in Suffolk, and many people are under the

mpression that a small lizard or eft, in impure
water, swallowed accidentally, grows to a large size

n the stomach and exhausts everything that enters

t, causing the unfortunate person to pine away
and die from want of nourishment. Like many
other popular superstitions, it dies remarkably
lard ; but in East Anglia we are very primitive,

>elieving implicitly in dreams, witchcraft, omens,
and charms. Matthew Hopkins, the witch-finder,

was born not far from this peninsula, at Manning-
ree, a small town in Essex, and it is on record

hat the aborigines of that village once boiled a

witch and sent a bottle of the broth in which she
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was boiled as a present to King James I.
,
who

held in abhorrence tobacco and witches. Shak-

spere has preserved the name of the place by
speaking of a

"
Manningtree ox with a padding in

his belly."
The following carious story from Merivale's

( Romans under the Empire
'

is parallel, and will

show the antiquity of this belief
;
and as it may

not be found elsewhere, it is worth reprinting. The
historian is citing a Jewish legend concerning the

death of the Emperor Titus, A.D. 81 :

" Jehovah suffered him to gain the shore, and there,
in scorn of the scorner, sent a gnat to creep into his

nostrils and lodge itself in his brain. For seven years the

restless insect gnawed the vital tissue. One day, when
the tortured prince passed by a blacksmith's forge, the

thunders of the hammer seemed to startle and arrest it.

Four pieces of silver daily did the sufferer give to have
the noise continued in his ear without ceasing. At the
end of thirty miserable days the insect became accus-

tomed to the clang, and renewed his ravages. Phineas,
the son of Erouba, was present with the chief nobles of

Borne at the death of the emperor. The Jewish witness

reported that the head of the deceased was.opened, and
the creature was there discovered as big as a swallow,
with a brazen beak and claws of iron." Chap. lx., Sal-

vador, from the Talmud. 'Domin. Bom. en Judee,'
ii. 498.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Bectory, Woodbridge.

The lizard story which recently came from

Marazion, alarming the more timorous of our
women and exciting the ridicule of the in-

credulous many, is not without a parallel, if the

following very extraordinary account, taken from
' Ten Thousand Wonderful Things,' is genuine :

"
Bertholin, the learned Swedish doctor, relates many

strange anecdotes of lizards, toads, and frogs ; stating
that a woman, thirty years of age, being thirsty, drank
plentifully of water at a pond. At the end of a few
months she experienced singular movements in her
stomach, as if something were crawling up and down

;

and, alarmed by the sensation, consulted a medical man,
who prescribed a dose of orvietan in a decoction of

fumitory. Shortly afterwards, the irritation of the
stomach increasing, she vomited three toads and two
young lizards, after which she became more at ease. In
the spring following, however, her irritation of the
stomach was renewed; and aloes and bezoar being
administered, she vomited three female frogs, followed
the next day by their numerous progeny. In the month
of January following, she vomited five more living frogs,
and in the course of seven years ejected as many as

eighty. Dr. Bertholin protests that he heard them croak
in her stomach."

JOSEPH H. ELGIE.
West Hartlepool.

RICHARD TURNER (7
th S. xi. 26). My query

under the above reference still remains un-
answered. It seems strange that a rich Turkey
merchant, who died only a hundred and sixty
years ago, worth upwards of a hundred thousand
pounds, should leave so little trace behind. A
dilligent search at Somerset House has not afforded

any clue, as no trace of any will or administration

s to be found there ;
and yet an estate of that

magnitude must have been administered in some
'ashion. Whether he died in this country or

abroad I am unable to say. Is it possible that

lis estate was administered in some foreign court

of probate? I should be very glad if any one

could put me on his track. F. A. BLAYDES.
Bedford.

1 GARDEN OF THE SOUL '

(8
tb S. i. 333, 404).

The mention of this prayer book reminds me of

a very curious statement which was made quite

recently in the London Diocesan Synod. A clergy-
man stated that there were no Catholic books of

'atnily prayer. As a matter of fact, outside the

Breviary and the Missal there are a great many
Catholic manuals in popular use: 'The Garden of

he Soul,' 'The Crown of Jesus,' 'The Vade

Mecum,' and many others. All these contain

family prayers for morning and evening, several

different forms being provided, and also prayers,

devotions, meditations, &c., for every possible
occasion in health or in sickness.

Some few years ago at Oxford there was a well-

known member of the university, now dead, Mr.

Bazeley, of Brazenose. Although by birth and

training a member of the English Church, and, I

think, ordained a deacon, he became a Presbyterian

minister, and used to preach in the open air at

Oxford, when I myself, returning from preaching at

the Catholic Church there, have heard him. I

quote from memory, but I think that it is recorded

in his life that Mr. Bazeley, although a Presby-
terian by conviction, said that the best prayer book

he knew was the ' Garden of the Soul.'

GEORGE ANGUS.
St. Andrews, N.B.

SHEEP FED ON HOLLY (8
th S. i. 431). The

closing sentence of MR. ADDT'S interesting note

contains an obvious fallacy. The holm oak (Quercus

ilicifolius) is not a native species, and if it were

so would form very unsuitable food for sheep.

Indeed, it is doubtful whether any but the very

young shoots could be eaten by them. It is tkjse

only that bear spiny leaves (whence the name

holm=hollin, i.e., holly oak). Unlike the holly,

the foliage of the holm oak becomes harsh and dry
with maturity, whereas the leaves of an old holly

are as succulent as those of the young plant. No
matter what the age of a holly, so long as the

twigs are within reach of being cropped by cattle

so long will the leaves on them remain armed with

protective spines, but as soon as they attain a safe

height the leaves become as smooth as those of a

camellia. HERBERT MAXWELL.

YELK (8
tt S. i. 294, 341, 442). If any doubts

exist as to the meaning of this word in the inscrip-

tion at Northam Church, they will, I imagine, at

once be removed by a perusal of the quotations
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given under aisle in the ' N. E. D.' Yele, in the

sense of ale, is, of course, a totally different wore

(though identical in form with the above form o.

aisle), so that it does not make any
"
appearance

in a church." I did not gather from the query a 1

p. 294 that any explanation of the y in either case

was asked for. In yele (aisle) it is, I suppose_
vocalic, and connotes the pronunciation yle. The
old forms ele, eyle, &c., were confused with ile, yle
island (see

' N. E. D.'). In yele (ale) it is con-
sonantal. A y is often prefixed to initial vowels
and diphthongs in dialect forms, many examples
of which may be found in Jamieson and Brockett,
e. g. , yearth (earth), yarnut (earth-nut), yell (ale),

yell-house (ale-house). It will, perhaps, be remem-
bered that when the aesthetic gentleman asks

Patience, the milkmaid in Gilbert and Sullivan's

opera, "Do you ever yearn?" she briskly replies"
I yearn my livin'." In Hebrew no syllable can

begin with a vowel-sound (with one slight excep-
tion), and the tendency to avoid this is seen in

such forms as helegant (elegant), ydale (ale), and
louts (oats). J. T. F.

Bp. Hatfield's Hall, Durham.

Yele is a mere variant of yle, a common sixteenth-

century spelling of the word now spelt aisle. See
"Aisle" in the

' New English Dictionary.' Pro-
nounce the y like the y in style, and all difficulty
vanishes. WALTER W. SKEAT.

"This Yele was made Anno 1593." This in-

scription, cut on a solid slab of stone and inserted
on the capital of a pillar from which spring two
arches in Northam Church, near Bideford, is a
memorial of the making an additional aisle on
the south side of this church, exactly corresponding
to one previously erected on the north side, which
seems originally to have been erected in simple
cruciform.

The present vicar has kindly given the above
explanation, adding that the usual idea here is

that yele means aisle, and he sees no reason to
doubt the interpretation.

E. PENNEFATHER LLOYD.
Lota, Torquay.

"REPENTIR" CURLS (8> S. i. 392). It strikes
me there can be no great difficulty in explaining
why the long ringlets of a lady's hair are called

"repentir curls." Repentir is the French for a

penitentiary, and les repentirs are the girls sent
there for reformation. Repentir, therefore, is a
lock hospital, or Magdalen. Now, Mary Magdalen
is represented to have had such long hair that
she wiped off her tears therewith from the feet of
Jesus. Hence Magdalen curls would mean the
long hair of a Mary Magdalen made into ringlets.

E. COBHAM BREWER.

DAME (8
th S. i. 272, 322, 402). In reply to

SIR CHARLES S. KING, I have simply to acknow-

ledge that it was a mistake to assume that the
title of Lady is the proper designation of the wife
of a peer. But I do not regret the expression
of the assumption (which is, I think, very com-

mon), since it has elicited such interesting replies.

These, however, do not diminish one's regret that

the old title of Dame (especially in the case of the
wives of knights) has fallen into disuse.

HENRY ATTWELL.
Barnes.

" BOY AND PANYER "
(8

th S. i. 371). There
will not be much loss in the obliteration of this

very mistaken inscription. It has been certain

any time in the 204 years that it has been

standing, that "when ye have sought the city

round," the highest ground was not here, but at
or near Leadenhall Market, or probably the
chancel of the primitive St. Peter's Church on

Cornhill, the centre of Roman Londinium, which
has never been traced, I believe, west of the Wai-
brook. E. L. G.

LEARY (8
th S. i. 244, 342). The use of this

word mentioned by your correspondent at the
second reference has apparently no connexion
with the word to which PROF. SKEAT has directed

attention. Leary= empty is, I suppose, to be
derived from A.-S. ge-laerf vacuus, cf. G. leer.

I have always supposed that leary= knowing was
derived from the verb to leer, just as peery is from
to peer. When a man is called vulgarly

"
a leary

cove " or " a leary dog," is there not a reference to-

the cunning look in his eyes, or was there not

primarily such a reference ? Grose, in his ' Dic-

tionary of the Vulgar Tongue,' has :

"
Leery. On.

one's guard. See Peery." The latter word he

explains as "inquisitive, suspicious." He gives" The cull's peery ; that fellow suspects some-

thing." Phillips, in his 'New World of Words/
defines leer as

"
to cast a cunning or wishly look,"

Palsgrave, in
'

Lesclarcissement de la Langue
Francojse,' gives :

" I leare or lere, as a dogge dothe underneth a doore.
' Je regarde de longue veue.' Beholde, I pray you, howe
he leareth :

'

aduisez, je voua prie, comment il regarde
de longue veue."

The following passage is from Hone's 'Table
Book '

(p. 842) :

Leary cunning or wary. Correctly it ought to be
lekry. The derivation of it is the German lehre, learning
or warning. The authorities for this word are not older
than the time of James I."

[ shall be surprised if they are as old. The
"
correct

"
spelling is amusing.

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

Lear or leer, in the sense of empty, is common
;o several of our English dialects, and is noted by
2alliwell. Mr. Hardy, in

' Tess of the D'Urber-

villes,' makes one of his Dorset peasants speak of

>eing leary, meaning tired or jaded. This, how-
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ver, can hardly be the word referred to by PROF.

SKEAT. C. C. B.

The word is still current coin in the south of

Devon, in the sense of hungry and empty.
E. WALPORD, M.A.

Ventnor.

" WHITE FRYERS" IN ALE (8
th S. i. 294,

381). I should have stated that the edition of

Swift's
' Works ' from which I took the quotation

as printed, was published in London in 1751.

The volume (xiv.) is the " second edition," accord-

ing to the title-page. J. F. MANSERGH.

Are we not laboriously trying to find a mean-

ing for that which has none ?
" White Fryers

"

Is merely white flyers, or, as we should now write

the word, fliers. It is a printer's error. Fliers

are an Hibernian sediment, which floats (almost in

equilibria) instead of sinking ; it may arise in

any alcoholic fluid wine, beer, cider, &c.

0. A. WARD.
Chingford Hatch, E.

LYRICAL VERSE OF THE NORTH COUNTRY
<8

lll S. i. 413). See Halliwell's
' Yorkshire Antho-

logy,' Ingledew's 'Ballads and Songs of York-

shire/ Andrews's 'Yorkshire Poets,' Forshaw's
' Yorkshire Poets,' and the various North Country
*

Garlands,' more or less in chap - book form.

There are similar collections for Durham and
Northumberland. The late John Harland issued
two volumes of ' Lancashire Ballads and Songs,'
the one of ancient, the other of modern selections.

Other correspondents may tell of Cumberland and
Westmoreland. The "North countrie" is a
nation " famed for song." W. C. B.

WHITE FAMILY (8
th S. i. 374). For particulars

relating to the Whites of Kent my Canterbury
books should be consulted, especially the Mar-
riage Licences (First Series), index to which is in

type. As Peter White's marriage comes (or may
come) in the Second Series, I gladly give par-
ticulars through 'N & Q.' On Novembers, 1628,
Peter White, of Aldington, yeom., bachelor, about

thirty-nine, obtained a licence to marry Ann
Bleshiuden, of the same place, she being about

thirty-four. On November 30 in the same year" Peter Whyte and Anne Blchinden " were mar-
ried at Aldington

"
by licence." On December 19

1628 (I quote from the Bishops' transcript)" Thomas the Sonne of Peter Whyte
" was bap

tized. I think this was the only child of the

marriage.
" Mr. Peeter White was buried April

y
e

9th, 1638," at Aldington, and "Humphrey
Bleychenden Esq

r
," father of the above-namec

Anne, was " beuried November y
e

7th, 1639.'
MRS. C. A. WHITE gives no reference to Hasted
and

^
I cannot find one. Cozens's book is no

within my reach, so I cannot say anything abou

he memorial in St. Peter's, Thanet. Nicholas

Vhyte was vicar of the parish from 1666 to about

715. He may have been the bishop's grandson,
'eter White was not buried at St. Peter's ; at all

vents, the register is silent on the subject.

I have many mems. relating to the Whites

which MRS. C. A. WHITE may be glad to have.

Will she kindly write to me direct

J. M. COWPER.
Canterbury.

CORIOTJS RETURN INTO THE EXCHEQUER (8
th

i. i. 394). The somewhat blood-curdling image
of making dice of men's bones is used by Byron
n connexion with Napoleon, in 'The Age of

Bronze '

(iii. 7-10):

fes ! where is he, the champion and the child

)f all that 's great or little, wise or wild ;

iVhose game was empires, and whose stakes were
thrones ;

Whose table earth whose dice were human bones.

J. F. MANSERGH.
Liverpool.

REV. DR. THOMAS SHAW, THE TRAVELLER
7" S. x. 28, 176, 294). It may be noted that

le was married in the parish church of St. George
the Martyr, Queen Square, Holborn, as appears by
the annexed extract from the register, under date

March 30, 1742 :

" The Eevd Thomas Shaw, D.D., Principal of Edmund
Hall, Oxford, Batchelor, and Jane Holden, of the City
of Oxford, Widow."

DANIEL HIFWELL.

17, Hilldrop Crescent, N.

' CHRISTIAN ECONOMICS '

(8
th S. i. 227, 358).

Together with Mr. Sewell's little book may be

mentioned that most suggestive work 'The

Epistles of St John ; a Series of Lectures on

Christian Ethics,' by the Rev. F. D. Maurice,
first published in 1857.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

AFTER-GAME AT IRISH (7
th S. xii. 149, 235,

332, 412 ; 8th S. i. 58, 132, 238). While readily

accepting MR. HOOPER'S acknowledgment of the

opportunity I afforded him for "giving honour

where honour is due
"
as regards the true author-

ship of the explanation tendered by him of
' Shan

Van Vocht,' I must equally decline accepting

credit where I am not entitled to any. Reverting,
in some connexion not clear to me, to a note of

mine in last September under the above heading,

MR. HOOPER seeks to credit me with the virtual

authorship of H. H. S.'s second query on the

subject. That query, he represents,
" would have

been unnecessary had MR. EWING continued his

quotation from Hall's 'Horse Vaciyse."
MR.

EWING did not continue his quotation, hence

H. H. S.'s second query. Such is MR. HOOPER'S

argument.
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The curious, very curious, reasoning virtually

that my note, written in reply to H. H. S.'s query
in its original form, ought to have provided for

the contingency of a second query, not put until

after my noie had appeared I need not analyze.

MR. HOOPER'S argument is directly shipwrecked
on the fact (see 7

th S. xii. 412) that H. H. S.'s

second query was written because, as H. H. S.

himself frankly stated at the time, in endeavouring
to he brief in his first query,

" he had left the

point of his inquiry obscure."

THOMAS J. EWING.

Leamington.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED (8
a S. i.

335).
Wise she was,

And wondrous ekill'd in genealogies.

These lines are from a poem of Charles Lamb's entitled
' The Grandame.' C. E. W. THOMAS.

(8th S. i. 355.)

The lines MB. H. PARRY asks for are the last four of

William Shenstone's very pathetic
' Ballad of Jemmy

Dawson,' one who was out, and Buffered, in 1745. Shen-

stone perhaps never wrote more touching and beautiful

line?. A. R. SHILLETO.

(8
h S. i. 395.)

And she sits and gazes at us

With those deep and tender eyes,
Like the stare, eo still and saint-like,

Looking downward from the skies.

Longfellow,
'

Footsteps of Angels.'
H. D.

The best of what we do and are

Just God forgive.

The lines given by READING will be found in Words-
worth's '

Thoughts suggested on the Banks of Nith.'

W. W. DAVIES.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

Memoirs of the Verney Family during the Civil War,

By Frances Farthenope Verney. 2 vola. (Long
mans & Go.)

BESIDES constituting delightful reading, Lady Verney's
two volumes of memoirs of her family,

"
compiled from

the papers and illustrated by the portraits at Claydon
House," have genuine historical value. Members of the

Camden Society and readers of its publications are aware
of the important documents preserved at that home o:

the Verneys, and all who have studied the most interest-

ing portion of our annals know how significant a part
in the civil wars was played on one side or the other by
this distinguished family and its connexions. A Verne]
was practically the first aristocratic victim of loyalty

to bis king, a second was one of the most importan*
victims of Cromwellian cruelty in Ireland, and a thin

was one of the most conscientious, honourable, anc

intelligent, and also one of the worst-used members o:

the Long Parliament. These men, with others les

amiable, less worthy, and less illustrious, the late Lad>
Verney brings before us with admirable clearness an

vivacity.

Every scrap of information concerning the heroes o

this great fight is acceptable. Most valuable of all

because most rarely accorded, is intelligence as to th

domestic state of England under the persecutions am

larryinga inseparable from civil war. Books which
urnUh us pictures of domestic interiors are always
irecious. Such can be found. What book is more
lelightful than the account given by the Duchess of
Newcastle of her early life in Essex, frequently re-

irinted, and of late, in an authoritative edition, by Mr.
J. H. Firth. With this book, and with the account
of her husband which the Duchess furnished, these
memoirs by the late Lady Verney may be classed. It
,a a curious coincidence that both the duchess, who
ived to be the laughing-stock of the age of Charles II.,
and Mary, Lady Verney, the wife of Sir Ralph Verney,
who died, while still in her youth, in poverty and exile,
iad to perform the same functions in England of trying
to raise some funds out of their husbands' sequestrated
estates.

Of the two volumes the later is the more striking, the
records of the punishment inflicted upon the Verneys
being very moving. Sir Ralph, on the whole the

greatest and most influential of the Verneys in the
period under discussion, had the singular distinction of
being in equal danger from both parties. His father's-

services, and other acts of devotion of his family, might
persuade the king to spare hia estates, but no motive
whatever could save them from the relentlessness of the
Parliament. When the king's standard was raised at

Nottingham, to be blown down again in ill-omened
fashion, the charge was committed to Sir Edmund Ver-
ney. Sir Edmund ventured with it into the thick of
the fight at Edgehill. He was offered his life to deliver

it, and answered bravely that his life was his own, but
the standard was his sovereign's. And when the standard
was captured, the hand of Sir Edmund, according to

story, though cut off at the wrist, still grasped it. The.
gentleman who thus periehed, after, as it it said, sixteen
enemies had fallen, went resignedly to the wars as the
king's servant, content to die doing hia devoir, and feel-

ing bis heart, in his own despite, on the other aide.

Concerning the murder of the second Sir Edmund, after
his surrender, it is difficult to speak with historical

equanimity. His face is perhaps the most striking of
the many that are now reproduced from the noble
gallery at Claydon. A comely as well as a conscientious
race appear to have been the Verneye. They had their
black sheep, however, and the pictures now reproduced
of them and their connexions add charm as well as value
to the book. Very curious is their orthography. How
lax this was in the times of the Stuart kings is known ;

but it might easily be surmised that the Verneys elected
to have an orthography of their own. No slight amount
of ingenuity is necessary to assign any meaning at alt
to certain words, and some of the conjectures that have
been made seem surprisingly daring. The volumes are
welcome how welcome cannot easily be said and it is

only to be hoped that further treasures from the same
storehouse will, as seems half promised, in time see the
light.

Secret Service under Pitt. By W. J. Fitzpatrick, F.S.A.
(Longmans & Co.)

MR. FIT/PATRICK is a veteran labourer in the great field

of modern Irish history. He is one of the very few-

persons who has his feelings under control sufficiently
to be able to criticize the men of the days before the
union of the kingdoms with anything approaching to
fairness.

The work he has now given us is in some ways the
best he has ever produced. The subject it treats upon
is a painful one, and disgrace must, in our opinion, ever
attach not only to the wretched creatures who drew
blood-money for betraying their comrades, but also to-

those who paid them for their unholy work.] We are
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aware that speculators on the theory of morals hare

some of them composed laboured defences of the em-

ployment of spies, and we are by no means inclined to

argue against their assumptions on the general issue
;

but we have no hesitation whatever in affirming that the

spies who served in Ireland a century ago were employed

wrongfully. Mr. Fitzpatrick passes few moral judgments ;

he tells the facts plainly, and leaves them to speak for

themselves. We should be much surprised if any one

could now be found to say a word in palliation of the

acts of such men as Armstrong Turner.

We cannot close this notice without remarking on the

great industry and ability exhibited by the author in

tracing the life histories of the men who flit across his

pages. He knows well the value of old newspapers and

obscure pamphlets. Even an old directory will some-

times help him to run down his quarry. It seems strange
to say that the men of a hundred years ago are often far

more difficult of identification than those who flourished

in the middle of the seventeenth century. This is, how-

ever, the fact, as we know from personal experience.
The reasons for it are far too complex to be explained
here in detail.

No future historian of the reign of George III. can

ever afford to ignore Mr. Fitzpatrick's
' Secret Service

under Pitt.' It relates, however, almost entirely to Irish

affairs. A similar system was going on in England and

Scotland, the annals of which are at present in the

darkest obscurity. We trust this book will inspire some

properly qualified man to give us a companion volume

relating to England and Scotland.

The Early Religion of Israel. By James Robertson,
D.I). (Blackwood & Sons.)

THE "
higher criticism

" sometimes gets so high that it

finds itself in tbe clouds. Dr. Robertson has set himself

the task of bringing down its airy and misty specu-
lations into tbe sober region of common sense and pro-

bability. The fact is the apostles of the new learning,

Stade, Kuenen, Wellhausen, Daumer, and Vatke, have

made such unwarrantable demands on men's credulity
that a reaction was sure to come. What passes for a

proof or basis of a theory with a higher critic is often

touchingly childlike in its simplicity. A subjective im-

pression or theoretic assumption is made to serve instead

of a hard historic fact. His insight into primaeval mill-

stones is wonderful, but unhappily he does not see quite
the same things there that another higher critic does

nor does one or other succeed in reconciling what he

sees with the obstinate facts of the case. All these

vagaries Dr. Robertson lays bare in the dry light of

logic with the utmost patience, courtesy, and knowledge.
If any inconvenient passage refuses to square with the

pet theory of the higher critic it is got rid of by being

pronounced an interpolation or later accretion. Even
then he has his difficulties. Wellhausen, for instance,
theorizes that the early history of Israel is only the ideas

of a later age projected on a misty past, and then a few

pages afterwards he has to confess that tbe character

of the legendary heroes does not harmonize, as we should

expect, with the later historical developments. The in-

consistency of all this is well commented upon by Dr.

Robertson, "The critics object to the Biblical theory
that it relies so much on the supernatural : the charac-

teristic feature of their own is the unnatural" (p. 477).
It would be more epigrammatic, and not less true, to

say
" the infra-natural." Writers of this school are fond

of asserting that their argument is cumulative ; but the

cumulus, when examined, is found to consist of con-

jectures and speculations, and it remains to be proved
that a conclusion which rests upon many insecure bases

is stronger than one which rests upon two or three less

insecure. Perhaps the truest estimate of the results
obtained by the new science is that which has been made
by one of themselves M. Renan : "Little conjectural
sciences, which are unmade as fast as they are made,
and which will be neglected a hundred years hence."
Dr. Robertson takes bis stand, as his point d'appui, on

tbe two earliest prophets, Amos and Hosea, whose his-

torical position as writers of the ninth to the eighth
century B.C. is not disputed, and he finds these prophets
holding essentially the same scheme of history which is

by modern critics pronounced to be late and unhis-

tprical ;
and he concludes that the eighth century is a

time of broad historic day, when Israel had a definite
account to give of itself and of its early history, and the
same ethical and spiritual ideas as afterwards prevailed.

UNDER the title
' Un Statuaire Decorateur,' M. Octave

Uzanne gives, in the fifth number of LiArt et I Idee, an
interesting and brilliantly illustrated account of M.
Joseph Choret, whose decorative work certainly displays
refreshing novelty. M. Uzanne also gives a description
of the Victor Hugo MSS. in the possession of Mr. Davey.
the discovery of which was announced in the Athenaeum,
These he elects to call ' Les Propos de Table de Victor

Hugo a Guernesey.' M. Henri Nogressau deals with
"
Puffing," otherwise ' Les -tapes de la Reclame/ and

M. Gausseron makes what he can in the way of ' Bib-

liographic Printaniere
'

of the somewhat meagre pro-
ductions of the Parisian press.

UNDKR the title of " The Elizabethan Library
" Mr.

Elliot Stock is about to publish a series of volumes repre-
senting the writings ofthe great authors ofthe Elizabethan

age. The series will be edited by Dr. A. B. Grosart, and
the first volume, which is just ready for publication, will

consist of extracts from the writings of Sir Philip Sidney
by Dr. George Mac Donald.

A CHEAP edition, in one volume, of Mr. Hubert Hall's
'

History of the Customs Revenue of England
'

is an-
nounced by Mr. Elliot Stock.

IT is pleasant to learn that the suggestion made in
' N. & Q.,' that an honorary degree was the due of Mr.
Joseph Foster, has been accepted, the degree of M.A.
having been conferred upon that most diligent writer by
the University of Oxford on Monday last.

10

We mutt call special attention to the following notices :

On all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications correspondents

must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the

signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to

appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication "

Duplicate."

Lucrs (" Tempora mutantur "). The real quotation,
found in Borbonius, is :

Omnia mutantur nos et mutamur in illis.

NOT1OS.
Editorial Communications should be addressed to

" The
Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Advertisements and
Business Letters to " The Publisher

"
at the Office,

Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, H.C.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return com-

munications which, for any reason, we do not print ; and
to thia rule we can make no exception.
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Notices to Correspondents.

'CHAUCER'S DREAM.'

The existence of a manuscript of this poem
seems to have been unknown to all Chaucer

students until some seventeen or eighteen years

ago, when the Longleat copy was brought to

light. The late Henry Bradshaw, in a note on

Francis Thynne's
' Animadversions '

(Chaucer

Society, Second Series, No. 13), has pronounced
the handwriting to be "of Edward VI. 's time

(1547-53)," and his statement, made in 1875,
that "it is now the only MS. known," has

been repeated by subsequent writers down to the

beginning of the present year. There has been,

however, another copy lying for more than fifty

years unnoticed among the manuscripts in the

British Museum (Add. 10,303), having been

bought for seventeen shillings at the sale of

Richard Heber's MSS. in February, 1836. The
statement in the sale catalogue, that " this appears,
as far as can now be ascertained, to be the very
MS. Speght used when he, for the first time,

printed what is correctly called
* Chaucer's Dream,'

in 1598," is evidently a mere conjecture, the

groundlessness of which must, I think, be apparent
to any one who takes the trouble of comparing the

MS. with the printed text, from which it differs

very materially ; for not only is the spelling very
different throughout, but in many places it gives

a far preferable reading, and in not a few instances

makes good sense where Speght's text makes no
sense at all.

The scribe has taken considerable pains in cor-

recting his own errors in copying as he went along,
but has made a strange blunder at the beginning,

giving the poem the title of " The Death of

Blaunche the Dutchesse of Lancaster, fyrste wife

to Jo. of Gaunte iiij sonne of Edward the thyrde,
written by that honorable Englyshe Poet, Geoffery
Chaucer Esq.," under which is added by another

hand,
" no doubt mysentituled, for this should be

Chaucer's Dreame, and his Dreame [i.e., the poem
so called in the edition of 1532] the death of the

Dutchesse," which is perfectly correct. F. N.

THE LOGAN STONE.
Be thou thy mother Nature's work,
Or proof of Giants might,

Worthless and ragged though thou shew,
Yet art thou worth the sight.

This hugy Rock one finger's force

Apparently will move,
But to remove it many strengths

Shall all like feeble prove.

Science is never better employed than in

divesting natural phenomena of the trappings with
which an ignorant, superstitious age had clothed

them. In effecting this change a common-sense

application of natural processes, which are now
better understood than ever, is the chief factor.

In various parts of the world where certain

kinds of rock abound, such as granite, tabular

greenstone, &c., it is not uncommon to find a pon-
derous stone so delicately poised upon a stone

pivot that it may be made to move up and down
on the application of a very small force. Such a

stone is named a logan, logging, or rocking stone.

Although the conditions under which such a

structure has been formed are perfectly well known
to science, yet the halo of superstition still con-

tinues to play about it. Thus, in a modern
volume of 576 quarto pages, with an old title,

namely,
' The Wonders of the World,' but no date

on the title-page, the editor, Henry Ince, M.A.,
who ought to have known better, remarks on the

subject of rocking stones, p. 324,
" Some of them

may have fallen into this position by accident, but
others of them evidently appear to have been

placed in it by art." And again, p. 440,
" The

Logan, or Rocking Stone is a monument alike of

the mechanical skill and the arch-priestcraft of

Druidism." Some details are also given of a
Druidical trial before a logan stone, apparently on
no other authority than that of Mason's drama of
' Caractacus.'

Mr. Ince seems to have derived his opinion as

to the artificial structure of some of these stones

from the folio volume on ' The Antiquities of

Cornwall,' by William Borlase, LL.D., F.R.S.,
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Rector of Lndgvan, second edition, 1769. The

fourth chapter of book iii. is devoted to the logan

stone. He does not understand the meaning of

the word logan ;
he gives various conjectures as to

its origin, and inclines to the opinion that it is

derived from the German Lugen, or the lying

stone, so named from the impostures practised

thereon by the Druids. He is of opinion that

some of these stones
" were erected by human

force." Such, he imagines, was the Men-Amber

Stone, which certain marks upon it led him

to suppose had been dedicated to Mercury. He
further noted that at certain seasons the vulgar

"payed to this stone more respect than was

thought becoming good Christians." The verse at

the head of this article refers to this stone. It was

written by Mr. Carew.

The superstitions connected with the logan

stone are scarcely worth relating : how one stone

acquired a rocking tremulous motion at the

approach of a malefactor ;
how most of these stones

were used for purposes of divination, the

number of vibrations determining the oracle ; how

walking round the stone conferred sanctity, and

so on. But the most curious notion connected

with some of the stones was that they could not be

overturned by any application of mechanical force.

Such an idea is expressed in Mr. Carew's verse,

and Dr. Borlase, referring to the stone near Land's

End, remarks thai it is so truly poised that any
hand may move it to and fro,

" but the extremities of its base are at such a distance

from each other, and so well secured by their nearness

to the stone which it stretches itself upon, that it is

morally impossible that any lever, or, indeed, any force

(however applied in a mechanical way) can remove it

from its present situation."

This rocking-stone is 17 feet in length, 32 feet

in circumference, and its weight is over 66 tons.

Now it so happened that in the year 1824 Lieut.

H. C. Goldsmith (nephew of the poet) of the

Nimble cutter, finding himself in the neighbour-
hood of this stone, and being informed that it

could not be overturned, was foolish enough to

make the attempt, and, with the assistance of his

sailors, succeeded in turning this ponderous stone

over into the sea. This act of vandalism had not

even the poor merit of being original, seeing that

in Cromwell's time one Shrubsall, Governor of

Pendennis, overturned a famous rocking-stone in

the parish of Sithny, to the great grief of the

county. So, also, a large rocking-stone in Derby-
shire was overturned by the soldiers of Cromwell
in their zeal against idolatry, and they not only

overturned, but broke it into pieces, when they
discovered that it moved upon a pivot worked on
one stone, and a socket in the other.

Lieut. Goldsmith's feat raised so indignant a

cry throughout the land, that the Admiralty very

properly ordered him to replace the stone at his

own cost This was done early in November,
L824, after three days' labour, by means of three

jairs of large sheers, six capstans worked by eight
nen at each, and a variety of pulleys. Large-
chain cables were fastened round the stone, and
attached to the blocks by which it was lifted.

Altogether about sixty men were employed. On
the first day, when the stone was swung in the

air in the presence of about two thousand persons,
much anxiety was felt as to the success of the

undertaking. The ropes were much stretched, the

pulleys, the sheers, and the capstans screeched and

groaned, and the noise of the machinery was
mdible at some distance. Many were apprehensive
lest so vast a weight might snap all the ropes and
tumble over the precipice, bearing the sheers and

scaffoldings away with it. A rope or two broke,
and the link of one of the chains tore away a
small piece of an angle of the stone, yet the stone
itself was safely supported by its complicated
tackling, and was at length placed in its former

position. The account in the
' Annual Register

'

jays "precisely in its former position"; but this is

by no means the case, for it is not sensitive to a
small force, as it was before. Some accounts state

that Lieut. Goldsmith's means were crippled for

the rest of his life by the cost of the undertaking ;

other accounts say that the cost was defrayed by
subscription, and that the Geological Society con-

tributed 501.

Although Dr. Borlase was a Fellow of the

Royal Society, he was not in a condition to give a
scientific explanation of the structure of the logan
stone. The geology of his time mainly consisted

of a contest between the two rivals known as the
Vulcanists and the Neptunists. Geology proper
did not begin until the foundation of the Geolo-

logical Society in 1807. From this time the phe-
nomena of the earth's crust came to be systematic-

ally studied, facts being held in far greater esteem
than theories, and thus the structure of the logan
stone was recognized as one of the many results of

weathering, by which is meant the action of heat

and cold, wet and dry, frost, rain, hail, wind, and
other atmospheric forces on rock surfaces. De Luc,
Dr. Paris, Mr. Justice Grove, and others have

investigated the subject, and the last-named

expressed his views at a meeting of the British

Association at Norwich in 1868, Section C, which
I had the pleasure of attending. His account was

briefly the following : If we suppose a slab of stone

lying on another, both having flat surfaces, the

attrition and disintegration produced by changes
of weather, of temperature, &c., would act to the

greatest extent at the corners, and next to them
at the edges, because these parts expose
respectively greater surfaces compared with the

bulk of the stone. This would tend to round off

all the angles, and gradually change the rhomb
more or less towards an oblate spheroid. If we
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assume the wearing away between the stones to

reach a point which is not in the line of centres of

gravity, the upper stone would fall on one side,

leaving the unworn point most exposed to be

acted on by the water lying in the angle of the

crevice, evaporation being less rapid there than at

other parts. This point would then be worn away,
and the stone would fall back a little, then fresh

action upon new surfaces, another oscillation, and
so on. Thus, by insensible progression, it becomes
not improbable that the last point or line worn

away would be the point or line on which, from

its being on the line of centres of gravity, the

upper stone would rock.

The author illustrated this view by an experi-
ment. Two parallelepipeds of iron were placed
one on the other in dilute acid, which acted on
them for three or four days, when the upper one

was found to be a perfect analogue of a rocking

stone, so delicately balanced on two points that it

could be made to rock by blowing on it. It was

observed that the iron rocked in only one direc-

tion, as is the case with most rocking stones, since

it is more likely that a stable equilibrium would be

attained on two points than on one. If the sur-

faces of the stones be in such close contact that

there is no room for the circulation of water, &c.,
a formation like those near the Cheese Wring will

be effected ; or if a number of slabs be superposed,
and the lower ones be more exposed to the

weather, so as to catch the dripping and drifting
water from the upper, we get a formation like the

Cheese Wring, each slab being worn away at the

edges, and the lower ones much more than the

upper, so that if it does not topple over it may in

time end in a rocking stone.

The top stone of the Lanyon, or Giant's Quoit,
at Penritb, was thrown down by a storm in 1816,
but was replaced in 1824 by the same machinery
that was used to reinstate the Logan Rock at the
Land's End.

It is impossible to say how many centuries of

weathering would be required to produce a logan
stone, but the slow action of the weather may be

comprehended by watching the effect of the air of

the room on two square blocks of camphor. Such
an experiment was described by me with illus-

trative figures marking the progress of the change
in the Philosophical Magazine for April last. One
block was made accurately to cover the other, and
in the course of some days the solid angles and

edges were rounded off by evaporation, and each
block became a rough kind of oblate spheroid.

Evaporation took place chiefly from the top piece,
which being more freely exposed, diminished far

more rapidly than the lower piece, which it par-

tially sheltered and protected from evaporation.
Hence there was a gradual decline in the loss suf-

fered from day to day, namely, from ten or twelve

grains to three or four. This decline was due to

;he diminution of surface exposed, rather than to

temperature. The experiment was commenced on
October 19 last year, when the two blocks weighed
406 grains, and was terminated on December 9,
when the lower piece weighed 54 grains, and the

upper 14. The upper fragment now rested upon
a kind of pivot, due to the loss of matter from the

upper side of the lower piece and the under side of

he upper piece around the point of contact, and
this is exactly what takes place in the logan
stone by the slower action of weathering. In this

experiment the conditions are now fulfilled to allow

he upper piece to be rocked upon the lower.

0. TOMLINSON, F.R.S., F.O.S.

Higbgate.

SHAKSPEARIANA.

HAMLET,' III. iv. (8
tt S. i. 183, 370).

Xo, in despite of sense and secrecy,

Unpeg the basket on the house's top,
Let the birds fly, and, like the famous ape,
To try conclusions, in the basket creep,
And break your own neck down.

Commentators have, perhaps, missed the true

explanation of the reference to the ape by misap-

prehending its relation to the context, and seeking
a story of an ape in literal agreement with the

various points enunciated. We are not, however,

obliged to suppose that an ape undid a cage sus-

pended from the top of a house, let out the

feathered occupants, and then squeezed himself

into the cage. The details of the ape story alluded

to may be altogether different. If an ape, having
seen a man cut his throat, picks up the razor, let

us say, and "tries conclusions" on himself, an
allusion to his act might serve as a proverb to

illustrate any fatality brought about by a similar

foolhardy impulse to
"
try conclusions," the bare

allusion sufficing if the story of the ape were

"famous." " Dictum sapienti sat est." Admitting
this, we are at liberty to assume that Shakspeare
was thinking of the story told by Bonaventure des

Feriers (Nouvelle xix.) of the cobbler Blondeau

and the ape who spoilt his leather. This ape,

belonging to a gentleman who lodged opposite the

cobbler's stall, was in the habit of watching Blon-

deau at his work and of entering the stall when-

ever Blondeau vacated it temporarily; he would

then take the knife and cut away at the leather as

he had seen the cobbler do. The mischievous

animal's mimetic propensities soon brought him
to grief. For Blondeau, observing how the ape
mimicked him in everything, even to whetting the

knife and waxing the hemp, one day while the ape
was at his post of espial sharpened his knife to a

degree of razor-like keenness, applied the edge
close to his neck, and worked the implement to

and fro as if he were cutting his throat. He then

quitted the stall, which was forthwith invaded by
the ape, eager to

"
try conclusions"; but in practia-
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ing the lesson in mock suicide which he had jus

learned, he put the knife too close to his neck am
made a fatal breach of continuity. Falling from
a height, he would have " broken his neck "

in a

different fashion. There is a plate engraving o

the ape cutting his throat in Blondeau's stall in a

little French book (I have forgotten the title*

describing inner life at the court of Francis I. Are
there any notices of the incident in English litera-

ture of the latter half of the sixteenth century
Des Periers died about the middle of it.

But probably the words "famous ape" are nol

allusive at all. They may be nothing more than a

general reference to the animal, whose fame for
"
trying conclusions " descends to us from the ages

of classical antiquity (vide Lilian,
' De Anim.Nat.,

yii. 21, cf. v. 26).
It is worth considering, too, if we have not here

an instance of what Abbott (' Shakespearian
Grammar,' 419a) calls "transposition of adjec-
tival phrases." We must first, however, settle the

question whether " the ape famous to try con-
clusions

"
is an allowable expression.

F. ADAMS.
' MERRY WIVES,' IV. iv. 57 (Globe ed.).

Then let them all encircle him about

And, fairy-like, to-pinch the unclean knight.

The use of the hyphen between to and pinch
n the above quotation, to form a compound verb
with a conjectural meaning, is erroneous, as
has been already observed in the '

Century Dic-

tionary.' The examples that follow show that
our older writers, using let with more than one
infinitive tied to it, occasionally put to before the
second infinitive :

And let never myschip uppon him fa lie

Ne false traytoure him to betray.
Awdelay, quoted in Warkworth's '

Chronicle,' p. xiv.

But let the wicked beare theyre shame
And in the graue to fall.

Sternhold, Psalm xxxi. 17 (ed. 1564).
And let them euermore daily
To shame and slaunder fall

And in rebuke and obloquy
To perish eke with all

Hopkins, Psalm Ixxxiii. 17 (ed. 1564).

F. ADAMS.
105, Albany Road, Camberwell.

'ANTONY AND CLEOPATRA,' I. v. 48 (7
th S.

xii. 342
; 8

th S. i. 182). DR. NICHOLSON is quite
correct in saying that arm-sowedlike arm-fam'd,
arm-proud, arm-gemm'd is a mere guess, but

guessing is excusable when there is a word without
any meaning attached to it. Armour-gloved is as

good an explanation as any, and since it leaves
the text unchanged it is to be preferred. It is new
to me, and if DR. NICHOLSON can give the reference

* To the best ofmy recollection I think it was ' Scenes
de la vie privSe de Franjois I".'

to < N. & Q.' I shall be obliged if he will kindly do
so.

II. v. 103. Why should not Cleopatra know
something of the private affairs of the messenger?
He does not appear to be an ordinary one, for

Cbarmian (perhaps she is only humouring her mis-

tress) says that there are not three in Egypt who
can equal himasaspecial correspondent(III.iii. 25) ;

and he has been so long in service, and is so well

known to Cleopatra, that she recognizes him at

once, on his entrance, as the messenger from Italy

(ibid., 47 ; II. v. 23). Cleopatra had no objections
to marriage in itself nay, she would have liked

to call Antony husband (V. ii. 290) ; but married,

expressing a relationship between him and another,
was more than she could bear. Here is an abridg-
ment of her interview with the messenger :

Cleo. Is he married ?

Mess. He 's married, madam.
Cleo. He is married ? He is married ?

Mess. He 's married.
Cleo. that his fault should make a knave of thec

That art not

It appears to me that married is the word that
sticks in her throat. Perhaps her last speech
carries an active sense : that I should be blaming
thee for a fault that Antony not thou has been

committing, i. e., getting married. The poor
messenger may not be sure that his life is worth
a minute's purchase, but he is sure that Antony is

married to Octavia.

III. vii. 5. Seeing that all through this play
Plutarch's history is closely followed, there seems
to be every probability that Shakespeare would
not depart from it here. Plutarch says that the
reason why Caesar decreed that the war should be
declared against Cleopatra was that Antony, having
given up his empire to her, could not be considered
to hold any himself. In the play Caesar twice

speaks of the power as being in Cleopatra's hands,
and complains that she raises disturbances (noises
it) against him (III. vi. 66, 95) ; and she herself

distinctly tells Enobarbus that she appears on the
Seld

as^the representative head of her kingdom
[III. vii. 18). I think this latter passage con-

clusively shows that "in person
" cannot be

equivalent to
" a private spectator," but that the

phrase has the same meaning as it has when
applied to Caesar in 1. 57. G. JOICEY.

' WINTER'S TALE/ I. the end.

Fear o'ershades me :

Good expedition be my friend, and comfort
The gracious queen, part of his theme, but nothing
Of his ill ta'en suspicion.

Mr. Dyce, with exemplary frankness, gave up
his passage as hopelessly corrupt. It is not well
o abandon hope, and on my own part I accept
he partial improvement of Collier, who proposed
o read " God comfort the gracious queen." Still

he final clause remains to me unintelligible, and
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would be even if I accepted which I do not
the canon that no reading is to be disturbed
which when submitted to torture can be made to

yield any sense at all. On the assumption, which
it is always fair to make before giving up the

problem, that the corrupt text may retain some
traces of the genuine sounds and letters, I find

this change not without claim to be entertained as

plausible :

God comfort
The gracious queen ; and pardon his crime, but offspring
Of hie ill ta'en suspicion.

Polixenes, who later on proves his placability,
has not only sympathy for the unjustly accused

queen, but shows his disposition to take the most
charitable view of his late dear friend's purpose,
and express a hope that he may be forgiven.
The conjunction and may be superfluous.

W. WATKISS LLOYD.

'KING LEAR,' V. i. 14.

Regan. I am doubtful that you have been conjunct
And bosomed with her as far as we call hers.

Edmund. No, by mine honour, madam.
Regan. I never shall endure her : dear my lord,

Be not familiar with her.
Edmund. Fear me not.

Correct thus :

Edmund. No, by mine honour, madam ;

I never shall endure her.

Regan. Dear my lord, &c.

W. WATKISS LLOYD.

COCKBONES= COCKAL-BONES, DlCE, A.D. 1639.
This word is not in the '

Century Dictionary,' nor
the dictionaries of Annandale, Hunter, Richard-

son, Halliwell, Nares, Bailey. It is therefore
worth registering. It occurs in an Englishing of
Ovid's (

Tristia,' by Zachary Catlin, in 1639. The
Latin lines are a? follows :

Sunt aliia script*, quibus alea luditur, artes
Hae est ad nostros non leve crimen avos.

Quid valeant tali; quo possis plurima jactu
Fingere ; damnosos effugiasve canes.

Ovid, Tristia,' ii. 471-4.

The first translation into English of all these elegies
seems to have been made by W. S. in 1633, in his
" Ovids

|
Tristia

| containinge fine Bookes," &c.
In the Museum Catalogue it is ll,388.a, and the
work is attributed to Wye Saltonstall. It is not

paged, but the above Latin lines are thus rendered
on the back of D4 :

For some do shew the Art to play at Dice,
Which was in former times esteem'd a vice :

And how to make the Dice still higher runne,
And so the little loosing Ace to shunne.

The next translation was made by "Zachary
Catlin, Mr of Arts, Suffolke," in 1639: "

Pvbl.
Ovid.

|
De Tristibus :

|
or

|
Movrnefull

| Elegies,
In Five

| Bookes," &c. This is in British Museum
Catalogue, 1,068, g. 20 (6). In his address "

to

the Courteous Reader" he justifies his having

undertaken the "
paines

"
of translating against the

objections of (1) his grey hairs, (2) his sacred pro-

fession, (3) wasting precious time,
"
Lastly, if any thinke I have undertaken a needlesse

paines in translating what was done by another, and so

write an Iliad after Homer. The truth is I had halfe

done my worke before I came to see the other yet 1

thought it better to perfit what I had begun," &c.

Here is his version (p. 34):

Alea. Others have publieht now the Art of dice.

Which in your fathers dayes was held a vice.

Tali. And teach to make the Cockbones higher run
And how the losing casts and blankes to shun.

These elegies seem to have been next "
Newly

Translated into English by T. P." in 1713. The

printed title is word for word the same as the

engraved one of 1633 by W. S., but without the

figures which surround this title in the earlier

work. To make up for this there is a rude and
incorrect copy of what is omitted in the form of a

separate woodcut, the central portion having the

first two words of the original title and a curtain

drawn across below as if concealing the rest. The

original
"
Explanation of the Frontispice," in

verse, is printed at the back of this woodcut. The
translation of these lines (p. 40) has a strong family
likeness to W. S.'s above :

Some shew their Art, or try their Chance at Dice,
Which in severer Times was thought a Vice.

Some know the Way to make 'em higher run,
And how the lowest losing Dice to shun.

J. 0. M.

LETTER OF LORD STRAFFORD. At Messrs.

Sotheby's a most beautiful autograph letter of

Lord Strafford to his wife has lately been sold. It

is dated from the Tower, May 4, 1641, and assures

Lady Strafford of the king's protection towards

him as regards his life and fortune. I see that a

daily paper, commenting upon this letter, states

that this is generally supposed to be the last Lord

Strafford ever wrote. This statement is not quite
correct. I have in my collection a note written

five days later (May 9), by which time it is evident

Lord Strafford had resigned all hope of life. It is

an answer to a note from his great friend Sir

George Radcliffe, which appears on the same sheet

of paper. They were both at that time in the

Tower, and both in very great straits. Sir George
in his letter implores to be allowed to see his

friend for the last time. I transcribe Lord

Strafford's note in full. It will interest some of

your readers, especially as I believe it has never

been published. It does not appear in any
of the lives I have seen, nor in the '

Strafford

Letters and Dispatches,' London, 1739 :

" I think it best you stay wher you ar and let vs see

the issue of tomorrow. Gentle Georg let me have your

prayers to God for the forgivenesse of my sinnes and

saving of my soule, meete I trust we shall in heaven but

I doubt not on earthe, howbeit of all men living, I should

be gladdest to spend an hower with you privately if that
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might be admitted, that might be comfort to me, to se

you at a distance but a trouble and disturbance.
"
Sunday morning 8 cloke."

Besides this note there is the famous letter t

his son from the Tower, written still later, on

May 11, the day before his death. This appear;

in full in the
'
Stratford Letters and Dispatches,

and is well worth perusal.
CHARLES L. LINDSAY.

CHAUCER'S
" OUT-RYDERE." (See 7th S. vi. 425.

In supplement of MR. TANCOCK'S admirable note

I may point out that the "outrydere that lovec

venerye" (mentioned in the Prologue, 1. 166) has

a parallel in the monk who plays a mixed part
in the '

Shipmannes Tale
'

(11. 64 et seq.) :

This noble Monk of which I you devise

Hath of hia Abbot as him list licence

(Because he was a man of high prudence
And eke an officer out for to ride

To seen hir granges and hir bernes wide)
And unto Seint Denis he corneth anon.

Compare the office of
" Eideman "

in the Abbot
of Ramsey's Court of the Honour of Broughton in

1294 an official one of whose duties was to make
distraints upon defaulters (Dr. Maitland's '

Select

Pleas in Manorial Courts,' Selden Society, pp. 77,

78, 81).

It is, perhaps, not so hopelessly irrelevant as to

some it may seem to note that very often in the

execution of writs in Scotland the fee of an officer

or messenger-at-arms varies with the distance he
has to journey to serve the document. In my
callow days as an apprentice fresh from school I

remember drawing a very funny and very erroneous
inference a propos of this. On the back of cer-

tain summonses, with a view to making up the

necessary note of fees, there was a printed jotting
of the distance, &c., but it was in large type, as

follows :

MILES TRAVELLED
SHERIFF OFFICER,

and for many a day I was under the impression
that " Miles Travelled

" was the name of the sheriff

officer ! GEO. NEILSON.

THE PIRATED FIRST EDITIONS OF THE ' GIERU-
SALEMME LIBERATA,' It is well known that Tor-

quato Tasso was violently angry at the surrep-
titious publication, at Venice, in the year 1580,
of sixteen cantos of the ' Giernsalemme Libe-
rata.' In the first six months of the following
year, 1581, no fewer than four editions of the

poem were published, the one which ranks as the
best coming from the press of Vittorio Baldini,
of Ferrara. I have just acquired one of these

issues, which was unknown to Fontanini. The
poem bears the title of 'II Goffredo,' and the

piratical publisher conceals his identity under the
nom de guerre of

"
Gratioso Perchacino, in Venetia,

M.D.LXXXI." The preface is written by Celio

Malespina, the editor, who boldly confesses that

he had published in the previous year
"

la maggior
parte del dottissimo anzi meravigliosissimo Poema,
intitolato il Goffredo del Sig. Torquato Tasso,"
and that now, having obtained the whole "con
molta mia fattica," he gladly offers that to the

public. This preface is dated June 28, 1581, and
is dedicated to one of the Donati of Venice.

The very first stanza of the epic contains at least

four variants from the text of Vincenti's quarto

edition, Venice, 1611, and Pavoni's splendid folio

issue, Genoa, 1617, and a systematic collation

might further show the piratical nature of this

impression.
Celio Malespina, the editor, should have been

above such tricks, for he was a well-known
novelist and litterateur, having also translated from
the Spanish Antonio de Torquemada's

' Garden of

Flowers,' which was in Don Quixote's library.

Perhaps some student of sixteenth century
Italian literature might inform mo who was the

publisher
" Gratioso Perchacino."

EDWARD PERCY JACOBSEN.
18, Gordon Street, W.C.

TOMBSTONE ENGLISH. The subjoined epitaph,

copied from a tombstone in Weybridge Churchyard,

is, I think, interesting as showing how the mis-

spelling of the simplest words in a language may
so obscure the sense of a phrase as to convert it

into an enigma. There is neither name nor date

on the slab. These were, perhaps, inscribed on a

foot-stone that has been removed :

As Careful Mothers
Doth too sleeping lay
Their Babes that would to

Long the wanton play
So to prevent my Youths

Approaching Crimes
Nature my nurse Lay'd
Me to bed betimes.

Perhaps one ought to have seen at a glance that

the mason bungled with too and to; but I confess

that it was some time before I interpreted the

second line :

" Do lay to sleep."
HENRY ATTWELL.

Barnes.

DATE OP THE BLACK PRINCE'S DEATH.

Having lately had occasion to mention the date of

the death of Edward the Black Prince, I found,
on referring to the last edition of Burke's '

Peerage,'
;hat he died on July 8, 1376 ;

but on consulting
Sandford's '

Genealogical History,' p. 137, I ascer-

tained from the copy of the epitaph on the prince's

monument in Canterbury Cathedral, that the 8th

of the preceding month was the true date. I then

iurned to the
' Chronicle

' of Adam de Murimuth,
which was edited in 1846, for the Historical

Society, by Mr. Thomas Hog, and, as the date

of July 8 is given in p. 220 of the continuation,

t is not improbable that the statement was taken

by Sir Bernard Burke as his authority. The author
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of the continuation, however, adds, as also men-
tioned in the epitaph, that the death occurred

"in die Trinitatis," and, as Easter day in 1376
fell on April 13, Trinity Sunday fell on June 8,

and that day was clearly the date of the death.

Trinity Sunday can never fall on any day later

than June 20, and it is singular that Mr. Hog did

not detect the error of
"
July

"
for

" June " in the

passage quoted, and that it should have remained
uncorrected in the 'Peerage.'
The title of Mr. Hog's edition above referred to,

with some slight omissions, is "Adami Muri-
muthensis Ohronica (M.CCC.III.-M.CCC.XLVI.), cum
continuation (ad M.D.CCC.LXXX.) a quodam
anonymo." WINSLOW JONES.
Exmouth.

A MEMORABLE GRAVESTONE. In passing along
Honndsditch (Aldgate end) recently, I stopped to

read the following inscription on a stone which
stands against the west wall of St. Botolph Church,
and thought that the startling and singular nature

thereof would render it worthy of a place in your
comprehensive paper :

Sacred to the Memory of
Thomas Ebrall

Citizen and Corn Meter
Who was Shot by a Life Guardman

on the 9'!> of April 1810
in the Shop of Mr. Goode

tFencburch street

and died on the 17th of the said month
in the 24* year of his age.

The Coroner's Inquest brought in a Verdict :

Murdered by a Life Guardman Unknown.
Thus eaith the Lord : My right hand

Shall not spare the Sinners and my sword
shall not cease over them that shed
innocent Blood upon the Earth.

2nd Esdras. C. XT. Ver. 22.

Also of Mr. Thomas Ebrall

who, worn out with Grief for the Loss
of the above dutiful Son,

departed this Life August 23rd 1810.

Aged 48 years.

D. HARRISON.

PORRIDGE ISLAND. (See 8th S. i. 240.)
" I \i.e., Mrs. Thrale] was saying to a friend one day

that I did not like goose ; one smells it so while it is

roasting, said I.
' But you, Madam,' replies the Doctor

[Johnson]
' have been at all times a fortunate woman,

having always had your hunger so forestalled by indul-

gence that you never experienced the delight of smelling

your dinner beforehand.'
' Which pleasure,' answered I

pertly, 'is to be enjoyed in perfection by such as have the

happiness to pass through Porridge Island of a morning.'
Come, come,' says he gravely,

'
let's have no sneering at

what is serious to so many : hundreds of your fellow-

creatures, dear lady, turn another way that they may not
be tempted by the luxuries of Porridge Island to wish
for gratifications they are not able to obtain : you are

certainly not better than all of them; give God thanks
that you are happier.'

"

Note to above, signed "P." (? Mrs. Piozzi

herself) :

"Porridge Island is a mean street in London filled

with cook-shops for the convenience of the poorer inha-

bitants ;
the real name of it I know not, but suspect that

which it is generally known by to have been originally a
term of derision."

Second note, signed
" M." :

" It is not a street, but a paved alley near the church
of St. Martin's in the Fields."

From '

Johnsoniana,' p. 40, vol. IT. of Croker's

'Boswell's Life of Johnson/ 10 vols. (5 double

vols. in my edition), 1876.

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

' OUR OLD ACTORS.' It may be well to point
out an error in this work, as exactness in biography
is always desirable. We read :

" John Palmer,
' Plausible Jack,' as Sheridan called

him, was as famous for his audacity and mendacity as he
was for his acting In 1766 Garrick gave him a four

years' engagement. Two years afterwards Robert

Palmer, his namesake, the Palmer of the 'Rosciad,'

died, and John succeeded to many of his parts." Vol. i.

p. 296.

Now the actor who died in 1768 the Palmer
of the ' Rosciad ' was not Robert, but John, and
he is frequently mistaken for his younger name-
sake. He is chiefly remembered by Churchill's

notice, and is said to have been a good comedian.

He was the original duke's servant in
'

High Life

below Stairs.' Robert Palmer was brother of the

second and better-known John, and was a service-

able actor for over fifty years. He, too, played the

duke's servant, and there is an engraving of him
in that character from a drawing by De Wilde.

For some account of the two John Palmers see

5th S. iv. 431. CHARLES WTLIE.

FOUNDATION OF BRISTOL BISHOPRIC 250

YEARS AGO. The church of the monks was fixed

upon for the cathedral, which began to be demo-

lished, and was like to undergo the common fate

of other ancient and venerable structures, when a

stop was put to it by order of the king (Henry
VIII.) ;

on his being informed there was yet left

standing of the fabric sufficient to make it a

cathedral for the bishop's see, the further destruc-

tion was prevented, and His Majesty, inspired by
divine clemency, erected it into a bishopric

accordingly, the church being dedicated to the

Holy and Undivided Trinity.
The charter of confirmation, which is dated

June 4, 1542, ordains that the new establishment

should consist of one dean, six canons, six minor

canons, one of whom was to be the sacrist, one

deacon, six lay clerks, one master of the choristers,

two masters of the grammar school, four almsmen,
one sub-sacrist or sexton, one porter and verger,

one butler, and two cooks. The three latter

offices have long ceased.

The first bishop was Paul Bush, who was con-

secrated June 25, 1542. (See Barrett's
'

History
of Bristol,' p. 279.) WALTER LOVELT .
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We must request correspondents desiring information

on family matters of only private interest to affix their

names and addresses to their queries, in order that the

answers may be addressed to them direct.

CHAUCER'S PILGRIMAGE. Can any one give me
a reference to any early journeys from London tc

Canterbury, or Canterbury to London, that wil

show where Chaucer's pilgrims stopped for the

night on their road ? We have the halts of Queen
Isabella in 1358, King John in 13C9, Henry VIII.

in 1522, and Anne of Cleves in 1539-40, showing
that the journey took four days. But royal folk

perhaps travelled more slowly than gatherings oi

pilgrims. Rogers has the stages of a journey

through London and Canterbury, but we Chau-
cerians have not yet got the clear evidence on the

stages of the poet's pilgrimage that we want.

Some Kentish reader of
' N. & Q.' must surely

have such evidence in his pigeon-holes or note-

book ! Halle, in his
'

Chronicle,' gives notes of

two journeys of three days or more from Canter-

bury to Greenwich, when the roads must have
been ranch better than in Chaucer's day, 137 and
154 years after his pilgrimage :

1. Of Henry VIII. and the Emperor Charles V.
of Germany. Having slept at Canterbury :

" The morowe after, these princes remoued to Sityng-
borne [15.^ miles], and the next day to Rochester

[10A miles], and on Mondaie theicame toGrauesende

t>y one of the Clocke, where they toke their Barges, and
there wer thirty Barges appoynted for the straungiers ;

and so by .vi. of the clocke they landed at Grenewiche

[5 miles east of London], the same Monday the .ii. day
of lune [1522]." P. 635, ed. 1809.

2. Of Anne of Cleves, on her way to marry
Henry VIII. She landed at Deal on Saturday,
December 27, 1539, slept at Dover that night and

Sunday, and on Monday, December 29, came
" to a. Austens without Caunterbury, where she lay that

nyght : and on the next day [Tuesday, December 30] she
came to Syttyngburne f15i miles], and there lodged that

nyght [December 30, 1539]. And as she passed toward
Rochester on Newyeres euen [Wednesday, December 31],
on Raynum down (5^ miles] met her the duke of Nor-
ffolke and the lordDacre of the South which brought
her to Rochester [5 miles], where she lay in the Palace
all Newyeres day [Thursday, January 1, 1540, where
Henry VIII. met her] and the next day [Friday,
January 2] he departed to Grenewich, and she came to
Dartford [14 miles]. On the morow, being the third

day of lanuary, and Saturday,"

she came to Blackheath, and thence the King con-
ducted her through Greenwich Park, to the Palace,
where he married her on January 6, and then

brought her by water to Westminster on Feb-
ruary 4. On June 25, 1540, Henry sent her off
to Richmond "

for her health, open ayre and plea-
sure," and on July 6 divorced her (Halle, p. 833-9).

F. J. F.

SORROW-CAKE. Having been asked to help
MRS. GOMME (see

c

Cakes, Local and Feasten,' 8iti

S. i. 254), in her search for folk-cakes and such

lore as may be found, I have already found and

given much to MRS. GOMME in reference to cakes

local and customary here at Earls Heaton, a

great deal of which is truly curious. But having
heard of a sorrow-coke in this neighbourhood, no

more information can I glean. I apply to your
subscribers. Is such a cake known anywhere in

the British islands ? Please reply direct to

HERBERT HARDY.
Earls Heaton, Dewsbury.

POEM CONCERNING HUGH OF LINCOLN. Can

you give me any information on a poem concerning
the martyrdom of little St. Hugh of Lincoln, who
was killed circa 1255 ? His story is set forth in
' Acta Sanctorum.' D. M. H.

ROTOMAGO. " Un spectacle de marionnettes,

dans lequel un chat fait le compere de Polichinelle,

et se bat avec Rotomago
"
(Paul de Kock,

*Andre"

le Savoyard'). Who or what is Rotomago ? Has
he an equivalent in the street drama of our own
beloved Punch,

"
tarn cari capitis" ?

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

SIR THOMAS HASELT. This person was

Deputy Marshal of England and Clerk of the

Crown, anno 1449. I should be grateful for any
information regarding either him or his wife Agnes.

Kindly reply direct. CHAS. J. F^RET.

49, Edith Road, West Kensington.

RORAIMA.
" Will no one explore Roraima, and bring back the

tidings which it has been waiting these thousands of

years to give us? One of the greatest marvels and

mysteries of the earth lies on the outskirts of one of our
own colonies, and we leave the mystery unsolved, the

marvel uncared for." Spectator, April, 1877.

May I ask what this means ? Roraima is a moun-
tain between Venezuela and British Guiana, and
if unexplored, no doubt its exploration would be

highly interesting. But in what consists, or is

supposed to consist, its special marvel and mys-
tery ? Or perhaps all has been discovered since

1877. C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.
Longford, Coventry.

SCULPTURED HOUSE SIGNS. Can any old fre-

quenter of the City tell me if he remembers in

Dheapside, on No. 39, or on one of the houses

immediately opposite to Wood Street, a sculptured
stone sign of a unicorn or of a nag's head ] Peter

Cunningham mentions the latter in his 'Hand-

look,' and John Wykeham Archer has drawn and
described the former ; but I have an idea that they
must have been one and the same. At any rate,

hey both disappeared some thirty years ago. I

hall be grateful for any information about them.

PHILIP NORMAN.
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OLD MAP OF DUBLIN. I have seen a drawing
of Dublin in 1563, said in have been enlarged
from an engraving in an old magazine. Can any
reader refer me either to the engraving or to the

original from which it was made ? T. K. A.

JOHN COMPANY. Why was a person in the

employ of the Honourable East India Company
said to be in the service of John Company ? What
gave rise to the name

;
and when was it first

used? EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

HOLCOMBE FAMILY. I am engaged on a col-

lection of notes and memoranda of the family of

Holcombe and its alliances, and it seems probable
that some of your genealogical and heraldic con-

tributors might readily help me to additional in-

formation in regard to the latter, particularly as to

the families of Folkeroy, Donne, Brus, Avenel,
Courtenay, Trethurfe, Sydenham, Bullen, Mallock,
Mallet, Prideaux, Knolles, Tizard, Bishop, and Bur-
nard. The majority of these families were seated
in the west country at the time they allied them-
selves with the Holcombes. I should hope to receive

replies direct, as, of course, the columns of 'N. & Q.'
cannot be taken up with this private matter.

WALTER HOLCOMBE.
30, Orchard Street, Portman Square.

DEVON AND CORNWALL AND JAMES II.

Macaulay, in his 'History' (vol. i. p. 489), writes:

"All the Justices and Deputy Lieutenants of Devon
shire and Cornwall, without a single dissenting voice,
declared that they would put life and property in

jeopardy for the King, but that the Protestant religion
WAS dearer to them than either life or property."

Do the answers of these justices exist in any form ;

and are they accessible ? A. F. K.

THE ELEPHANTS OF PYRRHUS. Where did

Pyrrhus get his elephants ? How did a King of

Epirus, in the third century B.C
,
come to have ele-

phants at all ? Elephants are a " wild-fowl" that one
would not (so far as I know) expect to find on the

shores of the Ionian sea or the straits of Otranto,
even in these days, when

" the gorgeous East "
is a

good deal nearer (so to speak) to the West than in

the time of Pyrrhus. JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

POSTMASTERS-GENERAL. Where can I find a
correct list of the English Postmasters-General from
1710 to 1783? They appointed the American
Postmasters-General. Where can a correct list o

the latter be found ? The subject is highly inter-

esting, because the ups and downs of the post-
office illustrate the condition of the time. The
conflict between America and the mother country
culminated first and foremost in the post-office, anc

the names of the Postmasters-General as well as

their deputies in America are important. Wil
not some reader of this query come to the rescue

'

Very little can be done in this country, as the

records of the American Post-Office from 1710 to

the Eevolution were kept in London.
C. W. ERNST.

Boston, Mass.

THE EARL OF CROMARTY IN THE TOWER. Who
was the Governor of the Tower at the time of the

earl's imprisonment ? I have a letter showing that

one of his nieces "remembered going to see her

uncle in the Tower," and as this lady subsequently
married Col. Matthew Smith, Governor of the

Tower, I wonder whether her courtship formed

another page of that romantic story. At all events,

it is a curious coincidence. A. T. M.

WILLIAM NAPIER. Wanted, particulars as to

the parentage and ancestry of William Napier,
who was Lieutenant- Governor of Labuan, Borneo;
also dates and place of his birth and death, &c.

F.

DOMESDAY BOOK FOE SCOTLAND. May I ask

is there a Domesday Book for Scotland ; and, if

there is, where is it procurable? Is there any
work extant on Scotch family names? A. L.

* THE SEAMAN'S A, B, C.' May I ask if any of

your readers has ever come across this book ?
_

The
author was one John Banckes, and it was published
in Southampton in 12mo. in 1629.

HENRY K. PLOMER.

EASTER TOYS. This Easter most of the toy
and confectioners' shops in Berlin were filled with

imitation hares and rabbits. These animals also

figured largely on the Easter cards. Is there any
association with the Church festival ?

MARGARET BLAKEMORE.

BURNS. Cunningham's edition of Burns,8 vols.,

1834, contains (vol. Hi. p. 294) six lines of an

epigram on Stirling. The editor mentions a con-

cluding couplet, which he suppresses. Can this

couplet be found in any other edition of Burns

or elsewhere ;
or can any reader give it me ?

Also is there to be found in any edition of

Burns or anywhere else a song, probably called

the '

Bonny Lass of Albany,' and beginning :

My heart is wae and unco wae
To look upon the roaring sea ?

F. E. B.

[The two missing lines concerning the successors of

the Stuarts are :

An idiot once to honour lost,

Who know them best despise them most.

They appear in the Globe edition (Macmillan & Co.), in

which also may be seen ' The Bonie Lass of Albany.]

THREE THINGS HELD lMpossiBLE.-r-The May
issue of the Bookworm contains the following quo-
tation from Cotton Mather :

"
Reader, Carthagena

was of opinion, that unto those Three Things
which the Ancients held Impossible, there should
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be a Book printed without Errata's." I must own

my ignorance of these three things. Will some

correspondent kindly give me information on the

point? J. CUTHBERT WELCH, F.C.S.
The Brewery, Beading

TURNER'S PICTURE :
' A GALE, SCARBORO',

1809.' Is it known in whose possession this pic-

ture is a present, or what has been its history ?

Because I have seen a fine picture (3ft. by 5 ft.)

in a small house in a Yorkshire country town,
which the owner bought cheaply in a damaged con-

dition at a sale. The label on the picture is as

follows: "Scarboro, 1809. A Gale. J. M. W.
Turner, R.A." C. HERBERT FLOYD.
Headingley Wesleyan College, Leeds.

THE WITTEWRONGE BARONETCY. Under the

deaths for 1771 the Gentleman's Magazine gives
"Jany 13. Sir John Wittewrong at West-
minster." Who was this Sir John ? In Lipscomb's
'Buckinghamshire' and in Clutterbuck's 'Hert-

fordshire
'

the family ends with the two brothers,
Sir John Wittewronge, the fourth baronet, who
sold Stanton Barry, the family place in Bucks, to

the celebrated Sarah, Duchess of Marlborough,
and died, 1743/4, in the Fleet Prison, and Sir

William Wittewronge, his successor, Governor of

the Poor Knights of Windsor, who died sans issue,

January 20, 1761. According to the pedigree
there were four younger brothers, who apparently
died young. Kimber and Johnson's '

Baronetage,'
London, 1771, says, "Sir William Wittewronge,
appointed Governor of poor Knights died Jan.
1761. He was succeeded by Sir John Witte-

wronge, who is said to be the presentbaronet and un-
married." Evidently the compilers had their doubts
about him. Courthope, in his

' Extinct Baronet-

cies,' puts him in, but does not state who he was ;

and Burke in his work, after carefully stating the

relationship of each baronet to his predecessor, in

this case states vaguely that Sir William had " a

successor, Sir John," at whose death the title

became extinct. Who, therefore, was this claimant ?

Thfi third baronet, Sir John, had become a widower
in 1716, and never remarried ; but in his will

(December 2, 1721, proved February following),
in which, by-the-by, there is a legacy to Mrs.
Anne Bracegirdle, there is mention of his mistress,

Margaret Beaumont, by whom he had two sons,

Wittewronge and John, to whom he left 2,OOOZ.

apiece. Did these sons afterwards pretend to
their father's marriage with their mother, and
claim to be legitimate, as happened in the Berkeley
case ? G. MILNER-GIBSON-CULLUM, F.S.A.

SAFFRON AND SAFFRON LOAVES.-'-What is

known with respect to the use of this plant, its

medicinal efficacy or significance ? I ask this
with especial reference to a custom which pre-
vails in this town and neighbourhood of providing

a kind of currant bun, coloured and flavoured

with saffron, at Easter (but formerly throughout
Lent). At the same time we have a plain bun

[similar to the usual hot cross bun, but minus the

cross) called "coquilles." Some little information

respecting these latter appeared in the First Series

of 'N. & Q.'; but nothing definite was adduced

respecting the origin of the custom. Any informa-

tion respecting these or any other Norfolk cakes

will be gladly received by W. B. GERISH.

Blythburgh House, South Town, Great Yarmouth.

ALLUSION IN POPE'S 'MORAL ESSAYS.' Is it

known to what individual and to what circum-

stance the foliowing allusion is made in Epistle iii.,

addressed to Allen, Lord Bathurst, published pro-

bably about 1735 1

Once we confess beneath the patriot's cloak,
From the crack'd bag the dropping guinea spoke,
And jingling down the backstairs told the crew,
Old Cato is as great a rogue as you. V. 35-38.

A foot-note in Gilfillan's edition of the 'British

Poets,' to which the initial "P." is appended,
asserts this to be a true story, and to have hap-

pened in the reign of King William III. This,

however, does not leave us much wiser than before,

though it certainly fixes the date of the occurrence

as between 1688 and 1702.

Sir Robert Walpole is reported to have said,

but some years later, that "every man has his

price." He made, however, an honourable excep-
tion in the case of

"
downright Shippen," who was

incorruptible. JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

WILLIAM SULBURY, "Abbatis Belli -loci," is

said to have stated to Pope Martin Y. that "
if

the abuses of the Church are not removed by
Your Holiness the necessary reforms will be taken
in hand by the secular powers" (Dr. Ludwig
Pastor's

'

History of the Popes from the Close of
the Middle Ages,' edited by Fred. Ignatius Antro-

bus, vol. i. p. 279). Of what English house was

Sulbury the head ? The index to the ' Monas-
ticon

' contains no such place, so far as I have been

able to make out. ANON.

HERALDIC. The charge of three fusils (OP

lozenges) in fesse appears beneath the cross

raguly of the Lawrences (in impalement of wife's

arms with those of owner) on a stone shield upon
an old manor house in Herefordshire. The wife

of owner at that date (1703) was a Lawrence, her

mother was daughter of Humphrey Lyttelton.
Of what family connected with Lawrences or

Ly tteltons is this charge the arms 1 The shield

once painted, but colours gone. C. COITMORE.
The Lodge, Leominster.

MOUNT AKSBECK. Where is Mount Aksbeck,
on which is laid the scene of

' The Devil's Dream,

by Thos. Aird. R. B. B.
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WEIGHING ANCHOR : UNDER WAY.

(8
th S. L 375.)

These two expressions are quite distinct, but
have been, and still are," sadly confused. The

following is in Latham s edition of Johnson :

"
Weigh, s., in navigation, act of leaving the moorings

(with under)"

Criticism of this absurdity is a waste of words.

The "weigh of a ship" is nonsensical. A sub-

stantive weigh could only be applied to the anchor,
as it is this that is weighed, not the ship ;

but the
"
weigh of an anchor

"
is not more familiar to me

than the "
weigh of a ship." The way of a ship

is intelligible; it means, vulgarly her course or

track, technically her progress. A ship is under

way not merely at the moment when she leaves

her moorings, but all the time she is sailing." Under way
"

is probably borrowed from the

Dutch, though cognate expressions exist in German
(unter Weges), Danish (underveis), and Swedish

(under vagen). Hexham's 'Dictionary' of 1658
has "

Onder-wegen, under-way, or upon the way,"
and I am told by a Dutchman that " Het schip is

onder wegen
" means " The ship is en route" and

is the regular phrase.
Your correspondent, J. C., inverting the order

of confusion, supposes aweigh to be a corruption of

away, and the phrase
"
weigh anchor" to be the

product of this corruption. Seamen say
" The

anchor is aweigh," to indicate that the anchor,

having just left the ground, is banging straight
down from the ship's head. Aweigh, therefore, has
relation to the ship, not to the ground, as J. C.

assumes, though, of course, the anchor is perpen-
dicular with respect to that. The earliest instance
of aweigh recorded in the ' N. E. D.' belongs to a
time when the spelling of way and weigh was
fixed. Further, aweigh is characteristic of nautical

word-construction, while away is not.
" The

anchor is away
"
would rather mean that it was

clean gone broken away from the ship.
The highest authorities on 0. E. agree in saying

that the verb weigh in "
weigh anchor "

is a

secondary meaning of wegan, which we find in the
earliest times with the sense of "bear" or

"carry." Bede uses the phrase
"
waepen wegan,"

to bear arms
; La^amon (1. 21,869) speaks of sup-

pliant women who " waeiden
"

children in their

arms
;
and in the ' Alliterative Poems '

(B 1420)
Belshazzar feasting has wine "

wejed
"

to him by
his servitors. The transition to the sense of

raising or lifting was natural enough : objects

lying on the ground had to be taken up in

order to be borne or carried. JE\fiic, in his
' Homilies '

(ii. 164), speaks of a stone which
masons wanted to raise to its proper place in a

building, but could not "awecgan" it because

there was a devil sitting upon it. In another

place (i. 308) he says the Saviour was not
"
awegen" to heaven, because he ascended thither

of his own might. I give examples of "weigh
anchor

"
:

Wilt at be wyndas [they] weJen her ankres.
' Alliterative Poems,' C 103.

Euery shyp wayed his anker in dede.

Hazlitt's 'Early Pop. Poetry,' ii. 97.

The meaning was sometimes more sharply defined

by adding the particle up. Thus JElfric tells us

how Elijah
"
wses mid crsete up-awegen

" to

heaven (' Homilies,' i. 308) ; and in the * Morte
Arthure

'

(740) we read :

Wyghtly one the wale thay wye vp thaire ankers.

Cooper, in his 'Thesaurus,' renders anchoris

solutis: "After they had dieakered or weighed

vp anker"; Knolles, in his 'History of the

Turks,' speaks of "
weighing up" sunken galleys;

and Cowper's
"
Weigh the vessel up

"
is familiar

to all. In Ben Jonson's 'Bartholomew Fair'

(ii. 5), it is whimsically said of a very fat person
that anybody sinking into such a quagmire of flesh

might be drowned a week, and when found " be a

fortnight weighing up again." The simplest means

of judging the heaviness of an object is to lift it by
the hand ("heft" it, as the vulgar say); hencethe pre-

sent more usual meaning, which itself is very old,,

for in the O.E. version of Genesis written by ^Jlfric

we find (chap, xxiii. ver. 16):
" Abraham Jjaawseh

feower hund scillinga seolfres be fullon gewihte.'
r

I copy from Bosworth. The fact that aweigh has

all these meanings is conclusive against the hypo-
thesis of your correspondent that a corrupted

nautical expression, of which we have no example
earlier than the seventeenth century, originated

another expression which was used at least as far

back as 1325. J. C. should have referred to the

'N. E. D.,' arts. "Anchor" and "Aweigh";
also to Skeat's

'

Etym. Diet.,' art.
"
Weigh."
F. ADAMS.

105, Albany Road, Camherwell.

I think J. C. is in error in supposing that
" the

anchor 's away
"

is the original phrase. It seems

to me to have no meaning. The ship is a- way, or

under way, or gathers way, but a-weigh only can

be said of the anchor. To say
" the ship is

a-weigh
"

is a very common mistake, but is sheer

nonsense. The ' N. E. D.' gives no authority for

"a-weigh" earlier than Dryden ;
the use of it

may have been colloquial or technical, and so it

kept out of literature; but to "weigh" the

anchor appears much earlier. In the Roll
_

of

Oleron the exact equivalent is "lever," to lift,

not to move, the word still in use in French.

J. K. LAUGHTON.

We owe PROF. SKEAT great thanks, which I

lereby pay, for the lessons of modesty he so often

jives us. I simply ask if is it not correct that to
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weigh or weigh up an anchor or anything else

is merely to raise one weight by the application of

a greater weight, whether this be an actual and
visible lump of lead, or the weight of human or

any other force ; but that when a ship is under

way the word is way=ioa.d, and the expression
the same as the universal one of a man being on

his 'way to any place the dogs, for example.
C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.

Longford, Coventry.

THE " COCK TAVERN," FLEET STREET (7
th S.

xi. 349,410, 491; xii. 73, 138). I was inclined,
when I first saw COL. FERGTJSSON'S query on the

"Cock Tavern" at the first of the above references,
to join in the discussion that I felt sure would
arise on the subject; but I am now so far away, to

say nothing of my
' N. & Q.' reaching me in a

monthly form, that, like the cripple at the Pool of

Bethesda, just as I am preparing to move some one
else steps in before me and I am anticipated. If

not too late, however, I should like to make one
or two observations on contributions which I have
read with great interest.

I was a regular frequenter of the
" Cock " at the

time of its threatened demolition (some ten years
ago or more) by reason of the preparation for the
New Law Courts, and the alterations that con-

sequently became necessary in the vicinity. At
one time it was hoped that, standing so far back
as it did from the street, the actual building might
have been spared; but it was found impossible to

preserve it in the general demolition. At that

time, when it was known to be doomed, it was
rumoured that there was a large American com-
mission in the market to buy up the old fittings, a

particular fancy being taken to the old Jacobean

fireplace the only bit of old oak in the place, if

I remember rightly. The late Mr. Colnett or
his mother was, I believe, the tenant only, not the

proprietor of the place (which I think belonged to

the City Corporation), and as such would have no

right to these fixtures. When the old gilt cock

(supposed to be the work of Grinling Gibbons),
that bestrode the narrow entrance disappeared
one night, as it was supposed by theft, it was
rumoured amongst a few that it was "not lost,
but only gone before "; in other words, that, fearing
lest, in the competition for the old relics, it might
be stolen, like another ' Duchess of Devonshire,'
some thoughtful friend of the proprietor kindly
took it into his safe keeping for a time. Certainly,
so far as I know, the late Mr. Colnett never pleaded
guilty to the soft impeachment or to any connivance
on his part ; but at all events, when all the trouble
was over, and Mr. Colnett, who had acquired the old

fittings in the mean time, had erected another esta-

blishment on the opposite side of the way, the old
cock slily stole back one night to his perch at the

entrance !* Up to the time of my leaving England,
in 1889, 1 was more or less a frequenter of the would-
be old tavern, and, unlike MR. WARD, I made a

point of going upstairs amongstthe exceedingly well-

refitted old relics, and talking over with Paul the

decadence of the times in general and of the
" Oock"

in particular. The latter showed itself most pro-

minently to us Templars when Messrs. Spiers &
Pond succeeded to Mr. Colnett's occupation during
the last year or two before the old building was

pulled down, when new-fangled things were intro-

duced, including (horresco referens) a barmaid or

barmaids ! After its removal across the way, with
Mr. Colnett again as its proprietor, it had to con-

tend with the rivalry of one or more of the Inns of

Court opening their halls for luncheon as well as

for dinner
;
but that the " ancient side

"
is still

well patronized by the legal confraternity may be
shown by the many vacant places at its cosy tables

during the "long vacation."

My acquaintance with the " Cock " extends only
to some quarter of a century ago, when I believe

Randolph was head-waiter. (Was he not the

original in
' Will Waterproof ?) To whom, if my

recollection serves me rightly, succeeded the plump
John, who, after a career of varying usefulness, mi-

grated with his large family to Australia, leaving
his mantle in the hands of the gentle William

(who reminded me somewhat of Lord Beaconsfield),
and upon his death (putting aside the inter-

regnum of Messrs. Spiers & Pond) Paul, the

present head-waiter, if I remember rightly, suc-

ceeded, and has now one of the waiters from the

old place, Henry, to assist him on the "modern
side."

The old "
cries

" or orders of the
" Cock " were

a fund of interest and amusement in themselves,

thought I mostly forget them now. But I can

never forget how, in my early days as a law

student, on my mildly remonstrating on the blunt-

ness of my table-knife, I heard the stentorian

voice of the then head-waiter shouting down his

instruction to the cook to
"
put a sharp knife in

No. 5 "
! It almost made my blood run cold.

The old " Cock " was a long time in dying. The

expectation was general that it would be pulled
down in the autumn of 1882, and I remember

reading its requiem as contributed to Fraser's Maga-
zine, in September of that year, by Mr. Kebbel, as

MR. PEET says; and I myself contemplated send-

ing a similar contribution to the Antiquary about

that time, having bidden good-bye to the old tavern,

* I personally was unaware that any duplicate or

facsimile of this game old bird had ever been made.
I have only once, I think, gone into the modern dining-

room, and certainly never noticed it, if it were there

then. When was it made? Perhaps C. M. P. could

say. It would seem as if Mr. Colnett was afraid of the

trick, if trick it was, being played over again in earnest,
and so thought it better to place the real Simon Pure
upon a safer roost at night.
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before leaving for the long vacation, in orthodox

fashion, consisting of a farewell dinner, with some
fellow frequenters, of a huge Porter-house steak,
old port, punch, &c. ; but, to our surprise, on our

return it was still standing, and did so stand for

some two or three years longer, I believe so much
so as to once more inspire us with the hope that it

might after all be spared. But it was not to be,
and the blow at length fell; but I breathe this

satisfaction to myself, as I raise my eyes to an
excellent proof etching of the old place hanging on

my wall here in Fiji, that its remains at least are

interred in London and not in America.

J. S. UDAL.
Fiji.

P.S. Might I suggest that similar contributions

to those of your correspondents would be very

acceptable to many of the readers of ' N. & Q.,'
if treating of similar houses and hostelries of

London and Southwark? The "Old Cheshire
Cheese

"
still remains in Fleet Street, the

" Old
Bell" in Holborn, and so, I fancy, does " Daniel
Lambert's Chop-house

" on Ludgate Hill ; and

though
"

Dolly's Chop-house" in Paternoster Row,
and the "Oxford Arms" Inn (one of the most

interesting galleried hostelries then extant), and
the "Old Bell" of Newgate Market, may have

gone in the numerous improvements consequent on
the abolition of the Newgate Shambles, in recent

years; the "Saracen's Head" of 'Nicholas

Nickleby
' have given place to the Holborn

Viaduct ; and the "Tabard" (or later the "Talbot")
in the Borough, and the "Sir Paul Pindar" in

Bishopsgate, have made room for modern require-
ments; yet there are still many old inns and

hostelries, the clubs of half a century ago, of which
much may be gleaned if the attempt be made
before it be too late.

LORD TENNYSON'S ' THE FORESTERS '

(8
th S. i.

432). The'National Song' is given in 'The Poetical
Works of Alfred Tennyson, Poet Laureate,' pub-
lished in 1871 by Messrs. Harper & Brothers,
New York. An advertisement on the back of the

title-page mentions the special attractions of the

publication thus :

" To the present edition are added '

Timbuctoo,' the
author's Cambridge University Prize Poem

; Poems pub-
lished in the London editions of 1830 and 1833, and
omitted in later editions ; and a number of hitherto un-
collected Poems from various sources."

That is, the private decisions and feelings of the
Poet Laureate are as "

vanity and a striving after

wind," so far as concerns the Messrs. Harper,
whose patrons may depend upon full value for their

money. THOMAS BAYNE.
Helensburgh, N.B.

ARDERNE (8
th S. i. 434). Headers of 'N. & Q.'

may not generally be aware what a charming
specimen of the old moated manor house is pre-

served in Leigh Place, Surrey ;
but I am chiefly

interested in the variation shown between Arden
and Arderne. MR. WATNEY is doubtless aware
of all that is recorded in Manning and Bray's
'History of Surrey,' it being there shown that

John Ardern, of Curdworth, in Warwickshire,
who was squire of the body to King Henry VII. ,

held land at Beigate, including Flaunchford, a

tithing of Leigh, with this manor house. We
find by the Warwickshire pedigrees that Walter

Arden, of Park Hall, Curdworth, &c. , married to

Eleanor Hampden, who died in 1501-2, was
father to Sir John Arden, squire of the body to

King Henry VII.
;
also father of Robert of Yoxall,

groom of the chamber to the same monarch ; this

Robert was also keeper of Altcar Forest, Lancashire,
which seems to connect with the Cheshire Ardens.
It will be remembered that the grant of arms to

William Shakspere records the deeds of arms per-
formed by his antecessors in favour of the Tudor

dynasty, but these Ardens were only his mother's

collateral relations. A. HALL.
13, Paternoster Row, E.C.

MUMMY WHEAT (8
th S. i. 224, 363). I thought

that this subject had been sufficiently threshed

out, by myself and others, in 6th S. ii. 306, 415,
452 ; iii. 135, 158, 212, and perhaps later. I was
much amused and surprised at reading in the last

communication, the statement that "nobody can

deny the suspended life of a toad in marble."

This subject was also discussed in ' N. & Q.' of

about the same period as the above. I still have
no belief in the idea that a toad was embedded in

the formation period of the marble or stone. Why
have other animals, fish, &c., ceased to exist therein?

The sunk space in the hoof of a horse is called
" a

frog "; also the sunk space in a brick to hold the

mortar or cement. Hence "a toad."

WYATT PAPWORTH.

THE SCOTTS OF THIRLESTANE (8
th S. i. 334, 400).

The bond of manrent by Robert Scot, of How-
paslot, and John Scot, of Thirlestane, to Malcolm,
Lord Fleming, on Jan. 29, 1535/36, to which

LORD NAPIER refers, is an important document in

the history of the Thirlestane family, for it proves
their possession of that estate thirty-three years
earlier than 1568, the date when Mr. Riddell, in

his controversy with Mr. Mark Napier, said they
first acquired it. Some years ago I saw what I

suppose to be the same bond, among the Wigton
papers, and appreciated its value. Robert Scot

signs it with his own hand, whilst John Scot has

his hand led at the pen. A fragment of one seal

was then attached, showing a bend charged with

crescents, but to which of the grantors it belonged
does not appear. Howpaslot and Thirlestane must
have been nearly related. LORD NAPIER seems

unable to state their precise kinship with Buccleuch,
but there is little doubt they were akin. In a
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report by Sir Thomas Wharton, Captain of Car-

lisle, of raids into Scotland, by his orders, he says :

"Thexxi"' of September [1543] the Armstranges of

Ledisdall, about tbe number of Tiij scor men, did take

up at Mydahopp and Thirlstone, of tbe Scotia landes,

kynesmen to the Larde Buckcleughe, 200 oxen and kyne,
20 horse and meares, and all the insight, and 4 or 5

prisoners."
' Hamilton Papers,' vol. ii. p. 66.

Two days before, on Wednesday, September 19,
the Tynedale men plundered two towns, ten miles

within Scotland, Appeltre and Chaverbenton, be-

longing to Sir Robert Scot. (Lord Parr, Letter to

Duke of Suffolk, ib., p. 65.) Who this Sir Robert
was I do not know; but these places are near

Hawick. The bond and these extracts would have

delighted Mr. Napier, who was justly enthusiastic

on his family history. I have not seen Mr. McCall's
book

;
but as these extracts were only published in

January last, they cannot have appeared in it.

JOSEPH BAIN.

FIRST EDITIONS (8
th S. i. 427). I think that

in considering the comparative value of various

editions we must draw a sharp line between real

second editions and mere reprints.
In the sixteenth century the first edition of a

book is, as a rule, much the best. Later editions

are mere reprints, each less correct than its pre-
decessor. Take the case of ' Piers the Plowman,'
printed thrice in one year by Crowley, and after-

wards reprinted by Rogers. Crowley's first edition,
dated (by a misprint) 1505 instead of 1550, is worth

having. But the later ones grow steadily worse ;

and Rogers's edition is highly incorrect. Yet I
have seen the worthless fourth edition highly
priced, on the speculation that the purchaser would

give about thrice its real value. In the present
century all depends on the amount of revision.

The general rule is that the first edition is by
far the worst, especially in cases where much
revision is possible. But to take the case of 'Piers

Plowman '

once more. Mr. Thos. Wright issued
a capital edition in 1842

;
his second edition, in

1856, though it seems to have been revised, con-
tains eighteen errors in the text from which the
first edition is free.

I have myself issued various editions of a portion
of the text, with notes. As a rule, each of these
is better than its predecessor ; yet only the other

day I discovered a misprint in the text in the later

editions which does not appear in the earlier ones.
This is one of the dangers of reprinting ; a letter

is dropped, and its loss is not perceived in the
revision unless the false form happens to catch
the eye.

I conclude that the general rule is this to seek
after the first editions of early books, and the last

editions of modern ones. But there will always
remain special cases to which this rule does not

apply. In particular, unrevised reprints are not

likely to improve ; they will rather be found to

deteriorate. There seems to be, moreover, a con-

siderable difference between one text and another.

In the case of a novel I should prefer an early

copy ;
but in the case of a scientific treatise a

late one. Yet the reprinting of novels is, as a rule,

so easy that even the latest copies may either be

quite correct, or at least free from material errors.

This is where the question of sentiment arises ;

the relative value of the various editions must be

left to the fancy of the purchaser, and the seller

must select his purchaser as well as he can.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

First editions are like everything else that

becomes the fashion. What little good there is

in them becomes overwhelmed by the monetary
values attached by the foolish rich, who follow

suit, and buy literary statud with cash. I agree in

almost all MR. UDAL says, except that Jefferies is

greater than Gilbert White. I hate the law, and
think it only an aid to the wicked so I should

not advise compulsory title- dates ;
but it is a great

pity publishers do not see things in the light MR.
UDAL does. C. A. WARD.

Chingford Hatch, E.

LUDFORD (8
th S. i. 334). Eyton, in his 'His-

tory of Shropshire
'

(vol. v.), enters very fully into

the derivation of both Ludford and Ludlow. The
word used in Domesday was Lude. There were three

Ludes, each compounded with an affix according to

the name of the tenant, as Lude Muchgros, Lude

Sancy, and Lude-low, from lowe, a tumulus

or hill which was a prominent feature in the town.

There are three Ludes also in Herefordshire. He
defines lude as an archaic term for a ford. In

vol. ii. p. 221 and vol. iii. p. 138 he states instances

where the word lode or lude stands connected with

a river and, as he believes, indicates a ford. This

idea he thinks will suit the locality under notice,

and supposes that the original vill was called lud&

from some adjacent ford on the river Teme. He pro-

ceeds to state that no such word as lude signifying

a ford can be found in Saxon glossaries, but that

the word probably belonged to an older language
than the Saxon, and its significance was unknown
to that people. If lude were a ford, then Lude-

ford involved a redundancy which he accounts for

thus, that Ludford was populated after the word

lude had become obsolete as meaning a ford and

was significant only of a locality. To call a more

recent mil Ludford, that is to name it after a

neighbouring vill and a neighbouring ford, was

natural, for in such case the redundancy would

be unfelt and disregarded. There is a Ludford in

Lincolnshire and a Ludham (a village by the ford)

in Norfolk. W. B. GERISH.

Ludford in Salop is close to Ludlow. The first

syllable of the name is probably a corruption of

A.-S. lead, people, and is identical with the first
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part of Ludlow, A.-S. Leod-hlaw, the people's hill

where in all likelihood in days of yore the neigh

bearing folk met in popular assembly. The other

Ludford mentioned is in Lincolnshire, nearly
half way between Louth and Market Rasen.

F. 0. BIRKBECK TERRY.

Ludford contains the same personal name as

Ludlow, which it adjoins in the south. Ludlow
is the hill or tumulus of Lud (compare Ludgate).
Halliwell gives the meaning of loive, and instances

Ludlow. Ludford is in Herefordshire, not in Shrop-

shire, but the bridge which has taken the place o!

the ford connects it with the town to which it is

almost a suburb. BOILEAU.

FRENCH PROVERB (8
th S. i. 313).

"
II y'a

toujours 1'un qui baise, et 1'autre qui tend la joue."
Give and take.

" In kissing, do you render or

receive ? Both take and give."
'

Troilus,' IV. v.

T. B. WILMSHURST.
Chichester.

1 JOHN v. 12 (8
th S. i. 373). The earliest Bible

I have is an exquisite MS. of the thirteenth or

fourteenth century, with illuminated and his-

toriated capitals, so minutely written that it can

scarcely be read without a magnifying glass. It

has the passage in John thus,
"
Qui h't filium dei

h't vitam. Qui non h't filium dei non h't vitam."
P. Schoiffer'a, 1472, omits the first "dei," and

gives the passage,
"
Qui habet film habet vitam :

qui no habet filiu dei : vita no habet." But I find

the "dei" again in a small 8vo., 1502: "Qui
filium dei habet vita: : qui no bj filium dei

no habet."

Wycliffe's rendering is,
" He that hath the sone

hath and lijf ; he that hath not the sone of God,
hath not lijf." Purvey's, given in the second
column of Madden and ForahalPs edition, is,

" He
that hath tbe sone of God, hath also lijf ; he that

hath not the sone of God, hath not lijf." Cover-

dale's, 1535, is,
" He that hath the sonne of God

hath life: He that hath not the sonne of God,
hath not life." Matthews's, 1537, is, "He y
hath the sonne hath lyfe : and he that hath not the

sonne of God hath not lyfe." The same in Taver-

ner's, 1539 ; Cromwell's, 1539 ; Cranmer's, April,

1540, and following editions
; E. Becke's, 1549

;

Paraphrase of Erasmus, 1549 ; various editions of

the Bishops', from 1572 to 1602 (I have not got
the 1568); Genevan, 1560, &c.; Douay, 1582;
A.V., 1611, &c., all the same.

But in various editions of Beza's New Testa-

ment the passage stands thus :

" He that hath that

Sonne, hath that life : and he that hath not that

Sonne of God, hath not that life." B. E.
Boston, Lincolnshire.

There is an earlier omission of "Dei" in the
second clause. Tertullian has,

" Nos credimus
testimonium Dei, quo testatua est de tilio suo ;

Qui filium non habet, nee vitam habet "
(
c
Adv.

Prax.,' c. xxxi., 'Opp.,' t. ii. p. 268, recens. Sem-

ler, typis recus. 1828). This points to the Vetus

Itala as the possible source of the variation in the

Vulgate.
If conjecture in such a case were permissible, it

might be thought that the omission in the Vulgate
arose from the reminiscence on the part of the

scribe of the similar passage in St. John iii. 36.

ED. MARSHALL

HERRICK'S POEMS (8
th S. i. 290, 422). If

C. C. B. will refer to p. 49 of vol. vi. of the Seventh

Series of
' N. & Q.' he will find Herrick's

' Prim-

rose
'

literally reprinted from the original edition.

The "do's" is a usual form with Herrick. See,

among others :

The Quarter-day do's ne'r affright. P. 233.

Spread as He spreads ;
wax lease as He do's wane.

P. 228.

There is also an exact literal reprint of the same

in Dr. Grosart's edition, 1876, vol. ii. p. 177.

I am the fortunate possessor of
" Vere ffane's"

copy of Herrick, which is in the original purple

morocco, with old marble end leaves and " watchet

ties." It is crisp and spotless, with a list of

favourite pieces, and a few other notes by the

owner, and altogether in the finest possible state.

R. E.

Boston, Lincolnshire.

MISERERE CARVINGS (8
th S. i. 413). A complete

description of the carved subjects of the miserere

seats in Lincoln Minster will be found in the

thirty-eighth volume of the Archaeological Journal

(1881), pp. 43-61, written by the late Canon
Wickenden. The misereres in Boston Church are

described in a paper by the present Bishop of

Nottingham, with illustrative woodcuts, in the

volume of the Associated Societies for 1870,

pp. 184-192. The misereres in the choir of Wor-
cester Cathedral were published as photographs, in

a dainty volume, by a bookseller of that city,

whose name I cannot remember.
EDMUND VBNABLES.

I have before me a volume entitled 'The

Misereres of Beverley Minster : a Complete Series

of Drawings of the Seat Carvings in the Choir of

St. John's, Beverley, Yorkshire, with Notes on

the Plates and Subject,' Hull, J. Plaxton, 1879.

This was presented to me by my friend, the artist

and author, T. Tindall Wildridge, and appears to

me to answer all the requirements specified by Mr.

JAMES HALL.
The choir seats in the church of St. John, Bever-

ey, are sixty-eight in number ; ,
of these Mr.

Wildridge's book gives full details, and his illus-

irations are large enough to show the quaint fancies

and grotesque faces in the carvings. He also gives

a list of the churches in England having stalls and

carved miserere seats. It is probable that A few
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of these would scarcely bear reproduction in these

days of severe decorum, but an immense amount
of innocent fun, and some valuable information

as to early costume, might be obtained from a

series of similar books to that of Mr. Wildridge,
on the wood carvings in other churches in England.

WALTER HAMILTON.

I am in full sympathy with MR. HALL on this

subject. All the existing misereres in this country
should be described, and the more important ones

engraved. The first thing required is a catalogue
of the places where they exist. Those at Ripon
are noticed in Wildridge's

'

Northumbria,' p. 70.

I have a note, whence derived I cannot call to

mind, that there are some good misereres at

Eddlesborough. One, my memorandum states,

represents a mermaid suckling a lion, another two

frogs, a third an owl. I have never seen these.

There is a pamphlet, by the Rev. J. W. Hewett,
on the misereres in Exeter Cathedral. I think

also that there are misereres at Ludlow and Wake-
field. In the great church at Dordrecht, in the

Netherlands, there is some very fine Renaissance

stall-work, with most interesting misereres. I

have inquired many times whether they have been

engraved or described, but have not been able to

gain any information. EDWARD PEACOCK.

Your correspondent will find much valuable
information on this subject in the previous pages
of ' N. & Q.' For misereres, their use, see 1st S.

iv. 367 ; v. 39 ; miserere seat, its meaning and

origin, 4th S. x. 15, 98, 157, 232, 361, 461 ; mise-
rere seats, carved, 4th S. viii. 205, 250, 272, 359,
438, 510; ix. 191, 405, 471, 517; x. 15, 98, 280,
361 ; xi. 459, 496 ; xii. 96 ; 5th S. vi. 133 ; x. 68,
152, 377, 459, 524; 7th S. zi. 27. And for those
in Exeter Cathedral he should consult the Western

Antiquary, vols. v. vi. vii.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

In part xxx. of Northamptonshire Notes and
Queries there is a paper by Mr. Martin on the

misereres in the church of St. Mary at Gayton.
JOHN RANDALL.

SIR JOHN WEBB, KNT. (8
th S. i. 415). Sir

John Webb, M.D., the fourth son of John Webb,
Esq., of Woodland Hill, Staffordshire, and after-

wards of Dublin, by a daughter of Thomas Heath,
Esq., was born in Dublin in 1772. He entered
the service, in the 53rd Regiment, in March, 1794,
was appointed to the Royal Artillery in 1809, and
Director-General of the Ordnance Medical Depart-
ment at Woolwich in 1813, from which appoint-
ment he retired in April, 1850. Sir John was
nominated a Knight Commander of the Hanoverian
Guelphic Order in 1832, and a Companion of the
Bath in 1850; he married in 1814 Theodosia,
eldest daughter of Samuel Brandram, Esq., of Lee

Grove, Kent, by whom he left issue three children.

He died at Woolwich, co. Kent, September 16,

1852, and was buried on September 22 in

St. Thomas's Church, Woolwich (Gent. Mag.,
1852, New Series, vol. xxxviii. p. 528).

DANIEL HIPWELL.
17, Hilldrop Crescent, N.

Your correspondent probably means Sir John

Webb, Knt., who lived at Woolwich and held the

post of Director-General of the Ordnance Medical

Department from about 1813 to 1850. He died

in September, 1852, two or three days before the

Duke of Wellington, and was buried at Old

Charlton, Kent. F. C.

Sir John Webb was born at Dublin, 1772, and
died at Chatham Lodge, Woolwich Common,
Sept. 16, 1852. He was Director-General of the

Ordnance Medical Department at Woolwich from

Aug. 1, 1813, to April, 1850, when he retired on
full pay. He was not only a Knight Bachelor, but

was created a K.C.H. in 1832 and a C.B. Aug. 16,

1850. FREDERIC BOASE.

36, James Street, S.W.

FALKLAND (8* S. i. 373). Sir Henry Gary,
first Lord Falkland, was a Scottish, not an English,

peer, being created Viscount of Falkland, in Fife,

by patent dated November 10, 1620. At the

opening of Parliament, a few months later, objection
was raised to his return as member for Hertford-

shire, on the ground of his elevation to a Scottish

peerage since his election. The tenth viscount

received an English barony (now extinct) in 1832.

Falkland was chosen as a royal residence chiefly

with a view to the pleasures of the chase, and the

name (falk) has probable reference to the sport of

hawking. In Malcolm IV. 's charter it appears
as Falecklen, which some authorities have derived

from the Gaelic Fal-aighe-leana,
" the chief's [or

king's] hind-meadow." OSWALD, O.S.B.
Fort Augustus, N.B.

Prima facie one is quite justified in concluding
that a Scotch peer would take his title from a

Scotch place, and accordingly the first peerage I

open Foster's states that Sir Henry Gary "was
created a peer of Scotland, as Viscount of Falk-

land, in Fife, 10 Nov., 1620." T. W. C.'s second

question I cannot answer ;
but it does not seem at

all likely that either place was named after the

other. I suppose the derivation to be simply

folk-land, a name which might occur almost any-
where. 0. F. S. WARREN, M.A.

Longford, Coventry.

BLETHTN AP CONFTN (8
th S. i. 353). In notes

I have (taken, I believe, from the then Feudal

Baron of Powys by M. C. Jones) I find the pedi-

gree of Blethyn thus given. Bletbyn, Prince of

Powys, son of Knynwyn, Prince of Powys, who
was son of Mervyn ap Rhodri Mawr (Roderick
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the Great), thus making Blethyn ap Knynwyn
great-grandson of Roderick.

The pedigree of Augaret, daughter of Meredith

ap Owen, Prince of South Wales, the wife ol

Knynwyn ap Mervyn (from P. Harrison's '
Hist.

Yorks.'), makes her the sixth or seventh descendant
of Roderick, so that between seven descents on the
wife's side and only three on the husband's there
seems to be a doubt as to whether these descents
are given correctly. B. FLORENCE SCARLETT.

ANCIENT AND ANTIQUE (8
th S. i. 392). There

is nothing to justify Jacob in setting up any
determinate period of years to mark the meaning
of these words. " Un ancien preset, un homme qui
n'est plus preset

"
does not certainly mean that

tbeprefet is two hundred years old. "Une maison
ancienne "

may mean that a family is two hundred

years old ; but " un ancien ami "
is an old friend

on less intimate terms than formerly ;

" un ami
ancien

"
is one who has long been a friend and

continues so still. Yet it is not implied in either
case that the friendship is of two hundred years
standing. You may speak of " une vieille femme "

and yet not imply that she is a centenarian. Again," meubles antiques
"

are not presumed to be a
thousand years old. If you say

"
6tudiez 1'antique"

you refer to Greek art, perhaps, and in that case

you imply two thousand years, and not one, which
would only carry back to Charlemagne, when there
was no art at all. In the dictionary of Noel and
Chapsal occurs this :

"Antique, ancien, vieux. Us encherissent 1'un sur

1'autre, le premier sur le second, et le second sur le

troisieme."

This seems to be as much as may be safely said.

Vieillesse relates, I think, to the age of persons
chiefly ; ancienneU to families especially ; antiquite
to times very remote, and more particularly to
classical times. Boileau and Voltaire both use

antique of persons ; the latter has " nos antiques
amis," certainly he did not mean that they were
a thousand years old. It is an endeavour on
the part of M. Jacob to lace language a little

tighter than it chooses to be laced. The French
is a little more definite in this than the English is,

but I fancy it gains very little by being so. The
context must always be left to show with what
especial intention the word is used.

In regard to antiquus Facciolati shows that
vestus is that which has age, but may yet fall out
within our time. But that antiquity implies
greater stretch of time. Fabrus in his

'

Thesaurus '

puts it very neatly:
"
Nempe veteres sunt, qui

paullo ante nos fuerunt
; antiqui, qui ante veteres

vixerunt." But even then it need not mean a
thousand years ; for perantiquus was older, again,
which he translates fort ancien. Menage works
the word ancien in this fashion, ante, antius,
antianus, ancien. Seeing that antiquus is the

root both of antique and of ancient, the difference

can only be arbitrary and an adjustment of custom ;

and as M. Jacob is pleading to set up a custom it

is quite clear that he cannot have much ground
for what he says. One point of interest I discover :

Roquefort gives anchien as the old form of the

word. This we still retain as the English pro-
nunciation of ancient. 0. A. WARD.
Chingford Hatch, E.

' THE PLEASURES OP IMAGINATION '

(8
th

S. i.

413). The explanation of Hardinge's remark is

doubtless to be found in the fact that Akenside
rewrote a great part of his

' Pleasures of Imagina-
tion.' In Cooke's edition of Akenside's ' Poems '

both versions of this work are printed, together
with an "

Advertisement," from which I extract

the following sentences in reference to it :

" The first publication of it was at a very early part of

the Author's life : that it wanted revision and correction

he was sufficiently sensible ; but so quick was the demand
for severed successive republications, that in any of the
intervals to have completed the whole of his corrections

was utterly impossible he chose therefore to continue
for some time reprinting it without alteration, and
at length ab'andoned the purpose of correction, and
resolved to write the poem over anew The person

(Foot-note, The Eight Hon. Jeremiah Dyson, by whom
this Advertisement was written) to whom he intrusted

the disposal of his paper?, would have thought himself

wanting if he had not produced as much of the work
as appeared to have been prepared for publication."

The passage
Goddess of the Lyre,

Which rules the accents of the moving sphere,
Wilt thou, eternal Harmony ! descend
And join this festive train 1 for with thee comes
The guide, the guardian of their lovely sports,

Majestic Truth I and where Truth deigns to come
Her sister Liberty will not be far.

Book i. 11. 18-24.

in the new version of the poem reads :

Goddess of the Lyre,
Whose awful tones controul the moving sphere,
Wilt thou, eternal Harmony ! descend
And join this happy train? for with thee comes
The guide, the guardian of their mystic rites,

Wise Order; and where Order deigns to coma
Her sister Liberty will not be far.

Book i. 11. 35-41.

The italics are mine. The two versions of the

poem are also printed in Sharpe'a edition (1805).
J. F. MAKSERGH.

Liverpool.

GEORGE BARNWELL (8
th S. i. 149, 238, 380).

In W. D. Biden's '

History and Antiquities of

Kingston-upon-Thames
'

(Kingston, 1852) is an
llustration of the market-place in the eighteenth

century. The woodcut is inscribed :

" From an original in the possession of Mr. Benjamin
jooker. It was in the Hall [since demolished] repre-
lented above that George Barnwell was placed at the

>ar to take his trial for the wilful murder of his

Jncle in Camberwell-grove, before the Lord Chief Baron
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Bury, and Mr. Justice Powell, on Friday, October 18,

1706. He was ......hung in chains on Kennington-com-
mon."

Brayley and Mantell, in their 'History of

Surrey' (vol. iii. p. 274), refer to the tradition

that Camberwell Grove was the scene of the

murder, but cite the ballad and Lillo's drama in

favour of Ludlow. I find no allusion to George

Barnwell, under Camberwell or Kingston, in

Manning and Bray's
'

Surrey
'

(vols. i. and iii.,

1814). DRUMMOND-MILLIKEN.

STENCIL : STANEFILE (8
th S. i. 371). I am

glad to know that my etymology of stencil is

correct. I felt tolerably sure of it in 1882, when
I noted, in my ' List of English Words found in

Anglo-French,' that estencille occurs, with the sense

of stencilled, in Langtoft's 'Chronicle,' ed. Wright,
vol. ii. p. 430.

As to stanejile, it seems to me an obvious

blunder for stanesile, by the usual confusion of /
with long s, which I have so often explained.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

. i. 148, 214, 337,419). CANONTAYLOR
can hardly be surprised if the general reader's j udg-
znent on ' Words and Places

'

is formed from the

edition intended for general readers. But in reply
to his courteously-worded reproof, I hasten to

admit that I ought to have explained that it was
this edition of which I was complaining, and not
the larger, of which I know nothing. At the same

time, I would humbly protest against a work on
the most debatable of subjects being deliberately

stripped of all that might help to discriminate

between fact and guesswork, even "to fit it for

the use of students and general readers."

F. W. BOURDILLON.

HAND ALLEY (8
th S. i. 373). I find nothing

about it. It is not even mentioned in the ' New
Remarks of the Company of Parish Clerks,' which
was published only in 1732, just fifty years after

the date of the will quoted by KILLIGREW. The
clerks call the way out of Holborn still an alley, and
not a court. They also mention a Hand Alley out
of London Wall, under the head of Sands Court or

Hand Alley. Sands appears to be a corruption o

Hand's. Even at that date, court and alley seems

interchangeable terms. 0. A. WARD.
Ghingford Hatch, E.

The 'New View of London' (1708) does no
mention any Hand Alley off Fleet Street; th
nearest is situated "on the south side of th_

Strand, near the Norfolk Street end." This alley
is not mentioned by Maitland fifty years later.

J. F. MANSERGH.

BOUNDER (8
th

S. i. 415). Need we look furthe.
for the origin of this word, in its present sense o

"cad," than the old term "counter-skipper," o
a counter-jumper

"
? A generation whose suprenn

wit elaborates the phrase
"
taking the cake

"

which has lately received more serious investiga-
ion than is perhaps deserved) into "

appropriating
he confectionery," or "annexing the '

Buszard,'
"

may surely be credited with this not very abstruse

development. NAIBDA.

MONUMENTAL SLAB IN EAST - HAMPSTEAD
HURCH, BERKS (8

111 S. i. 414). Surely shields

ilted in the way MR. PENNY describes, with the

lelmet on the point of the sinister chief, are very
lommon in pictorial blazonry ! I have many
examples in my collection of book-plates. In the

cuts in Foster's 'Peerage' they are often thus

.ilted, sometimes, indeed, so as to be actually
recumbent on one side. I recollect seeing one
ustance on a nobleman's carriage, the shield,

without supporters, being considerably tilted, and
the coronet perched on the sinister point.

GEORGE ANGUS.
St. Andrews, N.B,

SHREWSBURY CAKES (8
tn S. i. 371). It would

36 interesting to know when these dainties were

invented, which are as well known as Bath buns and
Richmond maids of honour. At the conclusion

of the inimitable poem
' The Schoolmistress,' by

Shenstone, published originally in 1742, is the

following allusion to them and Shrewsbury:
Admired Salopia ! that with venial pride
Byes her bright form in Severn's ambient wave,
Famed for her loyal cares in perils try'd,

Her daughters lovely, and her striplings brave ;

Ah ! midst the rest, may flowers adorn his grave
Whose art did first these dulcet cates display !

A motive fair to Learning's imps he gave.
Who cheerless o'er her darkling region stray,
Till Reason's morn arise, and light them on their way.

The whole poem contains a mine of archaic

words. We ask, Had the schoolmistress a real

existence ; or did she owe it to the poet's pen ?

Was her cottage, with the waving birch tree in

front of it, situated near Hales Owen? Her simple

dress, consisting of a russet stole and russet kirtle,

and " her cap far whiter than the driven snow,"
are all graphically depicted. Nor is her sceptre,

the birch rod, forgotten, "tway birchen sprays,"
which she applies smartly to the person of a small

boy for neglect of his lessons.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

CCRIOSITIES OF INTERPRETATION (8
th S. i. 309,

349, 410, 460). By an unaccountable confusion I

have wrongly named " the late Mr. Thomas

Wright
" as the editor of

'

Generydes.' The book

was edited by
" the living W. Aldis Wright," as

I am reminded by DR. FURNIVALL, whom I thank

for his kind promptitude. F. ADAMS.
105, Albany Road, Camberwell.

SHELLEY THE ATHEIST (8
th S. i. 142, 304, 404).

Would ESTE have any objection to state his
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authority for his assertion that Coleridge's
' Hymn

before Sunrise in theYale of Cbamouni '
is an almost

literal translation from the German? As this

magnificent hymn is in blank verse, I should

scarcely describe it, as MB. BAYNK does, as a lyric.

Perhaps this objection is hypercritical, I hope not

captious. JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

I think that we must put Felix Rabbe's ac-

ceptance of the " atheist
"
legend aside, in spite of

that gentleman's
" thick and thin " defence of the

poet Shelley. It is, on the face of it, highly im-

probable that the poet would have quoted Cole-

ridge's "God-intoxicated" words at a time when
if we trust his biographersShelley's mind was
suffused by disbelief in the existence of a Supreme
Being. I do not see why we should regard Fe"lix

Rabbe as a better authority on this question than

Prof. Dowden. So far as I am aware, neither of

these gentlemen has advanced anything which can

disturb the arguments I ventured to advance

(ante, p. 142) against Shelley having written his

name in the "little register" at one time kept
in the cabane at Montanvert.

KICHARD EDGCUMBE.
Schloss Schwobber, Grupenhagen, Hanover.

ESTE, quoting the opening lines of the ' Hymn
before Sunrise

'

from memory, quotes fairly but

inaccurately. The poem opens thus :

Hast thou a charm to stay the morning-star
In his steep course? So long he seems to pause
On thy bald awful head, sovran Blanc !

Nor is it quite right to speak of the lyric as a

translation. De Quincey is more accurate in his

statement that it is
" an expansion of a short poem

in stanzas upon the same subject by Frederica

Brun, a female poet of Germany, previously known
to the world under her maiden name of Miinter."

Wordsworth, unable to appreciate the lyrical glow
and rapture of the

'

Hymn,' condemned it as a

"specimen of the mock sublime," and he considered
it a further drawback to the perfection of the piece
that Coleridge

" never was at Chamouni, or near

it, in his life." Subsequent criticism, accepting
these propositions as final, has been prone to do
but scanty justice to a poem of great and abiding
qualities. THOMAS BAYNK.
Helensburgb, N.B.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &a.

Leading Women of the Restoration. By Grace John-
stone. (Digby, Long & Co.)

TEAT behind the licence and debauchery of the court of
Charles II. there was, even among ladies of rank, much
genuine purity and grace of life is, of course, admitted.
Human nature under the most exasperating conditions
is not all corrupt, and the setting of vice makes only
more bright the gem of virtue, the shining of " a good
deed in a naughty world.

" Of a few of the noble women
who graced the days of the Stuart Restoration Grace

Johnstone has given records, accompanied by portraits*
Her biographies are fairly well written, and may be read
with pleasure. Concerning two of the characters with
whom she deals fully Rachel, Lady Russell, and Mrs.
Hutchinson full information is, of course, accessible.

Mary, Countess of Warwick, is seen in her diary, of
which a portion only is published. Margaret, Lady
Maynard, is known through Ken's funeral sermon upon
her on the text,

" A gracious woman retaineth honour'*
("Mulier gratiosa inveniet gloriam," Prov. xi. 16); and
Mrs. Godolphin appears in the pages of Evelyn. Out of
the '

Life and Letters of Thomas Ken,' by the late Dean
of Wells, came the suggestion of the work, and an
introduction from the pen of that amiable and distin-
guished churchman would have ushered it into the
world but for his regretted death. Against selection
and treatment we have nothing to urge, except that
the most interesting woman of the epoch, Margaret,
Duchess of Newcastle, is omitted. Her biography, for
which abundant materials exist, might with advantage
replace that of Mrs. Godolphin, who belongs to a later

generation.

Goethe's Faust. Part I. Translated by Abraham
Hayward, Q.C. Edited by C. A. Buchheim, Ph.D.
(Bell & Sons.)

GIVING as it does on opposite pages the original text of
' Faust

' and Hayward's trustworthy prose translation,
this volume is of highest utility to students. Many errors

disfigured the first edition of Hayward's version. These,
with Hayward's notes and appendices, Prof. Buchheim
has preserved, and he has added much important matter
of his own, including an introduction on the Faust
legend which may be studied with much advantage. The
volume thus compounded is included in the " Standard
Library

"
of Messrs. Bell, of which it constitutes one of

the very best and most useful volumes. A student of
German cannot easily be too grateful for the gift.

Madame de Stael. By Albert Sorel. (Fisher Unwin.)
TAKING a hint from Mr. Morley's admirable aeries of
" Men of Letters," Messrs. Hachette, in 1887, commenced
a series of " Les Grands Ecrivains Frangais," under the

editorship of M. Juseerand. M. Sorel's monograph of
' Madame de Stael

' was published in Paris the year
before last, and we now gladly welcome it in its English
dress. Translations of some of the earlier volumes of
this series have been published, if we mistake not, by
Messrs. Routledge. Madame de Stael occupies a
somewhat peculiar position in French literature. Her
contemporaries, indeed, indulged in the most extravagant
estimates of her abilities. Her works, however, are rarely
read now, and to the majority of English readers she is

little more than a name. In M. Sorel's judgment she
was " a beautiful genius rather than an artist in literature
and history, a great witness rather than an actor in the
events of her times."

MR. W. H. MALLOOK takes, in the Fortnightly, a view
of the poetry of the second Lord Lytton different from.

that generally held, and coloured by his very obvious-

friendship for the writer. What is said on poetry gener-
ally is worth reading. The decadence of art is the sub-

ject of wail in reviews of ' The Royal Academy,' by Mr.
George Moore, and of ' The Two Salons,' by Mrs. Eliza-

beth Robins Fennell. Of these notices, one may be
described as amazingly funny, and the other as pro-
digiously earnest. M. Auge Goldemar sends an enter-

taining article on ' M. Sardou and "
Thermidor,"

'
in the

course of which he quotes some well- written and forcible

passages not previously seen in print. In the Nine*
teenth Century Dr. Jessopp describes ' A Fourteenth
Century Parson/ obviously a man of much consequence,
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and well entitled to be described as a "person" or

"parson." Mr. Gladstone gives some ingenious if

rather fanciful pleadinz in order to answer in the affir-

mative the question,
' Did Dante Study in Oxford.' Mrs.

Erskine Wemyss tells
' The Story of an Unhappy Queen,'

who proves to be Sophia Dorothea, the wife of George
Louis of Hanover, afterwards George I. of England.
' Women and Worship in Burmah '

is a short and pic-

turesque article, showing that women are better off in

Burmah than they are in most Eastern states. Lady
Violet Greville, the writer, maintains, indeed, that it is

the land of women par excellence. Burmah, itself she

calls
" a paradise of open-air feasts of fun and frolic."

Under the title of ' Ovid Metamorphosed
'

Mrs. Ross

describes the strange legends assigned to Ovid. Her
article is a contribution to folk-lore. Vernon Lee writes

on '

Sculpture of the Renaissance.' Mrs. Neville Lyttel-

ton, in the New Review, deals with '

Englishwomen in

India,' and ventures on some apology for the "
typical

Anglo-Indian flirt." In ' How to Excavate in Greece'

Mr. Charles Waldstein arrives at the comforting con-

clusion that
" we are but at the beginning of successful

excavation." Mr. Longueville deals with '

Racing and
its Fascination,' and Mr. Andrew Lang has something
further to say concerning Mr. Rudyard Kipling. The

Century gives a series of delightful illustrations of Buda-

pest, which it calls
' A New Metropolis.' In what sense

it is a metropolis we fail to see, but the impression con-

veyed concerning it is admirable. ' Mount Saint Elias

Revisited
'

gives some striking pictures of mountain

climbing.
'

Early Political Caricatures
'

are not always
comprehensible to English readers, but may be regarded
with pleasure. A second part of '

Christopher Colum-

bus,' by Emilio Castelar, shows the great discoverer in

search of a patron . It has a pleasing sketch of Seville.

'Land of the Living Cliff Dwellers
'

maybe read with
interest.

' Sea-beaches
'

constitutes a delightful feature

in Scribner's, and has capital views of dunes and surges.
' Cattle Trains of the Prairies

'

is furnished with some
most dramatic illustrations.

' Life in New York Tene-
ment Houses," by William T. Elsing, is very interesting,
and casts a sad light upon the condition of life in great
cities.

' The Drury Lane Boys' Club
'

will also be read
with pleasure. In American magazines, as in English,
the verse is, on the average, much below the prose.
' The Legend of Lapwater Hall,' by Arthur Morrison, in

Macmillari's, is a very graphic sketch. ' French Girls'

Schools '

gives an insight into the methods of education
therein applied, but gives few social particulars.

' Leaves
from a Notebook' is continued, and Mr. Saintsbury
writes on 'Some Great Biographies.' Literary articles

in Temple Bar include a good review of ' Boswell's John-

son,' an account of
' John Leech,' and one of ' Alice de

Chambrier.' Mr. Percy Fitzgerald, under the title of
' A Professor of Dry Wit,' gives, in the Gentleman's, a
collection of the witticisms, or satirical speeches, of

Dr. Thompson, the late Master of Trinity.
' Brains and

Inches '

may be read with amusement. ' Dunster and
its Castle

'

is the best paper in the English Illustrated, in

which also appears a 'Life of Lord Rosebery,' by Mr.

Lucy, with a portrait. The processes of ' Candle

Making
'

are illustrated. The Cornhill gives an ac-

count of 'Curiosities in our Cathedrals,' and depicts
'A Visit to Count Tolstoi '; and Longman's

' Notes on
the Climate of the British Isles,' by Mr. Scott, F.R.S.,
and ' Reminiscences of St. Petersburg Society,' by the
author of '

Baltic Letters.'

THE Old and New London, Part XXXVII., of Messrs.
Walford and Thornbury, included among the publica-
tions of Messrs. Cassell, completes the fifth volume and
begins the sixth. The penultimate volume closes well
with views in Tottenham, Edmonton, and other north-

eastern spots, which already are changing entirely their
character from what they were when first depicted.
The reader is then carried across the river to South -

wark. Cassell's Storehouse of General Information,
Part XVII., completes the letter C, and has good papers
on "

Crab," "Credit,"
"
Cycling," and other subjects.

The Life and Times of Queen Victoria, Part XVII.,
shows the investiture of the Sultan with the Order of
the Garter, and has portraits of Lord Naas, Lord Napier,
Prince Christian, and the Duchess of Teck.

THE first number of Natural Science, a monthly review
of scientific progress, has been issued by Messrs. Mac-
millan & Co. The contents are of much variety and
value.

THE editor of the Ex-Libris Journal writes on
' Modern Book-plate Designers,' and deals specially
with Mr. H. Stacy Marks, R.A., some of whose designs
are reproduced.

The Talisman is the latest volume of the cheap"
Waverley

"
of Messrs. A. & C. Black.

ia

We must call special attention to the following notices :

ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications correspondents

must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the

signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to

appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication "

Duplicate."

JOHN PIOKFORD.

Nobody coming to marry me,
Nobody coming to woo.

There is, we believe, more than one version of the song
in which these lines occur. That which we recall,

quoting from memory, begins :

Last night the dogs did bark,
I went to the gate to see ;

And every lass had a spark,
But nobody came to me.

And it 's Oh, dear, what will become of me,
Oh, dear, what shall I do !

Nobody coming to marry me,
Nobody coming to woo.

My father 's a hedger and ditcher,

My mother does nothing but spin ;

And I 'm a pretty young maid,
But money comes slowly in.

And it's Oh, dear, &c.
Cetera desunl.

The author of this we dp not recall ; but, as the song is

well known, some one will probably be able to tell, and
to say where the song is to be found.

R. STEWART BODDINGTON. We do not possess R. D.'s
address.

NOTICE.
Editorial Communications should be addressed to

" The
Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Advertisements and
Business Letters to " The Publisher

"
at the Office,

Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.C.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return com-

munications which, for any reason, we do not print ; and
to this rule we can make no exception.
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MODERN ENGLISH BIOGRAPHY.'
I read with much pleasure your notice of this

work. It is most satisfactory, when a man devotes

many years to doing something which is for

public use, to finl that praise can be given. It

occurs to me that your readers will like to have a

few notes as to various things that I have observed

in perusing this laborious work, and I also give
some hints for a second edition should one be

necessary.
Mr. Boase was a solicitor by profession, but

some years ago he found the profession too dry for

him, and he took to the keepership of old law

books when he became Librarian to the Law

Society, a catalogue of whose library be edited last

year. This catalogue is an index to itself, authors

and subjects in one alphabet, and is not only the

best law catalogue, but I believe the best cata-

logue of any library ever published.
' Modern English Biography

' has been upwards
of seven years going through the press, which will

account for persons who have died in the mean

time, like Matthew Arnold, not being included,
and answer the reviewer's objection. The cost of

printing, binding, correspondence, searches at

Somerset House and parish registers, and other

expenses has been about 5001.
,
so that if every

one of the 200 copies for sale sells at 30., there
will not be much remuneration for Mr. Boase's

twenty years' labour.

The biography contains many more notices than
are included in the 8,000 stated on the title-page ;

for example, under Serjeant Adams (note that in

the early pages this is erroneously spelt "ser-

geant ") we have the dates of the death of six per-
sons besides the subject of the notice.

Most people have some monument to their

memory, but the first Marquess of Anglesey left a
monument at Waterloo to his leg, for the loss of
which he refused a pension, and saved his country
47,000?.
Under "

Applegarth
" we learn that in 1821

some millions of ll. Bank of England notes were

printed, but never used. Might they not come in

now?
Under " W. H. Ashurst," the founder of the

well-known firm of solicitors, it is an omission that

no mention is made of his having written any-
thing. His son was for many years solicitor to the

Post Office. In the 'Handbook of Fictitious

Names '

I have erroneously given his pseudonym
as "John" Search. My mistake which I only
found to be so some years after from the author's

son has been copied by Gushing in
'
Initials and

Pseudonyms/ p. 335. Under "Ashhurst" (so

spelt with two "
h's "} there is a cross-reference to

the pseudonym, which, however, has been omitted.

Mr. Boase tells us that the Rev. T. Binney wrote

under the pseudonym of
" John Search."

Under " William Bates," your well-known cor-

respondent, who died in 1884, add that his

pictures and prints were sold at Sotheby's in

January, 1887.

Under "
Bendigo," the celebrated prize-fighter, it

is noted that he was one of three children at a birth.

Of all offences, that for which we find a clergy-
man convicted in 1813 seems strangest, for it

could do nobody harm. He illegally obtained a

licence for a public-house when no such house was
in existence, and was sentenced to six months'

imprisonment.
Under " Edmond Beales " the Hyde Park riots

might have been mentioned.

How many men have thirty-nine children, as

did Beldham, the celebrated cricketer? twenty-

eight by his first wife.

Thomas Brightwood was also author of a pri-

vately printed 'Journal of a Tour, &c., through
Belgium, 1828.' Query anonymous?
Under my late friend, the Eev. T. A. W.

Buckley, Mr. Boase, who makes quite a specialty
of mentioning where portraits are given, might
have added that his portrait is given twice in his
' Adventures of Mr. Sydenham Greenfinch,' viz.,

on the frontispiece and on p. 83.

Edward Bullen is duly credited with the

authorship of his work on '

Pleading,' but it
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might .ta.ban.been *tal that forov a
gnera- ^Ir^blt^rr.^^^^^tion this book has been the text-Hook and leading

|
geded tfae beautiful and delicate Celtic art both in Eng-

authority on the subject.

Am I wrong in the idea that Alfred Bunn, the

well-known theatrical manager, died in pecuniary

difficulties? The place, Boulogne, favours the

idea, and yet he spent 2,000?. in purchasing the

dignity of Gentleman !

William Surges should have been credited with

the magnificent collection of armour he presented

to the British Museum. r
The style of printing and clear type adopted by years ago. The observant Cambrensis might well

Mr. Boase is good, but I object to italics for any- exclaim (1177 A.D.) as he gazed at the gorgeous

thing, and very much so for titles of books. I workmanship of this Book of Kells,
" This is more

hope, with your permission, to continue these notes. I like the work of angels than of mortals."
RALPH THOMAS. i noticed a discrepancy of dates in the reputed

chronology of this book which is worth a remark.

O'Hart (supra) assigns the sixth century as the

LITERARY TREASURES IN TRINITY COLLEGE, I

epoch of its authorship, whilst it is relegated to

the eighth on the card lying on its open pages.
Which is the correct date 1 The former most cer-

tainly, as the " Dove of the Church," as St. Colum-

land and on the continent, and about the fifteenth cen-

tury it disappeared even from our own Ireland, the

country of its origin."

Mrs. D'OHer'a clever and praiseworthy imitative

efforts line a great portion of the walls of the

library in frames, but the colouring in many in-

stances seems fading, whereas the illumination

of this book (of which they are copies) is

apparently as fresh to-day as it was a thousand

DUBLIN.
"
Trinity College, the cradle of much learning and wit

and the Alma Mater of as long a roll of names honour

able in science and literature as almost any Beat of
ciHewa8 called, and as his name signifies (his original

learning in the world can boast. name being Crimhthain), was bom in 521, and
So saith my Murray, but he might have added <jied at lona in 597. The date, therefore, on the
"
also the sacred depository of many national and I car(j ia evidently a lapsus calami, which ought to

foreign literary treasures." For in good sooth it
| De rectified.

is such, as I discovered to my delight during a

recent visit to its famous library. Being in " Baille-

atba-cliath
"
(the city of the Ford of the Hurdles),

as Dublin is called in old Irish annals, on pro-

fessional business, I made an express pilgrimage to

that shrine of letters to see the world-renowned

Book of Kells. Expectations are often dashed in

Of the other Irish MSS. preserved within the

venerable walls of this library (which, with the

exception of the books of Kells, Durrow, and

Dinma, I unfortunately did not see) O'Curry says :

" The collection in Trinity College consists of over
a hundred and forty volumes, several of them on vellum,
dating from the early part of the twelfth down to the

literary heirloom ot tne insn nation inat A nave i geventh centurieg The Saltair of St. Ricemarch, Bishop
seen comes within measurable distance of the O f St. David's in the eleventh century, contains also an

exquisite reality. This marvel of ancient Irish exquisite copy of the Roman Martyrology, and a very
/i^^mf; orf ; a considered," writes O'Hart ancient Hieronymian version of the Gospels, the historvdecorative art

"
is

(' Irish Pedigrees,' p. 613),
" to have been written by St. Colnmcille in the sixth

century, was preserved for many ages at the Columbian

Monastery of Kells, in Meath, and is now in the Library
of Trinity College, Dublin. It contains a manuscript
copy of the four Gospels, and is illuminated with decora-

tions of surpassing beauty."

And Lady Wilde (' Ancient Legends of Ireland,'

p. 292) says of it :

" The Book of Kells has filled all critics with wonder
and admiration. It is more decorated than any existing

copy of the Gospels, and is pronounced by learned
authorities to be the most beautiful manuscript in

existence of so early a date, and the most magnificent
specimen of penmanship and illumination in the Western
World."

It is a matter for eternal regret that this wonder-
ful art has been irretrievably lost to the world.

Many have tried to resuscitate it, but fruitlessly.
" Towards the close of the tenth century/' remarks

Lady Wilde (op. cit., p. 295),

ancient Hieronymian version of the Gospels, the history
of which is unknown, but which is evidently an Irish
MS. of not later than the ninth century, with its ancient

box, and numerous Ossianic forms relating to the Fenian
heroes, some of very great antiquity."

I also saw a copy of the first book printed in

Dublin (1521), and amongst foreign literary
treasures a copy of the first editions of Dante,
Shakespeare (first folio), and the 'Faerie Queene'
(1609), and also Caxton's 'Dictes and Sayings of

the Philosophers' (1477), all of which are, of

course, under glass. My copy of Murray (1878)
puts down the printed volumes to a hundred and
forty thousand, whereas, as I was informed by one
of the librarians, they now number two hundred
and fifty thousand. J. B. S.

Manchester.

SWEDISH AND ENGLISH.

Every now and then a deliciously innocent
article on language escapes editorial supervision,
and finds its way into print. An amusing instance
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may be found in the June number of the Journal

oj Education, entitled
'

Gleanings amongst Swedes.'

The author was led to his knowledge of Swedish,
he tells us, by observing the word Tandsticker on
a box of matches. This, he kindly informs us,
is derived from land, a tooth, and sticker, a splinter.
Here there are only four errrors. The word is

Tdndstickor, with a and o (not a and e). Tdnd
has nothing to do with tooth, but is from tiinda,
to kindle, akin to tinder. And lastly, stickor is

not singular, but plural.
After this somewhat inaccurate introduction to

the language, many curious discoveries followed.

The following are specimens.
Gammer (which really means grandmother, as

gaffer does grandfather) is from Swed. gammel,
old. (The right spelling is gammed, but we must
not be particular.)
The Swed. lasun must be a relative of bassoon.

Unluckily, there is no kinship at all ; see Pusaune
in Kluge. Basun is merely a borrowed word in

Swedish, and certainly has no original value in

that language. Besides, it means a trumpet ; and
the Swedish for bassoon is Bassong.
Lin means flax, as linum does in Latin. Con-

sidering that lin is nothing but the Lat. linum
done into Swedish, the coincidence, after all, is

hardly to be considered wonderful.

Next comes a new notion of borrowing native

English words from Swedish. Thus, we are told

that our acre is either borrowed from the Lat.

ager or from Swed. "S/ker." Well, it so happens
that our acre is the A.-S. a-cer, not borrowed from
either one or the other, but cognate with both.

At any rate, we are told, if we do not admit
that acre is borrowed from Swed "

ker," we must
at least admit that ochre is derived therefrom.

This is curious, for ochre is Greek !

Funniest of all is the notion of deriving an

English word from a combination of Swedish
words. Thus, our hide is nob derived merely from

Swed. hud, a hide, but at the same time from hy,
skin. The forms hud and hy, neatly fused together,

give hide. This is
pur

old friend the "port-
manteau" word, familiar to 'Alice in Wonder-
land.' Bat the truth is that hy does not, primarily,
mean skin, but colour. It is cognate with A.-S.

hiw, our hue, and has nothing whatever to do
with hide. As to hud, it is merely a cognate
form.

Like Oliver Twist, we can but ask for
" more."

WALTER W. SKEAT.

FATE. There is a common conversational ex-

pression in which this word plays the principal

part. For example,
" She there met with her

fate," meaning that the lady in question had
found her mate. It in generally supposed, I

believe, that the word fate, in this sense, comes
from the Latin fatum, and is the synonym of

destiny, as in the ordinary signification of the
word. But it seems to me not improbable that
the phrase is an importation from France, where
the word employed is fait, not fate. The dic-

tionaries explain that fait means share, one's

own, that which suits one. To give some ex-

amples of the French use of fait, I will first cite

a passage in Le Sage's
' Diable Boiteux,' where

two sisters are discussing the important question
of husbands :

" Pour moi, ma scour, a dit la cadette,

j'aime le solide, je veux un homme riche, et le

gros Don Blanco sera mon fait." Then, in Le
Sage's comedy,

'

Turcaret,' we find Madame Jacob

proposing as a husband to the waiting-maid Lisette," Un gros commis qui a fait deja quelque bien ";
to which Lisette replies,

" Le bon parti ! voila mon
faifr."

The word, however, is not confined to contem-

plated matrimonial affairs. In Le Sage's
'
Bachelier

de Salamanque
' there is a lady who sets forth the

qualifications she wished to meet with in a pre-

ceptor for her son, and the Bachelier, who is an

applicant for the post, exclaims,
" Je suis done

votre fait, madame." "I am just the person to

suit you." J. Y. JOHNSON.
Madeira.

THE LIBRARY IK ST. MARY'S CHURCH, STAM-
FORD. (See 8th S. i. 324.) My attention has

been drawn to a letter from MR. JOSEPH PHILLIPS
which appeared at the above reference with regard
to Richard Bannister's library in St. Mary's Church,
Stamford. Says MR. PHILLIPS :

" In 1890, the interior of the church was gutted and
renovated, the books were carted away, and are said to

be now lying in a lumber-room in an adjoining pariah
The disappearance of so curious a church library ia

greatly to be deplored."

One cannot help regretting that before com-

municating to you so inaccurate a statement MR.
PHILLIPS did not put himself into communication

either with myself or with one of the church-

wardens of St. Mary's, that he might have had the

opportunity of verifying what he himself acknow-

ledges to have received on uncertain evidence.

Any one of us could have pointed out to him that :

1. During the restoration of the church, in 1890,
the library of books was carefully removed from

its former position in the Lady Chapel and safely

stored by one of the churchwardens.

2. At the completion of the works in connexion

with the restoration, a new cupboard was specially

fitted up for the books (at considerable expense to

myself) in the clergy vestry.
3. That the books are all in this cupboard at

the present moment, a much drier and more suit-

able place than that from which they were removed
at the first.

It seems to me that too great care cannot be

taken with regard to the communications addressed

to
' N. & Q.'; for the whole charm, and indeed the
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whole value of the publication is destroyed if

correspondents are suffered to approach it in the

spirit of conjecture.
CAREW H. ST. JOHN-MILDMAY, M.A.

St. Mary's Rectory, Stamford.

"MEASURES, NOT MEN." The following variant

upon this familiar phrase is to be found in a letter

of James West, M.P. for St. Albans, and Secre-

tary to the Treasury, written to the Duke of

Newcastle from the House of Commons, on May 2,

1757, wherein it is observed of the evening's
debate :

"Nothing material has fell from any one worth
troubling your grace with, but that Lord Harrington
declared he had no attachment to persona but to things
(the words of Mr. Pitt)." British Museum Add. MS S.,

32,871, f. 9.

ALFRED F. ROBBINS.

BUILDERS OP THE PYRAMIDS. (See 8th S. i.

396.) At the above reference R. R. speaks of
"
the swarms of miserable Israelites who built the

Pyramids." It may be desirable to point out that,

though it is impossible to fix the exact date of the

building of the Pyramids, this was certainly long
before the time of Jacob or the existence of his

posterity, the Israelites. W. T. LYNN.
Blackheath.

ST. SAVIOUR'S, SOUTHWARK. An error, or at
least such I conceive it to be, is so constantly
cropping up with regard to the time when St. Mary
Overie's Church, Southwark, was first called
St. Saviour's, that yon will perhaps allow me to

explain the matter. I have, I believe, traced the
error to Wright's

'

Cyclopaedia of London,' and I

suppose others have copied it. The passage (some-
what shortened) is as follows :

" In the Lansdowno MS. there is a curious record of
a charge of heresy brought against Joan Baker in 1510
for having said she ' was sorry she had gone in ao many
pilgrimages, as to St. Saviour's,' &c. St. Mary Overie's
is supposed to have received its modern name of
St. Saviour's at the dissolution of the monasteries in
1539. The passage just quoted, however,' shows that
the latter was known as St. Saviour's nearly thirty years
before."

I do not for a moment believe that our beauti-
ful church was called St. Saviour's before the Dis-

solution, nor do I think it likely that pilgrimages
were ever made to it. The place referred to was,
I should think, undoubtedly St. Saviour's Monas-
tery at Bermondsey, very little further from London
Bridge than St. Mary Overie's only on the other
side of the Borough High Street.
The people were accustomed to call the abbey

at Bermondsey St. Saviour's, or they would never
have given in to the change of name. Witness
the utter impossibility the authorities found it to
alter the name of St. Thomas's Hospital. They
tried to call it King's Hospital, &c., but it would
not do, and so they named it St. Thomas the

Apostle, instead of St. Thomas a Becket. I feel

quite sure that St. Saviour's was never so called

till after the Dissolution .

CHARLOTTE G. BOGER.
St. Saviour's.

A " LADY PARSON." The Star of April 22,
in an account of the wedding of Dr. Smythe, of

Belfast, with the widow of the late Mr. Proctor,
the eminent astronomer, records the fact that
"
among the guests was the Rev. Florence Collock,

an ordained lady parson." The wedding took place
the previous day at the Scotch Church, Regent
Square, London. L. L. K.

CHAPMAN'S HOMER. In a revised and enlarged
edition of his

'

English Literature Primer, dated

1890, Mr. Stopford Brooke still retains this

sentence on Chapman's verse, as it stood in the
book when it was issued in 1876 :

" The rushing
gallop of the long fourteen-syllable stanza in which
it is written has the fire and swiftness of Homer,
but it has not his directness or dignity." Mr.
Stopford Brooke, of course, means verse or line

;

but, as that may not be immediately apparent to
all his readers, it were well that the right word
should be entered without delay. It is a pity that

the excellence of an invaluable text-book should
be marred even by a slight flaw.

THOMAS BAYNE.
Helensburgh, N.B.

ABBEY. Just as there are people who call

every ancient service-book a "missal," so there
are those who conceive that an ancient abbey con-
sisted of nothing but a church. The church is

commonly the only portion of the monastic build-

ings left, and thus becomes known as "the abbey"
to bank holiday excursionists and the like. But
it is discouraging to find that the Very Rev. the
Dean of Gloucester, when writing of Evesham as
' The Vanished Abbey,' in the English Illustrated

Magazine for May, falls into a similar confusion.
He sympathizes with the monks of Evesham on
"
the sad fate of their holy house and its glorious

abbey," and tells us "
there is no trace of the old

abbey. The solitary ruined arch belonged to the

chapter house." " Evesham Abbey and the great
Benedictine house beneath its shadow," &c.

W. 0. B.
JAMES HIRST.
"A few days ago died in the neighbourhood of Pen-

nistone, Yorkshire, James Hirst, who in the year 1711
lived servant with the hon. Edward Wortley, Esq. It

happened one day delivering a parcel of letters to his

master, by mistake he kept back one of Mr. Wortley's
and delivered one that he had been writing to his mis-
tress ; it was not long before James discovered the
mistake, and hurried back to his master, but unfortu-
nately for poor James this letter happened to be one of
the first that presented itself to Mr. Wortley, and before
James returned he had given way to a curiosity that led
him to open and read the love-told story of an amorous
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footman; it was in vain that he solicited to have it

returned to him. 'No (says Mr. Wortley), James, you
shall be a great man, and this letter shall be published
in the Spectators.' He communicated the letter to his
friend Sir Richard Steele, and it was accordingly pub-
lished in James's own words, and is that letter in vol. i.

No. 71 of the Spectators, beginning Dear Betty. James
soon found means to remove that cruelty of which he
complains in his letter, but before their wishes were
completed, Betty's death put a hasty period to a passion
that would do no discredit to folks of a much superior
rank than theirs." Hoey's Dublin Mercury, No. 668,
Jan. 31-Feb. 2, 1771.

H. H. S.

HBXHAM. There were twelve bishops of Hex-

ham, in Northumberland, which became an epis-

copal see in 681. The great priory was founded

by St. Wilfrid, and Hexham was the capital of

the district still called Hexhamshire. The name,
so far as I know, has never been explained. Canon
Eaine, in his history of the Priory of Hexham,
makes it the " town on the holy stream," the
stream now called the Hallgarth burn, and for-

merly the Halgut. Now Baeda calls the church

H&gustaldensis ecclesia,and in the 'Saxon Chronicle'
we have Hagustaldes 6a, evidently the Hextold

burn, and Hagustaldes ham, of which the modern
name Hexham is a corruption. Here we have the

clue to the meaning of the name, hagostealdes

being the genitive of hagosteald, which means

celibacy, while hagostealdes or hcegstealdes is the

genitive of hagosteald or hagsteala, which means
a celibate or unmarried person. Hence the

Hagustaldes-hdm of the
' Chronicle ' denotes the

home of the celibate monks established here by
Wilfred. ISAAC TAYLOR.

" HAULED OVER THE COALS." A very early use
of this phrase occurs on the title-page of the

following book :
" The Bee Hive of the Komish

Church. A worke of all good Catholikes too bee

read, and most necessary to bee understood.
Wherein the Catholike Religion is substantially

confirmed, and the Heretikes finely fetch'd ouer
the coales. Translated out of the Dutch into

English by George Gilpin the Elder." Printed in

London by Thomas Dawson, 1580. It is dedi-

cated to Sidney by John Stell, the publisher. It

may be mentioned that this was the second edition

of the English translation, the first having appeared
in the previous year, and does not contain the

expression "fetch'd ouer the coales," which, on
the other hand, appeared in the third, fourth, and
fifth editions, the last being dated 1636. The
work was written by

" Isaac Rabbotenu," the

pseudonym of Philips van Marnix van Sant

Aldegonde. The original edition appeared in

1571. W. ROBERTS.
63, Chancery Lane, W.C.

GOOD-BYE. May I express a hope that when
Dr. Murray (or Mr. Bradley) reaches this expres-

sion, its supposed identity with "God be with

you
"
may be reconsidered 1 I believe, with a

correspondent in 'N.&Q.,' 5* S. iv. 326, that the

two expressions are distinct, although all the dic-

tionaries say the contrary. Bye has an old sense

of leaving aside, as in bye-path, by-the-bye, and

bye in cricket. We bid good morning, good day,

good evening, good night, good morrow, &c.; why
not good bye, a good leaving ? One can say

" God
be with you

" or "
Good-bye," but they do not

necessarily mean the same. PROF. SKEAT says
that "

good
" and " God " are quite distinct words.

I am aware of the instance in a Shakespearian

reading, but the supposed identity is of old

standing. As for the spelling "God-bwyes" in
' N. & Q.,' 2nd S. iii. 184, it only proves that the

writer in 1639 shared the common view. It is the

occurrence of the letter b following
"
good

"
that

has caused the confusion, if it be one. I cannot

think that "
bye

"
is likely to have been formed

from "be with you," or "be wi' ye." They may
look alike on paper, but are apart in sound.

C. K. M.

THACKERAY AND MATTHEW ARNOLD. That

each man is alone, with individual and peculiar
interests that no other can exactly appreciate, is

neither a novel nor an abstruse proposition. It is

curious, however, to note the parallelism of form

in which it is illustrated by two contemporaries
like Thackeray and Matthew Arnold, with stand-

points so separate and distinctive. In '

Pendennis,'

vol. i. chap, xvi., a paragraph of characteristic

reflection closes thus :

a"Ah, sir a distinct universe walks about under your
hat and under mine all things in Nature are different

to each the woman we look at has not the same

features, the dish we eat from has not the same taste to

the one and the other you and I are but a pair of

infinite isolations, with some fellow-islands a little more

or less near to us."

Compare with this the four stanzas constituting

the seventh section of Arnold's 'Switzerland'

romance, which opens in this strain :

Yes ! in the sea of life enisled,

With echoing straits between us thrown,

Dotting the shoreless watery wild,
We mortal millions live alone,

The islands feel the enclasping flow,

And then their endless bounds they know.

THOMAS BAYNE.
Helensburgh, N.B.

SIR JOHN RICHARDSON (1771-1841), JUSTICE

OF THE COMMON PLEAS. He was born in the

parish of St. Bartholomew by the Exchange, in the

City of London, on March 3, 1771, and matricu-

lating from University College, Oxford, Jan. 26,

1789, as the third son of Anthony Richardson,

Esq., deceased, ho graduated B.A. in 1792, and

proceeded M.A. in 1795. He was admitted to

Lincoln's Inn in June, 1793, and ten years later
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was called to the bar, becoming a serjeant-at-law
in 1818, and a Justice of the Common Pleas in

November, 1818. On June 3, 1819, he was

knighted by the Prince Regent at Carlton House.

He married at Wanlip, co. Leicester, August 31,

1804, Harriet, daughter of Sir Charles Grave

Hudson, Bart., and Catherine Susanna, formerly

Palmer, his wife. She was born in the parish of

St. Clement Danes, Middlesex, April 6, 1774, and
died March 2, 1839. Sir John, who retired from
the labours of his judgeship in May, 1824, died at

his house in Bedford Square, London, on March 19,

1841, and was buried in the family vault in St.

George the Martyr Cemetery, Brunswick Square,
London. His father, the above-named Anthony
Richardson, Esq , descended from a family long
resident at Byerstead, in the parish of St. Bees,

Cumberland, was born in Maryland, U.S.A., on
October 27, 1738, and traded as a merchant in

Copthall Court, London, in partnership with his

relation, Anthony Bacon, many years M.P. for

Aylesbnry; he died at his house in Powis Place,

Queen Square, Bloomsbnry, on August 24, 1787,
and lies buried in the family vault aforesaid.

DANIEL HIPWELL.
17, Hilldrop Crescent, N.

NAMES OF HORSES. In Laborde's 'View of

Spain,' English translation, 1809, vol. i. p. cxliii,
it is said that the muleteer's names for his

animals are commonly of military rank, as

generala, capitana, commissaria. In Yorkshire it

was not unusual for the leader of a team to be
called "captain." W. C. B.

HUGHES AND LORD SEMPILL. The following
obituary notice appears in vol. ci. of the

' Annual
Register,' p. 435, and is quoted as an example of

the greatest possible amount of error that can be

compressed into a few lines. There never was any
George, Baron Sempill; Elliaton was the Sempill
eeat, not title; the Lord Sempill of 1745 was a

brigadier-general of the royal army at Culloden
;

and the title and estates were never forfeited as a

consequence of the rebellion, or otherwise. It

would be interesting to know what foundation, if

any, existed for this extraordinary notice :

" Died at Islington, September 3, 1859, Joseph John
Hughes, Surgeon in the Royal Navy, aged 87. The
deceased was grandson and heir of George, Baron Sem-
pill and Eiliottstown, of Renfrew, KB., whose titles and
estates were forfeited as a coneequence of the Great
Rebellion of 1745."

SIGMA.
THE SCOTTISH BAGPIPE.
"Even Highlanders will allow that it is not the

gentlest of instruments ; but when far from their moun-
tain-homes, what sounds, however melodious, could
thrill their hearts like one burst of their own wild native
pipe ? The feelings which other instruments awaken are
general and undefined, because they talk alike to French-
men, Spaniards, Germans, and Highlanders, for they are
common to all; but the bagpipe is sacred to Scotland,

and speaks a language which Scotsmen only feel." Pre-
face to Macdonald'a ' Ancient Martial Music of Scot-

land,' quoted in Grant's ' Romance of War,' chap. xli.

The sentence "the bagpipe is sacred to Scot-

land, and speaks a language which Scotsmen only
feel," reads strangely to any one who is acquainted
with George Sand's beautiful Berrichon romance,
' Les Maitres Sonneurs.' See especially the

spirited description of the bourrte danced to the
muleteer Huviel's wonderful musette bourbonnaise,
in the huitieme veilUe, i.e., the eighth chapter.
Either Huviel or Joset could have held his own
against any Scottish bagpiper that ever lived,
were it Rab the Ranter, of

'

Maggie Lander' cele-

brity, himself. Then is there not the Piedmontese

bagpipe ? I believe, however, that the latter has
less volume than the Scottish and Bourbonnais

pipes. I should be glad to bear the opinions of

your Highland and musical readers on the subject
of bagpipes generally, and particularly on the
merits of the Scottish compared with the French

pipe as described by George Sand.
The " vates sacer," par excellence, of the Scottish

bagpipe is, I should say, not a Scotch, but an

English poet. See ' Childe Harold,' canto iii. xxvi.
This glorious stanza is, in my opinion, one of the
finest passages in our poetic literature since

Milton.

One more word. Is there any difference between
a musette and a cornemuse : or are the terms

synonymous? JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

MAJOR JOHN GAKTWRIGHT (1740-1824),
POLITICAL REFORMER. It may serve a useful end
to note, as an addition to the account of him
appearing in -Diet. Nat. Biog.,' vol. ur. p. 224,
that be was buried in the churchyard of Finchley,
co. Middlesex. His wife, Anne Catherine Cart-

wright, formerly Dashwood, died December 21,
1834, and lies interred in the same place.

DANIEL HIPWELL.
17, Hilldrop Crescent, N.

STATUE OF QUEEN ANNE. When looking at the

replica of Francis Bird's statue of Queen Anne,
opposite the west front of St. Paul's, and the four

emblematic figures surrounding it, one cannot

help thinking of the famous lines of Garth, quoted
by Pennant. Their principal object appears to

have been to excite odium at the peace of Utrecht

by a sarcastic allusion to the
"
ungrateful country

"

represented by the " downcast eyes
"
of the figure,

in contrast to those of the three others, represent-

ing Britain, Ireland, and America. But it is to

the last of these that I wish to call attention.

Garth calls it India, as well he may, the figure

being that of an American Indian :

E'en wild India wears a smiling face.

But how little did he think that the next queen
regnant of the British islands would be Empress
also of India, i.e., the old original Asiatic India
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with its coral strands. The poem, I may remark,
was written only about six years after the death
of Aurangzeb, the great Mogul, who had extended
their dominions in India further than any of his

predecessors, and, of course, long before British

power had commenced there. W. T. LYNN.
Blackheath.

We must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest to affix their

names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct.

ROYSTON CLUB. Can any one direct me to a
fuller account of this club than that given in the

Gentleman's Magazine, veils. I. and liii. ? It seems
to have been a sort of a wine club, that met in the
"Red Lion Inn" at Royston.
The precise year of institution seems doubtful,

but it existed prior to 1698, for there was preserved
in 1783 a book of entries which opens with a list

of members from its institution to 1698, and it

appears to have been in existence in 1660. The
members met on Thursdays; each member who
was steward furnished the wine, or five guineas in

lieu of it. In 1783 there remained in the cellars

about three pipes of claret, madeira, port, and
lisbon. The club fell off in numbers after the

general election of 1754 for the county.
There were two rooms built by the club and

hung with portraits of the members. Does any
one know if these rooms and portraits are still in

existence ? I should be glad of any information

concerning this club, or its members, or the ultimate

destination of the portraits. Perhaps a catalogue
of them is preserved. ARTHUR VICARS.

VILLA : SIMS. The Vestry of St. John the

Evangelist, Westminster, for whom a short his-

torical essay on the parish is in course of preparation,
will be much obliged by any information relating
to the Rev. John Villa and the Rev. Joseph Sims,
two of the rectors. Of Mr. Villa, who held the

living from 1730 to 1735, the only particulars
obtained are those given in Phillimore's ' Alumni
Westmonasterienses '

(1852); but the period be-

tween 1690 and 1730 is not accounted for, unless

it was wholly occupied abroad as Preceptor to the

Princess Royal of Prussia. Mr. Sims was rector

from 1742 to 1776, and is believed to have held,

during some part of that time, the rectory of

East Ham. J. E. SMITH.

THE CUCKOO. What is the earliest recorded

date of the cuckoo's advent in England ? Mrs.
Ward makes David Grieve see the bird in the

Peak district in the first or second week of April.

Surely this is too early ! I have never, so far as

I remember, heard its voice (much less seen the

bird) before the last week of April, in Lincolnshire,

Notts, or Warwickshire
;
and this agrees with a

reference to the time of its arrival in Dorset in

'TessoftheD'Urbervilles.' C. C.^B.

" GRANA PRO AURO." In the Standards Depart-
ment of the Board of Trade is a small bronze weight
contained in a conical box, on which is the inscrip-
tion in the handwriting of the period of Edward I.,

grana pro auro. What does this mean ?

ALONZO.

GROSVENOR CHARLES BEDFORD, the friend and

correspondent of Robert Sonthey, was admitted to

Westminster School on March 2, 1784. When
did he die ? He was in the Exchequer Office from
1792 to 1834. G. F. R. B.

MART RYDLAND, daughter of William Rydland,
was christened in St. Dionis Church, London,
June 19, 1625; and this is the only mention of

the name found in the records. As the historian

of the families of Redland and Ridland of Orkney
and Shetland, I am exceedingly anxious to get
trace of this Rydland family of which William and

Mary were members. I cannot learn of any of the

name in England. Any clue or information will

be gratefully received by
Rev. G. T. RIDLON.

Eezar Falls, Maine, U.S.

WILLIAM HEBB. Can any of your readers

supply information as to his birth, baptism, or

parentage 1 He married, July 7, 1767, at St.

Martin's, Charing Cross, Martha, daughter of

Christopher Pinchbeck, of Cockspnr Street. His
children were baptised at St. Martin's. He carried

on business at Cockspur Street and afterwards at

11, Old Bond Street. He died at Clarendon Street,

Somers Town. His will was proved in London,
1827. He left one surviving child, Christopher

Henry Hebb, surgeon, twice Mayor of Worcester,
who died 1861, leaving issue. F. W. M.

'YE KING OF ARMS.' The first weekly issue

of this periodical appeared on Saturday, Oct. 16,

1873. It was edited under the assumed name of

Paul Menestrier, and published by Heydon C.

Young, 331, Strand. When did its publication
cease? Who was its editor ? PATER.

AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF BP. PATRICK. Was an

autobiographypublished before that appended to his
'

Works,' 9 vols. 8vo., Oxford, 1858 ? I have seen

a paper in which Bliss, who died in 1857, mentions

Bp. Patrick's autobiography. But he may refer

to an unpublished document. KILLIGKEW.

MADDEN FAMILY. Some members of this

family lived at Colehill House, Fulhatn, which was
built in 1770, by Mr. James Madden. The late

Sir F. Madden, F.R.S., Keeper of the MS. Depart-

ment, British Museum, was the son of Capt. Wm.
Madden, R.N., of Portsmouth. Can any reader
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say 'whether this Capt. Madden and his brother,

Major-General Sir Geo. Allan Madden, were the

sons of Mr. James Madden, of Colehill House ?

Any information sent me direct will oblige.
CHAS. JAS. FKRET.

49, Edith Road, West Kensington.

ATOMIC THEORY. Sir Humphrey Davy says
somewhere that the elements "

consist of points ";

and he goes on to show that all that is necessary
for the doctrines of the corpuscular theory is to

suppose the molecules to be spherical, that by
their arrangement regular solids are formed, and
that they possess powers of attraction and repul-
sion. This is such funny stuff to fall from a man
such as Davy that I should like to know where the

passage occurs. What is thought the best recent

exposition of the atomic theory ? How far is

Dalton's view, as set forth in the ' New System of

Chemical Philosophy,' 1808, still entertained by
the leading chemical authorities of the day ? The

absurdity of supposing that there are sixty odd ele-

mentary substances cannot, of course, be accepted
with content by any entire body of thoughtful men.

Faraday, from electrical phenomena, established

many points irreconcilable with the received

theories. 0. A. WARD.
Chingford Hatch.

EARLY SETTLERS IN AMERICA. In Foote'a
1 Sketches of Virginia/ published in 1855, mention
is made of the existence of a limestone pyramid
which was erected to the memory of Samuel Glass
and Mary Gamble, his wife, who came from Ban-

bridge, County Down, Ireland, and were among
the early settlers taking up their abode on the

Opecquon in 1736. I am collecting matter for a

history of the parish of Seapatrick (Banbridge), and
would like very much to secure a sketch of the

above memorial stone. It might be tliat some of

your American correspondents could oblige me
with a rough drawing or advise me in the matter.

RICHARD LINN.
259, Hereford Street, Christchurch, New Zealand.

DE CLARE : DE ST. CLAIRE. Did the family
of De Clare, of Suffolk and Gloucester, descend
from De St. Claire, of St. Claire sur Epte, in

Normandy? The crest of De St. Clairisaswan
collared and chained. T. W. C.

COMMONWEALTH ARMS IN CHURCHES. The
custom of displaying the royal arms in churches
dates from the period of the Reformation, although
I do not think that many of these pictures exist of
a period earlier than the Restoration of Charles II.

The older ones were probably demolished in the
time of the Commonwealth. I am anxious to know
whether these pictures were during the inter-

regnum replaced by the "states arms." I once met
with an example of this, but did not make a note
of it, so the place where it occurred has escaped my

memory. If any of your readers can give in-

formation as to the arms of the Commonwealth

having been set up in churches I shall be grateful.
K. P. D. E.

To "HARRY." What truth is there in the

commonly received idea that this verb, in the sense

of to worry, plunder, or persecute, is a legacy to

us from the slang of the reign of Henry VIII. ?

If not, what is really the derivation of the word ?

E. WALFORD, M.A.
Ventnor,

ANNA ROBENA (OR ROWENA) LAIDLAW. I

should be glad of any authoritative information as

to the date and place of the death of Anna Robena

(or Rowena) Laidlaw, if any of your correspondents
can give me any. She was the pianist to whom
Schumann dedicated his Opus 12.

ROBIN H. LEGQE.

33, Oakley Street, Chelsea, S.W.

MAZARD BOWLS. Why were the bowls used at

the ceremony of sin-eating in the olden times so

called? G. S. B.

PONTIFEX. Possibly from Pontifices Fratres,

an old bridge guild. A William Pontifex, chap-

lain, St. Mary Magdalene Church, East Ham,
buried there in 1518. Any earlier instance of this

name will oblige. P. C. H.

MUMBO JUMBO. Is Dickens's account ofMumbo
Jumbo correct in the following passage ?

" I observe, reading that wonderful book the ' French
Revolution

'

again, for the 500th time, that Carlyle, who
knows everything, don't know what Mumbo Jumbo is.

It is not an Idol. It is a secret preserved among the

men of certain African tribes, and never revealed by any
of them, for the punishment of their women. Mumbo
Jumbo comes in hideous form out of the forest, or the

mud, or the river, or where not, and flogs some woman
who has been backbiting, or scolding, or with some
other domestic mischief disturbing the general peace.

Carlyle seems to confound him with the common Fetish;
but he is quite another thing. He is a disguised man ;

and all about him is a freemason's secret among the

men." Forster's ' Life of Dickens,' 1873, vol. ii. p. 409

What is the authority for the above ?

JAMES HOOPER.
Norwich.

UNION JACK. What is the meaning of
" Jack'

in this term ? J. T. F.

Bp. Hatfield's Hall, Durham.

[Annandale's
'

Ogilvie
'

says that it is named after

James I., who signed his name "
Jacques."]]

HERALDIC. Perhaps some of your readers can

inform me what is the name of the family which

quarters the following : First, a crossbow ; second,

a cubit arm and hand grasping a scimitar ; third,

a modern cavalry sword and sceptre in saltire ;

fourth, an ancient cuirass ; above, a priuce's helmet

surmounted by a coronet and three ostrich plumes.
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Supporters, two lions erect. Engraved on a topaz
If in. by 1| in. Some centuries ago Jose Ballastre

bore one, Vilhena and Pinto bore two, and Guerre
bore four. These were knights of St. John. The
seal is foreign. T. 0. HENATTLT.

" TODDY " OF AFRICAN DERIVATION. In a
short relation of the Cape of Good Hope, Harl.

MSS., it is said, "They have a very pleasant
drink, which they call toddy, like in taste to

white wine, which is distilled from the pahenel
trees." What trees are here alluded to?

C. A. WHITE.

'LORD BATEMAN.' In the first edition of 'Lord

Bateman,' 1839, the trees in Plate 7 are left blank.
In the later editions they are filled in. Can any
of your readers inform me if there are any other

differences to identify the first edition I

SCRUTATOR.

CANDCK. What is the derivation of the word
Canuck; and was it first applied to the French-
Canadians or Canadians as a whole ? UNION.

ELMES FAMILY. I have in my possession a

book in MS., bound in parchment, with the initials

A.E. stamped in gilt on the side. It consists of

lives of Scripture characters ; and the preface is

signed and dated: "Your deare & loving Mother
Ann Elmes, Sep. y 8th 1670." Its contents were

originally written in the year 1653,
" that being a

sad & desmall yeare wth me." It may be noted in

this connexion that Oliver Cromwell was made
Protector in 1653. The writer states the lives

were
" scrabled a many papers, & being allso through some
sad prouidances oft forced from our own house, I feared
those shattered papers might be miss cast, or vstd for
wast papers, y

e
p'venting of wch was y

e
first cause y' put

me one y" geting me a Book to write them doun In."

A James Elmes, architect, published a 'Diction-

ary of the Fine Arts' in 1826; and a Harvey
Lonsdale Elmes, a youthful architect of twenty-
four years of age, designed the St. George's Hall,

Liverpool, in 1835. Can any of your readers give
the names of any existing members of this family,

any possible descendants of Ann Elmes ? On the

fly-leaf is the following :
" This booke the guift of

Madame Elmes to mee for my life, which I acknow-

ledge a great kindness, after my death to goe to

M Tolnall, after her death to Mr Elmes Spinks."
H. J. HILL-BATHGATE.

SWANSWICK. May not the name of Swanswick

village, near Bath, have derived its name from

Swayne, of Denmark, viz., Swayne's burgh or

town I The Danes pillaged numerous villages in

that part of Somerset. T. W. CAREY.

THORNHILL. Was there any recognized con-

nexion between Sir James Thornhill, the artist,
whose daughter married Hogarth, and Sir Robert

Thornhill, whose granddaughter married a Richard

Cromwell, deceased 1759 ? A. HALL.

SHROPSHIRE M.P.s IN THE LONG PARLIAMENT.
I shall be obliged by genealogical particulars

respecting any of the following. Esay Thomas,
M.P. for Bishop's Castle, 1645-48 ; Ralph Good-

wyn, of Ludlow Castle, M.P. for Ludlow, 1640,
until disabled in 1644 (he compounded for his

royalism in 1646, and was fined 4122.); William

Spurstowe, merchant, M.P. for Shrewsbury, 1640,
until his decease, circa 1645. W. D. PINK.

HESILRIGE, BARTS. When did Sir Robert

Hesilrige, eighth baronet, die ; and where was he
buried? Also, when did his wife, Dame Sarah

Hesilrige, die ? Col. Grey Hesilrige, who was the

fifth son of the seventh baronet, and father of the

eleventh baronet, was born in 1759, and married
his niece Bridget (daughter of his sister Elizabeth),

by whom he had issue nine children. I believe

the issue of this marriage were made legitimate

by Act of Parliament. Wanted a reference to

this Act. Unfortunately, the early registers and

papers at Noselcy Hall were all dispersed or

destroyed in the last century by some careless

owner of the estate. F.

VELVET.

(7
th S. xii. 462 ; 8

th S. i. 56, 128, 177, 198.)

It may perhaps be of service to some for my
previous reply on this subject to be followed

up by a list of prices of various textures at different

periods. All the items are taken from Wardrobe
Rolls ; but for brevity's sake I have confined the

reference to the number of the Roll, save in respect
to those two which are in the British Museum :

Blanket, per ell, 4s., 1329 (34/3); 8d., 1332

(Cott. MS. Galba, E. iii.) ; long, 4s. 6rf., 6s. 8d.,

and 7s. 4cZ.; short, I6d. and 4s., 1392 (44/4).

Buckram, per ell, 10cZ., 1392 (44/4).

Cameline, per ell, 2s., 1332 (Galba, E. iii.).

Camlet, 2s. and 2s. 8d. per yard, 1511 (52/2,

A.).

Camoca, per ell, 4s. and 4s. 5kd.t 1326 (26/3);
3s. 4d., 1340 (94/6).

Canvas, per ell, 2s. 6d., 1301 (29/8); 4d., 1327

(26/3); 5d., 1392 (44/4); 5d., 1444 (48/18).

Garde, per ell, U., 1392 (44/4).

Cloth, "blueto," per ell, 2s. 10<., 1301 (29/8).

Cloth of Brussels, per ell, 3s. 8dL and 4s. 5d.,

1332 (Galba, E. iii.).

Cloth of Candlewick Street, per ell, I2d., 1324;

13d, 1326(23/27; 26/3).

Cloth, coloured, per ell, 3s., 1357 (Galba,
E. xiv.).

Cloth of gold, per yard, 40s., 45s., 46s. 8d., and

100s., 1511 (52/2, A.).
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Cloth of Kendal, 3d. per ell, 1444 (48/18) ; 20d.

per yard, 1511 (52/2, A.).
Cloth " of Malbryn colour," per ell, 41. 13?. 4d.,

1325 (25/15).
Cloth of Malines, 3s. per ell, 1332 (Galba,

E. iii.).

Cloth of Nassycb,
" de serico albo," 8s. 4d. per

ell, 1313 (20/13).
Cloth of Tars, 3. 4d. and 4s. l}d., 1326

(26/3).

Cotton, per yard, lOd. and 14d., 1511 (52/2, A.).

Damask, 11s. and 13s. 4d. per ell, 1444

(48/18); 6s. 8d., 6s., and 7s. per yard, 1511

(52/2, A.).

Fustian, per ell, 4d., 1329 (34/3); 8|d. 1392

(44/4); 6d., 1444 (48/18); per yard, lOd., 1511

(52/2, A.).

Kersey, per ell, 14d., 1330 (34/8); 2s. lOd.,
1444 (48/18).

Linen, per ell, 4d., 1324 (23/27); per yard,
14d., 18d., 7s, 8s., 1511 (52/2, A.).
Linen of Brabant, per ell, 9d., 15d., 1392 (44/4);

6d. per yard, 1444 (48/18).
Linen of Champagne, per ell, 9d., 19d., 1444

Linen of Constance, 6M per ell, 1392 (44/4).
Linen of Flanders, 8d.,~12d. per ell, 1392 (44/4) ;

8d., 9d., 12d., 1444 (48/18).
Linen of Holland, 2s. and 2s. Cd. per ell. 1444

(48/18).
Linen of Paris, 15s. per ell, about 1330 (92/10,

undated).
Linen of Rennes, per ell, lOd., 12d., 1326 (26/3);

2s., 6s. 8d., and 8s., 1392 (44/4).
Linen of Westphalia (Westvale), per ell, 6d.,

6d., 1392 (44/4) ; 5d., 1444 (48/18).

Mustredevilers, per ell, 4s., 4s. 4d., 1444

(48/18).

Ray, per ell, I7d., 22d.
}
2s. Id., 1392 (44/4).

Ribbon, per ell, 3s. 4d., 3s. 6d., 1392 (44/4).

Ribbon, broad, per yard, 12d., 1511 (52/2, A.).
Ribbon, gold, per ell, 8d., 1342 (37/1).

Ribbon, lacing, per yard, 16d., 1511 (52/2, A.).

Ribbon, silk, per ounce, 2d. and 2s., 1392
(44/4).

Ribbon of Venice, per ell, 8d. to 2s, 1392
(44/4) ; 2s. 4d. per yard, 1511 (52/2, A.).

Russet, per ell, Is. 2d., 1301 (29/8); 4s., 5s. 6d,
3s. 4d., 1392 (44/4).

Russet, Irish, 16d. per ell, 1392 (44/4).
Russet, long, 7s. 6d. per ell, 1392 (44/4).
Russet, short, 4s. 8d. per ell, 1392 (44/4).
Samite, per ell, 8s. lOd., 1307 (16/60) ; 4s. 6d.,

1340(94/6); 5s., 1348 (38/1).

Samitelle, per ell, 5s. 6d., 1327 (33/5).

Sarcenet, per yard, 4s., 4s. 8d., and 5s., 1511
(52/2, A.).

Satin, 13s. 4d. per ell, 1392 (44/4) ; 5s., 6s.,
9s., 12s., 13s. 4d., 14.-., 15s., 20s. per yard, 1511
(52/2, A.).

Satin, "adaur',
w
per ell, 40s., 1444 (48/18).

Satin, silk, per ell, 8s. 4d., 1444 (48/18).

Satin, "tylsent," per yard, 53s. 4d.
t

1511

(52/2, A.).

Say, per ell, Is. 8d., 1288 (6/1) ; 10d., Is., 1326

(31/18).

Say "of lest assise," per yard, '16s., 1511

(52/2, A.).

Say
" of medell syse," per yard, 24s., 1511

(52/2, A.).

Say, Norman, per yard, 24s., 1511 (52/2, A.).

Scarlet, per ell, 7s., 12s., 13s., 1392 (44/4);
9s. 6d., 10s., 12s., 19s., 1444 (48/18) ; per yard,
13s. 4d. and 24s., 1511 (52/2, A.).

Sendal, per ell, 10d., 1326 (31/18).

Sindon, per til, 10d., 1326 (26/3) ; 4s., 1327

(33/2).

Taffata, per ell, 2s., 1327 (33/5); 15d., 1348

(38/1); 8d. to 10d., 1392 (44/4); per yard, 2s. 6A,
1511 (52/2, A.).

Tiretayne, per ell, 4s., 1301 (29/8).

Tartaryn, per ell, 3s., 1392 (44/4); 20s., 23s. 4d.,
1444 (48/18).

Velvet, per ell, 5s., 6s. 8dL, 7s. 6d., 14s., 14s. 4d.,
1327 (33/5) ; 5 marks (3Z. 6s. 8d.), 1332 (Galba,
E. iii.); 10s., 11s. 8d., 12s. 6d, 15s., 16s. 8d.,
1392 (44/4) ; 33s., 55s., 60s., 1444 (48/18); per

yard, 9s., 10s., 11s., 12s., 15s., 20s., 1511 (52/2,

A.).
Velvet on velvet, 16s. per yard, 1511 (52/2, A.).

Worsted, per ell, 9d., 1326 (26/3) ; 4d., 1444

(48/18). HERMENTRUDE.

This word seems to have been occasionally spelt

velure, as in Shakspere,
" a woman's crupper of velure, which hath two letters

for her name, fairly set down in studs, and here and
there pieced with packthread."

'

Taming of the Shrew,'
Act II I. so. ii.

In the
'
Winter's Tale ' we find velvet spoken of

as three-pile,
"
I have served Prince Florizel, and

in my time worn three-pile
"

(Act IV. sc. ii.).

Halliwell, in his
'

Dictionary,' gives the meaning
of velure as velvet (Fr.) and vellet as velvet (Spen-
ser).

In the minute description of the dress of Mary
Queen of Scots worn as a toilette de condamnee on
the scaffold at Fotheringhay Castle, February 8,

1586/7, it is said :

" Hir vnder kyrtle of fyguriJ satten blacke, her pet>-
cote vpper-boclies with red satten, and nejther gkyrts of
crimison velvet, an inner waistcoat of white fustian, her

vpper closures of the same."

Hearne adds concerning her personal appearance,
under date February 12, 1712/3 :

" The queen of Scots, a very tall woman, and big. and
lame, when she appeared before the commissioners for
her tryal at Fotheringay."

In Chambers's
' Domestic Annals of Scotland,'

under date 1696, is the following quotation from a

poem said to be "
by a Fife laird returned from
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the grave," lamenting the prevalent extravagance
of dresa in Scotland :

We had no garments in our land,
But what were spun by th' goodwife's hand,
No drap-de-berry, cloths of seal,
No stuffs ingrained in cochineal ;

No plush, no tissue, cramosie,
No China, Turkey, taffety ;

Of Chackarally there was none :

No figurata, water ahamlet,
No Bishop, sattin, or silk camblet ;

No cloth of gold, or beaver hats.

No windy-flourished flying feathers,
No sweet permusted, shambo leathers.

Vol. iii. p. 149.

Going on to the reign of George II. (1727-1760)
the expensiveness of male attire seems to have
reached its height, and velvet to have been the

ordinary attire of the upper classes. At the French
Revelation a loukversement took place, and broad-
cloth came in. By the humbler classes a fabric

of a much coarser material was worn. In the
'

Heir-at-Law/ by George Colman the Younger,
amongst the dramatis persona we find Dick Dow-
las, Ezekiel Homespun, and Cicely Homespun,
preserving the names of coarser fabrics.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

THE DUKE OF BRUNSWICK'S BOARDING SCHOOL
(8

tb S. i. 411). Your correspondent MR. HALLI-
DAT SPARLING has given in your columns the

regulations issued, nearly two hundred years ago,
on the first foundation of what he very impro-
peily calls "the Duke of Brunswick's boarding
school," as if the duke were its head master. It

is not only a misnomer so to style it, but dis-

paraging, and plainly erroneous, from the very
wording of the ?ules.

The Duke of Brunswick of that date was an in-

dependent sovereign, the government of whose

territory was centred in himself, so that the
establishment in question was a Government
institution in every sense. It was termed, and I

believe is still called, the Ritter Akademie, because
instituted only for young persons of knightly and
noble birth.

Your correspondent says it would be interest-

ing to have some record of the establishment as to

results. The nearest relative of the writer of

these remarks, after leaving the Charterhouse, as

nearly as possible one hundred years ago, received
his entire education, first at the Ritter Akademie
of Liineburg, and afterwards at the University of

Brunswick. The result of this training was that
he was perhaps one of the most learned men of his

time, or of any time not only a linguist, in the
modern acceptation of the term, but a master of
the dead languages. He was a speaker of no
mean order, though the House of Commons, of

which he was at one time a member, has but little

to record about him. That man had received his

almost entire education and training at the Ritter

Akademie and at Brunswick, and, from my own

experience, this compares favourably with the usual

results of Eton and Oxford. G. D.

ENGLISH SUMMER (8
th S. i. 435). I think an

attack on the English summer may be discovered

in the following description of the climate nine

months of winter and the rest bad weather.

C. A. M.
Sunderland.

No JUDGE SITS ON GOOD FRIDA? (8
th S. i.

334, 439). The year before the courts moved from

Westminster, a judge, on the Thursday before

Easter, said he would postpone a case till to-morrow.

On which a counsel observed,
" Then your honour

will be the first judge that has sat on a Good

Friday since Pontius Pilate." The judge at once
altered the appointment ; but the counsel obviously
was wrong, as plenty of cases must have been
heard on Good Fridays between Pilate's time and
that of Constantino. E. L. G.

BISHOPS OF PALENCIA (8
th S. i. 433). Doubt-

less MR. STEELK will find all he wants in this

book,
"
Series Episcoporum Ecclesiae Catholicse.

Ed. P. Pius, B. Gams, O.S.B. Ratisbon, 1873."

C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.
Longford, Coventry.

Fox LUNGS (8
th S. i. 415). These were in-

cluded in the pharmacopoeia of the time. Here
are details of their preparation and use :

" The preparation of the Lungs of a Fox. Wash the
fresh Lungs of a Fox well in white Wine, wherein Hyssop
and Scabious have been first boiled ;

but you must take

out the wind pipe ; put them in an earthen pot and dry
them in a gentle heat, take care they are not burnt,

keep them in a glass stopt with wax." John Pechy,
' The London Dispensatory,' London, 1691, 12mo. p. 182.

"Lohoch of the Lungs of a Fox (in Latin, Lohoch e pul-
mone vulpis).T&ke of the Lungs of a Fox rightly pre-

pared, of the juice of Liquorice, Maidenhair, the seeds of

Anise and Fennel, each equal parti, of Sugar boiled to a

Syrup in Coltsfoot, and Scabious Water, three times as

much as all the rest ; add the other things finely powdre ,

and mix them very well together and make a Lohoch.
Virtues. It is excellent for ulcers of the Lungs." Ibid*

p. 48.

H. HALLIDAY SPARLING.

Culpeper (' Pharmacopoeia Londinensis,' 1654)

says, "The Lungs of a Fox well dried, but not

burned, is an admirable strengthener of the Lungs,"
and it appears to have been a common remedy, for

Salmon (' English Physician,' 1693), after extolling
its virtues against coughs, colds, &s. t

and speaking
of it as an absolute cure for an ulcer of the lungs,
f not of long standing, gives directions for choos-

'ng, and ends with this caution,
" there is generally

a cheat in the thing, for Sheep's Lungs are mostly
sold in their stead." F. B.
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THE DUKE OF MONMOUTH (8
th S. i. 455).

The MS. collections of the Duke of Buccleuch
have not, so far, been examined by the Historical

Manuscripts Commission ; but some account of the

Duke of Monmouth and his rebellion will be found

by reference to the indexes of the various Reports
of the Historical MSS. Commission.

A. VICARS.

FRISWELL (8* S. i. 454). Mr. Friswell left a

widow, two sons, and one daughter, all of whom
are still living. The eldest son is Mr. R. J. Fris-

well, F.I.C., 115, Darenth Road, Stamford Hill.

W. H. COLLINGRIDGE.
Horneey, N.

TOMBSTONE ENGLISH (8
th S. i. 472). The lines

quoted from Weybridge Churchyard must have
been "conveyed" from the monument to Sir

Timothy Hulton, Baronet (1629), in Richmond
Church, Yorkshire. This is an elaborate Jacobean

work, with figures of Sir Timothy, his wife, and
twelve children, with punning inscriptions under
each, either in Latin or English. "As careful

mothers do," &c., is under the figure of Matthew,
the eldest son. I select that of the youngest, who
also died young, to send you :

Into this world as

strangers to an inn
> This infant came

guestwise, where when 't

had been
and found no entertain-
ment worth for stay

She only broke her fast
and went away.

E. B. M.

ANGELICA KAUFFMANN (8
th S. i. 293, 364, 400,

459). Your correspondents have mentioned that

some of her work ia to be found in Adelphi
Terrace. Does anyone know by whom the frescoes

in No. 4, Adelphi Terrace were painted ? The
house is now rented by one of the electrical com-

panies. D. L.

QUEEN ELIZABETH AND THE EARL OF ESSEX
(8"

1 S. i. 393). I have a small book, published
anonymously in 1690, entitled ' Secret History of

Queen Elizabeth and Earl of Essex,' illustrated by
woodcuts. ALFRED H. TARLETON.

Breakspears, Uxbridge.

INSTRUMENTAL CHOIR (7
th S. xii. 347, 416, 469 ;

8th S. i. 195, 336). The following notes, referring
to places in this neighbourhood, may be added.

They refer to periods about fifty years ago. Les-

bury Church, first violin and 'cello ; Longhoughton,
the clerk Finlay both sang and played the violin ;

Bolton had clarionet and flute ; Wesleyan chapel
here, flute, and later on cornet; Bethel Chapel
had first and second violins, flute, clarionet, 'cello,
and another instrument the name of which I have

forgotten. If the service used to be too often a

duet between minister and clerk (we have one
here yet, but practically superseded by the choir),

it is now too often minister and choir, and if the

former has anything of a voice the most is made of

it, but without the ars celare artem.

G. H. THOMPSON.
Alnwick.

MOHOCK (8
th S. i. 373). If a definite explana-

tion of this term is not forthcoming, may I hazard

a guess ? This guess or suggestion is that the

mohock which Bob Tench carried in his pocket was
a moclcet, otherwise a napkin. See Halliwell's
'

Dictionary,' s.v. J. F. MANSERGH.
Liverpool.

Permit me to hazard the conjecture, for I think

the context will bear me out, that the word mohock
here means mask or vizard, the face-covering which
the young gentleman wore when he went out with

his fellow mohocks, to paint the town red. Such
a thing might easily be carried in the pocket, to

be used as occasion served.

JOHN E. NORCROSS.
Brooklyn, U.S.

ST. VALENTINE'S DAT (7
th S. xii. 487 ; 8th S.

i. 112, 232). If MR. BLISS will communicate with

me I will send him some poems by various authors

on the subject he mentions.

CHAS. F. FORSHAW, LL.D.
Winder House, Bradford.

MISAPPLIED PROVERBS, &c. (8
th S. i. 229).

Tusser, whom I quote from memory, uses "A
rolling stone gathers no moss "

in the same sense

that we use it :

A stone that is rolling will gather no moss ;

For master and servant oft changing is loss.

Charles Lamb, in his quaint and pleasant
" Elia "

essay,
'

Rejoicings upon the New Year's Coming
of Age,' uses the phrase,

" There was no love lost

between them," in the reverse sense, as I under-

stand him, to that in which it is generally used
now. The " cock broth "

refers, I suppose, to the

cruel practice of pelting cocks on Shrove Tuesday,
now, happily, I trust, entirely obsolete :

" At another part of the table Shrove Tuesday was
helping the Second of September to some cock broth
which courtesy the latter returned with the delicate

thigh of a hen pheasant so there was no love lost for

that matter."

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.
" A rolling stone gathers no moss "

illustrates

not that moss has any value on stone, except to

the eye of an artist, but rather that " Three removes
are as good as a fire"; that if you want to suc-

ceed you must stick to one point, and not be

always changing. Just as a plant removed often

will not thrive. Every language seems to have

this, and in the same sense.
" No love is lost
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between them "
is only a phrase, not a proverb.

Of course it is only a pithy way of saying that

where nothing exists it cannot be lost. It certainly
does not mean a couple that love like doves. As
two such form a unit, there cannot be anything
between them. Such love is the " egotism of two,"
as the French wit has twisted it. But where is

the misapplication ? C. A. WARD.
Cblngford Hatch, B,

I cannot at the moment give an illustration of

the old usage with regard to these proverbs ;
but

is not the true interpretation of the second of them
found in the cynical old saying that in every pair
of *'

lovers
"
there is one who lovea and one who

allows himself to be loved? Where neither of the

two loves the other, no love is "lost," that is,

wasted upon an irresponsive object. C. 0. B.

The proverb
" A rolling stone gathers no moss "

is to be found in many other languages besides the

English, and Bay, in his 'Collection of English
Proverbs

'

(ed. 1737), commenting on it, says :

" To which is parallel that of Fabius, Qu. Planta

qua; scepius transfertur non coalescit. A plant often
removed cannot thrive." P. 152.

The popular use of this proverb would therefore

appear to be correct. As regards the phrase
" No

love is lost between them," the following ren-

derings of a passage in ' Don Quixote
'

(part ii.

chap, xxxiii., or part ii. book iii. chap, i.) throws
considerable doubt upon the popular interpretation
of it. Shelton (1620) makes Sancho say of Don
Quixote :

" I must follow him, we are both of one Place, I have
eaten his Bread, I love him well, he is thankful"

Motteux (1706) has:
" I must follow him through thick and thin. We are

both Towns-born Children. I have eaten his Bread, I

love him well, and there's no love lost between us"

Jarvis's translation runs :

" Follow him I must ; we are both of the same town ;

I have eaten his bread; 1 love him; he returns my
fondness."

The italics are mine. I cannot at the moment
lay my hands on Smollett's translation, but
Cassell's 'Don Quixote,' illustrated by Gustave

Dore, follows Motteux in "I love him well, and
there is no love lost between us."

J. F. MANSERGH.
Liverpool.

EARL OF PEMBERTON (8
th S. i. 434). There

never was in the English, Scotch, or Irish peerage
any such title as Pemberton, earldom or other. If

MR. HIBGAME could give any particulars, such as

names, dates, or references, possibly the mistake

might be explained. 0. F. S. WARREN, M.A.
Longford, Coventry.

FRITH (8
th S. i. 44). A clearing in woodland

for pasture or cultivation. It is probably the same

as mundung and fiord, and means an opening."
Open

"
is aperio. The root then takes the form

per. Ben means penetrating. In Mongol aman
is mouth, and in Chinese men is a door. The idea

of opening accounts for all the senses. Thrift can

only be a local variation of the word. Trift in

German is a very poetical word, and exclusively
such. It is der Trief, the pasture to which cattle

are driven. It is a verbal noun, like drove.

JOSEPH EDKINS.
Shanghai.

THE FENTOUNS (8
th S. i. 327, 438). The

family name of Lord Fentoun mentioned in the

reply by MR. ALFRBD C. JONAS was Erskine. The
first peer, Thomas Erskine, grandson of John,
Earl of Mar, was, 1606, Viscount Fentoun, with
remainder to heirs male general, and in 1619 Earl

of Kellie, with like remainder. His line failed in

1829, and the title is held by his heir male (col-

lateral), the Earl of Mar and Kellie. "Lord
Fenton of Bakie

"
probably should read "

Fenton,
Laird of Bakie." A. W. CORNELIUS HALLEN.

PRICES OF ADMISSION TO THEATRES, TEMP.
ELIZABETH (8

th S. i. 412). MR. D. HIPWELL
thus heads his note, but only gives the price of

admission to the twopenny room. Neither does he
tell his readers whether this room answered to our

box, pit, or gallery. Instead, too, of this refer-

ence to this twopenny room being "almost

unique,'' the term is well known, and not un-

common. " The twopenny room " and " the two-

penny gallery" were synonyms, and equivalent
to our gallery, it being, of course, understood that

it was not above such tiers of boxes as it now is.

See though his views require, I think, some
modification Collier's 'Annals of the Stage,'

vol. iii. p. 341, &c. BR. NICHOLSON.

THE FIRE ON BOARD THE GOLIATH (8
th S. i.

453). The fire on board the Goliath occurred on

the morning of December 22, 1875. It was de-

scribed in verse in Punch of January 8, 1876. A
little book, written by Mr. E. J. Fenn, head

schoolmaster on board the Goliath, was afterwards

published by Messrs. Shaw & Sons. It contains

Dean Stanley's sermon to children on the event,

the lines from Punch, and other interesting

matter. JOHN CHURCHILL SIKES.

13, Wolverton Gardens, Hammersmith.

STURSON FAIR (8
th S. L 395). Possibly a mis-

take for Stourbridge Fair, near Cambridge, con-

cerning which see
' N. & Q.,' 3rd S. xi. 443, 512 ;

and Hone's '

Every Day Book ' and ' Year Book.'

W. C. B.

THE YOUNG PRETENDER, PRINCE CHARLIE

(8
th S. L 374, 401). Evans, in his

'

Catalogue of

Engraved British Portraits,' mentions at least

eighteen portraits of him. The only paintera'
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names given are those of Tocque (?), Davidde (pre-

sumably J. L. David, 1748-1825), Vandiest (this
must be an error, as Adrien van Diest died in

1704), and 0. Humpry (Ozias Humprey, K.A.,

1742-1810). By the kind permission of the Earl

of Oxford I was enabled to exhibit a fine half-

length portrait of the prince in the Battle Gallery
of the late Military Exhibition. The painter is un-

known. HAROLD MALET, Colonel.

INDIAN FOLK-LORE (8
th S. i. 147, 214, 364).

The REV. E. MARSHALL has overlooked the lines in

the fifteenth book of the '

Metamorphoses
' which

refer to the migration of souls into animals. I

should have saved both him and me trouble if I

had given a more exact reference :

Emit et illinc

Hue venit. hinc illuc, et quoslibet occupat artus

Spiritus : eque feris Lunutna in corpora transit,

Inque feras noster.

And here and there the unbodied spirit flies

And lodges where it lights, in man or beast.

Dry den's translation.

Ergo ne pietas Bit victa cupidine ventris
Parcito (vaticinor) cognatas caecle nefanda
Exturbare animas : nee sanguine sanguis alatur.

Then let not piety be put to flight
To please the taste of glutton appetite,
But suffer inmate souls secure to dwell,
Lest from their seats your parent you expel.

Dryden.

These lines quite justify what I said on the sub-

ject.
I may say that there are ten lines in the fifteenth

book of the '

Metamorphoses,' from 165 to 175

inclusive, which have reference to the migration of

souls into animals. MR. MARSHALL did not read

quite far enough. There is a story of Pythagoras
that he desired to save a dog from being beaten
because he thought that the soul of a friend had

passed into the animal. This story may be found
under the heading of "Pythagoras" in Smith's
'Classical Dictionary.' Since I wrote my first note
on this subject I have read some lines by Churchill
which illustrate the belief that ghosts take the
form of animals:

Sad spirits, summoned from the tomb,
Glide, glaring ghastly, through the gloom
In all the usual pomp of storms,
In horrid customary forms,
A wolf, a bear, a horse, an ape,
As fear and fancy give them shape;
Tormented with despair and pain,
They roar, they yell, and clank the chain.

The Ghost,' book i. 11. 480-488.

E. YAEDLET.

MOUSE FOLK-LORE (8
th S. i. 244). Rats and

mice have generally been considered sacred animals.

Among the Scandinavian and Teutonic peoples
they were regarded as the souls of the dead.

According to the Bohemian belief, one must not
go to sleep thirsty, or the soul will leave the body

in search of drink. Three labourers once lost their

way in a wood. Parched with thirst, they sought,
but in vain, for a spring of water. At last one of

them lay down and fell asleep ; but the others,

continuing their search, discovered a fountain.

They drank, and then returned to their comrade.

He still slept, and they observed a little white

mouse run out of his mouth, go to the spring,

drink, and return to his month. They woke him,
and said,

" You are such an idle fellow, that

instead of going yourself after water you send your
soul We will have nothing to do with you."
A miller in the Black Forest, after having cut

wood, lay down and slept. A servant saw a mouse
run out of him. He and his companions went in

pursuit. They scared the little creature away,
little thinking it was the soul of the miller, and

they were never able to rouse him again. The
idea that the soul is like a mouse lies at the root

of several grotesque stories, as that told by Luther,
in his

' Table Talk,' of a woman giving birth to a

rat, and that of a mother, harassed by the clamour

of her children, wishing they were mice, and find-

ing this inconsiderate wish literally fulfilled.

The same idea has passed into Christian icono-

graphy. According to the popular German belief,

the souls of the dead spend the first night after

they leave the body with St. Gertrude, the second

with St. Michael, and the third in their destined

habitation. St. Gertrude is regarded as the

patroness of fleeting souls, the saint who is the

first to shelter the spirits when they begin their

wandering. As the patroness of souls her symbol
was a mouse. Various stories have been invented

to account for this symbol. Some relate that a

maiden span on her festival, and the mice ate

through her clue as a punishment. A prettier

story is that when she prayed she was so absorbed

that the mice ran about her, and up her pastoral

staff, without attracting attention. Another expla-

nation is that the mouse is a symbol of the evil

spirit, which St. Gertrude overcame ('Die Attri-

bute der Heiligen,' Hanover, 1843, p. 114).

But St. Gertrude occupies the place of tho

ancient Teutonic goddess Holda, or Perchta, who
was the receiver of the souls of maidens and

children, and who still exists as the White Lady,
not unfrequently, in German legends, transforming

herself, or those whom she decoys into her home,
into white mice.

It is not unlikely that the saying,
" Rats desert

a falling house," applied originally to the crumbling
ruin of the body from which the soul fled. For

other legends connected with the mouse, see

Baring-Gould's 'Myths of the Middle Ages,'
articles

'

Piper of Hameln ' and '

Bishop Hatto.'

ERNEST LESLIE SIRES.

13, Wolverton Gardens, Hammersmith, W.

"The shudder which some nervous people feel at

sight of even a harmless mouse is a survival from the
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time when it was believed that in this form unshriven

souls or unbaptized children haunted their former homes,
and probably it would be difficult to estimate the numbei
of ghost stories which have originated in their nocturna

ecamperings. Many legends report the departure ol

unhallowed souls from human mouths in the shape of a

mouse." M. D. Conway,
'

Demonology and Devil-lore,

i. 128.

0. C. B.

SHAKSPEARE'S BIRTHPLACE (8
th S. i. 287, 421).

Allow me to refer your readers to a work of

undoubted authority on this subject by my late

friend J. 0. Halliwell-Phillippp, one who devoted

his whole life to a study of Shakspeare and his

surroundings,
* Outlines of the Life of Shakspeare.'

In it are contained three engravings of the birth-

place in Henley Street, Stratford-on-Avon, in 1762,

1769, and 1806, the last giving a representation oi

the adjacent house, the
" Swan and Maidenhead,"

which presumably has some reference to the classic

fable of Leda and the Swan. In addition, no fewer

than six engravings are given, from sketches by
his friend Mr. Blight in 1864, of the cellar at the

birthplace. These are most carefully executed,
made to scale, like architectural drawings, and
the author expresses himself as being deeply im-

pressed with the interesting character of these

remains. He thus describes, in his own graphic

manner, the birthplace of Shakspeare :

" The house in which Shakspeare was born must have
been erected in the first half of the sixteenth century,
but the alterations that it has since undergone have
effaced much of its original character. Inhabited at

various periods by tradesmen of different occupations, it

could not possibly have endured through the long course
of upwards of three centuries without having been sub-

jected to numerous repairs and modifications. The
general form and arrangement of the tenement that was
purchased in 1556 may yet, however, be distinctly traced,
and many of the old timbers, as well as pieces of the
ancient rough stonework, still remain. There are also

portions of the chimneys, the fireplace surroundings,
and the stone basement floor that have been untouched ;

but most, if not all, of the lighter woodwork belongs to

a more recent period. It may be confidently asserted

that there is only one room in the entire building which
has not been greatly changed since the days of the poet's

boyhood. This is the antique cellarunder the sitting-room,
from which it is approached by a diminutive flight of

steps. It is a very small apartment, measuring only nine

by ten feet, but near 'that small most greatly liv'd this

star of England.' "Vol. i. pp. 32, 33.

Many years ago I remember the late Dean Bur-

gon, of Chichester, telling me that he on one
occasion spent the night on an oaken settle in the

bedroom of the birthplace, expecting to be haunted
with dreams of Shakspeare, but that he awoke in

the grey October morning half dead with cold and

fatigue, and completely disillusionized. I quoted
to him, with reference to this, the lines from
Hudibras :

When like a lobster boiled, the morn
From black to red begins to turn.

But to appreciate this story fully it is necessary to

have known the enthusiastic and impulsive nature
of the lamented narrator, for it was just the kind
of thing that he, as a young man, would have

delighted to do.

Mr. Halliwell -
Phillipps cautions visitors to

Stratford against supposing that it at all resembles
at the present day the town of the days of Queen
Elizabeth. All that would be in common to both

prospects would be "
the tower and lower part of

the church, the top of the Guild Chapel, a few old

tall chimney?, the course of the river, the mill

dam, and the outlines of the surrounding hills
"

(vol. i. p. 133). From a paragraph in the Daily
News of May 20 it appears that no fewer than

twenty thousand persons visited the birthplace
last year. JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Kectory, Woodbridge.

ON WHICH SIDE SHOULD WE SLEEP 1 (8"
1 S. i.

412.) It might be an exaggeration to say that

most people sleep on the right side. But so many
find it impossible to sleep with comfort, or at all,

on the left side, that it might easily be invested

with superstitious attributes. I think I may speak
for a large body of fellow-sufferers when I say that

those who are troubled with palpitation of, or

oppression at the heart, or with difficulty of breath-

ing, cannot lie on the left side. This was my case

from my youth, for many years. Strange to say,

however, I now rest most comfortably, as a rule,

on the left side. Of course, one case proves

nothing. W. C. B.

I have often heard that it is better to sleep on

the right side, because, the stomach being then in

the position of an inverted bottle, digestion is

materially assisted, especially after a late dinner or

supper. And if one is afflicted with that common
and disagreeable complaint named flatulence, sleep-

ing on the left side may be dangerous, as the

stomach, distended with wind, presses upon the

heart. Perhaps, however, such questions are more

befitting the pages of the Lancet than of ' N. & Q.'
GEORGE ANGUS.

St. Andrews, N.B.

There is a somewhat common notion in this

country that one should not sleep on the left side,

and I own to a nervous feeling caused by a

knowledge of the fact that I have been for years

unable to lie on my left side, even for a short

time, without a sense of suffocation, followed

by palpitation of the heart. I remember, how-

ever, reading a story, some years ago, of a man who,

knowing himself to have some disease of the heart,

deliberately committed suicide by lying habitually

on his left side ; but this, again, may have been

suggested by a popular superstition. Paracelsus,

as quoted by Burton ('Anat.,' part ii. sec. ii.

mem. 5), says :

'"Tis good to lie on the right side first, because at

,bat side the liver doth rest under the stomach, not
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molesting anyway, but heating bim, as a fire dotb a

kettle that is put to it. After the first Bleep, 'tis not

amiss to lie on the left side, that the meat may the better

descend,"

and (our melancholy philosopher adds) "some-

times again on the belly, but never on the back."

C. C. B.

Perhaps the opinion on this subject of an old

writer may be worthy of repetition. In a ' Dis-

covrse of the Whole Art of Chymgerie' (ed.

1634), by
" Peter Lowe, Scottishman," the ques-

tion is asked,
" When men goe to sleepe, which

side should they lye upon 1" The answer being
" First on the right side, because thereby the meat

goeth more easily to the bottom of the stomacke ; there-

after on the other side ;
in no wise on the face for that

causeth defiuxions in the eyes, as saith Jesus ; nor on

the back, for that heats the great raine Cave, and sendeth

vapours to the head, maketh tht apoplexie, and
divers other accidents : in no wise the hands under the

bead, as some doe, for that causeth deiuxion of humors
on the lights : sleepe not soone after meate." Pp. 53-4.

J. F. MANSEKGH.
Liverpool.

THE PRINCE IMPERIAL'S DEATH AN HISTORIC
DOUBT (8"> S. i. 391). I rather think the
' Almanach Prophe"tique

'

interprets Comte
d'He*risson's language too strongly.

* Le Prince

Imperial (Napoleon IV.)
' was published in 1890

by Paul Ollendorff, Paris. Oomte d'He'risson

certainly dwells on what he assumes to have

been imperfect identification of the body ; but his

general line is rather indicated in the following
sentences :

"
J'espere quo le lecteur Bait a quoi s'en tenir sur les

pretendus suicides du sultan Abdul-Aziz, du roi de

Baviere Louis II. et de Farcindue Rodolphe. Du reste,

rien de plus probable et de plus possible que le lieu-

tenant Carey ait etc I'instrument d'un parti politique.
Get officier avait parcouru la France, a 1'insu de son

gouvernement et du ministere dont il dependait, pendant
nos defaites de 1870-1871 et nos troubles de la Com-
mune, ce qui est ignore de tout le monde. Avec qui
n'a-t-il pas pu s'aboucher." P. 303. See also p. 312.

I think Comte d'He'risson (who reads and speaks

English very well indeed) has recently gone to

Africa, otherwise MR. ED. MARSHALL'S query
might very easily have been brought under his

notice. WILLIAM GEORGE BLACK.
12, Sardinia Terrace, Glasgow.

OLD REEKY (8
th S. i. 293, 415). MR. TERRY

must have quoted from a very arly copy of
' Phrase and Fable,' for the explanation given in

the last twenty or thirty editions is almost verb-

ally like MR. TERRY'S suggestion, "so called

because it generally appears to be capped by a

cloud of * reek
'

or smoke." MR. TERRY'S words
are :j"The title is derived from the cloud of reek

or smoke overhanging it." I am not able to say
when*the amendment was introduced, but I find

the change made on the margin of the first edition,

and certainly it so stands in every copy I possess

except the first. I am now correcting the final

edition I shall ever have a hand in, and if any

gentleman will favour me with any corrections it

will greatly aid the labours of a very old man.

E. COBHAM BREWER.

Edwinstowe, Newark, Notts.

CARDINAL MANNING (8
th S. i. 353, 419).

There was a family of Manning settled in Jamaica

in the reign of Charles II., and it is therefore pos-

sible that the cardinal may have been a descen-

dant, as his grandfather was a West India mer-

chant. Edward Manning, one of the council of

that island, died December 6, 1756, aged forty-

six years, and was buried at Kingston. The arms

placed on his monument are Gules, a cross molme,

between three trefoils slipped, which I fancy

resemble those used by the late Cardinal Manning.

His eminence, however, never established a right

to any armorial bearings.
A. O.

The cardinal's father, Mr. William Manning,

was a West India merchant. In 1793 the firm

was Manning & Vaughan. He lived at the place

of business, a large handsome house, forming the

west side of Billiter Square, and there his eldest

son was born. He entered Parliament, and also

became Governor of the Bank of England. In the

Court Guide' of 1811, 1 find his residence to be

14, New Street, Spring Gardens. Probably he

was living there in 1808, and thus his son Edward,

eventually the cardinal, came to be baptized, as

MR. DUNKIN states, at the parish church of St.

Martin in the Fields. Latterly Mr. Anderdon

was Mr. Manning's partner in business, at No. 8,

New Bank Buildings, and there it was that they

failed in 1831. Mr. Manning was greatly respected

in the City, and much sympathy was felt at his

commerical failure. JAYDEE.

Ser-

GOVERNORS OF THE EAST INDIA COMPANY

(8
th S i. 374). A list of the directors from 1708

I to 1858 will be found in Prinsep's
' Record of Ser-

vices of Madras Civilians' (1885). Dodwell aud

Miles give a list of the directors from 1779 to

in their Alphabetical List of Bengal Civil

vants' (1839). Lists of the directors, with their

addresses, will also be found in the earlier volumes

of the 'Royal Kalendar,' and lists of the pro-

prietors, with their addresses, in the annual bast

Indian Register and Directory.' G. F. R. V.

For lists of officers of the East India Company

consult Haydn's
' Book of Dignities,' p. 273. A

fuller list will be found in Beatson'a Political

Index,' 1806, vol. ii. p. 277 et seq.
These lists do

not give the places of birth and residence, but

probably some information on this point might be

found amongst the records at the India Office,

Charles Street, where I have myself got similar

information. ABTHTTR VICARS.
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PROTASIUS AND GKRVASITJS (8
th S. i. 392). It

may be interesting to note that the church of

Little Plumstead, Norfolk, is dedicated to St. Ger-

vase and St. Protase. The little church of Bixley,
near Norwich, is dedicated to St. Quadragesilius.
Can it be suggested why this very minor saint

should have been chosen as patron ?

JAMES HOOPER.
Norwich.

LORD CHIEF JUSTICE VAUGHAN (8
th S. i. 394).

A reference to Lord Campbell's
' Lives of the

Chancellors,' iii. 118, will answer this query, and
show that Sir John Vaughan is the person.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings,

EQUERRY (8
th S. i. 188). Sir Francis Drake

mentions his cousin Richard in his will as
" one of

tb' enquiryes of Her Majesties stable," and his

cousin Francis as "one of the quiries" thereof

(' Wills from Doctors' Commons,' Camden Society,

p. 77). The word seems to have been accentuated
on the second syllable in his time.

HERMENTRUDE.

"QUOD EXPENDI HABUl" (7
th S. Xli. 506; 8th

S. i. 155). Addison, in No. 177 of the Spectator,
moralizes on this text, and a note to my edition,
Bosworth's reprint, 1853, gives the following
epitaph as from " the church at Doncaster ":

Howe, howo, who is heare 1

I Robin of Duncastere,
And Margaret my feare

;

That I spent, that I had :

That I gave, that 1 have :

That I left, that I lost.

A.D. 1597
Quoad Robertas Byrks, who in this world did reign
Threescore years and seven, but lived not one.

Doncaster church was entirely destroyed by fire

in 1853. B. HUDSON.
Lapworth.

WASHINGTON ANCESTRY (7
th S. xii. 23, 115,

210, 294, 416 ; 8th S. i. 461). I have been looking
at the above references, and finding that the notes
are principally my own, I must so far fit on NOMAD'S
cap as to reply, though I have really little time to

spare. Is there not " a sort of mare's nest in the

discovery of a supposed
"
idea of "retractation by

Mr. Waters" ? Mr. Waters has nothing to retract.

He has made no positive assertion. He has written
a most ingenious little book, but, to quote from the
second reference, "all his labours fall short of

proof." It has, however, occurred to me (to-day
only, or I should have mentioned it before), that
one of my deeds may, to those who understand,
clear away all difficulties ? In 1633, the Rector
of Purleigh was indebted in the full sum of 1,OOOZ.
to Sir Laurence Washington, and repayment was
secured over "all his manors, messuages, tene-

ments, goods, chatties, and hereditaments." May

his living have been sequestered, and hence his

temporary abode at King ? There is no doubt
whatever that the Maidstone Washingtons were
of the Salgrave family ; but I have an idea that

the manor of Sulgrave was granted to one of

a family already settled in the neighbourhood of

London. VERNON.

VESEY FAMILY (8
th S. i. 414). There is a

pedigree of the Hintlesham Veseys in Metcalfe's
'
Visitations of Suffolk,' pp. 104, 173. I have an

interleaved edition of Page's
'

Suffolk,' in which
the following MS. note occurs :

" On the 1 Sept., 31 Hen. VIII., the Manor and Priory
of Hintlesham was granted to Thomas Veysey and his

heire. On the 2 Nov., 36 Hen. VIII., the said Thomas
had license to sell the same to William Veysey and his

heirs, from which William the estate descended to the
time Chas. II., when it ceased in the person of Charles

Veysey, who died in France, 5th Oct., 1684."

To whom the property went there is no note.

Sharpe, in his
'

Peerage,' says nothing about the

De Vescis having any connexion with Hintlesham.

There is a Vesey monument in Bardwell Church,
Suffolk. Notes of the Vesey family will be found

in the Davy MSS. in the British Museum.
W. E. LAYTON, F.S.A.

Saffron Walden.

BLETHYN AP CONFYN (8
th S. i. 353, 483).

Blethyn ap Confyn does not seem to have de-

scended paternally from Roderick the Great, but

from Gwaithvoed, King of Cardigan and Gwent,

through his son Gwerstan and grandson Confyn,
the father of Blethyn. His title to Powys was
derived through his mother Angharad, the

daughter of Meredith ap Owen ap Howel Dha ap
Cadel, the second son of Roderick the Great.

On the death, of Roderick the Great his

territories were divided between his three sons,

the eldest Anarawd being Prince of Gwynedd, or

North Wales, the second, Cadel, Prince of South

Wales, and the third, Merfyn, Prince of Powys.
Cadel subsequently obtained Powys from his

brother Merfyn by conquest, and transmitted it,

together with South Wales, to his son Howel Dha
and grandson Owen ap Howel Dha. The latter

strengthened his title to Powys by marrying the

rightful sovereign, his second cousin Angharad,

only daughter and heiress to Llewelyn, the son of

Merfyn, and transmitted the two provinces to his

son Meredith ap Owen, who, by the conquest of

Gwynedd from the descendants of Anarawd,
became king of all Wales.

This Merdydd ap Owen left an only daughter
and heiress Angharad, who was married to

Llewelyn ap Seisyllt, great-grandson of Anarawd,
who had succeeded to Gwynedd on the death of

his father Roderick the Great. The issue of this

marriage was Griffith ap Llewelyn, described in

old records as " the head and shield and defender

of the Britons," whose heroic defence on Penmaen-
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mawr, and tragical death at the hands of his sub-

jects, are so graphically described in Lord Lytton's
' Harold.'

After the death of Llewelyn his widow Angharad
married Confyn, and had by him two sons, the

eldest of whom was Blethyn ap Confyn. After

the death of their half brother Griffith ap Llewelyn,

they jointly governed North Wales till the death

of the younger in 1068, when Blethyn ruled it

alone, until he was slain in 1073 by Trabaern ap
Caradoi, who assumed the crown of North Wales
till the battle of Carno restored it to the original
line in the person of Griffith ap Cynan.

Blethyn also inherited Powis from his mother,
and this was ultimately partitioned among his

descendants. The account of their doings is of

great interest, and the reader is well repaid for the

trouble of investigating the relationship between
the various actors.

I had prepared a short pedigree to illustrate

this letter. It is, however, too complicated for

insertion; but if your correspondent C. P. will

favour me with his address I shall have great

pleasure in sending it to him.

GEO. HOTTER FLETCHER.

THE EARLDOM OF DESMOND (8
th S. i. 291, 336,

421). I should not like to question upon insuf-

ficient grounds the genealogy supplied by AYE
YALE SALVE at the second reference, but I should
like to feel sure that it would pass muster before a
select committee of the House of Peers. Nor am
I certain whether the Dublin gentleman I alluded
to claims descent through that genealogy or not ; if

the latter, then it is open to question. Besides,
I know that, to quote Webb,
"
Thomas, 10th Earl of Ormond, in right of his mother,

Joan Fitzgerald, daughter of the 114h Earl of Desmond,
claimed the Earldom after the death and attainder of all

the heirs male."

As to the question raised by your correspondent
at the last reference, I should think that not only
the Act of Attainder, but also that of the creation
of the Earls of Denbigh as Earl of Desmond
would have to be revoked before any claimant
could legally succeed to the title. Burke gives
November 22, 1622, as the date of the latter.

J. B. S.

DRAMA IN IRELAND (8
th S. i. 433). For in-

formation on this subject I refer the inquirer to
' A General History of the Stage,' by W. R. Chet-

wood, 1749. According to this authority
"
Ireland

was one of the last kingdoms in Europe where
established theatres were erected." The first in
Dublin was built in Warberg Street by John
Ogleby, Master of the Revels, in 1635, and per-
formances were given there until the breaking out
of the revolution in 1641, when the house was
closed. The next theatre was erected in 1661 in

Orange Street, commonly called Smock Alley. In

1732 Madame Violante opened a booth for gym-
nastic exhibitions, &c., but "

finding her tumbling
tiresome, fell to playing and pantomime till stopt

by the Lord Mayor." It was here that Margaret
Woffington commenced her theatrical career.

Violante was succeeded in the booth by a company
of players, who after a brief career were in turn

forbidden to act :

" Thiswas the spring whence Ransford Street [Theatre]
arose out of the power of the Lord Mayor under a licence

of the Earl of Meath."

The date of opening is not given. On March 9,

1733/4, a theatre was opened in Aungier Street,

built by subscription. It would appear that a

new theatre was erected in Smock Alley about

this period. Subsequently a theatre was built in

Capel Street.

I would also mention Robert Hitchcock's ' His-

torical View of the Irish Stage from the Earliest

Period to 1788,' 2 vols., Dublin, 1788.

CHARLES WTLIE.

THUNDERSTORM IN WINTER (7
th S. xii. 87, 110,

157, 352; 8th S. i. 78, 216). A literary illustra-

tion of this natural phenomenon may not be amiss.

In '

King Lear,' III.
yi. 26, Edgar, in the capacity

of
" most learned justicer," observes:

Look, where he stands and glares ! Wantest thou

eyes at trial, madam 1

Come o'er the bourn, Bessy, to me,

and Mr. Aldis Wright, in the Clarendon Press

edition of the play, explains that the speaker quotes
from a song by William Birch, 1558. This song
is in the form of a dialogue between "

the Quenes

Majestic and Englande," the latter opening the

interview with the following invitation to Queen
Bess :

Come over the born, Bessy, come over the born, Bessy,
Swete Bessy, come over to me.

What seems to be a Scottish variant of this lyric

is given in the illustrations to the ( Scots Musical

Museum,' iv. 55, and the opening lines of the

piece show that the interlocutor had to make his

appeal in a terrible stress of weather conditions.

Thus does the ardent lover implore :

Blink o'er the burn, sweet Betty,
It is a cauld winter night ;

It rains, it hails, and it thunders,
The moon she gies nae light, &c.

It may just be added that in the
' Additional

Illustrations,' at p. 120* of the same volume of

the ' Musical Museum ' Charles Kirkpatrick Sharpe

says, "The first line of this song is quoted by

Shakspeare, in 'King Lear.'" But Mr. Aldis

Wright's explanation, quoted from Chappell's
'

Popular Music of the Olden Time,' is almost

certainly correct. THOMAS BATNE.
Helensburgh, N.B.

SIR W. RALEIGH (8
th S. i. 451). Statements

may pass unchallenged in the Morning Post, and
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yet call for correction when transferred to the pages
of

' N. & Q.' It may be true, though it is by no
means certain, that Raleigh first brought the

potato to England, but it is not true that we owe
the introduction of tobacco to him. Tobacco waa
first brought to us by Sir John Hawkins in 1565,
but only as a curiosity ;

for its importation in

larger quantities, and for teaching us to smoke it,

we must thank Master Ralph Lane and his fellow

colonists, who were brought back to England from

Virginia by Drake in 1586. It is generally con-

ceded that Raleigh brought the new habit of

smoking into fashion ; but, as Mr. Arber says in

his introduction to King James's '

Counterblaste

to Tobacco '

(which Bee for references to authorities

for the above), we have little "demonstrative

proof" even of this. C. C. B.

" PIERS OP FULHAM" (8
th S. i. 454). Harts-

home's edition was "transcribed from a folio

MS. in Trinity College Library [Cambridge],
written upon paper about the beginning of the

15th century, containing chiefly piece [sic] by
Lydgate." The poem is included by Mr. W.
Carew Hazlitt in his

'

Early Popular Poetry,' his

second volume opening with it. Hazlitt's text is

"formed from a collation of two MSS. in the

Bodleian," and he adds that " there is a second
and very superior MS. at Cambridge which Mr.
Hartshorne did not consult." If either editor

could have enlightened us as to the authorship it

would have been Hazlitt, but he says not a word.

Hartshorne was sadly incompetent. If I may
hazard a conjecture in reply to your corre-

spondent's query
" whether there is not some con-

cealed meaning in the name '
Piers of Fulham,'

"
I

would suggest that the name may be an enig-
matical allusion to the combined pursuit of
"
ffysshyng and .Towlyng," under colour of which

the "vayne conseytes of folysche love" were
"
compyled." Piers, the Norman form of Petrus,

would bring to mind the Galilean fisherman who
was made a fisher of men. Fulham might be

interpreted Fowl-home volucrum domus, as

Camden has it. F. ADAMS.
105, Albany Road, Camberwell.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &0.

Familiar Studies in Homer. By Agnea M. Clerke

(Longmans & Co.)
THIS is a delightful volume. It is not only up to the

high-water mark of modern Homeric scholarship, but is

written with an amount of sympathy fur nature and pre
historic man which must charm every intelligent reader
The world of Homer is BO unlike any other of which

knowledge has been spared to us that, apart from the

high poetic merits of the verse, it must for ever exercise

a lasting influence on those who enter within its charme<
enclosure. With the one exception of Holy Scripture
which stands on an entirely different plane of thought

no works have exercised BO profound an influence over
he thought of the world. Hesiod may not have been
under Homeric sway, but in the vast river of Greek
iterature there is not a single piece of prose or verse
which has not been profoundly modified by the songs of
.he blind rhapsodist. As to the great dramatists, this

night have been expected, but it is startling to find
iomeric ideas imbedded in the writings of the Fathers of
he Church. Macaulay has pointed out how deeply Latin
iterature is indebted to Homer, and down in the Middle
Ages, when a knowledge of Qreek was as rare among us
Westerns as that of Chinese is to-day, the tale of Tory
was repeated amplified and distorted it is true in

every monastery, castle, and hamlet in Christendom.
The habit of making the ' Iliad

'

a school-book has
>een most pernicious. There is no readier way of raising
prejudice against any great work of literature than that
)f having to study the rules of grammar through ita

means. There are hundreds of persons who have acquired
a life-long prejudice against Dante on account of this

shameful misuse of his wondrous vision.

Miss Clerke does not accept the monstrous theory that
the Homeric poems are formed of ballads composed by
different authors and artistically dovetailed together
long after they had become popular throughout the

Qreek-speaking world. She assigns both the ' Iliad
' and

the '

Odyssey
'
to Europe, and believes that they were

made in pre-Dorian time, when Mycenae was the centre
of the Achaean world. In this we are in full agreement
with her. We cannot, however, follow our instructress
further when she tells us that the ' Iliad

' and the

Odyssey
' were not composed by the same author. That

they are both the work of one brain is to us self-evident.

We must, however, admit that the arguments she has
marshalled on the other side are very powerful. They
are not nor does Miss Clerke profess them to be

original, but we know no book, English or foreign, in

which they are arranged in a manner at once so logical
and so forceful.

The volume is not large, but would have been better
had it been furnished with an index.

The London and Middlesex Notebook. Edited by W.
P. W. Phillimore. Vol. I. Nos. III. and IV. (Stock.)

FROM the numbers which have reached us of the first

volume of this new treasure-house of antiquities for the
cities of London and Westminster and the county of
Middlesex we should argue that the dwellers in those

parts may be grateful to Mr. W. P. W. Phillimore for

taking their interests in band. The list of Lord Mayors
and Sheriffs temp. Jac. I., prepared and annotated by" G. E. C.," the well-known author of the ' New Peerage,'
and the '

List of London and Middlesex Gentry in 1673-,.'

are both features of more than local interest ;
and the

same may be said of the '

Inquisitiones Post Mortem '

for

London, by the editor, commenced in No. 4, for January
of this year. The series practically opens with
3 Hen. VII., an Inquisition of the second year of that

reign, which is calendared, seeming to be no longer
extant. The names of the jurors on these Inquisitions
will be of scarcely less value to the genealogist than the
details of the subject-matter of the several Inquisitions
themselves. The notes on Hammersmith Old Church,
the watermill at Hanwell, the almshouses at Chiswick,
the prebendal mansion there, the quaint particulars
given concerning the rousing-staff at Fulham Palace,
and the account of Canonbury Tower, illustrate old
London in the widest sense of the term.

Journal of the Derbyshire Archaeological and Natural

History Society. Vol. XIV., for 1892. (Bemroee.)
THIS year's volume is as full as ever of interesting matter

illustrating both divisions of the (Derbyshire Society's
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work. To the archaeological division the antiquary and

genealogist will turn for the varied information given by
the new editor of the Journal, the Rev. Charles Kerry,
in his papers on ' Codnor Castle and its Ancient Owners,'
on 'A Survey of the Honour of Peverel, 34 Hen. III.,'

on the '

Pedigree of the Strelleys of Strelley, Oaker-

thorpe, and Hazlebach,' as well as in a curious by-way
of mediaeval Church history in his paper on '

Hermits,
Fords, and Bridge Chapels.' Mr. Pjm Yeatman con-

tributes a suggestive paper for the genealogist under the

somewhat singular title of the ' Lost History of Peak

Forest,' the documents in the Record Office on which it

is based being, so to speak,
" lost

"
to the ordinary eye

of the searcher under their present classification as

Duchy of Lancaster records, a title which they appear
to have obtained through an unexplained diversion into

the custody of the officials of the duchy in days long

bygone. To the natural history division may be given
the credit of continuing to produce papers of quite as

great interest to the geologist and anthropologist as the

archaeological division produces for the followers of

archaeology and the kindred studies. Mr. Ward's paper
on ' Rains Cave '

seems to us a model account of patient
and careful cave-digging a work difficult to carry out,
and almost more difficult to describe BO as to gain the

attention of readers not necessarily acquainted with the

peculiarities of the work. Mr. Ward has another paper,
showing him to be equally good for the archaeological

division, on the ' Mediaeval Pavement and Wall Tiles of

Derbyshire,' from which we gather that he is inclined

to explain the proved repetition of certain groups of

ornamental tiles throughout a wide extent of country
e. ff., from Great Malvern as far as Devonshire and St.

David's by the existence in the Middle Agesof travelling

companies of tile-wrights, a suggestion which seems in

harmony with what we know of mediaeval masons and
their wanderings.

The Church Plate of the County of Wills, including
that Part of the County now in the Diocese of Glou-
cesterand Bristol. By J. E. Nightingale. (Salisbury,

Bennett)
IT is but a few years ago that we all of us thought that

King Edward VI.'s commissioners had done their work
eo thoroughly that there was hardly a mediaeval sacra-

ment cup or paten left to testify what this kind of plate
was like in the unreformed time. Investigations have
now been made in almost every shire, and the result is

that we find ourselves much richer in mediaeval plate
than we had any ground to hope for. These old vessels

are, of course, very rare, but a sufficient number are left

to indicate pretty clearly what those vessels were like

which were so ruthlessly swept into the Tudor ex-

chequer.
The late Mr. Nightingale's account of the Wilts plate

is the best volume of the kind we have seen. Not only
are the illustrations numerous and good, but the descrip-
tions have been compiled with extreme care.

The mediaeval chalices yet remaining are of very good
character. That at Berwick St. James is certainly one
of the oldest in England. Its shape and general cha-
racter lead to the impression that it is as early as the
thirteenth century, and we see no reason why it should
not be still older. The author was of opinion that it

might well be " a solitary instance of the earlier form
of vessel being retained in use in an English parish
church."

The chalice at Wylye is a magnificent example of the

period just preceding the religious changes. The hall

mark is that of the year 1525. At Manningford Abbas
there is preserved a very graceful chalice of simple
design which might well be copied by modern silver-

smiths. There is no hall mark, but it must belong to the
latter years of the fifteenth century. The stem is six

sided and the knob is ornamented with lions' heads.
We should not be acting fairly with regard to this

beautiful work if we did not draw attention to the en-

gravings and descriptions of post-Reformation plate. The
candlestick from Leigh Delamere is well worth notice,
and the flagon at Hedington, dated 1602, is very fine. The
chalice at Bradford St. Martin is a beautiful example,
but was certainly not meant by its maker for ecclesiastical

purposes.

M. H. TON HOLTOBP has issued from Paris a catalogue
of works by printers of the fifteenth and sixteenth cen-

turies, which claims to constitute a history of printing
by its productions during the first century of its exist-

ence. Thirty years have been spent in collecting the
works of which it is now sought to dispose. Under heads
such as " Augsbourg,"

"
Bale,"

"
Cologne,"

"
Strassbourg,"

&c., very many of the rarest and more interesting
monuments of the first presses are given. The catalogue
has genuine interest and value to bibliographers.

ME. F. A. EDWARDS has reprinted from the '

Papers of

the Hampshire Field Club ' a highly interesting account
of early Hampshire printers. If bibliographers would
execute similar tasks for other counties a mass of

important material for a general dictionary of printing
would be obtained.

THE ' New History of Chelsea,' by Mr. Alfred Beaver,
which has been issued in parts for some time past, is

nearly completed, and the volumes, with very copious
indices, will be issued by Mr. Elliot Stock immediately.

ia

We must call special attention to the following notices :

ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.

To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the

signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to

appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication "

Duplicate."

E. C. D. PHILLIPS, R..N. ("Time was made for slaves").
From J. B. Buck stone's burlesque .'Billy Taylor," pro-

duced at the Adelphi about 1830.

IGNORAMUS. " I am going to go away
" cannot be

correct.

X. Y. Z. ("Schoolmaster "). We are not in possession
of the information you seek.

CORRIGENDA. P. 238, col. 1, 1. 23 from bottom, and

p. 464, col. 2, 1. 17 from bottom, for " 132
"
read 152 ;

p. 402, col. 1, 1. 20, for " Wiendiebe "
read Weindiebe ;

p. 444, col. 1, 1. 16 from bottom, for " Shermer "
read

Slurmer ; p. 448, col. 1, 1. 3, for " Hutchineon "
read

Hutchison.
NOT1CS.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to
" The

Editor of ' Notes and Queries
' "

Advertisements and
Business Letters to " The Publisher "at the OflBce,
Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.C.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return com-

munications which, for any reason, we do not print ; and
to this rule we can make no exception.
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THE PRESERVATION OP TOWNSHIP BOOKS.

As a great many valuable book?, documents,
and papers, the property of townships, are con-

stantly being destroyed or lost, I should like to

inquire through these columns if anything might
be done for their better preservation. Every parish
and every township has, or has bad, books, ptons,

documents, and papers relative to property,
common rights, roads, boundaries, fisheries, public

wells, and other matters which would be of con-

siderable value either to present or future parish
historians. Hitherto there seems to have been no

recognized place where such books, MSS., and
other records might be kept. In most townships
there is an assistant-overseer, and township books
are in his care; but when there is a change of

officers, it frequently happens that the outgoing
overseer neglects to hand over all the old books

and documents to his successor
;
or it may happen

that the new officer objects to be troubled with

them. It thus follows that by constantly recurring

changes the books or other articles considered use-

less either fall into various private hands or are

lost. It often also happens that persons borrow

township books and forget to return them.

Almost every topographer can recall instances in

which he has consulted some local book or docu-

ment at some past time, and on making a second

application to see the same book he has found, to
his sorrow and disappointment, that it was lost. I
am not acquainted with any law bearing on the
subject of the ownership or safe preservation of old

township books or papers so far they seem to
have been without owner, and usually looked upon
as dateless rubbish. It is said that ere long the
time-honoured offices of overseer and surveyor of
roads will be superseded, and townships joined
together to make what is called a local board
district ;

if so the present seems a fitting time to
make some effort to collect all books, papers, and
documents, that they may be preserved for future
use. I am certain that the next generation of

inquirers would be grateful for such a provision.
The collection would include

1. Overseers' and surveyors' assessment books,
which would contain lists of ratepayers and the
valuation of property.

2. Minute-books, which would throw interesting
side-lights on village government.

3. Plans of townships or estates showing bridle

roads, water-course?, quarries,commons, boundaries,
and the like.

4. Survey books, furnishing the names of fields

and roads ; these books usually accompanied the

plans.

5. Copies of awards, showing to whom the land
was awarded at the time of enclosures, with a plan
of the common.

6. Copies of local law reports touching parochial

matter?, magistrates' orders, indentures, old notices,
old letters, stamps, seals, &c. Any of these, say a

century or more old, might be of the greatest
ervice to a local topographer wishing to write a

listory of his native parish.

To the above might be added any parochal
>ooks or papers that are not kept in the church

hest, e.
(jr., duplicates of the census schedules every

en years, giving a complete list of the parishioner?,
with ages and occupations. Resident gentlemen
r lords of manors might also make donations from
ime to time of old books, MSS., deeds, rent rolls,
r manorial records, which might be useless to

hem, but valuable to others. If the above, or any
ortion of them, could be collected, the most

roper place for their deposition would be the

arish church, each township furnishing the church
rith a suitable chest, safe, or book- case for their

afe keeping. Any book or document could then

e inspected or copied by furnishing the clergyman
nd parish clerk with a short but sufficient notice,
nd by paying to the latter a small fee for his

ttendance. I should imagine that no one would

bject to such a course, as it would be advantageous
o both the parish and the church. This parochial

brary of MSS., books, and documents, if such
ould be formed, would in populous parishes
crease rapidly, and would in due course require

special room, as other objects might be added
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such as old carvings, displaced brasses or tablets,

disused fonts or covers, broken effigies or crosses,

flint or stone implements, or any other relics and

memorials of the past that might be found within

or without the church. In this way a village

library and museum might be formed which could

not fail to prove of great interest and value both

to the parishioners and to many others who might

require information. Any one coming from a

distance to consult the registers would have an

opportunity of gathering additional information

from the other books and documents. A few

instances may be given relating to
"

lost
"
books.

A book containing the churchwardens' accounts

from 1585 belonging to Wakefield church, now
the Cathedral, was missing some years from the

parish chest, and was regarded as lost
;
but even-

tually the churchwardens were put in the way of

recovering the missing volume, and it is now one

of the most valuable books in the Cathedral library.

A book containing the parish accounts of East

Ardsley, Yorkshire, from 1652, was some years
since in private hands and likely to be lost sight of,

but through the vicar's exertions this volume has

now been restored to the parish. A missing volume

containing the minutes of the parish vestry of

Liverpool, from 1761 to 1796 inclusive, has been

recently discovered and restored to its lawful

custodians. The parochial records are now com-

plete for two centuries or more, commencing as they
do in 1670. A book belonging to the township of

Bradford, in Lancashire, containing the accounts

from 1711 to 1835, was lost. Afterwards some

litigation came on, and the ratepayers, I believe,
were mulct in the heavy expenses of repairing a
bad road which was not their own through their

inability to produce the book. A rate book be-

longing to the overseers of Manchester, dated 1655,

containing a complete list of ratepayers and the

value of property, forming a sort of census for that

year, was in existence in 1870, but is now reported
"lost."

As a concluding word to this note, let me strongly
advise overseers, churchwardens, or other township
officials, or all others who may have influence with
the same, to endeavour to rescue and to keep
together all parish records, but especially the oldest,
till some safe repository be found for them. I am
fully persuaded that they would be equally useful

and valuable in many ways both to the present
and succeeding generations.

DANIEL HIPWELL.
17, Hilldrop Crescent, N.

CHURCH MINSHULL, OLD CHURCH RECORDS.
(Continnedfrom p. 430.)

The native generosity of the people of Cheshire,
which for many centuries has_ distinguished them,
is to-day as deep-rooted asjever, and it is wonder-

ful that this characteristic has not been swept
away by the lapse of time and the changes which
it usually brings. Cheshire further claims a record
of name, blood, and place that few counties in our
islands can surpass. A writer of no mean eminence
states that Cheshire gentry are distinguished for

four things,
"
number?, antiquity, loyalty, and

hospitality,"* and with regard to the last it is a
remarkable fact that wheat-sheaves appear on so

many Cheshire gentlemen's coats of arms. Bread
the staff of life, wheaten the best bread.

Then as to those who have reflected credit on
the county in a literary point of view. Now
although Doomsday Book includes Cheshire,*
there was one devoted to this palatinate. Sir Peter

Leycester, from whom I have already quoted, often
mentions and quotes from Cheshire Doomsday
Book, in fact says

" there was a Doomsday Book
in our Exchequer at Chester, wherein many deeds
and records were enrolled.''^ It is to Alexander
de Swereford, Archdeacon of Shrewsbury in the
latter end of Henry II.'s reign, that the county
was indebted for

' The Red Book of the Exchequer/
It was once in the possession of the Abbey of St.

Werburgh's, in Chester, was written on parch-
ment, and contains much important information.

Partly about the same age is the remarkable MS.
' Chester Annals,' the author of which, I think, is

unknown ; but they start from the birth of Christ
to the year 1255, reciting many historical facts

relative to Cheshire and its renowned monarch,
Earl Randal, surnamed Blundeville. Then we
have the '

History of the Earldom of Chester,'
collected by Archbishop Parker, containing the

achievements of the seven Cestrian monarcbs,
these all being men of military prowess. Selden

quotes from this MS. in his
'
Titles of Honour.'

William Smith and William Webb are two
bright examples of historical collectors of their

own county. Three hundred years ago the
memorials of the ancient glory of Cheshire were
collected by these two. Smith appears to have
made his researches about 1590, while Webb, an
Oxford University man, did his part about 1600.
Their united labours form, if I mistake not, the
bulk of 'King's Vale Royal.' Webb's itinerary
was in poetry. ||

Laurence Bostockelf (a name
which is still not uncommon in Minshull and

neighbourhood) wrote a volume cennected with
descents and pedigrees, &c., as also an accurate

visitation of most of the churches, prior to their

destruction during the Civil War. Then there

was Sampson Erdeswicke, who about 1553 began
* Puller.

f Doomsday Book did not include the four northern
counties.

'

History of the County, &c./ 1791.

1 P. 317.

Mathew Parker, consecrated bishop 1559"]

|| London, by John Chalewood, 4to., 1586.

*jf
Bostuck'a estate passed to John Savage by mar-

riage (Camden,*ed. 1695, p. 562).
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'hia career at Oxford. Camden calls him "a very
eminent man, who has nicely enquired into the
venerable matters of antiquity."* Passing, I refer

shortly to the loyalty of the people of Cheshire.
The old Royalist song, given in previous notes,
breathes throughout the spirit claimed by the
earliest writers. It was principally owing to the
brave actions of Cheshire men that Edward gained
the battle of Poictiers in 1356. Lord Audley
was one of the most prominent; and it is from
this family that the Earls of Derby sprang. The
former family is of great antiquity, the original
name being Touchet. On the west side of the
river Weaver is Calveley, which gave the name to

that family from whom Sir Hugh de Calveley
descended, and whose reputation as a valiant
soldier is well known. Even his valour was
equalled by Sir R. Knowles. Examples need not
be extended, but I will only add the fact that

eighteen Cheshire gentlemen were knighted on
account of their valour, when Lord Hertford van-

quished the Scotch army.f Their names embrace
those of Brereton, Calveley, Cholmondeley, Eger-
ton Leigb, Lejcester, Venables, &c.

In going through the records of Minshull Church,
the same facts are brought to one's notice as in

most registers of the period, notably as regards the
number of births prior to marriage. Although it

is not my intention to inquire into this aspect of

the registers, yet Shakespear, in his
' Measure for

Measure,' IV. i., if not making an excuse for this, at

least refers to what may possibly have been more

generally considered than is usually supposed.
As before referred to, the parish registers con-

sist of two bound volumes. These are of parch-
ment. It is said, in

'
Historic Notices of Flint, '$

that parchment registers were, in 1597, ordained
to be used ; as a fact, we here see Minshull

registers were written on parchment in 1561. But,
if I do not err, the order for registers to be written
on parchment was issued in 1538. Church Min-
shull registers do not show that they were always
kept in a proper manner. During the years 1625,
1639-42, the Christian name of parent is often

omitted,
"

and, curiously enough, in the years
1631-33 the place of birth is given, but the Chris-

tian name is not
;
in 1636-38 both place of resi-

dence and Christian name of parent are wanting ;

and in 1647-9, the residence of parent and
Christian name are added. In 1650-1, name of

parent is generally given, and sometimes the

residence. Among the births, between 1736 and

1752, one Abraham Yoxall registered five daugh-
ters, all of the name Mary. In 1643 is the follow-

ing entry:
" Thos. s. of John Warburton, baptised July 17, being

* CamJen, p. 531.

t At Leith, on May 11, 1544.

I Taylor (Elliot Stock, 1883), p. 128.

the first after the destruction of the reverend order of

Bishops."

In 1651 the following occurs:
" Thomas Dudlow brought some strangers to be

married on the first of January."
ALFRED CHAS. JONAS, F.R.Hist.S.

Swansea.

(To le continued.)

The "
Royalist song found amongst the family

papers in an old chest at Erdeswick Hall
"

is not
what it professes to be. It is merely a mangled
version of

'

Sir Beville : the Gate Song of Stowe,'

by the late Rev. R. S. Hawker, of Morwenstow.
I well recollect his indignation when he first

le imed bow his fine Cornish poem had been mal-
treated to make it pass for a Cheshire ballad.

Who was the culprit would be difficult to say.
The Cheshire alteration was printed in Egerton
Leigh's collection of 'Cheshire Ballads.' The

original is included in Hawker's ' Cornish Ballads/
1869. I have already mentioned this curious cir-

cumstance in 'N. & Q.,' but where I am writing
cannot give the precise reference.

WILLIAM E. A. AXON.

'DICTIONARY OF NATIONAL BIOGRAPHY'
NOTES AND CORRECTIONS.

(See 6th s. xi. 105, 443; xii. 321; 7"> S. i. 25, 82, 342,

376; ii. 102, 324, 355; iii. 101, 382; iv. 123, 325, 422;
v. 3, 43, 130, 362, 463, 506; vii. 22, 122, 202, 402 ;viii.

'

123, 382; ix. 182,402; x. 102; xi. 162, 242, 342 xii.

102
; 8'" g. i. 162, 348.)

Vol. XXIX.
P. 24 b. Account of the finding of Rob. de

Insula's grave at Durham, Archceologia, xlv. 392.

P. 34. Ireland. Mathias,
'
P. of L.'

P. 36 b. Wm. Ireland. Ascham'a '
Letters.'

P. 54. Edw. Irving. See ' D. N. B.,' ix. 36 ;

'N. & Q.,' 7th S. iii. 101 ;
'Life of Wm. Wilber-

force.' There are publications on the " Unknown
Tongues "by G. Pilkington, R. M. Beverley, D.

Thorn, and J. Greenwood.
P. 72. "Tawdry Isham," Rochester's 'Poems,'

1707, p. 105.

P. 89. Cyril Jackson. Mathias, 'P. of L,';

Wrangham's
'

Zoucb,' i. p. Ixx.

P. 92 a. Henry Jackson. Bp. King's Letter,

pref. to I. Walton's '
Lives.' I have his anno-

tated copy of Jewel's 'Apologia,' 1599,
" Liber

Henrici Jacksoni, Collegij Corporis Christi, Oxon.
Anno 1600, Maij 21," in a beautiful hand.

P. 94 b. No. 35, see Church's
'

Reply to Mid-

dleton,' 1750, pp. 137, 340.

Pp. 96-8. John Jackson. Eistmead, 'Hist.

Rievall.'; 'N. & Q.,' 8th S. i.
,

P. 107 a. For "
Crackanthorpe

" read Crakxn-

thorpe (xiii. 2).

P. Ilia. Wm. Jackson (d. 1795). Gifford's

'Baviad,'&c., 1827, p. 119.

P. 112 a. Bp. Wm. Jackson. Poulson'a 'Hoi-
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derness,' i. 251 ;

' N. & ?.,' Sri S.; 6" -. vii. 217

Tiii. 139 ; 7
th S. vi. 135, 197.

P. 124 a. "There is a portrait of him stil

there."

P. 126 a. Sam. Jacomde. Patrick's 'Autob.,

pp. 27, 41, 244.

Pp. 244-5. Prof. Jane recognized Bull

learning, and brought him forward, Nelson'

'Bull,' 1714, pp. 283 359; Patrick's 'Autob.,

pp. 106 sqq. t 198; Wrangham's 'Zoucb,' ii. 150.

P. 246. One of James Janeway's sermons was on

the death of Thoma Mowsley, apothecary; Cecil';
'

Remains,' p. x.

P. 247 a. 'Extract of the Life and Death o

John Janeway,' by James Wheatley, 1775.

P. 256 a. Jay.
' Life of Bickersteth,' i. 154

'Life of W. Wilberforce.'

P. 268 a. Browne's ' Christian Morals,' see

Greenhill's ed., "Golden Treasury," 1881.

P. 277 a. For "a sister privately married

Henry "read a sister was privately married
to Henry."

P. 278. Judge Jeffreys. Rochester's 'Poems,
1707, p. 115; Oldham'd 'Poems,' ed. Bell, 1854

pp. 179, 214.

P. 289. Jekyll. Mathias, 'P. of L.'

P. 300 b. Henry Jenkins. Paper by Canon
Raine, Tories. Arch. Jour., i. 127-131; 'N.&T
3rd S. viii.; xii.; 4th S. v.; 7th S. xi.

P. 308 a. Q. Elizabeth's Latin letter to the Shah
concerning . Jenkinson, Ascham'd 'Letter?,' 1602,

pp. 324-6.
P. 309 a. Frobiser ; xx. 281, Frobisher.
P. 315. Jenks'd books were much used by the

Evangelicals ; Tyerman,
'
Oxf. Meth.,' p. 312 ;

Toplady's 'Work?,' 1841, p. 19; Sidnej's
'Walker,' p. 77; 'Life of Tho. Scott,' p. 47;
'
Life of Venn,' p. 553.

P. 325 . Tho. Jenner. ' N. & Q.,' 6th S. xii.

325.

P. 326. Judge Jenner. Ness, 'Hist, and
Myst.,' i., 1690, ded.

P. 333. Jenyns.
'

Gray,' by Mason, 1827, p.

346; Pryme's 'Autob.,' p. 139; 'Memoir of H.
More,' iii. 421.

Pp. 334-5, Rob. Jephson. Mathias,
'
P. of L.,'

80.

P. 339 b. Jeremie. Pryme's 'Autob.,' pp.
152-3.

P. 344. " Jermin's country house," Lord
Somers'a reply to Dryden, Roscommon'i} '

Poems/
1707, p. 156.

P. 349 a.
" Account of the illness and death of

C. S. Jerram, drawn up by his father, the Vicar of

Chobham, 1824."
P. 354. Wm. Broome has a laudatory poem on

Jervas's portrait of Lady Cornwallis at Rainham.
P. 366 b, 1. 29 from foot. For " Halifax " read

Driffield.
P. 381 a. How was Jewel "inconsistent"; is

the surplice a vestige of Popery 1 Burnet,
'

Letters

from Switzerland,' 1686, pp. 50 sq.

P. 436 a. For south barton '

read South

Burton.
P. 446 b. For " Mr. Raine" read Canon Maine.

W. C. B.

Vol. XIX.
P. 321. Thomas Fletcher (1664-1718). The

parentage, dates of birth and death, marriage, and

issue, &c., of this writer are all incorrectly given
in the ' D. N. B.' by J. M. R, the author of the

article. The facts, obtained by me from the

register of New College, MSS. in Bodleian, and
Foster's 'Alumni Oxonienses,' are as follows.

Thomas Fletcher was born at Avington, in co.

Hants, in 1606 (so New Coll. register, but Foster

says at Winchester). He was admitted to Win-
chester College in 1679; matriculated at Balliol

Coll., Oxon, April 9, 1685, aged eighteen, as son
of Jo. Fletcher, of Winchester, Hants, pleb. ; ad-
mitted to New College, September, 12,1685 ; fellow

andB.A., 1689; M.A., January 14, 1692/3; B.D.
and D.D., 1707. He resigned his fellowship on
his marriage in 1702 to a daughter of William

Master, fellow of New College and Rector of

Holton. He served the donative of Fairfield,

Somerset, in 1694 ;
was Prebendary of Wells,

1696; under-master of Winchester College, 1701 ;

and admitted fellow there September 12, 1711,
but resigned hia fellowship in 1712. He died in

1713, and was buried in Winchester Cathedral, on
the south side of the nave, near the monument to

William of Wykeham. He had issue three sons :

1. Thomas Fletcher, D.D. , matriculated at Trinity
Coll., Oxford, November 20, 1721, aged eighteen;
afterwards fellow of All Souls' College, and Bishop
of Dromore and Kildare. 2. Philip Fletcher,

M.A., matriculated at New Coll., February 13,

1724/5, aged eighteen ; afterwards fellow of New
College, minister of Romford, Essex, and Dean of

Kildare ; he resigned his fellowship on his mar-

riage in June, 1735, and died in May, 1765.
3. William Fletcher, D.C.L., matriculated at

Trinity College, July 17, 1731, aged eighteen ;

afterwards fellow of New Coll., but resigned on
iis marriage in 1746 ; Prebendary of Ch. Ch.,

Dublin, and of St. Patrick's, and Dean of Kildare ;

Elector of St. Mary's, Dublin. He died December 22,

L771, and was buried in St. Mary's, Dublin.
See also Nichols's '

Collection of Misc. Poems,'
vol. vi.; Antony Wood MS., A.O., 4. 559; MS.
dditions to Wood's 'Athene' in Bibl. Bodl.;
Cotton's

'
Fasti Eccl. Hib.'; Hearne'u 'Coll.,' &c.

Thomas Fletcher was in no way connected with
he Staffordshire family to which J. M. R. assigns
him. It is hard to conceive how so many errors

ould have crept into his account of Fletcher. In
Villiam Dingley'd

' Poems on Several Occasions,'

694, p. 20, is a poem
" On the excellent Trans-
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lation of the first book of Virgil's
'

^Eneis,' by Mr.
Tb. Fletcher, Fellow of New Coll."

Vol. XXVI.
P. 243. Sir William Hericke, or Herrick (1557-

1652). The date of birth is wrong. He was bap-
tized at St. Martin's, Leicester, December 9, 1562,
and buried there March 8, 1652. Reference should

have been made to the
' Herrick Genealogy,' by

Lucius C. Herrick, M.D
,

revised edition,

Columbus, Ohio, 1885, and to Leicestershire

Archaeological Society's Transactions, vols. i. to

vii. passim. This reference applies also to Robert
Herrick (p. 253), Richard Heyrick (p. 325), and
Thomas Heyrick (p. 327).

W. G. D. FLETCHER.

EARLIEST ADVERTISEMENT OF A SALE OF TEA.
In the Quarterly Revieiv of June, 1855, in an

article on *

Advertisements,' there was printed a

copy of an advertisement which the writer of the

article states "is undoubtedly the earliest

authentic announcement yet made known of the

public sale in England
"

of tea (p. 191). The
announcement runs :

" ' That Excellent and by all Phyeitians approved
China Drink called by the Chineans Tcha, by other
nations Tay, alias Tee, is sold at the Sultaness Head
Cophee - House, in Sweetings Bents, by the Eoyal
Exchange, London.' Mercurius Politicus, September
30, 1658."

I cannot find that this advertisement has been
mentioned in any of the notes in reference to tea

which have appeared in * N. & Q.
'

It will probably
be useful as an addition to the full editorial reply
concerning the introduction of this famous beverage
into this country which was given at 1 st

S. xi. 367;
and to that at 4th S. x. 343.

J. F. MANSERGH.
Liverpool.

STOCKFISH. (See wee ' Morue : Cabillaud,' 7tb

S. iii. 48, 214, 377, 454 ; iv. 78, 278, 371 ; v. 13,

256.) Glancing over a back volume of ' N. & Q.'
I was reminded that my chief interest in a corre-

spondence above referred to, permeated by a severe

flavour of dry sarcasm, had lain in an unsatisfied

question which was incidentally raised. What is

the derivation of " stockfish "
? It has supplied

the poets with some lively figures (Shakespeare,
'

Tempest,' III. ii. ; Burns,
'

Elegy of Capt.
Matthew Henderson '),

and it strikes me that it

had somewhere a proverbial jocular sense equiva-
lent to blockhead, because stockfish is so often

dried without the head. These latter circumstances
are interesting, but are no help towards the deri-

vation. I offer a note or two towards that de-

sideratum. To "stock" is an old Scots word

signifying to become stiff. Jamieson's 'Dictionary'
derives it from "

Su. G. stoclc-a to harden." With
that etymology before us it is interesting to find

that in various records there is evidence that the

term durus piscis (hard fish), was probably the

name given to what appears elsewhere in the same
records as stoTcf, stocfish, and stoTcvis. See '

Liber

Quot. Garderobse' of Edward I., pp. 9, 118, 143,
where the entries are,

" de 5,496 duri pise' ";
"

et

14,132 stokf"; "pro 1,000 stocfish"; Bain's 'Calen-

dar,' ii. 1180, where amongst the stores there

appear two " douseines le linghes
" and salt cod ;

and a dozen "stocuis"; another entry at same
reference mentioning "1 4,300 stokfische." These

examples all date about 1300. In the Exchequer
Rolls of Scotland, i. pp. 121, 139, 194, &c., there

are very numerous allusions to duri pisces forming
an unfailing item in the exchequer accounts of the

early fourteenth century. From an examination

of these entries of
"
stockfish

" with parallel pas-

sages relative to
" duri pisces

"
I have come to the

conclusion that Topham, in editing the 'Liber Quot.
Garderobse' (preface, p. xxvii), said rightly that
" durus pitcis seems stockfish." And durus piscis

makes for "hard fish" as the etymology, as well

as the meaning. In Camden's 'Britannia' (ed.

Gilson, 1695), p. 739, the progress of Hull is said

to have been due "
partly to their trade of Iteland-

fish dry'd and harden'd, term'd by them Stock-fish."

This citation also helps towards the
" hard" etymo-

logy. GEO. NEILSON.

Glasgow.

'THE BRTTNONIAD.' (See 3rd S. iv. 122.) At
the above reference is a communication from C. H.

and THOMPSON COOPER on the authorship of
' The

Brunoniad,' a poem published anonymously in

1790. Northern antiquaries always attribute the
' Brunoniad

'
to the Rev. William Margetson

Heald, M.A., M.D., who was Vicar of Birstall for

thirty-seven years. I visited the British Museum
last week purposely to cull from the ' Brunoniad

'

for a work I am publishing, but unfortunately no

poem with that cognomen is to be found there.

I however discovered that the 'Brunoniad' was

attributed by MESSRS. COOPER to the Rev. Thomas

Foster, B. A., in the number of
' N. & Q.' to which

I have alluded. I should like to know if two-

poems, each issued anonymously, and in the same

year, are in existence.

CHAS. F. FORSHAW, LL.D.
Winder House, Bradford.

REVISED VERSION: Ps. cxxxvu. 3. Tt may
be a mistake to buy a catalogue of the exhibition

of the Royal Academy, as unduly prejudicing one's

mind with regard to the pictures. Yet by not

buying a catalogue one may miss something more

than names and titles. For iristance, in an illus-

trated catalogue for this year I find the following

quotation appended to No. 983,
' The Daughters of

Judah in Babylon': "For there they that carried

us away captive required of us a song ;
and they

that toasted us required of us mirth, saying,
'

Sing
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us one of the songs of Zion.'
" The request for a

song from these handsome daughters of Judah

comes, after the compliment that has been pau

them, with a reasonableness that was not appareu
till the promulgation of this revised version.

KlLLIGRBW.

JXJNITJS. It is announced that we are to hav<

a spirited revival of the "Junius Question"
meanwhile, anticipating fresh evidence, it may
seem desirable to put together the case as it now
stands.

1. The Portland case. A letter signed
"
Popli-

cola," dated April 28, 1767, contains this passage
"The landed estate must be oppressed," which sub-

j ect runs through the Junius correspondence til

November 22, 1771, when the Crown was non
suited in favour of the duke's claim. Junius then

wrote his sixty-seventh letter, dated November 28,

1771, with this expression, ''The ridiculous defeat

of Sir James Lowther." Jnnius wrote very little

after this, and we know from other sources that he
was closing his career as publicist. The object ol

this "
preliminary

"
is to identify the one writer

under numerous signatures.
2. Taming then to the Francis correspondence

at this date, we find that Sir Philip wrote to his

wife from Bath on December 23, "Mr. D'Ovley
has resigned, but of this say nothing"; and again," I neither expect nor desire any alteration in my
own situation" at the War Office. On February 26,

1772, Lord Barrington, Secretary at War, wrote a
stiff but civil letter to Francis. He "

is looking
out for a chief clerk," and requires a letter from
Francis such as he can show "

to explain the
occasion of my losing you."

3. Meanwhile, Junius is writing thus to Wood-
fall, January 25, 1772 :

"
Having nothing better to do, I propose to entertain

myself, and the public, with torturing Barrington.
Be careful not to have it known to come from me.

"

Then follows a succession of the bitterest attacks
on his lordship. On March 23 he wrote :

" I desire you will inform the public that the worthy
Lord Barrington, not content with having driven Mr.
D'Oyley out of the War Office, has at last contrived to

expel Mr. Francis."

Sir Philip quitted the Office at the end of the

quarter, and paid a short visit to the Hague.
Junius reappears for a few days in May, and Sir

Philip went abroad again till Christmas.
This substantially is the real indictment. Here

is motive, while time and place suit the conditions

required for communicating, and we have no re-

butting evidence. A. HALL.
13, Paternoster Row, E.G.

PROF. FREEMAN. The admirers of the late

Prof. Freeman (and who is not an admirer of his

that has a conscientious regard for European his-

tory?) may like to know that the first twenty

volumes of the Ecdesiologist contain several im-

portant papers by him on architectural subjects.
Whether the latter volumes have in them any
of his writings I have, at present, no means of

ascertaining.
In vol. xr. p. 226, there is a letter signed

E. A. F. which is certainly his. It is reprinted
from the Times (date not given, but it must have
been one of the latter days of 1859, probably some
time in November) as a contribution to the con-

troversy then raging as to what style should be

employed in building the Foreign Office. It must
have had great weight. I need not say that Free-

man advocated Gothic. This letter ought to be

reprinted once again in some place where it will

not be lost sight of. It is a most temperate and
admirable statement of the respective claims of

Gothic and Italian architecture on our regard.
EDWARD PEACOCK.

THE ' MIDDLE KINGDOM ' AND GENERAL GOR-
DON. Dr. Samuel Wells Williams, Professor of

the Chinese Language and Literature at Yale

College, published in 1848, under the above title,

a survey of the Chinese Empire and its inhabitants.

A revised edition of this interesting work appeared
at New York in 1883, and the author informs us
in his preface that the revision has been " the slow

though constant occupation of several years."
" Humanum est errare," however, and the great
care bestowed upon this edition has not secured

immunity from error. At p. 609 of vol. ii. I was

surprised to read that
"
in April, 1863, the entire

command [of the "ever victorious" force which

put down the Taiping rebellion] was placed under
Col. Peter Gordon, of the British army." Gordon's

Christian names, I need not remark, were Charles

George ; but the error here made in calling him
Peter is repeated in the index at the end of the

volume. W. T. LYNN.
Blackheath.

KELVIN. The daily papers of May 10 contain

an announcement which may chronicle the advent
of a new word into the English language. "The
Board of Trade," it is stated, "have paid a com-

pliment to Lord Kelvin by announcing that hence-

forth the Board of Trade unit of electricity is to be
known as

(
the Kelvin."

"

EGBERT F. GARDINER.
Glasgow.

EPITAPH ON DR. JOHN GARDNER. It would
)e interesting to know if any of your readers have
met with an inscription similar to that which may
>e seen just within the railings of St. Leonard's

Churchyard, Shoreditch, where on the stone above
in old tomb (date 1807) are the words, "Dr. John
Jardner's last and best bedroom." This reminds

me of the time-honoured " My lodging is on the

old ground." D. HARRISON.
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We must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct.

MARRINER : STONARD : WOOLFE (OR WOLFE).
"1654. Richard Mariner and Joane Stonard were

married at Portsmouth 2 May."" 1655. John Marriner and Jane Woolfe were joyned
together in Marriage before William Withell, Justice of
Peace for borough of Portsmouth, the 18 day of Sept',
in y

e
presence of Henry Willes, Stephen Palmer, and

Thomas Wolfe."

So run the first two entries in the marriage registers
of the pariah church of Havant, near Portsmouth.
From these registers it appears that Richard Mariner
was of Leigh (or West Leigh), Havant, and John
Marriner of Bedhampton, which is near Havant.
For we have also :

"13 Oct' 1673 or 1678, Jane, wife of John Marriner
of Bedhampton."
"2 March, 1680, William, son of Richard Marriner of

West Leigh."

Richard Marriner died (it seems) in 1684 :

"
1684, 26 Nov', Richard Marriner of Leigh."

Jane, his wife, predeceased him :

"
1683, 2 July, Jane, wife of Richard Marriner."

John Marriner died in 1690, it would seem:
"
1690, March 25, John Mariner."

Jane, his wife, having predeceased him in 1673 or

1678, as is before copied.
I should be glad if any one could say (1) who

the above Richard Mariner and John Marriner
were, their descent, &c., for the Havant registers
only begin from 1654. The name is spelt indis-

criminately Mariner, Marriner, Maryner, Marinier,
Marineer. TV Marriner family had long time
been settled in the neighbourhood of Havant and
Portsmouth, for we have

"1588, John Marriner, Gent, of Portesdowne.""
1610, Peter Marriner (or Maryner). Esq., of Wan-

stead,"

which, from Warner s
'

Hampshire,' was "
in the

Hundred of Portesdowne." This Peter Marriner
was possessed of the " Manor and capital Messuage
called Wansted, and of diverse lands in Porchester,
Southwick, Wymering, and Farlington," and

Alverstoke, &c. His grandmother was Margaret,
daughter of Agnes Bennate, widow, through whom
Peter Marriner, as "her issue in tail," acquired
his Porchester estates. Peter Marriner's wife was
Mrs. Dorothy Marriner, who, in 1628, entertained

King Charles I. in her house at Portsmouth
('State Papers, Dom., Chas. I.,' 1628-9, p. 175).
Peter Marricer's daughter Mabel married Sir
Edmond Plowden. " She was Niece to Sir George
and Sir Hampden Paulet, kinsmen of the Marquis
of Winchester," and "her Uncle was Mr. Oxer-
ham." I should be glad to know (2) the ancestry

of Peter Marriner, facts as to the Bennate family,
his grandmother (query Benet); how Mabel Mar-
riner (Lady Plowden) was niece of Sir George and
Sir Hampden Paulet, and who was her uncle,
Mr. Oxerham. Who was Mrs. Dorothy Marriner,
Peter Marriner's wife, and Mabel's mother. I
have a full copy Sir Edmund Plowden's will

(proved July 27, 1659), which answers none of
these queries. Richard Mariner (I have said),

1654, married Joane Stonard. (3) Who were the
Stonard family ? In the Lay Subsidies for co. of

Southampton, 37 Hen. VIII. (1546), we have
"Hundred of Havant, William Stonard"; "Hun-
dred of Bedhampton, William Stonard." There
were Stonardes in Kent and Sussex ; and also (as
well as Marriners) in the registers of St. Botolph,
Bishopsgate. John Marriner, 1655, married Jane
Woolfe. (4) Who were the Woolfe, or Wolfe,
family ? In the Havant registers,

"
1657, Nicholas

Woolfe married Margaret Stonard, in presence of

Richard Marriner" and others. In the burial

register is,
"
1679, Elizabeth, wife of Thos. Woolfe,.

of Bedhampton." There were Wolfes of Ashing-
ton, or Washington, in Sussex (1415, 1465, 1583,
1594) ;

and also (as well as Marriners and

Stonards) in the registers of St. Botolph, Bishops-
gate (Woolf, Wolfe). W. STONARDB.

STENCIL. (See 8th S. i. 371, 484.) The recentr

appearance of notes on this word in dear old
' N. & Q.' emboldens me to make a request. I

have written an ignorant introduction to an illus-

trated work which will shortly appear, entitled
' The Book of Delightful and Strange Designs,

being One Hundred Facsimile Illustrations of the

Art of the Japanese Stencil-Cutter, to which the

Gentle Reader is Introduced by one A. W. T.,
who knows nothing at all about it.

'

The text will

be in English, French and German, and how best

to turn "stencil-cutter
"
into French is where help

is needed; and I would also ask, Can a better

rendering be given for the stencil-plates themselves

than "
patrons clecoupes ;\ jour en carton ou en

papier"? ANDREW W. TUER.
The Leadenhall Press, E.C.

WILKES, THE FRIEND OF KANT AND RUHN-
KEN. Kant and Ruhnken were college friends at

Koenigsberg previously to 1746. In 1771 their

early common friend Wilkes saw them both, Kant
at Koenigsberg, Ruhnken at Leydec, and was the

medium of loving communication between the two.

Wilkes is known to have been travelling tutor to

the Russian princes Wolkonsky, and to have lived

as pensioner in their palace at Moscow. Ruhnken
describes him as

"
prsestantissimus." Further

information is greatly desired by KANTIUS.
Quinta dos Tanquinhos, Madeira.

MR. CREEVY'S JOURNAL. Lord Brougham
(' Speeches,' vol. i.), in his account of the Liver-
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pool election of 1812, says of Mr. Creevy, M.P.,
who entered the House in 1802 :

"He i8 Baid to have left a minute journal, which he

kept for above thirty years of his life; and it is likely to

contain more interesting materials for secret and
indeed, for general history than any collection of the
kind which has ever appeared in this country."

Is it known what became of this journal ? I find

no trace of it in the British Museum catalogues.
COURTNEY KENNY.

Downing College, Cambridge,

"NEWS SAP." I have before me a will, dated

1565, in which the testator has described himself as
"
of the Citie of Newe Sap." Can any one suggest

the locality referred to? J. CATER, M.A.
Bisley Rectory, Woking, Surrey.

LADY HARWARDEN. A person of this name
swas residing at Vine Cottage, Fulham, in the year
1813. The site is now occupied by Pryor's bank.
Can any reader give me any facts about Lady
Harwarden, and say, if possible, between what
years she lived at Vine Cottage? Please answer
direct. CHAS. J. FERET.

49, Edith Road, West Kensington.

TRANSLATIONS. Is there a good translation in

French, German, or English of Procopius's
' His-

tory of the Gothic War,' Paulns Deaconus's
'

History of the Lombards/
'
Letters and Poems

of Sidonius Apollinaris, Bishop of Clermont '
?

B. 0. C.

[An English translation of Procopius, by Sir
Henry Holcroft, in 1653, folio. A second translation, in

8vo., followed in 1674. Of the merits of these we know
nothing. French translations were issued in 1587 and
1669-70, and again in an esteemed version by M. Isam-
bert in 1856. 'Sidonius Apollinaris' was translated into
French in the collection of Sauvigny, 5 vols. folio, 1785.]

"THE ROASTING OF A CAT." In essay No. 361
of the Spectator,

' On Cat-calls,' Addison writes :

' It is certain that the roasting of a cat does not call

together a greater audience of that species than this
instrument [the cat-call], if dexterously played upon in
proper time and place."

What does the phrase mean ? K. D.

" BONE SAID." I should be gkd to learn the
precise significance of this term. It occurs in the
accounts of the churchwardens of Fulham, 1642 :

" Recd
this present daie being the 25th of Sept. 1642

of Thomas Hook the sume of Five pounds lawfull
money and is in full payment for the (crop of the)Church meadowes web., was sold to the said Thomas
Hooke as a lone said 6d"

CHAS. J. FfeRLT.
49, Edith Road, West Kensington.

CITY DE MENDOZA. Would any of your
readers better informed than myself kindly tell me
the name of the founder of the City de Mendoza,
Republica Argentina, S.A., date of founding,
when and where born, profession, date of death,

and place of interment, and if he had issue?

have looked through several works on general

history, but cannot find the information.

HENRI DE MENDOZA.
84, Paradise Street, Liverpool.

"COURAGE OF ONE'S OPINIONS." How and
when did this phrase arise ? It is said by some to

be of modern French origin, but I do not find it

in Littre. The earliest example before me is the

memorable declaration of Mr. Goschen in Parlia-

ment, February 19, 1884: "I have the courage
of my opinions, but I have not the temerity to

give a political blank cheque to Lord Salisbury !

"

What does the of mean? Is it the courage that

belongs to one's opinions, or what ?

J. A. H. MURRAY.
Oxford.

COUPLE : WARP. I should be glad of any light

upon these words in the following quotations :

"After the rate of fifteene shillings the couple of

corne." ' Statutes of Ireland,' 28 Henry VIII., ed. 1621,

p. 77.
"
Fish sold by the warpe or couple, at 2sh. lOid. the

warpe, what comes 4c. unto ?
"

T, Willford,
'
Scales of

Commerce,' p. 110.

In the former case the suggestion is made to me
that a couple may mean two quarters, which would

fairly suit the price assigned, as compared with

those of corresponding date in Thorold Rogers's
'

Agriculture and Price?.' As to the latter, Rogers
says (iv. 534) :

" The measures by which fish [were] bought are

various. The commonest is by number, and then most

frequently by the hundred (c), though less and larger

quantities are frequently found. They are also bought
by the warp, especially at Cambridge, and the couple or

pair at the same place. It seems that these two measures
are identical."

I do not know whether the professor thought that

a warp was the same as a couple, i.e., two, or that

couple here meant not a pair but a warp, which
the dictionaries and dialect glossaries explain as

being four fish. J. A. H. MURRAY.
Oxford.

' BRITISH WAR MEDALS,' BY THOMAS CARTER.
I shall feel greatly obliged if you or any of your

readers can give me any information as to where I

can obtain the four issued numbers of Thomas
Carter on. 'British War Medals and how they
were Won.' The series was never completed, as

only four numbers were issued. I shall be glad
to know if any of your readers have these num-
bers, and at what price they would part with them.

CHARLES MOSES.

BETHUNE. Sir Archibald Bethune, or Beton,
[vnt

, was knighted at Hampton Court Palace by
James I. in 1620 (according to Nicholl's 'Pro-

gress'), and David Bethune, or Beton, M.D., was
M.D. of Padua, F.R.C.P. London, physician to
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Charles I. and, I think, to James I. He died 1639
at Berwick-on-Tweed, his wife Hester survivet

him, and in 1661 a Theodore Bethune was retourec

heir in Scotland to a Dr. David Bethune, but I do
not know if this is the same. I should be greatly

obliged if any one can give me any information o

either of these or their families.

ALFRED A. BETHUNE-BAKER.
12, Old Square, Lincoln's Inn.

SURNAMES. What is the correct explanation o:

the initial G in such surnames as Gwilliam,

Gwalter, Gwatkin, Gwynne, &c.? SILURIAN.

EXMOOR FOREST. Can any of your con-

tributors oblige me with information or reference

to any king of England in early times visiting this

forest ? Certain tenures suggest royal presence ;

but I do not know where to seek for information

on the subject. HILLMAN.

GEORGE MONK:, DUK.E OF ALBEMARLE. Not
having access to any library containing a life of

General Monk, I should be greatly obliged to any
of your readers who would tell me the name of his

wife ; also whether the general's life was not

written by his chaplain, Dr. Gumble or Gamble.
LAC.

EDWARD KELLET, D.D. I am engaged in

writing historic notes on Over Kellet, in the

county of Lancaster, and am anxious to ascertain

the parentage of Edward Kellet, D.D., Canon and

Prebendary of Exeter Cathedral. I find that the

doctor was born in the year 1583, about Christmas,
but I cannot learn where and the names of his

parents. Can any reader of
' N. & Q.

1

enlighten
me ? Dr. Kellet was the author of

'

Miscellanies

of Divinitie
' and of ' Tricocenium Christi in Nocte

Proditionis,' 1641 (' The Threefold Supper of Christ

in the Night that he was Betrayed '). I am anxious
to include him in one of the branches of the

Kellet family I have been arranging for a long

period, at no small labour and considerable expense.
CROSS FLEURY.

Lancaster.

OLIVER CROMWELL IN FICTION. Can any one
tell me of any prose fictions, English or other (not

dramas), in which Oliver Cromwell is introduced
as one of the characters, other than ' Woodstock '

and Horace Smith's
'

Brambletye House '? By one
of the characters, of course, I mean one of the actual

dramatis personce of the romance, as in ' Wood-
stock.' JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

HENRY SACHEVEREL. Was the Henry Sache-
verel to whom Addison dedicated his

' Account of

the Greatest English Poets
'

the notorious preacher
who was impeached for the sermon he preached at

St. Paul's on Nov. 5, 1709? I notice that Mr.

Doble, in a note in vol. i. p. 370 of
' Remarks and

Collections of Thomas Hearne,' says that he was.

Noble, continuation of Granger, vol. ii. p. 127,

note, edition 1 806, on the authority of an editorial

note in Johnson's life of Addison, 'Lives of the

Poets,' says,
" He was a different person from his

namesake of Magdalen," i.e., the notorious preacher.
It would be satisfactory to have this cleared up.

FRANCIS W. JACKSON, M.A.
Etberston Vicarage, York.

LIDDERDALE : HEPBURN. My ancestor Mr.

Lidderdale, of Castle Milk, married Miss Hepburn.
I am anxious to know to what family of Hepbnrns
she belonged ? Any information about the Lidder-
dale family I should also be obliged for.

E. C. WlENHOLT.
75, Longridge Road, Earl's Court, S.W.

EGOS IN SALT. Eggs, it is said, can be kept
for three months fresh if placed upright in a box
or jar filled with salt, well pounded and very dry.
The salt may be used again and again for years ; but
what is most curious is that the salt is said to

become better and better adapted to this particular

purpose the longer it is kept. Can any reader

confirm or explode this as from his own know-

ledge and experience. During the first year of

use it will scarcely answer its purpose for more
than two months. But in the second year the

eggs will retain their freshness after three months.

After three years it is said to preserve eggs as long
as four months. Before experiment, it appears im-

possible, so little can the human mind form a con-

ception of the latent resources in matter, or of the

interaction of mineral substances upon organic, or

vice versa. If true, it would point to an overlooked

secret in the great riddle-book of life.

0. A. WARD.
Chingford Hatch, E.

EPISCOPAL SEAL OF BISHOP FELTON. Nicholas

Pelton was Bishop of Ely, 1618-26. In the

British Museum there appears to be only a sul-

phur cast from an imperfect impression of his seal.

Where is there a perfect impression? A. C. D.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.
There 's a light about to break,
There 's a day about to dawn :

Men of thought and men of action

Clear the way ! J. S. M.

'Lea Frangaia gouvernent le monde, et les femmea

jouyernent les Fran$ais." W. P.

L'homme, qui se bat et qui conaeille.

EZTA.KIT.

Our life is but a winter day,
Some only breakfast and away ;

Others to dinner stay, and are full fed;
The oldest sups and goes to bed.

Large is his debt who lingers all the day;
Who goes the soonest has the least to pay.

FBAKCKS L. WINGFIBLD.

[This is taken from the '
Festoon,' but the idea is older.

tfiiny versions of it will be found in ' N. & Q.']
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"DOUBLE ENTENDRE."

(7
th S. iv. 86, 197; 8th S. i. 276, 439.)

The authorities mentioned by MR. E. H. MAR-
SHALL at the last reference probably believed

the phrase to be genuine French. I cannot

admit an argument springing from an idea that

if two blacks do not make a white a multitude

wilJ, or that the blunder of one is wisdom when it

is committed by a hundred. To reform my native

language is no more my mission than it is MR.
MARSHALL'S. Without aiming at anything so

lofty, I may contend that when we write English
it ought to be English, and when we write French
it ought to be French. " Double entendre," how-

aver, is neither French nor English. As Prof.

Earle remarks of "deshabille" ('English Prose,'

p. 295),
"

it has never acquired the reputation of

being English, although it is not, and never was
French." Prof. Earle also says on the same

page :

" When a foreign phrase has become very familiar in

English discourse, it is apt to get translated, and then
the original falls into disuse. It is rare to see un fait
accompli, ever since somebody wa? bold enough to sub-
stitute for it the vernacular equivalent,' an accomplished

If " double entendre " has survived to the pre-
sent day, it is not because it has lacked a transla-

tion, for in 1712 the writer of Spectator No. 504
was actually "bold enough to substitute for it

the vernacular equivalent." He writes :

" There are another Kind of People of small Faculties,
who supply Want of Wit, with Waut of Breeding; aud
because Women are both by Nature and Education more
offended at any Thing which is immodest than we Men
are, these are ever harping upon Things they ought not
-to allude to, and deal mightily in double Mtanings."

Whether Steele for he it was objected to the

depraved taste for tattooing the vernacular with

foreign phrases, or to the use of dog-French,
matters not ; he offered us, at any rate, a proof that
the cockney-French phrase is needless.

MR. MANSERGH quotes an example of the

plural from Smollett, whose "palpable double
entendres

"
is a translation of Le Sage's

"
Equi-

voques claires." Swift pluralized the phrase in
the same way much earlier in his

'
Journal of a

Modern Lady
'

:

Their Innuendos, Hints, and Slanders,
Their Meanings lewd, and double Entendres.

Writers are sometimes found tripping with the

plural of ban mot; and it is due to the more exact

knowledge of printers that bon-mots does not very
frequently appear in print. With regard, however,
to the particular phrase I am discussing, "double
entendres "

is the only plural allowable on this side
of the silver streak, even were "

double entendre"
in the singular faultless French, in which language

no variation for the plural would be possible at all.

Such was not the opinion or, at all events, the

practice of the reviewer of Mr. James Gilmour's

book,
'

Among the Mongol?,' in the modern Spec-
tator (No. 2861) for April 28, 1883, where, at

p. 549, col. 2, we read :

" His conversation, like

that of most Asiatics, is choked with doubles

entendres." That the writer believed the phrase
to be unexceptionable French is too patent to need

telling ; but his grammatical precision renders him
Gallis ipsis Gallior, if I may parody a well-worn

expression. Ignorant dabbling in French never

achieved a grander triumph. F. ADAMS.

BELLADOKNA (8
th S. i. 414). The deadly night-

shade (Atropa belladonna) is a member of the

natural order Solanacese, an order which, whilst

including the potato and tomato, has several

poisonous plants among its various genera. The

berry is sweetish, and not nauseous. Sir J. E.

Smith, F.R.S. ('English Flora,' 6 vols., 1824-36,
vol. i. pp. 316-17), says the swallowing of vinegar
and keeping from sleeping may avert fatal con-

sequences, and that emetics have no effect. He
also goes on to say :

" The leaves, applied externally, as well as taken in

powder, or infusion, have been recommended to cure
cancers

;
but their use in any way occasions dreadful

uneasiness, horrors, and swoonings, so that few prac-
titioners can persevere long in prescribing so distressing
and ambiguous a remedy."

The poisonous nature of the plant is due to the

existence of the alkaloid atropine, the presence of

which was discovered in 1833 by Geigher and
Hess. In 1869 N. Giiather showed the propor-
tions of alkaloid varied with the part of the plant,

ranging from '146 per cent, in the stalks to '833

in the leaves, and '813 in the ripe fruit.

The thorn apple (Datura stramonium) was
found to contain an alkaloid, which received the

name daturine. Yon Planta, Ladenburg, and
Schmidt have shown, however, the supposed
daturine was simply a mixture of atropine with
its isomeride byoscyamine.

Atropine crystallizes in thin prisms. It is bitter

to the taste, and very poisonous. In small quan-
tities it produces dilatation of the pupil of the eye,
and also vertigo. Nothing is recorded by the

various chemists who have worked with this alka-

loid as to experiments on the fermentative action

of saccharomyces, &c., on it. This I am not sur-

prised at, for, from its behaviour with chemical

reagents generally, and its own composition, one
could pretty safely predict the action would be

nil, or, if any, it would consist in the death of the

fermenting organism itself.

J. COTHBKRT WELCH, F.O.S.
The Brewery, Beading.

It is stated in
' Flowers of the Field,' by the

Eev. 0. A.John?, that the juice of the deadlynight-
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shade "
possesses the singular property of dilating

the pupil of the eye, on which account it is exten-

sively used by oculists when operations are to be

performed"; and also that
" Buchanan relates that the Scots mixed the juice of
Belladonna with the bread and drink with which by
their truce they were to supply the Danes, which so
intoxicated them that the Scots killed the greater part
of Sweno's army while asleep. The ' insane root that
takes the reason prisoner,' mentioned by Shakspeare, is

also thought to be this." P. 441.

J. F. MANSERGH.
Liverpool,

To whom is MR. WARD indebted for the identi-

fication of the " wild grapes" of Is. v. 2-4 with
this plant ? It is quite new to me, and there is

no hint of it in Smith's 'Bible Dictionary,' nor
does it seem likely that such a plant would be
allowed to grow largely in vineyards. Belladonna
is not mentioned by Tristram among plants common
in Palestine. I am not "

learned in such matter?,"
but for years past plant-lore has been my favourite

study, and I have never heard of belladonna juice

having been subjected to fermentation either in

toxicological or other experiments. It is believed
to have been the poison with which Macbeth is

said to have drugged the Dane?, but he did this

simply by mixing it with their drink. 0. 0. B.

MR. C. A. WARD will find every particular he

may require about the deadly nightshade in a
French work being now published in weekly
numbers, and entitled

' La Grande Encyclope'die,'
H. Lamirault et Cie. publishers, 61, Eue de

Rennes, Paris, vol. vi. pp. 38-42, with plates and

figures to suit. DNARGEL.

BILLINGSLEY (7
th S. xu. 408; 8th S. i. 423).

"
Billingsley in Salop was the meeting place of Harold

and Griffith." J. Randall's 'Severn Valley.'" In the parish of Astley Abbots are several half-

timbered mansions of historic interest, also an ancient
farm house at Binnal which might have been a bunting
lodge in the forest of Shirlot. In one room in this farm
house are a number of painted panels which prove a

puzz'e to most people who happen to come to this out-

of-the-way place The house is said to have been at

one time occupied by one of the Billingsleys who pos-
sessed property in the parish, and on one thick, heavy
beam over the fire-place are the initials W. B. 1611."
Ib.

Looking over an old paper of mine, published
ten years ago, descriptive of the interesting town
of Bridgnorth by Severn's side, I find the follow-

ing paragraphs, which may possibly add something
to the literature of NOMAD'S subject :

" The town had been garrisoned for the King, upon
which part of the Parliamentary forces marched against

it, the infantry fighting their way to the Churchyard
(St. Leonard's), which was not so well defended as other

parts of the town. Here a fierce and sanguinary fight
took place, when the few Royalists who escaped retired

to the Castle then, as in Camden's time, believed
'
se-

cure upon its rock' leaving their leader, Colonel

Billingsley of Astley Abbots, with many others amongst
the slain. A worn tablet, above the frayed and crumbling
gateway of some distressed looking almshouses opposite
the tall red sandstone tower of the church, quaintly
keeps alive the memory of the event.

'" Ano Domino [sic] MDCOXXXIII, these.Alms Houses for

ten poor widows of Upper Town were built and endowed
by Francis Palmer, Rector of Sandy, in the County of

Bedford, who had an affection for this place, his mother
being buried in this Church, and was sister to Colonel
Francis Billingsly, late of Abb its Astley, Slain in this

Church yard in the service of King Charles ye first.'
" I find in some old notes of Shropshire that Francis

Billingsley, Esq., was one of the grand jury of Salop in

1642 who signed the Declaration in favour of the King's
Government aiid pledged themselves to adventure their

lives and fortunes in the defence of His Majesty, the

just rights of Parliament, and the laws of the land."

C. A. WHITE.

I am much obliged to NOMAD for the Billingsley

notes, but I am not interested in the family save

in connexion with the Borders and the West
Indies'. The Rupert who mentions Berwick-on-

Tweed had a son, and apparently only child,

Rupert, Captain of H.M.S. Lowestoffe, who died

in 1720, leaving an only daughter Bridget ;
she

married William Belasyse, and died before she was

of age, leaving an only daughter. In 1738 a cause

was pending between William Belasyse, acting for

his daughter, and a number of defendants whose

names help me in no way, but the fact that, pend-

ing the decree, commission was granted to John

Spencer Colepepper, whose wife was a daughter of

Nathaniel Webb, of Montserrat, and whose wife's

aunt was Henrietta Douglas, of Wilton Hall,

Durham, would make any information about the

immediate family of the first Rupert very accept-

able to me ;
and if NOMAD can help me and is

generally interested in Billingsley I should have

much pleasure in sending in return my notes.

VERNON.

CHRISTIAN NAMES OF FOREIGNERS (8
tt S. i.

145, 196, 317, 419). It is, perhaps, worthy of a

note, although hardly relevant to the subject indi-

cated by the heading, that the name adduced at

the last reference makes a rather good anagram :

Louis van Beethoven,
Ave ! he outlives Bonn.

KANT O'PHERMO.
Dublin.

BISHOPS OF PALENCIA (8
th S. i. 433, 497). If MR.

STEELE has access to Gams's '
Series Episcoporum

Ecclesiie Catholicse
'

(Ratisboc, 1873), he will find

a complete list of the bishops of both the sees he

mentions, from their foundation down to the pre-

sent day. Valencia, by the way, did not become

an archiepiscopal see until the middle of the fif-

teenth century, Roderick Borgia (afterwards Pope

Alexander VI.) being its first archbishop. Nor

do there seem to have been any Bishops of

Palencia during the tenth century, the city having
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been destroyed in 750, and not restored until

1030, when the bishopric appears to have been re-

erected also. OSWALD, O.S.B.
Fort Augustus, N.B.

AVENTURINE: PERIDOT (8
th S. i. 180, 296, 361,

423). It appears that Manage, who died in 1692,
is the first authority for this par aventure theory,
which is sufficiently plausible to captivate the

understanding ;
but it has the disadvantage of

not being homogeneous*.
In the first place we have an assumed French

original, as above, afterwards assimilated to the

Italian a Ventura, and then reproduced in France

by means of a reputed second discovery, still by
mere chance ! But the story appears to be re-

pudiated in Italy.
Baretti says, "Aventurina, a kind of micaceous

quartz," thus ignoring the glass. I do not, how-

ever, question its existence, nor need any one who
can inspect the splendid collection of Venetian

glass collected at the South Kensington Museum,
doubt that such expert artisans could do any-

thing that lay in the way of their calling, without

waiting for a chance invention.

Meanwhile, the fact remains that the so-called

precious stones known as aventurine must have
been known to the ancients. If, therefore, Pliny
called them lapis fortuitus, we have a source for

the name older than the glass works at Murano.
The following, to be taken for what it may be

worth, is from Antonini, dated 1755 :

" Je ne doute pas qu'elle ne s'appelle ainsi par la res-

semblance qu'elle a avec la pierre piecieuse de ce nom;
et non pas, parce que le secret en a ete trouve '

par aven-
ture.'

"

Peridot I find explained as a mutation or cor-

ruption of verddtre, i. ., greenish or inclining to

green, in colour; p= v, Latin, sub viridis or

prasino proximus. A. HALL.

LBART (8
th S. i. 244, 342, 463). This word

was in common use in my time at Oxford about

1851, aud was supposed to mean a sharp kind of

man. One, for instance, who could make up a

good betting-book, or play a good game at whist
or billiards, knew what passages were likely to be
set in the examinations, and the catch questions in

logic; in short, to use another university expression,
then in vogue, "Was all there when the bell

rung." The word does not occur in Halliwell's
'

Dictionary,' nor can I cite any author who uses
it in his writings. JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

ARCHERY: CLOTHYARD (8
th S. i. 451). Roger

Ascham, in his 'Toxophilus' (1515), distinctly
directs the archer to draw his arrow up "to the

rig or shouldring of the head," and he evidently
intends this to apply to a shaft of any size. But
though he speaks repeatedly of shafts of different

sizes, he does not give the length of any, and nc-

where, I believe, speaks of a "clothyard shaft."

The only indication of length I can find in the

book is where he says of the shafts of
' '

the men
of Inde "

that they were
"
verye longe, a yarde and an halfe, as Arrianua doth

aaye, or at the least a yarde, as Q. Curtius doth saye, and
therfore they gaue the greater strype, but yet bycause
they were so long, they were the more vnhansome, and
lease profitable to the men of Inde, as Curtius doeh
tell."

It would seem from this that MB. BUTT is right
in believing that at this period of our history, at

any rate, a "
clothyard shaft" was not commonly

used. 0. C. B.

"RUN-AWAYES EYES" (8
th S. i. 432). Is it

quite fair to other correspondents of
' N. & Q. ,'

who may have their prejudices, political, theo-

logical, or social, but who do not obtrude them on

the " neutral ground
" which has been kept clear

for so many years, that A. J. M. should write such

a note as that on this Shakespeare crux, and under

cover of that sneer at America wholesale, and the
"
Quaker City

" in detail, and the "
alien contents"

of an American magazine, which he does not even

claim to have seen or read ? He confesses
" I am

no Shakespearean," he has not even seen Dr. Aldis

Wright's latest issue of 'The Cambridge Shake-

speare,' but he does not hesitate to pose as a

critic, or rather as "Sir Oracle," to sneer at a

Shakespeare scholar of European fame (not

merely "an eminent American scholar"), and to

treat with cynical contempt a serial publication
devoted to Shakespearean literature for many years
as

"
alien

"
to

"
anything that could be popular or

acceptable in England."
Sha.kespeariana was first issued in America in

1883, and has been continued till now (April,

1892). Seven large volumes have received valu-

able contributions from English as well as

American Shakespeare scholars, and the volumes
have been .largely welcomed in England, and are

"popular and acceptable" among all who study

Shakespeare, although "no Shakespearian" may
not have seen them. In 1889 a secession (not
uncommon with Shakespearean critics) occurred,
and Poet-Lore was established, principally by
some who wished to bracket Robert Browning
with Shakespeare as a subject of critical research.
" The very title of such a magazine "(!) may not

please the critical carper, but the magazine has

many readers in England, although, unfortunately,
not "

popular or acceptable "to A. J. M. as " no

Shakspearean," and probably an anti-Browningite.
The facts, however, are that the "

Quaker City
"

and New York have for nine years given the

world a mass of facts and studies of Shakespeare,
and that nearly every American state has a society
for the study as well as reading of Shakespeare an

example which even England, with all its praise of
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Shakespeare, might follow with advantage, whic
would be "

popular and acceptable," and whic
might be useful even to a "no Shakespearean."

ESTE.

BRITTANY (8
th S. i. 434, 459). There are manj

very curious local legends about the
"
Alignement

de Carnac," and the good Comply, the patron sain
of the church of the place and of the oxen. Th<
word Carnac itself comes from the Celtic Querrec
or Kerrec, which means "

the place of stones.'

The Miln Museum, founded there by the well-
known English archaeologist who died in 1881, is

highly appreciated. Every interesting particular
and some of the legends about these "aligne-
ments "

are to be found in the following French
works :

'

Ruelle, Bibliographie des Gaules,
1

col. 515 et seq.; 'Bulletin de la Socie'te' poly-
mathique du Morbihan,' especially from 1862; and
in

' La Grande Encyclopedic,' H. Lamiraut pub-
lisher, 61, Rue de Rennes, Paris, vol. ix. p. 459,
t.v. "Carnac." DNARGEL.

If your correspondent F. M. D. will look into
' The Celtic Druids,' by Godfrey Higgins, he will

find a large plate of
' Ruins of Carnac

' and other
Celtic remains, with much information thereon.
He may also consult the '

Anacalypsis,' by the
same author, where, in the index, under the word
"
Carnac," he will be referred to much additional

and very curious matter. If your correspondent
does not know of these works in any private
library, he will find them at the British Museum.

E. M. ROGERS.
Kingston-on-Thames.

THEODORA ROSE (8
th S. i. 314). Frances Theo-

dora Rose, sister of the late Field-Marshall Lord
Strathnairn, married, July 3, 1817, Geo. Sholto

Douglas, nineteenth Earl of Morton. For further
details consult a peerage. V. L. 0.

MARCHAMONT (OR MARCHMONT) NEDHAM (8
tb

S. i. 354). Some facts concerning the subject of

this query, though not precisely those inquired
for, may perhaps be of help in eliciting further

information. I find the Christian name given as

Marchmont and the surname as Needham, in a
recent catalogue of Mr. Kinsman, Penzance, where
two of his works are thus described :

"
[Needham, Marchmont, of All Souls' Coll., Oxon.,

and Merchant Taylors' School.] Pacquet of Advices
and Animadversions sent from London to the men of

Shaftebury, occasioned by a Seditious Phamphlet [sic].
4to. London, printed in the year 1676."

A ' Second Pacquet,' 1677, is in the same cata-

logue, and the price of each is three shillings.
Needham is, of course, the now stereotyped

form of this family name, formerly written indis-

criminately Needham, Nedham, and Nedeham.
Marchmont is almost certainly the proper form of
the baptismal name of the subject of the query,

since it is a known name, being that of a Scottish
title of peerage, while I know of no authority for

such a purely fancy name as Marchamonfr, although
that is the form under which what I presume to

be his second marriage is recorded in Col. Chester's
' London Marriage Licences,' which may be worth

adding as one of the facts in his life :

"
Nedham, Marchamont, of St. Andrew Undershaft,

London, gent., widower, 42, and Elizabeth Thompson, of
the parish of Holy Trinity, London, widow, 32, at
St. Bride or St. Gregory, London, 18 April, 1663. F."

There is no mention of Marchmont Needham
in the Visitation pedigree of Needham of Thorn-
sett (Genealogist, July, 1891). NOMAD.

NAMES OF THE MONTHS AND DAYS AS SUR-
NAMES (8

th S. i. 209, 297). Etymologically Bow-
dich's

'
Suffolk Surnames '

is, of course, worthless ;

but I believe the writer's facts are authentic. He
has several instances of these names. He says
(p. 279):-
" Mr. August lives in Philadelphia. Mr. January, of

Cleveland, 0., is mentioned in our newspapers, October,

And again :

"I find in that city (New York) Mr. June, Mr. July,
and many families of August. .....In England there
are families of April and August; also of Mid-
winter. Eev. Mr. Janvier (French for January) is Pros-

>yterian minister at Lodiana, India (1857); and Gen.
Fabvier was born 1783."

Of day-names he eays :

" A Mr. Monday appears in our colony records of
.639 ;

and another Mr. Monday lives at Woburn
Sunday is found in New York. Two sons of Mr. Sundy,
of Canada West, murdered him in July, 1857. Sontag
fi. e., Sunday) paid us only a flying visit

;
and Crusoe's

aithful Friday did not die without issue. Sebastian

Mday, Esq., subscribed for Chauchard's maps Friday
s also found at Thorold, C.W., and at Philadelphia.
There is an English family of Thursday."

For this and more to a similar effect see

>p. 280, 281, where also examples are given of

such surnames as Now, Morrow, Yesterday, and
thers equally curiou?. C. C. B.

COTSWOLD (8
th S. i. 315, 418). DR. MURRAY

las doubtless ere this abandoned his opinion that

he spelling was evolved from an etymological con-

;eit, for I have sent him three early examples of

he name. The earliest is from a poem (of sup-
)osed date 1436), entitled 'The Libelle of Englyshe
?olycye,' and printed in Wright's

'
Political Poems

and Songs,' vol. ii.
,
where " Cotteswolde "

is men-
ioned twice, viz., at pp. 174 and 177, in con-

exion with the wool trade. The next is from

'abyan (date 1516), p. 21 of Ellis's edition, "Tut-

ury vpon Cotteswolde." The third is from

andsay of Pitscottie, who in his introductory de-

cription (p. xii of Dalyell's edition) informs us

hat the Thames "
begineth in Cotleswold in

jrlocesterschyre, about ane myle from Titberrie."
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These came readily to band ;
had I time to hunt,

I dare say I could find still earlier mentions by
name of so important a seat of wool culture.

With etymologies of place-names I have no con-

cern ;
but I cannot help noting that Cot and Cote

figure largely in English place-names, and that

there actually is a Cotsul in Staffordshire.

Shakespeare's
" Cotsal man," Will Squele, who

is included among the
"
swinge-bucklers

" and

danglers after "bona-robas" ('2 Henry IV.,'

III. ii.), seems to be of the same breed as the

"Cotswold lion." For example, in the play of

'Sir John Oldcastle' Harpool apostrophizes the

priest who has taken up with a bona roba,
" You

old ruffian, you lion of Cotsol !

"
Again, in Udall's

play (IV. vi.) Merygreeke says of Koister Doister

that he will
" looke as fierce as a Cotssold lion."

Halliwell equates the term with "sheep"; but a

sheep is not at the present day a type of ruffianism.

Still more puzzling, therefore, is Merygreeke's pre-
vious assertion :

Hither will he repaire with a sbeepes looke full grim,

By plaine force and violence to driue you to yelde.

It is to be hoped that DR. MURRAY will investi-

gate this question with his wonted thoroughness.
Since the above was written I have given DR.

MURRAY a reference to "Cottesvolde" in the

'Croniques de Waurin' (vol. v.), and received

from him the information that he had already got
an example of "Coteswold" from the Roll of

Parliament of 1327. F. ADAMS.
105, Albany Road, Camberwell.

FlRBBRACE AND DASHWOOD FAMILIES (7
th

S.

ix. 267, 433). The annexed extract from the

London Evening Post (No. 1369) of August 24-26,
1736, will serve to furnish particulars of Sir

Cordel Firebrace's marriage with Miss Dashwood,
"an heiress":

"A few Days ago Sir Cordel Firebrace, Bart., one of
the Knights of the Shire for the County of Suffolk, was
married to Miss Dashwood, Daughter of George Dash-

wood, Esq., of Heveningham of [*z'c] the same County."

It appears that the manor of Heveningham was
resold in 1719, to George Dashwood, Esq., who
resided there in 1735 (Suckling's 'History of

Suffolk,' 1848, vol. ii. p. 390).
DANIEL HIPWELL.

TALLIES (8
th S. i. 174, 233, 359). With regard

to the interesting discussion about tallies, may I

say that I lately examined three or four Dutch
tallies, pieces of wood a yard long, which hang on
a wall. They are intricately carved on the side

visible when they are banging up, the reverse side

being quite plain ;
on the back it was customary to

register the prices, &c., of articles consumed, with a

piece of chalk or some material which would easily
be rubbed out. May I suggest that this is the

origin of
" chalk it up," or " chalk him down " so

and so ? D. L.

ST. ARTHUK (8
th S. 5. 454). la the 'Annales

de la Samlets' au XIXe Sieole' is an account of this

saint. He was Father Arthur O'Leary, of the

Order of St. Francis, born at Cork in 1729, died

in London, and was buried "dans le cimetiere de

S. Pancrace," where, in 1802, the Marquis of

Hastings erected a monument to his memory. He
is called St. Arthur in the ' Petits Bollandistes,'

vol. xv., but bis canonization has not yet been

fully consummated, although January 8 has been

set apart for "his day." The following sentence

I must give in the original language :

" Habile dans la controveree, O'Leary rofuta vie-

torieusement les erreurs de Blair, medecin ecossais,

partisan de Voltaire, et demontra d'une maniere peremp-
toire I'immortalite de 1'atne, la divinite de Jesus-Christ et

celle de 1'Egliee catholique. Peu apres John Wesley, fila

d'un ministre anglican, fonda a Oxford la secte des

methodistes : O'Leary le reduisit au silence par sea

predications."
E. COBHAM BREWER.

VAIKE (8
th S. i. 353, 442). MR. A. HALL'S

etymological association of vaiJc with vaig and

vague at the second reference is a curious error.

Vaik and vaig are distinct etymons, the former

from vacuus, empty, and the latter from vagus,

wandering. F. ADAMS.

WHITE FAMILY (8
tt S. i. 374, 464). The

monumental inscriptions to this family in the

parish church of St. Peter's, co. Kent, cited by
Cozens in his

' Tour through the Isle of Thanet,"

1793, pp. 41, 463, relate to Anna White, died

October 26, 1679, cetat. thirty-five; Grace, wife of

James White, of Chilham, gent., and daughter of

Gratian Lynch, of Grove, in the parish of Staple,
died September 13, 1740, aged seventy, and her

daughter Grace, the wife of Thomas Hawkins, who
died April 25, 1746, aged fifty-two.

DANIEL HIPWELL.
17, Hilldrop Crescent, N.

CORROSOREE (8
th S. i. 353, 383, 468). When

lawyers use the word committee, as they often do,
of a single person, they accent the last syllable
So they speak of court of

record,
not record.

With respect to the accentuation of the word

contents, lately mentioned in 'N. & Q.,' it is

possible that one element has been left out of

sight. I believe a good deal depends upon the

words with which it is placed in juxtaposition,
and also upon whether it is at the beginning or

the end of the sentence. W. 0. B.

I have somehow or other missed the previous
communications on this subject, and come upon it

fresh as treated by DNARGEL. He is generally so

very correct in matters touching our language that

it would be well if we natives were to adopt his

example oftentimes. But I do not think that

nearly all the English words in ee are accented on

the final syllable, except committee. There is, for
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instance, coffee, feoffee, refugee (this word may
be pronounced thus, though Walker marks it

refugee), Apogee, jubilee, trochee, prithee. The

accent, I should say, is gradually travelling back-

wards from the last syllable. Disagree is now
on the antipenult. Referee, fricasee, oversee,

cdgnisee, legatee, guarantee, absentee, devotee,

repartee, were all at one time accented as

DNARGEL says; bat they are not now. Two
syllable words are the same. Fusee, grantee, trustee,

have all changed. The accent used to be on the

last syllable. C. A. WARD.
Chingford Hatch, E.

I always heard this word pronounced with the

accent on the second syllable when I was in

Western Australia. The double e was pro-
nounced short, as if it were y. E. F. D. 0.

DEVON AND CORNWALL AND JAMES II. (8
th S.

i. 475). These answers seem to be among the

Rawlinson M3S. in the Bodleian Library. Those

relating to Yorkshire were printed by Sir George
Duckett in the Yorksh. Arch. Jour., v. 432-473.

W. C. B.

See the original 'Penal Law and Test Act

Returns/ in which the answers of the justices of

all the counties of England and Wales are given.
These '

Returns/ edited by Sir G. Duckett, are in

the Bodleian, British Museum, and many public
libraries. W.

THE COCKOO (8
th S. i. 493). The earliest date

on which I have heard the cuckoo here in East
Suffolk was on April 23, and in Dorset, in which

county I formerly lived, April 21. In Gilbert

White's 'Selborne Calendar' for the twenty-six

years 1768-93 the earliest date is April 7; and in

William Markwick'a ' Calendar' for the same years,
at Catsfield, East Sussex, printed side by side

with White's, April 15. In 1872, through the

medium of the natural history columns of the

Field, a series of observations was made by
naturalists in different parts of the British Isles

on the subject of 'Our Summer Migrants.' A
form of calendar was distributed and filled up by
each according to his opportunities. Thirty
observers mention the arrival of the cuckoo in

that year. The earliest notice of it was at

Torquay on April 6; but the bulk of the observa-

tions were from the 20th to the 27th of that month.
W. R. TATB.

Walpole Vicarge, Haleaworth.

Whether the cuckoo usually makes its first

appearance later now than it did a hundred years

ago I know not
;
but the first or second week in

April would not, I think, have then been thought

very remarkable. Mr. Robert Marsham, of

Stratton Strawless, Norfolk, F.R.S., whose record

of observations of the earliest indications of spring
extends over more than half a century, gives the

following notes concerning this bird: "Earliest,
April 9 (1752); latest, May 7 (1767); medium,
April 23 (1789); range, 29 days; period of

observation, 51 years." F, N.

Gilbert White's earliest recorded date of the
cuckoo's advent in England is April 7. We
always hear it about April 23 in Warwickshire.

H. K.

WASHINGTON ANCESTRY (7
th S. xii. 23, 115, 210,

294, 416 ; 8th S. i. 461, 503). The possibility I sug-
gested at the last reference seems closed by the fact

that in 1640 Laurence Washington is described as
"of Parley," whilst in 1641 "Mr. Layarance
Washington

"
has a son baptized at Tring.

VERNON.

THE " COCK TAVERN," FLEET STREET (7
th S. xi.

349, 410, 491; xii. 73, 138; 8th S. i. 478). As
MR. UDAL, writing from the other side of the

world, suggests that perhaps I could say when the
facsimile of that

"
game old bird " so long attached

to the old "Cock Tavern" was made, I should
like to answer him as nearly as I can. After

thinking the point over, I came to the conclusion

that it must have been some time in the early part
of 1886. It was certainly prior to the opening of

the room which contains the old fittings. For

confirmation, however, I put the question to Paul,
who takes an interest in all that concerns the

tavern. Paul was equal to the occasion, for, get-

ting out his note-book, he showed me that the

new place was opened on October 23, 1885; the

room upstairs, with the old fittings, was first used
on July 5, 1886 ;

and he added,
" I recollect that

the two birds, the old and the new, were standing
side by side on the

(

dummy
' in the room down-

stairs some little time before I left that room to

take charge up here." This probably fixes the

date nearly enough. Your correspondent will

perhaps be glad to know that his contribution

written from Fiji greatly delighted Paul, who is

the happy possessor of a copy of the issue of
' N. & Q.' in which it appears.

"
Why," said he,

smiling all over, "I know the gentleman who
wrote it well." 0. M. P.

POPE'S ' MORAL ESSAYS' (8
th S. i. 476). MR.

PICKFORD has unhappily repeated a groundless

libel. Sir R. Walpole never said that
"
every man

has his price." He did say of the professing

patriots of the opposition, "All these men have their

price." The difference is immense, and the mis-

quotation has done incalculable harm to the

memory of a great statesman and honest man.

,
J. S.

; GARDEN OP THE SOTTL' (8
th S. i. 333, 404,

462). If the Editor can spare space for another

question under this head, I should like to ask at

what date the
' Paradisus Animse' was compiled.

Similar titles seem to be characteristic of English
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books of the sixteenth century. The ' Paradise of

Dainty Devices' and Peacham's 'Valley of Variety'
and ' Garden of Eloquence

'

may be instanced.

My attention was directed to the work is question
when an explanation of Tennyson's allusion to a
"
garden of the souls

"
(' In Memqriam,' canto xliii.

verse 3) was required. F. JARRATT.

JOHN BELASYSE, FIRST BARON BELASTSE (1614-

1689) (7
th S. xii. 27, 97, 273; 8th S. i. 153). It

may not be improper to add that a modernized
version of the inscription appearing on the monu-
ment set up in August, 1736, in the churchyard of

St. Giles-in-the-Fields, co. Middlesex, is furnished

in Gent. Mag., 1817, vol. Ixxxvii. pt. ii. p. 113. A
well-engraved plan of the monument accompanies
the communication, dated Aug. 3, 1817, of a corre-

spondent (L. EL), who states that the inscription
could not then be easily deciphered. He proceeds :

" I hope the record will be of gome amusement to all
;

and if it meets the eye of any of the family tbere BO

highly spoken of, I hope they will take means to restore
this not very antient monument to its original beauty."

It is worthy of note that L. H.'s wish has been

partially realized, seventy-five years later, by the

Society for Preserving the Memorials of the Dead,
under whose auspices the work of restoration has
now been commenced. An inscribed stone to Lord

Belasyse, dated 1670, is preserved in the parish
church of Worlaby, near Brigg, co. Lincoln. His

will, dated Dec. 27, 1683, was proved in P.O.O.,

May 7, 1690, and again Dec. 6, 1694 (G. E. C.'s
'

Complete Peerage,' 1887, vol. i. p. 304).
DANIEL HIPWELL.

17, Hilldrop Crescent, N.

TOMBSTONE ENGLISH (8
th S. i. 472, 498). The

epitaph from Weybridga Churchyard seems to

belong to the class of poor tombstone conceits

such as that to the sailor, the blacksmith, and
the common doggerel beginning,

" Farewell vain

world," which were so popular in the eighteenth
century. But it is early in the series, as appears
from the following complete example, painted upon
a wooden board in the chancel of Elmstead Church,
near Colchester :

" Here Lietli the boody of William Martin, the Sunn
of Thomas Martin, who died the 30 day of January in
the yeare of our Lord 1664,

as carefull mothers de To Sleep laye ther babes
that would to long the wantons playe.
So to prevent my youth aproaches harmes,
Nature my nourse hai me to bead betimes."

Inscriptions and laudatory jingling rhymes,
painted upon boards and hung up near tombs in

churches, were quite usual in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, but very few have been

spared. There is a fine example over the south door
of Boston church, dated 1626, and beginning, truly
enough, "My corps with Kings and Monarchs
Sleeps In Bedd,"and the picture and inscription to

" Old Scarlett
" at Peterborough belong to the

same kind of records of the past which formerly

gave so much curious information and added so

considerably to tbe interest of the pro-Restoration

churches.
"

ALBERT HARTSHORNS.

LORD TENNYSON'S ' THE FORESTERS '

(8
th S. i.

432, 479). The ' National Song
'

of 1830, men-
tioned by your correspondents, is not the only

song written independently that Lord Tennyson
has introduced into his new drama (which I have
not yet read). In the review in the St. James's

Gazette of March 29 a little song was quoted,

beginning :

To sleep! to sleep ! The long bright day is done.

This appeared in the New Review for March,
1891. As, however, this was only a year before the

production of ' The Foresters,' it is possible that

Lord Tennyson wrote it with the intention of in-

troducing it into his drama. The St. James's

Gazette calls it "a thoroughly Tennysonian lyric."
JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

CHRISTIAN ECONOMICS
'

(8
th S. i. 227, 358, 464).

- The works mentioned under this title all relate

to Christian ethics. Two or three years ago
tbe Eev. W. J. Richmond published a volume
' Christian Economics '

(Rivingtons). Prof. Mar-
tensen's and Paul Janet's books on Christian

ethics have been translated into English. The

bibliography in the late Rev. James Skinner s
'

Synopsis of Moral Theology
' and a shorter one

in the '
Priest's Prayer-Book

' would be found

useful. W. C. B.

EASTER TOYS (8
th S. 5. 475). Hares are sup-

posed to lay the preternatural looking eggs used as

seasonable symbols at Eastertide, and that is why
they figure in BeiLnand o'her shop-windows about

the time of the Queen of Festivals. They may be

regarded as the result of the insaneness of the

March hare ! M. Holland does not mention the

belief in his
' Faune Populaire,' indeed he quotes

from Cotgrave a proverb which seems to stamp the

performance in question as a stock example of the

impossible and incredible, "Faire accroire que les

lievres pondent et font des ceufs."

ST. SWITHIN.

The hare on the Easter cards seen by your lady

correspondent is the well-known German Oster-

hase= ihe Easter hare, about which Grimm's 'Ger-

man Mythology 'no doubt contains all that is known.
A new English edition appeared quite recently of

the book. German children place small baskets

outside the nursery door, and the good Osterhase

places Easter eggs and other presents in them at

dawn on Easter Day if the children have been

good. L. L. K.

CHAUCER'S PILGRIMAGE (8
th S. i. 474). In

1305 Queen Margaret made a pilgrimage to
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Canterbury. She was at Dartford on April 27, at

Rochester the same day, and apparently at Canter-

bury on the 30tb. By May 2 she had reached
Feversham on the return journey (Wardrobe
Account, 14/62, Q.R.).

In 1317 the Princess Mary and other ladies were
at Dartford on May 15, Rochester and Newenton
on the 17tb, Ospring on the 18th. The day of

their arrival at Canterbury is not given. The
caravan was no small one, as supplies of hay were

required for 73 horses (Ibid., 31/10, Q.R ).

In 1357 Queen Isabelle (the "she-wolf of France")
was in London on June 5, at Dartford on the 7th,
Rochester on the 8th, Ospring on the 9th, and
Canterbury on the 10th. She dined at Rochester
and Ospring, and supped at Canterbury. In re-

turning she dined at Canterbury on the llth, at

Ospring on the 12th
; she seems to have stayed at

Ledes Castle until the 25th
; when we find her at

Sutton Park ; after this her movements were vari-

able (Cott. MS. Galba, E. xiv).
From this evidence I gather that the usual stages

were Dartford, Rochester, Ospring or Feversham,
Canterbury. Ospring, the Archbishop's palace,
may have been the usual resting-place for royal
pilgrims, and Feversham for commoners

;
but

from Rochester to Feversham must have been the

longest stage of the journey. HERMENTRUDE.

In July, 1403, Philippa, the youngest daughter
of Henry IV., accompanied by her stepmother,
Queen Joan, visited the shrine at Canterbury.
The account of Thomas More, Keeper of the King's
Wardrobe (Q.R. Wardrobe, 68/4), records payments
at Dartford, Shiningwell (probably Shinglewell,
near Ifield), Newenton (i. e., Newington), Sitting-
bourne, and Boughton. I have no note as to
Rochester ; but i? it be inserted as the third halting
place, we shall probably have a complete set of

easy stages for a seven days' land-journey from
London to Canterbury in the beginning of the
fifteenth century. J. HAMILTON WTLIE.

Rochdale.

HEXHAM (8
th S. i. 491). I am afraid I do not

quite catch the meaning of CANON TAYLOR'S ex-

planation; but I suppose he interprets Hagu-
staldes-ham as the "home of celibacy." I doubt
if it is a possible meaning.
The sense "

celibacy
"

is not at all clear
;

it is

given by Grein, and thence copied into Bosworth
and Toller. But when we come to look for autho-

rity, there is little to be found. It is a pure
assumption, founded on one single passage in

Anglo-Saxon poetry, where the phrase really in

use is on hagostealde. It is assumed that this is

the dative of a neuter sb. hagusteald, of precisely
the same form as the common niasc. sb. which
means "bachelor" or "young warrior." This

assumption of the existence of a neuter and mascu-
line sb. of the same form, one abstract and one

concrete, is as clumsy as it is needless. On hagos-
tealde may well mean " in bachelor-hood," even if

it be the dative of the masc. sb. ; cf. F. en garfon.
Hence I am inclined to deny the existence of the

abstract neuter sb., which is far from being
proven; at best, it only occurs once, and that

once in a riddle !

It is clear to me that Hagustaldes-hdm means
neither more nor less than " the home of Hagn-
stald." Who he was, and whence his name, and
what it precisely meant, are questions that we
cannot answer. That it was not an uncommon
name for a certain class of men may be seen from

Ducange, s.v.
" Haistaldus." They appear to

have been not clerics, but fighting men.
Of course I assume that hagustaldes cannot have

the sense of "celibate monks," for the plain
reason that it is not a genitive plural, but a genitive

singular.
On the other hand, "celibacy's home" is a

name so extraordinary that we naturally ask for

any certain parallel instances in old English of the

use of an abstract sb. with such a word as ham.
WALTER W. SKEAT.

LINCOLN'S INN GATEWAY (8
th S. i. 261, 367,

407). It seems unnecessary to answer the com-

munication signed A. B. at any great length. He
will, I hope, pardon me for saying that his remarks

about the ill effects of the moisture from road

spatterings strike me as rather trivial. If they
do so much mischief, what are the effects of rain,

to wiich every building in the open air is more or

less exposed ?

There is no doubt whatever as to the practi-

cability of repairing Lincoln's Inn gateway at very
moderate expense, and without injury to this

interesting and valuable relic. Widening the road

is quite out of the question, as in that case the

whole length of the new buildings in Chancery
Lane would have to be pulled down and put back

westward to meet the requirements of the traffic.

PHILIP NORMAN.

SAINT MONDAY (8
th S. i. 88, 232, 252, 441).

In the rural districts of Scotland at the present

time Monday is considered to be the shoemaker's

"mending day." This is probably a relic of the

weekly
"
anniversary

"
that so readily appealed to

the facetious sense of Grose's Irishman.

THOMAS BAYNE.

Helensburgh, N.B.

WM. POPPLE (4
th S. vi. 198, 222). It may be

noted that inscriptions on a large tombstone in

Hampstead Churchyard, co. Middlesex, com-

memorate Wm. Popple, Esq., Secretary to the

Board of Trade, and late of the parish of St. Mar-

garet, Westminster, died May 11, 1722, aged fifty-

six ;
and Anne, his widow, who died July 29, 1730,

aged fifty- six. Further inscriptions on the same
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atone record that their son, Wm. Popple, Esq.,
Governor of the Island of Bermuda, died Feb. 8,

1764, aged sixty-three; and their daughters, Mari-

anne and Sophia Popple, on May 12, 1723, and

Sept. 2, 1778, aged respectively twenty-two and

aeventy-four. DANIEL HIPWELL.

17, Hilldrop Crescent, N.

KRITOBOULOS OF IMBROS (8
th S. i. 453).

Neither Mr. Bain nor your correspondent L. L. K.
seems to he aware that the complete Greek text

of
' Kritoboulos

'

was published by Muller in 1870,
from a MS. in the Seraglio Library at Constanti-

nople. The text is to be found in the fifth volume
of Muller'a '

Fragments Historicorum Grsecorum.

E. W. B.

"Noss OUT OF JOINT" (8
th S. i. 9). The

following earlier instances of the use of this phrase
are given in Nareb's 'Glossary' (ed. 1882):
"Who was verie well assured that it could be no

other than his owne manne that had thrust his nose so

Jarre out ofjoynle." Riche's 'Farewell,' 1581.
"
Standing on tip toe, looking toward the door to

behold a rivall, that he would put his nose out of joint.'"
Armin's ' Nest of Ninnies,' 1608.
" And why so, I pray you, but that you love him

better then me ? And fearing now least this wench
which is brought over hither should put your nose out
the joynt and so have such a trimme fellow her selfe

"
' Terence in English,' 1614.

J. F. MANSEKGH.
Liverpool.

ACACIA (8
th S. i. 433). The sprig of acacia is

one of the mysteries of Freemasonry. Freemasons
say there were three grand masters at the building
of Solomon's Temple Solomon, Hiram King of

Tyre, and Hiram-ab-If the widow's son. Some
of the workmen of the temple wanted to get the

grand master's word (the word is machbenach; the
French call it macbenou). Hiram refused, so they
murdered him, and buried the body, and planted
an acacia on the mound. Hence the carrying of
an acacia sprig at Mr. Raikes's funeral.

E. LEATON-BLENKINSOPP.

The sprigs of acacia had nothing to do with the
wicker coffin. Any full-fledged Freemason knows
the symbolism of acacia at a funeral.

A. W. CORNELIUS HALLEN.
[Many other replies are acknowledged.]

TENNYSON'S 'AYLMER'S FIELD '

(7
th

S. xii. 328
509; 8th S. i. 218, 257). If MR. BUCKLEY had
lived, he might have had more to say about the
disputed passages of this poem. For one of them,

Shores that darken with the gathering wolf,
I find that his literal interpretation is confirmed
by Carlyle's description of the noyades at Nantes.
He says, "Clouds of ravens darken the river:
wolves prowl on the shoal -places." As to the
matter of fact, I confess it seems to me greatly
improbable that even a century back wolves in

France should have been so numerous and so bold
as to come down from their mountain haunts and
to gather in troops on the well-peopled shores and
tidal waters of a great river; or even, as Carlyle
rather suggest?, that single prowlers should have
ventured so far. But, however this may be, for

Tennyson's meaning I suppose that Carlyle's words
must be taken as conclusive.* For the passage,

The deathless ruler of thy dying house
Is wounded to the death that cannot die,

I suppose it must be admitted in limine that MR.
BUCKLEY'S application to our Saviour is altogether
untenable. I have looked at an annotated edition

of 'Aylmer's Field,' by Mr. W. T. Webb, and
find that he explains, like MR. BRUCE BOSWELL,
of the immortal soul, ruler of the house which is

the body, and doomed to death undying. Perhaps,
therefore, we may acquiesce in this interpretation.

C. B. MOUNT.

VERSE ASSIGNED TO SHAKSPEARE (8
th S. i. 454).

The verse in question will be found in Shak-

speare's
' Passionate Pilgrim,' sonnet xviii., in an

edition of the * Works of the English Poets, from
Chaucer to Cowper,' published in 1810. I subjoin
the verse, with its context :

Whilst as fickle Fortune smil'd,
Thou and I were both becuil'd.

Every one that flatters thee,
Is no friend in misery.
Words are easy like the wind

;

Faithful friends are hard to find.

Every man will be thy friend,
Whilst thou hast wherewith to spend ;

But if store of crowns be scant,
No man will supply thy want.

The sonnet in which these words appear is not

printed in Malone's '

Plays and Poems of William

Shakspeare.' The sonnet commences with the

words
As it fell upon a day,
In the merry month of May ;

and, in allusion to it, in his preliminary remarks
on the

'

Passionate Pilgrim,' Malone says that

this poem was not written by Shakspeare.
" ' The

Passionate Pilgrim,'
"
says Malone,

" was first published by William Jaggard in small octavo
in 1599, with our author's name /. Jaggard in 1598
had printed a collection of Poems written by Richard
Barnefield. Among these are found A Sonnet in praise
of '

musique and poetrie
' and an Ode also written by

Barnefield, of which the first line is 'As it fell upon a

day ': notwithstanding which, William Jaggard inserted

these two pieces in the '

Passionate. Pilgrim
'
as the pro-

duction of Shakspeare."
C. W. CASS.

[Other replies are acknowledged.]

BODKIN (8* S. i. 28, 130, 198, 297). Refer-

ring to the recent correspondence as to the word

* Is it a mere coincidence, or a reminiscence of Car-

lyle, that he speaks of the shores "
darkening

"
1 In

"'arlyle's description the ravens " daiken
"
the air.
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bodkin, I would say that during the course of an

inquiry in connexion with Sbakspeare and the
' Seven Champions of Christendom/ I took the

word bodkin as one of two words to illustrate a

literary discovery which I had made. My argu-
ment as to the word was as follows.

" Bodkin "
at

once suggests Hamlet's

Might bis quietus make
With a bare bodkin.

Bodkin was, of course, the name for a small

dagger, but it did also mean an instrument which
ladies used. This latter being familiar to Shak-

speare, what reason is there that he should not

mean it in this passage ? He is speaking with con-

tempt of the insignificance of an instrument. "A
bare bodkin" can settle all the great trouble con-
nected with our earthly being, i. e., "a mere
bodkin." How could he mean a dagger a

weapon constructed for deadly purposes? Could

Shakspeare really intend to say,
"
Might his

quietus make with a mere weapon prepared to

make a quietus," or "Kill oneself with a mere

weapon designed to kill
"

? Surely not. And we
have in the

' Seven Champions
'

proof that a lady's
bodkin can serve to make a quietus.

Of Castria, in part i. it is said that she "took
her silver bodkin, that before she had secretly
hidden in her hair," and with it pierced her

Bister's breast. Afterwards she slew herself with

the same instrument ;
and Floridon, the lover in

that tragic scene,
"
finished his days by the stroke

of that same accursed bodkin that was the instru-

ment of the two sisters' death."

So Praxida, part Hi.,
" stabbed herself to

the heart with a bodkin, which she had hidden
within the trammels of her hair."

As for dates, it is sufficient to say here that

part iii. may be of the seventeenth century, but

part ii. was certainly in existence in 1596, and the

date of
' Hamlet' was 1602.

LAUNCELOT CROSS.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &0.

A Lyrical Concordance to the Poetical Works of Percy
Bysshe Shelley. By F. S. Ellis. (Quaritch.)

HOMAGE to a great poet can scarcely take a more
serviceable form than that of supplying a concordance
to his works. Shakspeare, as is natural, was the first

among profane writers to receive a tribute of this sort,

and the volume of Mrs. Cowden Clarke, with the supple-
ment to the poems of Mrs. Howard Furnees, constitutes

one of the most useful and indispensable of works. Milton

was unfortunate enough to receive, in place of a con-

cordance, a mere index verborum, such as is supplied at

the close of many editions of the classic poets, and

though a second work on a more ambitious scale has

been issued, it is practically inaccessible. Pope came
next in order, and concordances to Cowper and Burns
have been published within recent days. The appearance
of Mr. Ellis'e

' Concordance to Shelley
'

leaves only one

more work of the class absolutely indispensable, namely,
a concordance to Wordsworth.

This latest concordance of Mr. Eilis is a more valuable
and monumental work than is owing to any of his pre-
decessors. As we pointed out at the time, the ' Con-
cordar.C3 to Burns' is

" contrived a double debt to pay,"
and answers all purposes of a glossary. Mr. Ellis, on
the other hand, aims at supplying a full explanation of
the senses in which every word is used. To take, thus,
the word love, which Shelley naturally employs many-
hundreds of times, we find its use as a noun ranged under
fourteen different headings, as a transitive verb under
six, and as an intransitive verb under three. Words so
common in use as of and ly are treated with similar

thoroughness, and even mere letters, as a and o, occupy
two or more headings. How much an arrangement of
this class augments labour as well as utility is at once

apparent. Mr. Ellis's labours do not rest here. With s
view to further aiding students, he marks by different

signs the words in Shelley which are not in Shaksprare,
are used by him only once, or are not used in the same
sense. Six ytars' labour, not wholly unassisted, have
been employed by Mr. Ellis in the production of this
most exemplary work of its class that has yet seen the

light. To the making of concordances there go, says
Mr. Ellis, patience, industry, and time. To these things
must be added zeal, and, in the case of a lexical con-

cordance, knowledge. An immense love and reverence for
an author is requisite to convert into an enjoyment and a
recreation the tatk of extracting, co-ordinating, and past-

ing the hundred and fifty or two hundred thousand slips
which the execution of the work necessitates. There are
in the ' Concordance

'

818 pages, in double columns, with
an approximate average of one hundred lines per column.
Yet the six years over which the compilation has spread
seem to Mr. Ellis but a dream, and to those who would

forget the minor vexations with which life is beset he
recommends the making of a concordance. Our own
obligations to Mr. Ellis are gladly acknowledged. What
we hoped to see done by a society is accomplished by
individual energy, and executed in a fashion that if it did
not by its author's modesty disarm criticism, would by
its own merits defy censure The one hesitation we have

concerning Mr. Ellis's work is whether by the elevation

of the ideal of a concordance it will not discourage the
efforts of subsequent compilers.

The History of the Free Grammar School of Queen, Eliza-
beth of WaTctjidd. By M. H. Peacock. (Wakefield,

Milnes.)
THE Free Grammar School of Wakefield is one of the
hundred and seventeen schools which were founded in

the reign of Elizabeth. Before the Reformation, though,

grammar schools were not unknown, they were but few.
Education was in those days more widely spread than
has been commonly supposed, but it was in most cases

in the hands of the clergy. The fall of the monasteries

and the confiscation of the guild and chantry lands very
much lessened the number of the clerpy. It was im-

possible to depend on them for the education of the

rising generation. There was, in consequence, a strong
desire manifested throughout the whole of England
though it was more fruitful in the northern counties

that secular schools should be founded and endowed.
In some few cases chantry lands seem to have been

devoted to this purpose, but in most cases they were
the result of private beneficence.

The school of which Wakefield is justly proud received

its charter in 1591. Mr. Peacock has found a document
of the year 1590 in which several of the townsmen pro-
mise to give sums of money in the lump or annually for

the good work. He thinks, however, and we believe with
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justice, that members of the family of Saville were the

chief movers therein. The Savilles of those days were

a patriotic house, well off in this world's goods, and no

doubt anxious for the welfare of the neighbouring town.

Sir George Saville's (of Ttiorrihill) name occurs first in

the list of governors, and the Saville owl is one of the

charges on the seal of the school.

Mr. Peacock gives an annotated list of these first

governors. There are five Savilles among them, and it

could be proved that more than one of the others was

intimately connected with the great house.

A history of a school is a most useful book, but cannot

be made very interesting. We are sure that the author

has, in this case, done his best. As a proof of this the

reader need but turn to the chapter relating to the

scholarships, which shows signs of much industry. Of
the holders of the Cave scholarships at Clare Hall, Cam-

bridge, founded by a Wakefield man in the last year of

Elizabeth, Mr. Peacock gives a catalogue reaching to the

present time, which will be found most useful by genea-

logists. Up to the year 1814 no register of the pupils

was ever kept ; or, if there was, it has perished. The
author has done his best to supply the deficiency, and
has gathered together an interesting list of men who
can be proved to have gained their education, in whole

or in part, at Wakefield. Among them are some note-

worthy names, as, for example, Cressy, the Roman
Catholic Church historian ; Ingram Hopton, the Royal-

ist, who was slain at Winceby fight ;
Dr. John Radcliffe,

the eminent physician ; Bingham, the author of ' Ori-

gines Ecclesiasticse '; and Bentley, the greatest of

England's scholars.

Lectures on the History of Education. By Joseph Payne.

(Longmans & Co.)
THESE papers on the science of pedagogy, by the late

Mr. J. Payne, are eminently sensible, and were well

worth collecting and republishing. In these days, when
so much educating of one sort or another is going for-

ward, it is wise to call back our schoolmasters to first

principles and make sure that they set about their work
in an intelligent manner. Nobody is better qualified to

put them on the right track than Mr. Payne. He
examines the art and method of all the great teachers

from early times, and concludes that the one thing need-

ful in good teaching is to teach the pupil to teach him-

self. The stupidest of all methods is to store his passive
mind with mere discenda, instead of skilfully educing
his active and interested faculties.

" The teacher is the

stimulator and director of the intellectual processes by
which the learner educates himself. This I hold to be
the central principle of all education." He further

insists that constant repetition is the one condition of

knowing thoroughly. Play itself is an important part
of a child's education, and this is the root-idea of the

Kindergarten, which has proved such a blessing to the

infants of our time. Dr. J. P. Payne has edited his

father's lectures with care and judgment. The portraits
of famous pedagogues which he has added are of unequal
merit. Nothing could be feebler than the reproduction
of Jacotot's effigy, nor better than those of Locke and
Rousseau.

WE have received the fifth number of the Journal of
the Cork Historical and Archaeological Society (Cork,
Guy & Co.). It contains much useful matter, very well

arranged. The memoir of the great Earl of Cork is

of much more than mere local interest. A writer who
uses the initials J. C., alluding to Mr. Hope's papers on
'

Holy Wells
'

which have appeared from time to time in
our contemporary The Antiquary, expresses a hope that

something of the same kind my be done for the "
Holy

Wells
"
of Ireland. On this subject we are in full agree-

ment with J. C. No part of Europe is more studded with

bubbling founts than is the Green Isle, and from what
Irishmen tell us there is hardly one without its poetic
legend. Such a book would be of great value to the

folk-lorist, but if well done would interest great numbers
of persons who take little heed of the scientific side of

popular beliefs. There are hundreds of people of Irish

race in America, Australia, and elsewhere who still love
the old laud, and who would, we are sure, regard a

judiciously annotated and illustrated list of her holy
wells as a great treasure.

IN an article reprinted from the Law Magazine and
Review for May (Stevens & Haynes), entitled ' The
Fusion of Executive and Judicial Powers in India,' Mr.
John Dacosta brings out very forcibly the existence at

the present day in India of what was considered a

grievous blot on our administration by so able an
administrator as Lord Cornwallis as far back as 1793.
Human nature, especially Governmental human nature,
seems to alter but little, and when we read of a suit

commenced in 1862 for recovery of property seized by
Government, without right as it was proved, only closing
with a judgment of the Judicial Committee, February 6,

1892, in favour of the native owner, it may not be strange
if we are reminded of Jarndyce v, Jarndyce and other
famous cases.

THE first series of the '

Canterbury Marriage Licences,'
edited by our indefatigable friend and worker Mr. J. M.
Cowper is, we are glad to hear, in the binders' hands, and
will shortly be issued to subscribers.

to

We must call special attention to the following notices :

ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but

as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.

To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the

signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to

appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication "

Duplicate."

J. A. J. (" Biographical Dictionary of British Actors
and Actresses "). No such work exists. The most ample
details obtainable will be found in the '

Dictionary of

National Biography.'
' The Thespian Dictionary,' Lon-

don, 8vo., 1805, is the nearest approach to a work of the

kind for which you inquire. Mr. Clark Russell's
'

Rep; e-

sentative Actors ';

' The Biography of the British Stage,'

London, 8vo., 1824 ; Oxberry's
' Dramatic Biography ';

Tillot's Dramatic Magazine ; and various similar works

may be consulted. None of these approaches complete-
ness.

JOHN EASILY (" Oil on Troubled Waters "). Consult

General Indexes to
' N. & Q.'

CORRIGENDA. P. 492, col. 2, 11. 10 and 12,for"Huviel"
re&dHuriel; 1. 10 from bottom, after "figure" insert

"representing France."

ffOTlOS.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The
Editor of ' Notes and Queries

' " Advertisements and

Business Letters to " The Publisher"at the Office,

Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.G.

We beg leave to state that we decline to return com-
munications which, for any reason, we do not print ;

and
to this rule we can make no exception.
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A. on Heralds Extraordinary, 136

Boyal families of Europe, 323, 424

Universities of the world, 435

A.D. 1900, 169, 280, 442

A. (E. S.) on Before=in presence of, 117

Irish, after-game at, 58

A. (F. R.) on proposed Society of Armigers, 174

A. (J. H.) on Richard Allison, 401

A. (S.) on inscriptions at Earl Soham, 221

A. (W. H.) on verse attributed to Shakspeare, 451

Abano (Peter de), Hebrew words used by, 314

Abbe" or Abbot, 403

Abbey, mistake about, 490

Abigail= lady's-maid, 52, 131

Absalom, as a barber's sign, 14
;
his death, 91, 158

Acacia and Freemasonry, 433, 524
Acland (Lady Harriet), mezzotint engraving, 106, 159

Adam's ale = water, 47, 119, 173, 237
Adams (F.) on Absalom's death, 158 .

Cotswold, 519

Cryptomeria, 378

Dirrydan, its etymology, 213
" Double entendre," 276, 516
Dutch drops, 400

Far, blunder for "
tar," 98

Gruesome, its etymology, 421
" He that," 311
"

Historical, an," 89

Horseius (Eduardus), 458

Interpretation, its curiosities, 460, 484

March, the "loud" month, 105, 424

Moliere, meaning of the name, 316
Moliere (J. B. P. de), 282
Nash (Thomas), 416
Pace= Christmas, 244
Piers of Fulham, 505

Scrope (Archbishop), 363

Shakspeariana, 469, 470

Shend, its etymology, 26, 356
Stencil : Stanefile, 371
" Sturson "

fair, 395

Tintelore, its meaning, 302

Vaike, its meaning, 442, 520

"Vielle, musical instrument, 230
"Virtue of necessity," 94

Weighing anchor : Under way, 477
Adams (VV. E.) on Mr. Gladstone on Jefferson, 58

Ricketts (Admiral Sir Robert), 334

Addy (S. O.) on sheep fed on holly : holly rents, 431

' Adeste Fideles,' 5

^Eschines, anecdote of, 273, 423
Africa, alleged early circumnavigation, 18, 134
Ager family of Broseley, Shropshire, 38

Aigremond, place-name, 273, 341
Aikenhead family, 247

Ainsty of York, locality and etymology, 352, 383, 442
Ajax defying the lightning, 27, 110
Akenside (Mark), his 'Pleasures of Imagination,' 413,

483
Aksbeck (Mount), its locality, 476
Albemarle (George Monk, Duke of), his wife, 515
Aldred (H. W.) on Frimley Chapel, 367

Winchester, house of, 141, 241

Ale, "White Fryers
"

in, 294, 381, 464

Alias, use of the word, 74, 118

Alicante, Victor Hugo on, 431
Alice on Lewis Jenkins, 358

Allington manor, Wilts, its descent, 433
Allison (Richard), English composer, 310, 401
Allnutt (W. H.) on Mrs. Goadby's

' Life of Carew,'
393

Althaus (J.) on Grippe : Grip : Grippal, 30

Ambassador, unburied, from Spain, 88, 232

America, early settlers in, 494

America, when the name was first given, 181, 274, 335
American on cats not mewing in America, 166
American War of Independence, its military details,

414

Amymander, origin of the word, 136
Anchor weighing, 375, 477
Ancient : Antique, their difference, 392, 483
Andrew (VV. J.) on Eusebius Andrews, 340
Andrews (Eusebius), Royalist, 185, 340
Andrews (Robert), M.P. for Weobly, 1646-53, l4f

Anecdote, its source, 273, 423

Angus (G.) on proposed Society of Armigers, 95
Awful : Awfully, 117

Bute, its pronunciation, 439
Crest charged with garter, 116

Easthainpstead Church, slab in, 484
' Garden of the Soul,' 462
Hat pegs in churches, 54

Manning (Cardinal), 106, 125 ,

Old Reeky = Edinburgh, 416
Rivers which overflow, 344

Sleep : On which side to sleep, 501
Animals, strange, 65, 215
Anne of Austria, her biography, 453
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Anne of Swansea, authoress, 274

Anne (Princess), afterwards Queen, her flight, 42, 152

Anne (Queen), records of her fifty new churches, 72 ;

Btatue at St. Paul's Cathedral, 492

Annus Domini 1900, 169, 280, 442

Anointing, history of the custom, 393

Anon, on the bayonet, 9

Brittany, paganism in, 88

De Montalto (Father), 169

Fairs, statute, 48

Sulbury (William), 476

Sunday, Orthodoxy, 88

Anonymous Works :

Athelwold, a tragedy, 108, 137, 238
Attornie's Guide, 31, 251

Book of Kells, 488
British Tourist in Norway, 188

Brunoniad, The, 511

Carew (Bampfylde Moore), Life of, 393, 443

Chasing the Sun ; or, Rambles in Norway, 127
Children in Norway, 127

Companion between the Two Stages, 109
Danvers Jewels, 434

Edwy and Edilda, 209, 280

Europe a Slave, 294
Gamle Norge, 127, 256
Histoire des Diables Modernes, 72, 98

Holiday in Scandinavia, 127

Jubilee Jaunt in Norway, 127

Long Vacation Ramble in Norway and Sweden,
188

My Norske Note-Book, 127
Naturalist in Norway, 188
New and Easie Method to Learn to Sing, 228

Norway, Sweden, and Lapland, 188

Norway and the Voring-Fos, 188
Notes from Norway, 188
Notice sur les Imprimeurs de la Famille des

Elzevirs, 293
One and a Half in Norway, 188

Peep into London, 227, 343
Robert Mornay, 293

Scrap-Book, London, 1823-4, 336
Tracks in Norway of Four Pairs of Feet, 188
Translations from the Norse, 127
Travels in Denmark, Sweden, and Norway, 188
Travels in Norway, 188
Travels in Sweden, Denmark, and Norway, 188

Trip to Norway in 1873, 188

Up the Elbe, 188
Visit to the North Cape, 188
Winter Journey from Gloucester to Norway, 127

Antique: Ancient, their difference, 392, 483

Apperson (G. L.) on humbug, 137
" Laze it," 134

Apsley (Sir Edward), of Thatcham, Sussex, 295, 379
Arbor Day in Canada, 213, 424

Arc-en-terre, English equivalent, 97

Archery terms,. 451, 518
Archimedes and the hydrometer, 414
Arderne families and arms, 434, 479

Argyll (John, Duke of), his monument, 394, 443
Arimanes, allusion to, 89, 1 91

Annado, earliest quotation, 115

Armigers, proposed Society of, 29, 94, 174, 236
Armour terms, ancient, 113

Armstrong (T. P.) on Alicante, 431

Bohemia and Bohemianism, 323

Danteiana, 274

"Epidemic, prevailing," 194
French poets, 57
" La tintelore," 109
Michelet (J.), his 'History of France,' 186

'Quentin Durward,' 354
Arnold (Matthew), 'Bibliography,' 313

;
reference ir>

his
' Heine's Grave,' 453

;
and Thackeray, 491

Arnott (S.) on Lastingham Church, 255

Arrowroot, its etymology, 65, 173, 276, 378
Arrowsmith (Thomas), deaf and dumb artist, 168, 318,

458
Arthurian literature, 52
Ashbee (H. S.) on 'Don Quixote,' 167

Ashby-Sterry (J.) on Stanfield's
'

Roveredo,' 313
Astarte on cathedral drawings, 6

Divus= sanctus, 293

Inscription, 312

Astry (James), of St. Christopher, West Indies, 435
Atlantic baled out with a thimble, 128, 298, 417
Atomic theory, its exposition, 494
Attwell (H.) on Bravo : Incognito, 57

Dame, the title, 272, 463

English, tombstone, 472
Fish names, their plural forms, 145

Fuchsia, its pronunciation, 96
Names of months and days as surnames, 209

Auld (T.) on thumbs of prisoners tied, 441

Auregia, yearly custom, 87, 169
Ave Vale Salve on Desmond earldom, 336

Aventurine, a mineral, 180, 296, 361, 423, 518

Avery (J.) on Battle Abbey and Webster family, 148>

Awful : Awfully, use of the words, 46, 117
Axon (W. E. A.) on William Carter, 175

Church Minshull, 509
B. (A.) on Lincoln's Inn gateway, 407
B. (A. W.) on pronunciation of Bute, 363

"Epidemic, prevailing," 126

B. (C. C.) on archery terms, 518

Arrowroot, 276

Bankrupts, Commissioner of, 421

Belladonna, 517

Booksellers, their catalogues, 118

Choirs, instrumental, 195

Couronne" or laureated, 254

Cuckoo, its earliest advent, 493

Devil legends, 35

Druids, their sacred plants, 114
'Eve of St. Agnes,' 236

Farmers, hints to, 395

Fuchsia, its pronunciation, 96

Herrick (R.),
his

'

Poems,' 422
Ianthe, the name, 157
Jerrold (Douglas), his

'

Magazine,' 118

Leary, its meaning, 463

Lyte's
' Historie of Plantes,' 293

Maypole, oak, 98

Mouse-ear, 315
Mouse folk-lore, 91, 500

Music,
"

broken," 238

Names of months and days as surnames, 519
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B. (C. C.) on ' Ode upon Nothing,' 383
Pill= creek, 458

Proportion, misuse of the word, 34

Proverbs, misapplied, 499

Ealeigh (Sir W.), 504

Ring lore, 362
St. Christopher, 14
St. Luke's Day, 28

Shend, its etymology, 279

Tennyson (Lord), his ' Miller's Daughter,' 224

Weddings, wheat thrown at, 151

Whitleather, its meaning, 173
Wood (Nicholas), 418

B. (E. W.) on Kritoboulos of Imbros, 524
B. (F.) on fox lungs, 497

Women's suffrage, 431
B. (F. E.) on Kobert Burns, 475
B. (F. W.) on Biggleswade, place-name, 252

Shot, in place-names, 337
B. (G. F. R.) on Duke of Buckingham, 12

Drake family, 38

Dunn, or Odunn, 108
East India Company, 502

Eglinton (thirteenth Earl of), 454

Lyon v. Home and Wilkinson, 118
M. (citizen Lord), 114

May dew folk-lore, 17

Mostyn (John), 273
' Pleasures of Imagination,' 413

Pope (A.), hig
'

Essay on Man,' 97
Powell (General), 402
Sutton (Thomas Manners), 35

B. (G. S.) on gloves claimed for a kiss, 177
Stone shot, 317

B. (H. M.) on rectors of Welford, 247
B. (J. F.) on barber's sign, 14

B. (J. H.) on heraldic query, 247
B. (J. N.

)
on humbug, 192

B. (R. B.) on Death's veil removed, 335

Proverbs, misapplied, 229
B. (R. E.) on Johnstone family of Warriston, 337

Montgomerie (Hon. James), his wife, 70
Patrick or Peter in Scotland, 360

B. (T.) on James Hain Friswell, 454

B. (W. C.) on abbey, 490

Buckingham (Duke of), his assassination, 12
Christian economics, 522

Clergymen preaching in gloves, 115
Comenius (John Amos), 447

Corroboree, 520
'

Dictionary of National Biography,' 348, 509
Easter bibliography, 310

English, newspaper, 256

Farmers, hints to, 112
" For he 's a jolly good fellow," 438
' Gamle Norge,' 256

Horses, their names, 492
James II. and Devon and Cornwall, 521
Lemons at funerals, 25

Magazines, school and college, 116
' New English Dictionary,' 50

North-Country songs, 464

Quotations, 432

Sleep : On which side to sleep, 501
Velvet as male attire, 178

Bacon (Francis), Baron "Verulam, quotation from, 99
Badakit on "Emen hetan," 156, 378

Baddeley (St. C.) on showers of blood, 284
' In the Gardens at Swainston,' 78

Shot, in place-names, 338

Badge, gold, 208, 343

Bagnall (J.) on bears' heads muzzled, 296
Heraldic query, 340

Malta, its arms, 113

Bagpipes, Scotch and other, 492
Baillie (Lady Grizel), 209, 303, 362
Bain (J.) on Edward I. at Glasgow, 161

Scott family of Thirlestane, 479
York (Cecily, Duchess of), 340

Baker (T. H.) on tallies, 234
Baker (W.) on Nestorian Syrians in China, 334
Balfour (Mrs.) on Joseph de Grandeau, 27
Balzac (Honord de) and G. R. Sims, 128
Banister (Richard), of Stamford, 126, 208, 324, 458

Bankrupts, Commissioner of, 295, 421

Baptism register extracts, 223
Barber's sign of Absalom, 14
Barnewell : Roper : Curzon, 87
Barnham (Sir Francis), of Hollingbourne, Kent, 294
Barnwell (George), his trial, 149, 238, 380, 483
Barrel organs and organ-grinders, 17, 98

Bartolozzi (Francesco), engraving,
" Sanctus Caje-

tanus," 46
Battle Abbey muniments, 148, 253

Battle-field, dying on, 392

Bayne (T.) on "Adam's ale," 237
Books of reference, 336

Bute, its pronunciation, 439

Carlyle (T.) at Haddington, 6

Chapman (G.), his
'

Homer,' 490

Cosmopolitish, 48
" De'il is dead," 283

Erysipelas, epidemic of, 290

Jubilee spelt "jubile.V 69, 235 *
s

'

Lyric Gems of Scotland,' 312

Marrow=mate, 279

Mayne (John), 393
Old Reeky=Edinburgh, 415

Proportion, misuse of the word, 34
St. Monday, 523

Shelley (P. B.), the atheist, 404, 485

Spenser (E.) and Dante, 439

Tennyson (Lord), 'The Foresters,' 479

Thackeray (W. M.) and Arnold, 491

Thronged, its meaning, 12

Thunderstorm in winter, 78, 216, 501

Veil : Vail, 245

Bayonet, its introduction, 9, 95

Bearcroft (Philip), antiquary, 452

Beaumont (F.), proverbial phrases in plays, 74

Beazeley (M. W.) on child's book, 8

Beckman (Sir Martin), Chief Engineer of England,

229, 356

Bedford, its Grey Friars' Priory, 67

Bedford (Grosvenor Charles), friend of Southey, 493

Bee on indented servants in the colonies, 187

Before=in presence of, 8, 117

Behn (Mrs. Aphra), her biography, 145

Belasyse (John, Lord), monumental inscription, 153,

522
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Bell custom, 85

Bell (M.) on Waterloo survivor, 116

Belladonna, or nightshade, 414, 516

Benham (W.) on " Administrative reform," 92

Bennet (Sir John), his seat in Parliament, 169, 217

Bentley (G.) on Isabella Romer, 363

Berkeley (Bp.) and " Philonous
"
in the '

Spectator,'

167

Berry (Dame Rebecca), her monument, 36

Beta on Dame Rebecca Berry, 36

Bethlehem, roof of the Church of the Nativity, 373
Bethune families, 514
Bethune-Baker (A. A.) on Bethune families, 514
' Between Times,' sonnet, 26

Beveridge (H.) on Mattocks family, 313

Bewick (Thomas), blocks and plates by, 393, 455

Bible, Spanish version of New Testament, 13
;
Psalin

Ixviii. 4, 51; Bishops', 1606, 167; edition of 1623,

294, 420
;

St. John's First Epistle, v. 12,
" Son of

God," 373, 481; Psalm cxxxvii. 3, Revised Version,
511

Bible family records, 209, 300

Bibliography :

Akenside (Mark), 413, 483
Arnold (Matthew), 313
Banister (Richard), 325

Biblical, 13,167,294,420
Book of Kells, 488

Books, polishing sides of, 8, 94, 157 ;
first editions,

427, 480

Bridges and Whalley's
'

Northamptonshire,' 126
'British War Medals,' 514

Bunbury (H.), 140

Byron (Lord), 15

Caxton (William), 243
Chaucer (Geoffrey), 246, 377
' Chaucer's Dream,' 467
Child's book, 8, 97, 191, 282
Comenius (John Amos), 447

Dante, 8, 113
Donne (Dr. John), 440
Duisbrowke (John), 413

Easter, 310
Freeman (Prof.), 512
Froude (Prof.), 'Nemesis of Faith/ 452
' Garden of the Soul,' 333, 404, 462, 521
' Grand Magazine of Magazines,' 93
Greek anthology, 208, 357
Herrick (Robert), 290, 422, 481
Kelsall (Charles), 187, 340

Kelty (Miss Anne), 128
' Lord Bateman,' 495
'

Lyric Gems of Scotland,' 312

Lyte( Henry), 293, 379

Magazines, school and college, 116
Moore (Rev. Thomas), 11
Nedham (Marchamont), 354

Nicquetus (Honoratus), 152

Periodicals, 1830-46, 333
Perkins (Master William), of Cambridge, 147, 275
'

Pervigilium Veneris,' 247, 323, 443
Rastell (John),

'

Pastyme of People,' 308
' Seaman's A, B, C,' 475

Southey (Robert),
' The Doctor,' 209, 320, 381

Bibliography :

Spenser (Edmund), 273
Tasso (Torquato), 472
Tillam (Thomas),

' Heventh Day Sabbath,' 48

Vicary (Thomas), 138
' Victorian Poets,' 124

Virgil, 415

Wallinger (Rev. John A.), 148
Warneford (Lieut.), R.N., 274

Wigglesworth (Michael), 138
' Wonders of the World,' 12

Biggleswade, place-name, its derivation, 88, 252

Billingsley family, 423, 517
Billson (C. J.) on hunting the ram at Eton, 315

Wolsey (Cardinal), 127

Binding customs, 273
Bird (J.) on servants' epitaphs, 185
Bird (T.) on St. Valentine's Day, 232

Wallinger (Rev. John A.), 321

'Bishop and Caterpillar,' humorous poem, 374, 418

Bishops, their gloves, 169

Black (W. G.) on freight, 154
Prince Imperial, his death, 502

Blakemore (M .)
on Easter toys, 475

Blanchard (Thomas), actor, 70
Blanchard (William), actor, 70
Blandford (G. F.) on blocks and plates by Bewick, 456

'Childe Harold,' 233
Blanket marks, 78, 194, 342

Blaydes (F. A.) on Bedford, Grey Friars' Priory, 67

Biggleswade, place-name, 252

Survey, ecclesiastical, 454
Turner (Richard), 462

Blenkinsopp (E. L.) on acacia and Freemasonry, 524
Awful: Awfully, 117
Bows and arrows, 224
" De'il is dead," 283
" Mundus inuliebris," 361
Pancakes and Shrove Tuesday, 343

Blethyn ap Confyn, his ancestry, 353, 482, 503

Blood, showers of, 211, .283

Bloom (J. H.) on nameless grave, 135
Bloundelle-Burton (J.) on Angelica Kauffmann, 364

New Albion, 282
'

Quentin Durward,' 460
Boase (F.) on ground rents, 400

Romer (Isabella), 444
Webb (Sir John), 482

Boase (G. C.) on John Ismay, miser, 41
' Nemesis of Faith,' 452

Wallinger (John A.), 148, 237

Boddington (R. S.) on Agerof Broseley, Shropshire, 38

Vaughan family, 209

Bodkin, its meaning, 28, 130, 198, 297, 524
Boerio (Giovanbattista), Genoese physician, 128, 192

Boger (C. G.) on Countess of Richmond, 10

St. Saviour's, Southwark, 490
Bohemia and Bohemianism, 242,- 323

Boileau on Auregia and Xenia, 170

Ludford, place-name, 481

Mickleburgh family, 461
Boileau (N.) and Racine, 49
Boles (Capt. M.), miniature portrait, 9

Boles (Col. Spotswood), of the Bombay Artillery, 187

Boleyn or Bullen, 435
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Boleyn family, 44

Boleyn (Queen Anne), biographical notes on, 222, 342
"Bone said," its meaning, 514
Bone (J. W.) on Cicero's ghost and Mark Antony, 45

Furnival epitaph, 185
Jubilee in 1751, 93
Velvet as male attire, 56

Book cover, device on, 71

Book-lending and book-losing, 184, 322

Book-plate engravers, 247, 324

Book-plates, Boyer, 7 ; royal, 126, 175
Book titles, sham, 63, 229, 301
Books. See Bibliography.
Books of reference, mistakes in, 336

Books recently published :

Allen's (C. F. R.) Book of Chinese Poetry, 39
Anderton's (T.) Letters from a Country House,

100
Art et l'Ide"e, 99
Belmore's (Earl of) History of Corry Family,

119
Bernier's (F.) Travels in Mogul Empire, 19
Boase's (F.) Modern English Biography, Vol. I.,

345, 427
Book Prices Current, Vol. V., 426
Brown's (C.) History of Nottingham, 239

Browning Cyclopaedia, by E. Berdoe, 179, 332

Browning's (O.) Flight to Varennes, 425
Burke's (U. P.) Sancho Panza's Proverbs, 180
Burton's (J. R.) History of Kidderminster, 80,

284
Calendar of State Papers, Venetian, 1558-80, 60
Castle's (E.) Schools and Masters of Fence, 406

Century Dictionary, Vol. VJ., 139
Chaucer's Canterbury Pilgrimage, epitomized by
W. Calder, 220

Christian's (J.) Behar Proverbs, 100
Chronicles and Ancient Histories of Great Britain,

326
Churchill's (C.) Rosciad and Apology, edited by

R. W. Lowe, 159
Clerke's (A. M.) Familiar Studies in Homer, 505

Creighton's (C.) History of Epidemics, 79
Daniell's (G. W.) Bishop Wilberforce, 39
Dent's (R. K.) Making of Birmingham, 366

Derbyshire Archaeological Society's Journal,
Vol. XIV., 505

Dictionary of National Biography, 59, 325
Dobell's (B.) Catalogue of Privately Printed

Book*, 406
Earle's (J.) Deeds of Beowulf, 305
Edmonds's (Mrs.) Kolokotrone's, 60
Ellis's (F. S.) Concordance to Shelley, 525

English Catalogue of Books, 446
Evans's (J.) Posy Rings, 425
Ex-Libris Society's Journal, 220

Eyre-Todd's (G.) Early Scottish Poetry, 39
Falkener's (E.) Games, Ancient and Modern, 259
Farrer's (J. A.) Books Condemned to be Burnt,

406

Fielding's Voyage to Lisbon, edited by A. Dob-

son, 385
FitzPatrick's (W. J Secret Service under Pitt,

465 .
;

Books recently published :

Fitzroy's (A. J.) Dogma and Church of England,
99

Foster's (J.) Alumni Oxonienses, 1500-1714, 405
Goethe's Faust, Part I., translated by A. Hay-

ward, 485
Gosse's j(E.) Gossip in a Library, 19
Heine's (H.) Works, translated by C. G. Leland,

20, 406
Herrick's (R.) Hesperides, edited by A. Pollard,

59, 290
Hill (G. W.) and Frere's Memorials of Stepney

Parish, 139

Hodgkin's (J. E. and Edith) Early English
Pottery, 219, 240

Holmes's (J.J.) Black Friars, Pontefract, 140

Hoppner's '(,J.)jBygone Beauties, annotated by
A. W. Tuen 259

Hugo's (V.) Shakespeare, translated by M. B.

Anderson, 366
Hunter's (Sir W. W.) Northern India, 426
Jarman's (S. -G.) History of Bridgwater, 80

Jenkyns's (C. C.)*HaVd Life in the Colonies, 199
Johnson's (Agnes)' Glimpses of Ancient Leicester,

346, 371
Johnson's (Samuel) Letters, edited by G. B. Hill,

365
Johnstone's (G.) Leading Women of the Restora-

tion, 485
Kennan's (G.) Siberia and the ^Exile System, 19

Lane-Poole's (*.) Stories from Arabian Nights, 20

Lang's (A.) Letters to Dead Authors, 179 ; Old

Friends, 239; Letters on Literature, 426

Logan's (R.) Chart of the- Royal -Family, 305

London and Middlesex Note-Book, Vol. I., 505

Longmore's (Sir T.),Richard\Wiseman, 425

M'Cready's (C. T.) Dublin Street Names, 426
Macdonald's (Marshal) Recollections, translated

by S. L. Simeon, 405

Marguerite de Valois's Memoirs, translated by
Violet Fane, 325

Marshall's (E.) Suffragan Bishops in England,
445

Martin's (C. T.) Record Interpreter,^9

Maturin's(C. R.) Melmoth the Wanderer, 365
Milton's Poetical Works, edited by J. Bradshaw,

179

Morley's (B.) English Writers, Vol. VIII., 425

Mozley's (Anne) Essays from '

Blackwood,' 220

Nightingale's (J. E.) Church Plate of Wilts, 506
Oman's (C. W. C.) Byzantine Empire, 445

Orpen's (G. H.) Song of Dermot and the Earl,
345

Paravicini's (Frances de) History of Balliol

College, 259

Payne's (J.) Lectures on History of Education,
526

Peacock's (M. H.) History of Grammar School of

Wakefield, 525
Picton (Sir J. A.), a Biography, by J. A Picton,

139
Pike's (L. 0.) Vear-Books of Edward III., 160

Pope's (A.) Poetical Works, edited by Dennis, 20

Robertson's (J.) Early Religion of Israel, 466

Rosebery's (Lord) Pitt, 75
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Books recently published :

Eye's (W.) Pedes Finium, 160
; Eights in the

Norfolk Broads, 260
St. Bartholomew's Hospital Reports, 426

St. Cuthbert's Life, 60, 105
Scarron's (P.) Comical Eomance, edited by J. J.

Jusserand, 159
Scott's (Sir W.) Poetical Works, edited by J.

Dennis, 220

Shakespeare's Works, edited by W. A. Wright,
59, 345

Shakspeare, Oxford, 20

Shelley's Poetical Works, Concordance to, 525

Sidney (Sir Philip), by H. B. Fox Bourne, 179

Sinker's (R.) Library of Trinity College, Cam-

bridge, 39
Sorel's (A.) Madame de Stael, 485

Stebbing's (W.) Sir Walter Ralegh, 39

Stephens's (
H. M.) History of the French Eevolu-

tion, 79
Stone's (P. C.) Antiquities of Isle of Wight, 285
Sweet's (H.) New Engljsh Grammar, Pt. I., 445
Swift : Selections from Works, edited by H.

Craik, 405
Tuer's (A. W. ) Bygone Beauties, 259
Venables's (E.) Chronicle of Louth Park Abbey,

285

Verney's (F. P.) Memorials of Verney Family,
465

Villars's (P.) Escapes of Latude and Casanova,
366

Vinycomb's (J.) Belfast Arms, 220

Wagner's (L.) Names and their Meanings, 39
Windsor Peerage for 1892, 180
Yeats's (W. B.) Irish Fairy Tales, 406
Zimmer's (H.) Irish Element in Mediaeval Culture,

translated by Jane L. Edmands, 199

Booksellers, defect in their catalogues, 74, 118
" Boot and saddle," origin of the term, 209, 318

Borrajo (E. M.) on 'Histoire des Diables Modernee,' 98

Song, old, 321

Borrowing and its results, 352
Boswell (R. B.) on Ajax defying the lightning, 27

" De'il is dead," 208

Tennyson (Lord), his '

Aylmer's Field,' 218 ;
his

'
Miller's Daughter,' 359

Bouchier (J.) on Awful : Awfully, 117

Bohemia, 242

Brittany, paganism in, 320
Bunsen (Baron), 8

.Child's book, 98

Choirs, instrumental, 195

Courtship at night, 175
Cromwell (Oliver) in fiction, 515
' De'il at Beitb,' 94
' Eve of St. Agnes,' 236

Humbug, its derivation, 137
lanthe, its meaning, 87
Lifeboat service, English, 68
Memnon (Prince), his sister, 150

Moliere, meaning of the name, 227
Nails, long, and gentility, 459

Pieman, Flying, 136
Pitt (William) and Scott, 75

Pope (A.) and Sterling, 334

Bouchier (J.) on Porridge Island, 473

Proverbs, misapplied, 498

Pyrrhus, his elephants, 475

Queenborough, 58
'

Quentin Durward,' 460
"
Eepentir

"
curls, 392

Eotomago, its meaning, 474
Scotch bagpipe, 492

Shelley (P. B.), the atheist, 484
Sterne (L.), his 'Sentimental Journey,' 228

Tennyson (Lord), his ' Miller's Daughter,' 359 ;

his '

Foresters,' 522

Tourlourou, French army term, 354

Vielle, musical instrument, 127

Bounder, slang word, 415, 484
Bourbon sprig pattern, 295
Bourdillon family, 302
Bourdillon (F. W.) on Shot in place-names, 484
Bowles. See Soles.

Bowles (S.) on Col. Spotswood Boles, 187
Bows and arrows used last in European battle, 224

Bowyer book-plate, 7

Bowyer of Leighthorne baronetcy, 137, 178
"
Boy and Panyer." See Panyer Alley.

Bradford (J. G.) on heraldic query, 301
Bradshaw (J.) on influenza, 356
Brain (E.) on Danteiana, 436

Brasses, Suffolk monumental, 127, 195, 299

Bravo, English use of the word, 56, 115

Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, 266 ; who was
Bream? 334

Brereton family, Queen's County, Ireland, 27

Brewer (E. C.) on "
repentir

"
curls, 463

Marivaux (P. C. de C. de), 95

Old Eeeky, 502
St. Arthur, 520
St. Benet's cap, 415
"
Ventre-saint-gris," 453

Bridge House Estate, or Southwark, "arms," 89

Bridges and Whalley's 'Northamptonshire,' 126, 186

Bright (John), his poetical recreations, 28, 151

Bristol, discoveries at the Bishops' Palace, 166
Bristol bishopric founded in 1542, 473

Brittany, paganism in, 8S, 320 ; "Lignes de Carnac
"

and local names, 434, 459, 519
Broad Stone and Broadstone, 354, 443

Brooke family of Wanstead, 47
Brooke (A. S.) on Scarborough Castle, 454

Brooke (L. de M.) on Mr. Gibson, 274
Broune (D.) on Vesey family, 414
Brown (Eev. T. E.), Hebrew scholar, 29, 97
Brown (Taylor), of Corbridge, Northumberland, 109

Browne (Eichard), M.P. for New Eomney, 1641, 248

Brudenell family, 168
Brunswick (Duke of), his boarding school, 411, 497
Brushfield (T. N.) on maid and the magpie, 125

Buckingham (first Duke of), his assassination, 12

Buckinghamshire family pedigrees, 146

Buckley (Francis) inquired after, 168, 282

Buckley (William Edward), his death, 260, 286 ;

memorial window, 426
;
on the name America,

181

Anne (Princess), 152
Arimanes and Orornasdes, 191
Book titles, sham, 229
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Buckley (William Edward) on Francis Buckley, 168
D. (A.), London, 233
Jubilee spelt "jubile," 156
Milton (John),

" Prince Memnon's sister," 87

Paragon, its etymology, 61, 101
Perkins (William), 275
Scott (Sir W.), his 'Antiquary,' 138
William III., plot against, 132

Bunbury (H.), his '

Geoffrey Gambado's Academy,' 140

Buns, hot cross, 307
Bunsen (Baron) and the crown prince, 8

Burchell (Dr.), African explorer, 334

Burford, co. Oxford, and the Lenthall family, 165, 338

Burghley. See Burleigh.

Burgon (Dean), anecdote, 186, 303
;

his mother's

family, 292, 459
Burial register extracts, 223
Burial rites, ancient, 81

Burkitt (William), divine and commentator, 85

Burleigh or Burley family, Isle of Wight, 333

Burleigh (Lord of) and Sarah Hoggins, 387, 408

Burning dead bodies, 218, 378
Burns (Robert), his portraits, 53, 190, 404

; his seals,

77; epigram and song, missing lines, 475
Burns (W. H.) on jubilee, 235
Burrell (Abraham), M.P. for Huntingdon, 1645-53,

167

Burton-Pynsent, Somersetshire, mansion at, 335, 424

Bury (Sir Thomas), his biography, 165
Busk (R. H.) on sham book titles, 230

Books, polishing sides of, 94

Breakages, triple, 77
Cardinals dying in triplet?, 1 25
Child's book, 97

Epitaphs, initial, 6

Singing games, children's, 210, 249
"But and ben," Scotch phrase, 113
Butcher (C. H.) on judge and Good Friday, 334

Bute, its pronunciation, 315, 363, 439
Butler (J. D.) on Bible family records, 209

Cryptomeria. 335

Heredity, notes on, 225

Japanese passports, 373
Butler (S. I.) on black hair, 109

Hindoo,
"
purified," 224

Marrow= alike, pair, 166
Name or surname, 157

Ring lore, 362
Butler (W.) on Count de Perigord, 334
Butt (W.) on Clotbyard= length of arrow-shaft, 451

Butter, Danish, 53

Byron (George Gordon, 6th Lord), 'Unpublished
Letters,' 15 ;

his town house and other residences,

51
; lanthe, in

' Childe Harold,' 87, 157, 233 ;
and

Charles Churchill, 289 ;
his birthplace, 312 ; por-

trait by T. G. Wainewrigbt, 454

C. on Dr. Edward Guest, 312
C. (A.) on Cardinal Manning, 502
C. (B.) on Moliere, meaning of the name, 316

C (F.) on Sir John Webb, 482
C. (F. M. A.) on " First catch your hare," 33

C. (F. Y.) on fuchsia, 115

C. (I. E.) on Danteiana, 437
Elizabeth (Queen), 236

"Suent," Devonshire word, 187

C. (J.) on long nails and gentility, 187
Turner (J. M. W.), his ships, 333

Weighing anchor, 375
C. (R.) on St. Mary atte Hulle, 68
C. (T. W.) on Carey family arms, 227

De Clare: De St. Claire, 494
C. (W. H.), pseudonym, 274
C.-S. (H. D.) on Charles I., Ill

Cabot (Sebastian), his discoveries, 35

Cakes, local and feasten, 254; Shrewsbury, 371, 484

Calamy (Edmund), Dissenting minister, 432
Calderon (P. H.), his '

St. Elizabeth,' 10
Caldwall (James), designer and engraver, 146
Caldwell (Sir Benjamin), admiral, 1737-1820, 125
Caldwell (Sir James), letter to Garrick, 1

Calendar, reformed, and English Catholics, 247, 441

Calvin (John) and Servetus, 412

Cameo, onyx, 49

Campe (J. H.) and ' Robinson Crusoe,' 93

Canada, Arbor Day in, 213, 424
Canadienne on Capt. M. Boles, 9
"
Canary bird," an opprobrious term, 109, 198, 339

Cannon-balls, stone, 168, 317

Canuck, its derivation, 495

Capons (Sir John), his biography, 28

Cardan (Jerome) and Dr. Dee, 126

Cardinals dying in triplets, 125

Carew (Bampfylde Moore), 'Life 'of, 393, 443

Carey family arms, 227

Carey (T. W.) on heraldic query, 8

Swanswick, village name, 495

Carlyle (Thomas) at Haddington, 6

Carnac, Brittany, 434, 459, 519

Carrity-witchet, its etymology, 354

Carshalton, place-name, its etymology, 152

Carson (T. W.) on St. Arthur 454

Carter (Thomas), his 'British War Medals,' 514

Carter (William), his execution, 48, 175

Cartwright (Major John), political reformer, 492

Casanova (Jacques), passage from '

Me"mjires,' 49

Cash= fund, 46
Casa (C. W.) on Sir Edward Apsley, 379

Hundred division maps, 71

Moro families, 458

Rjikdczy (Prince), 301

Shakspeare (W.), verse assigned to, 524

William 1 1 1., 233

Cataloguing, its beauties, 12, 97, 137

Cathedrals, early plans and drawings, 6

Catherine (Queen), her death, 73

Cats, poems concerning, 12 ;
not mewing in America,

166
Caxton (William), his

' Book of Courtesy,' 243

Celer et Audax on barber's sign, 14

Conway badge, 343
Jacobite League, 31

Lincoln, discovery at, 45

Medal, Scotch, 153

Ricketts family, 214

Celts in Spain, 168, 253

Centenarianism, 169

Cervantes, pictures from 'Don Quixote,' 167

Chadwick (D. D.) on shipwrecks, 1795, 87

Chadwick (S. J.) on Yorkshire inquisitions, 122

Chaffers (William), F.S.A., his death, 406
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Chain, Roman, 184, 284

Chamberlayne (Sir Thomas), Bart., created 1642, 55

Chanipley (R.) on John Jackson, 255
Chance (F.) on Abbs' or Abbot, 403

French substantives, compound, 205

Grippe: Grip: Grippal, 132
Luxurious: Luxuriant, 311
St. Parnell, 170

Sleep : On which side should we sleep ? 41 2

Tablespoonfi.il, its plural, 53

Chancery Lane, old, 261

Chapman (George), his '

Homer,' 490
Charles I., his progress to Scotland, 7, 110
Charles II. and the Pendrell brothers, 107, 178, 232

Chartreuse, origin of the name, 29, 131
Chattan clan and Elder family, 431
Chaucer (Geoffrey), 'Canterbury Tales Translated,'

246, 377 ;

"
Spiced conscience," 392

;

'

Prologue
'

(11. 166, 203, 146), 472 ;
his pilgrimage, 474, 522

' Chaucer's Dream,' MS. copies, 467

Chertsey Abbey and Frimley Chapel, 367
Cheshire Domesday Book, 508
Chester (H.), his "booke of Orthographic," 312

Children, book on their employment, 394, 460

China, Nestorian Syrians in, 334, 438

Choirs, modern instrumental, 195, 336, 498

Cholmley (Thomas), M.P. for Carlisle, 8, 116
Christian economics, text-books on, 227, 358, 464, 52
Christian names, Sacheverell, 26, 97, 132, 302 ; Ger

trude, 26, 135 ; family names as, 102
;
Muriel anc

its variants, 109, 157, 194; of foreigners, 145, 196

317, 419, 517 ; Patrick or Peter in Scotland, 247
S60

Christian (Sir Hugh Cloberry), admiral, his family
248

Christie (R. C.) on Copley family, 76

Sacheverell, Christian name, 132
Church Minshull, its old records, 429, 508
Church (Charles), his burial-place, 289

Churches, their patrons, 14
;
hat pegs in, 54

; no

always "destroyed," 166; fonts at east end, 168
258 ; miserere carvings in, 413, 481 ; Common
wealth arms in, 494

Churchyard inscription, 115
Gibber (Mrs.), actress, her burial, 185

Cicero, his ghost and Mark Antony, 45, 231

Clapham (John de), his biography, 151
Clarendon (Henry Hyde, second Earl of), his diary, 209
Claribel on Dr. Samuel Turner, 342
Clarke (C.) on Byron's birthplace, 312
Clarke (Hyde) on factory history, 207

Madeira English, 207
Manorial courts and vestries, 226

Meeting: Poll, 311

Prescriptions, medical signs in, 114
Wales and night courtship, 6

Clay (J. W.) on Drake family, 38

Clergyman preaching in gloves, 68, 115
Clericus on " an historical," 90
Clerks of the Peace, their signatures, 11

Clientess, unusual word, 125
Clifford's Inn, Chancery Lane, 266
Clinch (G.) on Took's Court and its neighbourhood, 261
Clive (Sir Edward), judge, his first marriage, 66
Close Rolls, wills from, 389, 448

Cloth of various materials and names, 129, 177, 495

Clothing, prices in 1707, 85

Clothyard=length of arrow-shaft, 451, 518

Clovesho, its locality, 210, 280
Cochrane (Lady Grizel) and her father's death war-

rant, 303, 362
Cochran-Patrick (R. W.) on Scotch medal, 28
" Cock Tavern," Fleet Street, 478, 521

Cockbones=cockal-bones, dice, A.D. 1639, 471
Ccelura : Ccelestis, 9, 74

Coghlan (Mrs. Margaret), her biography, 72

Coins, comparative value of old, 18

Coitmore (C.) on heraldic query, 476
Colbeck (R. A.) on Parke family of Kent, 375
Cole (E.) on General Powell, 402

Schulenberg (Melesina), 357
Coleman (E. H.) on Adam's ale, 119

Ainsty of York, 442
Arbor Day in Canada, 213
Barber's sign, 14
Barnwell (George), 238
Barrel organs, 17
" Boot and saddle," 318

Fairs, statute, 96

Figgum, its meaning, 358
Folk-lore queries, 18
Fools or jesters, 314
Gloves claimed for a kiss, 128
Green room, 341
Hob-Nob and St. Christopher, 14

Hunting the wren, 118
Jacobite League, 116

January 30, 841
" Jerusalem

"
Coffee-house, 258

John Company, 475
Miserere carvings, 482
" New London Tavern," 284

Officers, naval, 360
Old Heeky=Edinburgh, 416
Pendrell brothers, 178
Pewter plate, 45

Pieman, Flying, 77

Plowter, its meaning, 299
Roberts (George), of Lyme Regis, 458
"St. Alban's Tavern," 418
St. Valentine's Day, 112

Song, old, 321
Suffolk brasses, 195

Tallies, reckoning by, 174
Town clerks, their signatures, 11

Vicary (Thomas), 138

Weddings, wheat thrown at, 151
Collar of the Garter, temp. Henry VIII., 290

College of Arms library and manuscripts, 77

Colonies, indented servants in, 187,- 277, 382
Com. Ebor. on lizard folk-lore, 207

Yellow as mourning, 45
3om. Line, on Queenborough, 58

2omenius (John Amos), his writings, 447
Common Prayer Book of the Church of England,
Psalm Ixviii. 4, 51; Epistle for First Sunday after

Easter, 373
Commons House of Parliament, biographies of

members, 7; survivors of the unreformed, 12; dead

body carried into, 374
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Commonwealth arms in churches, 494

Conger, not an American slang word, 146

Conway badge, 208, 343
Cook (J. W.) on Southey'a 'The Doctor,' 382

Cookery book, 295

Coop, its etymology, 217

Cooper, its etymology, 32, 217, 342

Cooper (P.) on humbug, 85

Co-operative Congress, first, 434

Coot, bird's name, 96, 115

Copeland family, Cumberland, 127, 299, 418

Copley family of Gatton, Surrey, 76

Copping (F.) on LongstafF family, 460

Corduroy, history of the word, 27, 137
Cornish name?, 125
Cornwall and James II., 475, 521
Corroboree= Australian dance, 353, 383, 458, 520

Cosmopolitish, use of the word, 48

Costermonger, its etymology, 373
Costume, its divers fashions, 201, 281, 361

Cotswold, geographical name, 315, 418, 519
Cottar- bank =tidal embankment, 315
Cotton (J.) on " Take the cake," 176

Counting-house or counting-room, 194

Couple of corn, its meaning, 514
Couronne' or laureated, 121, 254, 341

Courtship at night, 6, 96, 175
Cowden family in England and Scotland, 8, 212

Cowper (J. M .)
on White family, 464

Creed (J. W.) on 'Grand Magazine of Magazines,
' 93

Creevy (Mr.), M.P., his journal, 513

Cromarty (Earl of) in the Tower, 475
Cromwell (Oliver) in fiction, 515
Cross Fleury on Edward Kellet, 515
Cross (L.) on bodkin, 524
Cross-Crosslet on Haswell family, 321
Crouch (W.) on Angelica Kauffrnann, 459
Cruikshank (George), was he ever in Paris ? 3, 77
Crusader, letter from, 248

Cryptomeria, name of a tree, 335, 378
Cuckoo, earliest advent in England, 493, 521
Culleton (L.) on Cardinal Manning, 419

Cummings (W. H.) on Angelica Kauffmann, 364

Curls,
"
repentir," 392, 463

Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, 263
Curzon : Roper : Barnewell, 87

Cutlery, old English, 123
Cutter" (E. P.) on " Like station," 231
D. on coot, bird's name, 115

Nile, rivers like, 252

Pretender, Young, 401

Tourlourou, French army term, 400
D. (A.), London, 135, 233
D. (C. E.) on Lewis Jenkins, 358

Pontifex Castle, 135
D. (F.) on Bowyer book-plate, 7

Christian (Admiral), 248
D. (F. M.) on Brittany, 434
D. (G.) on Duke of Brunswick's school, 497
D. (K.) on "Roasting of a cat," 514
D. (R.) on Vaughan family, 453
D. (R. E.) on Sacheverell as a Christian name, 302

Dalgleish (J, J.) on Lady Harriet Acland, 159

Dalley (E.) on Lieut.-Col. Digby, 272

Dalrymple (Alexander), his library, 135, 233

Dame, the title, 272, 322, 402, 463

Dancing, its ancient history, 314
Dante and Spenser, 333, 439
Danteiana :

'

Inferno,' canto iv. 34-36, 4, 113
;

re-

ference in the '

Inferno,' 274, 436
Dashwood family, 520
D'Autriche (Anne), wife of Louis XIII., 11

Davenant (Sir William) on Shakspeare, 274, 461
Davies (W. W.) on child's book, 282

Slough-mullion : Plowter, 188

Tennyson (Lord), his
'

Foresters,' 432
Wheat thrown at weddings, 232

Davis (F. W.) on ' Dernier Soupir du Christ,' 313
Davis (M. D.) on St. Mary atte Hulle, 155

Smouch, slang word, 174
Thor, Norwich Jews' house, 90

Days, their names as surnames, 209, 297, 519
Dean (J. W.) on Michael Wiggleswortb, 138
" Death by the waxen cloth," Egyptian punishment

87, 282
Death's veil removed, 335, 442
Deaths on field of battle, 392
De Chambrier (Alice), Swiss poetess, 21

De Clare family of Suffolk and Gloucester, 494
Dee (Dr. John) and Cardan, 126
Deedes (C.) on Suffolk brasses, 299
Dees (R. R.) on "Perte du Rh&ne," 30

Defoe (Daniel),
' Robinson Crusoe

' and Campe, 93

De Gages (Count) and Lady Mary Herbert, 373
De Grandeau (Joseph), his biography, 27
De la Pryme (C.) on high sheriffs, 212

De Montalto (Father), an alleged centenarian, 169,

375
Denarius on Taylor Brown, 109

Hamilton (Sir Robert), 294

Denman family, 85
Denton (Alexander), Judge of the Common Pleas, 2

De Perigord (Count Aldebert), his biography, 334

Derivation, false, 185

D'Erle (J ) on
'

Dictionary of National Biography,' 349

Parody : J. G. Hubbard, 452
' Dernier Soupir du Christ,' French engraving, 313

De St. Claire family of Normandy, 494

Desmond earldom, 291, 336, 421, 504

D'Espinay (Dame Anne), her descent, 31

Devereux (Sir Walter), his biography, 414

De Vesci family. See Vesty.

Devil legends, local, 35
Devonshire and James II., 475, 521

Dickens (Charles), "Dutch drops
"
in ' Martin Chuzzle-

wit,' 354, 400
;
on Mumbo Jumbo, 494

'

Dictionary of National Biography,' notes and correc-

tions, 162, 348, 509

Digby (Thomas), lieutenant-colonel, his biography,

272

Dirrydan, its meaning, 213

Divus=sanctup, 293, 421

Dixon (J.) on Awful : Awfully, 46

Banister (Richard), 458
" Bitter as soot," 212

Bute, its pronunciation, 315

Corduroy, history of the word, 137

Mackintoshes, 215

Mohock, carried in the pocket, 373

Vaike, its meaning, 353
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Dnargel on arc-en-terre, 97

Bayonet, its introduction, 95

Belladonna, 517

Brittany, 519

Chartreuse, its derivation, 131

Corroboree, Australian dance, 458

D'Autriche (Anne), 11

Etcetera: &c., 177

Figgum, its meaning, 358
French poets, 58

lanthe, the name, 157

Idiosyncrasy, 36

Key=to lock, 97

Marriage with deceased wife's sister's daughter, 444

Moliere, meaning of the name, 316

Morgan, plant name, 38
' Robinson Crusoe,' 93
St. Luke's Day, 114
St. Monday, 233
Sonnets on the sonnet, 135
Souvestre (Emile), 31

Tourlourou, French army term, 400
Dodwell and Vaughan families, 453
Dollar on " Take the cake," 364

Dolls, jointed, 296

Domesday Book for Scotland, 475
Donne (Dr. John), couplet from, 440
Dorchester guilds and fraternities, 300

Dore(J. R.) on Bishops' Bible, 1606, 167; 1623 edition,
420

Bible family records, 300

Books, polishing sides of, 157

Leary, its meaning, 342
Dorsetshire MSS. collected by George Eoberts, 67, 118
Dossetor on Shakspeariana, 370
Dover (Jermyn, Earl of), 186
Drake family, 38, 77
Drake family of Devonshire, in France, 313, 384
Drake (Sir Francis) and Plymouth leat, 329
Drake (H. H.) on Drake family of Devonshire, 384

Drake (Sir Francis) and Plymouth leat, 329
Drake (Sir John Savery), Bart., and his family, 167, 339
Drama in Ireland, works on, 433, 504

Draw-gloves, a game, 128, 177, 256

Drayton (Michael), his house in Fleet Street, 109

Drinking proverb, 228, 341

Druids, their sacred plants, 7, 114
Drummond-Milliken on George Barnwell, 483

"Jerusalem" Coffee-house, 323

Dublin, old map of, 475 ; literary treasures in Trinity
College, 488

Dugall (George), his biography, 349
Duisbrowke (John), story of '

Mary of Nemwegen,' 413

Dunheved=Launceston, 159
Dunheved on marriages of prisoners, 49

"Tre, Pol, and Pen," 125
Dunkin (E. H. W.) on Cardinal Manning, 419

Wallinger (Rev. John A.), 196

Dunn, or Odunn, inquired after, 108 .

Dutch drops, 354, 400
E. (G. F. L.) on Citizen Lord M., 78
E. (K. P. D.) on Commonwealth arms in churches, 494

Foxes' lungs, 415
E. (J. P.) on parish registers, 94
Earl Soham, mediaeval inscriptions at, 221, 399

East India Company, its governors, 374, 502
Easter bibliography, 310
Easter toys, 475, 522

Eaithampstead Church, Berks, monumental slab in,

414, 484
Eblana on " For he's a jolly good fellow," 317
Eboracum on Matthew Peters, 149
" Ecclesia plebania," use of the term, 88, 285

Edgcumbe (R.) on Byron volume, 15

Byron (Lord), his town house, 51
; portrait, 454

Shelley (P. B.), the atheist, 142, 485

Edinburgh, nicknamed Old Reeky, 293, 415, 502

Editions, first, 427, 480
Edkins (J.) on cooper, 217

Frith, field-name, 499

Education, free, B.C. 445, 148
Edward the Black Prince, date of his death, 472
Edward I. and the Black Friars of Glasgow, 161

Edye (L.) on the Royal Marines, 226

Eggs in salt, 515

Eglinton (Archibald W., thirteenth Earl of), 454

Egmont, its derivation, 273, 341

Elbe, inscribed stone found in, 312, 380

Elbow-seat, its meaning, 231
Elder family and the clan Chattan, 431
Elder family, 294, 349
Elder (J. J.) on Chattan clan and Elder family, 431

Elder family, 294

Lecky family, 189, 313, 422
Park family, 67

Sproule family, co. Tyrone, 391

Elephants of Pyrrhus, 475

Elgie (J. H.) on cataloguing, 137

Famines, old-time, 268
Lizard folk-lore, 462

Eliot (George), publications in maiden name, 72, 135
Elizabeth (Queen), and Mrs. Parker, 149, 235, 295,

338 ;
and the Earl of Essex, 393, 498

Elk-Land on Gilbert fil Roger fil Reinfrid, 227
Ellcee Nonagenarius on May dew folk-lore, 17
Ellis (A. S.) on Muriel : Meriel, 157
Ellis (F. S. )

on Sir John Capons, 28
Ellis (G.) on Strand Bridge, 295
Elmes family, 495

Elmsthorpe, its ruined church, 228
" Emen hetan," spell-words, 89, 156, 237, 378

Emperors, mediaeval, their ecclesiastical functions, 16
'

Encyclopaedic Dictionary,' its compilers, 314, 358

England, its English queens, 62, 133, 234, 323, 456 ;

changes in costume in, 201, 281, 361

English, ungrammatical, 45 ; newspaper, 66, 193, 256;
loss of v in, 245 ; foreign expressions in, 290, 378,
420

; tombstone, 472, 498, 522 ;
and Swedish, 488

English cutlery, old, 123

English summer, sayings about, 435, 497

Engravers of book-plates, 247, 324

Enquirer on Lincoln Cathedral, 315

Envelopes, early, 126, 172

"Epidemic, prevailing," 126, 194

Epitaph in the Catacombs,' a poem, 148, 282

Epitaphs :

" Admiral Christ," 76, 278, 382
" As Careful Mothers," &c., in Weybridge Church-

yard, 472, 498, 522
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Epitaphs :

Ebrall (Thomas), at St. Botolph's, Aldgate, 473
Furnival (William), Worksop Priory, 185
Gardner (Dr. John), St. Leonard's Churchyard,

Shoreditch, 512
Herbert (Henry William), St. John the Evange-

list, Waterloo Bridge Road, 351
"
Howe, howe, who is heare ?

"
503

Initial, 6

Isherwood (Sarah), St. John the Evangelist,
Waterloo Bridge Eoad, 351

Nameless, 47, 135, 213
Pendrell (Richard), at St. Giles's in the Fields,

107

Pigott (John), in Brockley Church, 218'

"Quod expendi habui," 155, 503
Servants, 184

"Though Bora's blows." See Admiral Christ.

Equerry, its pronunciation, 188, 503
Ernst (0. W.) on Postmasters-General, 475

Schulenburg (Melesina), 357
Substantives, genders of English, 171

Erysipelas, epidemic of, 290
Essex (Robert, Earl of), and Queen Elizabeth, 393, 498
Este on " Administrative reform," 92

Book-lending, 322
Ground rents, 400
' House that Jack Built,' 75
' Ode upon Nothing,' 444
llornan chain, 284

Shakspeare (W.), his birthplace, 421

Shakspeariana, 518

Shelley (P. B.), the atheist, 404
Welsh Triads, 420
Wroth silver, 238

Estridge family of St. Christopher, West Indies, 435
Et csetera, &c., misused, 66, 177, 237, 319

Eton, hunting the ram at, 315, 401

Europe, its royal families, 147, 256, 323, 359, 424
Evans (G. H.) on arrowroot, 173
Evans (M.). See George Eliot.

Evans (Richard), painter, 227, 281

Evelyn (John), his etchings, A.D. 1649, 347

Evy on Houbraken prints, 7

Ewing (T. J.) on John Bright, 151
Couronne* or laureated, 341

Irish, after-game at, 464

Jeffrey (Lord), 8

Moore (Thomas), 54

Pedigrees, various, 146

Exchequer return, curious, 394, 464
Exmoor Forest, royal presence in, 515
Exton family, 168
Eztakit on " Emen hetan," 89, 237
F. on Prince Gagarine, 374

Hesilrige baronets, 495
F.S.A. on Church of the Nativity, Bethlehem, 373
F. (F. J.) on Chaucer's pilgrimage, 474

Chester (H.), his " booke of Orthographie,"
312

Interest, or borrowing, 352
"
Spiced conscience," 392

Vicary (Thomas), 138
F. (H.) on Grippe : Grip : Grippal, 133
F. (J. H.) on Greek and Italian literature, 149

F. (J. J.) on Thomas Rowlandson, 273
Westminster a municipality, 127

F. (J. T.) on instrumental choirs, 196
Fonts at east end of churches, 258

Naked, use of the word, 75

Saw, old, 188

Yele, its meaning, 341, 462
F. (P.) on ' New and Easie Method to Learn to Sing,*

228
F. (T. F.) on proposed Society of Armigers, 95

Shakspeare (W.), his descendants, 118

F. (W. G. D.) on Thomas Arrowsmith, 458

Genealogical searches, 300
F. (W. J.) on '

Home, Sweet Home,' 299
Romer (Isabella), 237

Factories abroad, English, 207

Fair,
"
Sturson," 395, 499

Fairs, statute, 48, 96

Falkland, co. Somerset and co. Fife, 373, 482

Family records in Bibles, 209, 300

Famines, old-time, 268
Far= excite, provoke, 48

Farmers, hints to, 111, 189, 319, 395
Farr (Walter), of Great Bursted, Essex, 49

Fate, synonym of destiny, 489
Felton (Bp.), his episcopal seal, 515
Fentoun family and name in Scotland, 327, 438, 49

Feret (C. J.) on A.D. 1900, 442
" Bone said," 514
Burchell (Dr.), 334

Dame, the title, 403
Harwarden (Lady), 514

Hasely (Sir Thomas), 474
Madden family, 493
Morland (George), 373
Munster (Duchess of), 27
Piers of Fulham, 454

Vaughan (Lord Chief Justice), 394

Fergusson (Col. Alexander), his death, 326

Field-names, 83

Figgum, its etymology, 228, 358

Firbolgs of Galway, 168, 253

Firebrace family of Suffolk, 155, 520

Fish, edible, their plural names, 145

Fish and ring legend, 36
FitzPatrick (W. J.) on Rev. Richard Frizelle, 31

Fleming (J. B.) on Ainsty of York, 352

Clergymen preaching in gloves, 68

Name or surname, 278

Pilferage, its etymology, 375
Fletcher (G. R.) on Blethyn ap Confyn, 503

Fletcher (J.), proverbial phrases in plays, 74

Fletcher (Thomas), his biography, 510

Fletcher (W. G. D.) on '

Dictionary of National Bio-

graphy,' 510
Howson family, 414

Floyd (C. H.) on Turner's
'

Gale, Scarboro,' 476

Folk-lore :

Ass kissed to cure toothache, 46

Breakages, triple, 77

Drowned bodies recovered, 279

Glass, broken, 77

Hanging, 246

Indian, 147, 214, 364, 500
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Folk-lore :

Influenza, 106

Irish, 74
Lizard in human stomach, 207, 461

May dew, 17

Mouse, 91, 244, 500

Ring, lost, 294/362,443
St. Luke's Day, 28, 114

Sneezing,
" God bless you," 106

Wheat thrown at weddings, 8, 151, 232, 344

Folk-lore queries, 18

Folk-song,
" Man of the sea," 293, 381

Folk-tale,
' Seven Simpletons,' 225

Fonts at east end of church, 168, 258
Fools or jesters, Court, 314
Football played by matrons, 248

Foreigners, their Christian names, 145, 196, 317, 419,

517
Forshaw (C. F.) on ' The Brunoniad,' 511

Fortesque (T. B.) on Ludford, place-name, 334
Fowler (J. T.) on March, the " loud

"
month, 105

Fox lungs as a remedy, 415, 497
Fox (R.) on Archbishop Scrope, 273
Frank on references sought, 394
Fraser (N.) on Patrick or Peter in Scotland, 360
Fraser (Sir W.) on Dame, the title, 403

Humbug, its derivation, 193
Freeman (Prof.), articles by, 512

Freemasonry and the acacia, 433, 524

Freight, its meanings, 153
French poets, best living, 57, 175
French proverb, 313, 481
French substantives, plural of compound, 205

Frensholm, its meaning, 247

Frimley Chapel and John Btevens's Chantry, 367
Friswell (James Hain), his relatives, 454, 493
Frith, field-name, 44, 499
Frizelle (Rev. Richard), his biography, 31, 251
Froude (Prof.), his 'Nemesis of Faith' burnt, 430;

scarcity of first edition, 452

Fry (E. A.) on hundred division maps, 114

Fry (Elizabeth), her correspondence, 273
Fryer (G. E.) on Sir J. Reynolds's chair, 314
Fuchsia, its pronunciation, 49, 96, 115, 301
Funeral rites, ancient, 81

Funerals, lemons at, 25
Furnival epitaph, Worksop Priory, 185
Fustian, its introduction, 56, 128,'495
Fynmore (R. J.) on place-names, 84

Stone shot, 168

G, initial, in surnames, 515
G. on tailor's goose, 66
G. (A.) on unregistered wills, 208
G. (A. B.) on Absalom's death, 158

Arms, royal, 111
'

Dictionary of National Biography,' 349
G. (E. L.) on "

Boy and Panyer," 463

Judges and Good Friday, 49?
One, its pronunciation, 155

G. (F. E. A.) on Molidre, meaning of the name, 316
G. (G. L.) on nameless grave, 213

Heraldry, its anomalies, 392
House inscription, 433

(G, M.) on chained images and binding customs,
273

Gagarine (Prince), his biography, 374
Gaidoz (H.) on inscription on quaich, 77
Gainsford (W. D.) on hints to farmers, 111

Games, children's singing, 210, 249
Gantillon (P. J. F.) on Ricketts lawsuit, 423
Garbett (E. L.) on name or surname, 360
' Garden of the Soul,' 333, 404, 462, 521
Gardiner (R. F.) on Kelvin, a new word, 512
Gardner (Dr. John), his epitaph, 512
Garnett (John), Vicar of Preston Candover, 128
Garrick (David) invited to Ireland, 1

Garter collar, temp. Henry VIII., 290
Gasc (F. E. A.) on blundering translations, 134

Gatty (A.) on Sheffield plate, 279

Southey (R.),
' The Doctor,' 320

Gaucho, its etymology, 435
Gavelkind tenure, 125, 298
Genders of English substantives, 43, 171

Genealogical searches, 7, 114, 300
Gerard (F.) on Angelica Kauffmann, 293
Gerish (W. B.) on Ludford, place-name, 4SO

Mason (R. H.), his '

History of Norfolk,' 293
Saffron and saffron loaves, 476
Whale's stomach, man in, 64

Gerrymander, origin of the word, 136

Gertrude, proper name, its origin, 26, 135
Gervasius and Protasius, their remains, 392, 503-

Gibbons (A.) on Lincolnshire Visitation, 433

Whitgift (Abp.), 433

Wills, curious, 351
Gibbs (H. H.) on place-names, 83

Y for tk, 341
Gibson (H.) on etymology of Gaucho, 435
Gibson (John), Cambridge graduate, 1670-4, 227
Gibson (Mr.), friend of Earl of Derwentwater, 274
Gilbert fil Roger fil Reinfrid, 227, 299

Giraffe, first exhibited in England, 65, 215
Gladstone (Right Hon. W. E.) on Scott and Jeffer-

son, 58, 135

Glasgow, Edward I. at, 161
Glasse (Hannah), "First catch your hare," 33
Glencairn's Regiment, circa 1640, 248

Glencoe, massacre of, 146

Glory, East Indiaman, its wreck, 373
Gloucester (Henry, Duke of), portrait, 7
Glover (Sir John), his biography, 349
Gloves claimed for a kiss, 128, 177, 256

Goadby (Mrs.), 'Life of Bampfylde Moore Carew,'

393, 443
God's creature =baptized by layman, 80, 284
Goethe (J. W. von), English translation of ' Hermann
und Dorothea,' 58

;
and the red mouse, 91

Golf, words and terms employed in, 146, 192

Goliath, fire on board, 453, 499
Gomme (A. B.) on local and feasten Cakes, 254

Games, children's singing, 251

ood Friday, no judge sits on, 334, 439, 497
ood Friday buns, 307

ood-bye, origin of the expression, 491

oodge baronetcy, 333

oodwyn (Col. Arthur), M.P., his biography, 68, 173

oose, tailor's, its plural, 66
ordon (General) and the ' Middle Kingdom,' 512

ostook, its meaning, 374
Gotham in India, 225
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Gould (I. C.) on Bible, 1623 edition, 420

Spinster, its meaning, 404
Graham (Sir John) of Kilbride, his descendants, 394
"Grana pro auro," its meaning, 493
1 Grand Magazine of Magazines,' 93
Grant (Johnson), divine, 226
Graves (A.) on Richard Evans, 231

Gravestone, memorable, 473

Gravestones, nameless, 47, 135, 213

Gray (J. M.) on Countess of Richmond, 199
Greek anthology, 208, 357
Greek legend, 271
Greek literature, modern, 149, 302
Green room, theatrical, 227, 341, 383
Green (E.) on Cardinal Manning, 353
Greenfield (B. W.) on English Queens of England, 457

Grey (John?), of Bristol, 188
Griffinhoofe (H. G.) on Anne Boleyn, 342

Bourbon sprig, 295

Burgon (Dean), 292

Clovesho, its locality, 280

Cutlery, old English, 123
Elizabeth (Queen), 235

Eton, hunting the ram at, 401

Hooper (John), 356

Huxley family, 297

Killigrew family, 175
Peacocks' eggs, 70

'Plate, Old English,' 161

Portrait, old, 358
[Richmond (Countess of), her will, 9

Shakspeare (W.), miniature, 212

Shakspeariana, 182

Snipe, its plural form, S10

Stepney Feast, 115
' Tournament of Tottenham,' 430
Velvet as male attire, 130

Grigg (Joseph), hymn-writer, 194
Grime's Dyke, or Graeme's Dyke, 112, 282

Grippe : Grip : Grippal, 30, 132
Groome (F. H.) on Henry, Duke of Gloucester, 7

Ground rents, tieir taxation, 354, 400

Groundsel, its etymology, 395, 441

Gruesome, its etymology, 420

Guacho, its etymology, 435
Gualterulus on naval officers, 360

Guarantee =. receiver of guaranty, 46

Guernsey, volcano in, 454
Guest (Dr. Edward) misinterpreted, 312

Guy (John), of Bristol, his arms, 354
H. (C.) on English Queens of England, 62

Heralds Extraordinary, 324
Kendal dukedom, 357

Precedence, royal, 193

Queens of England, English, 234
H. (D. M.) on Hugh of Lincoln, 474
H. (F. G.) on Richard Banister, 208

Nourse (Edward), 208
H. (J. J.) on George Barnwell, 149

H. (J. M.) on Lovell family, 304
H. (P.) on "Admiral Christ" epitaph, 279
H. (R. H.) on Pontefract Castle, 16
H. (R. W.) on St. Bernard's soup, 88
H. (S. C.) on indexes wanted, 459
H. (S. G.) on Emperor Nero, 303

ycematococcus pluvialit described, 211

haggle-carter, its meaning, 354
:Iaines (C. R.) on sport renounced from conscientious

motives, 237
Sair dyed black, allusions to, 109, 157, 216, 340
Sales (J. B. T.) on long incumbencies, 75
Salidom, its derivation, 116
Sail (A.) on Arderne families, 479

Armigers, proposed Society of, 236
Aventurine : Peridot, 296, 518

Broadstone, 443

Carshalton, place-name, 152
Couronne" or laureated, 341
Junius's Letters, 512
'

Morning Chronicle,' 273
Pancras Lane, 9

Pill= creek, 458

Scrope (Archbishop), 247

Shakspeare (W.) and the Prodigal Son, 193

Shakspeariana, 104

Tenures, penal, 25

Vaike, its meaning, 443
Hall (J.) on miserere carvings, 413
Hallen (A. W. C.) on Fentoun family, 499

Hallowe'en, its observance, 9

Hamilton (Gavin), painter, 312
Hamilton (Sir Robert), of Mount Hamilton, 294, 342
Hamilton (W.) on couronne" or laureated, 254

Miserere carvings, 481

Noses, supplemental, 332
Sonnets on the sonnet, 177

Hampstead (East). See Easthampttead.

Hampton, place-name, 235, 300
Hand Alley, Fleet Street, 373, 484

Handford on Tarleton's Green Horse, 216

Yielle, musical instrument, 231

Hanging, its folk-lore, 246

Hanging in chains, 332
Hanway family, 197
Harbin (George), Nonjuring divine, 214
Hardman (T. H.) on Shrove Tuesday and pancakes,
238

Hardy (C. F.) on name or surname ? 102

Hardy (H.) on blanket marks, 194
" Lone years," 157
Names of months and days as surnames, 298

Ring-lore, 294
Rivers which overflow, 344

Sorrow-cake, 474

Thronged, its meaning, 1 2

Hare (Francis), Bishop of Chichester, 430

Hare (R. W.) on Grippe : Grip: Grippal, 133

Harris family of Glamorganshire, origin, 353

Harris (W.) on Harris family, 353

Harrison (D.) on epitaph on Dr. Gardner, 512

Gravestone, memorable, 473

Parish clerks, 214

St. John the Evangelist, Waterloo Bridge Road,

351

Harry, the verb, its derivation, 49,4

Hart (John). See H. Chester.

Hartland (E. S.) on " Haven under the Hill," 302

Hartnup (John), father and son, 412

Hartshorme (A.) on instrumental choirs, 336

D'Autriche (Anne), 11
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Hartshorne (A.) on tombstone English, 522

Wine glass, inscribed, 282

Harvey (R.) on Richard Misyn, 147

Harwarden (Lady), of Fulham, 514

Hasely (Sir Thomas), his biography, 474

Haswell family, 147, 216, 321

Haswell (N. R.) on Haswell family, 147

Hat pegs in churches, 54

Hats, iron, for criminals, 332

Hatton (Anne). See Anne of Swansea.

Hawkins (Sir John), 1532-95, naval commander, 5

Hawtrey (John), Vicar of Preston Candover, 128
" He that," the phrase, 311

Hebb (J.) on etymology of "Mushroom," 167

Hebb (William), his biography, 493
Hebrician= Hebraist, 294, 404

Helm (W. H.) on Christian names of foreigners, 196

Hems (H.) on bishops' gloves, 169

Henault (T. C.) on heraldic query, 494
Henderson ( W.) on Shakspeariana, 183
Henderson (W. A.) on Shakspeariana, 369
Hendriks (F.) on early envelopes, 172

Evelyn (John), his etchings, 347

Schulenberg (Melesina), 281

Henley family of Hampshire, 210

Henry VII., bis title to the crown, 133, 234, 456

Henry VIII. and Anne Boleyn, 222, 342

Hepburn family, 515
'

Herald, The,' lines in
' Blackwood's Magazine,' 34

Heraldic query, 494

Heraldry :

Anomalies in, 392

Arms, royal, 111, 297
Bears' heads muzzled, 168, 296

Bridge House Estate, 89

Charge of three fusils in fesse, 476
Crest charged with garter, 48, 126
Dexter chie and sinister base, tree proper on

gu., &c., 226, 340

Embordured, 47, 92

Gu., chevron entre three lions' heads erased or,

227, 339

Lymphad, 188, 357
Maltese arms, 8, 113, 272
Manx arms, 8, 113, 272, 372

Mercury holding caduceus in left hand, crest, 314

Quarterly, Gu., three mullets az., &c., 374

Sa., on fesse between two cinquefoils in chief arg.,

&c., 169, 301

Sicilian, 372

Spanish, 354
Swan collared and chained or, 8
Talbot passant, on chief three human heads couped,

247
Heralds Extraordinary of College ofArms, 47, 136, 324
Herb of wonder, 315, 417
Herbert (Lady Mary) and the Count de Gages, 373

Heredity, notes on, 225
Hermentrude on "Alias," 118

Aventurine : Peridot, 423
"Boot and saddle," 318
Chaucer (G.), his pilgrimage, 522
Christian names of foreigners, 196, 317
Clergymen preaching in gloves, 115

Hermentrude on value of old coins, 18

Dame, the title, 322
D'Autriche (Anne), 11

Editorial suggestion, 5 1

England, its English queens, 133

Equerry, its pronunciation, 503
Jacobite League, 31

Montegle (Mary, Lady), 248
Muriel and its variants, 194
Names of months and days as surnames, 297

Newspaper English, 66, 256
Richmond (Countess of), her will, 79

Scrope (Archbishop), 364

Shot, in place-names, 214

Smouch, slang word, 21 G

Took's Court and its neighbourhood, 355
Velvet as male attire, 128, 198, 495
Wills from Close Rolls, 389, 448

Heron family, 72
Herrick (Robert), reprint of his poems, 59, 290, 422,

481

Hesilrige baronets, 495

Heuscarologus Anglicanus on Nigaristan, 229
Hewett (W. T.) on " Broad Stone," 354

Hexham, its etymology, 491, 523

Hibgame (F. T.) on fonts at east end of churches, 168
Pemberton (Earl of), 434
Tarleton's Green Horse, 216

Higgins surname, 184

Highland poetry, 89, 155
Hill (Georgina) on funeral rites, 81

" Mundus muliebris," 201

Surrey, Tudor reminiscence in, 24

Hill (R. J.) on Frensholm, 247

Hill-Batbgate (H. J.) on Elmes family, 495
Hindoo "

purified," 224

Hipwell (D.) on Eusebius Andrews, 185
Banister (Richard), 126
Bearcroft (Philip), 452
Beckman (Sir Martin), 356

Belasyse (John, first Lord), 153, 522
Burkitt (William), 85

Calamy (Edmund), 432
Caldwall (James), 146
Caldwell (Sir Benjamin), 125

Cartwright (Major John), 492
Clive (Sir Edward), 66
Denton (Alexander), 223
Elizabeth (Queen), 338
Firebrace family, 155, 520
Grant (Johnson), 226
Hamilton (Gavin), 312
Harbin (George), Nonjuror, 214

Hare (Francis), 430
Hawkins (Sir John), 5

Lockhart (General), his wife, 301

Lovell family, 131

Mills (John), comedian, 25, 78

Mostyn (John), 362
" Now I lay me down to sleep," 422

Pigot family, 401

Pigott (John), 172

Popple (William), 523
Purchas (Samuel), 332

Quick (John), 224
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Hipwell (D.) on John Rich, 271
Richardson (Sir John), 491
St. John the Evangelist, Westminster, 72
Settle (Elkanah), 459
Shaw (Thomas), 464
Stowell parish register, 350

Theatres, temp. Elizabeth, 412

Theodore, King of Corsica, 41

Thornton (Samuel), M.P., 157

Township books, 507

Verstegan (Richard), 166
Webb (Sir John), 482
White family, 520

Hirst (James), letter published in '

Spectator,' 490

Hislop (J. F.) on "Admiral Christ" epitaph, 76
'Historiae Americae,' Frankforti, 1634, 68
Historical,

" an "
or "

a," 46, 89

History, how it is made, 44
Hob-Nob and St. Christopher, 1 4

Hodgkin (J. E.) on showers of blood, 283
Revolution of '88, 331

Servants, indented, in the colonies, 382
Thumbs of prisoners tied, 441
William III., 27

Hogarth (William) and a picture of the Tschudi family,

Hoggins (Sarah) and the Lord of Burleigh, 387, 408
Holcombe family and its alliances, 475
Holcombe (W.) on Holcombe family, 475
Holgate (C. W.) on Bowyer of Leighthorne baronetcy,

137

Grigg (Joseph), hymn-writer, 194
Holland (F. C.) on Bishop Berkeley, 167

Holly, sheep fed on, 431, 462

Holly rents, 431

'Home, Sweet Home,' authorship of words and music,

144, 197, 299
Hone (N.) on reformed calendar, 441

Emperors, mediaeval, 16
Hone (Nathaniel), his ' Pictorial Conjuror,' 293
Hood (John), his biography, 349
Hood (Samuel), his biography, 349
Hood (Thomas), his sham book titles, 63, 229, 301

Hooper (J. ) on Bravo : Incognito, 57

Clovesho, its locality, 210

Drinking proverb, 228
Dutch drops, 354

Humbug, its derivation, 192

Irish, after-game at, 238
Mumbo Jumbo, 494
Protasius and Gervasius, 503
Racine (N.) and Boileau, 48
St. Parnell, 258
"
Slabs of blue sleep," 78

Hooper (John), Bishop of Gloucester, 229, 356

Hope (W. H. St. J.) on Countess of Richmond, 79

Horace, translation of his Odes, 1824, 33
Hore (S. C.) on Nestorians in China, 438
Horseius (Eduardus), his biography, 415, 458

Horses, their names, 492
Houbraken (Jacob), states of his prints, 7, 76
Housden (J. A. J.) on William Rufus and the char-

coal burner, 86

House, inscription on, 433
House signs, sculptured, 474

' House that Jack Built,' version of, 75, 152
Howard (Ada L.) on Cowden family, 8

Howson family, 414
Hubbard (Right Hon. J. G.), parody, 452
Hudson (R.) on newspaper English, 193

Et caetera, 66, 237, 319
Lovell family, 303
"
Quod expend! habui," 503

Ruskin (John),
'

Praeterita,' 26

Wills, imaginary, 253
T for th, 289

Hugh of Lincoln, poem concerning, 474

Hughes family, 315

Hughes surname. See Higgins.

Hughes (Joseph John) and Lord Sempill, 492

Hugo (Victor), his description of Alicante, 431

Humbug, its derivation, 85, 137, 192

Hume (NT. A. S.) on Queen Catherine, 73

Humphreys (A. L.) on booksellers' catalogues, 74
Hundred division maps, 7, 71, 114, 176

Hunting the wren, 118
HUBS (John), a Czech, 226

Huxley family, 189, 297

Hydrometer and Archimedes, 414

Hymnology : 'Adeste Fideles,' 5 ;

" Abide with me,"
106 ;

Heber's ' Hymn at a Funeral,' 115 ; "Now
I lay me down to sleep," 422

Hynings, place-name, 354, 424

Hyslop (S. J.) on heraldic query, 374

lanthe, meaning of the name, 87, 157, 233

Iceland, concerning snakes and owls in, 183

Icknield Way or Street, 55, 214, 434

Idiosyncrasy, its meaning, 36

Images, chained, 273

Incognito, use of the word, 56, 115

Incumbencies, long, 75

Indexes wanted, 292, 363, 459

Indian folk-lore, 147, 214, 364, 500

Influenza, the "
prevailing epidemic," 126, 194 ; its

origin, 356
Influenza folk-lore, 106

Ingleby (H.) on Mrs. Aphra Behn, 145

D. (A.), London, 135

Equerry, its pronunciation, 188

Golf words and terms, 146
"
Historical, an," 90

' New English Dictionary,' 49

Printers' errors, 185

Shakspeariana, 103, 183

Ingram (Sir Arthur), his parliamentary honours, 106

Ingram (G. L.) on St. Monday, 232

Inquisitions relating to Yorkshire, 122

Inscriptions, mediaeval, at Earl Soham, 221, 399 ;
on

stone found in the Elbe, 312, 380 ;
on house, 433

Interest and its results, 352

Interpretation, its curiosities, 309, 349, 410, 460, 484

[nvitation, tempting, 1

Ireland, book of travels in, 247 ;
works on drama in,

433, 504

Irish, "after-game at," 58, 152, 238, 464

"rish in Pembrokeshire, 434

Irish Humourists,' notes on, 32

irish societies, secret, 371
Jrish superstitions, 74

rish wills, index to, 72
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Iron hats for criminals, 332

Ismay (John), the miser, 41, 171

Italian literature, modern, 149, 302

Italian poets, best living, 57, 175

J. (F.) on Yele, 294, 442

J. (G.) on hkem : Skemmy, 88

J. (J. C.) on New Testament, Spanish version, 13

Psalter, epitome of, 108

J. (J. Y.) on sundial inscription, 455

J. (W.) on John (?) Grey, of Bristol, 188

Pigott (John), 28

Jackson (F. W.) on Henry Sacheverel, 515

Jackson (John), R.A., portrait painter, 76, 255, 381

Jackson (M. P.) on John Jackson, B.A., 76, 381

Jackson ( W. F. M.) on lost parish registers, 31

Jacobite League, Legitimist, 31, 116

Jacobsen (E. F.) on
' Gierusalemme Liberata,' pirated

editions, 472

Killigrew (Peter), 208
James II. and Devon and Cornwall, 475, 521
James (F.) on village museum, 358

January 30 as a holiday, 293, 341

Japanese passports, 373

Japhet on Barnewell : Roper : Curzon, 87
Jarratt (F.) on Adam's ale, 173

'Garden of the !Soul,' 521
1 Ode upon Nothing,' 444

Jaydee on Cardinal Manning, 502

Sinouch=Jew, 68

Jeffrey (Lord), allusion in letter, 8

Jenkins (Lewis), usher to Duke of Gloucester, 248,
358

Jermyn, Earl of St. Albans, and Jermyn, Earl of

Dover, 186

Jermyn (Henry), his parliamentary honours, 106
Jerram (C. 8.) on Dnnteiana, 437
Jerrold (Douglas), his 'Magazine,' 68, 118
Jerrold (W.) on source of anecdote, 423
" Jerusalem "

Coffee-house, London, 258, 323
Jesters or fools, Court, 314
John Company= East India Company, 475

Johnny Fortnight= tallyman, 373
Johnson (Agnes) on St. John's Stone, Leicester, 371
Johnson (J. Y.) on Fate, synonym for destiny, 489
Johnstone family of Warriston, 337
Johnstone (James), Secretary of Scotland, 337

Joicey (G.) on Shakspeariana, 104, 370, 470
Jokes, old, wrongly fathered, 311
Jolliffe (Thomas) with the key, 248, 323
Jonah, modern, 64
Jonas (A. C.) on Sebastian Cabot, 35

Church Minshull records, 429, 508
Fentoun family, 438

Freight, its meanings, 153

Jubilee, its significance, 6

Newspaper, first Scotch, 37
Jones (W.) on death of Ed ward the Black Prince, 472
Jubilee, its significance, 6

;
its spelling, 69, 155, 234

Jubilee in 1751, 93

Judges and Good Friday, 334, 439, 497
Junius's Letters, their authorship, 512
Juno on Charles I., 7
Juverna on old jokes wrongly fathered, 311
K. (C.) on New Testament, Spanish version, 13

Wauton (Col. Valentine), 399

K. (H.) on Otterpool, place-name, 373
K. (L. L.) on Richard Allison, 310

"Another such a victory," 320

Arrowroot, its etymology, 65
Bravo: Incognito, 115

Brittany, 459
Calvin (John) and Servetus, 412
Christian names of foreigners, 145, 318

Draw-gloves, 256
Easter toys, 522
Froude (Prof.), his

' Nemesis of Faith,' 430
Fuchsia, its pronunciation, 49
Kritoboulos of Imbros, 453

Nails, long, and gentility, 317
Parson,

"
lady," 490

Pullici family arms, 245

Rjikoczy (Prince), 301
Rimer : Ream, 246
St. Mary atte Hulle, 115

Saints, frost or ice, 402

Tallies, reckoning by, 233
Kant (Immanuel) and Wilkes, 513
Kantius on Wilkes: Kant: Ruhnken, 513
Kauffmann (Angelica), her paintings, 293, 364, 400,

459, 498
Keats (John),

"
carpets" in 'Eve of St. Agnes,' 188,

236
Kellet (Edward), D.D., his biography, 515
Kelsall (Charles), his biography and works, 187, 340

Kelty (Miss Anne), novelist and devotional writer, 128

Kelvin, a new word, 512
Kendal dukedom, 356
Kendall (W. C.) on Denman family, 85

Kenny (C.) on Mr. Creevy's journal, 513

Kerrigan (T. E.) on ' Ode upon Nothing,' 383

Key= to lock, 97

Killigrew family, 109, 175

Killigrew on blanket marks, 342
Bravo : Incognito, 57
Elizabeth (Queen), 236
Hand Alley, 373
Patrick (Bishop), 493
Psalm cxxxvii. 3, 511
Wheat thrown at weddings, 344

Killigrew (Sir Peter), two of the name, 203
Kilmallock Castle, 87, 150

King (Sir C. S.) on Dame, the title, 403

Kinnegad=eccentric dresser, 352

Knighthood, notes on English, 124
Knox (John), probability of descendants, 98

Komensky. See Comenius.
Kritoboulos of Imbros, 453, 524
L. on George Cruikshank, 77
L. (A. E.) on Countess of Richmond, 10

L. (B. H.) on armour terms, 113
Velvet as male attire, 130

L. (D.) on Angelica Kauffmann, 498

Tallies, reckoning by, 520
L. (M. C.) on gerrymander, 136

Muriel : Meriel, 109
" Take the cake," 176

Thucydides, his sole joke, 332
L. (W. )

on proposed Society of Armigers, 174
L. (W. F.) on smouch, slang word, 174
Lac on Duke of Albemarle, 515
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Lacy (John), bass vocalist, 315
Laidlaw (Anna Robena), pianist, 494
Lambert (Jane) and the third Marquia of Winchester,

141, 241
Landseer (Sir Edwin), figure in picture by, 434
Lane (H. M.) on royal families of Europe, 257, 359
Lastingham Church, co. York, 255
Latimer (J.) on curious Exchequer return, 394

Servants, indented, in the colonies, 277
Latin, glossary of mediaeval, 239, 247, 343
Latin expression in Alt*., 47, 134

Laughton (J. K.) on naval officers, 383

Weighing anchor, 477
Laureated or couronne', 121, 254, 341

Layton (Henry), his 'Memoirs,' 394

Layton (W. E.) on Vesey family, 503

Wolsey (Cardinal), 355
Laze : Laze it, 29, 134

Leary, its meaning and derivation, 244, 342, 463, 518
Lecky family of Strabane, co. Tyrone, 189, 313, 422
Lee (A. C.) on counting-house, 194

Danteiana, 437
" Emen hetan," 156

Humbug, its derivation, 137
" Laze it," 134

Plowter, its meaning, 299

Sheriff*, high, 443

Styfemoder=stepmother, 303

Leeper (A.) on " Take the cake," 365
Legge (R. H.) on John Lacy, 315

Laidlaw (Anna K.), 494

Legh (Sir Thomas), his parentage, 127
Leicester, Richard III. at, 175 ; St. John's Stone at,

846, 371
Lemons at funerals, 25
Lenthall family, 165, 338
Leo XIII. (Pope), verses by, 452
Leo Argentus on Heralds Extraordinary, 47
Leonard on manuscript book, 228
Leslie (C.) on a gold badge, 208
Levis, family and village, co. York, 434
Lewins (R.) on "

Jfor he 's a jolly good fellow," 317
Lewis (Sir William), of Llangorse, co. Brecon, 455
Leyland (J.) on Bartolozzi, 46
Lida, its meaning, 60, 105, 424
Lidderdale family, 515
Lifeboat service, English, 68, 154
Lightfoot (Bishop), his comparison of writings, 47
Limner (Luke) on George Cruikshank, 3

Lincoln, discovery at St. Martin's Church, 45
Lincoln Cathedral, its monumental inscriptions, 315,

379
Lincoln's Inn, its gatehouse, 261, 367, 407, 523
Lincolnshire Visitation, 1634, 433

Lindsay (C. L.) on letter of Lord Strafford, 471
'Lines to a bkeleton,' its author, 96
Linn (R.) on "Adam's ale." 47

America, early settlers in, 494
Irish in Pembrokeshire, 434

Linwood (Miss), her collection of needlework, 13
Lisle on Brudenell : Exton, 168
LI. (W. W.) on Thackerayana, 106
Lloyd (R. P.) on Yele, 463
Lloyd (W. W.) on Shakspeariana, 470, 471
Lock, use of the verb, 97

Lockhart (General), his wife, 210, 301

Logan, logging, or rocking stone, 467

Logeman (H.) on 'Encyclopaedic Dictionary,' 314
Green room, 227

Styfemoder= stepmother, 443
Van Nymegen (Marieken), 413

London, marriage licences in, 228 ;
"
Boy and

Panyer
"

inscription, 371, 463
London Bridge, Old, its parish, 35

Lone, in poem on death of Uuke of Clarence, 87, 157

Longstaffor Longstaffe family, 460
Lord of the manor, its meaning, 111
Louis XVII., his fate, 38
Louthean on " white fryers

"
in ale, 381

Hebrician=Hebraist, 404

Vaike, 443
Lovell family, 131, 191, 303
Lovell (W.) on Spanish ambassador, 88

Bristol bishopric, 1542, 473
Bristol Bishops' Palace, 166
Gibber (Mrs.), actress, 185

Luckyn (Sir Capel), second Baronet, 88, 195

Ludford, place-name, 334, 480
Lumb (G. D.) on chrism, 86
Luxurious: Luxuriant, use of the words, 311

Luyde, its meaning, 60, 105, 424

Lymphad=galley, 188, 357

Lynn (W. T.) on early circumnavigation of Africa, 18

Anne (Queen), statue of, 492
Cesium : Ccelestis, 9

D'Autriche (Anne), 11

Death on field of battle, 392

Glencoe, massacre of, 146

Hartnup (John), 412
HUBS (John), 226
' Middle Kingdom

' and General Gordon, 512

Newton (Sir I.), his
'

Frincipia,' 207
Paez (Pedro), 310
Planetoid =minor planet, 15

Psalm IxviiL 4, 51

Pyramids, their builders, 490
William III., 233

Lyon v. Home and Wilkinson, result of trial, 47, 118

Lyon (
W. F.) on Scott family of Thirlestane, 334

Lysart on ' New English Dictionary,' 50

Lyte (Henry), his
' Historie of Plantes,' 293, 379

ML on Ccelum : Ccelestis, 74

Genealogical query, 7

Protasius and Gervasius, 392
M. (citizen Lord), Lord Maitland, 78, 114

M. (A. J.) on proposed Society of Armigers, 29

De Chambrier (Alice), 21

Farmers, hints to, 112, 399

Louis XVIL, his fate, 38

Rose (Theodora), 314

Shakspeariana, 432
'Victorian Poets,' 124

M. (A. T.) on Earl of Cromarty in the Tower, 475

Patrick or Peter in Scotland, 247

Vaike, its meaning, 443

M. (C. R.) on "
Good-bye," 491

Heraldic query, 340

Marriage with deceased wife's sister's daughter,
445

M. (E. B.) on tombstone English, 498
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M. (F. W.) on William Hebb, 493

M. (H. A. St. J.) on cataloguing, 97

M. (H. G.) on "
frost

"
or " ice

"
saints, 293

M. (J. O.) on Cockbones= cockal-bones, dice, 471

M. (J. R.) on Lady Grizel Baillie, 303

M. (N.) & A. on false derivation, 185

River systems, 289
Volcano in Guernsey, 454

M. (R.) on English Queens of England, 456

M. (Y. S.) on Bowyer of Leighthorne baronetcy, 178

McCabe (W. B.), his death, 20

M'Clellan (Sir Samuel), his descendants, 435

McDiarmid (John), journalist, 336

McGovern (J. H.) on gavelkiad tenure, 298

Machiavelli (Nicolo), omitting his Christian name, 335

Mackintoshes, their introduction, 127, 215

Maclagan (N.) on cookery book, 295

Couronne" or laureated, 254

Maclean (Sir J.) on Astry: Estridge, 435
McRae (J. F.) on " an historical," 90

Macray (W. D.) on Angelica Kauffmann, 459
York (Cecily, Duchess of), 404

MacRitchie (D.) on Prince Rupert's "blackmoors,"
430

Madam or Mistress, 149, 235, 295, 338
Madden family, 493

Madeira, English in, 1745-1891, 207

Magazines, school and college, 116
' Maid and the Magpie

' and its variants, 125

Major on Col. Arthur Goodwyn, 68
Malet (H.) on courtship at night, 175

Grave, nameless, 213

Plate, Sheffield, 210

Pretender, Young, 499

Malta, its arms, 8, 113
Maltass family, 292, 459

Mangalore on Burton-Pynsent, 424

Manitoba, its Tree Culture Act, 213, 424
Manners-Sutton. See Button.

Manning (Cardinal), and the author of " Abide with

me," 106; his lying in state, 125; his birthplace,
353, 419

;
his family, 502

Manning (C. R.) on Clovesho, 281
Manorial courts and vestries, their history, 226

Manors, lists of English, 247, 380

Mansergh (J. F.) on Aigremond : Egmont, 341
Ale,

" white fryers
"

in, 294, 464
Armour terms, ancient, 113
Barnwell (George), 239

Belladonna, 516
Bewick (T.), blocks and plates by, 456
Bible, 1623 edition, 420

Bodkin, its meaning, 130, 297

Brittany, 459
"
Canary bird," 198

Churchill (Charles), 289

Copeland family, 299
" Double entendre," 440

Drinking proverb, 341
'

Edwy and Edilda,' 280

Emperors, mediaeval, 16

Epitaph, Admiral Christ," 76

Exchequer return, curious, 464
Giraffe in England, 215
Gloves claimed for a kiss, 177

Mansergh (J. F.) on Hand Alley, 484
Hebrician= Hebraist, 405
' Histoire des Diables Modernes,' 72

Iceland, snakes and owls in, 183

Kauffmann (Angelica), 364
Kelsall (Charles), 340
London Bridge, Old, 35

Mackintoshes, 127

Mohammed, his coffin, 197

Mohock, in the pocket, 498
'

Morning Chronicle," 399

Mouse-ear, 417
Nero (Emperor), 303
New Albion, 282
New Testament, Spanish version, 13
" Nose out of joint," 5'24

Organ-grinders, 98

Pindar (Peter), 363
Planetoid=minor planet, 15
' Pleasures of Imagination,' 483

Proverbs, misapplied, 499

Rjikdczy (Prince), 301

Ring lore, 443

St. Monday=Monday holiday, 88

Shipwrecks, 1795, 194

Sleep : On which side to sleep, 502

Suffolk brasses, 195

Symplegades, The, 37

Tea, earliest advertisement of sale, 511

Trafalgar, battle of, 38
"
Victory," ships named, 213

Westminster a municipality, 213

William II L, plot against, 131

Yellow as mourning, 97
Mantissa on Pill=creek or dock, 353

Manuscript book, old, 228

Manx arms, 8, 113, 272, 372
Marbles swallowed by boys, 35, 296, 418

'"

t< _

Marbot (General), his nocturnal adventure, 288

March the loud month, 60, 105, 424

Marines, Royal, their history, 226

Marivaux (P. C. de C. de) and "
Marivaudage," 95

Marling (W. H.) on Et cetera : &c., 177

Marriage with deceased wife's sister's daughter, 314,

444

Marriage licences in London, 228

Marriage register extracts, 223

Marriages of prisoners, 49

Marriner family, 513

Marrow=mate, 166, 279, 417
Marshall (E.) on Ajax defying the lightning, 110

Anecdote, its source, 423

Atlantic baled out with a thimble, 417

Auregia and Xenia, 169

Battle Abbey muniments, 253

Bears' heads muzzled, 296

Bodkin, its meaning, 131

Carter (William), 176

Cicero, his ghost and Antony, 231

Clapham (John de), 151

Clovesho, its locality, 281

Cotswold, geographical name, 418

Divus=sanctus, 421

"Ecclesia plebania," 285
Editorial suggestion, 50
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Marshall (E.) on giraffe in England, 215

Greek anthology, 357

Humbug, its derivation, 192

Icknield and Rycknield Streets, 55

Indian folk-lore, 364
Irish superstition, 74

Jubilee, its spelling, 235

Judge and Good Friday, 439

Kelsall (Charles), 340

Latin, mediaeval, 343

Lenthall family, 339

Manors in England, 381

Memnon (Prince), his sister, 149

Nails, long, and gentility, 317

Nero (Emperor). 303
Nestorians in China, 438
" Nose out of joint," 9

Pancakes and Shrove Tuesday, 195
"
Pater, magnus," 117

'Pauper's Drive,' 153

Pompeian sentinel, 138

Prince Imperial, his death, 391
"
Quod expendi habui," 155

Rebus, its derivation, 106

St. John I. v. 12, 481

Sheffield plate, 280
Simon of Sudbury, 256

Spanish ambassador unburied, 232

Whitleather, its meaning, 279

Will, imaginary, 124
Marshall (E. H.) on Abigail= lady's-maid, 131

" Another such a victory," 321

Barnwell (George), 239
Before=in presence of, 117
Broad Stone, 443

Children, book on their employment, 460
Christian economics, 464
Divus= sanctus, 421
" Double entendre," 440
Eliot (George), 72
Folk-lore queries, 18
Newcome of Newcome, 439

Pangloss (Dr.), 86
'
St. Elizabeth,' Calderon's, 10

Wallinger (Rev. J. A.), 322
Marshall (J.) on ' Home, Sweet Home,' 144

Printers' errors, 217
Martin (A.) on Arbor Day in Canada, 424

Crest circled with garter, 48

Firbolgs of Galway, 168

Folk-lore, 46
Wroth silver, 197

Martini of Galway, 168, 253

Mary, Queen of Scots, account of her execution, 453
Masham (Abigail, Lady), her biography, 52
Mason (C.) on Bourdillon family, 302

Marriage licences in London, 228
Mason (N. H.) on Bridges and Whalley's

'

Northamp-
tonshire,' 186

Masoa (R. H.), his '

History of Norfolk,' 293

Masters (M. T.) on Cryptoineria, 379
Mathews (Anne), her biography, 273, 340
Mattocks family, 313

Maughan (G.) on Angelica KaufFmann, 400
Maxwell (Sir H.) on Awful : Awfully, 117

Holly, sheep fed on, 462

Maxwell (Sir H.) on Hynings, place-name, 424
Naked, use of the word, 15
Parnell surname, 10
Pill= creek, 458

Maxwell (P.) on device on book cover, 71
May dew folk-lore, 17

Mayne (John), promised memoir, 393
Maypole, oak, 98, 172
Mazard bowls, why so called, 494
Mazarin (Cardinal), his biography, 453
Medal, Scotch silver, 28, 153

Meeting, use of the word in Belgium, 311
Mellish (Mr.), his translations, 58
Memnon (Prince), his sister, 87, 149
Memucan on proposed Society of Armigers, 94
Mendoza, Argentina, its founder, 514
Meyer (K.) on Mr. Mellisb, 58
Michelet (Jules), error in his 'History of France,' 186
Mickleburgh family, 273, 343, 461
' Middle Kingdom

'

and General Gordon, 512
Miller (Hugh) at Durham, 96
Mills (John), comedian, 25, 78
Milner-Gibson-Cullum (G.) on Anne d'Espinay, 31

Jermyn, Earl of St. Albans, and Jermyn, Earl of

Dover, 186
Marivaux (P. C. de C. de), 95
Simon of Sudbury, 256
Vanaker (Nicholas), 218

Wittewronge baronetcy, 476
Milo, High Constable, Earl of Hereford, 06. 1143, 414
Milton (John),

" Prince Memnon 's sister
"
in '

II Pen-
seroso,' 87, 149

; 'Paradise Lost,' I. 587, 158
Minshull family and Church Minshull, 429
Miserere carvings, 413, 481

Misprints. See Printers' errors.

Mistress or Madam, 149, 235, 295, 338

Misyn (Richard), his biography, 147, 195
'Modern English Biography,' notes on, 487

Mohammed, his coffin, 68, 197

Mohock, carried in a pocket, 373, 498
Moir (J.) on Vaike, 443

Moliere, meaning of the name, 227, 316
Moliere (J. B. P. de), quotation, 282
Monckton (H. W.) on royal book-plates, 126
Monmouth (James, Duke of), authentic relics, 455, 498

Montalto. See De Montalto.

Monte Carlo, its Socie'te' des Bains, 454

Montegle (Mary, Lady), her biography, 248

Montgomery (
Bon. Co). James), his wife, 70

Months, their names as surnames, 209, 297, 519

Moor (C.) on Orthodox Sunday, 212

Moore (J. C.) on circumnavigation of Africa, 134

Burning dead bodies, 378

Greek anthology, 357
Rivers which overflow, 343

Moore (Rev. Thomas), his '

Devonshire,' 11

Moore (Thomas), his rank as a poet, 54
;

his
' Ode

upon Nothing,' 294, 383, 444

Morgan, plant-name, 38
,

Morland (George), his Fulham residence, 373

Morley (Right Hon. John), reference in his
' Life of

Walpole,' 373
'

Morning Chronicle,' its proprietors, 273, 399

Moro families, 413, 458
Morozowicz on Moro families, 413

Morphyn (H.) on Portyngale Base : Gostook, 374
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Morrison (James), trade unionist, 208

Moseley (B. D.) on ancient and antique, 392

Danteiana, 437

Machiavelli, 335

Mosea (C.) on ' British War Medals,' 514

Mostyn (John), his biography, 273, 362

Mottoes :
"
Quirt separabit ?

"
33 ;

" Jamais areyre," 34
Moule (El. J.) on choirs, instrumental, 196

Dorsetshire MSS., 118

Folk-song, 293

Tallies, reckoning by, 359

Mount (0. B.) on Bravo : Incognito, 56
Greek legend, 271

Tennyson (Lord), his '

Aylmer's Field,' 257, 524
Mountaine (B.), engraver of book-plates, 247, 324
Mouse ear, the herb of wonder, 315, 417
Mouse folk-lore, 91, 244, 500
Muir (J.) on Burns portraits, 53, 404 ; seals, 77
Mumbo Jumbo, Dickens on, 494

Mummy wheat, 224, 363, 479
" Mundus muliebris," 201, 281, 361
Muriel and its variants, 109, 157, 194

Murray (Fanny), of Bath, 73

Murray (tf.) on ' Wonders of the World,' 13

Murray (J.) on Corroboree= Australian dance, 383

Murray (J. A. H.) on cooper, 32

Corduroy, history of the word, 27

Corroboree, Australian dance, 353

Costermonger, 373
Cotswold, geographical name, 315

Cottar-bank, 315

Couple : Warp, 514
"
Courage of one's opinions," 514

"
Historical, an," 46

Murray (John), of the Isle of Man, 72
Mus in Rure on editorial suggestion, 51
Mus Rusticus on Burton-Pynsent, 424

Oromasdes and Arimanes, 89

Museum, village, 314, 358

Mushroom, its etymology, 167, 438

Music,
"
broken," 167, 238, 302, 422

Myddelton (W. M.) on Welby family, 132
N. & E. on Scott family of Thirlestane, 400
N. (C. A.) on '

Europe a Slave,' 294
N. (F.) on Caxton's ' Book of Courtesy,' 243

Chaucer (G.), his '

Canterbury Tales,' 246
'Chaucer's Dream,' 467
Cuckoo, 521

N. (T.) on Washington family of Maidstone, 291

Nails, long, and gentility, 187, 317, 459
Nairda on "

Bounder," 484
Naked, use of the word, 15, 75
Name or surname ? 102, 157, 278, 360
Names of the months and days as surnames, 209,

297, 519

Napier (William), his biography, 475
Nash (E. B.) on Burns portraits, 54 ; seals, 77

Nash (Thomas), 352
Nash (J. E.) on Ra"k<5czy of Transylvania, 187
Nash (Thomas), natal and obituary dates, 852, 416
Naval officers, circa 1800, 226, 252, 360, 383, 443
Ne quid Nimis on R. T. Brown, 97
Nedham

( Marchamont), his biography, 354, 519
Needham family, 189, 297
Neilson (G.) on " Admiral Christ

"
epitaph, 382

Mary, Queen of Scots, 453

Neilson (G.) on Out-rider, in Chaucer, 472

Stockfish, its derivation, 511

Nemo on Princess Anne, 42
Elizabeth (Queen), 149
Roberts (George), of Lyme Regis, 457

Nero (Emperor), violets strewed on his grave, 186, 303
Nestorians in China, 334, 438
New Albion, its locality, 168, 282
' New English Dictionary

'

criticized, 49

New Jersey, its English governors, 108
" New London Tavern," 1800-12, 188, 284
New Testament. See Bible.

Newcome of Newcome, Bart., 292, 439
Newe Sap, its locality, 514

Newspaper, first Scotch, 37; earliest illustrated, 442

Newspaper English, 66, 193, 256
Newton (Sir Isaac), composition of his

'

Principia,' 207

Nicholls (Judge), his biography, 48
Nicholson (B.) on bodkin, 198

Shakspeariana, 105, 182, 370
Theatre prices, temp. Elizabeth, 499

Nicquetus (Honoratus), his writings, 152

Nigaristan, its etymology, 229

Nightshade. See Belladonna.

Night-walker, Egyptian, 35
Nil ad Nemo on James Hooper, 229

Nile, termed Abai, 12, 190
;
rivers like it, 228, 252,

343
" No Popery," cartoon in '

Punch,' 98
Nomad on "Admiral Christ

"
epitaph, 278

Billingsley family, 423

Higgins surname, 184

Lymphad= galley, 357
Nedham (Marchamont), 519

Washington family, 461

Norcross (J. E.) on Mohock in the pocket, 498

Norgate (Edward), Windsor Herald, 248

Norgate (F.) on Rastell's
'

Pastyme of People,' 308
' Eobinson Crusoe,' 93

Norman (P.) on Anne Boleyn, 342
Heraldic query, 89

House signs, sculptured, 474
Lincoln's Inn gateway, 367, 523

Norris (F. T.) on Icknield Way, 214

Saxon, its derivation, 5, 154

Styed=advanced, 33

North-Country lyrical verse, 413, 464

Northington (Earl of) and Henley family, 210
Norton St. Waleric, in Hants, 395

Norwegian travel, anonymous works on, 127, 188

Norwich, Jews' house and synagogue, 90

Nosebags, early, in Persia, 351

Noses, supplemental, 332
'Notes and Queries,' editorial suggestion, 1, 50;
removal of offices, 201; its old offices, 268, 269

;
lines

on its change of address, 287; quotation queries, 432

Nothing, odes upon, 294, 383, 444
Nourse (EcTward), surgeon at Oxford, 208, 358
" Now I lay me down to sleep," 422

Noy (W.)on "Suent," 419
Nuttall (G. H. F.) on showers of blood, 211
O. on sword marks, 418

O, (J.) on engravers of book-plates, 247
O'C. (T.) on '

Peep into London,' 227
St. Monday, 233

Servants, their epitaphs, 184
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O'Ff. (T. E.) on couplet from Donne, 440

Observer on Irish wills, 72

O'Donoghue (D. J.)on Kev. Richard Frizelle, 251

Off, its idiomatic use, 98

Officers, lists of naval, 226, 252, 360, 383, 443
Old Reeky = Edinburgh, 293, 415, 502
Oliver (V. L.) on John Pigott, 172

Oliver (W. D.) on Veil : Vail, 340

One, its pronunciation, 69, 155

Organ-grinders, foreign itinerant, 17, 98

Oromasdes, allusion to, 89, 191

Orpen (G. H.) on Kilmallock Castle, 150
Orthodox Sunday, 88, 212

Oswald, O.S.B., on John, Duke of Argyll, 443

Bodkin, its meaning, 131

Boerio (Giovanbattista), 192

Bright (John), 151

Cowden family,' 212

Falkland, co. Somerset and Fife, 482
"Fool and his folly," 132

Goodwyn (Col. Arthur), 173
Greek and Italian literature, 302

Palencia, its bishops, 517

Virgil, two editions of, 415

Otterpool, place-name, 373
'Our Old Actors,' error in, 473
Out-rider, in Chaucer, 472

Ovid, translation of '

Tristia,' 471
Owen (E.) on " Ecclesia plebania," 88

Hundred division maps, 7

Owen (M. C.) on Aikenhead family, 247

Buileigh or Burley family, 333
Nedham (Marchamont), 354
Needham and Uxley families, 189

Owls in Iceland, 183
P. (A. O. V.) on gavelkind in Sweden, 125
P. (C.) on Blethin ap Confyn, 353
P. (C. M.) on " Cock Tavern," Fleet Street, 521

Haggle-carter, 354

Nails, long, and gentility, 317
Paneidolon, patented instrument, 318

P. (F.) on Anne of Austria : Mazarin, 453
P. (F. J.) on Col. Tarleton, 92
P. (H. E. P.) on burning dead bodies, 218
P. (L.) on Perceval spelt Percyvale, 434
P. (M. G. W.) on red mouse, 91

P. (E. B.) on bell custom, 85

Envelopes, early, 126
"
Victory," ships named, 86

P. (T. L.) on "Bounder," 415
P. (W. G. F.) on " For he 's a jolly good fellow," 93
Pace= Christmas, 244
Paez (Pedro), Jesuit missionary, 310

Page (J. T.) on "
Boy and Panyer," 371

Gravestone, nameless, 47
Pendrell brothers, 107

Song, old, 321

Strange (Sir John), 450
Palamedes on Giovanbattista Boerio, 128

Epitaph,
" Admiral Christ," 76

Horseius (Eduardus), 415
"

Priest's white," 273

Spenser (Edmund) and Dante, 333

Palencia, its bishops, 433, 497, 517
Palmer (A. S.) on anointing, 393
Palmer (John and Eobert), actors, 473

Pancakes on Shrove Tuesday, 160, 195, 238, 3i3
Pancras Lane, its name, 9, 280

Paneidolon, patented instrument, 318

Pangloss (Dr.),
" A double S," 86, 316

Panjandrum, origin of the word, 274, 318

Panyer Alley, "Boy and Panyer" in, 371, 463

Papworth (W.) on Hogarth, 292

Mummy wheat, 479

"Quiery," 247

Paragon, its etymology, 61, 101
Parish books, their preservation, 507
Parish clerks, ancient and modern, 8, 112, 214
Parish registers, lost, 31, 94; manners and customs

from, 223
; restored, 350

Parish (W. D.) on frost or ice saints, 402
Park family of Ballybegley, 67
Parke family of Kent, 375
Parnell surname, 10, 170, 258

Parody : J. G. Hubbard, 452

Parry (J. H.) on Allington manor, 433

Turner (Dr. Samuel), 18

Parson, "lady," 490

Passports, Japanese, 373
''

Pater, magnus," 117
Patrick or Peter in Scotland, 247, 360

Patrick (Bp.), his autobiography, 493

Patterson (W. H.) on jointed dolls, 296

Highland poetry, 89

Paul (J. B.) on proposed Society of Armigers, 236
" Embordured," in heraldry, 47

'

Pauper's Drive,' its author, 153

Pavonia on maypole, 172

Payne (J. F.) on Lyte's
' Historie of Plantes,' 3 79

Peacock (E.) on "destroyed" churches, 166

Freeman (Prof.), 512

Ireland, travels in, 247

Irish secret societies, 371

"Laze it," 134
Miserere carvings, 482
' New English Dictionary,' 50

Plague signs, 351

Wellesley and Wesley, 96

Windebank notes, 150

Peacock (Mabel) on mouse folk-lore, 244

Peacocks' eggs, 69

Pedigrees, various, 146

Peet (W. H.) on George Eliot, 72

Pemberton (Earl of), his surname, 434, 499

Pembrokeshire, Irish in, 434

Penderel-Brodhurst (J.) on Pendrell brothers, 179, 232

Pendrell brothers, five, 107, 178, 232

Penny A. Liner on marriage with deceased wifes

sister's daughter, 314

Penny (C. W.) on slab in Easthampstead Church, 4J

Windebank notes, 150

Penny (F.) on "Alias," 74

Idiosyncrasy, 36

One, its pronunciation, 155

Perceval spelt Percyvale, 434

Percival (J. G.), American poet, 354

Percy (Bishop Thomas), words in his
'

Eeliques, 4<30

Peridot, a mineral, 180, 296, 361, 423, 518

Periodical bibliography, 333

Perkins (Master William), of Cambridge, his writing

147, 275
Perte du Rhone, 30
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Peter on ' Ye King of Arms,' 493
Peter or Patrick in Scotland. 247, 360
Peter the wild boy, 146, 231, 254
Peters (Matthew), his family, 149
Petrarch (Francis), translations of his sonnets, 454
Pettersen (H.) on anonymous works on Norwegian

travel, 127, 188
Pewter plate, 45

Phsedrus, passage in ' Socrates ad Amicos,' 374

Phillips (J.) on Richard Banister, 324
Elizabeth (Queen) and Earl of Essex, 393

Phillips (M.) on Levis, Yorkshire, 434

Raleigh (Sir W.), 451

Pickering baronetcy, Titchmarsh, Northants, 314
Pickford (J.) on Lady Harriet Acland, 106

Argyll (John, Duke of), 394

Arms, royal, 111, 297

Boleyn (Queen Anne), 222

Burgon (Dean), anecdote, 186

Burning dead bodies, 378
Burns (E.), his portraits, 191
" First catch your hare," 33
"
Leaps and bounds," 86

Leary, its meaning, 518
Lenthall family and Burford, 338
Lizard folk-lore, 461
Maltass family, 459
Masham (Abigail, Lady), 52
" Mundus muliebris," 361
' Paradise Lost,' I. 587, 158

Pope (A.), allusion in ' Moral Essays,' 476
Sacheverell, Christian name, 132
St. Valentine's Day, 232

Schulenberg (Melesina), 153, 197

Shakspeare (W.), his birthplace, 501

Shrewsbury cakes, 484

Stratford-on-Avon, Presbyterian College at, 289
Tallies, reckoning by, 359
Velvet as male attire, 130, 496
Walton (Izaak), 356

Pieman, Flying, 77, 136

Pierpoint (R.) on " But and ben," 113
Casanova (Jacques), 49

Chamberlayne (Sir Thomas), 55
Charles I., his journey to Scotland, 110
Manx and Sicilian arms, 372
Motto,

"
Quis separabit ?

"
33

Proverbs in Beaumont and Fletcher, 74
Thumbs of prisoners tied, 378

Piers of Fulham, poem by, 454, 505
Pigot family, 294, 401

Pigott (John), of Antigua, 28, 172
Pigott (John), of Brockley Court, 218

Pilferage, its etymology, 375
Pill=creek or dock, 353, 458
Pillow (R.) on Bible, 1623, 294

Pilwill, place-name, 293
Pindar (Peter) and John Nicholls, 247, 363
Pink (W. D.) on Robert Andrews, M.P., 149

Barnham (Sir Francis), 294
Bennet (Sir John), 217
Browne (Richard), M.P., 248
Burrell (Abraham), M.P., 167

Cholmley (Thomas), M.P., 8
Devereux (Sir Walter), 414

Goodwyn (Col. Arthur), 173

Pink (W. D.) on John Hooper, 356

Ingram (Sir Arthur), 106

Jermyn (Henry), 1 06

Luckyn (Sir Capel), 88

Pickering baronetcy, 314

Rich (Sir Nathaniel), 66

Shropshire M. P.s in Long Parliament, 495
Waile (Thomas), regicide, 434

Winchester, house of, 422
Windebank notes, 23

Pitt (William) and Sir Walter ?cott, 75.

Place-names, Herts and other, 83

Plague marks on houses, 31, 252, 351
Planetoid=minor planet, 15
'

Plate, Old English,' notes on, 161

Plate, Sheffield, 210, 279
PJatt (J.), jun., on Peter de Abano, 314

" Emen hetan," 156

Figgum, its etymology, 228

Plowter, provincialism, 188, 299

Plymouth leat and Sir Francis Drake, 329

Poem, its source, 435
Poets Laureate, 121, 254, 341
Politician on "Administrative reform," 29

"
Young England

"
party, ] 27

Poll, use of the word in Belgium, 311

Pompeian sentinel, origin of the story, 88, 138

Ponsonby (G.) on Angelica Kauffmann, 459

Romer (Isabella), 209
Pontefract Castle, "its name in all histories," 17, 135
Pontifex surname, 494

Pope (Alexander),'Essay on Man,' first line, 26, 97; his

courtier, 334
;

allusion in ' Moral Essays,' 476, 521

Popple (William), Secretary to Board of Trade, 523

Porridge Island, its locality, 240, 473
Porter family, 189, 313, 422

Portrait, old, 188, 358

Portyngale Base, its meaning, 374

Postmasters-General, 1710-83, 475

Pottery, early English. 219
Powell (H. Watson), Governor of Gibraltar, 272, 402
Power (W.) on " Another such a victory," 321

Precedence, royal, 108, 193
Prescott (0.) on " broken

"
music, 238

Prescriptions, medical signs in, 114
Pretender. Kee Stuart.

Price (J.) on George Barnwell, 380
Prices of clothing in 1707, 85

Prideaux (W. F.) on Matthew Arnold, 313
" Boot and saddle," 209
'

Comparison between the Two Stages,' 109

Drayton (M.), his house in Fleet Street, 109

Gotham in India, 225
Herrick (R.), his poems, 290
Indian folk-lore, 147
Marbles swallowed by boys, 296
Nile called Abai, 190
' Twa King's Dochters,' 372

Priest's white, its meaning, 273, 419
Prince Imperial of France, his death a doubt, 391, 502
Prince (C. L.) on the name America, 274

Burns (R.), his portraits, 190
Printers' errors, 185, 217

Prisoners, their marriages, 49

Proportion, misuse of the word, 33

Protasius and Gervasius, their remains, 392, 503
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Proverbs and Phrases :

Administrative reform, 29, 92
Bear the cup even, 228, 341
Boot and saddle, 209, 318
But and ben, 113
Cake : To take the cake, 69, 176, 364
Cat : Roasting of a cat, 514
Coals : Hauled over the coals, 491

Company : Present company always excepted, 112

Courage of one's opinions, 514
Double entendre, 276, 439, 516

Everybody who is anybody, 49

Eye to the main chance, 166
Fool : To a fool and his folly there is no end, 27,

132, 258
Hare : First catch your hare, 33
Hook or by crook, 185
II y a tonjours 1'un qui baise, 313, 481

Leaps and bounds, 86
Lettuce : Make lettuce like lips, 34
Love : No love lost, 229, 498

Market-merry, 69, 155

Measures, not men, 490
Nose out of joint, 9, 524

Puddings of Jock and Jame, 87

Boiling stone gathers no moss, 229, 498
St. Benet's cap, 415
Soot : Bitter as soot, 212

Spiced conscience, 392
Station : Like station, 231
Thimble to bale out the Atlantic, 128, 298, 417

Ventre-saint-gris, 453

Victory : Another such a victory, 228, 320
Virtue of necessity, 94
Whom the goda love die young, 286

Young England party, 127

Proverbs, in Beaumont and Fletcher, 74 ; misapplied,

229, 498
Psalm Ixviii. 4,

"
yea

"
for

"
Jah," 51

Psalm cxxxvii. 3, revised version, 511

Psalter, epitome of, 108

Pullici family arms, 245
'
Punch,'

" No Popery
"
cartoon, 98

Purchase (Rev. Samuel), his literary property, 332
Puzzled on royal precedence, 108

Pyramids, their builders, 490

Pyrford manor, Surrey, 24

Pyrrhus, his elephants, 475

Q. on Sir Samuel M'Clellan, 435

Qusestor on Petrarch's sonnets, 454

Quaich, old inscription on, 77, 194

Queenborough and Queen Elizabeth, 58

Queens of England, English, 62, 133, 234, 323, 456

Quick (John), comedian, 224

Quiery, use of the word, 247

Quotations :

A heap of dust alone remains of thee, 125

Ancient, dandified men, 110
As she sits and gazes at us, 395, 465
Behold this ruin ! 'tis a skull, 96
Beneath our feet and o'er our head, 115

But each day brings its petty dust, 149, 199

But who, if he be called upon to face, 229, 345
Call me guilty, 229
Commodore Rogers was a brave man, 29, 119, 219

Quotations :

Darkness shows us realms of light, 149, 219, 345
Every man will be thy friend, 454
Friends praise the new, 110
Fronte capillata post est occasio calva, 433
God and the world they worship still together, 454
Heav'n gives us friends to bless the present scene,

455
I make haste to laugh, 128, 199, 345
If it be grief to mark the sightless eye, 455
II tempo avaro ogni cosa fracassa, 455
Je prends mon bien, 282
Land of the harp, whose sobbing music wakes, 110
Les Frangais gouvernent le monde, 515
L'homme, qui se bat et qui conseille, 515
Man of the sea, 293, 381

Marry not an old crony, 29
Nations are slowly wise and meanly just, 455
No smile is like the smile of death, 149, 199
Nobilitas sola est atque unica virtus, 29, 119
O for a booke and a shadie nooke, 99, 219

Oh, Love was never yet without, 69, 119
Omnia mutantur nos et mutamur in illis, 466
On s'e'veille, on se leve, 99, 345
Our life is but a winter day, 515
Ours is the seedtime, 335
Pale crocuses have come before her, 455
Peace and repose, a Briton and a friend, 455
Pretence of the Church, 49

Rattle his bones over the stones, 153
She is alone the Arabian bird, 11

She who rocks the cradle rules the world, 335
Slabs of blue sleep, 27, 78
Sol eorum successus intuetur, 29

Tempora mutantur, 466
Ten thousand times ten thousand sung, 455
The best of what we do and are, 395, 465
The night has a thousand eyes, 69, 119
The wind, when first he rose, 229
There 'a a fount about to stream, 515
There 's a voice on every wave, 29, 119

They are but phantoms now, 189, 229

They utter but a thought, 69

Though j ustice ever must prevail, 355
Time was made for slaves, 506
To be to others' souls, 335

To exchange glances, reciprocate civilities, 455

What we love perfectly, 119
While I yet live, let me not live in vain, 455

Wise she was, and wondrous skill'd in genealogies,

335, 465
With a gathering sound they come, 295

Quotations in 'Familiar Quotations,' 432

R. (A. F.) on A.D. 1900, 169
Giraffe in England, 65

James II. and Devon and Cornwall, 475

"Johnny Fortnight," 373

R. (A. N.) on new religions and crucifixion, 433

R. (D.) on proposed Society of Armigers, 30

Knighthood, 124

R. (J. B.) on Moore's '

Devonshire,' 11

R. (J. L.) on folk-song, 381

R. (M.) on " Shall
" and "Will," 272

R. (N". E.) on A.D. 1900, 280
"Another such a victory," 321

Gladstone (Mr.) on Scott, 58
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R. (N. E.) on 'The Herald,' 34

Marrow=mate, 417

K. (R.) on Bible family records, 300

Farmers, hints to, 189, 396
" Fool and his folly," 258

Hair, black, 216
Herrick (R.), his poems, 481

Jubilee, its spelling, 234

Mouse, red, 91

Rossetti (Miss), her 'Birthday,' 72
St. John I. v. 12, 481

R. (R. T.) on ' Ode upon Nothing,' 294
Racine (Jean) and Boileau, 48

Racing in Scotland in 1670, 246
Rack and rack-rented, 297

Rk6czy (Francis Leopold), Prince of Transylvania,
187, 301

Raleigh (8ir Walter), his house at Youghal, 451 ;

and tobacco, 504
Ram :

"
Hunting the ram "

at Eton, 315, 401
Randall (J.) on tempting invitation, 1

Misereres, 482
Rastell (John), his Pastyme of People,' 308
Raven (J. J.) on inscriptions at Earl Soham, 399

Readhead, artists named, 168

Ream, the verb, 246

Rebus, its derivation, 106
' Record Interpreter,' by C. T. Martin, 239
Reference books, mistakes in, 336
References sought, 394

Regiment, Glencairn's, 248

Registers. See Pariah regitters.

Religions, new, and crucifixion, 433

Repentir curls explained, 392, 463
Revolution of "88, first use of the words, 331

Reynolds (tf. W.) on Charles I., Ill

Reynolds (Sir Joshua), his chair, 314, 379; his

palette, 381
Rh&ne :

" La Perte du Rhone," 30
Rich (John), lessee of Covent Garden Theatre, 271
Rich (Col. Nathaniel) and Sir N. Rich, 66
Rich (Sir Nathaniel) and Col. Rich, 66
Richard III. at Leicester, 175
Richardson (Sir John), Justice of Common Pleas, 491
Richardson (W.) on groundsel, 395
Richmond (Margaret, Countess of), her will, 9, 79,

199
Ricketts family, 67, 214, 280
Ricketts lawsuit, 334, 423
Ridlon (G. T.) on Mary Rydland, 493

Rimer, the verb, 246

Ring lore, 294, 362, 443

Rivers, maps showing, 289
Rivers with periodical overflows, 228, 252, 343
Robbing (A. F.) on unreformed House of Commons, 12

"
Measures, not men," 490

"No Popery, "98
Roberts (George), of Lyme Regis, his MSS., 374, 457
Roberts (W.) on Conger, an explanation, 146

" Hauled over the coals," 491

Rocking Stone. See Logan Stone.

Rogers (E. M.) on Brittany, 519

Rogers (Samuel), passage in '

Table-Talk,' 125
Rolls Chapel, 263, 264
Roman chain, ancient, 184, 284
Roman corn trade, 67

Roman emperors, their ecclesiastical functions, 16
Roman roads in Britain, 434

Romanes (K.) on clergymen preaching in gloves, 115
Sport renounced from conscientious motives, 171

Romer (Isabella), her biography, 209, 237, 363, 444
Roper : Barnewell : Curzon, 87

Roraitna, its mystery, 474
Rose (Theodora) inquired after, 314, 519

Roses, York and Lancaster, 69
Rossetti (Miss), paraphrase of her '

Birthday,' 72
Rotomago, its meaning, 474
Rowlandson (T.),

'

Angelo's Fencing Academy,' 273
Roxburgh Club and "

St. Alban's Tavern," 417
Royal arms, supporters to, 111, 297

Royal book-plates, 126, 175

Royal families of Europe, 147, 256, 323, 359, 424

R,oyal Marines, their history, 226

Royal precedence, 108, 193

Royston Club, its history, 493
Kuhnken (David) and Wilkes, 513
Rule (F. H.), his death, 40

Rupert (Prince), his "
blackmoors," 430

Ruskin (John), title of '
Przeterita' anticipated, 26, 255

Russell family, co. Tipperary, 27
Russell (Lord Arthur John Edward), his death, 326
Russell (Lady) on bears' heads muzzled, 296

Clarendon (Lord), his diary, 209

Danteiana, 113

May dew folk-lore, 17

Murray (John), 72
Richmond (Countess of), 10
St. Luke's Day, 114
St. Magnus's Church, 71

Schulenberg (Melesina), 152
Tarleton (Col.), 92
Tonelli (Anna), 148

Russell (M.) on Marino's sonnet on the sonnet, 87
Rycknield Street, its name, 55

Rydland (Mary), her family, 493
S. (B. F.) on College of Arms library, 77

Servants, indented, in the colonies, 382
S. (B. W.) on Chartreuse, the name, 29
S. (D. M.j on Melesina Schulenberg, 212
S. (E. E.) on Lady Grizel Baillie, 303

Death's veil removed, 442
Sterne (L.), his

' Sentimental Journey,' 300
S. (F. G.) on Col. Tarleton, 92
S. (H. H.) on "Canary bird," 109

Cash= fund, 46

Clothing, prices in 1707, 85
Hirst (James), 490
Old Reeky^Edinburgh, 293

Pigott (John), 173

Weavers, their wages in 1696, 207
William III., plot against, 132

S. (J.) on 'Dictionary of National Biography,' 165
Drake family, 77

Pope (A.), his 'Moral Essays,' 521
S. (J. P.) on Danteiana, 4

Desmond earldom, 291, 504

Dublin, literary treasures in Trinity College, 488

English, foreign expressions in, 290

History, how it is made, 44
Italian literature, 302
Kilmallock Castle, 87

S. (M. G. A.) on heraldic query, 169
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S. (R. B.) on Commissioner of Bankrupts, 295
Hundred division maps, 114
Manors in England, 381

S. (R. S.) on Absalom's death, 158
" De'il is dead," 283

S. (W. W.) on change of address of 'N. & Q.,' 287
Sacheverel (Henry), his identity, 515
Sacheverell as a baptismal name, 26, 97, 132, 302
Saffron and saffron loaves, 476
"

St. Alban's Tavern," behind Pall Mall, 293, 4.17

St. Albans (Jermyn, Earl of), 186
St. Arthur, in Lutheran calendar, 454
St. Benet, his cap, 415
St. Bernard, his soup, 88
St. Christopher and Hob-Nob, 14

'St. Elizabeth,' Calderon's, 10

St. John of Beverley, 260, 339
St. John the Evangelist, Waterloo Bridge Road, 351

St. John the Evangelist, Westminster, 72
St. John-Mildmay (C. H.) on library of St. Mary's,

Stamford, 489

St. Luke's Day, choosing husbands on, 28, 114
St. Magnus's Church, London Bridge, 71, 316
St. Mary atte Hulle, 68, 115, 155
St. Monday= Monday holiday, 88, 232, 252, 441, 523

St, Parnell of Stratton, 10, 170, 258
St. Saviour's, Southwark, 490
St. Swithin on Absalom's death, 91

'Between Times,' 26
"
Canary bird," 198

Child's book, 191

Easter toys, 522

Halidom, its derivation, 116
" Lone years," 157

Lyon v. Home and Wilkinson, 118

Mummy wheat, 224

Name or surname ? 157, 278
Patrick or Peter in Scotland, 360

Saints, frost or ice, 401

Shakspeariana, 105

Women, "tempora mutantur," 126

St. Valentine's Day,, poems and customs, 112, 232, 498

Saints,
" frost" or "ice," 293, 401

Salt, eggs preserved in, 515

Salter (S. J. A.) on blocks and plates by Bewick, 455

Latin, mediaeval, 343

Sandford (W.) on Anne of Swansea, 274
'
Saturday Review

'

called "
Saturday Reviler," 374

Savary (A. W.) on Elizabeth Fry, 273

Saw, old, 188

Saxon, its derivation, 5, 51, 154

Sayle (C.) on " Lettuce like the lips," 34

Scarborough Castle, its capture in 1553, 454

Scarisbrick (J.) on Archimedes and hydrometer, 414

Scarlett (B. F.) on Blethyn ap Confyn, 482

Catherine (Queen), 73

Jenkins (Lewis), 358

Killigrew family, 109
Manors in England, 380
Ricketts family, 280

Scholiast on '

Pervigilium Veneris,' 443

Schoolmaster, seventeenth century, 248

Schulenberg (Melesina), mistress of George I., 27,

98, 152, 197, 212, 237, 281, 356
Scotch bagpipe, 492

Scotch newspaper, first, 37

Scotland,
' Lives of the Officers of State

'

in, 68
; racing

in, 1670, 246 ; Domesday Book for, 475
Scott family of Thirlestane, 334, 400, 479
Scott (Sir Walter), allusions in ' The Antiquary,' 138 ;

original of Lord Cranstoun's goblin page in '

Lay of
the Last Minstrel,' 270 ; passages in '

Quentin Dur-
ward,' 354, 460

;
and the 'Church Quarterly,' 371

Scroope (Sir Carr), temp. Charles II., 68

Scrope (Richard), Archbishop of York, 247, 364
;

poem on his death, 273, 363
Sebastian on European royal families, 147

Shot, in place-names, 214
Seccombe (T.) on Miss Anne Kelty, 128

Sempill (Lord), his title and estates, 492

Serjeants' Inn, Chancery Lane, 265, 266

Servants, indented, in the colonies, 187, 277, 382
Servants, memorials to, 184
Servetus and Calvin, 412
Settle (Elkanah), dramatic poet, 459
'Seven Simpletons,' folk-tale, 225

Shakspeare (William), his descendants, 37, 118;Hil-
liard or Somerville miniature, 188, 212

; and the

Prodigal Son, 193 ; Davenant on, 274, 461
;
his

birthplace, 287, 421, 501 ; his use of the word "
spin-

ster," 291, 404 ; verse assigned to him, 454, 524

jeariana :

Antony and Cleopatra, Act I. sc. 5,
" Anne-

gaunt," 182, 470 ;
Act II. sc. 5,

" Thou art

not--," 182, 470; Act III. sc. 4, "Stain

your brother," 182
;
Act III. sc. 7,

" It's not

denounced," 183, 470 ; Act V. sc. 2,
" If idle

talk," &c., 182

Coriolanus, Act I. sc. 9,
' '

May these same
instruments," &c., 103 ; Act V. sc. 1,

" Unless
his noble mother," &c., 104 ;

" What he
would do," &c., 104

Hamlet, the heart of Hamlet's mystery, 369
;

Act III. sc. 4, "Like the famous ape," 183, 370,
469

;
Act V. sc. 2,

" Damned Dane," 104, 183
Julius Caesar, Act III. ec. 1,

" Limbs of men,"
370

King Lear, Act V. sc. 1,
"
No, by mine honour,

madam," &c., 471
Love's Labour's Lost, Act V. sc. 1, "Charge-

house," 105
Measure for Measure, Act II. sc. 1,

" Prenzie

gardes," 104
;

Act IV. sc. 3, "To yond
generation," 105

Merry Wives of Windsor, Act IV. sc. 4,
" To-

pincb," 470
Romeo and Juliet, Act III. sc. 2,

"
Runawayes

eyes," 432, 518

Taming of the Shrew, Induction, 105

Tempest, Act IV. sc. 1, "Vanity of mine art,"

371
Twelfth Night, Act I. sc. 5, Enter Lady Olivia

with Malvolio, 370 ;
Act II. sc. 5,

" Rank as

a fox," 183
Winter's Tale, Act I., the end, 470

Shall and will, an Irish difficulty, 272
Shaw (Thomas), the traveller, 464

Sheep fed on holly, 431, 462

Sheffield plate, information about, 210, 279

Shelley (Percy Bysshe), his so-called atheism, 142,

304, 404, 484
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8hend, its etymology, 26, 279, 356

Sheridan (Mark), his family, 227

Sheriffs, high, their exemption age, 189, 212, 443

Shilleto (A. R.) on 'Quentin Durward,' 460

Trench family, 393

Shipley (J. B.)on New Jersey governors, English, 108

Shipwrecks, November, 1795, 87, 194

Shot, place-names ending in, 148, 214, 337, 419, 484

Shrewsbury cakes, early allusion to, 371, 484

Shropshire M.P.s in the Long Parliament, 495
Shrove Tuesday and pancakes, 160, 195, 238, 343

Sicily, its arms, 113, 272, 372

Sigma on Lady Grizel Baillie, 362

Cholmley (Thomas), M.P., 116

Coghlan (Mrs.), 72
'

Dictionary of National Biography,' 1 62
Drake (Sir John Savery), 167
Fentoun name in Scotland, 327

Goodge baronetcy, 333
Graham (Sir John) of Kilbride, 394

Marriage with deceased wife's sister's daughter,
444

Pigot family, 401

Hacing in Scotland, 246

Sempill (Lord) and Hughes, 492

Sheriff?, high, 189

Winchester, house of, 242
Sikes (E. L.) on mouse folk-lore, 500

Music, "broken," 422
Sikes (J. C.) on 'Bishop and Caterpillar,' 418

Goliath, fire on board, 499
St. Monday, 441

Simon of Sudbury, his skull, 256

Simpson (J.) on Sir Edward Apsley, 295

Simpson (W. S.) on Queen Elizabeth, 295
St. Magnus's Church, 316

Sims (G. R.) and Balzac's 'Droll Stories,' 128
Sims (Rev. Joseph), Rector of St. John the Evangelist,

Westminster, 493

Singing games of children, 210, 249
Skeat (VV. W.) on the bayonet, 95

Before =in presence of, 117
Ccelum: Ccelestis, 74
Editions, first, 480
Genders of English substantives, 43

Groundsel, its etymology, 441

Gruesome, its etymology, 420

Hexham, place-name, 523

Interpretation, its curiosities, 309, 349, 410

Leary, its derivation, 244
Leo XIII., verses by, 452
St. Parnell, 10

Saxon, its etymology, 51
Stencil : Stanefile, 484

Suent, its etymology, 212
Swedish and English, 488

V, its loss in English, 245

Velvet, its spelling, 177
Y for th, 320

Yele, its meaning, 463
Skem : Sketnmy=pigeon, 88
Slate club=benefit society, 208

Sleep : On which side should we sleep 1 412, 50

Slough-mullion, provincialism, 188, 299
Smith (G. C. M.) on John Gibson, 227
Smith (J. E.) on Villa : Sims, 493

Smith (Joseph), "sheep- maker," birth and death, 248
Smith (T. C.) on General Lockhart, 210

Smouch, slang word, 68, 174, 216
Snakes in Iceland, 183

Snipe, its plural form, 310
Sobieski family of Poland, 11

Societies, Irish secret, 371
Soho on Duke of Monmouth, 455

Roberts (George), of Lyme Regis, 374

Songs and Ballads :

Arise ! and away for the king, 429, 509
Collier's Rant, 417
De'il at Beith, 28, 94

De'il is dead, 208, 283, 340, 416
For he 's a jolly good fellow, 92, 317, 438

Home, Sweet Home, 144, 197, 299

Marlbrouck, 92, 317, 438

Nobody coming to marry me, 486
North Country, 413, 464
Sir Beville : the Gate Song of Stowe, 509
Sussex, 7
Twa King's Dochters, 372
Will you hear a Spanish Lady 1 227, 321

Sonnet, sonnets on, 87, 135, 177
Soot :

" Bitter as soot," 212

Sorrow-cake, 474
Sosibius called Polychronos, 246
Soult (Marshal), his carriage, 7

Southey ( Robert), complete set of ' The Doctor,' 209,

320, 381

Southwark, St. Saviour's Church, 490

Souvestre ((Smile) and the French Academy, 31

Spain, Celts in, 168, 253

Spanish ambassador unburied, 88, 232

Spanish heraldry, 354

Sparling (H. H.) on Duke of Brunswick's school, 411
Fox lungs, 497
Periodical bibliography, 333

Spence (R. M.) on Shakspeariana, 104

Spenser (Edmund), Supplement to the 'Faery Queen,'
273 ;

and Dante, 333, 439

Spider webs, dress made of, 256

Spinster, its obsolete meaning, 291, 404

Sport renounced from conscientious motives, 171, 237

Sproule family, co. Tyrone, 189, 313, 391, 423
Staffordshire family pedigrees, 146

Stamford, library in St. Mary's Church, 324, 489

Stanefile, its etymology, 371, 484
Stanfield (Clarkson), his '

Roveredo,' 313
Stanford family of "

Lester," 353
Steele (E.) on proposed Society of Armigers, 30
Steele (R. R.) on Dr. Dee and Cardan, 126

Education, free, 148
Influenza folk-lore, 106
Water cure, hot, 224

Stencil, its etymology, 371, 484, 513

Stepney Feast, 48, 115

Sterling (John) and Pope's courtier, 334
Sterne (Laurence)," Smelfungus

" and "
Mundungus

"

in the ' Sentimental Journey,' 228, 300
Stevens (John), his chantry, 367
Stewart (James), Serjeant Painter to George III., 373
Stewart (Sir Wm.) , Constable of Dumbarton Castle, 71

Stocken (J. J.), his death, 306, 326, 346

Stockfish, its derivation, 511
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Stonard family, 513

Stonarde (W.) on Marriner : Stonard: Woolfe, 513

Stone, Broad, and Broadstone, 354, 443
Stone shot, 168, 317

Stowell, co. Somerset, its restored register, 350
Strafford (Lord), autograph letters, 471
Strand Bridge, its locality, 295

Strange (Sir John), his burial-place, 450
Stratford-on-Avon, Presbyterian College at, 289

Stratton, co. Dorset, in seventeenth century, 227
Stredder (E.) on hot cross buns, 307
Stuart (Charles Edward), the Young Pretender, his

portraits, 374, 401, 499
Sturson fair, its meaning, 395, 499
Stutterers and the south wind, 113

Styed= advanced, 33

Styfemodre^ stepmother, 167, 303, 443

Substantives, English, their genders, 43, 171

Substantives, French compound, their plural, 205

Sudbury, Simon of, his skull, 256
Suent= suant, its etymology, 187, 212, 419
Suffolk monumental brasses, 127, 195, 299

Suffrage, women's, 431

Sulbury (William),
" Abbatis Belli-loci," 476

Summer, English, 435, 497

Sunday, Orthodox, 88, 212
Sundial inscription, 455
Surname or name ? 102, 157, 278, 360

Surnames, taken from names of months and days, 209,

297, 519 ;
initial G in, 515

Surrey, Tudor reminiscence in, 24

Survey, ecclesiastical, 1210, 454
Sussex songs, 7

Sutton (Thomas Manners), assumption of name, 35
Swainson (C.) on frost or ice saints, 402

Swanswick, village name, its etymology, 495
Swedish language and English, 488
Sword marks, 227, 342, 418

Symplegades, their modern name and description, 37
T. (C. R.) on Bravo : Incognito, 57

Dame, the title, 402

T. (E. C.) on source of poem, 435

T. (G.) on Shot, in place-names, 148, 337
T. (H.) on ' Eve of St. Agnes,' 188

T. (H. C.) on Drake family of Devonshire, 313
T. (S. E.) on Cardinal Manning, 419

T. (W.) on sword marks, 227

Tablespoonful, its plural, 53
Tallien (Madame), her biography, 431

Tallies, reckoning by, 174, 233, 359, 520
Talon on Chaucer's 'Canterbury Tales,' 377

'

Pervigilium Veneris,' 323
Tancock (O. W.) on George Eliot, 135

Peacocks' eggs, 69

Tar. See Far.

Tarleton (Col. B.), his Green Horse Regiment, 92, 115

216
Tasso (Torquato), pirated editions of ' Gierusalemm

Liberata,' 472
Tate (W. R.) on the cuckoo, 521

Powell (General), 402
Sheridan (Mark), 227

Tavare" (F. L.) on Thomas Arrowsmith, 318

Bright (John), 28

Tayler (E. J.) on Waterloo survivor, 45

Taylor (I.) on Aigremond : Egmont, 341

aylor (I.) on Ainsty of York, 383
America, the name, 275, 335

Arrowroot, 378

Biggleswade, place-name, 252

Bridges's 'Northamptonshire,' 126
Celts in Spain, 253

Clovesho, its locality, 280
Grime's Dyke, 282

Hampton, place-name, 235, 300

Hexham, its etymology, 491
Manx arms, 272

Moliere, meaning of the name, 31 6

Nestorians in China, 438

Shot, in place-names, 419

'ea, earliest advertisement of a sale, 511
^eacher of English on bodkin, 28

English, ungrammatical, 45

Tempany (T. W.) on " For he's a jolly good fellow,"

92, 439
Green room, 341

?empest (A.) on Sir Carr Scroope, 68

Tenants, rack-rented, 297

?ennyson (Lord),
' In the Gardens at Swainston,' 27,

78 ; early notice, 185 ; passages in '

Aylmer's Field,'

218, 256, 524
; parallels to the '

Miller's Daughter,'
224, 359, 444 ; scene of the ' Haven under the Hill,'

248, 302
; marriage of the Lord of Burleigh, 387,

408 ; republished stanzas in ' The Foresters,' 432,

479, 522

Tenures, penal, 25

Terry (F. C. B.) on " white fryers
"

in ale, 381

Armado, earliest quotation, 115
Armour terms, ancient, 113

Breakages, triple, 78
"
Canary bird," 339

Carrity-witchet, 354

Clientess, unusual word, 125

Cooper, its etymology, 217

Cotswold, geographical name, 418
Davenant (Sir W.) on Shakspeare, 461
"Double entendre," 439

Dunheved=Launceston, 159

Elbow-seat, 231
"
Eye to the main chance," 166

Fuchsia, its pronunciation, 301

Gertrude, the name, 135
" God's creature," 284

Halidom, its derivation, 116

Hanging folk-lore, 246

Irish, after-game at, 152

Key=to lock, 97

Leary, its meaning, 463
" Lettuce like the lips," 34

Ludford, place-name, 480

Lymphad= galley, 358

Maypole, oak, 98

Mushroom, its etymology, 438

Naked, use of the word, 16

Old Reeky= Edinburgh, 415
(

Plague and crosses, 252
" Present company excepted," 112
"

Priest's white," 419

Quaich, inscription on, 194

Rack and rack-rented, 297
Richard III. at Leicester, 175
St. Monday, 441
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Terry (F. C. B.) on Shakspeariana, 183, 370

Shrewsbury cakes, 371

Smouch, slang word, 174

Southey (R.),
' The Doctor,' 320

Sterne (L.), bis < Sentimental Journey,' 300

Stutterers and tbe south wind, 113

Styfemoder= stepmother, 303
" Take the cake," 69

Wheat thrown at weddings, 8

Whitleather, its meaning, 86

Thackeray (W. M.), the school in 'Vanity Fair,' 106
;

and Newcome of Newcome, Bart., 292, 439; and

Matthew Arnold, 491

Theatres, admission prices, temp. Elizabeth, 412, 499

Theodore I., King of Corsica, 41

Things impossible, three, 475

Thomas (R.) on ' Modern English Biography,' 487

Thompson (G. H.) on instrumental choirs, 498

Cooper for wine, 342

Shot, in place-names, 420

Southey (R.), 'The Doctor,' 381

Thor, Norwich Jews' house, 90

Thornfield on sham book titles, 63

Danteiana, 437
Martini of Galway, 253
" New London Tavern," 284
Roman chain, 184

Thornhill family, 495
Thornton (Samuel), M.P., his'death, 109, 157

Thorold family arms, 414, 484

Thronged, its meanings, 12

Thucydides, his sole joke, 179, 332
Thumbs of criminals tied, 378, 441
Thunderstorm in winter, 78, 216, 504
Tillam (Thomas), his ' Seventh Day Sabbath,' 48

Tintagel, its etymology, 434

Tintelore, its meaning, 109, 302

Tippedene, place-name, 96

Title, Dame, 272, 322, 402, 463

Toddy of African derivation, 495
Tombstone English, 472, 498, 522
Tomlinson (C.) on Aventurine : Peridot, 361

Book-lending, 322

Cats, poems concerning, 12
Couronne' or laureated, 121

Danteiana, 114
" De'il is dead," 416
' Home, Sweet Home,' 197

Logan Stone, 467

. Marbot (General), 288
' Robinson Crusoe,' 93

Translation, blundering, 46

Vielle, musical instrument, 302, 424
Tonelli (Anna), pastel portrait painter, 148
Took's Court and its neighbourhood, 261, 355, 367, 407

Tourlourou, French army term, 354, 400
' Tournament of Tottenham.' See Percy's

'

JieliquesS
Town clerks, their signatures, 11

Townshend (D.) on Dorsetshire MSS., 67

Township books, their preservation, 507

Trafalgar, battle of, sprit-topsails at, 38

Translation, blundering, 46, 134
Translations wanted, 514

Trayes (F. E. A.) on '

Epitaph in the Catacombs,' 148

Tre, Pol, and Pen, in Cornish names, 125
Trench family, 393

Trollope (T. A.) on Father De Montalto, 375
Farmers, hints to, 319

Trouble-world, 231
Tuer (A. W.) on blocks and plates by Bewick, 393

Books, polishing sides of, 94
Houbraken prints, 76

Stencil, 513
Turner (J. M. W.), his ships, 333; his 'A Gale,

Scarboro, 1809,' 476
Turner (Richard), Turkey merchant, 462
Turner (Dr. Samuel), physician to Charles I., 18, 342
U. (J.) on Desmond earldom, 421

Udal (J. S.) on "Cock Tavern," Fleet Street, 478
Dorchester guilds and fraternities, 300
Drowned bodies recovered, 279

Editions, first, 427

Shakspeare (W.), his birthplace, 287

Spider webs, dress made of, 256
Underbill (W.) on plague marks, 31

Underwood (W.) on William Perkins, 276
Union Jack, its name, 494
Universities of the world, 435

Urban on " an historical," 89

Mathews (Anne), 273

Pope (A.), his '

Essay on Man,' 26
" Thimble to bail out the Atlantic," 128

Uxley family, 189, 297

V, its loss in English, 245
V. (Q.) on Conway badge, 343

Copeland family, 418

Genealogical searches, 114
Indexes wanted, 292
Kendal dukedom, 356
Ruskin (John),

'

Prfeterita,' 255
'

Saturday Review,' 374

Wills, unregistered, 323

V. (V. H. I. L. I. C. 1.) on Henry Layton, 394

Vaike, its meaning, 353, 442, 520

Vail, use of the verb, 245, 340
Vanaker (Nicholas), portrait

and family, 218
Van Nymegen (Marieken), 413

Vaughan family, 453

Vaughan family, Clonmell, co. Tipperary, 209

Vaughan (Lord Chief Justice), his identity, 394, 503
Veil used for "

vail," 245, 340

Velvet, as male attire in England, 56, 128 ; its

spelling, 177, 198, 495

Venables (E.) on Ajax defying the lightning, 110

Auregia and Xenia, 169

Chartreuse, its etymology, 131

Lincoln Cathedral, 379

Mackintoshes, 215'

Memnon (Prince), his sister, 149
Miserere carvings, 481

St. John I. v. 12, 373

Sunday, Orthodox, 212
" Thimble to bail out the Atlantic," 298

"
Ventre-saint-gris," oath, its origin, 453

Vernon on Billingsley family, 517
Knox (John), his descendants, 98

Walpole (Horace) on the Washingtons, 96

Washington family of Maidst-me, 376, 503, 521

Verstegan (Richard) and Homner, Kent antiquary, 16S

Vesey family, 414, 503
Vicar on Garnett : Hawtrey, 128

Henley family, 210
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Vicar on Lovell family, 191

Milo, Earl of Hereford, 414

Norton St. Waleric, in Hants, 395

Vicars (A.) on royal book-plates, 175
East India Company, 502

Engravers of book-plates, 324

Latin expression, 47
Monmouth (Duke of), 498

Royston Club, 493

Sobieski family, 11

Vicary (Thomas), surgeon temp. Henry VIII., 87, 138
' Victorian Poets,' plagiarized title, 124
"
Victory," ships named, 86, 213

Vielle, musical instrument, 127, 230, 302, 358, 424
Villa (Rev. John), Rector of St. John the Evangelist,

Westminster, 493
Vincent (J. A. C.) on Thos. Jolliffe with the key, 248

Virgil, value of two editions, 415
Volcano in Guernsey, 545
W. on James II. and Devon and Cornwall, 521

W. (C. 0. J.) on Latin expression in a MS., 134

W. (C. W.) on Fritb, field-name, 44

Guarantee, its meaning, 46

W. (E.) on Auregia and Xenia, 87
W. (G.) on Druids' sacred plant, 7

W. (J. M.) on Highland poetry, 155
W. (T. H.) on '

Edwy and Edilda,' 209
W. (W. C.)on "Alias," 118

Ismay (John), miser, 171

Place-names, 84
Wroth family, 154

W. (W. E.) on book-lending and bpok-losing, 184

Cataloguing, its beauties, 97

Motto,
" Jamais areyre," 34

W. (W. F.) on Lymphad= galley, 188

Wages of weavers in 1696, 207

Wainewright (Thomas G.), his portrait of Byron, 454

Waite (Thomas), the regicide, 434

Wales, night courtship in, 6, 96, 175
Walford (E.) on instrumental choirs, 196

'Garden of Mie Soul,' 404

Harry, the verb, 494

Heraldry, Spanish, 354

Museum, village, 358
'

Peep into London,' 343

Proportion, misuse of the word, 34

Tennyson (Lord), early notice, 185

Wellesley and Wesley, 96

Walford (L. B.) on Peter the wild boy, 146

Walker (B.) on Nestorians in China, 438

Walker (R. J.) on Sosibius, 246

Waller (W. F.) on George Barnwell, 239

Bury (Sir Thomas), 165
Collar of the Garter, 290

Kinnegad, its meaning, 352
"Mundus muliebris," 281

Murray (Fanny), 73
Newcome of Newcome, Bart., 292

Officers, naval, 360, 443
Sacheverell as a Christian name, 26
"

St. Alban's Tavern,
"
417

Schulenberg (Melesina), 152 237

Smoucb, slang word, 174
Tallien (Madame), 431

Wallinger (Rev. John A.), his biography, 148, 196,

237, 321

Walpole (Horace) on the Washington, 96
Walters (R.) on William and Thomas Blanchard, 70

Mathews (Anne), 340
Walton (Izaak), his residences, 261, 356
War histories, 314
Ward (C. A.) on early circumnavigation of Africa, 134

Ale,
" white fryers

"
in, 464

Ancient and antique, 483
Atomic theory, 494

Belladonna, or nightshade, 414
Bewick (T.), blocks and plates by, 455
Brown (R. T.), 29

Corroboree, 520
Davenant (Sir W.) on Shakspeare, 274
Editions, first, 480

Eggs in salt, 515
Hand Alley, 484

Mummy wheat, 363

Off, its idiomatic use, 98

Phsedrus, 'Socrates ad Amicos," 374

Proportion, misuse of the word, 33

Proverbs, misapplied, 498

Shelley (P. B.), the atheist, 304

Tennyson (Lord), his
'

Aylmer's Field,' 218

Whitsunday, 55
Warneford (Lieut.), R.N., his biography, 274
Warp=measure offish, 514
Warren (C. F. S.) on A.D. 1900, 280

Adam's ale, 173

Ale,
" white fryers" in, 381

Atlantic baled out with a thimble, 417
Book titles, sham, 301
" De'il is dead," 340
Dutch drops, 400

English, newspaper, 193

Falkland, co. Somerset and Fife, 482

Folk-song, 381
Football played by matrons, 218
' House that Jack Built,' 152
Jubilee spelt

"
jubile,

'

155
Marrow= mate, 279

Mickleburgh family, 343

Panjandrum, origin of the word, 318
Pemberton (Earl of), 499
Powell (General), 272

Roraima, its mystery, 474

Schulenberg (Melesina), 197
Scott (Sir W.) and the 'Church Quarterly,' 371

Shakspeare ( W.), his descendants, 37

Vielle, musical instrument, 231, 358

Weighing anchor, 477
William III., 233
Yellow as mourning, 97

Warrington (J. )
on ' Adeste Fideles,' 5

Washington family, 461, 503, 521

Washington family of Maidstone, 291, 376
Water cure, hot, 224
Waterloo survivor, last British, 45, 116

Watney (J.)on Arderne family, 434
Watson (Dr.), Cato Street conspirator, 36

Watson (G.) on Haswell family, 216
Wauton (Col. Valentine), the regicide, 228, 399

Way : Under way, 375, 477

Weavers, their wages in 1696, 207
Webb (Sir John), his birth and death, 149

Webb (Sir John), Kt., Director of Ordnance, 415, 482
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Webbe (Sir Wm.), Lord Mayor of London, 1591, 293

Webster family papers, 148, 253

Weddings, wheat thrown at, 8, 151, 232, 344

Weighing anchor, 375, 477

Welby family, co. Lincoln, 132

Welch (J. C.) on belladonna, 516

Booksellers, their catalogues, 74

Eliot (George), 72

Indexes wanted, 363

Lyon v. Home and Wilkinson, 47

Shakspeare (W.), his descendants, 37

Things, three impossible, 475

Welford, Newbury, its rectors, 247

Welford (R.) on extracts from parish registers, 223

Wellesley and Wesley families, 96

Welsh triads, 294, 420

Wesley and Wellesley families, 96

Westminster, city and municipality, 127, 213

Wetmore (S. A.) on Honoratus N icquetus, 152

Shakspeariana, 371

Weyghte on Richard Allison, 401

Music, "broken," 167, 302

Whale's stomach, man in, 64

Wheat, mummy, 224, 363, 479

White family of Kent, 374, 464, 520

White (C. A.) on acacia and Freemasonry, 433

Billingsley, 517

Chrism, its meaning, 422

Hats, iron, for criminals, 332
' '

Market-merry,
"
69

Stepney Feast, 48

Toddy of African derivation, 495

White family, 374
Whitehall Theatre, its site, 334

Whitgift (Abp.) and the living of Laceby, 433

Whitleather, its meaning, 86, 173, 279

Whitsunday or Whitsun Day, 55

Wigglesworth (Michael), his writings, 138

Wild Wales on North-Country verse, 413

Wilkes (John), friend of Kant and Ruhnken, 513

Wilkinson (H. E.) on blanket marks, 78
' Lines to a bkeleton,' 96

Will and shall, an Irish difficulty, 272
William Rufus and the charcoal burner, 86

William III., assassination plot, 1696, 27, 131; his

family name, 189, 233

Williams (T.) on English Queens of England, 134, 323

Gilbert fil Roger fil Reinfrid, 299

Goodwyn (Col. Arthur), 173
Hundred divisions, 176

Willoughby (E. F.) on arms of Malta, 8

Wills, index to Irish, 72
; imaginary, 124, 253; un-

registered, 208, 323
; nuncupative, 351

;
from

Close Rolls, 389, 448

Wilmshurst (T. B.) on churchyard inscription, 115

Proverb, French, 481

Wilson (W. E.) on "
Puddings of Jock and Jame," 87

Wilson (W. R. ) on goblin page in '

Lay of the Last

Minstrel,' 270

Winchester, house of, 141, 241, 422

Winchester (William, third Marquis of), and Jane

Lambert, 141, 241
Windebank family notes, 23, 150
Window, stained-glass, 333, 459
Wine glass, inscribed, 148, 196, 282

Wittewronge baronetcy, 476
Wolcot (Dr. John). See Peter Pindar.
Wolfe family, 513
Wolferstan (E. V.) on Danish butter, 53

Wolsey (Cardinal), letter dated from Bradgate, 127 ;
'

Life,' by Mr. Hump. Wanley, 355

Women, and "tempora mutaritur," 126; changes in

their costume, 201, 281, 361
Women's suffrage, argument against anticipated, 431
Wood (Nicholas),

" the great Eater of Kent," 296, 418
Wood (R. F.) on early illustrated newspaper, 442
Woodall (W. 0.) on Lord of Burleigh and Sarah

Hoggins, 387, 408
Woodward (J.) on embordured, 92
Woolfe family, 513
Wordsworth (William) and John de Clapham, 151
Wroth family, 154
Wroth silver, 197, 238

Wylie (C.) on drama in Ireland, 504
Elbe inscription, 380
Green room, 383
Name or surname, 361
' Our Old Actors,' 473
Pendrell brothers, 178

Wylie (J. H.) on Chaucer's pilgrimage, 523

Mysyn (Richard), 195

Scrope (Archbishop), 364

Wynne family of Copperleni or Cop Goleuni, 227

Wynne (C.) on Wynne family, 227

Wynyard (General), his biography, 434

Wyvern Gules on Sir John Savery Drake, 339

X, XX, and XXX, on beer barrels, 386
X. (X. O.) on Celts in Spain, 168

Xanxuen, monument found at, 334, 438

Xenia, custom of making gifts, 87, 169
Y for th, 289, 320, 341

Yardley (E.) on newspaper English, 193
Indian folk-lore, 214, 500

Mouse, red, 91

Rogers (Samuel), 125
' Ye King of Arms,' periodical, 493

Yele, its meaning, 294, 341, 442, 462
Yellow as mourning, 45, 97
Yeoman, its meaning, 111

York, Ainsty of, 352, 383, 442
York Minster, window in, 333, 459
York (Cecily, Duchess of), 340, 404
Yorkshire inquisitions, 122

Youghal, Sir W. Raleigh's house a;t, 45 1

"
Young England

"
party, 127

Young (J.) on spinster, 291

Young (J. T.) on Tillam's 'Seventh Day Sabbath,' 48

Younger (E. G.) on Old Reeky = Edinburgh, 415
Z. on Gertrude, proper name, 26
Z. (X. Y.) on schoolmaster, 248
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